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INTRODUCTION

On 21 November 1959 the General Assembly adopted resolution 1401
(XIV), in which it expressed the opinion that it was desirable to initiate
preliminary studies on the legal problems relating to the utilization and use
of international rivers with a view to determining whether the subject was
appropriate for codification. To that end, it requested the Secretary-
General to prepare and circulate to Member States a report containing,
among other things, information provided by Member States regarding
their laws and legislation in force in the matter and, when necessary, a
summary of such information, together with a summary of existing bilateral
and multilateral treaties relating to the subject.

Since the report, in accordance with the General Assembly resolution,
contains only summaries of the legislative texts and treaty provisions,
the Secretariat has decided to publish the full texts in this volume of the
Legislative Series.

The legislative texts were provided by Governments in response to two
notes verbales sent to them on 18 February and 2 November 1960 by the
Secretary-General.

The treaty texts were collected by the Codification Division of the Office
of Legal Affairs of the Secretariat during its research in preparation for
the Secretary-General's report mentioned above. As a rule the treaties
included are in force, or came into force at some time. A few of them,
however, were signed recently but had not come into force by the time this
volume went to press. Since they are of interest in this connexion, they
have been included in this volume and their status has been indicated in
notes.

INTRODUCTION

L'Assemblke gdndrale a, en date du 21 novembre 1959, adopt6 la rdso-
lution 1401 (XIV) par laquelle elle a exprim6 l'avis qu'il est souhaitable
d'entreprendre des 6tudes prdliminaires sur les probl~mes juridiques que
posent l'exploitation et l'utilisation des fleuves internationaux, afin de
dterminer si la question se prate A codification. A cette fin, elle a pri6 le
Secrdtaire g6ndral de preparer et de communiquer aux Etats Membres un
rapport contenant, entre autres, les renseignements fournis par ces Etats
au sujet de leur I6gislation en vigueur dans ce domaine ou, le cas 6chdant,
un r6sum6 de ces renseignements, ainsi qu'un r~sum6 des traitds multilat-
raux et bilatdraux en vigueur qui ont trait A la question.

Comme ce rapport' ne reproduit, conform6ment k la resolution de l'As-
sembl&e gdndrale, qu'un rdsumd des textes I6gislatifs et des dispositions de
trait~s, le Secrdtariat a ddcid6 d'en publier dans le present volume de la
S~rie lgislative le texte integral.
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Les textes l6gislatifs ont &6 fournis par les Gouvernements en r6ponse AL
deux notes verbales que le Secrdtaire gdn6ral leur a adressdes respectivement
en date des 18 fdvrier et 2 novembre 1960.

Quant aux textes des trait~s, ils ont 6t6 rassembl6s par la Division de la
Codification du Service juridique du Secretariat A l'occasion des recherches
qu'elle a effectudes en preparation du susdit rapport du Secrdtaire g6ndral.
En principe, les traitds retenus sont en vigueur ou sont entr6s en vigueur
A un moment donn6. Cependant, un petit nombre d'entre eux ont &6 rdcem-
ment signds mais ne sont pas encore entrds en vigueur A la date de la mise
sous presse du pr6sent volume. Etant donn6 l'int&kt qu'ils pr6sentent en la
mati~re, ces trait s ont 6t6 inclus dans le present volume avec des notes
indiquant leur statut.
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Mexico 1

POLITICAL CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF MEXICO,

SIGNED AT QUERETARO, JANUARY 31, 1917

In the nation is likewise vested the ownership of the waters ... of
interior lakes of natural formation which are directly connected with streams
having a constant flow; those of the main rivers and tributaries from their
source to their mouth, whether they flow into the sea or cross two or more
states; those of intermittent streams whose principal tributary crosses two
or more states; the waters of rivers, streams, or ravines which form national
or state boundary lines; waters extracted from mines; and the beds and
banks of the foregoing lakes and streams to the extent fixed by law. Any
other stream of water not comprised within the foregoing enumeration
shall be deemed as an integral part of the private property through which
it flows; but the utilization of the waters, if the stream flows from one prop-
erty to another, shall be considered of public welfare, and shall be subject
to the laws that may be passed by the States.

In the cases to which the two preceding paragraphs refer, the ownership
of the nation shall be inalienable and imprescriptible; and concessions
shall only be granted by the federal government to private individuals
or civil or commercial corporations organized in accordance with Mexican
laws, on condition that regular works are established for the utilization of
said resources and that all requisites set forth in the laws are complied
with...

Netherlands 2

(a) ACT No. 147, OF 14 JULY 1904, CONTAINING REGULATIONS CONCERNING

DRAINING AND EMBANKMENT OPERATIONS

Article 1

No draining or embankment operations other than those carried out
by the State may be undertaken until a concession has been granted by.
Us after consulting the Executive Committee [Gedeputeerde staten] of the

1 The text reproduced under Mexico has been provided in Spanish by the
Permanent Representative of Mexico to the United Nations. English text taken
from: Peaslee, Constitutions of Nations, second edition, vol. II, p. 668.

2 The texts of laws and regulations reproduced under "Netherlands" have
been provided in Dutch by the representative of the Netherlands to the United
Nations. Translation by the Secretariat of the United Nations.
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province or the Executive Committees of the provinces in which the land
is situated.

This provision shall not apply to reclamation operations where the
reclamation plan has already been drawn up in connexion with a permit
for peat-cutting or where the reclamation is undertaken under the regu-
lations governing a drainage district or fen polder.

The provisions of the first paragraph shall not apply to embankment
operations undertaken under the regulations governing a drainage district.

Save as otherwise provided by special Acts, no reclamation or embankment
operations shall be undertaken by the State until the Executive Committee
or Executive Committees referred to in the first paragraph have been
consulted, the provisions of articles 3, 4 and 5 have been complied with,
and such measures as Our Minister for Public Works may consider necessary
for public works purposes have been taken.

Article 2

When application is made for a concession, maps in duplicate of the
proposed reclamation or embankment must be submitted, showing the dike,
the public roads, the water conduits, the discharge sluices or drainage
facilities and the position of the works in relation to their surroundings,
explained by a description with the necessary drawings and accompanied
by an estimate of the cost.

Article 3

The Executive Committee shall, after giving notice in the Provinciaal
Blad [Provincial Gazette] and in one or more newspapers of the province,
deposit the documents enumerated in the preceding article for general
inspection for thirty days at the municipal clerk's office of one of the mu-
nicipalities in which the land is situated and also at the office of the clerk
of the Provincial States.

Objections to the undertaking may be lodged in writing by interested
parties with the Executive Committee of the province within fourteen days
after the expiry of the aforementioned period.

Article 4

The Executive Committee shall notify the person carrying out the
undertaking that the objections lodged as aforesaid shall be open to his
inspection for a specified period at a place designated by it. It shall also
appoint a date and time at which the said person and the persons who
have lodged objections shall have an opportunity to explain the undertaking
and the objections thereto before a commission of its members.

An expert appointed by Our Minister for Public Works shall attend
this meeting.

The proceedings of the meeting shall be recorded in minutes.

Article 5

The Executive Committee shall examine the project and the objections
lodged as aforesaid and shall submit to Our Minister for Public Works a
report thereon, which shall also contain the Committee's opinion.

It shall ensure, after giving notice to that effect in the Provinciaal Blad
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and in the newspaper or newspapers in which the notice referred to in
article 3 appeared, that a copy of the said report is deposited for general
inspection at the places referred to in article 3.

Article 6

The concession shall be subject to such conditions as may be necessary
to protect interests liable to suffer from the undertaking, and the deposit
of a cash guarantee may be required to cover the cost of making good
such damage as may be caused by faulty compliance with the terms of the
concession.

The cash guarantee shall be refunded as soon and in so far as it ceases
to be needed as cover.

Article 7

The concession may be withdrawn by Us if the work or specific parts
thereof are not completed within the time-limits prescribed in the con-
cession or subsequently extended by Us.

Article 8

The Executive Committee shall order the stoppage of work on any
reclamation or embankment operations undertaken without the concession
prescribed in article 1.

It shall ensure that the reclamation or embankment operations are
carried out in accordance with the plan and the additional conditions
under which the concession is granted by Us.

(b) ACT No. 282, OF 30 DECEMBER 1904, CONTAINING REGULATIONS CON-
CERNING IRRIGATION

Article 1

For the purposes of this Act, the term " irrigation " means the artificial
diversion for agricultural purposes of water from a river canal, brook or
other watercourse over a tract of land prepared to receive it.

Article 2

It shall be the responsibility of the Provincial States [Staten der provincin]
to issue, subject to Our approval, the necessary provisions concerning the
diversion and use of water for irrigation purposes and concerning the dis-
charge of water after it leaves the irrigated land.

Aiticle 3

1. Before any irrigation facilities may be provided, application for a
permit shall be made to the Executive Committee of the province where
the place from which the water is to be taken is situated.

2. Regulations shall be made by the province, subject to Our approval,
concerning the following matters: the requirements to be met and the
documents to be submitted in applying for a permit; the publication of the
application, the notification thereof to interested parties, the invitation to
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such parties to submit their objections orally or in writing to the Executive
Committee, and the arrangement of other matters preparatory to a discussion
of the application at a public meeting of the Executive Committee; the
actual discussion of, and decision on, the application; the communication
and publication of the decision and its deposit for inspection; and the man-
ner and circumstances in which a permit may be modified or revoked by
the Executive Committee.

3. Where no such regulations are in force in a province, a decree
concerning the foregoing matters shall, subject to Our approval, be made
by the Executive Committee and inserted in the Provinciaal Blad [Provincial
Gazette].

Article 4

1. If the applicant wants the water to be discharged in a province
other than that in which it is to be tapped, the Executive Committee of
the latter province shall send the documents to the Executive Committee
of the former province. The Executive Committee to which the documents
are sent shall, within two months after receiving the same, inform the other
Executive Committee whether or not it has any objection to the arrange-
ments for the discharge of the water, and shall at the same time return the
documents to that Committee.

2. If it has no objection, a decision may be taken on the application.
3. If it has an objection, it shall state the reasons therefor, and the objec-

tion shall constitute sufficient grounds for rejection of the application.
4. The decision shall be communicated to the Executive Committee of

the province concerned.

Article 5

1. The decree of an Executive Committee whereby a permit is granted
with or without conditions, or is refused, modified or revoked, must be
accompanied by a statement of reasons.

2. An appeal shall lie to Us against a decree referred to in paragraph 1.
3. Such appeal may be lodged by any interested party within thirty

days after the Executive Committee's decision has been published in
accordance with the provisions to be laid down in the provincial regulations
referred to in article 3, paragraph 2, or, in the absence of such regulations,
in the decree referred to in paragraph 3 of that article.

4. The appeal shall be addressed to Us but shall be filed with Our
Commissioner in the province, who shall note on the appeal the date of
receipt and shall then forward it to Us. He shall issue a receipt.

5. Subject to the time-limit specified in paragraph 3 of this article,
an appeal may also be lodged by Our Commissioner in the province and,
in the case referred to in article 4, paragraph 1, also by Our Commissioner
in the province into which the water is to be discharged.

Article 6

1. A decree referred to in paragraph 2 of the preceding article shall
not take effect before the time-limit for appeal has expired or, if an appeal
has been lodged, before We have ruled on the appeal. Nevertheless the



Executive Committee may, pending the expiry of the time-limit for appeal
or, if an appeal has been lodged, pending the ruling thereon, order the
partial or complete suspension of the irrigation operations for which it has
modified or revoked the permit.

2. Such order for suspension may be set aside by Us at any time.

Article 7

1. The owner of land, through or over which water must, for irrigation
purposes, be diverted or discharged, or in, on or adjacent to which civil
engineering works for irrigation purposes, or a portion of such works,
must be constructed, shall, subject to compensation, consent to such
diversion, discharge or construction and to the use and maintenance of
the diversion and discharge works and the civil engineering works if that
land has been designated for the said purposes in the decree granting the
permit.

2. The aforementioned obligation shall not exist in relation to buildings
or their appurtenant yards or gardens.

Article 8

The usufructuary of the water of a watercourse shall, subject to compensa-
tion, consent to the use thereof for irrigation purposes if such water has
been designated for the said purposes in the decree granting the permit.

Article 9

The owner of civil engineering works the joint use of which is required
for irrigation purposes shall, subject to compensation, consent to such
joint use if those works have been designated for the said purposes in the
decree granting the permit.

Article 10

Where the owner of land, through or over which water must, for ir-
rigation purposes, be diverted or discharged, or in, on or adjacent to which
civil engineering works for irrigation purposes, of a portion of such works,
must be constructed, himself wishes to make use of the relevant diversion
or discharge works or civil engineering works for the irrigation of that
land, the applicant for a permit to construct the said works shall, subject
to compensation, consent to such joint use if this obligation is imposed both
in the decree granting the aforementioned owner a permit to provide irriga-
tion facilities for his land and in the decree granting a permit for the con-
struction of the works aforesaid.

Article 11

Where the owner of land, through or over which water is diverted or
discharged for irrigation purposes, himself wishes to make use of the relevant
diversion or discharge works for the irrigation of the said land, the person
to whom a permit for the construction of the said works was granted, or
his assigns, shall, subject to compensation, consent to such joint use if this
obligation is imposed in the decree granting the aforementioned owner a
permit to provide irrigation facilities for the said land.



Article 12

The obligations imposed by virtue of articles 7, 8, 9 and 11 shall not
be such as to cause any significant change in the intended use, and shall
interfere as little as possible with the actual use, of the land, the usufruct,
the civil engineering works and the existing irrigation facilities.

Article 13

A person who, in virtue of a right in rem or in personam, has the usufruct
of the land, the water rights or the civil engineering works shall be accorded
the same treatment as the owner referred to in articles 7, 9, 10 and 11 and
as the usufructuary referred to in article 8.

Article 14

The decision on an application for a permit to provide irrigation facilities
for land situated in a drainage district, fen district or fen polder shall not
be given until the advice of the authorities administering such areas has
been requested.

Article 15

1. For the purposes of articles 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, the term " compen-
sation " means both reimbursement for damage actually suffered and in
so far as the joint use of works is concerned, reimbursement by way of a
contribution to the installation, expansion and maintenance of the works.

2. Upon application in writing by the person liable for compensation,
the Executive Committee shall appoint three experts to determine the same.

3. The said experts shall not begin work until they have been sworn
by a cantonal judge, who shall be designated by the Executive Committee
when it appoints the experts, nor until the applicant has deposited with
the office of the clerk of the Provincial States a cash guarantee, in an amount
specified by the Executive Committee, to cover their expenses.

4. The report issued by the experts shall be deposited for inspection
at the office of the clerk of the Provincial States for thirty days after the
Executive Committee has given notice of such deposit both to the person
liable for compensation and to the persons entitled thereto.

5. The cost of the expert investigation, which shall be borne by the
person by whom the application referred to in paragraph 2 was made,
shall be determined by the Executive Committee on the basis of the scale
of judicial costs and salaries in civil cases and shall be entered by the said
Committee at the foot of the report.

6. A copy of the report shall be supplied against payment to interested
parties at their request.

Article 16

I. Unless the parties are already in agreement on the compensation,
the person liable therefor shall, whether or not the provisions of the preceding
article have been applied, make the opposing party an offer of compensa-
tion in due legal form.

2. The service of this offer shall be null and void unless it is accompanied



a. The decree whereby the permit was granted;
b. If the decree referred to in sub-paragraph a is a decree of the Execu-

tive Committee, a statement by Our Commissioner in the province that no
appeal to a higher authority has been lodged against the said decree within
the statutory time-limit or, if an appeal has been lodged, that it has been
rejected;

c. If the expert investigation referred to in article 15 has been held, a
copy of the experts' report and a statement that the provisions of that article
concerning deposit for inspection and notice thereof have been complied
with, the said copy and statement both to be issued by the clerk of the
Provincial States.

3. Within six weeks after the offer referred to in paragraph 1, the
recipient thereof may claim compensation through the courts; if he fails
to do so, he shall be deemed to be satisfied with the offer.

Article 17

If the amount of compensation determined by the court exceeds that
offered, costs shall be awarded against the respondent; otherwise they shall
be awarded against the claimant.

Article 18

The use or joint use of land, water or works, as referred to in articles 7, 8,
9, 10 and 11, shall not begin until agreement has been reached on the
compensation, or the offer of compensation has been accepted as satisfactory,
or the judicial award of compensation has become final.

Article 19

The decree designating land, water or works for use or joint use under
articles 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, or modifying or cancelling such use or joint use,
shall be entered in the ppblic register5 referred to. in..article, 67Lof the Civil
Code.

Article 20

1. The provision of irrigation facilities without a permit or in contra-
vention of the conditions attached to the permit, or the maintenance of
such facilities where the same have been provided after the entry into force
of this Act, shall be an offence punishable by imprisonment for a term of
not more than fourteen days or by a fine of not more than 100 guilders.

2. The offence aforesaid shall be regarded as a petty offence [over-
treding].

3. [Deleted.]

Article 21

1. The Executive Committee shall be empowered to take action at
the offender's expense to prevent irrigation facilities provided or main-
tained in contravention of the Act from being used.

2. Save in urgent cases, the aforementioned power shall not be exer-
cised until the persons concerned have been cautioned in writing.
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(c) ACT No. 339, OF 9 NOVEMBER 1908, TO ENSURE THE MAINTENANCE IN
PROPER CONDITION OF THE PRINCIPAL RIVERS AND STREAMS OF THE STATE

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article I

The principal rivers and streams of the State, hereinafter referred to as
rivers and streams ", shall be considered to include the following waterways:
(a) The Rhine, the Maas, the Scheldt and all other rivers and streams

which join them and carry water from them;
(b) The Oosterschelde;
(c) The Hollandsche IJssel below the dam at Gouda;
(d) The Overijsselsche Vecht;
(e) The Zwartewater and the Zwolsche Diep (Zwolsche Canal);
(f) The Donge below the point where it leaves the left bank of the

Is Gravemoersche Vaart ('s Gravemoersche Canal);
(g) All tributaries, branches, inlets, creeks, brooks and channels which

join the rivers and streams referred to in (a) to (f).

Article 2

Rivers and streams shall be deemed to extend out to sea up to boundaries
which shall be fixed by Order in Council.

Article 3

I. The term " minor bed " means the area occupied by the river or
stream at normal high summer water-level or at normal flood tide.

2. The term " major bed " means the area between the minor bed
and the outer crest of the dike which confines the river or stream at high
water, or, if there is no dike, the area between the minor bed and the high
ground which confines the river or stream at the maximum level; provided
that land which serves the purpose of laterally diverting high upstream
water shall be included in the major bed only if it has always served that
purpose and has been defined as such by Order in Council.

3. The major bed of a river or stream shall be deemed to include those
shoals, islands and periodically appearing pieces of land which are inundated
only by high upstream water or the flood tide.

CHAPTER II

POLICE PROVISIONS

Article 4

1. In the minor bed of a river or stream, or within the boundaries
fixed in accordance with article 2, it shall be unlawful without authorization
from Our Minister of Public Works [Waterstaat]:

(a) To construct any works, or to dump, pile up or deposit soil, mud,
rubbish or other materials which sink to the bottom ;
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(b) To plant hedges, trees, reeds or rushes, or, between 1 November
and 1 April, to permit the growth of naturally occurring vegetation ;

(c) To install salmon traps oi other fishing apparatus consisting wholly
or in part of weirs made of stakes, wattling or osiers;

(d) To moor floating objects or contrivances which are not intended for
purposes of transport ;

(e) To make any alteration in existing works or in fishing apparatus
of the kind specified in (c).

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 (a) shall not apply to the construction
of non-projecting works for the protection of the banks, on condition that
the said works do not extend above the banks.

Article 5

1. In the major bed of a river or stream, it shall be unlawful, without
authorization from Our Minister aforesaid:

(a) To construct, shift, reinforce or increase the height of a dike, inner
dike or other work intended to confine the water or direct the course of the
river or stream;

(b) To erect or alter a building or other structure, or to raise the ground
level;

(c) To plant hedges, trees, reeds or rushes, or, between 1 November
and 1 April, to permit the growth of naturally occuring vegetation;

(d) To leave a fence standing between 1 December and 15 March or
a temporary barrier between 15 November and 15 March.

2. The previsions of paragraph 1 (a) shall not apply as regards reinforcing
or increasing the height of dikes which confine the river or stream at high
water or as regards reinforcing the slopes of such dikes or of high ground as
referred to in article 3, paragraph 2.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 (a) and (b) shall not apply to the con-
struction or installation of temporary barriers between 15 March and
15 November.

4. In the case of dikes which confine the river or stream at high water
or of high ground as referred to in article 3, paragraph 2, the provisions of
paragraph 1 (b) and (c) shall apply to the same only if they have been
designated by Order in Council.

Article 6

Where, because the minor or the major bed covers a considerable area
or because of other circumstances, the provisions of article 4 or 5 are wholly
or partly inapplicable to portions of rivers and streams or of the areas
lying within the boundaries fixed in accordance with article 2, the said
portions shall be designated by Order in Council.

Article 7

It shall be unlawful, without authorization from Our Minister aforesaid,
to alter the course of any portion of a river or stream.

Article 8

1. An authorization as provided for in this Act may be granted subject
to withdrawal, or for a specified period of time or without conditions as to
withdrawal.
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2. An authorization shall be denied, and an authorization granted
subject to withdrawal shall be withdrawn, only if this is considered necessary
in the public interest as it relates to rivers and streams.

Article 9

1. An authorization may be made subject only to such conditions as
are conducive to protecting the public interest as it relates to rivers and
streams.

2. An authorization may be revoked if the conditions are not complied
with.

3. Save in urgent cases, an authorization shall not be revoked until the
person to whom it was granted or his assigns have been given a reasonable
period of time to comply with the conditions imposed upon him.

Article 10

1. A person violating the provisions of this Act shall be required, by
virtue of a written order from officials to be designated by Us and within
the time-limit therein specified, to remove or cause to be removed, to restore
to its original condition or cause to be so restored, or to do or cause to be
done, as the case may be, anything which has been or is constructed, in-
stalled, done or left undone in contravention of this Act.

2. The officials referred to in paragraph 1 may, at the expense of the
offender and, if necessary, with the assistance of the law-enforcement
authorities, cause anything which has been or is constructed, installed, done
or left undone in contravention of this Act to be removed, prevented, carried
out or restored to its original condition, as the case may be. Save in urgent
cases, no such action may be taken until written notice has been given to
the offender.

Article 11

1. An offence against article 4, paragraph 1, article 5, paragraph 1,
or article 7 shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 500 guilders.

2. An offence as aforesaid shall be regarded as a petty offence [over-
treding].

3. Notwithstanding article 70, paragraph 1, of the Penal Code, exemp-
tion from prosecution in respect of the offences referred to in article 4,
paragraph 1 (a), (c) and (e), shall be acquired by lapse of time after five
years.

Article 12

The authorities responsible for the investigation of offences under this
Act shall be, in addition to the persons specified in article 8 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, such officials and employees of the Ministry of
Public Works as We shall designate.

Article 13

1. Upon the withdrawal or revocation of an authorization, or upon
the expiry of the period for which it was granted, the person to whom it
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was granted or his assigns shall, within a time-limit to be fixed by Our
Minister aforesaid, remove anything which has been constructed or planted
and restore the minor or the major bed, or the area lying within the boun-
daries fixed in accordance with article 2, to its original condition or to a
condition adjudged by the said Minister to be satisfactory.

2. Where the foregoing provisions are not complied with, such removal
and restoration may be effected by the State at the expense of the person
to whom the authorization was granted or of his assigns.

Article 14

1. Where persons to whom an authorization has been denied or granted,
or their assigns, object to the application of article 8 or article 9, they may,
within three months from the date of the action to which they object,
submit such objections to Us for decision.

2. A decision on the said objections shall be taken by Us, by and with
the advice of the Council of State (Administrative Disputes Division).

3. Where the provisions of article 13 have been applied, the person
concerned shall, in the event that the objections are wholly or partially
upheld, receive full or partial compensation for the damage he has sustained.

CHAPTER III

WORKS CARRIED OUT BY THE STATE

Article 15

1. With respect to land situated within the minor or the major bed
of rivers and streams or within the boundaries fixed in accordance with
article 2, being land which is wholly or partly owned by persons other
than the State or in which persons other than the State have an interest,
the State, in the public interest as it relates to rivers and streams, may:

(a) Join to or extend across the said land state river-works and such
groynes, breakwaters and river-bank reinforcements as have been constructed
by persons other than the State and may maintain or alter the same upon
that land.

(b) For the purpose of carrying out state river-works, transport earth
and construction materials across the said land, in vehicles if necessary,
or store such earth and materials temporarily upon that land or process
them there.

2. Save where a statement indicating the necessity of immediate action
is transmitted to the persons having use of the land, the powers referred to
in paragraph 1 may not be exercised unless the intention of doing so has
been notified to the said persons in writing at least forty-eight hours before-
hand.

3. The provisions of paragrah 2 shall not apply to normal maintenance
work.

Article 16

I. Any damage resulting from the application of article 15, paragraph 1,
shall be compensated for by the State.
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2. The relevant claim shall be submitted to the judge of the canton
in which the land with respect to which the damage was sustained is wholly
or partly situated.

Article 17

In the public interest as it relates to rivers and streams, the State may
raise or level off the land referred to in article 15, paragraph 1, fill in gulleys
there or remove vegetation, buildings and works situated thereon.

Article 18

1. Where the State wishes to exercise any of the powers referred to in
article 17, the president of the court having jurisdiction over the area in
which the land with respect to which such powers are to be exercised
is wholly or partly situated shall appoint and duly swear three experts
for the purpose of furnishing a description of the work in question and
determining what compensation shall be made. Notice of the appointment
of the said experts shall be published by the head of the municipal govern-
ment in one or more newspapers and shall be announced in the customary
manner in the municipality or municipalities in which the land is situated.

2. The report of the experts, comprising a description, illustrated by
sketches, of the existing situation and the changes to be made, as well as an
opinion concerning compensation, shall be deposited for thirty days, for
general inspection, with the municipal clerk's office of the municipality
or municipalities in which the land is situated, notice of such deposit to be
published in one or more newspapers and to be announced in the customary
manner beforehand by the head of the municipal Government and to be
given, by registered letter, to all persons known to be directly concerned.

3. The work may not be started until the period referred to in para-
graph 2 has expired.
. 4. Where no agreement concerning compensation is reached with the

persons directly concerned, the State shall, within thirty days after the
expiry of the period referred to in paragraph 2, make an offer of compensa-
tion in due legal form.

5. Within thirty days after the date of the offer, the person to whom
it is made may submit a claim for compensation to the court whose president
appointed the experts as provided in paragraph 1, and if the said person
fails to submit such a claim, he shall be presumed to be satisfied with the
offer.

6. In the event that the amount of compensation fixed by the court is
greater than that offered by the State, the latter shall be ordered to pay
costs; otherwise, the claimant shall be so ordered.

CHAPTER IV

THE EFFECTS ON RIPARIAN RIGHTS OF RIVER-BANK EXTENSION

CARRIED OUT BY THE STATE

Article 19

1. Where the State, in the public interest as it relates to rivers and
streams, constructs groynes, breakwaters or similar river-works as extensions
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of the land situated along the banks or of any works joined to the said land,
the persons having riparian rights with respect to such land shall lose the
right of accretion referred to in article 651 of the Civil Code on the river
side of the vegetation line but shall acquire ownership of the strip of land
situated between the vegetation line and the bank line if the said strip
belongs to the State.

2. The term " vegetation line" means the line which joins, in such
a manner as to permit permanent demarcation, the successive points at
which the area of uninterrupted vegetation along the river bank ends;
provided that the said line shall at no time be deemed to be situated further
landwards than the bank line.

Article 20

1. Where a groyne or similar work joined to the land situated along
the bank is constructed, the provisions of article 19, paragraph 1, shall
apply upstream to a distance equivalent to one-and-a-half times the length
of the said work and downstream to a distance equivalent to two-and-a-half
times such length, both distances being measured along the vegetation line
from its point of intersection with the axis of the said work.

2. Where one of the works referred to in paragraph 1 is constructed
together with a connecting breakwater, the provisions of article 19, para-
graph 1, shall apply over the same distances augmented by the length
of the upstream and downstream arms of the breakwater.

3. Where an existing work is extended or enlarged, the applicability
of article 19, paragraph 1, shall be determined by the new dimensions of
the said work, but no change shall ensue in the effects of the existing work
on the relevant riparian rights.

Atticle 21

The provisions of article 19, paragraph 1, shall not apply where rights
of ownership or accretion can be invoked against the State with respect to
land situated in a river or stream, which land, in accordance with the Civil
Code, otherwise constitutes part of the river or stream together with its banks.

Article 22

Notwithstanding the provisions of article 15, paragraph 2, the construc-
tion of any of the works referred to in article 19, paragraph 1, shall not be
begun until the vegetation line has been marked out by the State; the mark-
ers shall remain in place until the vegetation line has been finally delimited.

Article 23

1. The vegetation line may be delimited by written agreement. The
instrument of such agreement shall be entered in the public registers referred
to in article 671 of the Civil Code.

2. The provisions of article 19, paragraph 1, shall apply as from the
date on which the said instrument is registered.

Article 24

1. In the event that no agreement is reached, there shall within sixty
days after the construction of the work has been begun, be deposited for
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thirty days, for general inspection, with the municipal clerk's office of
the municipality or municipalities in which the land with respect to which
a vegetation line is to be delimited is situated:

(a) A sketch of the work in question, drawn to a scale no smaller than
I : 1250 and indicating the vegetation line and the cadastral plots affected;

(b) A list of the cadastral designations of the said plots.
2. Notice of such deposit shall be published in one or more newspapers

and be announced in the customary manner beforehand by the head of
the government of the municipality or the municipalities referred to in
paragraph 1, and shall also be given, by registered letter, to all persons
known to have riparian rights with respect to the relevant land.

Article 25

1. The applicability of article 19, paragraph 1, may be challenged,
on the basis of article 21, in accordance with normal legal procedure.

2. In other cases, an appeal concerning the content of the sketch may,
within thirty days after the expiry of the period of deposit referred to in
article 24, paragraph 1, be lodged by any person having riparian rights
with respect to the relevant land, with the court having jurisdiction over
the area in which the land with respect to which a vegetation line is to be
delimited is wholly or partly situated, and the said line shall then be delimited
by the court.

3. If no appeal as referred to in paragraph 2 is lodged, the persons
having riparian rights with respect to the relevant land shall, without
prejudice to the provisions of article 21, be presumed to accept as the river-
ward boundary of their property the vegetation line indicated in the afore-
mentioned sketch.

4. In the application of paragraph 2, the subsequent proceedings shall
be governed by the Code of Civil Procedure, save that:

(a) All actions relating to a single work shall be combined;
(b) If the plaintiff is awarded a larger area than that to which he would

be entitled on the basis of the sketch, the State shall be ordered to pay
costs; otherwise, the plaintiff shall be so ordered.

Atticle 26

1. If no appeal as referred to in article 25, paragraph 2, is lodged, a
statement to that effect shall be attached to the sketch by the clerk of the
court referred to in the said paragraph, and the sketch shall thereupon be
entered in the public registers referred to in article 671 of the Civil Code.

2. If the vegetation line is fixed by a judicial decision which has become
final, such decision shall be registered in like manner.

3. The provisions of article 19, paragraph 1, shall apply as from the
date on which the sketch or decision is registered.

Article 27

Until such time as the strip of land acquired, in accordance with article 26,
by the persons having riparian rights is completely filled in by alluvial
accretion or is otherwise transformed into dry land, the State may dump
soil and mud there without being required to pay compensation.



Article 28

1. If the strip of land acquired, in accordance with article 23 or ar-
ticle 26, by the persons having riparian rights is cut off from the river or
stream by land belonging to the State that has been built up by alluvial
deposits or otherwise, any one of the said persons may, without being
obliged to pay compensation, ask that he be granted an outlet or outlets
to the river or stream, each not more than three metres wide, under such
conditions as are least detrimental to the interests of the State, if the grant
of such outlet or outlets is indispensable to the use of his portion of the said
strip of land and of the original land situated along the banks. The location
and direction of the said outlets may be fixed by the agreement referred
to in article 23, paragraph 1.

2. An outlet as aforesaid shall be laid out and maintained by and at the
expense of the person to whom it is granted.

3. In the event of disagreement, the request for the grant of an outlet
as provided in paragraph 1 may be submitted to the court having jurisdic-
ation over the area in which the strip of land referred to in the said paragraph
is wholly or partly situated.

CHAPTER V

TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 29

Upon the entry into force of this act, there shall stand repealed:
Title XXVII, articles 42, 43 and 44, of the Ordinance of August 1669

concerning waterways and forests;
The Order of 9 March 1798 (19 Vent6se, Year VI) of the executive

Directory, containing measures to ensure the unimpeded use of navigable
and floatable rivers and canals;

The Act of 4 May 1803 (14 Flordal, Year XI) concerning the clearing
of non-navigable canals and rivers and the maintenance of their dikes;

The publication of 24 February 1806 providing for a comprehensive
system of river or waterway legislation governing the rivers and streams
of this republic.

Article 30

Any authorization granted under a provision repealed by this Act may
be withdrawn or revoked if it relates to measures for which an authorization
is required under this Act and if it was granted subject to withdrawal
or revocation.

Article 31

Anything which, before the entry into force of this Act, was constructed
or installed contrary to a provision repealed by this Act may be removed
in accordance with article 10 if its construction or installation without
authorization is prohibited by this Act.



Article 32

1. The provisions of article 18 shall not apply to the removal, in ac-
cordance with article 17, of vegetation whose removal without compensa-
tion could previously be ordered under article 8 of the Publication of
24 February 1806.

2. Save in urgent cases, the provisions of article 17 shall not be applied
to such vegetation until the parties concerned have been notified in writing.

Article 33

Pending the entry into force of the Order in Council referred to in article 6,
the provisions of article 4, paragraph 1 (a), shall not apply, in so far as the
dumping, piling up or deposit of materials which sink to the bottom is
concerned, to areas used for the cultivation of shellfish.

Article 34

Documents drawn up for purposes of complying with or giving effect
to this Act, including documents relating to litigation arising out of the
application of the Act shall require no seal and shall be exempt from regis-
tration formalities.

(d) DECREE No. 765, OF 24 NOVEMBER 1919, ESTABLISHING GENERAL POLICE
REGULATIONS FOR RIVERS, CANALS, LOCKS, BRIDGES AND APPURTENANT

WORKS UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE STATE

TITLE V

PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE MAINTENANCE OF CANALS

Article 87

Without prejudice to acquired rights, it shall be unlawful, without
authorization from the Minister:

1. To divert water from a canal or appurtenant water-conduits;

2. To construct any work in, on, under or over a canal. Notwith-
standing the foregoing provision and subject to the permission of
Our Commissioner, it shall be lawful to construct, alter or remove
a step or flight of steps, foot-path, ramp, parapet or way of egress
along the canal dike or canal road, including such works as may
be required for these purposes in the ditches at the foot of the dike.

Article 88

It shall be unlawful:
1. To hamper or prevent the use of the works;

2. To throw or drop solid materials into a canal or onto the adjacent
ground without the written permission of the chief managing engineer;
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3. To walk or ride over a bridge until it is completely closed and locked
in position, or to walk over a lock-gate until it is completely closed;

4. To ride over a bridge faster than at walking pace;

5. To ride on a bicycle or motor-cycle along the walls or gates of a lock
or over bridges belonging to a lock if these are not intended to permit
passage of bicycles and other vehicles;

6. To open the barrier of a bridge without the permission of the person
in charge of the bridge;

7. To transport a load over a bridge if, in the opinion of the person
in charge of the bridge, the weight of the load might damage the bridge;

8. To go, or to take anything, on board a ferry if this is prohibited by the
person in charge of the ferry;

9. To go on any work to which access is obviously prohibited;
10. Except by request of those officials of the Ministry of Public Works

[Waterstaat] referred to in article 2, items (b) and (c), to raise, turn, open or
close a bridge, to open or close a lock-gate, to raise or close a sluice-gate,
to raise stop planks or to carry out any other functions of the said officials;

11. To deposit at the loading and unloading wharves any goods or
objects other than those that are to be shipped or unloaded, or to leave
goods deposited there for longer than the time allowed by the officials of
the Ministry of Public Works as referred to in article 2, items (b) and (c)
for the loading or removal thereof;

12. To search for or draw up from the bottom stones or other sunken
objects in any canal or harbour without the permission of an official of the
Ministry of Public Works as referred to in article 2, item (a), or the per-
mission of the harbour-master.

(e) DECREE No. 562, OF 3 NOVEMBER 1934, ESTABLISHING REGULATIONS

CONCERNING DREDGING AND EXCAVATING, DRAWING UP OBJECTS FROM

THE WATER, DUMPING OF MATERIALS WHICH SINK TO THE BOTTOM, AND

THE CONSTRUCTION OF WORKS IN RIVERS AND STREAMS, THE NORTH SEA

WITHIN THE TERRITORIAL FRONTIER, THE WADDENZEE, THE NETHER-

LANDS PORTION OF THE EMS, THE DOLLARD AND THE IJSSELMEER,. THE

SAME BEING UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE STATE

CHAPTER 1

DREDGING AND EXCAVATING IN RIVERS AND STREAMS

UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE STATE

Article 1

This chapter applies to:
(a) The Rhine, the Waal, the Lower Rhine, the Lek and the IJssel;

(b) The Maas, the Heusdensch Canal, the Afgedamde Maas, the
Bergsche Maas, the Oude Maasje, the Donge below the 's-Gravemoersche
Vaart ('s-Gravemoersche Canal) and the Amer;



(c) The Upper, Lower and Nieuwe Merwede, the Wantij, the Noord,
the Mallegat and the Dordtsche Kil;

(d) The Nieuwe Maas, the Scheur, the Doorgraving, the Koningshaven,
the Noordgeul, the Westgeul, the Botlek, the Brielsche Maas above the
158-kilometre mark and the Hartelsche Gat;

(e) The Oude Maas, the Spui and the Beerengat;
(f) The Hollandsch Diep above a line joining the west mole of the

ferry harbour at Willemsdorp with the east mole of Moerdijk harbour;
(g) The Hollandsche IJssel below the Gouda dam;
(h) The Overijsselsche Vecht;
(i) The Zwarte Water and the Zwolsche Diep (Zwolsche Canal);
(k) All tributaries, branches, inlets, creeks, brooks and channels which

join the rivers and streams mentioned in (a) to (i).

Article 2

In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of our
Minister of Public Works, it shall be unlawful:

(1) To dredge with apparatus other than hand or hoist gear;
(2) To dredge with hoist gear in rivers and streams and in portions

of rivers and streams, specifically designated by our Minister aforesaid;
(3) To anchor in navigable waters any dredging craft or apparatus,

including, for the purposes of these regulations, any craft used for the
collection or handling of dredged material.

The designation of the rivers and streams and portions of rivers and
streams referred to in item (2) shall be published in the Nederlandsche Staats-
courant.

Article 3

In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of our
Minister aforesaid, it shall be unlawful to dredge or to excavate:

(1) To landward of a line drawn twelve metres off and parallel to
the river bank at the mean low-water or low-tide level;

(2) To landward of:
(a) A line drawn along the outer ends of a series of groynes or other

river-works spaced not more than 300 metres apart and such points along
the bank at the mean low-water or low-tide level as are situated 300 metres
above the groyne or work of the series that is furthest upstream and 300
metres below the groyne or work of the series that is furthest downstream;

(b) Lines joining the outer end or ends of a groyne or other river-
work not forming part of a series as referred to in item (a) with such points
on the shore at the mean low-water or low-tide level as are situated 300
metres above or below the groyne or river-work.

(3) Within fifteen metres of:
(a) The deposited and dumped material forming part of groynes and

other river-works;
(b) Abutments, beams, piers, ice-aprons, piles, fenders and other parts

of bridges, weirs, sluices and other works;
(c) A sunken craft;



(4) Within twenty-five metres of:

(a) The anchors of pontoon bridges and ferry-boats;
(b) The anchors of fixed parts of bathing establishments;
(c) A line between warning notices indicating the location of cables

or pipes;
(d) River correction and other civil engineering works where these

.are indicated by signs on the site of operations or on the shore:

Article 4

1. Our Minister aforesaid may designate portions of rivers or streams
where, notwithstanding the provisions of article 3, dredging and excavating
are to be performed at a specified distance from the shore or civil engineering
works.

2. The designation of such portions of rivers and streams shall be
published in the Nederlandsche Staatscourant.

3. It shall be unlawful, in the portions of rivers or streams designated
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of this article, to dredge
or excavate in disregard of the distances specified for such portions by Our
Minister aforesaid.

Article 5

1. Dredging shall be carried out evenly without creating trenches or
ridges.

2. The transport and disposal of dredged material and all other opera-
tions shall be performed in such a manner as not to cause any raising or
unevenness of the river bottom.

3. The dredging, transport and discharge of the material shall not
hinder navigation or towing operations.

4. Dredging may be carried out only between sunrise and sunset.
5. Dredging craft and apparatus shall lie in the direction of the navigable

channel and not broadside on.
6. If the craft or apparatus does not return to its base, it shall be tied

up somewhere outside the navigable channel from half an hour after
sunset to half an hour before sunrise.

7. If the foregoing requirement cannot fully be met, the craft or apparatus
may not remain at the dredging site overnight.

8. Excavations shall be carried out in an even manner, the edges of an
excavation shall be flattened, and the material between the excavations
shall be levelled.

9. During the months of January, February, November and December,
dredging with apparatus other than hand or hoist gear shall be prohibited.

10. The authorization referred to in articles 2 and 3 may provide for
departures from the foregoing ,provisions.

Article 6

1. In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf
of our Minister aforesaid, it shall be unlawful, during the period when



fishing with large salmon-nets is permitted, to dredge in, or to be in possession
of dredging craft or apparatus lying at anchor in a portion of a river or
stream in which fishing is being carried on with a windlass and from a
fixed place or places for hauling in nets, or within a distance of 200 metres
above or 500 metres below such portion.

2. The limits of the area in which such fishing is being carried on shall
be lines drawn perpendicular to the axis of the river from the place where
the net is cast and from the lowest point downstream where it is hauled in.

3. This article shall apply only to the portions of rivers and streams
where, and during the periods when, fishing with large salmon-nets is
usually being carried on.

CHAPTER 2

DREDGING AND EXCAVATING, DRAWING UP STONES, FISHING FOR SHELLS,
SHELLFISH AND MUSSELS, DUMPING OF MATERIALS WHICH SINK TO THE
BOTTOM, AND CONSTRUCTION OF WORKS IN RIVERS AND STREAMS, THE

NORTH SEA WITHIN THE TERRITORIAL FRONTIER, THE WADDENZEE,
THE NETHERLANDS PORTION OF THE EMS, THE DOLLARD AND THE
IJSSELMEER, THE SAME BEING UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE STATE

Article 8

This chapter applies to:
(a) Streams in South Holland and Zeeland, in so far as chapter 1 does

not, by virtue of article 1, apply thereto;
(b) The North Sea within the territorial frontier;
(c) The Waddenzee;
(d) The Netherlands portion of the Ems and the Dollard;
(e) The IJsselmeer;
(f) All tributaries, branches, inlets, creeks, brooks and channels which

join the waters mentioned in (a) to (e).

Article 9

in the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of our
Minister aforesaid, it shall be unlawful to dredge with apparatus other than
hand or hoist gear.

Article 10

1. In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of
our Minister aforesaid, it shall be unlawful:

(1) To dredge, excavate, remove mud, pull drag-nets, draw up or
gather stones or shells, fish for shellfish or mussel seed, spear eels or place
fixed fishing-tackle within a distance of 500 metres measured in the direction
or directions of the relevant waters from piling situated at the water's
edge or from the heads of jetties or, where no such piling or jetties exist,
from the toes of dikes, embankments, sea-walls or other retaining walls,
or within the same distance as measured from a line between notice boards
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indicating the location of cables or pipes. The foregoing prohibition shall
not apply to the setting-out of eel pots or herring nets or to fishing for
shellfish with hand gear or other non-mechanical gear, on condition that
no dredging or excavating is involved;

(2) To fish for, gather or cut loose shells, shellfish or mussels from any
point on a work under the control of the State or within a distance of twenty-
five metres from such a work;

(3) To place fixed fishing-tackle in navigable channels, in harbours
or on or near other works under the control of the State.

2. The authorities having control over sea-walls shall not require an
authorization as provided in paragraph 1 in order to use for the purpose
of repairing and improving dikes and sea-walls the mud, slabs and loose
stones which are situated in front of the same and are uncovered at low
water.

3. Where the mud or slabs are uncovered at low water, an authorization
shall likewise not be required for the digging of mud trenches to facilitate
accretion.

Article 11

1. Our Minister aforesaid may designate portions of areas in which
the activities referred to in article 10, paragraph 1, item (1), may be re-
stricted by a specified distance other than 500 metres.

2. The designation of the said portions of areas shall be published in the
Nederlandsche Staatscourant.

3. It shall be unlawful, in the portions of areas designated in pursuance
of paragraph 1 of this article, to carry on the activities referred to in article 10,
paragraph 1, item (1), in disregard of thed istances specified for such portions
by our Minister aforesaid.

Article 12

In so far as no provision in this respect is made in the Rivers Act, it shall
be unlawful, in the absence of written authorization granted by or on be-
half of Our Minister aforesaid, to construct any works, or to dump, pile or
deposit soil, mud, rubbish or other materials which sink to the bottom.

CHAPTER 3

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 13

These regulations shall not apply to dredging and excavation performed
for the maintenance of discharge channels.

Article 14

The person to whom an authorization as provided in article 2, item (1),
or article 9, has been granted shall, at the dredging site, designate with
clearly visible markers the lines specified in the authorization, to landward
of which no dredging may be performed, and he shall maintain these
markers during the period of dredging.



Article 15

1. The officials referred to in article 17 shall at all times be afforded
such assistance as they may require in order to satisfy themselves that these
regulations are being complied with and in order that they may take such
bearings as they consider necessary.

2. A copy of the present regulations and, where dredging is being
carried out by virtue of an authorization, the certificate issued to the per-
son to whom the authorization was granted or a clearly legible copy thereof
certified by the said person shall be carried on board all dredging craft
and apparatus and shall, on request, be produced to the officials referred
to in article 17.

Article 16

If an authorization as referred to in these regulations is withdrawn
or revoked, the person to whom the authorization was granted shall,
within a time-limit prescribed by or on behalf of Our Minister aforesaid,
surrender the certificate or certificates of authorization that were issued
to him to the person by whom the authorization was granted.

CHAPTER 4

PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE REGULATIONS

Article 17

1. In addition to the persons referred to in article 141 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, reports concerning offences against these regulations
may be drawn up by other officers of the state and municipal police, the
officials and employees of the Ministry of Public Works, including the
officials and employees of the Zuider Zee Works, the officials and employees
of the provincial departments of public works, the officials of drainage
districts, of the pilotage service and of the water rescue service, and those
responsible for the supervision of public lands and fisheries.

2. The authorities referred to in paragraph I shall be authorized to
perform the actions specified in articles 3 and 6 of the Act of 28 February
1891 (Staatsblad No. 69).

Article 18

A copy of any report concerning an offence against these regulations
shall be communicated to the managing director of the Zuider Zee Works,
where relevant, and to the competent chief managing engineer of the
Ministry of Public Works.

Article 19

Offences against the present regulations shall, to the extent that no
penalty in respect thereof is provided by the Act, be punished as follows:

(a) Offences against article 4, final paragraph, article 11, final para-
graph, and article 12 by a fine of not more than 100 guilders;

(b) Offences against article 2, introductory paragraph, items (1) and
(2), and articles 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 14 by a fine of not more than 75 guilders;
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(c) Offences against article 2, introductory paragraph, item (3), and
articles 15 and 16 by a fine of not more than 50 guilders.

(f) DECREE No. 579, OF 23 DECEMBER 1937, TO AMEND THE DREDGING

REGULATIONS LAID DOWN IN THE ROYAL DECREE OF 3 NOVEMBER 1934

I. That the Dredging Regulations laid down in the Royal Decree
of 3 November 1934 (Staatsblad, No. 562) shall be amended as follows:

A. In the title of the regulations and in the heading of chapter 2 thereof,
the words " and the IJsselmeer " shall be replaced by the words " the
IJsselmeer and the Amstelmeer ".

B. In article 8 a new provision, bearing the letter (f) and reading as
follows: " (f) The Amstelmeer ", shall be inserted between the provisions
under letters (e) and (f); the existing letter (f) shall be changed to (g),
and in this latter provision the designation " (a) - (e) " shall be changed to

"(a) - (f) ".

C. Article 17 shall read as follows:
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of article 141 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, reports concerning offences against these regulations may be
drawn up by other officers of the state and municipal police, the officials
and employees of the Ministry of Public Works, including the officials and
employees of the Zuider Zee Works, the officials and employees of the
Wieringermeer, the officials and employees of the provincial departments
of public works, the officials of drainage districts, of the pilotage service
and of the water rescue service, and those responsible for the supervision
of public lands and fisheries.

2. The officials referred to in paragraph 1 shall be authorized to perform
the actions specified in articles 3 and 6 of the Act of 28 February 1891
(Staatsblad, No. 69).

D. Article 18 shall read as follows:
Notwithstanding the provisions of articles 157 and 159 of the Code of

Criminal Procedure, a copy of any report concerning an offence against
these regulations shall be communicated to the competent chief managing
engineer of the Ministry of Public Works and, where relevant, to the mana-
ger of the Wieringermeer.

(g) DECREE No. 576, OF 28 JULY 1937, ESTABLISHING POLICE REGULATIONS

GOVERNING THE USE OF VARIOUS DIKES, BREAKWATERS AND LANDING-

STAGES UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE STATE AS WELL AS DREDGING,

EXCAVATION AND MUD-REMOVAL OPERATIONS ALONG SUCH WORKS (" REG-

ULATIONS FOR RIVER DIKES OF THE STATE )



CHAPTER 2

THE USE OF THE DIKES

Article 2

In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of our
Minister of Public Works, it shall be unlawful to carry out or maintain any
work in, on, under or over a dike and its appurtenances, in such a manner
as to alter the condition thereof.

Operations connected with normal maintenance, the trimming or
cutting of vegetation and the mowing of grass shall not, when undertaken
by or on behalf of authorized persons, be considered to constitute alteration,
on condition that traffic is not thereby impeded.

Article 3

Without prejudice to acquired rights, it shall be unlawful, in the absence
of written authorization granted by or on behalf of Our Minister aforesaid,
to plant or maintain trees, shrubs or bushes on a dike or its appurtenances.

CHAPTER 3

DREDGING, EXCAVATION AND MUD-REMOVAL OPERATIONS ALONG DIKES

Article 6

In the absence of written authorization granted by or on behalf of Our
Minister aforesaid, it shall be unlawful to carry out dredging, excavation
or mud-removal operations within fifty metres of the inner toe or thirty
metres of the outer toe of a dike or, beyond those distances, to a depth
greater than that corresponding to a gradient of 25 per cent descending
from a point at which either of the aforementioned distances terminates.

If, because of the shape of a dike, the position of the toe is uncertain,
the toe shall be considered to lie at a distance of eight metres, measured
with a spirit-level, from the nearside edge of the crest of the dike.

Norway

(a) ACT OF 12 JUNE 1931 RELATING TO THE CONVENTION OF 11 MAY 1929
BETWEEN NORWAY AND SWEDEN

2 
ON CERTAIN QUESTIONS RELATING

TO THE LAW ON WATERCOURSES

CHAPTER I

SCOPE OF THE ACT

Article 1
1. The present Act, to the extent hereinafter determined, relates to

The texts of laws and regulations reproduced under Norway have been
provided in Norwegian by the Permanent Representative of Norway to the
United Nations. Translation by the Secretariat of the United Nations.

2 See infra, Treaty No. 237, p. 871.
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installations or works or other operations on watercourses in Norway or
Sweden which are of such a nature as to cause an appreciable change in
watercourses in the other country in respect of their depth, position, direc-
tion, level or volume of water, or to hinder the movement of fish to the
detriment of fishing in the latter country.

2. This Act also refers to transport and floating on watercourses which
form the frontier between the countries or otherwise lie within the territory
of both countries, or which flow into such a watercourse.

3. The term " watercourse " within the meaning of this Act shall
include lakes and other bodies of water. The installations, works and opera-
tions referred to in paragraph 1 shall be termed " undertakings " in this
Act.

CHAPTER II

UNDERTAKINGS CARRIED OUT IN NORWAY

Article 2

1. Subject to compliance with the provisions of the Convention of
11 May 1929 and of this Act, an undertaking shall be subject to the Nor-
wegian legislation on watercourses for the time being in force.

2. The authorization of the King shall, however, in every case be
required for the carrying out of an undertaking referred to in article 6,
paragraph 1, being an undertaking which under the general provisions of
the legislation on watercourses could be set up without authorization.

Article 3

Authorizations for an undertaking may be granted independently of
the question whether the waterfall, the immovable property or the transport
or floating interest on account of which the undertaking is to be carried out
belongs to Norway or Sweden.

An official survey which, under the Norwegian legislation on water-
courses, is conducted in order to enable an undertaking to be carried out
shall be deemed to constitute an authorization.

Article 4

1. In deciding whether an undertaking may be carried out, its effects
in both Norway and Sweden shall be taken into consideration. As a rule,
however, the utility of the undertaking shall be considered to be solely its
utility for the waterfall, the immovable property or the transport or floating
interest on account of which the undertaking is to be carried out.

2. In deciding whether an undertaking may be carried out without
special authority, its effects in Sweden shall also be taken into consideration.

Article 5

If the undertaking is to be carried out on account of a waterfall or other
immovable property in Sweden, the provisions of article 8 of the Conven-
tion of 11 May 1929 in respect of charges and funds shall apply.



Article 6

1. An undertaking may not be authorized without the approval of
Sweden, as provided in article 12 of the Convention between Norway and
Sweden of 11 May 1929, if the undertaking is likely to involve any con-
siderable inconvenience in Sweden in the use of a watercourse for transport
or floating or to hinder the movement of fish to the detriment of fishing
in Sweden, or if the undertaking is likely to cause considerable disturbance
in conditions governing the water-supply over an extensive area.

2. Sweden may subject its approval to conditions referring to the
planning of the work and the prevention or reduction of public damage or
nuisances and to conditions concerning security for the fulfilment of the
conditions in respect of consent and for any other obligations in Sweden
which may result from the undertaking.

Article 7

1. An application for the authorization of an undertaking shall be
accompanied by the particulars, etc., required by the Norwegian legislation
on watercourses and, in addition, by the particulars required to enable the
effects which the undertaking will produce in Sweden to be determined.

2. If the waterfall, the immovable property or the transport or floating
interest on account of which the undertaking is to be carried out belongs
to Sweden, the application shall be accompanied by a declaration from
the competent Swedish authorities to the effect that Sweden has no objection
to the application being considered. This provisions shall not apply if the
applicant is the Swedish State.

3. When an application has been received by the competent ministry,
a copy thereof, together with the enclosures and the relevant particulars
of the manner in which the application was dealt with in Norway, shall be
transmitted to the competent Swedish authority.

Article 8

I. Where, as provided in the Norwegian legislation on watercourses,
an undertaking is to be carried out by virtue of an official survey, the
survey application shall be accompanied both by the particulars required
under article 8 of the Official Surveys Act of 1 June 1917 and by the par-
ticulars, etc., required under article 7 of the present Act. The person in
charge of the survey shall, before setting a date for the proceedings, transmit
the application together with the enclosures to the competent ministry
so that the application can be dealt with as provided for in the Convention of
11 May 1929.

2. If no approval by Sweden is required under article 6 of this Act, of
article 12 of the Convention of 11 May 1929, or if such approval is given with-
out conditions, the survey court shall proceed with the survey application.

3. If approval by Sweden is required and is made subject to conditions,
the King shall decide whether the survey proceedings may be carried for-
ward. If the decision is in the affirmative, the survey court shall proceed
with the survey application. If the survey judgement is to the effect that the
undertaking may be carried out, the judgement may be made subject to
any conditions which the King may have prescribed.
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4. A copy of the judgement on the survey shall be sent to the competent
ministry for transmittal to the competent Swedish authority.

5. A survey held pursuant to article 19 of the Watercourse Regulation
Act of 14 December 1917 may not alter the rules on the conservancy and
outflow of water laid down in the authorization for an undertaking.

Article 9

1. Authorization for an undertaking shall contain not only the condi-
tions prescribed by the competent authority in Norway but also any' con-
ditions to which Sweden, as provided in article 13 of the Convention of
11 May 1929, may have subjected its consent. The authorization shall
further stipulate that it is not valid in Sweden unless the applicant has
obtained the certificate mentioned in paragraph 3 of this article from the
comptetent Swedish authority.

2. When the final decision has been reached, a copy thereof shall be
transmitted to the competent Swedish authority at the same time as the
decision is sent to the applicant.

3. When authorization for an undertaking has been granted and has
acquired legal effect, the applicant must within 180 days obtain from the
competent Swedish authority a certificate that authorization has been
granted in the manner provided for in the Convention of 11 May 1929. If
the certificate is not applied for within the above-mentioned period, the
undertaking may not be carried out without fresh authorization.

Article 10

A charge payable to the State as a contribution to the costs of dealing
with the application for the authorization of an undertaking may be
reduced by the King, according to circumstances, below any figure which
may otherwise have been established.

CHAPTER III

UNDERTAKINGS CARRIED OUT IN SWEDEN

Article 11

Where an undertaking is carried out in Sweden, the King, in conformity
with the provisions of the Convention of 11 May 1929 and of this Act,
may apply to a waterfall or other immovable property or a transport or
floating interest belonging to Norway the obligations and rights which
under the Norwegian legislation on watercourses would apply if the instal-
lation, work or operation were carried out in Norway. In this connexion,
consideration shall be given only to the effects of the undertaking in Norway
and to interests in Norway.

Article 12

An application for authorization to carry out an undertaking in Sweden
on account of a waterfall or other immovable property or a transport
or floating interest belonging to Norway shall, unless the Nowegian State
is the applicant, be accompanied by a declaration from the competent
Norwegian ministry to the effect that Norway has no objection to the
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application being considered. The application shall also be accompanied
by the particulars, etc., required under Swedish law and, in addition, by
the particulars, etc., which are prescribed by Norwegian law in connexion
with applications for similar installations, works or operations in Norway.

Article 13

1. Where, as provided in article 14, paragraph 3, of the Convention
of 11 May 1929, the competent Swedish authority has sent an application to
the competent Norwegian authority, the application shall be accorded the
same preliminary treatment as would apply under the Norwegian legislation
on watercourses if the installation, work or operation were to be carried
out in Norway.

2. The competent ministry shall also inform the interested parties,
in such manner as it sees fit, of the action taken upon the application in
Sweden and in that connexion shall obtain the necessary information from
the competent Swedish authority.

Article 14

1. The question whether, under article 12 of the Convention of 11 May
1929, the consent of Norway is necessary for an undertaking carried out
in Sweden and whether such approval shall be given and on what condi-
tions shall be decided by the King. If such approval is necessary, the question
shall be decided in accordance with the principles applicable to similar in-
stallations, works or operations under the Norwegian legislation on water-
courses, subject, however, to the provisions of articles 3 and 4 of this Act.

2. Norway may subject its approval to conditions referring to the plan-
ning of the work and the prevention or reduction of public damage or
nuisances and to conditions concerning security for the fulfilment of the
conditions in respect of consent and for any other obligations in Norway
which may result from the undertaking.

Article 15

I. When authorization for an undertaking has been granted in Sweden
and has acquired legal effect there, the applicant must within 180 days
obtain from the competent Norwegian ministry a certificate that authoriza-
tion has been granted in the manner provided for in the Convention of
11 May 1929. If the certificate is not applied for within the above-mentioned
period, the authorization shall not be valid in respect of Norwegian interests.

2. If the waterfall, the immovable property or the transport or floating
interest on account of which authorization for an undertaking has been
granted belongs to Norway, the certificate may not be issued unless a decision
has been taken regarding the obligations to be imposed on the applicant
under article 3, paragraph 2, of the Convention of 11 May 1929.

3. When such a certificate has been issued, any person shall be obliged,
provided he receives compensation therefor, to give up such immovable
property as may be required and to submit to any servitude upon it and
tolerate any damage or nuisance caused by the undertaking, always subject
to compliance with the Norwegian legislation on watercourses in so far
as similar installations, works or operations carried out in Norway are
concerned.



Article 16

The competent ministry may provide that an authorization to carry
out an undertaking and any measures which may be taken by the King under
article 11 of this Act shall be registered as a charge on a waterfall or property
in respect of which such authorization or measures may entail obligations

CHAPTER V

TRANSPORT AND FLOATING

Article 17

With regard to the opening, maintenance or use for transport or floating
of the watercourses mentioned in article 1, paragraph 2, the inhabitants
of Sweden shall have the same rights and be subject to the same obligations
in Norway as the inhabitants of Norway.

Article 18

1. An inhabitant of Sweden who is engaged in floating in Norway
and is not represented by a Norwegian floating association shall have in
Norway an agent domiciled there who shall represent him in the courts of
justice and before other authorities and shall receive communications
regarding disputes and other matters relating to the floating. Before
the floating may be carried out, the name and address of the agent must be
notified to, and the agent approved by, the police superintendent of the
district in which the floating is to begin. If such notice is not given, the
police superintendent concerned may, at the request of any interested
party, appoint an agent with authority to bind the inhabitant of Sweden
engaged in floating. The police superintendent shall give public notice
of the agent's name and address in such manner as he sees fit.

2. The King may provide that an inhabitant of Sweden shall give
security for obligations which he incurs by carrying on floating, and may
specify the manner in which the security is to be given.

CHAPTER VI

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS CONCERNING UNDERTAKINGS CARRIED

OUT IN NORWAY OR SWEDEN

Article 19

The competent Norwegian authority shall communicate to the competent
Swedish authority such information concerning the effects of an under-
taking in Norway as may be necessary for the examination of an application
for the authorization of the undertaking.

Article 20

The King may provide that an application concerning an undertaking
shall, in accordance with article 17 of the Convention of 11 May 1929,
be examined by a commission.



Article 21

Where a commission is appointed as provided in article 17 of the Conven-
tion of 11 May 1929, the relevant application shall be examined in accor-
dance with articles 18 and 19 of the Convention.

Article 22

Those provisions of the Norwegian legislation on watercourses which
relate to the right or obligation to take part in an installation, work or
operation may not be adduced to the advantage or disadvantage of a
waterfall or other immovable property or an interest in Sweden. However,
an agreement entered into by parties in both countries to share in an under-
taking shall be valid if it is approved by the King of Norway and by the
competent Swedish authority.

2. Where there is an agreement as referred to in paragraph I, only
that part of the costs connected with the undertaking may be allocated within
Norway which, under the agreement, relates to a waterfall or other
immovable property or an interest in Norway.

3. The relationship between parties in Norway as regards the right or
obligation to take part in an undertaking carried out in Sweden shall be
determined, having due regard for the provisions of paragraph 2 of this
article according to the same principles which, under the Norwegian legisla-
tion on watercourses, would apply if the installation, work or operation
were carried out in Norway.

Article 23

1. With regard to compensation for damage or nuisances resulting
from an undertaking, the law of the country in which the damage or nuisance
occurs shall apply. With regard to measures for preventing or reducing
the damage or nuisance, the law of the country in which the measures
are to be carried out shall apply.

2. No obligation may be imposed to supply power from a waterfall
in one country as compensation for damage or nuisance, or in order other-
wise to safeguard interests, in the other country.

Article 24

1. The supervision and maintenance of an undertaking shall be subject
to the laws of the country in which the undertaking is carried out, but any
measures taken in the other country for preventing or reducing damage
or nuisance shall be subject to the laws of that country. The inhabitants
of both countries shall have an equal right to safeguard their interests.

2. Compensation for damage or nuisance caused by defective main-
tenance shall be governed by the laws of the country in which the damage or
nuisance occurs.

3. The provision of the present article regarding maintenance shall
apply mutatis mutandis to the conservancy and outflow of water.

Article 25

1. If an undertaking is abandoned, the legislation of the country in
which it has been carried out shall apply. The inhabitants of both countries
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shall have an equal right to safeguard their interests. In this respect the
provisions of articles 15 and 16 of the Convention of 11. May 1929 shall
apply mutatis mutandis.

2. The provisions of article 23, paragraph 1, of this Act shall apply
mutatis mutandis to compensation for any damage or nuisance caused by the
stoppage of an undertaking.

Article 26

With regard to investigatory work in preparation for an undertaking,
the inhabitants of Sweden shall enjoy the same rights and be subject to the
same obligations in Norway as the inhabitants of Norway.

Article 27

Any person who is authorized to carry out an undertaking and is not
domiciled in Norway may be requested by the competent ministry to
appoint an agent approved by that ministry and domiciled in Norway,
who shall represent such person in the courts of justice and before other
authorities and shall receive communications regarding disputes and other
matters relating to the undertaking. The agent's name and address shall
be communicated to the competent ministry. If these provisions are not
complied with within the prescribed time-limit, the ministry may appoint
an agent. The ministry shall publish the agent's name and address in the
Norwegian Official Gazette.

Article 28

1. A final judgement or an award which has acquired legal force in
Sweden in respect of an undertaking or in respect of transport or floating
to which the present Act applies shall, provided such judgement or award
can be executed in Sweden and does not prescribe a penalty, be immediately
executed on request in Norway.

2. If the person affected by the judgement or award is not a national
of or is not domiciled in Sweden, execution may not be claimed unless
he has appeared in the action or unless he personally or his agent, appointed
in accordance with the provisions of article 18 or 27 of this Act, has been
lawfully summoned in due time.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding a judgement or award
shall apply mutatis mutandis to any other decision or claim in Sweden which
may be executed or recovered in the same manner as a legal judgement
under Swedish law.

4. Application for execution shall be made by the legal section of the
Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, or by the competent provincial
administration, to the competent Norwegian ministry. The application shall
be accompanied by a certificate issued by the authority from which it
emanates to the effect that the judgement, award, decision or claim fulfils
the above-mentioned provisions in respect of its execution. The ministry
shall transmit the application to the Seizure Court, cf. article 29 of the
Enforcement of Judgements Act.

5. Execution shall be effected in accordance with the laws in force.
The right of priority granted by Norwegian law to claims for charges or
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funds may not, however, be applied. Sums recovered shall be transmitted
to the authority which applied for execution.

6. The refund of costs to which, under the terms of the settlement of
the case, the person to whom the judgement or award applies is subject
may be effected in accordance with the provisions of the present article.

Article 29

If an undertaking has been carried out without authorization, the
inhabitants of both countries shall, in respect of the legality of the under-
taking, have an equal right to safeguard their interests.

Article 30

The provisions of this Act in respect of the rights and obligations of the
inhabitants of Sweden shall also apply to the Swedish State and its com-
munes, associations and institutions belonging to Sweden. The term " com-
mune " shall be held to include administrative subdivisions known as

landsting ".

Article 31

If, under the Norwegian legislation on watercourses, any undertaking
must be begun or completed within a specified time after it has been
authorized, such time shall be calculated from the date on which the
certificate mentioned in articles 9 and 15 is issued for an undertaking
carried out, respectively, in Norway or Sweden.

Article 32

If an undertaking includes the transfer of water from one drainage area
to another, the King of Norway or the competent Swedish authority may,
as provided in article 2 of the Convention of I 1 May 1929, require that the
question shall be the subject of special negotiations between the countries
which, in that case, shall not be bound by the provisions of the Convention.
This Act shall likewise not apply in such case; provided that the king, in so
far as Norway is concerned, may bring into force any provisions of the Act
which may be appropriate.

(b) WATERCOURSEs ACT OF 15 MARCH 1940 (No. 3)

Article 157 - Control over watercourses which form the frontier or
which flow into or from a neighbouring country shall be subject to the
restrictions imposed by the rules of international law or by agreements
with the neighbouring country. Regulations for clarifying and giving
effect to the rules of international law or an agreement with a neighbouring
country, including regulations for the control and regulation of transport,
floating and fishing, may be made by the King.



(c) ACT CONCERNING VARIOUS MEASURES FOR THE MARKING AND SUPERVISION

OF THE FRONTIER, OF 14 JULY 1950 (No. 2)

Article 1

In order to ensure the marking, clearing, protection or supervision of the
frontier or a frontier road, the public authorities may take any necessary
action in respect of immovable property in the area, without regard to
private rights. The King or a person authorized by him may, so far as is
necessary to facilitate such supervision or to prevent pollution of frontier
waters or damage to frontier marks or to the territory of a neighbouring
country, prohibit specified types of actions or activities.

The King or a person authorized by him may, for the purposes mentioned
in the first paragraph, make orders that ownership or usufructuary
interests in movable or immovable property shall be ceded to the State.

The King or a person authorized by him may also make orders concerning
the obligation of communal and other local authorities to give the frontier
authorities (the frontier commissioner) any assistance for which they (he)
may ask. 

e

Any person having an interest in property who suffers loss or damage
because of the cession of such interest under the second paragraph or because
of any action or prohibition under the first paragraph may claim compensa-
tion which, in the absence of an amicable agreement, shall be determined
on the basis of an official survey.

(d) ROYAL DECREE OF 7 NOVEMBER 1950 CONCERNING THE USE OF RIVERS

ON THE FRONTIER WITH THE SOVIET UNION

Article 7

Timber floating in the Grense-Jakobselv frontier river shall be prohibited.
All timber which is floated in the Pasvikelv river and the lakes formed

by it shall be marked. The marks used shall be approved by the Norwe-
gian frontier commissioner for the Norwegian-Soviet frontier. Timber
may only be floated at such times as are fixed annually by the frontier
commissioner.

All timber floated in the Pasvikelv river and the lakes formed by it shall
be barked, and care shall be taken that no bark enters the water of that
river. Timber floated in cradles or rafts need not be barked.

Article 8

In rivers and lakes through which the frontier between Norway and the
Soviet Union passes, Norwegian nationals may fish up to the frontier line.
It shall be unlawful:

(a) To use explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances capable of killing
or injuring fish;

(b) To spear fish;



(c) To fish from boats at night, except in lakes where vessels may
navigate at night under article 5, second paragraph.

Sweden 1

(a) ACT No. 405, OF 20 DECEMBER 1929, CONTAININGR ECULATIONS RELATING

TO THE APPLICATION IN SWEDEN OF THE SWEDISH-NORWEGIAN CONVEN-

TION OF 11 MAY 19292 RELATING TO THE LAW ON WATERCOURSES

UNDERTAKINGS IN RESPECT OF WHICH AN APPLICATION IS MADE IN SWEDEN

Article 1

An application in proceedings which under the Convention have been
instituted in a water-rights court shall be subffnitted in a number of copies
exceeding by one the number otherwise prescribed in each particular
instance.

Where, as provided in article 14 of the Convention, an application must
be accompanied by the declaration referred to in that article, the application
shall be rejected if it is not accompanied by such declaration. Where an
application is made for the appointment of a person to conduct an official
survey as provided in chapter 10 of the Watercourses Act, such appointment
may not be made in a case as aforesaid in the absence of the aforementioned
declaration. The foregoing provisions shall not, however, apply to an
application made by the Norwegian State.

Article 2

The provisions of the Watercourses Act in respect of the substance of an
application shall also apply to the effect of the undertaking in Norway;
provided that no information need by given concerning properties in Norway
which are affected by the undertaking, the owners or usufructuaries of
such properties or the amount of compensation payable to an owner or
other person for damage to property in Norway.

An official notice issued in connexion with an application shall, as far
as the effect of the undertaking in Norway is concerned, contain information
in respect only of the water area in Norway which is likely to be affected by
the undertaking.

Article 3

As soon as an official notice is issued in connexion with the application,
a copy of the application documents and of the notice shall be sent by the
judge of the water-rights court to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for trans-
mittal to the competent Norwegian authority. When the preliminary

1 The texts of the Acts reproduced under Sweden have been provided in
Swedish by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Sweden. Translation by the
Secretariat of the United Nations.

2 See infra, Treaty No. 23 7, p. 87.



correspondence has been concluded, no further action shall be taken on
the case until notification has been received from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs as provided in article 4 or 5 of this Act.

If the matter is to be dealt with by means of an official survey as provided
in chapter 10 of the Watercourses Act, the person in charge of the survey
shall, as soon as a meeting with the parties to the proceedings has been
decided upon, transmit copies of the application documents to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and inform the said ministry of the time and place of
such meeting, but no final opinion on the undertaking shall be given until
the aforementioned notification has been received by the person in charge
of the survey.

If, in view of the extent and nature of the further investigation required,
the judge of the water-rights court or the person in charge of the survey
considers that the matter should be dealt with by a commission, he shall
make a recommendation to that effect to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
and a decision on the recommendation shall then be made by the King.

Article 4

If the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is informed that the approval of Nor-
way is not required or that such approval has been given unconditionally,
it shall so notify the judge of the water-rights court or the person in charge
of the survey.

If such approval is refused, the judge of the water-rights court or the
person in charge of the survey shall be so informed, and the water-rights
court or the board of surveyors shall reject the application.

Article 5

Where Norway has given its approval subject to special conditions, the
King shall determine whether a decision in the matter shall be reserved to
himself as provided in article 20, second sentence, of the Convention. When
the necessary action in this regard has been taken, the decision of the King
as well as the conditions laid down by Norway shall be notified to the judge
of the water-rights court or the person in charge of the survey for such
further action as, having regard to the said decision and conditions, is
required for the settlement of the case.

Where, as provided in the first paragraph, the King reserves to himself
the decision on a particular matter, and where the undertaking by its
nature is such that under the provisions of the Watercourses Act a question
concerning the undertaking may be submitted to the King for a decision,
all decisions which in particular respects may thus be reserved to the King
shall be made at the same time.

Article 6

The provision of article 7 of the Convention that authorization for an
undertaking may be granted for a specified period shall not apply to a
waterfall, immovable property or an interest in Sweden on account of which
the undertaking is to be carried out.

Where an authorization is granted for a specified period, the provisions
of the Watercourses Act in respect of re-examination shall not apply to a
waterfall, immovable property or an interest that is thereby affected. The
period for which an authorization is granted may not exceed sixty years
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from the calendar year during which the undertaking, as provided in the
relevant order, was to have been completed.

Article 7

Where an official notice or other communication which under the Water-
courses Act must be inserted in a local newspaper concerns a party in Nor-
way, a copy of such notice or communication shall be sent to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs for transmission to the competent Norwegian authority
as provided in article 15 of the Convention.

The provisions of the Watercourses Act concerning the notification of a
board of directors or an administration as referred to in chapter 10, article 8,
second paragraph, and article 40 of that Act, and concerning the delivery of
an official notice or other communication in the manner prescribed for the
service of a summons shall also apply to a party in Norway.

UNDERTAKINGS IN RESPECT OF WHICH AN APPLICATION IS MADE IN NORWAY

Article 8

The declaration referred to in article 14 of the Convention shall be made
by the King.

The person wishing to obtain such a declaration shall apply for that
purpose to the judge of the water-rights court. The application shall
describe as fully as possible the nature, extent and effect of the undertaking
and the water area which is likely to be affected by the undertaking. The
judge of the water-rights court shall transmit the application, together with
his own observations, to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Article 9

Where an application concerning an undertaking is submitted to an
authority in Norway, it shall on reaching the Swedish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs be transmitted, together with the supporting documents, to the
judge of the water-rights court. The foregoing provision shall also apply
to the information referred to in article 15, third sentence, of the Convention.

When the judge of the water-rights court receives the documents referred
to in the first paragraph, he shall forthwith issue an official notice concerning
the application. The official notice shall contain, firstly, information on
the nature and extent of the undertaking and the effects which it may be
expected to produce in Swedish territory; and, secondly, information
concerning not only the formalities that must be observed by a party wishing
to file an objection to the undertaking, with a Norwegian authority, but also
the fact that objections to the application must be filed with the judge of
the water-rights court within a time-limit set out in the official notice.
The official notice shall state that a copy of the application documents is
available at the offices of the water-rights court or at some other suitable
place determined by the judge of that court. The said judge shall see to it
that the official notice is inserted as soon as possible in one or more news-
papers of the relevant locality as well as in national newspapers. A copy
of the official notice shall also be transmitted to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

If after an official notice has been issued, information is received from
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an authority in Norway that the matter is still under consideration there,
such information shall also be made public in the aforesaid manner.

If an undertaking by its nature is such that it is obviously not likely to
have any harmful effects in Sweden, no official notice as aforesaid shall
be required.

Article 10

If an undertaking is likely to be harmful to transport, floating, fishing
or similar public interests of any importance or to water-control or drainage
undertakings already carried out or likely to be carried out, the judge of
the water-rights court shall obtain the opinion of the authority which in
such matters is responsible for protecting the rights of the public and the
opinion of the board of directors or the manager of the undertakings that
will be affected. Such opinion must be given within the time-limit for the
filing of objections as provided in the official notice.

Article 11

After the expiry of the time-limit set out in article 9 of this Act for the
filing of objections, the judge of the water-rights court shall advise the
King whether Swedish approval of the undertaking as provided in article 12
of the Convention appears to be necessary and whether, in view of the extent
and nature of the further investigation that is necessary, the matter should be
dealt with by a commission. If the stage reached in the investigation makes it
possible to do so, the judge of the water-rights court should also state whether,
in his opinion, such approval should be granted, and in that case he should
propose the conditions to which it should be made subject. The judge's
statement shall be accompanied by all the documents in the case. A copy
of the King's decision in the matter shall be transmitted to the judge of the
water-rights court.

Article 12

Where the nature of the matter so requires, the judge of the water-rights
court should, in making observations as provided in article 8 or 11 of this
Act, confer with the water-rights engineers. A water-rights consultant
may also be called upon to discuss the matter with the water-rights judge.
If a special inquiry is necessary, the judge of the water-rights court may
order this to be carried out by the water-rights engineers or any one such
engineer with or without the assistance of a water-rights consultant.

The costs of the inquiry and the expenditure relating to official notices
and the like shall be defrayed by the State.

Article 13

Where an undertaking is to be carried out for the account of the Swedish
State, the King may prescribe that the question of approval of the under-
taking shall be dealt with otherwise than as provided in articles 9-12 of
this Act. The provisions of article 9 shall, however, apply even in such
case in so far as they relate to the provision of information to the parties
concerning the application and its processing and to the formalities they
must observe if they wish to file an objection to the undertaking with a
Norwegian authority.



Article 14

The certificate referred to in article 22 of the Convention shall be issued
by the water-rights court. The application for such certificate shall be
submitted to the judge of the water-rights court in triplicate. If the applica-
tion is made after the expiry of the period prescribed by article 22 of the
Convention, it shall be rejected by the said judge.

In connexion with the certificate referred to in the first paragraph,
consideration shall also be given to any matter referred to in article 3,
second paragraph, or article 6 of this Act which by its nature is such that a
decision thereon must under the Watercourses Act be included in the
authorization for the undertaking.

If the application documents have not been submitted in the prescribed
number of copies, or if the judge of the water-rights court considers that
additional copies are required, or if the documents do not contain informa-
tion necessary for dealing with the matter referred to in this article, then
the judge of the water-rights court may order the applicant to remedy such
deficiencies within a specified time, subject to the penalty, if this is not
done, that the application may be declared invalid.

Article 15

The procedure for dealing with a matter referred to in article 14 of this
Act shall be governed, mutatis mutandis, by those provisions of the Water-
courses Act which relate to application proceedings.

Article 16

When the certificate referred to in article 14 of this Act has been issued
and has acquired legal effect, all relevant particulars of the rights and
obligations in Sweden which for the future have been agreed upon with the
undertaking shall be entered in the watercourses register, and such entries
shall be governed, mutatis mutandis, by the provisions concerning the registra-
tion of decisions as referred to in chapter 12, article 3, of the Watercourses
Act.

Article 17

An application or a matter referred to in articles 8, 9 or 14 of this Act
shall be dealt with by the judge of the water-rights court having jurisdiction
over the area in which the affected water resources are situated.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Article 18

The provisions of the Watercourses Act in respect of an obligation to
share the cost of, or contribute a subsidy towards, an undertaking shall
also apply to undertakings which under the Convention are carried out to
the advantage of a waterfall, immovable property or an interest in Sweden;
provided that only such advantage as accrues in Sweden from the under-
taking may be taken into account.

If, by virtue of an agreement as referred to in article 10 of the Convention,
an obligation to take part in an undertaking also rests on immovable prop-
erty or an interest in Norway, the costs of the undertaking for the
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purposes of the present article of this Act shall be deemed to comprise
only that portion thereof which under such agreement is attributable to
property or to an interest in Sweden.

Article 19

Where an agreement as referred to in article 10 of the Convention relates
to undertakings in respect of which an application is made in Sweden,
the approval of such agreement shall be considered in conjunction with
the authorization for the undertaking and in other respects according to
the procedure prescribed in articles 14 and 15 of this Act for the cases
referred to in those articles.

Article 20

Where water-control measures under the Watercourses Act entail an
obligation on the part of the owner of a waterfall to pay water-control
charges, the regulations in that regard shall also apply to undertakings
for which authorization is granted under the Convention; provided that
such obligation may not be imposed to the advantage of interests outside
Sweden and that account shall be taken only of the increase in utilizable
water-power obtained in Sweden by means of the undertaking. The fore-
going provision shall also apply to the obligation incumbent on the owner
of a waterfall in Sweden to supply power to the surrounding area.

The charges referred to in the first paragraph may be reduced below
what would otherwise be payable, or may be entirely waived, if such
action is considered reasonable having regard to an obligation to pay
charges incurred under article 8 of the Convention or to other circumstances.

Article 21

The provisions of article 12 of this Act concerning the observations
referred to in that article shall also apply to information which the judge
of the water-rights court is asked to supply as provided in article 16 of the
Convention.

Where an authority in Sweden wishes to obtain information as referred
to in article 16 of the Convention, the request for such information shall
be submitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for transmittal to the com-
petent Norwegian authority.

Article 22

The question of giving security as provided in article 11 of the Convention
shall, in the case of undertakings, in respect of which an application is
made in Sweden, be dealt with in conjunction with the authorization for
the undertaking and in other respects in connexion with the approval of
the undertaking or according to the procedure prescribed by articles 14
and 15 of this Act for the cases referred to in those articles. The provisions
of chapter 14, article 8, of the Watercourses Act shall apply to such security.

Article 23

The request referred. to in article 29 of the Convention shall be made
by the representative of the King in the country in which the undertaking
is carried out or the relevant floating takes place or, if the undertaking
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is carried out in Norway, where the water resources affected by the under-
taking are situated.

When an agent has been appointed in pursuance of the said article,
notice of such appointment and the name and address of the agent shall
be inserted in one or more newspapers of the relevant locality as well
as in national newspapers. If any change occurs in the particulars pre-
viously notified, such change shall be made public in the same manner. The
aforementioned particulars shall also be enterred in a special register which
may be consulted at the office of the King's representative.

The costs of the official notices referred to in the present article of this
Act may be collected according to the procedure prescribed for the collec-
tion of document fees.

(6) ACT No. 183, OF 28 APRIL 1949, CONCERNING TIMBER FLOATING
IN THE TORNE AND MUONIO FRONTIER RIVERS

Subject to the condition that the Agreement of 17 February 19491
between Sweden and Finland concerning timber floating in the Torne and
Muonio frontier rivers is ratified, the King hereby proclaims that articles
I-V of the Agreement and the regulations annexed thereto, the text of the
said articles and regulations being reproduced in the annex to this Act,
shall come into force in Sweden as from the date determined by the King
and shall remain in force for the duration of the Agreement.

As from the date so determined by the King, there shall stand repealed
the Act of 10 June 1912 (No. 322) concerning the floating of forest products
in the Torne and Muonio frontier rivers and the Notice of 23 November 1917
(No. 761) concerning the application of the regulations embodied in the
said Act.

United States of America 2

I. INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY AND WATER COMMISSION,
UNITED STATES AND MEXICO

(a) UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 22-

SECTION 277. International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico;
study of boundary waters.

The President is authorized to designate the American Commissioner
on the International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, or
other federal agency, to co-operate with a representative or representatives

I See infra, Treaty No. 172, p. 630.
2 The texts of laws and regulations reproduced under United States have

been forwarded or indicated by the Representative of the United States to the
United Nations.

- 1958 edition.
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of the Government of Mexico in a study regarding the equitable use of the
waters of the lower Rio Grande and the lower Colorado and Tia Juana
Rivers, for the purpose of obtaining information which may be used as
a basis for the negotiation of a treaty with the Government of Mexico
relative to the use of the waters of these rivers and to matters closely related
thereto. On completion of such study the results shall be reported to the
Secretary of State. (May 13, 1924, ch. 153, section 1, 43 Stat. 118; Mar. 3,
1927, ch. 381, section 1, 44 Stat. 1403; Aug. 19, 1935, ch. 561, 49 Stat. 660).

SECTION 277a. Investigations of commission; construction of works or projects.
The Secretary of State, acting through the American Commissioner,

International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, is further
authorized to conduct technical and other investigations relating to the
defining, demarcation, fencing, or monumentation of the land and water
boundary between the United States and Mexico, to flood control, water
resources, conservation, and utilization of water, sanitation and prevention
of pollution, channel rectification, and stabilization and other related
matters upon the international boundary between the United States and
Mexico; and to construct and maintain fences, monuments and other
demarcations of the boundary line between the United States and Mexico,
and sewer systems, water systems, and electric light, power and gas systems
crossing the international border, and to continue such work and operations
through the American Commissioner as are now in progress and are author-
ized by law.

The President is authorized and empowered to construct, operate, and
maintain on the Rio Grande River below Fort Quitman, Texas, any and all
works or projects which are recommended to the President as the result of
such investigations and by the President are deemed necessary and proper.
(May 13, 1924, ch. 153, section 2, 43 Stat. 118; Mar. 3, 1927, ch. 381,
section 2, 44 Stat. 1403; Aug. 19, 1935, ch. 561, 49 Stat. 660.)

SECTION 277b. Works or projects; construction under treaty with Mexico;
operation, maintenance and supervision.

(a) The President is further authorized to construct any project or
works which may be provided for in a treaty entered into with Mexico and
to repair, protect, maintain, or complete works now existing or now under
construction or those that may be constructed under the treaty provisions
aforesaid; and to construct any project or works designed to facilitate
compliance with the provisions of treaties between the United States and
Mexico; and

(b) To operate and maintain any project or works so constructed or,
subject to such rules and regulations for continuing supervision by the said
American Commissioner or any federal agency as the President may cause
to be promulgated, to turn over the operation and maintenance of such
project or works to any federal agency, or any state, county, municipality,
district, or other political subdivision within which such project or works
may be in whole or in part situated, upon such terms, conditions, and
requirements as the President may deem appropriate. (May 13, 1924,
ch. 153, section 3, as added Aug. 19, 1935, ch. 561, 49 Stat. 660.)

SECTION 277c. Agreements with political subdivisions; acquisition of lands.
In order to carry out the provisions of sections 277-277d of this title,

the President, or any federal agency he may designate is authorized,



(a) In his discretion, to enter into agreements with any one or more
of said political subdivisions, in connection with the construction of any
project or works provided for in paragraph (2) of section 277a and sec-
tion 277b of this title, under the terms of which agreements there shall
be furnished to the United States, gratuitously, except for the examination
and approval of titles, the lands or easements in lands necessary for the
construction, operation, and maintenance in whole or in part of any such
project or works, or for the assumption by one or more of any such political
subdivisions making such agreement, of the operation and maintenance of
such project or works in whole or in part upon the completion thereof:
Provided, however, That when an agreement is reached that necessary lands
or easements shall be provided by any such political subdivision and for the
future operation and maintenance by it of a project or works or a part
thereof, in the discretion of the President the title to such lands and ease-
ments for such projects or works need not be required to be conveyed to
the United States but may be required only to be vested in and remain in
such political subdivision;

(b) To acquire by purchase, exercise of the power of eminent domain,
or by donation, any real or personal property which may be necessary:

(c) To withdraw from sale, public entry or disposal of such public
lands of the United States as he may find to be necessary and thereupon the
Secretary of the Interior shall cause the lands so designated to be withdrawn
from any public entry whatsoever, and from sale, disposal, location or
settlement under the mining laws or any other law relating to the public
domain and shall cause such withdrawal to appear upon the records in the
appropriate land office having jurisdiction over such lands, and such lands
may be used for carrying out the purposes of sections 277-277d of this title:
Provided, That any such withdrawal may subsequently be revoked by the
President; and

(d) To make or approve all necessary rules and regulations. (May 13,
1924, ch. 153, section 4, as added Aug. 19, 1935, ch. 561, 49 Stat. 660,
and amended May 22, 1936, ch. 447, 49 Stat. 1370.)

SECTION 277d. Funds received from Mexico; expenditure.
Any moneys contributed by or received from the United Mexican States

for the purpose of co-operating or assisting in carrying out the provisions
of sections 277-277d of this title shall be available for expenditure in con-
nection with any appropriation which may be made for the purposes of
such sections. (May 13, 1924, ch. 153, section 5, as added Aug. 19, 1935,
ch. 561, 49 Stat. 660.)

SECTION 277d-1. Authorizations for Mexican treaty projects; acquisition of
lands for relocation purposes; contracts and conveyances.

The Secretary of State, acting through the United States Commissioner,
International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico
(herein referred to as the " Commission "), in connection with any project
under the jurisdiction of the United States Section, International Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, is authorized:

(a) To purchase, or condemn, lands, or interests in lands, for relocation
of highways, roadways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, or electric trans-
mission lines, or any other properties whatsoever, the relocation of which,
in the judgment of the said Commissioner, is necessitated by the construction



or operation and maintenance of any such project, and to perform any or
all work involved in said relocations on said lands, or interests in lands,
other lands, or interests in lands owned and held by the United States
in connection with the construction or operation and maintenance of any
such project, or properties not owned by the United States;

(b) To enter into contracts with the owners of the said properties
whereby they undertake to acquire any, or all, property needed for said
relocation, or to perform any, or all, work involved in said relocations;
and

(c) For the purpose of effecting completely said relocations, to convey,
or exchange government properties acquired or improved under clause
(a) of this section, with or without improvements, or other properties owned
and held by the United States in connection with the construction or
operation and maintenance of said project, or to grant term or perpetual
easements therein or thereover. Grants or conveyances hereunder shall
be by instruments executed by the Secretary of State without regard to
provisions of law governing the patenting of public lands. (Sept. 13, 1950,
ch. 948, title I, section 101, 64 Stat. 846.)

SECTION 277d-2. Same; construction and maintenance of roads, highways,
etc.; housing and other facilities for personnel.

The United States Commissioner is authorized to construct, equip,
and operate and maintain all access roads, highways, railways, power lines,
buildings, and facilities necessary in connection with any such project,
and in his discretion to provide housing, subsistence, and medical and
recreational facilities for the officers, agents, and employees of the United
States, and/or for the contractors and their employees engaged in the
construction, operation, and maintenance of any such project, and to
make equitable charges therefor, or deductions from the salaries and wages
due employees, or from progress payments due contractors, upon such
terms and conditions as he may determine to be to the best interest of
the United States, the sums of money so charged and collected or deducted
to be credited to the appropriation for the project current at the time of
obligations are incurred. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title. I, section 102,
64 Stat. 846.)

SECTION 277d-3. Same; authorization for appropriations; activities for which
available; contracts for excess amounts.

There are authorized to be appropriated to the Department of State
for the use of the Commission, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of the Treaty of February 3, 1944,1 and other treaties and conventions
between the United States of America and the United Mexican States,
under which the United States Section operates, and to discharge the
statutory functions and duties of the United States Section. Such sums
shall be available for construction, operation and maintenance of stream
gaging stations, and their equipment and sites therefor; personal services
and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; services, including
those of attorneys and appraisers, in accordance with the provisions of
section 55a of Title 5, at rates for individuals not in excess of $100 per diem
and the United States Commissioner is authorized, notwithstanding the

I See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
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provisions of any other Act, to employ as consultants by contract or other-
wise without regard to the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, and the
civil-services laws and regulations, retired personnel of the Armed Forces
of the United States, who shall not be required to revert to an active status,
and who shall be entitled to receive, as compensation for such temporary
service, the difference between the rates of pay established therefor and their
retired pay during the period or periods of such temporary employment;
travel expense, including, in the discretion of the Commissioner, expenses
of attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with the activities
of the Commission which may be necessary for the efficient discharge of the
responsibilities of the Commission; hire, with or without personal services,
of work animals, and animal-drawn and motor-propelled (including
passenger) vehicles and aircraft and equipment; acquisition by donation,
purchase, or condemnation of real and personal property, including
expenses of abstracts, certificates of title, and recording fees; purchase of
ice and drinking water; inspection of equipment, supplies and materials
by contract or otherwise; drilling and testing of foundations and dam sites,
by contract if deemed necessary; payment for official telephone service in
the field in case of official telephones installed in private houses when author-
ized under regulations established by the Commissioner; purchase of
fire-arms and ammunition for guard purposes; and such other objects and
purposes as may be permitted by laws applicable, in whole or in part, to
the United States Section: Provided, That, when appropriations have been
made for the commencement or continuation of construction or operation
and maintenance of any such project, the United States Commissioner,
notwithstanding the provisions of section 665 of Title 31, and sections 11 and
12 of Title 41, or any other law, may enter into contracts beyond the amount
actually appropriated for so much of the work on any such authorized
project as the physical and orderly sequence of construction makes necessary,
such contracts to be subject to and dependent upon future appropriations
by Congress. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title I, section 103, 64 Stat. 847.)

SECTION 277d-4. Same; acquisition of properties of Imperial Irrigation District
of California.

The United States Commissioner, in order to comply with the provisions
of articles 12 and 23 of the treaty of February 3, 1944,1 between the United
States and Mexico, relating to the utilization of the waters of the Colorado
and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman, Texas, is
authorized to acquire, in the name of the United States, by purchase or by
proceedings in eminent domain, the physical properties owned by the
Imperial Irrigation, District of California, located in the vicinity of Andrade,
California, consisting of the Alamo Canal in the United States, the Rock-
wood Intake, the Hanlon Heading, the quarry, buildings used in connection
with such facilities, and appurtenant lands, and to reconstruct, operate and
maintain such properties in connection with the administration of said
treaty. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title I, section 104, 64 Stat. 847.)

SECTION 277d-5. Same; availability of prior appropriations; restriction to
projects agreed to under treaty.

Funds heretofore appropriated to the Department of State under the
heading " International Boundary and Water Commission, United States

1 See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
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and Mexico" shall be available for the purposes of sections 277d-1 to
277d-5, of this title: Provided, That authorizations under said sections shall
apply only to projects agreed upon by the two governments in accordance
with the treaty of February 3, 1944.1 (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title I, sec-
tion 105, 64 Stat. 848.)

SECTION 277d-6. Douglas-Agua Prieta Sanitation Project; operation by
Commission; division of costs; contribution by City of Douglas, Arizona.

The Secretary- of State is authorized, notwithstanding any other provision
of law and subject to the, conditions provided in this section and section
277d-7 of this title, to enter into an agreement with the appropriate official
or officials of the United Mexican States for the operation and maintenance
by the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States
and Mexico, of the Douglas-Agua Prieta sanitation project, located at
Douglas, Arizona, and Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mexico, heretofore constructed
by the said Commission, which agreement shall contain such provisions
relating to a division between the two governments of the costs of such opera-
tion and maintenance, or of the work involved therein, as may be recom-
mended by said Commission and approved by the Government of Mexico
and by the Secretary- of State on behalf of the Government of the United
States: Provided, That no such agreement shall be entered into until the
governing body of the city of Douglas, Arizona, has given assurances
satisfactory to the Secretary-of State that it will, so long as such agree-
ment remains in force, contribute an equitable proportion, as determined
by the United States Section of said Commission, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of State, of the costs of such operation and maintenance
allocated to the United States. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title II, section 201,
64 Stat. 848.)

SECTION 277d-7. Same; authorization for appropriations; availability of
prior appropriations; use of moneys received.

There is authorized to be appropriated to the United States section,
International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico,
such sums as may be necessary to defray such costs as may accrue to the
United States arising out of any such agreement for the operation and
maintenance of such project: Provided, That funds heretofore appropriated
to the Department of State under the heading " International Boundary and
Water Commission, United States and Mexico " shall be available for
expenditure for the purposes of this section and section 277d-6 of this
title: Provided further, That any moneys received from the United Mexican
States under the terms of any such agreement shall be available for
expenditure in connection with any appropriations which may be available
or which may be made for the purposes of said sections : And provided further,
That moneys received from the city of Douglas, Arizona, pursuant to the
provisions of said sections shall be available for expenditure in connection
with any appropriations which may be available or which may be made
available for the purposes of said sections. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch. 948, title II,
section 202, 64 Stat. 848.)

SEcTION 277d-8. Calexico Mexicali Sanitation Project; operation by Com-
mission; division of costs; contribution by City of Calexico, California.

The Secretary of State is authorized, subject to the conditions provided
in this section and section 277d-9 of this title, to enter into an agreement

See infra Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
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with the appropriate official or officials of the United Mexican States
for the construction, operation, and maintenance by the International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, of a sanita-
tion. project for the cities of Calexico, California and Mexicali, Lower
California, Mexico, which agreement shall contain such provisions relating
to a division between the two governments of the cost of such construction
and operation and maintenance, or of the work involved therein, as may
be recommended by the said Commission and approved by the Government
of Mexico and by the Secretary of State on behalf of the Government of the
United States: Provided, That no such agreement shall be entered into until
the governing body of the city of Calexico, California, has given assurances
satisfactory to the Secretary of State that, so long as such agreement remains
in force, the city of Calexico will contribute an equitable proportion as
determined by the United States Section of said Commission, subject to
the approval of the Secretary of State, of the costs of such construction,
operation, and maintenance allocated to the United States. (Sept. 13, 1950,
ch. 948, title III, section 301, 64 Stat. 848).

SECTION 277d-9. Same; authorization for appropriations; availability of
prior appropriations; use of moneys received.

There is authorized to be appropriated to the United States section,
International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico,
such sums as may be necessary to defray such costs as may accrue to the
United States arising out of any such agreement for the construction, opera-
tion, and maintenance of such project: Provided, That funds heretofore
appropriated to the Department of State under the heading "International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico ", shall be
available for expenditure for the purposes of this section and section 277d-8
of this title: Provided further, That any moneys received from the United
Mexican States under the terms of any such agreement shall be available
for expenditure in connection with any appropriation which may be available
or which may be made available for the purposes of said sections: And
provided further, That moneys received from the city of Calexico, California,
pursuant to the provisions of said sections, shall be available for expenditure
in connection with any appropriations which may be available or which may
be made available for the purposes of said sections. (Sept. 13, 1950, ch.
948, title III, section 302, 64 Stat. 849.)

SECTION 277e. Disposal of lands; issuance of licenses .for use of lands; com-
pensation for injured property.

The Secretary of State is authorized to lease any land heretofore or
hereafter acquired under any act, executive order, or treaty in connection
with projects, in whole or in part, constructed or administered by the
Secretary of State through the said American Commissioner, or to dispose of
such lands when no longer needed, subject to applicable regulations under
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,
by sale at public auction, after thirty days' advertisement, at a price not
less than that which may be fixed by three disinterested appraisers, to be
designated by the Secretary of State, or by private sale, or otherwise,
at not less than such appraised value: Provided, That any of such land as
shall have been donated to the United States and which is no longer needed
may be reconveyed, without cost, to the grantor or his heirs: Provided further,
That the lease or disposal of any land pursuant hereto may, in the discre-
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tion of the Secretary of State, be subject to reservations in favor of the United
States for rights-of-way for irrigation, drainage, river work, and other pur-
poses, and any such disposal may be conditioned upon and made subject
to inclusion of such lands, in any existing irrigation district in the vicinity
of such lands, the proceeds of any such lease or sale to be covered into the
Treasury of the United States: And provided further, That in the discretion
of the Secretary of State, and subject to such conditions as he may deem
appropriate, conveyances of any other of such lands not needed by the
United States may be made to the State to which they lie adjacent or to
any similarly situated county, city, or other governmental subdivision of
such State, without cost, for use for public purposes.

The Secretary of State is further authorized to issue revokable licenses
for public or private use for irrigation or other structures or uses not
inconsistent with the use of such lands made, or to be made, by the United
States, across any lands retained by the United States, and to execute all
necessary leases, title instruments, and conveyances, in order to carry
out the provisions of this section.

Whenever the construction of any project or works undertaken or
administered by the Secretary of State through the International Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, results in the inter-
ference with or necessitates the alteration or restoration of constructed and
existing irrigation or water-supply structures, sanitary or sewage disposal
works, or other structures, or physical property belonging to any municipal
or private corporation, company, association, or individual, the Secretary
of State may cause the restoration or reconstruction of such works, structures,
or physical property or the construction of others in lieu thereof or he may
compensate the owners thereof to the extent of the reasonable value thereof
as the same may be agreed upon by the American Commissioner with such
owner.

The Secretary of State, acting through such officers as he may designate,
is further authorized to consider, adjust, and pay from funds appropriated
for the project, the construction of which resulted in damages, any claim
for damages accruing after March 31, 1937 caused to owners of lands or
other private property of any kind by reason of the operations of the United
States, its officers or employees, in the survey, construction, operation, or
maintenance of any project constructed or administered through the Ameri-
can Commissioner, International Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico, if such claim for damages does not exceed
$1,000 and has been filed with the American Commissioner within one
year after the damage is alleged to have occurred, and when in the opinion
of the American Commissioner such claim is substantiated by a report of a
board appointed by the said Commissioner. (Aug. 27, 1935, ch. 763,
49 Stat. 906; June 19, 1939, ch. 212, 53 Stat. 841; Oct. 31, 1951, ch. 654,
section 2 (15), 65 Stat. 707; Aug. 28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-201, 71 Stat. 475.)

SECTION 277f. Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project.
The Secretary of State, with the approval of the President, shall designate

the features of the Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project which he
deems international in character, and shall direct such changes in the
general project plan as he deems advisable with respect to such features;
and the features so designated shall be built, after consultation with the
Bureau of Reclamation as to general design, by the American section of the
International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, and shall
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be operated and maintained by said Commission in so far as their operation
and maintenance in such manner are, in the opinion of the Secretary of State,
necessary because of their international character. The construction,
operation, and maintenance of such project shall be pursuant to the federal
reclamation laws, except as hereinbefore provided and except that-

(1) In addition to the nonreimbursable allocation to flood control
or navigation which may be made by the Secretary of the Interior under
section 485h (b) of Title 43, the President, after consultation with the Secre-
tary of State and the Secretary of the Interior, shall allocate such part of the
total estimated cost of the project as he deems proper to the protection
of American interests from drought hazards resulting from the uncontrolled
and unregulated flow of the international portion of the Rio Grande below
Old Fort Quitman, Texas. Provisions of law applicable with respect to
allocations to flood control under section 485h (b) of Title 43 shall, insofar
as they are not inconsistent with the foregoing provisions, be applicable in
like manner with respect to any allocation made under this subparagraph;
and

(2) All revenues received by the United States in connection with the
construction, operation, and maintenance of such projects shall be covered
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. (June 28, 1941, ch. 259,
section 1, 55 Stat. 338.)

(b) AN ACT' AUTHORIZING CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

OF Rio GRANDE CANALIZATION PROJECT AND AUTHORIZING APPROPRIA-

TION FOR THAT PURPOSE. APPROVED 29 AUGUST 1935

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That upon the completion of the engineering
investigation, study, and report to the Secretary of State, as heretofore
authorized by Public Resolution Numbered 4, Seventy-fourth Congress,
approved February 13, 1935, the Secretary of State, acting through the
American Section, International Boundary Commission, United States
and Mexico, in order to facilitate compliance with the convention between
the United States and Mexico concluded May 21, 1906,2 providing for the
equitable division of the waters of the Rio Grande, and to properly regulate
and control, to the fullest extent possible, the water supply for use in the
two countries as provided by treaty, is authorized to construct, operate,
and maintain, in substantial accordance with the engineering plan contained
in said report, a diversion dam in the Rio Grande wholly in the United
States, with appurtenant connections to existing irrigation systems, and to
acquire by donation, condemnation, or purchase such real and personal
property as may be necessary therefor.

SECTION 2. There is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $1,000,000
for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 1 hereof, other
than for operation and maintenance, including salaries and wages, fees
for professional services; rents, travel expenses; per diem in lieu of actual
subsistence; printing and binding, law books and books of reference:
Provided, That the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,

1 49 Stat. 961.
2 See infra, Treaty No. 75, p. 232.
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title 41, sec. 5) shall not apply to any purchase made or service procured
when the aggregate amount involved is $100 or less; purchase, exchange,
maintenance, repair and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and
freight-carrying vehicles; hire with or without personal services, of work
animals and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equipment;
acquisition by donation, condemnation, or purchase of real and personal
property; transportation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees
upon change of station; telephone, telegraphic, and air-mail communica-
tions; rubber boots for official use by employees; ice; equipment, services,
supplies, and materials and other such miscellaneous expenses as the Secre-
tary of State may deem necessary properly to carry out the provisions of
the Act: Provided, That any part of any appropriation made hereunder may
be transferred to, for direct expenditure by, the Department of the Interior
pursuant to such arrangements therefor as may be from time to time effected
between the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the Interior, or as
directed by the President of the United States.

(c) AN ACT' AUTHORIZING CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE
OF Rio GRANDE CANALIZATION PROJECT AND AUTHORIZING APPROPRIA-

TION FOR THAT PURPOSE. APPROVED 4 JUNE 1936

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That upon the completion of the engineering
investigation, study, and report to the Secretary of State, as heretofore
authorized by Public Resolution Numbered 4, Seventy-fourth Congress,
approved February 13, 1935, the Secretary of State, acting through the
American Section, International Boundary Commission, United and Mexi-
co, in order to facilitate compliance with the convention between the
United States and Mexico concluded May 21, 1906,2 providing for the
equitable division of the waters of the Rio Grande, and to properly regulate
and control, to the fullest extent possible, the water supply for use in the
two countries as provided by treaty, is authorized to construct, operate,
and maintain, in substantial accordance with the engineering plan contained
in said report, works for the canalization of the Rio Grande from the Caballo
Reservoir site in New Mexico to the international dam near El Paso, Texas,
and to acquire by donation, condemnation, or purchase such real and personal
property as may be necessary therefor.

SECTION 2. There is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $3,000,000
for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 1 hereof, other
than for operation and maintenance, including salaries and wages, fees
for professional services; rents, travel expenses; per diem in lieu of actual
subsistence; printing and binding, law books, and books of reference:
Provided, That the amount herein authorized to be appropriated shall
include so much as may be necessary for completion of construction of
the diversion dam in the Rio Grande wholly in the United States, in addition
to the $1,000,000 authorized to be appropriated for this purpose by the
Act of August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 961): Provided further, That the total cost
of construction of said diversion dam and canalization works shall not
exceed $4,000,000: Provided further, That the provisions of section 3709 of the

1 49 Stat. 1463.
2 See infra, Treaty No. 75, p. 232.



Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5) shall not apply to any purchase
made or service procured when the aggregate amount involved is $100 or
less; purchase, exchange, maintenance, repair and operation of motor-
propelled passenger- and freight-carrying vehicles; hire with or without
personal services, of work animals and animal-drawn and motor-propelled
vehicles and equipment; acquisition by donation, condemnation, or purchase
of real and personal property; transportation (including drayage) of per-
sonal effects of employees upon change of station; telephone, telegraphic,
and air-mail communication; rubber boots for official use by employees;
ice; equipment, services, supplies, and materials and other such miscel-
laneous expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessary properly
to carry out the provisions of the Act: And provided further, That any part of
any appropriation made hereunder may be transferred to, for direct expendi-
ture by the Department of the Interior pursuant to such arrangements there-
for as may be from time to time effected between the Secretary of State and the
Secretary of the Interior, or as directed by the President of the United States.

(d) AN ACT
1 

AUTHORIZING THE RECONSTRUCTION OR REPLACEMENT OF

CERTAIN BRIDGES NECESSITATED BY THE Rio GRANDE CANALIZATION

PROJECT AND AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATION FOR THAT PURPOSE.
APPROVED 22 APRIL 1940

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of State, acting through
the American Section, International Boundary Commission, United States
and Mexico, is authorized to reconstruct or replace certain bridges over the
Rio Grande within the Rio Grande canalization project known as the
Courchesne, Country Club, Borderland, and Vinton Bridges in El Paso
County, Texas, and the Berino, Vado, Mesquite, Shalem, and Hatch-
Rincon Bridges in Dona Ana County, New Mexico, and such other bridges
within said project as the Secretary of State may determine to include.

SECTION 2. That notwithstanding the limitation imposed on the total
cost of construction of the Rio Grande canalization project by section 2
of the Act entitled " An Act authorizing construction, operation, and
maintenance of Rio Grande canalization project and authorizing appro-
priation for that purpose ", approved June 4, 1936, there is authorized to be
appropriated the sum of $350,000, which shall be in addition to appro-
priations heretofore authorized for such project, for the purposes of carrying
out the provisions of section 1 thereof, other than for operation and main-
tenance, including salaries and wages, fees for professional services; rents,
travel expenses; per diem in lieu of actual subsistence; printing and binding,
lawbooks and books of reference; purchase, exchange, maintenance, repair,
and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and freight-carrying vehicles;
hire with or without personal services, of work animals and animal-drawn
and motor-propelled vehicles and equipment; acquisition by donation,
condemnation, or purchase of real and personal property; transportation
(including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon change of sta-
tion; telephone, telegraphic, and air-mail communications; rubber boots
for official use by employees; ice; equipment, services, supplies and mate-
rials and other such miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary of State may

1 54 Stat. 151.
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deem necessary properly to carry out the provisions of the Act: Provided,
That the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 41,
sec. 5) shall not apply to any purchase made or service procured when the
aggregate amount involved is $100 or less: Provided further, That not more
than $3,500 shall be expended for the purchase or real property, and
expenses incidental thereto: Providedfurther, That no part of the appropriation
herein authorized shall be expended for the construction of any of the
county bridges to be located within any county until the governing body
of such county has given assurance, satisfactory to the Secretary of State-

(a) That it will cause to be furnished, without cost to the United States,
evidence satisfactory to the American Commissioner, International Boun-
dary Commission, United States and Mexico, that title to all lands or ease-
ments in lands which may be designated by the said American Commissioner
as necessary for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the bridges
and approaches, the title to which is not vested in the United States, is
vested in the County;

(b) That it will perform without cost to the United States all work
involved in any required changes, including changes in pavements or other
road surfaces, in the approaches or approach roads to the bridges to be
located within such county;

(c) That it will, upon notification by the said American Commissioner
that any bridge has been completed, take over and operate and maintain
such bridge; and

(d) That it will hold the United States harmless on account of any
damage or claim of damage arising out of or in any way connected with
the construction, operation or maintenance, or failure to operate and
maintain any bridge or bridges or any part thereof located within such
county;

And provided further, That no part of the appropriation herein authorized
shall be expended for the construction of any of the bridges to be located
in Dona Ana County, New Mexico, until the governing body of said county
has given assurance satisfactory to the Secretary of State that it will remove
or rebuild, in accordance with plans and specifications to be approved
by the American Commissioner, the bridges known as Old Anthony Bridge
and Salem Bridge.

(e) FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION ACT, APRIL 25, 19451

International obligations

Rio Grande bank protection project: For the Rio Grande bank protec-
tion project in Cameron and Hidalgo Counties, Texas, to be performed
in conformity with the provisions of existing treaties with Mexico and in
general accordance with the engineering plan contained in the Report
of the International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico,
dated March 18, 1942, entitled " Report on Rio Grande Bank Protection
Project ", on file with the Department of State, as authorized by the Act
approved August 19, 1935, as amended (22 U.S.C. 277b), including the

59 Stat. 77.



objects specified under the head " International obligations, construction,
operation, and maintenance, Public Works projects ", in the Department
of State Appropriation Act, 1945, $50,000 to remain available until
expended: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for
construction on any land, site, or easement, except such as has been acquired
by donation and the title thereto has been approved by the Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States: Provided further, That this appropriation may be
expended only for the construction of such portions of said project as the
American Commissioner deems necessary for the protection of the property
of the United States Government, or of other public utilities, facilities, or
organizations, including irrigation water-supply systems: Provided further,
That no expenditure shall be made hereunder for the protection of other
than United States Government property except on the basis or condition
that the agency owning or controlling such property shall contribute at
least 25 per centum of the actual construction cost thereof in money, labor,
or materials, or any combination thereof satisfactory to the American Com-
missioner, and shall give satisfactory assurances that it will contribute in
like manner and proportion to the permanent maintenance and operation
of that portion of the project with which it is concerned: And provided further,
That such money contributions shall be immediately available for expendi-
ture for the purposes hereof.

(f) AN ACT' TO AUTHORIZE THE CARRYING OUT OF THE PROVISIONS OF

ARTICLE 7 OF THE TREATY OF FEBRUARY 3, 1944,2 BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO, REGARDING THE JOINT DEVELOPMENT

OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER AT FALCON DAM, ON THE RIO GRANDE,

AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. APPROVED 5 OCTOBER 1949

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That in accordance with the provisions of un-
derstanding (a) of the Senate resolution of ratification of the treaty of Feb-
ruary 3, 1944, between the United States and Mexico, the approval of the
Congress is hereby given to the negotiation of an agreement, in accor-
dance with the provisions of article 7 of said treaty, for the joint construction,
operation, and maintainance on a self-liquidating basis for the United
States share, by the two sections of the International Boundary and Water
Commission, United States and Mexico, of facilities for generating hydro-
electric energy at the Falcon Dam on the Rio Grande being constructed by
the said Commission under the provisions of article 5 of the said treaty.

SECTION 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided,
That funds heretofore appropriated to the Department of State under the
heading " International Boundary and Water Commission, United States
and Mexico " shall be available for expenditure for the purposes of
this Act.

1 63 Stat. 701.
2 See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.



(g) AN ACT TO FACILITATE COMPLIANCE WITH THE TREATY BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES SIGNED

FEBRUARY 3, 1944.1 APPROVED 13 SEPTEMBER 19502

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, that this Act may be cited as the " American-
Mexican Treaty Act of 1950 "

TITLE I -Authorizations for carrying out Treaty projects

SECTION 101. That the Secretary of State, acting through the United
States Commissioner, International Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico (herein referred to as the " Commission "),
in connection with any project under the jurisdiction of the United States
Section, International Boundary and Water Commission, United States
and Mexico, is authorized: (a) to purchase, or condemn, lands, or interests
in lands, for relocation of highways, roadways, railroads, telegraph, tele-
phone, or electric transmission lines, or any other properties whatsoever,
the relocation of which, in the judgment of the said Commissioner, is
necessitated by the construction or operation and maintenance of any such
project, and to perform any or all work involved in said relocations on said
lands, or interests in lands, other lands, or interests in lands, owned and
held by the United States in connection with the construction or operation
and maintenance of any such project, or properties not owned by the
United States; (b) to enter into contracts with the owners of the said prop-
erties whereby they undertake to acquire any, or all, property needed
for said relocation, or to perform any, or all, work involved in said reloca-
tions; and (c) for the purpose of effecting completely said relocations, to
convey, or exchange government properties acquired or improved under
clause (a) above, with or without improvements, or other properties owned
and held by the United States in connection with the construction or opera-
tion and maintenance of said project, or to grant term or perpetual ease-
ments therein or thereover. Grants or conveyances hereunder shall be by
instruments executed by the Secretary of State without regard to provisions
of law governing the patenting of public lands.

SECTION 102. The United States Commissioner is authorized to construct,
equip, and operate and maintain all access roads, highways, railways,
power lines, buildings, and facilities necessary in connection with any such
project, and in his discretion to provide housing, subsistence, and medical
and recreational facilities for the officers, agents and employees of the
United States, and/or for the contractors and their employees engaged in
the construction, operation, and maintenance of any such project, and to
make equitable charges therefor, or deductions from the salaries and wages
due umployees, or from progress payments due contractors, upon such
terms and conditions as he may determine to be to the best interest of the
United States, the sums of money so charged and collected or deducted
to be credited to the appropriation for the project current at the time the
obligations are incurred.

I See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
2 64 Stat. 846.



SECTION 103. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated to the
Department of State for the use of the Commission, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of the Treaty of February 3, 1944, and other
treaties and conventions between the United States of America and the
United Mexican States, under which the United States Section operates,
and to discharge the statutory functions and duties of the United States
Section. Such sums shall be available for construction, operation and
maintenance of stream gaging stations, and their equipment and sites
therefor; personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and else-
where; services, including those of attorneys and appraisers, in accordance
with the provisions of Section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U.S.C.,
sec. 55a), at rates for individuals not in excess of $100 per diem and the
United States Commissioner is hereby authorized, notwithstanding the
provisions of any other Act, to employ as consultants by contract or other-
wise without regard to the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, and the
civil-service laws and regulations, retired personnel of the Armed Forces
of the United States, who shall not be required to revert to an active status,
and who shall be entitled to receive, as compensation for such temporary
service, the difference between the rates of pay established therefor and
their retired pay during the period or periods of such temporary employ-
ment; travel expense, including, in the discretion of the Commissioner,
expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with the
activities of the Commission which may be necessary for the efficient dis-
charge of the responsibilities of the Commission; hire, with or without per-
sonal services of work animals, and animal-drawn and motor-propelled
(including passenger) vehicles and aircraft and equipment; acquisition by
donation, purchase, or condemnation, of real and personal property,
including expenses of abstracts, certificates of title, and recording fees;
purchase of ice and drinking water; inspection of equipment, supplies and
materials by contract or otherwise; drilling and testing of foundations and
dam sites, by contract if deemed necessary; payment for official telephone
service, in the field in case of official telephones installed in private houses
when authorized under regulations established by the Commissioner;
purchase of firearms and ammunition for guard purposes; and such other
objects and purposes as may be permitted by laws applicable, in whole or
in part, to the United States Section: Provided, That, when appropriations
have been made for the commencement or continuation of construction
or operation and maintenance of any such project, the United States
Commissioner, notwithstanding the provisions of sections 3679, 3732, and
3733 of the Revised Statutes or any other law, may enter into contracts
beyond the amount actually appropriated for so much of the work on any
such authorized project as the physical and orderly sequence of construc-
tion makes necessary, such contracts to be subject to and dependent upon
future appropriations by Congress.

SECTION 104. The United States Commissioner, in order to comply
with the provisions of articles 12 and 23 of the treaty of February 3, 1944,
between the United States and Mexico, relating to the utilization of the
waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande below
Fort Quitman, Texas, is authorized to acquire, in the name of the United
States, by purchase or by proceedings in eminent domain, the physical prop-
erties owned by the Imperial Irrigation District of California, located in the
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vicinity of Andrade, California, consisting of the Alamo Canal in the United
States, the Rockwood Intake, the Hanlon Heading, the quarry, buildings
used in connection with such facilities, and appurtenant lands, and to
reconstruct, operate and maintain such properties in connection with the
administration of said treaty.

SECTION 105. Funds heretofore appropriated to the Department of
State under the heading " International Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico " shall be available for the purposes of this
title: Provided, That authorizations under this title shall apply only to pro-
jects agreed upon by the two governments in accordance with the treaty of
February 3, 1944.

TITLE II-Douglas-Agua Prieta sanitation project

SECTION 201. That the Secretary of State is authorized, notwithstanding
any other provision of law and subject to the conditions provided in this
title, to enter into an agreement with the appropriate official or officials
of the United Mexican States for the operation and maintenance by the
International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico,
of the Douglas-Agua Prieta sanitation project, located at Douglas, Arizona,
and Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mexico, heretofore constructed by the said
Commission, which agreement shall contain such provisions relating to a
division between the two governments of the costs of such operation and
maintenance, or of the work involved therein, as may be recommended by
said Commission and approved by the Government of Mexico and by the
Secretary of State on behalf of the Government of the United States: Provided,
That no such agreement shall be entered into until the governing body of
the city of Douglas, Arizona, has given assurances satisfactory to the Secre-
tary of State that it will, so long as such agreement remains in force, con-
tribute an equitable proportion, as determined by the United States Sec-
tion of said Commission, subject to the approval of the Secretary of State,
of the costs of such operation and maintenance allocated to the United
States.

SECTION 202. There is authorized to be appropriated to the United
States section, International Boundary and Water Commission, United
States and Mexico, such sums as may be necessary to defray such costs
as may accrue to the United States arising out of any such agreement for
the operation and maintenance of such project: Provided, That funds here-
tofore appropriated to the Department of State under the heading " Inter-
national Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico ",
shall be available for expenditure for the purposes of this title: Provided
further, That any moneys received from the United Mexican States under
the terms of any such agreement shall be available for expenditure in con-
nection with any appropriations which may be available or which may be
made for the purposes of this title: And provided further, That moneys
received from the city of Douglas, Arizona, pursuant to the provisions of this
title shall be available for expenditure in connection with any appropriations
which may be available or which may be made available for the purposes
of this title.



TITLE III-Calexico Mexicali sanitation project

SECTION 301. That the Secretary of State is authorized, subject to the
conditions provided in this title, to enter into an agreement with the
appropriate official or officials of the United Mexican States for the construc-
tion, operation, and maintenance by the International Boundary and Water
Commission, United States and Mexico, of a sanitation project for the cities
of Calexico, California, and Mexicali, Lower California, Mexico, which
agreement shall contain such provisions relating to a division between the
two governments of the cost of such construction and operation and main-
tenance, or of the work involved therein, as may be recommended by
the said Commission and approved by the Government of Mexico and by
the Secretary of State on behalf of the Government of the United States:
Provided, That no such agreement shall be entered into until the governing
body of the city of Calexico, California, has given assurances satisfactory
to the Secretary of State that, so long as such agreement remains in force,
the city of Calexico will contribute an equitable proportion, as determined
by the United States Section of said Commission, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of State, of the costs of such construction, operation, and
maintenance allocated to the United States.

SECTION 302. There is authorized to be appropriated to the United
States section, International Boundary and Water Commission, United
States and Mexico, such sums as may be necessary to defray such costs as
may accrue to the United States arising out of any such agreement for the
construction, operation, and maintenance of such project: Provided, That
funds heretofore appropriated to the Department of State under the heading
" International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico ", shall be available for expenditure for the purposes of this title:
Provided further, That any moneys received from the United Mexican States
under the terms of any such agreement shall be available for expenditure
in connection with any appropriations which may be available or which may be
made available for the purposes of this title: And provided further, That moneys
received from the city of Calexico, California, pursuant to the provisions
of this title shall be available for expenditure in connection with any appro-
priations which may be available or which may be made available for the
purposes of this title.

(h) AN ACT' TO AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY TO ENLARGE

EXISTING WATER-SUPPLY FACILITIES FOR THE SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA,

AREA IN ORDER TO INSURE THE EXISTENCE OF AN ADEQUATE WATER

SUPPLY FOR NAVAL INSTALLATIONS AND DEFENSE PRODUCTION PLANTS

IN SUCH AREA. APPROVED 11 OCTOBER 1951

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, subject to the provisions of section 3 of
this Act, the Secretary of the Navy, under the direction of the Secretary of
Defense, is authorized and directed to provide for

(1) Such enlargement of the existing aqueduct extending from the west
end of the San Jacinto tunnel of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California to the San Vicente Reservoir in San Diego County, California,

1 65 Stat. 404.



as may be necessary to increase the rated capacity of such existing aqueduct
from eighty-five cubic feet per second to not less than one hundred and
sixty-five cubic feet per second, or

(2) The construction of a new aqueduct paralleling such existing aque-
duct and having a rated capacity of not less than eighty cubic feet per
second.

SECTION 2. The use of all water diverted through said works from the
Colorado River shall be subject to and controlled by the Colorado River
Compact, the Boulder Canyon Project Act, the California Self-limitation
Statute and the Mexican Water Treaty and shall be included within and
shall in no way increase the total quantity of water to the use of which the
State of California is entitled and limited by said compact, statutes, and
treaty.

SECTION 5. The United States and the San Diego County Water
Authority and their respective permittees, licensees, and contractees and
all users and appropriators of water of the Colorado River diverted or
delivered through the existing aqueduct and the enlargement or addition
thereto shall observe and be subject to the Colorado River Compact, the
Boulder Canyon Project Act, the California Self-limitation Statute and
the Mexican Water Treaty in the diversion, delivery, and use of water of
the Colorado River, anything in this Act to the contrary notwith-
standing, and such condition and covenant shall attach as a matter of law
whether or not set out or referred to in the instrument evidencing such
permit, license, or contract, and shall be deemed to be for the benefit
of and be available to the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming and the users of water therein or there-
under by way of suit, defense, or otherwise in any litigation respecting the
waters of the Colorado River.

(i) AN ACT' TO AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO CONSTRUCT,

OPERATE, AND MAINTAIN THE COLLBRAN RECLAMATION PROJECT, COLO-
RADO. APPROVED 3 JULY 1952

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose of supplying water for
the irrigation of approximately twenty-one thousand acres of land and for
municipal, domestic, industrial, and stockwater uses and of producing
and disposing of hydroelectric power and, as incidental to said purposes, for
the further purpose of providing for the preservation and propagation of
fish and wildlife, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to construct the
Collbran reclamation project, Colorado, substantially in accord with the
plans set forth in the report of the Bureau of Reclamation approved by
him, May 9, 1950, the estimated construction cost of which project is
approximately $16,086,000, and to operate and maintain the same.

SECTION 2. In constructing, operating, and maintaining the Collbran
project, the Secretary shall be governed by the federal reclamation laws

1 66 Stat. 325.
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(Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388, and Acts amendatory thereof or supple-
mentary thereto) except so far as these laws are inconsistent with this
Act: Provided, That any contract entered into pursuant to subsection (d)
of section 9 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1187) may
provide that the general repayment obligation shall be spread in annual
installments, in number and amounts satisfactory to the Secretary, over a
period of not exceeding fifty years, exclusive of any development period
as therein provided, for any project contract unit or for any irrigation block,
if the project contract unit be divided into two or more irrigation blocks:
Provided further, That, notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary,
net revenues derived from the sale of commercial power and from the
furnishing of water for municipal, domestic, and industrial use shall be
applied, first, to the amortization, with interest, of those portions of the
actual cost of the construction of the project which are allocated, respectively,
to commercial power and to municipal, domestic, and industrial water
supply; and, thereafter, shall be applied to amortization of that portion of
the cost allocated to irrigation which is beyond the ability of the irrigation
water users to repay within the period specified above. Amortization of
that portion of the construction cost allocated to commercial power shall
include interest on the unamortized balance thereof at 3 per centum per
annum. Repayment of that portion of the actual cost of constructing the
project which is allocated to municipal, domestic, and industrial water
supply and of interest on the unamortized balance thereof at a rate (which
rate shall be certified by the Secretary of the Treasury) equal to the average
rate paid by the United States on its long-term loans outstanding at the
time the repayment contract is negotiated minus the amount of such net
revenues as may be derived from temporary water supply contracts or
from other sources prior to the close of the repayment period, shall be
assured by a contract or contracts satisfactory to the Secretary, the term of
which shall not exceed fifty years from the date of completion of the municipal
and industrial water supply features of the project as determined by the
Secretary.

SECTION 3. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, approximately
$16,086,000 to carry out the purposes of this Act.

SECTION 4. This Act and all works constructed hereunder shall be
subject to and controlled by the Colorado River Compact dated Novem-
ber 24, 1922, and proclaimed effective by the President June 25, 1929, the
Boulder Canyon Project Act approved December 2, 1928, the Upper Colo-
rado River Basin Compact dated October 11, 1948, and the Mexican Water
Treaty, and no right or claim of right to the use of the waters of the Colorado
River shall be aided or prejudiced hereby.

(j) AN ACT' TO AUTHORIZE AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND MEXICO FOR THE JOINT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE BY THE

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY AND WATER COMMISSION, UNITED STATES
AND MEXICO, OF THE NOGALES SANITATION PROJECT, AND FOR OTHER

PURPOSES. APPROVED 27 JULY 1953

67 Stat. 195.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of State is authorized,
notwithstanding any other provision of law and subject to the conditions
provided in this Act, to enter into an agreement with the appropriate
official or officials of the United Mexican States for the operation and main-
tenance by the International Boundary and Water Commission, United
States and Mexico, of the Nogales sanitation project, located at Nogales,
Arizona, and Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, heretofore constructed by the said
Commission, which agreement shall contain such provisions relating to
a division between the two governments of the costs of such operation
and maintenance, or of the work involved therein, as may be recommended
by said Commission and approved by the Government of Mexico and by
the Secretary of State on behalf of the Government of the United States:
Provided, That no such agreement shall be entered into until the governing
body of the city of Nogales, Arizona, has given assurances satisfactory to
the Secretary of State that it will, so long as such agreement remains in
force, contribute an equitable proportion, as determined by the United
States Section of said Commission, subject to the approval of the Secretary
of State, of the costs of such operation and maintenance allocated to the
United States.

SECTION 2. There is authorized to be appropriated to the United
States section, International Boundary and Water Commission, United
States and Mexico, such sums as may be necessary to defray such costs
as may accrue to the United States arising out of any such agreement for
the operation and maintenance of such project: Provided, That funds here-
tofore appropriated to the Department of State under the heading " Inter-
national Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico ",
shall be available for expenditure for the purposes of this Act: Ptovided
further, That any moneys received from the United Mexican States under
the terms of any such agreement shall be available for expenditure in
connection with any appropriations which may be available or which may
be made for the purposes of this Act: And provided further, That moneys
received from the city of Nogales, Arizona, pursuant to the provisions of
this Act shall be available for expenditure in connection with any appropria-
tions which may be available or which may be made available for the pur-
poses of this Act.

(k) AN ACT' TO CONSOLIDATE THE PARKER DAM POWER PROJECT

AND THE DAVIS DAM PROJECT. APPROVED 28 MAY 1954

Be it enacted by the Sen'te House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That, for the purposes of effecting economies and
increased efficiency in the construction, operation, and maintenance thereof
and of accounting for the return of reimbursable costs, the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized and directed to consolidate and administer as a
single project to be known as the Parker-Davis project, Arizona-California-
Nevada, the projects known as the Parker Dam power project, Arizona-
California, and the Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada: Provided, That
nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter or affect in any way the Boulder

1 68 Stat. 143.
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Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057), the Boulder Canyon Project Adjust-
ment Act (54 Stat. 774), or the treaty between the United States of America
and the United Mexican States, signed at Washington on February 3,
1944,' relating to the utilization of the waters of the Colorado and Tijuana
Rivers and of the Rio Grande from Fort Quitman, Texas, to the Gulf of
Mexico; Provided further, That nothing in this Act shall be construed to
alter or affect in any way any right or obligation of the United States or
any other party under contracts heretofore entered into by the United
States.

SECTION 2. Funds heretofore appropriated for the Parker Dam power
project, Arizona-California, and the Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada,
shall be consolidated and shall be and remain available for the purposes
for which they were appropriated.

(1) DEPARTMENT OF STATE APPROPRIATION ACT, 1954 2 [EXTRACT]

Construction

For detailed plan preparation and construction of projects authorized
by the Convention concluded February 1, 1933,1 between the United
States and Mexico, the Acts approved August 19, 1935, as amended (22
U.S.C. 277-277f), August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 961), June 4, 1936 (49 Stat.
1463), June 28, 1941 (22 U.S.C. 277f), September 13, 1950 (Public Law
786), and the projects stipulated in the treaty between the United States
and Mexico signed at Washington on February 3, 1944. 4 $6,600,000,
to remain available until expended: Provided, That no expenditures shall
be made for the lower Rio Grande flood-control project for construction
on any land, site, or easement in connection with this project except such
as has been acquired by donation and the title thereto has been approved
by the Attorney General of the United States: Provided further, That the
Anzalduas Diversion Dam shall not be operated for irrigation or water
supply purposes in the United States unless suitable arrangements have
been made with the prospective water users for repayment to the Govern-
ment of such portions of the costs of said dam as shall have been allocated
to such purposes by the Secretary of State.

(m) AN ACT
5 

TO AUTHORIZE THE TRANSMISSION AND DISPOSITION BY THE

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR OF ELECTRIC ENERGY GENERATED AT

FALCON DAM ON THE RIO GRANDE. APPROVED 18 JUNE 1954

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the electric power and energy generated
at Falcon Dam, an international storage reservoir project constructed on
the Rio Grande pursuant to the treaty of February 3, 1944,6 between the

See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
2 67 Stat. 367.

See infra, Treaty No. 76, p. 230.
See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.

5 68 Stat. 255.
6 See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.



United States and Mexico (Treaty Series 994), which is made available
to the United States under the provisions of said treaty and under such
special agreements as may be concluded between the two governments
pursuant to the provisions of said treaty and not required in the operation
of such international project, all as determined by the Commissioner of the
United States Section, International Boundary and Water Commission,
shall be delivered to the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as
the Secretary) who shall transmit and dispose of such power and energy in
such manner to encourage the most widespread use thereof at the lowest
possible rates to consumers consistent with sound business principles, the
rate schedules to become effective upon confirmation and approval by the
Federal Power Commission. Rate schedules shall be drawn having regard
to the recovery (upon the basis of the application of such rate schedules to
the capacitiy of the electric facilities of the project) of the cost of producing
and transmitting such electric energy including the amortization of the
capital investment allocated to power by the Secretary, in collaboration
with the Secretary of State, over a reasonable period of years. Preference
in the sale of such power and energy shall be given to public bodies and
co-operatives. The Secretary is authorized, from funds to be appropriated
by the Congress, to construct or acquire, by purchase or other agreement,
only such transmission lines and related facilities as may be necessary in
order to make the power and energy generated at said project available
in wholesale quantities for sale on fair and reasonable terms and conditions
to facilities owned by the Federal Government, public bodies, co-operatives,
and privately owned companies.

SECTION 2. All receipts from the sale of electric, power and energy
disposed of by the Secretary pursuant to this Act shall be covered into the
Treasury of the United States to the credit of miscellaneous receipts as
shall also moneys received from the Government of Mexico for any energy
which might be delivered to that government by the United States Section
of the International Boundary and Water Commission pursuant to
any special agreement concluded in accordance with article 19 of the said
treaty.

SECTION 3. The Secretary is authorized to perform any and all acts,
including the acquisition of rights and property, and to enter into such agree-
ments as may be appropriate for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this Act applicable to him; and with respect to construction and supply
contracts and the acquisition, exchange, and disposition of lands and other
property, and the relocation thereof, the Secretary shall have the same
authority which he has under sections 12 and 14 of the Reclamation Project
Act of 1939.

(n) AN ACT AUTHORIZING CONSTRUCTION OF WORKS TO REESTABLISH FOR

THE PALO VERDE IRRIGATION DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA, A MEANS OF DI-

VERSION OF ITS IRRIGATION WATER SUPPLY FROM THE COLORADO RIVER,

AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. APPROVED 31 AUGUST, 1954'

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That for the purpose of re-establishing for the

1 68 Stat. 1045.



Palo Verde Irrigation District, a public agency of the State of California,
a means of diverting its irrigation water supply from the Colorado River,
the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to construct a dam across the
Colorado River at or near the district's present or former intake capable
of diverting water into said intake at an elevation of two hundred eighty-two
and three-tenths feet above mean sea level, Bureau of Reclamation datum,
and works appurtenant to said dam which are required to carry out the
purposes stated.

SECTION 2. Prior to commencing construction of the works authorized
in section 1 of this Act, the Palo Verde Irrigation District shall have entered
into a contract with the United States, in form and content satisfactory to
the Secretary, undertaking

(a) To furnish to the United States for the construction and maintenance
of said dam and appurtenant works the use of all lands, easements, rights-
of-way, and other interests in land required for said purposes, except those
which the United States already has a full and perfect right to use or which
lie within the Colorado River Indian Reservation, and to save the United
States harmless from all claims arising from the use and occupancy of said
lands and interests in land and the operation and maintenance of said dam
and appurtenant works;

(b) To operate and maintain said dam and appurtenant works without
cost to the United States upon substantial completion thereof as determined
by the Secretary; and

(c) To accept title to said dam, appurtenant works, lands, and interests
in land upon payment by the district (which payment shall be made over a
period of not more than fifty years) of the sum of $1,175,000, and upon
repayment of any loan made pursuant to section 4, clause (c), of this Act:
Provided, That there shall be and is hereby reserved to the United States or
there shall be made available to it, as the case may require, the exclusive
right to utilize, without cost to it, said dam, appurtenant works, lands,
and interests in land for such development, generation, and transmission
of electric power and energy as may hereafter be authorized by law: Pro-
videdfurther, That in the event it becomes practicable to develop hydroelectric
energy at this site, the division of such energy between the United States
and the disctrict shall be a matter of negotiation prior to construction of
any power-plant.

SECTION 3. To aid in the construction, operation, and maintenance of
the works authorized by this Act, the Secretary shall have the same authority
as is given him with respect to the Colorado River front work and levee
system by the second sentence of the amendment to the Act of January 21,
1927 (44 Stat. 1010, 1021), which is contained in the Act of June 28, 1946
(60 Stat. 338).

SECTION 4. The Secretary is further authorized
(a) And directed to remove, or otherwise to nullify the effects of,

the temporary rock weir across the Colorado River which was constructed
under authority of the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1944 (58 Stat.
150, 157);

(b) To construct levees, ditches, and other works required to protect
the lands of the Colorado River Indian Reservation up-stream from the



diversion dam authorized in section 1 of this Act against Colorado River
flows of seventy-five thousand cubic feet per second and to provide a means
of draining said lands;

(c) To lend to the Palo Verde Irrigation District, upon terms and con-
ditions satisfactory to the Secretary, the sum of not more than $500,000 for
the modification of the district's existing works to accommodate them
to the works authorized in section 1 of this Act, the sum loaned to be
repaid over a period of not more than fifty years from the date of the loan;
and

(d) To grant to the United States, upon paying the sum of $50 per
acre into the Treasury to the credit of the Colorado River Indian Tribes
of the Colorado River Indian Reservation, such lands, easements, rights-of-way,
or other interests in land within the Colorado River Indian Reservation,
not exceding thirty acres in all, as may be required for the construction
and maintenance of the works authorized in section 1 of this Act: Provided,
That nothing contained herein shall preclude said tribes, if they believe
that such payment constitutes less than just compensation for the extinguish-
ment or impairment of their interest in the lands and interests in land in
question, from maintaining an appropriate action against the United States
for such compensation.

SECTION 5. The use of all water diverted for the district through said
works from the Colorado River shall be subject to and controlled by the
Colorado River Compact, the Boulder Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057),
the California Limitation Act. (Stats. Cal. 1929, ch. 16), contract dated
February 7, 1933, between the United States and Palo Verde Irrigation
District, and the Mexican Water Treaty (Treaty Series 994), and shall be
included within and shall in no way increase the total use of water to
which the State of California is entitled as limited by said compact, statutes,
contract and treaty.

SECTION 6. Neither the enactment of this Act nor anything contained in
it nor any action taken pursuant to it shall be deemed a recognition or
admission of any obligation or liability whatsoever to the Palo Verde
Irrigation District on the part of the United States.

SECTION 7. All costs incurred under authority of this Act, except those
to be repaid by the Palo Verde Irrigation District, shall be nonreimbursable.

SECTION 8. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $7,099,000.

(o) AN ACT
1 

TO AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO CON-

STRUCT, OPERATE, AND MAINTAIN THE COLORADO RIVER STORAGE

PROJECT AND PARTICIPATING PROJECTS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

APPROVED 11 APRIL, 1956

SECTION 14. In the operation and maintenance of all facilities, authorized
by federal law and under the jurisdiction and supervision of the Secretary

1 70 Stat. 105.
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of the Interior, in the basin of the Colorado River, the Secretary of the
Interior is directed to comply with the applicable provisions of the Colorado
River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, the Boulder
Canyon Project Act, the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act, and the
Treaty with the United Mexican States, in the storage and release of water
from reservoirs in the Colorado River Basin. In the event of the failure
of the Secretary of the Interior to so comply, any State of the Colorado
River Basin may maintain an action in the Supreme Court of the United
States to enforce the provisions of this section, and consent is given to the
joinder of the United States as a party in such suit or suits, as a defendant
or otherwise.

(p) AN ACT' TO AUTHORIZE THE CONCLUSION OF AN AGREEMENT FOR THE

JOINT CONSTRUCTION BY THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO OF A MAJOR

INTERNATIONAL STORAGE DAM ON THE RIO GRANDE IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THE PROVISIONS OF THE TREATY OF FEBRUARY 3, 1944,2 WITH MEXICO,

AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. APPROVED 7 JULY 1960

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States oJ
America in Congress assimbled, That the Secretary of State, acting through
the United States Commissioner, International Boundary and Water
Commission, United States and Mexico, is hereby authorized to conclude
with the appropriate official or officials of the Government of Mexico
an agreement for the joint construction, operation, and maintenance by
the United States and Mexico, in accordance with the provisions of the
treaty of February 3, 1944, with Mexico of a major international storage
dam on the Rio Grande at the site and having substantially the character-
istics described in minute numbered 207 adopted June 19, 1958, by the
said Commission, and in the " Rio Grande International Storage Dams
Project - Report on Proposed Dam and Reservoir " prepared by the
United States Section of the said Commission and dated September 1958.

SECTION 2. If agreement is concluded pursuant to section 1 of this
Act for the construction of a major international storage dam the Secretary
of State, acting through the United States Commissioner, International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, is authorized
to conclude with the appropriate official or officials of Mexico an agree-
ment consistent with article 7 of the treaty of February 3, 1944, for the con-
struction, operation, and maintenance on a self-liquidating basis, for the United
States share, of facilities for generating hydroelectric energy at said dam.

If agreement for the construction of separate facilities for generating
hydroelectric energy is concluded, the United States Commissioner, Inter-
national Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico,
is directed to construct, operate, and maintain such self-liquidating facilities
for the United States.

SECTION 3. If a dam is constructed pursuant to an agreement concluded
under the authorization granted by section 1 of this Act, its operation for

' 74 Stat. 360.
2 See infra, Treaty No. 77, p. 236.
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conservation and release of United States share of waters shall be integrated
with other United States water conservation activities on the Rio Grande
below Fort Quitman, Texas, in such manner as to provide the maximum
feasible amount of water for beneficial use in the United States with the
understandings that (a) releases of United States share of waters from said
dam for domestic, municipal, industrial, and irrigation uses in the United
States shall be made pursuant to order by the appropriate authority or
authorities of the State of Texas and (b) the State of Texas having stipulated
that the amount of water that will be available for use in the United States
below Falcon Dam after the proposed dam is placed in operation will be
not less than the amount available under existing conditions of river develop-
ment, and to carry out such understandings and said stipulation the conserva-
tion storage of said dam shall be used, and it shall be the exclusive respon-
sibility of the appropriate authority or authorities of said State to distribute
available United States share of waters of the Rio Grande in such manner
as will comply with said stipulation.

SECTION 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the
Department of State for the use of the United States Section, International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

II. INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION,

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 221

267b. International Joint Commission; invitation to establish; personnel; duties

The President of the United States is requested to invite the Government
of Great Britain to join in the formation of an international commission,
to be composed of three members from the United States and three who
shall represent the interests of the Dominion of Canada, whose duty it
shall be to investigate and report upon the conditions and uses of the waters
adjacent to the boundary lines between the United States and Canada,
including all of the waters of the lakes and rivers whose natural outlet is
by the River Saint Lawrence to the Atlantic Ocean; also upon the main-
tenance and regulation of suitable levels; and also upon the effect upon the
shores of these waters and the structures thereon, and upon the interests
of navigation, by reason of the diversion of these waters from or change in
their natural flow; and further, to report upon the necessary measures to
regulate such diversion, and to make such recommendations for improve-
ments and regulations as shall best subserve the interests of navigation in
said waters. The said commissioners shall report upon the advisability
of locating a dam at the outlet of Lake Erie, with a view to determining
Whether such dam will benefit navigation, and if such structure is deemed
advisable, shall make recommendations to their respective Governments
looking to an agreement or treaty which shall provide for the construction

1 1958 edition.
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of the same, and they shall make an estimate of the probable cost thereof.
The President, in selecting the three members of said Commission who shall
represent the United States, is authorized to appoint one officer of the
Corps of Engineers of the United States army, one civil engineer well
versed in the hydraulics of the Great Lakes and one lawyer of experience in
questions of international and riparian law, and said Commission shall
be authorized to employ such persons as it may deem needful in the per-
formance of the duties hereby imposed; and for the purpose of paying the
expenses and salaries of said Commission the Secretary of the Army is
authorized to expend from the amounts heretofore appropriated for the
Saint Marys River at the Falls, the sum of twenty thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as may be necessary to pay that portion of the expenses of
said Commission chargeable to the United States. (June 13, 1902, ch. 1079,
para. 4, 32 Stat. 373.)

268. Same; salaries; powers
The salaries of the members on the part of the United States, of the

International Joint Commission, established under the treaty of January 11,
1909,1 between the United States and Great Britain, relating to boundary
waters between the United States and Canada, shall be fixed by the Presi-
dent. Said commission or any member thereof shall have power to
administer oaths and to take evidence on oath whenever deemed necessary
in any proceeding or inquiry or matter within its jurisdiction under said
treaty, and said commission shall be authorized to compel the attendance
of witnesses in any proceedings before it or the production of books and
papers when necessary by application to the district court of the United
States for the district within which such session is held, which court is
hereby empowered and directed to make all orders and issue all processes
necessary and appropriate for that purpose. (Mar. 4, 1911, ch. 285, para. 1,
36 Stat. 1364.)

III. THE SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY

UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 331

CHAPTER 19 - SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY

981. Creation of Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation
There is created, subject to the direction and supervision of the President,

or the head of such agency as he may designate, a body corporate to be
known as the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation (herein-
after referred to as the " Corporation "). (May 13, 1954, ch. 201, para. 1,
68 Stat. 93.)

983. Functions of Corporation
(a) Construction of deep-water navigation works in Saint Lawrence River;

conditions precedent
The Corporation is authorized and directed to construct, in United

1 1958 edition.



States territory, deep-water navigation works substantially in accordance
with the " Controlled single stage project, 238-242 " (with a controlling
depth of twenty-seven feet in channels and canals and locks at least eight
hundred feet long, eighty feet wide, and thirty feet over the sills), designated
as" works solely for navigation " in the joint report dated January 3, 1941, of
the Canadian Temporary Great Lakes-Saint Lawrence Basin Committee
and the United States Saint Lawrence Advisory Committee, in the Inter-
national Rapids section of the Saint Lawrence River together with necessary
dredging in the Thousand Islands section; and to operate and maintain
such works in co-ordination with the Saint Lawrence Seaway Authority of
Canada, created by chapter 24 of the acts of the fifth session of the Twenty-
first Parliament of Canada 15-16, George VI (assented to December 21,
1951): Provided, That the Corporation shall not proceed with the aforesaid
construction unless and until

(1) The Saint Lawrence Seaway Authority of Canada provides assu-
rances satisfactory to the Corporation that it will complete the Canadian
portions of the navigation works authorized by section 10, chapter 24
of the acts of the fifth session of the Twenty-first Parliament of Canada
15-16, George VI, 1951, as nearly as possible concurrently with the comple-
tion of the works authorized by this section;

(2) The Corporation has received assurances satisfactory to it that
the State of New York, or an entity duly designated by it, or other licensee
of the Federal Power Commission, in conjunction with an appropriate
agency in Canada, as nearly as possible concurrently with the navigation
works herein authorized, will construct and complete the dams and power
works approved by the International Joint Commission in its order of
October 29, 1952 (docket 68) or any amendment or modification thereof.

(b) Co-ordination of activities regarding power projects
The Corporation shall make necessary arrangements to assure the

co-ordination of its activities with those of the Saint Lawrence Seaway
Authority of Canada and the entity designated by the State of New York,
or other licensee of the Federal Power Commission, authorized to con-
struct and operate the dams and power works authorized by the Interna-
tional Joint Commission in its order of October 29, 1952 (docket 68) or
any amendment or modification thereof. (May 13, 1954, ch. 201, para. 3,
68 Stat. 93.)

IV. ELECTRIC POWER

(a) FEDERAL POWER ACT
2

792. Federal Power Commission; creation; number; appointment; term;
qualifications; vacancies; quorum; chairman; salary; place of holding sessions.

A commission is created and established to be known as the Federal

I See infra, Treaty No. 79, p. 260.
2 16 United States Code, 1958 edition (Sections 791a-825r).
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Power Commission (hereinafter referred to as the " commission ") which
shall be composed of five commissioners who shall be appointed by the
President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, one of whom
shall be designated by the President as chairman and shall be the principal
executive officer of the commission. Each chairman, when so designated,
shall act as such until the expiration of his term of office.

797. General powers of commission
The commission is authorized and empowered-

(e) Issue of licenses for construction, and so forth, of dams, conduits, reservoirs,
and so forth.

To issue licenses to citizens of the United States, or to any association
of such citizens, or to any corporation organized under the laws of the
United States or any State thereof, or to any State or municipality for
the purpose of constructing, operating, and maintaining dams, water
conduits, reservoirs, power houses, transmission lines, or other project
works necessary or convenient for the development and improvement of
navigation and for the development, transmission, and utilization of power
across, along, from, or in any of the streams or other bodies of water over
which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to regulate commerce
with foreign nations and among the several States, or upon any part of the
public lands and reservations of the United States (including the Territories),
or for the purpose of utilizing the surplus wateror water power from any
government dam, except as herein provided: Provided, That licenses shall
be issued within any reservation only after a finding by the commission that
the license will not interfere or be inconsistent with the purpose for which
such reservation was created or acquired, and shall be subject to and con-
tain such conditions as the secretary of the department under whose
supervision such reservation falls shall deem necessary .for the adequate
protection and utilization of such reservations: Provided further, That no
license affecting the navigable capacity of any navigable waters of the United
States shall be issued until the plans of the dam or other structures affecting
the navigation have been approved by the Chief of Engineers and the
Secretary of the Army. Whenever the contemplated improvement is, in
the judgment of the commission, desirable and justified in the public interest
for the purpose of improving or developing a waterway or waterways for
the use or benefit of interstate or foreign commerce, a finding to that effect
shall be made by the commission and shall become a part of the records
of the commission: Providedfuither, That in case the commission shall find
that any government dam may be advantageously used by the United
States for public purposes in addition to navigation, no license therefor
shall be issued until two years after it shall have reported to Congress the
facts and conditions relating thereto, except that this provision shall not
apply to any government dam constructed prior to June 10, 1920: And
provided further, That upon the filing of any application for a license which
has not been preceded by a preliminary permit under subsection (f) of
this section, notice shall be given and published as required by the proviso
of said subsection.



824a. Interconnection and co-ordination of facilities; emergencies; transmission
to foreign countries.

(e) Transmission of electric energy to Jbreign country
After six months from August 26, 1935, no person shall transmit any electric

energy from the United States to a foreign country without first having
secured an order of the Commission authorizing it to do so. The Commis-
sion shall issue such order upon application unless, after opportunity for
hearing, it finds that the proposed transmission would impair the sufficiency
of electric supply within the United States or would impede or tend to
impede the co-ordination in the public interest of facilities subject to the
jurisdiction of the Commission. The Commission may by its order grant
such application in whole or in part, with such modifications and upon
such terms and conditions as the Commission may find necessary or
appropriate, and may from time to time, after opportunity for hearing and
for good cause shown, make such supplemental orders in the premises as it
may find necessary or appropriate.

(b) EXECUTIVE ORDER 10485 PROVIDING FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF CER-

TAIN FUNCTIONS HERETOFORE PERFORMED BY THE PRESIDENT WITH

RESPECT TO ELECTRIC POWER AND NATURAL GAS FACILITIES LOCATED

ON THE BORDERS OF THE UNITED STATES, DATED 3 SEPTEMBER, 19531

WHEREAS section 202 (e) of the Federal Power Act, as amended, 49
Stat. 847 (16 U.S.C. 824a (e)), requires any person desiring to transmit
any electric energy from the United States to a foreign country to obtain
an order of the Federal Power Commission authorizing it to do so; and

WHEREAS section 3 of the Natural Gas Act, 52 Stat. 822 (15 U.S.C.
717b), requires any person desiring to export any natural gas from the
United States to a foreign country or to import any natural gas from a
foreign country to the United States to obtain an order from the Federal
Power Commission authorizing it to do so; and

WHEREAS the proper conduct of the foreign relations of the United
States requires that executive permission be obtained for the construc-
tion and maintenance at the borders of the United States of facilities for
the exportation or importation of electric energy and natural gas; and

WHEREAS it is desirable to provide a systematic method in connection
with the issuance and signing of permits for such purposes:

Now, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States and Commander in Chief of the armed forces of the
United States, it is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION 1. (a) The Federal Power Commission is hereby designated and
empowered to perform the following-described functions:

(1) To receive all applications for permits for the construction, opera-
tion, maintenance, or connection, at the borders of the United States,

Code of Federal Regulations, title 3, p. 970.



of facilities for the transmission of electric energy between the United States
and a foreign country.

(2) To receive all applications for permits for the construction, opera-
tion, maintenance, or connection, at the borders of the United States,
of facilities for the exportation or importation of natural gas to or from a
foreign country.

(3) Upon finding the issuance of the permit to be consistent with
the public interest, and, after obtaining the favorable recommendations
of the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defence thereon, to issue
to the applicant, as appropriate, a permit for such construction, operation,
maintenance, or connection. The Commission shall have the power to
attach to the issuance of the permit and to the exercise of the rights granted
thereunder such conditions as the public interest may in its judgment
require.

(b) In any case wherein the Federal Power Commission, the Secretary of
State, and the Secretary of Defense cannot agree as to whether or not a
permit should be issued, the Commission shall submit to the President for
approval or disapproval the application for a permit with the respective
views of the Commission, the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense.

SECTION 2. The Chairman or Acting Chairman of the Federal Power
Commission is hereby designated and empowered to sign any permits issued
by the Federal Power Commission pursuant to section 1 (a) (3) hereof.

SECTION 3. The Federal Power Commission is authorized to issue such
rules and regulations, and to prescribe such procedures, as it may from
time to time deem necessary or desirable for the exercise of the authority
delegated to it by this order.

SECTION 4. All Presidential Permits heretofore issued pursuant to
Executive Order No. 8202 of July 13, 1939, and in force at the time of the
issuance of this order, and all permits issued hereunder, shall remain
in full force and effect until modified or revoked by the President or by
the Federal Power Commission.

SECTION 5. Executive Order No. 8202 of July 13, 1939, is hereby
revoked.

(C) ORDER OF APPROVAL (I.J.C. DOCKET No. 68) ISSUED ON 29 OCTOBER

1952 BY THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION TO THE GOVERNMENTS

OF UNITED STATES AND CANADA, AS AMENDED BY ORDER OF 2 JULY 19561

WHEREAS the Government of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America under date of 30 June, 1952, have submitted Applica-
tions to the International Joint Commission (hereinafter referred to as the
" Commission ") for its approval of the construction, jointly by entities
to be designated by the respective Governments, of certain works for the
development of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Law-
rence River, these being boundary waters within the meaning of the Pre-
liminary Article of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 11 January, 19092

1 United States, Department of State, Bulletin, Vol. XXVII, July 7-December
29, 1952, p. 1019.

2 See infra, Treaty No. 79, p. 260.
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(hereinafter referred to as the " Treaty "), and of the construction, main-
tenance and operation of such works subject to and under conditions
specified in the Applications, and have requested that the Applications be
considered by the Commission as in the nature of a joint application; and

WHEREAS pursuant to the aforementioned request of the two Govern-
ments, the Commission is considering the two Applications as in the nature
of a joint application; and

WHEREAS notices that the Applications had been filed were published in
accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Commission; and

WHEREAS Statements in Response to the Applications and Statements
in Reply thereto by both Applicants were filed in accordance with the
Rules of the Commission; and

WHEREAS pursuant to published notices, hearings were held by the
Commission at Toronto, Ontario, on 23 July, 1952; at Ogdensburg, New
York, on 24 July, 1952; at Cornwall, Ontario, on 25 July, 1952; at Albany,
New York, on 3 September, 1952; at Montreal, Quebec, on 8 September,
1952; and at Washington, D.C., on 20 October, 1952; and

WHEREAS by reason of the said notices of the said applications and hear-
ings, all persons interested were afforded convenient opportunities of present-
ing evidence to and being heard before the Commission; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to the said Applications, the hearings before, the
evidence given, and material filed with the Commission, the Commission
is satisfied that the proposed works and uses of the waters of the International
Rapids Section comply with the principles by which the Commission is
governed as adopted by the High Contracting Parties in Article VIII of the
Treaty; and

WHEREAS the Commission has been informed that the Government of
Canada has designated The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario
as the entity to construct, maintain and operate the proposed works in
Canada, and that the-Government of the United States intends in due
course to designate the entity to construct, maintain and operate the works
in the United States; and

WHEREAS the program of construction of the works, as proposed by the
Applicants, includes the removal of Gut Dam from the International Rapids
Section and the Government of Canada has informed the Commission
that it is its intention to take steps for the early removal of Gut Dam as
soon as the construction of the proposed works is approved and as soon
as river conditions and the protection of down river and other interests
that will be affected during its removal will permit, thereby advancing
the time of removal of Gut Dam; and

WHEREAS the Commission finds that suitable and adequate provision
is made by the laws in Canada and by the Constitution and laws in the
United States for the protection and indemnity of all interests on either side
of the International Boundary which may be injured by reason of the construc-
tion, maintenance and operation of the works; and

WHEREAS the Commission finds that it has jurisdiction to hear and dispose
of the Applications by approval thereof in the manner and subject to the
conditions hereinafter set out;

Now, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the construction, maintenance and
operation jointly by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and



an entity to be designated by the Government of the United States of
America of certain works (hereinafter called " the works ") in accordance
with the " Controlled Single Stage Project (238-242), " which was part of
the joint report dated 3 January, 1941, of the Canadian Temporary Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Committee and the United States St. Lawrence
Advisory Committee, containing the features described in Appendix
"A " to this Order and shown in Appendix "B " to thil Order, be and
the same are hereby approved subject to the conditions enumerated below,
namely,

(a) All interests on either side of the International Boundary which
are injured by reason of the construction, maintenance and operation of
the works shall be given suitable and adequate protection and indemnity in
accordance with the laws in Canada or the Constitution and laws in the
United States respectively, and in accordance with the requirements of
Article VIII of the Treaty.

(b) The works shall be so planned, located, constructed, maintained
and operated as not to conflict with or restrain uses of the waters of the
St. Lawrence River for purposes given preference over uses of water for
power purposes by the Treaty, namely, uses for domestic and sanitary pur-
poses and uses for nagivation, including the service of canals for the purposes
of navigation, and shall be so planned, located, constructed, maintained
and operated as to give effect to the provisions of this Order.

(c) The works shall be constructed, maintained and operated in such
manner as to safeguard the rights and lawful interests of others engaged or
to be engaged in the development of power in the St. Lawrence River below
the International Rapids Section.

(d) The works shall be so designed, constructed, maintained and
operated as to safeguard so far as possible the rights of all interests affected
by the levels of the St. Lawrence River upstream from the Iroquois regulatory
structure and by the levels of Lake Ontario and the lower Niagara River;
and any change in levels resulting from the works which injuriously affects
such rights shall be subject to the requirements of paragraph (a) relating
to protection and indemnification.

(e) The hydro-electric plants approved by this Order shall not be
subjected to operating rules and procedures more rigorous than are neces-
sary to comply with the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs (b), (c) and
(d).

(f) Before the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario commences
the construction of any part of the works, it shall submit to the Govern-
ment of Canada, and before the entity designated by the Government of the
United States commences the construction of any part of the works, it
shall submit to the Government of the United States, for approval in writing,
detailed plans and specifications of that part of the works located in their
respective countries and details of the program of construction thereof
or such details of such plans and specifications or programs of construction
relating thereto as the respective Governments may require. If after

,any plan, specification or program has been so approved, The Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario of the entity designated by the
Government of the United States wishes to make any change therein, it
shall, before adopting such change, submit the changed plan, specification
or program for approval in a like manner.
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(g) In accordance with the Applications, the establishment by the
Governments of Canada and of the United States of a Joint Board of Engi-
neers to be known as the St. Lawrence River Joint Board of Engineers
(hereinafter referred to as the "Joint Board of Engineers ") consisting
of an equal number of representatives of Canada and the United States
to be designated by the respective Governments, is approved. The duties
of the Joint Board of Engineers shall be to review and co-ordinate, and, if
both Governments so authorize, approve -the plans and specifications of
the works and the programs of construction thereof submitted for the approval
of the respective Governments as specified above, and to assure the construc-
tion of the works in accordance therewith as approved. The Joint Board
of Engineers shall consult with and keep the Board of Control, hereinafter
referred to, currently informed on all matters pertaining to the water
levels of Lake Ontario and the International Rapids Section and the regula-
tion of the discharge of water from Lake Ontario and the flow of water
through the International Rapids Section, and shall give full consideration
to any advice or recommendations received from the Board of Control
with respect thereto.

(h) A Board of Control to be known as the International St. Lawrence
River Board of Control (herein referred to as the " Board of Control ")
consisting of an equal number of representatives of Canada and of the
United States, shall be established by this Commission. The duties of
the Board of Control shall be to give effect to the instructions of the Com-
mission as issued from time to time with respect to this Order.

During construction of the works the duties of the Board of Control
shall be to keep itself currently informed of the plans of the Joint Board of
Engineers in so far as these plans relate to water levels and the regulation of
the discharge of water from Lake Ontario and the flow of water through
the International Rapids Section, and to consult with and advise the Joint
Board of Engineers thereon.

Upon completion of the works, the duties of the Board of Control shall
be to ensure that the provisions of this Order relating to water levels and
the regulation of the discharge of water from Lake Ontario and the flow
of water through the International Rapids Section as herein set out are
complied with, and The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and
the entity designated by the Government of the United States shall duly
observe any direction given them by the Board of Control for the purpose
of ensuring such compliance. The Board of Control shall report to the
Commission at such times as the Commission may determine.

In the event of any disagreement amongst the members of the Board of
Control which they are unable to resolve, the matter shall be referred by
them to the Commission for decision. The Board of Control may, at any
time, make representations to the Commission in regard to any matter
affecting or arising out of the terms of this Order with respect to water
levels and the regulation of the said discharge and flow.

(i) Upon the completion of the works, the discharge of water from
Lake Ontario and the flow of water through the International Rapids
Section shall be regulated to meet the requirements of paragraphs (b),
(c) and (d) hereof, and, subject as hereinafter provided, shall be regulated
in accordance with Method of Regulation No. 5 as prepared by the Depart-
ment of Transport, Canada, dated September, 1940, and shall be based
on the rule-curves forming part of that Method of Regulation. The flow of



water through the International Rapids Section in any period shall equal
the discharge of water from Lake Ontario as determined for that period
in accordance with such Method of Regulation and shall be maintained as
uniformly as possible throughout that period.

Subject to the requirements of paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) hereof, the
Board of Control, after obtaining the approval of the Commission, may
temporaiily modify or change the restrictions as to discharge of water from
Lake Ontario and the flow of water through the International Rapids
Section set out in this paragraph, for the purpose of determining what
modifications or changes therein may be advisable. The Board of Control
shall report to the Commission the results of such experiments together with
its recommendations as to any changes or modifications in said restrictions.
Recommendations as to any changes or modifications which the Commis-
sion desires should be made permanent will be referred by the Commission
to the two Governments, and if the two Governments thereafter agree,
they shall be given effect as if contained in this Order.

(j) Subject as hereinafter provided, upon completion of the works,
the works shall be operated initially for a test period of ten years, or such
shorter period as may be approved by the Commission with the forebay
water level at the powerhouses held at a maximum elevation of 238.0
feet, sea level datum. Subject to the requirements of paragraphs (b),
(c) and (d) hereof, the Board of Control, after obtaining the approval of
the Commission, may temporarily modify or change the said forebay water
level in order to carry out experiments for the purpose of determining
whether it is advisable to increase the forebay water level at the power-
houses to a maximum elevation exceeding 238.0 feet. If the Board of
Control, as a result of these experiments, considers that operation during
this test period at a maximum eleva ion exceeding 238.0 feet would be
advisable, and so recommends, the Commission will consider authorizing
operation during this test period at a maximum elevation exceeding 238.0
feet. At the end of this test period, the Commission will make such recom-
mendations to the two Governments with respect to a permanent forebay
water level as it deems advisable or it may recommend an extension of the
test period. Such of these recommendations as the two Governments there-
after agree to adopt shall be given effect as if contained in this Order.

(k) The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the entity
designated by the Government of the United States shall maintain and
supply for the information of the Board of Control accurate records relating
to water levels and the discharge of water through the works and the regu-
lation of the flow of water through the International Rapids Section, as the
Board of Control may determine to be suitable and necessary, and shall
install such gauges, carry out such measurements, and perform such other
services as the Board may deem necessary for these purposes.

(1) The Board of Control shall report to the Commission as of 31 De-
cember each year on the effect, if any, of the operation of the downstream
hydro-electric power plants and related structures on the tailwater elevations
at the hydro-electric power plants approved by this Order.

(m) The Government of Canada shall proceed forthwith to carry out
its expressed intention to remove Gut Dam.

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the allocation set out in Appendix " C"
of the costs of constructing, maintaining and operating the works approved



by this order between the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and
the entity to be designated by the Government of the United States be
and the same is hereby approved but such approval shall not preclude the
applicants from submitting to the Commission for approval any variation
in the said allocation that may be agreed upon between them as being
appropriate or advisable.

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission retains jurisdiction over
the subject matter of these Applications, and may, after giving such notice
and opportunity to all interested parties to make representations as the
Commission deems appropriate, make such further Order or Orders relating
thereto as may be necessary in the judgment of the Commission.

Signed at Montreal, this 29th day of October, 1952.

APPENDIX A

Features of the works approved by this order

(A) Channel Enlargements
Channel Enlargements will be undertaken from above Chimney Point

to below Lotus Island, designed to give a maximum mean velocity in any
cross-section of the channel which will be used for navigation not exceeding
four feet per second at any time, also between Lotus Island and Iroquois
Point and from above Point Three Points to below Ogden Island designed
to give a maximum mean velocity in any cross-section not exceeding two
and one-quarter feet per second with the flow and at the stage to be permitted
on the first of January of any year, under regulation of outflow and levels
of Lake Ontario in accordance with Method of Regulation No. 5, as pre-
pared by the General Engineering Branch, Department of Transport,
Canada, dated Ottawa,- September, 1940. Downstream from the power
houses channel enlargements will be carried out for the purpose of reducing
the tail water level at the power houses.

Final locations and cross-section of these channel enlargements will be
determined from further studies.

(B) Control Facilities
Adequate control facilities will be constructed for the regulation of the

outflow from Lake Ontario.
(C) Power House Structures
The power house structures will be constructed in the north channel

extending from the lower end of Barnhart Island to the Canadian shore,
and so located that one structure will be on each side of the International
Boundary. Each power house structure will include the main generating
units to utilize economically the river flows available to it, with provision
for ice handling and discharge sluices.

(D) Dams and Associated Structures
A control dam will be constructed extending from Iroquois Point on the

Canadian side of the river in an easterly direction to the United States main-
land above Point Rockway.

A dam will be constructed in the Long Sault Rapids at the head of Barn-
hart Island.

Dykes and associated works will be provided as may be necessary in both
the Province of Ontario and the State of New York.



All the works in the pool below the control dam Will be designed to
provide for full Lake Ontario level.

(E) Highway Modifications
In both the Province of Ontario and the State of New York provincial

and state highways, and other roads, will be relocated in those portions
subject to flooding, and reconstructed to standards at least equal to those
now in existence.

(F) Railway Modifications
Such railway relocations as may be required as a result of the works herein

described will be made in the Province of Ontario and the State of New
York to standards at least equal to those now in existence.

(G) Navigation Facilities
Provision will be made for the continuance of 14-foot navigation through-

out the International Rapids Section during the construction period.

(H) Flooded Areas
Lands and buildings in both the Province of Ontario and the State of

New York will be acquired or rehabilitated as required. Inundated wooded
areas will be cleared.

[Appendix B is a map.]

APPENDIX C

1. The power development works under this Application are those
specified in Section 8 of the Application.

2. Total costs of the works described in Section 8 shall be based on
Canadian costs and United States costs and the total shall be equally divided
between the two constructing entities.

3. The costs to be divided should be based on actually experienced and
audited expenses.

4. In relation to the three principles above, the three following provi-
sions apply:

(A) The amount to be paid to Canada, as specified in the Agreement
of December 3, 1951, between Canada and Ontario, in lieu of the construc-
tion by the power-developing entities of facilities required for the con-
tinuance of 14-foot navigation, shall be excluded from the total cost of the
power project to be divided between the Canadian and United States
power-developing entities, in consideration of the fact that actual replace-
ment of 14-foot navigational facilities will be rendered unnecessary by
reason of the concurrent construction of the deep waterway in Canada.

(B) The Authority to be established pursuant to the provisions of the
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act, Chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada,
1951 (Second Session), shall contribute an agreed sum of money towards
the cost of the channel enlargement which the power-developing entities
must undertake in the St. Lawrence River, as set out in paragraph 4 of the
Annex to the Canada-Ontario Agreement of December 3, 1951, and in
section 8 of the Application to the International Joint Commission, in
consideration of the benefits which will accrue to navigation from such
channel enlargement.



(C) All costs for construction, maintenance and operation of the
project except machinery and equipment in the respective power houses
shall be borne equally by the two entities. All costs for construction,
maintenance and operation of machinery and equipment in their respective
power houses shall be paid by the respective entities and shall be deemed
to satisfy the principle of an equal division between the two entities.

(d) SUPPLEMENTARY ORDER OF 2 JULY 1956 TO ORDER OF APPROVAL

DATED 29 OCTOBER, 1952 1

WHEREAS the Commission, by Order dated 29 October 1952 (Docket 68),
approved the construction, maintenance and operation jointly by the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario and an entity to be designated by
the Government of the United States of America of certain works for the
development of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Law-
rence River, subject to the conditions enumerated in the said Order; and

WHEREAS the Commission has been informed that the President of the
United States of America by Executive Order No. 10,500, dated 4 Novem-
ber 1953, designated the Power Authority of the State of New York as the
United States entity to construct, maintain and operate the proposed works
in the United States; and

WHEREAS Appendix A to the said Order describes the features of the
works so approved and provides that channel enlargements will be under-
taken in specified areas, designed to give stated maximum mean velocities
in any cross-section of the channel, under regulation of outflow and levels
of Lake Ontario in accordance with Method of Regulation No. 5, as pre-
pared by the General Engineering Branch, Department of Transport,
Canada, dated Ottawa, September 1940; and

WHEREAS, condition (i) of said Order provides that, upon completion
of the works, the discharge of water from Lake Ontario and the flow of
water through the International Rapids Section shall be regulated to meet
the requirements of conditions (b), (c) and (d) thereof, and subject to
possible modifications and changes to be recommended subsequently by
the International St. Lawrence River Board of Control, in accordance
with the said Method of Regulation No. 5; and

WHEREAS, by the said Order of 29 October 1952, the Commission specifi-
cally retained jurisdiction to make such further Order or Orders relating
to the subject matter of the Applications of the United States of America
and Canada (Docket 68) as may be necessary in the judgment of the Com-
mission; and

WHEREAS the Commission, as a result of its investigations under the
Reference from the Governments of Canada and the United States of Ame-
rica, dated 25 June 1952, regarding the levels of Lake Ontario (Docket 67),
has determined that it would not be practicable to base the regulation of
flows from Lake Ontario on the said Method of Regulation No. 5; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to published notices, hearings were held by the
Commission at Detroit, Michigan, on 4 June 1953, Rochester, New York,
on 17 November 1953 and 12 April 1955, Hamilton, Ontario, on 18 Novem-

I United States, Department of State, Bulletin, Vol. XXXV, July-December,
1956, p. 227.



ber 1953, and Toronto, Ontario, on 14 April 1955, at which all persons
interested were afforded convenient opportunity of presenting evidence
to and being heard before the Commission; and at the said hearings held
at Toronto and Rochester in April 1955 all interested persons were given
convenient opportunity to express their views upon the criteria and range
of stage which had been tentatively proposed by the Commission; and

WHEREAS the Commission, on 9 May 1955, by letters addressed to the
Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada and the Secretary of State
of the United States of America, respectively, recommended adoption by the
two Governments of the following:

(i) A range of mean monthly elevations for Lake Ontario of 244 feet
(navigation season) to 248.0 feet as nearly as may be; and

(ii) Criteria for a method of regulation of outflows and levels of Lake
Ontario applicable to the works in the International Rapids Section of the
St. Lawrence River; and

(iii) Plan of Regulation No. 12-A-9, subject to minor adjustments that
may result from further detailed study and evaluation by the Commission;
and

WHEREAS, by letters dated 3 December 1955, the Secretary of State for
External Affairs of Canada and the Under Secretary of State of the United
States of America advised the Commission that the Government of Canada
and the Government of the United States of America, respectively, approved
the range of mean monthly elevations for Lake Ontario and the criteria
recommended in the Commission's said letters of 9 May, 1955; and

WHEREAS, in the said letters dated 3 December 1955, the Commission
was advised further that the Government of Canada and the Government
of the United States of America approved Plan of Regulation No. 12-A-9
for the purpose of calculating critical profiles and the design of channel
excavations in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River;
and

WHEREAS, in the said letters dated 3 December 1955, the two Govern-
ments urged the Commission to continue its studies with a view to perfecting
a plan of regulation so as best to meet the requirements of all interests both
upstream and downstream, within the range of elevations and criteria
therein approved; and

WHEREAS, by letter dated 3 December 1955, the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, on behalf of the Government of Canada, has informed the
Commission of the arrangements that have been made for the re-design
of a portion of the St. Lawrence Seaway Canal in the vicinity of Montreal,
between Lake St. Louis and the Laprairie Basin; and

WHEREAS condition (i) of the said Order of Approval dated 29 Octo-
ber 1952 makes provision for adjustments and progressive improvements
in the plan of regulation, subject to requirements and procedures specified
therein.

Now, THEREFORE, THIS COMMISSION DOTH ORDER AND DIRECT that the
Order of Approval issued by the International Joint Commission on 29 Oc-
tober 1952, be and the same is hereby amended as follows:

(1) Paragraph (a) of Appendix A to the said Order is amended by delet-
ing the words, " Method of Regulation No. 5, as prepared by the General
Engineering Branch, Department of Transport, Canada, dated Ottawa,



September, 1940 ", and substituting the words, "Plan of Regulation
No. 12-A-9, as prepared by the International Lake Ontario Board of En-
gineers, dated 5 May 1955 "; and by adding the following sub-paragraph,
" As approved by the Government of Canada and the Government of the
United States of America in similar letters dated 3 December 1955, the
said Plan of Regulation No. 12-A-9 shall be the basis for calculating critical
profiles and designing channel excavations. " The said paragraph (a)
will then read as follows:

" (a) Channel enlargements will be undertaken from above Chimney
Point to below Lotus Island, designed to give a maximum mean velocity
in any cross-section of the channel which will be used for navigation not
exceeding four feet per second at any time, also between Lotus Island
and Iroquois Point and from above Point Three Points to below Ogden
Island designed to give a maximum mean velocity in any cross-section not
exceeding two and one-quarter feet per second with the flow and at the
stage to be permitted on the first of January of any year, under regulation
of outflow and levels of Lake Ontario in accordance with Plan of Regulation
No. 12-A-9, as prepared by the International Lake Ontario Board of Engi-
neers, dated 5 May 1955. Downstream from the power houses channel
enlargements will be carried out for the purpose of reducing the tail water
level at the power houses.

" Final locations and cross-sections of these channel enlargements will be
determined from further studies.

" As approved by the Government of Canada and the Government of the
United States of America in similar letters dated 3 December 1955, the said
Plan of Regulation No. 12-A-9 shall be the basis for calculating critical
profiles and designing channel excavations."

(2) Condition (i) of the said Order of 29 October 1952 is deleted and the
following substituted therefor:

" (i) Upon the completion of the works, the discharge of water from
Lake Ontario and the flow of water through the International Rapids
Section shall be regulated to meet the requirements of conditions (b), (c),
and (d) hereof: shall be regulated within a range of stage from elevation
244.0 feet (navigation season) to elevation 248.0 feet, as nearly as may be;
and shall be regulated in accordance with the criteria set forth in the Com-
mission's letters of 17 March 1955 to the Governments of Canada and the
United States of America and approved by the said governments in their
letters of 3 December 1955 and qualified, by the terms of separate letters
from the Government of Canada and the Government of the United States
of America dated 11 April 1956 and 1 May 1956, respectively, to the extent
that these letters agree that the criteria are intended to establish standards
which would be maintained with the minimum variation. The project
works shall be operated in such a manner as to provide no less protection
for navigation and riparian interests downstream than would have occurred
under pre-project conditions and with supplies of the past as adjusted, as
defined in criterion (a) herein. The Commission will indicate in an appro-
priate fashion, as the occasion may require, the inter-relationship of the
criteria, the range of elevations and the other requirements.

The criteria are as follows:
(a) The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario from 1 April to 15 De-

cember shall be such as not to reduce the minimum level of Montreal Har-
bour below that which would have occurred in the past with the supplies



to Lake Ontario since 1860 adjusted to a condition assuming a continuous
diversion out of the Great Lakes Basin of 3,100 cubic feet per second at
Chicago and a continuous diversion into the Great Lakes Basin of 5,000
cubic feet per second from the Albany River Basin (hereinafter called the
'supplies of the past as adjusted ').

(b) The regulated winter outflows from Lake Ontario from 15 Decem-
ber to 31 March shall be as large as feasible and shall be maintained so
that the difficulties of winter power operation are minimized.

(c) The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario during the annual spring
break-up in Montreal Harbour and in the river downstream shall not be
greater than would have occurred assuming supplies of the past as adjusted.

(d) The regulated outflow from Lake Ontario during the annual
flood discharge from the Ottawa River shall not be greater than would have
occurred assuming supplies of the past as adjusted.

(e) Consistent with other requirements, the minimum regulated monthly
outflow from Lake Ontario shall be such as to secure the maximum depen-
dable flow for power.

(f) Consistent with other requirements, the maximum regulated out-
flow from Lake Ontario shall be maintained as low as possible to reduce
channel excavations to a minimum.

(g) Consistent with other requirements, the levels of Lake Ontario shall
be regulated for the benefit of property owners on the shores of Lake On-
tario in the United States and Canada so as to reduce the extremes of stage
which have been experienced.

(h) The regulated monthly mean level of Lake Ontario shall not
exceed elevation 248.0 with the supplies of the past as adjusted.

(i) Under regulation, the frequency of occurrences of monthly mean
elevations of approximately 247.0 and higher on Lake Ontario shall be
less than would have occurred in the past with the supplies of the past as ad-
justed and with present channel conditions in the Galops Rapids Section
of the Saint Lawrence River.

(j) The regulated level of Lake Ontario on 1 April shall not be lower
than elevation 244.0. The regulated monthly mean level of the lake from
1 April to 30 November shall be maintained at or above elevation 244.0.

(k) In the event of supplies in excess of the supplies of the past as adjusted,
the works in the International Rapids Section shall be operated to provide all
possible relief to the riparian owners upstream and downstream. In the
event of supplies less than the supplies of the past as adjusted, the works
in the International Rapids Section shall be operated to provide all possible
relief to navigation and power interests.

The flow of water through the International Rapids Section in any
period shall equal the discharge of water from Lake Ontario as determined
for that period in accordance with a plan of regulation which, in the judg-
ment of the Commission, satisfies the afore-mentioned requirements, range
of stage and criteria and when applied to the channels as determined in accord-
ance with Appendix A hereto produces no more critical governing velocities
than those specified in that appendix, nor more critical governing water sur-
face profiles than those established by Plan of Regulation 12-A-9, when ap-
plied to the channels as determined in accordance with Appendix A hereto,
and shall be maintained as uniformly as possible throughout that period.



Subject to the requirements of conditions (b), (c) and (d) hereof, and of
the range of stage, and criteria, above written, the Board of Control, after
obtaining the approval of the Commission, may temporarily modify or
change the restrictions as to discharge of water from Lake Ontario and the
flow of water through the International Rapids Section for the purpose of
determining what modifications or changes in the plan of regulation may
be advisable. The Board of Control shall report to the Commission the
results of such experiments, together with its recommendations as to any
changes or modifications in the plan of regulation. When the plan of regula-
tion has been perfected so as best to meet the requirements of all interests,
within the range of stage and criteria above defined, the Commission will
recommend to the two Governments that it be made permanent and, if the
two Governments thereafter agree, such plan of regulation shall be given
effect as if contained in this Order."

Signed at Montreal this second day of July, 1956.

(e) AN ACT 1 TO AUTHORIZE THE CONSTRUCTION OF CERTAIN WORKS OF

IMPROVEMENT IN THE NIAGARA RIVER FOR POWER, AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES. APPROVED 21 AUGUST, 1957

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States oJ
America in Congress assembled, That (a) the Federal Power Commission is
hereby expressly authorized and directed to issue a license to the Power
Authority of the State of New York for the construction and operation of a
power project with capacity to utilize all of the United States share of the
water of the Niagara River permitted to be used by international agreement.

(b) The Federal Power Commission shall include among the licensing
conditions, in addition to those deemed necessary and required under the
terms of the Federal Power Act, the following:

(1) In order to assure that at: least 50 per centum of the project power
shall be available for sale and distribution primarily for the benefit of the
people as consumers, particularly domestic and rural consumers, to whom
such power shall be made available at the lowest rates reasonably possible
and in such manner as to encourage the widest possible use, the licensee
in disposing of 50 per centum of the project power shall give preference and
priority to public bodies and nonprofit co-operatives within economic
transmission distance. In any case in which project power subject to the
preference provisions of this paragraph is sold to utility companies organized
and administered for profit, the licensee shall make flexible arrangements
and contracts providing for the withdrawal upon reasonable notice and fair
terms of enough power to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of the
preference customers.

(2) The licensee shall make a reasonable portion of the project power
subject to the preference provisions of paragraph (1) available for use
within reasonable economic transmission distance in neighboring States, but
this paragraph shall not be construed to require more than 20 per centum
of the project power subject to such preference provisions to be made avail-
able for use in such States. The licencee shall co-operate with the appro-
priate agencies in such States to insure compliance with this requirement.
In the event of disagreement between the licensee and the power-marketing

1 71 Stat. 401.
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agencies of any of such States, the Federal Power Commission may, after
public hearings, determine and fix the applicable portion of power to be
made available and the terms applicable thereto: Provided, That if any such
State shall have designated a bargaining agency for the procurement of
such power on behalf of such State, the licensee shall deal only with such
agency in that State. The arrangements made by the licensee for the sale
of power to or in such States shall include observance of the preferences in
paragraph (1) of this subsection.

(3) The licensee shall contract, with the approval of the Governor
of the State of New York, pursuant to the procedure established by New
York law, to sell to the licensee of Federal Power Commission project
16 for a period ending not later than the final maturity date of the bonds
initially issued to finance the project works herein specifically authorized, four
hundred and forty-five thousand kilowatts of the remaining project power,
which is equivalent to the amount produced by project 16 prior to June 7,
1956, for resale generally to the industries which purchased power produced
by project 16 prior to such date, or their successors, in order as nearly as
possible to restore low power costs to such industries and for the same general
purposes for which power from project 16 was utilized: Provided, That the
licensee of project 16 consents to the surrender of its license at the completion
of the construction of such project works upon terms agreed to by both
licensees and approved by the Federal Power Commission which shall
include the following: (a) the licensee of project 16 shall waive and release
any claim for compensation or damages from the Power Authority of the
State of New York or from the State of New York, except just compensation
for tangible property and rights-of-way actually taken, and (b) without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, the licensee of project 16 shall waive
all claims to compensation or damages based upon loss of or damage to
riparian rights, diversionary rights, or other rights relating to the diversion
or use of water whether founded on legislative grant or otherwise.

(4) The licensee shall, if available on reasonable terms and conditions,
acquire by purchase or other agreement, the ownership or use of, or if
unable to do so, construct such transmission lines as may be necessary to
make the power and energy generated at the project available in wholesale
quantities for sale on fair and reasonable terms and conditions to privately
owned companies, to the preference customers enumerated in paragraph (1)
of this subsection, and to the neighboring States in accordance with para-
graph (2) of this subsection.

(5) In the event project power is sold to any purchaser for resale,
contracts for such sale shall include adequate provisions for establishing
resale rates, to be approved by the licensee, consistent with paragraphs (1)
and (3) of this subsection.

(6) The licensee, in co-operation with the appropriate agency of the
State of New York which is concerned with the development of parks in
such State, may construct a scenic drive and park on the American side
of the Niagara River, near the Niagara Falls, pursuant to a plan the general
outlines of which shall be approved by the Federal Power Commission;
and the cost of such drive and park shall be considered a part of the cost
of the power project and part of the licensee's net investment in said pro-
ject: Provided, That the maximum part of the cost of such drive and park
to be borne by the power project and to be considered a part of the licensee's
net investment shall not exceed $15,000,000.
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(7) The licensee shall pay to the United States and include in its net
investment in the project herein authorized the United States share of
the cost of the construction of the remedial works, including engineering
and economic investigations, undertaken in accordance with article II of
the treaty between the United States of America and Canada concerning
uses of the waters of the Niagara River signed February 27, 1950,1 whenever
such remedial works are constructed.

SECTION 2. The license issued under the terms of this Act shall be granted
in conformance with Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Federal Power
Commission, but in the event of any conflict, the provisions of this Act
shall govern in respect of the project herein authorized.

I See infra, Treaty No. 59, p. 194.
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I. GENERAL CONVENTIONS

I. CONVENTIONS GENERALES

1. CONVENTION' ET STATUT SUR LE R1GIME DES VOIES
NAVIGABLES D'INT1tRPT INTERNATIONAL, SIGN]2S A
BARCELONE, LE 20 AVRIL 19212

ARTICLE 1. - Les Hautes Parties contractantes d~clarent accepter le
Statut ci-annex6 relatif au regime des voies navigables d'int~ret international,
adopt6 par la Conference de Barcelone, le 19 avril 1921.

Ce Statut sera considr6 comme faisant partie int~grante de la pr~sente
Convention. En consequence, elles d~clarent accepter les obligations et
engagements du dit statut, conform~ment aux termes et suivant les conditions
qui y figurent.

La Convention est entree en vigueur le 31 octobre 1922, le quatre-vingt-
dixi~me jour apr~s la r~ception par le Secr6taire g6n~ral de la Socit6 des Nations
de la cinqui~me ratification, conform~ment k l'article 6.

42 Etats ont etdreprisentis d la Confirence de Barcelone: 'Albanie, l'Autriche, la Belgi-
que, la Bolivie, le Br~sil, la Bulgarie, le Chili, la Chine, la Colombie, le Costa-Rica,
Cuba, le Danemark, l'Empire Britannique (avec la Nouvelle-ZWlande et les
Indes), l'Espagne, l'Estonie, la Finlande, la France, la Grce, le Guatemala,
Haiti, le Honduras, l'Italie, le Japon, la Lettonie, la Lithuanie, le Luxembourg,
la Norv~ge, le Panama, le Paraguay, les Pays-Bas, la Perse, la Pologne, le Por-
tugal, la Roumanie, la Yougoslavie, la Suede, la Suisse, la Tchfcoslovaquie,
1'Uruguay et le Venezuela; 27 Etats ont signi la Convention: 1'Albanie, 1'Autriche,
la Belgique, la Bolivie, la Bulgarie, le Chili, la Chine, le Danemark, l'Empire
Britannique, la Nouvelle-Zlande, l'Inde, l'Espagne, l'Estonie, la Finlande, la
France, la Grce, le Guatemala, l'Italie, la Lithuanie, le Luxembourg, la Nor-
v~ge, le Panama, ]a Pologne, le Portugal, la Suede, la Tchfcoslovaquie et
'Uruguay. L'Empire Britannique a sign6 sous rfserve de la declaration insfrfe

au procs-verbal de la seance du 19 avril 1921, relative aux Dominions Britanni-
ques non reprdsentfs h la Conffrence de Barcelone; 21 Etats ont ratifii la Conven-
tion ouy ont adkdrd ou accddd: l'Albanie, le 28 octobre 1921 ; la Bulgarie, le 11 juil-
let 1922; l'Empire Britannique (inclus Terre-Neuve) avec la Nouvelle-Zlande
et l'Inde, le 2 aoiit 1922 (pour les Etats Malais ffd6rfs et les Etats Malais non
f6d6r~s en 1923; pour le Territoire sous mandat de Palestine, le 28 janvier 1924) ;
l'Italie, le 5 aoft 1922; le Danemark, le 13 novembre 1922; la Thailande, le
29 novembre 1922; la Finlande, le 29 janvier 1923; la Colombie, le 7 avril
1923; la Roumanie, le 19 juin 1923; la Norv ge, le 4 septembre 1923; la Tch&
coslovaquie, le 8 septembre 1924; le Pfrou, le 15 septembre 1924; la France, le
19 septembre 1924; la Suede, le 15 septembre 1927; la Grace, le 3 janvier 1928;
le Chili, le 19 mars 1928; la Hongrie, le 18 mai 1928; le Luxembourg, le 19 mars
1930, et la Turquie, le 27 juin 1933; 1 Etat a ddnonc la Convention: l'Inde (pour
prendre effet le 26 mars 1957) [Socidt6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. VII,
p. 35; XI, p. 406; XV, p. 306; XIX, p. 280; XXIV, p. 156; L, p. 160; LIX,
p. 344; LXIX, p. 71; XCVI, p. 182; et CXXXIV; p. 393; et Nations Unies,
Recueil des Traitis, vol. 230, p. 448].

2 Socit6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. VII, p. 36.



STATUT RELATIF AU REGIME DES VOIES NAVIGABLES

D'INTtRET INTERNATIONAL

ARTICLE 10. - Tout Etat riverain est tenu, d'une part, de s'abstenir de
toutes mesures susceptibles de porter atteinte A la navigabilit6 ou de dimi-
nuer les facilit6s de la navigation, et, d'autre part, de prendre le plus rapi-
dement possible toutes dispositions utiles, afin d'6carter tous obstacles et
dangers accidentels pour la navigation.

2. Si cette navigation exige un entretien rdgulier, chacun des Etats
riverains a, A cet effet, l'obligation envers les autres de prendre les mesures
et d'ex6cuter les travaux n6cessaires sur son territoire le plus rapidement
possible, compte tenu, A toute 6poque, de l'tat de la navigation, ainsi que
de l'6tat 6conomique des r6gions desservies par la voie navigable.

Sauf convention contraire, chacun des Etats riverains aura le droit,
en invoquant des motifs valables, d'exiger des autres riverains une 6quitable
participation aux frais de cet entretien.

3. Sauf motif 16gitime d'opposition d'un des Etats riverains, y compris
l'Etat territorialement int6ress6, fond6 soit sur les conditions memes de la
navigabilit6 en son territoire, soit sur d'autres int&s tels que, entre autres,
le maintien du r6gime normal des eaux, les besoins de l'irrigation, l'utilisa-
tion de la force hydraulique ou la n6cessit6 de la construction d'autres voics
de communication plus avantageuses, un Etat riverain ne pourra se refuser
A ex6cuter, h la demande d'un autre Etat riverain, les travaux n6cessaires
d'am6ioration de la navigabilit6, si celui-ci offre d'en payer les frais, ainsi
qu'une part 6quitable de l'exc6dent des frais d'entretien. N6anmoins, il est
entendu que ces travaux ne pourront tre entrepris tant que l'Etat sur le terri-
toire duquel ils doivent tre ex6cut6s s'y oppose du chef d'int6rts vitaux.

4. Sauf convention contraire, l'Etat tenu d'ex6cuter les travaux d'entre-
tien pourra se lib6rer de cette obligation, si, avec l'accord de tous les Etats
co-riverains, un ou plusieurs d'entre eux acceptent de les ex6cuter A sa
place; pour les travaux d'am6lioration, l'Etat tenu de les ex6cuter sera
lib&i6 de cette obligation s'il autorise l'Etat demandeur A les ex6cuter A
sa place; l'excution des travaux par des Etats autres que l'Etat territoriale-
ment int6ress6, ou la participation de ces Etats aux frais de ces travaux., seront
assur6s sans pr6judice, pour l'Etat territorialement int6ress6, de ses droits
de contr6le et d'administration sur ces travaux et des prerogatives de sa
souverainet6 ou autorit6 sur la voie navigable.

5. Sur les voies navigables vis6es A l'article 2, les dispositions du pr6sent
article sont applicables sous r6serve des stipulations des trait6s, conventions
ou actes de navigation qui d6terminent les pouvoirs et la responsabilit6 de
la Commission internationale A l'gard des travaux.

Sous r6serve des dispositions sp6ciales des dits trait6s, conventions ou
actes de navigation, existants ou A conclure:

(a) Les d6cisions concernant les travaux appartiennent A la Commission;
(b) Le r~glement, dans les conditions pr6vues A l'article 22 ci-apr~s,

de tout diff6rend qui surgirait du chef de ces d6cisions pourra, dans tous
les cas, 6tre demand6 pour motif d'incomp6tence ou de violation des conven-
tions internationales r6gissant les voies navigables. Pour tout autre motif, la
requte en vue d'un r~glement dans les dites conditions ne pourra tre
forme que par l'Etat territorialement int6ress6.



Les ddcisions de la Commission devront ftre conformes aux regles du
present article.

6. Nonobstant les dispositions du premier paragraphe du present article,
un Etat riverain pourra, sauf convention contraire, desaffecter totalement
ou partiellement une voie navigable moyennant accord de tous les Etats
riverains ou de tous les Etats representes A la Commission internationale dans
le cas des voies navigables visees/I l'article 2.

Exceptionnellement, une voie navigable d'intfret international non
visee A l'article 2 pourra etre desaffecte par l'un des Etats riverains, si
la navigation y est tres peu developpe et si cet Etat justifie d'un interet
6conomique manifestement superieur As celui de la navigation. Dans ce
cas, la desaffectation ne pourra avoir lieu qu'au bout d'une anne apres preavis
et sauf recours d'un autre Etat riverain dans les conditions pr~vues As 'ar-
ticle 22. La decision fixera, le cas 6cheant, les conditions dans lesquelles
la desaffection pourra etre faite.

7. Dans les cas oif une voie navigable d'intdrft international donne
acces A la mer par plusieurs bras situes dans le territoire d'un meme Etat,
les dispositions des paragraphes 1, 2 et 3 du present article s'appliquent
seulement aux bras principaux juges necessaires pour donner un plein
acces A la mer.

ARTICLE 11. - Dans le cas o6 un ou plusieurs des Etats riverains d'une
voie navigable d'interft international ne sont pas parties au present Statut,
les obligations financieres assumees par chacun des Etats contractants en
vertu de l'article 10 ne peuvent exceder les obligations qu'ils auraient assu-
mees au cas ofi tous les Etats riverains seraient parties au Statut.

2. CONVENTION' RELATIVE A L'AMISNAGEMENT DES
FORCES HYDRAULIQUES INTERESSANT PLUSIEURS
ITATS ET PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE, SIGNIS A GENLVE,
LE 9 DtCEMBRE 1923 2

1 Entre en vigueur le 30 juin 1925, le quatre-vingt-dixieme jour apres la
r6ception, par le Secretaire genfral de la Societe des Nations, de la troisieme
ratification, conformement h l'article 18.

17 Elats ont particip d la Confirence et signi la Convention: l'Autriche, la Belgique,
'Empire Britannique, la Nouvelle-Zelande, la Bulgarie, le Chili, le Danemark,

la Ville Libre de Dantzig, la France, la Grace, la Hongrie, l'Italie, la Lithuanie,
la Pologne, la Yougoslavie, le Siam et 'Uruguay; 11 Etats ont ratifid la Convention
on y ont aderd ou accedi: le Siam, le 9 janvier 1925; la Nouvelle-Zelande
(y compris le territoire sous mandat du Samoa Occidental), le 1- avril 1925;
'Empire Britannique, le 1er avril 1925 (pour la Rhodesie du Sud et pour Terre-

Neuve, le 28 avril 1925; pour les colonies, protectorats et territoires sous mandat
suivants: Guyane britannique, Honduras britannique, Brunei, Etats Malais
federes, Gambie, C6te de l'Or, Hong-Kong, Kenya, Etats Malais non federes,
Nigeria, Rhodesie du Nord, Nyassaland, Palestine, Sierra Leone, Straits Settle-
ments et Territoire de Tanganyika, le 22 septembre 1925; et, pour le Protectorat
de l'Ouganda, le 12 janvier 1927); le Danemark, le 27 avril 1926; l'Autriche, le
20janvier 1927; la Grece, le 14 mars 1929; la Hongrie, le 20 mars 1933; la
Ville Libre de Dantzig, le 17 mai 1934; le Panama, le 7 juillet 1934; l'Irak, le
28 janvier 1936; l'Egypte, le 29 janvier 1940. [Societe des Nations, Recuei des
Traits, vol. 36, p. 36; 45, p. 170; 50, p. 166; 83, p. 395; 134, p. 405; 147,
p. 322; 152, p. 295; 164, p. 367; et 200, p. 501.]

2 Soci& des Nations, Recuei des Traitis, vol 36, p. 76.



1D-sireux de faciliter la mise en valeur et d'amdliorer le rendement des
forces hydrauliques par une entente internationale,

Ayant accept6 l'invitation de la Soci6t6 des Nations de participer A une
confirence rdunie A Gen&ve le 15 novembre 1923 ...

ARTICLE PREMIER. - La prdsente Convention ne modifie en aucune
mani~re la libert6 pour tout Etat, dans le cadre du droit international,
d'exdcuter sur son territoire tous travaux d'amdnagement de forces hydrau-
liques qu'il desire.

ARTICLE 2. - Dans le cas ofi la mise en valeur rationnelle de forces
hydrauliques comporte une 6tude internationale, les Etats contractants
intdressds se prteront A cette 6tude. II y sera proc~dd en commun, sur la
demande de l'un d'entre eux, afin de rechercher la solution la plus favo-
rable A l'ensemble de leurs intdr~ts, et, compte tenu des ouvrages existants,
entrepris ou projetds, d'arrftes si possible un programme d'amdnagement.

Tout Etat contractant qui ddsirerait modifier un programme d'amdnage-
ment ainsi arrtd provoquerait, s'il y a lieu, une nouvelle 6tude, dans les
conditions prdvues A l'alinda pr&dent.

L'exdcution d'un programme d'amdnagement n'est obligatoire pour
chaque Etat que si cette obligation est formellement acceptde.

ARTICLE 3. - Lorsqu'un Etat contractant desire executer des travaux
d'amnnagement de forces hydrauliques en partie sur son propre territoire,
en partie sur le territoire de tout autre Etat contractant, ou comportant
une modification de l'tat des lieux sur le territoire de tout autre Etat
contractant, les Etats intdressds ndgocieront en vue de la conclusion d'accords
deslinds A permettre l'exdcution de ces travaux.

ARTICLE 4. - Lorsqu'un Etat contractant desire exicuter des travaux
d'arnnagement de forces hydrauliques dont il pourrait rdsulter, pour tout
autre Etat contractant, un prejudice 'grave, les Etats intdressds ndgocieront
en vue de la conclusion d'accords destinds A permettre l'excution de ces
travaux.

ARTICLE 5. - Les solutions techniques adoptdes dans les accords visds
aux articles prcddents tiendront compte, dans le cadre de chaque l6gisla-
tion nationale, exclusivement des considerations qui s'exerceraient l6gitime-
merit des cas analogues d'amdnagement de forces hydrauliques n'intdressant
qu'un seul Etat, abstraction faite de toute fronti~re politique.

ARTICLE 6. - Les accords visas aux articles prdcddents pourront prdvoir
notamment, selon les cas:

(a) Les conditions gdndrales d'6tablissement, d'entretien et d'exploita-
tion des ouvrages;

(b) Les prestations 6quitables entre Etats intdressds pour frais, risques,
dommages et charges de toute nature, occasionnds par l'6tablissement et
l'exploitation des ouvrages, ainsi que pour le remboursement des frais
d'entretien;

(c) Le r~glement des questions de cooperation financire;
(d) L'organisation du contr6le technique et de la surveillance de la

sdcurit6 publique;
(e) La protection des sites;



(f) .Le r~glement d'eau;
(g) La protection des droits des tiers;

(h) Le mode de r~glement des difftrends sur l'interprdtation et l'applica-
tion des accords.

ARTICLE 7. - L'6tablissement et 1'exploitation des ouvrages destinds A
l'utilisation des forces hydrauliques seront soumis, sur le territoire de chaque
Etat, aux dispositions l6gales et administratives applicables A l'tablissement
et A l'exploitation d'ouvrages similaires dans cet Etat.

ARTICLE 8. - En ce qui concerne les voies navigables, prdvues comme
devant tre soumises A la Convention gdnerale sur le regime des voies naviga-
bles d'intr&t international, les droits et obligations qui pourraient rdsulter
des accords conclus en conformit6 de la presente Convention ne devront
etre entendus que sous reserve des droits et obligations resultant de la Conven-
tion generale et des actes particuliers conclus ou A conclure, regissant les
dites voies navigables.

ARTICLE 9. - La presente Convention ne fixe pas les droits et les devoirs
des belligerants et des neutres en temps de guerre. Neanmoins, elle subsis-
tera en temps de guerre dans la mesure compatible avec ces droits et ces
devoirs.

ARTICLE 10. - La presente Convention ne comporte aucunement le
retrait de facilites plus grandes que celles resultant de ses dispositions, et
qui auraient &6 accorddes, dans des conditions compatibles avec ses principes,
A 'amenagement des forces hydrauliques. Elle ne comporte pas davantage
l'interdiction d'en accorder A l'avenir de semblables.

ARTICLE 11. - La presente Convention n'affecte en rien les droits et
obligations des Etats contractants, en vertu de conventions ou traites
antericurs sur les matieres faisant l'objet de la presente Convention, ou de
dispositions sur les mrnmes matieres de traites generaux, notamment des
Traites de Versailles, Trianon et autres traites ayant mis fin A la guerre de
1914-1918.

ARTICLE 12. - Si un differend surgit entre Etats contractants, au sujet
de I'application ou de l'interpretation de la presente Convention, et si
ce diffdrend ne peut etre regle soit directement entre les Parties, soit par tout
autre moyen de reglement amiable, les Parties pourront soumettre ce dif-
fdrend pour avis consultatif A l'organe qui se trouverait institu6 par la
Socit6 des Nations comme organe consultatif et technique des Membres
de la Societe en cc qui concerne les communications et le transit, A moins
qu'elles n'aient decide ou ne decident d'un commun accord de recourir
A une autre procedure, soit consultative, soit arbitrale, soit judiciaire.

Les dispositions de l'alinea precedent ne sont pas applicables au regard de
tout Etat qui invoquerait, pour s'opposer A l'amenagement de forces hy-
drauliques, des motifs fondes sur des prejudices graves A son economie ou A
sa securite nationales.

ARTICLE 13. - Ii est entendu que la presente Convention ne doit pas
8tre interpretee comme reglant en quoi que ce soit les droits et obligations
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inter se de territoires faisant partie ou places sous la protection d'un m~me
Etat souverain, que ces territoires pris individuellement soient ou non Etats
contrautants.

ARTICLE 14. - Rien, dans les precedents articles, ne pourra tre inter-
pret6 comme affectant en quoi que ce soit les droits et obligations de tout
Etat contractant en tant que Membre de la Soci6t6 des Nations.

ARTICLE 15. - La prsente Convention, dont les textes fran~ais et anglais
feront 6galement foi, portera la date de ce jour, et sera, jusqu'au 31 octobre
1924, ouverte A la signature de tout Etat represent6 A la Conference de
Geneve, de tout Membre de la Socit6 des Nations et de tout Etat A qui le
Conseil de la Socit6 des Nations aura, A cet effet, communiqu6 un exemplaire
de la 1iresente Convention.

ARTICLE 16.- La presente Convention est sujette A ratification. Les
instruments de ratification seront transmis au Secretaire general de la
Societ- des Nations, qui en notifiera le dep6t A tous Etats signataires ou
adherents.

ARTICLE 17. - A partir du ler novembre 1924, tout Etat repr6sente A la
Conference de Geneve, tout Membre de la Socitt des Nations et tout Etat
auquel le Conseil de la Societe des Nations aura, A cet effet, communiqu6 un
exemplaire, pourra adherer A la pr6sente Convention.

Cette adhesion s'effectuera au moyen d'un instrument communique au
Secrdtaire general de la Societe des Nations, aux fins de dep6t dans les
archives du Secretariat. Le Secretaire general notifiera ce dep6t immediate-
ment A tous Etats signataires ou adherents.

AR'rICLE 18. - La pr6sente Convention n'entrera en vigueur qu'aprs
avoir t6 ratifie au nom de trois Etats. La date de son entre en vigueur
sera le quatre-vingt-dixieme jour apres la reception, par le Secretaire general
de la Soci&t des Nations, de la troisieme ratification. Ultrieurement, la
presente Convention prendra effet, en ce qui concerne chacune des Par-
ties, quatre-vingt-dix jours aprs la reception de la ratification ou de la
notification de l'adhesion.

Conformement aux dispositions de l'article 18 du Pacte de la Societ6 des
Nations, le Secretaire general enregistrera la presente Convention le jour de
l'entr~e en vigueur de cette derniere.

ARTICLE 19. - Un recueil special sera tenu par le Secrtaire general de la
Societe des Nations, indiquant, compte tenu de l'article 21, quelles Parties
ont sign6 ou ratifie la presente Convention, y ont adhere ou l'ont denoncee.
Ce recueil sera constamment ouvert aux Membres de la Societe et publica-
tion en sera faite aussi souvent que possible, suivant les indications du Conseil.

ARTICLE 20. - Sous r6serve des dispositions de l'article 11 de la presente
Convention, celle-ci peut tre denoncee par l'une quelconque des Parties,
apres l'expiration d'un delai de cinq ans a partir de la date de son entree
en vigueur pour ladite Partie. La denonciation sera faite sous forme de
notification ecrite, adresse au Secretaire general de la Societe des Nations.
Copie de cette notification, informant toutes les autres Parties de la date A
laquelle elle a t6 regue, leur sera immediatement transmise par le Secretaire
gen ral.
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La ddnonciation prendra effet un an apr~s la date At laquelle elle aura &6
regue par le Secrdtaire gdndral, et ne sera opdrante qu'en cc qui concerne
l'Etat qui l'aura notifide.

ARTICLE 21.- Tout Etat signataire de la prdsente Convention ou y
adhdrant peut dclarer, soit au moment de sa signature, soit au moment de
sa ratification ou de son adhesion, que son acceptation de la prdsente Con-
vention n'engage pas, soit l'ensemble, soit tel de ses protectorats, colonies,
possessions ou territoires d'outre-mer soumis A sa souverainet6 ou Ai son
autorit6, et peut, ultdrieurement et conformdment Ai l'article 17, adherer
sdpardment au nom de l'un quelconque de ses protectorats, colonies, pos-
sessions ou territoires d'outre-mer exclus par cette declaration.

La ddnonciation pourra 6galement s'effectuer sdpardment pour tout
protectorat, colonie, possession ou territoire d'outre-mer; les dispositions
de l'article 20 s'appliqueront A. cette ddnonciation.

ARTICLE 22. - La revision de la prdsente Convention pourra ftre de-
mandde 5. toute 6poque par un tiers des Etats contractants.

PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE DE LA CONVENTION RELATIVE A L'AMtNAGEMENT

DES FORCES HYDRAULIQUES INTtRESSANT PLUSTEURS ETATS

Au moment de procdder A la signature de la Convention relative h l'am&
nagement des forces hydrauliques intdressant plusieurs Etats, conclue h
la date de cc jour, les soussignds, dfment autorisds, sont convenus de ce
qui suit:

Les dispositions de la Convention ne modifient en aucune mani~re le droit
international en ce qui concerne la responsabilit6 et les obligations de
tout Etat A. l'6gard d'un prejudice de quelque nature qu'il soit, qui r6-
sulterait de l'exdcution de travaux d'amdnagement de forces hydrauliques.

Le present Protocole aura les mmes force, valeur et durde que la Convehi-
tion conclue A. la date de ce jour, et dont il doit tre considdr6 comme faisant
partie intdgrante.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires susnommds ont sign6 le present Pro-
tocole.

Fait 5. Gen~ve, le neuf d6cembre mil neuf cent vingt-trois, en simple
expddition qui sera ddposde dans les archives du Secretariat de la Societeo
des Nations; copie conforme en sera remise hi tous les Etats reprdsentds A
la Conference.



H. TREATIES RELATING TO AFRICAN RIVERS

H. TRAITES SE RAPPORTANT AUX FLEUVES AFRICAINS

Belgium-Portugal

3. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LE PORTUGAL
CONCERNANT DIVERSES QUESTIONS D'INTiRtT PCONO-
MIQUE DANS LES COLONIES DU CONGO BELGE ET DE
L'ANGOLA, SIGNEE A SAINT-PAUL DE LOANDA, LE 20 JUIL-
LET 19272

Article 2. Barrage de la M'Pozo.

Le Gouvernement portugais donne au Gouvernement beige son consente-
ment A cc que, par suite de la construction d'un barrage A 6tablir sur le
cours d'eau en territoire congolais, le niveau de la rivi~re M'Pozo soit
relev6 dans la partie de celle-ci situde en territoire angolais.

Ce consentement est donn6 aux conditions suivantes acceptdes par les
deux gouvernements:

1. Le concessionnaire de l'utilisation dudit barrage aura l'obligation
de tenir A la disposition du Gouvernement portugais, ou des ressortissants
ddsignds par celui-ci en territoire angolais, une quantit6 d'6nergie 6lectrique
6gale A 15 p. c. de 1'6nergie totale produite par le barrage;

2. Lorsque la construction du barrage sera imminente, notification en
sera donnee par le gouverneur gdndral du Congo beige au Haut Commis-
saire de la Rdpublique, Gouverneur gdndral de l'Angola, qui indiquera
la quantit6 de l'6nergie dlectrique dont it entendra immddiatement disposer,
dans les limites fixdes ci-dessus;

A ddfaut de l'avoir fait avant le commencement des travaux, le haut
commissaire pourra, A tout 6poque, adresser au Gouverneur gdndral du
Congo belge la mrme communication, mais celle-ci n'aura d'effet qu'apr~s
,un delai de deux ans;

3. L'6nergie dlectrique A fournir au Gouvernement portugais sera prise aux
bornes de la centrale. Elle sera transportde A destination par des installa-
tions de raccordement qui, en territoire congolais, seront 6tablies, aux frais
des bdndficiaires, par les soins du concessionnaire de l'utilisation du barrage;

4. Dans les territoires traverses, 1'6tablissement des lignes de transport
et les installations destindes A assurer ce transport seront soumis aux disposi-
tions des lois et des r~glements locaux;

5. L'6nergie 6lectrique en question sera livre au Gouvernement portu-
gais au prix cofitant. Le prix coftant comprendra tous les frais de produc-
tion quelconques et la somme ndcessaire A l'amortissement des installations.

Le:, comptes se rdgleront pdriodiquement.

L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu ht Lisbonne le 2 mars 1928.
2 Socidt6 des Nations, Recuei des Traitis, vol. 71, p. 432.



I1 est entendu que le Gouvernement portugais ne pourra pas ceder le cou-
rant en territoire belge, nile cfder en Angola A un prix inf6rieur A celui que
le concessionnaire de l'exploitation du barrage fera A ses propres clients.

Article 5 Toutes les contestations entre les Parties, ddrivfes de l'inter-
prdtation de cette convention, seront r~solues par voie d'arbitrage.

Belgium-United Kingdom

4. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND RE-
GARDING WATER RIGHTS ON THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN
TANGANYIKA AND RUANDA-URUNDI, SIGNED AT LONDON,
22 NOVEMBER 19342

Desiring to define the water rights in respect of the use of the water of
those rivers and streams which form a portion of that part of the boundary
between the Tanganyika Territory and Ruanda-Urundi as defined in the
Protocol concluded at Kigoma on the 5th August, 1924, and in the Treaty
modifying the boundary between the Tanganyika Territory and Ruanda-
Urundi signed at London on the 22nd November, 1934, or of any river or
stream which flows from the Tanganyika Territory into Ruanda-Urundi
and vice versa;

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

Water diverted from a part of a river or stream wholly within the Tan-
ganyika Territory or Ruanda-Urundi shall be returned without substantial
reduction to its natural bed at some point before such river or stream flows
into the other territory, or at some point before such river or stream forms
the common boundary between the two territories.

Article 2

No operations of a mining or industrial nature shall be permitted by either
of the Contracting Governments in Tanganyika or Ruandi-Urundi respec-
tively which may in any way lessen or otherwise interfere with existing
navigable waters in any other river or stream, part of which forms the com-
mon boundary, or with waters in any such river or stream which may be-
come navigable after the completion of this Agreement.

Article 3

No operations of a mining or industrial nature shall be permitted by either
of the Contracting Governments in Tanganyika or Ruanda-Urundi respec-

I Came into force May 19, 1938, date of the exchange of ratifications which
took place at London.

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 190, p. 104.



tively which may pollute or cause the deposit of any poisonous, noxious or
polluting substance in the waters of any river or stream forming part of the
boundary, between the Tanganyika Territory and Ruanda-Urundi or
any tributary river or stream thereof, or in any river or stream flowing from
one territory into the other.

Article 4

Each Contracting Government shall have the right to divert, for operations
of a mining or industrial nature, at any point along any river or stream where
such river or stream forms a common boundary between the two territories,
up to a maximum of half the volume of water flowing at such point measured
during the season of low water, provided that such water after use shall
without substantial reduction be returned to its natural bed.

Article 5

In the event of the exercise of the right of diversion under Article 4, the
method for the determination of the flow of water in any river or stream on
the aforesaid boundary shall be by sounding and by the use of the current
meter, and the point of determination in the said waters shall be the nearest
point upstream to the proposed intake where conditions permit of deter-
mination by the aforesaid method.

Article 6

In the event of either Contracting Government desiring to utilise the
waters of any river or stream on the aforesaid boundary or to permit any
person to utilise such water for irrigation purposes, such Contracting Govern-
ment shall give to the other Contracting Government notice of such desire
six months before commencing operations for the utilisation of such waters,
in order to permit of the consideration of any objections which the other
Contracting Government may wish to raise.

Article 7

All grants of water rights on the aforesaid boundary by either Contracting
Government shall be conditional on the grantees installing at or near the
point of intake a standard measurement weir or gauge which shall be open
to inspection by officials of both Contracting Governments appointed for
the purpose of inspecting such weirs and gauges.

Article 8

The officials of either Contracting Government and any of the inhabitants
of Tanganyika or Ruanda-Urundi shall be permitted to have access to any
point on any river or stream forming the common boundary for any domestic
or industrial purpose.

Article 9
Any of the inhabitants of the Tanganyika Territory or of Ruanda-Urundi

shall be permitted to navigate any river or stream forming the common
boundary and take therefrom fish and aquatic plants and water for domestic
purposes and for any purposes conforming with their customary rights.

Article 10

In the event of any dispite arising between the Contracting Governments
in respect of any matter covered by this Agreement, the Contracting Gov-
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ernments shall refer such matter to such arbitrator or court of arbitration
as may be mutually agreed upon.

Congo (Independent State of the)-United Kingdom

5. AGREEMENT BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE IN-
DEPENDENT STATE OF THE CONGO, MODIFYING THE
AGREEMENT SIGNED AT BRUSSELS, MAY 12, 1894, RE-
LATING TO THE SPHERES OF INFLUENCE OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND THE INDEPENDENT STATE OF THE CONGO
IN EAST AND CENTRAL AFRICA, SIGNED AT LONDON,
MAY 9, 19061

Article III. The Government of the Independent State of the Congo
undertake not to construct, or allow to be constructed, any work on or
near the Semliki or Isango River, which would diminish the volume of
water entering Lake Albert, except in agreement with the Soudanese
Government.

Article VIII. All disputes which may occur hereafter in connection with
the limits of the frontiers of the Independent State of the Congo, including
the boundary laid down in the first paragraph of Article II of the present
Agreement shall, in the event of the Parties not being able to come to an
amicable understanding, be submitted to the arbitration of the Hague
Tribunal, whose decision shall be binding on both Parties....

Egypt-Italy

6. ACCORD 2 ENTRE L'tGYPTE ET L'ITALIE CONCERNANT
L'1ETABLISSEMENT DES FRONTIRRES ENTRE LA CYRt-
NAIQUE ET L'1RGYPTE, SIGNIZ AU CAIRE, LE 6 DRCEMBRE
19251

Article 5. L'Italie, en vue de permettre l'approvisionnement d'eau
potable aux populations de Sollum, cede A l'Egypte la propri~t6 du puits
de Ramla actuellement mis en activit6 par le Gouvernement italien, ainsi
qu'une zone autour du dit puits et une bande de territoire qui, ayant pour
direction l'axe de l'Uadi Ramla, suffise h relier ce puits h la fronti~re 6gyp-
tienne...

I British andForeign State Papers, vol. 99, p. 173.
2 Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 6chang~s h Rome le 25 avril 1933.
' British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 133, p. 976.
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Article 6. I1 demeure entendu qu'en utilisant l'eau du puits de Ramla,
le Gouvernement 6gyptien devra r6server une quantit6 d'eau suffisante
pour les besoins des populations locales, ressortissantes italiennes, et qui
sera dftermine par la commission mixte prdvue A l'article 3.

Egypt-United Kingdom

7. EXCHANGE OF NOTES1 BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERN-
MENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE EGYPTIAN
GOVERNMENT IN REGARD TO THE USE OF THE WATERS
OF THE RIVER NILE FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES. CAIRO,
7 MAY, 19292

No. I

MOHAMED MAHMOUD PASHA TO LORD LLOYD

PRISIDENCE

DU CONSEIL DES MINISTRES

CAIRO, May 7, 1929
EXCELLENCY,

In confirmation of our recent conversations, I have the honour to com-
municate to your Excellency the views of the Egyptian Government in
regard to those irrigation questions which have been the subject of our
discussions.

The Egyptian Government agree that a settlement of these questions
cannot be deferred until such time as it may be possible for the two Govern-
ments to come to an agreement on the status of the Sudan, but, in concluding
the present arrangements, expressly reserve their full liberty on the occasion
of any negotiations which may precede such an agreement.

2. It is realised that the development of the Sudan requires a quantity
of the Nile water greater than that which has been so far utilised by the
Sudan. As your Excellency is aware, the Egyptian Government has always
been anxious to encourage such development, and will therefore continue
that policy, and be willing to agree with His Majesty's Government upon
such an increase of this quantity as does not infringe Egypt's natural and
historical rights in the waters of the Nile and its requirements of agricultural
extension, subject to satisfactory assurances as to the safeguarding of Egyp-
tian interests as detailed in later paragraphs of this note.

3. The Egyptian Government therefore accept the findings of the 1925
Nile Commission, whose report is annexed hereto, and is considered an
integral part of the present agreement. They propose, however, that, in
view of the delay in the construction of the Gebel Aulia Dam, which,
under paragraph 40 of the Nile Commission's Report, is regarded as a
counterpart of the Gezira scheme, the dates and quantities of gradual with-

1 Came into force on 7 May 1929, by exchange of notes.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 93, p. 44.
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drawals of water from the Nile by the Sudan in flood months as given in
article 57 of the Commission's Report be modified in such a manner that
the Sudan should not withdraw more than 126 cubic metres per second
before 1936, it being understood that the schedule contained in the above-
mentioned article will remain unaltered until the discharge of 126 cubic
metres per second is reached. These quantities are based on the Nile
Commission's Report, and are therefore subject to revision as foreseen
therein.

4. It is further understood that the following arrangements will be
observed in respect of irrigation works on the Nile:

(a) The Inspector-General of the Egyptian Irrigation Service in the
Sudan, his staff, or any other officials whom the Minister of Public Works
may nominate, shall have the full liberty to co-operate with the Resident
Engineer of the Sennar Dam in the measurement of discharges and records
to satisfy the Egyptian Government that the distribution of water and the
regulation of the dam are carried out in accordance with the agreement
reached. Detailed working arrangements agreed upon between the Minister
of Public Works and the Irrigation Adviser to the Sudan Government will
take effect as from the date of the confirmation of this note.

(b) Save with the previous agreement of the Egyptian Government,
no irrigation or power works or measures are to be constructed or taken on
the River Nile and its branches, or on the lakes from which it flows, so far
as all these are in the Sudan or in countries under British administration,
which would, in such a manner as to entail any prejudice to the interests of
Egypt, either reduce the quantity of water arriving in Egypt, or modify
the date of its arrival, or lower its level.

(c) The Egyptian Government, in carrying out all the necessary measures
required for the complete study and record of the hydrology of the River
Nile in the Sudan, will have all the necessary facilities for so doing.

(d) In case the Egyptian Government decide to construct in the Sudan
any works on the river and its branches, or to take any measures with a
view to increasing the water supply for the benefit of Egypt, they will agree
beforehand with the local authorities on the measures to be taken for safe-
guarding local interests. The construction, maintenance and administra-
tion of the above-mentioned works shall be under the direct control of the
Egyptian Government.

(e) His Britannic Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland shall use their good offices so that the
carrying out of surveys, measurements, studies and works of the nature
mentioned in the two preceding paragraphs is facilitated by the Govern-
ments of those regions under British influence.

(f) It is recognised that in the course of the operations here contemplated
uncertainty may still arise from time to time either as to the correct inter-
pretation of a question of principle or as to technical or administrative
details. Every question of this kind will be approached in a spirit of mutual
good faith.

In case of any difference of opinion arising as to the interpretation or
execution of any of the preceding provisions, or as to any contravention
thereof, which the two Governments find themselves unable to settle, the
matter shall be referred to an independent body with a view to arbitration.

5. The present agreement can in no way be considered as affecting the
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control of the river, which is reserved for free discussion between the two
Governments in the negotiations on the question of the Sudan.

ENCLOSURE IN No. 1

REPORT OF THE NILE COMMISSION, 1925

The appointment of the Commission arose from an exchange of notes
dated the 26th January, 1925, between His Britannic Majesty's High
Commissioner for Egypt and the President of the Egyptian Council of
Ministers, in which it was agreed that a Commission should be appointed
" for the purpose of examining and proposing the basis on which irrigation
can be carried out with full consideration of the interests of Egypt and
without detriment to her natural and historic rights."'

10. The greater part of the culturable land of the Sudan either possesses
an adequate rainfall or is inaccessible by canals. The only considerable
area suitable for canal irrigation is the triangular tract between the Blue
and White Niles with its apex at Khartum and extending as far south as
the Sennar-Kosti Railway. From 1905 onwards the possibility of irrigating
some portion of this area had been under consideration; and in 1913 a
scheme was prepared for the irrigation of 100,000 feddans by means of a '

canal fed from the natural flow of the Blue Nile, the required levels being
given by a barrage at Makwar. It was then believed that such a scheme
would permit of the cotton crop being matured without detriment to
Egyptian interests. Further experience of agricultural conditions, however,
and the occurrence of the exceptionally low river of 1913-14, showed that
this was impossible, and that the scheme should comprise a storage dam,
and not merely a diversion barrage. With the addition of a reservoir for
the storage of water abstracted from the natural flow during the flood
season, it was calculated that the area could be increased to 300,000 feddans
without the need for taking water from the river at low stage, and that such
an increase of area was necessary to off-set the extra cost of the dam. The
scheme was recast on these lines, but progress was interrupted by the war.

11. Simultaneously, the Egyptian Government had been considering
the construction of a dam on the White Nile at Gebel Aulia, near Khartum,
for the dual purpose of controlling high floods which threatened damage to
Egypt, and of storing water for use during the summer season in Egypt. This
scheme was also delayed by the war, though some work was actually executed
during the years 1917-20.

12. The resumption of progress on both of these projects after the war
was accompanied by vigorous public discussion and criticism in Egypt,
directed chiefly against the accuracy of the data on which they were based.
As a result of this the Egyptian Government in January 1920 appointed
a Commission of Enquiry, known as the Nile Projects Commission, composed
of three members, nominated by the Government of India, the University
of Cambridge and the Government of the United States. The terms of
reference to the Commission were as follows:



The Commission is requested to give to the Egyptian Government its
opinion of the projects prepared. by the Ministry of Public Works with a
view to the further regulation of the Nile supply for the benefit of Egypt
and the Sudan...

The projects were those described in a publication of the Egyptian
Government entitled " Nile Control ", and comprised the two dams al-
ready mentioned, a barrage in Upper Egypt, conservation works in the
"Sadd " region and storage reservoirs in the Great Lakes.

13. The report of the Nile Projects Commission, which was published
in 1921, found that the projects were based on reliable data, and advocated
their execution. In view, however, of the estimated heavy cost of the Gebel
Aulia Dam and its complementary works, the Egyptian Government decided
in May 1921 to suspend all operations in connexion with this project. The
Sudan Government, on the other hand, in view of the favourable report,
decided to continue work on the Gezira Irrigation Scheme.

16. The immediate programme of works outlined in " Nile Control"
consisted of the following items:

(a) The Gebel Aulia Dam to provide additional water for Egypt.
(b) The Makwar Dam, or, as it is now called, the Sennar Dam, with

a canal system to irrigate 600,000 feddans in the Sudan Gizira.
(c) A barrage at Nag-Hamadi in Upper Egypt.
For various reasons, first the war, and then financial and other difficulties,

no progress has been made with items (a) and (c). On the other hand, item
(b) has been carried to completion, and came into operation in July 1925.
The cost of this work has greatly exceeded the original estimates, and the
Sudan Government, who are responsible for its financial results, desire
to extend the area so as to reduce the risk of financial failure, and generally
to develop still further the resources of the country.

19. The Nile Projects Commission of 1920 had been requested to ex-
amine and to give its opinion on certain projects then under construction
or under consideration by the Ministry of Public Works. A less specific
charge has been laid upon the present Commission, which has been asked
only to propose a basis for irrigation in which full consideration should be
given to the rights and interests of Egypt. The Commission was thus let
free to choose its own ground, to decide how far and in what direction its
investigations should be carried, and the form which its proposals should
take.

21. Precedents in this matter of water allocation are rare and practice
varied; and the Commission is aware of no generally adopted code or stan-
dard practice upon which the settlement of a question of inter-communal
water allocation might be based. Moreover, there are in the present case
special factors, historical, political and technical, which might render
inappropriate too strict an application of principles adopted elsewhere.



The Commission, having regard to the previous history of the question,
the present position as regards development, and the circumstances attending
its own appointment, decided to approach its task with the object of devising
a practical working arrangement which would respect the needs of estab-
lished irrigation, while permitting such programme of extension as might be
feasible under present conditions and those of the near future, without at
the same time compromising in any way the possibilities of the more
distant future.

22. The arrangement contemplated aims at interpreting in definite
and technical terms the intentions of the note quoted in the opening para-
graph of this Report, wherein it was explained that in authorising extensions
of irrigation in the Sudan " the British Government, however solicitous
for the prosperity of the Sudan, have no intention of trespassing upon the
natural and historic rights of Egypt in the waters of the Nile, which they
recognise to-day no less than in the past." The Commission has every
hope that its proposals, framed in this spirit, and after full study of the
technical aspects of the problem, may form an acceptable basis upon which,
by harmonious and co-operative effort, the irrigation development of the
future may be founded, and by which all existing rights may be perpetually
safeguarded.

37. There is another matter which the Commission had to consider
in connexion with the method of handling the problem submitted to it. The
greater part of Upper Egypt is under basin irrigation, largely dependent
on natural flood levels in the river, and only partially protected by barrages.
Any abstraction of water in flood time in the Sudan must affect these
levels to the detriment of the basin irrigation, and therefore to admit that
the lands in question have an absolute right to undiminished natural levels
must preclude any abstraction of water by the Sudan.

38. The Commission felt that in the circumstances it was impossible
either, on the one hand, to postpone indefinitely all progress in the Sudan,
or, on the other, to damage seriously, by precipitate action or by excessive
abstraction, the basins of Upper Egypt. It was accordingly decided to
take the line that consideration of levels could not be carried to the point
of precluding development in the Sudan, but only to the point of setting
a limit to the extent and rate of this development.

41. Finally, the Commission considered whether it must regard the
completed Gezira Scheme as having an irrevocable right to take water to
the extent and under the conditions provided for in " Nile Control".
There was the possibility that the Commission's examination of the statistics,
including those of the years which had elapsed since the scheme was ini-
tiated, might lead to conclusions other than those of " Nile Control ".
At the same time, the scheme had been undertaken and practically completed
after full examination of the question, not only by the Egyptian authorities,
but by the Nile Projects Commission; and the Sudan Government had
entered into certain commitments on the basis of the original water allot-
ment. The Commission felt that in these circumstances any reduction in
the volumes available for this scheme would raise issues with which, as a
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technical body, it would not be concerned. The detailed investigation of
the basis of the original scheme by the methods adopted by the Commission
has, however, shown, as will be seen later, that no serious divergence exists
between the results of the present investigations and those previously arrived
at.

56. It has always been recognised that a lowering of levels in Upper
Egypt, with consequent increased difficulty of filling the basins, must result
from the working of the Gebel Aulia and Gezira schemes. The basins in
the Sudan will be similarly affected. The present Commission is not disposed
to enter into an argument on general principles as to how far the main-
tenance of levels can be regarded as an established right.

Approaching the matter as a body of engineers invited to advise on a
practical question, the Commission considers that development or conserva-
tion works in the upper part of the river should not be indefinitely restricted
by considerations of the natural levels lower down, but that the Sudan
should accept a limited rate of progress, so as to afford Egypt the oppor-
tunity to overtake the effect of development in the Sudan by construction
of the works which formed her part of the original programme.

Summaiy

88. The Commission's main findings may be summarised as follows:
(a) The natural flow of the river should be reserved for the benefit

of Egypt from the 19th January to the 15th July (at Sennar), subject to the
pumping in the Sudan as defined below.

(b) The Gezira Canal may begin to draw on the natural flow of the
river on the 16th July, the canal being gradually raised to full supply level
by the 31st July, according to the scale fixed in " Nile Control ", contained
in Appendix D, provided that a mean total discharge of 160 million cubic
metres a day must have been reached at Sennar and Malakal during the
preceding five days, allowing for ten days' lag in the case of the latter.

(c) From the 1st August to the 31st December the Gezira Canal may,
subject to the progressive scale laid down in paragraph 57 of this Report,
draw the following volumes from the river:

The 1st August to 30th November, 168 cubic metres a second;
The 1st to 31st December, 160 cubic metres a second, provided that, in

any year in which the total flow of the natural river in December as at
Aswan is less than 4,700 million cubic metres, 80 cubic metres a second
shall be taken from the natural river during the whole of December, and
the balance shall be taken from the natural river up to a date preceding the
end of the month by three days for every 400 million cubic metres by which
the actual total December natural river in that year falls short of 4,700
million cubic metres.

(d) The Gezira Canal may not draw during the month of January
more than the volumes provided in " Nile Control ", i.e., 80 cubic metres
a second from the 1st to 15th, and 52 cubic metres a second from the 16th
to 18th, a total of 117 million cubic metres.



(e) The final filling of the Sennar Reservoir from the level required to
give full supply in the canal to the full storage level of the reservoir should
be carried out in November, as provided in " Nile Control ".

(f) Any further flood pumping carried out in the Sudan up to the end
of February should be considered as drawing its supply from the Sennar
Reservoir after the 31st December. In other words, a volume equal to
that consumed on these areas after the 31st December, according to ascer-
tained data, should be discharged from the reservoir as compensation to
Egypt, and the Sennar Reservoir should be worked so as to provide the
additional storage required to cover the compensation volumes as above.

(g) After the end of February only perennial pumping, as referred to in
paragraph 81, should be carried out in the Sudan.

Conclusion

89. The Commission foresees that it will be necessary from time to time
to review the questions discussed in this Report. It regards it as essential
that all established irrigation should be respected in any future review of
the question. In particular, the Sudan should only take from the natural
river in January, exclusive of pumping rights as now existing, the " Nile
Control " volume of 117 million cubic metres. All other requirements
till July should be provided by the Sudan from storage or other conservation
works.

90. The Commission has been impressed by the fact that future develop-
ment in Egypt may require the construction of works in the Sudan and
neighbouring territories, such as Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika, and
it feels that Egypt should be able to count on receiving all assistance from
the administrative authorities in the Sudan in respect of schemes undertaken
in the Sudan, as well as from the British Government in any questions con-
cerning the neighbouring territories.

91. The Commission has endeavoured to find a practical and workable
basis for irrigation, and to foresee, and, as far as possible, to provide for,
any difficulties that may arise in the future. But it is aware that doubtful
points; may well arise in the interpretation of any document, and that
differences of opinion as to fact cannot fail to occur from time to time in
such matters as the volumes of water flowing in a river or canal, discharged
through sluices, or lost by evaporation or seepage. It does not feel called
upon to make proposals with regard to special arrangements for dealing
with such doubts and differences, which seem to be outside the sphere of
a technical commission. It does, however, desire to record emphatically
the view that neither the elaborate drafting of an agreement nor the pro-
vision of special machinery for adjudication should be allowed to obscure
the importance of mutual confidence and co-operation in all matters con-
cerning the river and its waters.

92. Finally, the Commission desires to draw attention to the very
great importance of continued study of the river and systematic record of
the statistics. A very good hydrological organisation has been built up,
and its continued efficiency is absolutely essential, not only to fresh develop-
ment work, but also to the correct working of the arrangements proposed
in this Report, or, indeed, of any other arrangements that could be devised.

CAIRO, March 21, 1926.



No. 2

LORD LLOYD TO MOHAMED MAHMOUD PASHA

THE RESIDENCY, CAIRO, May 7, 1929
SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of the note which your Ex-
cellency has been good enough to address to me to-day.

2. In confirming the arrangements mutually agreed upon as recited
in your Excellency's note, I am to express the gratification of His Britannic
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland that these discussions have led to a settlement which cannot
fail to facilitate development and to promote prosperity in Egypt and the
Sudan.

3. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom concur in your
Excellency's view that this agreement is, and should be, essentially directed
towards the regulation of irrigation arrangements on the basis of the Nile
Commission Report, and has no bearing on the status quo in the Sudan.

4. In conclusion, I would remind your Excellency that His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom have already acknowledged the
natural and historical rights of Egypt in the waters of the Nile. I am to
state that His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom regard the
safeguarding of those rights as a fundamental principle of British policy,
and to convey to your Excellency the most positive assurances that this
principle and the detailed provisions of this agreement will be observed
at all times and under any conditions that may arise.

7. TREATY OF ALLIANCE' BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY, IN RE-
SPECT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND HIS MAJESTY
THE KING OF EGYPT, SIGNED AT LONDON ON 26 AUGUST,
1936 2

LETTER ATTACHED TO THE TREATY

Sir Miles Lampson to Moustapha E1-Nahas Pacha

The Residency, Ramleh,
August 12, 1936

Sir,

In the course of discussions on questions of detail, arising out of para-
graph 2 of Article 11, the suggestion for the secondment of an Egyptian
economic expert for service at Khartum, and the Governor-General's
wish to appoint an Egyptian officer to his personal staff as military secretary,
were noted and considered acceptable in principle. It was also considered

Ratifications exchanged at Cairo, December 22, 1936.
2 American Journal of International Law, Supplement, vol. 31, 1937, p. 77.
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desirable and acceptable that the Inspector-General of the Egyptian Irriga-
tion Service in the Sudan should be invited to attend the Governor-General's
Council when matters relating to his departmental interests were before
the Council.

I avail, etc.
Miles W. Lampson,

High Commissioner

9. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT REGARDING THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF THE OWEN FALLS DAM, UGANDA, CAIRO, 30 AND
31 MAY 1949 2

His .Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo to the Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs
ad interim

BRITISH EMBASSY

Cairo, 30th May, 1949

Monsieur le President du Conseil,

I have the honour to recapitulate below the points on which His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom and the Royal Egyptian Government
have reached agreement concerning the construction and administration
of the dam to be erected at Owen Falls in Uganda:

" The Royal Egyptian Government and His Britannic Majesty's Gov-
ernment, in accordance with the spirit of the Nile Waters Agreement of
1929, have agreed to the construction of a dam at Owen Falls in Uganda
for the production of hydro-electric power and for the control of the waters
of the Nile.

" 2. Plans and specifications for this work have been prepared in full
consultation between and approved by the Egyptian Ministry of Public
Works and Uganda authorities. The Royal Egyptian Government and
His Britannic Majesty's Government have accordingly agreed to entrust
to the Uganda Electricity Board the issue of an invitation for tenders and
the placing of contracts in agreement with these plans and specifications.

" 3. The contracts will be submitted to the two Governments who will
examine them promptly and indicate their joint approval of them by formal
Notes exchanged between each other and notify at once the Government
of Uganda.

" 4. The two Governments have also agreed that though the con-
struction of the dam will be the responsibility of the Uganda Electricity

I Came into force on 31 May 1949, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 226, p. 274.



Board, the interests of Egypt will, during the period of construction, be
represented at the site by an Egyptian resident engineer of suitable rank
and his staff stationed there for the purpose by the Royal Egyptian Gov-
ernment, to whom all facilities will be given for the accomplishment of
their duties. Furthermore, the two Governments have agreed that although
the dam when constructed will be administered and maintained by the
Uganda Electricity Board, the latter will regulate the discharges to be passed
through the dam on the instructions of the Egyptian resident engineer to
be stationed with his staff at the dam by the Royal Egyptian Government
for this purpose in accordance with arrangements to be agreed between
the Egyptian Ministry of Public Works and the Uganda authorities pur-
suant to the provisions of agreements to be concluded between the two
Governments.

" 5. The two Governments also recognise that during and after the
construction of the dam, the Uganda Electricity Board may take any
action at Owen Falls which it may consider desirable provided that this
action does not entail any prejudice to the interests of Egypt in accordance
with the Nile Waters Agreement of 1929 and does not adversely affect
the discharges of water to be passed through the dam in accordance with
the arrangements to be agreed between the two Governments. The
Egyptian Ministry of Public Works and the Uganda Electricity Board
will consult together on matters of mutual interest. Any difference of
opinion which may arise, however, in connexion with the control of the
water or with the generation of hydro-electric power will be a matter for
discussion and settlement in a spirit of friendly co-operation between them.
If these authorities find themselves unable to settle it, the matter will
be referred to arbitration in accordance with arrangements to be agreed
between the two Governments."

I have the honour to propose that if the Royal Egyptian Government
agrees, this Note and your Excellency's reply should constitute a formal
agreement between our two Governments, regarding the dam at Owen
Falls and the works connected therewith.

II

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs ad interim to His Majesty's Ambassador
at Cairo

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Cairo, 31st May, 1949

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's letter of
the 30th of May, 1949, which recapitulates the points on which the Royal
Egyptian Government and His Britannic Majesty's Government have
agreed on the subject of the construction and administration of the dam to
be built at the Owen Falls in Uganda. These points, in the English text,
are as follows:



[See note I]

In reply, I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the Royal
Egyptian Government agrees that the exchange of the two Notes, that under
reference and the present one, constitute a formal agreement between our
two Governments on the subject of the Owen Falls dam.

10. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE

GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT REGARDING THE CONSTRUC-

TION OF THE OWEN FALLS DAM, UGANDA. CAIRO,

5 DECEMBER 19492

His Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo to the Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs

ad interim

BRITISH EMBASSY

Cairo, 5th December, 1949
Monsieur le Ministre,

I have the honour to refer to my Note of the 30th May, and to the reply
of the then Minister for Foreign Affairs ad interim of the 31st May which
Notes constituted a formal agreement between our two Governments regard-
ing the proposed dam at Owen Falls and the works connected therewith.

The third point of this agreement provided that the Royal Egyptian Gov-
ernment and His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom would
examine promptly contracts placed by the Uganda Electricity Board and
would indicate their joint approval of them by formal Notes exchanged
between each other.

As your Excellency is aware, the Uganda Electricity Board has now
awarded the contract for the construction of the dam and hydro-electric
power station at Owen Falls to a group headed by Christiani and Nielsen,
Limited, comprising:

Dorman, Long and Company, Limited;
Edmund Nuttall, Sons and Company (London), Limited;
Hollandsche Beton Maatschappij, N/V;
Internationale Gewapendbeton Bouw, N/V;
K. L. Kier and Company (London), Limited;
Nederlandsche Aanneming Maatschappij, N/V, late firm, H. F. Boersma;
Nederlandsche Beton Maatschappij, ' Bato," N/V.

The amount of the contract is C3,639,540 5s. Od.
As your Excellency is also aware, the Uganda Electricity Board has

I Came into force on 5 December 1949, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 226, p. 280.
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further awarded a contract for ironwork to Messrs. Glenfield and Kennedy,
to the amount of/J124,866.

On instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs, I now have the honour to inform your Excellency that
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom approve these contracts.
If the Royal Egyptian Government also approve them, your Excellency's
reply in that sense and this Note will constitute the exchange of formal
Notes referred to in paragraph 2 above. I should be happy to arrange for
the Government of Uganda to be notified accordingly.

II

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs ad interim to His Majesty's Ambassador
at Cairo

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Cairo, 5th December, 1949
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's Note of
the 5th of December, in which you inform me that His Majesty's Govern-
ment has approved the award of two contracts, viz:-

(1) The first concerns the building of the dam and the hydro-electric
power station at the Owen Falls which the Uganda Electricity Board has
awarded to the group led by Christiani & Nielsen, Limited, to the amount
of C3,639,540 5s. Od. This group comprises:

Dorman, Long and Company, Limited;
Edmund Nuttall, Sons & Company (London), Limited;
Hollandsche Beton Maatschappij, N/V;
Internationale Gewapendbeton Bouw, N/V;
K. L. Kier & Company (London), Limited;
Nederlandsche Aanneming Maatschappij, N/V, late firm N. F. Boersma;
Nederlandsche Beton Maatschappij, " Bato," N/V.

(2) -The other concerns the iron-work for the sluices of the said dam
awarded to Glenfield & Kennedy to the amount of C124,866.

In accordance with the terms of the third clause in the formal Agreement
between our two Governments, constituted by the Exchange of Notes, that of
your Excellency of the 30th of May 1949, and that of his Excellency the
Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs ad interim of the 31st May, 1949,
I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the Royal Egyptian
Government approve the above mentioned award of these two contracts
and I therefore request you to be kind enough to consider the exchange
of my present Note and yours under reference as constituting on the part
of our two Governments the necessary formal approval. I also note that
your Excellency will be good enough to notify the Government of Uganda
of this agreement.
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11. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND (ON
BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT OF UGANDA) AND OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT REGARDING CO-OPERATION
IN METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL SURVEYS
IN CERTAIN AREAS OF THE NILE BASIN. CAIRO, 19 JANU-
ARY, 28 FEBRUARY AND 20 MARCH 19502

1

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs to His Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Cairo, 19th January, 1950
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to inform your Excellency that during last November
official discussions took place in Uganda between the representatives of the
Egyptian Ministry of Public Works and the appropriate departments of the
Uganda Government with a view to organising the recording of meteorologi-
cal and hydrological information about the Equatorial Lakes.

In view of the importance and the ever-growing need for Egypt to collate
all possible data about the Lakes the Ministry of Public Works intends to take
urgent measures to draw up a plan for research, observation, and mete-
orological and hydrological recording on a much more comprehensive
scale than has been undertaken so far.

As a result of these discussions the Government of Uganda, which has
already set up a special Department to collect and record hydrological data
in Uganda, intends to extend this work and to include both the collection
of hydrological data from all the areas of the basin which feeds the Nile,
whether in the East African territories or in the Belgian Congo and which
are marked on the attached map and the gathering of certain additional
data concerning Lake Victoria which are not at present collected by any
other organisation.

In addition, the Royal Egyptian Government will be pleased to co-operate
in this field with the Government of Uganda in accordance with the following
conditions:-

1. The Egyptian Government agree that the Government of Uganda
should take on the services of M. Winny, as well as make use of the equip-
ment at present in Uganda.

2. All the meteorological and hydrological data and information
collected by the Hydrological Department of Uganda for the observation
posts marked on the attached map will be supplied to the Egyptian
Government.

I Came into force on 20 March 1950, with effect from 1 March 1950, in
accordance with the terms of the said notes.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 226, p. 288.



Moreover, these posts may be changed and their number increased or
reduced from time to time after consultation with the Ministry of Public
Works.

3. The Resident Egyptian Engineer at the Owen Falls Dam and his
assistants, who will be established at Jinja, shall have access to all the posts
which are in Uganda in order to undertake periodical inspections to assure
themselves that the posts are being satisfactorily maintained and the obser-
vations regularly collected.

4. The Royal Egyptian Government agree to contribute to the expenses
incurred in obtaining and calculating the meteorological and hydrological
data and information mentioned above an annual sum of CE.4,200 which,
if the circumstances warrant it, shall be subject to a revision to be mutually
agreed and may be increased to a maximum figure of £E.4,500.

5. In due course an evaluating station will be established similar to that
existing by the Delta Barrage.

Until this can be done, the measurements of the current will continue
to be sent to Egypt, preferably by air courier, for purposes of evaluation.

6. The 1st of March, 1950, is proposed as a suitable date for the entry
into force of the new arrangement.

7. The official Exchange of Notes to this effect shall constitute an Agree-
ment between the two Governments.

II

His Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo to the Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs

BRITISH EMBASSY

Cairo, 28th February, 1950
Monsieur le Ministre,

I have the honour to refer to your Excellency's Note of 19th January in
which you requested me to advise the Government of Uganda that the Royal
Egyptian Government would be prepared to co-operate with that Govern-
ment in meteorological and hydrological surveys in certain specified areas
of the Nile Basin on the following conditions:

[See note 1]

At the request of the Governor of Uganda, and on instructions from His
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, I now have the
honour to inform your Excellency that the Government of Uganda agree
to co-operate in this matter with the Royal Egyptian Government on the
conditions as set out above. If the Royal Egyptian Government confirm
that they are also in agreement, your Excellency's reply in that sense and
this Note will constitute the exchange of formal notes referred to in sub-
paragraph 7 of your Excellency's Note under reference.



III

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs to His Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Cairo, March 20, 1950
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's Note of the
28th of February, 1950, in which you were kind enough to convey to me the
agreement of the Government of Uganda to co-operate with the Royal
Egyptian Government for the purpose of organising the collation of meteo-
rological and hydrological data concerning the Equatorial Lakes in
accordance with the conditions described in our Note of January 19, 1950.

In reply, I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the Royal
Egyptian Government agree that the Exchange of the two Notes, that under
reference and the present one, constitute a formal agreement to this effect
between the Royal Egyptian Government and the Government of Uganda.

12. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT 1

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT REGARDING THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF THE OWEN FALLS DAM IN UGANDA. CAIRO,
16 JULY 1952 AND 5 JANUARY 1953 2

I

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs to Her Majesty's Chargi d'Affaires
at Cairo

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Cairo, July 16, 1952
M. le Ministre,

I have the honour to transmit herewith a draft agreement on the subject
of the construction of the Owen Falls Dam in Uganda, and to propose,
subject to approval, that the present draft agreement and your reply thereto
constitute a formal agreement between our two Governments.

ENCLOSURE

The Royal Egyptian Government
(i) Will bear that part of the cost of the dam at Owen Falls which is neces-

' Came into force on 5 January 1953, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 207, p. 278.
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sitated by the raising of the level of Lake Victoria and by the use of Lake Victoria
for the storage of water;

(ii) Will bear the cost of compensation in respect of interests affected by the
implementation of the scheme or, in the alternative, the cost of creating condi-
tions which shall afford equivalent facilities and amenities to those at present
enjoyed by the organisations and persons affected, and the cost of such works
of reinstatement as are necessary to ensure a continuance of the conditions
obtaining before the scheme comes into operation, such costs to be calculated in
accordance with arrangements to be agreed between our two Governments;

(iii) Will pay to the Uganda Electricity Board the sum of £980,000 as
compensation for the consequential loss of hydro-electric power, such payment
to be made on the date when power for commercial sale is first generated at the
Owen Falls;

(iv) Agrees that, for the purpose of the calculation of the compensation under
the provisions of sub-paragraph (ii), all new flooding around Lake Victoria
within the agreed range of three metres shall be deemed to be due to the imple-
mentation of the scheme.

II

Her Majesty's Ambassador at Cairo to the Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs

BRITISH EMBASSY

Cairo, January 5, 1953
Monsieur le Ministre,

With reference to the letter of July 16 adressed to Mr. M. J. Creswell by
Maitre Hussein Sirry concerning financial arrangements which will arise
out of participation by the Royal Egyptian Government in the Owen
Falls Scheme in Uganda, I have the honour to confirm that the text pro-
posed by the Royal Egyptian Government is acceptable to Her Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom and that Maitre Sirry's letter under
reference and this reply will constitute a formal accord between our two
Governments.

2. I also confirm that the text should read as follows:-

[As in enclosure to No. I]

Ethiopia-United Kingdom

13. TREATY 1 BETWEEN ETHIOPIA AHD THE UNITED KING-
DOM, RELATIVE TO THE FRONTIERS BETWEEN THE
ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN, ETHIOPIA, AND ERITREA,
SIGNED AT ADDIS ABABA, MAY 15, 1902 2

Came into force at Addis Ababa on 28 October 1902, by the exchange of
ratifications.
2 British andForeign State Papers, vol. 95, p. 467.
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Article III. His Majesty the Emperor Menelek II, King of Kings of
Ethiopia, engages himself towards the Government of His Britannic Majesty
not to construct, or allow to be constructed, any work across the Blue Nile,
Lake Tsana, or the Sobat which would arrest the flow of their waters into
the Nile except in agreement with His Britannic Majesty's Government and
the Government of the Sudan.

14. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT '
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF ETHIOPIA AMENDING THE DESCRIP-
TION OF THE KENYA-ETHIOPIA BOUNDARY. ADDIS
ABABA, 29 SEPTEMBER 1947 2

I

Mr. H. L. Farquhar to Blatta Zeoudie Belaineh

BRITISH LEGATION

Addis Ababa, 29th September, 1947
Your Excellency,

In accordance with instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, I have the honour to inform Your Excellency
that His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland have considered the Procs- Verbal of the Fifth Meeting
between Delegations from Ethiopia and Kenya held at Addis Ababa on 14th
May, 1947, embodying the agreed recommendations of the two Delegations
for the amended description of the boundary between Ethiopia and Kenya
as originally described in the Agreement signed at Addis Ababa on 6th
December, 1907.

3. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom also confirm
their acceptance of the following understandings agreed by the Delegations:

(i) Malka Murri.-As stated in the minutes of the fourth meeting of
the Delegates on 13th May, the Boundary Commissioners, in making their
decision with regard to the demarcation of the boundary at Malka Murri,
will take into account the most suitable arrangements for the supply of
water to the Police Posts on both sides, and for the watering of the stock
of the tribesmen from both Ethiopian and British territory.

(iv) Grazing and Watering.-In accordance with, the understanding
expressed at the meeting of the Delegations on 10th May, the provisions of

I Came into force on 29 September 1947, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 82, p. 192.
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the 1907 Agreement with regard to grazing and watering shall be abrogated.

5. I have the honour to request that Your Excellency will inform me
whether the Ethiopian Government likewise approve and confirm their
acceptance of the understandings set forth in paragraph 3 and of the propo-
sals in paragraph 4 of this Note. In that event, the present Note and Your
Excellency's reply in this sense will be regarded as constituting an agreement
between His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the.Gov-
ernment of Ethiopia to this effect....

II

Blatta Zeoudie Belaineh to Mr. H. L. Farquhar

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Addis Ababa, 29th September 1947

Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of even date,
in which you inform me that His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom have considered the Procs-Verbal of the Fifth Meeting between
the Delegations of Ethiopia and of Kenya held at Addis Ababa on 14th
May, 1947, and approve the recommendations of the Delegations which
are set forth in the initialled annex hereto as replacing the description of the
boundary line embodied in the Agreement signed at Addis Ababa on 6th
December, 1907.

[See note I, paragraph 3]

5. It is, therefore, understood that the present Exchange of Notes
constitutes an agreement between the Imperial Ethiopian Government and
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom....

France-Spain

15. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA FRANCE ET L'ESPAGNE POUR

LA DRLIMITATION DES POSSESSIONS FRANQAISES ET

ESPAGNOLES SUR LA COTE DU SAHARA ET SUR LA COTE
DU GOLFE DE GUINE, SIGNItE A PARIS, LE 27 JUIN 19002

Les instruments de ratification ont &6 6chang~s A Paris, le 22 mars 1901.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 92, p. 1014.
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Article V. ... La navigation et la p~che seront libres pour les ressortis-
sants fran ais et espagnols dans les rivi~res Mouni et Outemboni.

La police de la navigation et de la pfehe dans ces rivi~res, dans les eaux
territoriales fran~aises et espagnoles aux abords de Fentrfe de la rivi~re
Mouni, ainsi que les autres questions relatives aux rapports entre frontaliers,
les dispositions concernant 1'iclairage, le balisage, l'amdnagement et la
jouissance des eaux, feront l'objet d'arrangements concert~s entre les deux
Gouvernements...

France-United Kingdom

16. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND FRANCE WITH REGARD TO THE SOMALI
COAST. LONDON, FEBRUARY 2 AND 9, 1888 2

No. 1

M. Waddington to the Marquess of Salisbury

Londres, le 2 f~vrier 1888
Monsieur le Marquis,

Le Gouvernement de la R~publique Franqaise et le Gouvernement de
Sa Majest6 Britannique 6tant d~sireux d'arriver I un accord relativement h
leurs droits respectifs dans le Golfe de Tadjourah et sur la C6te Somali,
j'ai eu rhonneur d'entretenir votre Seigneurie h plusieurs reprises de cette
question. Apr~s un 6change amical de vues nous sommes tomb~s d'accord
hier sur les Arrangements suivants:

1. Les Protectorats exercfs ou A exercer par la France et la Grande-
Bretagne seront s~parfs par une ligne droite partant d'un point de la c6te
situ6 en face des puits d'Hadou et dirigfe sur Abassouin en passant A
travers les dits puits;...

... IL est expressdment convenu que l'usage des puits d'Hadou sera
commun aux deux parties....

No. 2

The Marquess of Salisbury to M. Waddington

FOREIGN OFFICE

February 9, 1888
Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's
note of the 2nd instant, reciting the Arrangement upon which we have
agreed with regard to the respective rights of Great Britain and France in
the Gulf of Tajourra and on the Somali Coast.

Came into force on 9 February 1888, by the exchange of the notes.
2 British andForeign State Papers, vol. 83, p. 672.



The provisions of this Arrangement are as follows:

1. The Protectorates exercised, or to be exercised, by Great Britain
and France shall be separated by a straight line starting from a point
on the coast opposite to the wells of Hadou, and passing through the said
wells to Abassouen;...
... It is expressely agreed that the use of the wells of Hadou shall be com-

mon to both parties....

17. ARRANGEMENT ' BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE,
FIXING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND
FRENCH POSSESSIONS ON THE GOLD COAST, SIGNED
AT PARIS, JULY 12, 18932

Article 5. It is agreed that the inhabitants of French villages who,
previously to the conclusion of this Agreement, enjoyed the right of fishing
on the Tanoe or Tendo River shall continue to enjoy that right subject to
local regulations.

18. EXCHANGE OF NOTES3 BETWEEN THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND FRANCE WITH REFERENCE TO THE AGREEMENT
OF THE 21st JANUARY 18954 FIXING THE BOUNDARY
BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND FRENCH POSSESSIONS TO
THE NORTH AND EAST OF SIERRA LEONE, SO FAR AS
CONCERNS THE NAVIGATION AND USE OF THE GREAT
SKARCIES RIVER. PARIS, JANUARY 22, FEBRUARY 4, 1895'

No. 1

The Marquess of Dufferin to M. Hanotaux

Paris, January 22, 1895
Monsieur le Ministre,

During the course of the recent negotiations relative to the delimitation
of the British and French territories and possessions situated to the north
and cast of Sierra Leone, the Commissioners named by the two Powers
were led to examine the situation created to the riverain inhabitants of a
certain portion of the Great Skarcies by the execution of the Agreement of
the 10th August, 1889.

Although by Article I of the Agreement of the 21st January 1895, the
British frontier follows the right bank of the Great Skarcies from a point

' Came into force upon signature.
2 British andForeign State Papers, vol. 85, p. 31.

Came into force on 4 February 1895, by the exchange of the said notes.
4 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 87, p. 4.
1 Ibid., p. 17.



on the right bank 500 metres south of the road leading from Wulia to'
Wossu, via Lusenia, to the point where that river is joined by the Little
Mola, Her Majesty's Government is, nevertheless, disposed to permit the
riverain inhabitants dwelling on the right bank within the above-mentioned
limits to continue to use the river to the same extent as heretofore.

It is, however, understood that the inhabitants of these villages will
be subject to such Laws or Ordinances as may from time to time be promul-
gated by the authorities of the Colony of Sierra Leone with a view to
regulating the navigation of the river or in connection with the control of
its waters, due notice of the same being given by the Governor of Sierra
Leone to the Governor of French Guinea...

No. 2

M. Hanotaux to the Marquess of Dufferin

Paris, le 4 ffvrier 1895

Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,

J'ai re~u la lettre que votre Excellence m'a fait l'honneur de m'addresser
le 22 janvier dernier, au sujet de l'6change de vues qui a eu lieu entre
les Commissaires des deux pays au cours des r~centes n~gociations relatives
A la dlimitation des possessions Fran~aises et Britanniques au nord et A
l'est de Sierra-Leone, touchant la situation qui serait faite par la mise 5.
execution de l'Arrangement du 10 aofit 1889, aux riverains d'une certaine
partie de la Grande Scarcie.

Votre Excellence veut bien me faire connaitre que bien qu'aux termes
de l'Article I de l'Arrangement du 21 janvier, 1895, la fronti~re Britannique
suive la rive droite de la Grande Scarcie d'un point situ6 sur la rive droite
5. 500 metres au sud de la route qui conduit de Wulia (Ouelia) 5 Wossu
(Ouossou) par Lucenia jusqu'au point o6i la Petite Mola se jette dans cc
fleuve, le Gouvernement de Sa Majcst6 est nfanmoins dispos6 A permettre
aux riverains qui habitent les villages situfs sur la rive droite, dans les
limites ci-dessus sp~cifides, de continuer A se servir de ce fleuve dans les
mmes conditions qu'autrefois.

I1 est entendu, toutefois, que les habitants de ces villages seront soumis
aux Lois et aux Ordonnances qui pourront ftre promulgufes par la Colonie
de Sierra-Leone, en vue de r~glementer la navigation de cc fleuve ou la
police de ses eaux, apr~s qu'il en aura 6t6 dfment donn6 avis par le Gouver-
neur de Sierra-Leone au Gouverneur de la Guin~e Fran~aise.

19. CONVENTION 1 BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE,
RESPECTING NEWFOUNDLAND, AND WEST AND CENTRAL
AFRICA, SIGNED AT LONDON, APRIL 8, 19042

Ratifications exchanged at London, December 8, 1904.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 97, p. 31.
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Article VII. In that portion of the River Komadugu which is common
to both Parties, the populations on the banks shall have equal rights of
fishing.

20. EXCHANGES OF NOTES' BETWEEN THE UNITED-KING-
DOM AND FRANCE CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT RE-
LATING TO THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE GOLD COAST
AND THE FRENCH SOUDAN. LONDON, MARCH 18 APRIL 25,
19042

No. 1
The Marques of Lansdone to M. Cambon

FOREIGN OFFICE

March 18, 1904
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's note
of the 25th ultimo, in which you state that the French Government agree to
the description of the Anglo-French boundary between the Gold Coast
and the French Soudan, which was embodied in the Memorandum inclosed
in my note of the 13th January last, but that they suggest modifications
in the wording of sections 27 and 35 of Article I of the Agreement.

His Majesty's Government accept these modifications and I have the
honour to transmit herewith a Memorandum of Articles of Agreement in
which the suggestions made in your Excellency's note have been adopted.

Inclosure in No. 1.-Memorandum

Article IIL The villages situated in proximity to the frontier shall re-
tain the right to use the arable and pasture lands, springs, and watering
places, which they have heretofore used, even in cases in which such arable
and pasture lands, springs, and watering places are situated within the
territory of the one Power, and the village within the territory of the other...

No. 2

M. Cambon to the Marquess of Lansdowne

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Londres, le 25 avril 1904
Monsieur le Marquis,

J'ai l'honneur de vous accuser reception de votre note du 18 mars der-
nier constatant que l'entente est d~finitivement 6tablie entre nos deux Gou-

I Came into force on 25 April 1904, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 99, p. 203.
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verneients en cc qui concerne le trac6 de la fronti6re entre la C6te d'Or
et le Soudan, et pour r~pondre au d6sir exprim6 par votre Seigneurie je
lui adresse ci-inclus un M6morandum -exactement conforme A celui qu'elle
a bien voulu me faire parvenir A ce sujet, ainsi qu'une copie de la carte
qui y e'tait annex&e...

Inclosure in No. 2-Memorandum
[French version of the enclosure in No. 1]

21. tCHANGE DE NOTES' CONSTITUANT UN ACCORD ENTRE
LA FRANCE ET LE ROYAUME-UNI POUR FIXER LA FRON-
TILRE ENTRE LA COTE D'OR ET LA COTE D'IVOIRE.
LONDRES, "LES 11 ET 15 MAI 19052

Des notes 6changfes entre le Marquis de Lansdowne et M. Paul Cambon
constatent l'entente 6tablie entre les deux Gouvernements en cc qui con-
cerne le trace de la frontire entre la C6te d'Or et la C6te d'Ivoire, selon
les termes du M6morandum ci-apr~s, annex6 auxdites notes:

MIMORANDUM

IV. Les villages situ6s A proximit6 de la frontire conserveront le droit
d'user des terrains de culture, des pAturages, des sources et points d'eau
dont ils ont joui jusqu'A prasent, meme au cas oii ces terrains de culture,
pAturages, sources et points d'eau seraient situ6s sur le territoire de l'une
des Puissances et les villages sur le territoire de l'autre.

22. EXCHANGE OF NOTES 3 BETWEEN THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND FRANCE CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT RELATING
TO THE FRONTIER BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND FRENCH
POSSESSIONS FROM THE GULF OF GUINEA TO THE NIGER
(SOUTHERN NIGERIA AND DAHOMEY). PARIS, OCTO-
BER 19, 1906

No. 1

The French Minister for Foreign Affairs to Sir F. Bertie

Paris, le 19 octobre 1906
Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur,

A la suite des communications verbales 6chang6es entre mon Dparte-
ment et votre Ambassade, il a &6 reconnu que la version Fran~aise et la

I Entr6' en vigueur le 15 mai 1905.
2 J. ]3asdevant, Traitis et Conventions en vigueur entre la France et les puissances
itrangres, tome deuxieme, p. 429.

Caine into force on 19 October 1906, by the exchange of the said notes.
British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 99, p. 217.
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version Anglaise du memorandum d~finissant le trac6 de la fronti~re entre les
possessions Fran~aises et Anglaises du Golfe de Guine au Niger pr~sentaient
une concordance absolue.

Aucune correction ult~rieure ne paraissant d~sormais n~cessaire, j'ai
l'honneur d'adresser, ci-joint, At Votre Excellence le texte du memorandum
en question constatant l'entente A laquelle sont arrives les deux Gouverne-
ments au sujet de la dite frontire...

No. 2

Sir F. Bertie to the French Minister for Foreign Affairs

Paris, October 19, 1906
Monsieur le Ministre,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's note
of to-day's date, in which you were so good as to inclose the text of a Me-
morandum recording the understanding arrived at by the Governments of
Great Britain and of France in regard to the frontier between the British
and French possessions from the Gulf of Guinea to the Niger, together with
a map in two sheets showing the line of demarcation.

As a result of verbal communications exchanges between this Embassy
and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, it has been ascertained that the English
and French versions of the Memorandum defining the line of demarcation
between the British and French possessions from the Gulf of Guinea to the
Niger are in complete agreement....

Annex 1.-Ddlimitation entre les possessions
Fran;aises et Anglaises du Golfe de Guinde au Niger

Article III. Les villages situfs A proximit6 de la fronti~re conserveront le
droit d'user des terres arables, des ptturages, des sources et des abreuvoirs,
dont ils ont us6 jusqu'A present, meme dans le cas oft ces terres arables, ces
ptturages, ces sources et ces abreuvoirs seraient situ~s sur le territoire
d'une des Puissances et le village sur le territoire de 'autre Puissance.

23. EXCHANGE OF NOTES1 BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND
FRENCH GOVERNMENTS RESPECTING LICENCES TO
DREDGE IN THE TANOE RIVER, IN COMPLETION OF THE
ANGLO-FRENCH AGREEMENT OF AUGUST 10, 1889. LON-
DON, 16/25 JUNE, 19072

No. 1

The French Ambassador to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

Came into force 25 June 1907, by the exchange of notes.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 100, p. 498.



AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Londres, le 16 juin 1907
Monsieur le Secrdtaire d'Etat,

Je suis charg6 de faire savoir A votre Excellence que le Gouvernement
de la Rdpublique est d'accord avec le Gouvernement Britannique pour
complkter l'Arrangement Franco-Anglais du 10 aofit 1889, en ddcidant
que les autorisations de dragages dans la rivi~re S Tanoes) devront etre
soumises A l'agrdment des deux Gouvernements locaux de la C6te d'Ivoire
Fran~aise et de la C6te d'Or Anglaise.

Si votre Excellence veut bien m'accuser rdception de la prdsente com-
munication en me confirmant son adhesion As cette disposition addition-
nelle h la Convention du 10 aofat 1889, cet 6change de notes constatera
l'entente entre les deux Gouvernements...

No. 2

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the French Ambassador

FOREIGN OFFICE

June 25, 1907
Your 'Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of the 16th
instant, in which your Excellency informs me that the French Government
assent to an addition being made to the Anglo-French Convention of
August 10, 1889, providing that licences to dredge in the neutral yaters
of the Tanoe River should be submitted to the common consent of the
Governments of the Ivory Coast and the Gold Coast.

I have the honour to inform your Excellency that His Majesty's Gov-
ernment accept the addition of this provision and that they agree to consider
the present exchange of notes as giving effect to it....

24. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE RESPECTING THE
BOUNDARY BETWEEN SIERRA LEONE AND FRENCH
GUINEA. LONDON, SEPTEMBER 4, 19132

No. 1

The French Charg d'Affaires to Sir Edward Grey

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Londres, le 4 septembre 1913
Monsieur Le Secrdtaire d'Etat,

En eKccution d'un accord intervenu entre eux, le 20 septembre 1911,
le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique franqaise et le Gouvernement de Sa
Majest6 britannique ont charg6 le Capitaine Schwartz et le Capitaine Le
Mesurier de procdder A l'abornement ddfinitif de la frontihre entre la Guinde
franqaise et le Sierra-Leone. Ces Commissaires ddlimitateurs ont sign6,

I Came into force on 4 September 1913, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 106, p. 763.
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le ler juillet 1912, un protocole determinant une ligne fronti~re, qui est
tracfe sur une carte, 6galement sign~e par eux.

Le Gouvernement de la R~publique fran~aise m'a charg6 de sanctionner
en son nom, par la pr6sente lettre, qui tiendra lieu de ratification, l'accord
resultant de ce protocole et de cette carte, dont copies sont ci-annex~es...

No. 2

Sir Edward Grey to the French Chargd d'Affaires

FOREIGN OFFICE

September 4, 1913
Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of this day's
date, in which you inform me that the Government of the French Republic
confirm the agreement respecting the demarcation of the boundary between
Sierra Leone and French Guinea, recorded in the Protocol and map signed by
the British and French Commissioners, Captain Le Mesurier and Captain
Schwartz, at Pe ndembu, on the 1st July, 1912.

I now have the honour to inform you that His Majesty's Government
by the present note, also confirm the agreement recorded in the above-
mentioned Protocol and map, copies of which are enclosed herewith.

No. 3

Protocol

Article 5. As regards the whole part of the frontier defined above thalweg
of rivers Meli and Moa], and in the case of future disputes, the position
of the innumerable little islets and rocks existing in the two rivers will be
fixed in connection with the thalweg. Navigation and fishing are free
in this part. The use of hydraulic power may only be employed after an
agreement made beforehand between the two Governments.

Article 8. In the part of the Moa included between cairns XV and XVI
the river and the islands belong entirely to France. The inhabitants of the
two banks have, however, equal rights of fishing in this part.

25. NOTES' EXCHANGED BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND
FRANCE AGREEING TO THE RATIFICATION OF THE
PROTOCOL DEFINING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN FRENCH
EQUATORIAL AFRICA AND THE ANGLO-EGYPTIAN
SOUDAN, TOGETHER WITH THE PROTOCOL. LONDON,
JANUARY 21, 19242

Came into force on 21 January 1924, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 119, p. 354.



No. 1
The Marquess Cuzon of Kedleston to the French Ambassador

FOREIGN OFFICE

January 21, 1924
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to state that the members of the Boundary Commission
designated in execution of the terms of paragraph 4 of the Declaration
signed in London on the 21st March, 1899, completing the Convention
between Great Britain and France signed in Paris on the 14th June, 1898,
to delimit on the spot the frontier between French Equatorial Africa and
the Anglo-Egyptian Soudan in accordance with the indications given in
paragraph 2 of that Declaration as amplified by the Supplementary Conven-
tion signed in Paris on the 8th September, 1919, have concluded their
labours and drawn up the annexed protocol signed here on the 10th instant,
defining the said boundary....

In forwarding to your Excellency a copy of the said protocol and maps,
I have the honour to inform you that His Majesty's Government confirm the
proposals of the Commission and consider the present note as being equi-
valent to ratification.

The necessary instructions will be sent to His Majesty's High Commis-
sioner for Egypt and the Soudan in order that the present Agreement
may take effect as from the date of the present note. ...

No. 2

The French Ambassador to the Marquess Curzon of Kedleston

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Londres, le 21 janvier 1924
Monsieur le Marquis,

Les membres de la Commission de Ddlimitation design6s, conformdment
au paragraphe 4 de la Ddclaration signbe A Londres, le 21 mars 1899,
compl&ant la Convention sign6e A Paris, entre la France et la Grande-
Bretagne, le 14 juin 1898, pour ddterminer sur le terrain la frontihre entre
l'Afrique 6quatoriale franqaise et le Soudan anglo-6gyptien, conformdment
aux indications figurant au paragraphe 2 de la D6claration de Londres,
telles qu'elles se trouvent d6veloppdes par la Convention additionnelle signe
A Paris, le 8 septembre 1919, ont termin6 leurs travaux. Ils ont rdig6 le
protocole ci-annex6, sign6 A Londres le 10 de cc mois, qui d6finit ladite
fronti re...

En remettant Ak votre Seigneurie un exemplaire dudit protocole...
j'ai l'honneur de lui faire savoir que le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique
approuve les propositions de la Commission et considhre la prdsente lettre
comme equivalent A une ratification.

Les instructions ndcessaires seront envoydes A Monsieur le Gouverneur
gbndra[ de l'Afrique 6quatoriale franqaise pour que le present accord puisse
prendre effet A partir de la date de ]a prasente lettre ...

Protocol

General clauses
(a) Where the frontier follows a wadi, cuts a lake or rahad or changes its



direction at either of such, the watering rights existing therein will be
preserved by the inhabitants on either side.

26. 1tCHANGE DE NOTES CONSTITUANT UN ACCORD' ENTRE
LA FRANCE ET LA GRANDE-BRETAGNE CONCERNANT LE
PROTOCOLE ET LE RAPPORT FINAL DES COMMISSAIRES
NOMMtS EN VUE DE DIVLIMITER LA FRONTIMRE StPA-
RANT LES TERRITOIRES DU TOGO SOUS MANDATS
FRAN AIS ET BRITANNIQUE, SIGNt A LOM, LE 21 OCTO-
BRE 1929. LONDRES, LES 30 JANVIER ET 19 AOQ0T 19302

Protocole

Dispositions gdnirales

(k) I1 est entendu que partout off la frontihre suit un cours d'eau tous
les droits A leau et A la p&he tels qu'ils existent de chaque c6t6 et tous les
droits de passage en aval, en amont et en traverse du cours d'eau seront
maintenus.

Italy-United Kingdom

27. PROTOCOLE ENTRE LES GOUVERNEMENTS DE L'ITALIE
ET DU ROYAUME-UNI, POUR LA DPMARCATION DES
SPHRES D'INFLUENCE RESPECTIVES DANS L'AFRIQUE

ORIENTALE, SIGNt A ROME, LE 15 AVRIL 18913

D~sirant completer, dans la direction du nord, jusqu' i la mer Rouge,
la demarcation des sphhres d'influence respective, entre l'Angleterre et
l'Italie, que les deux Parties ont d~jA arrfte, par le Protocole du 24 mars
dernier, depuis l'embouchure du Juba, dans l'octan Indien, jusqu'A
1intersection du 350 longitude est Greenwich avec le Nil Bleu, les Sous-
sign~s:

Marquis de Dufferin et Ava, Ambassadeur de Sa Majest6 la Reine du
Royaume-Uni de la Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande, Imp~ratrice des Indes;

Entr6 en vigueur A la date de 1'6change desdites notes.
2 De Martens, Recuei gdneral de Traitis, 3e srie, tome XXV, p. 452.
3 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 83, p. 19.
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Marquis de Rudini, President du Conseil et Ministre des Affaires Etran-
gres de Sa Majest6 le Roi d'Italie;

Sont convenus de ce qui suit:

III. Le Gouvernement Italien s'engage A ne construire sur l'Atbara,
en vue de l'irrigation, aucun ouvrage qui pourrait sensiblement modifier
sa d~fluence dans le Nil.

28. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND
ITALIAN GOVERNMENTS RESPECTING THE REGULATION
OF THE UTILISATION OF THE WATERS OF THE RIVER
GASH. ROME, JUNE 12 AND 15,.19252

No. 1

Signor Mussolini to Sir R. Graham

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Rome, June 12, 1925
Sir,

I have the honour to inform your Excellency that the Italian Govern-
ment approves the agreement arrived at between His Excellency Jacopo
Gasparini, Governor of the Colony of Eritrea, and Mr. Wasey Sterry,
Acting Governor-General of the Sudan, both duly authorised and met at
Khartum on the 12th December, 1924, to proceed to the regulation of the
utilisation of the waters of the River Gash.

This agreement is the result of the following documents, duly certified
and annexed to the present note, of which they form an integral part:

1. Letter addressed by the Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-
General of the Sudan, dated the 12th December, 1924 (with a report and
document attached, dated the 25th November, 1924, and signed by the
experts, Mr. MacGregor and Signor Tornielli).

2. Letter addressed by the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to the
Governor of Eritrea, dated the 12th December, 1924 (with a report and
document attached, dated the 25th November, 1924, and signed by the
experts, Mr. MacGregor and Signor Tornielli).

3. Letter addressed by the Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-
General of the Sudan, dated the 12th December, 1924.

4. Letter addressed by the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to
the Governor of Eritrea, dated the 12th December, 1924.

In begging your Excellency to inform me whether His Britannic Majesty's
Government on its part approves the above mentioned agreement and is
disposed to put it into execution....

I Came into force on 15 June 1925, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 38, p. 190.



No. 2

Sir R. Graham to Signor Mussolini

BRITISH EMBASSY

Rome, June 15, 1925
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's note
of the 12th instant, to the effect that the Royal Government approve the
agreement reached between His Excellency Jacopo Gasparini, Governor
of the Colony of Eritrea, and Mr. Wasey Sterry, Acting Governor-General
of the Sudan, both properly authorised, who met at Khartum on the 12th
December, 1924, to proceed to the regulation of the utilisation of the waters
of the River Gash.

This agreement is shown in the following documents, properly certified
and annexed to the present note, of which they form an integral part:

1. Letter addressed by the Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-
General of the Sudan, dated the 12th December, 1924 (with a report and
document attached, dated the 25th November, 1924, and signed by the
experts, Mr. MacGregor and Signor Tornielli).

2. Letter addressed by the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to
the Governor of Eritrea, dated the 12th December, 1924 (with a report and
document attached, dated the 25th November, 1924, and signed by the
experts, Mr. MacGregor and Signor Tornielli).

3. Letter addressed by the Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-
General of the Sudan, dated the 12th December, 1924.

4. Letter addressed by the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to
the Governor of Eritrea, dated the 12th December, 1924.

I have the honour to inform your Excellency that His Majesty's Govern-
ment approve on their side the above-mentioned agreement and are dis-
posed also to put it into effect. ....

ENCLOSURE No. 1

The Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan

Khartum, December 12, 1924

Sir,

In execution of the principles laid down by the Prinetti-Currie exchange
of notes of November-December 1901, I have the honour to inform your
Excellency that, with regard to the works in progress for the utilisation of
the waters of the Gash at Tessenei, the Government of Eritrea adopt the
conclusions at which the British and Italian experts jointly arrived on the
questions formulated in the Erkowit document of the 25th May, 1924.

These conclusions are shown in the report dated the 25 November, 1924,
signed by Mr. MacGregor and Signor Tornielli, which is attached to the
present note and forms an integral part of it.

In consequence of the acceptance of the experts' proposals, the use of
the waters of the Gash at Tessenei will be regulated in the following manner:

1. The supply of water up to the discharge of 5 metres cube remains
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entirely at the disposal of the Government of Eritrea for the works at
Tessenei.

2. The discharge of water above the aforesaid 5 metres cube will be
utilised for the works at Tessenei in such proportionately progressive man-
ner, in conformity with the proposals contained in the experts' report at-
tached, that when 20 metres cube is reached, 10 will be used for the above-
mentioned works, the other 10 being allowed to flow on for the benefit
of the Province of Kassala.

• 3. The discharge in excess of 20 metres cube will be utilised as regards
one-half by the works at Tessenei up to the quantity necessary for the irriga-
tion of the plain of Tessenci.

SUB-ENCLOSURES IN ENCLOSURE NO. I

Utilisation of the waters of the Gash

Report of the experts...

Questions Nos. 4 and 5

*** In the first place, we do not consider it to be technically practicable
to have a single system which would serve for the irrigation of both territories.
In consequence, the projects relating to the territories of Eritrea and Kas-
sala must be independent, except for certain arrangements for the division
of the water, necessary to safeguard the interests of both territories.

The works of Tessenei will not, so far as the barrage itself is concerned,
have any influence on the wells of Kassala, which are fed by inundation
and not by subsoil flow. So far as concerns the extraction of the water,
according to the project of Nobile, the interests of Kassala will not be in-
jured during the periods of normal flood. But, on the other hand, during
certain periods of prolonged scarcity, the water remaining available below
the dam might not be sufficient for the needs of Kassala if a discharge of
10 cubic metres per second were taken continuously from the river as
provided for in the project in question. Therefore, to safeguard in the best
possible manner the interests of the two territories, it will be desirable to
divide the water in the following manner:

Since it would not be for the practical advantage of either territory to
divide the very small supplies, we would leave the first 5 cubic metres per
second at the complete disposal of Tessenei. The division of the supply
from 5 up to 20 cubic metres per second should be made in such propor-
tionately progressive manner that, when 20 cubic metres per second is
reached, the partition will be 10 cubic metres per second to each.

The discharge above 20 cubic metres per second should be divided in
equal parts until the discharge required for the irrigation of the plain of
Tessenei is reached. Above that, the water will be passed freely below the
barrage....



ENCLOSURE No. 2

The Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to the Governor of Eritrea

Khartum, December 12, 1924
Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's note,
dated to-day, in which you inform me of your acceptance of the conclu-
sions of the British and Italian experts contained in their report, dated the
25th November, 1924, of which I attach the English text.

I also accept their conclusions, and I take note of the fact that the use
of the water of the Gash at Tessenei will be regulated in the following
manner:

1. The discharge up to 5 metres cube per second will be entirely at the
disposal of the Government of Eritrea for the works at Tessenei.

2. The discharge from 5 metres cube per second up to 20 metres cube
per second will be divided in the manner defined in the report of the ex-
perts, so that, when a discharge of 20 metres cube per second is reached,
10 metres cube per second will be taken by the works at Tessenei and 10
metres cube per second will be passed on for the Province of Kassala.

3. The flow in excess of 20 metres cube per second will be divided in
equal parts up to the discharge required for Tessenei.

I accept these proposals, but I should be glad to know what total quan-
tity of water and what maximum discharge will be taken from the Gash
for irrigation in Eritrea.

I understand that the Italian authorities will take all necessary precautions
to prevent the river being diverted from its course.

ENCLOSURE No. 3

The Governor of Eritrea to the Acting Governor-General of the Sudan

Khartum, December 12, 1924
Sir,

In reply to your Excellency's note of to-day's date, I have the honour to
inform you that the quantity of water from the River Gash, which the
Government of Eritrea will utilise for the irrigation works, amounts al-
together to 65 million cubic metres, and that the total discharge of the
waters derived from the river will not exceed 17 cubic metres per second,
it being agreed that the water in excess of this quantity will be allowed to
flow on for the benefit of the Province of Kassala.

With reference to the conversations which have taken place on the subject,
I shall be grateful if your Excellency will be good enough to determine the
manner in which the Government of the Sudan would be willing to recognise
the position established by the present negotiations in respect of the quantity
of water in excess of the 65 million cubic metres which the Government of
Eritrea undertake to allow to pass on for the benefit of the Province of
Kassala.



ENCLOSURE No. 4

The Acting Governor-General of the Sudan to the Governor of Eritrea.

Khartum, December 12, 1924
Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's note,
dated to-day.

In reply to your question as to the method in which the Government of
the Sudan would be willing to recognise the situation which comes to be
determined by the present negotiations as regards the quantity of water
exceeding 65 million cubic metres, which the Government of Eritrea
pledges itself to allow to flow down for the benefit of the Province of Kassala,
I beg to confirm the agreement reached at our conversation of this morning,
which is as follows:

The Sudan Government will make payment to the Government of
Eritrea each year a share of the sum which it receives in respect of cultiva-
tion by irrigation of land in the Gash delta, amounting to 20 per cent of
such sum received by the Sudan Government in excess of a fixed amount
of C50,000 annually.

The sums referred to above, to which the Sudan Government is entitled,
are fixed according to its agreement with the Kassala Cotton Company,
and I shall be glad to give you full statements each year showing how the
amount payable to you under this agreement is arrived at.

Portugal-South Africa

29. AGREEMENT 1 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF PORTUGAL REGULATING THE USE OF
THE WATERS OF THE KUNENE RIVER FOR THE PURPOSES
OF GENERATING HYDRAULIC POWER AND OF INUNDA-
TION AND IRRIGATION IN THE MANDATED TERRITORY
OF SOUTH WEST AFRICA. SIGNED AT CAPE TOWN, 1 JULY
19262

Whereas by Agreement entered into at Cape Town and dated the 22nd
day of June, 1926, between the Plenipotentiaries of the Government of
the Union of South Africa in its capacity as Mandatory of the Territory of
South 'West Africa (hereinafter referred to as the Mandated Territory)
and the Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the Republic of Portugal
it has been finally settled that the boundary between the Mandated Terri-
tory and Angola is the middle line of the Kunene River from its mouth up
to a point on the great Rua Cana Falls above its lip or crest, and that the
parallel of latitude further forming the boundary starts from that point and
extends due east so as to cause the Kunene River above the Rua Cana
Falls to be excluded wholly from the Mandated Territory;

I Came into force as from the date of signature, in accordance with article 20.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 70, p. 316.
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And Whereas by this final settlement the use of the waters of the Kunene
River at the Rua Cana Falls is common to the Government of the Union
of South Africa and the Government of the Republic of Portugal;

And Whereas the Government of the Union of South Africa may be desi-
rous of utilising its share of the water for the purpose of generating hydraulic
power;

And Whereas it is not feasible for economic reasons to construct all the
works required for the aforesaid purpose within the Mandated Territory;

And Whereas the Government of the Republic of Portugal is mindful
of the fact that from time immemorial portions of Ovamboland now form-
ing part of the Mandated Territory of South West Africa have periodically
been inundated by the flood waters of the Kunene River overflowing its
banks at various points in Portuguese Territory;

And Whereas the Government of the Republic of Portugal is further
mindful of the fact that by the silting up of the inlets of some of the natural
channels of these waters into Ovamboland the volume of such overflow
has greatly decreased;

And Whereas it is vital to the health and comfort if not to the very ex-
istence of the native tribes of Ovamboland to ensure that these natural
channels shall be and remain open;

And Whereas the Government of the Union of South Africa has asked the
Government of the Republic of Portugal for leave to undertake works for
the purpose of restoring to the Mandated Territory the benefits of inunda-
tion it previously enjoyed;

And Whereas the Government of the Republic of Portugal for reasons
of humanity agree, under certain conditions, to allow the diversion of the
waters of the River Kunene for the benefit of the Mandated Territory; ...
whilst retaining its sovereign rights intact, the Government of the Republic
of Portugal concedes to the Government of the Union of South Africa as
Mandatory the right to construct and use works in the Kunene River
within Portuguese Territory for drawing and conveying water from the
Kunene River for use in the Mandated Territory for the purposes aforesaid:

Now Therefore, under and by virtue of the authority committed to them,
the said Plenipotentiaries on behalf of their respective Governments, after
due negotiation, agree as follows:

1. A dam, weir or barrage, for the diversion of water to be utilised for the
generation of hydraulic power in the Mandated Territory, may be construc-
ted across the Kunene River on Portuguese Territory at a distance of not
more than three kilometres upstream from the point on the Rua Cana
Falls at which, in terms of the Agreement dated 22nd day of June, 1926,
between the two Governments, the parallel of latitude defining the boundary
eastwards takes its start.

2. Such dam, weir or barrage may be constructed either by the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa or by the Government of the Republic
of Portugal. If either Government wishes to construct such dam, weir or
barrage it shall give two years written notice to the other Government,
and within that period the other Government may signify its intention to
share in the construction, in which case plans and estimates must be ap-
proved and the construction technically and financially supervised by both
Governments. If the dam, weir or barrage is jointly constructed the
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cost of construction shall be equally divided between the two Governments.
If the other Government does not within the period specified signify its in-
tention of sharing in the scheme, the Government which gave the notice
shall in consultation with the other Government be entitled to construct
such dam, weir or barrage the cost thereof being borne by the Government
constructing the works. The other Government may, however, at any time
by giving ten years previous notice, and upon payment of one half the costs
of construction as agreed upon at the time of completion of the said dam,
weir or barrage, acquire a right to share in the scheme to the extent of one
half' of the water in the river. Notwithstanding the right which each Gov-
ernment has to one half share of the water, the Government which con-
structs the dam, weir or barrage shall be entitled to the use of all the water,
until such time as the other Government shares in the scheme. But the
Government entitled to the use of all the water, may, under contract, give
a share of the power to the other Government.

3. If the said dam, weir or barrage is jointly constructed, the cost of
maintenance shall be equally divided between the two Governments;
if the said works be constructed by one Government, the maintenance of
the works shall be a charge upon that Government until the other Govern-
ment shares therein, in which case the cost of maintenance shall from that
time onwards be equally divided between the two Governments.

4. The Government of the Union of South Africa shall have the right
to construct intake works in the Kunene River immediately above the
said dam, weir or barrage on the left bank and thus to impound and to
divert into a canal to be constructed by it on the left bank of the river in
Portuguese territory so much of the water of the river as it may at that point
be entitled to.

5. The limits within which construction operations, in so far as the
canal is concerned, may take place within Portuguese Territory shall,
without any owners' rights accruing to the Government of the Union of
South Africa, be bounded on the right side of the canal by the left bank of
the Kunene River and on the left side of the canal by a line starting 300
metres above the intake of the canal and continuing parallel with and
at a distance of 150 metres from the left edge of the canal to the said boun-
dary.

6. The Government of the Republic of Portugal concedes to the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa the right to use up to one half of the
flood water of the Kunene River for the purposes of inundation and irriga-
tion in the Mandated Territory provided that the report contemplated in
Article nine (a) below shows the scheme to be feasible.

7. No diversion of water shall be made by either Government between
the Kazambue Rapids and Naulila unless a quantity sufficient for any
power works constructed at any point below the Rapids is allowed to pass
down.

8. The Government of the Union of South Africa shall have the right:
(a) Subject to the provisions of Article seven above, to divert by means

of diversion works of any kind the whole or part of its half share of the flood
waters of the Kunene River at such point or points as may on investigation
by a joint technical Commission, constituted as provided in Article nine
below, prove to be the most suitable;
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(b) To construct and maintain the above works on the Kunene River
together with such embankments and training works as may be necessary
for the protection of the diversion works and for the efficient operation of
such works;

(c) From the point or points mentioned in paragraph (a) hereof, to
construct and maintain a canal, channel or other aqueduct from the Kunene
River across Portuguese Territory; and

(d) To construct and maintain on both sides of the river head regulators
at the diversion works and canals.

9. In order to undertake the investigation mentioned in Article eight
(a) above, the Government of the Union of South Africa and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Portugal shall at an early date, not being later
than March, 1927, each appoint an equal number of members on a joint
technical Commission which shall proceed to the locality.

Such Commission shall devise a means of supplying water for the pur-
poses of inundation and irrigation in the Mandated Territory and with that
object in view, inter alia:

(a) Report on the feasibility of diverting the water of the Kunene
River;

(b) Fix the point or points for such diversion;
(c) Design the necessary diversion works and canals;
(d) Estimate the cost of construction and maintenance of such works;

and
(e) Submit proposals regarding the operation and maintenance of the

works after construction.
10. The costs of investigation by the said Commission shall be borne by

the Government of the Union of South Africa.
11. The cost of construction and maintenance of any works for inunda-

tion and irrigation purposes in the Mandated Territory shall be borne
solely by the Government of the Union of South Africa who shall reimburse
the Government of the Republic of Portugal to the extent of any expenditure
which the latter may by mutual arrangement incur in connection with or
in consequence of the construction or maintenance of these works.

12. No charge shall be made for the water diverted from the Kunene
River for the purpose of providing means of subsistence for the Native
Tribes in the Mandated Territory; but should it be desired to utilise a por-
tion of the water referred to in Article six above for any other purposes,
being for purposes of gain, the Government of the Union of South Africa
shall give to the Government of the Republic of Portugal three months'
written notice of such intention and shall pay, for such portion of the water
so utilised, to that Government such compensation as may be mutually
agreed upon.

13. The Government of the Union of South Africa shall, subject to
three months' written notice to the Government of the Republic of Portugal,
have the right through its engineers, surveyors and other servants to enter
upon Portuguese territory in Angola for the purpose of surveys and generally
for obtaining information necessary for the proper design of any works
contemplated in this Agreement. Such investigation shall be conducted
in consultation with the Government of the Republic of Portugal. With
reference to the inundation and irrigation works, however, the Govern-
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ment of the Union of South Africa shall not be entitled to exercise this
right unless a scheme for the diversion of the waters has been approved of
by both Governments.

14. The Government of the Union of South Africa shall have the right:
(a) To appropriate, remove and use in the construction of any works

contemplated in this agreement, free of charge, any materials lying conve-
nient to the works on land the property of the Government of the Republic
of Portugal; and

(b) Of access through its servants to the sites of the works contemplated
in this agreement for construction, maintenance and operation purposes
and in connection therewith, to do all that is necessary and incidental to
such construction, maintenance and operation, including the erection of a
permanent dwelling between the River and the Canal for a caretaker of the
diversion works at the Rua Cana Falls.

15. All temporary dwellings, buildings and labour camps that it may
be necessary to erect during the construction will be handed over to the
Government of the Republic of Portugal after the completion of the works.

In order that no artificial swamps may be caused, the holes, trenches or
excavations shall, upon the completion of the works, be filled up.

16. It is recognised and expressly declared that, notwithstanding the
rights granted under this Agreement, the Government of the Republic of
Portugal retains its sovereignty over the areas affected by the aforesaid works.

17. It is further recognised and expressly declared that notwithstanding
the rights granted under this Agreement, the design, construction, main-
tenance and operation of the works contemplated in this Agreement shall
be subject to the laws obtaining in the Province of Angola.

18. No hydraulic works on the Kunene or Okavango (Cubango) Rivers,
except those at the Rua Cana Falls, may, where these rivers form the boun-
dary between the Mandated Territory and Angola, be constructed by the
Government of the Union of South Africa or by that of the Republic of
Portugal without the previous consent of the other Government having
been obtained.

19. All disputes between the Parties arising out of this Agreement shall
be settled by arbitration.

Portugal-United Kingdom

30. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM AND THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT RE-
GARDING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN TANGANYIKA TER-
RITORY AND MOZAMBIQUE. LISBON, MAY 11, 19362

Came into force on 1st February 1938 in accordance with sub-paragraph (7)
of the Notes. The Agreement was approved by the Council of the League
of Nations and thereafter came into force on the date agreed upon between
the two Governments by the Exchange of Notes of 28th December 1937.

2 Creat Britain, Parliament Sessional Papers, 1937-1938, Treaty Series No. 14
(1938).



No. 1

Sir C. Wingfield to Dr. A. Monteiro

BRITISH EMBASSY

Lisbon, May 11I, 1936

Monsieur le Ministre,

In accordance with instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, I have the honour to inform your Excellency
that, with the view of clarifying the existing position as regards sovereignty
over islands situated in the River Rovuma, and of defining more clearly
the boundary between the Tanganyika Territory and Mozambique as laid
down in paragraph 2 of the preamble to the Mandate for East Africa,
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland are willing, subject to the approval of the Council of the
League of Nations, to conclude with the Government of the Portuguese
Republic an agreement in the following terms:...

(5) In order to supply their needs the inhabitants of both banks shall
have the right over the whole breadth of the river to draw water, to fish
and to remove saliferous sand for the purpose of extracting salt therefrom.

(6) The local authorities shall conclude whatever agreements may be
necessary in order that the inhabitants on both banks may be granted such
facilities as are possible with regard to hunting, fishing and the collection
of salt in the neighbourhood of the river, without prejudice to the existing
sovereign rights and in such measure as may, in the circumstances, be
permissible without inconvenience to the two Administrations concerned.

No. 2

Dr. A. Monteiro to Sir C. Wingfield

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL

AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Lisbon, May 11, 1936
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of to-day's date
regarding the islands situated in the River Rovuma, and to confirm that
the Government of the Portuguese Republic and His Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, with a view
to defining the boundary between the colony of Mozambique and the
Tanganyika Territory, as laid down in paragraph 2 of the preamble to the
Mandate for East Africa, and subject to the approval of the Council of
the League of Nations, have agreed as follows:

[See provisions. Note No. 1]
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31. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT I

BETWEEN HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
AND THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT PROVIDING FOR
PORTUGUESE PARTICIPATION IN THE SHIRE VALLEY
PROJECT. LISBON, 21 JANUARY 19532

I

Her Majesty's Ambassador at Lisbon to the Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs

BRITISH EMBASSY

Lisbon, January 21, 1953
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to state that Her Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom have given the most careful attention to the views ex-
pressed by the Portuguese representatives when in July 1951 they received
the Governor of Nyasaland and were informed by him what his Govern-
ment and the Government of the United Kingdom proposed to do with
a view to regulating the level of the waters of Lake Nyasa and the flow of
the River Shir6.

2. In these conversations the Portuguese delegation expressed the hope
that the United Kingdom Government, in consequence of the Portuguese
proposal and in harmony with the point previously mentioned in the Em-
bassy's Note of June 27, 1951, would be prepared to consider recognising
the frontier of Mozambique and Nyasaland in Lake Nyasa as running
along the Median Line of its waters. The Portuguese representative stressed
that on this condition the Portuguese Government, who would thus acquire
a most profound interest in the problems of the Lake, would find themselves
prepared to take part in the studies and execution of the technical projects
devoted to the regularisation of that Lake and of the River Shir6, it being
suggested that their share should in principle be fixed at the proportion of
one-third.

3. I now have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom are prepared to recognise in principle the Median
Line of the waters of Lake Nyasa as the frontier between Mozambique and
Nyasaland, it being understood that effect will be given to such recognition
in an agreement concluded between the two Governments to define the
line of the new frontier and to resolve the problems arising from the de-
marcation of the frontier in the Lake area. The United Kingdom Govern-
ment wish to emphasize that this undertaking rests on the assumption that
the Portuguese Government will, for their part, assume the responsibility
of taking part in the studies and work in progress with the object of control-
ling and utilising the waters of the Lake and of the River Shir6. As to the
method of determining the proportion of Portuguese co-operation in the
studies and technical projects and in their execution by the means judged

I Came into force on 21 January 1953, by the exchange of the said notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 175, p. 14.
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most convenient by the two Governments, Her Majesty's Government
willingly accept the suggestion that the Portuguese share should in principle
be fixed at one-third.

4. As the Portuguese Government are aware, Messr. Sir William Hal-
crow and Partners have been engaged by the Governments of Nyasaland
and the United Kingdom to undertake a preliminary survey of the nature
and probable cost of the works entailed.. It is estimated that this survey
will cost C300,000 (three hundred thousand pounds). Her Majesty's
Government have the honour to enquire whether the Portuguese Govern-
ment are disposed to accept liability for one-third of the cost of this survey.
If they are, the reports so far made by the surveyors and all subsequent re-
ports will be made available to the Portuguese Government.

5. If, in the view of the Governments concerned, the results of this
survey are such as to make it seem advantageous to proceed with the scheme,
Her Majesty's Government are of opinion that a joint corporation should
thereafter be established which would be responsible for (a) the construction
of the dam and the stabilisation of the lake and river and (b) the production
of hydro-electric energy.

6. The establishment of such a joint corporation, its constitution and
articles of association, would necessarily be a matter for negotiation at a
later stage. Nevertheless, Her Majesty's Government feel that it may be
helpful to the Portuguese Government if they indicate forthwith, in broad
outline, the main principles upon which, as at present advised, they con-
template that the corporation might rest. Those principles are:

(i) That the corporation should be established in the Nyasaland Pro-
tectorate, its Government holding the majority of the shares.

(ii) That the corporation should be concerned not with the distribution
of power, but only with its production and sale, in bulk at the power station,
to the Portuguese and Nyasaland Electricity Authorities. The capacity
available to the Portuguese Government would then pass to their frontier
by the transmission lines of the Nyasaland Electricity Authority, who would
levy an agreed charge for this service, and the subsequent distribution of
power within the Portuguese East Africa border would be the concern of
the Portuguese Electricity Authority. In the same way, the Nyasaland
Electricity Authority would be solely responsible for distribution of its
share of the capacity within the Protectorate.

(iii) That the size of the Portuguese Government share-holding should
be determined according to the basis of the contribution to be negotiated.

7. As for the secondary aspects of the scheme, such as the reclamation of
lands in the Lower Shir6 area and irrigation works, these, it is suggested,
always of course with due regard for the scheme as a whole, should be
undertaken by the Governments of each territory in accordance with their
own requirements and at their own expense.

8. Her Majesty's Government agree to enter into negotiations with the
Portuguese Government in respect of the agreements outlined above, and
would ask whether the Portuguese Government are disposed to accept
forthwith the liability for one-third of the cost of the preliminary survey of
the lake which is now in progress.

9. If the Portuguese Government are disposed to accept the arrange-
ments set out above, I have the honour to suggest that your Excellency's
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affirmative reply, together with this Note, should constitute the preliminary
accord in the matter between our two Governments.

II

The Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs to Her Majesty's Ambassador at Lisbon

Lisbon, January 21, 1953
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the reception of your Excellency's
Note of to-day's date, of which the text is as follows:-

[See Note I]

10. The Portuguese Government is in agreement with the proposals
contained in the above Note and considers the document and the present
reply as constituting the preliminary accord between the Portuguese Govern-
ment and Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom.

32. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND (ACTING ON THEIR BEHALF AND ON BEHALF
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FEDERATION OF RHODE-
SIA AND NYASALAND) AND THE GOVERNMENT OF POR-
TUGAL REGARDING -THE NYASALAND-MOZAMBIQUE
FRONTIER. SIGNED AT LISBON, ON 18 NOVEMBER 19542

Article 1

1. In execution of the preliminary agreement concluded between the
Government of the United Kingdom and the Portuguese Government by
an Exchange of Notes dated the 21st January, 1953, the frontier on Lake
Nyasa shall run due west from the point where the frontier of Mozambique
and 'ranganyika meets the shore of the Lake to the median line of the waters
of the same Lake and shall then follow the median line to its point of inter-
section with the geographical parallel of Beacon 17 as described in the
Exchange of Notes of the 6th of May, 1920, which shall constitute the
southern frontier.

2. The Government of the United Kingdom shall retain sovereignty
over the islands of Chisamuln and Likoma, together with the exercise of

1 Came into force on 26 October 1955, upon the exchange of the instruments
of ratification at London, in accordance with article 6. The provisions of
article 5 of the Treaty of the 11 th June 1891, and of subsequent instruments
which are contrary to the provisions of the preceding articles are hereby abro-
gated.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 325, p. 308.
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all rights flowing from such sovereignty, including full, unrestricted and
unconditional rights of access. The Government of the United Kingdom
shall also retain sovereignty over a belt of water two sea miles in width
surrounding each of these islands, except that where the distance between
Likoma and the mainland is less than 4 miles the waters shall be equally
divided between the two Governments. These belts of water shall be
drawn as shown in the map annexed to the present Agreement.

3. The inhabitants of Nyasaland and the inhabitants of Mozambique
shall have the right to use all the waters of Lake Nyasa for fishing and other
legitimate purposes, provided that the methods of fishing which may be
employed shall be only those which are agreed upon by the Government of
Nyasaland and the Government of Mozambique. This provision shall not,
however, prevent the said Governments from agreeing that different methods
of fishing may be employed in the waters of one Party from those which
may be employed in the waters of the other Party. There shall be no
discrimination as between the inhabitants of Nyasaland and the inhabitants
of Mozambique under the regulations made by the said Governments for
this purpose.

In the event of a fishing concession being granted by either Party the
area of the concession shall be confined to the waters of that Party.

33. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND (ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND ON BEHALF OF
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FEDERATION OF RHODESIA
AND NYASALAND) AND THE GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL
WITH REGARD TO CERTAIN ANGOLAN AND NORTHERN
RHODESIAN NATIVES LIVING ON THE KWANDO RIVER.
SIGNED AT LISBON, ON 18 NOVEMBER 19542

Having determined to conclude this day an agreement for the purpose
of settling the principles to be followed in the demarcation of the frontier
between Northern Rhodesia and Angola in accordance with the Award
concerning the western frontier of the territory of the Barotse Kingdom
given at Rome on the 30th of May, 1905, by His Majesty the King of Italy,
and

Desiring at the same time to make arrangements so as to permit the
temporary residence of certain tribes of the Barotse Kingdom in Angola
and of certain natives of Angola in Northern Rhodesia and to grant the
facilities desirable for this purpose,

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

The natives of authorised Barotse villages (as defined in this Article)
shall be accorded the following facilities in Portuguese territory:

I Came into force on 18 November 1954, as from the date of signature, in
accordance with article 5.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 210, p. 280.



1. The natives of villages in the Barotse Kingdom of Northern Rhodesia
situated in the Senanga and Sesheke districts between the Zambesi and the
Kwando rivers shall always be permitted to camp in temporary settlements
on the left bank of the Kwando river in Portuguese territory during every
dry season for as long as adequate water is unobtainable within the Northern
Rhodesia border. It is understood that the dry season normally extends
from July to December, the months corresponding respectively to the last
rains of one year and the first of the following year. The District Commis-
sioners of the Senanga and Sesheke Districts shall before July in every
year communicate to the officials to be designated for the purpose by the
Portuguese Government a list of the villages whose inhabitants wish to
camp on the Kwando with an indication of the approximate number of
natives who will move into Portuguese territory, and of the heads of cattle
which will accompany them. This permission only extends to the natives
of the villages which have been included in the list for the year.

2. The natives of authorised Barotse villages, while 'camping in accor-
dance with sub-paragraph 1 above, will be allowed-

(a) To fish, not more than is necessary for their own consumption during
the season, it being understood that they may not employ for this purpose
methods which alter the banks or the course of the water,

(d) To have access to water for themselves and their cattle.

Article 2

The natives of authorised Angolan villages (as defined in this Article)
shall be accorded the following facilities in Northern Rhodesia:-

1. The natives of Angola living in villages on the left bank of the Kwando
river shall always be permitted to camp in temporary settlements in Northern
Rhodesian territory within 4 miles of the boundary, during every wet season
for so long as the plain of Kwando is flooded. It is understood that the wet
season normally extends from December to June. The local authorities of
Angola shall provide every year before the month of December to an official
to be designated for this purpose by the Government of the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, lists of the villages whose people desire to camp
in Northern Rhodesian territory during the rainy season. The Angolan
authorities competent to draw up and transmit the lists referred to above
shall be indicated by the Portuguese Government in communications to be
made to the British Government, the first of which shall take place at the
time of signature of the present Agreement. Other communications shall
be made when these are necessitated by reason of the alteration of the
names of the positions held or of the areas superintended, by the above autho-
rities.

Article 3

(a) Upon the request in writing by one Contracting Government to the
other, any difference or dispute about the interpretation or application of the
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present Agreement shall be referred to two arbitrators, one to be appointed
by each Contracting Government within one month after the date of re-
ceipt of any such request.

(b) The two arbitrators shall give their decision within four months of the
date on which they are appointed. If they cannot agree on a decision regarding
the settlement of the difference or dispute within that time-limit, they shall refer
the difference or dispute to a third arbitrator appointed by them, who shall
himself decide it within four months from the date on which he is appointed.
If the two arbitrators are unable to agree on the appointment of the third
arbitrator, he shall be appointed by a third Power designated by the Con-
tracting Governments.

(c) The decision of the two arbitrators or the third arbitrator, if
appointed, shall be final and binding on the Contracting Governments.

Sudan - United Arab Republic

34. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
AND THE REPUBLIC OF SUDAN FOR THE FULL UTI-
LIZATION OF THE NILE WATERS, SIGNED AT CAIRO,
NOVEMBER 8, 19592 AND PROTOCOL 3 CONCERNING THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PERMANENT JOINT TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE. SIGNED AT CAIRO, JANUARY 17, 1960"

Whereas the full utilization of the Nile waters for the benefit of the
United Arab Republic and the Republic of Sudan requires the implementa-
tion of projects for the full control of the river and the increase of its water
supply and the planning of new Working Arrangements on lines different
from those followed under present conditions;

Whereas for the establishment and working of such projects complete
agreement and full co-operation between the two Republics is necessary in
order to make the best use of the available water in such a manner as to
guarantee both their present and future requirements;

Whereas the Nile Waters Agreement concluded in 1929 has only regulated
a partial use of the natural river and did not cover the future conditions
of a fully controlled river supply, the two Republics have agreed to the
following:

I.-The present established rights

1. The quantities of water actually used by the United Arab Republic
until the date of signing this Agreement constitute their established right
prior to the benefits accruing to them through the implementation of the

1 Came into force on 22 November 1959.
2 Revue Egyptienne de Droit International, vol. 15, 1959, p. 321. (Translation pre-

pared by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the United Arab Republic and subject
to approval of the Sudanese Government.)

' Came into force on 17 January 1960, the date of signature, in accordance
with article III.

' Revue Egyptienne de Droit International, ibid., p. 328.



control works referred to in this agreement. This established right amounts
to 48 milliards of cubic metres per year measured at Aswan.

2. The quantities of water used at present by the Republic of the Sudan
constitute their established right prior to the benefits accruing to them
through the implementation of the afore mentioned control works. This estab-
lished right amounts to 4 milliards of cubic metres per year as at Aswan.

II.--Nile control works and the sharing of their benefits between the two Republics

1. In order to make use of the full natural river supply and stop the
flow of any excess to the sea the two Republics agree to the construction by
the U.A.R. of the Sudd el Aali Reservoir at Aswan as the first of a series of
over-year storage schemes on the Nile.

2. In order to enable the Republic of Sudan to exploit their share,
the two Republics agree to the construction by the Sudan Republic of the
Roseires Reservoir on the Blue Nile and any other works deemed necessary
by the Sudan for the same purpose.

3. The net benefit from the Sudd el Aali Reservoir shall be calculated
on the basis of the mean natural river supply at Aswan in the past years of
this century and which amounts to 84 milliards of cubic metres per year.
The established rights of the two Republics referred to in Article I as well
as the mean value of the over-years storage yearly losses in the Sudd el
Aali Reservoir shall be deducted from the above mentioned mean natural
river in order to obtain the net yearly benefit to be shared by the two
Republics.

4. The net benefit from the Sudd el Aali Reservoir referred to in the
previous paragraph shall be allotted between the two Republics at the ratio
of 14.5 for Sudan to 7.5 for the United Arab Republic as long as the mean
natural river supply remains within the limiting value mentioned in the
previous paragraph. This means that as long as the computed mean na-
tural river supply is equal to 84 milliards of cubic metres per year and the
mean value of the over-year storage losses remain equal to its present esti-
mated value of 10 milliards of cubic metres per year then the net benefit
from the Sudd el Aali Reservoir is 22 milliards of cubic metres of which
14.5 milliards shall be allotted to the Republic of Sudan and 7.5 milliards
to the United Arab Republic. By adding these benefits to the respective
established rights, the total shares in the net mean natural supply after the
working of the complete Sudd el Aali Reservoir shall be 18.5 milliards per
year for the Republic of Sudan and 55.5 milliards per year for the United
Arab Republic.

If the mean natural river exceeds 84 milliards per year then the resulting
increase in the net benefit due to the increase in the mean natural river shall
be equally divided between the two Republics.

5. As the net benefit from the Sudd el Aali Reservoir referred to in
paragraph (3) article II is calculated by deducting the established rights
and the mean over-year storage yearly losses, from the mean natural river
supply of the past years of the present century, it is recognized that this net
benefit shall be subject to revision by both parties at reasonable intervals
to be agreed upon as from the date of the operation of the complete Sudd el
Aali Reservoir.

6. The Government of the United Arab Republic agree to the payment
of fifteen million Egyptian pounds to the Government of the Republic



of Sudan as full compensation for the damages to present Sudanese property
resulting from the storage of water in the Sudd el Aali Reservoir to a level
of 182.00 metres (Survey). Such payment shall be affected as agreed upon
by both parties in the Annex attached thereto.

7. The Government of the Republic of Sudan undertake to take steps
to transfer the population round Halfa as well as all other Sudanese inhabi-
tants - whose properties will be affected by the maximum storage in the
Sudd el Aali Reservoir - prior to July 1963.

8. It its recognized that after the working of the complete Sudd el Aali
Reservoir for over-year storage, the United Arab Republic will not require
the use of Gebel Aulia Reservoir for storage. The two contracting parties
shall examine all matters related to such renunciation in due time.

III.-Projects for the exploitation of waters lost in the Upper Nile Basin

In view of the fact that quantities of the Nile Basin waters are wasted
in the swamps of Bahr el Gebel, Bahr el Zeraf, Bahr el Ghazal, River
Sobat, and the conservation of these waters for increasing the present
natural river supply is most vital for the future agricultural developments,
the United Arab Republic and the Republic of Sudan agree to the following:

1. In agreement with the United Arab Republic, the Republic of
Sudan shall carry out projects for increasing the River Nile water supply
by the prevention of excess losses in the swamps of Bahr el Gebel, Bahr el
Zeraf, Bahr el Ghazal and its branches, River Sobat and its branches and
the White Nile.

The water benefit from such projects as well as the total costs of construc-
tion shall be shared equally by the two Republics.

The Republic of the Sudan shall defray the costs of the above mentioned
projects and shall be reimbursed by the United Arab Republic on the basis
of half the profits designated in these projects.

2. In case the United Arab Republic need more water to cope with
their progress in the agricultural expansion programme and therefore
find it necessary to take the necessary steps to carry out one of the above
mentioned schemes at a time when the need of the Republic of Sudan
might not have arisen, the United Arab Republic will notify the Republic
of Sudan of the date on which the former intend to start the execution and
in the course of two years from the date of such notification each of the two
Republics shall submit their programme of expansion and the dates and
quantities of their water requirements from the benefit of the scheme.
Any such programme shall be binding to both parties. At the expiration
of the two years, the United Arab Republic shall start the execution of
the project at their own expense. When the Republic of the Sudan are
ready to make use of their share according to the agreed programme they
shall then reimburse to the United Arab Republic their share in the cost
in the same proportion to the total cost as their share in the benefit is to the
total actual benefit of the scheme. The final share of either party shall
not exceed 50% of the total benefit.

IV.-Technical Co-operation between the two Republics

1. To insure technical co-operation between the two Republics to carry
out the necessary study and research in connection with projects for the
Nile Control and the increase of its supply and for the continuation of



Hydrological survey work of the River in its upper reaches, the two Republics
agree to constitute a Permanent Joint Technical Committee composed of
an equal number of members from both Republics. This Committee shall
be formed after signing this agreement and shall have the following terms
of reference:

(a) To draw the main lines of schemes aiming at the increase of the
River supply and to supervise and direct the research work and investiga-
tions and collection of data necessary for the preparation of project reports
to be submitted to both Governments for approval.

(b) To supervise the execution of the approved projects.
(c) To draw up the working arrangements for works implemented in

the Republic of Sudan as well as for works implemented in territories
outside the Sudan by agreement with their concerned authorities.

(d) To supervise the application of all aforesaid working arrangements
in article (c) by means of engineers appointed for this purpose and selected
from officials from the two Republics in connection with works in the Sudan
and also the Sudd el Aali and Aswan Reservoir and, according to agree-
ments with other governments, in connection with works outside the Sudan.

(e) In view of the possibility of the occurrence of a series of years of
low river supply causing a continous drop in the Sudd el Aali Reservoir
level; to the stage that will not enable both Republics to draw their normal
quota in any year, the Committee shall put up the necessary arrangements
to be followed by both parties to face the shortage of supply in such low
years in a manner that will not cause any damage to either party and shall
submit their proposals for approval by both Republics.

2. To enable the Committee to carry out duties referred to in para-
graph 1 above and to insure the continuation of the observation of gauges
and discharges of the River in all its upper reaches, these duties shall
be carried out under the supervision of the Committee within the technical
field by the engineers of the Republic of Sudan and the staff of the United
Arab Republic in the Sudan, and in Uganda.

3. The two Republics shall issue a joint order covering the formation of
the Permanent Joint Technical Committee, the names of its members,
and the necessary budget to be provided from the funds of both Republics.

The Committee shall meet either in Cairo or in Khartoum according to
circumstances and shall establish its own rules of procedure subject to the
approval of the two Governments and which shall include the necessary
regulations in connection with meetings, technical, administrative and
financial activities.

V.-General Provisions

1. In case any question connected with Nile waters needs negotiations
with the governments of any riparian territories outside the Republic of
Sudan and the United Arab Republic, the two Republics shall agree
beforehand on a unified view in accordance with the investigations of the
problem by the Committee. This unified view shall then form the basis of
instructions to be followed by the Committee in the negotiations with the
governments concerned.

Should such negotiations result in an agreement to construct works on the
Nile in territories outside the two Republics, the Permanent Joint Committee
shall then assume the responsibility to contact the concerned authorities in
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those territories in order to lay down all the technical details in connection
with the execution as well as the Working Arrangements and maintenance
of the works in question. After agreement on these points with the govern-
ments concerned the Committee shall supervise the execution of the technical
provisions of such agreements.

2. Since other riparian countries on the Nile besides the Republic of
Sudan and the United Arab Republic claim a share in the Nile waters, both
Republics agree to study together these claims and adopt a unified view
thereon. If such studies result in the possibility of allotting an amount of
the Nile water to one or the other of these territories, then the value of this
amount as at Aswan' shall be deducted in equal shares from the share of
each of the two Republics.

The Permanent Joint Technical Committee shall make arrangements
with the concerned authorities in other territories in connection with the
control and checking of the agreed amounts of Nile water consumption.

VI.-Transition period before the working of the complete Sudd el Aali

Whereas both Republics shall benefit from their respective shares in the
net benefit of the Sudd el Aali Reservoir only when the latter shall be com-
plete and shall yield its benefit, both parties shall agree on their interim
programme of expansion in the transition period - from now until the
working of the complete Sudd el Aali - in a manner that shall not affect
their present water requirements.

VIII. - Annexure 1 as well as Annexures 2 (A) and 2 (B) attached hereto
shall be considered as an integral part of this agreement.

ANNEXURE I

Text Concerning the water loan requested by the United Arab Republic
The Republic of Sudan agree in principle to grant the United Arab

Republic a water loan from the Sudanese share in the Sudd el Aali benefit
in order to enable the latter Republic to meet the requirements of the agri-
cultural expansion programme.

The United Arab Republic shall request such loan after the revision of the
expansion programme in the course of five years from the date of signing
this Agreement. If such a revision show that the United Arab Republic
still need the loan, the Republic of Sudan shall grant the United Arab
Republic a loan not exceeding one and a half milliards of cubic metres
from their share provided that the use of such share shall cease in Novem-
ber 1977.

ANNEXURE II (A)

To the Chairman
of the Delegation of the
Republic of Sudan

With reference to Article II, paragraph 6, of the Agreement signed on
to-day's date, concerning the full utilization of the River Nile waters,
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compensation amounting to CE. 15 millions, shall be paid in pounds sterling
or in a third currency to be agreed upon by both parties, calculated at a
constant rate of $ 2.87156 to each Egyptian pound.

As agreed, the Government of the United Arab Republic shall pay this
amount in the following instalments:

fEg. 3 millions on 1st January 1960
, 4 , ,, , ,, 1961

4 ,, ,, ,, ,, 1962
,, 4 ,, ,, ,, ,, 1963

I shall be very grateful if you would kindly confirm your agreement to the
above arrangements.

ANNEXURE II (B)

To the Chairman
of the United Arab Republic Delegation
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of to-day's

date reading as follows:

[See above]

I ,have the honour to confirm the Agreement of the Republic of Sudan
to the contents of the said letter.

PROTOCOL CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE

PERMANENT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

In confirmation of the complete and continuous cooperation aimed at by
the Agreement for the Complete Utilization of the Nile Waters between the
United Arab Republic and the Republic of the Sudan, signed on Novem-
ber 8, 1959;

and in implementation of Article 4 of said agreement which provides that
a technical permanent committee be set up composed of an equal number of
members from each of the United Arab Republic ad the Republic of the
Sudan;

the two Contracting Parties have agreed upon the following articles:

Article L The Permanent Technical Committee shall be composed of

the following:

(a) On the part of the United Arab Republic:
Chairman: Eng. Mohamed Khalil Ibrahim, Assistant Under-secretary of
State, Ministry of Public Works;
Members: Eng. Abdel Azim Ismail, Technical Expert, Ministry of Public
Work ; Dr. Eng. Mohamed Amin, Technical Advisor, Ministry of Public
Works; Eng. Tewfik Mohamed Khalifa, Irrigation Inspector General at
Khartoum;

(b) On the part of the Republic of the Sudan:

Chairman: Mahmoud Mohamed Gadeen, Director, Ministry of Irrigation;
Deputy Chairman: Mohamed el-Rasheed Sayed Ahmed, Deputy Advisor for
Irrigation;
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Members: Zaghiroon el-Zein, Deputy Director for Irrigation; Yehia Abdel
Meguid, Engineer-in-Chief, Water Research.

Article IL If, in future, circumstances should require the bringing about
of any alteration to the Joint Committee's composition, such an alteration
shall be effected pursuant to letters exchanged between the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs of the United Arab Republic and the Republic of the Sudan
upon the proposal of the appropriate authorities of both countries.

Article IIL The present protocol shall be considered supplementing the
Agreement for the Complete Utilization of the Nile Waters signed on
November 8, 1959, and shall have effect as of the date of its signing.

III. TREATIES RELATING TO AMERICAN RIVERS
III. TRAITlES SE RAPPORTANT AUX FLEUVES AMWRICAINS

Argentina-Paraguay

35. SUPPLEMENTARY BOUNDARY TREATY' BETWEEN AR-
GENTINA AND PARAGUAY, SIGNED AT BUENOS AIRES,
JULY 5. 19392

Article 6. As soon as this treaty is ratified, both governments shall
proceed to appoint a technical commission composed of Paraguayans and
Argentines to study and draw up the plan of works necessary to regulate
the proportional distribution of the flow of the river Pilcomayo into its
two branches on the north and on the south of the frontier line.

36. SUPPLEMENTARY BOUNDARY TREATY3 BETWEEN THE
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND THE REPUBLIC OF PARA-
GUAY ON THE RIVER PILCOMAYO AND PROTOCOL 3

ANNEXED TO THE TREATY, SIGNED AT BUENOS AIRES
ON 1 JUNE 19454

The Governments of the Argentine Republic and the Republic of Para-
guay, being desirous of reaching a permanent settlement of the question
of the boundaries pending between the two countries at the Pilcomayo
River, in the region lying between the points known as " Horqueta "
and " Salto Palmar " referred to in the Supplementary Boundary Treaty

The exchange of ratifications took place at Buenos Aires on 10 Novem-
ber 1939.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 143, p. 340.
3 Entered into force on 16 August 1945.
4 Ministry of Foreign-Affairs and Public Worship of the Argentine Republic,

Instrumentos internacionales de cardcter bilateral suscriptos par la Reptzblica Argentina
(up to 30June 1948), 1950, vol. II, p. 1181.
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of 5 July 1939 and the Special Protocol annexed thereto, in which region
there is in fact no river having a single, continuous and permanent bed,
since the waters of the river aforesaid, whether they constitute a water-
course or mere marshland, do not have any stability either as a watercourse
or as marshland and being subject, owing to the influence of various
factors, to continual shifts and changes; and being desirous of establishing a
frontier line which may serve as a permanent boundary between the two
countries, in accordance with the Final Proposals contained in the Final
Report of the Argentine-Paraguayan Joint Frontier Commission, reproduced
in its Record No. 16, dated at the city of Asunci6n on 16 August 1944,
which Final Report is annexed to this Treaty and was duly approved by the
Supreme Government of the Argentine Republic by Decree No. 27,177
M-240 of 9 October 1944 and by the Supreme Government of Paraguay
by Decree No. 5,950 of 9 November 1944; and

WHEREAS:

In the aforesaid Final Report mention is made of a dividing line between
the two countries in that region and of the procedure for ensuring the
stability of the dividing line and the utilization of the discharge of the
waters of the River Pilcomayo on the basis of the plan of hydraulic works
provided for in the relative Preliminary Project, which was duly noted in
the Record of the" Pilcomayo Joint Technical Commission for Surveys and
Hydraulic Works ", dated at Asunici6n on 30 November 1943,

RESOLVES:

By mutual agreement, and inspired by a constant desire for peace and
concord, to conclude this Supplementary Permanent Boundary Treaty
between the Argentine Republic and the Republic of Paraguay at the River
Pilcomayo and:

Article 3

For the purpose of ensuring the stability of the dividing line indicated
in article 1 and the utilization of the flow of the waters, the two Govern-
ments agree to the construction of the works mentioned in the Preliminary
Project prepared by the " Pilcomayo Joint Technical Commission for
Surveys and Hydraulic Works ", as set out in the Record of 30 November
1943, signed at Asunci6n, and confirmed by the " Argentine-Paraguayan
Joint Frontier Commission " in its Record No. 14, signed at Asunci6n on
4 August 1944.

The said works shall be begun not later than two years and six months
after the date of exchange of ratification of this Treaty. The procedure
for the financing of and award of contracts for such works is laid down in
the Special Protocol annexed to this Treaty.

Article 4

For the purpose of carrying out and financing the hydraulic works spe-
cified in the preceding article, the two Governments agree to establish a
"Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic Works on the River Pil-



comayo ", composed of one technical expert for each country. The Com-
mission shall be authorized to make, by mutual agreement and in keeping
with the letter and spirit of this Treaty, such amendments of detail as it
may be deemed necessary or appropriate to introduce into the Preliminary
Project of Hydraulic Works in order to facilitate the construction and
maintenance of the works. The Commission shall begin its work not later
than three months after the date of exchange of ratifications. Within the
twelve succeeding months it shall submit the definitive plan of the works
and financial estimates to the two Governments, which shall reach a decision
thereon within two months from the date on which they are submitted.

The "Joint Frontier Demarcation Commission " shall take into account
the amendments of detail introduced into the plan of works and any changes
which may occur in the main course of the waters within the dike embank-
ments referred to in the Preliminary Works Project.

Article 5

The two Governments agree to establish a system for the control of the
waters of the River Pilcomayo throughout its codrse from the tripartite
point " Esmeralda " (geographic co-ordinates: latitude 220 13' 44". 19
south; longitude 620 38' 17". 10 west of Greenwich) to its point of dis-
charge into the Paraguay River, and for the maintenance of the works
constructed and the utilization of the flow of the waters, in such a manner
that full supervision may be exercised and appropriate measures taken in
all cases and with the necessary speed to prevent shifts and changes in the
present course of the Pilcomayo River in the first and third sectors and in
its permanent course in the region of the second Sector. For this purpose a
"Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Commission for the Administration and
Supervision of the River Pilcomayo " shall be organized as a permanent
body. It shall be composed of one technical expert from each country.
Until such time as the hydraulic works provided for in article 3 of this
Treaty have been completed, these functions shall be exercised by the
"Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic Works " established under
article 4 of this Treaty.

Article 6

For the purpose of providing the necessary finance and for awarding the
contracts for the works referred to in article 3 and for the functioning and
regulation of the Joint Commissions provided for in articles 2, 4 and 5 of
this Treaty, a Special Protocol of the same date has been signed and is
annexed to this Treaty.

SPECIAL PROTOCOL TO THE SUPPLEMENTARY TREATY ON THE PERMANENT

BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND THE REPUBLIC

OF PARAGUAY ON THE RIVER PILCOMAYO

Article 9

The "Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic 'Works on the River
Pilcomayo ", set up under article 4 of the Supplementary Treaty on the
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Permanent Boundary of this date, shall be responsible for the ground plan
and final design of the hydraulic works provided for in article 3 of that
treaty.

Article 10

This Commission shall meet first in the city of Buenos Aires within the
time-limit stipulated in the treaty aforesaid for the purpose of its constitution
and to draw up its Technical and Administrative Regulations, which shall
be submitted for the consideration and approval of both Governments.

It shall also draw up the plans of work for the discharge of its duties.

Article 11

When the final plans for the hydraulic works have been approved by
both Governments, the '"Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic
Works on the River Pilcomayo " shall be responsible for supervising the
execution of these works.

Article 12

The "Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic Works on the River
Pilcomayo " shall submit for the consideration of both Governments,
together with the final plans for the works, details of the measures and
organization necessary for the execution, maintenance and administration
of these works.

Article 13

Until the hydraulic engineering works agreed on are completed, the
"Joint Technical Commission for Hydraulic Works on the River Pil-
comayo " shall act at the same time as the " Argentine-Paraguyan Joint
Commission for the Administration and Supervision of the River Pil-
comayo ", for the purpose of carrying out article 5 of the Supplementary
Treaty on the Permanent Boundary of this date, and shall submit for the
consideration of the Governments concerned the regulations needed for
that purpose.

Article 14

Within two months after the approval of the final plans and the estimates
for the works described in article 4 of the Supplementary Treaty on the
Permanent Frontier of this date the two Governments shall decide by agree-
ment which of them shall undertake to execute these works, the contracts
for which shall be awarded to official departments of firms of the nationality
of the country chosen.

Article 15

The country which is to carry out the works, in accordance with the
provisions of the previous article, shall bear all the expenditure involved.

Article 16

The field activities of the various Joint Commissions shall be recorded
in a Field Journal, produced in two identical copies.



Article 17

Each country shall pay the salaries of its staff and any expenditure due
in respect of its own Commissions and shall provide them with any in-
struments, transport, vessels or other means which they may need for the
performance of their work. The common expenditure of the various Joint
Commissions shall be borne equally.

Article 18

Any instruments, equipment, vehicles, baggage, provisions and all tools
or articles required by the various Joint Commissions shall be exempt from
customs duties in both countries and enjoy complete freedom of entry
and transit. The contracting Governments undertake to grant facilities
for the transport of civil or military staff, equipment, instruments, etc.
belonging to the Joint Commissions, and to allow military or civil aircraft,
having a mission to carry out in connexion with the work allotted to them,
to fly in the frontier zone and shall grant them for that purpose all facilities
for the use of landing fields and hangars.

FINAL REPORT OF THE JOINT ARGENTINE-PARAGUAYAN

FRONTIER COMMISSION
1

In accordance with article 4 of the Supplementary Boundary Treaty
of 5 July 1939, the Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Frontier Commission,
by agreement between the two Delegations, has drawn up the following
Final Report, which each Delegation will submit to its Government for the
purposes set forth in articles 8 and 9 of the Special Protocol to the said
Supplementary Treaty on the Frontier:

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JOINT COMMISSION

The Joint Frontier Commission was established under article 2 of the
Supplementary Boundary Treaty between the Argentine Republic and the
Republic of Paraguay, signed at Buenos Aires on 5 July 1939, to determine
the frontier line in the area comprised between the following points: to
the north from Horqueta along the inlets formed by the northern arm of the
River Pilcomayo to the Argentine fort of Caracoles; to the south, from the
same point, Horqueta along the dry bed of the Pilcomayo to the fort of
Zalazar, and this point to Salto Palmar; and, to the east, the line comprised
between the fort of Caracoles and Salto Palmar.

CONCLUSIONS

The preceding examination shows the unique nature of the River Pil-
comayo in the Second Sector, namely the area between Salto Palmar and

1 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Public Worship of the Argentine Republic,
Instrumentos internacionales de cardcter bilateral suscriptos par la Replblica Argentina
up to 30 June 1948), vol. II, p. 1189, Buenos Aires, 1950.



Horqueta, which the Joint Commission was required to survey under the
Supplementary Boundary Treaty of 5 July 1939, with a view to proposing
the frontier line. Nevertheless this physiographical examination leads to the
following fundamental conclusions as can be seen in both the aerial photo-
graphic survey and the topographical surveys on the ground.

2. In the second place the waters of the River Pilcomayo throughout the
area of the Second Sector, whether they form watercourses, or only marshes,
lack permanent stability both as watercourses and as marshes. On the
contrary, as seen in the preceding chapter, they are liable to change and
shift constantly under the influence of various forces. Hence nothing would
be gained by stipulating only one frontier line between the two adjacent
countries. Such a frontier line would be little more than a line on paper.
Nature would very soon make it meaningless by sending a large part of the
waters in one direction or another, unexpectedly and capriciously, and part
of the territory of one of the bordering countries might be left completely
without water or covered with useless marshes.

It is necessary, therefore, to fix the course of the waters and to stabilize
them, so that they cannot wander or lie stagnant, and to allow the current
itself to dig and establish its own bed when it has been increased and con-
trolled in this way.

This aspect of the question, which is most important, has been considered
by the joint technical commission set up to make a survey and to draw
up plans for the works needed to ensure the proportional distribution of the
waters of the River Pilcomayo, as provided in article 6 of the Supplementary
Boundary Treaty.

This joint technical commission has agreed on a preliminary plan of
works which is described in a Record drawn up at Asunci6n on 30 Novem-
ber 1943 (see Record No. 14 in Annex 2). These works consist of the fol-
lowing: (I) Two embankments extending from near Punto Horqueta
eastwards to the neighbourhood of the Laguna La Bella, one on each side
of the proposed frontier line and about 10 kilometres apart, in order to
limit the area within which the bed described above as the most permanent
one silts and changes its course, and to give this bed stability; all this should
ensure that the entire volume of water flowing eastwards past Punto Hor-
queta enters the Laguna La Bella; (2) The building of a dam in the Laguna
La Bella, with a discharge intake structure and safety spills; (3) The digging
of a channel of a width of 40 metres and an average depth of one and a
half metres, across the Patino inlet, from the main outlet of the Laguna
La Bella at a place about 600 metres to the north-north-east of the Fort
Zalazar, and continuing approximately in a straight line to Salto Palmar.

The matter to be solved is more than an affair of frontiers and more than
a question of the quantitative division of territory. It is the fixing and
proportional distribution between the two neighbouring countries of a
large mass of water which is now lost by evaporation, overflow or lack of
control, in all cases to no advantage. The completion of the works described,
which is essential if the river is to be given stability in a single bed within
the Second Sector, will also confer great benefits on both the bordering
countries, since it will make possible the full use and proportional distribu-
tion between them of a volume of water entering at Punto Horqueta, which
amounted to 3,600 million cubic metres in 1942 and which is now wasted.
It will make possible the construction of roads on the embankment cause-
ways. Finally the increase in the volume of water in a fixed bed, and its
control by the dam in the Laguna La Bella, will make possible the use of



large quantities of water for irrigation and the navigation of the River
Pilcomayo from the Laguna La Bella to its mouth in the River Paraguay.
Apart from these very diverse and valuable advantages, the frontier ques-
tion pending between the two countries will be solved permanently and
amicably. There is no doubt that the cost of the works, which is estimated
at 7.5 million Argentine pesos, or about 5.8 million guaranies, is an invest-
ment which is not only fully justified but may even be considered relatively
small. When carrying out the final surveys on the spot for the construction
of the dikes, dams and canals referred to in the report prepared at Asunci6n
on 30 November 1943 and even during the actual work of construction it
may in certain cases be thought necessary or advisable in the opinion of the
technical engineers to make certain changes of detail in the preliminary
project submitted, with a view to facilitating the execution of the works and
their maintenance. There can be no doubt that the joint hydraulic com-
mission to be set up to carry out those final surveys and work of construction
should be authorized to make such changes of detail, it being understood
that they are adopted by mutual agreement and in every case in accordance
with the letter and the spirit of the treaties, keeping as close as possible to the
frontier line proposed by the undersigned Joint Commission.

It is possible, also, that when the works have been completed, particularly
in the section between Punto Horqueta and the Laguna La Bella, the main
watercourse may also undergo certain physical changes as it deepens and
establishes its own bed between the two embankments proposed in the
above mentioned Report of 30 November 1943.

For both these reasons, the Joint Commission thinks that it would be
useful to provide in the Final Boundary Treaty that when the dividing line
is being traced on the spot such changes of detail together with any altera-
tions of course between the two embankments should be taken into account.

Lastly, there is no doubt that the maintenance of these works calls for
constant supervision, in order to prevent deterioration and to repair any
damage caused by the weather. Moreover, the whole course of the River
Pilcomayo from Esmeralda to its mouth in the River Paraguay needs special
supervision for the same purpose. For these reasons, the undersigned sug-
gest that a Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Commission for the River Pilco-
mayo should be set up to propose to both Governments any measures
which may be necessary in each case. A special protocol would determine
the duties of this Commission; it would be agreed that although the Com-
mission need not be stationed permanently in the area, it would make
periodical inspections and would go to the area on every occasion when
necessary.

VI

FINAL PROPOSALS

In view of the preceding account, and in accordance with articles 8 and 9
of the Special Protocol to the Supplementary Boundary Treaty of 5 July
1939, i.e. in order that both Governments may be able to conclude a Final
Boundary Treaty, the Paraguayan-Argentine Joint Frontier Commission
submits to the Governments of the Republic of Paraguay and the Argentine
Republic, by full agreement, the following proposals, which it considers
indivisible:



Second. " In order to ensure the permanence of the dividing line described
in the previous article and the proportional distribution of the volume of
water mentioned in article 6 of the Treaty of 5 July 1939, both Govern-
ments should provide for the execution and financing of the works described
in the preliminary draft submitted by the Joint Technical Commission for
Surveys and Hydraulic Works on the River Pilcomayo, and contained in
its Report drawn up at Asunci6n on 30 November 1943.

Third. " The hydraulic joint commission to be set up to carry out the
final surveys and the works mentioned in the previous article acting by
agreement and in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the Treaties
should be authorized to make any changes of detail in the preliminary
draft submitted which it thinks necessary or useful, in order to facilitate
the execution and maintenance of the works.

Fourth. " The joint commission for the demarcation of the permanent
frontier line shall take into account the changes of detail mentioned in the
previous article, as well as any changes in the main watercourse between
the embankments described in the preliminary draft which is contained
in the Report drawn up at Asunci6n on 30 November 1943.

Fifth. " An agreement shall also be reached on the system of administra-
tion of the waters of the River Pilcomayo, throughout its course from Es-
meralda to its mouth in the River Paraguay, on the maintenance of the
completed works and on the proportional distribution of the waters, all
of which should be supervised, in each case and as quickly as may be
considered necessary, by a joint commission for the River Pilcomayo,
composed of delegates appointed by both Governments."

The members of the Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Frontier Commission
are happy to declare that they sign the present report in full agreement,
and they are most happy to note once more that, both in the completion
of their work and their surveys on the ground, and in their deliberations,
the greatest cordiality, harmony and mutual understanding have always
prevailed among them.

Since, by completing the present report, the undersigned delegates have
fulfilled the task with which the Governments of the Republic of Paraguay
and the Argentine Republic have honoured them, they hope that it will
soon be possible to base the determination and final demarcation of the
boundaries between the two brother countries on the contents of this report.

Asunci6n del Paraguay, 16 August 1944

37. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND
THE REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY CONCERNING A STUDY OF
THE UTILIZATION OF THE WATER POWER OF THE APIPE
FALLS, SIGNED AT BUENOS AIRES ON 23 JANUARY 19582

The Government of the Argentine Republic and the Government of the
Republic of Paraguay,

I Entered into force on 16 June 1958.
2 Text provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Public Worship of the

Argentine Republic (Translated from Spanish by United Nations Secretariat).



Considering the possibility of obtaining hydro-electric energy from
the rapids in the River Parand at the islands of Yacyreti and Apip6;

Convinced of the need for loyal international co-operation to make tech-
nical surveys on the possible utilization of this source of energy, and

Taking into account the fact that joint action in a new field of activity
will promote closer ties and economic links and will strengthen the friendship
between the two nations,

Have decided to conclude this Agreement creating a Joint Argentine-
Paraguayan Technical Commission for the utilization of the water-power
from and the improvement of the navigability of the River Parand at the
islands of Yacyretd and Apip6 ...

Article I

The object of this Agreement is the making of a study by ajoint Argentine-
Paraguayan Technical Commission of the utilization of the water-power of
the river Parani at the islands of Yacyreti and Apip6 and, in addition, of
the improvement of the navigability of the said river.

Surveys shall also cover other advantageous uses of the waters of the Parani
and possibly the improvement of communications between the two countries
through the works to be carried out.

Article II

This Agreement establishes a Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Technical
Commission, composed of two representatives, one from each party, and
such advisers as may be considered necessary for the accomplishment of
their task.'

The surveys to be made shall consist principally of:
(a) Exploration and inspection of the above-mentioned region, deter-

mining all the technical characteristics of the waters which are relevant to
hydraulic utilization.

(b) A hydrographic and hydrological survey of the River ParanA in the
said region.

(c) A geological and hydrological survey of the said region.
(d) A plan of the works needed for hydraulic utilization, including

cost estimates.
(e) A survey of the possibilities for financing the proposed projects.

I Following the exchange of views which took place between the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Paraguay and the Special Mission of the Government of the
Argentine Republic at Asunci6n, it was agreed on 26 September 1960, that:

" Considering that the Government of the Republic of Paraguay has appointed
its representative to the Joint Paraguayan-Argentine Technical Commission
for the study of the utilization of the water-power of the Apip6 falls, and that the
Argentine delegation has likewise been appointed, it is decided that the above-
mentioned Joint Technical Commission shall commence its work in the city
of Buenos Aires during the second half of the month of October of this year ".
(Joint Paraguayan-Argentine Communiqui on 26 September 1960, text provided
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Public Worship of the Argentine
Republic.]



(J) A survey of the possible consumption of electric power in the region
and of the possible costs.

Aiticle III

All surveys made by the Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Technical Commis-
sion shall be at the disposal of both Contracting Parties.

The investigations and surveys made shall not affect or interrupt those
being made by the technical agencies of both countries.

Article IV

The representatives and advisers and the technical personnel employed
by the Joint Argentine-Paraguayan Technical Commission who are engaged
in some work or survey shall have the right to travel freely in the said
region and enter the territory of the other Contracting Party, bringing
their instruments and other working tools.

They shall also enjoy all facilities for the accomplishment of their task.

Article V

A period of two years is fixed for the completion of all the surveys men-
tioned in this Agreement and for the submission by the Joint Argentine-
Paraguayan Technical Commission to both Governments of its final report,
giving a general description of the works, the advantages accruing therefrom,
and the methods of carrying out any projects recommended, the execution
of the work and the financing plan to be adopted.

Article VI

The Joint Commission shall draw up a work plan and request from
both Governments equal contributions towards the funds needed for the
execution of the work plan.

Argentina-Uruguay

38. PROTOCOL' BETWEEN URUGUAY AND ARGENTINA
DEALING WITH THE QUESTION OF THE JURISDICTION
OF THE RIVER PLATE, SIGNED AT MONTEVIDEO, JANU-
ARY 5, 19102

Dr. Gonzalo Ramirez, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
duly authorized by the Government of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay,
and Dr. Roque Sadnz Peffa, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of the Republic of Argentina on special mission, duly authorized
by his Government, after a friendly exchange of views and without pre-
judice to ulterior connections between the two nations, being met to-day
in the .3alon of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, declare:

I Came into force on the date of signature.
2 American Journal of International Law, vol. 4, 1910, Suppl., p. 138; British

and Foreign State Papers, vol. 103, p. 357.



1. The sentiment and aspirations of both peoples are reciprocal in the
desire to cultivate and maintain the ancient relations of friendship, fortified
by the common origin of the two nations.

2. With the object of giving greater efficacy to the declaration which
precedes, and eliminating any resentment which might have remained as a
result of past differences, the signatories agree that these differences, not
having been capable of causing or inferring offence, are to be considered
as incapable of duration and in no respect as diminishing the spirit of
harmony which animates the two countries or the considerations which
mutually unite them.

3. The navigation and use of the waters of the River Plate will continue
without alteration as up to the present, and whatever difference may arise
in this connection will be removed and resolved in the same spirit of cor-
diality and harmony which has always existed between the two countries.

39. AGREEMENT' CONCLUDED BY ARGENTINA AND URU-
GUAY CONCERNING INCIDENTS WHICH OCCURRED ON
CERTAIN ISLANDS* OF THE URUGUAY RIVER, SIGNED AT
BUENOS AIRES, ON 13 JANUARY 19382

... with a view to definitively avoiding any possible repetition of similar
occurrences, and desiring to proclaim once again the friendly feelings on
which the traditional ties between the two countries are based and to
strengthen those ties, have decided to conclude an agreement ....

Article 2. The two Governments shall jointly make a hydrographic
survey of the Uruguay River in accordance with a plan to be drawn up by
their competent agencies.

Article 3. Expenses arising from the work referred to in article 2 shall
be met by the respective Governments in so far as their personnel and sup-
plies are concerned.

Article 5. As utilization of the water-power of the Uruguay River is
considered to be in their common interest, the two countries agree to ar-
range for the appointment of a Joint Argentine-Uruguayan Technical
Commission which shall carry out the aforementioned survey and report as
soon as possible to both Governments with a view to the implementation
of the project.

1 Entered into force on 13 January 1938 by signature.
2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of the Argentine Republic, Ins-

trumentos internacionales de cdrdcter bilateral suscriptos por la Repzblica Argentina
(up to 30 June 1948), 1950, vol. II, p. 1385.



40. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN ARGENTINA AND URUGUAY
RELATING TO THE UTILIZATION OF THE RAPIDS OF THE
URUGUAY RIVER IN THE AREA OF SALTO GRANDE,
SIGNED AT MONTEVIDEO, ON 30 DECEMBER 19462

His Excellency the President of the Argentine Republic and His Ex-
cellency the President of the Eastern Republic of Uruguay, desiring to
obtain, for the economic, industrial and social development of the two
countries, the greatest possible benefit from the natural advantages offered
by the rapids of the Uruguay River in the area of Salto Grande, to improve
the conditions for navigation, to utilize the waters of the river for the
production of energy, to facilitate the linking of their land communications
and to pursue any other objectives which, without prejudice to those afore-
mentioned, will benefit the two countries in the manner aforesaid, have
decided - pursuant to the provisions of article 5 of the agreement of
13 January 1938- to conclude the present agreement.

Article 1

The High Contracting Parties declare, for the purposes of this agreement,
that the waters of the Uruguay River shall be utilized jointly on a basis of
equality.

Article 2

The High Contracting Parties agree to appoint and maintain a Joint'
Technical Commission which shall be composed of an equal number of
representatives from each country and shall be responsible for dealing
with all matters connected with the utilization, damming and diversion
of the waters of the Uruguay River.

The remuneration and expenses of the said representatives shall be borne
by the respective Governments.

Article 3

The Joint Technical Commission shall establish its own technical and
administrative rules and draw up its plan of work, and shall, in the per-
formance of its functions, conform with the following regulations and princi-
ples agreed upon by the High Contracting Parties:

(a) The following water-use priorities shall apply, and no use shall
be permitted which hampers or restricts the same;

(1) Household use and sanitation;

I The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place on 27 August 1958.
The entry into force of the Agreement resulted in the abrogation of the " Addi-
tional Protocol " which had been in force since 28 January 1947. The object of
the" Additional Protocol " was to keep in being theJoint Technical Commission
set up by the Agreement of 13 January 1938. This Commission was replaced
by the new Joint Technical Commission established by article 2 of the Agree-
ment of 30 December 1946.

2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of the Argentine Republic, Ins-
trumertos internacionales de cardcter bilateral suscriptos por la Repliblica Argentina (up
to 30 June 1948), vol. II, p. 1409, Buenos Aires, 1950.



(2) Navigation;

(3) Production of energy;

(4) Irrigation.
The Commission shall also request the Governments to take the necessary

measures for the conservation of fish resources.

(b) Decisions of the Joint Technical Commission shall be taken by
majority vote of the membership. If a vote is equally divided, the delega-
tions shall submit separate reports to their respective Governments. The
High Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reach an agreement, and
if an agreement is arrived at, it shall be reduced to writing and shall be
communicated to the Joint Technical Commission, which shall take the
necessary steps for giving it effect. If no agreement is reached, the High
Contracting Parties agree to settle the dispute by diplomatic means, and
if a solution is not arrived at by this method, the dispute shall be submitted
to arbitration.

(c) The Joint Technical Commission shall address all its communications
to the Ministries of Foreign Affairs of the two countries, to which it shall
also send a copy of all its minutes and decisions and any other information
which it considers appropriate.

(d) The Commission shall employ permanent or temporary technical
and administrative personnel in accordance with its needs. Except in
special cases, it shall for this purpose use nationals of the two High Contract-
ing Parties in equal numbers.

Article 4

The cost of joint works and installations, consisting mainly of a dam
together with mechanical and electrical generating equipment, and the
cost of surveys and plans shall be shared equally by the two Parties.

The cost of works not constructed jointly - consisting mainly of access
facilities, supplementary works and transmission lines - and costs in respect
of compensation and expropriation to be paid in the territory of each country
shall be borne by the Governments concerned.

The cost of works and installations required for navigation upstream
of the dam shall be borne by each country in proportion to the use made
of them, taking into account their zones of influence, extent of shoreline
and probable traffic.

The value to be assigned to the joint works and installations shall be
such as will permit the production of energy at a cost not exceeding that
which could be obtained from a thermal station of the same power established
in the same area. If the total cost of the joint works and installations
exceeds the value thus assigned, the excess shall be added to the cost of the
works intended for navigation.

If the total installed capacity is temporarily distributed among the High
Contracting Parties in a proportion other than 50 per cent each, the cost
of the joint works and installations shall during such period be apportioned
accordingly.

If, when the final plans are drawn up, the Eastern Republic of Uruguay
reserves, for a specific period, less than half of the total installed capacity,
the Argentine Republic shall take the remainder during such period and
shall reimburse it to Uruguay in accordance with that country's anticipated
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consumption requirements, four years' notice being required before such
reimbursement becomes effective.

Irrespective of the proportionate contribution of each of the High Con-
tracting Parties, the joint works and installations shall be jointly owned in
an equal proportion by each of the signatory States at the end of the amorti-
zation period.

Article 5

The High Contracting Parties agree that the use and diversion, whether
temporary or permanent, of the waters of the Uruguay River and its
tributaries upstream of the dam shall be authorized by the Governments
within their respective areas of jurisdiction only when a report has been
received from the Joint Technical Commission.

Article 6

The Joint Technical Commission shall arrange for such studies as have
not been made at the time when it commences to function and shall draw
up plans for the construction of the necessary works and installations.
These plans, together with the related estimates, specifications, economic
and financing plans and relevant regulations governing the employment of
workers, shall be submitted to the High Contracting Parties for consideration
and approval.

When this approval has been obtained, the Commission shall be em-
powered to arrange for the construction work and to take partial and
full delivery of the works and installations to be constructed.

The payments for studies and plans shall be made by the Commission,
which shall also, as appropriate, issue artifications for the works and instal-
lations constructed.

Technical and administrative personnel and construction workers shall,
as far as possible, be recruited from among nationals of the two High Con-
tracting Parties in equal numbers.

Article 7

The High Contracting Parties shall establish an inter-State agency for
the purpose of operating and administering the works and installations
constructed in accordance with this Agreement. Pending the establishment
of this agency, the aforementioned functions shall be performed by the
Joint Technical Commission.

Article 8

The High Contracting Parties shall make the necessary arrangements
in order that energy may be exchanged by the two Governments at cost
price.

Article 9

Supplies and machinery intended for the works provided for in this
Agreement shall be exempt from all types of duty and supplementary
charges applicable to them in either country.

The personnel, equipment, instruments, baggage, food supplies and
other articles required by the Joint Technical Commission shall be entitled
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to the same customs exemptions and facilities for their transport shall be
granted by the Governments.

Article 10

The measures taken to give effect to this Agreement shall not affect any
of the rights of the High Contracting Parties relating to sovereignty and
jurisdiction or to their navigation rights on the Uruguay River.

Article 11

The High Contracting Parties agree to invite the Government of the
United States of Brazil, once this Agreement is signed, to a conference
at which will be considered the changes which, as a result of this Agree-
ment, are brought about in navigation on the Uruguay River and in the
river regulations subject to the provisions of the conventions in force.'

Article 12

The Joint Technical Commission shall have its headquarters at Buenos
Aires and shall be established within thirty days after the ratifications of this
Agreement have been exchanged.

I Brazil was invited to attend a tripartite conference that was convened at
Buenos Aires. This Conference concluded its works by adopting, on 23 Sep-
tember 1960, a Joint Declaration in which the Governments of Argentina, Brazil
and Uruguay have agreed upon the following: (1) The Brazilian Government
views favourably the joint execution by the Governments of Argentina and Uru-
guay of the Salto Grande works, which will demonstrate the spirit of solidarity
and co-operation existing in the region of the continent shared by the signatory
States; and the Argentine and Uruguayan Governments take note of its attitude
with satisfaction; (2) In accordance with international doctrine and practice,
the Brazilian Government reserves, and the Argentine and Uruguayan Govern-
ments recognize, the right to: (a) claim and obtain, at any time, fair compensa-
tion for any damages which may be caused in Brazilian territory during the
construction or utilization of the works; (b) be consulted if, in the course of their
studies, the participating countries wish to make any change in the plan which
will alter the conditions at present contemplated; (3) The Governments of Ar-
gentina, Brazil and Uruguay reaffirm their mutual recognition of the right of
free navigation of the Uruguay River and of non-discrimination in the use of
locks by vessels flying their flags or in their service, as regards both rates and
tariffs and the order in which vessels are serviced; (4) The Governments of
Argentina and Uruguay recognize the Brazilian Government's right, in accord-
ance with existing international instruments and the rules of international law,
freely to carry out hydraulic works of any nature on the Brazilian reaches of
the Uruguay River and its tributaries. The Brazilian Government will, in its
turn, in accordance with international doctrine and practice, consult with the
other riparian States before carrying out any hydraulic works which may alter
the present regime of the Uruguay River; (5) The Governments of Argentina,
Brazil and Uruguay declare their intention to prepare a joint regional plan for
the utilization and reclamation of the entire basin of the Uruguay River and the
regions adjacent thereto, in which the interests and aspirations of the frontier
populations of the three friendly countries are increasingly becoming identified.
[Argentina, Direcci6n de Defensa Nacional, Documentacidn de la Conferencia
prevista en el articulo XI del Convenio argentino-uruguayo sobre el aprovechamiento de
los rdpidos del rio Uruguay en la zona del Salto Grande, in fine. (Translated from the
Spanish by the Secretariat of the United Nations).]



Article 13

Upon approval of this Agreement by the High Contracting Parties, the
exchange of ratifications shall take place at Montevideo.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed this
Agreement in two copies, having the same effect and being equally authentic,
and have thereto affixed their seals at Montevideo on 30 December 1946.

41. TREATY' BETWEEN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND THE
EASTERN REPUBLIC OF URUGUAY ON THE BOUNDARY
CONSTITUTED BY THE URUGUAY RIVER, SIGNED AT
MONTEVIDEO ON 7 APRIL 19612

Article 7. The High Contracting Parties shall agree on a statute governing
the utilization of the river, which shall cover, inter alia, the following matters:

(a) Joint and uniform regulations to ensure safe navigation;
(b) A system of pilotage taking into account present practices;
(c) Regulations for the purpose of maintaining dredging and marking

with buoys in accordance with the provisions of article 6;
(d) Reciprocal facilities for hydrological and other surveys relating to

the river;
(e) Provisions for the conservation of living resources;
(f) Provisions designed to avoid pollution of the waters.

Article 8. In the islands remaining under Uruguayan jurisdiction in-
cluded in the zone specified in article 1, paragraph B II, the High Con-
tracting Parties, shall, by mutual agreement, determine the utilization of
the waters for domestic, industrial and irrigation purposes and shall establish
a system of policing which shall ensure, through joint Argentine-Uruguayan
co-operation, that the relevant regulations are enforced.

Bolivia-Peru

42. PRELIMINARY CONVENTION' BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND
PERU FOR THE EXPLOITATION OF FISHERIES IN LAKE
TITICACA. SIGNED AT LIMA, ON 17 JULY 19354

The Governments of Bolivia and Peru, considering the importance which

Ratified by Argentine Republic, on 2 October 1961. It has not yet been
ratified by Eastern Republic of Uruguay.

2 Text provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Public Worship of
the Argentine Republic. [Translated by the Secretariat of the United Nations.]

3 Approved by Peru by Resolucidn Suprema No. 429 of 21 August 1935, and
by Bolivia by an Act of 20 September 1938.

4 Bolivian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Coleccidn de tratados vigentes de la Repliblica
de Bolivia, vol. V, Convenciones bilaterales, p. 486; Peruvian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Tratados y acuerdos vigentes entre el Perd y otros Estados, I, Instrunentos
bilateral Cs, p. 127.
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the study and development of the fishery possibilities of Lake Titicaca may
have for the economic life of their frontier regions, have agreed to concert
their efforts to those ends ...

Article 1. The Governments of Bolivia and Peru shall, by agreement
and simultaneously, provide for the dispatch of a Scientific Commission
to study the varieties of fish in Lake Titicaca and the possibility of establishing
and developing there other species suited to industrial exploitation.

Article 2. If it appears from the conclusions of the Commission referred
to in the foregoing article that the establishment of fish hatcheries and
distribution stations is desirable, the two Governments shall agree on the
steps to be taken and the apportionment of the necessary expenditures.

Article 3. After the conclusions of the Commission have been adopted
by the two Governments or modified by agreement between them, the
two Governments shall conclude a Convention on Fishing in Lake Titicaca
which shall provide for equality of rights and economic opportunities for
Bolivian and Peruvian fishermen, and for a permanent rtgime governing
the participation of the two Governments in the establishments referred
to in the foregoing article and the reimbursement of whatever expenditures
are incurred.

43. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' BETWEEN PERU AND BOLIVIA
ESTABLISHING A JOINT COMMISSION FOR STUDY OF
THE PUNO-GUAQUI RAILWAY LINE AND JOINT USE OF
THE WATERS OF LAKE TITICACA. LA PAZ, 20 APRIL 19552

REPUBLIC OF BOLIVIA
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND WORSHIP

La Paz, 20 April 1955

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Bolivia is in
agreement with the Government of Peru concerning the usefulness of
studying important questions of common interest the solution of which
should effectively strengthen the economic ties between the two countries
and further improve the friendly relations they now maintain.

For that purpose and in view of the need to organize and develop a
co-ordinated technical plan for linking the Bolivian La Paz-Guaqui rail-
way with the Peruvian Mollendo (Matarani)-Puno railway and utilizing
the waters of Lake Titicaca, my Government has agreed with your Govern-
ment as follows:

1. A Joint Bolivian-Peruvian Commission shall be established for the
purpose of preparing studies concerning the Puno-Guaqui railway line
and the use of the waters of Lake Titicaca for hydroelectric and other
mutually beneficial purposes.

I Came into force on 20 April 1955 by exchange of the said Notes.
2 Revista Peruana de Derecho Internacional, vol. XV, January/December 1955,

Nos. 47-48, p. 76.
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2. The Joint Commission shall be composed of twelve members, six
from each country, who shall be chosen as follows: two officials appointed
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of each country, two railway experts
and two bydroelectricity experts.

3. In order to carry out the functions assigned to it, the Joint Commis-
sion shall be divided into two sub-commissions, one for preparing the studies
concerning the Puno-Guaqui railway line, and the other the studies concer-
ning the use of the waters of Lake Titicaca.

4. The Commission shall meet at La Paz on a date agreed on by the
two Governments in order to establish the rules under which it will function
and to make whatever arrangements it considers desirable.

5. 'The sessions of the Joint Commission shall be held alternately at
Lima and La Paz, and shall be presided over by the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the country concerned or a person appointed by him.

6. The appointment of the members of the Joint Bolivian-Peruvian
Commission shall be made simultaneously by the two Governments twenty
days after the date of signature of this note.

This note and your reply shall constitute evidence of the agreement
reached by the two Governments....

EMBASSY OF PERU

Your 'Excellency,

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Peru is in
agreement with the Government of Bolivia concerning the usefulness
of studying important questions of common interest the solution of which
should. effectively strengthen the economic ties between the two countries
and ftrther improve the friendly relations they now maintain.

For that purpose and in view of the need to organize and develop a co-
ordinated technical plan for linking the Peruvian Mollendo (Matarani)-
Puno railway with the Bolivian La Paz-Guaqui railway and utilizing the
waters, of Lake Titicaca, my Government has agreed with your Govern-
ment as follows:

[See first note]

44. PRELIMINARY CONVENTION' BETWEEN PERU AND BOLI-
VIA CONCERNING A STUDY OF THE JOINT UTILIZATION
OF THE WATERS OF LAKE TITICACA. SIGNED AT LIMA,
ON 30 JULY 19552

The Governments of the Republic of Peru and the Republic of Bolivia,

This Agreement has not yet entered into force.
A Declaration made by the Presidents of Peru and Bolivia at Lima on 30 July

1955 on the date of signature of the Preliminary Convention states: " As re-
gards the utilization of the waters of Lake Titicaca for industrial or other pur-
poses, the two Governments declare that the said waters, being the joint and
indivisible property of both may be used only with the express agreement of the
two parties " [Revista Peruana de Derecho Internacional, vol. XV, January/Decem-
ber 1955, nos. 47-48, p. 87].

2 Ibid., p. 90.
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moved by a desire to strengthen the cordial relations which happily exist
between them, have decided to conclude a Preliminary Convention con-
cerning a study of the utilization of the waters of Lake Titicaca - such
study having been entrusted, by virtue of an exchange of notes signed by
both Governments on 20 April 1955, to a joint Peruvian-Bolivian Commis-
sion - and have for this purpose appointed as their respective plenipoten-
tiaries,...

Who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form,
have agreed as follows:

Article L The Governments of Peru and Bolivia hereby approve the
recommendations which the Joint Peruvian-Bolivian Commission to study
the utilization of the waters of Lake Titicaca made at its first session, which
was inaugurated at La Paz on 28 June 1955, their intention being to put
into practice the decisions reached at the said session, namely:

1. To give careful attention to the question of finance for the imme-
diate execution of the programme of preliminary study and observation re-
lating to joint utilization of the waters of Lake Titicaca; and, if necessary,
to seek economic assistance from appropriate national or international
bodies;

2. To furnish their respective commissions with all the technical and
economic facilities which they may require in order to discharge their duties
promptly and effectively, providing them with transport, equipment and
tools and with the necessary funds;

3. To grant extensive customs and transit facilities so that personnel,
equipment, tools and other things needed for the work may move freely
from one territory to the other for the purposes of their specific tasks;
and

4. To hold the second session of the Joint Commission at Lima, in
October of the present year.

Article 11. With reference to the first recommendation mentioned in
the preceding article, the Governments of Peru and Bolivia undertake to
take the necessary steps to provide or obtain, as the case may be, finance
for the preliminary surveys which will be used as a basis for the study con-
cerning the utilization of the waters of Lake Titicaca.

Article III. The social and economic studies of the zones of influence
adjacent to Lake Titicaca shall be carried out jointly by the Joint Commis-
sion on the territory of both Peru and Bolivia. The said zones shall be
determined by the Joint Commission, and its conclusions shall be submitted
to both Governments for approval.

Article IV. The present Agreement shall enter into force upon the
exchange of the instruments of ratification, which shall take place as soon as
possible at La Paz.
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45. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PERU CON-
CERNING A PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC STUDY OF THE
JOINT UTILIZATION OF THE WATERS OF LAKE TITICACA.
SIGNED AT LA PAZ, ON 19 FEBRUARY 19572

Article 1

The Governments of Peru and Bolivia, in view of the recommendations
made by the Joint Peruvian-Bolivian Commission and by virtue of the
fact that the two countries have joint, indivisible and exclusive ownership
over the waters of Lake Titicaca, resolve to adopt a definite plan for a pre-
liminary economic study concerning the joint utilization of the said waters
in such manner as not to fundamentally alter the navigability or
fishing facilities thereof or substantially affect the volume of water diverted
from the Lake for industrial, irrigation or other purposes.

Article 2

The preliminary basic values of water drawn from the Lake in accordance
with article 1 shall be as follows:

1. Kinetic energy of the water - $US 0.001 per kwh consumed;
2. Water used for irrigation purposes - $US 0.001 per cubic metre

consumed.
These basic values, which are fixed on a preliminary basis and shall be

divided equally between the two countries, shall be taken into consideration
in carrying out the economic studies for the project to which this Agreement
refers.

Article 3

The payments or other compensation to be made for the losses or the
reduction in economic benefits sustained by either of the two countries as
a result of hydroelectric development or use of the waters for irrigation and
other purposes shall be the subject of an agreement to be concluded after
the above-mentioned economic studies are completed.

Article 4

The preliminary economic study on the utilization by Peru and Bolivia
of the waters of the Lake Titicaca shall contain, in a special introductory
chapter, an estimate of the electricity consumption in both countries so
that the construction of one or more hydroelectric stations capable of
meeting the demand efficiently and equitably can be considered in the
initial stage of development. It shall also include an agricultural and eco-
nomic( study of the areas where there is likely to be a market for the water
for irrigation purposes after it has yielded its kinetic energy.

I Ratified by Peru on 21 November 1957 [Resolucidn legislativa, No. 12857].
This Agreement has not yet been ratified by Bolivia, therefore it has not yet
entered into force. This Agreement was recommended by the Joint Peruvian-
Bolivian Commission at its third session, which was held at La Paz from 7 to
19 February 1957.

2 Revista Peruana de Derecho Internacional, vol. XVII, No. 52, July-December
1957, p. 210.



Article 5

The two Governments agree that they may jointly or separately initiate
negotiations with responsible bodies or firms of world-wide reputation
regarding the contract for the preliminary economic studies mentioned in
this Agreement. Each country shall promptly give notice of such negotia-
tions to the other through their Ministries of Foreign Affairs so that a
meeting of the Joint Sub-Commission for the utilization of the Waters of
Lake Titicaca may be called, the said Sub-Commission being authorized
to study and recommend acceptance and signature of the contract by the
two Governments.

When the preliminary economic studies provided for in the said contract
have been completed, the Joint Sub-Commission shall submit them to the
Joint Peruvian-Bolivian Commission for consideration and approval.

Article 6
When the studies referred to in article 5 have been approved by the

Joint Peruvian-Bolivian Commission, both Governments shall invite tenders
in the world market for the final studies and for the financing, in whole or
in part, of the project.

Article 7

This Agreement shall come into force upon the exchange of the instru-
ments of ratification, which shall take place as soon as possible at Lima.

Brazil-Paraguay

46. AGREEMENT 1 CONCERNING CO-OPERATION BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL AND THE REPUBLIC
OF PARAGUAY IN A STUDY ON THE UTILIZATION OF
THE WATER-POWER OF THE ACARAY AND MONDAY
RIVERS. SIGNED AT RIO DEJANEIRO, ON 20JANUARY 19562

... being convinced that the policy of closer co-operation between
the two countries would be effectively promoted by the adoption of measures
conducive to their economic development, and bearing in mind the spirit
of loyal friendship which governs relations between Paraguay and Brazil,
have decided to conclude an agreement for a study concerning the utiliza-
tion of the water-power of the Acaray and Monday Rivers in Paraguayan
territory ...

Article L The subject of this Agreement is a study concerning the
utilization in Paraguayan territory- in the vicinity of the Brazilian
town of Foz de Iguazfs and the Paraguayan port of Presidente Franco -
of the water-power of the Acaray and Monday rivers, which are tributaries
of the Parand River.

I The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Rio de Ja-
neiro on 6 September 1957.

2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Colefio de Atos Internacionais do Brasil, No. 393,
p. 4 .



Article II. The studies to be carried out by the Government of the United
States of Brazil, through the National Department of Land Improvement
of the Ministry of Roads and Public Works, shall consist of:
(a) A reconnaissance and site inspection of the region in which the water-

falls of the aforementioned rivers are situated in order to determine
the ways in which their power could be utilized in either one or two
hydroelectric stations;

(b) A hydrological study of the rdgime of the two rivers in the vicinity
of the waterfalls;

(c) A general topographical survey of the areas in which the plans for
utilizing the aforementioned power would be carried out;

(d) A geological survey of the sites chosen for the works;
(e) Detailed topographical surveys;
(f) A description of the hydroelectric project setting out the general

specifications necessary for preparing estimates, tenders for machinery
and other equipment, and the project programme;

(g) A preliminary plan and specifications for transmission lines between
the site of the power-stations and:
1. Asunci6n, including the possibility of intermediate transformer sub-

stations;

2. Foz de Iguaz6 and vicinity;
(h) An economic study of the works and their repercussions on the develop-

ment of the neighbouring regions, including suggestions for electricity
tariffs.

Article III. All the studies, surveys and the like mentioned in article II,
together with the documents on which they are based, shall be transmitted
by the Government of the United States of Brazil to the Government of
the Republic of Paraguay as they are completed.

Article IV. The Government of the Republic of Paraguay, at its own
expense, shall assign permanent representatives to the National Department
of Land Improvement of Brazil for the purpose of following the progress
of the studies and programmes referred to in this Agreement.

Article V. For a period of twenty years from the date on which the
first electric generator is put into service, Brazil shall have the right to
consume up to 20 per cent of the electric power which the generators in
service can produce, paying the rates to be established in the corresponding
tariffs.

Sole paagraph. The right referred to in this article may be renewed
for the- same number of years by agreement between the Contracting Parties.

Article VL The Government of the United States of Brazil undertakes
to inform the Government of the Republic of Paraguay, with at least three
years' notice, of the date on which it will begin to make use of the right
granted to it under article V and of the quantity of electricity that it wishes
to consume.

Artile VIL The terms of payment for the power requested or consumed
by Brazil in accordance with articles V and VI shall be subject to adjust-
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ment in a manner to be agreed upon at the appropriate time by the adminis-
trative authorities of both countries.

Article VIII. Personnel of either country whose task it is to carry out
the studies, surveys and the like referred to in this Agreement may freely
enter, travel in and leave the territory of the two States with the equip-
ment, personal articles and service vehicles necessary for the discharge of
their duties. This right shall also extend to the use of aircraft for aerial
photographic reconnaissance and surveys.

Article IX. The time limit for transmittal of the studies, surveys and the
like mentioned in article II shall be four years, reckoned from the date of
signature of this Agreement.

Article X. The Government of the United States of Brazil, as an in-
terested party, shall collaborate with the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay in obtaining finance for the works to be undertaken in pursuance
of this Agreement.

Brazil-United Kingdom

47. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' BETWEEN THE BRAZILIAN GOV-
ERNMENT AND HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT FOR
THE DELIMITATION OF THE RIVERAIN AREAS OF THE
BOUNDARY BETWEEN BRAZIL AND BRITISH GUIANA.
LONDON, OCTOBER 27TH AND NOVEMBER 1ST, 19322

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W. I

No. A 7079/27/6
October 27th, 1932

Your Excellency,
In order to give effect to the desire expressed by the Brazilian Govern-

ment that His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the
Brazilian Government should reach an agreement as to the principles to
be adopted by the Mixed Commission in the delimitation of the riverain
areas of the boundary between British Guiana and Brazil, I have the honour
to make the following detailed proposals on the basis of the proposals
already put forward by the Brazilian Government:

1 Came into force November 1st, 1932.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 177, p. 128. The text of this Exchange

of Notes is also reproduced as Annex 3 of the Exchange of Notes between Brazil
and the United Kingdom of 15 March 1940 [United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 5, p. 72].
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(vi) The river shall be open to free navigation and fishing to both
States throughout that portion of its length which constitutes the boundary
but no works shall be permitted other than those intended solely to retain
the river in its present course and not involving any risk of altering that
course except with the mutual consent of the Governments of both States
and any work such as canalisation, irrigation, or the development of elec-
trical power shall only be undertaken subject to the mutual consent of both
riparian States.

2. If the Brazilian Government agree to the adoption of these principles
by the Mixed Commission, I have the honour to suggest that the present
note and Your Excellency's note in reply accepting the proposals be
regarded as constituting an Agreement between the two Governments to
this effect.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Your Excellency's
obedient Servant.

(For the Secretary of State)
(Signed) R. L. GRAIGIE

His Excellency

Monsieur Raul Rgis de Oliveira, G.B.E., etc.

II

No. 59
London, November 1st, 1932

Monsieur le Secrftaire d'Etat,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of note No. A.7079/27/6,
dated October 27th last, in which Your Excellency, for the purpose of
giving effect to the desire expressed by the Brazilian Government that
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Brazilian
Government should reach an agreement as to the principles to be adopted
by the Mixed Commission in the delimitation of the riverain areas of the
boundary between Brazil and British Guiana, made the following detailed
proposals, which are based on the proposals already put forward by the
Brazilian Government, and which I have the honour to accept:

[See paragraph (vi) of the Note above]

2. It is understood that the present Note and Your Excellency's Note,
dated October 27th last, constitute an agreement between the Brazilian
Government and His Britannic Majesty's Government in the United King-
dom to this effect.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) Raul Regis DE OLIVEIRA

The Right Honourable Sir John Simon,
G.C.S.I., K.C.V.O., K.C., M.P.,
His Britannic Majesty's
Principal Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs.
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48. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY'S GOV-
ERNMENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE GOVERN-
MENT OF BRAZIL APPROVING THE GENERAL REPORT
OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED TO
DEMARCATE THE BOUNDARY-LINE BETWEEN BRITISH
GUIANA AND BRAZIL (WITH GENERAL REPORT). RIO DE
JANEIRO, 15 MARCH 19402

No. 1

Sir Geoffley Knox to Dy. Oswaldo Aranha

BRITISH EMBASSY

Rio de Janeiro, 15 March, 1940

Your Excellency,

In accordance with instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, I have the honour to inform Your Excellency
that the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland have examined the General Report of the Special Commissioners
appointed to demarcate the boundary-line between Brazil and British
Guiana in accordance with the Treaty signed in London on 22nd April,
1926, and the Protocol signed in London on 18th March, 1930.

2. The Government of the United Kingdom approve the work of the
Commissioners as set forth in their General Report, the original of which,
with its appendices numbered 1 to 11 and the General Map referred to in
Appendix No. 8, is annexed hereto, and they declare:

(1) That they accept the line laid down by the said Commissioners,
in the manner shown in Appendices Nos 5 to 9 and the annexed General
Map, as constituting the boundary-line between British Guiana" and
Brazil in accordance with the above-mentioned Treaty of 22nd April,
1926, the Protocol of 18th March, 1930, and the notes exchanged in
London on 27th October/lst November, 1932;

3. If the Brazilian Government are prepared to make a corresponding
declaration, I have the honour to propose that the present note and Your
Excellency's reply in similar terms be regarded as constituting a formal
agreement between the two Governments for the establishment of the
boundary between British Guiana and Brazil.

I avail, .

(Signed) G. G. KNOX

Came into force on 15 March 1940 by signature.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 5, p. 72.



No. 2

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Rio de Janeiro, 15th March, 1940
Monsieur 'Ambassadeur,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of the note of to-day's
date, in which Your Excellency informs me that, according to instructions
received from His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland examined and approved the General Report of the Special Com-
missioners appointed to demarcate the boundary-line between Brazil and
British Guiana in accordance with the Treaty signed in London on 22nd
April, 1926, and the Protocol signed in London on 18th March, 1930.

2. In reply, I have to inform Your Excellency that the Brazilian
Government have also given their approval to the work of the Commissioners
referred to above, as set forth in the General Report, the original of which,
accompanied by Appendices number 1 to 11 and the General Map referred
to in Appendix 8, is annexed hereto, and they declare:

[See paragraph 1 (1) of Note No. 1 above]

3. Accordingly it is understood that the present note and that of Your
Excellency, to which I have the honour to reply, shall be considered as a
formal agreement between the two Governments for the establishment of
the boundaries between Brazil and British Guiana.

I avail,...
(Signed) Oswaldo ARANHA

General ?eport of the Commissioners appointed
to demarcate the boundary

18. The question of the free navigation and fishing rights in those
portions of the Rivers Mahfi and Tacut6i which constitute the boundary is
covered in the Agreement reached between the two Governments, a copy of
which is contained in (the Exchange of Note of 27th October, on 2nd
November, 1932, concerning the Delimitation of the Riverain Areas.

Brazil-Uruguay

49. CONVENTION' REGARDING THE DETERMINATION OF
THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE FRONTIER BETWEEN BRAZIL
AND URUGUAY, SIGNED AT MONTEVIDEO, DECEMBER

20TH, 19332

1 The exchange of ratifications took place at Rio de Janeiro, July 21st, 1937.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 181, p. 70.
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Article XIX. Each of the two States shall be entitled to dispose of half
the water flowing in the frontier watercourses.

Article XX. When there is a possibility that the installation of plant
for the utilisation of the water may cause an appreciable and permanent
alteration in the rate of flow of a watercourse running along or inter-
secting the frontier, the contracting State desirous of such utilisation shall
not carry out the work necessary therefor until it has come to an agree-
ment with the other State.

Article XXI. Each of the contracting States shall be responsible for
the water police service in its own territory, subject to the limitations
specified in the various frontier regimes in force, in accordance with the
international instruments applicable thereto. Should the regime adopted
be that of the bed or of the joint ownership of the water, the jurisdiction
of each riparian State shall extend as far as the opposite bank, but shall
not include the land skirting the watercourse.

Article XXII. Fishing rights shall be exercised by the nationals of each
State in the waters within their respective jurisdictions.

Canada-United States

50. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND CANADA TO REGULATE THE LEVEL OF
LAKE OF THE WOODS, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON,
FEBRUARY 24, 19252

Desiring to regulate the level of Lake of the Woods in order to secure
to the inhabitants of Canada and the United States the most advantageous
use of the waters thereof and of the waters flowing into and from the Lake
on each side of the boundary between the two countries, and

Accepting as a basis of agreement the recommendations made by the
International Joint Commission in its final report of May 18th, 19171 on
the reference concerning Lake of the Woods submitted to it by the Govern-
ments of Canada and the United States of America,

Article I

In the present Convention, the term " level of Lake of the Woods"
or " level of the lake " means the level of the open lake unaffected by wind
or currents.

The term " Lake of the Woods watershed " means the entire region in

1 Came into force 17 July 1925, by the exchange of ratifications.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 43, p. 252.
1 Final Report of the International Joint Commission on the Lake of the Woods Reference,

Washington, 1917.
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which the waters discharged at the outlets of Lake of the Woods have their
natural source.

The term " sea level datum " means the datum permanently established
by the International Joint Commission at the town of Warroad, Minnesota,
of which the description is as follows:

" Top of copper plug in concrete block carried below frost line, and
located near fence in front of and to the west of new schoolhouse. Estab-
lished October 3, 1912. Elevation, sea level datum, 1068.797."

" The International joint Commission " means the Commission establish-
ed under the Treaty signed at Washington on the 1 th day ofJanuary, 1909,
between His Britannic Majesty and the United States of America, relating
to boundary waters and questions arising between the United States and
Canada.

Article 2

The level of Lake of the Woods shall be regulated to the extent and in the
manner provided for in the present Convention, with the object of securing
to the inhabitants of Canada and the United States the most advantageous
use of the waters thereof and of the waters flowing into and from the Lake
on each side of the boundary between the two countries for domestic and
sanitary purposes, for navigation purposes, for fishing purposes, and for
power, irrigation and reclamation purposes.

Article 3

The Government of Canada shall establish and maintain a Canadian
Lake of the Woods Control Board, composed of engineers, which shall
regulate and control the outflow of the waters of Lake of the Woods.

There shall be established and maintained an International Lake of the
Woods Control Board composed of two engineers, one appointed by the
Government of Canada and one by the Government of the United States
from their respective public services, and whenever the level of the lake
rises above elevation 1061 sea level datum or falls below elevation 1056
sea level datum the rate of total discharge of water from the lake shall
be sulbject to the approval of this Board.

Article 4

The level of Lake of the Woods shall ordinarily be maintained between
elevations 1056 and 1061.25 sea level datum, and between these two eleva-
tions the regulation shall be such as to ensure the highest continuous uni-
form discharge of water from the lake.

During periods of excessive precipitation the total discharge of water
from the lake shall, upon the level reaching elevation 1061 sea level datum,
be so regulated as to ensure that the extreme high level of the lake shall
at no time exceed elevation 1062.5 sea level datum.

The level of the lake shall at no time be reduced below elevation 1056
sea level datum except during periods of low precipitation and then only
upon the approval of the International Lake of the Woods Control Board
and subject to such conditions and limitations as may be necessary to protect
the use of the waters of the lake for domestic, sanitary, navigation and
fishing purposes.



Article 5

If in the opinion of the International Lake of the Woods Control Board
the experience gained in the regulation of the lake under Articles 3 and 4,
or the provision of additional facilities for the storage of waters tributary
to the lake, demonstrates that it is practicable to permit the upper limit
of the ordinary range in the levels of the lake to be raised from elevation
1061.25 sea level datum to a higher level and at the same time to prevent
during periods of excessive precipitation the extreme high level of the lake
from exceeding elevation 1062.5 sea level datum, this shall be permitted
under such conditions as the International Lake of the Woods Control
Board may prescribe. Should such permission be granted, the level at
which under Article 3 the rate of total discharge of water from the lake
becomes subject to the approval of the International Lake of the Woods
Control Board may, upon the recommendation of that Board and with
the approval of the International Joint Commission, be raised from elevation
1061 sea level datum to a correspondingly higher level.

Article 6

Any disagreement between the members of the International Lake of the
the Woods Control Board as to the exercise of the functions of the Board
under Articles 3, 4 and 5 shall be immediately referred by the Board to the
International Joint Commission whose decision shall be final.

Article 7

.The outflow capacity of the outlets of Lake of the Woods shall be so
enlarged as to permit the discharge of not less than forty-seven thousand
cubic feet of water per second (47,000 c.f.s.) when the level of the lake is at
elevation 1061 sea level datum.

The necessary works for this purpose, as well as the necessary works and
dams for controlling and regulating the outflow of the water, shall be pro-
vided for at the instance of the Government of Canada, either by the
improvement of existing works and dams or by the construction of additional
works.

Article 8

A flowage easement shall be permitted up to elevation 1064 sea level
datum upon all lands bordering on Lake of the Woods in the United
States, and the United States assumes all liability to the owners of such lands
for the costs of such easement.

The Government of the United States shall provide for the following
protective works and measures in the United States along the shores of
Lake of the Woods and the banks of Rainy River, in so far as such protective
works and measures may be necessary for the purposes of the regulation
of the level of the lake under the present Convention: namely, the removal
or protection of buildings injuriously affected by erosion, and the protection
of the banks at the mouth of Warroad River where subject to erosion, in so
far in both cases as the erosion results from fluctuations in the level of the
lake; the alteration of the railway embankment east of the town of Warroad,
Minnesota, in so far as it may be necessary to prevent surface flooding of
the higher lands in and around the town of Warroad; the making of provi-
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sion for the increased cost, if any, of operating the existing sewage system
of the town of Warroad, and the protection of the waterfront at the town
of Beaudette, Minnesota.

Article 9

The Dominion of Canada and the United States shall each on its own
side of the boundary assume responsibility for any damage or injury which
may have heretofore resulted to it or to its inhabitants from the fluctuations
of the level of Lake of the Woods or of the outflow therefrom.

Each shall likewise assume responsibility for any damage or injury which
may hereafter result to it or to its inhabitants from the regulation of the
level of Lake of the Woods in the manner provided for in the present Con-
vention.

Article 10

The Governments of Canada and the United States shall each be released
from responsibility for any claims or expenses arising in the territory of the
other in connection with the matters provided for in Articles 7, 8 and 9.

In consideration, however, of the undertakings of the United States as
set forth in Article 8, the Government of Canada shall pay to the Govern-
ment of the United States the sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand
dollars ($275,000) in currency of the United States. Should this sum prove
insufficient to cover the cost of such undertakings one-half of the excess of
such cost over the said sum shall, if the expenditure be incurred within
five years of the coming into force of the present Convention, be paid by
the Government of Canada.

Article 11

No diversion shall henceforth be made of any waters from the Lake of
the Woods watershed to any other watershed except by authority of the
United States or the Dominion of Canada within their respective territories
and with the approval of the International Joint Commission.'

This article rose from the following recommendations of the " International
Joint Commission:

" that, as a matter of sound international policy, neither Government should
permit the permanent or temporary diversion out of the watershed of any waters
within its jurisdiction which are tributary to the boundary waters under con-
sideration, without first referring the matter to the Commission for such
recommendation as it may deem appropriate. " (Final Report, cit., p. 38.)

" The Commission appreciates the fact that, in the case of drainage basins
that lie wholly within one country or the other, it may be desirable to artifi-
cially divert waters out of and from their own local watershed for use in another.
On the other hand, diversions from an international watershed, such as that
of the Lake of the Woods, whereby the international channel in that watershed
would be deprived by such diversion of waters which naturally belong to the
Lake of the Woods drainage system, would very probably lead to irritating
disputes between the people of two neighboring countries. Further, the existing
and future developments of the entire waters of the Lake of the Woods water-
shed will involve very large expenditures, and an investment of such magnitude
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PROTOCOL ACCOMPANYING CONVENTION TO REGULATE
THE LEVEL OF LAKE OF THE WOODS

1. The plans of the necessary works for the enlargement of the outflow
capacity of the outlets of Lake of the Woods provided for in Article 7 of
the Convention, as well as of the necessary works and dams for controlling
and regulating the outflow of the water, shall be referred to the Inter-
national Lake of the Woods Control Board for an engineering report upon
their suitability and sufficiency for the purpose of permitting the discharge
of not less than forty-seven thousand cubic feet of water per second (47,000
c.f.s.) when the level of the lake is at elevation 1061 sea level datum. Any
disagreement between the members of the International Lake of the Woods
Control Board in regard to the matters so referred shall be immediately
submitted by the Board to the International Joint Commission whose
decision shall be final.

2. Should it become necessary to set up a special tribunal to determine
the cost of the acquisition of the flowage easement in the United States
provided for in Article 8 of the Convention, the Government of Canada
shall be afforded an opportunity to be represented thereon. Should the
cost be determined by means of the usual judicial procedure in the United
States, the Government of Canada shall be given the privilege of representa-
tion by counsel in connection therewith.

3. Since Canada is incurring extensive financial obligations in connec-
tion with the protective works and measures provided for in the United
States along the shores of Lake of the Woods and the banks of Rainy River,
under Article 8 of the Convention, the plans, together with the estimates
of cost, of all such protective works and measures as the Government of the
United States may propose to construct or provide for within five years
of the coming into force of the Convention shall be referred to the Interna-
tional Lake of the Woods Control Board for an engineering report upon
their suitability and sufficiency for the purpose of the regulation of the
level of the lake under the Convention. Any disagreement between the
members of the International Lake of the Woods Control Board in regard
to the matters so referred shall be immediately submitted by the Board to
the International Joint Commission whose decision shall be final.

4. In order to ensure the fullest measure of co-operation between the
International Lake of the Woods Control Board and the Canadian Lake
of the Woods Control Board provided for in Article 3 of the Convention,
the Government of Canada will appoint one member of the Canadian
Board as its representative on the International Board.

5. Until the outlets of Lake of the Woods have been enlarged in accor-
dance with Article 7 of the Convention, the upper limit of the ordinary
range in the levels of the lake provided for in Article 4 of the Convention
shall be elevation 1060.5 sea level datum, and the International Lake of

must naturally depend upon some definite understanding that the flow of water
on which it is based will not be diminished by a diversion of any portion thereof
from the watershed. For these reasons, the Commission has suggested that no
diversions, temporary or permanent, out of the Lake of the Woods watershed,
of any waters which in their natural course flow into these boundary waters,
should be permitted without first referring the matter to the Commission for
such recommendation as it may deem appropriate." (Ibid., p. 70, 71.)
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the Woods Control Board may advise the Canadian Lake of the Woods
Control Board in respect of the rate of total discharge of water from the
lake which may be permitted.

At the moment of signing the Convention and Protocol between His
Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and
of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of
the Dominion of Canada, and the United States of America, regarding
the regulation of the level of Lake of the Woods, the undersigned Plenipoten-
tiaries have agreed that the Government of the Dominion of Canada and
the Government of the United States shall, without delay, address to the
International Joint Commission identic letters of reference relating to
Rainy Lake and other upper waters of the Lake of the Woods watershed
as follows:

" I have. the honour to inform you that, in pursuance of Article 9 of
the Treaty of the 1 1th January 1909, between Great Britain and the
United States, the Governments of Canada and the United States have
agreed to refer to the International Joint Commission the following
questions for examination and report, together with such conclusions
and recommendations as may be deemed appropriate:
" Question 1. In order to secure the most advantageous use of the

waters of Rainy Lake and of the boundary waters flowing into and from
Rainy Lake, for domestic and sanitary purposes, for navigation purposes,
for fishing purposes, and for power, irrigation and reclamation purposes;
and in order to secure the most advantageous use of the shores and har-
bours of both Rainy Lake and the boundary waters flowing into and
from the lake, is it, from an economic standpoint, now practicable and
desirable, having regard for all or any of the interests affected thereby,
or under what conditions will it become thus practicable and desirable:
"(a) To regulate the level of Rainy Lake in such a manner as to permit

the upper limit of the ordinary range of the levels to exceed ele-
vation 1108.61 sea level datum?

"(b) To regulate the level of Namakan Lake and the waters controlled
by the dams at Kettle falls in such a manner as to permit the upper
limit of the ordinary range of the levels to exceed elevation 1120.11
sea level datum?

(c) To provide storage facilities upon all or any of the boundary waters
above Namakan Lake?

Question 2. If it be found practicable and desirable thus (1) to regulate
the level of Rainy Lake, and/or (2) to regulate the level of Namakan Lake
and the waters controlled by the dams at Kettle falls, and/or (3) to provide
storage facilities upon all or any of the boundary waters above Namakan
Lake:

(a) What elevations are recommended?
(b) To what extent will it be necessary to acquire lands and to construct

works in order to provide for such elevations and/or storage, and
what will be their respective costs?

"(c) What interests on each side of the boundary would be benefited?
What would be the nature and extent of such benefit in each
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case? How should the cost be apportioned among the various
interests so benefited?

"Question 3. What methods of control and operation would be feasible
and advisable in order to regulate the volume, use and outflow of the waters
in each case in accordance with such recommendations as may be made
in answer to questions one and two?

" Question 4. What interests on each side of the boundary are bene-
fited by the present storage on Rainy Lake and on the waters controlled
by the dams at Kettle falls? What are the nature and extent of such benefits
in each case? What is the cost of such storage and how should such cost
be apportioned among the various interests so benefited?

" Each Government will appoint from its public service such engineering
and other technical assistance as may be necessary to enable the Commis-
sion to make the desired examination and to submit their report."

51. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND

CANADA REGARDING THE LEVEL OF LAKE MEMPHRE-
MAGOG. WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 20 AND OTTAWA,
NOVEMBER 6, 19352

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Canada (Armour)
No. 17

Washington, August 26, 1935
Sir:

On April 9, 1920, the Secretary of State transmitted to the Charg6
d'Affaires of Great Britain a copy of a petition presented by the inhabitants
of the city of Newport and the towns of Derby, Coventry, Barton and New-
port, in the State of Vermont, representing that owing to the action of the
Dominion Textile Company in maintaining a dam for power purposes in
the Magog River at or near the outlet of Lake Memphremagog, in the
Province of Quebec, the level of the lake had been increased several feet
above the normal level. This resulted in damage to American residence
and property owners in the vicinity of the lake and along the Clyde, Barton
and Black Rivers which empty therein, the levels of which are affected by
the level of the lake.

The attention of the Charg6 d'Affaires was also drawn to the provisions
of Articles 3 and 4 of the Boundary Waters Convention ofJanuary 11, 1909.

In a note dated August 2, 1920, from the British Embassy it was suggested
that the United States Government appoint an engineer to confer with a
Canadian Government engineer and if possible unite with the latter in a
joint recommendation to each government as to the levels or level at which
Lake Memphremagog should be, as far as possible, maintained. This
suggestion was acceptable to this Government and the International Lake
Memphremagog Board was accordingly established.

After numerous delays, due in large part to the efforts of the interested
parties to find a satisfactory solution to the problem between themselves,

Came into force on 6 November, 1935, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1935, vol. II, p. 53.
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the Board completed its investigation and on May 14, 1934, submitted its
report. It is gratifying to note that during the investigation the Board had
the cooperation of the Dominion Textile Company " which has maintained
the levels of the lake in a manner which has avoided the development of
further complaints on the part of the foreshore landowners ". In conclusion
the Board recommended that the following principles should govern the
regulation of the flow of water from Lake Memphremagog:

" (a) That the levels of the lake shall continue to be regulated in
accordance with the rights of regulation held and practised by the
Dominion Textile Company at the time of the signing of the Boundary
Waters Treaty in 1909, i.e. the levels under conditions of normal flow
to range between the upper elevation of 682.57 old datum or 682.70
Geodetic Survey of Canada 1923 adjustment, and a lower limit of 678.85
old datum or 678.98 under the 1923 adjustment.

" (b) That during times of flood the sluiceways of the dam shall be
sufficiently opened to ensure that the outflow from the lake shall be
unobstructed by the dam, the flood water drawn off, and the water
level in the lake reduced to the normal regulated level of 682.70 as
rapidly as possible."
Please address a note to the Canadian Government in the above sense,

stating that this Government is pleased to concur in the recommendations of
the Board as a satisfactory solution of the problem at the present time and
inquiring whether the recommendations in question also have the approval
of the Canadian Government. You should add that while this Government
has every expectation that the suggested adjustment will prove a satisfactory
solution of the problem, should it be the subject of future complaints the
matter would appear to be one which should be referred to the International
Joint Commission.

A copy of the report of the International Lake Memphremagog Board is
enclosed for your information.

The Minister in Canada (Armour) to the Secretary of State
No. 216

Ottawa, November 9, 1935
[Received November 18]

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Department's instruction No. 17 of
August 26, 1935 (file No. 711.42157M51/24) relative to the report of
the International Lake Memphremagog Board of May 14, 1934, and
instructing me to address a note to the Canadian Government expressing
the concurrence of the American Government in the recommendations of
the Board and inquiring whether the Canadian Government approves
them.

A note was accordingly sent to the Canadian Secretary of State for
External Affairs in this sense, and a reply has now been received stating
that the Canadian Government is also of the opinion the Board's recommen-
dations afford a satisfactory solution to the Memphremagog problem and
concurs therein.

It is of interest to note the precautionary measure adopted by the Cana-
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dian Government, following submission of the Board's report, in securing
full cooperation from the Dominion Textile Company in carrying out the
Board's recommendations pending final definite action upon the report
by the two Governments.

I should like to point out, in connection with the Canadian reply, the
happy tone of the note, particularly of the concluding paragraph. It may
also be remarked that the note was signed personally by the Prime Minister
in his capacity of Secretary of State for External Affairs and is the first
received from Mackenzie King since he took over the reins of office on
October 23, 1935.

Copies of my note No. 35 of September 20, 1935, to the Canadian Gov-
ernment, and of the Canadian reply, note No. 124 of November 6, 1935, are
enclosed, since it is presumed that the notes may perhaps be incorporated
in the Executive Agreement Series. Should this be desired, I should
appreciate receiving in due course a draft of any announcement which it
may be proposed to make in making public the outcome of this matter.
I have been assured informally by the Canadian Government that there
will be no objection to the publication of its note in question; however,
I should appreciate the receipt of an instruction requesting me to approach
the Canadian Government in writing on this point. Should it be decided
to issue any public statement with regard to the agreement reached be-
tween the two Governments I have no doubt the Canadian authorities
would appreciate simultaneous issuance thereof.

52. CONVENTION ' BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND CANADA PROVIDING FOR EMERGENCY
REGULATION OF THE LEVEL OF RAINY LAKE AND
OF OTHER BOUNDARY WATERS IN THE RAINY LAKE
WATER SHED, SIGNED AT OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 15, 1938 2

Desirous of providing for emergency regulation of the level of Rainy
Lake and of the level of other boundary waters in the Rainy Lake water-
shed, in such a way as to protect the interests of the inhabitants of the
United States of America and Canada, and,

Accepting as a basis of agreement the following recommendations made
by the International Joint Commission in its Final Report dated May 1st,
1934, on the Reference concerning Rainy Lake and the boundary waters
flowing into and from that lake, and particularly in answer to Question 2
of that Reference, namely,

that it would be wise and in the public interest that the Commission be
clothed with power to determine when unusual or extraordinary condi-
tions exist throughout the watershed, whether by reason of high or
low water, and that it be empowered to adopt such measures of control
as to it may seem proper with respect to existing dams at Kettle Falls
and International Falls, as well as any future dams or works, in the event
of the Commission determining that such unusual or extraordinary
conditions exist.

I Came into force on 3 October 1940 by the exchange of ratifications.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 203, p. 208.
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Have resolved to conclude a convention for that purpose....

Article 1

The International Joint Commission, established pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Treaty signed at Washington on the 11 th day of January,
1909,1 relating to questions arising between the United States of America
and Canada, is hereby clothed with power to determine when emergency
conditions exist in the Rainy Lake watershed, whether by reason of high
or low water, and the Commission is hereby empowered to adopt such mea-
sures of control as to it may seem proper with respect to existing dams at
Kettle Falls and International Falls, as well as with respect to any existing
or future dams or works in boundary waters of the Rainy Lake watershed,
in the event the Commission shall determine that such emergency conditions
exist.

53. EXCHANGE OF NOTES 2 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF CANADA CONSTITUTING AN AGREE-
MENT REGARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CERTAIN
PORTIONS OF THE GREAT LAKES ST. LAWRENCE BASIN
PROJECT. WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 14 AND 31, AND
NOVEMBER 7, 1940

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, October 14th, 1940
Sir,

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken place
recently between officials of the Governments of the United States and
Canada in regard to the desirability of taking immediate steps looking to the
early development of certain portions of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Basin project. These conversations have indicated that there is apprehen-
sion in both countries over the possibility of a power shortage; these appre-
hensions have been heightened by the necessity for increased supplies of
power in consequence of Canada's war effort and of the major national
defense effort in the United States.

In the light of these considerations, the Government of the United States
proposes that each Government appoint forthwith a Temporary Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Committee consisting of not more than five
members. These two Committees would cooperate in preliminary engineer-
ing and other investigations for that part of the project which is located
in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River, in order
that the entire project may be undertaken without delay when final decision

I See infra, Treaty No. 79 p. 260
2 Came into force 7 November 1940 by the exchange of the said Notes.
3 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 203, p. 268.
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is reached by the two Governments. The Government of the United
States is prepared to advance the necessary funds up to $1,000,000 to pay
for these preliminary engineering and other investigations, on the under-
standing that their cost shall ultimately be prorated by agreement between
the two Governments.

Meanwhile, to assist in providing an adequate supply of power to meet
Canadian defense needs and contingent upon the Province of Ontario's
agreeing to provide immediately for diversions into the Great Lakes System
of waters from the Albany River Basin which normally flow into Hudson
Bay, the Government of the United States will interpose no objection, pend-
ing the conclusions of a final Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin agreement
between the two countries, to the immediate utilization for power at Niagara
Falls by the Province of Ontario of additional waters equivalent in quantity
to the diversions into the Great Lakes Basin above referred to.

I shall be glad if you will let me know if your Government is in accord
with the foregoing proposals.

CANADIAN LEGATION

No. 316

Washington, October 14th, 1940
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your note of October 14th, in which you
proposed that the Governments of Canada and the United States take
immediate steps looking to the early development of certain portions of the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin project.

I am instructed to inform you that the Canadian Government is in
accord with the proposals which you have made.

CANADIAN LEGATION

No. 340
Washington, October 31st, 1940

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to the third paragraph of your note of October
14th concerning the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin project, in which
you state that to assist in providing an adequate supply of power to meet
Canadian defence needs and contingent upon the Province of Ontario's
agreeing to provide immediately for diversions into the Great Lakes System
of waters from the Albany River Basin which normally flow into Hudson
Bay, the Government of the United States would interpose no objection,
pending the conclusion of a final Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin agree-
ment between the two countries, to the immediate utilization for power at
Niagara Falls by the Province of Ontario of additional waters equivalent
in quantity to the diversions into the Great Lakes Basin above referred to.

I am instructed to inform you that the Canadian Government has re-
ceived appropriate assurances that the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario is prepared to proceed immediately with the Long Lac-Ogoki
diversions and that this action has been approved by the Government
of the Province.

The Canadian Government is therefore giving appropriate instructions



to authorize the additional diversion of 5,000 cubic feet per second at
Niagara by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, November 7th, 1940
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Note No. 340 of
October 31st, 1940, stating that the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario is prepared to proceed immediately with the Long Lac-Ogoki
diversions of waters from the Albany River Basin into the Great Lakes
System and that this action has been approved by the Government of the
Province.

I note also that the Canadian Government is giving appropriate instruc-
tions to. authorize the additional diversion of 5,000 cubic feet per second
of water at Niagara Falls by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario.

54. EXCHANGE OF NOTES1 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND OF CAN-
ADA CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT RELATING TO
THE TEMPORARY RAISING OF THE LEVEL OF LAKE ST.
FRANCIS DURING LOW WATER PERIODS. WASHING-
TON, 10 NOVEMBER 19412

I

The Canadian Minister to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN LEGATION

Washington, November 10, 1941
No. 682'

Sir,

I have the honour, on the instructions of my Government, to enquire
whether the Government of the United States of America would agree to a
temporary raising of the level of Lake St. Francis during low water periods,
for the reasons and in the circumstances hereinafter set out:
1. The Beauharnois Light, Heat and Power Company has for some years,

under the authority of the Parliament and Government of Canada,
diverted water from Lake St. Francis for the development of hydro-
electric power.

2. In order to conserve the supply of power in the lower St. Lawrence,

1 Came into force on 10 November 1941, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 23, p. 276.



which is needed to continue the existing export of power for aluminum
production at Massena, New York, the Company have asked the Cana-
dian Government for authority to maintain the level of Lake St. Francis
at 152.0 during low water periods, subject to the maintenance of the
normal regimen of the Lake for levels above that elevation.

3. During these periods the water level of the Lake has fallen to 150.0 and
may even fall to a lower level, whereas the mean level of the Lake is
151.7 and the normal high water 154.0. Extreme high water may go to
above elevation 155.75.

4. To provide for the maintenance of the Lake level, the Company is
presently installing a temporary dam to partially close the existing
gap at the head of the Coteau Rapids, and have in contemplation for
next season the construction of a permanent dam to close the gap com-
pletely, but this will not assure their output during low water periods
unless they are permitted to maintain the Lake level at 152.0 as above.
The regulation of the level of the Lake to 152.0 will not only be of
benefit to the Beauharnois output in this vital period but will assure
continuous 14 ft. depth for navigation in the Cornwall Canal, and may
maintain more satisfactory shore conditions during low water periods.

5. The proposal would result in an increase, in low water periods, in the
natural levels on the United States side of the St. Lawrence River near
the head of Lake St. Francis.

In view of the importance to both Canada and the United States of
America of the conservation of the power supply in this area, the Canadian
Government proposes that both Governments should agree to permit the
maintenance of the level of Lake St. Francis at 152.0 during low water
periods, subject to the maintenance of the normal regimen of the Lake
for levels above that elevation. The proposed agreement would expire
on October 1st, 1942.

If the foregoing is acceptable to your Government, this note and your
reply thereto shall be regarded as constituting a special agreement between
the two Governments within the meaning of Article 4 of the Boundary
Waters Treaty of 1909.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Sir, your most
obedient, humble servant,

H. H. WRONG

For the Minister

The Hon. Cordell Hull
Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

II

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Minister

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, November 10, 1941
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of the United States
concurs in the proposals contained in your note of November 10 regarding
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the temporary raising of the level of Lake St. Francis during low water
periods. The Government of the United States attaches importance to the
understanding that this agreement authorizing the raising of the level of
Lake St. Francis is temporary, and that this action shall not be deemed to
create any vested or other right calling for or implying an extension of the
authority to raise the level of Lake St. Francis beyond October 1, 1942.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

For the Secretary of State:

A. A. BERLE, JR.

The Honorable Leighton McCarthy, K.C.
Minister of Canada

55. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT
EXTENDING THE ABOVE AGREEMENT. WASHINGTON,
5 AND 9 OCTOBER 19422

The Canadian Minister to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN LEGATION

Washington, October 5, 1942
No. 653

Sir,

I have: the honour, on the instructions of my Government, to refer to the
exchange of notes of November 10th 1941, whereby the Government of the
United States of America agreed to a temporary raising of the levels of
Lake St. Francis during low water periods for the reasons and subject
to the conditions and limitations set forth in the Notes.

The circumstances which led the Government of the United States to
agree to the temporary raising of the levels of Lake St. Francis have con-
tinued and, in view of the importance to both Canada and the United
States of America of the conservation of the power supply in this area, the
Canadian Government proposes that the arrangements set forth in the
exchange of Notes should be continued until October 1, 1943. The arrange-
ments as con*tinued would, of course, be subject to all of the conditions and
limitations as contained in the exchange of Notes of November 10, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

Leighton MCCARTHY

The Honourable Cordell Hull
Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

I Came into force on 9 October 1942, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 23, p. 280.
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The Secretary of State to the Canadian Minister

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, October 9, 1942
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of October 5,
1942 concerning the arrangements effected through an exchange of notes on
November 10, 1941 with respect to a temporary raising of the levels of Lake
St. Francis during low water periods and to inform you that this Govern-
ment is agreeable to your Government's proposal that these arrangements
should be continued until October 1, 1943 subject, of course, to all of the
conditions and limitations contained in the Notes exchanged on November
10, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

For the Secretary of State:

A. A. BERLE, JR.

The Honorable Leighton McCarthy, K.C.
Minister of Canada

56. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
CONTINUING IN EFFECT THE ABOVE MENTIONED
AGREEMENT. WASHINGTON, 5 AND 9 OCTOBER 19432

I

The Canadian Minister to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN LEGATION

Washington, October 5th, 1943
No. 516

Sir,

I have the honour, on the instructions of my Government, to refer to the
exchange of notes of November 10th, 1941, whereby the Government of
the United States of America agreed to a temporary raising of the levels of
Lake St. Francis during low water periods for the reasons and subject to
the conditions and limitations set forth in the Notes. By an exchange of
notes of October 5th and 9th, 1942, the arrangements made on Novem-
ber 10th, 1941 were continued until October 1st, 1943.

The circumstances which led the Government of the United States to
agree to the temporary raising of the levels of Lake St. Francis have con-
tinued and, in view of the importance to both Canada and the United
States of America of the conservation of the power supply in this area, the
Canadian Government proposes that the arrangements set forth in the
exchange of Notes should be continued until October 1st, 1944.

Came into force on 9 October 1943, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 105, p. 306.
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The arrangements as continued would, of course, be subject to all of the
conditions and limitations as contained in the exchange of Notes of Novem-
ber 10th, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

L. B. PEARSON

For the Minister
The Honourable Cordell Hull
Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

II

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Minister

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, October 9, 1943
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of October 5,
1943 concerning the arrangements effected through an exchange of notes
on November 10, 1941 with respect to a temporary raising of the levels of
Lake St. Francis during low water periods and to inform you that this
Government is agreeable to your Government's proposal that these arrange-
ments should be continued until October 1, 1944 subject, of course, to all
of the conditions and limitations contained in the Notes exchanged on
November 10, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

For the Secretary of State:

A. A. BERLE, JR.

The Honorable Leighton McCarthy, K.C.
Minister of Canada

57. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
CONTINUING IN EFFECT THE AGREEMENT OF 10 NO-
VEMBER 1941. WASHINGTON, 31 AUGUST AND 7 SEPTEM-
BER 1944. 2

I

The Canadian Chargi d'Affaires ad interim to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY

No. 369 Washington 6, D.C. August 31, 1944

Sir,

I have the honour, on the instructions of my Government, to refer to the
exchange of Notes of November 10th, 1941, whereby the Government of

I Came into force on 7 September 1944, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 105, p. 310.
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the United States of America agreed to a temporary raising of the levels
of Lake St. Francis during low water periods for the reasons and subject
to the conditions and limitations set forth in the notes. By an exchange
of notes of October 5th and 9th, 1943, the arrangements made on Novem-
ber 10th, 1941 were continued until October 1st, 1944.

The circumstances which led the Government of the United States to
agree to the temporary raising of the levels of Lake St. Francis have con-
tinued, and in view of the importance to both Canada and the United
States of America of the conservation of the power supply in this area, the
Canadian Government proposes that the arrangements set forth in the
exchange of notes should be continued for the duration of the emergency,
subject to review prior to October 1st of each year. The arrangements as
continued would, of course, be subject to all of the conditions and limitations
as contained in the exchange of notes of November 10th, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

L. B. PEARSON

Chargd d'Affaires
The Honourable Cordell Hull
Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

II

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Chargi d'Affaires ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, September 7, 1944
Sir,

I have received your note No. 309 of August 31, 1944 concerning the
arrangements effected through an exchange of Notes on November 10, 1941
with respect to a temporary raising of the levels of Lake St. Francis during
low water periods, and to inform you that this Government is agreeable
to your Government's proposal that these arrangements should be continued
for the duration of the emergency, subject to review prior to October 1
of each year and subject, of course, to all of the conditions and limitations
contained in the Notes exchanged on November 10, 1941.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my high consideration.

For the Secretary of State:

A. A. BERLE, JR.

The Honorable L. B. Pearson, O.B.E.
Charg6 d'Affaires ad interim of Canada



58. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'
3ETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO A STUDY TO BE MADE BY THE
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION WITH RESPECT
TO THE UPPER COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN. OTTAWA, 25
FEBRUARY AND 3 MARCH 19442

I

The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Ottawa, Canada, February 25, 1944
No. 101

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to your note No. 157 of December 10, 1943,
concerning the desirability of having a study made by the International
Joint Commission with respect to the Upper Columbia River Basin from the
points of view of navigation, power development, irrigation, flood control,
and other beneficial public uses and purposes.

As the result of informal exchanges of views on this subject I have been
directed to bring the following suggested reference to the Commission to
your attention with the request that I be informed whether it is acceptable
to the Government of Canada:

" 1. In order to determine whether a greater use than is now being
made of the waters of the Columbia River system would be feasible and
advantageous, the Governments of the United States and Canada have
agreed to refer the matter to the International Joint Commission for
investigation and report pursuant to Article IX of the Convention con-
cerning Boundary Waters between the United States and Canada, signed
January 11th, 1909.

" 2. It is desired that the Commission shall determine whether in
its judgment further development of the water resources of the river basin
would be practicable and in the public interest from the points of view
of the two Governments, having in mind (A) domestic water supply and
sanitation, (B) navigation, (C) efficient development of water power,
(D) the control of floods, (E) the needs or irrigation, (F) reclamation
of wet lands, (G) conservation of fish and wildlife, and (H) other beneficial
public purposes.

" 3. In the event that the Commission should find that further
works or projects would be feasible and desirable for one or more of the
purposes indicated above, it should indicate how the interests on either side
of the boundary would be benefited or adversely affected thereby, and
should estimate the costs of such works or projects, including indemni-
fication for damage to public and private porperty and the costs of any

1 Came into force on 3 March 1944, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 109, p. 192.



remedial works that may be found to be necessary, and should indicate
how the costs of any projects and the amounts of any resulting damage
should be apportioned between the two Governments.

" 4. The Commission should also investigate and report on existing
dams, hydro-electric plants, navigation works, and other works or projects
located within the Columbia River system in so far as such investigation
and report may be germane to the subject under consideration.

" 5. In the conduct of its investigation and otherwise in the perfor-
mance of its duties under this reference, the Commission may utilize the
services of engineers and other specially qualified personnel of the technical
agencies of Canada and the United States and will so far as possible make
use of information and technical data heretofore acquired by such techni-
cal agencies or which may become available during the course of the
investigation, thus avoiding duplication of effort and unnecessary ex-
pense."
If the proposed reference is acceptable to your Government I should

appreciate being informed, and this note together with your reply would be
regarded as an agreement between our two Governments on the terms of
reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

Ray ATHERTON

The Right Honorable
The Secretary of State for External Affairs
Ottawa

II

The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs
to the American Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

CANADA

Ottawa, March 3, 1944

No. 18

Excellency:

I have the honour to refer to your note No. 101 dated February 25,
1944, in which you brought to the attention of the Canadian Government
the terms of a reference to the International Joint Commission with respect
to the Upper Columbia River Basin.

The proposed reference is acceptable to the Canadian Government and
your note, together with this reply, may be regarded as an agreement be-
tween our two Governments on the terms of reference.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

N. A. ROBERTSON

For Secretary of State for External Affairs
His Excellency
The Ambassador of the United States of America
United States Legation
Ottawa



59. TREATY1 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND. CANADA RELATING TO THE USES OF THE WATERS
OF THE NIAGARA RIVER. SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, ON
27 FEBRUARY 19502

The United States of America and Canada, recognizing their primary
obligation to preserve and enhance the scenic beauty of the Niagara Falls
and River and, consistent with that obligation, their common interest in
providing for the most beneficial use of the waters of that River,

Considering that the quantity of water which may be diverted from the
Niagara River for power purposes is at present fixed by Article V of the
treaty with respect to the boundary waters between the United States of
America and Canada, signed at Washington, January 11, 1909, between
the United States of America and Great Britain, and by notes exchanged
between the Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of Canada in 1940, 1941, and 1948 authorizing for emergency pur-
poses temporary additional diversions,

Recognizing that the supply of low-cost power in northeastern United
States and southeastern Canada is now insufficient to meet existing and
potential requirements and considering that the water resources of the
Niagara River may be more fully and efficiently used than is now permitted
by international agreement,

Desiring to avoid a continuing waste of a great natural resource and to
make it possible for the United States of America and Canada to develop,
for the benefit of their respective peoples, equal shares of the waters of the
Niagara River available for power purposes, and,

Realizing that any redevelopment of the Niagara River for power in the
United States of America and Canada is not advisable until the total diver-
sion of water which may be made available for power purposes is authorized
permanently and any restrictions on the use thereof are agreed upon,

Have resolved to conclude a treaty....

Article I

This Treaty shall terminate the third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs of
Article V of the treaty between the United States of America and Great.
Britain relating to boundary waters and questions arising between the
United States of America and Canada dated January 11, 1909, and the
provisions embodied in the notes exchanged between the Government of
the United States of America and the Government of Canada at Washing-
ton on May 20, 1941, October 27, 1941, November 27, 1941, and December
23, 1948 regarding temporary diversions of water of the Niagara River for
power purposes.

Article II

The United States of America and Canada agree to complete in accord-
ance with the objectives envisaged in the final report submitted to the United
States of America and Canada on December 11, 1929, by the Special Inter-

' The treaty came into force on 10 October 1950 by the exchange of ratifi-
cations at Ottawa.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 132, p. 224.
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national Niagara Board, the remedial works which are necessary to enhance
the beauty of the Falls by distributing the waters so as to produce an un-
broken crestline on the Falls. The United States of America and Canada
shall request the International Joint Commission to make recommendations
as to the nature and design of such remedial works and the allocation of
the task of construction as between the United States of America and Canada.
Upon approval by the United States of America and Canada of such re-
commendations the construction shall be undertaken pursuant thereto
under the supervision of the International Joint Commission and shall be
completed within four years after the date upon which the United States
of America and Canada shall have approved the said recommendations.
The total cost of the works shall be divided equally between the United
States of America and Canada.

Article III

The amount of water which shall be available for the purposes included in
Articles IV and V of this Treaty shall be the total outflow from Lake Erie
to the Welland Canal and the Niagara River (including the Black Rock
Canal) less the amount of water used and necessary for domestic and
sanitary purposes and for the service of canals for the purposes of naviga-
tion. Waters which are being diverted into the natural drainage of the
Great Lakes System through the existing Long Lac-Ogoki works shall
continue to be governed by the notes exchanged between the Government
of the United States of America and the Government of Canada at Washing-
ton on October 14 and 31 and November 7, 1940, and shall not be included
in the waters allocated under the provisions of this Treaty.

Article IV

In order to reserve sufficient amounts of water in the Niagara River for
scenic purposes, no diversions of the water specified in Article III of this
Treaty shall be made for power purposes which will reduce the flow over
Niagara Falls to less than one hundred thousand cubic feet per second
each day between the hours of eight a.m., E.S.T., and ten p.m., E.S.T.,
during the period of each year beginning April 1 and ending September 15,
both dates inclusive, or to less than one hundred thousand cubic feet per
second each day between the hours of eight a.m., E.S.T., and eight p.m.,
E.S.T., during the period of each year beginning September 16 and ending
October 31, both dates inclusive, or to less than fifty thousand cubic feet
per second at any other time; the minimum rate of fifty thousand cubic
feet per second to be increased when additional water is required for flushing
ice above the Falls or through the rapids below the Falls. No diversion
of the amounts of water, specified in this Article to flow over the Falls, shall
be made for power purposes between the Falls and Lake Ontario.

Article V

All water specified in Article III of this Treaty in excess of water reserved
for scenic purposes in Article IV may be diverted for power purposes.

Article VI

The waters made available for power purposes by the provisions of this
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Treaty shall be divided equally between the United States of America and
Canada.

Article VII

The United States of America and Canada shall each designate a re-
presentative who, acting jointly, shall ascertain and determine the amounts
of water available for the purposes of this Treaty, and shall record the same,
and shall also record the amounts of water used for power diversions.

Article VIII

Until such time as there are facilities in the territory of one party to use its
full share of the diversions of water for power purposes agreed upon in this
Treaty, the other party may use the portion of that share for the use of
which facilities are not available.

Article IX

Neither party shall be responsible for physical injury or damage to per-
sons or property in the territory of the other which may be caused by any
act authorized or provided for by this Treaty.

60. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT 1

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
PROJECT. WASHINGTON, 30 JUNE 19522

I

The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY

No. 44 7
Washington, D.C., June 30, 1952

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to our exchange of notes of January 11, 1952,
relating to the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project. In my note to you,
I informed you that the Canadian Government is prepared to proceed with
the construction of the seaway as soon as appropriate arrangements can be
made for the construction of the power phase of the project as well.

I have been instructed by my Government to inform you that, when all
arrangements have been made to ensure the completion of the power
phase oF the St. Lawrence project, the Canadian Government will construct
locks and canals on the Canadian side of the International Boundary to
provide for deep-water navigation to the standard specified in the proposed
agreement between Canada and the United States for the development
of navigation and power in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin, signed
March 19, 1941, and in accordance with the specifications of the Joint

1 Came into force on 30 June 1952 by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 234, p. 200.
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Board of Engineers, dated November 16, 1926, and that such deep-water
navigation shall be provided as nearly as possible concurrently with the
completion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence project.

The undertaking of the Government of Canada with respect to these
deepwater navigation facilities is based on the assumption that it will not be
possible in the immediate future to obtain Congressional approval of the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941. As it has been deter-
mined that power can be developed economically, without the seaway, in
the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River and as there
has been clear evidence that entities in both Canada and the United States
are prepared to develop power on such a basis, the Canadian Government
has, with Parliamentary approval, committed itself to provide and maintain
whatever additional works may be required to allow uninterrupted 27-foot
navigation between Lake Erie and the Port of Montreal, subject to satis-
factory arrangements being made to ensure the development of power.

Canada's undertaking to provide the seaway is predicated on the construc-
tion and maintenance by suitable entities in Canada and the United States
of a sound power project in the International Rapids Section. The features
of such a power project are described in section 8 of the applications to be
submitted to the International Joint Commission by the Governments of
Canada and of the United States. They are also described in the Agree-
ment of December 3, 1951, between the Government of Canada and the
Government of Ontario, forming part of the International Rapids Power
Development Act, Chapter 13 of the Statutes of Canada, 1951 (Second
Session), a copy of which-is attached hereto. The Canadian Government
wishes to make it clear that, even were the seaway not to be constructed,
Canada would not give its approval to any power development scheme in
the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River which omitted
any of the features so described.

However, in order to ensure that construction of both the power project
and the deep waterway may be commenced without any further delay and
notwithstanding:
(a) That the power-developing entities would be required, if power were

to be developed alone, to provide for continuance of 14-foot navigation
(such provision was indeed made in the 1948 applications by the Province
of Ontario and the State of New York), and that the Canadian Govern-
ment's commitment to provide concurrently a deep waterway between
Lake Erie and the Port of Montreal does not alter the basic principle
that any entity developing power in boundary waters must make ade-
quate provision for the maintenance of existing navigation facilities, and

(b) That, in view of the clear priority given to navigation over power by
Article VIII of the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty, provision of channeling
to the extent specified in the Annex to the 1951 Canada-Ontario Agree-
ment referred to above is reasonable and in conformity with Canadian
practice,

the Canadian Government is now prepared to agree:
(a) That the amount to be paid to Canada, as specified in the Agreement

of December 3, 1951, between Canada and Ontario, in lieu of the con-
struction by the power-developing entities of facilities required for the
continuance of 14-foot navigation, be excluded from the total cost of the
power project to be divided between the Canadian and United States
power-developing entities, in consideration of the fact that actual re-
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placement of 14-foot navigation facilities will be rendered unnecessary
by reason of the concurrent construction of the deep waterway in Canada,
and

(b) That the Authority to be established pursuant to the provisions of the
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act, Chapter 24 of the Statutes of
Canada, 1951 (Second Session), contribute $15 million towards the cost
of the channel enlargement which the power-developing entities must
undertake in the St. Lawrence River, as set out in paragraph 4 of the
Annex to the Canada-Ontario Agreement of December 3, 1951, and
in section 8 of the applications to the International Joint Commission,
in consideration of the benefits which will accrue to navigation from such
channel enlargement.
I understand that your Government approves the arrangements outlined

in this note and that it is further agreed, subject to the modifications out-
lined in the preceding paragraph, that the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United States will request the International Joint
Commission to allocate equally between the two power-developing entities
the cost of all the features described in section 8 of the applications to the
International Joint Commission and'in the Agreement of December 3, 1951,
between Canada and Ontario.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

H. H. WRONG
The Honourable David Bruce
Acting Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

II

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, June 30, 1952
Excellency:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note ofJune 30, 1952,
in which you inform me that your Government, when all arrangements
have been made to ensure the completion of the power phase of the St.
Lawrence project, will construct locks and canals on the Canadian side
of the International Boundary to provide deep-water navigation to the
standard specified in the proposed agreement between the United States
and Canada for the development of navigation and power in the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin, signed March 19, 1941, and in accordance with
the specifications of the Joint Board of Engineers, dated November 16,
1926, and that such deep-water navigation shall be provided as nearly as
possible concurrently with the completion of the power phase of the St.
Lawrence Project.

My Government approves the arrangements set forth in your note and,
subject to the modifications there proposed and outlined below, agrees to
request the International Joint Commission to allocate equally between the
power-developing entities the cost of all the features described in Section 8
of the applications to the International Joint Commission and in the Agree-
ment of December 3, 1951, between the Governments of Canada and Ontario.



These modifications are:
(a) The amount to be paid to Canada, as specified by the Agreement of

December 3, 1951, between Canada and Ontario, in lieu of the construc-
tion by the power-developing entities offacilities required for the conti-
nuance of 14-foot navigation, be excluded from the total cost of the power
project to be divided between the Canadian and United States power-
developing entities, in consideration of the fact that actual replacement
of 14-foot navigation facilities will be rendered unnecessary by reason of
the concurrent construction of the deep waterway in Canada, and

(b) That the Authority to be established pursuant to the provisions of
the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act, chapter 24 of the Statutes of
Canada, 1951 (Second Session), contribute $15 million toward the
cost of channel enlargement which the power developing entities must
undertake in the St. Lawrence River, as set out in Section 8 of the ap-
plications to the International Joint Commission and in paragraph 4
of the Annex to the Canada-Ontario Agreement of December 3, 1951,
in consideration of the benefits which will accrue to navigation from such
channel enlargement.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

David BRUCE

Acting Secretary
His Excellency the Honorable Hume Wrong
Ambassador of Canada

61. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT 1

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER JOINT BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
WASHINGTON, 12 NOVEMBER 19532

I

The Canadian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY

No. 820
Washington, D. C., November 12, 1953

Sir:

I have the honour to refer to the Order of Approval issued by the Inter-
national Joint Commission on October 29, 1952, under authority of the
Boundary Waters Treaty of January 11, 1909, in the matter of the applica-
tions of the Government of Canada and the Government of the United States
of America for an Order of Approval for the construction of certain works
for the development of power in the International Rapids Section of the
St. Lawrence River.

The Government of Canada has designated the Hydro-Electric Power

I Came into force on 12 November 1953 by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 234, p. 98.
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Commission of Ontario as the entity to construct, maintain and operate the
proposed works in Canada and I have been informed that the Government
of the United States, consistent with the action of the Federal Power Com-
mission in licensing the Power Authority of the State of New York, has
declared that authority to be the designee of the Government of the United
States of America for the construction of the works referred to in the Order
of Approval of the International Joint Commission of October 29, 1952.
It would, therefore, be agreeable to the Canadian Government if the St.
Lawrence River Joint Board of Engineers, proposed in the applications of
both Governments to the International Joint Commission and approved
in that Commission's Order, were now established so that the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the Power Authority of the
State of New York may submit their plans and programmes of construction
to the Board for its approval.

The Canadian Government suggests that the Board consist of four mem-
bers, two to be designated by and to act on behalf of the Government of
Canada and two to be designated by and to act on behalf of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, and that the Board should perform
the duties specified in clause (g) of the Order of Approval, including the
approval of the plans and specifications of the works and the programmes
of construction thereof, submitted for approval of the respective Govern-
ments as required by the Order of Approval, and assurance that the con-
struction of the works is in accordance with such approval.

Reports shall be made by the Joint Board of Engineers to the respective
governments to keep them currently informed of the progress of the con-
structlion of the works.

If the Government of the United States is agreeable to the foregoing
proposals, I suggest that this note and your reply should constitute an agree-
ment between our two governments establishing the St. Lawrence River
Joint Board of Engineers.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

A. D. P. HEENEY

The Honourable John Foster Dulles
Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D.C.

II

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, Nov. 12, 1953
Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to your note No. 820 of November 12, 1953, in
which you made proposals for the establishment of the St. Lawrence River
Joint Board of Engineers.

I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United States
concurs in these proposals and agrees that your note and the present reply
shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments establishing
the St. Lawrence River Joint Board of Engineers, as proposed in the applica-
tions of each Government, dated June 30, 1952, to the International Joint
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Commission and approved in that Commission's Order of October 29, 1952.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

John Foster DULLES

His Excellency A. D. P. Heeney
Ambassador of Canada

62. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND CANADA ON GREAT LAKES FISHERIES.
SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, ON 10 SEPTEMBER 19542

Taking note of the interrelation of fishery conservation problems and of
the desirability of advancing fishery research in the Great Lakes,

Being aware of the decline of some of the Great Lakes fisheries,
Being concerned over the serious damage to some of these fisheries caused

by the parasitic sea lamprey and the continuing threat which this lamprey
constitutes for other fisheries,...

Article I

This Convention shall apply to Lake Ontario (including the St. Lawrence
River from Lake Ontario to the forty-fifth parallel of latitude), Lake Erie,
Lake Huron (including Lake St. Clair), Lake Michigan, Lake Superior and
their connecting waters, hereinafter referred to as " the Convention Area "
This Convention shall also apply to the tributaries of each of the above
waters to the extent necessary to investigate any stock of fish of common
concern, the taking or habitat of which is confined predominantly to the
Convention Area, and to eradicate or minimize the populations of the sea
lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) in the Convention Area.

Article 11

1. The Contracting Parties agree to establish and maintain a joint com-
mission, to be known as the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, hereinafter
referred to as " the Commission ", and to be composed of two national
sections, a Canadian Section and a United States Section. Each Section
shall be composed of not more than three members appointed by the re-
spective Contracting Parties.

2. Each Section shall have one vote. A decision or recommendation of
the Commission shall be made only with the approval of both Sections.

3. Each Contracting Party may establish for its Section an advisory com-
mittee for each of the Great Lakes. The members of each advisory commit-
tee so established shall have the right to attend all sessions of the Commission
except those which the Commission decides to hold in camera.

I Came into force on I 1 October 1955, by the exchange of the instruments of
ratification at Ottawa.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 238, p. 98.



Article III

1. At the first meeting of the Commission and at every second subsequent
annual meeting thereafter the members shall select from among themselves a
Chairman and a Vice-Chairman, each of whom shall hold office from the
close of the annual meeting at which he has been selected until the close
of the second annual meeting thereafter. The Chairman shall be selected
from one Section and the Vice-Chairman from the other Section. The
offices of Chairman and Vice-Chairman shall alternate biennially between
the Sections.

2. The seat of the Commission shall be at such place in the Great Lakes
area as the Commission may designate.

3. The Commission shall hold a regular annual meeting at such place as
it may decide. It may hold such other meetings as may be agreed upon by
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman and at such time and place as they may
designate.

4. The Commission shall authorize the disbursement of funds for the
joint expenses of the Commission and may employ personnel and acquire
facilities necessary for the performance of its duties.

5. The Commission shall make such rules and by-laws for the conduct of
its meetings and for the performance of its duties and such financial regula-
tions as it deems necessary.

6. The Commission may appoint an Executive Secretary upon such
terms as it may determine.

7. The staff of the Commission may be appointed by the Executive
Secretary in the manner determined by the Commission or appointed by
the Commission itself on terms to be determined by it.

8. The Executive Secretary shall, subject to such rules and procedures as
may be determined by the Commission, have full power and authority over
the staff and shall perform such functions as the Commission may prescribe.
If the office of Executive Secretary is vacant, the Commission shall prescribe
who shall exercise such power or authority.

Article IV

The Commission shall have the following duties:
(a) To formulate a research program or programs designed to determine

the need for measures to make possible the maximum sustained produc-
tivity of any stock of fish in the Convention Area which, in the opinion
of the Commission, is of common concern to the fisheries of the United
States of America and Canada and to determine what measures are best
adapted for such purpose;

(b) To coordinate research made pursuant to such programs and, if
necessary, to undertake such research itself;

(c) To recommend appropriate measures to the Contracting Parties on
the basis of the findings of such research programs;

(d) To formulate and implement a comprehensive program for the purpose
of" eradicating or minimizing the sea lamprey populations in the Conven-
tion Area; and



(e) To publish or authorize the publication of scientific and other infor-
mation obtained by the Commission in the performance of its duties.

Article V

In order to carry out the duties set forth in Article IV, the Commission
may:

(a) Conduct investigations;
(b) Take measures and install devices in the Convention Area and the

tributaries thereof for lamprey control; and
(c) Hold public hearings in the United States of America and Canada.

Article VI

1. In the performance of its duties, the Commission shall, in so far as
feasible, make use of the official agencies of the Contracting Parties and of
their Provinces or States and may make use of private or other public or-
ganizations, including international organizations, or of any person.

2. The Commission may seek to establish and maintain working arrange-
ments with public or private organization for the purpose of furthering the
objectives of this Convention.

Article VII

Upon the request of the Commission a Contracting Party shall furnish
such information pertinent to the Commission's duties as is practicable. A
Contracting Party may establish conditions regarding the disclosure of such
information by the Commission.

Article VIII

1. Each Contracting Party shall determine and pay the expenses of its
Section. Joint expenses incurred by the Commission shall be paid by contri-
butions made by the Contracting Parties. The form and proportion of the
contributions shall be those approved by the Contracting Parties after the
Commission has made a recommendation.

2. The Commission shall submit an annual budget of anticipated joint
expenses to the Contracting Parties for approval.

Article IX

The Commission shall submit annually to the Contracting Parties a
report on the discharge of its duties. It shall make recommendations to or
advise the Contracting Parties whenever it deems necessary on any matter
relating to the Convention.

Article X

Nothing in this Convention shall be construed as preventing any of the
States of the United States of America bordering on the Great Lakes or,
subject to their constitutional arrangements, Canada or the Province of
Ontario from making or enforcing laws or regulations within their respective
jurisdictions relative to the fisheries of the Great Lakes so far as such laws
or regulations do not preclude the carrying out of the Commission's duties.



Article XI

The Contracting Parties agree to enact such legislation as may be neces-
sary to give effect to the provisions of this Convention.

Article XII

The Contracting Parties shall jointly review in the eighth year of the opera-
tion. of this Convention the activities of the Commission in relation to the
objectives of the Convention in order to determine the desirability of con-
tinuing, modifying or terminating this Convention.

63. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT'

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA WITH RESPECT TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF
REMEDIAL WORKS AT NIAGARA FALLS, SIGNED AT

OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 13, 19542

The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs
to the American Chargd d'Affaires ad interim,

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, CANADA

Ottawa, September 13, 1954
Sir:

I have the honour to refer to recent conversations between representatives
of our two Governments with respect to the construction of remedial works
at Niagara Falls. As Article II of the Convention between the United States
and Canada signed on February 27, 1950, concerning uses of the waters of
the Niagara River provides that " the total cost of the works shall be divided
equally between the United States of America and Canada ", the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the United States consider it desir-
able that 50 per cent of the cost of the remedial works at Niagara Falls com-
pleted by or on behalf of the other Government shall be paid by or on behalf
of such other Government as work progresses.

I have the honour to propose, therefore, that our two Governments agree
as follows:
(a) The Government of Canada and the Government of the United

States shall each bear 50 per cent of the cost of the remedial works at
Niagara Falls done by or on behalf of the other Government as work pro-
gresses. Monthly statements of expenditures and payments to cover them
in the funds of the country performing the work shall be exchanged be-
tween the agents of the two countries as indicated below. Adjustments
will be made from time to time as required.

(b) In order to facilitate administration, payments by the United States
Government shall be made directly to The Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario, through the office of the Project Manager, Sir Adam

1 Came into force on 13 September 1954, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 Jnited Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 236, D. 382.



Beck-Niagara Generating Station No. 2, Niagara Falls, Ontario, acting
on behalf of the Government of the Province of Ontario, which, under
an Agreement dated March 27, 1950, made between the Government
of Canada and the Government of Ontario, has assumed the obligations
of the Government of Canada in respect of the Canadian share of the
cost of the remedial works to be constructed pursuant to Article II of
the Niagara Treaty. Payments to the United States Government by
The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario shall be made to
" The Treasurer of the United States " and be forwarded to the District
Engineer, Buffalo, New York, District of the Corps of Engineers. In
order to comply with the provisions of Article II of the Niagara Treaty,
the receipts to be given for each payment made by The Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario to the United States Corps of Engineers,
and vice versa, shall constitute a full and sufficient discharge of the financial
obligations of the two Governments under the Treaty in respect of each
such payment. In addition a final discharge of financial obligations
shall be made between the Government of Canada and the Government
of the United States when payments for all costs of the remedial works
have been completed.

(c) Data in support of claims for reimbursements incurred for the period
covered shall be made available by the Government of the United States
through the District Office of the United States Corps of Engineers in
Buffalo, New York, and by the Government of Canada through The Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario, Office of the Project Manager,
Sir Adam Beck-Niagara Generating Station No. 2, Niagara Falls, Ontario.

(d) This arrangement shall remain in force until all payments have been
completed and the final discharge of financial obligations referred to
above has been made by an exchange of notes. It is understood that
the arrangements herein set forth for the procedure respecting payment
of amounts due Canada are subject to the appropriation by the Congress
of the funds required to pay such disbursements.
If the Government of the United States is agreeable to the foregoing

proposals, I suggest that the present Note and your reply to that effect
should constitute an agreement between our two Governments which shall
take effect this day. ...

The Ametican Chargd d'Affaires ad interim
to the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs

THE FOREIGN SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

UNITED STATES EMBASSY

Ottawa, September 13, 1954
Sir:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note No. X-233 of Sep-
tember 13, 1954, in which you make proposals concerning the procedure
to be followed in the payment of expenditures incurred by or on behalf
of the respective Governments for work performed at Niagara Falls pur-
suant to Article II of the convention between the United States and Canada
signed on February 27, 1950 concerning the uses of the waters of the Niagara
River.

I have the honor to state that the Government of the United States



concurs in these proposals and agrees that your note and the present reply
shall constitute an agreement between our Governments establishing pro-
cedures to be followed with respect to disbursement of funds in payment for
expenditures on construction of remedial works at Niagara Falls ...

64. EXCHANGE OF NOTES CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT 1

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY.
OTTAWA, 27 FEBRUARY 19592

The Agreement refers to a project involving the dredging and disposal
of spoil in the St. Clair River and Lake St. Clair for the purpose of deepening
the Great Lakes connecting channels in those areas.

(f) That any machine, plant, vessel, barge or the operators or crews
thereof, used on these works, shall not be permitted to tie up, discharge
ashes, fuel oil, waste oil, etc., in a manner prejudicial to the health, well-
being and activities of the owners and/or users of land or water areas, or to
commit any other nuisance in Canadian territory during the progress of,
or subsequent to, the carrying out of these works. The attention of the
United States Government is also drawn to Section 33 of the Fisheries Act
of Canada and Section 40 of the Regulations under the Migratory Birds
Convention Act which refer to the pollution of waters with special reference
to the effect upon fish and migratory birds.

65. TREATY 3 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND CANADA RELATING TO COOPERATIVE DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE COLUMBIA
RIVER BASIN AND ANNEXES, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON,
JANUARY 17, 19614

The Governments of the United States of America and Canada,
Recognizing that their peoples have, for many generations, lived together

and cooperated with one another in many aspects of their national enterprises
for the greater wealth and happiness of their respective nations, and

Recognizing that the Columbia River basin, as a part of the territory

1 Came into force on 27 February 1959, by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 341, p. 4. Similar dispositions are contained

in the Exchange of Notes of 23 July and 26 October 1956 and 26 February 1957
(Detroit River Section of the Great Lakes connecting channel) [United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 279, p. 1793 and of 30 November 1956 and 8 and 9 April 1957
(St. Mary's River and St. Clair River Sections of the Great Lakes Connecting
Channels) [Ibid., vol. 283, p. 218].

3 This treaty has not yet been ratified by any contracting Parties.
67th Congress, 1st Session, Senate, Executive C, p. 12.
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of both countries, contains water resources that are capable of contributing
greatly to the economic growth and strength and to the general welfare of
the two nations, and

Being desirous of achieving the development of those resources in a
manner that will make the largest contribution to the economic progress
of both countries and to the welfare of their peoples of which those re-
sources are capable, and

Recognizing that the greatest benefit to each country can be secured by
cooperative measures for hydroelectric power generation and flood control,
which will make possible other benefits as well,

Have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

Interpretation

(1) In the Treaty, the expression
(a) " average critical period load factor " means the average of the

monthly load factors during the critical stream flow period;
(b) " base system " means the plants, works and facilities listed in the

table in Annex B as enlarged from time to time by the installation of ad-
ditional generating facilities, together with any other plants, works or
facilities which may be constructed on the main stem of the Columbia
River in the United States of America;

(c) " Canadian storage " means the storage provided by Canada under
Article II;

(d) " critical stream flow period " means the period, beginning with
the initial release of stored water from full reservoir conditions and ending
with the reservoirs empty, when the water available from reservoir releases
plus the natural stream flow is capable of producing the least amount of
hydroelectric power in meeting system load requirements;

(e) " consumptive use " means use of water for domestic, municipal,
stock-water, irrigation, mining or industrial purposes but does not include
use for the generation of hydroelectric power;

(f) " dam " means a structure to impound water, including facilities
for controlling the release of the impounded water;

(g) " entity " means an entity designated by either the United States
of America or Canada under Article XIV and includes its lawful successor;

(h) " International Joint Commission " means the Commission estab-
lished under Article VII of the Boundary Waters Treaty, 1909, or any
body designated by the United States of America and Canada to succeed
to the functions of the Commission under this Treaty;

(i) " maintenance curtailment " means an interruption or curtailment
which the entity responsible therefor considers necessary for purposes of
repairs, replacements, installations of equipment, performance of other
maintenance work, investigations and inspections;

(j) " monthly load factor " means the ratio of the average load for a
month to the integrated maximum load over one hour during that month;

(k) " normal full pool elevation " means the elevation to which water
is stored in a reservoir by deliberate impoundment every year, subject to
the availability of sufficient flow;



(1) " ratification date " means the day on which the instruments of
ratification of the Treaty are exchanged;

(m) " storage " means the space in a reservoir which is usable for
impounding water for flood control or for regulating stream flows for hydro-
electric power generation;

(n) " Treaty " means this Treaty and its Annexes A and B;
(o) " useful life " means the time between the date of commencement

of operation of a dam or facility and the date of its permanent retirement
from service by reason of obsolescence or wear and tear which occurs not-
withstanding good maintenance practices.

(2) The exercise of any power, or the performance of any duty, under
the Treaty does not preclude a subsequent exercise or performance of the
power or duty.

ARTICLE II

Development by Canada

(1) Canada shall provide in the Columbia River basin in Canada
15,500,000 acre-feet of storage usable for improving the flow of the Columbia
River.

(2) In order to provide this storage, which in the Treaty is referred to
as the Canadian storage, Canada shall construct dams:

(a) On the Columbia River near Mica Creek, British Columbia, with
approximately 7,000,000 acre-feet of storage;

(b) Near the outlet of Arrow Lakes, British Columbia, with approxi-
mately 7,100,000 acre-feet of storage; and

(c) On one or more tributaries of the Kootenay River in British Colum-
bia downstream from the Canada-United States of America boundary
with storage equivalent in effect to approximately 1,400,000 acre-feet of
storage near Duncan Lake, British Columbia.

(3) Canada shall commence construction of the dams as soon as possible
after the ratification date.

ARTICLE III

Development by the United States of America respecting power

(1) The United States of America shall maintain and operate the
hydroelectric facilities included in the base system and any additional
hydroelectric facilities constructed on the main stem of the Columbia
River in the United States of America in a manner that makes the most
effective use of the improvement in stream flow resulting from operation
of the Canadian storage for hydroelectric power generation in the United
States of America power system.

(2) The obligation in paragraph (1) is discharged by reflecting in
the determination of downstream power benefits to which Canada is
entitled the assumption that the facilities referred to in paragraph (1)
were maintained and operated in accordance therewith.



ARTICLE. IV'

Operation by Canada

(1) For the purpose of increasing hydroelectric power generation in
the United States of America and Canada, Canada shall operate the
Canadian storage in accordance with Annex A and pursuant to hydro-
electric operating plans made thereunder. • For the purposes of this obliga-
tion an operating plan if it is either the first operating plan or if in the view
of either the United States of America or Canada it departs substantially
from the immediately preceding operating plan must, in order to be effective,
be confirmed by an exchange of notes between the United States of America
and Canada.

(2) For the purpose of flood control' until the expiration of sixty years
from the ratification date, Canada shall

(a) Operate in accordancewith Annex A and pursuant to flood control
operating plans made thereunder

,(i) 80,000 acre-feet of the Canadian storage described in Article 11(2) (a),
(ii) 7,100,000 acre-feet of the Canadian storage described in Arti-

cle 11 (2)(b),
(iii) 1,270,000 acre-feet of the Canadian storage described in Arti-

cle 11 (2) (c),
provided that the Canadian entity may exchange flood control storage
under subparagraph (ii) for flood control storage additional to that under
subparagraph (i), at the location described in Article I1(2) (a), if the entities
agree that the exchange would provide the same effectiveness for control
of floods on the Columbia River at the Dalles, Oregon;

(b) Operate any additional storage in the Columbia River basin in
Canada, when called upon by an entity designated by the United States of
America for that purpose, within the limits of existing facilities and as the
entity requires to meet flood control needs for the duration of the flood period
for which the call is made.

(3) For the purpose of flood control after the expiration of sixty years
from the ratification date, and for so long as the flows in the Columbia
River in Canada continue to contribute to potential flood hazard in the
United States of America, Canada shall, when called upon by an entity
designated by the United States of.America for that purpose, operate within
the limits of existing facilities any storage in the Columbia River basin in
Canada as the entity requires to meet flood control needs for the duration
of the flood period for which the call is made.

(4) The return to Canada for hydroelectric operation and the com-
pensation to Canada for flood control operation shall be as set out in Ar-
ticles V and VI.

(5) Any water resource development, in addition to the. Canadian
storage, constructed in Canada after the ratification date shall not be
operated in a way that adversely affects the stream flow control in the
Columbia River within Canada so as to reduce the flood control and
hydroelectric power benefits which the operation of the Canadian storage
in accordance with the operating plans in force from' time to time would
otherwise produce.



(6) As soon as any Canadian storage becomes operable Canada shall
commence operation thereof in accordance with this Article and in any
event shall commence full operation of the Canadian storage described in
Article II(2)(b) and Article II(2)(c) within five years of the ratification
date and shall commence full operation of the balance of the Canadian
storage within nine years of the ratification date.

ARTICLE V

Entitlement to downstream power benefits

(1) Canada is entitled to one half the downstream power benefits
determined under Article VII.

(2) The United States of America shall deliver to Canda at a point
on the Canada-United States of America boundary near Oliver, British
Columbia, or at such other place as the entities may agree upon, the down-
stream power benefits to which Canada is entitled, less

(a) Transmission loss,
(b) The portion of the entitlement disposed of under Article VIII(l),

and
(c) The energy component described in Article VIII(4).
(3) The entitlement of Canada to downstream power benefits begins

for any portion of Canadian storage upon commencement of its operation
in accordance with Annex A and pursuant to a hydro-electric operating plan
made thereunder.

ARTICLE VI

Payment for flood control

(1) For the flood control provided by Canada under Article VI (2) (a)
the United States of America shall pay Canada in United States funds:

(a) 1,200,000 dollars upon the commencement of operation of the
storage referred to in subparagraph (a) (i) thereof,

(b) 52,100,000 dollars upon the commencement of operation of the
storage referred to in subparagraph (a)(ii) thereof, and

(c) 11,100,000 dollars upon the commencement of operation of the
storage referred to in subparagraph (a) (iii) thereof.

(2) If full operation of any storage is not commenced within the time
specified in Article IV, the amount set forth in paragraph (1) of this Ar-
ticle with respect to that storage shall be reduced as follows:

(a) under paragraph (1) (a), 4,500 dollars for each month beyond the
required time.

(b) Under paragraph (1) (b), 192,100 dollars for each month beyond the
required time, and

(c) Under paragraph (1) (c), 40,800 dollars for each month beyond the
required time.

(3) For the flood control provided by Canada under Article IV(2) (b)
the United States of America shall pay Canada in United States funds
in respect only of each of the first four flood periods for which a call is



made 1,875,000 dollars and shall deliver to Canada in respect of each and
every call made, electric power equal to the hydroelectric power lost by
Canada as a result of operating the storage to meet the flood control need
for which the call was made, delivery to be made when the loss of hydro-
electric power occurs.

(4) For each flood period for which flood control is provided by
Canada under Article IV(3) the United States of America shall pay
Canada in United States funds:

(a) The operating cost incurred by Canada in providing the flood
control, and

(b) Compensation for the economic loss to Canada arising directly
from Canada foregoing alternative uses of the storage used to provide the
flood control.

(5) Canada may elect to receive in electric power, the whole or any
portion of the compensation under paragraph (4)(b) representing loss of
hydroelectric power to Canada.

ARTICLE VII

Determination of downstream power benefits

(1) The downstream power benefits shall be the difference in the
hydroelectric power capable of being generated in the United States of
America with and without the use of Canadian storage, determined in
advance, and is referred to in the Treaty as the downstream power benefits.

(2) For the purpose of determining the downstream power benefits:
(a) The principles and procedures set out in Annex B shall be used and

followed;
(b) The Canadian storage shall be considered as next added to

13,000,000 acre-feet of the usable storage listed in Column 4 of the table in
Annex B;

(c) The hydroelectric facilities included in the base system shall be
considered as being operated to make the most effective use for hydroelectric
power generation of the improvement in stream flow resulting from opera-
tion of the Canadian storage.

(3) The downstream power benefits to which Canada is entitled shall
be delivered as follows:

(a) Dependable hydroelectric capacity as scheduled by the Canadian
entity, and

(b) Average annual usable hydroelectric energy in equal amounts each
month, or in accordance with a modification agreed upon under para-
graph (4).

(4) Modification of the obligation in paragraph (3) (b) may be agreed
upon by the entities.

ARTICLE VIII

Disposal of entitlement to downstream power benefits

(1) With the authorization of the United States of America and Canada
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evidenced by exchange of notes, portions of the downstream power benefits
to which Canada is entitled may be disposed of within the United States
of America. The respective general conditions and limits within which
the entities may arrange initial disposals shall be set out in an exchange of
notes to be made as soon as possible after the ratification date.

(2) The entities may arrange and carry out exchanges of dependable
hydroelectric capacity and average annual usable hydroelectric energy
to which Canada is entitled for average annual usable hydroelectric energy
and dependable hydroelectric capacity respectively.

(3) Energy to which Canada is entitled may not be used in the United
States of America except in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2).

(4) The bypassing at dams on the main stem of the Columbia River in
the United States of America of an amount of water which could produce
usable energy equal to the energy component of the downstream power
benefits to which Canada is entitled but not delivered to Canada under
Article V or disposed of in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2) at the time
the energy component was not so delivered or disposed of, is conclusive evi-
dence that such energy component was not used in the United States of Ameri-
ca and that the entitlement of Canada to such energy component is satisfied.

ARTICLE IX

Variation of entitlement to downstream power benefits

(1) If the United States of America considers with respect to any
hydroelectric power project planned on the main stem of the Columbia
River between Priest Rapids Dam and McNary Dam that the increase
in entitlement of Canada to downstream power benefits resulting from
the operation of the project would produce a result which would not
justify the United States of America in incurring the costs of construction
and operation of the project, the United States of America and Canada at
the request of the United States of America shall consider modification of the
increase in entitlement.

(2) An agreement reached for the purposes of this Article shall be
evidenced by an exchange of notes.

ARTICLE X

East-West standby transmission

(1) The United States of America shall provide in accordance with
good engineering practice east-west standby transmission service adequate
to safeguard the transmission from Oliver, British Columbia, to Van-
couver,. British Columbia, of the downstream power benefits to which
Canada is entitled and to improve system stability of the east-west circuits
in British Columbia.

(2) In consideration of the standby transmission service, Canada shall
pay the United States of America in Canadian funds the equivalent of 1.50
United States dollars a year for each kilowatt of dependable-hydroelectric ca-
pacity included in the downstream power benefits to which Canada is
entitled.
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(3) When a mutually satisfactory electrical coordination arrangement
is entered into between the entities and confirmed by exchange of notes
between the United States of America and Canada the obligation of Canada
in paragraph (2) ceases.

ARTICLE XI

Use of improved stream flow

(1) Improvement in stream flow in one country brought about by
operation of storage constructed under the Treaty in the other country
shall not be used directly or indirectly for hydroelectric power purposes
except:

(a) In the case of use within the United States of America with the
prior approval of the United States entity, and

(b) In the case of use within Canada with the prior approval of the
authority in Canada having jurisdiction.

(2) The approval required by this Article shall not be given except
upon such conditions, consistent with the Treaty, as the entity or authority
considers appropriate.

ARTiCLE XII

Kootenai river development

(1) The United States of America for a period of five years from the
ratification date, has the option to commence construction of a dam on the
Kootenai River near Libby, Montana, to provide storage to meet flood
control and other purposes in the United States of America. The storage
reservoir of the dam shall not raise the level of the Kootenai River at the
Canada-United States of America boundary above an elevation consistent
with-a normal full pool elevation at the dam of 2,459 feet, United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey datum, 1929 General Adjustment, 1947 Inter-
national Supplemental Adjustment.

(2) All benefits which occur in either country from the construction
and operation of the storage accrue to the country in which the benefits
occur.

(3) The United States of America shall exercise its option by written
notice to Canada and shall submit with the notice a schedule of construc-
tion which shall include provision for commencement of. construction,
whether by way of railroad relocation work or otherwise, within five years
of the ratification date.

(4) If the United States of America exercises its option, Canada in
consideration of the benefits accruing to it under paragraph (2) shall
prepare and make available for flooding the land in Canada necessary
for the storage reservoir of the dam within a period consistent with the con-
struction schedule.

(5) If a variation in the operation of the storage is considered by
Canada to be of advantage to it the United States of America shall,
upon request, consult with Canada. If the United States of America deter-
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mines that the variation would not be to its disadvantage it shall vary the
operation accordingly.

(6) The operation of the storage by the United States of America
shall be consistent with any order of approval which may be in force from
time to time relating to the levels of Kootenay Lake made by the Inter-
national Joint Commission under the Boundary Waters Treaty, 1909.

(7) Any obligation of Canada under this Article ceases if the United
States of America, having exercised the option, does not commence con-
struction of the dam in accordance with the construction schedule.

(8) If the United States of America exercises the option it shall com-
mence full operation of the storage within seven years of the date fixed in
the construction schedule for commencement of construction.

(9) If Canada considers that any portion of the land referred to in
paragraph (4) is no longer needed for the purpose of this Article the United
States of America and Canada, at the request of Canada, shall consider
modification of the obligation of Canada in paragraph (4).

(10) If the Treaty is terminated before the end of the useful life of
the dam Canada shall for the remainder of the useful life of the dam con-
tinue to make available for the storage reservoir of the dam any portion
of the land made available under paragraph (4) that is not required by
Canada for purposes of diversion of the Kootenay River under Article XIII.

ARTICLE XIII

Diversions

(1) Except as provided in this Article neither the United States of
America nor Canada shall, without the consent of the other evidenced
by an exchange of notes, divert for any use, other than a consumptive
use, any water from its natural channel in a way that alters the flow of
any water as it crosses the Canada-United States of America boundary
within the Columbia River basin.

(2) Canada has the right, after the expiration of twenty years from
the ratification date, to divert not more than 1,500,000 acre-feet of water
a year from the Kootenay River in the vicinity of Canal Flats, British
Columbia, to the headwaters of the Columbia River, provided that the
diversion does not reduce the flow of the Kootenay River immediately
downstream from the point of diversion below the lesser of 200 cubic feet
per second or the natural flow.

(3) Canada has the right, exercisable at any time during the period
commencing sixty years after the ratification date and expiring one hundred
years after the ratification date, to divert to the headwaters of the Colum-
bia River any water which, in its natural channel, would flow in the Koote-
nay River across the Canada-United States of America boundary, provided
that the diversion does not reduce the flow of the Kootenay River at the
Canada-United States of America boundary near Newgate, British Co-
lumbia, below the lesser of 2,500 cubic feet per second or the natural flow.

(4) During the last twenty years of the period within which Canada may
exercise the right to divert described in paragraph (3) the limitation on
diversion is the lesser of 1,000 cubic feet per second or the natural flow.



(5) Canada has the right:
(a) If the United States of America does not exercise the option in

Article XII(1), or
(b) If it is determined that the United States of America, having exer-

cised the option, did not commence construction of the dam referred to in
Article XII in accordance therewith or that the United States of America
is in breach of the obligation in that Article to commence full operation of
the storage,
to divert to the headwaters of the Columbia River any water which, in its
natural channel, would flow in the Kootenay River across the Canada-
United States of America boundary, provided that the diversion does not
reduce the flow of the Kootenay River at the Canada-United States of
America boundary near Newgate, British Columbia, below the lesser of
1,000 cubic feet per second or the natural flow.

(6) If a variation in the use of the water diverted under paragraph
(2) is considered by the United States of America to be of advantage to it
Canada shall, upon request, consult with the United States of America.
If Canada determines that the variation would not be to its disadvantage it
shall vary the use accordingly.

ARTICLE XIV

Arrangements for implementation

(1) The United States of America and Canada shall each, as soon
as possible after the ratification date, designate entities and when so desig-
nated the entities are empowered and charged with the duty to formulate
and carry out the operating arrangements necessary to implement the
Treaty. Either the United States of America or Canada may designate
one or more entities. If more than one is designated the powers and duties
conferred upon the entities by the Treaty shall be allocated among them in
the designation.

(2) In addition to the powers and duties dealt with specifically else-
where in the Treaty the powers and duties of the entities include:

(a) Coordination of plans and exchange of information relating to
facilities to be used in producing and obtaining the benefits contemplated
by the Treaty,

(b) Calculation of and arrangements for delivery of hydroelectric
power to which Canada is entitled for providing flood control,

(c) Calculation of the amounts payable to the United States of America
for standby transmission services,

(d) Consultation on requests for variations made pursuant to Arti-
cles XII(5) and XIII(6),

(e) The establishment and operation of a hydrometeorological system
as required by Annex A,

(f) Assisting and cooperating with the Permanent Engineering Board
in the discharge of its functions,

(g) Periodic calculation of accounts,
(h) Preparation of the hydroelectric operating plans and the flood



control operating plans for the Canadian storage together with determina-
tion of the downstream power benefits to which Canada is entitled,

(i) Preparation of proposals to implement Article VIII and carrying
out any disposal authorized or exchange provided for therein,

(j) Making appropriate arrangements for delivery to Canada of the
downstream power benefits to which Canada is entitled including such
matters as load factors for delivery, times and points of delivery, and calcula-
tion of transmission loss,

(k) Preparation and implementation of detailed operating plans that
may produce results more advantageous to both countries than those that
would arise from operation under the plans referred to in Annexes A and B.

(3) The entities are authorized to make maintenance curtailments.
Except in case of emergency, the entity responsible for a maintenance
curtailment shall give notice to the corresponding United States or Cana-
dian entity of the curtailment, including the reason therefor and the prob-
able duration thereof and shall both schedule the curtailment with a view
to minimizing its impact and exercise due diligence to resume full operation.

(4) The United States of America and Canada may by an exchange
of notes empower or charge the entities with any other matter coming
within the scope of the Treaty.

ARTICLE XV

Permanent engineering board

(1) A Permanent Engineering Board is established consisting of four
members, two to be appointed by Canada and two by the United States
of America. The initial appointments shall be made within three months
of the ratification date.

(2) The Permanent Engineering Board shall:
(a) Assemble records of the flows of the Columbia River and the Koote-

nay River at the Canada-United States of America boundary;
(b) Report to the United States of America and Canada whenever

there is substantial deviation from the hydroelectric and flood control
operating plans and if appropriate include in the report recommendations
for remedial action and compensatory adjustments;

(c) Assist in reconciling differences concerning technical or operational
matters that may arise between the entities;

(d) Make periodic inspections, and require reports as necessary from
the entities with a view to ensuring that the objectives of the Treaty are
being met;

(e) Make reports to the United States of America and Canada at least
once a year of the results being achieved under the Treaty and make special
reports concerning any matter which it considers should be brought to
their attention;

(f) Investigate and report with respect to any other matter coming
within the scope of the Treaty at the request of either the United States of
America or Canada.

(3) Reports of the Permanent Engineering Board made in the course
of the performance of its functions under this Article shall be primafacie
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evidence of the facts therein contained and shall be accepted unless re-
butted by other evidence.

(4) The Permanent Engineering Board shall comply with directions,
relating to its administration and procedures, agreed upon by the United
States of America and Canada as evidenced by an exchange of notes.

ARTICLE XVI

Settlement of differences

(1) Differences arising under the Treaty which the United States
of America and Canada cannot resolve may be referred by either to the
International Joint Commission fbr decision.

(2) If the International Joint Commission does not render a decision
within three months of the referral or within such other period as may be
agreed upon by the United States of America and Canada, either may
then submit the difference to arbitration by written notice to the other.

(3) Arbitration shall be by a tribunal composed of a member appointed
by Canada, a member appointed by the United States of America and a
member appointed jointly by the United States of America and Canada
who shall be Chairman. If within six weeks of the delivery of a notice
under paragraph (2) either the United States of America or Canada has
failed to appoint its member, of they are unable to agree upon the member
who is to be Chairman, either the United States of America or Canada
may request the President of the International Court of Justice to appoint
the member or members. The decision of a majority of the members of
an arbitration tribunal shall be the decision of the tribunal.

(4) The United States of America and Canada shall accept as defini-
tive and binding and shall carry out any decision of the International Joint
Commission or an arbitration tribunal.

(5) Provision for the administrative support of a tribunal and for
remuneration and expenses of its members shall be as agreed in an ex-
change of notes between the United States of America and Canada.

(6) The United States of America and Canada may agree by an ex-
change of notes on alternative procedures for settling differences arising
under the Treaty including reference of any difference to the International
Court of Justice for decision.

ARTICLE XVII

Restoration of pre-treaty legal status

(1) Nothing in this Treaty and no action taken or foregone pursuant
to its provisions shall be deemed, after its termination or expiration, to
have abrogated or modified any of the rights or obligations of the United
States of America or Canada under then existing international law, with
respect to the uses of the water resources of the Columbia River basin.

(2) Upon termination of this Treaty, the Boundary Waters Treaty,
1909, shall, if it has not been terminated, apply to the Columbia River
basin, except insofar as the provisions of that Treaty may be inconsistent
with any provision of this Treaty which continues in effect.
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(3) Upon termination of this Treaty, if the Boundary Waters Treaty,
1909, has been terminated in accordance with Article XIV of that Treaty,
the provisions of Article II of that Treaty shall continue to apply to the
waters of the Columbia River basin.

(4) If, upon the termination of this Treaty, Article II of the Boun-
dary Waters Treaty, 1909, continues in force by virtue of paragraph (3)
of this Article the effect of Article II of that Treaty with respect to the
Columbia River basin may be terminated by either the United States of
America or Canada delivering to the other one year's written notice to that
effect; provided however that the notice may be given only after the termina-
tion of this Treaty.

(5) If, prior to the termination of this Treaty, Canada undertakes
works usable for and relating to a diversion of water from the Columbia
River basin, other than works authorized by or undertaken for the purpose
of exercising a right under Article XIII or any other provision of this
Treaty, paragraph (3) of this Article shall cease to apply one year after
delivery by either the United States of America or Canada to the other of
written notice to that effect.

ARTICLE XVIII

Liability for damage

(1) The United States of America and Canada shall be liable to the
other and shall make appropriate compensation to the other in respect of
any act, failure to act, omission or delay amounting to a breach of the Treaty
or of any of its provisions other than an act, failure to act, omission or
delay occurring by reason of war, strike, major calamity, act of God, un-
controllable force or maintenance curtailment.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (1) neither the United States
of America nor Canada shall be liable to the other or to any person in res-
pect of any injury, damage or loss occurring in the territory of the other
caused by any act, failure to act, omission or delay under the Treaty whether
the injury, damage or loss results from negligence or otherwise.

(3) The United States of America and Canada, each to the extent
possible within its territory, shall exercise due diligence to remove the cause
of and to mitigate the effect of any injury, damage or loss occurring in the
territory of the other as a result of any act, failure to act, omission or delay
under the Treaty.

(4) Failure to commence operation as required under Articles IV
and XII is not a breach of the Treaty and does not result in the loss of
rights under the Treaty if the failure results from a delay that is not wilful
or reasonably avoidable.

(5) The compensation payable under paragraph (1):
(a) In respect of a breach by Canada of the obligation to commence full

operation of a storage, shall be forfeiture of entitlement to downstream
power benefits resulting from the operation of that storage, after operation
commences, for a period equal to the period between the day of com-
mencement of operation and the day when commencement should have
occurred;

(b) In respect of any other breach by either the United States of Ame-
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rica or Canada, causing loss of power benefits, shall not exceed the actual
loss in revenue from the sale of hydroelectric power.

ARTICLE XIX

Period of treaty

(1) The Treaty shall come into force on the ratification date.

(2) Either the United States of America or Canada may terminate
the Treaty other than Article XIII (except paragraph (1) thereof), Arti-
cle XVII and this Article at any time after the Treaty has been in force for
sixty years if it has delivered at least ten years' written notice to the other
of its intention to terminate the Treaty.

(3) If the Treaty is terminated before the end of the useful life of a
dam built under Article XII then, notwithstanding termination, Article
XII remains in force until the end of the useful life of the dam.

(4) If the Treaty is terminated before the end of the useful life of the
facilities providing the storage described in Article IV(3) and if the condi-
tions described therein exist then, notwithstanding termination, Articles
IV(3) and VI(4) and (5) remain in force until either the end of the useful
life of those facilities or until those conditions cease to exist, whichever is
the first to occur.

ARTICLE XX

Ratification

The instruments of ratification of the Treaty shall be exchanged by the
United States of America and Canada at Ottawa, Canada.

ARTICLE XXI

Registration with the United Nations

In conformity with Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Treaty shall be registered by Canada with the Secretariat of the United
Nations.

This Treaty has been done in duplicate copies in the English language.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized by their respective

Governments, have signed this Treaty at Washington, District of Columbia,
United States of America, this 17th day of January, 1961.

For the United States of America: For Canada:

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER JOHN G. DIEFENBAKER

President Prime Minister of Canada
of the United States of America E. D. FULTON

CHRISTIAN A. HERTER Minister of Justice
Secretary of State A. D. P. HEENEY

ELMER F. BENNETT Ambassador Extraordinary and Pie-
Under Secretary of the Interior nipotentiary of Canada to the United

States of America



ANNEX A - PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

GENERAL

1. The Canadian storage provided under Article II will be operated
in accordance with the procedures described herein.

2. A hydrometeorological system, including snow courses, precipita-
tion stations and streamflow gauges will be established and operated, as
mutually agreed by the entities and in consultation with the Permanent
Engineering Board, for use in establishing data for detailed programming
of flood control and power operations. Hydrometeorological information
will be made available to the entities in both countries for immediate and
continuing use in flood control and power operations.

3. Sufficient discharge capacity at each dam to afford the desired
regulation for power and flood control will be provided through outlet
works and turbine installations as mutually agreed by the entities. The
discharge capacity provided for flood control operations will be large enough
to pass inflow plus sufficient storage releases during the evacuation period
to provide the storage space required. The discharge capacity will be
evaluated on the basis of full use of any conduits provided for that purpose
plus one half the hydraulic capacity of the turbine installation at the time
of commencement of the operation of storage under the Treaty.

4. The outflows will be in accordance with storage reservation dia-
grams and associated criteria established for flood control purposes and
with reservoir-balance relationships established for power operations.
Unless otherwise agreed by the entities the average weekly outflows shall
not be less than 3,000 cubic feet per second at the dam described in Article
11(2)(a), not less than 5,000 cubic feet per second at the dam described
in Article II(2)(b) and not less than 1,000 cubic feet per second at the dam
described in Article 11(2)(c). These minimum average weekly releases
may be scheduled by the Canadian entity as required for power or other
purposes.

FLOOD CONTROL

5. For flood control operation, the United States entity will submit
flood control operating plans which may consist of or include flood control
storage reservation diagrams and associated criteria for each of the dams.
The Canadian entity will operate in accordance with these diagrams or
any variation which the entities agree will not derogate from the desired
aim of the flood control plan. The use of these diagrams will be based
on data obtained in accordance with paragraph 2. The diagrams will
consist of relationships specifying the flood control storage reservations
required at indicated times of the year for volumes of forecast runoff.
After consultation with the Canadian entity the United States entity may
from time to time as conditions warrant adjust these storage reservation
diagrams within the general limitations of flood control operation. Evacua-
tion of the storages listed hereunder will be guided by the flood control
storage reservation diagrams and refill will be as requested by the United
States entity after consultation with the Canadian entity. The general
limitations of flood control operation are as follows:

(a) The Dam described in Article H(2) (a) - The reservoir will be evacuated
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to provide up to 80,000 acre-feet of storage, if required, for flood control
use -by May 1 of each year.

(b) The Dam described in Article 11(2) (b) -The reservoir will be eva-
cuated to provide up to 7,100,000 acre-feet of storage, if required, for flood
control use by May 1 of each year.

(c) The Dam described in Article 11(2) (c) - The reservoir will be eva-
cuated to provide up to 700,000 acre-feet of storage, if required, for flood
control use by April 1 of each year and up to 1,270,000 acre-feet of storage,
if required, for flood control use by May 1 of each year.
• (d) The Canadian entity may exchange flood control storage provided
in the reservoir referred to in subparagraph (b) for additional storage
provided in the reservoir referred to in subparagraph (a) if the entities
agree that the exchange would provide the same effectiveness for control
of floods on the Columbia River at The Dalles, Oregon.

POWER

6. For power generating purposes the 15,500,000 acre-feet of Canadian
storage will be operated in accordance with operating plans designed to
achieve optimum power generation downstream in the United States of
America until such time as power generating facilities are installed at the
site referred to in paragraph 5(a) or at sites in Canada downstream there-
from.

7'. After at-site power is developed at the site referred to in paragraph
5(a) or power generating facilities are placed in operation in Canada down-
stream from that site, the storage operation will be changed so as to be
operated in accordance with operating plans designed to achieve optimum
power generation at-site in Canada and downstream in the United States
of America and Canada, including consideration of any agreed electrical
coordination between the two countries. Any reduction in the downstream
powei benefits in the United States of America resulting from that change
in operation of the Canadian storage shall not exceed in any one year the
reduction in downstream power benefits in the United States of America
which would result from reducing by 500,000 acre-feet the Canadian storage
operated to achieve optimum power generation in the United States
of America and shall not exceed at any time during the period of the Treaty
the reduction in downstream power benefits in the United States of America
which would result from similarly reducing the Canadian storage by
3,000,000 acre-feet.

8. After at-site power is developed at the site referred to in paragraph
5(a) or power generating facilities are placed in operation in Canada
downstream from that site, storage may be operated to achieve optimum
generation of power in the United States of America alone if mutually
agreed by the entities in which event the United States of America shall

.supply power to Canada to offset any reduction in Canadian generation
which would be created as a result of such operation as compared to opera-
tion to achieve optimum power generation at-site in Canada and down-
stream in the United States of America and Canada. Similarly, the-storage
may be operated to achieve optimum generation of power in Canada alone
if mutually agreed by the entities in which event Canada shall supply
power to the United States of America to offset any reduction in .United
States generation which would be created as a result of such operation as
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compared to operation to achieve optimum power generation at-site
in Canada and downstream in the United States of America and Canada.

9. Before the first storage becomes operative, the entities will agree
on operating plans and the resulting downstream power benefits for each
year until the total of 15,500,000 acre-feet of storage in Canada becomes
operative. In addition, commencing five years before the total of 15,500,000
acre-feet of storage is expected to become operative, the entities will agree
annually on operating plans and the resulting downstream power benefits
for the sixth succeeding year of operation thereafter. This procedure will
continue during the life of the Treaty, providing to both the entities, in
advance, an assured plan of operation of the Canadian storage and a deter-
mination of the resulting downstream power benefits for the next succeeding
five years.

ANNEX B-DETERMINATION OF DOWNSTREAM POWER BENEFITS

1. The downstream power benefits in the United States of America
attributable to operation in accordance with Annex A of the storage pro-
vided by Canada under Article II will be determined in advance and
will be the estimated increase in dependable hydroelectric capacity in
kilowatts for agreed critical stream flow periods and the increase in average
annual usable hydroelectric energy output in kilowatt hours on the basis of
an agreed period of stream flow record.

2. The dependable hydroelectric capacity to be credited to Canadian
storage will be the difference between the average rates of generation
in kilowatts during the appropriate critical stream flow periods for the
United States of America base system consisting of the projects listed
in the table, with and without the addition of the Canadian storage, di-
vided by the estimated average critical period load factor. The capacity
credit shall not exceed the difference between the capability of the base
system without Canadian storage and the maximum feasible capability of
the base system with Canadian storage, to supply firm load during the
critical stream flow periods.

3. The increase in the average annual usable hydroelectric energy will
be determined by first computing the difference between the available
hydroelectric energy at the United States base system with and without
Canadian storage. The entities will then agree upon the part of available
energy which is usable with and without Canadian storage, and the differ-
ence thus agreed will be the increase in average annual usable hydroelectric
energy. Determination of the part of the energy which is usable will
include consideration of existing and scheduled transmission facilities and
the existence of markets capable of using the energy on a contractual basis
similar to the then existing contracts. The part of the available energy
which is considered usable shall be the sum of:

(a) The firm energy,
(b) The energy which can be used for thermal power displacement

in the Pacific Northwest Area as defined in Paragraph 7, and
(c) The amount of the remaining portion of the available energy which

is agreed by the entities to be usable and which shall not exceed in any event
40% of that remainder.

4. An initial determination of the estimated downstream power benefits
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in the United States of America from Canadian storage added to the United
States base system will be made before any of the Canadian storage be-
comes operative. This determination will include estimates of the down-
stream power benefits for each year until the total of 15,500,000 acre-feet
of Canadian storage becomes operative.

5. Commencing five years before the total of 15,500,000 acre-feet
of storage is expected to become operative, estimates of downstream power
benefits will be calculated annually for the sixth succeeding year on the
basis of the assured plan of operation for that year.

6. The critical stream flow period and the details of the assured plan
of operation will be agreed upon by the entities at each determination.
Unless otherwise agreed upon by the entities, the determination of the
downstream power benefits shall be based upon stream flows for the twenty
year period beginning with July 1928 as contained in the report entitled
Modified Flows at Selected Powers Sites-Columbia River Basin, dated June 1957.
No retroactive adjustment in downstream power benefits will be made at
any time during the period of the Treaty. No reduction in the downstream
power benefits credited to Canadian storage will be made as a result of the
load estimate in the United States of America, for the year for which the
determination is made, being less than the load estimate for the preceding
year.

7. In computing the increase in dependable hydroelectric capacity
and the increase in average annual hydroelectric energy, the procedure
shall be in accordance with the three steps described below and shall
encompass the loads of the Pacific Northwest Area. The Pacific Northwest
Area, for purposes of these determinations, shall be Oregon, Washington,
Idaho and Montana west of the Continental Divide but shall exclude
areas served on the ratification date by the California Oregon Power Com-
pany and Utah Power and Light Company.

Step I

The system for the period covered by the estimate will consist of the
Canadian storage, the United States base system, any thermal installation
operated in coordination with the base system, and additional hydro-
electric projects which will provide storage releases usable by the base
system or which will use storage releases that are usable by the base system.
The installations included in this system will be those required, with allow-
ance for adequate reserves, to meet the forecast power load to be served
by this system in the United States of America, including the estimated
flow of power at points of inter-connection with adjacent areas, sub-
ject to paragraph 3, plus the portion of the entitlement of Canada that is ex-
pected to be used in Canada. The capability of this system to supply this
load will be determined on the basis that the system will be operated in ac-
cordance with the established operating procedures of each of the projects
involved.

Step II

A determination of the energy capability will be made using the same
thermal installation as in Step I, the United States base system with the
same installed capacity as in Step I and Canadian storage.
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Step III

A similar determination of the energy capability will be made using
the same thermal installation, as in Step I and the United States base system
with the same installed capacity as in Step L

8. The downstream power benefits to be credited to Canadian storage
will be the differences between the determinations in Step II and Step III
in dependable hydroelectric capacity and in average annual usable hydro-
electric energy, made in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3.

Chile-Peru

66. TREATY' BETWEEN CHILE AND PERU FOR THE SETTLE-
MENT OF THE DISPUTE REGARDING TACNA AND ARICA,
SIGNED AT LIMA, JUNE 3, 19292

Article 1. The dispute arising out of Article 3 of the Treaty of Peace
and Friendship of the twentieth day of October of the year one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-three, which was the only difficulty outstanding
between the signatory Governments, is hereby finally settled.

Article 2. The territory of Tacna and Arica shall be divided into two
portions, of which Tacna shall be allotted to Peru and Arica to Chile...
Chile cedes to Peru in perpetuity all her rights over the irrigation-channels
Uchusuma and the Mauri (also known as Azucarero), without prejudice
to the sovereignty she will be entitled to exercise over such part of the
above-mentioned aqueducts as may come within Chilean territory after
the tracing of the dividing line mentioned in the present Article. In respect
of both channels, Chile grants to Peru a perpetual and absolute easement
over the sections which pass through Chilean territory. Such easement
shall include the right to widen the present channels, to change their course
and to utilize all the water that may be collected in their passage through
Chilean territory, except the waters that at present flow into the river Lluta
and those which are used in the Tacora sulphur mines.

Article 12. If the Governments of Chile and Peru disagree as to the
interpretation of any of the provisions of this Treaty, and if, in spite of
their goodwill, they can reach no agreement, the dispute shall be settled
by the President of the United States of America.

* The exchange of ratifications took place at Santiago de Chile, July 28, 1929.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 94, p. 402.



Colombia-Venezuela

67. STATUTE1 BETWEEN COLOMBIA AND VENEZUELA REGU-
LATING THE FRONTIER REGIME. CARACAS, AUGUST 5,
19422

Article 22. Fishing rights may not be exercised beyond the centre-line
of rivers and non-navigable streams.

Article 23. It shall be forbidden to divide the frontier waters by means
of fixed nets or by any other device which shall impede the free passage of
fish from one bank to the other.

It shall equally be forbidden to fish by means of explosive, poisonous or
noxious substances, or to use any other methods of catching fish, except by
fish-hooks.

Dominican Republic-Haiti

68. TRAIT2 3 DE PAIX, D'AMITII, ET D'ARBITRAGE ENTRE
LA RtRPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE ET LA RtRPUBLIQUE
D'HAITI, SIGNt A SAINT-DOMINGUE, LE 20 FIVRIER 19294

Article 10. En raison de ce que des rivires et autres cours d'eau
naissent sur le territoire d'un des deux Etats, traversent sur le territoire de
l'autre ou leur servent de limites, les deux Hautes Parties contractantes
s'engagent A ne faire ni consentir aucun ouvrage susceptible soit de changer
le cours naturel de ces eaux, soit d'altdrer le debit de leurs sources.

Cette disposition ne pourra s'interpr6ter de manire A priver l'un ou
l'autre des deux Etats du droit d'user d'une manire juste et 6quitable,
dans les limites de leurs territoires respectifs, des dites rivires et autres
cours d'eau pour l'arrosage des terres et autres fins agricoles et industrielles.

Ecuador-Peru

69. DECLARATION AND EXCHANGE OF NOTES5 CONCERNING
THE TERMINATION OF THE PROCESS OF DEMARCATION
OF THE PERUVIAN-ECUADOREAN FRONTIER. LIMA/
QUITO, MAY 22-24, 19446

It is with the deepest patriotic satisfaction that the Government discharges
the very pleasant duty of announcing to the country, as stated in the com-

1 The exchange of ratifications took place on 22 February 1944.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 144, p. 1127.
3 L'6change des ratifications a eu lieu h Saint-Domingue, le ler juillet 1929.
4 Socit6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 105, p. 216.
5 Came into force on 24 May 1944, by the exchange of the said Notes.
6 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 145, p. 566.



muniqu6 of the 20th inst., that the process of demarcation of the Peruvian-
Ecuadorean frontier has been brought to a conclusion, with the faithful
and strict execution of the Protocol of Peace, Friendship and Boundaries
signed between Peru and Ecuador in Rio de Janeiro on January 29, 1942,1
which determined the boundary line between the two countries.

The negotiations have achieved complete success, and owing to the intel-
ligent and wise intervention of the distinguished Brazilian Chancellor,
H. E. Sr. Oswaldo Aranha, the definite frontier between Peru and Ecuador
has been determined....

In the Western Section, it has been established that the boundary line
shall pass through the so-called old bed of the River Zarumilla, as far as
its outlet into the Hualtaco estuary, all the territory lying in the zone called
that of the two river beds being included under our sovereignty ...

Peru undertakes, by this agreement, to take the necessary steps within
3 years, to guarantee the supply of water necessary for the life of the Ecua-
dorean villages on the right bank of the so-called old bed of the river Zaru-
milla, fixed as the frontier....

Official notes have to-day been exchanged between the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs of Peru and Ecuador, expressing the acceptance of the two
Governments of the results obtained in the negotiations just concluded...

No. 1. The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Ecuadorean
Minister for Foreign Affairs

Lima, May 22, 1944
Your Excellency:

I have the honour to communicate to Your Excellency that my Govern-
ment is in agreement with the formula of H. E. Sr. Oswaldo Aranha,
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Brazil, 2 resolving the differences in interpre-
tation arising on certain points of the demarcation of the Peruvian-Ecua-
dorean frontier which has been in process of execution in accordance with
the Protocol of Peace, Friendship and Boundaries signed in Rio deJaneiro in

I British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 144, p. 1161; American J7ournal of Inter-
national Law, vol. 36, 1942, Suppl., p. 168. His Protocol was denounced by the
President of Ecuador on 1 September 1960. The Government of Peru declared
that this denunciation did not modify the legal situation created by the Protocol
of 29 January 1942.

2 With regard to the utilization of the waters of the River Zarumilla, Sr. Os-
waldo Aranha proposed the following solution:

" Peru undertakes to divert, within a period of three years, part of the
waters of the River Zarumilla so that they shall flow along the former bed
of the river, in order to provide the Ecuadorian villages situated along its
banks with the aid essential to their existence, Ecuador retaining joint owner-
ship of the waters in accordance with international practice. "

(Informe del Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores a la aacidn, Agosto 1944-7ulio
1946, Quito, Ecuador, p. 610.)
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January 29, 1942. This formula, which has the support of the countries
guaranteeing the fulfilment of the Protocol in question, is contained in
the notes handed over by the Brazilian Chancery, on the 17th instant, to
the Ambassadors of Peru and Ecuador acredited to the Government of
that Republic.

No. 2. [The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ecuador handed the note of
acceptance of his Government to the Peruvian Legation, Quito, on May 22,
1944.]

El Salvador-Guatemala

70. TREATY1 FOR THE DELIMITATION OF THE BOUNDARY
BETWEEN GUATEMALA AND EL SALVADOR, SIGNED AT
GUATEMALA, APRIL 9, 19382

Article 2. No change in the bed of frontier rivers, whether due to natural
causes such as alluvium deposits, landslides, freshets, etc., or to artificial
causes such as the construction of public works, the deepening of channels
for water-supply, etc., shall affect the frontier as determined at the time of
demarcation, which shall continue to be the international boundary even
though a stream may have completely abandoned its original bed.

Each Government reserves the right to utilize half the volume of water
in frontier rivers, either for agricultural or industrial purposes; but in no cir-
cumstances may concessions be granted to foreign undertakings or com-
panies.

71. TREATYI OF FREE TRADE AND ECONOMIC INTEGRA-
TION BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA AND EL
SALVADOR, SIGNED AT SAN SALVADOR, ON 14 DECEM-
BER 19514

Article 19. The competent authorities of both States shall co-ordinate
their activities with a view to protecting forest reserves and water resources
and preventing soil erosion in the frontier regions of their respective terri-
tories.

The exchange of ratifications took place at Guatemala, May 24, 1938.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 276.
- Came into force, on 17 May 1952, by the exchange of the instruments of

ratification at Guatemala.
4 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 131, p. 132.



France-Netherlands

72. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LES PAYS-BAS
POUR FIXERjCONVENTIONNELLEMENT LA LIMITE EN-
TRE LES COLONIES DE LA GUYANE FRANCAISE ET DE
SURINAM, DANS LA PARTIE DU FLEUVE FRONTILRE
COMPRISE ENTRE L'EXTRSMITI SEPTENTRIONALE DE
L'ILE NSERLANDAISE STOELMAN. DITE STOELMANSEI-
LAND, ET L'EXTRSMITS, MSRIDIONALE DE L'TLE
FRAN9AISE PORTAL, SIGNI2E A PARIS, LE 30 SEPTEMBRE
19152

Article 3. Aucun ouvrage d'utilit6 publique ou priv6e susceptible de
modifier le regime hydrographique ou d'entraver la navigation ou le halage
dans les eaux de la partie du fleuve Maroni (Marowijne) dflimite con-
form~ment A 'article ler, ne pourra 6tre entrepris sans 'entente prdalable
des deux gouvernements.

Toutefois, un tel accord prdalable ne sera pas exig6 pour 1installation
sur 'une quelconque des rives d'appontements, de bassins, de cales, de
chenaux et de tous travaux gfnralement quelconques, destines A assurer
le libre acc~s de la rive. Les installations de ce genre seront toujours permises
sur chaque rive A 'administration publique, ainsi qu'aux b6n6ficiaires de
concessions, A condition que ces derniers se conforment aux r~glements
6dict~s par le gouvernement de la nation A laquelle appartient la rive int6-
ress6e.

Article 4. Les concessions de dragages sont accordfes de concert par les
deux gouvernements de la Guyane franqaise et de la colonie de Surinam
dans une mme partie du fleuve dlimitee, soit A un solliciteur unique, soit
A un groupe unique de solliciteurs, de mani6re que la meme exploitation
puisse s'exercer dans la partie fran~aise et dans la partie nerlandaise des
eaux qui sont en regard l'une de 'autre.

Article 5. Les deux puissances s'engagent A d6terminer, aussit6t que
possible, les formes dans lesquelles seront accordees par les deux gouverne-
ments les concessions de dragages, ainsi que les obligations qui seront
imposfes aux concessionnaires.

I1 sera stipulk dans les concessions de dragages:

1) que toute quantit6 de min6ral extraite dans la partie du fleuve d6li-
mitee conform6ment A l'article premier, sera repute provenir pour moiti6
des eaux fran~aises, et pour moiti6 des eaux nerlandaises.

2) que les concessionnaires devront acquitter dans l'une et 'autre
colonie tous les droits sur les min~raux 6dictes par les tarifs actuels ou futurs,
proportionnellement A la quantit6 de min6ral reput&e extraite des eaux de
chaque nation;

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A Paris, le 6 septembre
1916.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 110, p. 872.



3) que les concessionnaires seront tenus de tolfrer le halage le long du
fleuve, et qu'ils devront se conformer A tous les r~glements destines A assurer
la libre navigation

Article 6. Les hautes parties contractantes s'engagent As soumettre A la
Cour permanente d'arbitrage de La Haye les diffrends qui pourraient
s'6lever entre elles au sujet de l'application ou de l'interpr6tation de la
pr~sente convention et qui n'auront pu 6tre r6solus par la voie diplomatique.

Dans chaque cas particulier, les hautes parties contractantes signeront
un compromis special d6terminant nettement l'objet du litige, l'6tendue des
pouvoirs de 'arbitre ou du tribunal arbitral, le mode de sa d6signation, la
langue dont l'arbitre ou le tribunal arbitral fera usage et celles dont l'emploi
sera autoris6 devant eux, le montant de la somme que chacune des hautes
parties contractantes aura h d6poser A titre d'avance pour les frais, ainsi
que les rhgles A observer en ce qui concerne les formalit~s et les d6lais de la
proc6dure.

Guatemala-Honduras

73. TREATY' OF FREE TRADE AND ECONOMIC INTEGRA-
TION BETWEEN THE REPUBLICS OF GUATEMALA AND
HONDURAS, SIGNED AT GUATEMALA, ON 22 AUGUST 19562

Article 19. The competent authorities of the two States shall co-ordinate
their activities with a view to protecting forest reserves and water resources
and preventing forest fires and soil erosion in the frontier regions of their
respective territories.

Mexico-United States

74. BOUNDARY CONVENTION3 BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND MEXICO, SIGNED AT WASHING-
TON, IARCH 1, 18894

... to facilitate the carrying out of the principles contained in the treaty
of November 12, 1884, and to avoid the difficulties occasioned by reason of

I Came into force on 28 December 1956 by the exchange of the instruments
of ratification at Tegucigalpa.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 263, p. 66.
3 Came into force on 24 December 1890, by the exchange of ratifications.

This Convention has been indefinitely extended according to article 2, para. 1, of
the Treaty of 3 February 1944 below.

4 Treaties and Conventions between the United States and other powers (Malloy's
Collection), vol. 1, p. 1167.



the changes which take place in the bed of the Rio Grande and that of the
Colorado river, in that portion thereof where they serve as a boundary
between the two Republics,...

Article I. All differences or questions that may arise on that portion of
the frontier between the United States of America and the United States
of Mexico where the Rio Grande and the Colorado rivers form the boundary
line, whether such differences or questions grow out of alterations or changes
in the bed of the aforesaid Rio Grande and that of the aforesaid Colorado
River, or of works that may be constructed in said rivers, or of any other
cause affecting the boundary line, shall be submitted for examination and
decision to an International Boundary Commission, which shall have ex-
clusive jurisdiction in the case of said differences or questions.

Article II. The International Boundary Commission shall be composed
of a Commissioner appointed by the President of the United States of Amer-
ica, and of another appointed by the President of the United States of
Mexico, in accordance with the constitutional provisions of each country,
of a Consulting Engineer, appointed in the same manner by each Govern-
ment, and of such Secretaries and Interpreters as either Government may
see fit to add to its Commission. Each Government separately shall fix the
salaries and emoluments of the members of its Commission.

Article III. The International Boundary Commission shall not transact
any business unless both Commissioners are present. It shall sit on the
frontier of the two contracting countries, and shall establish itself at such
places as it may determine upon; it shall, however, repair to places at
which any of the difficulties or questions mentioned in this convention may
arise, as soon as it shall have been duly notified thereof.

Article IV. When, owing to natural causes, any change shall take
place in the bed of the Rio Grande or in that of the Colorado River, in
that portion thereof wherein those rivers form the boundary line between
the two countries, which may affect the boundary line, notice of that
fact shall be given by the proper local authorities on both sides to their
respective Commissioners of the International Boundary Commission, on
receiving which notice it shall be the duty of the said Commission to repair
to the place where the change has taken place or the question has arisen,
to make a personal examination of such change, to compare it with the bed
of the river as it was before the change took place, as shown by the surveys,
and to decide whether it has occurred through avulsion or erosion, for the
effects of articles I and II of the convention of November 12, 1884; having
done this, it shall make suitable annotations on the surveys of the boundary
line.

Article V. Whenever the local authorities on any point of the frontier
between the United States of America and the United States of Mexico, in
that portion in which the Rio Grande and the Colorado River form the
boundary between the two countries, shall think that works are being con-
structed, in either of those rivers, such as are prohibited by article III of the
convention of November 12, 1884, or by article VII of the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo of February 2, 1848, they shall so notify their respective Commis-
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sioners, in order that the latter may at once submit the matter to the Inter-
national Boundary Commission, and that said Commission may proceed,
in accordance with the provisions of the foregoing article, to examine the
case, and that it may decide whether the work is among the number of those
which are permitted, or of those which are prohibited by the stipulations
of those treaties.

The Commission may provisionally suspend the construction of the works
in question pending the investigation of the matter, and if it shall fail
to agree on this point, the works shall be suspended, at the instance of one
of the two Governments.

Article VI. In either of these cases, the Commission shall make a personal
examination of the matter which occasions the change, the question or the
complaint, and shall give its decision in regard to the same, in doing which
it shall comply with the requirements established by a body of regulations
to be prepared by the said Commission and approved by both Govern-
ments.

Article VIl. The International Boundary Commission shall have power
to call for papers and information, and it shall be the duty of the authorities
of each of the two countries to send it any papers that it may call for,
relating to any boundary question in which it may have jurisdiction in pur-
suance of this convention.

The said Commission shall have power to summon any witnesses whose
testimony it may think proper to take, and it shall be the duty of all persons
thus summoned to appear before the same and to give their testimony,
which shall be taken in accordance with such by-laws and regulations as
may be adopted by the Commission and approved by both Governments. In
case of the refusal of a witness to appear, he shall be compelled to do so,
and to this end the Commission may make use of the same means that are
used by the courts of the respective countries to compel the attendance of
witnesses, in conformity with their respective laws.

Article VIII. If both Commissioners shall agree to a decision, their
judgment shall be considered binding upon both Governments, unless one of
them shall disapprove it within one month reckoned from the day on which
it shall have been pronounced. In the latter case, both Governments shall
take cognizance of the matter, and shall decide it amicably, bearing con-
stantly in mind the stipulation of Article XXI of the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo of February 2, 1848.

The same shall be the case when the Commissioners shall fail to agree
concerning the point which occasions the question, the complaint or the
change, in which case each Commissioner shall prepare a report, in writing,
which he shall lay before his Government.
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75. CONVENTION 1 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND MEXICO CONCERNING THE EQUITABLE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE WATERS OF THE RIO GRANDE
FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON,
MAY 21, 19062

The United States of America and the United States of Mexico being
desirous to provide for the equitable distribution of the waters of the Rio
Grande for irrigation purposes, and to remove all causes of controversy
between them in respect thereto, and being moved by considerations of
international comity, have resolved to conclude a Convention for these
purposes....

Article L After the completion of the proposed storage dam near Engle,
New Mexico, and the distributing system auxiliary thereto, and as soon as
water shall be available in said system for the purpose, the United States
shall deliver to Mexico a total of 60,000 acre-feet of water annually, in the
bed of the Rio Grande at the point where the head works of the Acequia
Madre, known as the Old Mexican Canal, now exist above the city of
Juarez, Mexico.

Article IL The delivery of the said amount of water shall be assured by
the United States and shall be distributed through the year in the same pro-
portions as the water supply proposed to be furnished from the said irri-
gation system to lands in the United States in the vicinity of El Paso, Texas,
according to the following schedule, as nearly as may be possible:

Corresponding
Acre feet per cubic feet of

month water.
January ..... .................. .... 0 0
February ...... .................. ... 1,090 47,480,400
March .............. ..... . 5,460 237,837,600
April ...... .................... ... 12,000 522,720,000
May ........ .................... 12,000 522,720,000
June ........ .................... 12,000 522,720,000
July ...... .................... ... 8,180 356,320,800
August ..... ................... .... 4,370 190,357,200
September ...... ................. ... 3,270 142,441,200
October ........ .................. 1,090 47,480,400
November ..... ................. .... 540 23,522,400
December .... ................. .... 0 0

Total for the year 60,000 2,613,600,000

In case, however, of extraordinary drought or serious arrident to the
irrigation system in the United States, the amount delivered to the Mexican
Canal shall be diminished in the same proportion as the water delivered
to lands under said irrigation system in the United States.

I Came into force on 16 January 1907, by the exchange of ratifications.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Giniral des Traitis, 2nd series, vol. XXXV,

p. 461.
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Article III. The said delivery shall be made without cost to Mexico, and
the United States agrees to pay the whole cost of storing the said quantity
of water to be delivered to Mexico, of conveying the same to the interna-
tional line, of measuring the said water, and of delivering it in the river bed
above the head of the Mexican Canal. It is understood that the United
States assumes no obligation beyond the delivering of the water in the bed
of the river above the head of the Mexican Canal.

Article IV. The delivery of water as herein provided is not to be con-
strued as a recognition by the United States of any claim on the part of
Mexico to the said waters; and it is agreed that in consideration of such
delivery of water, Mexico waives any and all claims to the waters of the
Rio Grande for any purpose whatever between the head of the present
Mexican Canal and Fort Quitman, Texas, and also declares fully settled
and disposed of, and hereby waives, all claims heretofore asserted or existing,
or that may hereafter arise, or be asserted, against the United States on
account of any damages alleged to have been sustained by the owners of
land in Mexico, by reason of the diversion by citizens of the United States
of waters of the Rio Grande.

Article V. The United States, in entering into this treaty, does not
thereby concede, expressly or by implication, any legal basis for any claims
heretofore asserted or which may be hereafter asserted by reason of any
losses incurred by the owners of land in Mexico due or alleged to be due to
the diversion of the waters of the Rio Grande within the United States; nor
does the United States in any way concede the establishment of any general
principle or precedent by the concluding of this treaty. The understanding
of both parties is that the arrangement contemplated by this treaty extends
only to the portion of the Rio Grande which forms the international bound-
ary, from the head of the Mexican Canal down to Fort Quitman, Texas,
and in no other case.

76. CONVENTION 1 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA AND MEXICO FOR THE RECTIFICATION OF THE
RIO GRANDE (RIO BRAVO DEL NORTE) IN THE PASO-
JUAREZ VALLEY, SIGNED AT MEXICO, FEBRUARY 1, 19332

... having taken into consideration the studies and engineering plans
carried on by the International Boundary Commission, and specially directed
to relieve the towns and agricultural lands located within the El-Paso-
Juarez Valley from flood dangers, and securing at the same time the stabili-
zation of the international boundary line, which, owing to the present mean-
dering nature of the river it has not been possible to hold within the mean
line of its channel; and fully conscious of the great importance involved in
this matter, both from a local point of view as well as from a good interna-
tional understanding, have resolved to undertake, in common agreement
and cooperation, the necessary works as provided in Minute 129 (dated

Came into force on 10 November 1933, by the exchange of ratifications.
2 Treaties and Conventions between the United States and other powers (Malloy's

Collection), vol. IV, p. 4463.
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July 31, 1930) of the International Boundary Commission,' approved by
the two Governments in the manner provided by treaty ....

Article L The Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the United Mexican States have agreed to carry out the
Rio Grande rectification works provided for in Minute 129 of the Inter-
national Boundary Commission and annexes thereto, approved by both
Governments, in that part of the river beginning at the point of inter-
section of the present river channel with the located line as shown in map,
exhibit No. 2 of Minute 129 of said Commission (said intersection being
south of Monument 15 of the boundary polygon of C6rdoba Island) and
ending at Box Canyon.

The terms of this Convention and of Minute 129 shall apply exclusively
to river rectification within the limits above set out.

The two Governments shall study such further minutes and regulations as
may be submitted by the International Boundary Commission and, finding
them acceptable, shall approve same in order to carry out the material
execution of the works in accordance with the terms of this Convention.
The works shall be begun after this Convention becomes effective.

Article II. For the execution of the works there shall be followed the
procedure outlined in the technical study of the project. The works shall be
begun and shall be carried on primarily from the lower end, but at the
same time and for reasons of necessity works may be carried on in the upper
sections of the valley.

Article II. In consideration of the difference existing in the benefits
derived by each of the contracting countries by the rectification works, the
proratable cost of the works will be defrayed by both Governments in the
proportion of eighty-eight per cent (88%) by the United States of America
and of twelve per cent (12%) by the United Mexican States.

Article IV. The direction and inspection of the works shall be under the
International Boundary Commission, each Government employing for the
construction of that portion of the work it undertakes, the agency that in
accordance with its administrative organization should carry on the work.

Article V. The International Boundary Commission shall survey the
ground to be used as the right of way to be occupied by the rectified channel,
as well as the parts to be cut from both sides of said channel. Within thirty
days after a cut has been made, it shall mark the boundaries on the ground,
there being a strict superficial compensation in total of the areas taken from
each country. Once the corresponding maps have been prepared, the Com-
mission shall eliminate these areas from the provisions of Article II of the
Convention of November 12, 1884, in similar manner to that adopted in
the Convention of March 20, 1905 for the elimination of bancos.

Article VI. For the sole purpose of equalizing areas, the axis of the recti-
fied channel shall be the international boundary line. The parcels of
land that, as a result of these cuts or of merely taking the new axis of the
channel as the boundary line, shall remain on the American side of the
axis of the rectified channel shall be the territory and property of the United

I Ibid., p. 4465. Report of consulting engineers annexed to the Minute,
ibid., p. 4470.
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States of America, and the territory and property of the United Mexican
States those on the opposite side, each Government mutually surrendering
in favor of the other the acquired rights over such parcels.

In the completed rectified river channel - both in its normal and con-
struction sections - and in any completed portion thereof, the permanent
international boundary shall be the middle of the deepest channel of the
river within such rectified river channel.

Article VII. Lands within the rectified channel, as well as those which,
upon segregation, pass from the territory of one country to that of the other,
shall be acquired in full ownership by the Government in whose territory
said lands are at the present time; and the lands passing as provided in
Article V hereof, from one country to the other, shall pass to each Govern-
ment respectively in absolute sovereignty and ownership, and without
encumbrance of any kind, and without private national titles.

Article VIII. The construction of works shall not confer on the contracting
parties any property rights in or any jurisdiction over the territory of the
other. The completed work shall constitute part of the territory and shall
be the property of the country within which it lies.

Each Government shall respectively secure title, control, and jurisdiction
of its half of the flood channel, from the axis of that channel to the outer
edge of the acquired right of way on its own side, as this channel is described
and mapped in the International Boundary Commission Minute number
129, and the maps, plans, and specifications attached thereto, which Minute,
maps, plans, and specifications are attached hereto and made a part of this
Convention. Each Government shall permanently retain full title, control,
and jurisdiction of that part of the flood channel constructed as described,
from the deepest channel of the running water in the rectified channel to
the outer edge of such acquired right of way.

Article IX. Construction shall be suspended upon request of either
Government, if it be proved that the works are being constructed outside
of the conditions herein stipulated or fixed in the approved plan.

Article X. In the event there be presented private or national claims for
the construction or maintenance of the rectified channel, or for causes
connected with the works of rectification, each Government shall assume
and adjust such claims as arise within its own territory.

Article XI. The International Boundary Commission is charged hereafter
with the maintenance and preservation of the rectified channel. To this end
the Commission shall submit, for the approval of both Governments, the
regulations that should be issued to make effective said maintenance.

Article XIL Both Governments bind themselves to exempt form import
duties all materials, implements, equipment, and supplies intended for the
works, and passing from one country to the other.
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77. TREATY1 BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND MEXICO RELATING TO THE UTILIZATION OF THE
WATERS OF THE COLORADO AND TIJUANA RIVERS, AND
OF THE RIO GRANDE (RIO BRAVO) FROM FORT QUIT-
MAN, TEXAS, TO THE GULF OF MEXICO, SIGNED AT
WASHINGTON ON 3 FEBRUARY 1944, AND SUPPLE-
MENTARY PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON ON 14
NOVEMBER 19442

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of
the United Mexican States: animated by the sincere spirit of cordiality and
friendly cooperation which happily governs the relations between them; tak-
ing into account the fact that Articles VI and VII of the Treaty of Peace,
Friendship and Limits between the United States of America and the
United Mexican States signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo on February 2, 1848,
and Article IV of the boundary treaty between the two countries signed at
the City of Mexico December 30, 1853 regulate the use of the waters of the
Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) and the Colorado River for purposes of navigation
only; considering that the utilization of these waters for other purposes is
desirable in the interest of both countries, and desiring, moreover, to fix
and delimit the rights of the two countries with respect to the waters of the
Colorado and Tijuana Rivers, and of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from
Fort Quitman, Texas, United States of America, to the Gulf of Mexico,
in order to obtain the most complete and satisfactory utilization thereof,
have resolved to conclude a treaty.

I-PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Article 1

For the purpose of this Treaty it shall be understood that:
(a) "The United States " means the United States of America.
(b) " Mexico " means the United Mexican States.
(c) "The Commission " means the International Boundary and Water

Commission, United States and Mexico, as described in Article 2 of this
Treaty.

(d) " To divert" means the deliberate act of taking water from any
channel in order to convey it elsewhere for storage, or to utilize it for domes-
tic, agricultural, stock-raising or industrial purposes whether this be done
by means of dams across the channel, partition weirs, lateral intakes,
pumps or any other methods.

(e) " Point of diversion " means the place where the act of diverting the
water is effected.

(f) " Conservation capacity of storage reservoirs " means that part of
their total capacity devoted to holding and conserving the water for disposal

1 Came into force on 2 November 1945, by the exchange of ratification.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 3, p. 314.



thereof as and when required, that is, capacity additional to that provided
for silt retention and flood control.

(g) " Flood discharges and spills " means the voluntary or involuntary
discharge of water for flood control as distinguished from releases for other
purposes.

(h) " Return flow " means that portion of diverted water that eventually
finds its way back to the source from which it was diverted.

(i) " Release " means the deliberate discharge of stored water for convey-
ance elsewhere or for direct utilization.

(j) " Consumptive use " means the use of water by evaporation, plant
transpiration or other manner whereby the water is consumed and does
not return to its source of supply. In general it is measured by the amount
of water diverted less the part thereof which returns to the stream.

(k) " Lowest major international dam or reservoir " means the major
international dam or reservoir situated farthest downstream.

(1) " Highest major international dam or reservoir " means the major
international dam or reservoir situated farthest upstream.

Article 2

The International Boundary Commission established pursuant to the
provisions of the Convention between the United States and Mexico signed
in Washington March 1, 1889 to facilitate the carrying out of the principles
contained in the Treaty of November 12, 1884 and to avoid difficulties
occasioned by reason of the changes which take place in the beds of the
Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) and the Colorado River shall hereafter be known
as the International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico, which shall continue to function for the entire period during which
the present Treaty shall continue in force. Accordingly, the term of the
Convention of March 1, 1889 shall be considered to be indefinitely extended,
and the Convention of November 21, 1900 between the United States and
Mexico regarding that Convention shall be considered completely termi-
nated.

The application of the present Treaty, the regulation and exercise of the
rights and obligations which the two Governments assume thereunder, and
the settlement of all disputes to which its observance and execution may give
rise are hereby entrusted to the International Boundary and Water Commis-
sion, which shall function in conformity with the powers and limitations
set forth in this Treaty.

The Commission shall in all respects have the status of an international
body, and shall consist of a United States Section and a Mexican Section.
The head of each Section shall be an Engineer Commissioner. Wherever
there are provisions in this Treaty for joint agreement by the two Govern-
ments, or for the furnishing of reports, studies or plans to the two Govern-
ments, or similar provisions, it shall be understood that the particular matter
in question shall be handled by or through the Department of State of the
United States and the Ministry of Foreign Relations of Mexico.

The Commission or either of its two Sections may employ such assistants
and engineering and legal advisers as it may deem necessary. Each Govern-
ment shall accord diplomatic status to the Commissioner, designated by the
other Government. The Commissioner, two principal engineers, a legal
adviser, and a secretary, designated by each Government as members of
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its Section of the Commission, shall be entitled in the territory of the other
country to the privileges and immunities appertaining to diplomatic officers.
The Commission and its personnel may freely carry out their observations,
studies and field work in the territory of either country.

The jurisdiction of the Commission shall extend to the limitrophe parts
of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) and the Colorado River, to the land bound-
ary between the two countries, and to works located upon their common
boundary, each Section of the Commission retaining jurisdiction over that
part of the works located within the limits of its own country. Neither Sec-
tion shall assume jurisdiction of control over works located within the limits
of the country of the other without the express consent of the Government
of the latter. The works constructed, acquired or used in fulfillment of the
provisions of this Treaty and located wholly within the territorial limits of
either country, although these works may be international in character,
shall remain, except as herein otherwise specifically provided, under the
exclusive jurisdiction and control of the Section of the Commission in whose
country the works may be situated.

The duties and powers vested in the Commission by this Treaty shall be in
addition to those vested in the International Boundary Commission by the
Convention of March 1, 1889 and other pertinent treaties and agreements
in force between the two countries except as the provisions of any of them
may be modified by the present Treaty.

Each Government shall bear the expenses incurred in the maintenance of
its Section of the Commission. The joint expenses, which may be incurred
as agreed upon by the Commission, shall be borne equally by the two
Governments.

Article 3

In matters in which the Commission may be called upon to make provi-
sion for the joint use of international waters, the following order of preferences
shall serve as a guide:

1. Domestic and municipal uses.
2. Agriculture and stock-raising.
3. Electric power.
4. Other industrial uses.
5. Navigation.
6. Fishing and hunting.
7. Any other beneficial uses which may be determined by the Commis-

sion.
All of the foregoing uses shall be subject to any sanitary measures or

works which may be mutually agreed upon by the two Governments, which
hereby agree to give preferential attention to the solution of all border
sanitation problems.

II-Ro GRANDE (RIo BRAVO)

Article 4

The waters of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) between Fort Quitman, Texas
and the Gulf of Mexico are hereby allotted to the two countries in the follow-
ing manner:



A. To Mexico:
(a) All of the waters reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande

(Rio Bravo) from the San Juan and Alamo Rivers, including the return
flow from the lands irrigated from the latter two rivers.

(b) One-half of the flow in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio
Bravo) below the lowest major international storage dam, so far as said
flow is not specifically allotted under this Treaty to either of the two coun-
tries.

(c) Two-thirds of the flow reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo) from the Conchos, San Diego, San Rodrigo, Escondido and
Salado Rivers and the Las Vacas Arroyo, subject to the provisions of
subparagraph (c) of paragraph B of this Article.

(d) One-half of all other flows not otherwise allotted by this Article
occurring in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo), including the
contributions from all the unmeasured tributaries, which are those not
named in this Article, between Fort Quitman and the lowest major inter-
national storage dam.
B. To the United States:

(a) All of the waters reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo) from the Pecos and Devils Rivers, Goodenough Spring, and
Alamito, Terlingua, San Felipe and Pinto Creeks.

(b) One-half of the flow in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio
Bravo) below the lowest major international storage dam, so far as said
flow is not specifically allotted under this Treaty to either of the two
countries.

(c) One-third of the flow reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo) from the Conchos, San Diego, San Rodrigo, Escondido and
Salado Rivers and the Las Vacas Arroyo, provided that this third shall
not be less, as an average amount in cycles of five consecutive years, than
350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000 cubic meters) annually. The United States
shall not acquire any right by the use of the waters of the tributaries named
in this subparagraph, in excess of the said 350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000
cubic meters) annually, except the right to use one-third of the flow reaching
the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from said tributaries, although such one-
third may be in excess of that amount.

(d) One-half of all other flows not otherwise allotted by this Article
occurring in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo), including
the contributions from all the unmeasured tributaries, which are those not
named in this Article, between For Quitman and the lowest major inter-
national storage dam.

In the event of extraordinary drought or serious accident to the hydraulic
systems on the measured Mexican tributaries, making it difficult for Mexico
to make available the run-off of 350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000 cubic meters)
annually, allotted in subparagraph (c) of paragraph B of this Article to the
United States as the minimum contribution from the aforesaid Mexican
tributaries, any deficiencies existing at the end of the aforesaid five-year cycle
shall be made up in the following five-year cycle with water from the said
measured tributaries.

Whenever the conservation capacities assigned to the United States in at
least two of the major international reservoirs, including the highest major
reservoir, are filled with waters belonging to the United States, a cycle of



five years shall be considered as terminated and all debits fully paid, where-
upon a new five-year cycle shall commence.

Article 5

The two Governments agree to construct jointly, through their respective
Sections of the Commission, the following works in the main channel of the
Rio Grande (Rio Bravo):

I. The dams required for the conservation, storage and regulation of the
greatest quantity of the annual flow of the river in a way to ensure the con-
tinuance of existing uses and the development of the greatest number of
feasible projects, within the limits imposed by the water allotments specified.

II. The dams and other joint works required for the diversion of the
flow of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo).

One of the storage dams shall be constructed in the section between Santa
Helena Canyon and the mouth of the Pecos River; one in the section between
Eagle Pass and Laredo, Texas (Piedras Negras and Nuevo Laredo in Mexi-
co); and a third in the section between Laredo and Roma, Texas (Nuevo
Laredo and San Pedro de Roma in Mexico). One or more of the stipulated
dams may be omitted, and others than those enumerated may be built, in
either case as may be determined by the Commission, subject to the approval
of the two Governments.

In planning the construction of such dams the Commission shall deter-
mine:

(a) The most feasible sites;
(b) The maximum feasible reservoir capacity at each site;
(c) The conservation capacity required by each country at each site,

taking into consideration the amount and regimen of its allotment of
water and its contemplated uses;

(d) The capacity required for retention of silt;
(e) The capacity required for flood control.

The conservation and silt capacities of each reservoir shall be assigned to
each country in the same proportion as the capacities required by each
country in such reservoir for conservation purposes. Each country shall
have an undivided interest in the flood control capacity of each reservoir.

The construction of the international storage dams shall start within two
years following the approval of the respective plans by the two Governments.
The works shall begin with the construction of the lowest major international
storage dam, but works in the upper reaches of the river may be constructed
simultaneously. The lowest major international storage dam shall be
completed within a period of eight years from the date of the entry into force
of this Treaty.

The construction of the dams and other joint works required for the diver-
sion of the flows of the river shall be initiated on the dates recommended by
the Commission and approved by the two Governments.

The cost of construction, operation and maintenance of each of the inter-
national storage dams shall be prorated between the two Governments in
proportion to the capacity allotted to each country for conservation purposes
in the reservoir at such dam.

The cost of construction, operation and maintenance of each of the dams
and other joint works required for the diversion of the flows of the river shall



be prorated between the two Governments in proportion to the benefits
which the respective countries receive therefrom, as determined by the
Commission and approved by the two Governments.

Article 6

The Commission shall study, investigate, and prepaie plans for flood
control works, where and when necessary, other than those referred to in
Article 5 of this Treaty, on the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from Fort Quitman,
Texas to the Gulf of Mexico. These works may include levees along the
river, floodways and grade control structures, and works for the canaliza-
tion, rectification and artificial channeling of reaches of the river. The
Commission shall report to the two Governments the works which should
be built, the estimated cost thereof, the part of the works to be constructed
by each Government, and the part of the works to be operated and main-
tained by each Section of the Commission. Each Government agrees to
construct, through its Section of the Commission, such works as may be
recommended by the Commission and approved by the two Governments.
Each Government shall pay the costs of the works constructed by it and
the costs of operation and maintenance of the part of the works assigned
to it for such purpose.

Article 7

The Commission shall study, investigate and prepare plans for plants for
generating hydro-electric energy which it may be feasible to construct at
the international storage dams on the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo). The Com-
mission shall report to the two Governments in a Minute the works which
should be built, the estimated cost thereof, and the part of the works to be
constructed by each Government. Each Government agrees to construct,
through its Section of the Commission, such works as may be recommended
by the Commission and approved by the two Governments. Both Govern-
ments, through their respective Sections of the Commission, shall operate
and maintain jointly such hydro-electric plants. Each Gover rament shall
pay half the cost of the construction, operation and maintenance of such
plants, and the energy generated shall be assigned to each country in like
proportion.

Article 8

The two Governments recognize that both countries have a common
interest in the conservation and storage of waters in the international reser-
voirs and in the maximum use of these structures for the purpose of obtaining
the most beneficial, regular and constant use of the waters belonging to
them. Accordingly, within the year following the placing in operation of
the first of the major international storage dams which is constructed, the
Commission shall submit to each Government for its approval, regulations
for the storage, conveyance and delivery of the waters of the Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo) from Fort Quitman, Texas to the Gulf of Mexico. Such regula-
tions may be modified, amended or supplemented when necessary by the
Commission, subject to the approval of the two Governments. The follow-
ing general rules shall severally govern until modified or amended by agree-
ment of the Commission, with the approval of the two Governments:

(a) Storage in all major international reservoirs above the lowest shall



be maintained at the maximum possible water level, consistent with flood
control, irrigation use and power requirements.

(b) Inflows to each reservoir shall be credited to each country in accord-
ance with the ownership of such inflows.

(c) In any reservoir the ownership of water belonging to the country
whose conservation capacity therein is filled, and in excess of that needed
to keep it filled, shall pass to the other country to the extent that such coun-
try may have unfilled conservation capacity, except that one country
may at its option temporarily use the conservation capacity of the other
country not currently being used in any of the upper reservoirs; provided
that in the event of flood discharge or spill occurring while one country is
using the conservation capacity of the other, all of such flood discharge or
spill shall be charged to the country using the other's capacity, and all
inflow shall be credited to the other country until the flood discharge or
spill ceases or until the capacity of the other country becomes filled with its
own water.

(d) Reservoir losses shall be charged in proportion to the ownership of
water in storage. Releases from any reservoir shall be charged to the country
requesting them, except that releases for the generation of electrical energy,
or other common purpose, shall be charged in proportion to the ownership of
water in storage.

(e) Flood discharges and spills from the upper reservoirs shall be divided
in the same proportion as the ownership of the inflows occurring at the time
of such flood discharges and spills, except as provided in subparagraph (c)
of this Article. Flood discharges and spills from the lowest reservoir shall
be divided equally, except that one country, with the consent of the Com-
mission, may use such part of the share of the other country as is not used
by the latter country.

(f) Either of the two countries may avail itself, whenever it so desires, of
any water belonging to it and stored in the international reservoirs, provided
that the water so taken is for direct beneficial use or for storage in other
reservoirs. For this purpose the Commissioner of the respective country
shall give appropriate notice to the Commission, which shall prescribe the
proper measures for the opportune furnishing of the water.

Article 9

(a) The channel of the Ri'i Grande (Rio Bravo) may be used by either
of the two countries to convey water belonging to it.

(b) Either of the two countries may, at any point on the main channel
of the river from Fort Quitman, Texas to the Gulf of Mexico, divert and
use the water belonging to it and may for this purpose construct any neces-
sary works. However, no such diversion or use, not existing on the date
this Treaty enters into force, shall be permitted in either country, nor shall
works be constructed for such purpose, until the Section of the Commission
in whose country the diversion or use is proposed has made a finding
that the water necessary for such diversion or use is available from the share
of that country, unless the Commission has agreed to a greater diversion or
use as provided by paragraph (d) of this Article. The proposed use and
the plans for the diversion works to be constructed in connection therewith
shall be previously made known to the Commission for its information.

(c) Consumptive uses from the main stream and from the unmeasured
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tributaries below Fort Quitman shall be charged against the share of the
country making them.

(d) The Commission shall have the power to authorize either country to
divert and use water not belonging entirely to such country, when the water
belonging to the other country can be diverted and used without injury to
the latter and can be replaced at some other point on the river.

(e) The Commission shall have the power to authorize temporary diver-
sion and use by one country of water belonging to the other, when the
latter does not need it or is unable to use it, provided that such authoriza-
tion or the use of such water shall not establish any right to continue to
divert it.

(f) In case of the occurrence of an extraordinary drought in one country
with an abundant supply of water in the other country, water stored in
the international storage reservoirs and belonging to the country enjoying
such abundant water supply may be withdrawn, with the consent of the
Commission for the use of the country undergoing the drought.

(g) Each country shall have the right to divert from the main channel
of the river any amount of water, including the water belonging to the other
country, for the purpose of generating hydro-electric power, provided that
such diversion causes no injury to the other country and does not interfere
with the international generation of power and that the quantities not re-
turning directly to the river are charged against the share of the country
making the diversion. The feasibility of such diversions not existing on the
date this Treaty enters into force shall be determined by the Commission,
which shall also determine the amount of water consumed, such water to
be charged against the country making the diversion.

(h) In case either of the two countries shall construct works for diverting
into the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) or its tributaries
waters that do not at the time this Treaty enters into force contribute to the
flow of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) such water shall belong to the country
making such diversion.

(i) Main stream channel losses shall be charged in proportion to the
ownership of water being conveyed in the channel at the times and places
of the losses.

(j) The Commission shall keep a record of the waters belonging to each
country and of those that may be available at a given moment, taking into
account the measurement of the allotments, the regulation of the waters in
storage, the consumptive uses, the withdrawals, the diversions, and the losses.
For this purpose the Commission shall construct, operate and maintain on
the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) and each Section shall
construct, operate and maintain on the measured tributaries in its own coun-
try, all the gauging stations and mechanical apparatus necessary for the pur-
pose of making computations and of obtaining the necessary data for such
record. The information with respect to the diversions and consumptive
uses on the unmeasured tributaries shall be furnished to the Commission
by the appropriate Section. The cost of construction of any new gauging
stations located on the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) shall
be borne equally by the two Governments. The operation and maintenance
of all gauging stations of the cost of such operation and maintenance shall
be apportioned between the two Sections in accordance with determinations
to be made by the Commission.



111-COLORADo RIVER

Article 10

Of the waters of the Colorado River, from any and all sources, there are
alloted to Mexico:

(a) A guaranteed annual quantity of 1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000
cubic meters) to be delivered in accordance with the provisions of Article 15
of this Treaty.

(b) Any other quantities arriving at the Mexican points of diversion, with
the understanding that in any year in which, as determined by the United
States Section, there exists a surplus of waters of the Colorado River in
excess of the amount necessary to supply uses in the United States and the
guaranteed quantity of 1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000 cubic meters)
annually to Mexico, the United States undertakes to deliver to Mexico,
in the manner set out in Article 15 of this Treaty, additional waters of the
Colorado River system to provide a total quantity not to exceed 1,700,000
acre-feet (2,096,931,000 cubic meters) a year. Mexico shall acquire no
right beyond that provided by this subparagraph by the use of the waters
of the Colorado River system, for any purpose whatsoever, in excess of
1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000 cubic meters) annually.

In the event of extraordinary drought or serious accident to the irrigation
system in the United States, thereby making it difficult for the United States
to deliver the guaranteed quantity of 1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000
cubic meters) a year, the water allotted to Mexico under subparagraph (a)
of this Article will be reduced in the same proportion as consumptive uses
in the United States are reduced.

Article 11

(a) The United States shall deliver all waters allotted to Mexico wher-
ever these waters may arrive in the bed of the limitrophe section of the
Colorado River, with the exceptions hereinafter provided. Such waters
shall be made up of the waters of the said river, whatever their origin,
subject to the provisions of the following paragraphs of this Article.

(b) Of the waters of the Colorado River allotted to Mexico by subpara-
graph (a) of Article 10 of this Treaty, the United States shall deliver, wher-
ever such waters may arrive in the limitrophe section of the river, 1,000,000
acre-feet (1,233,489,000 cubic meters) annually from the time the Davis
dam and reservoir are placed in operation until January 1, 1980 and there-
after, 1,125,000 acre-feet (1,387,675,000 cubic meters) annually, except
that, should the main diversion structure referred to in subparagraph (a)
of Article 12 of this Treaty be located entirely in Mexico and should Mexico
so request, the United States shall deliver a quantity of water not exceeding
25,000 acre-feet (30,837,000 cubic meters) annually, unless a larger quantity
may be mutually agreed upon, at a point, to be likewise mutually agreed
upon, on the international land boundary near San Luis, Sonora, in which
event the quantities of 1,000,000 acre-feet (1,233,489,000 cubic meters)
and 1,125,000 acre-feet (1,387,657,000 cubic meters) provided hereinabove
as deliverable in the limitrophe section of the river shall be reduced by the
quantities to be delivered in the year concerned near San Luis, Sonora.

(c) During the period from the time the Davis dam and reservoir are
placed in operation until January 1, 1980, the United States shall also
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deliver to Mexico annually, of the water allotted to it, 500,000 acre-feet
(616,745,000 cubic meters), and thereafter the United States shall deliver
annually 375,000 acre-feet (462,558,000 cubic meters), at the international
boundary line, by means of the All-American Canal and a canal connecting
the lower end of the Pilot Knob Wasteway with the Alamo Canal or with
any other Mexican Canal which may be substituted for the Alamo Canal.
In either event the deliveries shall be made at an operating water surface
elevation not higher than that of the Alamo Canal at the point where it
crossed the international boundary line in the year 1943.

(d) All the deliveries of water specified above shall be made subject to the
provisions of Article 15 of this Treaty.

Article 12

The two Governments agree to construct the following works:
(a) Mexico shall construct at its expense, within a period of five years

from the date of the entry into force of this Treaty, a main diversion structure
below the point where the northernmost part of the international land
boundary line intersects the Colorado River. If such diversion structure is
located in the limitrophe section of the river, its location, design and con-
struction shall be subject to the approval of the Commission. The Com-
mission shall thereafter maintain and operate the structure at the expense
of Mexico. Regardless of where such diversion structure is located, there
shall simultaneously be constructed such levees, interior drainage facilities
and other works, or improvements to existing works, as in the opinion of the
Commission shall be necessary to protect lands within the United States
against damage from such floods and seepage as might result from the
construction, operation and maintenance of this diversion structure. These
protective works shall be constructed, operated and maintained at the
expense of Mexico by the respective Sections of the Commission, or under
their supervision, each within the territory of its own country.

(b) The United States, within a period of five years from the date of the
entry into force of this Treaty, shall construct in its own territory and at its
expense, and thereafter operate and maintain at its expense, the Davis
storage dam and reservoir, a part of the capacity of which shall be used
to make possible the regulation at the boundary of the waters to be de-
livered to Mexico in accordance with the provisions of Article 15 of this
Treaty.

(c) The United States shall construct or acquire in its own territory the
works that may be necessary to convey a part of the waters of the Colorado
River allotted to Mexico to the Mexican diversion points on the international
land boundary line referred to in this Treaty. Among these works shall
be included: the canal and other works necessary to convey water from the
lower end of the Pilot Knob Wasteway to the international boundary, and,
should Mexico request it, a canal to connect the main diversion structure
referred to in subparagraph (a) of this Article, if this diversion structure
should be built in the limitrophe section of the river, with the Mexican
system of canals at a point to be agreed upon by the Commission on the
international land boundary near San Luis, Sonora. Such works shall be
constructed or acquired and operated and maintained by the United
States Section at the expense of Mexico. Mexico shall also pay the costs of
any sites or rights of way required for such works.



(d) The Commission shall construct, operate and maintain in the limi-
trophe section of the Colorado River, and each Section shall construct,
operate and maintain in the territory of its own country on the Colorado
River below Imperial Dam and on all other carrying facilities used for the
delivery of water to Mexico, all necessary gauging stations and other measur-
ing devices for the purpose of keeping a complete record of the waters deliv-
ered to Mexico and of the flows of the river. All data obtained as to such
deliveries and flows shall be periodically compiled and exchanged
between the two Sections.

Article 13

The Commission shall study, investigate and prepare plans for flood
control on the Lower Colorado River between Imperial Dam and the Gulf of
California, in both the United States and Mexico, and shall, in a Minute, re-
port to the two Governments the works which should be built, the estimated
cost thereof, and the part of the works to be constructed by each Govern-
ment. The two Governments agree to construct, through their respective
Sections of the Commission, such works as may be recommended by the
Commission and approved by the two Governments, each Government to
pay the costs of the works constructed by it. The Commission shall like-
wise recommend the parts of the works to be operated and maintained
jointly by the Commission and the parts to be operated and maintained
by each Section. The two Governments agree to pay in equal shares the
cost of operation and maintenance of the works assigned to it for such
purpose.

Article 14

In consideration of the use of the All-American Canal for the delivery to
Mexico, in the manner provided in Article 11 and 15 of this Treaty, of a
part of its allotment of the waters of the Colorado River, Mexico shall pay
to the United States:

(a) A proportion of the costs actually incurred in the construction of
Imperial Dam and the Imperial Dam-Pilot Knob section of the All-Ameri-
can Canal, this proportion and the method and terms of repayment to be
determined by the two Governments, which, for this purpose, shall take into
consideration the proportionate uses of these facilities by the two countries,
these determinations to be made as soon as Davis dam and reservoir are
placed in operation.

(b) Annually, a proportionate part of the total costs of maintenance
and operations of such facilities, these costs to be prorated between the two
countries in proportion to the amount of water delivered annually through
such facilities for use in each of the two countries.

In the event that revenues from the sale of hydro-electric power which
may be generated at Pilot Knob become available for the amortization of
part or all of the costs of the facilities named in subparagraph (a) of this
Article, the part that Mexico should pay of the costs of said facilities shall
be reduced or repaid in the same proportion as the balance of the total
costs are reduced or repaid. It is understood that any such revenue shall
not become available until the cost of any works which may be constructed
for the generation of hydro-electric power at said location has been fully
amortized from the revenues derived therefrom.



Article 15

A. The water allotted in subparagraph (a) of Article 10 of this Treaty
shall be delivered to Mexico at the points of delivery specified in Article 11,
in accordance with the following two annual schedules of deliveries by
months, which the Mexican Section shall formulate and present to the
Commission before the beginning of each calendar year:

SCHEDULE I

Schedule I shall cover the delivery, in the limitrophe section of the
Colorado River, of 1,000,000 acre-feet (1,233,489,000 cubic meters) of
water each year from the date Davis dam and reservoir are placed in
operation until January 1, 1980 and the delivery of 1,125,000 acre-feet
(1,387,675,000 cubic meters) of water each year thereafter. This schedule
shall be formulated subject to the following limitations:

With reference to the 1,000,000 acre-foot (1,233,489,000 cubic meter)
quantity:

(a) During the months of January, February, October, November
and December the prescribed rate of delivery shall be not less than 600
cubic feet (17.0 cubic meters) nor more than 3,500 cubic feet (99.1 cubic
meters) per second.

(b) During the remaining months of the year the prescribed rate of
delivery shall be not less than 1,000 cubic feet (28.3 cubic meters) nor
more than 3,500 cubic feet (99.1 cubic meters) per second.

With reference to the 1,125,000 acre-foot (1,387,675,000 cubic meter)
quantity:

(a) During the months of January, February, October, November
and December the prescribed rate of delivery shall be not less than 675
cubic feet (19.1 cubic meters) nor more than 4,000 cubic feet (113,3
cubic meters) per second.

(b) During the remaining months of the year the prescribed rate of
delivery shall be not less than 1,125 cubic feet 31.9 cubic meters) nor
more than 4,000 cubic feet 113.3 cubic meters) per second.

Should deliveries of water be made at a point on the land boundary near
San Luis, Sonora, as provided for in Article 11, such deliveries shall be made
under a sub-schedule to be formulated and furnished by the Mexican Sec-
tion. The quantities and monthly rates of deliveries under such sub-
schedule shall be in proportion to those specified for Schedule I, unless
otherwise agreed upon by the Commission.

SCHEDULE II

Schedule II shall cover the delivery at the boundary line by means
of the All-American Canal of 500,000 acre-feet (616,745,000 cubic meters)
of water each year from the date Davis dam and reservoir are placed in
operation until January 1, 1980 and the delivery of 375,000 acre-feet
(462,558,000 cubic meters) of water each year thereafter. This schedule
shall be formulated subject to the following limitations:

With reference to the 500,000 acre-foot (616,745,000 cubic meter)
quantity:

(a) During the months of January, February, October, November
and December the prescribed rate of delivery shall be not less than 300
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cubic feet (8.5 cubic meters) nor more than 2,000 cubic feet (56.6 cubic
meters) per second.

(b) During the remaining months of the year the prescribed rate of
delivery shall be not less than 500 cubic feet (14.2 cubic meters) nor more
than 2,000 cubic feet (56.6 cubic meters) per second.

With reference to the 375,000 acre-foot (462,558,000 cubic meter)
quantity:

(a) During the months of January, February, October, November
and December the prescribed rate of delivery shall be not less than 225
cubic feet (6.4 cubic meters) nor more than 1,500 cubic feet (42.5 cubic
meters) per second.

(b) During the remaining months of the year the prescribed rate of
delivery shall be not less than 375 cubic feet (10.6 cubic meters) nor more
than 1,500 cubic feet (42.5 cubic meters) per second.

B. The United States shall be under no obligation to deliver, through
the All-American Canal, more than 500,000 acre-feet (616,745,000 cubic
meters) annually from the date Davis dam and reservoir are placed in opera-
tion until January 1, 1980 or more than 375,000 acre-feet (462,558,000
cubic meters) annually thereafter. If, by mutual agreement, any part of
the quantities of water specified in this paragraph are delivered to Mexico
at points on the land boundary otherwise than through the All-American
Canal, the above quantities of water and the rates of deliveries set out under
Schedule II of this Article shall be correspondingly diminished.

C. The United States shall have the option of delivering, at the point on
the land boundary mentioned in subparagraph (c) of Article 11, any part
or all of the water to be delivered at that point under Schedule II of this
Article during the months of January, February, October, November and
December of each year, from any source whatsoever, with the understanding
that the total specified annual quantities to be delivered through the All-
American Canal shall not be reduced because of the exercise of this option,
unless such reduction be requested by the Mexican Section, provided that
the exercise of this option shall not have the effect of increasing the total
amount of scheduled water to be delivered to Mexico.

D. In any year in which there shall exist in the river water in excess
of that necessary to satisfy the requirements in the United States and the
guaranteed quantity of 1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000 cubic meters)
allotted to Mexico, the United States hereby declares its intention to co-
operate with Mexico in attempting to supply additional quantities of water
through the All-American Canal as such additional quantities are desired
by Mexico, if such use of the Canal and facilities will not be detrimental to
the United States, provided that the delivery of any additional quantities
through the All-American Canal shall not have the effect of increasing
the total scheduled deliveries to Mexico. Mexico hereby declares its in-
tention to cooperate with the United States by attempting to curtail deliv-
eries of water through the All-American Canal in years of limited supply,
if such curtailment can be accomplished without detriment to Mexico
and is necessary to allow full use of all available water supplies, provided
that such curtailment shall not have the effect of reducing the total scheduled
deliveries of water to Mexico.

E. In any year in which there shall exist in the river water in excess of
that necessary to satisfy the requirements in the United States and the



guaranteed quantity of 1,500,000 acre-feet (1,850,234,000 cubic meters)
allotted to Mexico, the United States Section shall so inform the Mexican
Section in order that the latter may schedule such surplus water to complete
a quantity up to a maximum of 1,700,000 acre-feet (2,096,931,000 cubic
meters). In this circumstance the total quantities to be delivered under
Schedules I and II shall be increased in proportion to their respective total
quantities and the two schedules thus increased shall be subject to the same
limitations as those established fbr each under paragraph A of this Article.

F. Subject to the limitations as to rates of deliveries and total quantities
set out in Schedules I and II, Mexico shall have the right, upon thirty
days' notice in advance to the United States Section, to increase or decrease
each monthly quantity prescribed by those schedules by not more than
20% of the monthly quantity.

G. The total quantity of water to be delivered under Schedule I of
paragraph A of this Article may be increased in any year if the amount to be
delivered under Schedule II is correspondingly reduced and if the limita-
tions as to rates of delivery under each schedule are correspondingly in-
creased and reduced.

IV-TIJUANA RIVER

Article 16

In order to improve existing uses'and to assure any feasible further develop-
ment, the Commission shall study and investigate, and shall submit to the
two Governments for their approval:

(1) Recommendations for the equitable distribution between the two
countries of the waters of the Tijuana River system;

(2) Plans for storage and flood control to promote and develop domestic,
irrigation and other feasible uses of the waters of this system;

(3) An estimate of the cost of the proposed works and the manner in
which the construction of such works or the cost thereof should be divided
between the two Governments;

(4) Recommendations regarding the parts of the works to be operated
and maintained by the Commission and the parts to be operated and main-
tained by each Section.

The two Governments through their respective Sections of the Commis-
sion shall construct such of the proposed works as are approved by both
Governments, shall divide the work to be done or the cost thereof, and shall
distribute between the two countries the waters of the Tijuana River in the
proportions approved by the two Governments. The two Governments
agree to pay in equal shares the costs of joint operation and maintenance of
the works involved, and each Government agrees to pay the cost of operation
and maintenance of the works assigned to it for such purpose.

V-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 17

The use of the channels of the international rivers for the discharge of
flood or other excess waters shall be free and not subject to limitation by



either country, and neither country shall have any claim against the other
in respect of any damage caused by such use. Each Government agrees to
furnish the other Government, as far in advance as practicable, any infor-
mation it may have in regard to such extraordinary discharges of water
from reservoirs and flood flows on its own territory as may produce floods
on the territory of the other.

Each Government declares its intention to operate its storage dams in such
manner, consistent with the normal operations of its hydraulic systems, as to
avoid as far as feasible, material damage in the territory of the other.

Article 18

Public use of the water surface of lakes formed by international dams
shall, when not harmful to the services rendered by such dams, be free and
common to both countries, subject to the police regulations of each country
in its territory, to such general regulations as may appropriately be pre-
scribed and enforced by the Commission with the approval of the two Gov-
ernments for the purpose of the application of the provisions of this Treaty,
and to such regulations as may appropriately be prescribed and enforced
for the same purpose by each Section of the Commission with respect to
the areas and borders of such parts of those lakes as lie within its territory.
Neither Government shall use for military purposes such water surface
situated within the territory of the other country except by express agreement
between the two Governments.

Article 19

The two Governments shall conclude such special agreements as may be
necessary to regulate the generation, development and disposition of electric
power at international plants, including the necessary provisions for the
export of electric current.

Article 20

The two Governments shall, through their respective Sections of the Com-
mission, carry out the construction of works allotted to them. For this
purpose the respective Sections of the Commission may make use of any
competent public or private agencies in accordance with the laws of the
respective countries. With respect to such works as either Section of the
Commission may have to execute on the territory of the other, it shall, in
the execution of such works, observe the laws of the place where such works
are located or carried out, with the exceptions hereinafter stated.

All materials, implements, equipment and repair parts intended for the
construction, operation and maintenance of such works shall be exempt
from import and export customs duties. The whole of the personnel em-
ployed either directly or indirectly on the construction, operation or main-
tenance of the works may pass freely from one country to the other for the
purpose of going to and from the place of location of the works, without any
immigration restrictions, passports or labor requirements. Each Govern-
ment shall furnish, through its own Section of the Commission, convenient
means of identification to the personnel employed by it on the aforesaid
works and verification certificates covering all materials, implements,
equipment and repair parts intended for the works.

Each Government shall assume responsibility for and shall adjust ex-
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elusively in accordance with its own laws all claims arising within its terri-
tory in connection with the construction, operation or maintenance of the
whole or of any part of the works herein agreed upon, or of any works
which may, in the execution of this Treaty, be agreed upon in the future.

Article 21

The construction of the international dams and the formation of artificial
lakes shall produce no change in the fluvial international boundary, which
shall continue to be governed by existing treaties and conventions in force
between the two countries.

The Commission shall, with the approval of the two Governments,
establish in the artificial lakes, by buoys or by other suitable markers, a
practicable and convenient line to provide for the exercise of the jurisdiction
and control vested by this Treaty in the Commission and its respective Sec-
tions. Such line shall also mark the boundary for the application of the
customs and police regulations of each country.

Article 22

The provisions of the Convention between the United States and Mexico
for the rectification of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) in the El Paso-JuArez
Valley signed on February 1, 1933, shall govern so far as delimitation of the
boundary, distribution of jurisdiction and sovereignty, and relations with
private owners are concerned, in any places where works for the artificial
channeling, canalization or rectification of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo)
and the Colorado River are carried out.

Article 23

The two Governments recognize the public interest attached to the works
required for the execution and performance of this Treaty and agree to
acquire, in accordance with their respective domestic laws, any private
property that may be required for the construction of the said works, in-
cluding the main structures and their appurtenances and the construction
materials therefor, and for the operation and maintenance thereof, at the
cost of the country within which the property is situated, except as may be
otherwise specifically provided in this Treaty.

Each Section of the Commission shall determine the extent and location
of any private property to be acquired within its own country and shall
make the necessary request upon its Government for the acquisition of such
property.

The Commission shall determine the cases in which it shall become neces-
sary to locate works for the conveyance of water or electrical energy and
for the servicing of any such works, for the benefit of either of the two coun-
tries, in the territory of the other country, in order that such works can be
built pursuant to agreement between the two Governments. Such works
shall be subject to the jurisdiction and supervision of the Section of the Com-
mission within whose country they are located.

Construction of the works built in pursuance of the provisions of this
Treaty shall not confer upon either of the two countries any rights either
of property or of jurisdiction over any part whatsoever of the territory of the
other. These works shall be part of the territory and be the property of
the country wherein they are situated. However, in the case of any incidents
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occurring on works constructed across the limitrophe part of a river and with
supports on both banks, the jurisdiction of each country shall be limited by the
center line of such works, which shall be marked by the Commission, with-
out thereby changing the international boundary.

Each Government shall retain, through its own Section of the Commis-
sion and within the limits and to the extent necessary to effectuate the pro-
visions of this Treaty, direct ownership, control and jurisdiction within its
own territory and in accordance with its own laws, over all real property-
including that within the channel of any river-rights of way and rights
in rem, that it may be necessary to enter upon and occupy for the construc-
tion, operation or maintenance of all the works constructed, acquired or
used pursuant to this Treaty. Furthermore, each Government shall simi-
larly acquire and retain in its own possession the titles, control and jurisdic-
tion over such works.

Article 24

The International Boundary and Water Commission shall have, in
addition to the powers and duties otherwise specifically provided in this
Treaty, the following powers and duties:

(a) To initiate and carry on investigations and develop plans for the
works which are to be constructed or established in accordance with the
provisions of this and other treaties or agreements in force between the two
Governments dealing with boundaries and international waters, to deter-
mine, as to such works, their location, size, kind and characteristic specifica-
tions; to estimate the cost of such works; and to recommend the division
of such costs between the two Governments, the arrangements for the furnish-
ing of the necessary funds, and the dates for the beginning of the works, to
the extent that the matters mentioned in this subparagraph are not other-
wise covered by specific provisions of this or any other Treaty.

(b) To construct the works agreed upon or to supervise their construction
and to operate and maintain such works or to supervise their operation and
maintenance, in accordance with the respective domestic laws of each
country. Each Section shall have, to the extent necessary to give effect
to the provisions of this Treaty, jurisdiction over the works constructed
exclusively in the territory of its country whenever such works shall be con-
nected with or shall directly affect the execution of the provisions of this
Treaty.

(c) In general to exercise and discharge the specific powers and duties
entrusted to the Commission by this and other treaties and agreements in
force between the two countries, and to carry into execution and prevent
the violation of the provisions of those treaties and agreements. The
authorities of each country shall aid and support the exercise and discharge
of these powers and duties, and each Commissioner shall invoke when
necessary the jurisdiction of the courts or other appropriate agencies
of this country to aid in the execution and enforcement of these powers and
duties.

(d) To settle all differences that may arise between the two Govern-
ments with respect to the interpretation or application of this Treaty, sub-
ject to the approval of the two Governments. In any case in which the
Commissioners do not reach an agreement, they shall so inform their re-
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spective governments reporting their respective opinions and the grounds
therefor and the points upon which they differ, for discussion and adjust-
ment of the difference through diplomatic channels and for application
where proper of the general or special agreements which the two Govern-
ments have concluded for the settlement of controversies.

(e) To furnish the information requested of the Commissioners jointly
by the two Governments on matters within their jurisdiction. In the event
that the request is made by one Government alone, the Commissioner of
the other Government must have the express authorization of his Govern-
ment in order to comply with such request.

(f) The Commission shall construct, operate and maintain upon the
limitrophe parts of the international streams, and each Section shall severally
construct, operate and maintain upon the parts of the international streams
and their tributaries within the boundaries of its own country, such stream
gauging stations as may be needed to provide the hydrographic data neces-
sary or convefient for the proper functioning of this Treaty. The data so
obtained shall be compiled and periodically exchange between the two
Sections.

(g) The Commission shall submit annually a joint report to the two
Governments on the matters in its charge. The Commission shall also
submit to the two Governments joint reports on general or any particular
matters at such other times as it may deem necessary or as may be requested
by the two Governments.

Article 25

Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Treaty, Articles III
and VII of the Convention of March 1, 1889 shall govern the proceedings
of the Commission in carrying out the provisions of this Treaty. Supple-
mentary thereto the Commission shall establish a body of rules and regula-
tions to govern its procedure, consistent with the provisions of this Treaty
and of Articles III and VII of the Convention of March 1, 1889 and sub-
ject to the approval of both Governments.

Decisions of the Commission shall be recorded in the form of Minutes
done in duplicate in the English and Spanish languages, signed by each
Commissioner and attested by the Secretaries, and copies thereof forwarded
to each Government within three days after being signed. Except where the
specific approval of the two Governments is required by any provision of
this Treaty, if one of the Governments fails to communicate to the Commis-
sion its approval or disapproval of a decision of the Commission with-
in thirty days reckoned from the date of the Minute in which it shall
have been pronounced, the Minute in question and the decisions which
it contains shall be considered to be approved by that Government.
The Commissioners, within the limits of their respective jurisdiction,
shall execute the decisions of the Commission that are approved by both
Governments.
. If either Government disapproves a decision of the Commission the two
Governments shall take cognizance of the matter, and if an agreement re-
garding such matter is reached between the two Governments, the agree-
ment shall be communicated to the Commissioners, who shall take such
further proceedings as may be necessary to carry out such agreement.



V-TRANSITORY PROVISIONS

Article 26

During a period of eight years from the date of the entry into force of this
Treaty, or until the beginning of operation of the lowest major international
reservoirs on the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo), should it be placed in operation
prior to the expiration of said period, Mexico will cooperate with the United
States to relieve, in times of drought, any lack of water needed to irrigate
the lands now under irrigation in the Lower Rio Grande Valley in the
United States, and for this purpose Mexico will release water from El Aziicar
reservoir on the San Juan River and allow that water to run through its
system of canals back into the San Juan River in order that the United
States may divert such water from the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo). Such
releases shall be made on condition that they do not affect the Mexican
irrigation system, provided that Mexico shall, in any event, except in cases
of extraordinary drought or serious accident to its hydraulic works, release
and make available to the United States for its use the quantities requested,
under the following conditions: that during the said eight years there
shall be made available a total of 160,000 acre-feet (197,358,000 cubic
meters) and up to 40,000 acre-feet (49,340,000 cubic meters) in any one
year; that the water shall be made available as requested at rates not ex-
ceeding 750 cubic feet 21.2 cubic meters) per second; that when the rates
of flow requested and made available have been more than 500 cubic feet
(14.2 cubic meters) per second the period of release shall not extend beyond
fifteen consecutive days; and that at least thirty days must elapse between
any two periods of release during which rates of flow in excess of 500 cubic
feet (14.2 cubic meters) per second have been requested and made available.
In addition to the guaranteed flow, Mexico shall release from El Azicar
reservoir and conduct through its canal system and the San Juan River, for
use in the United States during periods of drought and after satisfying the
needs of Mexican users, any excess water that does not in the opinion of the
Mexican Section have to be stored and that may be needed for the irriga-
tion of lands which were under irrigation during the year 1943 in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley in the United States.

Article 27

The provisions of Article 10, 11, and 15 of this Treaty shall not be applied
during a period of five years from the date of the entry into force of this
Treaty, or until the Davis dam and the major Mexican diversion structure
on the Colorado River are placed in operation, should these works be
placed in operation prior to the expiration of said period. In the mean-
time Mexico may construct and operate at its expense a temporary diver-
sion structure in the bed of the Colorado River in territory of the United
States for the purpose of diverting water into the Alamo Canal, provided
that the plans for such structure and the construction and operation thereof
shall be subject to the approval of the United States Section. During this
period of time the United States will make available in the river at such
diversion structure river flow now currently required in the United States,
and the United States will cooperate with Mexico to the end that the latter
may satisfy its irrigation requirements within the limits of those require-
ments for lands irrigated in Mexico from the Colorado River during the
year 1943.



PROTOCOL

The Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the United Mexican States agree and understand that:

Wherever, by virtue of the provisions of the Treaty between the United
States of America and the United Mexican States, signed in Washington on
February 3, 1944, relating to the utilization of the waters of the Colorado
and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande from Fort Quitman, Texas, to
the Gulf of Mexico, specific functions are imposed on, or exclusive jurisdic-
tion is vested in, either of the Sections of the International Boundary and
Water Commission, which involve the construction or use of works for
storage or conveyance of water, flood control, stream gauging, or for any
other purpose, which are situated wholly within the territory of the country
of that Section, and which are to be used only partly for the performance
of treaty provisions, such jurisdiction shall be exercised, and such functions,
including the construction, operation and maintenance of the said works,
shall be performed and carried out by the Federal agencies of that country
which now or hereafter may be authorized by domestic law to construct, or
to operate and maintain, such works. Such functions or jurisdictions shall
be exercised in conformity with the provisions of the Treaty and in coopera-
tion with the respective Section of the Commission, to the end that all
international obligations and functions may be coordinated and fulfilled.

The works to be constructed or used on or along the boundary, and those
to be constructed or used exclusively for the discharge of treaty stipulations,
shall be under the jurisdiction of the Commission or of the respective Sec-
tion, in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty. In carrying out the
construction of such works the Sections of the Commission may utilize
the services of public or private organizations in accordance with the laws
of their respective countries.

This Protocol, which shall be regarded as an integral part of the afore-
mentioned Treaty signed in Washington on February 3, 1944, shall be rati-
fied and the ratifications thereof shall be exchanged in Washington. This
Protocol shall be effective beginning with the day of the entry into force of
the Treaty and shall continue effective so long as the Treaty remains in
force.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a treaty between the United States of America and the United
Mexican States relating to the utilization of the waters of the Colorado and
Tijuana Rivers, and of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from Fort Quitman,
Texas, to the Gulf of Mexico, was signed by their respective Plenipoten-
tiaries in Washington on February 3, 1944, and a protocol supplementary
to the said treaty was signed by their respective Plenipotentiaries in Washing-
ton on November 14, 1944, the originals of which treaty and protocol, in the
English and Spanish languages, are word for word as follows:

AND WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their Resolu-
tion of April 18, 1945, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein,
did advise and consent to the ratification of the said treaty and protocol,
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subject to certain understandings, the text of which Resolution is word for
word as follows:

" Resolved (two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein), That the
Senate advise and consent to the ratification of Executive A, Seventy-
eighth Congress, second session, a treaty between the United States of
America and the United Mexican States, signed at Washington on Feb-
ruary 3, 1944, relating to the utilization of the waters of the Colorado and
Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande from Fort Quitman, Texas, to the
Gulf of Mexico, and Executive H, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session
a protocol, signed at Washington on November 14, 1944, supplementary to
the treaty, subject to the following understandings, and that these under-
standings will be mentioned in the ratification of this treaty as conveying
the true meaning of the treaty, and will in effect form a part of the treaty:

" (a) That no commitment for works to be built by the United States
in whole or in part at its expense, or for expenditures by the United States,
other than those specifically provided for in the treaty, shall be made by
the Secretary of State of the United States, the Commissioner of the
United States Section of the International Boundary and Water Com-
mission, the United States Section of said Commission, or any other officer
or employee of the United States, without prior approval of the Congress
of the United States. It is understood that the works to be built by the
United States, in whole or in part at its expense, and the expenditures by
the United States, which are specifically provided for in the treaty, are
as follows:

" 1. The joint construction of the three storage and flood-control
dams on the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman, Texas, mentioned in
article 5 of the treaty.

" 2. The dams and other joint works required for the diversion of the
flow of the Rio Grande mentioned in subparagraph II of article 5 of the
treaty, it being understood that the commitment of the United States to
make expenditures under this subparagraph is limited to its share of the
cost of one dam and works appurtenant thereto.

" 3. Stream-gauging stations which may be required under the provi-
sions of section (j) of article 9 of the treaty and of subparagraph (d) of
article 12 of the treaty.

" 4. The Davis Dam and Reservoir mentioned in subparagraph (b)
of article 12 of the treaty.

"5. The joint flood-control investigations, preparation of plans, and
reports on the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman required by the provisions
of article 6 of the treaty.

" 6. The joint flood-control investigations, preparations of plans, and
reports on the lower Colorado River between the Imperial Dam and the
Gulf of California required by article 13 of the treaty.

" 7. The joint investigations, preparation of plans, and reports on the
establishment of hydroelectric plants at the international dams on the Rio
Grande below Fort Quitman provided for by article 7 of the treaty.

" 8. The studies, investigations, preparation of plans, recommenda-
tions, reports, and other matters dealing with the Tijuana River system
provided for by the first paragraph (including the numbered subpara-
graphs) of article 16 of the treaty.
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(b) Insofar as they affect persons and property in the territorial
limits of the United States, the powers and functions of the Secretary of
State of the United States, the Commissioner of the United States Section
of the International Boundary and Water Commission, the United States
Section of said Commission, and any other officer or employee of the
United States, shall be subject to the statutory and constitutional controls
and processes. Nothing contained in the treaty or protocol shall be
construed as impairing the power of the Congress of the United States to
define the terms of office of members of the United States Section of the
International Boundary and Water Commission or to provide for their
appointment by the President by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate or otherwise.

" (c) That nothing contained in the treaty or protocol shall be con-
strued as authorizing the Secretary of State of the United States, the Com-
missioner of the United States Section of the International Boundary and
Water Commission, or the United States Section of said Commission,
directly or indirectly to alter or control the distribution of water to users
within the territorial limits of any of the individual States.

" (d) That 'international dam or reservoir' means a dam or reservoir
built across the common boundary between the two countries.

" (e) That the words' international plants', appearing in article 19,
mean only hydroelectric generating plants in connection with dams built
across the common boundary between the two countries.

" (f) That the words 'electric current', appearing in article 19,
mean hydroelectric power generated at an international plant.

" (g) That by the use of the words 'The jurisdiction of the Com-
mission shall extend to the limitrophe parts of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo)
and the Colorado River, to the land boundary between the two countries,
and to works located upon their common boundary * * *' in the first
sentence of the fifth paragraph of article 2, is meant:'The jurisdiction of
the Commission shall extend and be limited to the limitrophe parts of
the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) and the Colorado River, to the land boun-
dary between the two countries, and to works located upon their common
boundary * * *'

" (h) The word 'agreements' whenever used in subparagraph (a),
(c), and (d) of article 24 of the treaty shall refer only to agreements
entered into pursuant to and subject to the provisions and limitations of
treaties in force between the United States of America and the United
Mexican States.

" (i) The word 'disputes' in the second paragraph of article 2 shall
have reference only to disputes between the Governments of the United
States of America and the United Mexican States.

" (j) First, that the one million seven hundred thousand acre-feet speci-
fied in subparagraph (b) of article 10 includes and is not in addition to the
one million five hundred thousand acre-feet, the delivery of which to
Mexico is guaranteed in subparagraph (a) of article 10; second, that
the one million five hundred thousand acre-feet specified in three places
in said subparagraph (b) is identical with the one million five hundred
thousand acre-feet specified in said subparagraph (a); third, that any
use by Mexico under said subparagraph (b) of quantities of water arriving
at the Mexican points of diversion in excess of said one million five
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hundred thousand acre-feet shall not give rise to any future claim of
right by Mexico in excess of said guaranteed quantity of one million
five hundred thousand acre-feet of water.

" (k) The United States recognizes a duty to require that the pro-
tective structures to be constructed under article 12, paragraph (a),
of this treaty, are so constructed, operated, and maintained as to ade-
quately prevent damage to property and lands within the United States
from the construction and operation of the diversion structure referred
to in said paragraph."

AND WHEREAS the said treaty and protocol were duly ratified by the
President of the United States of America on November 1, 1945, in
pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate and subject
to the aforesaid understandings on the part of the United States of
America;

AND WHEREAS the said treaty and protocol were duly ratified by the
President of the United Mexican States on October 16, 1945, in pursuance
and according to the terms of a Decree of September 27, 1945, of the Senate
of the United Mexican States approving the said treaty and protocol and
approving the said understandings on the part of the United States of
America in all that refers to the rights and obligations between the parties;

AND WHEREAS it is provided in Article 28 of the said treaty that the treaty
shall enter into force on the day of the exchange of ratifications;

AND WHEREAS it is provided in the said protocol that the protocol shall
be regarded as an integral part of the said treaty and shall be effective
beginning with the day of the entry into force of the said treaty;

AND WHEREAS the respective instruments of ratification of the said
treaty and protocol were duly exchanged, and a protocol of exchange of in-
struments of ratification was signed in the English and Spanish languages,
by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America and
the United Mexican States on November 8, 1945, the English text of which
protocol of exchange of instruments of ratification reads in part as follows:

" The ratification by the Government of the United States of America
of the treaty and protocol aforesaid recites in their entirety the under-
standings contained in the resolution of April 18, 1945, of the Senate
of the United States of America advising and consenting to ratification,
the text of which resolution was communicated by the Government
of the United States of America to the Government of the United Mexican
States. The ratification by the Government of the United Mexican
States of the treaty and protocol aforesaid is effected, in the terms of its
instrument of ratification, in conformity to the Decree of September 27,
1945, of the Senate of the United Mexican States approving the treaty
and protocol aforesaid and approving also the aforesaid understandings
on the part of the United States of America in all that refers to the rights
and obligations between both parties, and in which the Mexican Senate
refrains from considering, because it is not competent to pass judgment
upon them, the provisions which relate exclusively to the internal ap-
plication of the treaty within the United States of America and by its
own authorities, and which are included in the understandings set
forth under the letter (a) in its first part to the period preceding the
words ' It is understood ' and under the letters (b) and (c)."
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78. AGREEMENT 1 TO PROCEED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION
OF AMISTAD DAM ON THE RIO GRANDE TO FORM PART
OF THE SYSTEM OF INTERNATIONAL STORAGE DAMS
PROVIDED FOR BY THE WATER TREATY OF FEBRUARY 3
1944. SIGNED AT CIUDAD ACUNA, OCTOBER 24, 19602

Dwight D. Eisenhower, President of the United States of America,
and Adolfo L6pez Mateos, President of the United Mexican States, inspired
by the true friendship that binds the Governments and peoples of the
United States of America and Mexico and by the fruitful cooperation that
has characterized their relations,

Considering that international hydraulic works constitute one of the
most valued examples of this cooperation, the bases of which were estab-
lished in the Water Treaty between the United States of America and
Mexico signed on February 3, 1944;

Considering that Amistad Dam will complement Falc6n Dam and will
form part of the sytem of international dams provided for in the above-
mentioned treaty;

Considering that Amistad Dam will serve to control floods of the Rio
Grande, which repeatedly have caused very serious damage to border com-
munities and agricultural areas of both countries; to provide additional
waters for irrigation needs of both countries; and to permit production
of hydroelectric energy as required;

Have agreed that:
The Government of the United States of America and the Government of

Mexico will proceed with the construction of Amistad Dam as soon as
possible after the two Governments have approved the technical recommen-
dations that are to be made for that purpose by the International Boundary
and Water Commission, United States and Mexico.

Done in two copies in the English and Spanish languages at Ciudad
Acufia, Coahuila, Mexico, October 24, 1960.

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER A. L. MATEOS

1 Came into force upon signature.
2 United States Treaties and other International Agreements, TIAS 4624.



United Kingdom-United States

79. TREATY' BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED
STATES RELATING TO BOUNDARY WATERS, AND QUES-
TIONS ARISING BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND
CANADA, SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, JANUARY 11, 19092

... to prevent disputes regarding the use of boundary waters and to settle
all questions which are now pending... and to make provision for the
adjustment and settlement of all such questions as may hereafter arise...

Preliminary Article. For the purposes of this Treaty, boundary waters
are defined as the waters from main shore to main shore of the lakes and
rivers and connecting waterways, or the portions thereof, along which the
international boundary between the United States and the Dominion of
Canada passes, including all bays, arms, and inlets thereof, but not in-
cluding tributary waters which in their natural channels would flow into
such lakes, rivers, and waterways, or waters flowing from such lakes, rivers,
and waterways, or the waters of rivers flowing across the boundary.

Article II. Each of the High Contracting Parties reserves to itself or to the
several State Governments on the one side and the Dominion or Provincial
Governments on the other, as the case may be, subject to any treaty provi-
sions now existing with respect thereto, the exclusive jurisdiction and control
over the use and diversion, whether temporary or permanent, of all waters on
its own side of the line which in their natural channels would flow across the
boundary or into boundary waters; but it is agreed that any interference
with or diversion from their natural channel of such waters on either side of
the boundary, resulting in any injury on the other side of the boundary,
shall give rise to the same rights and entitle the injured parties to the same
legal remedies as if such injury took place in the country where such diver-

' Came into force May 5, 1910 by the exchange of ratifications. The Senate
of the United States by their resolution of March 3, 1909, resolved, as a part
of its ratification " that the United States approves this Treaty with the under-
standing that nothing in this Treaty shall be construed as affecting, or changing,
any existing territorial, or riparian rights in the water, or rights of the owners
of lands under water, on either side of the international boundary at the rapids
of the St. Mary's river at Sault Ste Marie, in the use of the waters flowing over
such lands, subject to the requirements of navigation in boundary waters and
of navigation canals, and without prejudice to the existing right of the United
States and Canada, each to use the waters of the St. Mary's River, within its
own territory; and further, that nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to
interfere with the drainage of wet, swamp, and overflowed lands into streams
flowing into boundary waters, and that this interpretation will be mentioned in
the ratification of this Treaty as conveying the true meaning of the Treaty, and
will, in effect, form part of the Treaty." [De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Gdniral
de Traitds, 3,me sfrie, tome IV, p. 208 (note).] This reservation was accepted
by Great Britain by the " Protocol of Exchange " below.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 102, p. 137.
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sion or interference occurs; but this provision shall not apply to cases al-
ready existing or to cases expressly covered by special agreement between
the parties hereto.

It is understood, however, that neither of the High Contracting Parties
intends by the foregoing provision to surrender any right which it may have
to object to any interference with or diversions of waters on the other side
of the boundary the effect of which would be productive of material injury
to the navigation interests on its own side of the boundary.

Article III. It is agreed that, in addition to the uses, obstructions and
diversions heretofore permitted or hereafter provided for by special agree-
ment between the Parties hereto, no further or other uses or obstructions or
diversions, whether temporary or permanent, of boundary waters on either
side of the line, affecting the natural level or flow of boundary waters on the
other side of the line, shall be made except by authority of the United
States or the Dominion of Canada within their respective jurisdictions and
with the approval, as hereinafter provided, of a joint commission, to be
known as the International Joint Commission.

The foregoing provisions are not intended to limit or interfere with the
existing rights of the Government of the United States on the one side and
the Government of the Dominion of Canada on the other, to undertake and
carry on governmental works in boundary waters for the deepening of
channels, the construction of breakwaters, the improvement of harbours,
and other governmental works for the benefit of commerce and navigation,
provided that such works are wholly on its own side of the line and do not
materially affect the level or flow of the boundary waters on the other,
nor are such provisions intended to interfere with the ordinary use of such
waters for domestic and sanitary purposes.

Article IV. The High Contracting Parties agree that, except in cases
provided for by special agreement between them, they will not permit the
construction or maintenance on their respective sides of the boundary of
any remedial or protective works or any dams or other obstructions in
waters flowing from boundary waters or in waters at a lower level than the
boundary in rivers flowing across the boundary, the effect of which is to
raise the natural level of waters on the other side of the boundary unless the
construction or maintenance thereof is approved by the aforesaid Inter-
national Joint Commission.

It is further agreed that the waters herein defined as boundary waters
and waters flowing across the boundary shall not be polluted on either side
to the injury of health or property on the other.

Article V. The High Contracting Parties agree that it is expedient to
limit the diversion of waters from the Niagara River so that the level of
Lake Erie and the flow of the stream shall not be appreciably affected.
It is the desire of both Parties to accomplish this object with the least possible
injury to investments which have already been made in the construction
of power plants on the United States side of the river under grants of
authority from the State of New York, and on the Canadian side of the
river under licences authorized by the Dominion of Canada and the Pro-
vince of Ontario.

So long as this Treaty shall remain in force, no diversion of the waters
of the Niagara River above the Falls from the natural course and stream
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thereof shall be permitted except for the purposes and to the extent herein-
after provided.

Article VI. The High Contracting Parties agree that the St. Mary and
Milk Rivers and their tributaries (in the State of Montana and the Provinces
of Alberta and Saskatchewan) are to be treated as one stream for the pur-
poses of irrigation and power, and the waters thereof shall be appor-
tioned equally between the two countries, but in making such equal appor-
tionment more than half may be taken from one river and less than half from
the other, by either country, so as to afford a more beneficial use to each.
It is further agreed that in the division of such waters during the irrigation
season, between the 1st of April and 31st October, inclusive, annually, the
United States is entitled to a prior appropriation of 500 cubic feet per second
of the waters of the Milk River, or so much of such amount as constitutes
three-fourths of its natural flow, and that Canada is entitled to a prior
appropriation of 500 cubic feet per second of the flow of St. Mary River,
or so much of such amount as constitutes three fourths of its natural flow.

The channel of the Milk River in Canada may be used at the convenience
of the United States for the conveyance, while passing through Canadian
territory, of waters diverted from the St. Mary River. The provisions of
Article II of this Treaty shall apply to any injury resulting to property in
Canada from the conveyance of such waters through the Milk River.

The measurement and apportionment of the water to be used by each
country shall from time to time be made jointly by the properly constituted
reclamation officers of the United States and the properly constituted irriga-
tion officers of His Majesty under the direction of the International Joint
Commission.

Article VII. The High Contracting Parties agree to establish and main-
tain an International Joint Commission of the United States and Canada,
composed of six commissioners, three on the part of the United States, ap-
pointed by the President thereof, and three on the part of the United King-
dom, appointed by His Majesty on the recommendation of the Governor
in Council of the Dominion of Canada.

Article VIII. This International Joint Commission shall have jurisdic-
tion over and shall pass upon all cases involving the use or obstruction or
diversion of the waters, with respect to which, under Articles III and IV
of this Treaty, the approval of this Commission is required, and in passing
upon such cases the Commission shall be governed by the following rules
and principles which are adopted by the High Contracting Parties for this
purpose:

The High Contracting Parties shall have, each on its own side of the
boundary, equal and similar rights in the use of the waters hereinbefore
defined as boundary waters.

The following order of precedence shall be observed among the various
uses enumerated hereinafter for these waters, and no use shall be permitted
which tends materially to conflict with or restrain any other use which is
given preference over it in this order of precedence:

I. Uses for domestic and sanitary purposes;



2. Uses for navigation, including the service of canals for the purposes
of navigation;

3. Uses for power and for irrigation purposes.
The foregoing provisions shall not apply to or disturb any existing uses

of boundary waters on either side of the boundary.
The requirement for an equal division may, in the discretion of the Com-

mission, be suspended in the cases of temporary diversions along boundary
waters at points where such equal division cannot be made advantageously
on account of local conditions, and where such diversion does not diminish
elsewhere the amount available for use on the other side.

The Commission, in its discretion, may make its approval in any case
conditional upon the construction of remedial or protective works to com-
pensate, so far as possible, for the particular use or diversion proposed, and
in such cases may require that suitable and adequate provision, approved by
the Commission, be made for the protection and indemnity against injury
of any interests on either side of the boundary.

In cases involving the elevation of the natural level of waters on either
side of the line as a result of the construction or maintenance on the other
side of remedial or protective works or dams or other obstructions in boun-
dary waters or in waters flowing therefrom or in waters below the boundary
in rivers flowing across the boundary, the Commission shall require, as a
condition of its approval thereof, that suitable and adequate provision,
approved by it, be made for the protection and indemnity of all interests on
the other side of the line which may be injured thereby.

The majority of the Commissioners shall have power to render a decision.
In case the Commission is evenly divided upon any question or matter
presented to it for decision, separate reports shall be made by the Commis-
sioners on each side to their own Government. The High Contracting
Parties shall thereupon endeavour to agree upon an adjustment of the ques-
tion or matter of difference, and if an agreement is reached between them,
it shall be reduced to writing in the form of a protocol, and shall be commu-
nicated to the Commissioners, who shall take such further proceedings as
may be necessary to carry out such agreement.

Article IX. The High Contracting Parties further agree that any other
questions or matters of difference arising between them involving the rights,
obligations, or interests of either in relation to the other or to the inhabi-
tants of the other, along the common frontier between the United States
and the Dominion of Canada, shall be referred from time to time to the
International Joint Commission for examination and report whenever
either the Government of the United States or. the Government of the Do-
minion of Canada shall request that such questions or matters of difference
be so referred.

The International Joint Commission is authorized in each case so referred
to examine into and report upon the facts and circumstances of the particular
questions and matters referred, together with such conclusions and recom-
mendations as may be appropriate, subject, however, to any restrictions
or exceptions which may be imposed with respect thereto by the terms of the
reference.

Such reports of the Commission shall not be regarded as decisions of the
questions or matters so submitted either on the facts or the law, and shall
in no way have the character of an arbitral award.

The Commission shall make a joint report to both Governments in all



cases in which all or a majority of the Commissioners agree, and in case of
disagreement the minority may make a joint report to both Governments, or
separate reports to their respective Governments.

In case the Commission is evenly divided upon any question or matter
referred to it for report, separate reports shall be made by the Commis-
sioners on each side to their own Government.

Article X. Any questions or matters of difference arising between the
High Contracting Parties involving the rights, obligations, or interests of the
United States or of the Dominion of Canada either in relation to each other
or to their respective inhabitants, may be referred for decision to the Inter-
national Joint Commission by consent of the two Parties, it being under-
stood that on the part of the United States any such action will be by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and on the part of His Majesty's
Government with the consent of the Governor-General in Council. In
each case so referred the said Commission is authorized to examine into and
report upon the facts and circumstances of the particular questions and
matters referred, together with such conclusions and recommendations as may
be appropriate, subject, however, to any restrictions or exceptions which
may be imposed with respect thereto by the terms of the reference.

A majority of the said Commission shall have power to render a decision
or finding upon any of the questions or matters so referred.

If the said Commission is equally divided or otherwise unable to render
a decision or finding as to any questions or matters so referred, it shall
be the duty of the Commissioners to make a joint report to both Govern-
ments, or separate reports to their respective Governments, showing the
different conclusions arrived at with regard to the matters or questions so
referred, which questions or matters shall thereupon be referred for decision
by the High Contracting Parties to an umpire chosen in accordance with
the procedure prescribed in the 4th, 5th, and 6th paragraphs of Article XLV
of the Hague Convention for the pacific settlement of international disputes,
dated the 18th October, 1907. Such umpire shall have power to render a
final decision with respect to those matters and questions so referred on
which the Commission failed to agree.

Article XI. A duplicate original of all decisions rendered and joint re-
ports made by the Commission shall be transmitted to and filed with the
Secretary of State of the United States and the Governor-General of the
Dominion of Canada, and to them shall be addressed all communications
of the Commission.

Article XII. The International Joint Commission shall meet and organize
at Washington promptly after the members thereof are appointed, and
when organized the Commission may fix such times and places for its meet-
ings as may be necessary, subject at all times to special call or direction
by the two Governments. Each Commissioner, upon the first joint meeting
of the Commission after his appointment, shall, before proceeding with
the work of the Commission, make and subscribe a solemn declaration in
writing that he will faithfully and impartially perform the duties imposed
upon him under this Treaty, and such declaration shall be entered on the
records of the proceedings of the Commission.

The United States and Canadian sections of the Commission may each
appoint a secretary, and these shall act as joint secretaries of the Commis-
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sion at its joint sessions, and the Commission may employ engineers and
clerical assistants from time to time as it may deem advisable. The salaries
and personal expenses of the Commission and of the secretaries shall be
paid by their respective Governments, and all reasonable and necessary
joint expenses of the Commission incurred by it shall be paid in equal
moieties by the High Contracting Parties.

The Commission shall have power to administer oaths to witnesses and to
take evidence on oath whenever deemed necessary in any proceeding, or
enquiry, or matter within its jurisdiction under this Treaty, and all parties
interested therein shall be given convenient opportunity to be heard, and
the High Contracting Parties agree to adopt such legislation as may be
appropriate and necessary to give the Commission the powers above men-
tioned on each side of the boundary, and to provide for the issue of subpoenas
and for compelling the attendance of witnesses in proceedings before
the Commission. The Commission may adopt such rules of procedure
as shall be in accordance with justice and equity, and may make such exa-
mination in person and through agents or employees as may be deemed
advisable.

Article XIII. In all cases where special agreements between the High
Contracting Parties hereto are referred to in the foregoing Articles, such
agreements are understood and intended to include not only direct agree-
ments between the High Contracting Parties, but also any mutual arrange-
ment between the United States and the Dominion of Canada expressed
by concurrent or reciprocal legislation on the part of Congress and the
Parliament of the Dominion.

PROTOCOL OF EXCHANGE'

On proceeding to the exchange of the ratifications of the Treaty signed
at Washington on the 1 th January, 1909, between Great Britain and the
United States, relating to boundary waters and questions arising along the
boundary between the United States and the Dominion of Canada, the
undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly authorized thereto by their respective
Governments, hereby declare that nothing in this Treaty shall be construed
as affecting or changing any existing territorial or riparian rights in the
water, or rights of the owners of lands under water, on either side of the
international boundary at the rapids of the St. Mary's River at Sault Ste.
Marie, in the use of the waters flowing over such lands, subject to the
requirements of navigation in boundary waters and of navigation canals,
and without prejudice to the existing right of the United States and Canada
each to use the waters of the St. Mary's River within its own territory;
and further, that nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to interfere with
the drainage of wet, swamp, and overflowed lands into streams flowing
into boundary waters, and also that this declaration shall be deemed to
have equal force and effect as the Treaty itself and to form an integral
part thereof.

The British ratification of this instrument was deposited with the United
States Government on July 23, 1910.
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The exchange of ratifications then took place in the usual form.
In witness whereof they have signed the present Protocol of Exchange

and have affixed their seals thereto.
Done at Washington this 5th day of May, 1910.

IV. TREATIES RELATING TO ASIAN RIVERS

IV. TRAITtS SE RAPPORTANT AUX FLEUVES ASIATIQUES

(i) MULTIPARTITE TREATIES

(ii) TRAIT9S MULTILATERAUX

80. PROTOCOLE 1 RELATIF A LA DILIMITATION DE LA
FRONTIIRE TURCO-PERSANE, SIGNt A CONSTANT-
INOPLE PAR LES REPRIRSENTANTS DE LA GRANDE-
BRETAGNE, DE LA RUSSIE, DE LA PERSE ET DE LA TUR-

QUIE, LE 4 (17) NOVEMBRE 19132

Article 1. I1 est convenu que la frontire entre la Perse et la Turquie
sera tracde comme suit:

I1 est entendu que les tribus qui ont l'habitude de passer 't. . . aux
sources de Gadyr et de Lav~ne [en Iran] resteront en jouissance de leurs
paturages aux mmes conditions que par le pass6.

De ce point la fronti~re suit le cours du Chatt-el-Arab jusqu'A la mer,
en laissant sous la souverainet6 ottomane le fleuve et toutes les iles qui s'y
trouvent aux conditions et avec les exceptions suivantes:

c) Aucune atteinte ne sera portde aux droits, us et coutumes existants
en cc qui concerne la p&he sur le rivage persan du Chatt-el-Arab, le mot
((rivage)) comprenant aussi les terres rdunies A la c6te par les eaux basses.

Ce Protocole, ainsi que.les proc~s-verbaux des seances de la Commission de
ddlimitation de 1914, sont consid6rds valables par l'article I du Trait6 de frontire
entre l'Jrak et l'Iran, sign6 h Th6ran, le 4 juillet 1937, reproduit ci-dessous.

2 C. U. Aitchison, A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sanadv relating to India
and Neighbouring Countries, vol. XIII, p. 126.
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81. STATUTE OF THE COMMITTEE FOR CO-ORDINATION OF
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE LOWER MEKONG BASIN 1

ESTABLISHED BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF CAMBODIA,
LAOS, THAILAND AND THE REPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM IN
RESPONSE TO THE DECISION TAKEN BY THE UNITED
NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE
FAR EAST. PHNOM-PENH (CAMBODIA), ON 31 OCTOBER
19572

CHAPTER I

Establishment of the Committee

The Committee for Co-ordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong
Basin (hereinafter called the Committee) is established by the Governments
of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and the Republic of Viet-Nam (hereinafter
called the participating governments), in response to the decision taken
by the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
(hereinafter called the Commission) at its thirteenth session. By this deci-
sion, reported in paragraph 277 of the Commission's annual report for the
period 15 February 1956 to 28 March 1957, the Commission endorsed the
wish of the participating governments that secretariat studies relating to
the development of the lower Mekong basin, namely, the area of the drainage
basin of the Mekong river situated in the territory of the participating
governments, be continued jointly with the participating governments.
The participating governments have set up the Committee to perform the
functions contained in the present Statute.

CHAPTER II

Organization

Article 1. 1. The Committee shall be composed of four members.
2. Each participating government will appoint one member with

plenipotentiary authority and such alternates, experts and advisers as it
desires.

Article 2. The Chairmanship of the Committee shall be held in turn
by the members of the Committee, in the alphabetical order of the member
countries. Each member shall hold office for one year.

1 Adopted at the meeting on 17 September 1957 of the Preparatory Commit-
tee of the four Governments and amended on 31 October 1957 at the first
session of the Committee for Co-ordination and approved by the participating
governments.

2 Report of the Committee for Co-ordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong
Basin, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, (E/CN. 11/475), Annexes
I and II, p. 6.



CHAPTER III

Co-operation with the secretariat of the commission

Article 3. In accordance with the decision of the commission at its
thirteenth session, the secretariat of the Commission shall co-operate with
the Committee in the performance of the latter's functions.

CHAPTER IV

Functions

Article 4. The functions of the Committee are to promote, co-ordinate,
supervise and control the planning and investigation of water resources de-
velopment projects in the lower Mekong basin. To these ends the Com-
mittee may:

(a) Prepare and submit to participating governments plans for carrying
out co-ordinated research, study and investigation;

(b) Make requests on behalf of the participating governments for
special financial and technical assistance and receive and administer
separately such financial and technical assistance as may be offered under
the technical assistance programme of the United Nations, the specialized
agencies and friendly governments;'

(c) Draw up and recommend to participating governments criteria
for the use of the water of the main river for the purpose of water resources
development.

CHAPTER V

Sessions

Article 5. 1. Subject to the provisions of this Statute, the Committee
shall adopt its own rules of procedure.

2. Meetings of the Committee shall be attended by all participating
countries.

3. Decisions of the Committee shall be unanimous.

4. The Executive Secretary of the Commission or his representative
may at any meeting make either oral or written statements concerning any
questions under consideration.

CHAPTER VI

General provisions

Article 6. The Committee shall submit reports to participating govern-
ments and annually to the Commission. Such reports, or summaries

1 It is understood that this paragraph will become operative as soon as all of
the four governments concerned have individually notified the Executive
Chairman of TAB that they have expressly authorized the Committee to make
requests on their behalf for technical assistance relating to the development of
the lower Mekong basin.



thereof, may be made available to other governments and international
organizations on the recommendations of the Committee.

Article 7. The Committee may invite representatives of governments
and of specialized agencies to attend meetings of the Committee in the
capacity of observers.

Article 8. 1. It is understood that, while in all technical matters which
are within the competence of this Committee, the participating govern-
ments shall act through this Committee, the stipulations contained in this
statute shall not in any way affect, supersede or modify any of the agree-
ments which are presently in force or which may be hereafter concluded
between any of the interested governments relating to the Mekong river.

2. Amendments to the present Statute which may be proposed by any
participating government, shall be examined by the Committee and shall
take effect when approved by all participating governments.

RULES OF PROCEDURE'

CHAPTER I

Sessions

Rule 1. The ordinary sessions of the Committee shall be held regularly
three times a year. In addition, special meetings may be convened at any
time on the request of any one or more of the members of the Committee or
of the Executive Secretary of the Commission.

Rule 2. The Executive Secretary of the Commission shall, at least four
weeks before the commencement of a meeting, send out invitations to the
meeting, together with copies of the provisional agenda and of the basic
relevant documents.

Rule 3. All meetings shall be closed meetings unless the Committee
decides otherwise.

CHAPTER II

Co-operation with the secretariat of the commission

Rule 4. The Committee may request the Executive Secretary of the Com-
mission to make the necessary arrangements for consultation, including the
preparation of documents, the holding of meetings and the drafting of
records.

CHAPTER III

General provisions

Rule 5. In the event of any matter arising which has not been foreseen
by the present Rules, the pertinent rules of the Economic Commission for

1 Adopted by the Committee for Co-ordination of Investigations of the
Lower Mekong Basin at its first session. Based on a text drawn up at the meeting
of 17 September 1957 of the Preparatory Committee of the four governments.
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Asia and the Far East shall be applied, provided they are deemed suitable
for the purposes of the Committee.

(ii) BIPARTITE TREATIES

(ii) TRAITIES BILATfRAUX

Afghanistan-Iran

82. TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE HELMAND RIVER DELTA
COMMISSION AND AN INTERPRETATIVE STATEMENT
RELATIVE THERETO, AGREED BY CONFEREES OF AFGHA-
NISTAN AND IRAN ON SEPTEMBER 7, 19501

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Helmand River Delta Commission
Purpose

To recommend to the Governments of Afghanistan and Iran an engineer-
ing basis for mutual accord regarding the apportionment of the waters
of the Helmand River (known in Iran as the Hirmand), at or below Band-i-
Kamal Khan for use in Scistan, Iran and Chakhansur, Afghanistan.

Designation

This Commission shall be known as the Helmand River Delta Commission.

Organization
The Commission shall consist of three engineers from three disinterested

countries, expert in the management of water resources in arid regions,
who shall be mutually acceptable to Afghanistan and Iran. In the Com-
mission's investigations and deliberations, the Commissioners shall serve
as individual professional men and not as representatives of the countries
of which they are nationals or of any other country.

Functions

a. The Commission shall collect and study available data relative to:
(1) Stream flow of the Helmand River at or below Band-i-Kamal Kahn,

including annual and long-range cycles of drought, normal flow, and flood;

(2) Past and present uses of the waters of the Helmand River in the
delta area (e.g. Iranian Seistan and Afghan Chakhansur), including a study
of the land under cultivation in the delta area;

(3) Existing works in the delta area for control or diversion of the waters
of the river;

(4) Plans for new installations and methods which might result in a
more scientific use of available water in the delta area.

b. The Commission shall review prior reports and documents (includ-
ing those of Goldsmid and McMahon) pertaining to the apportionment of

Report of the Helmand River Delta Commission, Afghanistan and Iran,
February 1951.
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the waters of the Helmand River between Iran (Persia) and Afghanistan.
The Commission shall study available reports and records of officials and
engineers of Iran or Afghanistan, or of engineers who are or have been
employed by either country, or pertinent records in other countries. The
Governments of Iran and Afghanistan shall supply to the Executive Secre-
tary before the first meeting of the Commission or to the Commissioners
during their sessions in the respective countries available reports and re-
cords for study by the Commission, but supplying such materials shall not
be considered as establishing a precedent.

c. The Commission shall recommend the technical methods by which
the share of the water of the Helmand River to which Iran may be entitled,
pursuant to the terms of such mutual accord as may be reached, may be
allocated to Iran at or below Band-i-Kamal Khan.

d. The Commission shall present its findings and recommendations to
the Governments of Iran and Afghanistan. The findings and recommenda-
tions of the Commission shall be advisory only. In the event that the
available data is insufficient for reasonable definition of an engineering
basis for mutual accord between Afghanistan and Iran regarding the waters
of the Helmand, the findings and recommendations shall present a pro-
gramme for collection and development of the requisite engineering data.

Operations

The Commission-The three Commissioners shall constitute the Com-
mission. The Commission shall adopt its own rules of procedure, choose
its own presiding officer, and have authority to direct staff and operations.

Engineer-Secretary-To facilitate the organization and work of the
Commission, Afghanistan and Iran shall agree upon an engineer-secretary,
recommended by the United States Department of State, to serve as Execu-
tive-Secretary for the Commission and as engineer fact-finder in the initial
collection and presentation to the Commission of available facts and data.

Assistants-Each Commissioner shall be entitled to select an engineering
assistant to make studies, if such assistants are regarded as essential by the
Commissioners. The said assistants to the Commissioners, if appointed,
shall be nationals of neither Iran nor Afghanistan.

Meetings-It is contemplated that the Commissioners will meet as
soon as possible after an initial " fact-finding " report can be completed
and submitted to the Commission by the Engineer-Secretary. They will
continue working together until the Commission has submitted its report to
Afghanistan and Iran. Subsequent meetings may be held if requested by the
Governments of Iran and Afghanistan.

Consultation-The Commissioners will be fully advised by the Engineer-
Secretary as to his intended operations on their behalf in order that they
may advise thereon. Time which the Commissioners devote to study
and preparation for the Commission's meetings shall be recorded for the
purpose of compensation.

Local Assistance-Interpreters and other assistants, together with
adequate transportation, as may be required by the Commission during its
operations in the countries concerned, shall be furnished by the respective
countries. Technical observers of Afghanistan may accompany the Com-
mission in Afghanistan and technical observers of Iran may accompany
the Commission in Iran, if the Commission so requests.

Correspondence-Copies of the official correspondence and the report



of the Commission with either of the two countries will be made available
only to the Governments of Afghanistan, Iran, and the United States, and
such correspondence together with the official report of the Commission
will be delivered to the respective countries at such Embassy or other place
as they may specify.

Language-The report of the Commission and the correspondence of
the Commission shall be in the English language, which shall be authorita-
tive.

INTERPRETATIVE STATEMENT

To be Read with the Terms of Reference for the Helmand River Delta Commission

(This statement was read into the record by an officer of the U.S. Depart-
ment of State at the meeting on September 7, 1950, of representatives of
Afghanistan and Iran to establish Terms of Reference for the Helmand
River Delta Commission.)

The Department of State appreciates the close attention and cooperative
effort of both sides in their desire to reach an agreement on the Terms of
Reference. Persistent efforts have been made since September 1 to reduce
remaining differences to such limits that they may be reconciled and final
agreement reached today on the Terms of Reference, in order to permit
the activation of the Commission and to allow it to depart for the field this
year. The Department is sure both parties appreciate the numerous diffi-
culties and the increased expense which would be involved in further
postponement.

It is believed, on the basis of informal discussions with both parties, that
agreement is possible on the draft known as Column C of the working chart
plus the section " Operations " already agreed. It is further believed that
both sides agree in principle as follows:

(1) It is the intent of both parties as expressed in these meetings that the
Commission shall travel freely as required to accomplish its purpose.

(2) Further in accordance with the understanding previously reached
(August 30) it is agreed that the first sentence of paragraph b " Functions "
shall be amended to read:

" The Commission shall review prior reports and documents (including
those of Goldsmid and McMahon) pertaining to the apportionment of the
waters of the Helmand River between Iran (Persia) and Afghanistan."

Further, the Department understands that the language of Section b
under " Functions " shall be read without prejudice to the positions of
either Government regarding the validity of the findings of Goldsmid and
McMahon.

(3) It is the intention of both parties that the Commission shall deter-
mine what quantities of water have in the past and do at present reach
the delta area and shall study the effect on the quantities of water reaching
the delta area of works now existing, in construction or in present contem-
plation. It is understood that this is provided for by items a (1) and a (4)
under " Functions ". This shall be a factual study for reference to both
parties, who may then seek through direct negotiation or adjudication an
agreement for appropriate allocation of the waters of the river for use in
Iranian Seistan and Afghan Chakhansur. A safeguard to the interests
of both countries is clearly provided in Section d under " Functions ",
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which states that " the findings and recommendations of the Commission
shall be advisory only ".

On the basis of the foregoing the Department hopes that the representa-
tives of the two Governments will find that adequate safeguards are provided
for their respective interests and will find it possible to accept the draft
proposal c plus the Section " Operations " already agreed upon as the Terms
of Reference for the Commission.

Afghanistan-United Kingdom

83. TREATY' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF AFGHANISTAN
AND HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS, SIGNED
AT KABUL, NOVEMBER 22, 19212

PREAMBLE

The British Government and the Government of Afghanistan, with a
view to the establishment of neighbourly relations between them, have
agreed to the Articles written hereunder,...

Article 2. The two High Contracting Parties mutually accept the Indo-
Afghan Frontier as accepted by the Afghan Government under Article 5
of the Treaty concluded at Rawalpindi on August 8, 1919, corresponding to
the 11 th Ziqada, 1337 Hijra, and also the boundary west of the Khyber laid
down by the British Commission in the months of August and Septem-
ber 1919, pursuant to the said Article, and shown on the map attached to
this treaty by a black chain line; subject only to the realignment set forth in
Schedule I annexed, which has been agreed upon in order to include within
the boundaries of Afghanistan the place known as Tor Kham, and the whole
bed of the Kabul River between Shilman Kh ,ala Banda and Palosai and
which is shown on the said map by a red chain line. The British Govern-
ment agrees that the Afghan authorities shall be permitted to draw water in
reasonable quantities through a pipe which shall be provided by the British
Government from Landi Khana for the use of Afghan subjects at Tor
Kham, and the Government of Afghanistan agrees that British officers and
tribesmen living on the British side of the boundary shall be permitted
without let or hindrance to use the aforesaid portion of the Kabul River
for purposes of navigation and that all existing rights of irrigation from
the aforesaid portion of the river shall be continued to British subjects.

The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Kabul,
February 6, 1922.

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 14, p. 48.
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84. EXCHANGE OF NOTES ' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF
AFGHANISTAN AND HIS MAJESTY'S. GOVERNMENT IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE GOVERNMENT OF
INDIA IN REGARD TO THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN
AFGHANISTAN AND INDIA IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF
ARNAWAI AND DOKALIM, KABUL, FEBRUARY 3rd, 19342

1

Sir R. Maconachie to Sardar Faiz Muhammad Khan

BRITISH LEGATION

Kabul, February 3rd, 1934

Your Excellency,

2. Further, I have the honour to inform your Excellency that His
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of
India approve and confirm the subsidiary proposals which are set out in
Captain W. R. Hay's letter of the 10th July, 1932, addressed to Aliqadr
Sadaqatmaab Habibullah Khan Tarzi in the following terms:

(a) That the people of Dokalim shall be allowed to take water required
for the irrigation of their lands in Dokalim from the Arnawai Khwar above
the boundary fixed; and

(b) That the people of Arnawai may be allowed to float wood required
for local use down that portion of the Arnawai Khwar which forms the
international boundary.

3. In regard, however, to the decision mentioned in paragraph 2(a)
above, it will, of course, be understood that without the consent of the
local British authorities no new water channel shall be constructed above
the boundary fixed.

-4. If the boundary line as shown in the annexes to the present note
and the above-mentioned subsidiary proposals are acceptable to the Govern-
ment of His Majesty King Muhammad Zahir Shah, I suggest that the
present note and your Excellency's reply in similar terms be regarded as
constituting, as from to-day's date, a definitive Agreement on this matter
between the Royal Afghan Government on the one hand and His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India on the
other.

Came into force February 3rd, 1934.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 154, p. 350.
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Sardar Faiz Muhammad Khan to Sir R. Maconachie

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Monsieur le Ministre, Kabul, dated Dalv 14th, 1312

(February 3rd, 1934)

2. In paragraph 2 it was stated that His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom and the Government of India also approve and confirm the
subsidiary proposals which are set out in Captain W. R. Hay's letter of
the 10th July, 1932, addressed to Aliqadr Sadaqatmaab Habibullah Khan
Tarzi, which proposals are as follows:

(a) That the people of Dokalim shall be allowed to take water required
for the irrigation of their lands in Dokalim from the Arnawai Khwar above
the boundary fixed;

(b) That the people of Arnawai shall be allowed to float wood required
for local use down the portion of the Arnawai stream which forms the
international boundary.

3. In regard to (a) above, it will of course be understood that no new
water channel shall be constructed above the boundary fixed unless the
consent of the local British authorities has first been obtained.

4. In accordance with the instructions received from my Government,
I have the honour to state in reply to your note quoted that the Royal
Government of Afghanistan under the rule of His Majesty Muhammad
Zahir Shah confirm the boundary line, as demarcated by the said representa-
tives and as shown in the facsimile copy of the original signed map and the
accompanying description of the boundary pillars hereunto annexed, and
also accept the subsidiary proposals set forth above. The Government of
His Majesty Muhammad Zahir Shah accordingly agree that the present
note and your Excellency's note shall be regarded as constituting, with
effect from to-day's date, a definitive Agreement between the Royal Afghan
Government on the one hand and His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom and the Government of India on the other. In conclusion, I
renew my profound respects.

Afghanistan-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

85. FRONTIER AGREEMENT' WITH PROTOCOL AND EX-
CHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN AFGHANISTAN AND THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, ON 13 JUNE 19462

Came into force on 17 January 1947, upon the exchange of the instruments
of ratification at Kabul, in accordance with article 4.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 31, p. 158.



EXCHANGE OF NOTES

III

13 June 1945
Mr. Ambassador,

I have the honour to inform you that, guided by the desire to settle in a
spirit of friendly relations between both Parties the question of the utilization
of the waters of the river Kushka and the question of the construction of a
dam on the river Murghab, the Soviet Government agrees to cancel the order
prohibiting the Afghan Party from using water from the river Kushka north
of Chihil Dukter as was provided in the documents of the Anglo-Russian
Demarcation Commission of 1885-1888. Nevertheless, the Afghan Party
shall not increase the quantity of water taken from the river Kushka in this
area and shall observe the status quo in this respect.

The Soviet Government waives the right to construct a dam on the river
Murghab and to utilize the Afghan bank of the river for this purpose, on the
condition that the Afghan Party does not construct such a dam on its
territory in the frontier sector as would diminish the flow of water from this
river on to Soviet territory...

H. E. Sultan Ahmed Khan
Ambassador of Afghanistan
Moscow

13 June 1946
IV

Mr. Minister,
I have the honour to confirm receipt of your note of to-day's date which

states the following:

[See Note III]

In connexion with the above, I have the honour to inform you that the
Afghan Government agrees for its part with the settlement of the question of
the use of water from the river Kushka and of the right to construct a Soviet
dam on the river Murghab, contained in your above-mentioned note...

H. E. Mr. Molotov
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Moscow

86. TREATY' WITH ANNEXES AND PROTOCOLS BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS AND THE ROYAL GOVERNMENT OF AFGHA-
NISTAN CONCERNING THE REGIME OF THE SOVIET-
AFGHAN STATE FRONTIER, SIGNED AT MOSCOW, ON
18 JANUARY 19582

1 Came into force on 5 October 1958, as from the date of the exchange of
the instruments of ratification at Kabul, in accordance with article 49.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 321, p. 166.



PART II

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE USE OF FRONTIER WATERS AND OF MAIN ROADS

INTERSECTING THE FRONTIER LINE

Article 7

1. The term frontier waters in this Treaty means those waters along
which the frontier line runs in accordance with the Soviet-Afghan frontier
demarcation and redemarcation documents of 1947-1948.

2. The Contracting Parties Thall take measures to ensure that in the use
of frontier waters, and of the waters of rivers which flow to the frontier or
into frontier waters, the provisions of this Treaty and the special agreements
between the Government of the USSR and the Government of Afghanistan
are observed and the mutual rights and interest of both Contracting Par-
ties are respected.

3. In accordance with the general principles of international law,
paragraph 2 of this article shall not apply to those waters of the Contracting
Parties which are national internal waters and which are covered by the
national legislation of the Contracting Parties.

Article 8

1. Both Contracting Parties shall be allowed free use of frontier waters up
to the frontier line.

2. Where the frontier line runs along the middle of the main navigation
channel of a frontier river, vessels (large and small ships and boats) of
both Contracting Parties shall be entitled to navigate freely in the naviga-
tion channel, regardless of how the frontier line runs.

Article 9

1. The location and direction of frontier watercourses shall as far as
possible be preserved unchanged. For that purpose the competent authori-
ties of the Contracting Parties shall jointly take the necessary measures to
remove such obstacles as may cause changes in the courses of frontier rivers,
streams or canals or impede the flow of water along them. Where joint
operations are undertaken by common consent of both Parties on the
basis of this Treaty, the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties
shall decide the programme of work and shall agree to share the cost equally
unless some other agreement is concluded.

2. In order to protect the banks against damage and to prevent displace-
ment of the beds of frontier rivers, streams or canals, their banks must be
strengthened wherever the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties
jointly consider it necessary. These operations shall be executed and the
relevant expenditure defrayed by the Party to which the bank belongs.

3. Neither Contracting Party shall cause an artificial displacement of
river beds.
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Should the bed of a frontier river, stream or canal be displaced as a
result of natural phenomena (earthquakes, etc.), the Contracting Parties
shall agree on a basis of equality to correct the bed by joint action. Such
operations may be executed, in accordance with an agreement between
the two Parties, by mixed commissions of the Contracting Parties, which
shall decide on the programme of work, the recruitment of labour, the
purchase of the necessary materials and also the manner of reimbursement
of expenditure.

Article 11

1. The Contracting Parties shall take measures to prevent deliberate
damage to the banks of a frontier river.

2. Where one Contracting Party occasions material loss to the other
Contracting Party by failing to comply with paragraph 1 of this article,
compensation for that loss shall be paid by the Party responsible therefor.

Article 12

1. Frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out on the sectors where such
work is jointly considered essential by the competent authorities of the two
Contracting Parties. The cost of cleaning in such cases shall be equally
divided between the two Contracting Parties unless otherwise agreed.

2. In cleaning out frontier waters, the earth, stones, trees and other
objects removed shall be thrown out to such a distance from the bank or
levelled down in such a way as to avoid any danger that the banks might
fall in, or the river bed be polluted, and so as to prevent the flow of water
from being obstructed in time of flood.

3. The cleaning of those sectors of frontier water which are situated
wholly in the territory of one of the Contracting Parties shall be carried
out by that Party as it sees fit and at its own expense.

Article 13

The competent authorities of both Contracting Parties shall take the
necessary measures to protect the frontier waters from pollution by acids
and waste products and from fouling by any other means.

Article 14

Nationals of the two Contracting Parties shall be entitled to water their
livestock at frontier rivers. Livestock brought for watering must not how-
ever cross into the territory of the other Party. Should livestock stray to
the other side of the frontier, the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties shall take steps to ensure that the livestock is returned without
delay.

Watering places shall be determined by frontier commissioners who shall
notify the frontier commissioners of the other Party thereof.



Article 16

Questions concerning the use of waters that are connected with frontier
waters shall be governed by special agreements between the Contracting
Parties.

Article 17

The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall exchange as
regularly as possible such information concerning the level and volume of
water in frontier rivers and also concerning precipitation in the interior
of the territory of the two Parties as might avert danger or damage from
flooding. The competent authorities shall as necessary also agree on a
mutual system of signals during periods of high water.

Article 18

1. No structures or buildings may be erected by or near a rivei which,
in time of flood, would obstruct or impede, to the detriment of the other
Party, water that has overflowed the banks from returning by natural drain-
age to the main river bed.

2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall agree on a
system of drainage into frontier waters, the diversion of water and on other
matters associated with the use of frontier waters.

Article 19

1. Existing bridges, dams, dikes and other similar structures on frontier
watercourses shall be preserved and may be used.

2. Bridges, dams and other similar structures likely to hinder navigation
or influence the flow of water shall not be erected on frontier watercourses
except by agreement between the two Parties.

3. New dikes which might affect the flow of water and the state of the
banks, and also cause damage thereto, may not be erected on frontier water-
courses except by agreement between the two Parties.

4. Should the need arise for reconstruction or demolition of any installa-
tions on frontier rivers that might change the water level of those rivers, the
necessary work may not be undertaken without the consent of the other
Party.

PART III

FISHING, HUNTING, MINING, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

Article 22

1. Nationals of the two Contracting Parties may fish in frontier waters
up to the frontier line in accordance with the regulations in force in their
respective territories, but are prohibited from:

(a) Using explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances that result in the
destruction or mutilation of fish;
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(b) Fishing in frontier waters at night. (Daylight shall be understood
to mean the time between half an hour before sunrise and half an hour
after sunset.)

2. Matters relating to the preservation and breeding of fish in frontier
waters, the prohibition of the fishing of particular species of fish in specified
reaches, fishing seasons and other economic measures concerning fishing
may be regulated by special agreement between the Contracting Parties.

China (People's Republic of)-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

87. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIAL-
IST REPUBLICS AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF-CHINA
ON JOINT RESEARCH OPERATIONS TO DETERMINE THE
NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE AMUR RIVER BASIN AND
THE PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ITS PRO-
DUCTIVE POTENTIALITIES AND ON PLANNING AND
SURVEY OPERATIONS TO PREPARE A SCHEME FOR THE
MULTI-PURPOSE EXPLOITATION OF THE ARGUN RIVER
AND THE UPPER AMUR RIVER, SIGNED AT PEKING ON
18 AUGUST 19562

Considering the interest of both Parties in investigating the prospects
for developing the productive potentialities of the Amur River basin and in
the multi-purpose exploitation thereof,,

Have agreed as follows:

Article I

Over the period 1956-1960 the Parties shall carry out joint research
operations to determine the natural resources of the Amur River basin
and the prospects for development of its productive potentialities in
accordance with the indications given in annex 1 to this Agreement.

Article 2

Over the period 1956-1959 the Parties shall carry out joint planning and
survey operations to prepare a scheme for the multi-purpose exploitation
of the Argun River and the upper Amur River in accordance with the indica-
tions given in annex 2 to this Agreement.

' Came into force on the day of its signature.
2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR with foreign

countries (Published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR), vol. XVIII,
p. 323 (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations).



Article 3

With the co-operation of the appropriate ministerial and departmental
organizations, the Parties shall organize, through their Academies of Science,
all-purpose field parties to carry out the operations mentioned in article 1
of this Agreement.

The two all-purpose field parties, using their own personnel and their
own resources, shall carry out research operations to determine the natural re-
sources and the prospects for developing the productive potentialities of areas
in their own territories, whilst in frontier sectors they shall carry out joint
research operations with equal participation by the Soviet and Chinese sides.

Research operations shall be carried out by the two field parties in ac-
cordance with the indications given in annex 1, and all reports on such
operations shall be completed by 1960.

A joint Scientific Council on problems connected with the study of the
productive potentialities of the Amur River basin, composed of equal num-
bers of representatives of the USSR and the People's Republic of China,
shall be set up to provide uniform scientific and methodological guidance
of the operations of both all-purpose field parties, to review their annual
work programmes and to study and approve their scientific reports. The
number of representatives and the statutes of the Scientific Council shall be
decided by agreement between the Parties.

Annual research programmes shall be drawn up by the two field parties
separately for their own territories and jointly for frontier sectors. The
research programme for each year shall be drawn up not later than the end
of the preceding year.

A plan for the siting and organization of a base system of hydrometric sta-
tions on the frontier sectors of the Amur basin rivers shall be prepared by the
Soviet and Chinese hydrological institutions, by agreement between them.

Article 4

For the purposes of the operations mentioned in article 2 of this Agree-
ment, the Soviet and Chinese organizations, using their own personnel
and their own resources, shall set up upper Amur survey parties, each
working in its own territory.

The survey operations shall be carried out in accordance with a single
programme and procedure and on the basis of plans agreed upon by the
Parties every year.

The scheme for the multi-purpose exploitation of the Argun River and
the upper Amur River shall be prepared by Soviet organizations with the
participation of the corresponding Chinese organizations. For this pur-
pose the Chinese side shall assign a deputy chief project engineer and the
necessary number of specialists by agreement with the Soviet side.

The hydrometic stations necessary for planning and survey operations on
frontier sectors of the Argun River and on the upper and middle Amur
River shall be organized by the Soviet side with the participation of the
Chinese side.

Article 5

The Soviet and Chinese organizations shall, for information purposes,
exchange data, reports and other documentation on research, planning
and survey operations carried out in the Amur basin before 1956, and shall



exchange similar material in carrying out the operations mentioned in
articles 1 and 2.

Article 6

In order that both sides may be kept informed of the matters under study
by the all-purpose field parties and of the direction and progress of research
and survey operations, and in order that joint research and survey work
be carried out, the members of each field party shall be entitled to enter the
territory in which the other is working and to carry out operations there,
within the limits of the approved programmes and plans.

The formalities for entry into the territory of the other State shall be
established by the competent organizations of the Contracting Parties.

Article 7

The Soviet organizations shall provide the Chinese organizations with
technical assistance in carrying out the research and survey operations pro-
vided for in articles 1 and 2 of this Agreement in the territory of the People's
Republic of China by sending Soviet specialists to the People's Republic
of China and receiving Chinese specialists in the USSR for technical
training and by supplying the People's Republic of China with equipment,
apparatus and instruments for carrying out these operations, the quantities,
types and dates of delivery to be decided by agreement between the Parties.

Article 8

At the request of the Chinese side, the Soviet organizations, using their
own personnel and their own technical resources, shall make, at the expense
of the Chinese side, an aerial photographic survey of the territory on the
right banks of the Argun and Amur Rivers and shall prepare a map of the
territory surveyed on the scale 1 : 25,000.

Ground preparations for the survey shall be carried out with the partici-
pation of the Chinese organizations. The area to be surveyed and the order
of operations and the dates by which they are to be completed shall be
decided by agreement between the Parties.

Article 9

All expenses arising from the presence of Soviet specialists in Chinese
territory and Chinese specialists in Soviet territory for the purposes indicated
in article 6 shall be borne by the sending Party.

The assignment of Soviet specialists to the People's Republic of China
for the purposes indicated in articles 7 and 8 shall be subject to the conditions
laid down in the Soviet-Chinese Agreement of 25 October 1950.1

The technical training of Chinese specialists in the USSR as provided in
article 7 shall be subject to the conditions laid down in the Soviet-Chinese
Agreement of 6 December 1951.2

1 The Agreement of 25 October 1950 has been superseded by the Agreement
on the conditions for the assignment of Soviet specialists to the People's Republic
of China and of Chinese specialists to the USSR with a view to the provision
of technical assistance and other services, of 28 December 1957.

2 The Agreement of 6 December 1951 has been superseded by the Agreement
on the conditions for the technical training of Soviet and Chinese specialists
and workers, of 28 December 1957.



Article 10

Payment for the equipment, apparatus and instruments supplied by
the USSR and payment for expenses incurred in the provision of other
kinds of technical assistance under this Agreement shall be made in accord-
ance with the Soviet-Chinese Trade Agreement currently in force.

Article 11

The Soviet and Chinese organizations shall conclude the necessary
contracts with each other concerning the quantities and dates of delivery
of equipment, apparatus and instruments to be supplied, and concerning
the extent of and the conditions for the services to be provided by the Par-
ties to each other under this Agreement.

Article 12

Each Contracting Party shall be entitled to publish only such research
materials and results as relate to its territory.

The conditions for the publication of results of joint research shall be
decided by agreement between the Parties.

ANNEX No. 1

TYPES OF RESEARCH OPERATIONS TO BE CARRIED OUT TO DETERMINE THE

NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE AMUR RIVER BASIN AND THE PROSPECTS FOR

DEVELOPMENT OF ITS PRODUCTIVE POTENTIALITIES

Research operations shall be carried out as indicated in the following
sections:

1. Study of natural conditions

Survey of the physical and geographical characteristics of the Amur
River basin (geomorphological, climatological, hydrological, pedological,
pedologico-geochemical, geobotanical, silvicultural and piscicultural con-
ditions) in order to determine the regions having the most suitable natural
conditions for the establishment of integrated industrial developments,
agriculture and transport facilities.

2. Geological surveys

Study of the geological structure of various areas of the Amur region
offering particular interest as possible sources of minerals providing raw
materials for industrial undertakings consuming power supplied by future
hydro-electric stations on the Amur.

3. Surveys of water and water power resources

Study of the water power potential of the Amur River and of the main
rivers of the Amur River basin and preparation of preliminary proposals
relating to possible outline schemes for the regulation and use of its waters,
with a view to the construction of hydro-electric power stations, the im-
provement of navigation conditions, the prevention of floods, the execution
of land-improvement projects and the development of the fishing industry.



4. Transport surveys

Study of the present state of water transport in the Amur River basin
and preparation of an outline scheme for the development of transport
on the Amur River, its main tributaries and connecting railways and roads
in the light of the prospective construction of cascades of hydro-electric
power stations with large reservoirs.

Investigation of the possibility and advisability of linking the Amur
River by water with the Tartary Straits (in the area of Lake Kizi and De-
Kastri), with the Zaliv Petra Velikovo (by the Ussuri and Suifun Rivers)
and with the Yellow Sea (by the Sungari and Liao Ho Rivers).

5. Economic surveys

Analysis of the economic state of the territories of the USSR and the
People's Republic of China in the Amur River basin and preparation of a
preliminary plan for their economic development (priority being given to
electricity-consuming branches of industry and to agriculture and transport
facilities).

Estimation of approximate outlays of materials and labour entailed by
the multi-purpose development of the Amur River and formulation of
principles for the distribution of those outlays between the different sectors
of the scheme and between the USSR and the People's Republic of China.

Determination of the economic effectiveness of measures for the multi-
purpose exploitation of the water resources of the Amur River basin (evalua-
tion of the economic implications for the USSR and the People's Republic
of China of the development of the natural resources and productive poten-
tialities of the Amur River basin).

ANNEX No. 2

TYPES OF PLANNING AND SURVEY OPERATIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF A

SCHEME FOR THE MULTI-PURPOSE EXPLOITATION OF THE ARGUN RIVER AND

THE UPPER AMUR RIVER

Planning and survey operations shall be carried out as indicated in the
following sections:

A. Survey operations

1. Hydrometric operations to study the regime of the Argun and
Amur Rivers from the source to the Maly Khingan range, and of their
main tributaries on both banks.

The purpose of the hydrometric operations shall be to provide data to
determine the variations in the level and flow of the rivers, their winter
flow, their solid flow and the chemical composition of the water.

2. Geodetic and topographical operations:
(a) Preparation of longitudinal sections of the Argun and Amur Rivers

up to the Maly Khingan range and of the lower reaches of their largest
tributaries on both banks;

(b) Preparation of 1 : 10,000 scale maps of areas where it is proposed
to site hydro-electric power stations and of larger-scaled maps of top-
priority projects;
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(c) Surveys of flood areas of water reservoirs of top-priority projects,
on the scale 1 : 25,000;

(d) Geodetic operations of various types connected with the hydrometric
and geological operations;

(e) Simple triangulation operations with a view to the establishment of
a network of base points for survey work;

(f) Levelling operations of various kinds with a view to co-ordinating
heights in the network of geodetic points on both banks and establishing a
basis for survey work.

3. Engineering and geological surveys:
(a) Geological and geomorphological strip surveys along both banks

and area surveys of installation sites;
(b) Profiling of installation sites by electrical means;
(c) Drilling operations at installation sites on banks and in beds of rivers;

mining operations on banks at installation sites;
(d) Experimental hydrogeological operations;
(e) Special engineering surveys;
(f) Prospecting for and study of building materials in the area of top-

priority projects under the scheme;
(g) Exploration of flood areas, for top-priority projects;
(h) Laboratory analyses of soils and chemical analyses of water;
(i) Preparation of geological cross-sections, longitudinal sections and

diagrams.
4. Preparation of a hydrological description of the Argun and Amur

Rivers.
5. Preparation of a report on the topographical and geodetic operations.
6. Preparation of a report on the engineering and geological surveys

and notes on the geological basis for the scheme.

B. Planning operations

1. Hydraulic engineering surveys of the Argun and Amur Rivers and
field planning of variants of the scheme.

2. Preparation of projections of economic development and electricity
consumption in areas around the proposed power stations.

3. Study of problems of water transport on the Argun and Amur
Rivers:

(a) Preparation of projections for the development of freight turnover;
(b) Calculation of economic dimensions for the waterway and for ships

under different variants of the scheme;
(c) Determination of volumes of water to be discharged from reservoirs

at the various stages of the scheme in order to maintain water transport;
(d) Provision of transport facilities to serve reservoirs of top-priority

power stations.
4. Evaluation of the economic consequences of regulating the flow of

water in order to reduce the frequency and scale of flooding of economically
valuable territory on both banks caused by sudden rises in the river level
and to create favourable conditions for land improvement.



5. Study of aspects of the fishing industry in relation to different variants
of the scheme.

6. Estimation of losses due to flooding under different variants of the
scheme.

7. Calculation of the regime of the river under planning conditions for
different variants of the scheme.

8. Choice of optimum utilization plan, determination of basic para-
meters, of hydro-electric power stations, and selection of top-priority
projects.

9. Design of power stations, in greater detail for those having top
priority, and estimation of work and cost. Proposals for execution of work
on top-priority power stations.

10. Main conclusions and proposals with regard to the scheme for the
multi-purpose exploitation of the Argun and Upper Amur Rivers.

France-United Kingdom

88. FRANCO-BRITISH CONVENTION' ON CERTAIN POINTS
CONNECTED WITH THE MANDATES FOR SYRIA AND THE
LEBANON, PALESTINE AND MESOPOTAMIA, SIGNED AT
PARIS, DECEMBER 23, 19202

Article 3. The British and French Governments shall come to an agree-
ment regarding the nomination of a commission, whose duty it will be to
make a preliminary examination of any plan of irrigation formed by the
Government of the French mandatory territory, the execution of which
would be of a nature to diminish in any considerable degree the waters
of the Tigris and Euphrates at the point where they enter the area of the
Biitish mandate in Mesopotamia.

Article 8. Experts nominated respectively by the Administrations of
Syria and Palestine shall examine in common within six months after the
signature of the present convention the employment, for the purposes
of irrigation and the production of hydro-electric power, of the waters
of the Upper Jordan and the Yarmuk and of their tributaries, after satisfac-
tion of the needs of the territories under the French mandate.

In connection with this examination the French Government will give
its representatives the most liberal instructions for the employment of the
surplus of these waters for the benefit of Palestine.

In the event of no agreement being reached as a result of this examina-
tion, these questions shall be referred to the French and British Governments
for decision.

To the extent to which the contemplated works are to benefit Palestine,

This Convention does not entail ratification.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 22, p. 355.
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the Administration of Palestine shall defray the expenses of the construction
of all canals, weirs, dams, tunnels, pipelines and reservoirs or other works of
a similar nature, or measures taken with the object of reafforestation and
the management of forests.'

89. EXCHANGE OF NOTES 2 CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND FRENCH GOVERNMENTS
RESPECTING THE BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN SYRIA AND
PALESTINE FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN TO EL HAMME,
PARIS, MARCH 7, 19233

ENCLOSURE

The Final Report on the Demarcation of the frontier between the Great Lebanon
and Syria on one side, and Palestine on the other side, from the Mediterranean Sea
to El Hammd (in the Lower Valley of the Yarmuk) in pursuance of articles I and 2 qf
the Convention of Paris of December 23, 19204

The Government of Palestine or persons authorized by the said Govern-
ment shall have the right to build a dam to raise the level of the waters of
Lakes Huleh and Tiberias above their normal level, on condition that they
pay fair compensation to the owners and occupiers of the lands which will
thus be flooded.

Any dispute arising between the said Government and the persons so
authorized on the one hand, and the owners and occupiers of the land on the
other hand, shall be finally settled by a commission consisting of four mem-
bers, each of the two mandatory Powers nominating two of the members of
such commission.

Any existing rights over the use of the waters of the Jordan by the inhabi-
tants of Syria shall be maintained unimpaired.

The inhabitants of Syria and of the Lebanon shall have the same fishing...
rights on Lakes Huleh and Tiberias and on the River Jordan between the

The Protocol between France and the United Kingdom, relative to the
settlement of the frontier between Syria and Jebel Druze on the one side and
Trans-Jordan on the other side, signed at Paris, October 21, 1931, reaffirms the
water regime relative to the Yarmuk and its tributaries as provided for in this
article [Report by the Government of the United Kingdom to the Council of the League
of Nations on the Administration of Palestine and Trans-Jordan. Jordan, 1931, Ap-
pendix V, I. 1, (c), (1932)].

2 The two Notes are considered as being equivalent to ratification of the
agreement which they entail.

League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 22, p. 364.
Signed at Beirut, February 3, 1922.
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said lakes as the inhabitants of Palestine, but the Government of Palestine
shall be responsible for the policing of the lakes.

90. AGREEMENT 1  OF GOOD NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS
CONCLUDED BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND FRENCH
GOVERNMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE TERRITORIES OF
PALESTINE ON THE ONE PART, AND ON BEHALF OF SYRIA
AND GREAT LEBANON ON THE OTHER PART, SIGNED AT
JERUSALEM, FEBRUARY 2, 19262

Article IfI. All the inhabitants, whether settled or semi-nomadic, of
both territories who, at the date of the signature of this Agreement enjoy
grazing, watering or cultivation rights, or own land on the one or the other
side of the frontier shall continue to exercise their rights as in the past....

All rights derived from local laws or customs concerning the use of the
waters, streams, canals and lakes for the purposes of irrigation or supply
of water to the inhabitants shall remain as at present. The same rule
shall apply to village rights over communal properties.

The provisions of the Agreement of February 3rd, 1922, reserving fishing
and navigation rights in the lakes of Tiberias and Huleh and the Jordan
shall be extended to all the water courses in the ceded area.

France-Turkey

91. ACCORD 3 ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LA TURQUIE EN VUE
DE RI2ALISER LA PAIX, SIGN]S A ANGORA, LE 20 OCTOBRE
1921, ENTRE M. FRANKLIN-BOUILLON, ANCIEN MINISTRE,
ET YOUSSOUF KEMAL BEY, MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES
STRANGSRES DU GOUVERNEMENT DE LA GRANDE
ASSEMBLSE NATIONALE D'ANGORA4

Article XII. Les eaux de Koveik seront rdparties entre la ville d'Alep
et la region au nord restde turque de manire k donner 6quitablement
satisfaction aux deux Parties.

Came into force February 2, 1926.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 56, p. 81.
3 Cet accord a t6 approuv6 par le Gouvernement frangais, le 28 octobre 192 1,

approbation qui a entrain6 ((de plano ) celle du Gouvernement turc.
4 Soci& des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 54, p. 178.



La ville d'Alep pourra 6galement faire h ses frais une prise d'eau sur
l'Euphrate en territoire turc pour faire face aux besoins de la region.

92. CONVENTION' D'AMITIt ET DE BON VOISINAGE ENTRE
LA FRANCE ET LA TURQUIE, SIGNItE A ANGORA, LE
30 MAI 19262

Le Gouvernement de la Rfpublique turque et le Gouvernement de
la Rdpublique franqaise, agissant en vertu des pouvoirs qui lui sont reconnus
par les actes internationaux sur la Syrie et le Liban, animus du commun
d~sir de resserrer 1'amit6 qui les lie et d'dtablir, sur les bases memes de
l'Accord d'Angora du 20 octobre 1921, des relations de bon voisinage entre
la Turquie, d'une part, et les pays dftachfs de l'Empire ottoman et places
sous l'autorit6 de la R~publique fran~aise, d'autre part, ont dfcid6 de con-
clure une convention A cet effet...

Article XIII. Par application de l'Article XII de l'Accord d'Angora du
20 octobre 1921, une 6tude sera entreprise immfdiatement par les soins
du Haut Commissariat fran~ais et aux frais de la Syrie jusqu'h concurrence
de deux cent mille francs, afin d'6tablir un programme permettant de
satisfaire aux besoins des rgions actuellement irrigu~es par les eaux de
Koveik, et A ceux de la ville et de la region d'Alep, soit en augmentant le
debit du Koveik, soit en empruntant une prise d'eau sur l'Euphrate en
territoire turc, soit en combinant ces deux m~thodes.

Le Gouvernement turc de son c6t6 prftera h cette 6tude sa pleine colla-
boration et s'engage A dfcr~ter d'utilit6 publique les travaux nfcessaires h
la rfalisation de ce programme.

93. PROTOCOLE 3 ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LA TURQUIE RELA-
TIF A LA SURVEILLANCE DE LA FRONTIRE, AU R1tGIME
FRONTALIER, AU RIGIME FISCAL APPLICABLE AUX
TROUPEAUX FRANCHISSANT LA FRONTI1MRE ET AU
CONTROLE DE NOMADES, PRIS EN EXIZCUTION DE LA
CONVENTION D'AMITIt2 ET BON VOISINAGE DU 30 MAI
1926, ANKARA, LE 29 JUIN 1929"

L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu h Angora, le 12 aofit 1926.
Cette Convention n'apporte aucune modification aux stipulations de l'Accord
d'Angora du 20 octobre 192 1, dont elle constitue un supplement, conformfment
au Protocole de signature qui l'accompagne.

2 Socit6 des Nations, Recueil des Traits, vol. 54, p. 196.
1 Entr6 en vigueur A la date de sa signature.
4 Rapport h la Sociltd des Nations sur la situation de la Syrie et du Liban, annie 1929,

annexe 3, p. 143.



CHAPITRE III

Rdgimefrontalier

Article 6. Les habitants sddentaires ou semi-sddentaires ayant, h la date
de la signature du present Protocole, . . . des droits ... d'abreuvoir ... ,
de 'un ou de 'autre c6t6 de la fronti~re (zone de 5 km de part et d'autre
de la frontire), continueront, comme par le pass6, h jouir de leurs droits...

94. PROTOCOLE FINAL D'ABORNEMENT 1 DE LA COMMISSION
D'ABORNEMENT DE LA FRONTIPRE TURCO-SYRIENNE
AGISSANT CONFORMtMENT AU TRAITI D'ANGORA DU
20 OCTOBRE 1921, A LA CONVENTION D'AMITIt ET DE
BON VOISINAGE DU 30 MAI 1926 ET AU PROTOCOLE
D'ABORNEMENT DU 22 JUIN 1929. ALEP, LE 3 MAI 1930 2

II. En ce qui concerne les questions soulevfes par le mitoyennet6 du
fleuve [Tigre]:

Le voisinage du Tigre, imposant des obligations particuli~res aux riverains,
ndcessite l'tablissement de r~gles concernant les droits de chaque Etat
souverain dans leurs rapports rdciproques.

La solution de toutes les questions telles que: navigation, pche, exploitation
industrielle et agricole des eaux, police du fleuve, doit tre basde sur le
principe de complfte 6galit6.

Elle fera l'objet de conventions uniformes qu'il appartiendra h la Commis-
sion permanente de fronti~res d'61aborer.

India-Nepal

95. AGREEMENT 3 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF NEPAL ON THE KOSI PRO-
JECT, SIGNED AT KATHMANDU, APRIL 25, 19544

This agreement made this twenty fifth day of April, 1954, between the
Government of the Kingdom of Nepal (hereinafter referred to as the' Gov-
ernment') and the Government of India (hereinafter referred to as the
'Union ').

1 Ce Protocole ne comporte pas de ratification.
Rapport d la Sociiti des Nations sur la situation de la Syrie et du Liban, Ann6e 1930,

Annexe 1, p. 177.
3 Came into force upon signature according to article 18 of the agreement.
' Nepal, Trade and Information Directory, New Delhi, 1960-61, p. 108.



1. SUBJECT MATTER.-Whereas the Union is desirous of constructing a
barrage, head-works and other appurtenant work about 3 miles upstream
of Hanuman Nagar town on the Kosi River with afflux and flood banks,
and canals and protective works, on land lying within the territories of
Nepal, for the purpose of flood control, irrigation, generation of hydro-
electric power and prevention of erosion of Nepal areas on the right side
of the river, upstream of the barrage (hereinafter referred to as the 'project');

And whereas the Government has agreed to the construction of the said
barrage, head-works and other connected works by and at the cost of the
Union, in consideration of the benefits hereinafter appearing:

Now THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

(i) The barrage will be located about 8 miles upstream of Hanuman
Nagar town.

(ii) Details of the Project.-The general layout of the barrage, the
areas within afflux bank, flood embankments and the lines of communica-
tion are shown in the plan annexed to this agreement as Annexure A.

(iii) For the purpose of clauses 3 and 8 of the agreement, the land under
the ponded areas and boundaries as indicated by the plan specified in
sub-clause (ii) above, shall be deemed to be submerged.

2. (i) PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND SURVEYs.-The Government
shall authorise and give necessary facilities to the canal and other officers
of the Union or other persons acting under the general or special orders of
such officers to enter upon such land as necessary with such men, animals
vehicles, equipment, plant, machinery and instruments as necessary and
undertake such surveys and investigations required in connection with the
said Project before, during and after the construction, as may be found
necessary from time to time by the Chief Engineer, Public Works Depart-
ment (Kosi Project) in the Irrigation Branch of the Bihar Government.
These surveys and investigations will comprise aerial and ground surveys,
hydraulic, hydrometric, hydrological and geological surveys including
construction of drillholes for surface and sub-surface explorations; investiga-
tions for communication and for materials of construction; and all other
surveys and investigations necessary for the proper design, construction and
maintenance of the barrage and all its connected works mentioned
under the Project.

(ii) The Government will also authorise and give necessary facilities
for investigations of storage or detention dams on the Kosi or its tributaries,
soil conservation measures such as Check Dams, afforestation, etc., required
for a complete solution of the Kosi Problem in the future.

3. AUTHORITY FOR EXECUTION OF WORKS AND OCCUPATION OF LAND

AND OTHER PROPERTY.-(i) The Government will authorise the Union
to proceed with the execution of the said project as and when the Project or
a part of the Project receives sanction of the said Union and notice has been
given by the Union to the Government of its intention to commence work on
the Project and shall permit access by the engineer and all other officers,
servants and nominees of the Union with such men, animals, vehicles,
plants, machinery, equipment and instruments as may be necessary for
the direction and execution of the project to all such lands and places
and shall permit the occupation, for such period as may be necessary of all



such lands and places as may be required for the proper execution of the
Project.

(ii) The land required for the purposes mentioned in Clause 3 (i)
above shall be acquired by the Government and compensation therefor
shall be paid by the Union in accordance with provisions of clause 8 hereof.

(iii) The Government will authorise officers of the Union to enter on
land outside the limits or boundaries of the barrage and its connected
works in case of any accident happening or being apprehended to any of the
said works and to execute all works which may be necessary for the purpose
of repairing or preventing such accident: compensation, in every case, shall
be tendered by the Union to the proprietors or the occupiers of the said
land for all damages done to the same through the Government in order
that compensation may be awarded in accordance with clause 8 hereof.

(iv) The Government will permit the Union to quarry the construction
materials required for the project from the various deposits as Chatra
Dharan Bazar or other places in Nepal.

4. USE OF WATER AND POWER.-Without prejudice to the right of
Government to withdraw for irrigation or any other purpose in Nepal such
supplies of water as may be required from time to time, the Union will
have the right to regulate all the supplies in the Kosi River at the Barrage
site and to generate power at the same site for the purposes of the Project.

(ii) The Government shall be entitled to use up to 50 per cent of the
hydro-electric power generated at the Barrage site Power House on pay-
ment of such tariff rates as may be fixed for the sale of power by the Union
in consultation with Government.

5. SOVEREIGNTY AND JURISDICTION.-The Union shall be the owner of
all lands acquired by the Government under the provisions of clause 3 hereof
which shall be transferred by them to the Union and of all water -rights
secured to it under clause 4 (i).

Provided that the sovereignty rights and territorial jurisdiction of the
Government in respect of such lands shall continue unimpaired by such
transfer.

6. RoYALTIES.-(i) The Government will receive royalty in respect of
power generated and utilized in the Indian Union at rates to be settled by
agreement hereafter.

Provided that no royalty will be paid on the power sold to Nepal.
(ii) The Government shall be entitled to receive payment of royalties

from the Union in respect of stone, gravel and ballast obtained from the
Nepal territory and used in the construction and future maintenance of the
barrage and other connected works at rates to be settled by agreement
hereafter.

(iii) The Union shall be at liberty to use and remove clay, sand and soil
without lot or hindrance from lands acquired by the Government and trans-
ferred to the Union.

(iv) Use of timber from Nepal forests, required for the construction, shall
be permitted on payment of compensation. Provided no compensation will
be payable to the Government for such quantities of timber as may be
decided upon by the Government and the Union to be necessary for use
on the spurs or other training works required for the prevention of caving
and erosion of the right bank in Nepal.



Provided likewise that no compensation will be payable by the Union for
any timber obtained from the forest lands acquired by the Government
and transferred to the Union.

7. CUSTOMS DUTIES.-The Government shall charge no customs duty or
duty of any kind, during construction and subsequent maintenance, on
any articles or materials required for the purpose of the project and the
work connected therewith or for the bona fide use of the Union.

8. COMPENSATION FOR LAND AND PROPERTY.-(i) For assessing the com-
pensation to be awarded by the Union to the Government in cash (a) lands
required for the execution of the various works as mentioned in clause 3
(ii) and (b) submerged lands, will be divided into the following classes:

• 1. Cultivated lands.
2. Forest lands.
3. Village lands and houses and other immovable property standing

on them.
4. Waste lands.

All lands recorded in the register of lands in the territory of Nepal as
actually cultivated shall be deemed to be cultivated lands for the purposes of
this clause.

(ii) The Union shall pay compensation (a) to the Government for the
loss of land revenue as at the time of acquisition in respect of the area
acquired and (b) to whomsoever it may be due for the Project and trans-
ferred to the Union.

The assessment of such compensation, and the manner of payment, shall
be determined hereafter by mutual agreement between the Government
and the Union.

(iii) All lands required for the purposes of the Project shall be jointly
measured by the duly authorised officers of the Government and the Union
respectively.

9. COMMUNICATIONS.-(i) The Government agrees that the Union may
construct and maintain roads, tramways, ropeways etc., required for the
project in Nepal and shall provide land for these purposes on payment of
compensation as provided in clause 8.

(ii) Subject to the territorial jurisdiction of the Government the owner-
ship and the control of the metalled roads, tramways and railway shall
vest in the Union. The roads will be essentially departmental roads of the
Irrigation Department of the Union and any concession in regard to their
use by commercial and non-commercial vehicles of Nepal shall not be
deemed to confer any right of way.

(iii) The Government agrees to permit, on the same terms as for other
users, the use of all roads, waterways and other avenues of transport and
communications in Nepal for bonafide purposes of the construction and
maintenance of the barrage and other connected works.

(iv) The bridge over Hanuman Nagar Barrage will be open to public
traffic but the Union shall have the right to close the traffic over the bridge
for repairs, etc.

(v) The Government agrees to permit installation of telegraph, telephone
and telegraph in the project area to authorised servants of the Government



for business in emergencies provided such use does not in any way interfere
with the construction and operation of Projects.

10. USE OF RIVER cRArr.-All navigation rights in the Kosi River in
Nepal will rest with the Government. The use of any watercraft like boat
launches and timber rafts within two miles of the Barrage and headworks
shall not be allowed except by special licence under special permits to be
issued by the Executive Engineer, Barrage. Any unauthorised watercraft
found within this limit shall be liable to prosecution.

11. FISHING RIGHTS :-All the fishing rights in the Kosi river in Nepal
except within two miles of the Barrage shall vest in the Government of
Nepal. No fishing will be permitted within two miles of the Barrage and
Headworks.

12. USE OF NEPALI LABOUR.-The Union shall give preference to Ne-
pali labour, personnel and contractors to the extent available and in its
opinion suitable for the construction of the project but shall be at liberty to
import labour of all classes to the extent necessary.

13. ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROJECT AREAS IN NEPAL.-The Union
shall carry out inside the project areas in the territory of Nepal functions
such as the establishment and administration of schools, hospitals, provision
of water-supply and electricity, drainage, tramway lines and other civic
amenities.

14. The Government shall be responsible for the maintenance of law
and order in the project areas within the territory of Nepal. The Govern-
ment and Union shall, from time to time consider and make suitable ar-
rangements calculated to achieve the above object.

15. If so desired by the Union, the Government agrees to establish
special court or courts in the project area to ensure expeditious disposal
of cases arising within the project area. The Union shall bear the cost in-
volved in the establishment of such courts, if the Government so desires.

16. FUTURE Kosi CONTROL WORKS.-If further investigations indicate
the necessity of storage or detention dams and other soil conservation
measures on the Kosi and its tributaries, the Government agree to grant
their consent to them on conditions similar to those mentioned herein.

17. ARBITRATION.-If any question, differences or objections whatever
shall arise in any way, connected with or arising out of this agreement or
the meaning or operation of any part thereof or the rights, duties or liabilities
of either party, except as to decisions of any such matter as thereinbefore
otherwise provided for, every such matter shall be referred for arbitration
to two persons-one to be appointed by the Government and the other
by the Union-whose decision shall be final and binding, provided that
in the event of disagreement between the two arbitrators, they shall refer
the matter under dispute for decision to an umpire to be jointly appointed
by the two arbitrators before entering on the reference.

CO-ORDINATION COMMITTEE FOR Kosi PROJECT

Whereas it is considered desirable to establish a forum for discussion of
problems of common interest and in order to expedite decisions for the



early completion of the Kosi Project, it is agreed between the Union of
India and the Government of Nepal to set up a Co-ordination Committee.
The Committee will consist of three representatives from each country to
be nominated by the respective Governments. It is further agreed that the
Chairman of the Committee will be a Minister of the Government of Nepal
and the Secretary will be the Administrator of the Kosi Project. The
Committee will consider such matters of common interest concerning the
project including land acquisition, rehabilitation of displaced population,
maintenance of law and order, soil conservation measures and such other
items as may be referred to the Committee for consideration by the Govern-
ment of Nepal or the Union from time to time.

2. The Committee shall meet as and when necessary at Kathmandu or
at the barrage site or such other place as may be necessary at the discretion
of the Committee.

3. Travelling allowance for the journeys undertaken by the Committee
shall be met by the Union according to normal rates in the Union.

All other expenditure on staff, etc., of the Committee will be met by the
Union.

96. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT
OF NEPAL AND THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ON THE
GANDAK IRRIGATION AND POWER PROJECT, SIGNED AT
KATHMANDU, DECEMBER 4, 19592

PREAMBLE

Whereas His Majesty's Government of Nepal and the Government of
India consider that it is in the common interests of both Nepal and India to
construct a barrage, canal head regulators and other appurtenant works
about 100 feet below the existing Tribeni canal head regulator and of taking
out canal systems for purposes of irrigation and development of power for
Nepal and India (hereinafter referred to as " the Project ").

And Whereas in view of the common benefits, His Majesty's Govern-
ment have agreed to the construction of the said barriage, canal head regu-
lators and other connected works as shown in the Plan annexed to this
Agreement to the extent that they lie within the territory of Nepal, by and
at the cost of the Government of India.

Now THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS

1. INVESTIGATION AND SURVEYS

His Majesty's Government authorise the Project Officers and other per-
sons acting under the general or special orders of such officers to move in
the area indicated in the said Plan with men, material and equipment as
may be required for the surveys and investigations in connection with the
Project, before, during and after construction, as may be found necessary
from time to time. These surveys include ground, aerial, hydraulic, hy-

Came into force upon signature according to article 13 of the Agreement.
2 Nepal, Trade and Information Directory, New Delhi, I96o-6I, p. 1 13.
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drometric, hydrological and geological surveys; investigations for com-
munication and for the alignment of canals and for materials required for
the construction and maintenance of the Project.

2. AUTHORITY FOR THE EXECUTION OF WORKS AND THEIR MAINTENANCE

(i) His Majesty's Government authorise the Government of India to
proceed with the execution of the Project and for this purpose His Majesty's
Government shall acquire all such lands as the Government of India may
require and will permit the access to, the movement within and the resi-
dence in the area indicated in the Plan of officers and field staff with labour
force, draught animals, vehicles, plant, machinery, equipment and instru-
ments as may be necessary for the execution of the Project and for its opera-
tion and maintenance after its completion.

(ii) In case of any apprehended danger or accident to any of the struc-
tures, the officers of the Government of India will execute all works which
may be necessary for repairing the existing works or preventing such acci-
dents and/or danger in the areas indicated in the Plan. If any of such
works have to be constructed on lands which do not belong to the Govern-
ment of India, His Majesty's Government will authorise these works to
be executed and acquire such additional lands as may be necessary for the
purpose. In all such cases the Government of India shall pay reasonable
compensation for the lands so acquired as for damage, if any, arising out of
the execution of these works.

3. LAND ACQUISITION

(i) His Majesty's Government will acquire or requisition, as the case
may be, all such lands as are required by the Government of India for
the Project, i.e., for the purpose of investigation, construction and mainte-
nance of the Project and the Government of India shall pay reasonable
compensation for such lands acquired or requisitioned.

(ii) His Majesty's Government shall transfer to the Government of
India such lands belonging to His Majesty's Government as are required
for the purposes of the Project on payment of reasonable compensation by
the Government of India.

(iii) Lands requisitioned under para. (i) shall be held by the Govern-
ment of India for the duration of the requisition; and lands acquired under
sub-clause (i) or transferred under sub-clause (ii) shall vest in the Govern-
ment of India as proprietor and subject to payment of land revenue (Mal-
pot) at the rates at which it is leviable on agricultural lands in the neigh-
bourhood.

(iv) When such land vesting in the Government of India or any part thereof
ceases to be required by the Government of India for the purposes of the
Project, the Government of India will reconvey the same to His Majesty's
Government free of charge.

4. QUARRYING

His Majesty's Government shall permit the Government of India on
payment of reasonable royalty to quarry materials such as block stones,
boulders, shingle and sand required for the construction and maintenance
of the Project from the areas indicated in the said Plan.



5. COMMUNICATIONS

(i) His Majesty's Government shall allow the Government of India
to construct and maintain such portion of the main Western Canal which
falls in the Nepal territory and to construct and maintain communications
for the construction and maintenance of the Project. The roads will be
essentially departmental roads of the Project and their use by commercial
and non-commercial vehicles of Nepal will be regulated as mutually agreed
upon between His Majesty's Government and Government of India.

(ii) The bridge over the Gandak Barrage will be open to public traffic
but the Government of India shall have the right to close the traffic over
the bridge for repair, etc.

(iii) The Government of India agree to provide locking arrangements
for facility of riverine traffic across the Barrage free from payment of any
tolls whatever, provided that this traffic will be regulated by the Project
staff in accordance with the rules mutually agreed upon between His
Majesty's Government and the Government of India.

(iv) His Majesty's Government agree to permit installations of tele-
graph, telephone, and radio communications as approximately indicated
in the Plan for the bona fide purpose of the construction, maintenance and
operation of the Project.

(v) The Government of India shall permit the use of internal telegraph,
telephone and radio communications as indicated in the Plan to the autho-
rised servants of His Majesty's Government in emergencies, provided such
use does not interfere with the construction, maintenance and operation of
the Project.

6. OWNERSHIP, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WORKS

Subject to the provisions of sub-clause (v) of clause 7, all works connected
with the Project in the territory of Nepal will remain the property of and
be operated and maintained by the Government of India.

7. IRRIGATION FOR NEPAL

(i) The Government of India shall construct at their own cost the
Western Nepal Canal including the distributory system thereof down to a
minimum discharge of 20 cusecs for providing flow irrigation in the gross
commanded area estimated to be about 40,000 acres.

(ii) The Government of India shall construct the Eastern Nepal Canal
from the tail end of the Don Branch Canal up to river Bagmati including
the distributory system down to a minimum discharge of 20 cusecs at their
own cost for providing flow irrigation in Nepal for the gross commanded area
estimated to be 103.500 acres.

(iii) His Majesty's Government shall be responsible for the construction
of channels below 20 cusecs capacity for irrigation in Nepal but the Gov-
ernment of India shall contribute such sum of money as they may consider
reasonable to meet the cost of construction.

(iv) The Nepal Eastern Canal and the Nepal Western Canal shall
be completed, as far as possible, within one year of the completion of the
barrage.

(v) The canal systems including the service roads situated in Nepal
territory except the main Western Canal, shall be handed over to His
Majesty's Government for operation and maintenance at their cost.



8. POWER DEVELOPMENT AND RESERVATION FOR NEPAL

(i) The Government of India agree to construct one Power House with
an installed capacity of 15,000 KW in the Nepal territory on the Main
Western Canal.

(ii) The Government of India also agree to construct a transmission
line from the Power House in Nepal to the Bihar border near Bhaisalotan
and from Sagauli to Raxaul in Bihar in order to facilitate supply of power
on any point in the Bihar Grid up to and including Raxaul.

(iii) The Government of India shall supply power to His Majesty's
Government at the Power House and/or at any point in the Grid up to and
including Raxaul to an aggregate maximum of 10,000 KW up to 60%
load factor at power factor not below 0.85. The charges for supply at the
Power House shall be the actual cost of production, and on any point on
the Grid up to Raxaul it shall be the cost of production plus the cost of
transmission on such terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed upon.

(iv) His Majesty's Government will be responsible for the construction
at their own cost of the transmission and distribution system for supply
of power within Nepal from the Power House or from any point on the
Grid up to and including Raxaul.

(v) The ownership and management of the Power House shall be
transferred to His Majesty's Government on one year's notice in writing
given by them to the Government of India after the full load of 10,000 KW
at 60% load factor has developed in Nepal from this Power House.

(vi) The ownership of the transmission system constructed by the
Government of India at its cost shall remain vested in the Government of
India, but, on transfer of the Power House, the Government of India shall
continue the arrangements for transmission of power, if so desired by
His Majesty's Government, on payment of the cost of transmission, pro-
vided that His Majesty's Government shall have the right to purchase the
transmission system from the Power House to Bhaisalotan situated in the
Nepal territory on payment of the original cost minus depreciation.

(vii) The Government of India shall be free to regulate the flow into
or close the Main Western Canal Head Regulator temporarily, if such works
are found to be necessary in the interest of the efficient maintenance and
operation of the Canal or the Power House, provided that in such situations
the Government of India agree to supply the minimum essential power
from the Bihar Grid to the extent possible on such terms and conditions as
may be mutually agreed upon.

9. PROTECTION OF NEPAL'S RIPARIAN RIGHTS

His Majesty's Government will continue to have the right to withdraw
for irrigation or any other purpose from the river or its tributaries in Nepal
such supplies of water as may be required by them from time to time and His
Majesty's Government agree that they shall not exercise this right in such
manner as is likely, in the opinion of the parties hereto, prejudicially to
affect the water requirements of the Project as set out in the schedule annexed
hereto.

10. PRO RATA REDUCTION OF SUPPLIES DURING PERIOD OF SHORTAGES

Whenever the supply of water available for irrigation falls short of the
requirements of the total area under the Project for which irrigation has to
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be provided the shortage shall be shared on pro rata basis between the
Government of India and His Majesty's Government.

11. SOVEREIGNTY AND JURISDICTION

Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to derogate from the sove-
reignty and territorial jurisdiction of His Majesty's Government in respect
of lands acquired by His Majesty's Government and made available to the
Government of India for investigation, execution and maintenance of the
Project.

12. ARBITRATION

(1) Any dispute or difference arising out of or in any way touching or
concerning the construction, effect or meaning of this Agreement, or of
any matter contained herein or the respective rights and liabilities of the
parties hereunder, if not settled by discussion, shall be determined in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this clause.

(2) Any of the parties may by notice in writing inform the other party of
its intention to refer to arbitration any such dispute or difference mentioned
in sub-clause (1); and within 90 days of the delivery of such notice, each
of the two parties shall nominate an arbitrator for jointly determining such
dispute or difference and the award of the arbitrators shall be binding on the
parties.

(3) In case the arbitrators are unable to agree, the parties hereto may
consult each other and appoint an Umpire whose award shall be final and
binding on them.

SCHEDULE OF WATER

REQUIREMENTS OF THE GANDAK PROJECT IN CUSECS

(Vide clause 9 of the Agreement)

Western Canal Eastern Canal
system and system and

Alonths power house power house Total
in .Nepal in India

January 6,960 4,550 11,500
February 6,100 3,900 10,000
March 5,960 3,690 9,650
April 5,760 4,340 10,100
May 8,270 7,980 16,250
June 11,190 14,000 25,190
July 15,240 13,980 29,220
August 14,980 14,600 28,980
September 14,980 14,000 28,980
October 16,060 14,110 30,170
November 11,070 13,240 24,310
December 10,410 9,290 19,700



India-Pakistan

97. INDO-PAKISTAN AGREEMENT' ON EAST PAKISTAN BOR-
DER DISPUTES, SIGNED AT NEW DELHI, ON 23 OCTOBER
19592

Minister-level Conference on Indo-East Pakistan Border questions. Agreed decisions
and procedures to end disputes and incidents along the Indo-East Pakistan border
areas.

7. Use of Common rivers:
The need for evolving some procedures for the purpose of mutual con-

sultations in regard to utilisation of water resources of common rivers
was recognised by both sides.

The Indian Delegation assured that India will raise no objection to the
development activities in connection with the Karnafuli dam project in
East Pakistan on considerations of submergence of some area in India.
It was agreed that immediate steps should be taken for the demarcation of
that portion of the boundary where some area might be permanently flooded
when the Karnafuli dam in East Pakistan is raised to its full height so that
the Governments of Pakistan and India can, in the light of the resulting
area flooded, discuss how the claims of the Government of India regarding
the loss, if any, caused by the flooding of the Indian territory should be
settled.

It was also agreed that the decision of the tribunal shall be by majority
and final and binding on both parties.
9. It was agreed that neither country will train its border rivers so as to
cut into the territory of the other.

98. THE INDUS WATERS TREATY 3 CONCLUDED BETWEEN
INDIA AND PAKISTAN, SIGNED AT KARACHI ON 19th SEP-
TEMBER 1960 4

PREAMBLE. The Government of India and the Government of Pakistan,
being equally desirous of attaining the most complete and satisfactory
utilisation of the waters of the Indus system of rivers and recognising the

1 Came into force on 23 October, 1959.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 362, p. 4.
1 Ratifications exchanged January 12, 1961. Entered into force upon the

exchange of ratifications, and took effect retrospectively from the 1st of April
1960, according to Article 12 (2) of the treaty.

4 The Indian J7ournal of International law, vol. 1, October 1960 - January 1961,
p. 341.



need, therefore, of fixing and delimiting, in a spirit of goodwill and friendship,
the rights and obligations of each in relation to the other concerning the
use of these waters and of making provision for the settlement, in a coope-
rative spirit, of all such questions as may hereafter arise in regard to the
interpretation or application of the provisions agreed upon herein, have
resolved to conclude a Treaty in furtherance of these objectives,...

ARTICLE 1: Definitions. As used in this Treaty:

(1) The terms "Article" and "Annexure" mean respectively an
Article of, and an Annexure to, this Treaty. Except as otherwise indicated,
references to Paragraphs are to the paragraphs in the Article or in the
Annexure in which the reference is made.

(2) The term " Tributary " of a river means any surface channel,
whether in continuous or intermittent flow and by whatever name called,
whose waters in the natural course would fall into that river, e.g. a tributary,
a torrent, a natural drainage, an artificial drainage, a nadi, a nallah, a nai,
a khad, a cho. The term also includes any sub-tributary or branch of sub-
sidiary channel, by whatever name called, whose waters, in the natural
course, would directly or otherwise flow into that surface channel.

(3) The term '
" The Indus," " The Jhelum," " The Chenab," " The

Ravi, .... The Beas " or " The Sutlej " means the named river (including
Connecting Lakes, if any) and all its Tributaries: Provided however that

(i) None of the rivers named above shall be deemed to be a tributary;
(ii) The Chenab shall be deemed to include the river Panjnad; and
(iii) The river Chandra and the river Bhaga shall be deemed to be

Tributaries of The Chenab.

(4) The term " Main " added after Indus, Jhelum, Chenab, Sutlej,
Beas or Ravi means the main stem of the named river excluding its Tri-
butaries, but including all channels and creeks of the main stem of that
river and such Connecting Lakes as form part of the main stem itself. The
Jhelum Main shall be deemed to extent up to Verinag, and the Chenab
Main up to the confluence of the river Chandra and the river Bhaga.

(5) The term " Eastern Rivers " means The Sutlej, The Beas and The
Ravi taken together.

(6) The term" Western Rivers " means The Indus, TheJhelum and The
Chenab taken together.

(7) The term " the Rivers " means all the rivers, The Sutlej, The
Beas, The Ravi, The Indus, The Jhelum and The Chenab.

(8) The term " Connecting Lake " means any lake which receives
water from, or yields water to, any of the Rivers; but any lake which occa-
sionally and irregularly receives only the spill of any of the Rivers and re-
turns only the whole or part of that spill is not a Connecting Lake.

(9) The term " Agricultural Use " means the use of water for irrigation,
except for irrigation of household gardens and public recreational gardens.

(10) The term " Domestic Use " means the use of water for:
(a) Drinking, washing, bathing, recreation, sanitation (including the

conveyance and dilution of sewage and of industrial and other
wastes), stock and poultry, and other like purposes;



(b) Household and municipal purposes (including use for household
gardens and public recreational gardens); and

(c) Industrial purposes (including mining, milling and other like
purposes);

but the term does not include Agricultural Use or use for the generation of
hydro-electric power.

(11) The term " Non-Consumptive Use " means any control or use of
water for navigation, floating of timber or other property, flood protection
or flood control, fishing or fish culture, wild life or other like beneficial
purposes, provided that, exclusive of seepage and evaporation of water
incidental to the control or use, the water (undiminished in volume within
the practical range of measurement) remains in, or is returned to, the
same river or its Tributaries; but the term does not include Agricultural
Use or use for the generation of hydro-electric power.

(12) The term " Transition Period " means the period beginning and
ending as provided in Article 11 (6).

(13) The term " Bank " means the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development.

(14) The term " Commissioner " means either of the Commissioners
appointed under the provisions of Article VIII (1) and the term " Commis-
sion " means the Permanent Indus Commission constituted in accordance
with Article VIII (3).

(15) The term " interference with the waters " means:
(a) Any act of withdrawal therefrom; or
(b) Any man-made obstruction to their flow which causes a change in

the volume (within the practical range of measurement) of the daily
flow of the waters: Provided however that an obstruction which
involves only an insignificant and incidental change in the volume
of the daily flow, for example, fluctuations due to afflux caused
by bridge piers or a temporary by-pass, etc., shall not be deemed
to be an interference with the waters.

(16) The term " Effective Date " means the date on which this Treaty
takes effect in accordance with the provisions of Article XII, that is, the
first of April 1960.

ARTICLE 2: Provisions regarding Eastern Rivers

(1) All the waters of the Eastern Rivers shall be available for the
unrestricted use of India, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Article.

(2) Except for Domestic Use and Non-Consumptive Use, Pakistan shall
be under an obligation to let flow, and shall not permit any interference
with, the waters of the Sutlej Main and the Ravi Main in the reaches where
these rivers flow in Pakistan and have not yet finally crossed into Pakistan.
The points of final crossing are the following: (a) near the new Hasta Bund
upstream of Suleimanke in the case of the Sutlej Main, and (b) about one
and a half miles upstream of the syphon for the B-R-B-D Link in the case
of the Ravi Main.

(3) Except for Domestic Use, Non-Consumptive Use and Agricultural
Use (as specified in Annexure B), Pakistan shall be under an obligation to



let flow, and shall not permit any interference with, the waters (while
flowing in Pakistan) of any Tributary which in its natural course joins the
Sutlej Main or the Ravi Main before these rivers have finally crossed into
Pakistan.

(4) All the waters, while flowing in Pakistan, of any Tributary which,
in its natural course, joins the Sutlej Main or the Ravi Main after these
rivers have finally crossed into Pakistan shall be available for the unres-
tricted use of Pakistan: Provided however that this provision shall not be
construed as giving Pakistan any claim or right to any releases by India
in any such Tributary. If Pakistan should deliver any of the waters of any
such Tributary, which on the Effective Date joins the Ravi Main after this
river has finally crossed into Pakistan, into a reach of the Ravi Main up-
stream of this crossing, India shall not make use of these waters; each Party
agrees to establish such discharge observation stations and make such ob-
servations as may be necessary for the determination of the component of
water available for the use of Pakistan on account of the aforesaid deliveries
by Pakistan, and Pakistan agrees to meet the cost of establishing the afore-
said discharge observation stations and making the aforesaid observations.

(5) There shall be a Transition Period during which, to the extent
specified in Annexure H, India shall

(i) Limit its withdrawals for Agricultural Use,
(ii) Limit abstractions for storages, and

(iii) Make deliveries to Pakistan from the Eastern Rivers.

(6) The Transition Period shall begin on 1st April 1960 and it shall
end on 31st March 1970, or, if extended under the provisions of Part 8 of
Annexure H, on the date up to which it has been extended. In any event,
whether or not the replacement referred to in Article IV (1) has been ac-
complished, the Transition Period shall end not later than 31st March 1973.

(7) If the Transition Period is extended beyond 31st March 1970, the
provisions of Article V (5) shall apply.

(8) If the Transition Period is extended beyond 31st March 1970, the
provisions of Paragraph (5) shall apply during the period of extension
beyond 31st March 1970.

(9) During the Transition Period, Pakistan shall receive for unrestricted
use' the waters of the Eastern Rivers which are to be released by India in
accordance with the provisions of Annexure H. After the end of the Transi-
tion Period, Pakistan shall have no claim or right to releases by India of
any of the waters of the Eastern Rivers. In case there are any releases,
Pakistan shall enjoy the unrestricted use of the waters so released after they
have finally crossed into Pakistan: Provided that in the event that Pakistan
makes any use of these waters, Pakistan shall not acquire any right what-
soever, by prescription or otherwise, to a continuance of such releases or
such use.

ARTICLE 3: Provisions regarding Western Rivers

(1) Pakistan shall receive for unrestricted use all those waters of the
Western Rivers which India is under obligation to let flow under the provi-
sions of Paragraph (2).

(2) India shall be under an obligation to let flow all the waters of the
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Western Rivers, and shall not permit any interference with these waters,
except for the following uses, restricted (except as provided in item (c)
(ii) of Paragraph 5 of Annexure C) in the case of each of the rivers, The
Indus, The Jhelum and the Chenab, to the drainage basin thereof:

(a) Domestic Use;
(b) Non-Consumptive Use;
(c) Agricultural Use, as set out in Annexure C; and
(d) Generation of hydro-electric power, as set out in Annexure D.
(3) Pakistan shall have the unrestricted use of all waters originating

from sources other than the Eastern Rivers which are delivered by Pakistan
into The Ravi or The Sutlej, and India shall not make use of these waters.
Each Party agrees to establish such discharge observation stations and make
such observations as may be considered necessary by the Commission for the
determination of the component of water available for the use of Pakistan
on account of the aforesaid deliveries by Pakistan.

(4) Except as provided in Annexures D and E, India shall not store
water of, or construct any storage works on, the Western Rivers.

ARTICLE 4: Provisions regarding Eastern Rivers and Western Rivers

(1) Pakistan shall use its best endeavours to construct and bring into
operation, with due regard to expedition and economy, that part of a sys-
tem of works which will accomplish the replacement, from the Western
Rivers and other sources, of water supplies for irrigation canals in Pakistan
which, on 15th August 1947, were dependent on water supplies from the
Eastern Rivers.

(2) Each Party agrees that any Non-Consumptive Use made by it shall
be so made as not to materially change, on account of such use, the flow in
any channel to the prejudice of the uses on that channel by the other Party
under the provisions of this Treaty. In executing any scheme of flood
protection or flood control each Party will avoid, as far as practicable, any
material damage to the other Party, and any such scheme carried out by
India on the Western Rivers shall not involve any use of water or any storage
in addition to that provided under Article III.

(3) Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed as having the effect of
preventing either Party from undertaking schemes of drainage, river train-
ing, conservation of soil against erosion and dredging, or from removal of
stones, gravel or sand from the beds of the Rivers: Provided that

(a) In executing any of the schemes mentioned above, each Party will
avoid, as far as practicable, any material damage to the other Party;

(b) Any such scheme carried out by India on the Western Rivers shall
not involve any use of water or any storage in addition to that
provided under Article III;

(c) Except as provided in Paragraph (5) and Article VII (1) (b),
India shall not take any action to increase the catchment area,
beyond the area on the Effective Date, of any natural or artificial
drainage or drain which crosses into Pakistan, and shall not under-
take such construction or remodelling of any drainage or drain which
so crosses or falls into a drainage or drain as might cause material
damage in Pakistan or entail the construction of a new drain



or enlargement of an existing drainage or drain in Pakistan; and
(d) Should Pakistan desire to increase the catchment area, beyond the

area on the Effective Date, of any natural or artificial drainage or
drain, which receives drainage waters from India, or except in
an emergency, to pour any waters into it in excess of the quantities
received by it as on the Effective Date, Pakistan shall, before un-
dertaking any work for these purposes, increase the capacity of
that drainage or drain to the extent necessary so as not to impair
its efficacy for dealing with drainage waters received from India
as on the Effective Date.

(4) Pakistan shall maintain in good order its portions of the drainages
mentioned below with capacities not less than the capacities as on the
Effective Date:

(i) Hudiara Drain
(ii) Kasur Nala

(iii) Salimshah Drain
(iv) Fazilka Drain.

(5) If India finds it necessary that any of the drainages mentioned in
Paragraph (4) should be deepened or widened in Pakistan, Pakistan agrees
to undertake to do so as a work of public interest, provided India agrees to
pay the cost of the deepening or widening.

(6) Each Party will use its best endeavours to maintain the natural
channels of the Rivers, as on the Effective Date, in such condition as will
avoid, as far as practicable, any obstruction to the flow in these channels
likely to cause material damage to the other Party.

(7) Neither Party will take any action which would have the effect of
diverting the Ravi Main between Madhopur and Lahore, or the Sutlej
Main between Harike and Suleimanke, from its natural channel between
high banks.

(8) The use of the natural channels of the Rivers for the discharge of
flood or other excess waters shall be free and not subject to limitation by
either Party, and neither Party shall have any claim against the other in
respect of any damage caused by such use. Each Party agrees to communi-
cate to the other Party, as far in advance as practicable, any information
it may have in regard to such extraordinary discharges of water from reser-
voirs and flood flows as may affect the other Party.

(9) Each Party declafes its intention to operate its storage dams,
barrages and irrigation canals in such manner, consistent with the normal
operations of its hydraulic systems, as to avoid, as far as feasible, material
damage to the other Party.

(10) Each Party declares its intention to prevent, as far as practicable,
undue pollution of the waters of the Rivers which might affect adversely
uses similar in nature to those to which the waters were put on the Effective
Date, and agrees to take all reasonable measures to ensure that, before any
sewage or industrial waste is allowed to flow into the Rivers, it will be
treated, where necessary, in such manner as not materially to affect those
uses: Provided that the criterion of reasonableness shall be the customary
practice in similar situations on the Rivers.



(11) The Parties agree to adopt, as far as feasible, appropriate measures
for the recovery, and restoration to owners, of timber and other property
floated or floating down the Rivers, subject to appropriate charges being
paid by the owners.

(12) The use of water for industrial purposes under Articles II (2),
II (3), and III (2) shall not exceed:

(a) In the case of an industrial process known on the Effective Date,
such quantum of use as was customary in that process on the Ef-
fective Date;

(b) In the case of an industrial process not known on the Effective
Date:

(i) Such quantum of use as was customary on the Effective Date in
similar or in any way comparable industrial processes; or

(ii) If there was no industrial process on the Effective Date similar
or in any way comparable to the new process, such quantum
of use as would not have a substantially adverse effect on the
other Party.

(13) Such part of any water withdrawn for Domestic Use under the
provisions of Articles II (3) and III (2) as is subsequently applied to Agri-
cultural Use shall be accounted for as part of the Agricultural Use spe-
cified in Annexure B and Annexure C respectively; each Party will use its
best endeavours to return to the same river (directly or through one of
its Tributaries) all water withdrawn therefrom for industrial purposes
and not consumed either in the industrial processes for which it was with-
drawn or in some other Domestic Use.

(14) In the event that either Party should develop a use of the waters
of the Rivers which is not in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty,
that Party shall not acquire by reason of such use any right, by prescription
or otherwise, to a continuance of such use.

(15) Except as otherwise required by the express provisions of this
Treaty, nothing in this Treaty shall be construed as affecting existing
territorial rights over the waters of any of the Rivers or the beds or banks
thereof, or as affecting existing property rights under municipal law over
such waters or beds or banks.

ARTICLE 5: Financial provisions

(1) In consideration of the fact that the purpose of part of the system
of works referred to in Article IV (I) is the replacement, from the Western
Rivers and other sources, of water supplies for irrigation canals in Pakistan
which, on 15th August 1947, were dependent on water supplies from the
Eastern Rivers, India agrees to make a fixed contribution of Pounds Sterling
62,060,000 towards the costs of these works. The amount in Pounds
Sterling of this contribution shall remain unchanged irrespective of any
alteration in the par value of any currency.

(2) The sum of Pounds Sterling 62,060,000 specified in Paragraph (1)
shall be paid in ten equal annual instalments on the 1st of November
of each year. The first of such annual instalments shall be paid on Ist
November 1960, or if the Treaty has not entered into force by that date,
then within one month after the Treaty enters into force.
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(3) Each of the instalments specified in Paragraph (2) shall be paid to the
Bank for the credit of the Indus Basin Development Fund to be established
and administered by the Bank, and payment shall be made in Pounds
Sterling, or in such other currency or currencies as may from time to time
be agreed between India and the Bank.

(4) The payments provided for under the provisions of Paragraph (3)
shall be made without deduction or set-off on account of any financial
claims of India on Pakistan arising otherwise than under the provisions of
this Treaty: Provided that this provision shall in no way absolve Pakistan
from the necessity of paying in other ways debts to India which may be
outstanding against Pakistan.

(5) If, at the request of Pakistan, the Transition Period is extended in
accordance with the provisions of Article 11 (6) and of Part 8 of Annexure H,
the Bank shall there upon pay to India out of the Indus Basin Development
Fund the appropriate amount specified in the Table below:

TABLE

Period of aggregate extension of transition period Payment to India

k Stg.
One year ........ ..................... ... 3,125,000
Two years ....... ..................... .. 6,406,250
Three years ........ .................... .. 9,850,000
(6) The provisions of Article IV (1) and Article V (1) shall not be

construed as conferring upon India any right to participate in the decisions
as to the system of works which Pakistan constructs pursuant to Article
IV (1) or as constituting an assumption of any responsibility by India or
as an agreement by India in regard to such works.

(7) Except for such payments as are specifically provided for in this
Treaty, neither Party shall be entitled to claim any payment for observance
of the provisions of this Treaty or to make any charge for water received
from it by the other Party.

ARTICLE 6: Exchange of data

(1) The following data with respect to the flow in, and utilisation of
the waters, of the Rivers shall be exchanged regularly between the Par-
tiez:

(a) Daily (or as observed or estimated less frequently) gauge and dis-
charge data relating to flow of the Rivers at all observation sites.

(b) Daily extractions for or releases from reservoirs.
(c) Daily withdrawals at the heads of all canals operated by govern-

ment or by a government agency (hereinafter in this Article called
canals), including link canals.

(d) Daily escapages from all canals, including link canals.
(e) Daily deliveries from link canals.

These data shall be transmitted monthly by each Party to the other as soon as
the data for a calendar month have been collected and tabulated, but not
later than three months after the end of the month to which they relate:
Provided that such of the data specified above as are considered by either
Party to be necessary for operational purposes shall be supplied daily or at
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less frequent intervals, as may be requested. Should one Party request the
supply of any of these data by telegram, telephone, or wireless, it shall reim-
burse the other Party for the cost of transmission.

(2) If, in addition to the data specified in Paragraph (1) of this Article,
either Party requests the supply of any data relating to the hydrology
of the Rivers, or to canal or reservoir operation connected with the Rivers,
or to any provision of this Treaty, such data shall be supplied by the other
Party to the extent that these are available.

ARTICLE VII: Future co-operation

(1) The two Parties recognize that they have a common interest in the
optimum development of the Rivers, and, to that end, they declare their
intention to co-operate, by mutual agreement, to the fullest possible extent.
In particular:

(a) Each Party, to the extent it considers practicable and on agreement
by the other Party to pay the costs to be incurred, will, at the re-
quest of the other Party, set up or install such hydrologic observa-
tion stations within the drainage basins of the Rivers, and set
up or install such meteorological observation stations relating
thereto and carry out such observations thereat, as may be requested,
and will supply the data so obtained.

(b) Each Party, to the extent it considers practicable and on agreement
by the other Party to pay the costs to be incurred, will, at the
request of the other Party, carry out such new drainage works as may
be required in connection with new drainage works of the other
Party.

(c) At the request of either Party, the two Parties may, by mutual
agreement, co-operate in undertaking engineering works on the
Rivers.

The formal arrangements, in each case, shall be as agreed upon between the
Parties.

(2) If either Party plans to construct any engineering work which would
cause interference with the waters of any of the Rivers and which, in its
opinion, would affect the other Party materially, it shall notify the other
Party of its plans and shall supply such data relating to the work as may be
available and as would enable the other Party to inform itself of the nature,
magnitude and effect of the work. If a work would cause interference with
the waters of any of the Rivers but would not, in the opinion of the Party
planning it, affect the other Party materially, nevertheless the Party planning
the work shall, on request, supply the other Party with such data regarding
the nature, magnitude and effect, if any, of the work as may be available.

ARTICLE VIII: Permanent Indus Commission

(1) India and Pakistan shall each create a permanent post of Commis-
sioner for Indus Waters, and shall appoint to this post, as often as a vacancy
occurs, a person who should ordinarily be a high-ranking engineer competent
in the field of hydrology and water-use. Unless either Government should
decide to take up any particular question directly with the other Govern-
ment, each Commissioner will be the representative of his Government for
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all matters arising out of this Treaty, and will serve as the regular channel
of communication on all matters relating to the implementation of the Treaty,
and, in particular, with respect to

(a) The furnishing or exchange of information or data provided for
in the Treaty; and

(b) The giving of any notice or response to any notice provided for
in the Treaty.

(2) The status of each Commissioner and his duties and responsibilities
towards his Government will be determined by that Government.

(3) The two Commissioners shall together form the Permanent Indus
Commission.

(4) The purpose and functions of the Commission shall be to establish
and maintain co-operative arrangements for the implementation of this
Treaty, to promote co-operation between the Parties in the development of
the waters of the Rivers and, in particular,

(a) To study and report to the two Governments on any problem relating
to the development of the waters of the Rivers which may be jointly
referred to the Commission by the Two Governments: in the event
that a reference is made by one Government alone, the Commissioner
of the other Government shall obtain the authorization of his
Government before he proceeds to act on the reference;

(b) To make every effort to settle promptly, in accordance with the
provisions of Article IX (1), any question arising thereunder;

(c) To undertake, once in every five years, a general tour of inspection
of the Rivers for ascertaining the facts connected with various
developments and works on the Rivers;

(d) To undertake promptly, at the request of either Commissioner, a
tour of inspection of such works or sites on the Rivers as may be
considered necessary by him for ascertaining the facts connected
with those works or sites; and

(e) To take, during the Transition Period, such steps as may be neces-
sary for the implementation of the provisions of Annexure H.

(5) The Commission shall meet regularly at least once a year, alter-
nately in India and Pakistan. This regular annual meeting shall be held in
November or in such other month as may be agreed upon between the
Commissioners. The Commission shall also meet when requested by either
Commissioner.

(6) To enable the Commissioners to perform their functions in the
Commission, each Government agrees to accord to the Commissioner of the
other Government the same privileges and immunities as are accorded to
representatives of member States to the principal and subsidiary organs
of the United Nations under Sections 11, 12 and 13 of Article IV of the*
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (dated
13th February, 1946) during the periods specified in those Sections. It
is understood and agreed that these privileges and immunities are accorded
to the Commissioners not for the personal benefit of the individuals them-
selves but in order to safeguard the independent exercise of their functions in
connection with the Commission; consequently, the Government appointing
the Commissioner not only has the right but is under a duty to waive the
immunity of its Commissioner in any case where, in the opinion of the
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appointing Government, the immunity would impede the course of justice
and can be waived without prejudice to the purpose for which the immunity
is accorded.

(7) For the purposes of the inspections specified in Paragraph (4)
(c) and (d), each Commissioner may be accompanied by two advisers or
assistants to whom appropriate facilities will be accorded.

(8) The Commission shall submit to the Government of India and to the
Government of Pakistan, before the first of June of every year, a report on
its work for the year ended on the preceding 31st of March, and may submit
to the two Governments other reports at such times as it may think desirable.

(9) Each Government shall bear the expenses of its Commissioner and
his ordinary staff. The cost of any special staff required in connection with
the work mentioned in Article VII (1) shall be borne as provided therein.

(10) The Commission shall determine its own procedures.

ARTICLE 9: Settlement of differences and disputes

(1) Any question which arises between the Parties concerning the inter-
pretation or application of this Treaty or the existence of any fact which, if
established, might constitute a breach of this Treaty shall first be examined
by the Commission, which will endeavour to resolve the question by agree-
ment.

(2) If the Commission does not reach agreement on any of the questions
mentioned in Paragraph (1), then a difference will be deemed to have arisen,
which shall be dealt with as follows:

(a) Any difference which, in the opinion of either Commissioner, falls
within the provisions of Part 1 of Annexure F shall, at the request
of either Commissioner, be dealt with by a Neutral Expert in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Part 2 of Annexure F;

(b) If the difference does not come within the provisions of Paragraph
(2) (a), or if a Neutral Expert, in accordance with the provisions
of Paragraph 7 of Annexure F, has informed the Commission that,
in his opinion, the difference, or a part thereof, should be treated as
a dispute, then a dispute will be deemed to have arisen which shall
be settled in accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs (3), (4)
and (5):

Provided that, at the discretion of the Commission, any difference may
either be dealt with by a Neutral Expert in accordance with the provisions
of Part 2 of Annexure F or be deemed to be a dispute to be settled in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Paragraphs (3), (4) and (5), or may be
settled in any other way agreed upon by the Commission.

* (3) As soon as a dispute to be settled in accordance with this and the
succeeding paragraphs of this Article has arisen, the Commission shall, at
the request of either Commissioner, report the fact to the two Governments,
as early as practicable, stating in its report the points on which the Com-
mission is in agreement and the issues in dispute, the views of each Com-
missioner on these issues and his reasons therefor.

(4) Either Government may, following receipt of the report referred to
in Paragraph (3), or if it comes to the conclusion that this report is being
unduly delayed in the Commission, invite the other Government to resolve
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the dispute by agreement. In doing so it shall state the names of its nego-
tiators and their readiness to meet with the negotiators to be appointed
by the other Government at a time and place to be indicated by the other
Government. To assist in these negotiations, the two Governments may
agree to enlist the services of one or more mediators acceptable to them.

(5) A Court of Arbitration shall be established to resolve the dispute
in the manner provided by Annexure G

(a) Upon agreement between the Parties to do so; or

(b) At the request of either Party, if, after negotiations have begun
pursuant to Paragraph (4), in its opinion the dispute is not likely
to be resolved by negotiation or mediation; or

(c) At the request of either Party, if, after the expiry of one month
following receipt by the other Government of the invitation referred
to in Paragraph (4), that Party comes to the conclusion that the
other Government is unduly delaying the negotiations.

(6) The provisions of Paragraphs (3), (4) and (5) shall not apply to
any difference while it is being dealt with by a Neutral Expert.

ARTICLE 10: Emergency provision. If, at any time prior to 31st March
1965, Pakistan should represent to the Bank that, because of the outbreak of
large-scale international hostilities arising out of causes beyond the control
of Pakistan, it is unable to obtain from abroad the materials and equipment
necessary for the completion, by 31st March 1973, of that part of the system
of works referred to in Article IV (1) which relates to the replacement
referred to therein (hereinafter referred to as the " replacement element "),
and if, after consideration of this representation in consultation with India,
the Bank is of the opinion that

(a) These hostilities are on a scale of which the consequence is that
Pakistan is unable to obtain in time such materials and equipment
as must be procured from abroad for the completion, by 31st
March 1973, of the replacement element, and

(b) Since the Effective Date, Pakistan has taken all reasonable steps
to obtain the said materials and equipment and, with such resources
of materials and equipment as have been available to Pakistan
both from within Pakistan and from abroad, has carried forward
the construction of the replacement element with due diligence and
all reasonable expedition,

the Bank shall immediately notify each of the Parties accordingly. The
Parties undertake, without prejudice to the provisions of Article XII
(3) and (4), that, on being so notified, they will forthwith consult together
and enlist the good offices of the Bank in their consultation, with a view
to reaching mutual agreement as to whether or not, in the light of all
the circumstances then prevailing, any modifications of the provisions of
this Treaty are appropriate and advisable and, if so, the nature and the
extent of the modifications.

ARTICLE 11 : General provisions

(1) It is expressly understood that
(a) This Treaty governs the rights and obligations of each Party in



relation to the other with respect only to the use of the waters of
the Rivers and matters incidental thereto; and

(b) Nothing contained in this Treaty, and nothing arising out of the
execution thereof, shall be construed as constituting a recognition
or waiver (whether tacit, by implication or otherwise) of any
rights or claims whatsoever of either of the Parties other than
those rights or claims which are expressly recognized or waived
in this Treaty.

Each of the Parties agrees that it will not invoke this Treaty, anything
contained therein, or anything arising out of the execution thereof, in
support of any of its own rights or claims whatsoever or in disputing any of
the rights or claims whatsoever of the other Party, other than those rights or
claims which are expressly recognized or waived in this Treaty.

(2) Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed by the Parties as in any
way establishing any general principle of law or any precedent.

(3) The rights and obligations of each Party under this Treaty shall
remain unaffected by any provisions contained in, or by anything arising
out of the execution of, any agreement establishing the Indus Basin Develop-
ment Fund.

ANNEXURE A

EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND THE

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN

I. Note dated 19th September 1960, from the High Commissioner for India in
Pakistan, Karachi, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth
Relations, Government of Pakistan

19th September, 1960

Excellency:

I have been instructed by my Government to communicate to you the
following:

" The Government of India agrees that, on the ratification of the
Indus Waters Treaty 1960, the Inter-Dominion Agreement on the Canal
Water Dispute signed at New Delhi on 4th May 1948 (of which a copy is
annexed hereto) and the rights and obligations of either party thereto
claimed under, or arising out of, that Agreement shall be without effect
as from 1st April 1960.
" The position of the Government of India stated above and Your

Excellency's Note of to-day's date stating the position of the Govern-
ment of Pakistan on this question will form part of Annexure A to the
Indus Waters Treaty 1960."
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II. Note dated 19th September 1960, from the Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Commonwealth Relations, Government of Pakistan., to the High Commissioner
for India in Pakistan, Karachi

19th September 1960

Excellency:

I have been instructed by my Government to communicate to you the
following:

" The Government of Pakistan agrees that, on the ratification of the
Indus Waters Treaty 1960, the document on the Canal Water Dispute
signed at New Delhi on 4th May 1948 (of which a copy is annexed hereto)
and the rights and obligations of either party thereto claimed under, or
arising out of, that document shall be without effect as from 1st April 1960.

" The position of the Government of Pakistan stated above and Your
Excellency's Note of to-day's date stating the position of the Government
of India on this question will form part of Annexure A to the Indus
Waters Treaty 1960."

ANNEXURE B

AGRICULTURAL USE BY PAKISTAN FROM CERTAIN TRIBUTARIES OF THE RAVI

(ARTICLE 11 (3))

1. The provisions of this Annexure shall apply with respect to the
Agricultural Use by Pakistan from certain Tributaries of the Ravi under
the provisions of Article 11 (3) and, subject to the provisions of this Annexure,
such use shall be unrestricted.

2. Pakistan may withdraw from the Basantar Tributary of the Ravi
such waters as may be available and necessary for the irrigation of not
more than 100 acres annually.

3. In addition to the area specified in Paragraph 2, Pakistan may
also withdraw such waters from each of the following Tributaries of the
Ravi as may be available and as may be necessary for the irrigation of
that part of the following areas cultivated on sailab as on the Effective
Date which cannot be so cultivated after that date: Provided that the
total area whether irrigated or cultivated on sailab shall not exceed the
limits specified below, except during a year of exceptionally heavy floods
when sailab may extend to areas which were not cultivated on sailab as on
the Effective Date and when such areas may be cultivated in addition to
the limits specified:

Name of Maximum Annual
Tributary Cultivation

(acres)

Basantar ........ ....................... ... 14,000
Bein ........... ........................ 26,600
Tarnah ................ ... . .. ........ ... 1,800
Ujh ......... ......................... ... 3,000

4. The provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 3 shall not be construed as
giving Pakistan any claim or right to any releases by India in the Tributaries
mentioned in these paragraphs.

5. Not later than 31st March 1961, Pakistan shall furnish to India
a statement by Districts and Tehsils showing (i) the area irrigated and
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(ii) the area cultivated on sailab, as on the Effective Date, from the waters
of each of the Tributaries specified in Paragraphs 2 and 3.

6. As soon as the statistics for each crop year (commencing with the
beginning of kharif and ending with the end of the following rabi) have
been compiled at the District Headquarters, but not later than the 30th No-
vember following the end of that crop year, Pakistan shall furnish to India
a statement arranged by Tributaries and showing for each of the Districts
and Tehsils irrigated or cultivated on sailab from the Tributaries mentioned
in Paragraphs 2 and 3:

(i) the area irrigated, and
(ii) The area cultivated on sailab.

ANNEXURE C

AGRICULTURAL USE BY INDIA FROM THE WESTERN RIVERS

(ARTICLE nI (2) (c))

1. The provisions of this Annexure shall apply with respect to the
Agricultural Use by India from the Western Rivers under the provisions
of Article III (2)(c) and, subject to the provisions of this Annexure, such
use shall be unrestricted.

2. As used in this Annexure, the term " Irrigated Cropped Area"
means the total area under irrigated crops in a year, the same area being
counted twice if it bears different crops in kharif and rabi. The term shall
be deemed to exclude small blocks of ghair mumkin lands in an irrigated
field, lands on which cultivation is dependent on rain or snow and to
which no irrigation water is applied, areas naturally inundate by river
flow and cultivated on sailab thereafter, any area under floating gardens
or demb lands in and along any lakes, and any area under waterplants
growing within the water-spread of any lake or in standing water in a
natural depression.

3. India may withdraw from the Chanab Main such waters as India
may need for Agricultural Use on the following canals limited to the maxi-
mum withdrawals noted against each:

Name of Canal

(a) Ranbir Canal .......

(b) Pratap Canal ....... *

Maximum Withdrawals for Agricultural Use

1,000 cusecs from 15th April to
14th October, and

350 cusecs from 15th October to
14th April

400 cusecs from 15th April to 14th
October, and

100 cusecs from 15th October to
14th April.

Provided that:
(i) The maximum withdrawals shown above shall be exclusive of

any withdrawals which may be made through these canals for
purposes of silt extraction on condition that the waters withdrawn
for silt extraction are returned to the Chenab.

(ii) India may make additional withdrawals through the Ranbir
Canal up to 250 cusecs for hydro-electric generation on condition
that the waters so withdrawn are returned to the Chenab. '
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(iii) If India should construct a barrage across the Chenab Main
below the head regulators of these two canals, the withdrawals
to be then made, limited to the amounts specified in (a) and (b)
above, during each 10-day period or sub-period thereof, shall be
as determined by the Commission in accordance with sound irriga-
tion practice and, in the absence of agreement between the Com-
missioners, by a Neutral Expert in accordance with the provisions
of Annexure F.

4. Apart from the irrigation from the Ranbir and Pratap Canals under
the provisions of Paragraph 3, India may continue to irrigate from the
Western Rivers those areas which were so irrigated as on the Effective Date.

5. In addition to such withdrawals as may be made in accordance with
the provisions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, India may, subject to the provisions
of Paragraphs 6, 7, 8 and 9, make further withdrawals from the Western
Rivers to the extent India may consider necessary to meet the irrigation
needs of the areas specified below:

Maximum Irrigated Cropped Area
(over and above the cropped area
irrigated under the provisions of

Paragraphs 3 and 4)
Particulars (acres)

(a) From the Indus, in its drainage basin. 70,000
(b) From the Jhelum, in its drainage basin 400,000
(c) From the Chenab,

(i) In its drainage basin ... ...... 225,000 of which not
more than 100,000
acres will be in the

Jammu District.

(ii) Outside its drainage basin in the
area west of the Deg Nadi (also
called Devak River), the aggre-
gate capacity of irrigating chan-
nels leading out of the drainage
basin of the Chenab to this area
not to exceed 120 cusecs ....... 6,000

Provided that
(i) In addition to the maximum Irrigated Cropped Area specified

above, India may irrigate road-side trees from any source whatever;
(ii) The maximum Irrigated Cropped Area shown against items (a),

(b) and (c) (i) above shall be deemed to include cropped areas,
if any, irrigated from an open well, a tube-well, a spring, a lake
(other than a Connecting Lake) or a tank, in excess of the areas so
irrigated as on the Effective Date; and

(iii) The aggregate of the areas specified against items (a), (b) and
(c) (i) above may be re-distributed among the three drainage basins
in such manner as may be agreed upon between the Commissioners.

6. (a) Within the limits of the maximum Irrigated Cropped Areas
specified against items (b) and (c) (i) in Paragraph 5, there shall be no
restriction on the development of such of these areas as may be irrigated



from an open well, a tube-well, a spring, a lake (other than a Connecting
Lake) or a tank.

(b) Within the limits of the maximum Irrigated Cropped Areas specified
against items (b) and (c) in Paragraph 5, there shall be no restriction on the
development of such of these areas as may be irrigated from General Storage
(as defined in Annexure E): the areas irrigated from General Storage may,
however, receive irrigation from river flow also; but, unless the Commis-
sioners otherwise agree, only in the following periods:

(i) From the Jhelum: 21st June to 20th August;
(ii) From the Chenab: 21st June to 31st August:
Provided that withdrawals for such irrigation, whether from General

Storage or from river flow, are controlled by Government.

7. Within the limits of the maximum Irrigated Cropped Areas specified
against items (b) and (c) in Paragraph 5, the development of these areas by
withdrawals from river flow (as distinct from withdrawals from General
Storage cum river flow in accordance with Paragraph 6 (b)) shall be regulated
as follows:

(a) Until India can release water from Conservation Storage (as
defined in Annexure E) in accordance with sub-paragraphs (b)
and (c) below, the new area developed shall not exceed the following:
(i) From the Jehlum, 150,000 acres,

(ii) From the Chenab, 25,000 acres during the Transition
Period and 50,000 acres after the end of the Transition
Period.

(b) In addition to the areas specified in (a) above, there may be deve-
loped from the Jhelum or the Chenab an aggregate area of 150,000
acres if there is re-released annually from Conservation Storage,
in accordance with Paragraph 8, a volume of 0.2 MAF into the
Jhelum and a volume of 0.1 MAF into the Chenab; provided that
India shall have the option to store on and release into the Chenab
the whole or a part of the volume of 0.2 MAF specified above for
release into the Jhelum.

(c) Any additional areas over and above those specified in (a) and
(b) above may be developed if there is released annually from
Conservation Storage a volume of 0.2 MAF into the Jhelum or
the Chenab, in accordance with Paragraph 8, in addition to the
releases specified in (b) above.

8. The releases from Conservation Storage, as specified in Paragraphs
7(b) and 7(c), shall be made in accordance with a schedule to be determined
by the Commission which shall keep in view, first, the effect, if any, on
Agricultural Use by Pakistan consequent on the reduction in supplies
available to Pakistan as a result of the withdrawals made by India under
the provisions of Paragraph 7 and, then, the requirements, if any, of hydro-
electric power to be developed by India from these releases. In the absence
of agreement between the Commissioners, the matter may be referred under
the provisions of Article IX (2)(a) for decision to a Neutral Expert.

9. On those Tributaries of the Jhelum on which there is any Agricul-
tural Use or hydro-electric use by Pakistan, any new Agricultural Use
by India shall be so made as not to affect adversely the then existing Agri-
cultural Use or Hydro-electric use by Pakistan on those Tributaries.
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10. Not later than 31st March 1961, India shall furnish to Pakistan
a statement showing, for each of the Districts and Tehsils irrigated from
the Western Rivers, the Irrigated Cropped Area as on the Effective Date
(excluding only the area irrigated under the provisions of Paragraph 3),
arranged in accordance with items (a), (b) and (c) (i) of Paragraph 5:
Provided that, in the case of areas in the Punjab, the date may be extended
to 30th September 1961.

11. (a) As soon as the statistics for each crop year (commencing with
the beginning of kharif and ending with the end of the following rabi) have
been compiled at the District Headquarters, but not later than the 30th
November following the end of that crop year, India shall furnish to Pakis-
tan a statement showing for each of the Districts and Tehsils irrigated
from the Western Rivers, the total Irrigated Cropped Areas (excluding
the area irrigated under the provisions of Paragraph 3) arranged in ac-
cordance with items (a), (b), (c) (ii) of paragraph 5: Provided that, in
the case of areas in the Punjab, the 30th November date specified above
may be extended to the following 30th June in the event of failure of com-
munications.

(b) If the limits specified in Paragraph 7 (a) or 7 (b) are exceeded
for any crop year, the statement shall also show the figures for Irrigated
Cropped Areas falling under Paragraph 6 (a) and 6 (b) respectively, unless
appropriate releases from Conservation Storage under the provisions of
Paragraph 8 have already begun to be made.

ANNEXURE D

GENERATION OF HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER BY INDIA ONTHE-WESTERN RIVERS

(ARTICLE III (2) (d))

1. The provisions of this Annexure shall apply with respect to the
use by India of the waters of the Western Rivers for the generation of
hydro-electric power under the provisions of Article III (2) (d) and, subject
to the provisions of this Annexure, such use shall be unrestricted: Provided
that the design, construction and operation of new hydro-electric plants
which are incorporated in a Storage Work (as defined in Annexure E)
shall be governed by the relevant provisions of Annexure E.

Part 1-Definitions

2. As used in this Annexure:
(a) " Dead Storage " means that portion of the storage which is not

used for operational purposes and " Dead Storage Level " means
the level corresponding to Dead Storage.

(b) " Live Storage " means all storage above Dead Storage.
(c) " Pondage " means Live Storage of only sufficient magnitude

to meet fluctuation in the discharge of the turbines arising from
variations in the daily and the weekly loads of the plant.

(d) " Full Pondage Level " means the level corresponding to the
maximum Pondage provided in the design in accordance with
Paragraph 8(c).
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(e) "Surcharge Storage" means uncontrollable storage occupying
space above the Full Pondage Level.

(f) " Operating Pool " means the storage capacity between Dead
Storage level and Full Pondage Level.

(g) " Run-of-River Plant " means a hydro-electric plant that de-
velops power without Live Storage as an integral part of the plant,
except for Pondage and Surcharge Storage.

(h) " Regulating Basin " means the basin whose only purpose is to
even out fluctuations in the discharge from the turbines arising
from variations in the daily and the weekly loads of the plant.

(i) " Firm Power " means the hydro-electric power corresponding
to the minimum mean discharge at the site of a plant, the minimum
mean discharge being calculated as follows:

The average discharge for each 10-day period (1st to 10th,
11th to 20th and 21st to the end of the month) will be worked out
for each year for which discharge data, whether observed or esti-
mated, are proposed to be studied for purposes of design. The
mean of the yearly values for each 10-day period will then be worked
out. The lowest of the mean values thus obtained will be taken
as the minimum mean discharge. The studies will be based on
data for as long a period as available but may be limited to the
latest 5 years in the case of Small Plants (as defined in Paragraph
18)-and to the latest 25 years in the case of other Plants (as defined
in Paragraph 8).

(j) " Secondary Power " means the power, other than Firm Power,
available only during certain periods of the year.

Part 2-Hydro-Electric Plants in Operation, or under
Construction, as on the Effective Date

3. There shall be no restriction on the operation of the following hydro-
electric plants which were in operation as on the Effective Date:

Capacity
(exclusive of

standby units)
Name of Plant (kilowatts)

(i) Pahalgam. .......... . .............. .... 186
(ii) Bandipura ..... ................... .... 30
(iii) Dachhigam.. ..... .................. .... 40
(iv) Ranbir Canal ...... .................. ... 1,200
(v) Udhampur ...... ................... .... 640

(vi) Poonch ................... .......... 160

4. There shall be no restriction on the completion by India, in accor-
dance with the design adopted prior to the Effective Date, or on the opera-
tion by India, of the following hydro-electric plants which were actually
under construction on the Effective Date, whether or not the plant was on
that date in partial operation:
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Designed Capacity
(exclusive of

standby units)
Name of Plant . (kilowatts)

(i) Mahora ....... .................... ... 12,000
(ii) Ganderbal ...... ................... ... 15,000
(iii) Kupwara ......... ................... 150
(iv) Bhadarwah ...... .................. ... 600
(v) Kishtwar ...... .................... .... 350
(vi) Rajouri ....... .................... ... 650

(vii) Chinani ....... .................... ... 14,000
(viii) Nichalani Banihal ..... ................ .... 600

5. As soon as India finds it possible to do so, but not later than 31st
March 1961, India shall communicate to Pakistan the information specified
in Appendix I to this Annexure for each of the plants specified in Para-
graphs 3 and 4. If any such information is not available or is not perti-
nent to the design of the plant or to the conditions at the site, it will be so
stated.

6. (a) If any alteration proposed in the design of any of the plants
specified in Paragraphs 3 and 4 would result in a material change in the
information furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 5,
India shall, at least 4 months in advance of making the alteration, commu-
nicate particulars of the change to Pakistan in writing and the provisions
of Paragraph 7 shall then apply.

(b) In the event of an emergency arising which requires repairs to
be undertaken to protect the integrity of any of the plants specified in
Paragraphs 3 and 4, India may undertake immediately the necessary
repairs or alterations and, if these repairs or alterations result in a change
in the information furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 5,
India shall as soon as possible communicate particulars of the change to
Pakistan in writing. The provisions of Paragraph 7 shall then apply.

7. Within three months of the receipt of the particulars specified in
Paragraph 6, Pakistan shall communicate to India in writing any objection
it may have with regard to the proposed change on the ground that the
change involves a material departure from the criteria set out in Paragraphs
8 or 18 of this Annexure or Paragraph 11 of Annexure E as the case may be.
If no objection is received by India from Pakistan within the specified
period of three months, then Pakistan shall be deemed to have no objection.
If a question arises as to whether or not the change involves a material
departure from such of the criteria mentioned above as may be applicable,
then either Party may proceed to have the question resolved in accordance
with the provisions of Article IX (1) and (2).

Part 3-New-Run-of-River Plants

8. Except as provided in Paragraph 18, the design of any new Run-of-
River Plant (hereinafter in this Part referred to as a Plant) shall conform
to the following criteria:

(a) The works themselves shall not be capable of raising artificially
the water level in the Operating Pool above the Full Pondage
Level specified in the design.



(b) The design of the works shall take due account of the requirements
of Surcharge Storage and of Secondary Power.

(c) The maximum Pondage in the Operating Pool shall not exceed
twice the Pondage required for Firm Power.

(d) There shall be no outlets below the Dead Storage Level, unless
necessary for sediment control or any other technical purpose;
any such outlet shall be of the minimum size, and located at the
highest level consistent with sound and economical design and
with satisfactory operation of the works.

(e) If the conditions at the site of a Plant make a gated Spillway neces-
sary, the bottom level of the gates in normal closed position shall
be located at the highest level consistent with sound and economical
design and satisfactory construction and operation of the works.

(f) The intakes for the turbines shall be located at the highest level
consistent with satisfactory and economical construction and opera-
tion of the Plant as a Run-of-River Plant and with customary and
accepted practice of design for the designated range of the Plant's
operation.

(g) If any Plant is constructed on the Chenab Main at a site below
Kotry (Longitude 74'-59 ' East and Latitude 33'-09 ' North), a
Regulating Basin shall be incorporated.

9. To enable Pakistan to satisfy that the design of a Plant conforms to
the criteria mentioned in Paragraph 8, India shall, at least six months in
advance of the beginning of the construction of river works connected with
the Plant, communicate to Pakistan, in writing, the information specified in
Appendix II to this Annexure. If any such information is not available or is
not pertinent to the design of the Plant or to the conditions at the site, it
will be so stated.

10. Within three months of the receipt by Pakistan of the information
specified in Paragraph 9, Pakistan shall communicate to India, in writing,
any objection that it may have with regard to the proposed design on the
ground that it does not conform to the criteria mentioned in Paragraph 8.
If no objection is received by India from Pakistan within the specified
period of three months, then Pakistan shall be deemed to have no objection.

11. If a question arises as to whether or not the design of a Plant con-
forms to the criteria set out in Paragraph 8, then either Party may proceed
to have the question resolved in accordance with the provisions of Article
IX (1) and (2).

12. (a) If any alteration proposed in the design of a Plant before it
comes into operation would result in a material change in the information
furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 9, India shall
immediately communicate particulars of the change to Pakistan in writing
and the provisions of Paragraphs 10 and 11 shall then apply, but the period
of three months specified in Paragraph 10 shall be reduced to two months.

(b) If any alteration proposed in the design of a Plant after it comes
into operation would result in a material change in the information furnished
to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 9, India shall, at least four
months in advance of making the alteration, communicate particulars of
the change to Pakistan in writing and the provisions of Paragraphs 10
and 11 shall then apply, but the period of three months specified in Para-
graph 10 shall be reduced to two months.



13. In the event of an emergency arising which requires repairs to
be undertaken to protect the integrity of a Plant, India may undertake
immediately the necessary repairs or alterations; if these repairs or altera-
tions result in a change in the information furnished to Pakistan under
the provisions of Paragraph 9, India shall, as soon as possible, communicate
particulars of the change to Pakistan in writing to enable Pakistan to
satisfy itself that after such change the design of the Plant conforms to
the criteria specified in Paragraph 8. The provisions of Paragraphs 10
and 11 shall then apply.

14. The filling of Dead Storage shall be carried out in accordance with
the provisions of Paragraphs 18 or 19 of Annexure E.

15. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 17, the works connected
with a Plant shall be so operated that (a) the volume of water received
in the river upstream of the Plant, during any period of seven consecutive
days, shall be delivered into the river below the Plant during the same
seven-day period, and (b) in any one period of 24 hours within that seven-
day period, the volume delivered into the river below the Plant shall be
not less than 30%, and not more than 130%, of the volume received in the
river above the Plant during the same 24-hour period: Provided however
that:

(i) Where a Plant is located at a site on the Chenab Main below
Ramban, the volume of water received in the river upstream of
the Plant in any one period of 24 hours shall be delivered into
the river below the Plant within the same period of 24 hours;

(ii) Where a Plant is located at a site on the Chenab Main above
Ramban, the volume of water delivered into the river below the
Plant in any one period of 24 hours shall not be less than 50%
and not more than 103%, of the volume received above the Plant
during the same 24-hour period; and

(iii) Where a Plant is located on a Tributary of The Jhelum on which
Pakistan has any Agricultural Use or hydro-electric use, the
water released below the Plant may be delivered, if necessary,
into another Tributary but only to the extent that the then existing
Agricultural Use or hydro-electric use by Pakistan on the former
Tributary would not be adversely affected.

16. For the purpose of Paragraph 15, the period of 24 hours shall
commence at 8 A.M. daily and the period of 7 consecutive days shall
commence at 8 A.M. on every Saturday. The time shall be Indian Standard
Time.

17. The provisions of Paragraph 15 shall not apply during the period
when the Dead Storage at a Plant is being filled in accordance with the
provisions of Paragraph 14. In applying the provisions of Paragraph 15:

(a) A tolerance of 10% in volume shall be permissible; and
(b) Surcharge Storage shall be ignored.

18. The provisions of Paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 shall not
apply to a new Run-of-River Plant which is located on a Tributary and
which conforms to the following criteria (hereinafter referred to as a Small
Plant):

(a) The aggregate designed maximum discharge through the turbines
does not exceed 300 cusecs;



(b) No storage is involved in connection with the Small Plant, except
the Pondage and the storage incidental to the diversion structure;
and

(c) The crest of the diversion structure across the Tributary, or the
top level of the gates, if any, shall not be higher than 20 feet above
the mean bed of the Tributary at the site of the structure.

19. The information specified in Appendix III to this Annexure shall be
communicated to Pakistan by India at least two months in advance of the
beginning of construction of the river works connected with a Small Plant.
If any such information is not available or is not pertinent to the design
of the Small Plant or to the conditions at the site, it will be so stated.

20. Within two months of the receipt by Pakistan of the information
specified in Appendix III, Pakistan shall communicate to India, in writing,
any objection that it may have with regard to the proposed design on the
ground that it does not conform to the criteria mentioned in Paragraph 18.
If no objection is received by India from Pakistan within the specified
period of two months, then Pakistan shall be deemed to have no objection.

21. If a question arises as to whether or not the design of a Small Plant
conforms to the Criteria set out in Paragraph 18, then either Party may
proceed to have the question resolved in accordance with the provisions
of Article IX(l) and (2).

22. If any alteration in the design of a Small Plant, whether during
the construction period or subsequently, results in a change in the informa-
tion furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 19, then India
shall immediately communicate the change in writing to Pakistan.

23. If, with any alteration proposed in the design of a Small Plant, the
design would cease to comply with the criteria set out in Paragraph 18, then
the provisions of Paragraph 18 to 22 inclusive shall no longer apply and, in
lieu thereof, the provisions of Paragraphs 8 to 13 inclusive shall apply.

Part 4-New Plants on Irrigation Channels

24. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Annexure, there
shall be no restriction on the construction and operation by India of new
hydro-electric plants on any irrigation channel taking off the Western
Rivers, provided that

(a) The works incorporate no storage other than Pondage and the
Dead Storage incidental to the diversion structure, and

(b) No additional supplies are run in the irrigation channel for the
purpose of generating hydro-electric power.

Part 5-General

25. If the change referred to in Paragraphs 6(a) and 12 is not material,
India shall communicate particulars of the change to Pakistan, in writing,
as soon as the alteration has been made or the repairs have been undertaken.
The provisions of Paragraph 7 or Paragraph 23, as the case may be, shall
then apply.
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APPENDIX I TO ANNEXURE D

(Paragraph 5)

1. Location of Plant
General map showing the location of the site; if on a Tributary, its

situation with respect to the main river.

2. Hydraulic Data
(a) Stage-area and stage-capacity curves of the reservoir, forebay and

Regulating Basin.
(b) Full Pondage Level, Dead Storage Level and Operating Pool.
(c) Dead Storage capacity.

3. Particulars of Design
(a) Type of spillway, length and crest level; size, number and top level

of spillway gates.
(b) Outlet works: function, type, size, number, maximum designed

capacity and sill levels.
(c) Aggregate designed maximum discharge through the turbines.
(d) Maximum aggregate capacity of power units (exclusive of standby

units) for Firm Power and Secondary Power.
(e) Regulating Basin and its outlet works: dimensions and maximum

discharge capacity.

4. General
Probable date of completion of river works, and dates on which various

stages of the plant would come into operation.

APPENDIX II TO ANNEXURE D

(Paragraph 9)

1. Location of Plant
General map showing the location of the site; if on a Tributary,
its situation with respect to the main river.

2. Hydrologic Data:
(a) General map (Scale: 1/4 inch or more = mile) showing the dis-

charge observation site or sites or rainfall gauge stations on whose
data the design is based. In case of a Plant on a Tributary, this
map should also show the catchment area of the Tributary above
the site.

(b) Observed or estimated daily river discharge data on which the
design is based (observed data will be given for as long a period as
available; estimated data will be given for as long a period as
possible; in both cases data may be limited to the latest 25 years).

(c) Flood data, observed or estimated (with details of estimation).
(d) Gauge-discharge curve or curves for site or sites mentioned in (a)

above.

3. Hydraulic Data
(a) Stage-area and stage-capacity curves of the reservoir, forebay and

Regulating Basin, with contoured survey maps on which based.
(b) Full Pondage Level, Dead Storage Level and Operating Pool

together with the calculations for the Operating Pool.
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(c) Dead Storage capacity
(d) Estimated evaporation losses in the reservoir, Regulating Basin,

head-race, forebay and tail-race.
(e) Maximum designed flood discharge, discharge-capacity curve for

spillway and maximum designed flood level.
(f) Designated range of operation.
4. Particulars of Design
(a) Dimensioned plan showing dam, spillway, intake and outlet works,

diversion works, head-race and forebay, powerhouse, tail-race and
Regulating Basin.

(b) Type of dam, length and height above mean bed of river.
(c) Cross-section of the river at the site; mean bed level.
(d) Type of spillway, length and crest level; size, number and top level

of spillway gates.
(e) Type of intake, maximum designed capacity, number and size,

sill levels; diversion works.
(f) Head-race and tail-race: length, size, maximum designed capacity.
(g) Outlet works: function, type, size, number, maximum designed

capacity and sill levels.
(h) Discharge proposed to be passed through the Plant, initially and

ultimately, and expected variations in the discharge on account of
the daily and the weekly load fluctuations.

(i) Maximum aggregate capacity of power units (exclusive of standby
units) for Firm Power and Secondary Power.

(j) Regulating Basin and its outlet works: type, number, size, sill
levels and designed maximum discharge capacity.

5. General
(a) Estimated effect of proposed development on the flow pattern

below the last plant downstream (with details of estimation).
(b) Probable date of completion of river works, and dates on which

various stages of the Plant would come into operation.

APPENDIX III TO ANNEXURE D

(Paragraph 19)

1. Location of Small Plant
General map showing the location of the site on the Tributary and its

situation with respect to the main river.

2. Hydrologic Data
(a) Observed or estimated daily Tributary discharge (observed data

will be given for as long a period as available; estimated data will
be given for as long a period as possible; in both cases, data may be
limited to the latest five years).

(b) Flood data, observed or estimated (with details of estimation).
(c) Gauge-discharge curveIrelating to discharge site.
3. Hydraulic Data
(a) Stage-area and stage-capacity curves of the forebay with survey

map on which based.
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(b) Full Pondage Level, Dead Storage Level and Operating Pool
together with the calculations for the Operating Pool.

4. Particulars of Design
(a) Dimensioned plan showing diversion works, outlet works, head-

race and forebay, powerhouse and tail-race.
(b) Type of diversion works, length and height of crest or top level

of gates above the mean bed of the Tributary at the site.
(c) Cross-section of the Tributary at the site; mean bed level.
(d) Head-race and tail-race: length, size and designed maximum

capacity.
(c) Aggregate designed maximum discharge through the turbines.
(f) Spillway, if any: type, length and crest level; size, number and top

level of gates.
(g) Maximum aggregate capacity of power units (exclusive of standby

units) for Firm Power and Secundary Power.

ANNEXURE E

STORAGE OF WATERS BY INDIA ON THE WESTERN RIVERS

(ARTICLE III (4))

1. The provisions of this Annexure shall apply with respect to the
storage of water on the Western Rivers, and to the construction and opera-
tion of Storage Works thereon, by India under the provisions of Article III
(4).

2. As used in this Annexure:
(a) " Storage Work" means a work constructed for the purpose of

impounding the waters of a stream; but excludes
(i) A Small Tank,

(ii) The works specified in Paragraphs 3 and 4 of Annexure D, and
(iii) A new work constructed in accordance with the provisions of

Annexure D.
(b) " Reservoir Capacity " means the gross volume of water which

can be stored in the reservoir.
(c) " Dead Storage Capacity " means that portion of the Reservoir

Capacity which is not used for operational purposes, and " Dead
Storage " means the corresponding volume of water.

(d) " Live Storage Capacity " means the Reservoir Capacity excluding
Dead Storage Capacity, and " Live Storage " means the correspond-
ing volume of water.

(e) " Flood Storage Capacity " means that portion of the Reservoir
Capacity which is reserved for the temporary storage of flood waters
in order to regulate downstream flows, and " Flood Storage
means the corresponding volume of water.

(f) " Surcharge Storage Capacity " means the Reservoir Capacity
between the crest of an uncontrolled spillway or the top of the



crest gates in normal closed position and the maximum water
elevation above this level for which the dam is designed, and " Sur-
charge Storage " means the corresponding volume of water.

(g) " Conservation Storage Capacity " means the Reservoir Capacity
excluding Flood Storage Capacity, Dead Storage Capacity and
Surcharge Storage Capacity, and " Conservation Storage " means
the corresponding volume of water.

(h) " Power Storage Capacity" means that portion of the Conserva-
tion Storage Capacity which is designated to be used for generating
electric energy, and " Power Storage " means the corresponding
volume of water.

(i) " General Storage Capacity " means the Conservation Storage
Capacity excluding Power Storage Capacity, and " General Stor-
age " means the corresponding volume of water.

(j) " Dead Storage Level " means the level of water in a reservoir
corresponding to Dead Storage Capacity, below which level the
reservoir does not operate.

(k) " Full Reservoir Level " means the level of water in a reservoir
corresponding to Conservation Storage Capacity.

(1) " Multi-purpose Reservoir " means a reservoir capable of and
intended for use for more than one purpose.

(m) "Single-purpose Reservoir " means a reservoir capable of and
intended for use for only one purpose.

(n) " Small Tank " means a tank having a Live Storage of less than
700 acre-feet and fed only from a non-perennial small stream:
Provided that the Dead Storage does not exceed 50 acre-feet.

3. There shall be no restriction on the operation as heretofore by
India or those Storage Works which were in operation as on the Effective
Date or on the construction and operation of Small Tanks.

4. As soon as India finds it possible to do so, but not later than 31st
March, 1961, India shall communicate to Pakistan in writing the informa-
tion specified in the Appendix to this Annexure for such Storage Works
as were in operation as on the Effective Date. If any such information is
not available or is not pertinent to the design of the Storage work or to the
conditions at the site, it will be so stated.

1. (a) If any alteration proposed in the design of any of the Storage
Works referred to in Paragraph 3 would result in a material change in the
information furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 4,
India shall, at least 4 months in advance of making the alteration, communi-
cate particulars of the change to Pakistan in writing and the provisions of
Paragraph 6 shall then apply.

(b) In the event of an emergency arising which requires repairs to be
undertaken to protect the integrity of any of the Storage Works referred
to in Paragraph 3, India may undertake immediately the necessary repairs
or alterations and, if these repairs or alterations result in a change in the
information furnished to Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 4,
India shall as soon as possible communicate particulars of the change to
Pakistan in writing. The provisions of Paragraph 6 shall then apply.

6. Within three months of the receipt of the particulars specified in
Paragraph 5, Pakistan shall communicate to India in writing any object-



tion it may have with regard to the proposed change on the ground that the
change involves a material departure from the criteria set out in Paragraph
11. If no objection is received by India from Pakistan within the speci-
fied period of three months, then Pakistan shall be deemed to have no ob-
jection. If a question arises as to whether or not the change involves a
material departure from such of the criteria mentioned above as may be
applicable, then either Party may proceed to have the question resolved
in accordance with the provisions of Article IX (1) and (2).

7. The aggregate storage capacity of all Single-purpose and Multi-
purpose Reservoirs which may be constructed by India after the Effective
Date on each of the River Systems specified in Column (2) of the following
table shall not exceed, for each of the categories shown in Columns (3),
(4) and (5), the quantities specified therein:

CONSERVATION

STORAGE CAPACITY

River General Power Flood
System Storage Storage Storage

Capacity Capacity Capacity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

million acre-feet

(a) The Indus .... ........ 0.25 0.15 Nil
(b) The Jhelum (excluding the

Jhelum Main) ....... .... 0.50 0.25 0.75
(c) The Jhelum Main ..... Nil Nil As provided

in para-
graph 9

(d) The Chenab (excluding the'
Chenab Main) ...... ... 0.50 0.60 Nil

(e) The Chenab Main ..... Nil 0.60 Nil
Provided that

(i) The storage specified in Column (3) above may be used for any
purpose whatever, including the generation of electric energy;

(ii) the storage specified in Column (4) above may also be put to
Non-Consumptive Use (other than flood protection or flood
control) or to Domestic Use;

(iii) India shall have the option to increase the Power Storage Capacity
specified against item (d) above by making a reduction by an
equal amount in the Power Storage Capacity specified against
item (b) or (e) above; and

(iv) Storage Works to provide the Power Storage Capacity on the
Chenab Main specified against item (e) above shall not be con-
structed at a point below Naunut (Latitude 330 19' N. and Lon-
gitude 75°59'E).

8. The figure specified in Paragraph 7 shall be exclusive of the following:
(a) Storage in any Small Tank.
(b) Any natural storage in a Connecting Lake, that i to say, storage

not resulting from any man-made works.



(c) Waters which, without any man-made channel or works, spill into
natural depressions or borrow-pits during floods.

(d) Dead Storage.
(e) The volume of Pondage for hydro-electric plants under Annexure D

and under Paragraph 21 (a).
(f) Surcharge Storage.
(g) Storage in a Regulating Basin (as defined in Annexure D).
(h) Storage incidental to a barrage on the Jhelum Main or on the

Chenab Main not exceeding 10,000 acre-feet.
9. India may construct on the Jhelum Main such works as it may

consider necessary for flood control of the Jhelum Main and may complete
any such works as were under construction on the Effective Date: Provided
that

(i) Any storage which may be effected by such works shall be confined
to off-channel storage in side valleys, depressions or lakes and will
not involve any storage in the Jhelum Main itself; and

(ii) Except for the part held in lakes, borrow-pits or natural depressions,
the stored waters shall be released as quickly as possible after the
flood recedes and returned to the Jhelum Main lower down.

These works shall be constructed in accordance with the provisions of
Paragraph 11 (d).

10. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 7, any Storage Work
to be constructed on a Tributary of The Jhelum on which Pakistan has any
Agricultural Use or hydro-electric use shall be so designed and operated
as not to adversely affect the then existing Agricultural Use or hydro-
electric use on that Tributary.

11. The design of any Storage Work (other than a Storage Work falling
under Paragraph 3) shall conform to the following criteria:-

(a) The Storage Work shall not be capable of raising artificially the
water level in reservoir higher than the designed Full Reservoir
Level except to the extent necessary for Flood Storage, if any,
specified in the design.

(b) The design of the works shall take due account of the requirements
of Surcharge Storage.

(c) The volume between the Full Reservoir Level and the Dead Storage
Level of any reservoir shall not exceed the Conservation Storage
Capacity specified in the design.

(d) With respect to the Flood Storage mentioned in Paragraph 9,
the design of the works on the Jhelum Main shall be such that no
water can spill from the Jhelum Main into the off-channel storage
except when the water level in the Jhelum Main rises above the low
flood stage.

(e) Outlets or other works of sufficient capacity shall be provided to
deliver into the river downstream the flow of the river received
upstream of the Storage Work, except during freshets or floods.
These outlets or works shall be located at the highest level consistent
with sound and economical design and with satisfactory operation
of the Storage Work.

(f) Any outlets below the Dead Storage Level necessary for sediment



control or any other technical purpose shall be of the minimum size,
and located at the highest level, consistent with sound and eco-
nomical design and with satisfactory operation of the Storage Work.

(g) If a power plant is incorporated in the Storage Work, the intakes
for the turbines shall be located at the highest level consistent with
satisfactory and economical construction and operation of the plant
and with customary and accepted practice of design for the desig-
nated range of the plant's operation.

12. To enable Pakistan to satisfy itself that the design of a Storage
Work (other than a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3) conforms
to the criteria mentioned in Paragraph 11, India shall, at least six months
in advance of the beginning of construction of the Storage Work, communi-
cate to Pakistan in writing the information specified in the Appendix to
this Annexure; if any such information is not available or is not pertinent
to the design of the Storage Work or to the conditions at the site, it will be
so stated:

Provided that, in the case of a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 9,
(i) If the work is a new work, the period of six months shall be reduced

to four months, and
(ii) If the work is a work under construction on the Effective Date, the

information shall be furnished not later than 31st December 1960.

13. Within three months (or two months, in the case of a Storage Work
specified in Paragraph 9) of the receipt by Pakistan of the information
specified in Paragraph 12, Pakistan shall communicate to India in writing
any objection that it may have with regard to the proposed design on the
ground that the design does not conform to the criteria mentioned in
Paragraph 11. If no objection is received by India from Pakistan within
the specified period of three months (or two months, in the case of a Storage
Work specified in Paragraph 9), then Pakistan shall be deemed to have no
objection.

14. If a question arises as to whether or not the design of a Storage Work
(other than a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3) conforms to the
criteria set out in Paragraph 11, then either Party may proceed to have
the question resolved in accordance with the provisions of Article IX(l)
and (2).

15. (a) If any alteration proposed in the design of a Storage Work
(other than a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3) before it comes into
operation would result in a material change in the information furnished
in Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 12, India shall immediately
communicate particulars of the change to Pakistan in writing and the pro-
visions of Paragraphs 13 and 14 shall then apply, but where a period of
three months is specified in Paragraph 13, that period shall be reduced to
two months.

(b) If any alteration proposed in the design of a Storage Work (other
than a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3), after it comes into opera-
tion would result in a material change in the information furnished to
Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 12, India shall, at least four
months in advance of making the alteration, communicate particulars
of the change to Pakistan in writing and the provisions of Paragraphs 13



and 14 shall then apply, but where a period of three months is specified
in Paragraph 13, that period shall be reduced to two months.

16. In the event of an emergency arising which requires repairs to be
undertaken to protect the integrity of a Storage Work (other than a Storage
Work falling under Paragraph 3), India may undertake immediately
the necessary repairs or alterations; if these repairs or alterations result
in a change in the information furnished to Pakistan under the provisions
of Paragraph 12, India shall, as soon as possible, communicate particulars
of the change to Pakistan in writing to enable Pakistan to satisfy itself that
after such change the design of the work conforms to the criteria specified
in Paragraph 11. The provisions of Paragraphs 13 and 14 shall then apply.

17. The Flood Storage specified against item (b) in Paragraph 7 may
be effected only during floods when the discharge of the river exceeds
the amount specified for this purpose in the design of the work; the storage
above Full Reservoir Level shall be released as quickly as possibly after the
flood recedes.

18. The annual filling of Conservation Storage and the initial filling
below the Dead Storage Level, at any site, shall be carried out at such times
and in accordance with such rules as may be agreed upon between the
Commissioners. In case the Commissioners are unable to reach agreement,
India may carry out the filling as follows:

(a) If the site is on The Indus, between 1st July and 20th August;
(b) If the site is on The Jhelum, between 21st June and 20th August;

and
(c) If the site is on The Chenab, between 21st June and 31st August

at such rate as not to reduce, on account of this filling, the flow in
the Chenab Main above Merala to less than 55,000 cusecs.

19. The Dead Storage shall not be depleted except in an unforeseen
emergency. If so depleted, it will be refilled in accordance with the condi-
tions of its initial filling.

20. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 8 of Annexure C, India
may make releases from Conservation Storage in any manner it may deter-
mine.

21. If a hydro-electric power plant is incorporated in a Storage Work
(other than a Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3), the plant shall
be so operated that:

(a) The maximum Pondage (as defined in Annexure D) shall not
exceed the Pondage required for the firm power of the plant, and
the water-level in the reservoir corresponding to maximum Pondage
shall not, on account of this Pondage, exceed the Full Reservoir
Level at any time; and

(b) Except during the period in which a filling is being carried out in
accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 18 or 19, the volume
of water delivered into the river below the work during any period
of seven consecutive days shall not be less than the volume of water
received in the river upstream of the work in that seven-day period.

22. In applying the provisions of Paragraph 21(b):
(a) The period of seven consecutive days shall commence at 8 A.M.

on every Saturday and the time shall be Indian Standard Time;
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(b) A tolerance of 10% in volume shall be permissible and adjusted as
soon as possible; and

(c) Any temporary uncontrollable retention of water due to variation
in river supply will be accounted for.

23. When the Live Storage Capacity of a Storage Work is reduced by
sedimentation, India may, in accordance with the relevant provisions of
this Annexure, construct new Storage Works or modify existing Storage
Works so as to make up the storage capacity lost by sedimentation.

24. If a power plan incorporated in a Storage Work (other than a
Storage Work falling under Paragraph 3) is used to operate a peak power
plant and lies on any Tributary of The Jhelum on which there is any
Agricultural Use by Pakistan, a Regulating Basin (as defined in Annexure
D) shall be incorporated.

25. If the change referred to in Paragraph 5(a) or 15 is not material,
India shall communicate particulars of the change to Pakistan, in writing,
as soon as the alteration has been made or the repairs have been undertaken.
The provisions of Paragraph 6 or Paragraphs 13 and 14, as the case may be,
shall then apply.

APPENDIX TO ANNEXURE E

(Paragraphs 4 and 12)

1. Location of Storage Work
General map showing the location of the site; if on a Tributary, its situa-

tion with respect to the main river.

2. Hydrologic Data
(a) General map (Scale: 1/4 inch or more = I mile) showing the dis-

charge observation site or sites or rainfall gauge stations, on whose
data the design is based. In case of a work on a Tributary, this
map should also show the catchment area of the Tributary above
the site.

(b) Observed or estimated daily river discharge data on which the
design is based (observed data will be given for as long a period as
available; estimated data will be given for as long a period as
possible; in both cases data may be limited to the latest 25 years).

(c) Flood data, observed or estimated (with details of estimation).
(d) Gauge-discharge curve or curves for site or sites mentioned in

(a) above.
(e) Sediment data.
3. Hydraulic Data
(a) Stage-area and stage-capacity curves of the reservoir with contoured

survey maps on which based.
(b) Reservoir Capacity, Dead Storage Capacity, Flood Storage Capacity,

Conservation Storage Capacity, Power Storage Capacity, General
Storage Capacity and Surcharge Storage Capacity.

(c) Full Reservoir Level, Dead Storage Level and levels corresponding
to Flood Storage and Surcharge Storage.

(d) Estimated evaporation losses in the reservoir.
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(e) Maximum designed flood discharge and discharge-capacity curve
for spillway.

(f) If a power plant is incorporated in a Storage Work:
(i) Stage-area and stage-capacity curves of forebay and Regulat-

ing Basin, with contoured survey maps on which based.

(ii) Estimated evaporation losses in the Regulating Basin, head-
race, borebay and tail-race.

(iii) Designated range of operation.

4. Particulars of Design
(a) Dimensioned plan showing dam, spillway, diversion works and

outlet works.
(b) Type of dam, length and height above mean bed of the river.
(c) Cross-section of the river at the site and mean bed level.

(d) Type of spillway, length and crest level; size, number and top level
of spillway gates.

(e) Type of diversion works, maximum designated capacity, number
and size, sill levels.

(f) Outlet works: function, type, size, number, maximum designed
capacity and sill levels.

(g) If a power plant is incorporated in a Storage Work,
(i) Dimensioned plan showing head-race and forebay, power-

house, tail-race and Regulating Basin.
(ii) Type of intake, maximum designed capacity, size and sill

level.
(iii) Head-race and tail-race, length, size and maximum designed

capacity.
(iv) Discharge proposed to be passed through the plant, initially

and ultimately, and expected variations in the discharge on
account of the daily and the weekly load fluctuations.

(v) Maximum aggregate capacity of power units (exclusive of
standby units).

(vi) Regulating Basin and its outlet works: type, number, size,
sill levels and designed maximum discharge capacity.

5. General
(a) Probably date of completion of river works and probably dates on

which various stages of the work would come into operation.
(b) Estimated effect of proposed Storage Work on the flow pattern of

river supplies below the Storage Work or, if India has any other
Storage Work or Run-of-River Plant (as defined in Annexure D)
below the proposed Storage Work, then on the flow pattern below
the last Storage Work or Plant.



ANNEXURE F

NEUTRAL EXPERT

(ARTICLE IX (2))

Part I-Questions to be referred to a Neutral Expert

1. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 2, either Commissioner may,
under the provisions of Article IX (2) (a), refer to a Neutral Expert any
of the following questions:

(1) Determination of the component of water available for the use of
Pakistan

(a) In the Ravi Main, on account of the deliveries by Pakistan under
the provisions of Article II (4), and

(b) At various points on The Ravi or The Sutlej, on account of the
deliveries by Pakistan under the provisions of Article III (3).

(2) Determination of the boundary of the drainage basin of The
Indus or The Jhelum or The Chenab for the purposes of Article III (2).

(3) Whether or not any use of water or storage in addition to that
provided under Article III is involved in any of the schemes referred to
in Article IV (2) or in Article IV (3) (b) and carried out by India on the
Western Rivers.

(4) Questions relating to
(a) Obligations with respect to construction or remodelling of, or pouring

of waters into, any drainage or drain as provided in Article IV (3) (c)
and Article IV (3) (d); and

(b) Maintenance of drainages specified in Article IV (4).
(5) Questions arising under Article IV (7) as to whether any action

taken by either Party is likely to have the effect of diverting the Ravi
Main between Madhopur and Lahore, or the Sutlej Main between
Harike and Suleimanke, from its natural channel between high banks.

(6) Determination of facts relating to questions arising under Article
IV (11) or Article IV (12).

(7) Whether any of the data requested by either Party falls outside
the scope of Article VI (2).

(8) Determination of withdrawals to be made by India under proviso
(iii) to Paragraph 3 of Annexure C.

(9) Determination of schedule of releases from Conservation Storage
under the provisions of Paragraph 8 of Annexure C.

(10) Whether or not any new Agricultural Use by India, on those
Tributaries of The Jhelum on which there is any Agricultural Use or
hydro-electric use by Pakistan, conforms to the provisions of Paragraph 9
of Annexure C.

(11) Questions arising under the provisions of Paragraph 7, Para-
graph 11 or Paragraph 21 of Annexure D.

(12) Whether or not the operation by India of any plant constructed
in accordance with the provisions of Part 3 of Annexure D conforms to
the criteria set out in Paragraphs 15, 16 and 17 of that Annexure.



(13) Whether or not any new hydro-electric plant on an irrigation
channel taking off the Western Rivers conforms to the provisos to Para-
graph 24 of Annexure D.

(14) Whether or not the operation of a Storage Work which was in
operation as on the Effective Date substantially conforms to the provisions
of Paragraph 3 of Annexure E.

(15) Whether or not any part of the storage in a Connecting Lake
is the result of man-made works constructed after the Effective Date
(Paragraph 8 (b) of Annexure E).

(16) Whether or not any flood control work constructed on the
Jhelum Main conforms to the provisions of Paragraph 9 of Annexure E.

(17) Whether or not any Storage Work to be constructed on a
Tributary of The Jhelum on which Pakistan has any Agricultural Use
or hydro-electric use conforms to the provisions of Paragraph 10 of
Annexure E.

(18) Questions arising under the provisions of Paragraph 6 or 14 of
Annexure E.

(19) Whether or not the operation of any Storage Work constructed
by India, after the Effective Date, conforms to the provisions of Para-
graphs 17, 18, 19, 21, and 22 of Annexure E and, to the extent necessary,
to the provisions of Paragraph 8 of Annexure C.

(20) Whether or not the storage capacity proposed to be made up by
India under Paragraph 23 of Annexure E exceeds the storage capacity
lost by sedimentation.

(21) Determination of modifications to be made in the provisions
of Parts 2, 4 or 5 of Annexure H in accordance with Paragraph 11, 31
or 38 thereof when the additional supplies referred to in Paragraph 66
of that Annexure become available.

(22) Modification of Forms under the provisions of Paragraph 41
of Annexure H.

(23) Revision of the figure for the conveyance loss from the head
of the Madhopur Beas Link to the junction of the Chakki Torrent with
the Beas Main under the provisions of Paragraph 45 (c) (ii) of Annexure H.
2. If a claim for financial compensation has been raised with respect

to any question specified in Paragraph 1, that question shall not be referred
to a Neutral Expert unless the two Commissioners are agreed that it should
be so referred.

3. Either Commissioner may refer to a Neutral Expert under the pro-
visions of Article IX (2) (a) any question arising with regard to the deter-
mination of costs under Article IV (5), Article IV (11), Article VII (1) (a)
or Article VII (1) (b).

PART 2-Appointment and Procedure
4. A Neutral Expert shall be a highly qualified engineer, and, on the

receipt of a request made in accordance with Paragraph 5, he shall be
appointed, and the terms of his retainer shall be fixed, as follows:-

(a) During the Transition Period, by the Bank.
(b) After the expiration of the Transition Period,
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(i) Jointly by the Government of India and the Government
of Pakistan, or

(ii) If no appointment is made in accordance with (i) above
within one month after the date of the request, then by such
person or body as may have been agreed upon between the two
Governments in advance, on an annual basis, or, in the ab-
sence of such agreement, by the Bank.

Provided that every appointment made in accordance with (a) or (b) (ii)
above shall be made after consultation with each of the Parties.

The Bank shall be notified of every appointment, except when the Bank
is itself the appointing authority.

5. If a difference arises and has to be dealt with in accordance with
the provisions of Article IX (2) (a), the following procedure will be followed:

(a) The commissioner who is of the opinion that the difference falls
within the provisions of Part 1 of this Annexure (hereinafter in this
paragraph referred to as " the first Commissioner ") shall notify
the other Commissioner of his intention to ask for the appointment
of a Neutral Expert. Such notification shall clearly state the para-
graph or paragraphs of Part I of this Annexure under which the
difference falls and shall also contain a statement of the point or
points of difference.

(b) Within two weeks of the receipt by the other Commissioner of
the notification specified in (a) above, the two Commissioners will
endeavour to prepare a joint statement of the point or points of
difference.

(c) After expiry of the period of two weeks specified in (b) above, the
first Commissioner may request the appropriate authority specified
in Paragraph 4 to appoint a Neutral Expert; a copy of the request
shall be sent at the same time to the other Commissioner.

(d) The request under (c) above shall be accompanied by the joint
statement specified in (b) above; failing this, either Commissioner
may send a separate statement to the appointing authority and,
if he does so, he shall at the same time send a copy of the separate
statement to the other Commissioner.

6. The procedure with respect to each reference to a Neutral Expert
shall be determined by him, provided that:

(a) He shall afford to each Party an adequate hearing;
(b) In making his decision, he shall be governed by the provisions of

this Treaty and by the compromise, if any, presented to him by the
Commission; and

(c) Without prejudice to the provisions of Paragraph 3, unless both
Parties so request, he shall not deal with any issue of financial com-
pensation.

7. Should the Commission be unable to agree that any particular dif-
ference falls within Part I of this Annexure, the Neutral Expert shall, after
hearing both. Parties, decide whether or not it so falls. Should he decide
that the difference so falls, he shall proceed to render a decision on the
merits; should he decide otherwise, he shall inform the Commission that,
in his opinion, the difference should be treated as a dispute. Should the



Neutral Expert decide that only a part of the difference so falls, he shall,
at his discretion, either:

(a) Proceed to render a decision on the part which so falls, and inform
the Commission that, in his opinion, the part which does not so
fall should be treated as a dispute, or

(b) Inform the Commission that, in his opinion, the entire difference
should be treated as a dispute.

8. Each Government agrees to extend to the Neutral Expert such facili-
ties as he may require for the discharge of his functions.

9. The Neutral Expert shall, as soon as possible, render a decision
on the question or questions referred to him, giving his reasons. A copy
of such decision, duly signed by the Neutral Expert, shall be forwarded by
him to each of the Commissioners and to the Bank.

10. Each Party shall bear its own costs. The remuneration and the
expenses of the Neutral Expert and of any assistance that he may need shall
be borne initially as provided in Part 3 of this Annexure and eventually by
the Party against which his decision is rendered, except as, in special
circumstances, and for reasons to be stated by him, he may otherwise
direct. He shall include in his decision a direction concerning the extent
to which the costs of such remuneration and expenses are to be borne by
either Party.

11. The decision of the Neutral Expert on all matters within his com-
petence shall be final and binding, in respect of the particular matter on
which the decision is made, upon the Parties and upon any Court of Arbi-
tration established under the provisions of Article IX (5).

12. The Neutral Expert may, at the request of the Commission, suggest
for the consideration of the Parties such measures as are, in his opinion,
appropriate to compose a difference or to implement his decision.

13. Without prejudice to the finality of the Neutral Expert's decision,
if any question (including a claim to financial compensation) which is not
within the competence of a Neutral Expert should arise out of his decision,
that question shall, if it cannot be resolved by agreement, be settled in
accordance with the provisions of Article IX (3), (4) and (5).

PART 3-Expenses

14. India and Pakistan shall, within 30 days after the Treaty enters
into force, each pay to the Bank the sum of U.S. $5,000 to be held in trust
by the Bank, together with any income therefrom and any other amounts
payable to the Bank hereunder, on the terms and conditions hereinafter set
forth in this Annexure.

15. The remuneration and expenses of the Neutral Expert, and of any
assistance that he may need, shall be paid or reimbursed by the Bank from
the amounts held by it hereunder. The Bank shall be entitled to rely upon
the statement of the Neutral Expert as to the amount of the remuneration
and expenses of himself (determined in accordance with the terms of his
retainer) and of any such assistance utilized by him.

16. Within 30 days of the rendering of a decision by the Neutral Expert,
the Party o.r Parties concerned shall, in accordance with that decision, refund
to the Bank the amounts paid by the Bank pursuant to Paragraph 15.
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17. The Bank will keep amounts held by it hereunder separate from
its other assets, in such form, in such banks or other depositories and in
such accounts as it shall determine. The Bank may, but it shall not be
required to, invest these amounts. The Bank will not be liable to the Par-
ties for failure of any depository or other person to perform its obligations.
The Bank shall be under no obligation to make payments hereunder of
amounts in excess of those held by it hereunder.

18. If at any time or times the amounts held by the Bank hereunder
shall in its judgment be insufficient to meet the payments provided for in
Paragraph 15, it will so notify the Parties, which shall, within 30 days
thereafter, pay to the Bank, in equal shares, the amount specified in such
notice as being the amount required to cover the deficiency. Any amounts
so paid to the Bank may, by agreement between the Bank and the Parties,
be refunded to the Parties.

ANNEXURE G

COURT OF ARBITRATION

(ARTICLE IX (5))

1. If the necessity arises to establish a Court of Arbitration under the
provisions of Article IX, the provisions of this Annexure shall apply.

2. The arbitration proceeding may be instituted.
(a) By the two Parties entering into a special agreement (compromis)

specifying the issues in dispute, the composition of the Court and
instructions to the Court concerning its procedures and any other
matters agreed upon between the Parties; or

(b) At the request of either Party to the other in accordance with
the provisions of Article IX(5) (b) or (c). Such request shall contain
a statement setting forth the nature of the dispute or claim to be
submitted to arbitration, the nature of the relief sought and the names
of the arbitrators appointed under Paragraph 6 by the Party in-
stituting the proceeding.

3. The date of the special agreement referred to in Paragraph 2(a), or
the date on which the request referred to in Paragraph 2 (b) is received by
the other Party, shall be deemed to be the date on which the proceeding is
instituted.

4. Unless otherwise agreed between the Parties, a Court of Arbitration
shall consist of seven arbitrators appointed as follows:-

(a) Two arbitrators to be appointed by each Party in accordance with
Paragraph 6; and

(b) Three arbitrators (hereinafter sometimes called the umpires) to
be appointed in accordance with Paragraph 7, one from each of
the following categories:

(i) Persons qualified by status and reputation to be Chairman
of the Court of Arbitration who may, but need not, be engi-
neers or lawyers.

(ii) Highly qualified engineers.
(iii) Persons well versed in international law.

The Chairman of the Court shall be a person from category (b) (i) above.
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follows:
The Party instituting the proceeding shall appoint two arbitrators

at the time it makes a request to the other Party under Paragraph 2(b).
Within 30 days of the receipt of this request, the other Party shall notify
the names of the arbitrators appointed by it.
7. The umpires shall be appointed as follows:
(a) If a Panel has been nominated in accordance with the provisions

of Paragraph 5, each umpire shall be selected as follows from the
Panel, from his appropriate category, provided that the category
has, at that time, at least three names on the Panel.

The Parties shall endeavour to agree to place the names of the
persons in each category in the order in which they shall be invited
to serve on the Court. If such agreement cannot be reached within
30 days of the date on which the proceeding is instituted, the Parties
shall promptly establish such an order by drawing lots. If, in any
category, the person whose name is placed first in the order so
established, on receipt of an invitation to serve on the Court, de-
clines to do so, the person whose name is next on the list shall be
invited. The process shall be repeated until the invitation is ac-
cepted or all names in the category are exhausted.

(b) If a Panel has not been nominated in accordance with Paragraph 5,
or if there should be less than three names on the Panel in any
category or if no person in a category accepts the invitation referred
to in Paragraph 7(a), the umpires, or the remaining umpires or
umpire, as the case may be, shall be appointed as follows:

(i) By agreement between the Parties.
(ii) Should the Parties be unable to agree on the selection of

any or all of the three umpires, they shall agree on one or
more persons to help them in making the necessary selection
by agreement; but if one or more umpires remain to be
appointed 60 days after the date on which the proceeding
is instituted, or 30 days after the completion of the process
described in sub-paragraph (a) above, as the case may be,

5. The Parties shall endeavour to nominate and maintain a Standing
anel of umpires (hereinafter called the Panel) in the following manner:
(a) The Panel shall consist of four persons in each of the three cate-

gories specified in Paragraph 4(b).
(b) The Panel will be selected, as soon as possible after the Effective

Date, by agreement between the Parties and with the consent of
the persons whose names are included in the Panel.

(c) A person may at any time be retired from the Panel at the request
of either Party: Provided however that he may not be so retired

(i) During the period after arbitration proceedings have been
instituted under Paragraph 2(b) and before the process
described in Paragraph 7(a) has been completed; or

(ii) During the period after he has been appointed to a Court
and before the proceedings are completed.

(d) If a member of the Panel should die, resign or be retired, his successor
shall be selected by agreement between the Parties.

6. The arbitrators referred to in Paragraph 4(a) shall be appointed as
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then the Parties shall determine by lot for each umpire re-
maining to be appointed, a person from the appropriate list
set out in the Appendix to this Annexure, who shall then
be requested to make the necessary selection.

(iii) A national of India or Pakistan, or a person who is, or has
been, employed or retained by either of the Parties shall be
disqualified from selection under sub-paragraph (ii) above:
Provided that

(1) The person making the selection shall be entitled to rely on a
declaration from the appointee, before his selection, that he is
not disqualified on any of the above grounds; and

(2) The Parties may by agreement waive any or all of the above
disqualifications in the case of any individual appointee.

(iv) The lists in the Appendix to this Annexure may, from time to
time, be modified or enlarged by agreement between the Parties.

8. In selecting umpires pursuant to Paragraph 7, the Chairman shall
be selected first, unless the Parties otherwise agree.

9. Should either Party fail to participate in the drawing of lots as pro-
vided in Paragraphs 7 and 10, the other Party may request the President of
the Bank to nominate a person to draw the lots, and the person so nominated
shall do so after giving due notice to the Parties and inviting them to be
represented at the drawing of the lots.

10. In the case of death, retirement or disability from any cause of one
of the arbitrators or umpires his place shall be filled as follows:-

(a) In the case of one of the arbitrators appointed under Paragraph 6,
his place shall be filled by the Party which appointed him. The
Court shall, on request, suspend the proceedings but for not longer
than 15 days pending such replacement.

(b) In the case of an umpire, a new appointment shall be made by
agreement between the Parties or, failing such agreement, by
a person determined by lot from the appropriate list set out in
the Appendix to this Annexure, who shall then be requested to
make the necessary selection subject to the provisions of Paragraph
7(b) (iii). Unless the Parties otherwise agree, the Court shall
suspend the proceedings pending such replacement.

11. As soon as the three umpires have accepted appointment, they
together with such arbitrators as have been appointed by the two Parties
under Paragraph 6 shall form the Court of Arbitration. Unless the Parties
otherwise agree, the Court shall be competent to transact business only
when all the three umpires and at least two arbitrators are present.

12. Each Party shall be represented before the Court by an Agent
and may have the assistance of Counsel.

13. Within 15 days of the date of institution of a proceeding, each
Party shall place sufficient funds at the disposal of its Commissioner to
meet in equal shares the initial expenses of the umpires to enable them to
attend the first meeting of the Court. If either Party should fail to do so,
the other Party may initially meet the whole of such expenses.

14. The Court of Arbitration shall convene, for its first meeting, on
such date and at such place as shall be fixed by the Chairman.

15. At its first meeting the Court shall
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(a) Establish its secretariat and appoint a Treasurer;
(b) Make an estimate of the likely expenses of the Court and call

upon each Party to pay to the Treasurer half of the expenses so
estimated: Provided that, if either Party should fail to make such
payment, the other Party may initially pay the whole of the estimated
expenses;

(c) Specify the issues in dispute;
(d) Lay down a programme for submission by each side of legal plead-

ings and rejoinders; and
(e) Determine the time and place of reconvening the Court.

Unless special circumstances arise, the Court shall not reconvene until
the pleadings and rejoinders have been closed. During the intervening
period, at the request of either Party, the Chairman of the Court may, for
sufficient reason, make changes in the arrangements made under (d) and (e)
above.

16. Subject to the provisions of this Treaty and except as the Parties
may otherwise agree, the Court shall decide all questions relating to its
competence and shall determine its procedure, including the time within
which each Party must present and conclude its arguments. All such
decisions of the Court shall be by a majority of those present and voting.
Each arbitrator, including the Chairman, shall have one vote. In the event
of an equality of votes, the Chairman shall have a casting vote.

17. The proceedings of the Court shall be in English.
18. Two or more certified copies of every document produced before the

Court by one Party shall be communicated by the Court to the other Party;
the Court shall not take cognizance of any document or paper or fact
presented by a Party unless so communicated.

19. The Chairman of the Court shall control the discussions. The
discussions shall not be open to the public unless it is so decided by the
Court with the consent of the Parties. The discussions shall be recorded
in minutes drawn up by the Secretaries appointed by the Chairman.
These minutes shall be signed by the Chairman and shall alone have an
authentic character.

20. The Court shall have the right to require from the Agents of the
Parties the production of all papers and other evidence it considers necessary
and to demand all necessary explanations. In case of refusal, the Court
shall take formal note of it.

21. The members of the Court shall be entitled to put questions to the
Agents and Counsel of the Parties and to demand explanations from them
on doubtful points. Neither the questions put nor the remarks made by
the members of the Court during the discussions shall be regarded as an
expression of an opinion of the Court or any of its members.

22. When the Agents and Counsel of the Parties have, within the time
allotted by the Court, submitted all explanations and evidence in support of
their case, the Court shall pronounce the discussions closed. The Court
may, however, at its discretion re-open the discussions at any time before
making its Award. The deliberations of the Court shall be in private and
shall remain secret.

23. The Court shall render its Award, in writing, on the issues in
dispute and on such relief, including financial compensation, as may have
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been claimed. The Award shall be accompanied by a statement of reasons.
An Award signed by four or more members of the Court shall constitute the
Award of the Court. A signed counterpart of the Award shall be delivered
by the Court to each Party. Any such Award rendered in accordance with
the provisions of this Annexure in regard to a particular dispute shall be
final and binding upon the Parties with respect to that dispute.

24. The salaries and allowances of the arbitrators appointed pursuant
to Paragraph 6 shall be determined and, in the first instance, borne by their
Governments; those of the umpires shall be agreed upon with them by the
Parties or by the persons appointing them, and (subject to Paragraph 13)
shall be paid, in the first instance, by the Treasurer. The salaries and
allowances of the secretariat of the Court shall be determined by the Court
and paid, in the first instance, by the Treasurer.

25. Each Government agrees to accord to the members and officials of
the Court of Arbitration and to the Agents and Counsel appearing before the
Court the same privileges and immunities as are accorded to representatives
of member states to the principal and subsidiary organs of the United
Nations under Sections 11, 12 and 13 of Article IV of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (dated 13th February 1946)
during the period specified in these Sections. The Chairman of the Court,
with the approval of the Court, has the right and the duty to waive the
immunity of any official of the Court in any case where the immunity would
impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the
interests of the Court. The Government appointing any of the afore-
mentioned Agents and Counsel has the right and the duty to waive the
immunity of any of its said appointees in any case where in its opinion the
immunity would impede the course of justice and can be waived without
prejudice to the effective performance of the functions of the said appointees.
The immunities and privileges provided for in this paragraph shall not be
applicable as between an Agent or Counsel appearing before the Court and
the Government which has appointed him.

26. In its Award, the Court shall also award the costs of the proceedings,
including those initially borne by the Parties and those paid by the Treasurer.

27. At the request of either Party, made within three months of the date
of the Award, the Court shall re-assemble to clarify or interpret its Award.
Pending such clarification or interpretation the Court may, at the request
of either Party and if in the opinion of the Court circumstances so require,
grant a stay of execution of its Award. After furnishing this clarification
or interpretation, or if no request for such clarification or interpretation is
made within three months of the date of the Award, the Court shall be
deemed to have been dissolved.

28. Either Party may request the Court at its first meeting to lay down,
pending its Award, such interim measures as, in the opinion of that Party,
are necessary to safeguard its interests under the Treaty with respect to the
matter in dispute, or to avoid prejudice to the final solution or aggravation
or extension of the dispute. The Court shall, thereupon, after having
afforded an adequate hearing to each Party, decide, by a majority con-
sisting of at least four members of the Court, whether any interim measures
are necessary for the reasons hereinbefore stated and, if so, shall specify
such measures: Provided that

(a) The Court shall lay down such interim measures only for such
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specified period as, in its opinion, will be necessary to render
the Award: this period may, if necessary, be extended unless the
delay in rendering the Award is due to any delay on the part of
the Party which requested the interim measures in supplying such
information as may be required by the other Party or by the Court
in connection with the dispute; and

(b) The specification of such interim measures shall not be construed
as an indication of any view of the Court on the merits of the dispute.

29. Except as the Parties may otherwise agree, the law to be applied
by the Court shall be this Treaty and, whenever necessary for its interpreta-
tion or application, but only to the extent necessary for that purpose, the
following in the order in which they are listed:

(a) International conventions establishing rules which are expressly
recognised by the Parties.

(b) Customary international law.

APPENDIX TO ANNEXURE G
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PART 1-Preliminary

1. The provisions of Article II (5) with respect to the distribution of the
waters of the Eastern Rivers during the Transition Period shall be governed
by the provisions of this Annexure. With the exception of the provisions of
Paragraph 50, all the provisions of this Annexure shall lapse on the date
on which the Transition Period ends. The provisions of Paragraphs 50
and 51 shall lapse as soon as the final refund or the additional payment
referred to therein has been made for the last year of the Transition Period.

2. For the purposes of this Annexure, the Transition Period shall be
divided into two parts: Phase I and Phase II.

3. Phase I shall begin on Ist April 1960 and it shall end on 31st March
1965, or if the proposed Trimmu-Islam Link is not ready to operate by

3 1st March 1965 but it is ready to operate prior to 31st March 1966 then,
on the date on which the link is ready to operate. In any event, whether
or not the Trimmu-Islam Link is ready to operate, Phase I shall end not
later than 31st March 1966.

4. Phase II shall begin on 1 st April 1965, or, if Phase I has been extended
under the provisions of Paragraph 3, then on the day following the end of
Phase I but in any case not later than 1st April 1966. Phase II shall end
on the same date as the Transition Period.

5. As used in this Annexure:
(a) The term ' Central Bari Doab Channels' or ' C.B.D.C. ' means the

system of irrigation channels located in Pakistan which, prior to
15th August 1947, formed a part of the Upper Bari Doab Canal
System.

(b) The terms ' Kharif' and ' rabi ' respectively mean the crop seasons
extending from 1st April to 30th September (both days inclusive)
and 1st October to 31st March (both days inclusive).

(c) The term 'Water-accounting Period' means the period which is
treated as a unit for the purpose of preparing an account of the
distribution of waters between India and Pakistan.

(d) The term ' Beas Component at Ferozepore ' means the amount of
flow water derived from The Beas which would have reached
Ferozepore if there had been

(i) No transfers from The Ravi or contribution from the Sutlej,
(ii) No withdrawals by the canals at Harike,

(iii) No abstraction of flow waters by, or release of stored waters
from, any storage reservoir on The Beas or the pond at
Harike,



(iv) No withdrawals by the Shahnehr Canal in excess of those
specified in Paragraph 55, and

(v) No withdrawal by any new canal from The Beas or from the
Sutlej Main between Harike Below and Ferozepore constructed
after the Effective Date with a capacity of more than 10 cusecs.

(e) The term 'Sutlej Component at Ferozepore' means the amount
of flow water derived from The Sutlej which would have reached
Ferozepore if there had been

(i) No transfers from The Ravi or contribution from The Beas,

(ii) No withdrawals, as at Rupar, in excess of those specified in
Paragraph 21 (a), and

(iii) No abstraction of flow waters by, or release of stored waters
from any storage reservoir on the Sutlej or the Ponds at
Nangal or Harike.

PART 2-Distribution of the Waters of the Ravi

6. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 20 and to the payment by
Pakistan, by due date, of the amounts to be specified under the provisions
of Paragraph 48, India agrees to continue the supply of water to the C.B.D.C.,
during the Transition Period, in accordance with the provisions of Para-
graphs 7 to 19. The balance of the waters of the Ravi, after India has
made the deliveries specified in these Paragraphs or the releases specified
in Paragraph 20, shall be available for unrestricted use by India.

7. India will deliver supplies to the C.B.D.C. throughout rabi and
during April 1-10 and September 21-30 in kharif (dates as at the points of
delivery, no time-lag being allowed from Madhopur to these points), at
the points noted in Column (3) of Table A below, according to indents
to be placed by Pakistan, up to the maximum quantity noted against each
point in Column (4) of Table A:

TABLE A

Item Name of Channel Point of Maximum
Delivery Quantity

(Approximate) (cuses)

Col. (1) Col. (2) Col. (3) Col. (4)
1. Lahore Branch R.D. 196,455 615
2. Main Branch Lower R.D. 250,620 1,382
3. Pull Distributary R.D. 74,595 10
4. Kohali Distributary R.D. 67,245 26
5. Khalra Distributary R.D. 26,900 11
6. Bhuchar Kahna Distributary R.D. 15,705 317

Total: 2,361

8. (a) The supply available in the Ravi Main, at Madhopur above,
after deducting the actual withdrawal (the deduction being limited to a
maximum of 120 cusecs during April 1-10 and September 21-30 and to nil
cusecs during rabi) for the Kashmir (Basantpur) Canal, will be taken as the
'gross supply available': Provided that any withdrawal from the Ravi
upstream of Madhopur by a new canal constructed after the Effective Date
with a capacity of more than 10 cusecs will be accounted for in working
out the supply available in the Ravi Main at Madhopur Above.



(b) From the ' gross supply available ' as determined in (a) above, the
escapages, if any, from the Upper Bari Doab Canal into The Ravi will be
deducted to get the ' net supply available '. India will use its best endeavour
to limit these escapages to the minimum necessary for operational require-
ments.

(c) The ' net supply available ' as determined in (b) above, limited to
a daily ceiling of 6,800 cusecs during April 1-10 and 21st September to
15th October and of 5,770 cusecs during 16th October to 31st March, will
be taken as the ' distributable supply '.

9. If the ' distributable supply ' falls below 6,800 cusecs during April
1-10 or 21st September to 15th October, the aggregate deliveries to the
C.B.D.C. may be reduced to 34.7 per cent of the ' distributable supply '.
If the ' distributable supply ' falls below 5,770 cusecs during 16th October
to 31st March, the aggregate deliveries to the C.B.D.C. may be reduced to
41 per cent of the ' distributable supply '.

10. If in any year after the Rasul-Qadirabad and the Qadirabad-Balloki
Links are ready to operate, the average discharge for a period of five con-
secutive days during 21st February to 6th April in the Jhelum Main at
Rasul Above (including the supply in the tail-race of the Rasul Hydro-
electric plant) exceeds 20,000 cusecs and the discharge is not less than 17,000
cusecs on any of these five days, India may, from a date four days after the
expiry of the said period of five days, discontinue deliveries to the C.B.D.C.
from that date until 10th April in that year: Provided that, if India should
decide to exercise this option, India shall notify Pakistan telegraphically three
days in advance of the date proposed for the discontinuance of deliveries.

11. As soon as the supplies specified in Paragraph 66 are available for
reduction of deliveries by India during September 21-30 and rabi, the Com-
missioners will meet and agree upon suitable modifications in the provisions
of this Part of this Annexure. In case the Commissioners are unable to
agree, the difference shall be dealt with by a Neutral Expert in accor-
dance with the provisions of Annexure F.

12. A rotational programme will be followed for the distribution of
supplies during 16th October to 31st March; it will be extended, if necessary,
for the distribution of supplies during 21st September to 15th October and
April 1-10. This programme will be framed and, if necessary, modified by
the Chief Engineer, Punjab, India, in such manner as will enable the
C.B.D.C. to get the due percentage of the 'distributable supply' during
each of the following Water-accounting Periods:-

(i) 21st September to 15th October.
(ii) 16th October to 2nd December (rabi sowing period).

(iii) 3rd December to 12th February (rabi growing period).
(iv) 13th February to 31st March (rabi maturing period).
(v) April 1-10.
In framing, operating and, if necessary, modifying the rotational pro-

gramme, the Chief Engineer, Punjab, will make every effort to see that,
within each of the Water-accounting Periods specified above, the supplies
delivered to the C.B.D.C. are spread out over the period as fairly as the
prevailing circumstances permit.

13. The Chief Engineer, West Pakistan, will communicate to the
Chief Engineer, Punjab (India) by 31st August each year, his suggestions,
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if any, for framing the next rotational programme and the Chief Engineer,
Punjab, in framing that programme, will give due consideration to these
suggestions. Copies of the programme shall be supplied by the Chief
Engineer, Punjab, to the Chief Engineer, West Pakistan, and to the Com-
missioners, as early as possible but not later than 30th September each year.
Copies of the modified programme shall similarly be supplied as soon as
possible after the modifications have been made and the Chief Engineer,
West Pakistan, and the Commissioners will be kept informed of the circum-
stances under which the modifications are made.

14. Neither Party shall have any claim for restitution of water not used
by it when available to it.

15. India will give Pakistan adequate prior notice of any closures at
the head of the Upper Bari Doab Canal during the period 2 1st September to
10th April. If, however, on account of any operational emergency, India
finds it necessary to suddenly close the Upper Bari Doab Canal at head,
or any channel specified in Table A, India will notify Pakistan telegraphically.

16. No claim whatsoever shall lie against India for any interruption of
supply to the C.B.D.C. due to a closure of the Upper Bari Doab Canal at
head, or of any channel specified in Table A, if such closure is considered
necessary by India in the interest of the safety or the maintenance of the
Upper Bari Doab Canal system.

17. India will use its best endeavours not to pass into any of the channels
listed as items 1, 2 and 6 of Table A, any supplies in excess of 110 per cent
of the corresponding figure given in Column (4) of that Table. Any supplies
passed into any of the aforesaid channels in excess of 105 per cent of the
corresponding figure given in Column (4) of Table A will not be taken into
account in drawing up the water-account. If however the indent of any
channel is less than the corresponding figure given in Column (4) of Table A,
the supplies passed into that channel up to 110 per cent of the indent will
be taken into account in drawing up the water-account.

18. If. because of unavoidable circumstances arising out of the inherent
difficulties in the operation of the Upper Bari Doab Canal (U.B.D.C.)
system, deliveries to C.B.D.C. are temporarily reduced below the amounts
indented or due (whichever amounts are less), no claim for financial com-
pensation shall lie against India on this account. India will make every
effort to bring about at the earliest possible opportunity a resumption of
deliveries to C.B.D.C. up to the amounts indented or due (whichever
amounts are less).

19. The delivery into each of the channels specified in Table A will be
regulated by India in accordance with this discharge table current for that
channel on the Effective Date until that table is revised, if necessary, on the
basis of

(i) Any discharge observation made by India whenever it may consider
necessary to do so, but not more often than once in two months; or

(ii) Any joint discharge observation by India and Pakistan which may
be undertaken at the request of either Commissioner, but not more
often than once in three months; the observation shall be made within
a fortnight of the receipt of the request.

India will supply to Pakistan, for each channel specified in Table A, a
copy of the discharge table current on the Effective Date and of any revised
discharge table prepared thereafter in accordance with (i) or (ii) above.
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20. Pakistan shall have the option to request India to discontinue the
deliveries to C.B.D.C. at the points specified in Table A and to release
instead equal supplies (that is, those due under the provisions of Para-
graphs 7 to 11) into the Ravi Main below Madhopur. This option may be
exercised, effective 1st April in any year, by written notification delivered to
India before 30th September preceding. On receiptoof such notification,
India shall comply with Pakistan's request and thereupon India shall have
no obligation to make deliveries to C.B.D.C. at the points specified in
Table A during the remaining part of the Transition Period, but will use its
best endeavours to ensure that no abstraction is made by India below
Madhopur from the supplies so released.

PART 3-Distribution of the Water of the Sutlej and the Beas

in Kharif During Phase I

21. Except as provided in Paragraphs 22, 23, 24 and 27, India agrees
to limit its withdrawals during Phase I at Bhakra, Nangal, Rupar, Harike
and Ferozepore (including abstractions for storage by Bhakra Dam and for
the ponds at Nangal and Harike) and by the Bachherewah Grey Canal
from the flow waters (as distinct from stored waters) present in the Sutlej
Main and from the 'Beas Component at Ferozepore ', in each Water-
accounting Period, to the equivalent of the following:

(a) 10,250 cusecs from April 1-10 to July 1-10; 12,000 cusecs from
July 11-20 to August 21-31 and 10,500 cusecs during September
1-10 to 21-30 from the Sutlej Main, as at Rupar; plus

(b) 3,500 cusecs during April 1-10 to 21-30; 4,500 cusecs during May
1-10 to 21-31 and 5,500 cusecs from June 1-10 to September 21-30,
as at Ferozepore, from the ' Sutlej Component at Ferozepore'
and the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore 'taken together; Provided
that this withdrawal shall not exceed the sum of the ' Sutlej Com-
ponent at Ferozepore ' and 16 per cent of the ' Beas Component at
Ferozepore '.

22. In addition to the withdrawals under Paragraph 21, India may
make further withdrawals, in each Water-accounting Period, equivalent to
the amount related to Pakistan's ability to replace. This amount shall
be determined as follows:-

(a) For each Water-accounting Period, the ' average discharge at
Merala Above ' shall first be worked out as follows:
(i) The daily figures for the discharges at Merala Above shall be

limited to a minimum equal to the figure for the appropriate
Floor Discharge at Merala Above, as given in Column (2)
of Table B below, and to a maximum of M cusecs where M has
the following values:

Period Values of M
(cusees)

April 1-10 ....... ................... ... 28,000
11-20 ....... ................... ... 33,000
21-30 ....... ................... ... 35,000

May 1-10 ....... ................... ... 41,000
11-20 ................... 43,000

May 21-31 to Sept. 21-30 .... ............. ... 45,000



(ii) The average of the daily figures limited in accordance with (i)
above will be taken as the 'average discharge at Merala
Above, for the Water-accounting Period.

(b) For each Water-accounting Period, the 'gross amount' as at
Ferozepore, corresponding to the 'average discharge at Merala
Above', as determined in (a) above, shall next be worked out from
Table B, in the following manner:

When the ' average discharge at Merala Above' is equal to the
Floor Discharge shown in Column (2) of Table B the' gross amount ',
as at Ferozepore, shall be zero. When the ' average discharge at
Merala Above' equals or exceeds the Ceiling Discharge shown in
Column (3) of Table B, the 'gross amount ', as at Ferozepore, shall
be the amount shown in Column (4) of Table B. For an 'average
discharge at Merala Above ' between those shown in Columns (2)
and (3) of Table B, the ' gross amount ', as at Ferozepore, shall be
the proportional intermediate amount: Provided that

(i) If during April 1-10 in any year, the 'average discharge at
Merala Above' is equal to 11,100 cusecs and the 'gross
amount ' for the whole of the preceding March, under the
provisions of Paragraph 35, has been equal to zero, then for
the succeeding April 11-20 the figures for Columns (2), (3)
and (4) of Table B will be taken as 12,000, 23,400 and 8,600
respectively; no change will be made for calculating the
'gross amount' in any subsequent Water-accounting Period
in that year, but if in addition to the conditions already
stated for April 1-10 the ' average discharge at Merala Above '
during April 11-20 equal 12,000 cusecs, then for the suc-
ceeding April 21-30 the figures for Columns (2), (3) and (4)
of Table B will be taken as 12,100, 23,500 and 8,600 respec-
tively; no change will be made for calculating the 'gross
amount ' in any subsequent Water-accounting Period in that
year;

(ii) If during March 21-31 in any year, the average discharge at
Merala Above (obtained by limiting the daily values to a
maximum of 27,000 cusecs) exceeds 22,000 cusecs, then for
the succeeding April 1-10 the figures for Columns (2), (3)
and (4) of Table B will be taken as 11,100, 26,700 and 12,900
respectively; no change will be made for any subsequent
Water-accounting Period in that year; and

(iii) If, during any Water-accounting period from April 1-10
to September 21-30, the Upper Chenab Canal (U.C.C.)
and M. R. Link are both closed at head (any day, on which
some supplies are passed into U.C.C. in order that the head
across theU.C.C. Head Regulator should not exceed 17
feet, being treated as a day of closure), on account of the
discharge on any day in the Jammu Tawi having exceeded
30,000 cusecs, or on account of the discharge at Merala
Above on any day having exceeded 200,000 cusecs, the ' gross
amount ', as at Ferozepore, will be worked out as follows:

For each of the day for which both U.C.C. and M. R. Link
remain closed at head, the ' gross amount ' as at Ferozepore,
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shall be taken as 108 per cent of Qduring April 1-10 to August
21-31 and 100 per cent of Qduring September 1-10 to 21-30,
where Q equal 67 per cent of the corresponding actual river
supply at Balloki Above (allowing three days' time-lag from
Merala to Balloki) minus 300 cusecs; Q being limited to 8,000
cusecs.

During April 1-10, to 11,000 cusecs during April 11-20, to
13,000 cusecs during April 21-30, and to 15,000 cusecs from
May 1-10 to September 21-30. For the remaining days
in the Water-accounting Period, the 'gross amount' shall
be worked out on the basis of the average of the daily dis-
charges at Merala Above for those days, the daily discharges
being limited, where necessary, in accordance with (a) (i)
above. The 'gross amount', for the Water-accounting
Period taken as a whole, will be taken as equal to the sum
of the 'gross amount' for each of the days of closure plus
the 'gross amount' for the remaining days of the Water-
accounting Period multiplied by the corresponding number
of days, the aggregate being divided by the total number of
days in the Water-accounting Period.

Pakistan will notify India about any such closure by tele-
gram stating therein the discharge of Jammu Tawi, the dis-
charge at Merala Above and the discharge of U.C.C. at head,
and will continue to supply similar information daily by
telegram till the U.C.C. and M. R. Link are reopened.

TABLE B

Period Floor Ceiling 'Gross amount' Factor to be
Discharge Discharge as at Ferozepore, applied to the
at Merala at Merala corresponding 'gross amount'
Above Above to the Ceiling as determined

Discharge under Para-
graph 22 (b)

Col. (1) Col. (2) Col. (3) Col. (4) Col. (5)
April 1-10 .. ........ .. 11,100 22,500 8,600 0.60

11-20 .. ........ .. 12,000 27,600 12,900 0.60
21-30 .. ........ .. 12,100 30,000 16,000 0.60

May 1-10 .. ........ .. 18,000 37,100 17,300 0.60
11-20 .. ........ .. 19,900 39,000 17,300 0.65
21-31 .. ........ .. 21,600 40,900 17,300 0.70

June 1-10 .. ........ .. 19,100 38,100 17,300 0.70
11-20 .. ........ .. 22,900 41,900 17,300 0.70
21-30 .. ........ .. 22,700 41,500 17,300 0.70

July 1-10 .. ........ .. 20,200 38,900 17,300 0.70
11-20 .. ........ .. 22,000 41,200 17,300 0.70
21-31 .. ........ .. 20,000 39,900 18,400 0.70

Aug. 1-10 .. ........ .. 14,100 33,700 18,400 0.70
11-20 .. ........ .. 15,000 34,500 18,400 0.70
21-31 .. ........ .. 18,300 37,300 18,400 0.70

Sept. 1-10 .. ........ .. 20,400 39,700 17,200 0.70
11-20 .. ........ .. 22,200 40,400 17,200 0.70
21-30 .. ........ .. 21,100 39,300 17,200 0.70
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(c) The ' gross amount ', as at Ferozepore, as determined under (b)
above, will then be multiplied by the corresponding factor in Column
(5) of Table B to obtain the amount of further withdrawals by
India as at Ferozepore.

23. During September 11-20 and September 21-30, an adjustment shall
be made in the withdrawals which India may make under the provisions
of Paragraphs 21 and 22 by adding the actual gains in the Sutlej Main from
Ferozepore to Islam to the value determined under the provisions of Para-
graphs 21 and 22 and deducting from the resulting total 3,400 cusecs
during September 11-20 and 2,900 cusecs during September 21-30.

24. If, in any Water-accounting Period, the sum of (i) and (ii) below
exceeds 55,000 cusecs during April 1-10 to August 21-31, or 30,000 cusecs
during September, then India may make further withdrawals, as at Feroze-
pore, from the flow waters of The Sutlej and The Beas to the extent of the
excess over 35,000 cusecs or 30,000 cusecs, as the case may be.

(i) The supply available from the ' Sutlej Component at Ferozepore
and from the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore ' less the withdrawals
due to be made by India under the provisions of Paragraphs 21 (b),
22 and 23.

(ii) The appropriate ' gross amount ', as at Ferozepore, determined in
accordance with Paragraph 22(b).

25. After allowing for the withdrawals by India under the provisions
of Paragraphs 21(b), 22, 23 and 24, the balance of the ' Sutlej Component
at Ferozepore ' and of the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore ' shall be deliv-
ered at Ferozepore for use by the Pakistan Sutlej Valley Canals.

26. Pakistan undertakes that, between 1st April and 30th June, and
between 11 th and 30th September, when the flow at Merala Above on
any day is less than the appropriate Ceiling Discharge shown in Column (3)
of Table B, it will not allow surplus water to escape below Khanki or below
Balloki (except in circumstances arising out of an operational emergency
or out of inherent difficulties in the operation of the system of works) and
will cause such surplus waters to be transferred to Suleimanke. If, however,
there should be spill at Khanki or at Balloki because of the aforesaid circum-
stances, Pakistan will immediately inform India of the reasons for such
spill and take steps to discontinue the spill as soon as possible.

27. If the aggregate of (i) and (ii) below does not exceed 35,000 cusecs
during any Water-accounting Period from April 1-10 to June 21-30, or
30,000 cusecs during September 11-20 or 21-30, and if Pakistan expects
at any time during any of these Water-accounting Periods, that on one or
more days it would be unable to use in its Sutlej Valley Canals the supplies
likely to be available to it under the provisions of Paragraph 25 and the
probable transfers under Paragraph 26, and that there is, therefore, a
likelihood of escapage below Islam, Pakistan agrees that it will give such
timely information to India as will enable India to make such additional
withdrawals at or above Ferozepore on the day or days to be specified as
will reduce the escapage below Islam to a minimum.

(i) The likely delivery to Pakistan at Ferozepore under the provisions
of Paragraph 25.

(ii) The probable appropriate 'gross amount ', as at Ferozepore,
determined in accordance with Paragraph 22 (b).



Provided that the above provisions shall not apply during any Water-
accounting Period in which (i) above is zero.

28. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 64 and to the payment by
Pakistan, by due date, of the amounts to be specified under the provisions
of Paragraph 49, India agrees to deliver into the Dipalpur Canal at Feroze-
pore, during each Water-accounting Period, such part of the supplies due
to be released by India under the provisions of Paragraph 25, as Pakistan
may request, limited to a maximum of 6,950 cusecs: Provided that no claim
shall lie against India if, because of circumstances arising out of the inherent
difficulties in feeding the Dipalpur Canal, the supply delivered into the
Dipalpur Canal should at any time fall below the supply requested by Paki-
stan to be fed into this Canal out of the total supplies due to be released by
India at Ferozepore.

PART 4-Distribution of the Waters of The Sutlej and The Beas in Kharif

During Phase II

29. Subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 30 and 31 below, India
agrees to deliver at Ferozepore for use by the Pakistan Sutlej Valley Canals
the following minimum supplies during Phase II:

(a) In each Water-accounting Period during April 1-30: 74 per cent of
the amount calculated for delivery at Ferozepore under the provi-
sions of Paragraph 25 minus 21 per cent of the 'gross amount'
determined in accordance with Paragraph 22 (b): Provided that,
during April 1-10 in any year, if the discharge at Trimmu Above
is less than 8,500 cusecs, the delivery during April 1-10 in that
year shall be the same as under the provisions of Paragraph 25.

(b) In each Water-accounting Period during May 1-31: 71 per cent of
the amount calculated for delivery at Ferozepore under the provi-
sions of Paragraph 25 minus 24 per cent of the 'gross amount'
determined in accordance with Paragraph 22 (b).

(c) In each Water-accounting Period during June 1-30: 58 per cent of
the amount calculated for delivery at Ferozepore under the provi-
sions of Paragraph 25 minus 36 per cent of the 'gross amount'
determined in accordance with Paragraph 22 (b).

(d) July 1-10: 3,000 cusecs

(e) July 11-20 to

August 21-31: 4,000 cusecs

(f) September 1-10: 3,000 cusecs

(g) September 11-20 and 21-30:
As under the provisions of Part 3 of this Annexure reduced by the
following:

66 per cent of the amount by which the discharge at Trimmu Above
(corrected for actual gains and losses between Trimmu and Panjnad,
allowing a time-lag of three days from Triminu to Panjnad) exceeds
the smaller of the following two quantities:



(i) The sum of the actual withdrawals by the Panjnad and
Haveli canals; and

(ii) 19,600 cusecs:
Provided that the gains from Trimmu to Panjnad shall be deemed
to be limited to the actual withdrawals at Panjnad and provided
further that the reduction, as thus calculated, shall be limited to a
daily maximum of 7,000 cusecs and shall not exceed one-third of the
sum of the supply which would have been delivered at Ferozepore
under the provisions of Paragraph 25 and the 'gross amount'
determined in accordance with Paragraph 22 (b).

30. As soon as the Rasul-Qadirabad and the Qadirabad-Balloki Links
are ready to operate, the deliveries at Ferozepore for use by the Pakistan
Sutlej Valley Canals, as specified in Paragraph 29, may be reduced

(a) In each Water-accounting Period during April 1-10 to June 21-30,
by (AX-AB) cusecs limited to (AY) cusecs where

X= the actual discharge at Rasul Above (including the supply
in the tail-race of the Rasul hydro-electric plant),

Y= difference between 18,400 cusecs (limited during April
1-10 to 21-30 to the 'gross amount' as at Ferozepore
corresponding to the Ceiling Discharge in Table B, read
with provisos (i) and (ii) of Paragraph 22 (b) and the
actual ' gross amount ' worked out under Paragraph 22 (b),

A= a factor equal to 0.60 from April 1-10 to May 1-10, 0.65
for May 11-20, and 0.70 from May 21-31 to June 21-30, and

B- 24,000 cusecs from April 1-10 to 21-30, 32,000 cusecs from
May 1-10 to 21-31 and 40,500 cusecs from June 1-10 to
21-30; and

(b) DuringJuly 1-10 and 11-20, by 1,000 cusecs.

31. As soon as the supplies specified in Paragraph 66 are available for
reduction of deliveries by India during September, the Commissioners will
meet and agree upon modifications in the provisions relating to the deliveries
at Ferozepore during September 11-20 and 21-30. In case the Commis-
sioners are unable to agree, the difference shall be dealt with by a Neutral
Expert in accordance with the provisions of Annexure F.

32. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 64 and to the payment by
Pakistan, by due date, of the amounts to be specified under the provisions
of Paragraph 49, India will arrange to deliver into the Dipalpur Canal at
Ferozepore, during each Water-accounting Period, such part of the supplies
due to be released for Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraphs 29, 30,
and 31 as Pakistan may request, limited to a maximum of 6,950 cusecs:
Provided that no claim shall lie against India if, because of circumstances
arising out of the inherent difficulties in feeding the Dipalpur Canal, the
supply delivered into the Dipalpur Canal should at any time fall below the
supply requested by Pakistan to be fed into this canal out of the total supplies
due to be released by India at Ferozepore.

33. Subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 29 to 32 and Paragraph 57,
there shall be no restriction on the use by India of the waters of The Sutlej
and The Beas in kharifduring Phase II.



PART 5-Distribution of the Waters of The Sutlej and The Beas in Rabi

34. Subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 35 to 38, during the Transi-
tion Period India agrees to deliver at Ferozepore for use by the Pakistan
Sutlej Valley Canals, the following minimum supplies during rabi:-

(a) October 1-10
and October 11-15: (i) 84 per cent of the 'Beas Component at

Ferozepore 'plus
(ii) 1,670 cusecs minus

(iii) The actual gains from Ferozepore to Islam

(b) October 16-20: (i) 79 per cent of the 'Beas Component at
Ferozepore 'plus

(ii) 960 cusecs minus
(iii) The actual gains from Ferozepore to Islam

(c) October 21-31: (i) 79 per cent of the ' Beas Component at
Ferozepore 'plus

(ii) 640 cusecs minus
(iii) The actual gains from Ferozepore to Islam

(d) November 1-10: (i) 79 per cent of the 'Beas Component at
Ferozepore 'plus

(ii) 570 cusecs minus
(iii) The actual gains from Ferozepore to Islam

(e) In each Water-ac-
counting Period from
November 11-20 to
March 21-31: 79 per cent of the 'Beas Component at

Ferozepore '.

35. When the flow at Trimmu Above, during March 1-10, 11-20 and
21-31 in any year, exceeds the smaller of the following two quantities:

(i) The supplies required at Trimmu Above to meet the withdrawals
of the Haveli and Panjnad Canals (after allowing a time-lag of five
days from Trimmu to Panjnad), and

(ii) 7,500 cusecs during Phase I or 10,000 cusecs during Phase II,

the deliveries specified in Paragraph 34 (e) may be reduced, during March
1-10, 11-20 and 21-31 in that year, by amounts related to Pakistan's ability
to replace. For March 1-10, 11-20 and 21-31, these amounts shall be taken
as equal to 60 per cent of the 'gross amount' determind as follows:

When the sum of (a) the average discharge at Merala Above (obtained
by limiting the daily values to a maximum of 25,000 cusecs during March
1-10, a maximum of 26,000 cusecs during March 11-20 and a maximum of
27,000 cusecs during March 21-31) and (b) the Ravi Component at Balloki
Above (total supply at Balloki Above minus the delivery at U.C.C. tail
minus the delivery at M. R. Link outfall minus the delivery into the Ravi
Main through B.R.B.D. escapes, the result being limited to a minimum of
zero is less than or equal to the Floor Discharge shown in Column (2) of
Table C below, the ' gross amount', as at Ferozepore, shall be zero. When
this sum equals or exceeds the Ceiling Discharge shown in Column (3)
of Table C, the 'gross amount ', as at Ferozepore, shall be the amount
shown in Column (4) of Table C. When the sum is between the values
shown in the said Columns (2) and (3), the'gross amount', as at Ferozepore,
shall be the proportional intermediate amount.



TABLE C

Gross amount
as at Ferozepore

Period Floor Ceiling corresponding to
Discharge Discharge the Ceiling

Discharge

Col. (1) Col. (2) Col. (3) Col. (4)
March 1-10 ... .......... .. 14,500 21,200 5,000

11-20 ... .......... .. 14,500 22,000 6,000
21-31 ..... .......... 14,500 24,000 8,000

36. If, during any Water-accounting Period, the aggregate of (i), (ii)
and (iii) below exceeds 25,000 cusecs during October 1-10 and 11-15 or
10,000 cusecs from October 16-20 to March 21-31, the deliveries due to
be made under the provisions of Paragraphs 34 and 35 may be reduced
by the amount of such excess over 25,000 cusecs or 10,000 cusecs, as the
case may be.

(i) Deliveries due to Pakistan at Ferozepore under the provisions of
Paragraphs 34 and 35.

(ii) During March only, 60 per cent of the appropriate' gross amount',
as worked out under Paragraph 35.

(iii) During October 1-10 to November 1-10 only, the actual gains from
Ferozepore to Islam, or, under the circumstances specified in
Paragraph 62, the estimated gains agreed upon between the Com-
missioners.

37. In Phase II, during March, the deliveries to Pakistan, under the
provisions of Paragraphs 34 to 36, may on any day be reduced by 60 per
cent of the amount by which the discharge at Trimmu Above two days
earlier exceeds 10,000 cusecs, but the reduction on this account shall not
exceed 12 per cent of the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore '.

38. As soon as the supplies specified in Paragraph 66 are available for
reduction of deliveries by India during rabi, the Commissioners will meet
and agree upon modifications in the deliveries to be made by India at
Ferozepore during rabi. In case the Commissioners are unable to agree, the
difference shall be dealt with by a Neutral Expert in accordance with the
provisions of Annexure F.

39. Subject to the provision of Paragraph 64 and to the payment by
Pakistan, by due date, of the amounts to be specified under the provisions of
Paragraph 49, India agrees to deliver into the Dipalpur Canal at Ferozepore,
during October 1-10 and 11-15 in each year, such part of the supplies
due to be released for Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraph 34 to 38 as
Pakistan may request, limited to a maximum of 6,950 cusecs: Provided that
no claim shall lie against India, if, because of circumstances arising out of
the inherent difficulties in feeding the Dipalpur Canal, the supply delivered
into the Dipalpur Canal should at any time fall below the supply requested
by Pakistan to be fed into this canal out of the total supplies due to be re-
leased by India at Ferozepore.

40. Subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 34 to 38 and Paragraph 57,
there shall be no restriction on the use by India of the waters of The Sutlej
and The Beas during rabi.



PART 6-Water-accounts at Ferozepore

41. An account of the distribution of waters, as at Ferozepore, under
the provisions of Parts 3, 4, and 5 of this Annexure will be maintained by
each Commissioner in accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs 42 to
46, and appropriate Forms will be used, both for Phase I and Phase II, in
order to facilitate, and to provide a record of, the distribution of waters in
accordance with the provisions of this Annexure. Such forms for Phase I
are set out in Appendix II to this Annexure. Appropriate Forms for Phase II
will be prepared by the Commission. The Forms (both for Phase I and Phase
II) may, from time to time, be modified or added to by the Commission,
but only to the extent that the Commission finds it necessary to do so in
order to further facilitate, and to maintain an appropriate record of, the
distribution of waters in accordance with the provisions of the Annexure.
In the absence of agreement in the Commission, the question shall be
referred to a Neutral Expert for decision in accordance with the provisions
of Annexure F.

42. Each calendar month will be divided into three Water-accounting
Periods, viz., 1st to 10th, 1 th to 20th and 21st to the last day of the month,
except the month of October which will be divided into four Water-
accounting Periods, viz., 1st to 10th, llth to 15th, 16th to 20th and 21st
to 31st.

43. For each Water-accounting Period, the river supplies or withdrawals
or deliveries at any point will, unless otherwise specified in this Annexure,
be taken as the average values of the daily figures for the days included in or
corresponding to that Water-accounting Period.

44. The water-accounts for the period April 1-10 to July 1-10 (Feroze-
pore dates) will be prepared with due allowance for time-lag as set out in
Appendix I to this Annexure.

45. (a) The 'Sutlej Component at Ferozepore' during each Water-
accounting period from April 1-10 to September 21-30 and the 'Beas
Component At Ferozepore' during each Water-accounting Period from
April 1-10 to March 21-31 shall be worked out in accordance with Appen-
dix I to this Annexure.

(b) During the Water-accounting Periods from September 11-20 to
November 1-10, the gains and losses in the reach from Ferozepore to Islam
shall be taken as the actual gains or losses calculated without allowance
for time-lag.

(c) A conveyance loss of 6 per cent from the head of the Madhopur
Beas Link to the junction of the Chakki Torrent with the Beas Main shall
be adopted until revised, at the request of either Commissioner, as follows:

(i) The figure may be revised by agreement between the Commissioners,
either after a study of available data and general consideration or
after an analysis of discharge observations to be carried out jointly
by the Commissioners, at the request of either Commissioner, or

(ii) If the Commissioners are unable to agree on a suitable figure (or
figures) for the conveyance losses, the matter may be referred to a
Neutral Expert for decision in accordance with the provisions of
Annexure F.

(d) The procedure for working out the equivalents at Mandi Plain of
any withdrawals from the Beas Main by any new canal constructed after
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the Effective Date, with a capacity of more than 10 cusecs, or of any ab-
stractions from the flow waters by, or releases of stored waters from any
reservoir on The Beas will be determined by the Commission at the appro-
priate time.

(e) An allowance for run-out (Nikal) shall be made in the water-
account in respect of the waters passed into the Beas by the M. B. Link
(including escapages from the U.B.D.C.) into The Beas. This allowance
shall equal the volume of waters passed by the link (including escapages
from U.B.D.C.) into the Beas on the last two days of the operation of the
Link during the period from 1st September to 15th October and it shall
be accounted for at Mandi Plain during the ten days following the closure
of the link:
Provided that this allowance shall be made only once and if the Link is
re-opened thereafter, no further allowance on that account shall be made.

46. Every effort will be made by India to balance the water-account at
Ferozepore for each of the Water-accounting Periods, but any excess or
deficit in deliveries, due to Pakistan, in any Water-accounting Period, under
the provisions of this Annexure, that may arise out of the inherent difficul-
ties in determining these deliveries shall be carried over to the next Water-
accounting Period for adjustment: Provided that:

(a) If, in any Water-accounting Period during Phase I, the sum of
(i), (ii) and (iii) below exceeds 35,000 cusecs during April 1-10 to
August 21-31, 30,000 cusecs during September 1-10 to 21-30,
25,000 cusecs during October 1-10 or 11-15, or 10,000 cusecs during
October 16-20 to March 21-31, then there will be no carry-over
from any such period to the next period.

(i) The supply at Ferozepore Below (including withdrawals by
the Dipalpur Canal, if any).

(ii) During March 1-10 to September 21-30, the appropriate
Igross amount', as at Ferozepore, determined in accor-
dance with Paragraph 22(b) or Paragraph 35.

(iii) During September 11-20 to November 1-10, the actual
gains and losses from Ferozepore to Islam, losses being
treated as negative gains; or, under the circumstances
specified in Paragraph 62, the estimated gains agreed upon
between the Commissioners.

(b) If, in any Water-accounting Period, the indents of the Indian Canals
at Ferozepore and Harike have been fully met and there is an excess
delivery to Pakistan at Ferozepore, than such excess shall not be
carried forward to the next period.

(c) In each year, the water-account shall be finally closed at the end of
the Water-accounting Period March 21-31 and any excess or
deficit in the water-account, at the end of that Period, shall not be
carried over to the succeeding Water-accounting Period, viz.,
April 1-10.

(d) If, during Phase I, in any Water-accounting Period from April
1-10 to June 21-30, the withdrawals computed as due to India
under the Provisions of Paragraphs 21 (b), 22, 23 and 24 exceed
the supply available to India from the ' Sutlej Component at
Ferozepore ' and from the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore ' taken
together, then, in the water-account only 50 per cent of such excess
shall be carried over for use by India.
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(e) If, during Phase II, in any Water-accounting Period from April
1-10 to June 21-30, the withdrawals computed as due to India from
the ' Sutlej Component at Ferozepore ' and from the ' Beas Compo-
nent at Ferozepore ' after allowing for the deliveries due to Pakistan
at Ferozepore under the provisions of Paragraphs 29 and 30 exceed
the supply available to India from the ' Sutlej Component at Fero-
zepore ' and from the ' Beas Component at Ferozepore ', then such
excess shall be treated separately and accounted for as below:

(i) The excess may be carried over for adjustment to the succeeding
Water-accounting Period and, where necessary, to the next
succeeding Water-accounting Period, but shall be deemed to
have lapsed if not adjusted by them.

(ii) The cumulative excess carried over shall not exceed 2,000
cusecs from April 1-10 to May 21-31 and 3,000 cusecs during
June 1-10 to 21-30.

(iii) In no case shall the excess be carried over beyond June 21-30.

47. As soon as possible after the end of each Water-accounting Period,
each Commissioner will intimate to the other, by telegram, the excess or
deficit carried over to the next Water-accounting Period. On receipt of this
information, either Commissioner may, if he considers it necessary, ask for
an exchange of the relevant water-accounts.

PART 7-Financial Provisions

48. For each year for which Pakistan has not exercised the option under
the provisions of Paragraph 20:

(a) India will, by 1st February preceding, communicate to Pakistan, in
writing, the estimated proportionate working expenses payable by
Pakistan for the Madhopur Headworks and the carrier channels
calculated in accordance with Appendix III to this Annexure;
and

(b) Pakistan will pay to the Reserve Bank of India, New Delhi, for the
credit of the Government of India, before 1st April of that year, the
amount intimated by India.

49. For each year for which Pakistan has not exercised the option under
the provisions of Paragraph 64:

(a) India, will, by 1st February preceding, communicate to Pakistan,
in writing, the estimated proportionate working expenses payable
by Pakistan for the Ferozepore Headworks (including the part of the
Dipalpur Canal in India) calculated in accordance with Appen-
dix IV to this Annexure; and

(b) Pakistan will pay to the Reserve Bank of India, New Delhi, for the
credit of the Government of India, before 1st April of that year,
the amount intimated by India.

50. As soon as the figures of actual audited expenditures on the Madho-
pur Headworks and the carrier channels and on the Ferozepore Headworks
for each year are supplied by the Accountant General, Punjab (India),
but not later than one year after the end of the year to which the expenditure
relates, India will communicate to Pakistan, in writing, the actual expendi-
ture corresponding to the estimated proportionate working expenses paid
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by Pakistan under the provisions of Paragraphs 48(b) and 49(b). If the
actual proportionate expenditure is less than the amount paid by Pakistan
under the provisions of Paragraphs 48(b) and 49(b), India shall, within one
month, refund the difference to Pakistan and if the actual proportionate
expenditure is more than the amount paid, Pakistan shall, within one month,
make an additional payment to India to cover the difference.

51. The payments by Pakistan to India under the provisions of Para-
graphs 48, 49 and 50 and the refund by India under the provisions of
Paragraph 50 shall be made without any set off against any other financial
transaction between the Parties.

PART 8-Extension of Transition Period

52. In the event that Pakistan is of the opinion that the replacement
referred to in Article IV (1) cannot be effected unless the Transition Period
is extended beyond 31st March 1970, this period may be extended at the
request of Pakistan

(a) By one, two or three years beyond 31st March 1970; or

(b) Having been extended initially by one year beyond 31st March 1970,
then by one or two years beyond 31st March 1971; or

(c) Having been extended initially by two years beyond 31st March
1970, or having been extended by one year beyond 31st March 1971
under (b) above, then by one more year beyond 31st March 1972.

53. A request by Pakistan for any extension under the provisions of
Paragraph 52 shall be made to India by formal notice in writing, and any
such notice shall specify the date up to which Pakistan requests an extension
under the aforesaid provisions. On the receipt of such notice by India within
the time-limit specified in Paragraph 54, the Transition Period shall be
extended up to the date requested by Pakistan.

54. A formal notice under Paragraph 53 shall be given as early as
possible and, in any event,' in such manner as to reach India at least twelve
months before the due date for the expiration of the Transition Period.
Unless such notice is received by India within this time-limit, the Transi-
tion Period shall expire on. the due date without any right of extension or
further extension: Provided however that the Transition Period shall be
extended, within the provisions of Paragraph 52, by an exceptional notice
of request for an extension received by India not later than five months
before the due date for expiration of the Transition Period, if, within the
twelve months prior to such due date, heavy flood damage should have
occurred which, in the opinion of Pakistan, cannot be repaired in time to
operate the system of works as planned.

PART 9-General

55. India may continue to irrigate from the Eastern Rivers those areas
which were so irrigated, as on the Effective Date, from The Sutlej, The
Beas or The Ravi by means other than the canals taking off at Madhopur,
Nangal, Rupar, Harike and Ferozepore: Provided that

(i) Any withdrawals by the Shahnehr Canal in excess of 940 cusecs
during any Water-accounting Period shall be accounted for in the
estimation of the " Beas Component at Ferozepore ", and



(ii) The capacity of the Shahnehr Canal shall not be increased beyond
its actual capacity as on the Effective Date (about 1,000 cusecs).

If India should construct a barrage across the Beas Main below the head of
the Shahnehr Canal or undertake such other works as would enable the
Canal to increase its withdrawals by more than 50 cusecs over and above
those attained as on the Effective Date, the withdrawals during each Water-
accounting Period in excess of the average withdrawals for each such period
during the five years preceding the completion of the barrage or of such
other works shall be accounted for in the estimation of the " Beas Component
at Ferozepore ".

56. India agrees that, from 21st September to 31st March, it will not
make any withdrawals for Agricultural Use by Government canals or by
power pumps from the Ravi Main below Madhopur, in excess of the with-
drawals as on the Effective Date.

57. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 55, India agrees that it
will not make any withdrawals for Agricultural Use from the Sutlej Main
below Ferozepore from the supplies delivered at Ferozepore for use by
the Pakistan Sutlej Valley Canals.

58. India shall be entitled to utilise without restriction the waters stored
by it (in accordance with the provisions of this Annexure) in any reservoir
on the Eastern Rivers or in the ponds at Nangal or Harike.

59. Pakistan agrees that
(i) It will have filled the ponds at Suleimanke and Islam by 10th Sep-

tember in each year to the maximum extent possible without
causing the maximum working head across the weirs and the maxi-
mum pond levels to exceed the values given in Table D below:

TABLE D

Maximum working Maximum pond
Weir head in feet level (R. L.)

Suleimanke ..... .............. ... 18.5 569.0
Islam ........ ................. 18.0 452.0

(ii) After the river has fallen to a stage at which the releases from the
ponds will not result in a spill below Islam, it will lower the pond
levels gradually to R.L.565.5 at Suleimanke and R.L.449.0, or
lower if possible, at Islam, and complete the lowering, as far as
possible, by 31st October, without spilling below Islam; and

(iii) It will use its best endeavours to fill the pond at Islam to R.L.455.0,
provided that this does not endanger the safety of the weir:

Provided that the above provisions in so far as they relate to the Islam
Weir shall lapse on the date Pakistan discontinues the use of this weir.
Instead, the pond at the new weir below Islam shall be filled by 10th Sep-
tember each year and lowered by 31st October in accordance with the
above provisions, but the maximum working head in feet, the maximum
pond level and the level to which the pond is to be lowered by 31st October
shall be determined in accordance with the design of the new weir.

60. Pakistan agrees that it will not release any water below the barrage
at Suleimanke between 13th October and 10th November, except when the
supply reaching Suleimanke on any day (including the delivery, if any,



from B. S. Link tail) is in excess of 6,000 cusecs, when the excess on that day
over 4,000 cusecs may be released. If the supply reaching Islam falls below
350 cusecs, Pakistan may release supplies below Suleimanke provided that
such releases shall be so regulated that the supply reaching Islam does not
appreciably exceed 20 per cent of the sum of the withdrawals, at head, of the
perennial Pakistan Sutlej Valley Canals.

61. Pakistan agrees that from 21st August to 15th September it will,
except under unavoidable circumstances, run the B.S. Link with a discharge
not less than 13,000 cusecs, at head.

62. If, for any reason, Pakistan is unable to adhere to the programme
for filling and emptying the ponds at Suleimanke and Islam, as set out in
Paragraph 59, the Commissioners will agree on an estimate of the gains
which would have accrued in the reach from Ferozepore to Islam but for
Pakistan's inability to adhere to the aforesaid programme and these esti-
mated gains will be used in the water-account instead of the actual gains or
losses.

63. In the event of an emergency, leading to circumstances under which
Pakistan is unable to fulfil the provisions of Paragraph 61, the actual gains
or losses will be used in the water-account, and the Pakistan Commissioner
will immediately inform the Indian Commissioner of the emergency and
take steps to restore normal conditions as soon as possible.

64. Pakistan shall have the option to request India to discontinue
the deliveries into the Dipalpur Canal. This option may be exercised
effective 1st April in any year by written notification delivered to India
before 30th September preceding. On receipt of such notification, India will
cease to have any obligation to make deliveries into the Dipalpur Canal
during the remaining part of the Transition Period.

65. If, owing to heavy floods,
(i) Damage should occur to any of the Link Canals (including Head-

works) specified in Column (1) below during the period specified
for that particular Link Canal in Column (2) below, and,

(ii) As a result of such damage, the ability of that Link Canal to transfer
supplies should have been diminished to an extent causing serious
interruption of supplies in irrigation canals dependent on that
Link Canal,

then the two Commissioners will promptly enter into consultations, with the
good offices of the Bank, to work out the steps to be taken to restore the
situation to normal and to work out such temporary modifications of the
relevant provisions of this Annexure as may be agreed upon as appropriate
and desirable, taking equitably into consideration the consequences of
such modifications on the cultivators concerned both in India and in
Pakistan. Any modifications agreed upon shall lapse on the terminal date
specified in Column (2) below.

Column (1) Column (2)

(a) M. R. Link Up to 31st March 1962

(b) B. S. Link . ., .. ..
(c) B. R. B. D. Link .. .. .. ..
(d) Trimmu - Islam Link (in- Two years beginning from the

cluding the Head-works for date on which the Link is ready to
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this Link on the Ravi Main operate, but not to extend beyond
and the Sutlej Main). 31st March 1968.

(e) Rasul-Qadirabad and Qadi- Three years beginning from the
rabad - Balloki Links (includ- date on which the Links are ready
ing the Head-works for these to operate, but not to extend be-
Links). yond the end of the Transition

Period.

66. If, at any time before the end of the Transition Period, the Bank
is of the opinion that the part of the system of works referred to in Article
IV(l) is ready to provide additional supplies during September 11-30 and
rabi, over and above the replacements in these periods specifically provided
for in Parts 2 to 5 of this Annexure, it shall so notify the Parties. On receipt
of such notification, Pakistan shall provide, towards a reduction of the
deliveries by India during September 11-30 and rabi to the C.B.D.C. and
at Ferozepore under the provisions of Parts 2 to 5 of this Annexure, the
equivalent (at points of delivery) of 60 per cent of the total supplies made
available by the whole of the above-mentioned system of works;
Provided that, in computing the aforesaid total supplies, any contribution
from the Indus and any supplies developed by tube-wells shall be excluded.

67. The provisions of this Annexure may be amended by agreement
between the Commissioners. Any such amendment shall become effective
when agreement thereto has been signified in an exchange of letters between
the two Governments.

PART 10-Special Provisions for 1960 and 1961

68. The actual withdrawals made by India and the actual deliveries
made by India into the C.B.D.C., into the Dipalpur Canal and into the
Sutlej Main at Ferozepore, during the period between the Effective Date
and the date on which this Treaty enters into force, shall be deemed to be
withdrawals and deliveries made in accordance with the provisions of this
Annexure.

69. For the year commencing on 1st April, 1960, (a) the communication
by India of the amount of the estimated proportionate working expenses
specified in Paragraphs 48(a) and 49(a) shall be made within one month
of the date on which this Treaty enters into force and (b) the payment by
Pakistan to India specified in Paragraphs 48(b) and 49(b) with respect to
that year shall be made by Pakistan within three months of the date on
which this'Treaty enters into force and the provisions of Paragraph 50 shall
then apply.

70. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 28 and if the supplies due to
be released for Pakistan at Ferozepore, during 1961 from April 1-10 to
June 21-30, are less than the amounts set out in Column (2) below and
Pakistan is unable to deliver into the Dipalpur Canal from the B.R.B.D.
Link during April, May or June amounts equal to the aggregate amounts
specified for that month in Column (2) below, India will make additional
deliveries into the Dipalpur canal at Ferozepore to make up these aggregate
amounts in such manner as to ensure that the canal is not closed for more
than 10 days either in May or in June, 1961.



Column (1) Column (2)

April 1-10 ...................... Nil cusecs
11-15 ........ ................. Nil cusecs
16-20 ........ ................. 1,000 cusecs
21-30 ........ ................. 800 cusecs

Aggregate for April .... ..... ......... .13,000 cusec-days

May 1-10 ........ ................. Nil cusecs
11-20 ........ ................. 1,000 cusecs
21-31 ..... ................. .... 800 cusecs

Aggregate for May .

June 1-10 ....
11-20 . . . .
21-30 . . . .

Aggregate for June .

18,800 cusec-days

.1,000 cusecs
1,000 cusecs
1,200 cusecs

32,000 cusec-days

APPENDIX I TO ANNEXURE H

Provisions for Time-Lag and for Determination of the " Sutlej Component
at Feroze pore " and the " Beas Component at Ferozepore

A. Time-Lag

Time-lag in days
April May I to

July 10
(Ferozepore Dates)

Bhakra/Nangal to Rupar ........
Rupar to Ferozepore ............
Ferozepore to Suleimanke .......
Shahnehr Canal head to Mandi Plain.
Mandi Plain to Ferozepore .......
Western Bein to Ferozepore .......
Madhopur to Mandi Plain via Beas. .
Mirthal to Mandi Plain ........

1 1
4 3
3 2
3 2
1 1
1 1

3 2
3 2

For other periods and reaches, unless otherwise specified in this Annexure,
the date will be taken to be the same as the dates at Ferozepore, with no
allowance for time-lag.

B. " Sutlej Component at Ferozepore " corresponding to assumed releases of flow
waters below Rupar

(i) The assumed releases of flow waters below Rupar shall be taken
as equal to the Sutlej flow waters, as distinct from stored waters, which
would have been released below Rupar if the aggregate of the net Indian
withdrawals from these flow waters had been limited to the values specified
in Paragraph 21 (a) of this Annexure.

(ii) For each of the Water-accounting Periods from April 1-10 to
August 21-31 (Ferozepore dates) the values of the " Sutlej Component at



Ferozepore " corresponding to the assumed releases below Rupar shall be
worked out from the following table:

Assumed releases below Rupar
(Cusecs)

below 500
500

1,000
1,500
2,000
3,000
5,000
7,500

10,000
15,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

100,000
200,000

"Sutlej Component at Ferozepore"
(Cusecs)

Actual at Ferozepore
320
640
960

1,280
1,920
3,200
5,400
7,600

12,000
16,400
25,200
34,000
42,800
86,800

174,800

For intermediate values of the assumed releases below Rupar, in excess
of 500 cusecs, the " Sutlej Component at Ferozepore will be worked out
proportionately.

(iii) During September 1-10 to 21-30, the " Sutlej Component at
Ferozepore " shall be taken as equal to 0.90 S plus 400 cusecs, where S
equals the assumed releases of flow water below Rupar (allowing three
days time-lag between Ferozepore and Rupar).

C. " Beas Component at Ferozepore' "(X) corresponding to the sum (Y)
of the Beas Component at Mandi Plain and the discharge of the Western Bein

For each Water-accounting Period, the " Beas Component at Feroze-
pore " (X) shall be worked out by multiplying the sum (Y) of the Beas
Component at Mandi Plain and the discharge of the Western Bein by the
appropriate factor given in the following table:

Water-accounting Periods
(Ferozepore Dates)

Factor for
converting r to X

April 1-10 and 11-20 ..... .................
April 21-30 and May 1-10 .... ..............
May 11-20 to July 1-10 ..... ..............
July 11-20 to August 11-20 ... ...............
August 21-31 and September 1-10 ..............
September 11-20 to October 21-31 ..............
November 1-10 to 21-30 .... ...............
December 1-10 to 21-31 ..... ..............
January 1-10 to February 21-28/29 ... .........
March 1-10 to 21-31 ..... .................

0.95
0.89
0.87
0.89
0.92
0.98
0.95
0.97
0.92
0.94



APPENDIX II TO ANNEXURE H

Forms of Water-account
(not printed)

APPENDIX III TO ANNEXURE H

Calculations for determining proportionate working expenses to be paid by Pakistan
under the provisions of Paragraphs 48 and 50 of this Annexure

1. Until Pakistan exercises the option under the provisions of Para-
graph 20 of this Annexure, the proportionate working expenses payable by
it under the provisions of Paragraphs 48 and 50 of this Annexure shall be
(X per cent of A) plus B, where

(a) For the year commencing on 1st April 1960, X equals 100; and from
the year commencing Ist April 1961,

202
X - x X 100;

(b) A is the aggregate sum of the following:
(i) 45 per cent of the " working expenses " during the year on

Madhopur Head-works;
(ii) 65-5 per cent of the " working expenses " during the year on

" II Main Canals and Branches " (carrier channels only);
and

(iii) 66-8 per cent of the "working expenses " during the year on
" III Distributaries " (carrier channels only); and

(c) B is fixed over-head charge equal to Pounds Sterling 60,000 per
year.

2. The " working expenses " for the purpose of paragraph I above shall
consist of:

(i) Expenditure under account heads Maintenance and Repairs,
Extensions and Improvements, and Tools and Plant, and

(ii) Pro-rata establishment charges on account of Divisional and
Circle Offices and Chief Engineers' Direction Charges.

3. The proportionate working expenses payable by Pakistan shall be
modified, in accordance with paragraph 4 below, if

(a) India should bring into operation any new channel to irrigate any
parts of the area which were irrigated, before the Effective Date,
from the Lahore Branch and the Main Branch Lower; or

(b) Pakistan should desire to reduce
(i) The period specified in Paragraph 7 of this Annexure; or

(ii) The maximum quantities (in cusecs) specified in Paragraph 7 of
this Annexure; or

(c) Any change is made in the period or quantity of deliveries to the
C.B.D.C. in accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs 10 and 11
of this Annexure. In case of (b) above, Pakistan shall give India
due notice of its intentions, such notice to reach India at least
six months before the date from which the change is sought.

4. (a) Under the conditions envisaged in paragraph 3 (a) above,
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Pakistan shall pay 100 per cent of the " working expenses " on such Branches
or Distributaries as carry supplies for Pakistan only and for the remaining
carrier channels the percentages given in paragraph I (b) (ii) or 1 (b)
(iii) above shall be re-calculated on the basis of ratio of cusec-miles to be
delivered by the remaining channels to Pakistan (with pro-rata additions
on account of absorption losses) to the aggregate of cusec-miles of the re-
maining channels (on the basis of 1948 capacities), the cusec-miles for each
such channel being worked out separately.

(b) If there is a reduction in the period specified in Paragraph 7 of
this Annexure, as envisaged under paragraph 3 (b) (i) and 3 (c) above,
the factor X in paragraph 1 (a) above will be taken as equal to

number of days during which C.B.D.C. is due to receive supplies
from U.B.D.C.

number of days in the year

(c) In the event that there is a reduction in the maximum quantities
specified in Paragraph 7 of this Annexure as mentioned in paragraphs 3 (b)
(ii) and (c) above, the percentages in paragraph 1 (b) (i), (b) (ii) and (b)
(iii) above will be reduced pro-rata.

APPENDIX IV TO ANNEXURE H

Calculations for determining proportionate working expenses to be paid by Pakistan
under the provisions of Paragiaphs 49 and 50 of this Annexure

1. Until Pakistan exercises the option under the provisions of Paragraph
64 of this Annexure, the proportionate working expenses payable by it
under the provisions of Paragraphs 49 and 50 of this Annexure shall be X
per cent of (A plus B) where:

(a) For each of the three years commencing on 1st April 1960, 1st April
1961 and 1st April 1962, X equals 51; and from the year commencing
1st April 1963, X equals 80;

(b) A is the aggregate sum of the " working expenses " during the
year; and

(c) B is a fixed overhead charge equal to Pounds Sterling 110,000.

2. The " working expenses" for the purpose of paragraph 1 above shall
consist of:

(i) Expenditure on the Ferozepore Headworks (including the part
of the Dipalpur Canal in India) under account heads Maintenance
and Repairs, Extensions and Improvements, and Tools and Plant;

(ii) Pro-rata establishment charges on account of the Divisional and
Circle Offices and Chief Engineers' Direction Charges; and

(iii) Expenditure on ' Minor Works 18A (2) Miscellaneous (discharge
observations at Ferozepore).



Iran-Iraq

99. PROCEEDINGS1 OF THE TURCO-PERSIAN BOUNDARY
DELIMITATION COMMISSION, 19142

D. THE GUNJAN CHAM RIVER

This river rises in the Persian province of Pusht-i-Kuh and flows south-
westwards. The median line forms the boundary for about 12 miles from
pillar 32 to pillar 31, where it becomes an entirely Iraqi stream and flows
on to Badra. The Iraqi township of Zurbatiya and the surrounding arable
lands receive their water by canals taking off from the right bank of the
Gunjan Chain in this sector between pillars 32 and 31; arable lands on the
Persian side are similarly irrigated by canals taking off from the left bank.

There appears to have been no serious dispute regarding the division
of the water up to 1930; in that year a difference between Iraqi and Persian
tribesmen attracted attention and was settled without difficulty by minor
officials on the spot. But, in the spring of 1931, the newly installed Persian
Military Governor of Mansurabad, desiring to establish hitherto nomadic
tribesmen on the land and to increase cultivation on the Persian side, dug
a new canal. As the summer advanced and the water fell, he built a dam
right across the river-bed, the medium filum aqute of which, as mentioned
above, here forms the boundary, and diverted all the water into Persia.

On March 17th, July 26th, August 30th and September 9th, 1931, the
Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs addressed complaints to the Persian
Legation and pressed for the appointment of a mixed commission to make
enquiries on the spot and elaborate an agreement, based on previous cus-
tom, regarding the proportions in which the waters of the Gunjan Chain
were to be enjoyed by the inhabitants of the two banks. The Persian Lega-
tion replied as follows:

Persian Legation to Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs, No. 2573, of
September 20th, 1931.

[Translation.]

" The Imperial Persian Legation in Baghdad has the honour to refer
to the Ministry's note No. 4169, of August 29th/30th, 1931, and to in-
form them that the Imperial Persian Government does not consent to
the setting up of the commission, referred to in the last paragraph of the
note reference, for the settlement of the question of the Zurbatiya water.

1 The Proceedings of the 1914 Delimitation Commission have been deemed
valid and binding by the article 1 of the Boundary Treaty between the Kingdom
of the Irak and the Empire of Iran, signed at Teheran, 4 July 1937 (League
of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 190, p. 242).

2 The text of the Commission's Proceedings has not been published, although
it was deposited in the Archives of the League of Nations Secretariat at the dis-
posal of the Members of the League. The information given here is based on
Appendix III (D) to the " Request by the Iraqui Government under article 11,
paragraph 2 of the Covenant of the League of Nations " [League of Nations
Office Yournal, 1935 (2), p. 213 (Doc. No. C. 531 (1). M. 242 (1). 1934. VII)].
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Although the part of the Boundary Delimitation Agreement of 1914
which relates to the delimitation of the boundary with Iraq has not been
recognised as official, nevertheless, even if action were to be based upon
it, it is clearly stated, in the paragraph concerning the utilisation by
the inhabitants of Zurbatiya of the Gunjan Chain water, that, after the
people inhabiting the bank of the said stream have used the water, the
surplus will then be directed towards Zurbatiya, as has been the practice
up to the present time. The question of the water of this stream does
not resemble that of the Gangir stream; it is impossible to fix the amount
of the surplus of the water that a commission should be set up for the
purpose of its distribution. The Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs will
doubtless admit that, in view of the above-mentioned circumstances
and the fact that the surplus water is flowing to Zurbatiya as before,
there is no need to form a commission for this purpose. The Imperial
Persian Legation avails, etc."

The Persian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in its No. 22988/101553
of September 30th, 1931, replied somewhat differently to the parallel
representations made by the Iraqi Legation in Teheran.

[Translation.]

"In answer to the note of the Royal Iraqi Legation, No. 751, regarding
the complaint of the people of Zurbatiya against the cutting off of the
surplus waters of the river Gunjan Chain from Zurbatiya, the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs has the honour to inform the Legation that the reports
received from the authorities concerned all indicate that the surplus
waters of the said river were and are still flowing to Zurbatiya. This
Ministry has also issued strict instructions to the local officials in Mansu-
rabad to supervise the flow of the surplus of the said waters to Iraqi
territory as usual. Furthermore, this Ministry has communicated to
the authorities concerned the contents of the Legation's note under reply,
and has asked by telegraph for an enquiry into the matter and the issue
of necessary instructions for urgent steps to be taken for the return of
the waters to Zurbatiya if they have in fact been cut off. This Ministry
is now occupied in studying the proposal of the Iraqi Government re-
garding the meeting of a joint commission to investigate the claims of
the people of Zurbatiya regarding the cutting off of the surplus water
of the Gunjan Chain from Iraqi territory, and the aggressions committed
against them in this connection. The Legation will be informed of the
result as soon as possible."
The following notes were then exchanged:

Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs to Persian Legation, No. 4790, of October
5th, 1931.

[Translation.]

"The Ministry for Foreign Affairs present their compliments to the
Imperial Persian Legation and have the honour to refer to its note No.
2573 of September 20th, 1931, and to express their regret at the state-
ment contained in the Legation's note to the effect that ' the part of the
Boundary Delimitation Agreement of 1914, which relates to the delimita-
tion of the boundary with Iraq, has not been recognised as official '.
Since the above-mentioned Agreement, including the provisions relating
to the delimitation of the Iraqi-Persian boundary, is valid, and since the
delimitation of the Iraqi-Persian boundary was completed seventeen



years ago, the Ministry believe that the Legation did not mean by its
note under reference anything to prejudice the present situation which the
Iraqi Government consider as official and final. The Ministry avail, etc."

"Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs to Persian Legation, No. 5434, of
November 2nd, 1931.

[Translation.]

" The Ministry for Foreign Affairs present their compliments to the
Imperial Persian Legation in Baghdad and have the honour to refer to
its note No. 2573 of September 20th, 1931, and to inform it that the
Iraqi Government have found nothing in the decisions of the Boundary
Delimitation Commission of 1914, defining any r~gime for the Zurbatiya
water. The Ministry therefore request the Legation to inform them
of the name of the document which defines the regime of distribution of
the waters of the Gunjan Chain and, if possible, to provide them with a
copy. In the opinion of the Iraqi Government, the inhabitants of both
banks must naturally have the right of utilising the water of the Gunjan
Chain; they think suitable that the commission already formed for the settle-
ment of the Mandali water question should be entrusted with the task
of investigating the Zurbatiya question also, with a view to distributing
the water justly between the two sides. The Ministry avail, etc."

"Persian Legation to Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs, N1o. 3878, of
November 24th, 1931.

[Translation.]

" The Imperial Persian Legation has the honour to refer to the Minis-
stry's note No. 5434, of November 2nd, 1931, relating to the water that
flows to Zurbatiya. Although the surplus waters of the Gunjan Chain
are, as the Legation has previously informed the Ministry, flowing to
Zurbatiya according to ancient custom, and the inhabitants of Pusht-i-
kuh have not cut off the water at all up to the present time, and although
the complaints of the inhabitants of Zurbatiya are baseless, the Imperial
Government have nevertheless issued the necessary instructions to the
Government of Pusht-i-kuh to give all possible assistance in this regard
in order to improve the condition of the inhabitants and to silence their
complaints. The Legation has to add that the Imperial Government of
Persia, since they do not recognise the Delimitation Agreement, do not
desire at present to enter into any correspondence regarding it, pending
the settlement of the basic question between the two Governments
in the future. The Imperial Legation avails, etc."

" Persian Legation to Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs, No. 3276, of
December 2nd, 1931.

" The Imperial Legation in Baghdad has the honour to refer to the
note of the Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs No. 4790, dated October
5th, 1931, and to state that, as it has reminded the authorities of the Iraqi
Government on numerous occasions, the Boundary Delimitation Agree-
ment of 1914, concluded between the Imperial Persian Government and
the former Ottoman Government, was from the first objected to by the
Imperial Government, as it did not solve the differences connected
with the boundary existing between Persia and Iraq in accordance with
the interests of Persia. The Imperial Government cannot tolerate the



damage which it sustained on account of the said Agreement. Therefore,
the Imperial Persian Government does not consider at any time the said
Agreement as official, and maintains its former objections until such
time as this matter is discussed between the two Governments and the
said differences are removed. The Legation avails, etc."

" Iraqi Ministry for Foreign Affairs, No. 6346, of December 16th, 19.31, to
Persian Legation.

" The Ministry for Foreign Affairs present their compliments to the
Imperial Persian Legation in Baghdad and have the honour to refer to
its letter No. 3276, dated December 2nd, 1931, and to inform it that the
Iraqi Government cannot admit the objection of the Minister of the
Imperial Persian Government and that they have issued orders to their
Minister in Teheran to ask for detailed explanations from the Central
Persian Government."
The trouble over the waters of the Gunjan Cham was repeated in 1932,

1933, 1934. The Iraqi Government continued to complain of the diversion
of the water, involving even a shortage of drinking-water at Zurbatiya,
and to press for the formation of a committee to decide the manner of
division. The Persian Government replied to all complaints with the state-
ment that Zurbatiya was receiving all the water to which it was entitled -
namely, the surplus after the Persian cultivators had drawn off their re-
quirements - and put forward counter-complaints to the effect that the
people of Zurbatiya were interfering with Persian canals. Feeling in this
sector was further exacerbated by the establishment of the Persian post at
Kani Sukht referred to above.

100. TRAITt'1 DE FRONTIIRE ENTRE LE ROYAUME DE L'IRAK
ET L'EMPIRE DE L'IRAN ET PROTOCOLE, SIGNItS
A T1HtRAN, LE 4JUILLET 19372

ARTICLE PREMIER. Les Hautes Parties contractantes conviennent que
les documents suivants A l'exception de la modification pr~vue A l'ar-
ticle 2 du present trait6 sont considrs valables et qu'elles sont tenues de
les observer:
a) Le Protocole relatif A la d6limitation turco-persane sign k Constan-
tinople le 4 novembre 1913.
b) Les prochs-verbaux des seances de la Commission de delimitation de la
frontire de 1914.

Vu les dispositions du present article et sauf ce qui est prfvu h l'article qui
suit ]a ligne frontihre entre les deux Etats est telle qu'elle est ddfinie et
tracde par la susdite commission.

ARTICLE 4. Les dispositions qui suivent seront applicables au Chatt-el-
Arab A partir du point o6 la ligne frontikre terrestre des deux Etats descend
dans ledit fleuve jusqu'A la haute mer.

1 Entr6 en vigueur le 20juin 1938 par l'6change des instruments de ratification.
2 Socidtd des Nations, Recueit des Traitis, vol. 190, p. 242.



c) Le fait que dans le Chatt-el-Arab la ligne frontire suit tant6t la limite
des eaux basses et tant6t le thalweg ou le medium filum aquae, ne prejudicie
en rien au droit d'usage des deux Hautes Parties contractantes dans tout
le cours du fleuve.

Iran-Turkey

101. ACCORD' ENTRE LA PERSE ET LA TURQUIE CONCER-
NANT LA FIXATION DE LA LIGNE FRONTIIRE, AVtC
tCHANGE DE NOTES, SIGNI A TIPHIRRAN, LE 23 JANVIER
19322

ECHANGE DE NOTES

No I

Le Ministre turc des Affaires etrangires au Ministre Persan des Affaires dtrangires

Th ran, le 23 janvier 1932
Monsieur le Ministre,

En me rf6rant A l'article 1 de l'accord relatif A la fixation de la ligne
fronti~re entre la Turquie et la Perse, que nous avons sign6 aujourd'hui,
j'ai l'honneur de d~clarer que les postes des gardes fronti~res, des deux
parties contractantes auront le droit de jouir 6galement des eaux des
sources du lac Borolan ainsi que des prairies situdes au sud et A l'ouest de
la ligne fronti~re dans le rayon dudit lac, et des eaux des sources de Salep,
de Kozlu et de Yukari Yarim Kaya.

II est entendu que le present 6change de notes constitue partie intfgrante
de l'accord sign6 en date de ce jour .....

No 2

Le Ministre Persan des Affaires itrangires au Ministre turc des Affaires dtrangres

Thran, le 23 janvier 1932
Monsieur le Ministre,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre note en date d'aujourd'hui
dont je prends acte, et par laquelle votre Excellence, en se r~ffrant A l'arti-
cle I de l'accord sign6 entre nous aujourd'hui, a bien voulu declarer que:

(( Les postes des gardes fronti~res des deux parties contractantes auront
le droit de jouir 6galement des eaux des sources du lac Borolan ainsi que

I Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 6chang~s A Angora, le 5 novembre
1932.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 135, p. 671.



des prairies situdes au sud et A l'ouest de la ligne fronti~re dans le rayon
dudit lac, et des caux des sources de Salep, de Kozlu et de Yukari
Yarim Kaya.

(( I1 est entendu que le prfsent 6change de notes constitue partie int6-
grante de l'accord sign6 en date de ce jour. s)...

Iran-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

102. TREATY' OF FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN PERSIA AND THE
RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC, SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, FEBRUARY 26, 19212

Article 3

The two High Contracting Parties shall have equal rights of usage over
the Atrak River and the other frontier rivers and waterways. In order
finally to solve the question of the waterways and all disputes concerning
frontiers or territories, a Commission, composed of Russian and Persian
representatives, shall be appointed.

103. CONVENTION 3  BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF
U.S.S.R. AND PERSIA REGARDING THE MUTUAL USE
OF FRONTIER RIVERS AND WATERS, SIGNED AT ASH-
KHABAD, FEBRUARY 20, 19264

The Governments of U.S.S.R. and Persia, having realized the necessity
for establishing definite quotas and a procedure for the mutual use of fron-
tier rivers and waters extending from the Geri-Roud River to the Caspian
Sea, in accordance with Article III of the Peace Treaty between R.S.F.S.R.
and Persia signed on February 26, 1921, have decided to conclude a Con-
vention regarding this question.

I. All the waters of the Geri-Roud (Tedjen) River, down stream from
the Pul-i-khatun Bridge and coextensive with the frontier between the
Contracting Parties, shall be divided into ten equal parts; three parts shall
be utilized by Persia and seven parts by U.S.S.R.

Came into force immediately upon signature, in accordance with article 26.
The exchange of ratification took place at Teheran on February 26, 1922.

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 9, p. 401.
Came into force immediately after its signature, in accordance with

article 23. The exchange of ratification took place in Teheran on 24 Sep-
tember 1926.

4 L. Shapiro, Soviet Treaty Series, vol. I, p. 314.
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The measurement of the water of the Geri-Roud (Tedjen) River shall
be conducted by technicians of the Contracting Parties at the village of
Doulet-Abada and on all the canals diverging from the Geri-Roud River
into the territory of Persia, as well as conducted on the territory of U.S.S.R.
along the entire distance of the Geri-Roud River from the village of Doulet-
Abada up to the Pul-i-khatun Bridge. All the water obtained as a result
of said measurements shall be subject to division into ten equal parts.

For the purpose of accurately dividing the water of the Geri-Roud River
at Doulet-Abada, technicians of the Contracting Parties will erect a per-
manent water gauge. The expenses for the erection of this gauge will be
borne by the Contracting Parties, in accordance with a mutual agreement
concerning this project and proportionately to the quotas received by them
at that point.

11. Prior to the construction of a reservoir (in accordance with Ar-
ticle III of the present Convention) the settlement of Garmah on the terri-
tory of Persia (15 versts above Pul-i-khatun) and the Pul-i-khatun post on
the territory of U.S.S.R. shall each have the right to draw 50 secundo-
liters of water from the Geri-Roud River. If one of the Contracting Parties
uses more than 50 liters of water for its settlement, the surplus will be charged
against that Party below the Pul-i-khatun Bridge.

III. In view of the fact that the division of water form the Geri-Roud
(Tedjen) River, as determined by the present Convention, may not satisfy
the needs of either Contracting Party due to considerable losses of water
from the Geri-Roud (Tedjen) River during the spring floods, both Parties
recognize the expediency of installing a reservoir on the Geri-Roud River,
above Pul-i-khatun, which would be capable of damming surplus waters
for the use of the Contracting Parties.

The Contracting Parties express their agreement to the installation of
such a reservoir, to an appropriate technical examination of the region,
and to the conclusion of a special agreement concerning the construction
and exploitation of a reservoir, and the principles concerning the division
of the water therefrom.

IV. All the water of the Chaachaa River, with all its tributaries, shall be
divided into two equal parts; one for the benefit of Persia, and the other
shall be let into the territory of U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Chaachaa River will be conducted
by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier and on all the
canals diverging from the Chaachaa River on the territory of Persia, from
the frontier up to the junction point of the Abegarm and Hour Rivers
(at the village of Amir-Abad). All the water obtained as a result of said
measurements is subject to division into two equal parts.

V. All the water of the river Meana (Kara-Rikan), with all its tribu-
taries, shall be divided into two equal parts, of which one shall pass into
Persia's use and the other shall be led into USSR territory.

The volume of the water of the river Meana (Kara-Tikan) shall be
measured by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier line
and on all channels leading out of the river Meana (Kara-Tikan) in the
territory of Persia up to a distance of ten versts from the frontier line.
The entire quantity of water ascertained by this measurement shall also
be subject to division into two equal parts.
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VI. All the water of the Kelat Chai (Nafte) River with all its tributaries
shall be divided into two equal parts; one part for the benefit of Persia
and the other shall be let into the territory of U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Kelat Chai (Nafte) River shall be
conducted by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier, and on
all the canals diverging from the Kelat-Chai river on the territory of Persia,
from the frontier up to the village of Derbende-Nafte. All the water ob-
tained as a result of said measurements is subject to division into two equal
parts.

VII. All the waters of the Archinian (Archangan) River with all its
tributaries shall be divided into two equal parts; one for the benefit of
Persia, and the other shall be let into the territory of U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Archinian (Archangan) River
shall be conducted by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier
and on all the canals diverging from the Archinian (Archangan) River on
the territory of Persia for a distance of 5 versts from the frontier along both
tributaries of the Archinian (Archangan) River. All the water obtained
as a result of said measurements is subject to division into two equal parts.

VIII. All the water of the Lain-Sou-River with all its tributaries shall
be divided into two equal parts; one for the benefit of Persia and the other
shall be let into the territory of U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Lain-Sou-River shall be conducted
by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier and on all the
canals diverging from the Lain-Sou-River on the territory of Persia, form
the frontier to the point where the Hakestar stream flows into the Lain-
Sou-River. All of the water obtained as a result of said measurements is
subject to division into two equal parts.

IX. All the waters of the Kazgan Chai (Zenginanlou) River shall be
divided into five equal parts; two for the benefit of Persia and the other
three parts for U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Kazgan Chai (Zenginanlou)
River shall be conducted by technicians of the Contracting Parties on
the frontier and on all the canals diverging from the Kazgan Chai
(Zenginanlou) River on the territory of Persia, from the frontier to the
place above the village of Zenginanlou where the latter receives its water.
All the water obtained as a result of said measurements is subject to division
into five equal parts; Persia's quota (2.5) shall also include that amount
of water which passes through the territory of U.S.S.R. from the Kazgan
Chai River for the purpose of supplying the region of Lutfabad.

The Government of U.S.S.R. shall undertake to let pass, without hin-
drance, along the canal passing through its territory that quantity of water
which Persia allocates out of its quota for the use of the Lutfabad region.

For the purpose of supplying water to the Lutfabad region, the Persian
Government is extended the right to permit water to flow through the
Babadjik canal, instead of through the existing canal, or else to erect a new
canal on the territory of U.S.S.R. This right is extended by U.S.S.R. to
Persia gratis. The site of the new canal will be determined on agreement
with the Government of U.S.S.R. All expenses in connection with the
re-establishment of the Babadjik canal, or the erection of a new canal, shall
be the responsibility of the Persian Government.

The Government of U.S.S.R. agrees to let through its territory, without
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hindrance, Persian citizens who are supplied with appropriate identifica-
tion cards and are assigned to clearing and repairing the canal which services
the region of Lutfabad.

X. The Persian Government shall undertake to allot to U.S.S.R.
10 liters of water per second (one-half senga) for the use of the Artik station,
from the Gulriz canal which is on the territory of U.S.S.R.

For the purpose of measuring these waters, U.S.S.R. shall erect on the
frontier of its own territory, at its own expense and in the presence of Per-
sian technicians, a new water guage.

XI. All the water from the Durungar River and the salted springs at
the river bed of the Durungar river shall pass to the full use of Persia.

XII. All the water of the Kelta-Chinar River shall pass to the use of
Persia. The Persian Government shall undertake not to hinder the citizens
of U.S.S.R. who are presently using the waters of the springs found on the
territory of Persia in the valley of the Kelta-Chinar River (below the Persian
settlement of Keltai-Chinar), as well as to let through, without hindrance,
the citizens of U.S.S.R. who are provided with the proper identification
cards for the purpose of cleaning and maintaining the spring, river beds
and channels leading from them.

XIII. All the water of the'Firuzinka (Firuza) River after satisfying the
needs of the inhabitants of Firuza will pass to the use of the lower village of
U.S.S.R.

XIV. All the water of the Chandir (Chandor) River, which is found on
the territory of Persia, will be divided into two equal parts; one for the
benefit of Persia and the other will be let into the territory of U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the waters of the Chandir (Chandor) River shall be
conducted by technicians of the Contracting Parties on the frontier and on
all the canals diverging from the Chandir River on the territory of Persia,
at a distance of 7 versts from the frontier. All the water obtained as a
result of said measurements is subject to division into two equal parts.

XV. All the water of the Soumbar River which is coextensive with
the frontier between Persia and U.S.S.R., including the water of the tribu-
taries of the Kouloun-Kalasi-Sou and Daine-Sou Rivers shall be divided
into two equal parts; one for the benefit of Persia and the other for
U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water will be conducted by technicians of the
Contracting Parties at the point of junction of Kouloun-Kalasi-Sou and
Daine-Sou Rivers and on all the canals diverging from Kouloun-Kalasi-Sou
on the territory of Persia, for a distance of 7 versts up stream from the fron-
tier, as well as conducted on all the canals diverging on either side of Daine-
Sou River along its entire length. All the water obtained as a result of said
measurements is subject to division into two equal parts.

In case U.S.S.R., after signing the present Convention, should construct
along the Soumbar River on its territory hydrotechnical installations for
the purpose of damming the water, the Government of U.S.S.R. shall
undertake to let the same amount of water, during the period of irrigation,
into the Atreck River as would pass on the basis of meteorological conditions
and in the absence of such installations. U.S.S.R. shall forewarn the Persian
Government of its decision to establish these installations.
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XVI. All the water of the Atreck River which is coextensive with the
frontier between the Contracting Parties shall be divided into two equal
parts; one part for Persia and the other for U.S.S.R.

The measurement of the water of the Atreck River shall be conducted by
technicians of the Contracting Parties for a distance of 14 versts from the
frontier up stream on the territory of Persia. All of the water obtained as a
result of said measurements is subject to division into two equal parts.

In case Persia should decide, after the signing of the present Convention,
to erect hydrotechnical installations along the Atreck River, on its territory,
for the purpose of damming the water, the Government of Persia shall
undertake to let pass, during the irrigation period, to the frontier between
Persia and U.S.S.R., where the division of the water of the Atreck River
begins, the same quantity of water that would have been available in ac-
cordance with meteorological conditions and in the absence of such instal-
lations. Persia shall forewarn U.S.S.R. of its decision to establish such
installations.

XVII. The measurement of water mentioned in the present Conven-
tion shall be made on request of Persia or U.S.S.R. jointly by technicians
and mirabs of the Constracting Parties; simultaneously on each separate
river and on the canals diverging therefrom.

Persia and U.S.S.R. shall undertake to let without hindrance, on their
territories, the technicians and mirabs who are assigned to conduct the
mission indicated in the present Convention, along separate rivers, and
who are supplied with adequate credentials which include an indication of
the points of the frontier to be crossed.

XVIII. The measurement of the water on the frontier shall be made
at the places most adapted for it; within 200 meters from the frontier on the
territory of Persia or U.S.S.R. These places shall be established on agree-
ment of the technicians of the Contracting Parties. At the sites of these
measurements, the technicians of U.S.S.R., at the expense of U.S.S.R.,
and in the presence of a technician from Persia, shall establish on each river
a hydrometrical post, consisting of three levelling-laths (water), one marker
and one service bridge; the bed of the river, in case of necessity, shall be
put in a proper state of repair.

The technicians and mirabs of both U.S.S.R. and Persia shall have
equal rights in the use of hydrometrical posts.

XIX. In case of disagreement between the mirabs of the Contracting
Parties concerning any question of water utilization along the Geri-Roud
(Tedjen) River, such disagreements shall be brought to the mutual decision
of the following representatives of Persia and U.S.S.R. (with the right to
be represented by their deputies):

On the Geri-Roud (Tedjen) River, the Governor of Serakhs, on the part of
Persia, and the Serakhs Regional Hydrotechnician, on the part of U.S.S.R.;
on the Chaachaa, Meana (Kara-Tikan) and Kelat Chai (Nafte) Rivers,
the Governor of Kelat, on the part of Persia, and the Dushak Regional
Hydrotechnician, on the part of U.S.S.R.; on the Archinian (Archangan)
and Lian-Sou rivers, the Governor of Kelat, on the part of Persia, and the
regional hydrotechnician at Ginsburg (Krakhka), on the part of U.S.S.R.;
on the Kazgan Chai and Gulriz Rivers, the Governor of Mahmed-Abad,
on the part of Persia, and the regional hydrotechnician at Ginsburg (Krakh-
ka), on the part of U.S.S.R.; on the Kelte-Chinar River. the Governor of
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Mahmed-Abad, on the part of Persia, and the Poltoratsk Regional Hydro-
technician, on the part of U.S.S.R.; on the Firuza River, the Governor of
Kucha, on the part of Persia, and the Poltoratsk Regional Hydrotechnician,
on the part of U.S.S.R.; on the Chindar (Chandor) and Soumbar-Rivers,
the Governor of Bujnor, on the part of Persia, and the Kara-Kalin Regional
Hydrotechnician, on the part of U.S.S.R.; on the Atreck River, the Governor
of Astrabad, on the part of Persia and the Bayan-Haja Regional Hydro-
technician on the part of U.S.S.R.

In case no agreement is reached regarding these disagreements by the
regional hydrotechnicians and governors (or their deputies), these questions
shall be transferred for a final decision of the chief Karguzar and the consul
general of U.S.S.R. at Meshed.

XX. In cases of violation by the citizens of the Contracting Parties of the
quotas or procedure for the mutual use of frontier rivers and waters, as
established by the present Convention, the above-indicated representatives
shall adopt the necessary measures for settling the violations which have
arisen and conduct the investigation for bringing those guilty of such
infringements before the law.

XXI. Quotas and procedure for the utilization of frontier waters estab-
lished by the present Convention shall be communicated by the Contracting
Parties, on their territories, to the local frontier authorities and population
of the regions adjacent to the rivers, within a month's time from the date of
signature of this Convention.

Iraq-Turkey

104. PROTOCOLE1 RELATIF A LA RIGULARISATION DES
EAUX DU TIGRE ET DE L'EUPHRATE ET DE LEURS
AFFLUENTS ANNEXI AU TRAITS D'AMITIZ ET DE
BON VOISINAGE ENTRE L'IRAK ET LA TURQUIE, SIGNS
A ANKARA, LE 29 MARS 19462

L'Irak et la Turquie,

reconnaissant l'importance que pr~sente pour l'Jrak la construction
d'ouvrages de conservation sur le Tigre et l'Euphrate et leurs affluents,
afin d'assurer le maintien d'un approvisionnement r~gulier en eau et la
r6gularisation du d~bit des deux fleuves, pour 6viter le danger d'inondation
pendant les p6riodes annuelles de crue,

estimant qu'il est probable que, apr~s investigation, les emplacements
les plus convenables pour la construction de barrages et autres ouvrages
similaires, dont la totalit6 des frais sera h la charge de l'Irak, soient situs
en territoire turc,

d'accord, 6galement, sur la n6cessit6 d'installer des stations permanentes
d'observation, en territoire turc, en vue d'enregistrer le d~bit des fleuves

Entr6 en vigueur le 10 mai 1948, par lNchange des instruments de ratifica-
tion A Bagdad, conform6ment aux dispositions de l'article 7.

2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 37, p. 286.
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susmentionnds et de communiquer rdgulirement A l'Irak le rfsultat de ces
observations,

acceptant le principe de conformer, autant que possible, et dans l'intret
des deux Pays, la construction des ouvrages de conservation sur ces eaux
aux fins d'irrigation et de production de force hydro-6lectrique,

sont convenus de cc qui suit:

Article premier

L'Irak pourra, aussit6t que possible, envoyer en Turquie des groupes de
techniciens A son service, afin de proc~der AL des investigations et arpentages,
recueillir les renseignements hydrauliques, gdologiques et autres qui leur
permettront de choisir les emplacements pour la construction des barrages,
stations d'observation et autres ouvrages A construire sur le Tigre, l'Euphrate
et leurs affluents et pour preparer les plans ndcessaires A cet effet.

Les cartes A 6tablir d'apr~s les rfsultats des arpentages effectufs seront
prdpardes par les services compdtents turcs.

Tous les frais ncessitfs par les travaux mentionnds au present article
seront assumis par l'Irak.

Article 2

Les techniciens susmentionnds collaboreront, dans leurs travaux, avec les
techniciens turcs et la Turquie les autorisera A se rendre aux endroits A
visiter et leur fournira les informations, l'assistance et les facilitfs n~cessaires
pour l'accomplissement de leur tAche.

Article 3

La Turquie procddera A l'installation des stations permanentcs d'observa-
tion et en assurera le fonctionnement et l'entretien. Les frais de fonctionne-
ment de ces stations seront assums, A parts 6gales, par l'Irak et la Turquie,
A partir de l'entrde en vigueur du present Protocole.

Les stations permanentes d'observation seront inspectdes, A intervalles
d~termin&, per des techniciens irakiens et turcs.

Pendant les pdriodes de crue, les niveaux d'eau observes tous les jours A
8 heures du matin par les stations o6 la communication tdldgraphique est
possible, comme, sur le Tigre, Diyarbakir, Cizre, etc., et Keban, etc., sur
l'Euphrate, seront communiques par tdligramme aux autoritds comp~tentes
que l'Irak d~signera A cet effet.

Les niveaux d'eau observes en dehors des pdriodes de crue, seront com-
muniquds par bulletins bimensuels aux remes autorits.

Les frais des communications susmentionnes seront payds par l'Irak.

Article 4

Le Gouvernement turc accepte, en principe, la construction, conformdment
A l'accord mentionn6 dans le paragraphe suivant, des ouvrages qui se
r~veleront ndcessaires A la suite des 6tudes prevues A l'article Ier.

Chaque ouvrage, hormis les stations permanentes d'observation, fera
l'objet d'un accord separ6, en ce qui concerne son emplacement, son cooit,
son fonctionnement et son entretien, ainsi que son utilisation par la Turquie,
pour les fins d'irrigation et de production d'6nergie.
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La Turquie tiendra l'Irak au courant de ses projets de construction d'ouvra-
ges de conservation, sur Fun des deux fleuves ou leurs affluents, afin que
ces ouvrages puissent 6tre adaptds d'un commun accord, dans la mesure du
possible, aux intr ts de l'Irak, aussi bien qu'aux int~rets de la Turquie.

Article 6

Chacune des Hautes Parties Contractantes d~signera, aussit6t que pos-
sible, apr~s la signature du present Protocole, un repr~sentant.

Les deux repr~sentants se consulteront sur toutes les questions relatives
A la mise en execution du present Protocole et serviront d'intermddiaires
entre les deux Parties dans leurs communications y relatives.

Jordan-Syria

105. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF SYRIA AND
THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN CONCERNING
THE UTILIZATION OF THE YARMUK WATERS, SIGNED
AT DAMASCUS, ON 4 JUNE 19532

The Government of the Republic of Syria and the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan,

Desiring to strengthen the bonds of Arab kinship and the friendly relations
existing between the two countries and to promote sincere co-operation
between them; taking into account the results of the negotiations between
their representatives in Damascus on 4 June 1952 and in Amman on 10 No-
vember 1952 concerning the utilization of the waters of the Yarmuk Basin,
and considering the advantages which the two countries would derive
from the efficient collection and use of the waters of the Yarmuk Basin for
the irrigation of arable lands and the generation of electric power,

Have resolved to conclude an agreement...

Article 1

For the purpose of this Agreement it shall be understood that:
(a) " Syria " means the Government of the Republic of Syria;
(b) "Jordan " means the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of

Jordan;
(c) " The State " means Syria or Jordan as the context requires;
(d) " The Jordan Valley " means the valley of the river Jordan;
(e) "Joint dam and reservoir " means the dam on the river Yarmuk for

the collection of the water and the reservoir for its storage to be constructed
in the territories of Syria and Jordan;

1 Came into force on 8 July 1953, the exchange of the instruments of ratifica-
tion having taken place at Damascus in accordance with article 14.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 184, p. 25.
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(f) " The joint generating station " means the station for the generation
of electricity located on the south bank of the Yarmuk below the joint dam;

(g) " The Yarmuk scheme " means and includes the joint dam and
reservoir, the joint generating station, the Adasiya generating station, the
canal between the joint generating station and the Adasiya generating
station, the irrigation canal and additional dams for the collection and
diversion of water to be constructed in the future on the river Yarmuk below
the joint dam and the other constructions and installations required in
connexion with this scheme, as described in Article 2 of this Agreement;

(h) " The Maqarin installations " means the joint dam and reservoir,
the joint electric power generating station and the buildings and installations
required in connexion therewith, and the diversion of the Hejaz Railway
line;

(i) " The Joint Commission " means the Syro-Jordanian Commission
referred to in Article 10 of this Agreement.

Article 2

The two Governments, recognizing that, for physical and technical
reasons, the execution of the Yarmuk scheme is an economical and effective
means of providing the additional water needed by Jordan and the electric
power needed by both States, have accordingly agreed to construct the
following installations:

(a) The joint dam and reservoir, namely the dam for the collection of the
river flow and the reservoir situated on the river Yarmuk in the territories of
Syria and Jordan near the Maqarin generating station in Syria for the pur-
pose of ensuring a constant flow averaging not less than 10 cubic metres a
second, such water being utilized for the generation of electric power, for
the irrigation of lands in Jordan and for other Jordanian schemes, in addition
to the waters collected from the river Jordan and from other sources;

(b) The joint station for the generation of electric power to be constructed
below the joint dam in order to generate the maximum electric power;

(c) The Adasiya generating station to be constructed near the village of
Adasiya in Jordan in order to generate the maximum electric power;

(d) The electricity canal between the joint station at Maqarin and the
Adasiya generating station conveying the water to be utilized for the genera-
tion of electricity at Adasiya;

(e) The principal canal and other installations extending from the
Adasiya generating station for the purpose of supplying the irrigation net-
work and other schemes in Jordanian territory;

(f) Such further dams for the conservation and diversion of water located
on the Yarmuk River or its tributaries above the joint dam as may be re-
commended by the Joint Commission, subject to the approval of both
Governments;

(g) The diversion of the Hejaz Railway Line in the Yarmuk Valley as
required by the scheme, and the construction of the other works and instal-
lations necessary to the scheme.

Article 3

Subject to the provisions of articles 9 and 10 of this Agreement, Jordan
shall in principle assume responsibility for the cost of investigations and
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studies, the preparation of maps and of any other measures required by the
Yarmuk Scheme and shall have the right to engage and employ such tech-
nicians, experts, workers and other persons and agencies as may be necessary
to ensure the thorough and speedy execution of the work and economy in
expenditure.

Syria shall undertake to furnish the necessary assistance and facilities to
enable personnel employed on the scheme to enter Syrian territory and to
carry out duties connected with the scheme within the framework of its
regulations at all stages of the work until its completion.

The two States shall agree, each in its own territory, to provide the neces-
sary communications for the purpose of ensuring the speedy and co-ordinated
completion of the scheme and its subsequent operation.

Article 4

Each State shall undertake to acquire by purchase, expropriation or other
means in accordance with its own laws, any properties within its territory
that may be necessary for the Maqarin installations and any rights connected
therewith to pay compensation in respect of any properties that may be
affected by the diversion of the water or the removal of building materials in
the course of construction or operation expenditure arising out of such meas-
ures, with the exception of expenditure connected with the expropriation of
water rights being charged to the cost of construction or the cost of operation
and maintenance as appropriate.

Each State shall also be responsible independently of the other State for
the settlement of all claims arising within its territory with respect to the
aforesaid properties and the rights connected therewith and for expenditure
arising out of the settlement of claims relating to water rights.

Article 5

Syrian and Jordanian workmen shall be employed, as needed, in the con-
struction of the Maqarin installations; in the proportion of 20 to 80 per cent
respectively. If this proportion cannot be maintained owing to the inability
of one State to provide sufficient workmen, the other State shall provide addi-
tional workmen as long as the difficulty persists. Syrian and Jordanian
supervisors and technicians shall be employed during the period of study
and construction in order to train personnel with the qualifications and
experience needed to operate and maintain the installations after their
completion.

Article 6

Employees and representatives of the two States, members of the Joint
Commission and officials of the technical bodies working on the scheme, who
have been duly authorized by the Joint Commission and are in possession of
special identity papers, shall have the right to travel in the areas in which the
Maqarin installations are situated and in neighbouring areas, access to which
the Joint Commission deems essential to the work, in order to carry out
studies and investigations and to undertake construction, operation and
maintenance work and shall not be subject to any restrictions resulting from
the application of the passport and similar laws and regulations in force
in either State, save however, that the local laws of each State shall be fully
observed in the area which is within its territory.
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All materials, implements, equipment, tools, apparatus and accessories
certified by the Joint Commission as necessary for the Maqarin installations
and their operation and maintenance, shall be exempt from customs duties
and taxes in the two States.

Article 7

The storage capacity of the Maqarin reservoir in normal years shall be
provisionally estimated at 300 million cubic metres until such time as this
estimate is revised by the Joint Commission on the basis of measurements to
be taken along the course of the river and its tributaries over a period of not
less than three years; and the two States agree to exchange information
which either may have collected for this purpose both before the entry into
force of this Agreement and during the period of its validity.

Article 8

(a) Syria shall retain the right to the use of the waters of all springs
welling up within its territory in the basin of the Yarmuk and its tributaries,
with the exception of the waters welling up above the dam below the 250-
metre level and shall retain the right to use water from the river and its
tributaries below the dam for the irrigation of Syrian land in the lower
Yarmuk basin and eastward of Lake Tiberias or for other Syrian schemes.

(b) Jordan shall have the right to use the overflow from the reservoir and
joint generating station at Maqarin for the generation of electric power at the
Adasiya station, the irrigation of the Jordanian lands and other Jordanian
schemes; it shall similarly have the right to use water superfluous to Syrian
needs for its own purposes within Jordanian frontiers.

(c) The electric power generated by the Maqarin station shall be divided
between Syria and Jordan in the proportion of 75 per cent to Syria and 25
per cent to Jordan; Syria's share of this power shall, however, be not less
than 3,000 kw during the period from mid-April to mid-October of each
year. If the share obtained by Syria in virtue of this paragraph is less than
5,000 kw and if additional power is needed for its schemes, it shall have the
right to draw additional power as needed, up to a maximum of 5,000 kw
from the generating stations at Adasiya and Maqarin at cost price.

(d) Each State shall be entitled to sell to the other at prices to be fixed by
the Joint Commission any part of its share of the electric power generated
in virtue of this Agreement. Neither State may, however, sell any eventual
surplus to a third State or to any individual, company, corporation or or-
ganization not subject to the jurisdiction of the States signatories of this
Agreement without the consent of both States.

Aticle 9

(a) COST OF STUDIES

Jordan shall make whatever grants are necessary for the carrying out of
preliminary and final investigations and studies relating to the Maqarin
installations, such expenditure being deemed to be part of the cost of the
final installations.



(b) COST OF CONSTRUCTION

The cost of the Maqarin installations shall be divided between Syria and
Jordan, 95 per cent being borne by Jordan and 5 per cent by Syria.

(C) COST OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The cost of the operation and maintenance of the Maqarin installations
shall be divided between Syria and Jordan in proportions to be determined
by the Joint Commission having regard to their respective shares in the con-
struction costs referred to in paragraph (b) above.

Article 10

A Joint Syro-Jordanian Commission composed of nationals of the two
States shall be established for the application of the provisions of this Agree-
ment, the regulation and exercise of the rights and obligations which the two
Governments have assumed thereunder and supervision over the settlement
of all questions to which its application may give rise.

The Joint Commission shall be deemed to be a body corporate (a body
possessing legal personality) and its members shall enjoy the privileges and
immunities appertaining to diplomatic officers in the State of which they are
not the representatives.

The Joint Commission shall be composed of three members from each
State, one of whom shall be a deputy minister, secretary-general or director,
and another, an engineering expert. It may seek advice from experts and
consultants and may employ such assistants, technicians and officials who
may be nationals of Syria or ofJordan or of other States, as may be required
for the execution of the scheme.

The Joint Commission shall draw up its own rules of procedure. - During
the period of construction its costs shall be deemed to be a part of the con-
struction costs of the scheme and, after completion of the construction, part
of the cost of operation and maintenance.

The Commission shall have the following duties, the enumeration of which
is not meant to be restrictive:

(a) To approve the programme of studies and investigations, preliminary
and final, connected with the construction of the Maqarin installations and
to adopt such studies upon their completion;

(b) To approve the plans for the Maqarin installations, the buildings
to be erected, and any necessary alterations and to confirm that the installa-
tions have been constructed in accordance with specifications;
. (c) To approve all expenditure connected with the Maqar in installa-
tions during the stages of investigation, construction and operation;

(d) To apportion between Syria and Jordan the cost of operating and
maintaining these installations after their completion;

(e) To delimit the special zone for the Maqarin installations and to lay
down regulations for its use for recreational purposes such as fishing and
boating;

(f) To supervise the exploitation, operation and maintenance of the
Maqarin installations after their completion, to apportion the electric power
generated by the joint generating station and to fix the price of surplus
power sold by one State to the other;
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(g) To provide the necessary facilities for weather observation and water
measurement in the Yarmuk basin and for the collection, classification and
publication of information so obtained;

(h) To study methods of preventing silting in the reservoir and the con-
tamination of its waters, as well as of combating malaria, and to make
appropriate recommendations to the two Governments;

(i) To study methods of defraying the costs of construction and main-
tenance from revenue derived from the use of the water and the electric
power and to make appropriate recommendations to the two Governments;

(j) To investigate the possibility of setting up subsidiary dams for
storing and utilizing the water of the river Yarmuk and its tributaries and
to make appropriate recommendations to the two Governments.

The Joint Commission shall supervise the scheme for the Maqarin installa-
tions in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and shall deal with all
matters relating to the completion of this scheme and the utilization of its
advantages. If the Commission is unable to reach agreement, its members
shall report the matter forthwith to their Governments, which shall adjust the
difference by immediate contact between themselves. In the event of their
inability to do so, the difference shall be submitted to an arbitration com-
mittee consisting of two arbitrators, one of whom shall be appointed by each
State, and an umpire to be appointed by agreement between the two States.

Article 11

The two States shall undertake, each within its own territory, to comply
with recommendations of the Joint Commission regarding measures to pre-
vent or reduce silting in the joint reservoir such as preventing the washing
away and removal of the earth, preventing the growth of weeds and blocking
cracks and other measures to facilitate the maximum use of the capacity of
the reservoir. The cost of such measures will be added to the cost of con-
struction or of maintenance and will be apportioned in accordance with
article 9 of this Agreement.

Article 12

The rights of the two States to the use of the water of the Yarmuk basin
shall take precedence over all private rights and each State shall be respon-
sible in accordance with its own laws, and independently of the other State,
for the settlement of all claims arising in this connexion within its territory
in consequence of this Agreement.

Article 13

Both Governments recognize the importance of the Yarmuk scheme and
the expediency of its joint use for the benefit of the two countries, and to that
end agree to assign it a high priority among their projected schemes.



Turkey-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

106. CONVENTION 1 ENTRE L'UNION DES R]tPUBLIQUES
SOCIALISTES SOVIETIQUES ET LA TURQUIE POUR LA
JOUISSANCE DES EAUX LIMITROPHES ET PROTOCOLE
CONCERNANT LA RIVILRE ARAXE, SIGNtS A KARS,
LE 8 JANVIER 19272

Le R~publique turque d'une part, et le Comit6 central ex~cutif de I'Union
des R~publiques Socialistes, Sovi~tiques d'autre part;

Anim~s du d~sir de voir r~gner toujours entre eux les rapports cordiaux
et les relations de sincere amiti6, bases sur les int&ts r~ciproques;

Ont d~cid6 de conclure, dans l'intrft des deux parties, une convention
pour la jouissance des eaux - des fleuves, des rivi6res et des ruisseaux - li-
mitrophes,...

Article ler. Les deux parties contractantes jouissent de la moiti6 de
la quantit6 des eaux des fleuves, des rivi~res et des ruisseaux, qui coincident
avec la ligne de la fronti~re entre la R~publique turque et l'Union des
R~publiques Socialistes Sovi~tiques.

Article 2. Chaque partie contractante se r6serve le droit de conserver
toutes les constructions pour l'utilisation des eaux, qui existent au moment
de la conclusion de la pr~sente convention. Elles peuvent tre r~pares
et rdtablies dans leur construction et seront entretenues et r~pares par les
parties contractantes, suivant leur attribution, conform~ment aux exigences
de l'usage technique des eaux.

Article 3. Pour le partage de l'eau et pour les 6tudes du regime des
rivi~res, les deux parties contractantes 6tabliront des lieux d'observation
hydromdtriques (les points pour determiner les sections transversales, les
horizons et les vitesses de l'eau).

Les deux parties ont le droit de determiner les sections transversales
du lit des rivi~res sur les sections des rivi~res, oif doivent tre executees
des determinations de la quantit6 d'eau.

Le choix de l'emplacement des lieux d'observation hydrom6triques doit
tre fait par une commission mixte, formee des representants des deux

parties contractantes, en nombre 6gal.

Article 4. Pour la determination du debit des eaux des rivieres, les deux
parties contractantes composent une commission mixte en nombre egal,
laquelle, deux fois par an, du 15 juin au ler juillet et du ler septembre
au 15 septembre, determine sur les lieux d'observation hydrometriques les
debits des eaux des rivieres, prevues dans la presente convention, et y
redige collectivement des actes, relatifs A la quantite d'eau.

La commission mixte se compose de deux representants de chacune des
parties contractantes.

Au cas d'abaissement du niveau des rivieres, si l'une des parties contrac-
tantes declare la necessite de determiner le debit des eaux sur les lieux d'ob-
servation hydrometriques conformes, hors les delais susmentionnes, l'autre

I Entree en vigueur le 26 juin 1928 par 1'6change des instruments de ratifica-
tion, conformement ?i l'article 12.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 127, p. 926.
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partie s'engage dans les 15 jours, du jour de la d~claration au Gouvernement
conforme du d~sir d'ex~cuter des dfterminations, A envoyer ses repr~sentants.
Si les repr~sentants d'une des parties n'arrivent pas au d~lai fix6, alors l'autre
partie a le droit de dterminer seule les debits des eaux des rivi~res, mais elle
doit communiquer les r~sultats des diterminations des debits A l'autre
partie.

Dans le cas oi l'autre partie, en ddterminant sfparfment les mmes
debits, aura d'autres r~sultats, elle aura le droit d'exiger de nouvelles deter-
minations.

Les deux parties contractantes participeront en parties 6gales aux
d~penses d'un caract~re commun pour la determination des debits des eaux
des rivi~res, effectufes par la commission mixte.

Article 5. En cas de n~cessit6 d'6lever le niveau de l'eau dans les rivi~res
et de faire des reservoirs artificiels, pour la construction des canaux irriga-
toires, chaque partie contractante a le droit de construire des barrages.

(a) Dans la construction d'un barrage par 'une des parties, la quantit6
d'eau, due A l'autre partie, doit librement passer par le barrage ou par le
reservoir d'eau et le passage libre du poisson doit 6galement tre garanti.

(b) Pendant la construction des barrages, les deux parties contractantes
jouissent du droit d'user des deux rives de la rivi~re pour les travaux pr6-
paratoires et pour l'6coulement provisoire de l'eau, durant l'excution des
travaux, ainsi que d'exdcuter toutes espces de constructions hydrotechni-
ques, des tunnels provisoires, des constructions d~fensives, etc. En ce cas,
ces constructions ne doivent pas d~tourner l'eau sur plus de 250 metres de
l'endroit de la construction.

(c) La partie qui construit le barrage doit prendre toutes les mesures
pour prot~ger les int~rts de l'autre partie contractante des dommages
pouvant r~sulter de sa construction et, At l'ach~vement du travail, doit
compenser le dommage materiel de 'autre partie contractante, si pareil dom-
mage, malgr6 les prfcautions prises, a &6 occasionn6.

Les barrages, dont on peut se servir comme de ponts, seront 6tablis
chaque fois d'apr~s un accord spcial entre les deux Gouvernements.

Article 6. Pour protfger les rives des rivi~res, qui constituent la fronti~re,
d'ftre min~es par l'eau, le droit est r~serv6 h chaque partie de construire des
6perons, A condition de pr6server obligatoirement l'autre partie des suites
nuisibles de ces constructions.

Article 7. Aucune des parties contractantes ne peut changer artificielle-
ment la direction du thalweg du fleuve. En cas ofi les rivi~res limitrophes
s'ecarteraient de leur lit, les deux parties jouissent du droit d'executer des
travaux de regulation et de reparation sur les deux rives des fleuves sus-
mentionnds, en avertissant en son temps l'autre partie contractante.

Article 8. Le droit est rfserv6 aux deux parties de construire des stations
hydro-6lectriques et des moulins, seulement les emplacements du d~tourne-
ment et de l'6coulement de l'eau pour les stations et les 6tablissements men-
tionnds doivent ftre rapproch~s les uns des autres et places de telle mani~re
qu'ils ne causent point des dommages A l'autre partie et pour que la partie
de la rivi~re (la partie libre), employee par la station hydro-6lectrique ou
par 1'6tablissement de moulin, n'atteigne pas les constructions initiales
existantes ou suppos~es pour la construction des canaux d'irrigation et
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autres constructions diverses des parties contractantes, pr~vues par la pr6-
sente convention.

Article 9. Chaque partie a le droit de faire des constructions de pompe,
a condition de profiter seulement de la portion d'eau due a la partie int&-
resse.

Article 10. Le choix d6finitif de la situation et du type des constructions
mentionn6es aux articles 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 et 9 de la pr6sente convention sera
ddtermin6 et flx6 par la commission mixte, mentionn6e dans les articles
pr6cedents.

Le terme de la convocation de la commission mixte sera fix6 pas plus
tard que dans 3 mois du moment de l'assignation de l'une des parties.

La partie, qui prendra sur elle l'initiative de convoquer la commission
mixte, enverra au Gouvernement de l'autre partie, en mrnme temps que la
proposition de convocation, un croquis sch6matique de la construction
projet6e.

En cas d'avis diff6rents dans la commission mixte, toutes les questions en
litige sont remises a la dfcision definitive des Gouvernements des deux
parties.

Article 11. Les ressortissants des deux parties contractantes ont le droit
de jouir 6galement des eaux formant la frontire de la Rfpublique turque
et de l'Union de Rpubliques Socialistes Sovi6tiques, aux conditions sui-
vantes:

(1) Les ressortissants des deux parties contractantes jouissent pendant
les heures de lajourne, sans autorisation spciale, des rivires et des ruisseaux
coincidant avec la ligne de la frontire et servant A '6tablissement de moulins,
A l'irrigation, d'abreuvoirs et pour la peche.

On est autoris6 A s'approcher du bord de la rivire nuitamment, si cela se
trouve etre une ndcessit6 utilitaire, seulement aux points d6termin6s par
un accord mutuel par les autorit6s de frontire des deux Stats..

(2) Le b6tail chass6 A l'abreuvoir ne doit pas passer sur le territoire de
l'autre partie.

Si, accidentellement, le bdtail passe de l'autre ct6 de la frontire, le
berger est autoris6 de franchir la frontire pas plus qu'A 50 m6tres, pour
ramener le b6tail dans le plus court d6lai de temps.

Les points d'abreuvoirs seront fixes et concordds par les autoritds de
frontire des deux parties.

(3) Chaque partie jouit du droit de la pche sur sa rive. La pkehe est
interdite pendant la nuit.

(4) Cet article ne se rapporte pas aux fleuves et rivires Araxe, Arpa-
Tchai, Poskhov-Tchai, Koura et Tchorokh.

PROTOCOLE

Article Ier. Conform~ment A l'article 5 de la convention, conclue A
Kars le 8 janvier 1927, pour la jouissance des eaux des fleuves, des rivires
et des ruisseaux limitrophes de la R6publique turque et de 'Union des
R~publiques Sovitiques Socialistes, le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique tur-
que accorde le droit au Gouvernement de l'Union des R~publiques Socialistes
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Sovitiques A 6lever sur la rivi~re Araxe, h une distance approximative
jusqu'A 750 metres en amont du pont de Karakal6, un barrage pour le canal
de Sardarabad, qui est en construction par le Gouvernement de l'Union des
Rfpubliques Socialistes Sovidtiques; dans ce but le Gouvernement de l'Union
des R~publiques Socialistes Sovi~tiques est autoris6 A faire les travaux de
recherche indispensables sur la rive, appartenant A la R6publique turque,
de la rivi~re Araxe, ainsi que les travaux pour la construction du barrage.

Le type du barrage s'6tablit selon le plan d'esquisse, annex6 au present
protocole.

Article 2. Le rayon oAt doivent tre accomplisles travaux de recherche,
ainsi que la surface ncessaire pour l'tablissement de ce barrage sur la
rive de l'Araxe, appartenant h la Rtpublique turque, sont d~termin~s par
l'aire suivante:

(1) La longueur du rayon des travaux de recherche 6gale A 1,400 metres,
en amont du pont de Karakalk, et la largeur 6gale A 80 metres;

(2) La longueur de l'aire pour l'ex~cution des travaux de construction
du barrage 6gale A 800 metres, A partir du meme point, et la largeur k
150 m~tres.

Article 3. Le Gouvernement de l'Union des Rdpubliques Socialistes
Sovi~tiques accorde le droit au Gouvernement de la R~publique turque de
prendre les eaux du reservoir susmentionn6 A l'aide d'un canal, qui sera
construit ultrieurement par la R~publique turque pour l'irrigation des
champs de la valle d'Ighdir, jusqu'h concurrence de 50 pour cent de l'eau
y contenue et aux conditions suivantes:

(a) La R~publique turque s'engage A participer aux frais de construc-
tion du barrage de Sardarabad, proportionnellement A la quantit6 de
l'eau utilis~e et A l'intret 6conomique que ce barrage accorde aux deux
parties;

(b) La Rdpublique turque se reserve le droit de profiter, quand elle
le voudra, de ce barrage, A condition de verser les frais, pr6vus dans le
paragraphe (a) du present article. Le terme du versement des frais en
question sera fix6 entre les Gouvernements des deux parties contractantes.

Article 4. Pour emp~cher les canaux de la vallke d'Ighdir de se des-
scher, le Gouvernement de l'Union des R~publiques Socialistes Sovidtiques,
qui construit le barrage de Sardarabad, s'engage A assurer jusqu'au mo-
ment oAt la Rfpublique turque jouira du reservoir de Sardarabad, en y pre-
nant de l'eau A l'aide d'un canal, que lesdits canaux prennent la m~me
quantit6 d'eau qu'ils prenaient avant la construction du barrage susmen-
tionn6.

Surtout, afin que la moiti6 de l'eau du fleuve puisse 8tre conduite vers
et aupr~s de la rive turque, durant la saison sche, elle s'engage aussi A
construire aupr~s de la rive turque une 6cluse comme celle qui doit tre
construite aupr~s de la rive de l'Union des R~publiques Socialistes Soviftiques
et 2 r~gulariser le lit du fleuve, A partir de l'6cluse jusqu'au commencement
des canaux de la valle d'Ighdir de fa~on A ce que l'eau ne puisse s'6tendre
sur tout le lit.

L'Union des R~publiques Socialistes Sovi~tiques, qui construit le bar-
rage, se chargera des frais qui seront occasionn~s par les travaux susmen-
tionn~s.
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Article 5. Le Gouvernement de l'Union des Rfpubliques Socialistes
Sovi~tiques, qui construit le barrage, doit prendre toutes les mesures pour
protdger les intr&s du Gouvernement de la R~publique turque des domma-
ges pouvant rfsulter de sa construction et, h l'ach~vement du travail, doit
compenser le dommage materiel de la Rfpublique turque, si pareil dommage,
malgr6 les precautions prises, a &6 occasionn6.

Article 6. La R~publique turquese reserve le droit de surveiller la cons-
truction du barrage, dans le type, dont le plan d'esquisse est annex6 au
present protocole...

107. CONVENTION 1  BETWEEN THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE TURKISH REPUBLIC
CONCERNING THE PROCEDURE FOR THE INVESTIGA-
TION AND SETTLEMENT OF FRONTIER INCIDENTS AND
DISPUTES, AND PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT MOSCOW, ON
15 JULY 19372

Article 2

The "frontier incidents and disputes " dealt with in this Convention
shall be understood by the High Contracting Parties to include all inci-
dents or disputes arising on the frontier between them and in particular:

(n) Any incidents and disputes arising between the two Parties in
connexion with the application of the Convention concerning the frontier
regime.

PROTOCOL No. 2

Note from the Ambassador of the Turkish Republic to the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics addressed to the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics

15 July 1937

Sir,

In view of the fact that, under article 2 (n) of the Convention concerning
the procedure for the investigation and settlement of frontier incidents and
disputes signed this day between the Turkish Republic and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the frontier commissioners are required to

1 The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Ankara on
5 April 1939.

2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR with foreign
countries (published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR), Vol. X,
p. 32. (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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investigate and settle any incidents and disputes which may arise in
connexion with the application of the Convention in force concerning the
frontier regime, I wish to point out that my Government regards this provi-
sion as applying also to the Convention at present in force concerning the
use of the waters of frontier rivers and streams, concluded between our two
countries on 8 January 1927, and in particular to article 7 thereof, which
prohibits the artificial changing of the direction of the Thalweg.

I have the honour to be, etc.
(Signature)

Note from the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics addressed to the Ambassador of the Turkish Republic to the USSR

15 July 1937
Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Note of today's date,
as follows:

[See Note above]

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics shares the view of the Turkish Government as set
forth above.

I have the honour to be, etc.
(Signature)

TREATIES RELATING TO EUROPEAN RIVERS
TRAITIS SE RAPPORTANT AUX FLEUVES EUROPEENS

(i) MULTIPARTITE TREATIES
(i) TRAITkS MULTILATERAUX

108. TRAITt1 ENTRE LA BELGIQUE, LES PAYS-BAS ET LE
GRAND-DUCHt DE LUXEMBOURG, COMPLItTANT LE
TRAITI DU 19 AVRIL 1839, CONCLU A LA HAYE
LE 5 NOVEMBRE 18422

Section I. - Canal de Terneuzen

ARTICLE 20. L'6coulement des eaux belges par le canal de Terneuzen
aura lieu conform~ment aux dispositions h arrfter entre les commissaires
nommfs de part et d'autre pour rdgler l'6coulement des eaux des Flandres,
sans que, de cc chef, la Belgique paie aucune redevance aux Pays-Bas.

Ce rdglement sera 6tabli sur les bases suivantes, savoir:

I L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A La Haye le 11 fdvrier
1843.

2 A. de Busschere, Code de Traitis et Arrangements internationaux intiressant la
Belgique, tome ler, 1896, page 50.
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a) A 1'expiration des deux anndes qui suivront la signature du pr6sent
trait6, la partie du canal de Gand A Terneuzen comprise entre le Sas-
de-Gand et l'Escaut occidental ne recevra plus d'autres eaux que celles ame-
ndes par la partie suprieure dudit canal et par le canal de la Lange-
leede;

I1 est toutefois stipul6 que l'6coulement, par ce dernier canal, sera r6gl
de telle manibre que les eaux ne s'6lMvent pas A plus d'un metre 50 centi-
metres au-dessus du radier de l'6cluse du Vieux Bourg, du c6t6 du polder
Canisvliet;

b) Le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas fera executer, par ses soins et h ses
frais, les travaux ndcessaires pour obtenir le r6sultat ci-dessus, et cr6er de
nouveaux 6coulements h toutes les caux qui se jettent actuellement dans la
partie inf6rieure du canal de Gand A Terneuzen et venant, soit de la Bel-
gique, soit des Pays-Bas, A l'exception de celles dont il a t6 parlk au para. a
ci-dessus;

c) Pendant les deux anndes qu'exigera l'ex6cution des susdits travaux,
les ouvrages d'art, 6tablis sur le canal de Gand A Terneuzen, seront ma-
noeuvr6s dans l'intfret des deux pays, et de la mme mani6re que la chose
avait lieu avant 1830.

Aprbs l'ach~vement des travaux, ces manoeuvres, tant pour l'6coulement
des eaux que pour la navigation, seront r6gl6es d'aprbs les indications des
agents A ce pr6posds par le gouvernement belge.

ARTICLE 21. Le Gouvernement belge pourra faire endiguer, A ses frais, la
plage de Sluiskille, conformdment au projet A approuver, de commun
accord, par les deux gouvernements.

ARTICLE 22. Le gouvernement nderlandais s'oblige A entretenir en bon
6tat le canal et ses d6pendances, l'avant-port de Terneuzen, l'endiguement
de ]a plage de Sluiskille et les ouvrages ex6cut6s en vertu du para. b de l'arti-
cle 20. I1 s'engage 6galement k faire effectuer les manoeuvres n6cessaires
pour la ddcharge des eaux et pour la navigation.

ARTICLE 23. En considdration des d~penses que les Pays-Bas supporteront
de ce chef et du chef des travaux d6sign6s par le para. b de l'article 20, la Bel-
gique s'oblige A payer aux Pays-Bas une somme annuelle fixde h 25.000 flo-
rins pendant le temps qui s'6coulera entre la date du pr6sent trait6 et
le moment off tous les ouvrages mentionn6s dans le para. b de l'article 20
seront compltement en 6tat de satisfaire h leur destination, et A 50.000 flo-
rins A partir de cette 6poque.

ARTICLE 24. La somme ci-dessus mentionnde sera vers~e par le gouver-
nement belge, A l'expiration de chaque ann6e, entre les mains de l'agent
nerlandais A Anvers, charg6 de la recette du droit sur la navigation de
l'Escaut.

ARTICLE 25. Dans le cas off la Belgique d~clarerait renoncer A l'usage
dudit canal, tant comme moyen d'6vacuation des eaux que comme voie
de navigation, le paiement de l'indemnit6 mentionn6e dans l'article 23
cesserait de plein droit, comme le gouvernement des Pays-Bas serait alors
ddcharg6 des obligations contractdes A l'article 22 ci-dessus.
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109. CONVENTION 1 ENTRE LES DI2LkGUI2S DES ItTATS RIVE-
RAINS DU LAC DE CONSTANCE, LE BADE, LA BAVItRE,
L'AUTRICHE, LA SUISSE ET LE WURTEMBERG, TOU-
CHANT LA RItGULARISATION DE L'ItCOULEMENT
DES EAUX DU LAC DE CONSTANCE PRIS CONSTANCE,
CONCLUE LE 31 AO121T 18572

ARTICLE 1. Dans le but de prdvenir par l'abaissement futur du niveau
du lac de Constance les effets prdjudiciables des hautes eaux, le moulin
sur le Rhin, incendi6, avec ses dfpendances pr~s Constance, ne sera pas
reconstruit; ce qui reste des constructions du moulin et les barrages qui
en font partie seront enlevds, tout comme en gdndral des constructions hy-
drauliques de ce genre ne seront plus permises l'avenir.

Des dispositions ultdrieures en vue de diminuer les crues du lac de Con-
stance ne sont pas ndcessaires pour le moment.

ARTICLE 2. Le gouvernement du Grand-Duch6 de Bade se charge de
faire enlever dans le plus bref d~lai possible les restes du moulin sur le Rhin
avec ddpendances, ainsi que de faire 6ter complktement les deux barrages
A gauche et droite en amont du pont sur le Rhin pros Constance.

Pour les frais occasionnds par cette operation, il sera bonifi6 au gouverne-
ment du Grand-Duch6 de Bade une somme de fl. 1.000, dis mille florins
(au taux de fl. 24 1/2) (art. 6).

ARTICLE 3. La commune de Constance touchera h titre d'indemnit6
pour sa renonciation 6. tous ses droits actuels de moulin et d'eau, de quelque
nature qu'ils soient, la somme de florins 24.000, dis vingt-quatre milleflorins:
facult6 lui 6tant rdservde de faire valoir en outre ses prdtentions pros la caisse
gendrale badoise des assurances contre l'incendie.

ARTICLE 4. L'ouverture du pont actuel ne pourra pas tre diminude.
Pour le cas de constructions de nouveaux ponts ou de travaux de defense

des rives dans la proximit6 du pont actuel de Constance, le profil normal
calcul h 400 pieds d'ouverture moyenne fera r~gle en amont de ce point et t
sa place actuelle, tandis qu'en aval on se conformera au profil rtr~ci vers
la tour aux poudres.

ARTICLE 5. Si dans la suite le profil des basses eaux s'6largissait ht la
sortie du lac suprieur, vers le phare de Constance, A tel point que 1'on
efit At craindre que le niveau du lac ne descendit au-dessous du niveau le
plus bas connu jusqu'A present, soit 13'3" au-dessous de zro de 1'6chelle
hydrom~trique de Constance, il devra 6tre par6 h cet abaissement, h l'aide
de barrages propres A maintenir le profil ci-dessus dans son 6tat actuel.

Les frais de premier 6tablissement de ces barrages seront, jusqu'A con-
currence du maximum de fl. 5.000, dis cinq milleflorins, support~s par tous les
Etats riverains.

ARTICLE 6. La dfpense de .... ................. fl. 1.000
pour F'enl~vement des obstacles existant encore (art. 2) et Fin-

Ratifications 6changdes entre tous les Etats contractants en 1858.
2 Confederation suisse, Chancellerie f~d~rale, Recueil systimatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848-1947, 12 me volume, p. 526.
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demnit6 A fournir A la ville de Constance (art. 3) de ......... ,, 24.000

faisant ensemble. . . . fl. 25.000
seront couvertes par les Etats riverains int~ress~s, de la mani~re
suivante:

Bade, Grand-Duch6 ........ .................. fl. 7.000
Bavi~re, Royaume ......... ................... ,, 1.500
Autriche, Empire ..... ...................... ,, 7.200
Suisse, Conf~dfration ..... ................... ,, 7.800
Wurtemberg, Royaume .... .................. ,, 1.500

fl. 25.000

La meme proportion servira de base pour la fixation des contributions
que pourrait n~cessiter A l'avenir la construction de travaux de barrage
(art. 5).

ARTICLE 7. La ratification de la convention ci-dessus est expressdment
rfservde aux hauts gouvernements intdressds.

110. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA SUISSE, L'AUTRICHE, LA
BAVILRE, LE WURTEMBERG ET LE GRAND-DUCHI DE
BADE, INSTITUANT UN REGLEMENT INTERNATIONAL
POUR LA NAVIGATION ET LE SERVICE DES PORTS
SUR LE LAC DE CONSTANCE, CONCLUE A BREGENZ
LE 22 SEPTEMBRE 18672

Suppression des obstacles a la navigation

ARTICLE 3. Les Etats riverains du lac de Constance, chacun le long de
son territoire et sur son domaine lacustre, pourvoiront aussi A ce qu'aucune
entrave ne soit mise A la navigation sur le lac par des 6chafaudages, par
l'exercice de certaines professions ou par toute autre entreprise.

111. CONVENTION 3 REVIStE POUR LA NAVIGATION DU
RHIN ENTRE LE BADE, LA BAVIIRE, LA FRANCE, LE
HESSE, LES PAYS-BAS ET LA PRUSSE, SIGNtZE A MANN-
HEIM, LE 17 OCTOBRE 18681

Entree en vigueur le Ier mars 1868.
Conf~ddration suisse, Chancellerie ffdrale, Recueil systimatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848 -1947, 136me volume, p. 380.
3 Entree en vigueur le lerjuillet 1869. La Convention est destinde A rempla-

cer la Convention relative AL la Navigation du Rhin du 31 mars 1831, les
articles supplfmentaires et additionnels A cet acte, ainsi que toutes les autres
resolutions concernant des matires sur lesquelles il est statu6 dans cette Con-
vention (article 48).

Annuaire Europien, 1956, vol. II, p. 258.



ARTICLE 291. Les Gouvernements des Etats riverains limitrophes, ou de
ceux qui sont situds vis-A-vis l'un de l'autre, se communiqueront r6cipro-
quement les projets hydrotechniques dont l'exdcution pourrait avoir une
influence directe sur la partie du fleuve, ou de ses rives, qui leur appartient,
afin de les ex6cuter de la manikre la plus convenable pour tous deux. Ils
s'entendront sur les questions qui pourraient s'dlever A l'occasion de l'execu-
tion desdits travaux.

ARTICLE 30. Les Gouvernements riverains veilleront h ce que la navi-
gation sur le Rhin ne soit entrave ni par des moulins ou autres usines
6tablies sur le fleuve, ni par des ponts ou autres ouvrages d'art. Ils auront
soin, surtout, que le passage des ponts puisse s'effectuer sans occasionner
de retards. I1 est interdit d'exiger aucune retribution pour l'ouverture ou
la fermeture des ponts.

Aucune concession ne pourra etre accord6e, A l'avenir, pour '6tablisse-
ment de nouveaux moulins flottants.

ARTICLE 31. De temps h autre, des ing6nieurs hydrotechniques d6legues
par les Gouvernements de tous les Etats riverains feront un voyage d'explora-
tion pour examiner l'6tat du fleuve, apprdcier les rdsultats des mesures prises
pour son am6lioration et constater les nouveaux obstacles qui entraveraient
la navigation.

La Commission centrale (article 43) designera l'6poque et les parties
du fleuve ofl ces explorations devront avoir lieu. Les ingenieurs lui rendront
compte des rdsultats.

112. CONVENTION 2 ENTRE LA SUISSE, L'ALLEMAGNE ET LES
PAYS-BAS POUR RtGULARISER LA PESCHE DU SAUMON
DANS LE BASSIN DU RHIN, AVEC PROTOCOLE, SIGNSE
A BERLIN LE 30 JUIN 1885 3

LE CONSEIL FEDtRAL DE LA CONFDItRATION SUISSE ET SA MAJESTt L'EMPE-

REUR D'ALLEMAGNE, RoI DE PRUSSE, ET SA MAJESTt LE ROI DES PAYs-BAs,

animds du desir de r6gler par des dispositions uniformes la peche du
saumon dans le Rhin, afin de multiplier ce poisson, ont nomm6 pour
leurs plnipotentiaires A L'effet de conclure une convention sur la matiere,
savoir:

lesquels, apres avoir vdrifi6 et trouv6 en due forme leurs pleins pouvoirs,
sont convenus des points suivants:

I Modifi par L'article 358 du Trait6 de Versailles, qui rdserve A la France
sous certaines conditions, le droit A l'6nergie produite par 'amenagement du
fleuve sur la section-frontiere entre la France et l'Allemagne, et l'article 359
dudit Trait6, qui prdvoit 'approbation par la Commission Centrale de tous les
travaux ex6cutds sur le meme secteur [voir texte de ces articles, infra, trait6
No. 115].

2 Entrde en vigueur le 6juin 1886.
1 Conf~dration suisse, Chancellerie f~drale, Recued systdmatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848-1947, 14eme volume, p. 256.



Article premier

Dans le cours du Rhin, depuis la chute prfis de Schafffiouse jusqu'en
aval, ainsi que dans tous ses affluents par lesquels l'eau peut s'6couler dans
la mer depuis le Rhin avant sa bifurcation pros de Lobith, il est interdit
de se servir, pour la peche, d'appareils permanents (6crilles, gords), ainsi
que d'appareils de p&he fixes sur la rive ou dans le lit du fleuve ou ancr6s
(filets de barrage, nasses), qui empfcheraient la circulation des poissons
sur plus de la moitie de la largeur du fleuve, mesuree A eau basse ordinaire
et dans la ligne droite la plus courte d'une rive A l'autre.

Cette interdiction s'applique aussi aux affluents du Rhin; toutefois,
sur les parties des affluents qui forment la frontiere avec un Etat ne faisant
pas partie de la convention, elle ne sera appliquee que pour autant que cet
Etat observera un mode de proceder semblable.

Les appareils de peche permanents qui existent dans les affluents du
Rhin ne sont pas soumis A cette prescription lorsqu'ils sont lies A un droit
de p&he accord6 en vue de ce moyen particulier de p~cher.

Article II

Dans les parties du cours du Rhin designees A l'article I (al. 1) et dans
les affluents du Rhin qui y sont designes (al. 2), pour autant qu'ils servent
A la circulation des saumons et des aloses jusqu'aux endroits oa ces poissons
fraient, les filets flottants ne peuvent &re employes pour la peche que s'ils n'ont
pas une largeur de plus de 2,5 metres entre la ralingue sup6rieure et la
ralingue inferieure. Les filets simples qui ne sont destin6s et appropri6s
qu'A la peche de l'esturgeon ne sont pas soumis A ces restrictions.

On ne peut se servir de plusieurs filets flottants que s'ils sont plac6s
A une distance egale au moins au double de la longueur du plus grand filet.

Article III

Dans le cours du Rhin, depuis la chute pres de Schaffhouse jusqu'en
aval, dans tous ses affluents par lesquels l'eau peut s'6couler dans la mer
depuis le Rhin avant sa bifurcation pres de Lobith, et dans tous ses
affluents, toute peche au saumon avec des s(Zegenss) doit 6tre interdite
chaque annee pendant la duree de deux mois.

Cette interdiction comprend:
10 Sur le territoire du Royaume des Pays-Bas, la periode du 16 aoit au

15 octobre inclusivement;
2' Sur le cours depuis la frontiere hollandaise-prussienne jusqu'en amont,

la periode du 27 aoflt au 26 octobre inclusivement.
Les gouvernements des Etats riverains interesses fixeront, chacun pour

son territoire, le genre de peche qui doit ftre soumis A cette prescription;
ils pourvoiront, A cet effet, A ce qu'on ne pratique pas en realite la peche
du saumon sous le pretexte de pecher d'autres especes de poisson.

Les gouvernements se feront reciproquement communication des mesures
prises.

Article IV

Depuis BAle en aval, la peche des saumons et des aloses, avec des engins
quelconques, est interdite, pendant 24 heures chaque semaine, soit du
samedi A 6 heures du soir jusqu'au dimanche A 6 heures du soir, dans le
Rhin ct dans les parties de ses affluents qui servent A la circulation de ces
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poissons jusqu'aux endroits oii ils fraient, ainsi que dans les affluents dfsign~s
k l'article I.

I1 est rfserv6 au gouvernement nterlandais de fixer pour la pfche du
saumon avec des nasses, dans la partie soumise A l'influence de la mar~e,
le commencement de ce temps prohib6 au moment des plus basses eaux
apr~s le samedi : 6 heures du soir et d'6tendre 1'interdiction A deux mardes.

Article V

Dans les parties du cours des affluents du Rhin o6 se trouvent des endroits
favorables pour le frai du saumon, ainsi que dans le cours supdrieur du
Rhin lui-m~me depuis Mannheim-Ludwigshafen en remontant jusqu'A
la chute de Schaffhouse, la pdche du saumon ne peut se pratiquer, pendant
la durde d'au moins six semaines dans la pdriode du 15 octobre au 31 d6-
cembre, qu'avec la permission expresse de l'autorit6 supdrieure. Cette
permission ne sera accordde que si l'emploi des 6l6ments de reproduction
(ceufs et laitance) des poissons pris au moment du frai ou A une 6poque
rapprochde de ce moment est assur6 dans le but de la pisciculture. A cette
condition, l'autorit6 peut permettre la peche du saumon, mme pendant.
la durde du temps prohibd chaque semaine (art. IV).

Article VI

Les prescriptions des articles I h V de la prdsente convention ne sont
pas applicables A la Moselle depuis sa sortie de 'Alsace-Lorraine jusqu'h
Tr~ves, non plus qu'A tous les affluents de la Moselle sur la rive gauche qui
touchent dans leur cours le territoire prussien et luxembourgeois.

I1 reste rdserv6 au gouvernement prussien de rdgler les conditions de
la pfche dans ces cours d'eau, dans le sens de la prsente convention, au
moyen d'une entente avec le gouvernement du Grand-Duch6 de Luxem-
bourg'.

Article VII

Pour favoriser la multiplication du saumon dans le bassin du Rhin,
on pourvoira:
10 A ce que les places naturelles de frai dans les affluents soient de nouveau

ouvertes et rendues accessibles aux saumons A l'6poque de la remonte;
2' A ce que les 6l6ments de reproduction (ceufs et laitance) des saumons

pchds soient employds autant que possible dans le but de la pisciculture.

Article VIII

Les gouvernements des Etats riverains intdressds fixeront, chacun pour
son territoire, une mesure minimum au-dessous de laquelle les saumons
ne peuvent ftre ni pechds, ni livrds au commerce.

Article IX

Les gouvernements des Etats riverains intdressds 6dicteront les r~gle-
ments ndcessaires pour l'exdcution de la prdsente convention, ainsi que
les dispositions pdnales pour les contraventions; ils installeront aussi le

1 Voir infra, traitd no. 200. p. 716
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personnel de surveillance n~cessaire pour l'application de ces prescriptions.
La prdsente convention n'exclut pas la facult6 des divers Etats d'adop-

ter, pour leur territoire, des dispositions plus sdvres I l'effet de prot~ger
le poisson.

Article X

Chacun des gouvernements des Etats riverains int~ress~s nommera un
repnsentant pour son territoire.

Ces reprdsentants se communiqueront r~ciproquement les mesures
prises par leurs gouvernements au sujet de ]a pche dans le bassin du Rhin;
ils se rduniront de temps en temps pour discuter sur les mesures A prendre
dans l'intrt de la pche du saumon dans le bassin du Rhin.

Article XI

La pr~sente convention entrera en vigueur immddiatement apr~s sa
ratification; elle demeurera en vigueur pendant dix ans A partir de ce jour
et, si elle n'est pas d~noncde douze mois avant cette 6poque par un des
gouvernements contractants, elle continuera h rester en vigueur, d'ann~e
en annie, jusqu'h l'expiration d'une annie A partir du jour ofi l'un ou
l'autre des gouvernements contractants l'aura d~noncde.

Article XII

La prdsente convention sera ratifi~e et les ratifications en seront 6changes A
Berlin le plus t6t que faire se pourra.

Enfoi de quoi, les plnipotentiaires ont sign6 la convention et y ont appos6
leur cachet.

Ainsi fait A Berlin, le 30 juin 1885.

PROTOCOLE FINAL

A l'occasion de la signature, qui a eu lieu aujourd'hui, de la convention
entre la Suisse, l'Empire allemand et le Royaume des Pays-Bas pour rdgu-
lariser ]a p~che du saumon dans le bassin du Rhin, on a constat6 l'entente
des plhnipotentiaires de tous les Etats riverains int6ressds sur les points
suivants.

Les dispositions de la convention ne sont pas applicables aux pcheries
de tout genre 6tablies dans les bras abandonnds du Rhin, pour autant que
ces bras lat6raux ne sont pas, des deux c6tds, en communication avec le
cours principal de telle sorte que les poissons de passage puissent y circuler
librement en tout temps.

II

Les prescriptions restrictives des articles II et III de la convention sont
applicables aux p6cheries a traineaux et A filets flottants qui sont spciale-
ment organis~es pour la pche du saumon, en particulier:

a. Aux pfcheries exploitfes, dans des endroits d~terminfs, au moyen de
filets flottants (filets triples);
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b. Aux grandes p~ches dites ((Zegenvisscherijens) exploit~es dans les
Pays-Bas, au moyen de traineaux (filets simples), avec emploi de la vapeur
ou des chevaux;

c Aux p&heries dites (( Zegenvisscherijen s et ((Handzegenfischereien))
exploit6es principalement dans les Pays-Bas et sur la partie prussienne
du fleuve, au moyen de traineaux (filets simples), sans emploi de la vapeur
ou des chevaux.

III

A teneur de l'avant-dernier alinfa de l'article III de la convention, on
devra sp6cialement veiller A ce que, pendant le temps prohib6 d'automne,
la peche d'autres poissons de passage, notamment du lavaret (Coregonus
oxyrhynchus, houting des Hollandais), ne serve pas de pr~texte h la peche
du saumon.

IV

Des que le Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg aura adh6r6 t la pr6sente
convention, l'article VI de celle-ci cessera d'ftre en vigueur.

V

En execution des dispositions des articles V et VII de la convention,
les gouvernements des Etats riverains int6ress6s s'efforceront de maintenir
et d'augmenter 1'effectif des saumons dans le Rhin, en utilisant convenable-
ment la pisciculture.

VI

Avant de signer la convention et le protocole final, les pl6nipotentiaires
n6erlandais ont express6ment d6clare que la convention ne sera soumise
A la ratification de Sa Majest6 le Roi des Pays-Bas qu'apres avoir 6t6
approuvee par les Etats generaux.

En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont adopte le' present pro-
tocole, qui sera consid6re, sans ratification speciale et par le seul fait de
l'6change des ratifications de la convention t laquelle il se rapporte, comme
approuv6 et confirme par les gouvernements respectifs, et ils l'ont muni
de leur signature.

Ainsi fait A Berlin, le 30 juin 1885.

113. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA SUISSE, LE GRAND-DUCHI,
DE BADE ET L'ALSACE-LORRAINE 2 ARRLTANT DES
DISPOSITIONS UNIFORMES SUR LA PLCHE DANS LE
RHIN ET SES AFFLUENTS, Y COMPRIS LE LAC DE
CONSTANCE, AVEC PROTOCOLE, CONCLUE A LUCERNE,
LE 18 MAI 18873

Entree en vigueur le 19 octobre 1887.
2 Par note du 31 juillet 1920, la France s'est d6clar6e dispos6e t admettre

que, jusqu'i la conclusion de nouveaux accords entre le France et la Suisse
sur la peche dans le Rhin, cette convention continue A etre appliqude en fait
(Feuillefidirale de la Confidiration Suisse, 1920, vol. IV, p. 378).

1 Confdd6ration suisse, Chancellerie f6d6rale, Receuil systimatique des lois et
ordonnances 1848-1947, 146me volume, p. 248.
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Les faits ayant d~montr6 que la convention conclue AL BAle, le 25 mars
1875/Mulhouse, le 14 juillet 1877, et la convention additionnelle conclue
A Colmar le 21 septembre 1884, entre la Suisse, le Grand-Duch6 de Bade
et I'Alsace-Lorraine, devaient etre soumises A une r6vision, les gouverne-
ments de ces Etats ont nomm6 A cet effet comme d~l6gu6s:

Lesquels ont conclu, sous reserve de ratification, la convention sui-
vante:

Article premier

Est interdit pour la pche dans le Rhin et ses affluents, pour autant
qu'il s'y trouve des poissons migrateurs (saumons et aloses), l'emploi de
tout appareil de peche permanent (ecrilles, gords) et de tout appareil fixe
A la rive ou ancre dans le lit de la riviere (nasses, filets de barrage), empchant
la circulation des poissons de passage sur plus de la moiti6 de la largeur
du cours d'eau, largeur mesuree A eau basse ordinaire et dans la ligne
droite la plus courte d'une rive a l'autre.

La distance entre les piquets formant les barrages ;k saumons (gords),
ainsi que celle des traverses, devra tre d'au moins dix centimetres.

La distance entre deux de ces appareils de peche permanents fixes h
la rive ou ancres dans le lit de la riviere ou entre deux filets fixes, employes
simultanement sur la meme rive ou sur les deux rives opposees, ne pourra
8tre inferieure au double de la longueur de l'appareil ou du filet respectif.
Si ceux-ci sont de longueurs differentes, c'est la plus grande longueur qui
fait regle pour la distance y relative.

Les dispositions piecites ne sont pas applicables aux ((Altrheines) (Gies-
sen, petits golfes formes par le fleuve). dans le cas oii ceux-ci ne sont pas
relies des deux c6tes avec le cours principal, de maniere que les poissons
migrateurs puissent en tout temps circuler librement.

Article 2

Aucun aplareil de peche, quelle que soit sa forme ou sa denomination,
ne pourra etre employe si ses ouvertures ou mailles, A l'6tat humide, n'ont
au minimum, tant en hauteur qu'en largeur, les dimensions suivantes:

a) Pour la peche du saumon:
Les corbeilles (paniers, nasses), filets flottants: 6 centim6tres; l'int-

rieur des nasses (manchon ou entonnoir de la nasse) 4 centimetres;

b) Pour la peche d'autres grandes especes: 3 centimetres;

c) Pour la peche de petites especes: 2 centimetres.
Pour la p~che dans le Rhin entre Schaffhouse et BAle, il ne pourra en

general etre fait usage d'aucun filet dont les mailles mesures comme ci-
dessus seraient inferieures A 3 centim6tres.

Lors de la vrification des corbeilles et filets, une difference d'un dixieme
sera toleree.

En vue de pecher des poissons devant servir de nourriture pour des eta-
blissements de pisciculture, ainsi que des poissons devant servir d'amorce,
l'autorite de surveillance peut permettre, sous reserve d'un contr6le suffi-
sant, l'emploi de filets ayant des dimensions de mailles plus petites; toute-
fois, ceci ne modifie en rien les dispositions relatives aux dimensions
minima des poissons (article 5) et aux periodes d'interdiction de la peche
(article 6).



Article 3

Les filets flottants ne pourront tre tendus ni fixes dans l'eau de mani~re
A y demeurer immobiles ou accroch~s.

Dans le cours du Rhin, h partir de la chute pros de Schaffhouse en aval,
et dans ses affluents, pour autant qu'ils servent A la circulation des saumons
et des aloses jusqu'aux endroits oii ces poissons fraient, les filets flottants
ne peuvent 8tre employds pour la p~che qu'autant qu'ils ont une largeur
moindre de 2,5 metres entre la ralingue sup~rieure et la ralingue inf~rieure.

On ne peut se servir de plusieurs filets flottants que s'ils sont places A
une distance au moins double de la longueur du plus grand filet.

Si la peche au saumon qui est pratiqu~e dans le bas Rhin avec des
Zegens " venait A &re introduite dans le territoire du haut Rhin, elle

serait prohib6e pendant la p6riode du 27 aoat au 26 octobre inclusive
ment.

Article 4
Sont interdits:

10 L'emploi de mati~res explosibles ou d'autres mati~res nuisibles
(particuli~rement la dynamite, les cartouches explosibles, les amorces
empoisonn6es et les mati6res destinies A 6tourdir les poissons);

20 L'emploi de pi~ges A ressort, de harpons, de tridents A poissons, d'ar-
mes A feu et d'autres engins de peche de ce genre qui peuvent blesser les
poissons; l'emploi des hamegons est permis;

30 L'6tablissement de nouvelles pecheries fixes (trappes A poissons);

les pecheries existant dejA doivent tre pourvues d'ouvertures de dimension
correspondante A celle des mailles des filets (art. 2);

40 L'emploi de nasses pour la peche du saumon pendant la priode du

20 octobre au 24 decembre;

50 La mise A sec de cours d'eau en vue de la peche;

6' La peche nocturne pratiquee par l'intervention active de l'homme.
Les autorites qui exercent la surveillance peuvent accorder des excep-
tions A cette interdiction, particulierement en ce qui concerne la peche
des saumons et des aloses.

Article 5

Les poissons des espces ci-apres designees ne peuvent 8tre ni colportes,
ni vendus, si, mesures depuis la pointe de la tete jusqu'A l'extremit6 de la
queue, ils n'ont pas au moins les longueurs suivantes:

Saumon (Trutta Salar, L.) ... ............. .... 50 cm
Anguille (Anguilla fluviatilis, Flem.). . . . . . . . . . 35
Sandre (Lucioperca Sandra, L.)... .......... .
Brochet (Esox Lucius, L.) ........... ..... 30
Truite des lacs (Trutta lacustris, L.) . ......... . .
Ombre de riviere (Thymallus vulgaris, Nils.) . . . ..
Omble-chevalier (R6theli, Salmo Salvelinus, L.) . . . 25 s
Barbeau (Barbus fluviatilis, Agass.) ........... .



Truite de rivi~re (Trutta Fario, L.) ............
Truite arc-en-ciel (Salmo irideus, Gibb.) .........
Cor~gone f~ra (Fra, Coregonus Fera, Jur.) .........
Palie, bondelle (Coregonus Wartmanni, Bloch) . . . .

Gravanche (Coregonus hiemalis, Jur.) ........... ... 20 s
Marine (Coregonus Marena, Bloch) .........
Cor~gone blanc (White-fish, Coregonus albus) ....
Tanche (Tinca vulgaris, Cuv.) ... .............

Si des poissons n'ayant pas les longueurs ci-dessus sp~cififes sont pris,
ils doivent etre imm~diatement rejet~s 'eau.

Article 6

Pour les espces de poissons ci-dessous indiqufes, les 6poques pendant
lesquelles la pche est interdite sont fix~es comme suit:

10 Du ler mars au 30 avril, pour l'orbre de rivi~re et la truite arc-en-ciel;
20 Du 1er avril au 31 mai, pour la sandre;
3' Du ler octobre au 31 d~cembre, pour la truite des lacs;
40 Du 10 octobre au 10 janvier, pour la truite de rivire;
50 Du ler novembre au 31 dfcembre, pour l'omble-chevalier (R6theli);

60 Du 11 novembre au 24 d~cembre, pour le saumon;70 Du 15 novembre au 15 d~cembre, pour les cor~gones (fra, palke

[bondelle], gravanche et marine).
La pfche des truites striles, truites bleues ou argent~es (dites Silber-

ou Schwebforellen), dans le lac de Constance, est permise pendant les
temps prohibs.

Si des poissons rentrant dans l'une des esp&es soumises A une p~riode
d'interdiction de pfche sont pris pendant que la pfche est libre pour les
autres espces de poissons, ils doivent tre immfdiatement rejetes l'eau.

La peche au saumon, ainsi que celle aux coregones (fera, pale, gravanche
et marene), peut aussi 6tre exercee pendant la priode d'interdiction (alin~a
1), toutefois seulement avec l'autorisation expresse de l'autorit6 comp6-
tente. Cette autorisation ne doit tre donnee que si l'on est sir que les
6l6ments de reproduction (ceufs et laitance) des poissons pris au moment
du frai seront employes pour la pisciculture artificielle.

Si cette derniere garantie est acquise ou si les poissons doivent etre em-
ployes pour des expdriences scientifiques, l'autorisation de peche peut
aussi, dans certains cas, pour les autres especes de poissons indiqu~es plus
haut (alin~a 1), ftre accordee par l'autorit6 competente pendant la periode
d'interdiction.

Article 7

En outre, dans la periode du 15 avril A la fin de mai, la peche au moyen
de filets flottants peut tre exercee dans les parties profondes du lac de
Constance, en 6vitant soigneusement tout contact avec les berges (Halden),
les ((Reiser ) et toute la flore aquatique (Kraebs).

Article 8

Depuis Bale en aval, la peche des saumons et des aloses, avec des engins
quelconques, est interdite, pendant 24 heures chaque semaine, soit du
samedi A 6 heures du soir jusqu'au dimanche t 6 heures du soir, dans le
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Rhin et dans les parties de ses affluents qui servent At la circulation de ces
poissons jusqu'aux endroits oh ils fraient.

Article 9

Les poissons dont la pche est interdite, soit parce qu'ils n'ont pas la
longueur exige (art. 5), soit parce qu'ils sont places sous protection pendant
une pdriode dterminde (art. 6), ne peuvent tre colportds, vendus ou
expddids; dans le second cas, les trois premiers jours de la pdriode d'inter-
diction exceptds. De meme, il est interdit de servir ces poissons dans des
auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Cette interdiction ne s'applique pas aux saumons et aux cordgones
dont la p~che a t6 autorisde suivant 'avant-dernier alin~a de 'article 6.
En outre, dans des cas extraordinaires comme lors de la pche forcee de
poissons se trouvant dans des 6tangs, ensuite de certains phdnomenes ou
d'autres cas de force majeure (par exemple detournement de cours d'eau,
etc.), les autoritds comptentes peuvent, exceptionnellement et sous reserve
d'un contr6le suffisant, autoriser la vente et 'expedition de ces poissons.
Cette meme autorisation pourra tre donnee pour des poissons qui sont
destinfs It la pisciculture artificielle.

Article 10

I1 est interdit de verser ou de faire 6couler, dans les eaux poissonneuses,
des residus de fabrique ou d'autres matieres qui, par leur nature et leur
quantit6, pourraient nuire aux poissons ou les en chasser.

L'autorit6 competente dterminera 6galement jusqu'A quel point les
6coulements existant aujourd'hui, qui proviennent d'6tablissements
agricoles ou industriels, seront soumis A la regle posee ci-dessus.

Article 11

Chacun des gouvernements des Etats riverains interesses nomme un
repr~sentant pour son territoire.

Ces repr~sentants se communiqueront reciproquement les mesures
prises par leurs gouvernements au sujet de la peche dans le bassin du Rhin
et ils se reuniront de temps en temps pour discuter sur les mesures h prendre
dans P'intrt de la peche dans ce bassin.

Article 12

Les gouvernements contractants s'engagent h introduire, autant que
possible, dans leurs lois et reglements sur la peche les dispositions ren-
fermdes dans les articles Ler k 11.

La prfsente convention n'enleve pas aux divers Etats contractants le
droit d'6dicter, pour leurs territoires, des dispositions plus severes dans
l'intreft de la peche.

Article 13

La prdsente convention est valable pour le lac de Constance et pour
le Rhin depuis sa sortie du lac de Constance en aval.

Les dispositions de la convention qui ont trait aux poissons migrateurs
(saumons et aloses) sont aussi applicables aux affluents du Rhin.



Article 14

La prsente convention entrera en vigueur imm6diatement apr6s sa
ratification et aura force de loi pendant dix ans. Apras dix ann6es A partir
du jour de l'6change des ratifications, chacune des trois parties contractantes
sera libre de se retirer en tout temps, une ann6e apr6s la date A laquelle elle
en aura effectu6 la d~nonciation.

Article 15

La prdsente convention sera ratifife et l'&change des ddclarations de
ratification aura lieu le plus t6t possible.

EN FOI DE QUOI, les plnipotentiaires ont sign6 la prdsente convention
en triple expdition.

Fait A Lucerne, le dix-huit (18) mai mil huit cent quatre-vingt-sept
(1887).

PROTOCOLE FINAL

Au moment de signer la prfsente convention relative A la r~glementation
de la peche dans le Rhin et ses affluents y compris le lac de Constance,
les plnipotentiaires soussignis ont jug6 utile et convenable d'insrer dans
le pr6sent protocole final les d6clarations et explications suivantes.

I

Les plnipotentiaires sont d'accord sur le fait que l'interdiction com-
plte temporaire de la peche dans un cours d'eau peut etre consid&r6e
comme admissible et autoris6e, si, ensuite de dftournement d'eaux poisson-
neuses, de manque d'eau ou d'autres 6venements, l'effectif du poisson
menace de s'6teindre compltement (art. ler).

II

I1 est convenu que le premier et le dernier jour des periodes d'inter-
diction doivent etre compris dans ces p6riodes (art. 4, ch. 4, et art. 6 de la
convention).

III

I1 est r6serv6 de fixer pour le bassin du petit lac des p6riodes d'inter-
diction pour des espces de poissons autres que celles designees dans l'ar-
ticle 6.

IV

On insiste expressement sur le fait que les dfterminations qui ont t6
prises A Bale A la date du 22/23 octobre 1883, non plus que les prescrip-
tions qui ont W 6dictees en excution de ces ddcisions, ne sont modifi6es
en aucun point par la pr6sente convention.

V

Les plnipotentiaires sont d'accord sur le fait que l'engagement rdci-
proque qui a &6 pris dans le temps et qui consiste A verser annuellement
dans le bassin du Rhin, depuis sa chute pres de Schaffhouse en aval, un
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nombre de jeunes saumons calcul d'apr~s la longueur de la rive (au moins
1.000 pices par chaque kilom~tre de longueur de rive), doit encore rester
valable pour la dur~e de la prdsente convention.

VI

On considre comme desirable que, dordnavant, il ne soit pas vers6
dans le lac de Constance et dans le Rhin de nouvelles esplces de poissons
sans une entente prdalable rdciproque entre les gouvernements des Etats
riverains.

Fait h Lucerne, le dix-huit (18) mai mil huit cent quatre-vingt-sept
(1887).

114. CONVENTION' ENTRE L'AUTRICHE-HONGRIE, LE BADE,
LA BAVILRE, LE LIECHTENSTEIN, LA SUISSE ET LE
WURTEMBERG ARRPTANT DES DISPOSITIONS UNIFOR-
MES SUR LA PLCHE DANS LE LAC DE CONSTANCE, AVEC
PROTOCOLE, CONCLUE A BREGENZ LE 5 JUILLET 18932

Dans le but de conserver et de multiplier, dans le lac de Constance,
les espces prdcieuses de poissons, le Conseil f~dral de la Conf~dration
suisse et les Gouvernements d'Autriche-Hongrie, de Bade, de Bavi~re, de
Liechtenstein et de Wuitemberg sont convenus d'adopter des dispositions
uniformes.

A cet effet, ils ont nomm6 comme d616gu6s:
Lesquels ont, sous reserve de ratification, conclu la convention suivante:

Article premier

Les dispositions des articles 2 t 12 de la prdsente convention sont appli-
cables au lac de Constance (lac Supdrieur y compris celui d'10berlingen)
jusqu'au pont sur le Rhin hi Constance.

Article 2

Sont prohibds les engins de pfche de toute espece et de toute denomi-
nation, dont les mailles n'auraient pas, h 1'6tat humide, au moins 3 centi-
mtres de c6t6.

On pourra employer, pour la peche du Gangfisch et du goitreux, des filets
dont les mailles ne seraient pas infirieures h 23 millimetres.

Pour la peche des poissons destines A servir de nourriture dans les etablis-
sements de pisciculture et de ceux destines As servir d'amorces, l'autorit6
charg6e de la surveillance peut, sous reserve d'un contr6le suffisant, per-
mettre des filets dont les mailles seraient plus petites, sans toutefois porter
atteinte aux dispositions relatives aux dimensions minima des poissons (art. 5)
et aux periodes d'interdiction de la peche (art. 6). Cette autorisation devra
tre donnee par ecrit.

Le permis devra mentionner les especes de poissons qui peuvent tre
captur6s A cet effet, 'poque hs laquelle cette p6che peut avoir lieu, la partie

I Entr6e en vigueur le 22 decembre 1893.
2 Confeddration suisse, Chancellerie federale, Recueil systimatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848-1947, 14eme volume, p. 212.
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du lac dans laquelle on pourra s'y livrer et toutes autres dispositions qui
seraient n~cessaires pour pr~venir des abus.

L'autorit6 de surveillance peut aussi, de la m~me manire, permettre
la pfche de l'ablette, m me lorsque celle-ci est destin~e A l'alimentation.
On ne devra se servir, A cet effet, que de filets dont les mailles ne seraient
pas inf~rieures A 14 millimetres.

Article 3

Les tramails ne devront pas 6tre places A plus de 20 metres les uns des
autres.

Dans le voisinage du mont, lorsque les berges sont particulierement
escarpees, l'autorit6 chargee de la surveillance pourra temperer l'applica-
tion du reglement.

Article 4

Sont interdits:

1. Les matieres explosibles ou autres matieres nuisibles (en particulier
la dynamite, les cartouches explosibles, les amorces empoisonnes) et
les matieres destinees A 6tourdir les poissons;

2. Les tridents A poissons et les harpons, les armes A feu et les autres
engins de peche de ce genre pouvant blesser les poissons; il est permis
de se servir de hame~ons - A l'exception des engins dits Zockschnur ou
Juckschnur;

3. La peche nocturne pratiqu6e avec l'intervention active de l'homme
(A partir d'une heure apres le coucher du soleil jusqu'A une heure avant
son lever).

L'autorit6 de surveillance ne peut apporter d'exceptions A ces prohibi-
tions qu'en cas de necessite prouvee.

Article 5

Les poissons des especes ci-apres doivent 6tre immediatement rejetes
A l'eau s'ils ne mesurent pas au moins les longueurs suivantes depuis la
pointe de la tftejusqu'A l'extremite de la queue, savoir:

anguille .......... 35 cm Weissfelchen (Sandflechen)
sandre ........... Blaufelchen.......
brochet ....... . ... 30 cm goitreux ....... .... 20 cm
truite des lacs . . . marene ..........
ombre de rivire .... marene americaine . .
omble-chevalier . 25 cm tanche ........
barbeau ..........
carpe ............

Article 6

Pour les especes de poissons ci-dessous indiquees, les epoques pendant
lesquelles la peche est interdite sont fixees comme suit:

1. Du ler mars au 30 avril, pour l'ombre de riviere;
2. Du 1er avril au 31 mai, pour la sandre;



3. Du 1e r octobre au 31 d6cembre, pour la truite des lacs;
4. Du 1er novembre au 31 d6cembre, pour l'omble-chevalier;
5. Du 15 novembre au 15 d6cembre, pour les cor6gones (Weissfelchen,

Blaufelchen, goitreux et marine).
On devra rejeter imm6diatement h l'eau les poissons appartenant A

l'une des esp&es soumises As une priode d'interdiction de pecher et qui
seraient pris lors de la peche autoris6e pour les autres especes de poissons.

On peut aussi pecher la truite des lacs, l'omble-chevalier et les cor6gones
(Weissfelchen, Blaufelchen, goitreux et marenes) pendant la periode d'inter-
diction (al. 1), toutefois seulement avec l'autorisation expresse et toujours
r~vocable de l'autorit6 competente. Celle-ci ne donnera cette autorisation
que si elle est sfire que les 6lements de reproduction (ceufs et laitance) des
poissons pris au moment du frai seront employes pour la pisciculture arti-
ficielle.

Si cette derniere garantie est acquise, l'autorit6 competente peut aussi,
dans certains cas, permettre de pecher, pendant la p6riode d'interdiction,
les autres especes de poissons indiquecs ci-dessus (al. 1).

La peche des truites steriles, truites bleues ou argentes, dans le lac
de Constance est permise sans autorisation spciale, meme pendant l'6poque
d'interdiction de pecher la truite des lacs.

Article 7

Les autorites competentes devront veiller A cc que, pendant le frai du
Gangfisch, les oeufs fecondes des poissons captures soient remis aux eta-
blissements de pisciculture ou rejetes dans le lac aux bons endroits.

Article 8

Du 15 avril A. fin mai, la peche A la traine est interdite.
Pendant cette periode est permise la peche de toutes les espces de pois-

sons pour lesquelles il n'y a pas de periode d'interdiction. Elle pourra
avoir lieu soit au moyen de filets flottants dans les parties profondes du lac,
en evitant tout contact avec le mont et toute ]a flore aquatique, soit au
moyen de tramails et de nasses places A n'importe quel endroit, soit enfin
h 'hame~on, y compris la peche h l'hame~on exercee comme metier.

Article 9

Les poissons dont la peche est interdite, soit parce qu'ils n'ont pas la
longueur exigee (art. 5), soit parce qu'ils sont placfs sous protection pendant
une periode determinee (art. 6), ne peuvent 6tre colportes, vendus ou
expedies; dans le second cas, les trois premiers jours de la periode d'inter-
diction exceptes.

II est, de meme, interdit de servir ces poissons dans des auberges, restau-
rants, h6tels, etc.

Cette interdiction ne s'applique pas aux coregones dont la peche a t6
autoris6e conform6ment s l'article 6, alinea 3. L'autorit6 compktente de
surveillance peut, sous reserve d'un contr6le suffisant, autoriser la vente
et 'exp6dition des autres poissons (art. 6), de la truite des lacs en parti-
culier, lorsqu'ils sont destines I la pisciculture artificielle.

Pendant la periode d'interdiction de pfcher la truite des lacs, le col-
portage, la vente et l'expedition des truites bleues ou argentes devront
tre soumis I un contr6le special.



Article 10

L'autorit6 de surveillance pourra, dans un but scientifique, apporter
quelques exceptions aux r~gles relatives A la largeur des mailles, A la dimen-
sion des poissons et aux priodes d'interdiction de pcher.

Article 11

Les prescriptions 6dictes par les diffdrents Etats sur la p~che A la ligne
dont on ne fait pas metier (sport A la ligne ordinaire ou A la ligne flottante
tenues A la main) ne sont nullement modifi~es par la pr~sente convention.

Article 12

Les Etats contractants rdgleront, conformdment A leurs lois et en m~na-
geant les intdrts de la pche, les questions relatives aux constructions
hydrauliques ou aux autres utilisations industrielles de l'eau.

Article 13

Dans les affluents du lac de Constance dans lesquels la truite des lacs
a l'habitude de frayer, les gouvernements int~ress~s prot~geront ce poisson
pour le moins de la manire prdvue par la prdsente convention pour le lac
de Constance. Ils veilleront aussi A empecher que la migration de la truite
des lacs ne soit intercept~e, dans ces affluents, au moyen de barrages sur
plus de la demi-largeur du cours d'eau.

Le gouvernement du Grand-Duch6 de Bade et le Conseil f~dral suisse
ne devront pas 6dicter, pour la p~che dans le lac Infdrieur, des dispositions
moins sdv~res que celles prdvues dans la prdsente convention pour toutes
les autres parties du lac de Constance.

Article 14

Chacun des gouvernements intdressds nomme un ou plusieurs commis-
saires.

Ceux-ci se communiqueront rdciproquement les mesures prises par leurs
gouvernements en vue de 1'exdcution de la pr~sente convention et se rduni-
ront, de temps en temps, pour discuter des mesures A prendre dans l'intdrft
de la peche.

Lors de leur premiere reunion, ils devront 61aborer un reglement relatif
A leurs travaux et le soumettre A l'approbation de leur gouvernement.

Article 15

La pr~sente convention entrera en vigueur immediatement apres sa
ratification par les gouvernements interesses et aura force de loi pendant
dix ans.

A l'expiration de ce delai calculM A dater du jour de l'change des
ratifications, chaque partie contractante pourra denoncer la presente
convention moyennant avertissement donn6 une annee A l'avance.

Article 16

L'6change des ratifications aura lieu le plus t6t possible.
EN FOI DE QUOi, les plenipotentiaires ont sign6 la presente convention

en six expeditions.
Fait A Bregenz le 5 juillet 1893.



PROTOCOLE FINAL

Au moment de signer la pr~sente convention relative A l'adoption de
dispositions uniformes pour la pche dans le lac de Constance, les pleni-
potentiaires ont jug6 utile et convenable d'insdrer, dans le pr6sent proto-
cole, les dclarations et explications suivantes.

I

Les gouvernements int~ressds pourront decider que, lors de la vdrifica-
tion des nasses et filets, une difference d'un dixi~me sera tolrde (art. 2 de la
convention).

II

11 est convenu que le premier et le dernier jour des pdriodes d'inter-
diction doivent 6tre compris dans ces p~riodes (art. 6, chiffres 1 A 5, et art. 8
de la convention).

III

Les gouvernements intdress~s chargeront leurs commissaires (art. 14
de la convention) de prendre les mesures ndcessaires en vue de l'adoption de
marques de contr6le semblables (art. 9 de la convention).

IV

I1 est A desirer que les gouvernements int~ressds interdisent de verser,
dans le lac de Constance et ses affluents, de nouvelles espces de poissons,
sans en avoir pralablement avis6 l'autorit6 et en avoir re~u l'autorisation.
Celle-ci ne devra tre accord~e qu'apr~s examen des avantages que pourrait
procurer une mesure semblable et seulement apr~s entente entre tous les
gouvernements ayant particip6 A la prdsente convention, c'est-h-dire entre
leurs commissaires (art. 14 de la convention).

V

I1 est A desirer que, lors de l'approbation, par les gouvernements,
du r~glement relatif aux travaux de leurs commissaires (art. 14 de la
convention), on institue des reunions p~riodiques, h 6poque fixe, qui
auront lieu alternativement dans les principales localit~s riveraines du lac de
Constance.

Bregenz, le 5 juillet 1893.



115. TRAITIR DE PAIX 1 ENTRE LES PUISSANCES ALLIRES ET
ASSOCIIES, D'UNE PART, ET L'ALLEMAGNE, D'AUTRE
PART, SIGNtR A VERSAILLES, LE 28 JUIN 19192

ARTICLE 358. Moyennant l'obligation de se conformer aux stipulations
de la Convention de Mannheim, ou de celle qui lui sera substitute, ainsi
qu'aux stipulations du present TraitS, la France aura, sur tout le cours
du Rhin compris entre les points limites de ses fronti~res:

a) Le droit de prflever l'eau sur le debit du Rhin, pour l'alimentation
des canaux de navigation et d'irrigation construits ou A construire, ou pour
tout autre but, ainsi que d'excuter sur la rive allemande tous les travaux
ndcessaires pour l'exercice de ce droit;

b) Le droit exclusif h 1'6nergie produite par l'amfnagement du fleuve,
sous reserve du paiement A l'Allemagne de la moiti6 de la valeur de 1'6nergie
effectivement produite; ce paiement sera effectu6, soit en argent,
soit en 6nergie, et le montant calcul6, en tenant compte du cofit des
travaux nfcessaires pour la production de l'6nergie, en sera dftermin6,
A d~faut d'accord, par voie d'arbitrage. A cet effet, la France aura seule
le droitd'ex6cuter, dans cette partie du fleuve, tous les travaux d'amfnage-
ment, de barrages ou autres, qu'elle jugera utiles pour la production de
l'6nergie. Le droit de pr~lever l'eau sur le debit du Rhin est reconnu de
m~me A la Belgique pour l'alimentation de la voie navigable Rhin-Meuse
pr~vue ci-dessous.

L'exercice des droits mentionns sous les paragraphes a) et b) du present
article ne devra ni nuire A la navigabilit6, ni rfduire les facilits de la naviga-
tion, soit dans le lit du Rhin, soit dans les dfrivations qui y seraient subs-
titues, ni entrainer une augmentation des taxes pergues jusqu'alors par
application de la Convention en vigueur. Tous les projets de travaux
seront communiquds A la Commission centrale, pour lui permettre de
s'assurer que ces conditions sont remplies.

Pour assurer la bonne et loyale exfcution des dispositions contenues
dans les paragraphes a) et b) ci-dessus, 'Allemagne:

10. S'interdit d'entreprendre ou d'autoriser la construction d'aucun
canal lateral, ni d'aucune derivation sur la rive droite du fleuve vis-a-vis
des fronti~res fran~aises;

2'. Reconnaft A la France le droit d'appui et de passage sur tous les
terrains situ~s sur la rive droite qui seront n6cessaires aux 6tudes, A L'6tablisse-
ment et A 'exploitation des barrages que la France, avec 'adh~sion de la

1 Entr6 en vigueur le 10 janvier 1920. L'Allemagne, 'Empire Britannique,
la France, l'Italie, le Japon, la Belgique, la Bolivie, le Brfsil, le Guatemala, le
Prou, la Pologne, le Siam, la Tchdcoslovaquie, l'Uruguay, Cuba, la Grace,
Haiti, le Honduras, le Libfria, le Nicaragua, le Panama, le Portugal, la Rou-
manie et l'Etat Serbe-Croate-Slov~ne ont ratifi6 le Trait6 et dfpos6 leurs instru-
ments de ratification. Par deux Protocoles en date du 21 janvier 1921 et du
29 mars 1927, les Pays-Bas ont adhdrd aux modifications apport~es par le Traitd
de Versailles A la Convention de Mannheim de 1868 [Pour les textes de ces Pro-
tocoles voir: Annuaire Europien, 1956, Vol. II, p. 275.]

2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Giniral de Traitis, 36me Srie, tome XI, p, 323.
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Commission centrale,' pourra ult6rieurement ddcider de construire. En
conformit6 de cette adh6sion, la France aura qualit6 pour d6terminer et
ddlimiter les emplacements ndcessaires, et pourra occuper les terrains A
l'expiration d'un ddlai de deux mois aprs simple notification, moyennant le
payement par elle A 'Allemagne d'indemnitds dont le montant global
sera fix6 par la Commission centrale. I1 appartiendra Ai l'Allemagne d'in-
demniser les propridtaires des fonds grevds de ces servitudes ou ddfinitivement
occupds par les travaux.

Si la Suisse en fait la demande et si la Commission centrale y donne
son approbation, les mmes droits lui seront accordds pour la partie du
fleuve formant sa frontire avec les autres Etats riverains;

30. Remettra au Gouvernement franqais, dans le mois qui suivra la mise
en vigueur du present Trait6, tous plans, 6tudes, projets de concessions et de
cahiers de charges, concernant l'am6nagement du Rhin pour quelque
usage que ce soit, 6tablis ou requs par le Gouvernement d'Alsace-Lorraine
ou par celui du Grand-Duch6 de Bade.

ARTICLE 359. Dans les sections du Rhin formant fronti~re entre la
France et l'Allemagne, et sous reserve des stipulations qui prcedent, aucun
travail dans le lit ou sur l'une ou l'autre berge du fleuve ne pourra tre
exdcut6 sans l'approbation prdalable de la Commission centrale ou de ses
ddlguds.

ARTICLE 360. La France se reserve la facult6 de se substituer aux droits
et obligations rsultant des accords intervenus entre le Gouvernement de
l'Alsace-Lorraine et le Grand-Duch6 de Bade pour les travaux A executer
sur le Rhin; elle pourra aussi ddnoncer ces accords dans un ddlai de cinq
ans ' dater de la mise en vigueur du present Trait6.

116. TRAITR DE PAIX 1 ENTRE LES PUISSANCES ALLIRES ET
ASSOCIIRES, D'UNE PART, ET L'AUTRICHE, D'AUTRE
PART, SIGNIR A SAINT-GERMAIN EN LAYE, LE 10 SEP-
TEMBRE 19192

ARTICLE 44.

L'Autriche reconnait, en outre, le droit de l'Italie de faire libre usage
des eaux du lac Raibl et de son 6missaire, ainsi que de ddvier lesdites eaux
vers le bassin de la Korinitza.

1 Entr6 en vigueur le 16 juillet 1920. L'Empire Britannique, la France.
l'Italie, la Chine, la Gr&e, I'Etat Serbe-Croate-Slov6ne, la Tchdcoslovaquie,
et le Portugal ont ratifi6 le Trait6 et ddpos6 leurs instruments de ratification.

2 De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Giniral de Traitds, 3 me sdrie, tome XI, p. 691.
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117. ACCORD' ENTRE L'ALLEMAGNE, LA FRANCE ET LA
SUISSE RELATIF AU PROJET DU CANAL LATItRAL DE
KEMBS, AVEC PROCIS-VERBAL, SIGNItS A STRASBOURG
LE 20 MAI 19222

Dans le but d'apporter au projet de ddrivation de Kembs, prdsent6
par le Gouvernement fran~ais en exdcution de l'article 358 du Trait6 de
Versailles, les modifications recommanddes par la Commission centrale pour
la navigation du Rhin 3, les reprdsentants soussignds : la Commission cen-
trale des Etats allemands, de France et de Suisse sont tombds d'accord
sur les stipulations suivantes:

1. Le remous produit par le barrage de Kembs sera 6tendu en amont
jusqu'A la Birs;

2. La concession de la chute correspondant au remous sur le terri-
toire suisse et l'autorisation pour 1'emprise supplmentaire sur territoire
badois seront accorddes au bdndficiaire ddsign6 par le Gouvernement fran-
ais, dans les formes et sous les conditions fixdes par la lgislation des deux

pays intdressds, dans le ddlai d'un an apr~s le ddp6t de la demande. Celle-ci
devra tre accompagnde de la documentation usuelle; le bdndficiaire de la
concession recevra immddiatement les indications utiles.

PROCPS-VERBAL

DE LA REUNION TENUE LE 10 MAI 1922,
ENTRE LES D.LGUt S ALLEMANDS, FRAN AIS ET SUISSES

Au moment de signer l'Accord ci-dessus, et en vue d'en prdciser le
sens, les ddlkgations allemande, franqaise et suisse ont fait les declarations sui-
vantes:

Ad 1 1 et 20

La ddlkgation fran~aise ddclare que ces stipulations doivent tre interprdtees
comme impliquant d'ores et dejA, de ]a part de la France, l'acceptation de
la concession, si les conditions en sont 6quitables et raisonnables.

I Entr6 en vigueur le jour de la signature.
2 Socidt6 des Nations, Recueil des Trait's, vol. 26, p. 266.
3 Resolutions de la Commission Centrale du Rhin: a) approuvant le barrage

et le biefde Kembs du Grand Canal d'Alsace, du 16 ddcembre 1921; b) relative
au bief de Kembs, du 10 mai 1922; c) approuvant l'extension du remous du
barrage de Kembs jusqu'A la Birs et ]a rdgularisation du Rhin entre Strasbourg
et BAle, du 10 mai 1922 (Les Actes du Rhin, Traitis, Conventions, Lois, et R~glements
principaux concernant la navigation sur le Rhin et les voies navigables d'Europe Occidentale,
Strasbourg 1957, p. 34/35].
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'118. DISPOSITIONS' RELATIVES A LA FRONTItRE COMMUNE
A LA BELGIQUE ET A L'ALLEMAGNE ITABLIES PAR UNE
COMMISSION DE DILIMITATION 2  COMPOStE DE
REPRItSENTANTS DE L'EMPIRE BRITANNIQUE, DE LA
FRANCE, DE L'ITALIE, DU JAPON, DE LA BELGIQUE ET
DE L'ALLEMAGNE, EN EXItCUTION DES CLAUSES DU
TRAITIR DE VERSAILLES DU 28 JUIN 1919, CONCERNANT
CETTE FRONTILRE; ARRLTtES A AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, LE
6 NOVEMBRE 19221

II. DISPOSITIONS RELATIVES AUX TERRITOIRES ALLEMANDS A L'OUEST DE LA

VOIE FERRE DE RAEREN AL KALTERIERBERG ET AUX PARTIES DU CERCLE

DE MONTJOIE PASStES EN TERRITOIRE BELGE.

80 - Servitudes g~ndrales imposdes 5h la voie ferrde Raeren-Kalterherberg

Sous reserve de cc qui est dit ci-dessus en cc qui concerne 'emprunt de
la ligne pour la pose d'installations diverses et les autorisations hs ddlivrer,
la Belgique s'engage i ne porter aucun prjudice aux conduites d'eau
alimentant l'h6pital de Montjoie, et A ne crder aucun obstacle aux projets
futurs de travaux publics d'adduction d'eau,...

L'Allemagne s'engage, en outre, . assurer la protection de la conduite
d'eau allant du barrage de la Vesdre ht la station du chemin de fer ht R6tgen
sur le parcours situ6 sur son territoire,...

1 Ces dispositions sont, obligatoires, en vertu du Trait6 de Versailles, pour
les Parties int~ressdes. Elles n'ont besoin d'8tre ni sanctionndes, ni ratifides par
aucun organe ou autorit6.

2 Article 35 du Trait6 de Versailles: (( Une Commission compos~e de sept
membres dont cinq seront nomm6s par les Principales Puissances allides et
associ~es, un par l'Allemagne et un par la Belgique, sera constitue quinze jours
apr~s la mise en vigueur du prdsent Trait6 pour fixer sur place la nouvelle ligne
frontire entre la Belgique et l'Allemagne, en tenant compte de la situation dco-
nomique et des voics de communication. Les decisions seront prises A la majorit6
des voix et seront obligatoires pour les parties intdressdes. )

3 De Martens, Nouveau Recuei giniral des Traitis, 3me srie, tome XIV, p. 834.
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III. -DISPOSITIONS RELATIVES AU RtGIME DES EAUX ET COURS D'EAU (ALIMEN-

TATION EN EAU)

1. Losheim-Hergersberg-Krewinkel

La Belgique et l'Allemagne s'engagent:

10. - A ne prendre, dans les territoires traverses par les conduites,
aucune mesure de nature A en diminuer la production ou A leur causer un
prejudice quelconque au dtriment des communes intdressdes.

20. - Avant d'entreprendre toute modification A F'tat actuel des
conduites, modification qui pourrait avoir une ficheuse influence sur la
quantit6 ou sur la qualit6 de l'eau, les deux puissances s'engagent A se mettre
d'accord sur les mesures A prendre.

3' . - La surveillance, le nettoyage et 1'entretien de la source de Kre-

winkel et de la conduite qu'elle alimente, seront assures exclusivement par
les communes belges intdressdes. Pour la source de Losheim il est ddcid6
ce qui suit:

a) En cas d'interruption, nettoyage etc... il sera fait appel A des fonc-
tionnaires du service competent des deux Puissances, et toutes facilit~s
leur seront accorddes pour accdder aux installations et conduites.

b) Les frais occasionnds par les travaux de mise en 6tat seront supportds
en commun par les communes de Losheim et de Hergersberg, s'il s'agit de la
partie situ~e entre la source et le village de Losheim et par Hergersberg seule,
s'il s'agit de la partie situde au Sud de Losheim.

40. - La communication 6tablie autrefois dans l'Our-tal au point de

croisement des deux conduites, sera supprimde, de faqon que chaque
conduite soit alimentde exclusivement par IA source A laquelle elle s'appro-
visionne.

2. Rdgime des eaux des bassins du Dreilgerbach, de la Vesdre et de l'alimentation
en eau de Lammersdorf

La Belgique et l'Allemagne s'engagent A respecter ce qui suit:
Le bassin hydrographique du barrage du Dreilagerbach, la partie du

bassin de la Vesdre en territoire allemand, et le bassin hydrographique qui
alimente la distribution d'eau de Lammersdorf, ne seront pr~judicifs par
aucune construction, tablissement ou usine, dont les 6coulements pour-
raient polluer les eaux.

Avant l'dification de toute installation modifiant l'Fat actuel des lieux
et pouvant avoir une mauvaise influence sur la nature des eaux, les deux
Gouvernements s'entendront pour prendre les mesures de protection nfces-
saires. II est interdit, en tous cas, de laisser s'6couler dans les ruisseaux et
foss~s des eaux nuisibles A la sant6 publique.

Toutes les facilit~s ddsirables sont accord~es aux fonctionnaires, employ~s
et ouvriers du service des eaux pour se rendre librement A leur service.

La Belgique s'engage A ne permettre aucun dftournement de cours d'eau
capable de porter prjudice aux apports des bassins du Dreilagerbach
et de l'alimentation en eau de Lammersdorf situ~s sur son territoire, sans
entente prdalable avec le Gouvernement allemand.

De son c6t6, I'Allemagne prend le m6me engagement pour cc qui concerne
]a partie du bassin de la Vesdre s'6tendant sur son territoire.



3. Alimentation en eau d'Eynatten et de Raeren

Le Gouvernement allemand se porte fort que la Ville d'Aix n'approfon-
dira pas les puits existant A Lichtenbusch et h Schmidthof ni ne modifiera
en aucune mani~re par le creusement de puits nouveaux ou de galeries
nouvelles, la situation actuelle de 'approvisionnement en eau des communes
belges situ~es le long de la portion du Cercle d'Eupen rtroc~d~e Ai l'Alle-
magne entre Lichtenbusch et Schmidthof.

En cas de violation des engagements ci-dessus, les communes ls~es seront
dfdommag~es.

En cas d'approfondissement des puits ou d'extension des galeries de
Brandenburg le Gouvernement allemand s'engage Ai communiquer ses
projets la commune de Raeren avant la mise As execution.

4. Rdgime des cours d'eau

Les deux Gouvernements s'engagent A n'aggraver en rien le rcgime
actuel des cours d'eau qui traversent la fronti&e et A reconnaitre les servi-
tudes dont ils sont frappes concernant l'utilisation de leurs eaux.

V. ARRANGEMENTS CONCERNANT LE MAINTIEN DE LA FRONTU&RE FIXEkE ET LA

CONSERVATION DES BORNES FRONTI&RES

ARTICLE 1. Les deux Parties contractantes s'engagent A prendre les
mesures n~cessaires pour que les cours d'eau, qui dtfinissent la fronti~re, ne
soient pas ddtournds arbitrairement et qu'aucune degradation ne soit faite
A leurs rives.

Aucun cours d'eau ne peut 6tre d~plac6 artificiellement sans une entente
prfalable entre les deux Etats riverains.

ARTICLE 3. Partout o6t la fronti~re est d~finie par des cours d'eau il est
entendu ce qui suit:

Chaque Etat doit faire le ncessaire pour que les cours d'eau frontire
situ~s en entier sur son territoire soient tenus en bon 6tat d'entretien et cures
en cas de nfcessit6.

Ces cours d'eau sont:

Pour la Belgique:

1'. - Deux ruisseaux (sans nom) affluents de la Roer respectivement
depuis la borne 683 jusqu's la borne 684 et depuis la borne 685 jusqu's la
borne 690,

2'. - La Vesdre depuis la borne 827 jusqu'A la borne 829,
3' . - Le ruisseau Inde depuis la borne 904 jusqu'h la borne 912,
4' . - Un affluent (sans nom) du ruisseau Tulje depuis la borne 995

jusqu'A la borne 996.
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Pour 'Allemagne:

10. - L'Ihrenbach et un petit affluent (sans nom) depuis la borne 232
jusqu'A la borne 249,

20. 7- Le Breitenbach depuis la borne 639 jusqu'A la borne 652,

3' . - Un ruisselet (sans nom) depuis la borne 770 jusqu'A la borne 772.
Dans tous les autres cas ofi la fronti~re est ddfinie par la ligne m~diane

d'un cours d'eau, la charge totale d'entretien de ce cours d'eau est r~partie
entre les deux Etats:

La Belgique assure 1'entretien de tous les cours d'eau depuis le Grand-
Duch6 de Luxembourg jusqu'; la borne 332.

L'Allemagne assure 'entretien de tous les cours d'eau depuis la borne
333 jusqu'au Royaume des Pays-Bas.

Les dispositions qui prc~dent ne dispensent pas les riverains, etc. de leurs
obligations antdrieures relatives au nettoyage et t l'entretien des cours d'eau
et fonds. Chaque Etat s'engage A faire auprs de ses ressortissants le neces-
saire pour assurer d'une manire convenable les travaux de nettoyage et
d'entretien. En particulier, les deux Gouvernements, dans leur int&t
commun, s'entendront pour que dans les parties o6i la frontire est constitue
par la ligne midiane d'un cours d'eau, les travaux prdvus s'exdcutent simul-
tandment de part et d'autre.

119. TRAITIt DE PAIX' ENTRE L'EMPIRE BRITANNIQUE, LA
FRANCE, L'ITALIE, LE JAPON, LA GRISCE, LA ROUMANIE
ET LA YOUGOSLAVIE, D'UNE PART, ET LA TURQUIE,
D'AUTRE PART, SIGNt A LAUSANNE, LE 24 JUILLET 19232

ARTICLE 109. A moins de dispositions contraires, lorsque, par suite du
trac6 d'une nouvelle fronti~re, le rgime des eaux (canalisations, inonda-
tions, irrigations, drainage ou questions analogues) dans un Etat dtdpend de
travaux exfcutds sur le territoire d'un autre Etat, ou lorsqu'il est fait usage
sur le territoire d'un Etat, en vertu d'usages antdrieurs A la guerre, des
eaux ou de 1'6nergie hydraulique ndes sur le territoire d'un autre Etat,
il doit tre 6tabli une entente entre les Etats int6ressds de nature a sauve-
garder les intrts et les droits acquis par chacun d'eux3 .

A ddfaut d'accord, il sera statu6 par voie d'arbitrage.

Entr6 en vigueur le 6 ao~it 1924.
2 Socidt6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 28, p. 12.
3 Des dispositions identiques 6taient contenues dans l'article 309 du Traitd

de Saint Germain avec l'Autriche [De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Gdniral des
Traitis, 3 me sdrie, Tome XI, p. 691] et dans l'Article 292 du Trait6 de Trianon
avec la Hongrie [De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Gdniral des Traitds, 36me sdrie,
Tome XII, p. 423].
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120. TRAITItl DE PAIX ENTRE LES PUISSANCES ALLIIVES ET

ASSOCIIES, D'UNE PART, ET L'ITALIE, D'AUTRE PART, SIGNtZ
A PARIS, LE 10 FtVRIER 19472

Article 9

1. PLATEAU DU MONT CENIS

En vue d'assurer A l'Italie des facilitds identiques A celles dont elle disposait
pour 1'6nergie hydro-6lectrique et l'eau fournies par le lac du Mont Cenis
avant la cession de cette region As la France, l'Italie recevra de la France par
voie d'accord bilateral les garanties techniques indiqudes dans l'annexe III.

2. RAGION DE TENDE-LA BRIGUE

Afin que l'Italie n'ait A subir aucune diminution des fournitures d'dnergie
dlectrique qu'elle recevait de sources existant dans la region de Tende-La
Brigue avant la cession de cette region A la France, l'Italie recevra de la
France par voie d'accord bilatdral les garanties techniques indiqu~es As F'an-
nexe III.

Article 13

L'alimentation en eau de la commune de Gorizia et de ses environs sera
r~glke conform~ment aux dispositions de l'annexe V.

Article 21

5. L'Italie et la Yougoslavie s'engagent A donner au Territoire Libre de
Trieste les garanties indiqudesA Il'annexe IX 3.

Entr6 en vigueur le 15 septembre 1947. Les Etats qui ont ddpos6 des ins-
truments de ratification ou d'accession sont les suivants: Albanie, Australie,
Belgique, Br~sil, Canada, Chine, Etats-Unis, Ethiopie, France, Grace, Inde,
Italie, Mexique, Nouvelle-Zlande, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Royaume-Uni, Tch~coslo-
vaquie, Union Sud-Africaine, URSS et Yougoslavie. Le Pakistan a fait savoir
qu'il considdrait la ratification d~pos~e par l'Inde comme engageant son pays.

2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 49, p. 4.
3 Les dispositions de cette annexe ne sont pas reproduites ici par suite des

rectifications de frontire et des changements d'administration intervenus
conformdment au , M~morandum d'accord entre les Etats-Unis, le Royaume-
Uni, l'Italie et la Yougoslavie relatif au Territoire libre de Trieste, sign6 h.
Londres le 5 octobre 1954s [Voir: Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitds, vol. 235,
p. 100].



ANNEXE III

GARANTIES RELATIVES AU MONT CENIS ET A LA RtGION

DE TENDE-LA BRIGUE

(voir article 9)

A.-GARANTES QUE LA FRANCE DEVRA DONNER X L'ITALIE A L'OCCASION DE
LA CESSION DU PLATEAU DU MONT CENIS

L Garanties relatives i la fourniture d'eau prdlevde dans le lac du Mont Cenis pour
la production d'inergie hydro-electrique

a) La France rdglera le volume de l'eau du lac du Mont Cenis diver-
see dans les conduites souterraines qui alimentent les centrales hydro-
dlectriques de Gran Scala, de Venaus et de Mompantero de manire h
fournir A ces centrales la quantit6 d'eau dont l'Italie pourra avoir besoin,
selon le d~bit qui sera ndcessaire A ce pays.

b) La France r~parera, maintiendra en bon 6tat de marche et, suivant
les ndcessitds, renouvellera toutes les installations ndcessaires pour fournir
l'eau et en rdgler le debit conformdment au paragraphe a), pour autant que
ces installations seront situdes en territoire franqais.

c) La France informera l'Italie, A la demande de celle-ci, du volume
d'eau existant dans le lac du Mont Cenis et lui fournira A ce sujet tous
autres renseignements de manire A permettre A l'Italie de determiner en
quelle quantit6 et suivant quel debit l'eau doit tre deversee dans lesdites
conduites souterraines.

d) La France appliquera les dispositions ci-dessus en observant une
juste 6conomie et facturera A l'Italie les frais effectivement engages.

II. Garanties relatives a l'nergie ilectrique produite par la centrale hydro-dlectrique
de Gran Scala

a) La France exploitera la centrale hydro-6lectrique de Gran Scala
de faqon h produire (sous reserve du contr6le de l'approvisionnement en
eau prevu dans la garantie I) les quantites d'6lectricit6 dont l'Italie pourra
avoir besoin A la cadence necessaire h ce pays, une fois que seront couverts
les besoins locaux (besoins qui ne devront pas depasser de faqon substan-
tielle les besoins actuels) de la region avoisinant Gran Scala situee en ter-
ritoire franqais.

b) La France exploitera l'usine elevatrice d'eau adjacente h la cen-
trale de Gran Scala de faqon h refouler l'eau dans le lac du Mont Cenis
dans la mesure et au moment ou l'Italie en aura besoin.

c) La France reparera, maintiendra en bon etat de marche et, suivant
les ndcessites, renouvellera toutes les installations constituant la centrale
hydro-6lectrique de Gran Scala et l'usine 6levatrice ainsi que la ligne et
l'appareillage de transport de force reliant la centrale de Gran Scala A la
frontiere franco-italienne.

d) La France assurera, par la ligne reliant Gran Scala A la frontiere
franco-italienne, le transport du courant correspondant aux besoins sus-
mentionnes de l'Italie et elle livrera ce courant A l'Italie au point oii la

I Voir infra, trait6 no. 181.
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ligne de transport de force franchit la frontire pour p~ndtrer en territoire
italien.

e) La France maintiendra le voltage et la frdquence du courant fourni
conformdment aux dispositions ci-dessus A un niveau correspondant aux
demandes que l'Italie pourra raisonnablement formuler.

f) La France prendra avec l'Italie des dispositions en vue de l'6ta-
blissement d'une liaison tdldphonique entre Gran Scala et l'Italie et restera
en communication avec l'Italie afin d'assurer que 1'exploitation de la cen-
trale de Gran Scala, de l'usine 6l6vatrice et de la ligne de transport de
force, soit conforme aux garanties 6noncdes ci-dessus.

g) Le prix que devra facturer la France, et que devra payer l'Italie,
pour le courant produit par la centrale hydro-6lectrique de Gran Scala qui
sera mis h la disposition de l'Italie (une fois que seront couverts les besoins
locaux indiqus plus haut), sera identique au prix factur6 en France
pour la fourniture de quantitfs analogues d'6lectricit6 d'origine hydro-
6lectrique en territoire fran~ais, aux environs du Mont Cenis ou dans
d'autres regions ofi les conditions sont comparables.

III. Durde d'application des garanties

Sauf s'il en est autrement convenu entre la France et l'Italie, ces garanties
resteront perpdtuellement en vigueur.

IV. Commission technique de surveillance

Une Commission technique de surveillance franco-italienne composde
en nombre 6gal de membres franqais et italiens sera cr66e pour surveiller
et faciliter l'ex~cution des clauses de garantie ci-dessus dont le but est d'as-
surer h l'Italie des facilitds identiques h celles dont elle disposait en ce
qui concerne l'6nergie hydro-6lectrique et l'eau fournies par le lac du Mont
Cenis avant la cession de cette region h la France. I1 entrera 6galement dans
le r6le de la Commission technique de surveillance de coop6rer avec les
services techniques franqais compdtents pour s'assurer que la sdcurit6 des
vallkes infdrieures n'est pas mise en danger.

B.-GARANTIES QUE LA FRANCE DEVRA DONNER A L'ITALIE A L'OCCASION DE

LA CESSION X LA FRANCE DE LA RtGION DE TENDE-LA BRIGUE

1. Garantie permettant d'assurer h l'Italie l'6nergie 61ectrique pro-
duite par les deux alternateurs h 16,- pdriodes de la centrale hydro-dlec-
trique de San Dalmazzo et l'6nergie 6lectrique A 50 pdriodes produite par
les centrales hydro-6lectriques de Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo et Confine en
plus de la quantit6 de courant provenant de ces usines qui peut 8tre ndces-
saire h la France pour alimenter les regions de Sospel, Menton et Nice
jusqu's la reconstruction totale des centrales hydro-6lectriques ddtruites de
Breil et de Fontan, 6tant entendu que cette quantit6 ira en diminuant A
mesure des progr~s de la reconstruction de ces centrales, que cette quan-
tit6 ne dfpassera pas une puissance de 5.000 kilowatts et 3.000.000 de
kilowatts-heure par mois et que, si la reconstruction de ces centrales ne se
heurte pas hs des difficultds particuli~res, les travaux devraient 8tre ter-
mines As la fin de 1947 au plus tard.

a) La France exploitera lesdites usines de fa~on h produire (sous r6-
serve des limitations qui peuvent 8tre imposdes par le volume d'eau utilisable
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et compte tenu, autant qu'il est raisonnablement possible, des besoins
des usines situdes en aval) des quantit~s d'6lectricit6 A une cadence cor-
respondant aux besoins de 'Italie, premicrement, en courant A 16.- p6-
riodes, pour les chemins de fer italiens de Ligurie et du Pifmont mdri-
dional, et deuxi~mement en courant A 50 p6riodes pour les usages g~nraux,
une fois que seront couverts les besoins de la France pour Sospel, Menton
et Nice, comme il est dit ci-dessus, ainsi que les besoins locaux de la region
avoisinant San Dalmazzo:

b) La France rfparera, maintiendra en bon 6tat de marche, et, suivant
les n~cessitfs, renouvellera toutes les installations constituant les centrales
hydro-6lectriques de Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo et Confine ainsi que les
lignes et installations de transport de force reliant les centrales de Le Mesce
et Confine, d'une part, A celle de San Dalmazzo, d'autre part, et les lignes
et installations principales de transport de force allant de la centrale de
San Dalmazzo A la frontire franco-italienne;

c) La France informera l'Italie, A la demande de celle-ci, du d~bit
de l'eau A Le Mesce et A Confine ainsi que du volume d'eau accumul6 A
San Dalmazzo et elle fournira tous autres renseignements du mrnme ordre
de fa~on A lui permettre de determiner ses besoins en courant 6lectrique
conformfment aux dispositions de l'alin~a a);

d) La France assurera, par les lignes principales reliant San Dal-
mazzo A la frontire franco-italienne, le transport du courant correspondant
aux besoins susmentionn~s de l'Italie et elle fournira ce courant A l'Italie
aux points oft lesdites lignes franchissent la fronti~re pour pfnitrer en
territoire italien;

e) La France maintiendra le voltage et la fr6quence du courant 6lec-
trique fourni conform~ment aux dispositions ci-dessus A un niveau corres-
pondant aux besoins rels de l'Italie;

f) La France prendra avec l'Italie des dispositions en vue d'6tablir
une liaison til~phonique entre San Dalmazzo et l'Italie et restera en com-
munication avec l'Italie afin d'assurer que l'exploitation desdites centrales
hydro-dlectriques et lignes de transport de force soit conforme aux garanties
6noncdes ci-dessus.

2. Garantie relative au prix que la France facturera A l'Italie pour
le courant mis A la disposition de l'Italie, conformfment au paragraphe 1
ci-dessus, jusqu'A ce que les livraisons cessent, conform~ment au para-
graphe 3 ci-aprs.

Le prix que ]a France devra facturer et que l'Italie devra payer pour
le courant produit par les centrales hydro-6lectriques de Le Mesce, San
Dalmazzo et Confine qui sera mis A la disposition de l'Italie, une fois que
seront couverts les besoins de la France pour Sospel, Menton et Nice, ainsi
que les besoins locaux de la rgion avoisinant San Dalmazzo, conform6-
ment aux dispositions de l'alin~a a) de la garantie 1, sera identique au
prix factur6 en France pour la fourniture de quantit~s analogues de courant
d'origine hydro-6lectrique en territoire fran~ais aux environs de la vallde
supfrieure de la Roya ou dans d'autres regions oft les conditions sont
comparables.

3. Garantie selon laquelle la France fournira du courant 6lectrique A
l'Italie pendant une priode d'une duroc raisonnable.

Sauf s'il en est autrement convenu entre la France et l'Italie, les garan-
ties 1 et 2 resteront en vigueur jusqu'au 31 dcembre 1961. Elles cesseront



d'etre applicables hL cette date ou le 31 d~cembre de l'une quelconque des
ann~es suivantes, t condition que l'un des deux pays donne par 6crit A l'autre,
deux ans h. lavance au moins, avis de son intention d'y mettre un terme.

4. Garantie concernant l'utilisation totale et 6quitable par la France
et par l'Italie des eaux de la Roya et de ses affluents en vue de l'exploita-
tion des ressources hydro-6lectriques;

a) La France exploitera les centrales hydro-6lectriques de la vallIe
de la Roya situ~es en territoire franqais en tenant compte, autant qu'il est
raisonnablement possible, des besoins des centrales situfes en aval. La
France fera connaitre d'avance As l'Italie le volume d'eau qui, d'apr~s les
previsions, sera disponible chaque jour et elle fournira tous autres ren-
seignements du mrnme ordre;

b) La France et l'Italie 6laboreront, par voie de n~gociations bilat6-
rales, un plan coordonn6 d'exploitation des ressources hydrauliques de la
Roya qui soit acceptable pour les deux parties.

5. Une commission, ou tel autre organisme analogue qu'il pourra
tre convenu de crer, sera institufe en vue de surveiller l'ex~cution du

plan mentionn6 ? l'alin~a b) de la garantie 4 et de faciliter l'observation des
garanties 1 A 4.

ANNEXE V

ALIMENTATION EN EAU DE LA COMMUNE DE GORIZIA

ET DE SES ENVIRONS

(voir article 13)

1. La Yougoslavie assurera en qualit6 de propriftaire l'entretien et
l'exploitation des sources et des installations d'alimentation en eau de
Fonte Fredda et de Moncorona, et elle assurera l'alimentation en eau de
la partie de la commune de Gorizia qui, aux termes du present Trait6,
reste en Italic. L'Italie continuera d'assurer l'entretien et l'exploitation du
reservoir et du syst~me d'adduction d'eau qui se trouvent en territoire
italien et sont alimentfs par les sources mentionn~es ci-dessus; elle conti-
nuera 6galement de fournir l'eau aux rfgions situfes en territoire yougo-
slave, qui auront 6t6 transferees A la Yougoslavie aux termes du present
Trait6, et dont l'alimentation en eau se fait As partir du territoire italien.

2. Les quantitfs d'eau ainsi procurfes correspondront A celles qui ont
k6 habituellement fournies A la region dans le pass6. Au cas off les consom-
mateurs de l'un ou l'autre Etat auraient besoin de fournitures suppl6-
mentaires d'eau, les deux Gouvernements examineront conjointement la
question, en vue de rfaliser un accord sur toutes mesures qui pourront tre
raisonnablement n~cessaires pour satisfaire ces besoins. Dans le cas oft la
quantit6 d'eau disponible serait rfduite pour des causes naturelles, les
quantit~s d'eau provenant des sources d'alimentation prfcit~es, qui seront
fournies aux consommateurs se trouvant en Yougoslavie et en Italie, seront
r~duites pour les uns et les autres au prorata de leur consommation ant6-
rieure.

3. Le prix que la commune de Gorizia devra payer h la Yougoslavie
pour l'eau mise A sa disposition et le prix que les consommateurs r~sidant
en territoire yougoslave devront payer h la commune de Gorizia seront
calculfs uniquement sur la base du cofit de l'exploitation et de l'entretien
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du syst~me d'adduction d'eau, ainsi que d'apr~s le montant des nouvelles
d~penses d'installation qui pourront tre ncessaires pour l'ex~cution des
prdsentes dispositions.

4. Dans le dflai d'un mois apr~s l'entrfe en vigueur du present Trait6,
la Yougoslavie et l'Italie concluront un accord determinant les responsa-
bilit~s respectives qui rdsultent pour elles des dispositions ci-dessus et fixant
les sommes A payer en vertu de ces dispositions. Les deux Gouverne-
ments crderont une Commission mixte chargde de surveiller 1'exfcution
dudit accord.

5. A 'expiration d'une pfriode de dix anndes apr~s l'entrfe en vigueur
du present Trait6, la Yougoslavie et l'Italie procdderont A un nouvel examen
des dispositions qui prcdent, en tenant compte de ]a situation A cette
6poque, afin de determiner s'il y a lieu de les reviser, et elles y apporteront
toutes modifications et adjonctions dont elles pourront convenir'. Tous
diff~rends qui pourraient s'6lever A la suite de cc nouvel examen, seront
rdgl~s suivant la procedure pr~vue A l'article 87 du present Trait6.

121. CONVENTION 2 ENTRE L'UNION DES R1EPUBLIQUES
SOCIALISTES SOVIITIQUES, LA R1RPUBLIQUE POPU-
LAIRE DE BULGARIE, LA R!PUBLIQUE DE HONGRIE, LA
RtPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE ROUMAINE, LA RIPUBLIQUE
SOCIALISTE SOVIITIQUE D'UKRAINE, LA RtRPUBLIQUE
TCHtCOSLOVAQUE ET LA RItPUBLIQUE FtDIPRATIVE
POPULAIRE DE YOUGOSLAVIE, RELATIVE AU RItGIME
DE LA NAVIGATION SUR LE DANUBE, SIGNIE A BEL-
GRADE, LE 18 AOtrT 19483

CHAPITRE I
DISPOSITIONS GANERALES

ARTICLE 2. Le regime 6tabli par la prdsente Convention s'applique A la
partie navigable du Danube (fleuve) d'Ulm A la mer Noire en suivant le
bras de Soulina avec acc~s h la mer par le Canal de Soulina.

ARTICLE 3. Les Etats danubiens s'engagent A maintenir leurs secteurs
du Danube en 6tat de navigabilit6 pour les bitiments fluviaux et en ce
qui concerne les secteurs approprids pour les batiments de mer, A exdcuter
les travaux ndcessaires pour assurer et amdliorer les conditions de navi-
gation, et A ne pas empkcher ou entraver la navigation dans les chenaux

1 Voir infra, trait6 no. 236 p. 866.
2 Entr6 en vigueur le 11 mai 1949. La Bulgarie, la Tchdcoslovaquie, la

Yougoslavie, la Roumanie, la Hongrie, I'URSS et la RSS d'Ukraine ont
ratifi6 et ddpos6 leurs instruments de ratification. L'Autriche a d~pos6 son
instrument d'adh~sion, le 7 janvier 1960 [Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis,
vol. 351, p. 378].

3 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitds, vol. 33, p. 196.
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navigables du Danube. Les Etats danubiens se consulteront sur les
mati~res indiqu~es dans le present article avec la Commission du Danube
(article 5 ci-apr~s)....

CHAPITRE II

DISPOSITIONS RELATIVES A L'ORGANISATION

Section L Commission du Danube

ARTICLE 8. La comptence de la Commission s'6tend au Danube tel
qu'il est d~fini A l'article 2.

I1 entre dans les attributions de la Commission:
a) de veiller A 'exdcution des dispositions de la prdsente Convention;

h) de coordonner l'activit6 des services hydromdtdorologiques sur le
Danube, de publier un bulletin hydrologique unique et des previsions hydro-
logiques de courte et de longue dur&e pour le Danube;

Section II. Administations fluviales spiciales

ARTICLE 20. Sur le bas Danube (de l'embouchure du Canal de Soulina A
Braila inclusivement) il est 6tabli une Administration fluviale sp~ciale en
vue d'ex~cuter des travaux hydrotechniques et de rfgler la navigation;
elle est composde de repr~sentants des Etats riverains adjacents (la R~pu-
blique Populaire Roumaine et l'Union des R~publiques Socialistes Sovifti-
ques).

Cette Administration fonctionne sur la base d'un accord entre les Gou-
vernements des pays qui en font partie.

L'Administration a son siege A Galatz.

ARTICLE 21. Sur le secteur des Portes de Fer (de Vince h Kostol sur la
rive droite et de Moldova Veche t Turnu-Severin sur la rive gauche du
Danube), il est 6tabli une Administration fluviale sp~ciale des Portes de
Fer; cette Administration est compos6e de repr6sentants de la Rfpublique
Populaire Roumaine et de la Rdpublique Fdfrative Populaire de Yougo-
slavic; elle a pour tache d'ex~cuter des travaux hydrotechniques et de r~gler
la navigation dans la zone indiquie.

Cette Administration fonctionne sur la base d'un accord entre les Gou-
vernements des pays qui en font partie.

L'Administration a son siege A Orsova et A Tekija.

ARTICLE 22. - Les accords relatifs aux Administrations fluviales spciales
ci-apr~s ddsign~es sous le nom d'(( Administrations ), mentionn~s aux ar-
ticles 20 et 21, sont portds is la connaissance de la Commission.



CHAPITRE V

DISPOSITIONS FINALES

ARTICLE 45. - Tout diff6rend entre les Etats signataires de la prdsente
Convention au sujet de l'application ou de l'interpr~tation de cette Conven-
tion qui n'aurait pas 6t6 r~gl6 par voie de n6gociations directes sera, A
la demande d'une des parties au diff~rend, soumis A une commission de
conciliation compos~e d'un repr~sentant de chaque partie et d'un tiers
membre d~sign6 par le President de la Commission du Danube parmi les
citoyens d'un Etat qui n'est pas partie au diffOrend et, dans le cas ofi le
President de la Commission serait citoyen d'un Etat partie au diffdrend, par
la Commission du Danube.

La d~cision de la commission de conciliation est ddfinitive et obliga-
toire pour les parties au diff~rend.

122. PROTOCOLE1 FRANCO-BELGO-LUXEMBOURGEOIS, POR-
TANT CRIATION D'UNE COMMISSION TRIPARTITE
PERMANENTE DES EAUX POLLUIZES SIGNP, A BRUXEL-
LES, LE 8 AVRIL 19502

La Commission tripartite des 6tablissements classds, qui s'est r~unie As
Bruxelles sous les auspices de M. le Ministre des Affaires Etrang~res, du
4 au 8 avril 1950, constatant, d'une part, que ses travaux ont abouti A la
conclusion d'un arrangement en ce qui concerne les problmes soulevds par
l'installation ;h proximit6 de la fronti~re de ddp6ts de substances explosives 4
usage civil, et, d'autre part, que les travaux relatifs au problme de la pollution
des eaux exigent des 6tudes techniques approfondies, prend la denomination
de " Commission Tripartite Permanente des Eaux Polludes (C.T.P.E.P.)".

Elle crde une Sous-Commission mixte technique de l'Espierre, qui
sera compos~e:

Pour la France: des autoritds ci-apr~s du Ddpartement du Nord:
Le Prdfet ou son repr~sentant, Chef de ddlgation.
L'Ingdnieur en Chef ddpartemental des Ponts et Chaussdes.
L'Ingdnieur en Chef des Mines, charg6 de l'Arrondissement mindralogique.
L'Inspecteur des Etablissements classds.
L'Inspecteur des Eaux et Fordts.
Pour la Belgique:
Du Gouverneur de la Flandre Occidentale ou de son reprsentant, Chef

de ddl~gation.
Du Chef du Service de l'Office d'Epuration des Eaux.
De l'Ingdnieur en Chef-Directeur des Ponts et Chaussdes de l'Escaut

fluvial en Flandre Occidentale.
De l'Inspecteur des Eaux et Forts, ddlgu6 par le Minist~re de l'Agricul-

ture.

I Entr6 en vigueur le 8 avril 1950.
2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 66, p. 286.



De l'Inspecteur en Chef-Directeur de l'Hygifne.

Chaque d~lfgation pourra se faire assister par des experts de son choix.
I1 est entendu que tout membre de la Commission Tripartite Permanente

des Eaux Pollutes a qualit6 pour prendre part aux travaux de la Sous-
Commission mixte technique.

La Sous-Commission mixte technique a pour mission de:

(a) d~finir les 616ments de la pollution (l'origine industrielle ou com-
munale, le degr6 d'intensit6, etc.), recueillir tout avis technique oppor-
tun, 6valuer la part de responsabilit6 incombant A chaque Etat dans la pol-
lution.

(b) 6daborer un rapport qui sera soumis A la Commission Tripartite
Permanente des Eaux Pollufes sur les mesures A recommander.

La Sous-Commission mixte technique.de l'Espierre est habilit~e pour
traiter de la mme fa~on les problmes pos~s 1ar la pollution des canaux de
la Haine, de l'Escaut et de la Lys.

La Sous-Commission mixte technique se r~unira pour la premiere
fois dans un d41ai de deux mois A dater de la signature du present Proto-
cole.

Les d4lib~rations de cette Sous-Commission mixte technique se d~rou-
leront alternativemnent A Lille et A Courtrai et seront pr6sid~es par le chef
de la dd1lgation invitante. La prerni~re reunion se tiendra A Lille A la
diligence de M. le Pr~fet du D~partement du Nord.

La Sous-Commission mixte technique 6tablit elle-mame l'Ordre du
Jour et ]a procedure de ses travaux; toutefois, elle fournira tous les six
mois A la Commission Tripartite Permanente des Eaux Pollues un rapport
sur l'6tat d'avancement de ses travaux.

Ce rapport sera adress6 aux Presidents des d4kgations fran~aise, belge et
luxembourgeoise, par l'entremise de leurs ministeres des Affaires etrangeres
respectifs.

La Commission Tripartite Permanente des Eaux Pollutes se ru-
nira obligatoirement d~s reception de chaque rapport semestriel de la
Sous-Commission. Ces reunions auront lieu alternativement A Paris et A
Bruxelles.

La prsidence et le secretariat de ]a session seront confis A la d~l~gation
invitante.

La Commission Tripartite Permanente des Eaux Pollu~es se reserve de
cr~er de nouvelles sous-commissions techniques lorsqu'elle abordera 1'6tude
de ]a pollution d'autres cours d'eau consid~r~s comme cause d'insalubrit6
sur le territoire d'un des trois pays signataires.

La Commission Tripartite Permanente des Eaux Pollutes est actuelle-
ment composke:

Pour la France: de deux reprsentants du Minist~re des Affaires Etranghres,
du Repr6sentant du Minist~re de l'Int6rieur et du Repr~sentant du Minist~re
de l'Industrie et du Commerce;

Pour ]a Belgique: du Repr6sentant du Ministhre des Affaires Etranghres,
du Directeur Gin6ral de 'Hygihne, du Chef de l'Office d'6puration des
eaux us6es;

Pour le Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg: du Directeur des Services Agri-
coles.

Les dispositions du pr6sent Protocole entrent en vigueur imm~diatement.
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123. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA RtZPUBLIQUE FFDZRALE
D'ALLEMAGNE, LA Rt2PUBLIQUE FRANQAISE ET LE
GRAND-DUCHC DE LUXEMBOURG AU SUJET DE LA CANA-
LISATION DE LA MOSELLE, SIGNtE A LUXEMBOURG,
LE 27 OCTOBRE 19562

CHAPITRE I

Rdalisation de l'amdnagement de la Moselle et entretien de la Moselle canalisde-
Utilisation de l'dnergie hydro-dectrique

ARTICLE 1. (1) Les Etats contractants, conformfment aux dispositions
ci-dessous, agiront en commun pour rendre accessible aux bateaux de
1,500 tonnes le cours de la Moselle entre Thionville et Coblence.

(2) La description des travaux i accomplir en execution de la pr~sente
Convention ainsi que leur delimitation par rapport aux travaux relatifs aux
centrales 6lectriques font l'objet de l'annexe I de la pr~sente Convention.

(3) Les travaux doivent tenir compte des besoins de 1'6lectricit6, de
'agriculture, de la pfche, de l'hydrologie et du tourisme. Ils doivent &re

accomplis de mani~re A respecter, dans toute la mesure du possible, l'har-
monie des sites.

ARTICLE 7. La construction des centrales et l'utilisation de l'6nergie
hydro-6lectrique de la Moselle sont rdservdes A chacun des Etats contractants
sur son territoire.

CHAPITRE VI

Dispositions gdnerales

ARTICLE 54. Les Etats contractants s'engagent ;k veiller ce qu'aucune
mesure ne soit prise qui porte gravement atteinte A la production de l'6ner-
gie hydro-6lectrique et notamment A ce que les eaux de la Moselle et de
ses affluents ne soient pas d~tourn~es vers un autre bassin fluvial.

ARTICLE 55. Les Etats contractants prendront les mesures requises pour
assurer la protection des eaux de la Moselle et de ses affluents contre
leur pollution, et, A cet effet, une collaboration appropri&e s'6tablira entre
les services comptents desdits Etats.

ARTICLE 56. Les Gouvernements des Etats contractants r~gleront d'un
commun accord et A titre bilateral ou multilat~ral les problmes r6sultant

I Entree en vigueur le 31 d&embre 1956, par l'&hange des instruments de
ratification.

2 Ministre f~d~ral de la Justice de la Rdpublique F~drale d'Allemagne,
Bundesgesetzblatt, Nr. 36, 1956, Partie II, p. 1838.
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du statut juridique des sections de la Moselle formant frontire entre le
Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg et la R~publique F~ddrale d'Allemagne et/ou
la R~publique Franqaise respectivement, tel que ce statut est ddfini par les
conventions internationales existantes, notamment en ce qui concerne les
questions relatives A la construction des ouvrages, A l'exploitation, A Fen-
tretien et au renouvellement de ces ouvrages et de la voie navigable, A
l'utilisation des ressources hydrauliques, ainsi qu'A la competence des
tribunaux visas aux articles 34 et suivants.

CHAPITRE VII

R~glement des diffdrends

ARTICLE 57. Les diffdrends entre les Etats contractants relatifs A l'inter-
pr~tation ou A l'application de la prdsente Convention seront, dans la
mesure du possible, rgl~s d'un commun accord.

ARTICLE 58. Au cas oi un diffrend ne pourrait, dans un d~lai de
trois mois, tre rfgle de cette maniere, il sera soumis A un Tribunal arbitral
A la requfte de l'un des Etats contractants.

ARTICLE 59. (1) Le Tribunal arbitral sera compos6 dans chaque cas
de la fa~on suivante: chacune des Parties au diffirend nommera un arbitre
et ces derniers designeront d'un commun accord un sur-arbitre appartenant
A un Etat tiers. Si les arbitres et le sur-arbitre n'ont pas 6t6 designes dans
un delai de trois mois apres que l'un des Etats contractants aura fait
connaitres on intention de saisir le Tribunal arbitral, chaque Partie pourra,
en l'absence de tout autre accordi demander au President de la Cour Inter-
nationale de Justice de proceder aux nominations necessaires. Au cas oia
le President aurait la nationalite de l'un des Etats contractants ou serait
empeche pour un autre motif, le Vice-President sera charge de proceder
aux nominations necessaires.

(2) Le Tribunal arbitral decidera A la majorite des voix. En cas de
partage des voix, la voix du President sera preponderante. Les decisions du
Tribunal lieront les Parties. Les Parties au differend supporteront les
frais de l'arbitre qu'elles auront designe et se partageront A part egale les
autres frais. Sur les autres points, le Tribunal arbitral reglera lui-meme sa
procedure.

ARTICLE 60. Au cas o6a, pendant la construction du canal, un differend
ne pourrait 6tre regle dans le delai d'un mois, et si les Parties au differend
etaient d'accord pour recourir A une procedure d'urgence, le litige sera
soumis A l'arbitrage d'un expert unique appartenant A un pays tiers et
choisi d'un commun accord par celles-ci. Sil'expert n'a pas 6t designe dans un
delai d'un mois, apr~s que l'une des Parties aura fait connmaitre son inten-
tion de recourir A la procedure d'urgence, chaque Partie pourra demander au
President de la Cour Internationale de Justice de proceder A sa nomination.

ARTICLE 61. (1) Chacun des Etats contractants pourra intervenir dans
un differend entre les deux autres Parties s'il justifie d'un interet A la solution
de celui-ci; cette intervention ne pourra avoir d'autre objet que le soutien
des pretentions de l'une des Parties.

(2) Dans les cas vises A l'article 58, cette intervention ne modifiera pas
la composition initiale du tribunal, telle qu'elle est prevue A l'article 59.
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ARTICLE 62. La pr~sente Convention et ses deux annexes entreront en
vigueur 6, la date de 1'6change des instruments de ratification.

ANNEXE I

Description des travauxfaisant l'objet de la Convention-Ddlimitation
entre ces travaux et ceux relatifs aux centrales dlectriques

ARTICLE 3. Dans le cas ofi une usine hydro-6lectrique serait accole au
barrage h construire, les projets devront fixer la limite entre les deux
ouvrages, de faqon telle que le barrage puisse 8tre construit inddpendam-
ment de l'usine.

ARTICLE 4." Le choix des types d'ouvrages, des procfdds de construction,
des caractdristiques des bouchures des barrages et des portes des 6cluses
devra assurer la securit6 du fonctionnement, la facilit6 de l'entretien, pr6-
server l'harmonie des sites de la Moselle et permettre d'obtenir les prix les
plus favorables.

ARTICLE 5. Dans le cas ofi la construction d'une centrale 6lectrique
serait effectu~e par une entreprise construisant en meme temps le barrage
ou l'Pcluse accole, il sera fait une repartition equitable de tous les frais
generaux de chantier entre les deux maitres de 'oeuvre.

124. TRAITt1' ENTRE LA BELGIQUE, LA RtPUBLIQUE FItDI-
RALE D'ALLEMAGNE, LA FRANCE, L'ITALIE, LE LUXEM-
BOURG ET LES PAYS-BAS INSTITUANT LA COMMUNAUTt
EUROPI ENNE DE L'INERGIE ATOMIQUE (EURATOM),
SIGNI A ROME LE 25 MARS 19572

CHAPITRE III

La protection sanitaire

ARTICLE 35. Chaque Etat membre etablit les installations necessaires
pour effectuer le contr6le permanent du taux de la radio-activit6 de l'at-
mosphere, des eaux et du sol, ainsi que le contr6le du respect des normes de
base.

La Commission a le droit d'acceder A ces installations de contr6le; elle
peut en verifier le fonctionnement et l'efficacite.

ARTICLE 36. - Les renseignements concernant les contr6les vises h
Particle 35 sont communiques regulierement par les autorites compltentes A

1 Entre en vigueur le Ier janvier 1958.
2 Nations Unies, Recuei des Traitds, vol. 298, p. 267. Voir aussi: Annuaire

Europden, vol. V, 1959, p. 454.
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la Commission, afin que celle-ci soit tenue au courant du taux de la radio-
activit6 susceptible d'exercer une influence sur la population.

ARTICLE 37. - Chaque Etat membre est tenu de fournir A la Commission
les donndes gdndrales de tout projet de rejet d'effluents radio-actifs sous
n'importe quelle forme, permettant de determiner si la mise en oeuvre de
ce projet est susceptible d'entrainer une contamination radio-active des
eaux, du sol ou de l'espace adrien d'un autre Etat membre.

La Commission, apr~s consultation du groupe d'experts vis6 A l'article 31,
6met son avis dans un ddlai de six mois.

ARTICLE 38. La Commission adresse aux Etats membres toutes recom-
mandations en ce qui concerne le taux de radio-activit6 de l'atmosph~re,
des eaux et du sol.

En cas d'urgence, la Commission arrfte une directive par laquelle elle
enjoint A l'Etat membre en cause de prendre, dans le delai qu'elle dttermine,
toutes les mesures necessaires pour 6viter un depassement des normes de
base et pour assurer le respect des reglementations.

Si 'cet Etat ne se conforme pas, dans le delai imparti, h la directive de la
Commission, celle-ci ou tout Etat membre intdress6 peut, par derogation
aux articles 141 et 142, saisir immddiatement la Cour de Justice.

ARTICLE 39. La Commission 6tablit dans le cadre du Centre commun de
recherches nucleaires, et des la creation de celui-ci, une section de documen-
tation et d'6tudes des questions de protection sanitaire.

Cette section a notamment pour mission de rassembler la documentation
et les renseignements vises aux articles 33, 37 et 38, et d'assister la Commis-
sion dans 'execution des tiches qui lui sont imparties par le present chapitre.

125. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE
ROMANIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA, THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCERNING FISHING IN THE
WATERS OF THE DANUBE, SIGNED AT BUCHAREST,
ON 29 JANUARY 19582

Having a common interest in the rational utilization and expansion of the
stocks of fish in the river Danube,

Recognizing the need for co-operation in working out a scientific basis for
intensive augmentation of the stocks of fish and the regulation of fishing,

Article 1

The Contracting Parties agree to regulate fishing in the waters of the
Danube throughout its course within the territory of the Contracting Parties

I Came into force on 20 December 1958.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 339, p. 58.



to the point of entry into the Black Sea, inclucing the Danube Delta, in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention.

Article 2

Each Contracting Party shall exercise the right of fishing in the Danube
in its own waters bounded by the State frontier.

Article 3

This Convention shall apply to the waters of the Danube, including its
mouth, to tributaries of the Danube up to the maximum extent of its flood
waters, and to lakes, estuaries and pools permanently or temporarily con-
nected with the Danube, in the Danube flood-basin in the territory of the
Contracting Parties, including the area adjoining the mouth.

Article 4

The Contracting Parties agree to put into effect and apply on their own
sections of the Danube and on the waters referred to in article 3, simulta-
neously with the entry into force of this Convention, the Regulations for
Fishing in the River Danube which are annexed to and form an integral
part of this Convention.

Article 5

The Contracting Parties agree to carry out in the river Danube and in the
waters referred to in article 3 improvement works and piscicultural opera-
tions to ameliorate the natural conditions for the breeding, growth and
normal increase in stocks of fish of economic importance.

In the event of the erection on the Danube of water engineering works,
in particular dams, which may change the hydrological and hydrobiological
regime of the river, those Contracting Parties which construct and use the
said works shall prepare in advance and apply jointly a plan of action to
safeguard the normal migratory movements of fish.

The Contracting Parties shall at the same time carry out such piscicultural
operations as will safeguard the normal breeding and development of econo-
mically valuable species of fish, in the sections of the river situated above
and below the said works, under the new environmental conditions created
by the erection of those works.

The question of payment of the costs of construction and use of piscicul-
tural and water improvement works on the Danube shall be resolved in
each individual case by agreement between the States concerned.

Article 6

In order to increase the stocks of economically valuable species of fish in
the waters referred to in this Convention, stations for the artificial breeding
of such species of fish, in particular the acipenseridae, shall be established as
necessary.

Article 7

The Contracting Parties shall work out and apply measures to prevent the
contamination and pollution of the river Danube and of the waters referred
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to in article 3 by unclarified sewage and other waste from industrial and
municipal undertakings which are harmful to fish and other aquatic or-
ganisms, and measures to regulate blasting operations.

Article 8

In the interests of rational fishing and in order to ensure the normal breed-
ing and conservation of economically valuable species of fish, the Contract-
ing Parties shall communicate to one another, in good time, information
on the catches and migratory movements of fish in all waters to which this
Convention applies.

Article 9

In order to strengthen scientific and technical collaboration in matters of
fishery economy, fish breeding and hydrobiology in the Danube basin, the
Contracting Parties shall co-operate with one another under the appro-
priate scientific and technical agreements.

Article 10

For purposes of scientific research the Contracting Parties may conduct
joint experimental fishing operations in the Danube waters of any of the
States Parties to this Convention, on the basis of recommendations by the
Mixed Commission and by agreement between the countries concerned in
each particular case.

Article 11

With a view to working out and co-ordinating measures for the applica-
tion of this Convention, a Mixed Commission shall be established. Each
Contracting Party shall appoint two representatives to the sai~d Commis-
sion within three months after the entry into force of this Convention.
The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall communicate to one
another through the diplomatic channel the names of their representatives
on the Commission.

The Mixed Commission shall meet at least once a year in the territory
of each of the Contracting Parties in turn.

The Mixed Commission shall function under a statute which shall be
drafted by the Commission at its first meeting after the entry into force of
this Convention and approved by the Governments of the Contracting
Parties.

The place and date of meeting of the Mixed Commission shall be fixed
by the Commission in advance.

Article 12

It shall be the duty of the Mixed Commission:
(1) To work out agreed measures, arising out of this Convention, for the

regulation of fishing and the augmentation of the stocks of fish in the river
Danube;

(2) To present proposals to the Contracting Parties with a view to
amending or supplementing the Regulations for Fishing in the River
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Danube and to take decisions on questions which it is authorized under the
said Fishing Regulations to resolve;

(3) To organize the exchange of information among the Contracting
Parties concerning the implementation of this Convention;

(4) To co-ordinate the planning of scientific research projects on the
study of fishing in the Danube to be conducted jointly or severally by the
competent agencies of the Contracting Parties;

(5) To determine the nature and scope of the statistical and other data
which each Contracting Party shall furnish to the Mixed Commission for the
purpose of implementing this Convention;

(6) To deal with such other matters as the Contracting Parties may refer
to it.

Article 13

The Mixed Commission may make recommendations to the Contracting
Parties on the matters within its competence.

The recommendations of the Mixed Commission and its decisions on the
matters mentioned in article 12 above shall be deemed adopted by the
Commission if they receive the favourable votes of the representatives of all
the countries members thereof.

Article 14

In order that the measures to regulate fishing and operations for breeding
and increasing the stocks of economically valuable species of fish may be
extended to other parts of the Danube, this Convention shall be open for
accession by other Danubian States.

Article 15

This Convention shall not impede the conclusion of bilateral agreements
on matters relating to fishing in the Danube between any two Contracting
Parties or between a Contracting Party and any other Danubian State,
provided that such agreements do not conflict with the interests of the conser-
vation of stocks of fish or with the Fishing Regulations laid down by this
Convention.

ANNEX

REGULATIONS FOR FISHING THE RIVER DANUBE AND IN THE WATERS REFERRED

TO IN ARTICLE 3 OF THE 'CONVENTION

PART I.

PROHIBITED PLACES AND TIMES FOR FISHING

Article 1

Fishing in the waters of the river Danube shall be prohibited each year
for a period of thirty days between 15 April and 15 June, according to
hydrometeorological conditions.

In 1958 the close period shall be from 15 April to 15 May. Thereafter
the dates of the close period shall be determined by the Mixed Commission.
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The Contracting Parties may by common agreement stagger the close
period by sectors of the Danube, provided that such period is of thirty
days' duration and falls between 15 April and 15 June.

The close period for the taking of acipenseridae and herring shall be as
prescribed in article 2 below.

Article 2

For the acipenseridae the close period, sector by sector, shall be as follows:

- In the sector from the Black Sea to the mouth of the Prut: 15 March to
15 April;

- In the sector from the mouth of the Prut to the mouth of the Timok:
'15 April to 15 May;

- In the sector from the mouth of the Timok up to Kladovo: 15 May to
15 June.

For the taking of Danube herring the close period, sector by sector, shall
be as follows:

- In the sector from the Black Sea to Ceatalul Ismail: five consecutive
days in the period between 15 March and 1 May;

- In the sector from Ceatalul Ismail to Vadul Oii: twenty consecutive
days in the period between 1 April and 15 May;

- In the sector from Vadul Oii to the mouth of the Timok: thirty conse-
cutive days in the period between 15 April and 1 July.

The date of each close period shall be recommended by the Fishery
Research Institute of the Romanian People's Republic and shall be com-
municated to the Parties not later than ten days before the start of the-close
period.

Article 3

In order to safeguard the passage of Danube herring and acipenseridae
in breeding condition into the Danube and the escape of the young of
these species to the sea, fishing shall be prohibited throughout the year
in the waters adjoining the mouth, in corridors extending laterally one kilo-
metre on either side of the axis of each branch of the river and a distance
of five kilometres out to sea.

During the period 1 June to 31 July the corridors referred to in the first
paragraph of this article shall be extended laterally one additional kilometre
on either side, so that each corridor covers a zone with a total width of four
kilometres.

Article 4

The taking of Black Sea salmon (salmo trutta labrax) and Danube salmon
(salmo hucho) in the Danube shall be prohibited throughout the year.

The taking of the said salmon may be permitted solely for purposes of
pisciculture and scientific research.

PART II

PROHIBITED TACKLE AND METHODS OF FISHING

Article 5

The following shall be prohibited throughout the year:
(1) Fishing with anchovy, sardine and herring seines in the system of the
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Danube and in the waters adjoining the mouth for a distance of ten kilo-
metres out to sea, over a zone extending laterally two kilometres on either
side of the axis of each branch of the river;

(2) Fishing with drag-nets or trawls in the waters adjoining the mouth
of the Danube;

(3) The use of explosive, poisonous and narcotic substances and of
firearms for the purpose of fishing in the river Danube, in any waters con-
nected therewith (channels, lakes, estuaries or pools) and in the waters
adjoining the mouth;

(4) Fishing for acipenseridae with ahana nets;
(5) Fishing with fish-traps and bag-nets in the waters of the Danube

shall henceforth be regulated by the Mixed Commission, which shall set a
quota on such devices for each State Party to this Convention;

(6) Fishing with sardine nets in lakes and estuaries between 1 March
and 31 October.

Article 6

The setting of fish barriers in canals and branches connecting the Danube
with lakes in the sector between the mouth of the Danube and Kladovo
shall be permitted only after the end of the spring run of fish, from 10 May
to 31 October. The interval between the stakes of the barriers shall not
be less than three centimetres.

Article 7

It shall be unlawful to fish with fixed or mobile tackle which takes up
more than two-thirds of the width of the Danube, its channels or branches,
or to cast seines from opposite points on both banks at once.

PART III

SIZE OF MESH OF FISHING-NETS

Article 8

It shall be unlawful to use fishing-nets with a mesh of less than the follow-
ing size (in millimetres):

(1) Purse of fine-meshed seines and trawls ............ ... 28
(2) Purse of herring-seines and trawls .... ........ .... .. 26
(3) Sac of fish-traps ...... ........... ... . . . . 25
(4) Nets for catching pike-perch, bream and carp .......... 40

Nets for catching Danube herring .... ............ ... 28
Trammel nets may be used provided that the size of the coarse mesh is

not less than 50 millimetres, or for Danube herring-fishing, not less than
28 millimetres.

PART IV

SIZE OF FISH, CRAYFISH AND MOLLUSCS

Article 9

It shall be unlawful to take, receive, sell, process or preserve fish of less than
the following industrial size (in centimetres) in fresh condition:
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Beluga (huso huso) ....... ..................... ... 140
Russian sturgeon (acipenser giildenstaedti) ............. .... 80
Sevryuga (acipenser stellatus) ..... ................ ... 75
Sterlet (acipenser iuthenus) ........ ................. 33
Carp (cyprinus carpio) ...... ................... .... 25
Pike-perch (lucioperca sandra) ..... ................ ... 30
Bream (abramis brama) ...... ................... ... 20
Herring (caspialosa pontica) ..... ................. .... 16
Crayfish (astacus leptodactylus) ........ ................ 9
Mussel (unio pictorum) ......... ................... 8
Measurements to determine the industrial size of fish must be made from

the tip of the snout to the base of the tail fin.
The taking of fish under the prescribed industrial size shall be permissible

in a proportion not exceeding 10 per cent by number of the total catch.
The taking of acipenser nudiventris shall be prohibited for five years from the

date of entry into force of the Convention.

PART V

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 10

The acclimatization and breeding of new species of fish and other animals
and of aquatic plants in the waters of the Danube to which the Convention
applies may not be carried out save with the consent of the Mixed Commis-
sion.

Article 11

The penalties for violation of these Regulations shall be prescribed by the
legislation of the Contracting Parties.

Article 12

The Mixed Commission shall have the right to fix the dates of close
periods for fishing, to determine the boundaries of the sectors covered by the
staggered close period for fishing provided for in articles 1 and 2 of these
Regulations, and to revise and adopt decisions under articles 3, 5, 6 and 8
of these Regulations.

With the consent of the Governments of the Contracting Parties, the
Mixed Commission may amend and supplement article 9 of these Regula-
tions (on the basis of article 12, paragraph (2), of the Convention concerning
fishing in the waters of the Danube).

Article 13

The use of fishing devices harmful to the stocks of fish shall gradually be
discontinued; steps to this end shall be taken as soon as possible. Conse-
quently, beginning in 1958, there shall be no increase in the number of
such devices.

The introduction of all new fishing devices and methods (use of electric
current, etc.) shall be subject to the condition that they have no adverse
effect on the stocks of fish.



Article 14

With a view to the uniform interpretation of the provisions of the Conven-
tion and the Fishing Regulations, it is understood that the term "rybolovstvo"
in the Russian text, the term "ribarstvo" in the Bulgarian and Serbo-Croat
texts and the term "pescuit" in the Romanian text are identical in meaning.

Article 15

These Regulations for fishing in the river Danube shall constitute an
annex to and an integral part of the Convention concerning fishing in the
waters of the Danube.

126. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF NORWAY AND THE GOVERNMENT OF
FINLAND CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF LAKE
INARI BY MEANS OF THE KAITAKOSKI HYDRO-
ELECTRIC POWER STATION AND DAM, SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, ON 29 APRIL 19592

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Govern-
ment of Norway and the Government of Finland,

Considering that, when they come into operation, the Kaitakoski hydro-
electric power station and dam will serve as the control :nstallation for Lake
Inari in place of the Niskakoski dam, and

Desiring to serve in the best possible manner the interests of all three
Parties in the regulation of Lake Inari,

Have decided to conclude this Agreement....

Article 1

The Government of the Soviet Union shall have the right to regulate
Lake Inari by means of the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station and
dam, which are shown on the attached map (annex No. 1), within the limits
of the water-levels in the control reservoir of Lake Inari-minimum 115.67
metres above sea level and maximum 118.03 metres above sea level.

These levels are given according to the Finnish system of altitude measure-
ment and relate to the benchmark of 118.04 metres above sea level on the
bank of the Nellimvuono inlet of Lake Inari, which is marked on the at-
tached map (annex No. 2).

Article 2

The Government of the Soviet Union, in regulating Lake Inari, shall
follow the " Regulations for the regulation of Lake Inari by means of the
Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station and dam " which constitute an
integral part of this Agreement (annex No. 3).

The Government of the Soviet Union undertakes to ensure that the

I Came into force on 29 April 1959 by signature, in accordance with article 9.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 346, p. 192.
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Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station and dam and the course of the river
Paatsjoki between Lake Inari and the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power sta-
tion are in such condition that the discharge of water from Lake Inari may
proceed at all times in accordance with the aforesaid Regulations.

Article 3

If, in the light of experience in the operation of the Kaitakoski hydro-
electric power station and dam or in timber-floating, or in connexion with
the construction and operation of any new electric power stations or dams
on the river Paatsjoki, it is found necessary to amend the Regulations referred
to in article 2 of this Agreement, such amendments shall be made by agree-
ment between the Ministry of Electric Power Station Construction of the
USSR, the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts and the
Ministry of Transport and Public Works of Finland. These Ministries are
hereafter referred to in this Agreement and the attached Regulations as
" the USSR Ministry ", " the Norwegian Ministry " and " the Finnish
Ministry " respectively.

Article 4

The Government of Finland undertakes not to carry out and not to
authorize another to carry out any measures likely to affect the regime of
Lake Inari or of the river Paatsjoki.

Article 5

The USSR Ministry, the Norwegian Ministry and the Finnish Ministry
.shall each appoint a representative authorized to act on the Ministry's
behalf in matters relating to the implementation of this Agreement. For
this purpose the representatives of the Norwegian Ministry and the Fin-
nish Ministry shall have access to the Kaitakoski area.

Each Ministry shall inform the Ministries of the other Contracting Parties
of the appointment of its representative.

Article 6

Officials of the USSR Ministry and the Norwegian Ministry shall have
access to the water-level observation post situated on the bank of the Nellim-
vuono inlet in the territory of Finland upon presentation to the Finnish
frontier authorities of an identity certificate drawn up in accordance with
the form attached to this Agreement (annexes Nos. 4 and 5).

Article 7

Any dispute arising between the USSR Ministry, the Norwegian Ministry
and the Finnish Ministry concerning the application of this Agreement shall
be settled by a Mixed Commission composed of two members appointed by
the USSR Ministry, two members appointed by the Norwegian Ministry
and two members appointed by the Finnish Ministry. If agreement is not
reached in the Mixed Commission, the dispute shall be settled by the Gov-
ernment of the USSR, the Government of Norway and the Government of
Finland through the diplomatic channel.



Article 8

This Agreement shall supersede:
The Agreement between the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics and the Government of Finland concerning the regulation of
Lake Inari by means of the Niskakoski control dam, signed at Moscow on
24 April 1947;

The Protocol for the implementation of the Agreement of 24 April 1947
between the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
Government of Finland concerning the regulation of Lake Inari by means of
the Niskakoski control dam, signed at Helsinki on 29 April 1954;

The Protocol concerning amendments to the Regulations of 24 April 1947
for the regulation of Lake Inari in connexion with the use of the Niskakoski
dam and to the Protocol of 29 April 1954 concerning amendments to
paragraph 2 of the said Regulations, signed at Oslo on 24 February 1956.

ANNEX No. 3

REGULATIONS FOR THE REGULATION OF LAKE INARI

BY MEANS OF THE KAITAKOSKI HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER STATION AND DAM

I. The flow of water from Lake Inari shall be so regulated that the
water-level of the lake does not rise above 118.03 metres above sea level
nor fall below 115.67 metres above sea level.

The levels relate to the benchmark of 118.04 metres above sea level which
is carved in the rock at the end of the Nellimvuono inlet of Lake Inari and
is marked on the map attached to the Agreement of 29 April 1959 between
the Government of the USSR, the Government of Norway and the Govern-
ment of Finland concerning the regulation of Lake Inari by means of the
Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station and dam.

2. The flow of water from Lake Inari shall be continuous within the
limits of a daily mean discharge of 120 to 240 cubic metres per second on
condition that the water-level of Lake Inari does not rise above 118.03
metres above sea level nor fall below 115.67 metres above sea level and
that the rate of discharge at the Rajakoski hydro-electric power station
can fluctuate within a daily range of 80 to 240 cubic metres per second.

With a view to preparing Lake Inari to receive the spring flood, preventing
any rise above the maximum permissible water-level of the lake and limiting
the volume of flood discharge and the flood levels on the river Paatsjoki
below the Rajakoski hydro-electric power station, the flow of water from
Lake Inari shall be regulated on the basis of forecasts and recommendations
drawn up by the Finnish Ministry, in accordance with the following condi-
tions:

(a) The water-level of Lake Inari shall be lowered to a level not exceed-
ing 116.53 metres above sea level by 1 May. If the forecasts indicate that
the spring flood will be very heavy, the water-level of Lake Inari shall be
reduced to below 116.53 metres above sea level by I May; however, during
the period from the beginning of January to the end of April the discharge
from the lake shall not exceed 280 cubic metres per second;

(b) After 1 May the discharge of water from Lake Inari may be gradually
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increased but shall not exceed 450 cubic metres per second before the water-
level of Lake Inari has risen to 118.03 metres above sea level.

If in the case of very heavy floods the water-level of Lake Inari threatens
to rise above 118.03 metres above sea level, the rate of discharge may,
as an exceptional measure, be increased up to 500 cubic metres per second
when the water-level reaches 117.98 metres above sea level. This shall be
the maximum permissible rate of discharge;

(c) When the water-level of Lake Inari falls to 116.28 metres above sea
level, the rate of discharge may be reduced to 75 cubic metres per second,
and when the level falls below 115.83 metres above sea level, the rate may
be reduced to 45 cubic metres per second. This shall be the minimum per-
missible rate of discharge.

3. For the purpose of allowing the machinery of any hydro-electric
power station on the river Paatsjoki to be overhauled, the discharge of
water from the lake may be reduced to 85 cubic metres per second for not
more than 15 days a year. Between 1 June and 15 September such reduc-
tion shall be allowed only in cases of urgent necessity.

4. In special circumstances or when the spillway of the Rajakoski hydro-
electric power station must be inspected and repaired, the management
of that station may stop the flow of water at Rajakoski completely for not
more than eight hours, provided that the Norwegian frontier authorities
are given notice thereof, in advance if possible.

5. The rate of discharge of 120 to 240 cubic metres per second referred
to in paragraph 2, first sub-paragraph, above shall be maintained in con-
nexion with the floating of timber in the river Paatsjoki. In case of special
need the daily mean discharge shall, on the basis of a request made by the
Finnish or the Norwegian Party ten days in advance, be maintained at not
less than 150 cubic metres per second for a total period of not more than
30 days a year. The requested rate of discharge must not coincide with the
overhaul of the machinery of hydro-electric power stations on the river
Paatsjoki.

6. The rate of discharge may not be suddenly increased or decreased to
such an extent as to be prejudicial to private or public interests.

In years when there is an abundance of water, the Finnish Ministry shall
communicate to the Norwegian Ministry forecasts concerning the amount
of water and recommendations for its discharge.

7. The Finnish Ministry shall supply to the Kaitakoski hydro-electric
power station and to the future Skogfoss hydro-electric power station in
good time forecasts of the volume of run-off into Lake Inari expected during
the periods 1 November to 30 April, 1 May to 31 July and 1 August to
31 October, special forecasts concerning summer floods, and in case of
necessity, new forecasts in the course of the said periods. In connexion
with the discharge of water, the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station
shall follow the recommendations given by the Finnish Ministry on the
basis of the said forecasts.

8. The water-level of the control reservoir shall be determined by means
of the automatic water-level gauge which is maintained in the Nellimvuono
inlet of Lake Inari by the Finnish Ministry.

The discharge of water from Lake Inari shall be calculated daily in cubic
metres per second from the flow of water through the turbines and dam-
sluices of the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station. For this purpose the
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USSR Ministry shall as soon as possible prepare at its own expense graphs
showing the recorded flow of water through the turbines, the flood-gate and
the timber-floating gate. Copies of these graphs shall be supplied to the
Finnish Ministry and the Norwegian Ministry. Until such time as the
said graphs have been prepared, the USSR Ministry shall determine the
flow of water from Lake Inari on the basis of readings taken at hydro-electric
power stations below Kaitakoski.

9. The Finnish Ministry shall keep a daily log of the mean readings of
the water-level gauge in the Nellimvuono inlet.

The USSR Ministry shall keep a daily log of the mean daily discharge
of water from Lake Inari and also of the mean readings of the water-level
gauge to be installed by the USSR Ministry at its own expense in the river
Paatsjoki above the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station. After the
graphs referred to in paragraph 8, second sub-paragraph, have been
prepared, the USSR Ministry shall keep a separate daily log of the mean
flow of water through the turbines of the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power
station and a separate daily log of the corresponding discharge through the
dam-sluices of that hydro-electric power station.

The Norwegian Ministry shall keep a daily log of the mean levels of Lake
Bjbrnvatn.

Extracts from the logs and copies of the water-level graphs shall be com-
municated to the other Parties on request.

10. For the purpose of forecasting the volume of run-off into Lake
Inari, the Finnish Ministry shall make the necessary measurements of
precipitation.

The USSR Ministry and the Norwegian Ministry shall also make the
necessary measurements of precipitation.

11. The USSR Ministry shall maintain in good condition the gate for
timber floating at the Kaitakoski dam.

The USSR Ministry shall, by agreement with the Finnish Ministry, par-
ticipate in such measures as may in future be found necessary to preserve
the stocks of fish.

12. The levels prescribed in these Regulations are given according to
the Finnish system of altitude measurement which, according to the results
of the levelling carried out by the Soviet Party in 1956, differs by minus
1.87 m from the altitude system used by the Norwegian Party on the section
of the river Paatsjoki extending from the Rajakoski hydro-electric power
station to the Barents Sea.

127. CONVENTION' ENTRE LE PAYS DE BADE-WURTEMBERG,
L'tTAT LIBRE DE BAVILRE, LA RSPUBLIQUE D'AUTRI-
CHE ET LA CONFSDI2RATION SUISSE, SUR LA PROTEC-
TION DU LAC DE CONSTANCE CONTRE LA POLLUTION,
CONCLUE A STECKBORN, LE 27 OCTOBRE 19602

D~sireux de prot~ger, par des efforts communs, le lac de Constance contre
la pollution, ont r6solu de conclure une convention...

I Entree en vigueur le 10 novembre 1961.
2 Feuille fidirale de la Confederation suisse, 11 3 me anne., 1961, vol. I, p. 1171.
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ARTICLE PREMIER. 1. Les Etats riverains du lac de Constance, A.
savoir le Pays de Bade-Wurtemberg, l'Etat libre de Bavi~re, la Rdpublique
d'Autriche et la Conf6ddration suisse (cantons de Saint-Gall et de Thurgovie),
s'engagent A collaborer dans le domaine de la protection des eaux du lac de
Constance contre la pollution.

2. Les Etats riverains prendront sur leur territoire les mesures ndces-
saires en vue de pr6venir une augmentation de la pollution du lac de
Constance et d'amdliorer autant que possible l'6tat sanitaire de ses eaux.
A cet effet, ils appliqueront strictement, en cc qui concerne le lac de
Constance et ses affluents, les dispositions sur la protection des eaux qui sont en
vigueur sur leur territoire.

3. En particulier, les Etats riverains se communiqueront mutuellement,
en temps opportun, les projets d'utilisation d'eau dont la rdalisation pourrait
porter atteinte aux int&ts d'un autre Etat riverain en ce qui concerne le
maintien de la salubrit6 des eaux du lac de Constance. Ces projets ne seront
realises qu'apr~s avoir W discut6s en commun par les Etats riverains, t
moins qu'il n'y ait peril en la demeure ou que les autres Etats n'aient con-
senti express6ment A leur execution immddiate.

ARTICLE 2. Par lac de Constance au sens de la prdsente convention
il faut entendre le lac Sup6rieur et le lac Infdrieur.

ARTICLE 3. 1. La collaboration entre les Etats riverains est assurde
par la commission internationale permanente pour la protection des eaux
du lac de Constance (d6nomme ci-apr~s la commission) institude par ces
Etats.

2. Chaque Etat riverain est repr6sent6 au scin de la commission par une
ddl6gation qui dispose d'une voix.

3. Le gouvernement de la R6publique fdd6rale d'Allemagne peut
envoyer des observateurs aux seances de la commission.

4. Chaque ddl6gation a le droit de s'adjoindre des experts.
5. La commission peut aussi confier h des experts des tiches particu-

li~res nettement dffinies.

ARTICLE 4. La commission a les tAches suivantes:
a. Elle determine l'tat sanitaire du lac de Constance et les causes de

sa pollution.
b. Elle contr6le r6guli~rement l'6tat sanitaire des eaux du lac de

Constance.
c. Elle discute de mesures propres A rem~dier h la pollution actuelle et

: pr~venir toute pollution future du lac de Constance et les recommande
aux Etats riverains.

d. Elle discute des mesures que projette de prendre un Etat riverain
conform~ment A l'article premier, paragraphe 3 ci-dessus.

e. Elle examine la possiblit6 de mettre sur pied une rfglementation
visant A maintenir le lac de Constance A l'abri de la pollution; elle discute
du contenu 6ventuel d'une telle rfglementation qui, le cas 6chfant, fera
]'objet d'une autre convention entre les Etats riverains.

f. Elle s'occupe de toute autre question concernant la lutte contfe
la pollution du lac de Constance.
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ARTICLE 5. 1. La commission prend ses ddcisions A l'unanimit6 en
presence de toutes les ddldgations. Pour les questions de procedure, la
majorit6 simple suffit.

2. Un Etat riverain peut s'abstenir de voter dans des affaires qui ne le
concernent pas, sans qu'il soit d6rog6 par lI A la r~gle de l'unanimit6. Les
decisions se rapportant exclusivement au lac Infdrieur exigent seulement
l'accord des ddldgations de la Conf~dration suisse et du Pays de Bade-Wur-
temberg.

3. La commission 6tablit son r~glement interne; il est adopt6 i l'unani-
mit6.

4. Les chefs des d~ldgations correspondent entre eux directement.

ARTICLE 6. 1. Les Etats riverains s'engagent A examiner avec soin
les mesures de protection des eaux touchant leur territoire qui font l'objet
de recommandations de la commission et A s'employer de leur mieux
Ai faire appliquer ces mesures dans les limites de leur 16gislation
interne.

2. Les Etats riverains sur le territoire desquels des mesures de protection
des eaux faisant l'objet de recommandations de la commission doivent
tre prises peuvent reconnaitre comme obligatoire en ce qui les concerne une

recommandation de la commission et charger leur delkgation de faire une
declaration dans ce sens.

ARTICLE 7. Chaque Etat riverain assume les frais de sa delegation
et de ses experts. Si des experts sont designes par la commission, les frais
qui en resultent seront repartis entre les Etats riverains selon une c16 qui
sera fixee dans chaque cas par la commission. I1 en va de meme des publica-
tions de la commission.

ARTICLE 8. 1. Les accords internationaux sur la navigation et la
peche ne sont pas touches par la presente convention.

2. Dans son champ d'activite, la commission collabore avec les organes
internationaux competents en matiere de navigation et de pfche ainsi
qu'avec la commission internationale pour la protection du Rhin contre
la pollution.

ARTICLE 9. 1. La pr6sente convention sera ratifie. Les instruments
de ratification seront deposes dans le plus bref delai possible aupres du gou-
vernement du Pays de Bade-Wurtemberg. La convention entrera en vi-
gueur dans les trente jours suivant le dep6t du dernier instrument de ratifi-
cation.

2. La convention restera en vigueur tant qu'elle n'aura pas t6 denoncde
par un des Etats riverains moyennant preavis donne au moins six mois
avant la fin d'une annee.

En foi de quoi les plenipotentiaires des Etats riverains ont sign6 la presente
Convention.

Ainsi fait, en quatre exemplaires, A Steckborn (canton de Thurgovie)
le 27 octobre 1960.



(ii) BIPARTITE TREATIES
(ii) TRAITES BILATERAUX

Albania-Yugoslavia

128. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA
CONCERNING WATER ECONOMY QUESTIONS, TO-
GETHER WITH THE STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAV-
ALBANIAN WATER ECONOMIC COMMISSION AND WITH
THE PROTOCOL CONCERNING FISHING IN FRONTIER
LAKES AND RIVERS, SIGNED AT BELGRADE ON 5 DE-
CEMBER 19562

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the People's Republic of Albania, in order to settle ques-
tions of water economy on watercourses which form the State frontier
and watercourses, lakes and water systems intersected by the State frontier,
have decided to conclude an Agreement....

Article 1

1. The Contracting Parties undertake, pursuant to the provisions of
this Agreement, to examine and to resolve by agreement all questions of
water economy, including measures and works which may affect the quantity
and quality of the water and which are of interest to both or either of the
Contracting Parties, having due regard to the maintenance of a common
policy in water economy relations and recognizing the rights and obligations
arising out of such policy.

2. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all water economy
questions, measures and works on watercourses which form the State fron-
tier and watercourses, lakes and water systems which are intersected by the
State frontier (especially Lake Ohrid, the Crni Drim, the Beli Drim, Lake
Skadar and the Bojana), and which are of interest to both Contracting
Parties, and in particular to:

(a) The utilization of water power;
(b) The regulation and canalization of watercourses and lakes and

the maintenance of their beds;
(c) The discharge of water, drainage and similar measures;
(d) Protection against flooding;
(e) Storage and retention works;
(f) Water supply and pipe-laying;

The Agreement entered into force on 6 August 1957, date of the exchange
of the instruments of ratification, which took place at Tirana.

2 Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1957, n* 74,
p. 16. (Translated from the Serbo-Coat by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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(g) Navigation;
(h) Ground water;
(i) Protection against soil erosion;
(j) The utilization of water in agriculture;
(k) Hydrological studies, the preparation of projects and the execu-

tion of works;
(1) Fishing;
(m) The apportionment of the cost of survey, planning and construc-

tion works, and of operation and maintenance;
(n) The exchange of data and plans and of information on the above

questions; and
(o) The exchange of data on water levels.
3. The expression " water system " shall mean, in this Agreement,

all watercourses (surface or underground, natural or artificial), installa-
tions, measures and works which may affect watercourses from the stand-
point of water economy, and installations forming or intersected by the
State frontier.

4. The expression " water economy " shall mean, in this Agreement,
everything covered by the sense of the French expression " rdgime des eaux "

5. The question of fishing shall be regulated by a separate Protocol
which shall constitute annex II to this Agreement.

Article 2

The Contracting Parties undertake:
1. By agreement, each in its own territory and jointly in the case of

watercourses which form the State frontier and watercourses, lakes and
water systems intersected by the State frontier, to maintain in good con-
dition the beds of watercourses and lakes and all installations and structures
thereon, in so far as they are of interest to both Parties.

2. To effect the co-ordinated management and operation of installations
and structures, with due regard to the interests of both Parties.

3. By agreement, to modify existing installations or to erect new
installations and to initiate new works and measures in the territory of either
Contracting Party for the purpose of changing the water economy relations
on watercourses which form the State frontier and watercourses, lakes and
water systems intersected by the State frontier.

Article 3

1. Where both or either of the Contracting Parties participate in plan-
ning, erecting, maintaining and operating new installations and structures
in the interests of both Contracting Parties, the question of the apportion-
ment of expenses and of the method of payment shall be settled by agreement
between the Contracting Parties.

2. The entire cost of erecting and maintaining installations and struc-
tures, and of carrying on operations, measures and works, in the territory
of one Contracting Party for the sole benefit of the other Contracting Party
shall be borne by the interested Party.



Article 4

1. Questions arising out of the provisions of this Agreement, and
measures and works undertaken pursuant thereto, shall fall within the
competence of the Yugoslav-Albanian Water Economy Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the Commission) which shall be established for
this purpose. The composition, terms of reference and procedure of the
Commission shall be as laid down in the Statute, which shall constitute an
integral part of this Agreement as annex I.

2. The Commission shall, as necessary, draw up joint regulations for
protection against flooding and other regulations. Such regulations shall
be approved by the Governments of the Contracting Parties before their
entry into force.

Article 5

1. The necessary construction materials and fuel for the execution of
works under this Agreement, which are transferred from the territory of
one Contracting Party to the territory of the other Contracting Party, shall
be exempt from all import and export taxes and from all import and export
restrictions.

2. The necessary equipment for the execution of works (machinery,
vehicles, tools and the like) shall be provisionally exempt from taxes provided
that the articles concerned are declared to the customs authorities for iden-
tification and are returned within the time-limit laid down by the customs
authority. The deposit of security for this purpose shall not be required.
The appropriate taxes shall be payable in respect of any articles not returned
within the prescribed time-limit. Where any such article is completely
worn out and thus rendered unusable, and consequently cannot be returned,
the question shall be examined separately.

3. The two Contracting Parties guarantee to facilitate for each other
the customs procedure for the transit of construction materials and fuel,
and of equipment for the execution of works, which are exempt from taxes.

4. Construction materials, fuel and equipment for the execution of
works shall be subject to customs supervision and examination by the Con-
tracting Parties.

5. The Commission shall determine in each individual case the extent,
and the conditions for the enjoyment, of the privileges provided for in this
article of the Agreement.

Article 6

The Contracting Parties undertake, each in its own territory, to preserve
and maintain and, where necessary, to augment or renew, such permanent
benchmarks and datum marks along the frontier as are necessary for the pur-
pose of works on the waters. Both Contracting Parties may use these marks.
If it is necessary to cross the State frontier in order to use the said marks,
the provisions of article 7 of this Agreement shall apply.

Article 7

For the purpose of applying and giving effect to the provisions of this
Agreement, the members of the Commission and experts of the water economy



services of the Contracting Parties shall be supplied with official passports
and official visas.

For the purpose of deciding upon joint measures or of carrying out
joint works, such persons as either Contracting Party may designate shall
meet at the State frontier at a place and time to be determined in each
specific case by agreement between the competent local authorities of the
Contracting Parties.

The persons referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be supplied
with special passes issued by the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties and endorsed for passage across the frontier by the competent
local authorities of the Contracting Party into whose territory the crossing
is made.

Detailed provisions for the issue of special passes for crossing the State
frontier shall be drawn up by the Commission and submitted to the Govern-
ments of the Contracting Parties for approval.

Article 8

The local authorities of the Contracting Parties shall advise each other,
by the quickest possible means, of any danger from high water and of any
other impending danger which may arise on watercourses which form the
State frontier and watercourses, lakes and water systems intersected by the
State frontier.

Aticle 9

Questions on which the Commission fails to reach agreement shall be
transmitted by the Commission to the Governments of the Contracting
Parties for decision.

Article 10

Any dispfite between the Contracting Parties relating to the application
and interpretation of this Agreement shall, unless the two parties to the
dispute agree upon some other mode of settlement, be submitted at the
request of either Contracting Party to a commission composed of two
representatives of each Party. If this commission fails to reach agreement,
the dispute shall be settled directly by the Governments of the two Contract-
ing Parties.

Article 11

This Agreement shall be ratified. The instruments of ratification shall
be exchanged at Tirana.

The Agreement shall enter into force on the date of the exchange of the
instruments of ratification.

Article 12

The Agreement shall remain in force for a term of five (5) years from the
date of its entry into force. Unless it is denounced by either Contracting
Party one year before the expiry of the term. of five (5) years, the Agree-
ment shall be extended automatically, subject to denunciation by either
Contracting Party at one (1) year's notice.



ANNEX I

STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAV-ALBANIAN WATER ECONOMY COMMISSION

Article 1

The functions and terms of reference of the Commission shall comprise
all matters placed within its competence by the Agreement between the
Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Gov-
ernment of the People's Republic of Albania concerning water economy
questions.

Under its terms of reference, it shall be the Commission's task, in par-
ticular:

1. To submit proposals concerning measures and works of interest to
the Contracting Parties and their study from the technical and economic
standpoints and, in particular, concerning the utilization of the water
power of Lake Ohrid, the Crni Drim and the Beli Drim and the question of
Lake Skadar and the Bojana;

2. To submit proposals for the investigation of problems in situ, the
organization of topographical surveys, studies and research operations,
and the preparation of projects;

3. To make a -technical evaluation of projects submitted and to submit
to the Governments of the Contracting Parties proposals for the execution of
joint works or works of joint interest;

4. To examine and submit proposals concerning the execution of
joint water economy works, structures and installations, the conditions for
and method of executing the same, and the apportionment of expenses;
to organize control over the completion and acceptance of jointly executed
works;

5. To submit proposals concerning the issue of joint technical provisions
and of provisions for protection and control, and concerning the application
of biological measures relating to fishing;

6. To ensure compliance with decisions; to organize technical super-
vision of measures and works in progress which are of joint interest;

7. To study questions relating to joint protection against flooding and
means of averting other dangers, and to draft joint regulations on the subject;

8. To submit proposals for the exchange of practical experience in the
matter of water economy, for the exchange of hydrological and hydrome-
teorological data, and for the operation of the information service established
to transmit particulars of the water level and so forth;

9. To ensure co-operation between the water economy authorities of
both sides in the territory of the two Contracting Parties in the interest
of maintaining a common policy in water economy relations in the spirit
of the provisions of the Agreement concerning water economy questions
concluded between the Government of the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia and the Government of the People's Republic of Albania;

10. To submit proposals for the management and operation of installa-
tions of joint interest.



Article 2

The Governments of the Contracting Parties reserve the right to deal
directly with questions within the competence of the Commission.

Article 3

The Commission shall consist of twelve (12) members. Each Contracting
Party shall appoint six (6) members of the Commission; each member may
have an alternate. The Contracting Parties may likewise designate experts
to take part in the Commission's work, in numbers to be determined in
each individual case by agreement between the two Chairmen. Each
Contracting Party shall appoint one member of the Commission as Chairman
of its delegation. The Commission may if necessary set up sub-commissions
composed of its members, their alternates and experts.

Article 4

The Commission shall meet in regular session once a year. In addition
the Chairmen of the delegations may convene special sessions by agreement.
Regular sessions shall be held alternately in the territory of each Contract-
ing Party. Each session shall be convened by the Chairman of the delega-
tion of the Contracting Party in whose territory the commission meets,
in agreement with the Chairman of the delegation of the other Contracting
Party.

Article 5

The Contracting Parties shall propose agenda items through the Chairmen
of their respective delegations.

The final agenda shall be confirmed by agreement between the Chairmen
of the delegations or through the diplomatic channel.

Article 6

While the Commission is in session, the Chairmen of the delegations shall
preside alternately.

The official languages of the Commission shall be Serbo-Croat and
Albanian.

In addition the Commission may decide to examine individual questions
in another language.

Article 7

The Commission shall reach its conclusions by agreement between the
Chairmen of the two delegations.

If the Chairmen of the delegations fail to arrive at an agreed conclusion,
the delegations shall submit the question in dispute to their Governments
for settlement.

A protocol of each meeting shall be drawn up in two copies, each in
both the official languages. The protocol shall be signed by both Chairmen.
The delegations shall submit the protocol to their respective Governments
for approval.



Article 8

No conclusions of the Commission may be put into effect if either Govern-
ment raises an objection. If no objection to the conclusions is raised by
either Government within forty-five (45) days after the date of signature
of the protocol, the conclusions shall be regarded as approved by both
Governments.

Article 9

Each Contracting Party shall defray the expenses of its own delegation.
Other expenses connected with the Commission's work shall, unless other-
wise decided, be borne equally by the two Contracting Parties.

Article 10

The Commission shall prescribe its own rules of procedure on the basis
of the Agreement between the Government of the Federal People's Republic
of Yugoslavia and the Government of the People's Republic of Albania
concerning water economy questions and of this Statute.

ANNEX II

PROTOCOL CONCERNING FISHING IN FRONTIER LAKES AND RIVERS BETWEEN

THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OF ALBANIA

With a view to the regulation of questions relating to fishing in frontier
lakes and rivers between the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and
the People's Republic of Albania, and especially questions relating to
fishing in Lake Skadar, Lake Ohrid, Lake Prespa and the rivers Beli Drim,
Crni Drim and Bojana, the Contracting Parties have agreed to work out
special provisions which shall regulate the question of fishing and fishery in
general in the said lakes and rivers.

The provisions and measures to be worked out by agreement and approved
shall comprise the following:

(a) Protection and control provisions relating to fishing

The Contracting Parties shall adopt by agreement joint protection
and control measures relating to fishing, with specific reference to the use
of fishing tackle and especially large-scale, mechanized fishing equipment
or fixed fishing devices; provisions concerning the application of protective
measures, especially in respect of economically valuable species of fish;
provisions concerning the removal of all obstacles to the free circulation of
fish; and provisions concerning the suppression of smuggling and the pre-
vention of trading in fish and fishing in frontier lakes and rivers. In addition
the Contracting Parties shall by agreement adopt provisions concerning
control over the execution of fish conservation measures during the breeding
(close) season and the protection of the fry.

(b) Biological measures relating to fishing

The Contracting Parties shall prescribe by agreement measures to regulate
the minimum size at which fish may be removed; the close season for economi-
cally valuable species of fish; measures for the definition and provisions
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for the protection of fry; and, in particular, provisions concerning the per-
missible intensity of fishing for different species of fish. Also by agreement,
they shall determine the application of fishing technique in relation to the
taking of different species of fish. The question of introducing new species
of fish into fishery waters and the questions of protecting and promoting
common organic production in fishery waters shall also be settled by agree-
ment in the provisions concerning biological measures relating to fishing.
The provisions shall also cover measures to settle questions of protecting
lake and river water from pollution.

The Contracting Parties shall settle by agreement the question of joint
measures to augment the fish population by re-stocking, and questions of
scientific research in the field of hydrobiology and fishery in frontier lakes
and rivers.

(c) Technical provisions relating to fishing

The Contracting Parties shall by agreement adopt provisions and measures
for all technical works on frontier lakes and rivers which may affect the
fish population of the waters and their use for fishing. In particular, pro-
visions shall be adopted concerning the use and the maximum permitted
number of mechanized fishing equipments, the use of electric current in
fishing and the installation and use of fixed fishing devices.

The study and examination of all provisions and measures concerning
the settlement of questions relating to fishing in frontier lakes and rivers
shall be carried out by the Fishery Sub-Commission as an organ of the
Yugoslav-Albanian Water Economy Commission.

Proposals for the measures and provisions referred to in article 1, para-
graph 5, of the Statute shall be submitted by the Yugoslav-Albanian Water
Economy Commission on the basis of proposals by the Fishery Sub-Com-
mission.

This Protocol shall constitute an integral part of the Agreement between
the Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the People's Republic of Albania concerning water economy
questions and of the Statute of the Yugoslav-Albanian Water Economy
Commission.

Austria-Czechoslovakia

129. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE AUSTRIAN AND CZECHO-
SLOVAK REPUBLICS CONCERNING THE DELIMITATION
OF THE FRONTIER BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA AND VARIOUS QUESTIONS CONNECTED
THERE WITH, SIGNED AT PRAGUE, MARCH 10, 19212

I Came into force on 10 March 1921, date of signature of the Final Protocol.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 9, p. 358.
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UTILISATION OF THE WATER-POWER OF THE RIVER THAYA IN THE AREA

EXTENDING FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE COMMON FRONTIER NEAR

CIZOW (ZAISA) TO THE END OF THAT FRONTIER NEAR PODMOL (BAUMOL)

Article 1

1. The Austrian Government agrees that the whole water-power of the
River Thaya in the section of the frontier from Cizow (Zaisa) to Podmol
(Baum6l) shall be exploited as a single undertaking by an enterprise to be
promoted by the Czechoslovak Republic.

2. The exploitation of this water-power will involve the erection of struc-
tures standing partly on Austrian and partly on Czechoslovak territory.

Article 2

As regards the works and secondary structures built on Austrian soil
and territory, or in contact with that soil and territory, the Austrian Govern-
ment undertakes to grant a valid concession, in accordance with the provi-
sions of the existing laws, for the construction and utilisation of the works,
not later than six months after the submission of an application in due form,
subject to the following conditions:

(a) The concession shall be granted for an unlimited time and shall be
irrevocable.

(b) The Austrian Government shall concede to the enterprise the
right of expropriation.

(c) The Austrian Government shall not impose any taxes or other
duties whatsoever upon the materials and requisites for the construction,
maintenance and exploitation of the whole of the works, in so far as they
stand on Austrian soil, nor shall it impose such charges upon the enterprise
itself.

(d) Dams and water-power installations shall be built and worked with
due regard to the requirements of public safety. In the working of these
installations in connection with the Frain dam, due regard shall be paid to
agricultural interests in the Thaya district below Znaim within the territory
of the two States so that these interests may be benefited as far as possible.

(e) Free access to Austrian soil and territory shall be granted by the
Austrian Government to the agents of the enterprise with a view to the execu-
tion of preliminary operations and for the completion, upkeep and operating
of the works; as regards the preparatory work, this access should be granted
immediately, and as regards other work, as soon as both Governments have
given their approval to the agreement.

(f) The Czechoslovak Republic shall require the enterprise to under-
take to give full compensation to the owner of the Lower Hardegger weir
for the loss caused by the backwash from the Podmoler-(Baumoler) barrage.

(g) The enterprise shall be liable for damage occasioned by its negli-
gence in the construction or maintenance of the works; disputes shall be
decided by a court of arbitration, on which the two States shall appoint
one arbitrator each and a third member shall be nominated conjointly by
the two States.



Article 3

In the event of important alterations in the works within the frontier
section, which, according to the laws of the one State or of the other, re-
quire the consent of the authorities, the latter shall be guided by the same
principles as were taken into account when granting the concession.

Article 4

The Czechoslovak Government shall require the enterprise, after the
construction and starting of all the works in the Freistein-Znaim area, to
supply, if requested to do so by the Federal Ministry for Commerce, Trade,
Industry and Public Works, six million kilowatt-hours annually to the
parties whose interests are concerned in Lower Austria, delivered at the
frontier near one of the power-stations, at a suitable price - net cost plus a
moderate profit.

Article 5

Should the Austrian Government fail to make by March 31, 1921, a
declaration finally binding upon it to 'the effect that in the same manner
as for the Czechoslovak territory the formal method of grant of an irrevo-
cable concession, unlimited in point of time, is chosen, the said Govern-
ment undertakes to cede the Austrian soil and territory required for the
construction of the works for the exploitation of the whole of the water-
power in the frontier area, to the sovereignty of the Czechoslovak Republic,
at latest within two months after the Czechoslovak Government shall have
declared that the work is to be begun and finished within a reasonable
period. If the work of construction shall not have been begun within five
years after such last-mentioned declaration, the ceded territory shall
return to the sovereignty of the Austrian Republic.

All documents required in connection with the cession of the territory
shall be delivered to the Austrian Government at the same time as the
above-mentioned declaration of the Czechoslovak Government.

The cadastral surveys required for effecting the transfer of the territory
shall be delivered with the least possible delay by the Austrian Government
to the Moravian Land Commission, on the application of the latter body.

Article 6

In case this transfer of territory should take place, the conditions already
set forth in Articles I to 4 shall hold good in so far as they may be applicable.

Article 7

The Czechoslovak Government undertakes not to move military forces
for any reason whatever to the south bank of the Thaya - in the frontier
area in question - or to cause any military defence works to be constructed
on this bank of the Thaya.

Article 8

Should the provisions of Article 5 come into force, the two Governments
shall request the Frontier Delimitation Commission to rectify the frontier
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in the afore-mentioned Thaya section, having due regard to the terms of
the Agreement, taken as a whole.

V

WATER-WORKS OF THE BRECLAVA-LUNDENBURG MUNICIPALITY

The Austrian Government undertakes, within six months after the sub-
mission of an application in proper form from the Breclava-Lundenburg
Municipality, to grant a valid concession, in accordance with the provisions
of the existing laws, for the construction and operation of the water-works
and minor installations for the supply of the municipality in question with
drinking water and washing water from Fohrenwald at the northern edge
of the Bernhards al Commune, in so far as these works (or minor installa-
tions) are erected on, or are in contact with, Austrian soil or territory; in
respect of this provision the Austrian Government further agrees to the
following conditions:

(a) The concession shall be granted for an unlimited time and shall
be irrevocable.

(b) The Austrian Government shall concede to the enterprise the right
of expropriation.

(c) The Austrian Government shall not impose any taxes or other duties
whatsoever upon the materials and requisites for the construction, mainte-
nance and exploitation of the water-works, in so far as these works stand on
Austrian soil.

(d) The Austrian Government shall allow the agents of the enterprise
free access to Austrian territory for the planning, preparation, carrying out,
maintenance and supervision of the works.

(e) The construction of the works must be completed within six years
from the date of the granting of a legally valid concession.

Article 2

The Czechoslovak Government shall be entitled, in case of complica-
tions involving danger of war with any neighbouring State, to occupy with
its troops such parts of the water-works to be built in Fbhrenwald and of the
conduit leading thence to Lundenburg as are in Austrian territory, for such
a period as shall be absolutely necessary. The Czechoslovak outposts shall
not, however, be advanced beyond the southern edge of Fohrenwald.

The Austrian Government shall be duly notified of such military measures
before they are carried out.
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130. TREATY' BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA AND
THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC REGARDING THE
SETTLEMENT OF LEGAL QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH
THE FRONTIER DESCRIBED IN ARTICLE 27, PARAGRAPH
6, OF THE TREATY OF PEACE BETWEEN THE ALLIED AND
ASSOCIATED POWERS AND AUSTRIA, SIGNED AT SAINT-
GERMAIN-EN-LAYE ON SEPTEMBER 10, 1919 (FRONTIER
STATUTE). SIGNED AT PRAGUE, DECEMBER 12, 19282

SECTION III

LEGAL POSITION WITH REGARD TO FRONTIER WATERS

PART I

EXISTING RIGHTS IN CONNECTION WITH WATERWAYS

AND HYDRAULIC INSTALLATIONS

Article 19

1. Legally acquired rights in respect of waterways and the installations
belonging thereto in so far as the frontier line runs along these waterways
(liquid frontier waterways), or in respect of waterways which are intersected
by the frontier - as regards the latter in so far as they are affected by the
tracing of the frontier - shall be recognised by both States as legally existing,
provided that they can be proved by the production of official documents.
Such proof may be brought in concrete cases, but shall also be considered as
having been brought in cases where the validity of the right has been proved
in the last resort by the fact that it is contained in the waterways registers,
which must be officially completed under the terms of Article 23, paragraph 1,
and in the extracts from the said registers which must be handed over under
the terms of the same Article.

2. Authorisations granted before the coming into force of the present
Treaty shall, in all cases in which the hydraulic installations mentioned in
these authorisations have not yet been completed, only come under the
terms of paragraph 1 if the work has already been commenced, or is com-
menced within the period fixed in the act of concession, and in both cases if
the work is pursued in a regular manner.

3. Rights of the nature specified in paragraph 1, which have been
claimed by the parties concerned but which have not been proved within
three years from the coming into force of the present Treaty (Article 23,
paragraph 1), shall be regarded as non-existent, and must be made the
subject of an express concession. Questions of procedure and competence
shall be governed by the provisions of Part III of this Section.

Came into force on 17 October 1930.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 108, p. 56.



Article 20

1. As regards rights granted by the acting authorities during the period
between the Revolution (October 28, 1918) and the final taking over of the
administration by the Czechoslovak authorities, the Czechoslovak Republic
reserves the right to acknowledge or refuse to acknowledge these rights.

2. This reservation shall not, however, apply to authorisations granted
in the former territories of Lower Austria ceded to the Czechoslovak
Republic in virtue of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, after the
Revolution but before these territories were handed over (July 30, 1920).

Article 21

Private agreements concluded up to the present between owners of hy-
draulic installations and other interested parties regarding the use of the
water shall, in so far as they are not at variance with the legislation of either
State, remain in force even if a change has taken place in the nationality
of one of the parties concerned as a result of the tracing of the frontier.

Article 22

Maintenance charges, servitudes and other obligations arising out of the
rights mentioned in Article 19 shall continue to exist, irrespective of the
nationality of the persons who are required to carry out such obligations
or of the persons entitled to benefit thereby; it is, further, immaterial in
which of the two States the hydraulic installation to which the rights in
question relate is situated.

Article 23

1. The Contracting States shall take steps with a view to the proper
completion of the waterways registers within three years from the coming
into force of this Treaty, in accordance with the provisions of the laws
relating to rights in respect of waterways. They shall accordingly enter
the rights and the hydraulic installations mentioned in Article 19 in the
register and shall see that certified copies of these entries are transmitted
to the waterways authorities of the other State.

2. The stipulations of the present Article shall in no way affect the hand-
ing over of documents as provided for in the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-
Laye.

Article 24

If the authorisation granted for a hydraulic installation, the operation of
which extends to the territory of both States, involves obligations expressed
in pre-war currency, the competent waterways authorities of the two
States shall, at the request of the parties, jointly check and fix the payments,
which shall always be in the currency of the State in which the hydraulic
installation is situated. All payments shall be effected in this currency.

Article 25

Without prejudice to the other provisions regulating frontier traffic, the
owners of the installations mentioned in Article 19 shall, after an agreement
on points of detail has been concluded between the competent authorities
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of the two Contracting States, be granted all possible facilities for crossing
the frontier for the purpose of ensuring the operation and upkeep of the
installations.

Article 26

1. The Contracting States shall take steps to ensure that the hydraulic
installations situated on the frontier waterways and in the sectors of water-
ways situated immediately above or below the frontier are maintained and
operated in accordance with the existing obligations, and that the operation
of installations situated in the territory of the other State is not interfered
with by any arbitrary measures taken on their own territory. Temporary
unavoidable disturbances such as those due to repairs, clearing work, etc.,
must, however, be tolerated.

2. Installations situated on ponds in the Customs frontier zone shall
be so operated as to safeguard as far as possible the interests of the riparians
resident below stream in the territory of the other State. In particular, in
so far as this is not at variance with rights of the pond owners acquired by
concession or proved to be of ancient standing, the damming of ponds in
times of flood or high water, and the draining of ponds at a moderate speed,
may only be effected after the second hay crop and after the authorities
of the frontier commune of the other State have been advised in good
time.

3. If the maintenance of any public utility installation (such as bridges
or works for the regulation of water-courses) is not properly provided for, or
if the frontier has been so drawn that it no longer appears feasible to provide
suitably for such maintenance in accordance with the original concession,
the question of maintenance shall be settled in each case, at the request
of the parties concerned, in conformity with the provisions of Part III of this
Section.

Article 27

1. The Contracting States shall take steps to ensure that the hydraulic
installations erected on waterways intersected by the frontier and touched
by the frontier are so operated and maintained that the advantages derived
therefrom under the terms of the concession are maintained intact for all
the parties concerned, including those who may now be residing in foreign
territory, and that these parties suffer no prejudice. The fact of belonging
to the other State shall not, however, relieve the parties concerned of the
obligation devolving on them in respect of the hydraulic installation or of its
maintenance.

2. The Contracting States shall further ensure the maintenance, in
accordance with existing obligations, of the artificial water-courses and ponds
situated on their own territories, in so far as, under the terms of the conces-
sion, these serve for the inflow and outflow of water used in hydraulic in-
stallations regularly established in the territory of the neighbouring State,
and in so far as their maintenance is guaranteed by the act of concession
relating thereto.



PART II

GRANTING OF NEW RIGHTS IN RESPECT OF WATERWAYS AND CONSTRUCTION

OF NEW HYDRAULIC INSTALLATIONS

Article 28

1. Each of the two States is entitled in principle to dispose of half of the
water flowing through frontier waterways. If the low level of the water in
the frontier reaches of the Thaya or the March is raised by means of the
construction of dams, the volume of water shown to represent the increase
thus obtained shall, in the absence of any other arrangement, go to the State
which has borne the cost of constructing such dams. The exercise of rights
acquired by the Contracting States on the strength of the above shall in no
way prejudice rights already acquired.

2. The utilisation of waterpower supplied by the Thaya in the frontier
reach from (iUov (Zaisa) to Podmoli (Baumohl) shall be governed by the
provisions of the Agreement signed at Prague on March 10, 1921, between
the Czechoslovak Republic and the Republic of Austria, relating to the
tracing of the Czechoslovak-Austrian frontier and various questions con-
nected therewith.

3. If the construction of an installation is calculated to cause any con-
siderable or permanent change in the supply of water of a frontier waterway
or of a waterway which cuts the frontier, the Contracting States shall as
far as possible take account of the legitimate interests of the inhabitants of
the other State.

Article 29

1. The Contracting States shall promote the construction of such works
as are designed to protect the frontier waters and the contiguous flood
area against damage by floods, and ensure the draining and irrigation
of the adjacent territory, or as the case may be, regularise the flow of water,
provide the frontier communes with water, and ensure the utilisation of the
waterpower supplied by the frontier waterways.

2. In order to enable such works to be constructed in a businesslike way
and in conformity with sound engineering principles, the Contracting
States agree as to the following principles:

(a) The construction of engineering works on one bank of the river
only shall be undertaken more particularly in places where such works
are needed in order to strengthen the banks of the river, remove rifts
and protect the land from floods, or for the general improvement of the
land.

(b) When systematically regularising a frontier waterway (regularisation
of the bed), care shall be taken to secure as far as possible the normal out-
flow of medium high water (summer high water) on the open reaches, and
of flood water on the reaches which have been built upon. Care shall also
be taken, when regularising waterways, to avoid any excessive draining of
the land situated on one side or the other, and to facilitate the employment
of muddy water on this land and its irrigation during periods of drought.

(c) When new rights are granted in respect of waterways, care shall be
taken that these rights do not affect the volume of water which appears to
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be necessary for the supply of muddy water for the adjacent land or for its
irrigation during the summer months.

PART III

AUTHORITIES AND PROCEDURE

Article 30

All matters connected with river law relating to frontier waterways or
waterways which intersect the frontier shall be dealt with exclusively in
conformity with the legislation of the State on whose territory the installa-
tion is situated or is to be constructed.

Article 31

1. Matters connected with river law relating to frontier waterways shall,
with the exception of criminal cases, in principle be settled by agreement
between the waterways services of the two States, whether the territories of
both States are affected or not. Should there be danger in delay, protective
measures may be taken by one side alone, before such agreement has been
reached. However, the competent waterways authority of the other State
shall at the same time be advised of such measures with a view to an agree-
ment being reached subsequently.

2. Decisions in matters connected with river law relating to waterways
which intersect the frontier shall be taken exclusively by the competent
authority of the State in question.

3. If, in the cases coming under paragraphs 1 and 2, a part of the works
is to be situated in the territory of one State and the other part in the terri-
tory of the other State, each of the waterways services shall grant the neces-
sary authorisation in respect of that part of the installation to be erected on
its own territory; for this purpose consideration shall be given as far as is
possible to the desirability of a simultaneous or at least a co-ordinated
procedure, and an agreement shall be reached between the authorities of the
two States with a view to avoiding discrepancies in the terms of the two
authorisations.

4. Passages and bridges of all kinds across frontier waterways may only
be constructed after agreement between the competent authorities of the
Contracting States. The conditions to be laid down for the utilisation of the
passages and bridges, and also the tariffs, shall be fixed in as uniform a man-
ner as possible. The same procedure shall be followed when authorisations
already granted are extended.

5. In matters connected with river law which affect the rights or in-
terests of parties residing in the territory of the other State, even if rights
guaranteed by river law are involved other than those mentioned in para-
graph 1 of Article 19, these parties shall be treated both as regards the
substance of the question and the form of procedure on the same footing as
parties belonging to the State in whose territory the installation is situated
or is to be erected. The authority competent to deal with the matter shall,
through the intermediary of the competent authority of the other State,
summon the said parties to intervene in the proceedings in exactly the same
way as it summons the parties residing in its own territory.

6. If in matters coming under Section III no agreement is reached be-
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tween the waterways services of the two States acting as authorities of first
instance, the question shall be submitted to the competent higher authorities
of the two States. Should the supreme authorities be unable to agree,
recourse shall be had, if necessary, to the arbitral procedure provided for
in Article 70 before the arbitral tribunal mentioned in that Article.

7. Should the proposed hydraulic installations or any other measures
connected therewith involve a change in the frontier line, the authorities
mentioned in paragraph 6 or the arbitral tribunal may only take a decision
after the said'change in the frontier has been accepted by both States in
the manner laid down in their Constitutions.

8. The provisions of paragraph 1, sentence 1, and of paragraph 5, shall
not apply to hydraulic installations with regard to which an agreement
has already been reached between the Contracting States.

Article 32

The entering in the waterways registers of the Contracting States of all
rights in respect of waterways, which relate to installations situated on fron-
tier waterways or situated partly in the territory of one State and partly in
the territory of the other State, shall be effected in virtue of the decision of
the waterways services or of the award of the arbitral tribunal provided for
in Article 70, and executed by these services.

Article 33

The waterways service within the meaning of the present Treaty shall be
the authority competent to grant authorisations in respect of waterways
in accordance with the legislation of its State.

Article 34

The waterways services of the Contracting States may communicate
direct with one another in writing or otherwise in all matters connected
with river law dealt with in the present Treaty.

Article 35

If during the period between the Revolution and the coming into force
of the present Treaty, measures relating to hydraulic works were adopted
or authorisations in respect of water were granted, which do not take account
of the principles laid down in the present Treaty, the Contracting States
reserve the right to institute negotiations in each particular case with regard
to the possibility of removing or mitigating the disadvantages arising out
of these measures or authorisations, without prejudice, however, to any
decisions which may have acquired force of law.

PART IV

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Article 36

Each State shall provide the water police service in its own territory.
The competent administrative authorities in the two countries shall in-
form one another of water offences committed in frontier waters.



Article 37

The provisions of the present Treaty relating to the use of water generally
shall apply mutatis mutandis to utilisation of the waterways for timber floating.

Article 38

The provisions of this Section shall also apply to the Danube, the March
and the Thaya in so far as nothing else is laid down in the special agreements
to be concluded concerning these waterways.

SECTION IV

REGULATIONS CONCERNING FISHERIES AND PISCICULTURE

ON FRONTIER WATERWAYS

Article 39

Conditions of lease shall not be modified during the current lease period.
Upon the expiration of this period, the laws of the State concerned shall
come into force as regards the conditions of lease.

Article 40

When the new conditions of lease and of the fisheries generally are deter-
mined, the principle that each of the two States shall exercise sovereign
rights over the waters in its territory and consequently over the part of the
waters contiguous thereto up to the frontier of the State shall also apply
to frontier waters.

Article 41

If the right to exercise fishing rights in one of the two States is granted
to a national of the other State, such right shall be exercised in conformity
with the laws and decrees of the State in whose territory such person fishes
or engages in pisciculture. In waterways which cross the frontier, the
exercise of fishing rights shall be governed by the laws and decrees of the
State in which the fishing rights are exercised.

Article 42

The Contracting States shall conclude a special agreement uniformly
establishing close seasons for fish and crayfish in the frontier waters and in
the waterways intersecting the frontier, as also in water courses which are
of importance for fishing in the two categories of waters mentioned above.

Article 43

1. Fish and crayfish found in the waters specified in Article 42 may be
taken when they are of a certain minimum size to be fixed by the Contract-
ing Parties in agreement with one another. This minimum size shall, in
the case of fish, be determined by the length from the nose to the end of the
caudal fin and, in that of crayfish, by the length from the eyes to the end of
the outstretched tail.

2. Fish or crayfish under the minimum size must be thrown back into the
water.



Article 44

I. In the waters specified in Article 42, fishing at night, from sunset to
sunrise, shall in principle be forbidden. Exceptions to this prohibition may
be allowed under conditions to be jointly laid down by the Contracting
States.

2. Fishing in these waters with narcotic or poisonous substances, or
with explosives (dynamite, etc.), or with spears or firearms shall be forbidden.

3. It shall further be forbidden to use fixed or movable fishing appliances
in these waters in such a way as to block up more than half of the water-
course and consequently to hinder the free passage of the fish. The simul-
taneous use of two or more of these appliances extending to the middle of
the watercourse shall only be allowed if they are 50 metres distant from one
another in the lengthwise direction of the watercourse. By the middle of
the watercourse shall be understood the median line of the surface at low
water. Each of the Contracting States may grant exceptions in particular
cases to these restrictions in the use of fishing appliances for its territory,
if this should be necessary for the purpose of obtaining female fish for
artificial pisciculture.

Article 45

The steeping of hemp and flax in the waters specified in Article 42 shall
be forbidden.

Article 46

The competent authorities of the Contracting States shall lend one
another every assistance and make available for one another any documents
or certified copies thereof which there may be in the territory of one of the
States and which are needed by the authorities of the other State for the
purpose of deciding disputes arising in matters related to fishing rights in the
frontier waters. For this purpose, the authorities of the Contracting States
may communicate with one another direct in writing or otherwise.

Article 47

Fishing cards issued to persons entitled to fish in virtue of a right belong-
ing or transferred to them, or to their authorised representatives in charge
of the fisheries, must be accompanied by photographs where the fishing rights
in question are to be exercised in the frontier waters.



Austria-Germany

131. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN BAVARIA AND AUSTRIA CON-
CERNING THE COURSE OF THE WATER FRONTIER
ALONG THE SAALE 2 AND SALZACH RIVERS, CONCLUDED
ON 24 DECEMBER 1820 3

Whereas it has been mutually recognized that there is an urgent need
to reach agreement both on the course of the water frontier along the Saale
and Salzach rivers established under the Munich State Treaty of 14 April
18164 and on the use of the waters forming that frontier; and

Whereas detailed negotiations concerning the regulation of that water
frontier, i.e., " from that point on the right bank of the Saale at which
the first land-frontier boundary-stone marked with a coat of arms stands,
along the Salzach and to the point at which it issues into the Inn", have
subsequently been conducted, with the assistance of the engineers appointed
for the purpose, between the Royal Demarcation Commissions established
by both Parties in accordance with the above-mentioned State Treaty,

Now therefore the said Royal Commissions have been empowered by
their highest authorities also to conclude a formal Agreement concerning the
water frontier on the Saale and Salzach rivers, and have agreed on the
following articles:

Rectification of the Saale and the Salzach

ARTICLE 7. Both riparian States shall take the attached joint technical
report as the basis for all future operations on the Saale and Salzach, and
they undertake, as from the date on which the instrument of agreement
is exchanged:

1. To ensure that all future works on the Saale and Salzach shall be
carried out in conformity with the system laid down in the above-mentioned
report and by specific mutual agreement;

2. To ensure, until such time as the new bed set out in the river and
boundary map has been established, that the works in question are in all
cases carried out not only to provide the desired local protection but also,
wherever possible, to assist in the approved rectification of the river's
course; to which end it is expressly provided that the original direction
of any works leading from the present bank to the rectified line and con-
structed in such a way as to shift the stream lines shall be altered so that the
works assume a more parallel direction the closer they approach the right
or left side of the rectified line;

I This Agreement is still considered in force by both Parties.
2 Now usually called the " Saalach ".
3 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales, Recht, 1955,

Annex I, p. 40. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)

4 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traitis, Tome III, p. 11.



3. To ensure, as soon as the river settles into the designated new bed,
that the new bank-line, together with its future works, as marked on the
map shall never be exceeded, and that thus in no case are any further
works constructed which will drive the stream from one side to the other
of its new bed and inevitably give rise to further disturbances;

4. To promote with all care and diligence the shifting of the rivers
as soon as possible into the course indicated on the attached map, and to
that end vigorously to promote the planting of the old abandoned channel
and the sandbanks.

ARTICLE 8. In order, however, to ensure that in future this system is not
unilaterally applied or arbitrarily altered and, in particular, that no works
are constructed without the consent of both Parties, the engineering au-
thorities of the two sides shall each year, after the end of the summer spates,
jointly tour the rivers, come to an agreement on the establishment and
maintenance of the designated rectified line, and then draw up a joint
protocol, which shall be submitted to their respective Governments, listing
the works to be undertaken in the coming year.

Any works already constructed but constituting an obvious hindrance to
carrying out the rectification system shall at the request of one Party be
altered or removed by the other Party.

In addition to the respective engineering authorities, the chief technical
authorities of the two States shall be consulted regarding the absolute
necessity of altering or removing any existing work.

ARTICLE 9. If, in the course of the year, large and dangerous breaks in
the banks occur as a result of natural phenomena or high water or for any
other reason, the threatened Party shall in every case be free to repair
the same by constructing works to protect the banks, subject to the condi-
tion that if these protective works approach the rectified line, they may
consist only of works pointing downstream and paralleling the rectified
line as closely as possible, and to the further condition that the enginering
authorities of the other side shall be informed of these works in time to
enable them to satisfy themselves, before construction is begun, that the works
will not be detrimental to the common objective.

ARTICLE 10. Whereas cuts through bends and serpentines must be
undertaken with special care and consideration and are to be carried out
on a systematic basis, it is hereby provided that:

1. The cuts shall always be begun downstream and continued upstream;

2. Neither riparian State may arbitrarily abandon this arrangement
and carry out cuts without the agreement of the other Party;

3. The width of the new canals shall be appropriate to the stream and
the locality and shall, if necessary, be two-thirds of the ordinary width
of the stream in order to prevent the outlets of the canals from silting
up, care being taken in every case to ensure that the material removed
from the cuts is deposited either in the river bed to be abandoned or in
other tributary branches and depressions which are to be dammed up. No
difficulty or objection shall be made by either Party to any other work
carried out in connexion with the cuts if that work is undertaken in accor-
dance with the provisions of article 8.

ARTICLE 11. Wherever the widening of an existing channel or the clear-
ing of a sand or gravel bank will have the fortunate effect of laying the stream
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in the rectified line or even of bringing it closer to that line, either Party
shall at any time be free to carry out such work, on condition that the cut
falls in the direction of the designated new channel or approaches the recti-
fied line in a parallel direction, that the discharge of the new canal does
not hinder the further progress of the rectification work and that the engineer-
ing authorities of the other Party are notified of the work three weeks in
advance.

ARTICLE 12. Either Party shall remain entirely free to reopen a previous
cut which has shifted or silted-up if the work in question can be regarded
as a continuation of the previous system and if the direction of the reopened
cut coincides with or approaches the direction of the proposed new channel.

ARTICLE 13. Compensation for whatever land is required for the cuts
shall be paid by the State through whose territory the cut is made, but
expenditure connected with the work itself must naturally be borne by the
State which, for its own protection and in order to carry out the rectifica-
tion, is undertaking such work in the territory of the other State.

ARTICLE 14. As the establishment of the new river-bed designated on the
map necessitates special precautions to prevent the waters from dividing,
either Party may at its discretion and at any time block off any branches
or channels which now or may in future lie outside the rectified line of
the rivers and which flow through or around meadows; provided that on
both sides meadows and depressions lying between the present thalweg and
the rectified line must be kept open.

ARTICLE 15. Material needed as ballast for works may be taken by either
Party from areas lying beyond the existing main channel up to the middle
of the approved normal bed, subject to the prior consent of the engineering
authorities of the other side, which consent shall not, however, be denied
without compelling reasons that must be specified in the reply.

ARTICLE 16. Both riparian States undertake to ensure the strict enforce-
ment of the regulation in force under which no person may install or carry
out works on the Saale and Salzach except under the control of the relevant
engineering authorities, and of such other river regulations and provisions
to facilitate navigation as are likewise in force.

ARTICLE 25. The agreement between the two States embodied in the
foregoing articles shall in no way alter the rights and obligations deriving
from the private ownership of adjacent property in so far as the exercise of
such property or other private rights is consistent with the purpose of this
Agreement, but where such is not the case, the said rights shall, to the extent
required by the public interest, be restricted in conformity with the general
principles of law.

ARTICLE 29. If, by virtue of the agreement that has been reached,
one State wishes to carry out work in the territory of the other State, such
work may in no circumstances by hindered by the judicial, administrative
or police authorities on condition that the persons performing such work
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can produce the authorization which under articles 10, 11 and 12 must be
granted by the engineering authorities of the other State.

ARTICLE 30. This frontier Agreement shall be ratified by the two Par-
ties, and the instruments of ratification shall be exchanged.

In witness whereof this Agreement, together with the attached expert
opinions and river maps, has been drawn up in duplicate and been sealed.

132. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND BAVARIA CON-
CERNING TERRITORIAL AND FRONTIER ARRANGE-
MENTS, CONCLUDED AT VIENNA ON 2 DECEMBER 18512

ARTICLE 2. In that part of the above-mentioned section of the Danube
which, in accordance with article 1,3 shall in future fall within Austrian
territory, all royal prerogatives and crown property shall henceforth belong
to Austria.

ARTICLE 3. Individuals, communes and institutions shall remain entitled
without exception or hindrance to the free use and enjoyment of the
property and the other rights falling by virtue of article 1 of this Agreement
under Austrian sovereignty.

In particular, Bavarian nationals having property or possessions on the
islands, water meadows and alluvial deposits situated on or along the
above-mentioned section of the Danube henceforth to be under Austrian
sovereignty shall remain entitled to dispose freely of the products of the
soil without the payment of any levies or charges.

ARTICLE 4. .

The police and customs supervision of the said section of the river shall
be exercised in accordance with the provisions of the separate agreement
concerning police and customs supervision of the frontier rivers between
the two States concluded on the same date as the present Agreement.

1 The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Vienna on
14 May 1852.

Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,
Annex 4, p. 48. (Translated from German by.the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)

3 According to article 1, the " main Thalweg " of the Danube shall constitute
the frontier between the two States along the entire frontier section of the river.
As a result of the construction of the Jochenstein power-plant, the main thalweg in
practice runs through the two locks. Although the Jochenstein Agreement
of 13 February 1952 (see below) contains no specific stipulation that the frontier
shall remain unchanged (see article 22 of the Agreement), both sides are of the
opinion that this artificial interference should entail no alteration of the boun-
dary. The frontier remains as before [Edmund Hartig, Ibid.].
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133. NAVIGATION AGREEMENT 1 BETWEEN AUSTRIA
AND BAVARIA CONCLUDED ON 2 DECEMBER 18512

ARTICLE 12.

They further undertake, within their respective territories, to remove
from the channel at their own cost all obstacles to navigation and until
that is done to mark with warning signs any stones, trees or similar objects
lying in or near the channel and constituting a danger to navigation, and to
permit no construction on the stream or its banks which would endanger the
security of navigation.

The greatest care shall also be taken to prevent navigation from being
obstructed or hindered by mills or other machinery or by the rolling-down
of blocks from quarries or the disposal of rubbish close to the banks.

On those sections of the rivers which form the frontier between the Con-
tracting States no works shall be built in the water or on the banks except
by mutual agreement, and to that end the plans for such works shall be
communicated to the other Government concerned. The communication
of such plans shall be the responsibility in Bavaria of the district governments
and in Austria of the district presidents or district governments or, where
these do not exist, of the governor's office.

Consent to the proposed works shall be deemed to have been granted
if no reply has been received within a period of six weeks from the date
on which the relevant plans were submitted. The agreements and usages
relating to joint works or the sharing of the cost of works on individual
rivers or sections of rivers shall remain in force.

134. AGREEMENT 3 BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND BAVARIA CON-
CERNING THE REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
THE INN RIVER FROM ITS JUNCTION WITH THE SAL-
ZACH AT ROTHENBUCH TO THE POINT WHERE IT
DISCHARGES INTO THE DANUBE AT PASSAU, OF 19 AND
31 AUGUST 1858k

1 The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place on 14 May 1852.
Accession of Wtirtemberg on 5 June 1855 by Protocol.

2 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,
Annex II, p. 46. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)

3 Came into force on 1 January 1859.
4 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,

Annex 5, p. 51. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)
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The following Agreement has been reached between the Royal Govern-
ment of Bavaria and the Imperial Government of Austria for the purpose of
establishing a joint works-regime to be observed on the Inn river from its
junction with the Salzach at Rothenbuch to the point where it discharges
into the Danube at Passau:

ARTICLE 7. With respect to the works regime, the two riparian States
have agreed on the following principles:

1. No works on the bank or in the stream may be carried out except
with due regard for the correction plan referred to and by agreement
between the two States, and for this purpose the plans for such works
shall be communicated to the other Government concerned.

The communication of these plans shall be the responsibility, on the
Bavarian side, of the competent district governments, and, on the Austrian
side, of the Governor's office (Statthalterei) at Linz. Agreement to the
proposed works shall be deemed to have been granted if no reply has been
received within a period of six weeks from the date of submission of the
relevant plans.

2. Until such time as the new bed set out in the river map has been
established, these works shall in all cases be carried out not only to provide
the desired public protection but also, wherever possible, to assist in the
approved rectification of the river's course. To this end, it is expressly
provided that the original direction of any works leading from the present
bank to the rectified line and constructed in order to shift the stream shall
be altered, and that the works must be given a direction parallel to the
desired regulated track as soon as they reach the right or left rectified line.

Works pointing downstream and intended to shift the river's course shall
so far as possible be avoided in the main channel.

3. As soon as the river has settled into the designated new bed, the
new bank-lines, together with their future works, as marked on the map
shall never be exceeded, and thus in no case shall any further works be
constructed which will drive the stream from one side to the other of its
new bed and inevitably give rise to further disturbances.

4. The shifting of the river as soon as possible into the course indicated
on the map shall be promoted with all care and diligence, and to that end
the planting of the old abandoned channel and the sandbanks shall be
vigorously promoted.

5. Under this arrangement, a water breadth at full stream (ten feet
above zero on the Simbacher water-gauge) of 100 Austrian (Vienna) Klafter
or 650 Bavarian feet shall be observed.

ARTICLE 8. In order, however, to ensure that in future this works regime
is not unilaterally abandoned or arbitrarily altered and, in particular,
that no works are constructed without the consent of both Parties, the
engineering authorities of the two riparian States shall each year, after
the end of the summer spates, jointly tour the river, come to an agreement
on the establishment or maintenance of the designated rectified lines, and
then draw up a joint protocol, which shall be submitted to the competent
higher authorities, listing the works to be undertaken in the coming year.
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Any works already constructed but constituting an obvious hindrance to
to carrying out the rectification system shall at the request of one Party be
altered or removed by the other Party.

In addition to the respective local engineering authorities, the chief
technical authorities of the two States shall be consulted regarding the
absolute necessity of altering or removing any works already in existence.

In these cases also, any action taken as between the two States shall
be governed by the provisions of article 7 (1) and the procedure therein
prescribed.

ARTICLE 9. If, in the course of the year, large and dangerous breaks in
the banks occur as a result of high water or other natural phenomena or
for any other reason, the threatened Party shall in every case be free to
repair the same by constructing works to protect the banks. If, however,
the protective works approach the rectified line, they may consist only of
works paralleling the said line as closely as possible, and the engineering
authorities of the other riparian State shall be informed of these works
in time to enable them to satisfy themselves, before construction is begun,
that the works will not be detrimental to the common objective.

ARTICLE 10. Although cuts should not as a rule be carried out, the
following provisions shall be complied with in the event that either State
should find it necessary to make them:

1. Neither riparian State shall undertake cuts without the agreement
of the other State (article 7 (1)).

2. The width of the canals shall be appropriate to the nature of the
materials and to the locality.

ARTICLE 11. Wherever the stream can be laid in or even brought closer
to the rectified line by the widening of an existing channel or the clearing
of a sand gravel bank, either Party shall at any time be free to carry out
such work, on condition that the cut falls in the direction of the designated
new channel or approaches the rectified line in a parallel direction, that
the discharge of the new canal does not hinder the further progress of the
rectification work and that the engineering authorities of the other Party
are notified of the work three weeks in advance.

ARTICLE 12. Either Party shall be entirely free to reopen a previous cut
which has shifted or silted up if the work in question can be regarded as a
continuation of the previous system and if the direction of the reopened cut
coincides with or approaches the direction of the proposed new channel.

ARTICLE 13. The costs of carrying out cuts shall be borne by the riparian
State which undertakes such work for its own protection and in order to
carry out the rectification. If a cut is carried out in the territory of the
other State, the required cessions of land shall be subject to the expropriation
laws of that State.

ARTICLE 14. As the establishment of the new river-bed necessitates
special precautions to prevent the waters from dividing into several channels,
either Party may at its discretion and at any time block off any branches
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or channels which now or may in future lie outside the rectified line of the
river; provided that the blocking works shall not exceed the normal height
of the banks and that on both sides arms and depressions lying between the
present thalweg and the rectified line must be kept open.

ARTICLE 15. High-water embankments may come no closer to the
rectified lines than 300 Austrian feet or 325 Bavarian feet. On sections where
the high banks on the right or left side are less than that distance from the
rectified line, the necessary high-water breadth or flood space must be given
up on the opposite side to the extent that local conditions permit.

ARTICLE 16. Material needed as ballast for works may be taken by either
Party from areas lying beyond the existing main channel up to the middle
of the approved normal bed, subject to the prior consent of the engineering
authorities of the other side, which consent shall not, however, be denied
without compelling reasons that must be specified in the reply.

ARTICLE 17. Both riparian States undertake to ensure the strict enforce-
ment of the regulation in force under which no person may install or carry
out works on the Inn river without the knowledge and consent of the
competent authorities, and of such other river regulations and provisions
to facilitate navigation as are likewise in force.

ARTICLE 25. The agreement between the two States embodied in the
foregoing articles shall in no way alter the rights and obligations deriving
from the private ownership of adjacent property in so far as the exercise of
such property or other private rights is consistent with the purpose of this
Agreement, but where such is not the case, the said rights shall, to the
extent required by the public interest, be restricted in conformity with the
general principles of law.

ARTICLE 27. If, by virtue of the agreement that has been reached, one
State wishes to carry out work in the territory of the other State, such
work may, to the extent that private-law relationships are not involved,
in no circumstances be hindered by the judicial, administrative or police
authorities if it has received such authorization from the engineering authori-
ties of the other State as must be granted under articles 10, 11 and 12.

The engineering authorities or construction contractors shall likewise
be free, in the construction area, to transport workers across the river to
the construction site, without prejudice to the provisions of the existing
customs legislation or private law.

ARTICLE 28. The order in which the contemplated works are to be
carried out shall be left to the discretion of each of the riparian States and
shall be based on the degree of urgency of such works, but the two States
shall come to an understanding with each other on all points in order
through concerted action to secure various advantages, and in particular a
reduction of costs.
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ARTICLE 29. The manner of construction and choice of materials shall
likewise be left to the discretion of each State, which may decide on the basis
of its own interests whether to employ fascine or quarry stone.

In witness whereof this Ministerial declaration is hereby drawn up by
the undersigned State Ministry for the Royal Household and Foreign Affairs,
it being specified that its provisions shall enter into force on 1 January 1859
after it has been exchanged with an identical declaration drawn up by the
Government of the Austrian Empire.

135. TREATY' BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND BAVARIA CONCERN-
ING THE RI2GIME OF THE FRONTIER LINE 2 AND OTHER
TERRITORIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN BOHEMIA AND
BAVARIA OF 24 JUNE 1862

ARTICLE 58. As the territorial frontier frequently follows the course of
brooks in such a manner that the middle thereof forms the frontier, and
these brooks serve to supply waterworks and water for land irrigation,
while such diversion of the water often leaves the frontier brooks entirely
dry and undistinguishable, now therefore, in order to remedy such incon-
veniences, the following provisions were agreed to in a Commission protocol
of 26 July 1842, which has been approved by both the Supreme Courts:

1. Such conduits or watercourses out of frontier brooks as were already
laid down in the year 1842 shall continue on both sides, provided that they
do not leave the frontier brook dry.

2. In the future, however, new watercourses out of frontier brooks shall
be made only with the approval of both sides.

3. All watercourses out of frontier brooks shall be inspected by two
experts on behalf of the two Parties, and wherever water is drawn off a
sluice shall be fixed at the expense of the person using the water so diverted,
and upon the said sluice shall be branded with a marking iron the lowest
position allowed for the fall board, so that the bed of the brook may always
be covered with water.

4. The person using the water which. is drawn off shall maintain the
sluice and give due attention to the branded height of the fall board.

5. No new conduit or watercourse may be constructed without permis-
sion.

6. Any person who alters the channel of a frontier brook by putting in
stones or wood, building a weir or by any other means, in order to draw
water off more easily, shall be liable to an appropriate punishment.

7. Any person who is allowed to draw water from a frontier brook
shall be required to keep the channel of the brook clear at the place where

I The exchange of .the instruments of ratification took place at Vienna on
30 July 1862.

2 Reproduced in view of the similar treatment given to the Miihlviertel.
3 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,

Annex 6, p. 57. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)



the outlet sluice is located for at least three inches below the brand mark
of the lowest position for the fall board.
. 8. These regulations and prohibitions shall be promulgated in all the
frontier communes in the spring of every year.

9. All existing conduits or watercourses out of frontier brooks shall
remain subject to any claims arising out of treaties and State timber-floating
regulations.

10. The frontier brooks shall be cleared out and adequately deepened
every six years.

11. Infringements of these provisions shall be punished in conformity
with the present laws and regulations of the two States (in Bavaria, according
to the Act of 28 May 1852 on the appropriation of water). Permission to lay
down conduits or watercourses in the case of frontier brooks of which the
left or right banks forms the frontier, so that the whole channel is under
the sovereignty of one of the frontier States alone, shall be granted by
the State to whose territory the channel of the brook belongs. All the
regulations of the Agreement of 26 July 1842 enumerated above shall be
equally applicable to the said brooks, excepting that contained in No. 2.

Austria-Germany (Federal Republic of)

136. AGREEMENT 1  BETWEEN THE AUSTRIAN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT AND THE BAVARIAN STATE GOVERN-
MENT CONCERNING THE DIVERSION OF WATER IN

THE RISSBACH, DURRACH AND WALCHEN DIS-
TRICTS, REACHED ON 29 JUNE 1948 AND CONCLUDED

ON 16 OCTOBER 19502

1. Austria agrees to waive without compensation the right to lead off
any waters of the Rissbach and its tributaries.

2. Bavaria agrees to the leading-off without compensation of:
(a) The Durrach in Austria with a drainage area of fifty-five square

kilometres;
(b) The Kesselbach with a drainage area of eight square kilometres;
(c) The Blaserbach with a drainage area of four square kilometres;

(d) The Dollmannbach with a drainage area of six square kilometres,
on the condition that Austria shall allow all the water of the streams named
under (a) to (d) to flow into the Isar for a period of not less than fifty days
in the months of October to March, inclusive, and of not less than twenty-five
days in the months of August and September at the request of, and for the
length of time desired by, Bavaria in order to ensure the maintenance of a
sufficient volume of water in the Isar bed.

I Came into force on 1 May 1951.
2 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,

Annex 8, p. 64. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)



3. Austria's obligation under paragraph 2 shall continue until provision,
if any, is made through storage basins to ensure the maintenance of a suffi-
cient volume of water in the upper Isar. If such storage basins are construc-
ted, Austria shall, on conditions to be agreed on in greater detail, permit a
partial backing-up of the dam, and the consequences thereof, on Austrian
territory.

4. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement, Austria and
Bavaria maintain their respective positions regarding the legal principles
governing international waters.

5. The date on which this Agreement enters into force shall be fixed by
an exchange of notes between the two Governments.

137. AGREEMENT 1 BETWEEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
OF THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA AND THE FREE STATE OF
BAVARIA CONCERNING THE OSTERREICHISCH-BAYERI-

SCHE KRAFTWERKE AG (AUSTRIAN BAVARIAN HYDRO-
ELECTRIC COMPANY) CONCLUDED ON 16 OCTOBER 1950 2

An Austrian group and a Bavarian group shall establish a Company for the
joint development and utilization of water power on the frontier rivers
between Austria and Bavaria, in particular the Inn and the Salzach, but
with the exception of the Danube. The Republic of Austria undertakes to
ensure the observance of the provisions agreed upon below concerning
the establishment and organization of the Company. The Free State of
Bavaria assumes the same obligations as the Republic of Austria.

I. ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPANY

ARTICLE 1. (1) The Company shall be established as a joint-stock
company within the meaning of the German Joint-Stock Company Act of
30 January 1937 (RGB1. I, p. 107), as amended, on the basis of the annexed
articles of association.

[One or more lines have been misplaced or omitted here in the German text]

ARTICLE 2. (1) The shareholders of the Company shall be apportioned
between an Austrian group and a Bavarian group, each of which shall
contribute half of the share capital.

(2) Only the following may be shareholders:
(a) On the Austrian side: the Republic of Austria, the Federal Ldnder,

the Verbundsgesellschaft (Consolidated Network Company) - (article 5 of the
Second Nationalization Act), special companies (article 4 of the Second
Nationalization Act) and Land companies (article 3 of the Second Nationali-
zation Act).

(b) On the Bavarian side: the Free State of Bavaria, power-supply under-
takings in which the Free State of Bavaria holds a direct or indirect majority

I Came into force on 17 May 1951.
2 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,

Annex 7, p. 58. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United
Nations.)
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interest and the Innwerk A. G., a holding company established by the Free
State of Bavaria for the purpose of participating in commercial under-
takings.

ARTICLE 3. The first shareholders and the extent of their participation
shall be determined, from among the persons listed in article 2, paragraph
(2), by the Austrian Federal Government in the case of the Austrian group,
and by the Bavarian State Government in the case of the Bavarian group.

ARTICLE 4. Each Contracting Party shall endeavour to ensure that the
members of its group of shareholders shall at the general meeting grant the
consent required under article 6, paragraph (2), of the articles of association
for the transfer of shares of a member of the other group as constituted
under article 2, paragraph (2), of this Agreement if the other Contracting
Party so requests.

ARTICLE 5. The board of management shall be made up of an equal
number of representatives from the Austrian and the Bavarian side. If the
groups of shareholders are unable to agree on the appointment of a member
of the board of management, the group of shareholders whose representative
has been rejected shall nominate another person. If a group of shareholders
rejects both nominees or the board of directors revokes the appointment of
members of the board of management, compelling reasons for the action
taken must be given. In case of dispute as to whether the reasons thus given
are compelling a decision shall be made in accordance with article 26.

ARTICLE 6. (1) The board of directors shall consist of eight or, at the
request of one of the two groups of shareholders, of twelve members, half
of whom shall be nominated by one of the said groups and half by the other
group, the nominees of each group requiring the assenting votes of the other
group in the election held at the general meeting.

(2) Committees of the board of directors shall be established in accor-
dance with the same principles.

(3) If a member of the board of directors withdraws and the agreed
number of members is not reduced by agreement so as to restore parity,
another member shall forthwith be elected.

(4) In addition, a representative of the Austrian and of the Bavarian
employees shall belong to the board of directors.

ARTICLE 7. The groups of shareholders shall appoint the chairman of the
board of directors in annual rotation. The vice-chairman shall be elected
from among the representatives of the other group of shareholders.

ARTICLE 8. The rules of procedure of the board of directors shall include
the following provision:

The board of directors shall have a quorum if at least three representa-
tives of each group of shareholders are present or represented (article 15
of the articles of association). The quorum shall be increased to four if the
board of directors consists of ten or more members as provided in article 6,
paragraph (1).

ARTICLE 9. (1) The provisions of article 23 of the articles of association
shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the internal auditors and the special auditors.
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(2) The auditors appointed by the Austrian Audit Office shall have the
same authority with respect to the Company as the annual, internal and
special auditors.

(3) In addition, at the request of the Austrian Audit Office, orders shall
be given, by virtue of article 23, paragraph (2), of the articles of association,
by agreement between the Bavarian State Ministry of Finance and the
Austrian Audit Office.

ARTICLE 10. If the majority required in the board of directors or the
general meeting for the adoption of a decision on an important company
matter is not obtained, the two States shall endeavour to arrange a settlement
by negotiation.

If such endeavour is unsuccessful, the Governments shall call upon an
internationally recognized expert to act as mediator.

ARTICLE 11. Either Contracting Party may ask that the Company be
dissolved if essential provisions of this Agreement have been seriously in-
fringed by the other Contracting Party or if dissolution is advisable for
other compelling reasons. In such a case, each Contracting Party shall
instruct its group of shareholders to vote in the general meeting for the
dissolution of the Company. If the two Contracting Parties are not in
agreement regarding the existence of conditions justifying dissolution, the
matter shall, notwithstanding the provisions of article 10, be settled by
the arbitration procedure laid down in aiticle 26.

ARTICLE 12. (1) In the event of the Company being liquidated, the
interests of both Parties shall be protected, and particular attention shall be
given, in transferring the Company's installations, to ensuring the unim-
paired continuance of operations.

(2) If unanimity (article 20, paragraph (2), of the article of association)
is not achieved, a final decision on the form of liquidation called for under
paragraph I shall, notwithstanding the provisions of article 10, be reached
through the arbitration procedure laid down in article 26. The shareholders
shall be required to vote in conformity with this decision.

ARTICLE 13. (1) As soon as ownership of the Ering and Obernberg
works can be transferred to the Austrian-Bavarian Hydroelectric Company,
the said works shall be transferred in their entirety in accordance with an
arrangement to be further agreed upon and on conditions appropriate at the
time of transfer; in this connexion payments to third parties entitled to
compensation as a result of the construction of these works shall be taken
into account in fixing the value of the works. If agreement is not reached
within six months from the time referred to in the first sentence of this
article, the matter shall, upon request, be decided by the board of arbitration
provided for in article 26.

(2) Pending the transfer of ownership, the Ering and Obernberg works
shall be administered and utilized by the Company in their entirety in
accordance with a separate agreement which shall take effect upon the
entry into force of the present Agreement.

ARTICLE 14. The Bavarian group of shareholders shall make available
to the Austrian group of shareholders a loan of DM 250,000 for the payment
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of the latter group's part of the share capital. No interest shall be charged.
The loan shall be amortized through an internal clearing account.

ARTICLE 15. (1). The long-term ratio of internal to external financing
shall be 1 : 2.

(2) The company shall at the outset be financed through loans to cover
capital expenditure made to the Company by the two sides in amounts as
nearly equal as possible. The loans shall be converted into capital stock
at appropriate times and in appropriate amounts as the interests of the
Company require. The conversion of the schilling debt into capital stock
shall be based on the cost value and production value, in the German
currency valid at the headquarters of the Company, of the assets attributable
to the corresponding loan extended by the Austrian side. If no agreement
is reached on the conversion rate to be established in this manner, the final
decision shall, notvithstanding the provisions of article 10, be made in
accordance with the arbitration procedure laid down in article 26.

(3) New external financing shall be taken up by the Company from
both sides in, so far as possible, equal proportions, subject always to the
condition that the interests of the Company shall be decisive.

ARTICLE 16. (1) Each group of shareholders shall be entitled to the
delivery of half the amount of generable power and shall be required to pay
half of the costs of production plus an appropriate rate of interest on the
capital resources. Each shareholder shall make payment in the currency of
its State to the branch situated in its State.

(2) The individual shareholder of each group shall, in accordance
with a distribution schedule agreed upon among themselves, be entitled
to a portion of that half of the generable power allotted to that group.

(3) The shareholders, by a majority representing at least three- quarters
of the capital stock, may lay down procedures for the determination of
production costs and may suspend the payment of interest on the capital
resources.

(4) Where it appears from the annual statement of accounts that the
Company has been taxed differently for the same tax period by the two
States, the payment to be made by the shareholders of each group shall be
determined by deducting the relevant taxes and public charges from the
total production costs and adding half the remaining production costs to the
amount levied by each State. In so doing, schilling amounts shall be con-
verted into the currency valid at the Company's headquarters on the basis
of the exchange rate for United States dollars so long as no direct rate of
exchange between the two currencies exists.

(5) The procedure laid down in paragraph 4 shall also apply where
claims by the Company against one or more shareholders of a group become
irrecoverable.

(6) Wherever the laws of one State prevent the foregoing provisions
from being carried out, the Company shall effect the necessary equalization
by reducing the payments to be made by the shareholders of the other group.

(7) If the delivery of power to a shareholder is terminated by the
Company because of non-fulfilment by the shareholder of its obligations
under the agreement for the delivery of current, and if the power made
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available is not taken up by a shareholder of the same group, the Company
shall offer the power to the shareholders of the other group and shall credit
the proceeds against the remaining obligation for the payment of production
costs incumbent upon the group not taking up the power.

ARTICLE 17. Each State shall ensure that, in its territory, the Company
is provided with adequate transmission facilities at the usual rates for the
transmission of the power quota to which the group of shareholders of the
other State is entitled and that the agreements necessary for this purpose
are concluded.

ARTICLE 18. In the construction of the power-dams along the frontier
ections, the power-plants and their transformer stations shall, so far as is

,echnically and economically feasible, be so laid out that on completion of
he system they are distributed equally between the two sides.

II. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 19. (1) The Company shall be taxed in accordance with the
legislation of each State, on the basis of the following provisions.

(2) For the purposes of taxation, the Company's assets (trading capital)
shall be considered to be divided equally between the two States.

(3) For the purposes of taxation in each State, income shall be con-
sidered to comprise the Company's total income minus the income falling
to the other State. In this regard the income falling to the other State
shall be deemed to consist of half the Company's total income. However,
compensatory surcharges imposed by virtue of article 16, paragraph (4),
for the equalization of higher taxation in one State shall be regarded as
income in that State alone, and the additional tax liability so equalized
shall be regarded as an operating expense in that State alone.

(4) For the purposes of turnover taxes, deliveries of electricity shall be
deemed to have taken place in the State in which the power is consumed.

(5) No company tax and no purchase tax, including surtaxes, shall be
levied on property acquired for the establishment of the Company. In
addition, each of the two States shall grant the Company the most favourable
tax treatment possible under its legislation.

(6) If taxes, for example, a capital levy, are assessed against the Company
through special legislation in either of the two States, steps shall be taken
to grant the necessary equalization to the other side.

(7) Goods imported and exported for the use or consumption of the
Company shall, in so far as traffic between the two States is concerned and
by further agreement between the said States, be exempted from customs
duties and other customs charges.

(8) The two States shall grant each other legal assistance in the de-
termination and assesment of taxes, and each State shall allow tax audits
of the Company to be carried out in its territory by the other State.

ARTICLE 20. (1) The two States shall, so far as possible and having
regard to the provisions of this Agreement in individual cases, grant the
exchange control permits necessary for the achievement of the Company's



purposes. This shall apply in particular to the exchange control treatment
of persons frequently crossing the frontier.

(2) If shares or interim certificates are issued by the Company, steps
shall be taken to make possible the transfer to Austria of the relevant
documents belonging to the Austrian group.

ARTICLE 21. The two States shall so far as possible grant the necessary
residence, employment, entry and exit and other similar permits to all
persons who at any time are needed for the construction of the power-plants
and the operation of the undertaking.

ARTICLE 22. So far as the interests of the Company permit, the interests
of the two States shall be taken into account as equally as possible in the
hiring of employees, the letting of contracts and similar matters.

ARTICLE 23. Hunting and fishing rights shall be governed by the legis-
lation applicable in each of the two States.

ARTICLE 24. This Agreement shall be without prejudice to the agreements
reached concerning the course of the State frontier.

ARTICLE 25. (1) The two States shall grant the Company such water
rights and water right permits as in pursuance of the relevant proceedings
are found necessary for the construction of its installations on the frontier
waters to which this Agreement refers, and they undertake not to grant to
third parties, except by mutual agreement, water rights or water-right
permits relating to these frontier waters that would be disadvantageous to
the Company.

(2) Proceedings relating to water rights shall be governed by the
legislation in force in each of the two States.

(3) All proceedings relating to water rights shall be conducted by each
of the two States independently, but in consultation with the other State.

(4) The water-right permits granted by the two Parties shall be as
equal in scope as possible, be non-conflicting and, if possible, be issued
simultaneously; and in particular, neither Party may claim reversionary
rights, water taxes or water-use charges. If differences of interpretation
arise in discretionary matters, a solution shall be sought in accordance
with the provisions of article 10. If differences of legislation in the two
States make unequal taxation of the Company unavoidable, the provisions
of article 16, paragraph (4), shall be applied so far as possible.

(5) The provisions of paragraphs (1) to (4) shall apply, mutatis mutandis,
to all other administrative proceedings relating to the construction, mainte-
nance and operation of the installations.

III. FINAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 26. In all matters which under this Agreement are made
subject to arbitration (articles 5, 11, 12(2), 13(1), 15(2)), the final decisions
shall be given by a board of arbitration. The said board shall also decide
whether the matter at issue is among the questions which it is competent to
decide. Further details shall be set out in a separate arbitration agreement.
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ARTICLE 27. Save where questions falling within the competence of the
board of arbitration established under article 26 of this Agreement are
concerned, all differences of opinion between the two Contracting Parties
arising out of this Agreement, including the questions whether a difference of
opinion is to be regarded as falling under the provisions of this Agreement,
shall be submitted to an arbitral tribunal. A separate agreement shall be
drawn up concerning the arbitral tribunal.

ARTICLE 28. Where this Agreement entails rights and obligations which
cannot by their nature be directly exercised or fulfilled by the two States,
the two States shall take steps to ensure that the said rights and obligations
can be directly exercised or fulfilled by the person or body concerned.

ARTICLE 29. If, as a result of legislative action by either of the two
States, changes in the agreed arrangements should become necessary in order
to protect the interests of the two Sides as established in those arrangements,
such changes shall be agreed on immediately in a spirit of trust and co-
operation.

138. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY AND OF THE
FREE STATE OF BAVARIA CONCERNING THE DO-
NAUKRAFTWERK-JOCHENSTEIN-AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
(DANUBE POWER-PLANT AND JOCHENSTEIN JOINT-
STOCK COMPANY) CONCLUDED ON 13 FEBRUARY 19522

The Government of the Republic of Austria and the Governments of the
Federal Republic of Germany and of the Free State of Bavaria, desiring
to promote the joint development and utilization of water power on the
frontier section of the Danube, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1. The Rhein-Main-Donau-Aktiengesellschaft (Rhine, Main and
Danube Joint-Stock Company) of Munich, as an undertaking of the Federal
Republic of Germany and of the Free State of Bavaria, and the Osterreichische
Elektrizitdtswirtschafts-Aktiengesellschaft (Verbundgesellschaft) (Austrian Electric
Power Joint-Stock Company (Consolidated Network Company)) of Vienna,
as fiduciary for the Republic of Austria, shall establish, as principal share-
holders, the Donaukraftwerk-Jochensten-Aktiengesellschaft (Danube Power-
Plant and Jochenstein Joint-Stock Company). This company shall construct
a dam on the Danube at Jochenstein and utilize it as efficiently as possible
for the production of power. In so doing it shall at its own cost and in good
time take every precaution to avoid any material obstruction of navigation.

1 Came into force on 13 February 1952.
2 Edmund Hartig, Internationale Wasserwirtschaft und internationales Recht, 1955,

Annex 9, p. 65. (Translated from German by the Secretariat.)



SECTION I

Construction and operation of the dam

ARTICLE 2. (1) The Jochenstein dam shall consist of:
(a) As a power-plant installation, a river power-plant together with a

weir, drainage facilities and the other power-plant facilities auxiliary
thereto;

(b) As a navigation installation, two sluices having a minimum breadth
of twenty-four metres each, shore works and the other facilities necessary
thereto.

(2) Beyond the common-frontier section of the Danube, the area of the
dam shall include:

(a) On the German side, above the KraUtelstein bridge, the section
of the Danube as far as the Kachlet power-plant, with a total height of fall
at mean water of about 2.0 metres, and the corresponding section of the Inn,
with the result that the backflow of the dam at mean water ends at the
Kachlet plant;

(b) On the Austrian side, below the mouth of the Dandelbach, a section
of the Danube long enough to ensure an auxiliary height of fall of 1.20
metres at mean water on the sinking of the tail water at the powei-plant.

(3) The Danube Power-Plant and Jochenstein Joint-Stock Company
shall prepare the construction plans on the basis of the preliminary work
already jointly carried out by the Rhine, Main and Danube Joint-Stock
Company and the Consolidated Network Company; in the case of the plans
for the navigation installation and the hydraulic works required for the
power-plant installation, it shall obtain the approval of the competent
Federal Ministries on both sides.

(4) The power-plant installation referred to in paragraph 1 shall also
include a pump storage station connected with the river power-plant,
should such a station be constructed by the Company in agreement with
the competent Ministries of the two sides, the Rhine, Main and Danube
Joint-Stock Company and the Consolidated Network Company.

(5) If the pump storage station referred to in paragraph 4 is not con-
structed, the Rhine, Main and Danube Joint-Stock Company or the
Consolidated Network Company shall be entitled to construct a pump stor-
age station connected with the river power-plant for the purpose of increasing
their shares of the power produced (see article 14). The other side shall not
thereby be placed at an economic disadvantage.

ARTICLE 3. (1) The Company shall construct the power-plant instal-
lations as its own property and the navigation installation as the property
of the Federal Republic of Germany or the Republic of Austria in accordance
with the situation of those installations in relation to the German-Austrian
frontier.

(2) The Contracting Parties shall, to the extent necessary for the
construction and operation of the dam, place their property and property
rights at the disposal of the Company without special compensation.

(3) The Contracting Parties shall authorize the Company to acquire,
on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany of the Republic of Austria,



property and property rights required for the construction and operation
of the navigation installation, to administer the property and rights so
acquired and to conduct all business relating thereto. Under the terms of
this authorization, the Company shall be permitted to engage in legal
transactions with itself.

(4) All other business shall be transacted by the Company on its own
behalf.

(5) The entire cost of construction of the dam shall be borne by the
Company.

ARTICLE 4. (1) On completion of the dam, the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Republic of Austria shall assume responsibility for the
operation, maintenance and replacement of those installations which belong
to them (see article 3, paragraph (1)).

(2) Before the completion of construction, a set of operating instructions
shall be prepared or approved:

(a) For the navigation installation by the German and Austrian Federal
Ministries having jurisdiction over the operation thereof;

(b) For the weir by the Competent German and Austrian authorities
on the recommendation of the Company.

(3) The Company shall bear the cost of operating and maintaining
the power-plant installation and, until such time as the assumption of
responsibility provided for in paragraph (1) has become effective, the cost
of operating the navigation installation.

(4) As from the date on which the assumption of responsibility provided
for in paragraph (1) becomes effective, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Republic of Austria shall bear the costs of those navigation instal-
lations which belong to them; provided that the Company shall each year
reimburse the costs attributable to:

(a) The operation, maintenance and replacement of the sluice instal-
lations;

(b) Necessary ice-breaking services;
(c) The maintenance of the control section below the dam (see article 2,

paragraph (2) (b)), to the extent that they are occasioned by the artificial
deepening thereof.

SECTION II

Legal status of the Company

ARTICLE 5. (1) The Company shall be established as a joint-stock
company under German law on the basis of the annexed articles of associa-
tion.

(2) Amendments to the articles of association other than of a drafting
nature shall require the approval of the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 6. (1) The voting capital stock of the Company shall be taken
up in equal parts by a German and an Austrian group of shareholders.

(2) In addition to the founders, only the following may be shareholders
of the Company:



(a) On the German side:
The Federal Republic of Germany, the Free State of Bavaria and the

Rhine, Main and Danube Joint-Stock Company;
(b) On the Austrian side:
The Republic of Austria, Federal Lander, the Consolidated Network

Company (see article 5 of the Second Nationalization Act, BGBl. No.
81/1947), special companies (see article 4 of the Second Nationalization Act)
and Land companies (see article 3 of the Second Nationalization Act).

(3) The Company may issue preferred shares without voting rights to
persons other than those named in paragraph (2) in accordance with the
regulations governing joint-stock companies. The Contracting Parties shall
ensure that the holders of preferred shares are not granted voting rights
under article 116, paragraph (2), of the Joint-Stock Companies Act.

ARTICLE 7. The German and the Austrian sides shall each endeavour to
ensure that the members of its group of shareholders shall at the general
meeting grant the consent required under article 6, paragraph (2), of the
articles of association for the transfer of shares of a member of the other
group as constituted under article 6, paragraph (2), sub-paragraphs (a) and
(b), of this Agreement if the other side so requests.

ARTICLE 8. The board of management and the board of directors shall
be made up of an equal number of representatives of the German and the
Austrian voting shareholders.

ARTICLE 9. (1) The provisions of article 23 of the articles of association
shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the internal auditors, the special auditors
and the annual auditors.

(2) The auditors appointed by the Austrian Audit Office shall have the
same authority with respect to the Company as the annual, internal and
special auditors.

(3) In addition, at the request of the Austrian Audit Office, orders
shall be given, by virtue of article 23, paragraph (2) of the articles of associa-
tion, by agreement between the German Federal Minister of Transport, the
Bavarian State Ministry of Finance and the Austrian Audit Office.

ARTICLE 10. (1) Either the German or the Austrian side may ask
that the Company be dissolved if essential provisions of this Agreement have
been seriously infringed by the other side or if dissolution is advisable for
other compelling reasons.

(2) In such a case, the Contracting Parties shall jointly constder whether
the purpose of the Agreement can be achieved by amending or supplement-
ing the existing provisions thereof.

(3) If the Company is dissolved, an agreement, in which the interests
of the Contracting Parties and the shareholders are taken into account,
shall be reached concerning the continued operation of the undertaking
as a whole.

ARTICLE 11. If the majority required in the board of directors or the
general meeting for the adoption of a decision on an important company
matter is not obtained, the Contracting Parties shall arrange a settlement.
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ARTICLE 12. (1) The long-term ratio of the Company's internal
financing to its external financing shall be 1 : 2.

(2) The two groups of shareholders as defined in article 6, paragraph (2),
sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), shall each contribute to raising half of the
external financing which the Company itself is unable to raise. The obliga-
tions of the Contracting Parties shall be governed by the provisions of
article 23, paragraph (2).

(3) The Contracting Parties undertake to give the Company and the
two groups of shareholders all possible assistance in obtaining financing.
The competent authorities of each of the Contracting Parties shall do
everything possible to ensure that, where necessary, a State surety is provided
for that part of the Company's external financing raised by its group of
shareholders.

ARTICLE 13. The two groups of shareholders as defined in article 6,
paragraph (2), sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), shall contribute equally to the
fulfillment of the Company's purpose. The criteria for determining whether
such contributions are to be regarded as equal shall be established by
agreement between the two groups of shareholders. In establishing such
criteria, account shall be taken of price and wage rates in the two States
and of all other factors relevant to an evaluation of the contributions.

ARTICLE 14. (1) The Company shall supply the Rhine, Main and
Danube Joint-Stock Company and the Consolidated Network Company, as
consumers, each with one-half the generable power corresponding to the
natural water yield at any given time less the power needed for the dam ex
transformer station. If the technical facilities of the Company are unable to
provide a direct equal distribution of power, the Consolidated Network
Company shall ensure by power exchange that so far as possible the two
consumers receive the amount of power to which they are entitled in relation
to the natural water yield. Any costs occasioned in this connexion shall be
determined and charged off. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the
agreements necessary for the exchange of power can be concluded and
executed and that the necessary transmission installations in their territory, to
the extent that such exist, are made available.

(2) If the delivery of power to one consumer is terminated by the
Company because of non-fulfilment by that consumer of its obligations, the
Company shall offer to the other consumer the power thus made available
and shall charge off the proceeds against the obligation for the reimburse-
ment of production costs which is still incumbent upon the consumer to
which delivery has been terminated.

(3) If a group of shareholders as defined in article 6, paragraph (2),
sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), raises less than 50 per cent of the required
external financing, the Company shall, as a temporary departure from the
provisions of paragraph (1), deliver a quantity of current corresponding
to the actual share of financing that has been raised. Further details shall
be set out in an agreement between the Rhine, Main and Danube Joint
Stock Company and the Consolidated Network Company.

(4) The Company shall be reimbursed in advance by each consumer
for the financing charges on loans credited to the share of financing raised
by the relevant group of shareholders (see article 12, paragraph (2)) and
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for the taxes and charges levied in the territory of the relevant consumer's
State; in addition, the company shall receive from each consumer 50 per
cent of its other production costs, including an appropriate rate of interest
on its capital resources. The crediting of the aforementioned loans shall
be decided upon by the board of directors at the time when the loan is
approved.

(5) As a general principle, each consumer shall make payment in the
currency of its State to the branch of the Company in its State. So far as
possible, the Company shall allocate its production costs in such a way that
they are payable half in German marks and half in Austrian schillings.

(6) The voting shareholders, by a majority representing at least three
quarters of the voting capital stock, outside the general meeting, lay down
procedures for the determination of production costs and may suspend the
payment of interest on the Company's capital resources.

SECTION III

Administrative provisions

ARTICLE 15. The administrative authorities shall apply the laws in
force on the German and on the Austrian side in the manner most conducive
to the accomplishment of the Company's tasks.

ARTICLE 16. (1) The Contracting Parties shall, to the extent of their
jurisdiction, ensure that the water rights and water-right permits which,
on the basis of the construction plans (see article 2, paragraph (3)) and in
pursuance of the relevant water-rights proceedings of the two sides, are
found to be necessary for the construction and operation of theJochenstein
dam are granted or, where they have expired, are, upon request, renewed.
They shall not grant to third parties, except by mutual agreement, water
rights or water-right permits relating to the area of the Jochenstein dam or
the area below it which would be disadvantageous to the dam.

(2) The water-rights proceedings shall be carried out on the German
and on the Austrian side independently in accordance with the legislation
in force, but on a basis of mutual consultation and, so far as possible, mutual
support.

(3) The Water-right permits granted by the two sides shall be as
equal in scope as possible, be non-conflicting and, if possible, be issued
simultaneously; in particular, neither side may claim reversionary rights,
water taxes or water-use charges. Claims by the Rhine, Main and Danube
Joint-Stock Company for compensation on account of the blocking of the
Danube power-plant at Kachlet (see article 2, paragraph (2), sub-paragraph
(a)), shall be settled in accordance with the water-rights procedure.

(4) The Contracting Parties shall proceed as provided in paragraphs (1)
to (3) if one of the shareholders as defined in article 6, paragraph (2),
sub-paragraph (a) or (b), constructs a pump storage station in pursuance
of article 5.

(5) The provisions of paragraphs (1) to (4) shall apply, mutatis mutandis,
to all other administrative proceedings relating to the construction, main-
tenance and operation of the Jochenstein dam, in particular proceedings
relating to navigation rights.
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ARTICLE 17. (1) The Company shall be taxed in accordance with the
legislation of each State, on the basis of the following provisions.

(2) For the purposes of taxation, the Company's assets and trading
capital shall be considered to be divided equally between Germany and
Austria.

(3) For the purposes of taxation on each side, income shall be considered
to comprise the Company's total income minus the income falling to the
other side. Half of the income shall fall to the German and half to the
Austrian side. However, any excess in the payments made by the consumer
of one side in pursuance of article 14 shall be regarded as income only in
that consumer's State, and the additional tax liability so equalized shall be
regarded as an operating expense only in that State.

(4) For the purposes of turnover taxes, the production and delivery of
electricity shall be deemed to have taken place in the State in which the
power is consumed.

(5) No company tax and no purchase tax, including surtaxes, shall be
levied on property acquired for the construction of the Jochenstein dam. In
addition, each of the two sides shall grant the Company the tax allowances
permissible under its legislation.

(6) The Contracting Parties shall, in accordance with the legislation
in force on the two sides, impose no import or export duties on goods to be
used for the construction, operation, maintenance or replacement of the
dam. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that any necessary import or
export licences are issued. The customs authorities of the two sides shall
take the necessary control measures in consultation with each other.

(7) The Contracting Parties shall assist each other in the determination
and assessment of taxes and shall allow the other side to carry out tax audits
in their territory.

ARTICLE 18. (1) The Contracting Parties shall endeavour to make
available as soon as possible the exchange-control permits necessary for giving
effect to this agreement.

(2) With a view to the fulfilment by the Company of its purposes and
the transfer of any profits, exchange-control restrictions shall be relaxed by
the German and the Austrian side wherever possible. This shall also apply
to the exchange-control treatment of persons frequently crossing the frontier.

(3) If shares or interim certificates are issued by the Company, steps
shall be taken to make possible the transfer to Austria of the relevant
documents belonging to the Austrian group.

ARTICLE 19. Wherever possible, the necessary residence, employment,
entry and exit and other similar permits shall be granted, on the German
and tht Austrian side, to all persons needed for work in connexion with the
construction and operation of the Jochenstein dam.

ARTICLE 20. So far as the interests of the Company and the provision
of financing permit, the German and the Austrian side shall be given equal
consideration in the letting of contracts and similar matters. As a matter of
general principle, the German and the Austrian side shall share equally in
the hiring of employees by the Company. The Company shall transmit the
necessary information to the labour authorities of the two sides.



ARTICLE 21. Hunting and fishing rights shall be governed by the legisla-
tion applicable in each of the States concerned.

ARTICLE 22. This Agreement shall be without prejudice to the agreements
reached concerning the course of the State frontier.

SECTION IV

Final provisions

ARTICLE 23. (1) The Contracting Parties shall take steps for the
immediate establishment of the new Company and, to the extent of their
jurisdiction, shall further the activities of the Company in every possible and
permissible way.

(2) Where the Agreement entails rights and obligations which the
Contracting Parties cannot directly exercise or fulfil, they shall take steps
te ensure that the rights are exercised and the obligations fulfilled by the
other parties concerned to the extent of their powers with respect to such
parties.

ARTICLE 24. If, for compelling reasons, and in particular as a result
of legislative action by either of the States concerned, it should become
necessary to modify or supplement the arrangements provided for in this
Agreement in order to protect the interests of the States concerned as
established in those arrangements, such modifications or additions shall be
agreed on immediately in a spirit of trust and co-operation.

ARTICLE 25. (1) If a difference of opinion arises between the German
and the Austrian side concerning the interpretation or application of this
Agreement, the matter shall, at the request of either side, be settled through
arbitration by an arbitral tribunal.

(2) The arbitral tribunal shall also, at the request of either side, make
arrangements for the continued operation of the undertaking as a whole
which take into account the interests of the Contracting Parties and the
shareholders, if an agreement on the matter as provided in article 10,
paragraph (3), is not reached within a period of six months from the time
the Company is dissolved.

(3) The arbitral tribunal shall for each dispute be constituted through
the appointment by each side of two qualified persons from among its
nationals as arbitrators and the selection by both sides of a national of a
friendly third State as umpire. Both sides reserve the right to agree in
advance and for a specified period of time on the person to be appointed
umpire in a given case.

(4) If the umpire is not selected or the arbitrators appointed within
three months after the difference of opinion has been made known, the
President of the International Court of Justice at The Hague shall, in the
absence of other agreed arrangements, be requested to make the necessary
appointments.

(5) The umpire shall be the chairman of the arbitral tribunal. The
arbitral tribunal shall reach a decision by majority vote. The decision
shall be binding.
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(6) In the first dispute, the arbitral tribunal shall meet in the territory
of the respondent side, in the second dispute in the territory of the other
side, and so on in rotation in the territory of one or the other side, and at a
place fixed by the Contracting Party concerned. This Party shall provide
the premises and the secretarial and other staff required by the arbitral
tribunal for its work.

(7) The German and Austrian sides shall agree in individual cases
or on a permanent basis on the form of proceedings to be adopted by the
arbitral tribunal. In the absence of such agreement, the arbitral tribunal
itself shall determine the form of its proceedings. The proceedings may be
in written form if neither of the Contracting Parties objects; in such a case
the provisions of the foregoing paragraph need not be applied.

(8) With respect to the summoning and hearing of witnesses and experts,
the authorities of each of the Contracting Parties shall, in response to request
by the arbitral tribunal to the Government concerned grant the same legal
assistance as it would at the request of a domestic civil court.

ARTICLE 26. This Agreement shall not affect the laws in force in the
territory of the Contracting Parties.

Austria-Italy

139. ACCORD' ENTRE L'ITALIE ET L'AUTRICHE CONCER-
NANT LES RELATIONS ICONOMIQUES ENTRE LES
ZONES DE FRONTIIRE DES DEUX tTATS, SIGNI A
ROME, LE 28 AVRIL 19232

ARTICLE XII. Les dispositions stipulfes aux Articles IX et X sont aussi
applicables aux droits de peche, si ces droits sont justifies par les permis de
peche delivres et vises par l'autorit6 politique competente3

I Entr6 en vigueur le 20 juillet 1923.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 118, p. 691.
3 Article IX. Les droits de chasse existant actuellement sur des terrains

entrecoupes par la ligne douaniere, soit que ces droits proviennent d'un contrat
d'adjudication encore en vigueur, soit qu'ils se rapportent h des rdserves de
chasse, obtenues conformdment aux lois en vigueur, seront respectes jusqu'A
l'expiration des contrats ou jusqu'A ce que le droit de chasse reservee, reconnu
par les lois en vigueur, subsiste. Par consequent, pendant cette periode les
ayants droits A chasser, comme les proprietaires des cantons de reserve, les ad-
judicataires et leurs h6tes de chasse, pourront, dans ces cantons, 6lever, chasser,
prendre et y tuer le gibier, s'en approprier et s'approprier de tout ce qu'on peut
en tirer, sans dgard A la frontiere entre les deux Etats.

A cet effet il sera necessaire que le chasseur, pour passer la frontiere, soit
muni non seulement des documents ordinaires (carte frontaliere ou passeport)
mais aussi des documents relatifs A la chasse (port d'armes ou permis de chasse)
delivrds par les autoritds competentes et reconnues reciproquement.

Les gardes-chasse en service dans des cantons de chasse divises par la ligne
frontiere, devront 4tre reconnus par les autorites de l'Etat dans lequel ils exercent
leurs fonctions.

Les armes pour la chasse et les munitions relatives ainsi que les autres instru-



ARTICLE XIII. Les prescriptions relatives A la destruction des animaux
nuisibles A la pfche dans les zones-frontitres et les modalit6s de cette des-
truction seront adoptdes d'un commun accord entre les Gouvernements des
deux Etats.

Dans les zones-fronti~res l'emploi pour la peche de matieres explosibles,
caustiques, assoupissantes ou d'une maniere quelconque toxiques, sera
rigoureusement dffendu.

Les dispositions particulieres pour resoudre les questions techniques
relatives A la p&che dans les zones-frontieres seront adoptes d'un commun
accord entre les autoritds politiques de l'arrondissement ou du district de l'un
et de l'autre Etat.

ARTICLE XIV. En accordant des concessions relatives h l'exploitation
des eaux situ6es A la frontiere, dont A l'Article suivant, soit pour des instal-
lations industrielles ou de production d'6nergie, soit dans l'excution de
travaux de consolidation ou de ddfense le long des cours d'eau situ6s dans
la zone-frontiere, on devra, autant que possible, 6viter de pr6judicier les
droits de pdche des voisins et tAcher de ne pas detruire le poisson.

ARTICLE XV. Sont considfrfes comme eaux de frontiere les eaux qui
courent le long de la frontiere ainsi que celles qui la traversent, pour la
partie qui sera ddlimitee, le cas chant, d'un commun accord par des
Commissions mixtes.

R~serve faite pour la disposition de l'alinea suivant, aucun des deux
Etats contractants ne pourra, dans les eaux susdites, supprimer ou reduire,
moyennant des travaux ou utilisations, les usages existant en faveur de
propritfs ou installations industrielles situees dans l'autre Etat.

Chaque fois qu'il sera ncessaire de construire des installations de forces
hydrauliques dans les eaux de frontiere ou de modifier, par des travaux
quelconques, le regime et 1'exploitation hydraulique de ces eaux, ou bien
encore d'y executer de nouveaux travaux de protection ou de canalisation,
les deux Etats devront proceder d'un commun accord, moyennant l'institu-
tion eventuelle d'une Commission mixte.

ARTICLE XVI. Le droit de l'Italie, prevu par le Traite de Saint-Germain,
d'utiliser le Lac de Raibl et meme d'en detourner les eaux dans le bassin de
la Korinitza, ne pourra, en aucun cas, tre prejudici6.

ments de chasse permis dans Fun et dans l'autre des deux Etats en quantit6
correspondante A l'usage qu'on doit en faire chaque fois dans les cas susdits,
pourront etre transportds d'un c6te A l'autre de la ligne frontiere, qui les divise,
en franchise de tout droit de douane et sans qu'une autorisation speciale soit
requise.

Les autorites douanieres et de la sfiret6 publique pourront donner des disposi-
tions pour garantir le retour, dans l'Etat d'ofi ils proviennent des armes et autres
instruments de chasse.
Article X. Les periodes de defense de chasse dans les zones-frontieres dans les-
quelles se trouvent des cantons de chasse dans les conditions prevues A l'Article
precedent, ne peuvent 8tre modifiees que d'un commun accord entre les deux
Etats.



Austria-Liechtenstein

140. TREATY' BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND LIECHTENSTEIN
REGARDING THE REGULATION OF THE RHINE AND
TRIBUTARY WATERS, SIGNED AT VADUZ ON 23 JUNE
19312

With the intention of continuing the regulation of the Rhine on Liech-
tenstein and Austrian territory up to the mouth of the Ill river in accordance
with uniform points of view and of regulating the construction of the
Liechtenstein inland canal and the erection of drainage works within
range of the Austro-Liechtenstein boundary, the Federal President of the
Republic of Austria, on the one hand, and His Serene Highness Prince
Franz I of Liechtenstein, on the other, have decided to conclude an agree-
ment ....

ARTICLE 1. 1. The two contracting States shall at all times act in
agreement in regard to the improvement and upkeep of the weirs and
banks of the Rhine from the mouth of the Ill upwards, as well as regards
the determination of the elevations of the lower edges of the Rhine bridges,
and for this purpose they shall communicate to each other their building
and repair programmes annually for approval.

2. In case one contracting State offers no objection to the building
schemes proposed by the other within a period of 3 months, its consent
thereto shall be considered as having been given.

3. By means of continuous soundings, regular surveys of the high-water
level, and periodical recording of the Rhine bottom levels, the necessary
data for examining the levels of the water and the condition of the construc-
tion works shall be obtained.

4. The two contracting States undertake to direct their special attention
to the organization and development of the service for reporting high waters
and for damming the water of the Rhine.

ARTICLE 2. For the purpose of maintaining in good condition
the regulated course of the Rhine and the necessary keeping of the inland
canal free from impurities, the Liechtenstein Government undertake
to erect dams and works, calculated to hold back boulders, in the lateral
affluents of the Rhine which either indirectly or directly carry boulders to
the Rhine.

ARTICLE 3. 1. The two contracting States undertake to keep in good
condition at all times the weirs and banks on the Rhine in the section
covered by the treaty (article 1).

2. The Liechtenstein Government undertake to arrange matters so that
the maintenance in order of the dams and weirs is not left to the communes,
but is effected by the State itself.

, The exchange of the instruments of ratification took pla'ce on 20 October
1931.

2 British andForeign State Papers, vol. 134, p. 581.
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ARTICLE 4. 1. The projects for the construction of the Liechtenstein
inland canal from Triesen downwards to its projected outlet above the
Matschelser Bergle and for its possible reconstruction at a later period to
include the top section from Triesen to Balzers, as well as for the regulation
of the Spirsgraben, require the approval of both States, whereupon they
shall be binding on them.

2. Every fundamental alteration of the projects requires discussion for
the purposes of securing agreement.

ARTICLE 5. As regards the construction of the Liechtenstein inland canal,
the following is agreed upon:

(a) This canal shall be fed only by water which is free from boulders.
(b) The commencement of the construction of the inland canal in the

middle section from the Austro-Liechtenstein weir boundary upwards to
the Gamprin dam and of a provisional outlet of the canal near the Austro-
Liechtenstein weir boundary is approved on the understanding that this
state of affairs is temporarily limited in an appropriate manner.

(c) The construction of the portion of the canal from the Gamprin dam
downwards to the Austro-Liechtenstein weir boundary with the temporary
outlet into the Rhine near the above-mentioned weir boundary shall be
completed by the end of the year 1935.

(d) The Gamprin dam shall be levelled and the necessary works for
making the dam water-tight and for increasing its strength in the ground at
both ends shall be undertaken without delay.

ARTICLE 6. After the completion of the section from the Austro-Liech-
tenstein weir boundary to the Gamprin dam, representatives of both States
shall, when required, ascertain whether any disadvantage or damage has
been caused by the altered canal works to the underlying ground, and, if so,
the nature thereof. As regards the obviation of any such disadvantages the
States shall by negotiation settle the question whether it is necessary to
continue the canal to the Matschelser Bergle, or whether constructions on
a smaller scale would prove an effective remedy.

ARTICLE 7. 1. The Principality of Liechtenstein shall bear the cost of
all the canal works necessary for carrying off the Liechtenstein inland
waters, including that of the preparation of the project, the proceedings
pertaining to the law of waterways, the acquisition of the land, etc., and
shall be responsible for the maintenance of these works.

2. The necessary funds for the construction and maintenance of the
canal shall be guaranteed before the work is begun.

ARTICLE 8. The regulation of the Spirsgraben without its lateral
affluents must be completed by Austria at the latest by the date of the
completion of the Liechtenstein inland canal in the section from the Gamprin
dam to the Austro-Liechtenstein weir boundary.

ARTICLE 9. 1. As regards the project agreed upon at Bregenz in
October 1929 to regulate the Spirsgraben from its mouth to the Frickgraben,
but without its affluents, and estimated to cost 689,000 Austrian schillings,
the Principality of Liechtenstein undertakes to pay 25 per cent of the actual



cost thereof; such contribution shall, however, not exceed the sum of
150,000 Swiss francs, and shall be paid in proportion to the progress of the
work.

2. The Republic of Austria shall be responsible for the balance of the
expenses required for the regulation of the parts of the Spirsgraben situated
on Austrian territory after Liechtenstein's contribution is deducted, and also
for the maintenance of the Spirsgraben when regulated.

ARTICLE 10. The cost of the regulation and maintenance of the Frick-
graben along the boundary between Austria and Liechtenstein shall be
shared equally by both contracting States in accordance with a project
to be agreed upon at a later date.

ARTICLE 11. The Republic of Austria guarantees in principle to con-
tribute to the cost of the regulation of the Esche in accordance with a
project to be drawn up, in common, at a later date and in proportion to the
benefit resulting to Austrian territory from this regulation.

ARTICLE 12. 1. The Republic of Austria and the Principality of
Liechtenstein declare their agreement to a mutual control of all works
carried out on the Rhine in accordance with article 1 of the present treaty
at any time, which shall be undertaken jointly by technical authorities, one
of whom shall be appointed by Austria and the other by Liechtenstein.

2. The details of this mutual control of the building and maintenance
of the works shall be settled separately, but before the work is started.

3. Similar stipulations shall apply to the building and maintenance
works carried out on the Liechtenstein inland canal, the Spirsgraben, the
Frickgraben and the Esche.

ARTICLE 13. 1. In case the contracting States fail to come to agree-
ment as regards the measures to be taken for the purpose of carrying on
the building operations or as regards the interpretation or application of
certain provisions of the treaty, the matter shall be decided by an arbitral
tribunal to which each party shall send an arbitrator.

2. The umpire, who may not be a national of either contracting State,
shall be designated jointly by both Governments.

3. In case the joint designation of the umpire fails to take place within
6 months after a party has referred a matter in dispute to the arbitral
tribunal for decision, his selection shall be effected in accordance, mutatis
mutandis, with the procedure prescribed in article 45, paragraphs 4 et seq.,
of the Hague Convention for the pacific settlement of international disputes
of 1907.



Austria-Switzerland

141. TRAITt ' ENTRE LA SUISSE ET L'AUTRICHE-HONGRIE
POUR LE REDRESSEMENT DU RHIN DItS L'EMBOU-
CHURE DE L'ILL, EN AMONT, JusQu'A L'ENTRtE DU
FLEUVE DANS LE LAC DE CONSTANCE, EN AVAL,
SIGNt A VIENNE,LE 30 DICEMBRE 18922

... animus du d~sir de rem~dier au danger des inondations, d'empkcher
les deux rives du Rhin de se transformer en mar~cages et de redresser, dans
ce but, le cours irr~gulier de ce fleuve ds 1'embouchure de l'Ill, en amont,
jusqu'h 1'entr6e du Rhin dans le Lac de Constance, en aval, en se basant,
pour cela, sur le projet g~n~ral 6tabli, d'un commun accord, d'apr~s les
principes de la technique, ont dcid de conclure un trait6 h cet effet ...

ARTICLE I. Les ouvrages h excuter en commun par les deux Gouverne-
ments pour le redressement du Rhin sont les suivants:

(A) Ouvrages 5k executer h frais communs:

1. La coupure infrieure prhs de Fussach;

2. La r~gularisation et l'approfondissement du lit dans la section inter-
m~diaire entre la coupure de Fussach et celle de Diepoldsau en amont;

3. La coupure suprieure pros de Diepoldsau;
4. La r~gularisation de la section sup~rieure, d~s la coupure de Diepold-

sau jusqu'A la jonction de 1'Ill en amont;
5. Les routes, chemins et ponts neufs h 6tablir ensuite des ouvrages

ci-dessus mentionn~s et les reparations et modifications 6ventuelles t faire,
ensuite du redressement du fleuve, h des objets d~jA existants;

6. Les ouvertures ncessaires h apporter aux ponts actuels et le recule-
ment des arri~re-bords, dans le but de crier un profil suffisant.au fleuve pour
le bon 6coulement des hautes eaux.

(B) Ouvrages h ex~cuter aux frais de la Suisse seule:
La canalisation de toutes les eaux (eaux atmosph~riques, eaux d'infil-

tration, et eaux souterraines) du territoire de Diepoldsau jusqu'au canal
d'assainissement de Koblach.

ARTICLE II. Chaque Gouvernement prendra A ses frais, sur son propre
territoire, les mesures ncessaires pour le bon 6coulement des eaux int~rieures
resultant des deux coupures, en observant exactement la prescription de
l'Article IV concernant le dalai d'ex~cution.

Toutes les eaux du bassin de Diepoldsau, qui se trouve entre l'ancien et
le nouveau lit du Rhin, seront 6coules h temps par un canal special, qui
coupera l'ancien lit et traversera le territoire Autrichien. Ce canal sera
6tabli d'apr~s le trac6 fix6 par le projet de redressement (Article III, lettre a)
et se d~versera dans le canal d'assainissement de Koblach que le Gouverne-
ment Autrichien fera construire ses propres frais. Il sera ex~cut6 en com-
mun, mais aux frais de la Suisse seule, y compris les expropriations et autres
acquisitions de terrain (Article Ier, lettre B).

Les instruments de ratification ont &6 6chang4s A Vienne, le 21 juillet 1893.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 84, p. 690.
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ARTICLE III. Les travaux communs 6numdr~s dans l'Article Ier du pr6-
sent Trait6 seront executes d'apr~s une base technique, qui fait partie
int6grante de ce Trait6 et qui comprend les plans et types normaux du
projet gn6ral, savoir: -

(a) Plan de situation du Rhin depuis l'embouchure de 'ill jusqu'au
Lac de Constance;

(b) Profil en long du Rhin depuis l'embouchure de l'Ill jusqu'au Lac de
Constance;

(c) Profils normaux pour executer les coupures et pour rfgulariser le
profil d'6coulement des hautes eaux dans les sections du cours actuel du
fleuve qui seront maintenues;

(d) Types pour les ponts du Rhin;
(e) Justification des frais sommaires des travaux A ex6cuter en commun.
Le trac6 du canal (d~sign6 A l'Article II, alinda 2) d'6coulement des eaux

du bassin de Diepoldsau jusqu'au canal d'assainissement de Koblach est
fix6 par le plan de situation indiqu6 sous lettre (a) ci-dessus.

Les ponts suivants seront construits sur le nouveau cours du Rhin,
savoir:

1. Entre Fussach et Hard;

2. Entre Brugg et Haag;
3. Pr~s de Widnau;
4. Prs de Diepoldsau.

ARTICLE IV. Le dlai d'ex~cution pour les travaux communs est fix6 A
quatorze ans. On commencera, en meme temps, la construction des deux
coupures designdes dans l'Article ler savoir dans le courant ce la premiere
annee qui suivra la ratification du present Trait6. Les travaux seront
conduits de telle maniere que la coupure de Fussach soit achevee au plus
tard dans la sixieme campagne, et celle de Diepoldsau dans la onzieme, apres
regularisation de la section intermediaire et apres que l'6coulement naturel
des eaux aura &6 assure.

Dans ce but on commencera assez t6t les travaux sur la section inter-
mediaire, et, au fur et A mesure de l'approfondissement regulier du lit, on
les poussera de telle faqon que l'on puisse profiter de l'effet produit par la
coupure de Fussach pour creuser plus promptement un lit regulier h cette
section intermediaire.

On doit aussi regulariser, de la meme fagon, la section en amont de la
coupure de Diepoldsau, en ayant tout specialement le degagement normal
des galets pour objectif.

I1 faut attaquer, le plus rapidement possible, les corrections des caux
interieures Ak executer en propre, par chacun des Gouvernements, sur sa rive
respective. Pendant le ddlai d'execution fix6 ci-dessus, ces corrections
seront activees de telle fa~on que les travaux et l'ouverture des deux coupures
ne souffrent point de retard.

ARTICLE V. D'apr s les adjudications de travaux et dans la construction
elle-meme, on procedera de telle sorte que l'cuvre entiere soit executee A
temps et convenablement, mais A des conditions aussi avantageuses que
possible pour les frais de l'entreprise.

ARTICLE VI. D'apr&s le projet de construction mentionn6 5. 'Article III,
le total des depenses pour les travaux A ex6cuter en commun s'6leve A la
somme de 16,500,000 fr.
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Ces frais seront supportfs h parts 6gales, par les deux Etats, de manire
que, h partir de l'anne civile qui suivra la mise en vigueur du pr6sent
Trait6, chacun des deux Gouvernements mette annuellement, pendant
douze ans, une somme de 690.000 fr. A la disposition de la Commission
Mixte de Redressement du Rhin.

Ces annuit~s seront payees chaque annde au mois de Janvier, aux offices
que la Commission Mixte de Redressement du Rhin d~signera tant sur le
territoire Suisse que sur le territoire Autrichien.

Si, dans l'intrt de l'ceuvre commune, des circonstances exceptionnelles
exigeaient une somme plus considdrable, les deux Gouvernements, s'ils se
mettent d'accord sur ce point, feront A la Commission, sur sa proposition,
les avances qu'elle demandera, A compte des annuit~s.

Les Gouvernements ddclarent spdcialement tre disposes A mettre, suivant
les besoins, dans l'annfe off le present Trait6 entrera en vigueur, une somme
jusqu'A concurrence de 150,000 fr., A compte de la premiere annuit6, h la
disposition de la Commission Mixte pour faire les travaux pr~paratoires.

Dans les frais communs sont comprises les dfpenses pour l'Administra-
tion, la direction des travaux, et les expropriations ou autres acquisitions
de terrain.

Les objets faisant partie du plan de redressement exfcut6 en commun sur
les sections du fleuve actuellement existantes seront, pendant la p~riode
d'exfcution, entretenus pour le compte du fonds de construction. Pendant
six ans A partir du jour de l'ouverture de la coupure respective, les travaux
d'entretien A exdcuter aux deux coupures seront Ak la charge du compte
commun de construction.

ARTICLE VII. Les excddents de dfpenses que les deux Gouvernements
reconnaitraient nfcessaires pour les ouvrages A excuter A frais communs
seront aussi supportfs, en parties 6gales, par les deux Etats.

Dans le cas o6t il serait indispensable, pour provoquer un dfgagement
plus intense des galets, de concentrer davantage le profil d'6icoulement
du Rhin, que l'on est convenu d'ex~cuter, ds l'abord, en deux parties,
les deux Gouvernements dfclarent tout particulirement tre disposes A y
consentir, apr~s avoir, toutefois, examin6 les circonstances en commun.

ARTICLE VIII. L'entretien et, au besoin, le ddgorgement du profil
normal dans le chenal du fleuve depuis I'IlM jusqu'au Lac de Constance
devront se faire en commun, par les deux Etats, mme apres l'achevement des
ouvrages executes A frais'communs; les depenses qui en resulteront seront
aussi support~es, en parties 6gales, par les deux Gouvernements. Par une
inspection annuelle entreprise en commun par les D6l6gues des deux Etats, on
se mettra d'accord, sur la procedure A suivre pour entretenir les ouvrages
execut~s en commun, de maniere A faire les constatations 6ventuelles dans
le bassin imm6diat de la correction du.fleuve et du canal de derivation des
eaux de Diepoldsau et A d6terminer, en meme temps, les mesures necessaires
A prendre pour parer aux inconvenients qui pourraient se manifester.

Du reste, avant l'expiration du delai d'6xecution, chacun des deux
Gouvernements reglera par la voie legale, pour son compte, la question de
l'obligation qui lui incombe d'entretenir, A l'avenir, la partie situec sur son
propre territoire, des ouvrages executes A frais communs.

Les digues et les arriere-bords actuellement existants qui rentrent dans
le systeme de regularisation du cours du Rhin seront, aussi pendant la
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pfriode de construction, entretenus de la mfme mani~re qu'aujourd'hui,
sur le territoire de chacun des deux Etats, par ceux qui y sont tenus.

Apr~s l'ach~vement du canal de derivation des eaux de Diepoldsau, le
Gouvernement Autrichien se chargera de son entretien sur la partie situ~e
sur son territoire. Le canal termin6 et sa remise opdrde, la Suisse paiera
une fois pour toutes, pour cet entretien, une somme fixe ;k dfterminer, d'un
commun accord, par les deux Gouvernements sur la proposition de la
Commission du Rhin.

ARTICLE IX. L'exdcution de l'entreprise commune du redressement du
Rhin et la direction de toutes les affaires qui s'y rapportent sont confi6es 5k
une Commission Internationale Mixte dite du Redressement du Rhin et
compos~e de quatre membres et de quatre suppldants. Cette Commission
administre l'oeuvre commune tant sous le rapport technique et administratif
qu'au point de vue financier.

Chacun des deux Gouvernements nomme deux membres et deux suppl6-
ants de cette Commission et prend, d'un commun accord, les mesures
n6cessaires pour sa premiere convocation.

Chaque ann6e la Commission choisit, dans son sein, son President, qui
doit 6tre alternativement de nationalit6 Suisse et de nationalit6 Autrichienne.
La Commission doit se rdunir en temps opportun, dans le cours de chaque
exercice, en un lieu qu'elle ddsignera, pour d~battre et d6cider les mesures
n6cessaires A prendre en vue d'une bonne exdcution de l'entreprise commune.
Elle a aussi le droit de faire executer ses d6cisions dans les limites du projet
convenu et de requ6rir, A cet effet, la coop6ration des autorit~s compdtentes.

Chacun des membres de la Commission, y compris le President, a droit
de vote. Si, dans la ddlib6ration sur des questions rentrant dans sa comp6-
tence, il ne peut se former la majorit6 n6cessaire pour prendre une dcision,
la Commission doit s'en rapporter au jugement d'un expert technique
ressortissant d'un autre Etat et d6sign6 d'avance par les deux Gouvernements
int6ress~s.

Les procbs-verbaux des dtlibrations de la Commission doivent 6tre
exp~di6s en deux exemplaires, dont l'un sera remis au Conseil F~d~ral Suisse
et l'autre au Minist~re Austro-Hongrois de l'Intrieur, A Vienne.

Les frais d'administration de la Commission, y compris les vacations et
les indemnit~s de route de ses membres, sont, de mame que les dfpenses
faites pour soigner les affaires courantes et pour diriger et surveiller les
travaux, A la charge du compte de l'entreprise commune du redressement
du Rhin.

Les indemnitds des membres de la Commission et les honoraires des
Directeurs des travaux sont fixes, d'un commun accord, par les deux
Gouvernements sur la proposition de la Commission Internationale Mixte.

ARTICLE X. Pour diriger les travaux A ex6cuter en commun d'apras les
decisions de la Commission, on cr~era deux Directions locales: l'une pour
la coupure de Diepoldsau, situfe sur territoire Suisse; l'autre pour la coupure
de Fussach, situfe en territoire Autrichien.

La Commission r~partira convenablement, entre ces deux Directions, les
travaux Ak executer sur les autres sections de l'entreprise.

Chaque Gouvernement remettra A un technicien special la direction des
ouvrages A faire sur son territoire.

Ces deux Directeurs sont charges, avec l'aide du personnel qui leur est
adjoint suivant les besoins, de soigner les affaires qui leur incombent res-
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du Rhin.

Celle-ci examine et approuve les projets de detail dresses par les Directions
locales.

Elle examine et approuve les programmes de campagne annuelle et en
ordonne l'ex~cution; elle ratifie les contrats de construction et de four-
nitures et les cahiers de charge pour l'adjudication des travaux et des
livraisons de mat~riaux; elle inspecte les ouvrages executes dans le cours
d'une campagne, en op~re la collaudation en se basant sur les d~comptes
qui lui sont soumis par la Direction locale, et en liquide les frais d'ex~cution
conform~ment au rdsultat de sa vdrification.

Elle ddcide des achats de terrain, de btiments, de places d'approvision-
nement et de ddp6t de matdriaux, etc., donne les pleins pouvoirs ndcessaires
pour conclure des arrangements au sujet d'indemnitds d'expropriation et
ratifie ces arrangements.

Elle est autorisde h apporter des modifications dans les details des ouvrages
communs, mais sans outrepasser le devis prdliminaire fix6 pour 1'ensemble
des ouvrages.

Dans le cas contraire, ou si l'exdcution exige que l'on s'6carte notablement
des bases fixdes par le present Trait6, l'assentiment des deux Gouvernements
est ncessaire.

A la fin de chaque service la Commission fera rapport aux deux Gouverne-
ments sur l'Ntat des travaux et sur la situation financi~re de l'entreprise.

ARTICLE XI. I1 est express~ment rfserv6, A chacun des deux Gouverne-
ments, le droit de faire, en tout temps et en toute libert6, inspecter et
contr6ler, par des organes spfciaux, l'entreprise commune au point de vue
technique et financier.

ARTICLE XII. Une fois achev~s les ouvrages communs 6num~r~s dans
l'Article I, et les affaires compltement liquid~es, la Commission Inter-
nationale Mixte du Redressement du Rhin sera dissoute.

ARTICLE XIII. Les mat6riaux n~cessaires pour la construction des
ouvrages communs seront, autant que possible, tirs du pays mrnme.

Les machines, instruments, outils, etc., necessaires pour les travaux A
ex6cuter ensuite du pr~sent Trait6 et qui devront etre transportes de l'un
des pays dans l'autre jouiront temporairement de la franchise reciproque
des droits d'entree, h la condition que ces objets soient convenablement
dclars, leur identit6 constat~e par les agents de la douane, la taxe douaniere
fixee et leur rentrde de 1'6tranger effectu~e dans un delai raisonnable.

Les objets qui ne seront pas rentrds dans ce delai seront soumis aux droits
de douane.

ARTICLE XIV. Lorsque le cours du Rhin aura 6t6 detourn6 dans la
coupure de Fussach, l'ancien lit du Rhin servira de chenal pour deverser,
jusque dans le lac de Constance, les eaux interieures des deux rives, mais
surtout celles de la rive Suisse. La Commission du Rhin fixe la largeur et
la direction de cc chenal, qui devra rester dans le milieu de l'ancien lit,
si cela est possible sans de trop grands frais.

I1 appartient A la Confederation Suisse de dfcider s'il est necessaire, pour
obtenir une pente uniforme, de couper des gues et de regulariser le canal.
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Une fois la r~gularisation 6tablie, chacun des deux Etats se chargera de
l'entretien des berges sises sur son territoire respectif.

ARTICLE XV. La frontire territoriale entre les deux Etats restera telle
qu'elle est, mme apr~s l'ach~vement complet des deux coupures, c'est-
A-dire, au milieu de l'ancien lit du Rhin.

II est expressement entendu que les arrangements relatifs A la frontire
douanire, A la peche, A la navigation, A l'extraction du sable, du gravier
et des pierres, ou A d'autres circonstances, feront l'objet de n6gociations
sp~ciales, s'il parait d6sirable de conclure des arrangements de ce genre.

ARTICLE XVI. Dans le cas oii les deux Gouvernements n'arriveraient pas
A s'entendre sur l'interprftation ou l'application de certaines dispositions
du present Traitd, l'objet de la contestation sera soumis au jugement d'un
tribunal arbitral.

Chacun des deux Gouvernements nommera un membre de ce tribunal et
ces deux membres choisiront le sur-arbitre.

Ce dernier ne doit pas appartenir A l'un des deux Etats Contiactants.
Si les arbitres ne peuvent pas s'entendre sur le choix du sur-arbitre, le sort

dfcidera entre les propositions des deux arbitres.

ARTICLE XVII. Le Conseil Fdral Suisse et le Gouvernement Austro-
Hongrois feront tous leurs efforts pour exfcuter, dans les bassins de for-
mation des affluents du Rhin, les corrections, barrages, et autres travaux
propres A retenir leurs galets, afin de diminuer, autant que possible, les
charriages dans le lit du Rhin et d'entretenir, A l'avenir un cours r~gulier
A ce fleuve.

Chaque Gouvernement se r6serve, il est vrai, de fixer l'6poque et l'6tendue
de ces diverses corrections de torrents; toutefois, ces travaux doivent etre
attaqus le plus promptement possible et pouss~s activement, en commengant
par les affluents causant les plus grands ravages par leur richesse en galets.

142. TRAITS' ENTRE L'AUTRICHE ET LA SUISSE POUR LE
REDRESSEMENT DU RHIN DPS L'EMBOUCHURE DE L'ILL
JUSQU'AU LAC DE CONSTANCE, SIGNS A VIENNE, LE
19 NOVEMBRE 19242

La Conffdration Suisse et la R6publique d'Autriche ont conclu pour la
continuation et le parachevement des travaux de redressement du Rhin des
l'embouchure de l'Ill jusqu'au lac de Constance, entrepris en commun en
vertu du Traite entre la Suisse et la Monarchie Austro-Hongroise du
30 decembre 1892, la convention suivante:

ARTICLE 1. Les travaux A ex6cuter en commun par la Suisse et l'Autriche
sont d'aprs le Trait6 du 30 decembre 1892 et les arrangements intervenus
ulterieurement, les suivants:

I L'echange des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A Vienne le 2 novembre
1925.

2 Societe des Nations, Recuei des Traitis, vol. 39, p. 33.



10. La coupure inffrieure actuellement termin~e, pros de Fussach;
2'. La rdgularisation et l'approfondissement du lit dans la section

intermfdiaire entre la coupure de Fussach et celle de Diepoldsau;
3' . La coupure sup~rieure pros de Diepoldsau;
4' . La rfgularisation de la section sup~rieure, d~s la coupure de Diepold-

sau jusqu'A l'embouchure de 'ill;
5' . Les routes, chemins et ponts neufs A 6tablir ensuite des ouvrages

mentionnds ci-dessus et les reparations et modifications 6ventuelles :k faire,
ensuite du redressement du fleuve, ;k des objets existants;

6'. Les ouvertures n~cessaires Ak apporter aux ponts actuels et le d~pla-
cement des arri~re-bords, dans le but de crier un profil suffisant au fleuve
pour le bon 6coulement des hautes eaux;

7' . Comme nouvel ouvrage, le prolongement des travaux exdcuts A la

coupure infrieure pros de Fussach sur le c6ne de dejection dans le lac de
Constance.

ARTICLE 2. Toutes les eaux du bassin de Diepoldsau, qui se trouve
entre l'ancien et le nouveau lit du Rhin, seront 6coules par un canal
special, qui coupera l'ancien lit et traversera le territoire autrichien. Ce
canal d'6coulement sera ex~cut6 en commun par les deux Etats jusqu'au
canal d'assainissement sur le territoire autrichien, mais aux frais de la
Suisse seule, y compris les expropriations et autres acquisitions de terrain.
Le Gouvernement autrichien fera construire A ses propres frais le canal
d'assainissement (Neunergraben, Scheibenback et le canal de Lustenau),
dont l'installation garantira un 6coulement irr~prochable du canal de
Diepoldsau.

ARTICLE 3. Les travaux communs 6num6r6s dans l'article premier du
pr6sent Trait6 seront ex6cut6s d'aprbs les bases techniques suivantes:

1'. Les plans et types normaux du projet g6n6ral faisant partie int6-
grante du trait6 du 30 d6cembre 1892, qui n'ont pas 6 modifi6s ou compl6t6s
depuis par des d6cisions communes des Gouvernements des deux Etats
int6ressds ou par des d6cisions de la Commission internationale du Rhin,
accept6es par les deux Etats;

2'. Les changements ou compl6ments dont il est fait mention au chiffre
pr6c6dent.

ARTICLE 4. Le d6lai d'ex6cution pour la section interm6diaire et la
coupure de Diepoldsau s'6tend jusqu'A la fin de l'ann6e 1929, celui pour la
section sup6rieure jusqu'A ]a fin de 'ann6e 1931.

La construction du canal d'assainissement sur territoire autrichien (art. 2)
se fera assez t6t par le Gouvernement autrichien pour que l'6coulement des
eaux de Diepoldsau ne subisse aucun retard.

ARTICLE 5. Dans les adjudications de travaux et dans la construction
elle-m~me, on procgdera de telle sorte que l'ceuvre enti~re soit exfcutge A
temps et convenablement, mais A des conditions aussi avantageuses que
possible pour l'entreprise.

ARTICLE 6. A. Le montant total de tous les travaux encore A ex6cuter
par les deux Etats en compte commun A partir du ler janvier 1920, sans
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les ouvrages A l'embouchure du Rhin (art. ler, chiffre 7) atteint, d'apr~s
le devis estimatif accept6 par les deux Gouvernements, la somme de
13.140.000 francs; de cette somme, il faut d~duire le capital de construction
de 1'entreprise disponible au 31 d6cembre 1919 de 3.740.000 francs, de sorte
qu'il reste encore une somme de 9.400.000 francs h couvrir par les deux
Etats, correspondant h une part 6gale de chaque Etat de 4.700.000 francs.

Dans les frais communs sont comprises les dpenses pour l'adminis-
tration, la direction des travaux et les expropriations ou autres acquisitions
de terrain.

Les deux Etats contractants sont d'accord que non seulement la quote-
part de 4.700.000 francs qui incombe A la Suisse sera payee par elle en
neuf annuit~s de chacune 500.000 francs A partir de 1922 et un solde de
200.000 francs, mais qu'elle mettra en outre aussi h la disposition de la
Commission internationale du Rhin, selon l'avancement des travaux, sous
forme d'avances, la somme de 4.700.000 francs, qui doit ftre support~e
par l'Autriche. Le Gouvernement de cet Etat s'engage h rembourser cette
somme, mais sans int&ts, A partir de 1925, en payant A la Suisse les annuit~s
suivantes:

Pour chacune des 6 premieres annes, fr. 100.000
Pour chacune des 6 ann~es suivantes, fr. 150.000
Pour chacune des 6 annfes suivantes, fr. 200.000
Pour chacune des 8 derni~res annfes, fr. 250.000

Ces annuit~s sont payables par acomptes semestriels 6gaux, le ler janvier
et le ler juillet de chaque annfe.

Les paiements annuels autrichiens indiqu~s ci-dessus sont A consid~rer
comme des minima qui pourraient dans les ann~es subs~quentes subir des
augmentations suivant 1'6tat financier de l'Autriche, de sorte que la somme
totale de 4.700.000 francs pourrait 6ventuellement tre rembours~e en moins
de 26 ans.

Les avances que la Suisse aura A faire h la Commission internationale
du Rhin, comme acomptes sur les subventions qu'ont accordfes les deux
Etats ne devront pas d~passer, en g~nral, la d~pense pr~vue pour les trois
mois suivants, en tenant compte du programme gfn~ral et du devis des
travaux dresses pour l'exercice annuel respectif.

Ces avances doivent etre demandees par la Commission internationale
du Rhin au departement f~deral de l'Interieur. A chaque demande la
Commission joindra, pour les deux Gouvernements, un rapport p~riodique
sur 1'6tat financier de l'entreprise.

Ces avances figureront dans les comptes annuels de la correction inter-
nationale du Rhin, par moiti6, comme subventions verses par les deux
Etats.

Le remboursement integral des avances, qui ne pourront pas depasser
la somme totale de 9.400.000 francs, s'effectuera au moyen des subventions
accordees par la Suisse et la Republique d'Autriche.

B. En dehors des fonds mentionnes ci-dessus sous la lettre A, l'entreprise
internationale du Rhin dispose encore du fonds de reserve alimente prin-
cipalement durant ces dernieres annees par les intrefts de banque et auquel
viendront encore s'ajouter les interets ulterieurs, les produits de ventes
diverses et aussi les benefices faits eventuellement par des operations de
change.

Le fonds de reserve supportera les pertes eventuelles sur le change. En
outre, il trouvera son emploi pour des travaux communs de construction
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et d'entretien qui ne sont pas prdvus dans le projet de redressement du Rhin.
Le droit de disposer de ce fonds appartient aux deux Gouvernements;

la Commission internationale du Rhin a aussi la comptence de faire
supporter par ce fonds des ddpenses rdsultant de l'exdcution de travaux
urgents et qui ne peuvent pas tre renvoyds, ou si la ddpense prdvue ne ddpasse
pas la somme de 25.000 francs en une seule annde.

Dans les comptes annuels de l'entreprise, le fonds de reserve sera trait6
spdcialement. Les capitaux de ce fonds doivent tre places en Suisse.

ARTICLE 7. Les excddents de dpense qui se produiraient dans l'exdcution
des ouvrages h frais communs et que les deux Gouvernements reconnaitraient
comme necessaires seront aussi support6s, en partie 6gale, par les deux Etats.

Dans le cas ofi il serait indispensable, pour provoquer un ddgagement
plus grand des galets, de concentrer davantage le profil d'6coulement du
Rhin que l'on est convenu d'exdcuter, d~s l'abord, en deux parties, les deux
Gouvernements ddclarent tout particuli~rement tre disposas h y consentir,
apr~s avoir toutefois examin6 les circonstances en commun.

La moiti6 des excddents de dpenses 6ventuelles t la charge de l'Autriche
sera avancde par la Suisse et remboursde plus tard par l'Autriche, b ]a suite
des restitutions que cet Etat doit effectuer hl teneur de l'article 6 qui pr~dce.
Ces remboursements devront se monter au minimum h 250.000 francs par an.

ARTICLE 8. A. L'Autriche s'est djt chargde, conformdment aux articles 6
et 8 du Trait6 du 30 ddcembre 1892, de l'entretien des ouvrages de la
coupure de Fussach.

Les travaux d'entretien des ouvrages exdcutds t frais communs entre
le pont de chemin de fer de St. Margarethen et 1'embouchure de l'Ill seront
supportds par le fonds de construction pendant la dur6e des travaux (art. 4).
Plus tard, chaque Etat se chargera de l'entretien de la partie des ouvrages
qui se trouvent dans son pays, tout en se rdservant de rdgler sur son territoire
de la fa~on qui lui conviendra le mieux cet entretien, ainsi que celui qui
concerne les anciennes digues du Rhin.

Quant au maintien en bon 6tat du profil mineur entre les digues ma~on-
ndes, les Etats contractants auront soin, mme apr~s l'expiration de la
priode de construction (art. 4) de veiller h ce qu'aucun ddp6t de gravier
ne vienne t se fixer dans le lit, ce qui pourrait provoquer des remous
dangereux.

Les Gouvernements des deux Etats reconnaissent en outre que, non
seulement les travaux d'entretien du profil mineur d'6coulement doivent
tre exdcutds en commun et t parts 6gales, m6me aprbs la pdriode de cons-

truction (art. 4), attendu qu'ils sont d'intdr~t gdndral, mais qu'il sera aussi
ndcessaire pour l'entretien en 6tat de parfaite sdcurit6 des ouvrages exdcutds
de veiller 6galement au maintien du profil normal complet d'6coulement.

Les deux Etats s'engagent en consequence A exdcuter t leurs frais tous
les travaux reconnus ndcessaires h empecher ou t faire disparaitre les
changements qui pourraient influencer ddfavorablement l'6coulement sur
les bermes du profil normal, pour autant que la sdcurit6 des ouvrages de
rdgularisation le rdclamera.

La question de l'entretien des ouvrages pour le prolongement du canal
de Fussach (art. 1, chiffre 7) fera l'objet d'un arrangement special entre les
deux Etats. Jusque-liA, ces ouvrages seront entretenus A frais communs.

L'entretien du canal d'6coulement pros de Diepoldsau est :k la charge
de l'Autriche, pour la partie situde sur son territoire et cela dans un ddlai



d'un an apr~s l'introduction des eaux. Elle recevra de la Suisse, pour cet
entretien, une somme A ddterminer, d'un commun accord, par les deux
Gouvernements sur la proposition de la Commission du Rhin.

B. Les deux Etats s'engagent k executer suivant les circonstances les
ouvrages ndcessaires au prolongement des ouvrages de ]a coupure de
Fussach, mentionnds sous chiffre 7 A l'article premier.

Les ddpenses y relatives seront supportdes A part 6gales, par les deux
Gouvernements.

C. Afin d'assurer l'entretien irrdprochable des ouvrages exfcutds
en compte commun, il sera proc~d chaque annde A une inspection de la
part de ddlguds nommds par les deux Gouvernements qui constateront
l'tat des ouvrages de la correction du fleuve et du canal de ddrivation
des eaux de Diepoldsau et qui fixeront, en mdme temps, les mesures utiles
A prendre.

Le canal d'assainissement (Neunergraben, etc.) mentionn6 A 'article 2
pourra 6galement faire partie de cette inspection, si son 6tat exerce une
influence quelconque sur l'coulement des eaux du canal de Diepoldsau.
Le Gouvernement autrichien s'engage a remddier aux inconvdnients qui
viendraient A tre signalds A cet 6gard.

ARTICLE 9. A. L'exdcution de l'entreprise commune du redressement
du Rhin et la direction de toutes les affaires qui s'y rattachent sont confides
A une commission internationale mixte dite de redressement du Rhin et
composke de quatre membres et de quatre suppldants, dans laquelle chaque
Etat ddlgue deux membres et deux supplants.

Chaque annde la Commission choisit dans son sein son prsident, qui
doit tre alternativement de nationalit6 suisse et de nationalit6 autrichienne.
La Commission doit se rdunir en temps opportun, dans le cours de chaque
exercice, en un lieu qu'elle ddsignera, pour ddbattre et decider les mesures
ndcessaires A prendre en vue d'une bonne execution de l'entreprise commune.
Elle a aussi le droit de faire executer ses decisions dans les limites du projet
convenu et de requdrir, A cet effet, la coop6ration des autorit6s comp6-
tentes.

Chacun des membres de la Commission, y compris le president, a droit
de vote. Si, dans la ddlibdration sur des questions rentrant dans sa compe-
tence, il ne peut se former la majorit6 ncessaire pour prendre une d6cision,
l'affaire doit tre d'abord soumise aux deux Gouvernements. Si ceux-ci ne
peuvent pas tomber d'accord sur la decision A prendre, l'objet en cause sera
soumis au jugement d'un ingdnieur, ressortissant d'un autre Etat, ddsign6
dans chaque cas particulier par les deux Etats contractants.

Les proc~s-verbaux des ddlibdrations de la Commission doivent tre
expddids en deux exemplaires, dont l'un sera remis au Conseil f~dral suisse
A Berne et l'autre au Ministare autrichien du commerce et des transports
A Vienne.

Les frais d'administration de la Commission y compris les vacations et
les indemnitds de route de ses membres, sont, de mme que les ddpenses
faites pour l'expddition des affaires courantes et pour la direction et la
surveillance des travaux, t la charge du compte de l'entreprise commune
de redressement du Rhin.

Les indemnitds des membres de la Commission et les honoraires des



directeurs des travaux sont fixes, d'un commun accord, par les deux Gouver-
nements, sur la proposition de la Commission internationale. ,

B. La Commission internationale mixte du Rhin est charge de la
surveillance et de l'administration de l'entreprise commune, tant sous le
rapport technique qu'au point de vue administratif et financier.

Dans ce cas, les projets 6labords par les directions de travaux (art. 10)
doivent lui etre soumis pour examen et approbation.

Elle examine et approuve les programmes de campagne annuelle et en
ordonne l'exdcution, elle ratifie les contrats de construction et de fournitures,
ainsi que les cahiers des charges pour 'adjudication des travaux et des
livraisons de matriaux; elle inspecte les ouvrages excuts dans le cours d'une
campagne, en op~re la collaudation en se basant sur les ddcomptes qui lui
sont soumis par la direction locale et en liquide les frais d'excution conform6-
ment au rsultat de sa vfrification.

Elle ddcide des achats de terrain, de bAtiments, de places d'approvisionne-
ment et de d~p6t de matdriaux, etc.; donne les pouvoirs ndcessaires pour
conclure des arrangements au sujet d'indemnit6s d'expropriation et ratifie
ces arrangements.

La Commission est autorisde A apporter des modifications dans les
dftails des ouvrages communs, mais sans outrepasser le devis pr~liminaire
fix6 pour 1'ensemble des ouvrages.

Dans le cas contraire ou si l'exfcution exige que l'on s'6carte notablement
des bases fix6es par le present Trait6, 'assentiment des deux Gouvernements
est ndcessaire.

A la fin de chaque exercice, la Commission fera rapport aux deux Gouver-
nements sur 'tat d'avancement des travaux et sur la situation financire de
1'entreprise.

ARTICLE 10. Pour diriger les travaux A exdcuter en commun au Rhin
d'apr~s les ddcisions de la Commission internationale, on crdera deux
directions locales, dont 'une, autrichienne, rdsidera A Bregenz, et 'autre,
suisse, A Rorschach. La Commission repartira convenablement, entre ces
deux directions, les travaux A exdcuter par chacune d'elles. Tous les ouvrages
en relation directe avec la coupure de Diepoldsau seront attribu~s A la
direction suisse A Rorschach.

Chaque Gouvernement remettra A un ingdnieur spdcial la direction des
ouvrages A faire sur son territoire.

Ces deux directions sont chargdes, avec l'aide du personnel qui leur est
adjoint suivant les besoins, de soigner les affaires qui leur incombent confor-
m6ment A une instruction dlabore par la Commission internationale.

ARTICLE 11. I1 est expressdment rdserv6 A chacun des deux Gouverne-
ments le droit de faire, en tout temps et en toute libert6, inspecter et contr6ler,
par des organes spciaux, l'entreprise commune au point de vue technique
et financier.

ARTICLE 12. Apr~s l'ach~vement des ouvrages communs 6num6r~s A
l'article premier, chiffres 1 A 6, ainsi que de ceux indiquds A l'article 2, et
apr~s la liquidation complkte des affaires, la Commission internationale
sera dissoute.

Les deux Gouvernements s'entendront de commun accord sur la manire
dont seront trait6s les objets de nature commune encore en suspens A ce
moment-A.
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ARTICLE 13. Les matdriaux n~cessaires pour la construction des ouvrages
communs seront, autant que possible, tires du pays m~me.

Les machines, instruments, outils, etc., ndcessaires pour les travaux A
executer ensuite du present Trait6 et qui devront 6tre transportds de l'un
des pays dans l'autre jouiront temporairement de la franchise reciproque
des droits d'entrde, A la condition que ces objets soient dCiment ddclards, leur
identit6 constatde par les agents de la douane, la taxe douani~re fixde et leur
rentre de l'6tranger effectude dans un dlai convenable.

Les objets qui ne seront pas rentrds dans ce ddlai seront soumis aux droits
de douane.

ARTICLE 14. Lorsque le cours du Rhin aura &6 ddtourn6 dans la coupure
de Fussach, l'ancien lit du Rhin servira de chenal pour ddverser, jusque
dans le lac de Constance, les eaux intdrieures des deux rives, mais surtout
celles de la rive suisse. La Commission du Rhin fixera la largeur et la
direction de ce chenal, qui devra rester dans le milieu de l'ancien lit, si cela
est possible sans de trop grands frais.

I1 appartient A la Confidration suisse de decider s'il est ndcessaire, pour
obtenir une pente uniforme, de couper des guds et de r6gulariser le canal.

Une fois la rdgularisation 6tablie, chacun des deux Etats se chargera de
l'entretien des berges sises sur son territoire.

ARTICLE 15. La frontire territoriale entre les deux Etats restera telle
qu'elle est, mme apr~s l'ach~vement complet des deux coupures, c'est-A-dire
au milieu de l'ancien lit du Rhin.

I1 est expressdment entendu que les arrangements relatifs A la fronti~re
douani~re, A la peche, A la navigation, A l'extraction du sable, du gravier
et des pierres ou a d'autres circonstances feront l'objet de negociations
speciales, s'il parait desirable de conclure des arrangements de ce genre.

ARTICLE 16. Dans le cas oht les deux Gouvernements n'arriveraient pas
A s'entendre sur l'interpretation ou l'application de certaines dispositions du
present Trait6, l'objet de la contestation sera soumis au jugement d'un
tribunal arbitral.

Chacun des deux Gouvernements nommera un membre de ce tribunal.
Le sur-arbitre, qui ne pourra appartenir A aucun des deux Etats contractants,
sera design6, d'un commun accord, par les deux Gouvernements.

Si une entente n'est pas possible dans le delai de six mois apres qu'une
des Parties aura demand6 le jugement du tribunal arbitral, le choix du
sur-arbitre se fera dans le sens des dispositions de l'article 45, alindas 4 et
suivants, de la Convention internationale de La Haye de 1907, conclue
pour assurer le reglement pacifique des diffrends internationaux.

ARTICLE 17. Le Conseil federal suisse et le Gouverhement autrichien
feront tous leurs efforts pour ex6cuter, dans les bassins de formation des
affluents du Rhin, les corrections, barrages et autres travaux propres A
retenir leurs galets, afin de diminuer, autant que possible, les charriages dans
le lit du Rhin et d'entretenir, A l'avenir, un cours regulier de ce fleuve.

Chaque Gouvernement se reserve cependant de fixer l'epoque et I'etendue
de ces diverses corrections de torrents; toutefois ces travaux doivent tre
pousses activement surtout dans les affluents dont l'influence causee par
l'apport des galets est la plus nuisible.
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143. TRAITIZ' ENTRE LA CONFtDItRATION SUISSE ET LA
RtPUBLIQUE D'AUTRICHE POUR LA RtZGULARISATION
DU RHIN DE L'EMBOUCHURE DE L'ILL AU LAC DE
CONSTANCE, SIGNt A BERNE LE 10 AVRIL 19542

La Conffdration suisse et la Rfpublique d'Autriche ont conclu, pour la
continuation des travaux de rdgularisation du Rhin de 1'embouchure de I'il
au lac de Constance entreprise en vertu des trait~s des 30 dfcembre 1892
et 19 novembre 1924, le trait6 suivant:

I. OBJET ET BASES TECHNIQUES

Article premier

TRAVAUX . EXACUTER EN COMMUN

(1) Les travaux qui restent At excuter en commun par la Suisse et
'Autriche sont les suivants:

1. Amfnagement de la section du Rhin entre l'embouchure de 1ill et
le lac de Constance:

a. Exhausser les digues du chenal moyen du Rhin entre l'embouchure
de I'Ill et le lac de Constance et, paralllement, r~trcir ledit chenal entre
le kilometre 73,200 en amont du pont de Kriessern-Mader et le kilom~tre
89,840 prs de l'embouchure du Rhin;

b. Exhausser, renforcer et dfplacer les digues insubmersibles en vue
d'assurer 1'6vacuation d'un debit de 3100 m3/sec.; enlever les arbres et
buissons sur les glacis 6. tenir libres de constructions et d'autres obstacles
artificiels pouvant entraver l'6coulement des eaux.

c. Pratiquer les ouvertures n~cessaires pour assurer un profil d'6coule-
ment suffisant pour une crue de 3100 m3/sec. sous les ponts existants et
construire, r~nover, modifier et relever les ponts, routes et chemins, en tant
que l'obligation d'exfcuter ces travaux n'incombe pas At des tiers;

d. Approfondir le foss6 parallle de la rive droite dans la coupure de
Diepoldsau et adapter dans cette coupure les aqueducs du foss6 parall~le de
la rive gauche, en tant que ces travaux se rfvdlent ncessaires;

e. Construire un canal de drainage sur la rive droite dans la section
interm~diaire entre Wiesenrain et le canal de Rheindorf pros de l'ancienne
gare de Lustenau (dit canal d'assainissement de Lustenau), en tant que ces
travaux se rfvlent necessaires.

2. Prolongement des ouvrages de rfgularisation de la coupure de Fussach
sur le c6ne de dejection form6 dans le lac de Constance.

(2) Le pont du chemin de fer 5A St. Margrethen ne constitue pas un objet
du present trait6. Sa transformation, y compris celle des rampes, selon les
principes contenus dans le projet IIIb, sera excutfe, sur le territoire de
chaque Etat, conform~ment At la 16gislation interne.

I Entr6 en vigueur le 22 juillet 1955.
2 Recueil officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confddiration suisse, annfe 1955, p. 741.



Article 2

BASES TECHNIQUES

Les travaux communs 6numrs A F'article premier seront executes selon
les bases techniques suivantes:

1. Pour F'amfnagement de la section du Rhin entre l'embouchure de 'Ill
et le lac de Constance:

a. Le projet que la commission mixte du Rhin (art. 9) a soumis aux
gouvernements par office du 18 juillet 1947 pour l'am~nagement de la
section internationale du Rhin entre l'embouchure de l'Il1 et le lac de
Constance, variante IIIb, le rapport technique, les plans et profils normaux,
ainsi que le programme de construction et le devis (art. 34);

b. Les modifications ou complkments indiqufs i la lettre a dudit projet,
qui rdsultent du present trait6 ou qui ont &6 approuv~s d'un commun accord
par les gouvernements des deux Etats.

2. Pour le prolongement des travaux de rgularisation de la coupure
de Fussach sur le c6ne de dejection dans le lac de Constance:

Les plans et les devis qui, en raison du dfveloppement du delta du Rhin,
seront soumis aux gouvernements par la commission mixte du Rhin A
titre de propositions annuelles et approuv~s par eux. En principe, le
prolongement des ouvrages de rfgularisation sur la rive droite du Rhin, de la
Rohrspitze vers l'ouest en direction des grandes profondeurs doit se faire
de faqon A prfvenir autant que possible l'alluvionnement de la baie de
Bregenz. Quant aux ouvrages de rfgularisation sur la rive gauche, leur
prolongement doit 8tre retard6 le plus possible.

Article 3

PROGRAMME DES TRAVAUX

1. Amdnagement de la section du Rhin entre l'embouchure de l'Ill et le
lac de Constance.

a. La priode d'exdcution des travaux communs 6num~rds h l'article ler,
chiffre 1, est fix~e comme il suit, compte tenu de 1'6tat actuel des travaux
exfcut~s, conform~ment au projet d'am~nagement IIb et sous reserve de
la modification de cette durie en vertu de decisions A prendre d'un commun
accord par les gouvernements des Etats contractants selon des conditions
du fleuve hs dterminer au cours du temps:

Pour la section sup~rieure (du km 65,000 au km 74,000) jusqu'au 30 juin
1966;

Pour la coupure de Diepoldsau (du km 74,000 au km 80,200) jusqu'au
30 juin 1956;

Pour la section interm~diaire (du km 80,200 au km 85,000) jusqu'au
30 juin 1959, I l'exception du canal d'assainissement I Lustenau, dont
le dflai d'exfcution est limit6 au 30 juin 1966;

Pour la coupure de Fussach (dii km 85,000 au km 89,840) jusqu'au
30 juin 1962.

b. Le programme des travaux et des d~penses de la r~gularisation inter-
nationale du Rhin pour la pfriode du ler juillet 1953 jusqu'A sa complete
execution (art. 34) servira de directive g~nrale.
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2. Prolongement des ouvrages de r~gularisation de la coupure de Fussach
sur le c6ne de djection dans le lac de Constance.

Le programme des travaux doit tenir compte de la formation future du
delta du Rhin et des nfcessitds qui en rdsulteront. La commission mixte
du Rhin fait chaque fois une proposition par la voie de ses projets annuels,
conform~ment A 'article 2, chiffre 2.

II. RkGLEMENT DES QUESTIONS FINANCIARES

Article 4

TABLEAU DES FRAIS

1. Amdnagement de la section du Rhin entre 1'embouchure de l'I1l et le
lac de Constance.

Les frais des ouvrages A executer en commun conformment A P'article ler,
chiffre 1, y compris les travaux accessoires, la ddpense pour l'organisation
commune (chapitre III) et l'indemnit6 pour les expropriations et les rachats
de droits s'6tablissent comme il suit:

a. Les ddpenses faites par les Etats contractants dans la pdriode comprise
entre le ler janvier 1942 et le 30 juin 1953, y compris celles qui ddcoulent
des mesures provisoires prises au profit de l'Autriche pendant la pdriode du
13 mars 1938 au 31 ddcembre 1941 et qui sont A sa charge, se montent, selon
les constations reconnues par les deux Etats, aux chiffres suivants:

Suisse ..... ................ ... 10 089 101 francs
Autriche ..... ............... ... 7 887 037 francs

Total 17 976 138 francs

b. Calculs sur les prix de l'anne 1953 et A un cours du schilling de
0,1682 franc, les frais qui, selon les experiences faites, seront probablement
occasionnfs aux deux Etats contractants A partir du ler juillet 1953 se
montent, pour les travaux encore ndcessaires sur le territoire des deux Etats,
A 31 126 137 francs.

c. Le total des frais d'amdnagement de la section du Rhin entre l'em-
bouchure de Il'l et le lac de Constance est par consequent 6valu6 comme
il suit:

Selon la lettre a ............... .17 976 138 francs
Selon la lettre b ..... ............ 31 126 137 francs

Total 49 102 275 francs
En chiffre rond: 49 100 000 francs

2. Prolongement des ouvrages de rdgularisation dans la coupure de
Fussach sur le c6ne de d6jection dans le lac de Constance.

a. Les d~penses des Etats contractants, du ler janvier 1942 au 30 juin
1953, pour les ouvrages de rgularisation sur la rive droite, jusqu'au km
90,950, se sont dleves A:

Pour la Suisse .. ............. . . - francs
Pour 'Autriche ...... ............. 761 292 francs

Total 761 292 francs

b. Compte tenu des experiences faites, des prix de l'anne 1953 et d'un
cours du schilling de 0,1682 franc, les frais provisoires, occasionnfs d~s le
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lerjuillet 1953, par un nouveau prolongement partiel des ouvrages construits
de l'embouchure du Rhin jusqu'au km 91,300 s'61vent 5 . . 397 793 francs

c. Le total presumable des frais pour le prolongement des ouvrages
jusqu'au km 91,300 est ainsi de ........... 1159 085 francs

soit, en chiffre rond: 1 160 000 francs
d. Les ressources financi~res pour le nouveau prolongement des ouvrages

5 'embouchure du Rhin, dont le montant ne peut tre fix6 d'avance,
devront tre tenues 5 disposition par les gouvernements des Etats contrac-
tants selon les n~cessit~s et en temps utile, au vu des propositions annuelles
de ]a commission mixte du Rhin.

3. Total des frais d'am~nagement et de prolongement des ouvrages.
Abstraction faite de la d~pense pour un prolongement des ouvrages de

la rive droite au-del5s du km 91,300, le total des frais est pr~sentement
fix6 comme il suit:

Selon chiffre 1, lettre c ............ .. 49 100 000 francs
Selon chiffre 2, lettre c .... ......... 1 160 000 francs

Total 50 260 000 francs

Article 5

REPARTITION DES FRAIS

(1) Les frais des travaux communs seront supportds Is parts 6gales par
les Etats contractants.

(2) Les d6penses faites depuis le ler janvier 1942 par chaque Etat
contractant pour ces travaux communs sont partie intdgrante de ces frais.

(3) Les Etats contractants supportent hs parts 6gales les frais suppl&
mentaires qui pourraient rdsulter de l'exdcution des travaux communs et
seraient reconnus ndcessaires par les deux gouvernements.

Article 6

FINANCEMENT

(1) Les Etats contractants accorderont, pour les travaux Is exdcuter sur
leur territoire, des prestations annuelles selon les programmes des travaux
6tablis par la commission mixte du Rhin et approuvds par les gouvernements.

(2) Les avances Is faire par la Suisse devront tre demanddes au ddparte-
ment f~dral de l'intdrieur et celles Is faire par l'Autriche, au ministbre
f~dral du commerce et de la reconstruction.

Article 7

SYSTIkME DES DfCOMPTES ET .VALUATIONS DES PRESTATIONS

(1) Les ddpenses effectives faites pour les travaux communs et inscrites
dans le compte annuel seront calcul6es en francs suisses lors de l'tablissement
des comptes annuels et portdes au compte des Etats contractants.

(2) Les ddpenses faites du ler.janvier 1942 au 30 juin 1949 seront 6va-
lutes d'apr~s les cours du change 6tablis Is cet effet et approuvds par les
gouvernements.



(3) Pour la p6riode comprise entre le ler juillet 1949 et le 30 juin 1953,
les d~penses de construction faites par l'Autriche sont 6valu6es sur la base
suivante:

Annfe 1949/1950 ... ......... .1 schilling = 0,315 franc
Annie 1950/1951 ... ......... 1 ,, = 0,19 ,
Annde 1951/1952 ........... ... 1 ,, = 0,19
Annie 1952/1953 ........... ... 1 ,, = 0,17

(4) D~s le ler juillet 1953, la conversion de montants en schillings en
francs suisses, en tant qu'il n'en rsulte manifestement aucune disproportion
entre les prestations des Etats contractants, aura lieu d'aprs la moyenne
entre les cours de Zurich et de Vienne au dernier jour de chaque annde
comptable ou entre les derni~res cotes publies avant cejour. Sera consid6-
r~e comme cours de Zurich ou cours de Vienne la moyenne entre le
cours applicable aux paiements et aux versements dans le clearing austro-
suisse.

(5) Le reste des prestations 6ventuelles concernant la rpartition des
frais en parts 6gales (art. 5) i la charge de 'un ou de l'autre Etat contractant
sera compens6 la premikre fois lors de la cl6ture du compte pour 1'exercice
de 1961/1962, puis chaque annie. En principe, la compensation se fera
en devises et, de ce fait, au profit de l'entreprise internationale de rgulari-
sation du Rhin, tant que l'Etat btndficiaire aura encore h fournir des
prestations. D'un commun accord, la compensation pourra s'opdrer par des
livraisons de matriaux de construction non assujetties au clearing ou par
des travaux sur le territoire de l'Etat voisin pour la construction des ouvrages
communs.

Article 8

FONDS DE RISERVE

(1) Le fonds de rserve constitu6 au cours des ann~es par 1'entreprise
internationale de rgularisation du Rhin continuera d'ftre aliment6 par
les int&ts de banque, toutes les recettes provenant des ouvrages et instal-
lations construits et entretenus en commun, les produits de ventes diverses
et les bfn~fices obtenus dans des operations de change.

(2) Seront principalement couverts par le fonds de rserve les pertes
sur le change, les frais d'expertises, ainsi que les frais de travaux de construc-
tion et d'entretien en commun prvus A l'article 16. Le cas 6chdant, les
ressources du fonds de rserve pourront aussi ftre employees pour le finance-
ment d'autres travaux communs.

(3) Le droit de disposer de ce fonds et, le cas 6chdant, d'en limiter le
montant, appartient conjointement aux deux gouvernements. La commis-
sion mixte du Rhin n'a ce droit de disposition que s'il s'agit d'un prlvement
annuel de 50 000 francs au maximum ou de 'ex6cution de travaux urgents
ne souffrant pas de retard.

(4) Le fonds de rserve figurera sdparment dans les comptes annuels.

(5) Les capitaux de ce fonds doivent ftre places, selon leur origine,
en Suisse ou en Autriche. Si leur emploi est ndcessaire dans l'autre
Etat, sont applicables par analogie les dispositions de l'article 7, 1e r et 4me

alin~as.



III. ORGANISATION COMMUNE

Aricle 9

LA COMMISSION MIXTE DU RHIN

(1) La continuation des travaux de rgularisation du Rhin, la direction
de toutes les affaires d'ordre technique, administratif et financier, le contr6le
courant des ouvrages du regime du fleuve, ainsi que de la constatation de la
ncessit6 d'exdcuter des travaux sont confiis A la commission mixte du Rhin.

(2) La commission mixte du Rhin se compose de quatre membres, chacun
des Etats contractants en ddsigne deux. Si un membre est empech6, l'Etat
qu'il reprdsente ddsignera en temps utile son supplant. Chaque annde, la
commission choisit son prdsident dans son scin. I1 la reprdsente.

(3) La commission statue sur les modifications A apporter aux details
des travaux A executer en commun par les deux Etats, sous reserve que la
ddpense prdvue pour l'ensemble des travaux ne soit pas ddpassde. Dans le
cas contraire ou si l'exdcution exige que l'on s'6carte sensiblement des bases
fixdes dans le prdsent trait6, l'assentiment des deux gouvernements est
ndcessaire, conformdment A l'article 2, chiffre 1, lettre b.

(4) Chaque membre de la commission, y compris le president, a le
droit de voter. S'il ne peut se former la majorit6 nfcessaire pour prendre
une dcision, l'affaire doit 6tre d'abord soumise aux deux gouvernements,
qui, A ddfaut d'une decision commune, feront appel, dans chaque cas, A un
spdcialiste impartial et ind~pendant.

(5) Les frais d'administration de la commission, y compris les indem-
nitds de diplacements, les vacations et les frais du bureau central, sont, de
mme que les d~penses faites pour l'expddition des affaires courantes et
pour la direction et la surveillance des travaux, A la charge de l'entreprise
internationale de rdgularisation du Rhin.

(6) Les indemnitds dues aux membres de la commission sont fixdes,
d'un commun accord, par les deux gouvernements sur la proposition de la
commission.

(7) La commission 6dicte son propre riglement, qui doit tre approuv6
par les deux gouvernements.

Aiticle 10

LE BUREAU CENTRAL

(1) La commission mixte du Rhin traite ses affaires et remplit ses
obligations avec l'aide du bureau central qui lui est subordonn6.

(2) Les deux gouvernements ddsignent, d'un commun accord, le person-
nel n~cessaire.

Article 11

LES DIRECTIONS DES TRAVAUX DU RHIN

(1) Pour l'exdcution des tAches qui lui incombent, la commission mixte
du Rhin dispose d'une direction autrichienne et d'une direction suisse,
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entre lesquelles elle r~partit judicieusement les affaires principalement selon
des considerations territoriales.

(2) Chacune de ces directions est sous les ordres d'un ingdnieur qualifi6
ddsign6 comme directeur des travaux par le gouvernement intdress6.

(3) Ces directeurs traitent les affaires qui leur incombent avec l'aide
du personnel qui leur est adjoint suivant les besoins et conformdment aux
instructions qui sont arretfes par la commission mixte du Rhin.

(4) Les traitements des directeurs, ainsi que les autres indemnitfs sont
fixes, sur la proposition de la commission mixte du Rhin, d'un commun
accord par les deux gouvernements.

Article 12

HAUTE SURVEILLANCE EXERCf"TE PAR LES GOUVERNEMENTS

(1) La commission mixte du Rhin ne rdpond de sa gestion qu'envers
les deux gouvernements. Ceux-ci font proc~der chaque annde A une expertise
commune par des organes qu'ils dfsigneront en nombre 6gal.

(2) Les Etats contractants ont en outre le droit de faire inspecter et
contr6ler en tout temps l'entreprise de r~gularisation du Rhin, tant du point
de vue technique que financier.

Article 13

DIRECTIVES POUR L'EXECUTION DES TRAVAUX

(1) Pour l'adjudication et l'ex~cution des travaux, on procfdera dans
chacun des deux pays de telle sorte que i'ceuvre enti~re soit ex~cut6e h.
temps et convenablement, mais h des conditions aussi avantageuses que
possible pour l'entreprise.

(2) La commission mixte du Rhin 6value les prestations en materiel
et en travail fournies par les Etats contractants.

(3) La commission fixe la valeur 6conomique des installations d'exploita-
tion, des ouvrages et des avoirs.

(4) Les matriaux de construction n~cessaires pour les travaux communs
doivent, si possible, tre pr~levds aux lieux de production des Etats con-
tractants.

IV. TRAVAUX D'ENTRETIEN

Article 14

TRAVAUX D'ENTRETIEN PENDANT ET IMMEDIATEMENT APRIS LA PERIODE

DE CONSTRUCTION

(I) L'entretien des ouvrages de rdgularisation et des installations A
executer conformdment h l'article ler sera, jusqu'A leur remise l'un des
Etats contractants, h la charge de l'entreprise internationale de rdgularisation
du Rhin.

(2) Les Etats contractants continueront d'tre tenus d'entretenir les
ouvrages de r~gularisation qui leur ont 6t6 attribuds par les trait~s de 1892



et 1924, en tant que ces ouvrages ne seront pas modifies par les travaux
complkmentaires pr~vus par le prsent trait6.

Article 15

TRANSFERT DE L'OBLIGATION D'ENTRETIEN AUX ETATS CONTRACTANTS

(1) Ds que la commission mixte du Rhin aura reconnu, A 1intention
des deux gouvernements, 1'6tat consolid6 de certains ouvrages ou de parties
de tels ouvrages et qu'elle aura propose de les transffrer, A un moment
ddtermin6, A 'Etat sur le territoire duquel ils se trouvent, le gouvernement
de cet Etat prendra les mesures ndcessaires A leur entretien.

(2) Dans l'accomplissement de leur obligation d'entretien, les Etats
exdcuteront, en particulier, tous les travaux ndcessaires pour emp&cher ou
faire disparaitre les changements qui pourraient influencer ddfavorablement
1'6coulement sur les glacis du profil normal.

(3) Chacun des deux Etats est libre de confier A des tiers 1'exdcution des
travaux d'entretien.

Article 16

TRAVAUX D'ENTRETIEN k EXECUTER EN COMMUN

(1) Les Etats contractants s'engagent, m~me apru que la consolidation
des ouvrages communs aura t6 constat6e, A entretenir en commun le
plafond projet6 du chenal moyen du Rhin, y compris le pied des berges, et
A supporter A parts 6gales les frais d6coulant des travaux ex6cut6s.

(2) Les gouvernements des Etats contractants s'engagent, en particulier,
entretenir en commun le plafond du fleuve, A la hauteur projetfe au

km 90,000 cote 393,63 (nouvel horizon suisse.) Ils chercheront, A cet
6gard, A diffdrer le plus longtemps possible le prolongement de la digue
insubmersible sur la rive gauche dans la coupure de Fussach sur le c6ne de
d&jection dans le lac de Constance et de stimulerjudicieusement les dragages
de gravier par des tiers A l'embouchure du fleuve pour rfduire au minimum
les travaux complkmentaires qui pourraient etre necessaires. La priorit6
devra tre donnee aux dragages A l'embouchure du Rhin, plut6t qu'A ceux A
exfcuter aux embouchures des cours d'eau les plus proches et sur les rives
du lac de Constance entre Bregenz et Rorschach. En ce qui concerne les
dragages, les entreprises suisses et autrichiennes seront traites sur un pied
d'6galit6.

Article 17

CONTR6LE DES OUVRAGES REPRIS PAR LES ETATS CONTRACTANTS

Afin d'assurer par des regles uniformes l'entretien irreprochable des
ouvrages ex6cut& conjointement par les deux Etats, la commission mixte
du Rhin fera proceder chaque annee A des inspections communes, enregistrer
les constatations faites et fixer, le cas 6cheant, les mesures qui devront tre
prises pour la section du Rhin comprise entre 1'embouchure de l'Il1 et le
delta du Rhin.



Article 18

AFFLUENTS

(1) Le chenal de derivation des cours d'eau de Diepoldsau et les ouvrages
autrichiens d'assainissement (Neunergraben, Scheibenbach et canal de
Lustenau) servant d'6missaires a ce chenal doivent 6tre entretenus par
l'Autriche, A partir de la fronti6re nationale, de telle faqon que 1'6coulement
des cours d'eau de Diepoldsau soit absolument garanti.

(2) L'inspection en commun, selon l'article 17, s'6tend par analogie
aux ouvrages d'assainissement susindiqu6s, en tant que leurs conditions
exercent une influence sur l'6coulement des cours d'eau de Diepoldsau.

(3) Apr~s la derivation du fleuve dans la coupure de Fussach, l'entretien
des rives de l'ancien lit du Rhin, qui sert de chenal jusqu'au lac de Constance
aux affluents des deux Etats et dont la r~gularisation en voie d'ex6cution
sera entirement h la charge de la Suisse, passera h l'Etat riverain ds que
l'ach~vement de cette r~gularisation aura &6 constatde en commun.

(4) L'entretien de tous les autres affluents de la plaine du Rhin relive
du droit interne de chacun des deux Etats.

V. CORRECTIONS DE TORRENTS

Article 19

EXitCUTION DES CORRECTIONS

(1) Pour maintenir en 6tat la section du Rhin A rdgulariser selon le
projet 111b, les Etats contractants entreprendront, d'un commun accord, des
travaux de correction et d'am6nagement dans le bassin de r6ception et
sur le cours des torrents qui charrient des matdriaux dans le Rhin; ils
prendront, si c'est ndcessaire, d'autres mesures efficaces propres A r duire
les charriages.

(2) Par des travaux d'assainissement et des mesures foresti~res, on
cherchera en outre A rdduire autant que possible les entraves que peut
causer le charriage d'6paves diverses provenant de l'rosion et de l'affaisse-
ment des rives.

(3) Chaque Etat supporte les frais des mesures exdcutdes sur son terri-
toire.

Article 20

PROGRAMME DES CORRECTIONS

Les services comptents des deux Etats 6tablissent les programmes
concernant l'ex6cution des mesures aprs avoir pris contact avec la com-
mission mixte du Rhin. Une liste des diffdrents torrents du bassin de
r6ception du Rhin, constamment tenue A jour, sera remise A la commission
mixte du Rhin. La commission sera pdriodiquement renseign6e sur le genre
et le cofit des mesures exkcut6es.



VI. DROITS ET OBLIGATIONS D'ORDRE GENERAL

Article 21

FACILITAS CONCERNANT LES LIVRAISONS ET LES TRAVAUX

(1) Les deux Etats s'engagent A ne pas entraver les livraisons de matdriel
et les travaux pour l'entreprise internationale de rdgularisation du Rhin
par des interdictions d'importation et d'exportation, des mesures de nature
A gener le passage de la frontiere, etc.

(2) Les livraisons de materiel et les travaux pour les ouvrages A executer
en commun sur le territoire de l'autre Etat contractant ne sont pas soumis
au clearing.

Article 22

IMPORTATION ET EXPORTATION DE MARCHANDISES EN FRANCHISE

Les materiaux et objets importes ou exportes d'un Etat dans l'autre sont
soumis au regime suivant:

1. Sont d6finitivement francs de toutes taxes (droits de douane, emolu-
ments, imp6ts), et de supplements:

a. Les matdriaux employes A la construction des ouvrages de regula-
risation prevus dans le present trait6;

b. Les traverses, les rails et le petit materiel en fer, les mits pour la
conduite 6lectrique et les fils destines A l'entretien et A 1'exploitation de la
ligne servant au transport des materiaux, le materiel pour la ligne telephoni-
que du chernin de fer, et les objets analogues, puis, sous r6serve des mesures
de contr6le douanier necessaires, les vagonnets, ainsi que les roues, les essieux,
les coussinets et les roulements destines h ces vagonnets.

2. Sont provisoirement exoneres des taxes vises sous chiffre 1 les machi-
nes, vehicules (sous reserve des dispositions du chiffre 1 applicables aux
vagonnets, les ustensiles, les outils, etc.) A la condition que ces objets aient
6t6 dfiment declares et identifies par les organes douaniers, que les taxes aff6-
rentes soient garanties et que les objets soient reexports dans le delai fixe. Les
taxes doivent tre payees pour les objets non reexportes dans le delai fixe
lorsqu'ils ne peuvent tre consideres comme entierement hors d'usage.

Article 23

FRANCHISE D'AUTRES TAXES

(1) L'entreprise internationale de regularisation du Rhin jouit:
1. En Autriche, en matiere de taxes de l'Etat, des pays et des communes,

des franchises accordees A la Republique federale. Elle est en outre exonerde
des taxes de transport et des imp6ts sur les vehicules automobiles.

2. En Suisse, en matiere d'imp6ts fedraux, cantonaux et communaux,
des exonerations dont beneficie la Confederation.

(2) Les documents, actes officiels, actes juridiques et pieces de proc&
dure necessites par l'execution du present traite ne sont, en principe, soumis
A aucune taxe dans les deux Etats contractants.
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(3) Les gouvernements des Etats contractants r~gleront par un 6change
de notes sp6cial l'tendue et le r6gime de la franchise de taxes prdvue au
26me alin6a pour 1'ex6cution du prdsent trait6.

Article 24

FRAIS D'EXPLOITATION ET D'ENTRETIEN DU CHEMIN DE FER DE SERVICE

(1) Aprts 1'exdcution des travaux communs, le chemin de fer de service
existant sera mis A la disposition des Etats contractants pour 'entretien
desdits travaux. La rpartition des frais d'exploitation et d'entretien de
ce chemin de fer aura lieu selon les rgles prvues pour 'obligation d'entre-
tien des ouvrages communs.

(2) Les Etats contractants ddcideront d'un commun accord la suspension
6ventuelle, totale ou partielle, de l'exploitation du chemin de fer de service.

Article 25

MESURES D'EXtCUTION CONCERNANT LES ARTICLES 21 X 24

Les Etats contractants se communiqueront les mesures d'6xdcution se
rapportant aux articles 21 A 24.

Article 26

HYDROMtTRIE

Les observations du niveau de l'eau et les lev6s hydrom~triques op6r6s
dans le Rhin et ses affluents seront A la disposition des organes officiels des
deux Etats contractants.

Article 27

RtSERVE CONCERNANT LES PRELIAVEMENTS DE MATERIAUX

L'entreprise internationale de rgularisation du Rhin est comptente
pour fixer tout pr6lvement, excdant 'usage commun, de gravier, de sable
et de limon dans le chenal du Rhin A entretenir en commun par les Etats
contractants.

Article 28

OBJETS DE NtGOCIATIONS PARTICULItRES iVENTUELLES

En tant qu'ils paraitront dfsirables, des accords sur le cours de la frontire
douanire, sur la peche, la navigation ou sur d'autres questions non r6glkes
par le pr6sent trait6 feront express~ment 'objet de n6gociations particuli res.

VII. DISPOSITIONS TRANSITOIRES

Article 29

TRAVAUX EXtCUTES ANTtRIEUREMENT

Les travaux ddjA executds conformdment A des ddcisions prises de concert
par les deux Etats depuis le 1e r janvier 1942 et selon les directives du proje t
IIIb sont considdrds comme partie intdgrante des travaux communs (art. le).



Article 30

BAIE DE HARD-FUSSACH

(1) Eu 6gard aux mesures que la d6rivation des affluents autrichiens
implique pour l'Autriche dans la baie de Hard-Fussach en dehors du cadre
des travaux communs, la Suisse accepte librement de verser A l'Autriche
une indemnit6 unique de 600 000 francs (six cents mille francs), l'Autriche
ddclarant qu'elle supportera seule A l'avenir les ddpenses que pourraient
imposer d'autres mesures semblables.

(2) Cette somme sera payable en quatre annuit6s du meme montant; la
premikre sera vers6e pendant l'anne de l'entre en vigueur du prsent
trait6.

Article 31

FRONTIAkRE NATIONALE

(1) Dans la zone touche par la r~gularisation internationale du Rhin,
le trae. de la frontiOre entre les deux Etats contractants est fix6 dans les
protocoles existants entre les deux Etats.

(2) En tant que le trace de la frontire n'a pas encore 6t6 aborn6,
cette tAche est confie A la commission austro-suisse pour la fixation de la
frontitre du Piz Lad au lac de Constance. A cet 6gard, il y aura lieu de
fixer, d~s que faire se pourra, au milieu du nouveau chenal moyen du Rhin,
la frontire dans la zone touche par la r~gularisation internationale du
Rhin, A l'exception des sections comprises dans les coupures. Les frais
d'abornement de la fronti~re seront A la charge de l'entreprise internationale
de r~gularisation du Rhin.

VIII. DISPOSITIONS FINALES

Article 32

MESURES FINALES

Apr~s la reprise de l'obligation d'entretien des ouvrages communs men-
tionnds A l'article ler et aprbs le riglement complet de toutes les affaires en
dcoulant, les gouvernements des Etats contractants s'entendront au sujet
d'une liquidation 6ventuelle des installations et du matdriel, de la mise A
jour du compte final et de l'emploi du fonds de rgserve. Ils rtgleront en
outre, de la faqon qui leur semblera appropri6e, les affaires communes
encore en suspens. Les Etats contractants pourront ndanmoins, d'un
commun accord et s'ils le jugent A propos, procgder A une liquidation
anticipge d'une partie des installations et du matdriel,

Article 33

CLAUSE ARBITRALE

(1) Si les deux gouvernements ne peuvent s'entendre sur l'interprgtation
ou l'application de certaines dispositions du prdsent trait6, la question sera
soumise A un tribunal arbitral.



(2) Chacun des deux gouvernements nommera un membre de cc
tribunal. Le president, qui ne pourra appartenir It aucun des deux Etats
contractants, sera ddsign6 d'un commun accord par des deux gouvernements.

(3) A la demande d'un des Etats contractants, le tribunal arbitral devra
entrer en activit6 au plus tard six mois aprs avoir &6 requis de le faire.
Si tous les membres du tribunal n'ont pas encore &6 nomm~s dans cc d6lai,
les membres manquants seront dfsignds, Ai la demande d'un des Etats con-
tractants, par le president de la cour de justice internationale.

(4) A dfaut d'un autre accord, ]a convention pour le reglement pacifique
des conflits internationaux conclue ;k La Haye le 18 octobre 1907 sera
dtterminante pour la procedure At suivre devant le tribunal arbitral.

Article 34

EcHANGE DES DOCUMENTS FONDAMENTAUX RELATIFS AUX PROJETS

Chaque Etat contractant recevra, lors de la signature du present trait6,
une expedition mise I. jour et signfe par les chefs des d~lfgations du projet
IIIb expos6 'article 2, ainsi que du programme des travaux et des dfpenses
du ler juillet 1953, mentionn6 At P'article 3.

Austria-Yugoslavia

144. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE AUSTRIAN RE-
PUBLIC CONCERNING WATER ECONOMY QUESTIONS
RELATING TO THE DRAVA, SIGNED AT GENEVA, ON

25 MAY 19542

Desirous of strengthening good-neighbourly relations, of increasing
co-operation in respect of water economy, and of developing the utilization
of the waters of the Drava for hydro-electric purposes by both parties to the
greatest possible extent, especially with a view to preventing any harmful
effects resulting from the mode of operation of the Austrian power stations
of Schwabeck and Lavamtind, and further, having regard to the diversion
of water from the Drava basin, the Governments of the Austrian Republic
and of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia, in accordance with the
decisions taken at the meetings held at Bled on 29 February 1952, at Velden
on 10 May 1952 and at Opatija on 10 July 1953, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1. The discharge of water below the Lavamind power station
shall be regulated in accordance with the following provisions:

(a) The Austrian Drava power stations shall be so operated that the
discharge below the LavamUnd power station is as provided in annex A for
the various average daily inflow rates.

I Came into force on 15 January 1955 by an exchange of notes.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 227, p. 128.



(b) Austria shall endeavour, as a rule, not to use the Schwabeck power
station for maintaining the frequency. Where such use proves necessary
in exceptional cases, however, it shall be so restricted as to comply with
the provisions of Annex A or with any other provisions in force relating to
discharge.

(c) In the event of any major alterations in the Yugoslav Drava power
stations or in the Drava river regime, either party may apply to the Joint
Drava Commission for amendment of the agreed conditions set forth in annex
A, and the Commission shall deal with such applications in accordance with
the Statute. In particular, the installation of a third machine set at the
Dravograd or Vuzenica power stations shall be regarded as a major altera-
tion.

ARTICLE 2. As agreed at the meeting held at Opatija, the Verbund-
gesellschaft Oesterreichische Elektrizitdtswirtschafts A-G and the ELES
(Elektroenergetski sistem Slovenije) have concluded the " Power and
Equipment Supply Contract " of 15 April 1954.

Both Governments note and approve this contract.

ARTICLE 3. The Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia shall not press
any claims for compensation which have arisen or may arise out of the
manner in which the Schwabeck and LavamUnd power stations in Austria
have hitherto been operated, or out of the quantities of water hitherto
diverted from the Drava basin.

So long as the Dravograd power station remains in service with its
present impounded water level, the Austrian Republic shall not press any
past or future claims for compensation in respect of backing-up of water
from the Dravograd power station into Austrian territory, or any other
claims previously lodged in respect of the water economy of the Drava.

In the event of a clear breach of the contract referred to in article 2,
both parties shall have the right to prosecute all claims referred to in the
two preceding paragraphs, in which case the above provision shall be
without prejudice to the respective legal positions previously adopted by
the parties.

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia further
declares that it will not press any claims for compensation which may in
future arise out of the mode of operation of the Austrian power stations of
Schwabeck and Lavamuind, provided that the provisions of article 1 of this
Convention are observed.

The quantities of water hitherto diverted from the Drava basin, as
referred to in the first paragraph of this article, shall be understood to
include only water from the catchment area from which diversion is effected
by installations erected up to the end of 1953.

ARTICLE 4. Should the Austrian authorities seriously contemplate plans
for new installations to divert water from the Drava basin or for construction
work which might affect the Drava river regime to the detriment of Yugo-
slavia the Austrian Federal Government undertakes to discuss such plans
with the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia prior to legal negotiations
concerning rights in the water.

If no agreed settlement can be reached by discussion, either directly
between the parties or in the Joint Drava Commission (art. 5), the matter
shall be referred to the Court of Arbitration (art. 7) for a decision.



ARTICLE 5. The two Governments agree to establish a permanent Austro-
Yugoslav Commission (the Joint Drava Commission) for the exchange of
information and the achievement of agreement on all questions of common
interest relating to the water economy of the Drava in Austria and Yugo-
slavia, and to give the said Commission the Statute appended as annex B
to this Convention.

ARTICLE 6. The Summary Protocols of the meetings at Bled (29 Febru-
ary 1952), at Velden (10 May 1952) and at Opatija (10 July 1953), which
have been noted and approved by both Governments, shall be used as
supplementary material for the interpretation of this Agreement, in so far as
they are not at variance with it or with the contract concluded between
the Verbundgesellschaft and ELES on 15 April 1954 (art. 2).

ARTICLE 7. If the two Governments disagree on the interpretation or
application of any of the provisions of this Convention, the question shall be
referred to a Court of Arbitration.

Each Government shall appoint one member to the said Court of Arbitra-
tion. The Chairman, who shall not be a national of either Contracting
State, shall be designated by agreement between the two Governments.

The Court of Arbitration shall convene at the request of either Con-
tracting State within three months of such request being made. If all the
members of the Court have not been appointed within that time, the
remainder shall, at the request of either Contracting State, be appointed
by the Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe (ECE) at Geneva.

ANNEX A

REGULATION OF THE FLOW OF THE DRAVA

(applicable until amended by the Joint Drava Commission in accordance with article 1)

(a) For average daily inflows under 200 m3/sec and over 300 m3/sec,
taken at the Schwabeck discharge point:

The Austrian Drava power stations shall be so operated that the maximum
difference between the discharge per second below the Lavamund power
station and the natural flow is such that the discharge below the Dravograd
power station can be fully made up by drawing not more than 1 million m3 of
water from the Dravograd power station reservoir, a margin of 5 per cent
being permitted.

(b) For average daily inflows between 200 m 3/sec and 300 m3/sec, taken
at the Schwabeck discharge point:

The maximum permissible variations in the discharge per second below
the Lavamuind power station are fixed as shown in the following table,
intermediate values to be found by linear interpolation. Here, too, a
margin of 5 per cent shall be permitted.



Average
daily Time of day

inflow 0-2 2-7 7-12 12-19 19-21 21-22 22-24
m3lsec.

210 180 180 250 210 250 210 180
230 180 200 280 230 280 230 180
250 200 220 300 250 300 250 200
270 220 240 320 270 320 270 220
290 240 260 340 290 340 290 240

The beginning of the two-hour evening peak period, which has been set
at 19.00 hours in the table, shall be agreed according to the season.

The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) above shall be applicable only
when the natural flow of the Drava remains roughly constant throughout
the day. When there are major fluctuations during the day the Austrian
Drava power stations shall, as far as possible, keep the differences and
variations within the limits agreed in paragraphs (a) and (b) above.

ANNEX B

STATUTE FOR A PERMANENT AUSTRO-YUGOSLAV COMMISSION FOR THE DRAVA

(JOINT DRAVA COMMISSION)

ARTICLE 1. The Commission shall have as its object the exchange of
information and the achievement of agreement on all questions of common
interest relating to the water economy of the Drava in Austria and Yugo-
slavia.

ARTICLE 2. (1) The terms of reference of the Commission shall include,
in particular:

(a) The exchange of information on questions relating to the water
economy of the Drava;

(b) Consideration of proposals and complaints relating to the utilization
of the Drava for power production;

(c) The amicable settlement of disputes;
(d) The exchange of views on the further hydro-electric development

of the Drava.

(2) The two Governments remain free to negotiate direct on matters
within the terms of reference of the Drava Commission.

ARTICLE 3. Each Contracting State shall appoint a delegation of four
members to represent it on the Commission and shall provide an alternate
for each member. Each party may call in experts when necessary.

ARTICLE 4. (1) The Commission shall hold a regular session twice
yearly, unless it is agreed to dispense with one of the sessions. The sessions
shall, as far as possible, be held in the spring and autumn.

(2) Either party may request the convening of a special session, on
submission of the proposed agenda. Such a session shall be held within a
period of one month.
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ARTICLE 5. (1) Any decision of the Commission shall require the assent
of at least three members of each delegation.

(2) A record of each meeting shall be drawn up in two copies and
signed as approved by the representatives of both parties. These records
shall be submitted to the two Governments.

ARTICLE 6. Decisions of the Commission shall be in no way binding on
the two Governments. No decision of the Commission shall be put into
effect if either of the Governments raises an objection thereto. If no objec-
tion to a decision by the Commission is raised by either Government within
two months of its adoption, the decision shall be regarded as approved by
both Governments.

ARTICLE 7. (1) The working languages of the Commission shall be
German and Slovene.

(2) The delegations may also correspond with each other direct.
(3) Further rules of procedure shall be adopted by the Commission itself.

ARTICLE 8. (1) Unless otherwise agreed, the Commission shall meet
on the territories of each of the Contracting States alternately.

(2) Each session shall be convened and presided over by a duly author-
ised member representing the State on whose territory it is to take place.

(3) Each State shall defray the expenses of its own delegation. Any
other expenses raising out of the activities of the Commission shall, unless
otherwise agreed, be equally shared by the two Contracting States.

ARTICLE 9. This Statute shall enter into force when approved by the two
Governments.

(2) It is drawn up in the German Slovene languages, both texts being
authentic.

The text of the Power and Equipment Supply Contract mentioned in article 2 of
the inter-governmental Convention is given below for information.

POWER AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLY CONTRACT CONCLUDED BETWEEN THE ELEK-

TROENERGETSKI SISTEM SLOVENIJE AND THE OESTERREICHISCHE ELEKTRI-

ZITATSWIRTSCHAFTS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (VERBUNDGESELLSCHAFT)

In pursuance of the proposal on pages 4 and 5 of the summary Protocol
of the meeting held at Opatija from 8 to 10 July 1953, for a Power and
Equipment Supply Contract between the Elektroenergetski sistem Slovenije,
hereinafter referred to as " ELES ", and the Oesterreichisehe Elektrizitats-
wirtschafts A. G. (Verbundgesellschaft), hereinafter referred to as "VG ",
it is hereby agreed as follows:

(1) ELES shall purchase in Austria from Austrian supplis, for itself
and its subsidiaries, industrial products selected from the attached list to
a total value of not less than 50 million Schillings, such products to be
supplied in the name of ELES.

(2) In payment for the goods supplied by Austria under paragraph (1)
above, ELES shall supply and VG shall accept such quantities of power as



can be produced by the third machine sets at the Dravograd, Vuzenica and
Vuhred or Mariborski Otok power stations, in accordance with the following
reference schedule:

(a) In each of the calendar years 1954-1959: approximately 21.5 million
kWh of summer power from the Dravograd power station;

(b) In each of the calendar years 1955-1959: approximately 30.5 million
kWh of summer power from the Vuzenica power station; and

(c) In each of the calendar years 1956-1959: approximately 30.5 million
kWh of summer power from the Vuhred or Mariborski Otok power
station.

(3) ELES shall provide for power supplies under paragraphs (2) (a), (b)
and (c) using the existing flow of the Drava in such a way that the capacity
corresponding to the quantities of water turbined in the third machine
sets at any time, is fully available to and is taken up by VG. This capacity
shall be used for chain operation as required by the flow of the Drava and in
accordance with a time-table to be agreed.

With a view to punctual execution of this contract, ELES shall be entitled
to substitute power from other sources for the supplies required under
paragraph (2) above, without regard to the completion dates for the third
sets or the existing flow of the Drava, up to the installed capacities of one-
machine set each at the Dravograd and Vuzenica plants and in accordance
with the agreed time-table.

(4) In addition to summer power under paragraphs (2) and (3) above,
this contract shall also include a sustained base supply of, if possible, 3.75
MW from the power due under the supply contract of 4 August 1951.

(5) For power supplies under paragraphs (2) to (4) above, the following
time and accounting schedule is prescribed, prices in the contract of 4
August 1951 being taken as a basis:

(All sums in thousands of Austrian schillings)

Vuhred
rear Base supply Drasograd Vuzenica or Total

III Mariborski Otok

1954 4,600 1,505 - - 6,105
1955 4,600 1,505 2,135 - 8,240
1956 4,600 1,505 2,135 2,135 10,375
1957 4,600 1,505 2,135 2,135 10,375
1958 4,600 1,505 2,135 2,135 10,375
1959 4,600 1,505 2,135 2,135 10,375

27,600 9,030 10,675 8,540 55,845

(6) Both parties reserve the right to withdraw wholly or partly, according
to their power position, their respective undertakings to supply and purchase
the amounts of power indicated under " Vuhred or Mariborski Otok " in
the above schedule.

(7) ELES reserves the right also to make payments in fulfilment of its
obligations under this contract from funds derived from other power
deliveries to VG.

(8) On the conclusion of this contract VG shall grant ELES a credit of
11.6 million schillings, free of interest, which shall be used by ELES for
purchases in Austria under this contract.



As soon as the power supplied under this contract attains a value of
38.4 million schillings, the contract shall be regarded as fulfilled and VG
shall waive its claim to repayment of the credit of 11.6 million schillings.

(9) The accounts of the mutual liabilities of the parties shall be kept in
a "Jugodrau " clearing account to be opened by VG.

The credit granted by VG, the amounts to be credited for power supplied
and the payments for equipment supplied shall be entered in this account.
ELES shall so use this account that the debit balance does not exceed
6.5 million schillings. Interest on the current debit balance shall also be
charged at 4 per cent above the National Bank rate, including all com-
missions and expenses.

(10) Both parties shall endeavour to increase the amount of equipment
supplied by Austria against power supplies from Yugoslavia under this
contract, beyond the minimum value stipulated in paragraph (1).

(11) This contract shall take effect as from the date of entry into force
of the Convention concerning the joint settlement of questions relating
to the Drava, which is to be concluded between the Government of the
Austrian Republic and the Government of the Federal People's Republic
of Yugoslavia.

(12) This contract is drawn up in the German and Slovene languages
in two identical copies each, both texts being authentic.

Graz, 15 April 1954.

SPECIFICATION OF THE CLASSES OF GOODS TO BE COVERED BY YUGOSLAV

PURCHASES OF AUSTRIAN PRODUCTS UNDER THE POWER AND EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY CONTRACT OF 15 APRIL 1954

Electrical equipment and machinery for power station installations;
Boilers, pumps and equipment;
Cables, measuring instruments, electrical supplies for power stations;
Insulators;
Machine-tools, presses, stamps, tools;
Electrodes;
Chemical products for use in power stations;
Forgings and iron and steel castings for use in power stations;
Rolled products, iron goods, steel cylinders for use in power stations;
Magnesite, fireclay for use in power stations;
Optical instruments;
Printing supplies;
Office machinery;
Technical literature;
Trucks;
Products of the low-power electrical industry;
Constructional machinery.

The first items from this specification to be ordered in 1954 are:
1 Water-turbine for Dravograd, to the value of approximately 7.3 million

schillings;



1 Tri-phase generator for Dravograd, to the value of approximately
4.6 million schillings.

145. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUB-
LIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA
CONCERNING WATER ECONOMY QUESTIONS IN RE-
SPECT OF THE FRONTIER SECTOR OF THE MURA AND
THE FRONTIER WATERS OF THE MURA, TOGETHER
WITH THE STATUTE OF THE PERMANENT YUGOSLAV-
AUSTRIAN COMMISSION FOR THE MURA, SIGNED AT
VIENNA ON 16 DECEMBER 19542

The Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Republic of Austria,
in order to settle water economy questions in respect of the frontier sector of
the Mura and the frontier waters of the Mura, have agreed as follows:

Article 1

1. Water economy questions, measures and works on the frontier sector
of the Mura, and substantial effects brought about on that frontier sector
by the diversion of water from the Mura basin or by pollution, which are
considered to be of interest to both Contracting States, shall be dealt with
by a Permanent Yugoslav-Austrian Commission for the Mura (the Mixed
Commission for the Mura). The same shall apply to all tributaries of the
Mura which form or intersect the frontier between the Contracting States
(frontier waters of the Mura).

2. The terms of reference of the Commission shall accordingly comprise,
in particular, regulation, the erection of high-water embankments, protection
against flooding and ice, the utilization of water power, changes in the
regime of the river, the reclamation of riparian areas, water supply, pollution
by effluents, ferries and bridges.

3. The detailed terms of reference, the composition and the procedure
of this Commission shall be as laid down in the Statute which is appended
as annex I to this Agreement.

Article 2

1. The two Contracting States undertake to maintain in their existing
condition, and where necessary to improve the condition of, the water
installations on the frontier sector of the Mura.

2. Each Contracting State shall bear the cost of such regulation and
maintenance works as are carried out in its territory. Where joint works
(e.g. ditching or dredging) are carried out, the Commission shall determine
the appointment of expenses.

3. The same principles shall apply to the frontier waters of the Mura
unless the Commission decides otherwise.

Came into force on 9 February 1956 by the exchange of ratifications.
2 United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 396, No. 5694 (not yet published).



Article 3

1. Construction materials and fuel transferred from the territory of one
Contracting State to the territory of the other Contracting State for the
execution of works under this Agreement shall be unconditionally exempt
from all import and export taxes. Such construction materials and fuel
shall not be subject to any import or export restrictions.

2. Equipment (machinery, vehicles, tools and the like) shall be provision-
ally exempt from taxes pursuant to paragraph (1) provided that the articles
concerned are declared to the customs for identification and are returned
within the time-limit laid down by the customs. The deposit of security
for the taxes due shall not be required. Taxes shall be payable in respect of
any articles not returned within the prescribed time-limit. Any such
article which is completely worn out and thus unusable, and which is
consequently returned, shall be exempted from taxes.

3. The two Contracting States guarantee to facilitate for each other the
customs procedure for the transit of construction materials, fuel and equip-
ment which are exempt from taxes.

4. Construction materials, fuel and equipment imported and exported
shall be subject to customs supervision by the Contracting State concerned.

Article 4

1. The extraction of gravel and sand from sandbanks between the
regulation lines for river engineering purposes shall be permitted in the
frontier sector regardless of the position of such banks in the river bed,
subject to prior agreement between the two engineering administrations.

2. The consent of the Commission shall be required for extraction for
other purposes.

Article 5

Topographical marks on the two banks, such as triangulation marks,
permanent benchmarks, and kilometre and hectometre marks, and installed
water gauges shall be retained, maintained and, where necessary, augmented
or renewed. Each of the two engineering administrations may use these
facilities at any time. If this entails entering the territory of the other
Contracting State, the engineering administration and the customs authori-
ties must be notified in advance.

Article 6

1. For the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of this Agreement,
the frontier authorities of the Contracting States shall issue, and shall visa
for each other, frontier cards with which members of the Commission,
officials of the water economy agencies, and the strictly necessary number
of officials and workmen employed on works in the frontier sector may
cross the State frontier.

2. Frontier cards shall be issued to the persons referred to in paragraph
(1) with an indication of the frontier crossing point, the area of movement
and the period of validity, with due regard for the official status of the
person concerned and the nature of his functions.
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3. The model for this card in two languages is appended as annex II
to the Agreement.

4. All other matters relating to the procedure for frontier crossing
shall be governed by the provisions concerning the regulation of frontier
traffic between the Contracting States which are in force at the time.

Article 7

The local authorities of the Contracting States shall advise each other,
by the quickest possible means, of any danger from high water or ice and
of any other impending danger which comes to their notice in connexion
with the Mura. The same shall apply to the frontier waters of the Mura
where such dangers come to the notice of the local authorities.

Article 8

The two Contracting States shall endeavour to facilitate the application
of this Agreement and the activity of the Commission, having due regard
to the interests of both sides.

Article 9

Questions on which the Commission fails to reach agreement shall be
submitted to the Governments of the Contracting States.

Article 10

1. If the two Governments fail to agree on the interpretation or appli-
cation of any provision of this Agreement, the question at isssue shall be
referred to a court of arbitration for decision.

2. Each Government shall appoint one member to the said court of
arbitration. The Chairman, who must not be a national of either Contract-
ing State, shall be appointed by agreement between the two Governments.

3. The court of arbitration shall begin work at the request of either
Contracting State not later than three months after the submission of such
request. If not all the members of the court of arbitration have been appoint-
ed within that time, the remainder shall, at the request of either Contracting
State, be appointed by the Executive Secretary of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE).

4. Unless otherwise agreed, the procedure followed before the court of
arbitration shall be that laid down in the Convention for the Pacific Settle-
ment of International Disputes signed at The Hague on 18 October 1907.

ANNEX I

STATUTE OF THE PERMANENT YUGOSLAV-AUSTRIAN COMMISSION FOR THE MURA

(MIXED COMMISSION FOR THE MURA)

Article 1

1. The function of the Commission shall be to deal jointly with water
economy questions, measures and works on the frontier sector of the Mura,
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and with substantial effects brought about on that frontier sector by the
diversion of water from the Mura basin or by pollution, which are considered
to be of interest to both Contracting States.

2. This function shall extend to all tributaries of the Mura which form
or intersect the frontier between the Contracting States (frontier waters
of the Mura).

Article 2

1. The terms of reference of the Commission shall comprise, within the
limits of article 1, in particular: regulation, the erection of high water
embankments, protection against flooding and ice, the utilization of water
power, changes in the regime of the river, the reclamation of riparian areas,
water supply, pollution by effluents, ferries and bridges.

2. To this end it shall be the Commission's task, in particular:
(a) To exchange information on proposed water economy measures and

works;
(b) To define and prepare for joint measures and works;
(c) To make an expert evaluation of projects proposed for this purpose

and take decisions concerning their execution;
(d) To supervise and accept joint measures and works;
(e) To carry out inspections and all necessary stock-taking;
(f) To discuss measures and works which are not carried out by the

engineering administrations themselves;
(g) To grant permits for the extraction of gravel and sand in the frontier

sector of the Mura for purposes other than river engineering;
(h) To discuss measures and works undertaken on the frontier sector

of the Mura or frontier waters of the Mura in the territory of one State only;
(i) To discuss plans to divert water from the Mura basin and to intro-

duce effluents, for which authorization under the water laws is under serious
consideration;

(j) To deal with questions concerning timber floating or navigation,
having regard to the existing condition of the river, and concerning ferries
and bridges, and to forward proposals which relate to such questions but
which go beyond the Commission's terms of reference;

(k) To regulate the exchange of water economy experience and of
hydrographical data;

(1) To settle amicably questions in dispute which relate to these subjects;

(m) To transmit to the two Governments proposals on the subject-matter
of the foregoing sub-paragraphs.

3. The two Governments may also deal directly with matters within the
Commission's terms of reference.

Article 3

1. The Commission shall consist of eight members. Each Contracting
State shall appoint as its delegation four members of the Commission and
an alternate for each member. In addition each side may use experts in the
Commission's work as required.
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2. Each Contracting State shall appoint one member of its delegation
as Chairman.

Article 4

1. The Commission shall meet in regular session once a year, as a rule
in the autumn. In addition the Chairmen of the delegations may convene
special sessions by agreement.

2. Unless otherwise agreed, the Commission shall meet in each of the
two States alternately.

3. Each session shall be convened by the Chairman of the delegation of
the Contracting State in which the session is to be held, in agreement with the
Chairman of the delegation of the other Contracting State.

Article 5

1. The Chairmen of the two delegations shall confirm the agenda by
prior agreement.

2. The agenda may be supplemented by agreement during the meetings.

Article 6

1. The meetings shall be presided over by the Chairman of the delegation
of the Contracting State in whose territory the session is held.

2. The working languages of the Commission shall be Slovene or
Serbo-Croat and German.

Article 7

1. The adoption of a conclusion by the Commission shall require the
assent of at least three members of each delegation.

2. A record of the meetings shall be drawn up in two copies and signed
by both Chairmen. The record shall be submitted to the Governments for
approval.

Article 8

The conclusions of the Commission shall not affect the right of the
Governments to take decisions. No conclusion of the Commission may be
put into effect if either Government raises an objection. If no objection
to a conclusion is raised by either Government within three months after
its adoption by the Commission, the conclusion shall be regarded as approved
by both Governments.

Article 9

The Chairmen of the delegations may also communicate with each
other directly.

Article 10

Each Contracting State shall defray the expenses of its own delegation.
Unless otherwise agreed, each Contracting State shall bear one-half of all
other expenses.



Article 11

The Commission shall adopt its own rules of procedure in conformity
with this Statute.

Notice

1. The holder of a frontier card may cross the State frontier and return
only at the frontier crossing points specified in the pass.

2. The holder of a frontier card may remain in the neighbouring frontier
zone only within the area specified in the frontier card.

3. The holder of a frontier card must declare without delay to the
authority which issued the card any change in the particulars shown in the
frontier card.

4. All other matters shall be governed by the frontier traffic regulations
in force between the Federal People's Republic and the Republic of Austria.

Belgium-France

146. ARRANGEMENT ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LA FRANCE
CONCERNANT LE RPiGLEMENT DE LA VIDANGE DANS
LE BIEF DE PARTAGE DU CANAL DE POMMEROEUL A
ANTOING, SIGNIR A PARIS, LE 31 MAI 18821

Le gouvernement de Sa Majest6 le Roi des Belges et le gouvernement
de la R6publique fran§aise, ddsirant r~gler les questions relatives h la vidange
du bief de partage du canal de Pommeroeul A Antoing et considdrant que la
vidange de cc bief de partage intfresse le territoire fran~ais, en tant qu'elle
se fait par les trois d~versoirs situds, le premier sur le ruisseau de Macon
Sl'aval de l'6cluse No 5; le deuxi~me sur le ruisseau de la Verne de Bury,

h l'aval du pont-levis de Roncourt; le troisi~me sur le ruisseau de la Calonne,
h I'aval du pont-levis de la Wiers,

Sont convenus des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE ler. L'administration belge ne proc6dera 5 aucune vidange par
les trois ruisseaux de Macon, de la Verne de Bury et de la Calonne sans en
avoir averti le service hydraulique fran~ais, au moins trois mois h l'avance,
sauf en cas de force majeure.

ARTICLE 2. Le d~versement des eaux devra 6tre effectu6 de mani~re As ne
pas jeter dans ces ruisseaux un volume sup~rieur ai celui qu'ils peuvent
dibiter, sans ddbordement, is l'gard de leurs dimensions lgales.

En foi de quoi, les soussign~s, Envoy6 Extraordinaire et Ministre plkni-
potentiaire de Sa Majest6 le Roi des Belges As Paris et President du Conseil,
Ministre des affaires 6trang~res de la R~publique fran~aise, dfiment auto-
rises As cet effet, ont sign6 le present arrangement et l'ont revftu de leurs
cachets.

1 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Gdniral des Traitis, 2e sdrie, tome VIII,
p. 446.



147. CONVENTION ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LA FRANCE
POUR ASSURER LE RtTABLISSEMENT DANS LEUR IRTAT
NORMAL ET L'ENTRETIEN ULTItRIEUR DES COURS
D'EAU NON NAVIGABLES NI FLOTTABLES MITOYENS
ENTRE LES DEUX PAYS, SIGNEE A PARIS LE 22 JUIN
18821

Le President de la Rdpublique frangaise et Sa Majest6 le Roi des Belges,
dfsirant, d'une part, assurer le rdtablissement dans leur 6tat normal des
cours d'eau non navigables ni flottables qui sont mitoyens entre la France
et la Belgique, et pourvoir, d'autre part, A l'entretien ult~rieur de ces memes
cours d'eau, ont r~solu de conclure A cet effet une convention spdciale 2...

ARTICLE 1. Les autorit~s compftentes de France et de Belgique feront
dresser, d'un commun accord, pour les cours d'eau non navigables ni flot-
tables mitoyens entre les deux pays, des plans et des tableaux descriptifs
qui indiqueront, notamment, la direction actuelle de chaque cours d'eau,
la largeur et la profondeur normales qu'il doit presenter en diff~rents points,
ses ddpendances et les ouvrages qui modifient son 6tat naturel, avec leurs
dimensions principales.

Les plans seront constituds par des extraits du cadastre rectififs et rduits,
au besoin; ils renseigneront le parcellaire sur une zone de cent mtres A
partir de chaque rive.

Les tableaux descriptifs seront dresses conformfment au module annex6
A la pr~sente Convention.

Les plans et les tableaux descriptifs feront, dans chacun des deux Pays,
l'objet d'une enqute administrative, selon les formes prescrites par leur
lhgislation particuli~re, et seront ensuite approuv6s par les autorits d~signdes
A cet effet.

Ils serviront de base pour les travaux de curage, d'entretien et de r6pa-
ration.

2. Chaque fois qu'un cours d'eau mitoyen n~cessitera des travaux de
l'espce, le projet en sera dress6, d'un commun accord, par les fonotionnaires
comptents des deux Pays, 5k la diligence de l'administration franqaise ou de
l'administration belge.

Ces travaux seront ex~cut~s par voie d'adjudication publique.
Le cahier des charges, clauses et conditions de chaque entreprise sera

dress6 d'aprbs une formule imprim~e dont la redaction aura &6 pr~alable-
ment concert e.

3. Les frais que ces travaux occasionneront seront pay6s par moiti6 par
chacun des deux Pays, qui restera libre de se rembourser des dfpenses ainsi
faites, selon le mode qu'il jugera le plus convenable, eu 6gard A sa lgislation
particuli~re et aux circonstances locales.

' De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Geniral des Traitds, 26- s~rie, Tome IX, p. 55.
2 La convention entre la Belgique et le Luxembourg pour assurer le rftablis-

sement dans leur dtat normal et l'entretien ult~rieur des cours d'eau non naviga-
bles ni flottables mitoyens entre les deux pays, signde A Bruxelles le 27 novem-
bre 1886, reproduit des dispositions similaires [Voir: De Martens, Nouveau
Recuei Giniral des Traitis, 2e srie, tome XII, p. 534].



4. Les administrations compftentes s'entendront pour d6signer les cours
d'eau mitoyens dont le premier curage sera adjug6 en France et ceux pour
lesquels l'adjudication se fera d'abord en Belgique.

Les travaux que ncessitera 'entretien ultdrieur seront adjug~s alter-
nativement au chef-lieu du d6partement fran~ais et au chef-lieu de la pro-
vince belge limitrophes du cours d'eau A entretenir, en presence des fonc-
tionnaires des deux Pays dlguds pour assister A cette op6ration.

L'ex~cution en sera surveille par des agents franqais ou par des agents
belges, selon que l'adjudication aura eu lieu en France ou en Belgique.

Dans tous les cas, les proc6s-verbaux de r6ception seront dresses et signds
par les fonctionnaires compdtents des deux Pays.

5. Les ponts, les barrages, les vannes, les prises d'eau, les guts, et, en
gfn6ral, tous les ouvrages permanents ou temporaires de nature A influer
sur le regime des cours d'eau mitoyens, ne pourront tre 6tablis ou modifis
qu'apr~s une entente pr~alable entre les administrations des deux Pays.

6. La pr~sente Convention sera exfcutoire :k partir de la date dont
conviendront les administrations des deux Pays; elle pourra prendre fin A
toute 6poque, moyennant la dfnonciation qui en sera faite, un an A l'avance,
par lun ou l'autre des deux Gouvernements.

148. ARRANGEMENT ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LA FRANCE

-POUR FACILITER LE SERVICE DE L'ALIMENTATION
DU CANAL DE L'ESPIERRE, SIGNIL A PARIS LE 14 MAI
18841

Le Gouvernement de la R6publique frangaise et le Gouvernement de
Sa Majest6 le roi des Belges, dfsirant faciliter le service de l'alimentation
du canal de l'Espierre, sont convenus d'assurer, chacun en ce qui le con-
cerne, l'ex6cution des dispositions contenues dans la Convention qui est
annexde au present Arrangement, et qui a 6t6 pass6e A Paris, le 28 f6vrier
1884, entre le ministre des travaux publics de France, et le president du
conseil d'administration de la soci6t6 anonyme du canal de l'Espierre....

CONVENTION. Entre le ministre des travaux publics, agissant au nom de
l'Etat, sous rdserve de l'approbation des pr6sentes et de la ratification du
Gouvernement belge, d'une part, et la socit6 anonyme du canal belge
de l'Espierre, dont le si6ge social est A Warcoing (Belgique), ladite socitf
reprfsentfe aux prdsentes par M. Charles-Henri Verg6, membre de l'Institut
de France, president du conseil d'administration, d61kgu A cet effet par
ddlibfration de cc conseil en date du 19 ddcembre 1883, d'autre part,

II a 6t6 convenu ce qui suit:

ARTICLE ler. Toutes les prises d'eau pratiqu6es par les industriels dans
le canal de Roubaix depuis le bief de partage jusqu'h la fronti~re belge
6tant supprimdes, l'Administration fran~aise s'engage a n'en jamais laisser

1 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Gineral des Traitis, 2e sdrie,'tome XII, p. 621.
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rdtablir aucune sur le versant de l'Escaut, ni pour le service de l'industrie,
ni pour celui de l'agriculture, ni pour aucun autre usage, toutes les eaux
en exc~s que la diffdrence de chute des diverses 6cluses du canal de Roubaix
(versant de l'Escaut) pourrait amener dans le bief de Roubaix et dans
celui de Leers devant etre utlisdes A l'alimentation du canal belge de
l'Espierre, A l'exclusion de tout autre usage.

2. Une indemnit6 de cent mille francs, imputable sur les fonds du
tr~sor fran~ais, sera accordde A la socit6 anonyme du canal de l'Espierre
et il lui sera fait abandon en toute proprit6, et pour en disposer comme
elle l'entendra, de la machine 6lvatoire annexde A l'6cluse de Leers.

3. L'Administration franqaise est charg6e de maintenir le plan d'eau du
bief de Leers au niveau normal de flottaison.

L'Administration belge, de son ctA, assurera la manoeuvre de l'6cluse
de Leers et la maintiendra en 6tat normal d'entretien, A l'exception du
bassin d'6conomie y annex6, qui sera supprim6.
I1 est stipul6, d'ailleurs, que cette 6cluse ne sera manceuvr6e que pour

le passage des bateaux.
Quant aux eaux disponibles pour 'alimentation des biefs du canal belge,

par suite de l'engagement pris A l'article ler, elles s'6couleront soit au moyen
de siphons qui seront 6tablis aux 6cluses du Sartel et de Leers de mani&re
A fonctionner automatiquement des que les eaux s'6l6veront dans les biefs
du Sartel et de Leers A cinq centim~tres au-dessus de la flottaison normale,
et qui cesseront de fonctionner automatiquement d~s que les eaux des-
cendront dans ces memes biefs A la c6te normale de flottaison, soit au moyen
de deversoirs de superficie, soit au moyen de tout autre ouvrage fonctionnant
automatiquement.

Les ouvrages seront 6tablis conform6ment aux projets qui seront arretes
d'un commun accord par l'Administration fran~aise et par l'Administration
belge. Ils seront construits par la premiere A l'ecluse du Sartel et par la
seconde A l'6cluse de Leers.

4. En retour de ces avantages, la socite anonyme du canal de l'Espierre
renonce, soit pour le passe, soit pour l'avenir, A toute r6clamation en ce qui
concerne l'alimentation du canal de l'Espierre, tant A la charge de la France
qu'A celle de la Belgique.

Elle s'engage, en outre, A remettre A premiere rdquisition l'6cluse de Leers,
ainsi que ses dependances, et la maison eclusiere entre les mains de l'Ad-
ministration belge.

149. CONVENTION 1 ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LA FRANCE
POUR RSGLER LES QUESTIONS RELATIVES AU DESSS-
CHEMENT DES MOISRES ET DES WATERINGUES FRANCO-
BELGES AINSI QU'A L'AMSLIORATION DES CANAUX DE
FURNES A BERGUES OU BASSE-COLME ET DE DUNKER-
QUE A FURNES, SIGNI A BRUXELLES, LE 26 JUIN 18902

L'dchange des instruments de ratification a cu lieu A Bruxelles le 8 aoflt 1891.
2 J. Basdevant, Traitis et Conventions en vigueur entre la France et les Puissances

Etrang&res, tome premier, p. 408.



ARTICLE 1.

6'. L'administration beige veillera aux manceuvres des 6clusettes de
prise d'eau des canaux de Dunkerque t Furnes et de Furnes At Bergues
(ou Basse-Colme) situdes en Belgique, de mani~re que ces canaux ne
ddchargent jamais leurs eaux de crue dans le Ringsloot des moeres.

ARTICLE 2.

3' . I1 est pris acte de la ddclaration faite par le Gouvernement Belge

que les manoeuvres aux 6cluses de Nieuport et de Furnes, en temps de
crue, seront faites, en vue de l'assichement des terrains longeant le canal de
Fumes h Dunkerque, aussi convenablement que les circonstances le per-
mettront.

Belgium-Germany

150. ARRANGEMENT' ENTRE L'ALLEMAGNE ET LA BELGIQUE
CONCERNANT LA FRONTIRE COMMUNE, SIGN2 A AIX-
LA-CHAPELLE, LE 7 NOVEMBRE 19292

SECTION III

Dispositions relatives au rigime des eaux et cours d'eau3

(Distribution d'eau et Wateringues)

CHAPITRE IV

Alimentation en eau de Kalteiherberg

ARTICLE 65. Le Gouvernement belge permet que les autoritds comp&
tentes allemandes effectuent dans une zone s'6tendant entre les bornes
fronti~res 638 et 642, en territoire beige, des travaux de prospection en vue
du captage, aux sources du Breitenbach, de l'eau destinfe I l'alimentation
de la commune de Kalterherberg. Cette zone est dilimitfe par la ligne 638,
a), b), c), d), e), f), 642, sur le croquis h) de la collection de cartes prdvue

Sl'article 76.

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A Bruxelles, le 16 juillet
1931.

2 Soci~t6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitls, vol. 121, p. 328.
3 L'Arrangement reproduit en ce qui concerne le rfgime des cours d'eau

successifs (article 70), l'alimentation en eau de Losheim-Hergersberg et de
Krewinkel (articles 55 t 59), le regime des eaux des bassins du Dreilagerbach,
de la Vesdre et de l'alimentation en eau de Lammersdorf (articles 60 A 62) et
l'alimentation en eau de Eynatten et Raeren (articles 63 et 64), des dispositions
similaires A celles relatives A la fronti~re commune du 6 novembre 1922 [Voir:
supra., traitd no 118, p. 411.
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ARTICLE 66. La zone de prospection d6crite l'article 65 sera limit6e sur
le terrain par des piquets relies A l'aide de fl1 de fer barbel6, aux frais de
l'Allemagne. Les matriaux n6cessaires A l'tablissement de cette cl6ture,
pourront tre import~s en franchise temporaire des droits de douane, sous
r~serve de rdexportation dans un d~lai maximum de six mois.

2. Les chemins et sentiers se trouvant dans la zone de prospection
seront maintenus en bon 6tat aux frais ou par les soins de l'Allemagne.
L'usage de ces chemins restera libre pendant toute la durfe des travaux
de prospection, pour la circulation telle qu'elle s'y fait actuellement.

Si, au cours de ces travaux, les prospecteurs 6taient amends h creuser
des tranches au travers d'une de ces voies de communication, il serait
pourvu aux frais ou par les soins de l'Allemagne, A l'6tablissement de
passerelles r~sistantes permettant la circulation.

Les plantations existantes ne pourront 6tre d~truites qu'aux endroits
oii la chose est in6vitable.

3. Les fonctionnaires belges suivants: les ing6nieurs attaches au service
g~ologique ou A l'inspection centrale des travaux d'hygi~ne, les agents du
service technique agricole, les douaniers, les gendarmes et les agents charges
de la police locale sur le territoire de la commune de Sourbrodt pourront,
A tout moment, p~ndtrer dans la zone de prospection pour des raisons de
service. I1 en est de m me pour les agents techniques qui voudraient se
rendre compte de l'6tat d'avancement des travaux: A cet effet, les autorit~s
allemandes sont tenues de leur fournir tous renseignements, plans et donn~es.

4. Le r6sultat des prospections et les plans d'ex~cution des installations
projet6es seront communiques au Gouvernement belge, qui disposera d'un
d~lai de trois mois, pour examiner si le captage des eaux dans la zone
ddcrite A l'article 65 ne pourrait porter prejudice aux propridt6s avoisinantes
en territoire beige.

ARTICLE 67. 1. Si 1'examen pr6vu dans le paragraphe 4 de l'article 66
6tablit qu'aucun prejudice aux propridt~s avoisinantes en territoire belge
n'est A craindre, la Belgique cddera A l'Allemagne, en pleine souverainet6,
la zone d~crite A l'article 65. Les propri~taires des terrains ainsi c~d~s
seront indemnisds au pr~alable par l'Allemagne. Si des expropriations
6taient ndcessaires, elles seraient faites A l'intervention des autorit~s belges,
et d'apr~s la lkgislation belge en la mati~re.

2. Au cas o6i les travaux de prospection donneraient des r~sultats
n~gatifs, ou si le Gouvernement belge consid~rait que 1'6tablissement d'une
prise d'eau dans le site sourcier serait pr~judiciable h des Belges, aucune
cession de territoire n'aurait lieu, et la zone o6f les prospections auront
&6t effectu~es, serait remise en son 6tat primitif, aussi parfaitement que
possible, aux frais et par les soins de l'Allemagne.

3. Une indemnit6 sera accordde aux propri~taires int~ressds, pour la
destruction de plantations, aux lieux de prospection.

ARTICLE 68. 1. Sans prejudice aux dispositions de l'article 66, paragra-
hep 1 tous objets, instruments appareils et matfriaux destinds aux travaux
de prospection, ne pourront tre introduits dans la zone provisoirement mise
A la disposition de l'Allemagne, que par un point de la fronti~re d6sign6 par la
Douane beige, et dans les conditions A dterminer par celle-ci. I1 en sera
de mme de tous articles et denr~es destindes A l'entretien des agents, em-
ploy~s et ouvriers, allemands, occup6s dans ladite zone.



2. Les droits de douane devront 6tre acquitt~s lors de chaque importation.
Toutefois, moyennant l'observation de la r~glementation beige, et As la condi-
tion que la rdexportation soit effectu~e dans un d~lai maximum de six mois,
le mat6riel de prospection pourra 6tre import6 en franchise temporaire de
douane.

CHAPITRE V

Alimentation en eau de la commune belge de Bullange et de la commune allemande

de Udenbreth

ARTICLE 69. Le Gouvernement beige et le Gouvernement allemand se
mettront d'accord sur les mesures As prendre avant qu'une modification
pouvant avoir une influence fischeuse sur la quantit6 ou la qualit6 des eaux
soit apportde As la situation actuelle des captages alimentant les distributions
d'eau de la commune de Bullange, en Belgique, et de la commune Uden-
breth, en Allemagne ddcrite dans le croquis i) de la collection de cartes
prdvue As l'article 76.

CHAPrrRE VII

Drainages et wateringues

ARTICLE 71. 1. Sur les croquisk), 1), m), n) de ]a collection de cartes
prfvue As l'article 76, certaines parcelles, situ~es en Belgique, sont indiques
par des hachures. Les propriftaires de ces parcelles sont autorisfs As laisser
s'6couler l'eau des collecteurs et drains souterrains places pour l'assechement
de ces terrains, par-dessus la fronti~re, aux endroits oii cet 6coulement
s'effectue actuellement. La mfme autorisation est accordde aux wateringues
belges agissant pour le compte des propri~taires et auxquelles est confi6 le
soin de l'assechement.

2. Les propri~taires des terrains allemands affects par l'apport d'eau
doivent tolkrer celui-ci. II en est de meme des associations allemandes qui
ont le soin des fossds de ddcharge.

ARTICLE 72. 1. Les propri6taires des parcelles situ~es en Allemagne,
indiqudes par des hachures sur les cartes visees A 1'article 71 sont autorises
As laisser s'6couler l'eau des collecteurs et des drains souterrains places pour
l'assechement de ces terrains, par-dessus la frontiere, aux endroits o s cet
6coulement s'effectue actuellement. La mme autorisation est accordfe
aux associations allemandes agissant pour le compte des propriftaires et
auxquelles est confi le soin de l'assechement.

2. Les proprietaires des terrains belges affectes par l'apport d'eau
doivent tolrer celui-ci. I1 en est de mme des wateringues beiges qui ont
le soin des fosses de decharge.

ARTICLE 73. Pour 1'exdcution des obligations determinees dans les articles
71 et 72, les wateringues ou les interesses belges et allemands communiqueront
entre eux par l'interm~diaire des services techniques de l's Hydraulique
agricole s, hs Bruxelles, et du Landrat de Schleiden.
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ARTICLE 74. 1. Si le soin du drainage des terrains situfs dans la region
de Losheim, Hergersberg et Krewinkel 6tait confi6 actuellement ou dans
1'avenir Ai des wateringues et si parmi ces terrains il s'en trouvait dont les
propri~taires sont des ressortissants de l'Etat voisin, ces wateringues seront
autorisfes A admettre et, sur demande, oblig~es d'admettre comme membres
et de traiter comme des nationaux les ressortissants 6trangers propriftaires
de ces terrains.

2. Si 10 p.c. au moins de la superficie sur laquelle s'6tend la wateringue
belge ou allemande sont la propritt de ressortissants du pays voisin, ceux-ci
auront droit A un repr~sentant au moins dans le bureau de la wateringue.

3. Ce ou ces reprfsentants seront nomm&s, s'il s'agit de Belges, par S.M
le Roi des Belges, et s'il s'agit d'Allemands, par la Preussische Staatsregie-
rung, sur une liste comportant trois candidats par siege r~serv6 aux nationaux
de l'Etat voisin, prfsentfe par les ressortissants de cet Etat.

4. A dffaut de prdsentation de candidats, le reprdsentant belge ou
allemand devant faire partie du bureau d'une wateringue appartenant au
pays voisin sera propos6 au choix de S. M. le Roi des Belges ou de la Preus-
sische Staatsregierung, sur une liste de deux candidats prfsent6s par le
service technique de l's Hydraulique agricole s, A Bruxelles, ou par le
Landrat de Schleiden.

5. Si l'adresse d'un membre de nationalit6 6trangre ne peut tre
dcouverte, toutes les notifications, remises de billets d'avertissement, etc.,
seront opr~es chez le bourgmestre de commune off la wateringue a son si~ge.

CHAPITRE VIII

Franchissement de la frontiire par les fonctionnaires, agents et ouvriers

ARTICLE 75. Pour autant que, d'apr~s les dispositions de la pr~sente
Section, des fonctionnaires, agents et ouvriers sont appelis A franchir la
fronti~re, pour l'exercice de leurs fonctions, ou pour 1'exfcution des travaux
dont ils ont 6t6 charges, ils seront dispenses des formalit~s de passeports,
ainsi que de tous droits de douane, frais, taxes et de dfp6t d'un cautionne-
ment. Ils pourront aussi, pour autant que ce soit n~cessaire h 1'exercice de
leurs fonctions, ou A 1'exfcution des travaux dont ils ont &6t charges, franchir
la frontibre 6galement en dehors des endroits de passage autorisfs, et sfjourner
dans le territoire du pays voisin.

SECTION V

Dispositions gdnerales

ARTICLE 94. 1. Les divergences de vue concernant 1'interpr~tation et
l'application des clauses des sections I A IV seront, pour autant qu'elles ne
puissent tre resolues A l'amiable par les administrations interessees, tranches
par une Commission administrative mixte composee de quatre membres.
Cette commission comprendra un dl6gu6 du Ministere des Affaires 6tran-
geres et un repr~sentant du D~partement comptent de chacun des deux pays.
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Les deux gouvernements se communiqueront mutuellement les noms de
leurs ddl~gufs A la commission ainsi constitude.

2. La prsidence de la commission sera exercde alternativement et pour
]a duroe d'une anne civile par le dfl~gu6 du Ministre des Affaires 6trang~res
de chacun des deux pays. Le sort d~cidera du pays auquel reviendra la
prdsidence pour l'annde de mise en vigueur du present arrangement.

3. Les seances de la commission se tiendront dans le pays du president
en exercice, soit A Cologne, soit A Bruxelles.

4. La commission se r~unira A l'invitation de la Partie qui se croit
ls~e, dans le dlai d'un mois, A partir du jour off la Partie adverse aura
&6 avis6e par la voie diplomatique.

5. Les dfcisions de la commission seront prises A la majorit6 des voix"
En cas de parit6 de voix, le diff6rend sera tranch6 par arbitre appartenant
A un Etat tiers et qui sera d~sign6 par le Gouvernement royal n~erlandais.

6. Chaque Partie supportera les frais resultant de la participation de
ses ddlguds aux seances de la commission. Les frais de l'arbitre seront
partagds par moiti6.

Belgium-Germany (Federal Republic of)

151. TRAIT I' ENTRE LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE ET LA
R1PUBLIQUE FIZDtZRALE D'ALLEMAGNE RELATIF A LA
RECTIFICATION DE LA FRONTILRE BELGO-ALLEMANDE
ET AU RPGLEMENT DE DIVERS PROBLIMES CONCER-
NANT LES DEUX PAYS, SIGNIR A BRUXELLES, LE 24 SEP-
TEMBRE 1956 2

Prambule

Sa Majest6 le Roi des Belges d'une part et
Le president de la Rdpublique f6drale d'Allemagne d'autre part sont

convenus d'adapter aux conditions actuelles les accords du 6 novembre
1922, du 7 novembre 1929 et du 10 mai 1935 relatifs A la fronti~re belgo-
allemande, de modifier le trac6 de la frontifre existant actuellement en
tenant compte des besoins des deux pays, et de rdgler tous les problmes
litigieux existant entre les deux Etats dans l'esprit des Trait~s de Paris
conclus en 1954 et en vue de dfvelopper la collaboration amicale entre eux.

CHAPITRE III

Cours de la Vesdre

ARTICLE 7. 1) Etant donn6 l'importance que prdsente pour la Belgique
la question de la puret6 des eaux de la Vesdre, le Gouvernement ffd~ral

I Entr6 en vigueur le 28 aofit 1958, l'6change des instruments de ratification
ayant eu lieu A Bonn le 13 aoiit 1958.

2 Nations Unies, Recuei des Traits, vol. 314, p. 196.
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prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour prvenir la pollution des caux de la
Vesdre dans la rgion de Roetgen-Schwerzfeld.

2) A cet effet, le lit de la Vesdre sera dtourn6, suivant un cours nouveau
qui ne traversera plus le territoire allemand. L'eau non drainfe par cc
d6tournement du lit de la Vesdre sera ddversfe dans le bassin du Grolisbach.

3) Le Gouvernement f~d6ral prendra A sa charge les frais des travaux
A effectuer en territoire allemand; de son c6t6 le Gouvernement belge
supportera les frais des travaux A effectuer en territoire belge.

ARTICLE 8. Les experts des deux pays prendront, de commun accord, les
dispositions ncessaires pour l'excution des travaux. Les directives relatives
A ces travaux sont d6finies A l'annexe no 2 du pr6sent Trait6.

Annexe 2 (A l'article 8)

Directives relatives A l'ex6cution du projet visant A empcher la pollution
du cours supdrieur de la Vesdre:

(1) Chaque Etat prendra, dans le cadre du projet commun, les mesures
dont l'exdcution doit avoir lieu sur son territoire national.

Les projets de travaux seront communiques aussit6t que possible en vue
d'assurer l'adaptation et la coordination des plans respectifs.

(2) Les caract6ristiques principales du projet commun sont les suivantes:
a) D6tournement de la Vesdre avant son entree en territoire allemand

et adduction des eaux affluentes vers le bassin du Steinbach. Ce dftourne-
ment sera 6tabli sur base d'un debit spcifique de 4 m 3/km 2/sec.;

b) L'eau non draine par ce dtournement du lit de la Vesdre sera
transvase dans le bassin du Grolisbach;

c) Dtournement des eaux affluentes venant de b) et contenant les eaux
uses du territoire habiti allemand avant leur arriv~e A la fronti~re belge. Le
dtournement de ces eaux affluentes sera r6alis6 A l'aide d'un tunnel vers le
Grolisbach pr~s de la station d'6puration de Roetgen;

d) L'administration belge proc6dera au captage des eaux usdes du
hameau de Petergensfeld (partie belge) et les ddversera - dans un 6tat
d'6puration suffisant - dans le tunnel mentionn6 sous c);

e) l'ouvrage pour le ddtournement A la Mtihlenstrasse ndcessit6 par les
travaux dfcrits en c) est situ6 en territoire allemand et sera conqu de fa~on
que seules les eaux affluentes d'un d6bit de 4 m3/km 2/sec. ou plus, venant
du territoire drain6, pourront s'6couler dans le cours inffrieur de la Vesdre.
Le tunnel de d6tournement vers le Grolisbach sera par consequent calcul6
pour un debit spfcifique de 4 m3/km 2/sec.;

f) les eaux affluentes provenant du territoire allemand situ6 au nord
de la Mtihlenstrasse et de son prolongement seront amenfes dans le ddtour-
nement mentionn6 sous c) au moyen d'un foss6 de captage;

g) les eaux usdes des fermes allemandes de Schwerzfeld seront amendes
dans le lit abandonn6 de la Vesdre;

h) un foss6 de captage sera 6tabli en amont du dftournement de la
Vesdre indiqu6 en a).

(3) I est prdvu que les travaux ncessitds par le maintien de la puret6



des eaux affluentes au barrage de la Vesdre seront termin pour le 31
d~cembre 1962.

(4) Aprs 1'ex&ution de ces mesures, l'interdiction de bAtir sera lev&e
dans la partie allemande du bassin versant sup~rieur de la Vesdre, A l'excep-
tion des endroits indiqu&s par A et B sur la carte ci-jointe.

Belgium-Luxembourg

152. CONVENTION' FIXANT LES LIMITES ENTRE LA BEL-
GIQUE ET LE GRAND-DUCHZ DE LUXEMBOURG,
SIGNI E A MAESTRICHT, LE 7 AO OT 1843 2

STIPULATIONS PARTICULIIkRES

ARTICLE 15. L'acc~s au ruisseau de Pull, depuis la fronti~re jusqu'au
moulin dit Griiber Miihl, reste libre aux habitants d'Oberpallen et de
Dieggel, pour abreuver leurs bestiaux.

ARTICLE 16. La circulation sur le chemin du moulin de Honville
Harlange reste libre, sur le territoire grand-ducal, pour l'usage du dit moulin.

ARTICLE 18. La circulation sur le chemin de Livarchamps h Harlange
reste libre aux habitants de Harlange, pour arriver au ruisseau dont l'usage
leur reste assur.

ARTICLE 19. Les habitants des deux pays pourront continuer faire
usage des lavoirs pour le min~rai de fer, qui sont 6tablis le long du ruisseau
dit Munsbach. (Territoire de Cl6mency).

ARTICLE 20. L'usage de la fontaine situ&e sur un pr6 de meunier d'Ober-
pallen, reste libre pour les habitants de Guirsch.

ARTICLE 2 1. Le d6versoir 6tabli sur la Sierbach, entre les prs de Fuhr-
man Jacques, ne pourra tre chang6, sans le consentement mutuel des
administrations des deux pays. Le meme consentement sera n&essaire pour
en 6tablir de nouveaux.

DISPOSITIONS GINERALES

ARTICLE 28. A l'avenir, et pour l'int&ft des deux Etats, aucune cons-
truction de btiment ou habitation quelconque ne pourra 6tre 61evde
qu'6tant 6tablie A dix mtres (aunes) de la ligne fronti~re ou A cinq metres

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu, A La Haye, le 3 octobre
1843.

2 Garcia de la Vdga, Recueil des Traitis et Conventions concernant le Royaume de
la Belgique, vol. I, 1850, p. 339.
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(aunes) seulement de distance d'une route ou chemin, lorsque cette route
ou ce chernin est mitoyen et que son axe forme limite.

Sont exceptdes de cette mesure, les usines dont ]a construction pourrait
tre autorisie sur les cours d'eau, formant limite.

ARTICLE 29. Partout ois des rivi~res ou autres cours d'eau forment limite,
la souverainet6 en est commune aux deux Etats, sauf les cas o6 le contraire
est formellement stipul6. Chaque Etat veillera, de son c6t6, A leur conser-
vation et A leur entretien.

ARTICLE 30. Les prises d'eau qui existent en ce moment sur les rivibres
ou sur d'autres cours d'eau servant de fronti6re, seront conservdes dans leur
6tat actuel.

Aucune prise d'eau nouvelle, aucune concession ou innovation quel-
conque, entrainant quelque modification aux rivi~res et autres cours d'eau
formant limite, ou A 'tat actuel des rives, ne peuvent tre accord~es sans
le consentement des deux gouvernements.

Belgium-Netherlands

153. TRAITt DE PAIX' ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES PAYS-
BAS, SIGNt A LONDRES LE 19 AVRIL 18392

ARTICLE 8. L'6coulement des eaux des Flandres sera rfgl entre la
Hollande et la Belgique d'apr~s les stipulations arret&s A cet 6gard dans
'article 6 du Trait6 d~finitif, conclu entre S.M. l'Empereur d'Allemagne

et les Etats G~n~raux, le 8 novembre 17853; et, conform~ment au dit article,
des commissaires, nommds de part et d'autre, s'entendront sur l'application
des dispositions qu'il consacre 4.

I L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A Londres le 8 juin 1839.
2 Garcia de la V~ga, Recueil des Traitis et Conventions concernant le Royaume de

Belgique, Vol. I, 1850, p. 99.
3 L'article 6 du Trait6 d'accord d~finitif entre S.M. Impfriale et Royale

Apostolique et L.H.P. les Seigneurs Etats G~ndraux des Provinces Unies, sign6 A
Fontainebleau, le 8 novembre 1785 est ainsi libell6:

, Leurs Hautes Puissances feront r~gler, de la manire la plus convenable A
la satisfaction de l'Empereur, l'6coulement des Eaux du Pays de Sa Majest6 en
Flandre, et du c6t6 de la Meuse, afin de prdvenir, autant que possible, les inon-
dations. Leurs Hautes Puissances consentent meme qu'A cette fin il soit fait
usage, sur un pied raisonnable, du terrain nfcessaire sous leur domination.
Les Ecluses qui seront construites A cet effet sur le Territoire des Etats Gdn~raux
resteront sous leur souverainetd; et il n'en sera construit dans aucun endroit
de leur Territoire, qui pourrait nuire A la defense de leurs Fronti~res. I1 sera
nomm6 respectivement, dans le terme d'un mois apr~s 1'6change des Ratifica-
tions, des Commissaires, qui seront chargfs de dfterminer les emplacements
les plus convenables pour les dites Ecluses. Ils conviendront ensemble de celles
qui devront tre soumises A une Rfgie commune. ) [De Martens, Recueil des
Traitis, tome IV, p. 55].

Des dispositions similaires sont contenues dans les articles 8 et 9, paragraphe
4, du Traitd entre S.M. le Roi des Belges, d'une part, LL. MM. l'Empereur
d'Autriche, le Roi des Fran~ais, le Roi du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et



ARTICLE 9.

6. Des commissaires se r~uniront de part et d'autre Anvers, dans le
d61ai d'un mois tant pour ...... , afin de convenir d'un r6glement
g6n6ral pour 1'ex6cution des dispositions du prsent article, et d'y comprendre
1'exercice du droit de pche et du commerce de pcherie dans toute '&tendue
de 'Escaut, sur le pied d'une parfaite r6ciprocit6 et 6galit6 en faveur des
sujets des deux pays 4.

154. RPGLEMENTS I ARRPTtS ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES
PAYS-BAS POUR L'EXPCUTION DES DISPOSITIONS DES
ARTICLES 9 ET 10 DU TRAITR DU 19 AVRIL 1839, ET DU
CHAPITRE II, SECTIONS I, II, III ET IV DU TRAITIZ DU
5 NOVEMBRE 1842. ANVERS, LE 20 MAI 18432

IV. Riglement pour 1'execution de l'article 9 du traitd du 19 avril 1839, relativement
d la piche et au commerce de picherie

ARTICLE ler. Les habitants des deux pays sont admis t l'exercice de la
peche, et se conformeront aux stipulations du present reglement, dans
toutes les eaux, anses, criques, bancs et d6pendances du fleuve, compris
dans les limites ci-apres designees et renseign~es h la carte annexee en
double expedition au proces-verbal de la seance de la commission mixte de
navigation du 25 octobre 1841, savoir:

Sur l'Escaut en aval d'Anvers, A partir de la ligne cens&e trace d'une
rive A l'autre du fleuve, aux endroits ofi se trouvent situes les deux
embarcaderes pour le passage d'eau d'Anvers A la tete de Flandre;

Sur la continuation de ce fleuve, jusqu'au fort de Bath, d'oii la ligne de
delimitation correspondra directement At la pointe la plus septentrionale
de la digue de mer du poldre de Hoogewerf, commune d'Ossendrecht;

Sur l'Escaut occidental, jusqu'iA la mer;
Sur les eaux du Hellegat, jusqu'au passage d'eau entre Zaamslag et

Stoppeldyk;
Sur le Braakman, jusqu'A la limite It tracer en ligne directe, de Philippine

au ci-devant fort Maurice;
Sur le Zwin, jusqu'At la ville de l'lcluse;
Et sur le Sloe, jusqu'h la ligne censee tracee du fort de Rammekens A la

Tour de 's Heerenhoek.
S'il est reconnu plus tard, que dans les eaux du Hellegat, du Braakman

ou du Zwin, la peche est exercee par les pecheurs neerlandais, au-delAt
des limites sus-designees pour ces eaux, ces limites seront reculees jusqu'aux

d'Irlande, le Roi de Prusse et l'Empereur de toutes les Russies, d'autre part,
concernant la reconnaissance de la Belgique, conclu 5, Londres, le 15 novembre
1831. [Garcia de la Vega, op. cit., p. 1].

1 L'echange des instruments de ratification a eu lieu, t Anvers, le 4 aofit 1843.
2 Garcia de la Vega, Recueil des Traitis et Conventions concernant le Royaume de

Belgique, vol. I, 1850, p. 259.
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endroits ofi la p&che sera trouve praticable, de mani~re que toujours ellces
soient les mmes pour les p&cheurs des deux pays.

ARTICLE 2. La peche sera exerc6e sur le pied d'une parfaite rfciprocit6
et 6galit6, de telle mani~re qu'aucune faveur ou immunit6, en fait de peche,
ne pourra directement ou indirectement etre accordee aux pecheurs na-
tionaux, dont ne jouiront en meme temps les p&heurs sujets de 'autre pays.

En consequence, les deux gouvernements s'engagent A ne pas affermer
la peche dans les limites designees A l'art. 1.

ARTICLE 3. Celui qui voudra exercer la pche sera tenu dejustifier de sa
qualit6 de sujet de l'un des deux pays, au moyen d'un certificat de 'autorit6
communale du lieu de son domicile.

ARTICLE 4. Muni de ce certificat, le pcheur se pr6sentera une fois par
an A l'agent que chaque gouvernement d6signera sur son territoire, savoir:
pour la pfche dans la partie belge de l'Escaut, Ak Anvers, et pour la pche
dans la partie neerlandaise du fleuve, A Bath, et fera la d6claration du
bAtiment et de l'equipage avec lesquels il est habitue ou se propose d'exercer
sa profession.

Cette formalite devra tre remplie pendant la premiere quinzaine des
mois de decembre, mars, juin ou septembre de chaque ann6e. Si elle a eu
lieu plus tard, le ptcheur sera cense, relativement au payement de la r6tri-
bution fix6e par les rbglements particuliers de chaque pays, avoir fait la
declaration dans la premiere quinzaine de l'un de ces quatre mois, le
dernier echu.

ARTICLE 5. Par suite de cette declaration et moyennant payement de la
retribution fixee par le reglement particulier du pays que cela concerne,
il sera delivre au pecheur par l'agent et A l'endroit susmentionnc, un per-
mis pour la peche de toutes sortes de poissons, qui sera valable pour une
annfe entiere, A compter du ler du mois qui suivra celui dans lequel il a
fait ou est cense avoir fait sa declaration.

En aucun cas, la retribution, pour les permis de peche sur i'Escaut
occidentale, ne pourra etre plus 6levee que celle pour les permis sur 'Es-
caut oriental. De meme, ]a retribution pour les permis de peches, belges
sur I'Escaut en aval d'Anvers, ne pourra etre plus 6leve que celle pour
les permis sur l'Escaut en amont.

ARTICLE 6. Ce permis 6noncera le nom du pcheur et un numro, que
celui-ci sera tenu de faire peindre distinctement, A l'huile et en chiffres
noirs de la longueur de 15 centimetres, au milieu d'un fond circulaire
blanc de 25 centimdtres de diametre sur la poupe de son bAtiment, aux
deux c6tes du gouvernail, de maniere A ne pouvoir ktre detache ni enlev6,
et A pouvoir 6tre reconnu A quelque distance.

Si le bAtiment sert en meme temps A l'exercice de la peche dans les eaux
des deux pays, le numero du permis belge sera peint A la gauche et le numero
du permis neerlandais A la droite du gouvernail.

ARTICLE 7. Tout pecheur sera tenu d'avoir A bord de son bttiment ses
permis de peche, et d'en faire exhibition aux surveillants de la peche, h leur
demande. Les surveillants, dans ces cas, seront tenus de se faire recon-
naitre en arborant un pavillon, dont les deux gouvernements se commu-
niqueront reciproquement la description.
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Nul pkcheur ne pourra se soustraire ni tenter de se soustraire A la visite
des surveillants, lorsqu'ils se prdsenteront A lui A cet effet.

ARTICLE 8. La disposition de F'art. 2 ne portera pas atteinte au droit que
se r~servent respectivement les deux gouvernements, d'accorder des con-
cessions de bancs artificiels de moules; bien entendu que l'tablissement
de ces bancs ne pourra tre accord. qu'aux endroits ohi les bancs de moules
ne se forment pas naturellement. Elle n'empechera 6galement pas les
concessions pour 'exercice de la pche au moyen de gords.

Cependant, dans l'un et l'autre cas, les sujets des deux pays concour-
ront sur un pied de parfaite 6galit6, et le sort ddcidera, au besoin, entre
ceux qui se seront prdsentds dans le d~lai utile pour 6tre admis aux dites
concessions.

Les annonces relatives A ces concessions seront transmises par Fad-
ministration de la p~che d'un pays A l'administration de la peche de l'autre
pays, au moins un mois avant l'expiration du ddlai fix6 pour faire la demande
en obtention dc ces concessions.

ARTICLE 9. Dans tous les cas, le gouvernement qui accordera ces con-
cessions, s'assurera prealablement qu'elles ne pourront prejudicier A la
navigation du fleuve ou produire des atterrissements nuisibles. Si plus tard
de semblables inconvenients se faisaient remarquer, les commissaires
permanents les signaleront, et le gouvernement qui aura accorde la con-
cession sera tenu de la retirer et de faire immediatement cesser les obstacles.

ARTICLE 10. Tout individu qui, pendant la duree d'une des concessions
mentionnees A l'art. 8, aura detruit ou endommage les bancs artificiels de
moules, ou les gords d'un autre pkcheur, ou qui aura peche ou tente de
pecher des moules sur les dits bancs, ou enleve ou tente d'enlever le poisson
des filets des gords, sera puni d'aprs les lois du pays ot cc ddit aura &6
commis.

ARTICLE 11. La peche se fera aux conditions prescrites par les reglements
particuliers en vigueur dans le pays obi elles s'exercera, et les deux gou-
vernements s'engagent A se communiquer reciproquement les dispositions
reglementaires arretees ou A intervenir, au moins 15 jours avant leur mise A
execution, pour 6tre portees A la connaissance de ceux que la chose concerne.

ARTICLE 12. Les avertissements que les administrations respectives de la
peche jugeront necessaire de porter A la connaissance des pecheurs, seront
envoyes immediatement, de la part de l'administration dont ils emanent,
A l'agent designe6 pour la peche dans l'autre pays, pour, par les soins de
celui-ci, 6tre affich6s dans les lieux de domicile ordinaire des pcheurs.

ARTICLE 13. Les p~cheurs des deux nations pourront respectivement,
pendant le terme de deux ans, A dater du jour de la mise A execution du
present reglement, employer les filets dont ils sont en possession, quoique
non conformes A ce qui pourrait etre prescrit, A cet 6gard, par les lois et
reglements de l'autre pays.

ARTICLE 14. Toute contravention au present reglement sera poursuivie
et punie conformement aux lois du pays ohi elle aura 6t6 commise.

ARTICLE 15. Chaque fois que, dans Fun des deux pays, une contravention
en matiere de liche aura te constatee A la charge d'un sujet de l'autre



pays, et que l'administration de la peche du pays o6i cette contravention
aura &6 commise trouvera qu'il y a lieu de poursuivre, elle enverra, A
l'administration de la peche du pays auquel appartient le prevenu, une
copie du proces-verbal et de la citation en justice. Elle donnera 6galement
connaissance A cette administration du jugement qui sera intervenu.

ARTICLE 16. Les produits h designer ci-apres, provenant de la peche
exerc~e par les habitants des deux pays, dans les limites indiques A l'art. ler
du present reglement, jouiront indistinctement de toutes les faveurs de la
peche nationale dans les ports et lieux situds dans les memes limites, pourvu
que l'importation en soit faite sous pavillon national.

Ne seront considrs comme poissons provenant de la peche prdcite que
les especes suivantes:

Eperlan. Spiering.
Anchois. Ansjovis.
Sardines. Sardynen.
Anguilles. Paling.
Carrelet. Bot.
Huitres dites huitres de Zlande. Oesters genaemd Zeeuwsche oesters.
Moules. Mosselen.
Chevrettes. Steurkrabben.
Salicoques. Garnalen.
Lima~ons. Kreukels.
Petits crabes. Kleine krabben.

ARTICLE 17. Celui qui exercera la peche conformdment au present
reglement, sera tenu, s'il en est requis, de justifier aux employ6s des douanes
des IPtats respectifs qui se presenteront A lui, de sa qualit6 de pecheur, par
l'exhibition du permis qui lui aura &6 ddlivr6 en vertu de l'art. 5. A defaut
de cette exhibition, il ne pourra, en aucune maniere, jouir des faveurs
accordees par l'article suivant, A moins qu'il ne justifie, endeans la quin-
zaine, qu'il avait obtenu un permis anterieurement A la contravention;
il ne sera passible, dans ce dernier cas, que des frais du proces-verbal de
contravention.

ARTICLE 18. Les bateaux, marqu6s de Ia mani6re prescrite et servant
uniquement h l'exercice de la peche, pourront passer librement, de nuit
comme de jour, les bureaux des douanes 6tablis par les gouvernements
respectifs, sans y etre assujettis A aucune d6claration.

ARTICLE 19. Tout bateau servant A la peche ne pourra avoir A bord
d'autres objets que ceux destin6s A la consommationjournalieredel'quipage,
ainsi que les agres et ustensiles necessaires A la peche et les produits de la
peche meme.

Toute autre denre ou marchandise sera saisie et confisquee, et le patron
sera, en outre, puni d'une amende egale au decuple des droits et accises,
auxquels les objets saisis sont soumis, saufl 'application des peines prononces
par les lois des IVtats respectifs, si une importation ou exportation frauduleuse
avait t6 commise ou tente sur les c6tes ou rives du fleuve.

ARTICLE 20. Les bateaux pecheurs se trouvant sur le fleuve ou A son
embouchure, y seront assujettis A la visite et At la surveillance des employ6s
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du service actif des douanes, toutes les fois que ceux-ci se pr~senteront
Is eux h cet eftet.

Les patrons ou conducteurs seront tenus de faciliter cette visite et d'arrter
ou de ralentir, A cet effet, la course de leur bateau, A la requisition des
employ~s.

Celui qui se soustrairait ou tenterait de se soustraire ;k cette visite, sera
puni suivant la loi en vigueur dans le pays off cette contravention aura 6t6
commise.

ARTICLE 21. I1 est d~fendu aux patrons ou conducteurs des bateaux
p~cheurs, hors le cas de force majeure dhment constat6, de prendre terre
ou d'amarrer :ur les c6tes ou rives du fleuve, ailleurs qu'aux lieux ou
ports d~signfs par les gouvernements respectifs, sous peine d'une amende
de vingt francs (20 fr.).

ARTICLE 22. Les patrons sont responsables des amendes encourues pour
contraventions au present r~glement, et les embarcations pourront tre
retenues en garantie des dites amendes, h moins qu'il ne soit fourni caution
valable avec 6lection de domicile dans le pays off la contravention aura &6
commise.

V. Article additionnel arritd et signd a La Haye, le 7 aofit 18431

Les lieux ou ports d'amarrage et de d~charge seront les m~mes pour les
pcheurs des deux pays.

Les moules, salicoques et limaqons p&h~s dans le Braakman et d~charg~s
aux endroits d'amarrage d~sign~s par le gouvernement n~erlandais, pourront
de IA 8tre transport~s par la route la plus directe jusqu'en Belgique, par le
bureau de Bouchaute, ou tout autre qui sera dfsign6 par le gouvernement
belge, sans tre assujettis As aucuns droits ou formalit~s dans leur parcours
sur le territoire n~erlandais.

Les produits ;usmentionn~s de la p6che dans le Braakman seront sous tous
les rapports, traitds dans les deux pays comme les produits de la pche
nationale.

Le present article additionnel aura la m~me force et valeur que s'il 6tait
ou avait k6 insr6 mot a mot dans le susdit r~glement, et il aura la mme dure.

155. CONVENTION 2 CONCLUE ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES
PAYS-BAS POUR RItGLER L'ICOULEMENT DES EAUX
DES FLANDRES, SIGNItE A GAND, LE 20 MAI 18433

S. M. le roi des Belges et S. M. le roi des Pays-Bas, grand-duc de Luxem-
bourg, en execution de l'art. 8 du trait6 du 19 avril 1839, concernant
1'6coulement des eaux des Flandres, ont nomm6 leurs commissaires: ...
sont convenus des dispositions suivantes:

Ibid., p. 322..
2 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu I Gand, le 29 juin 1843.

Garcia de la Wga, Recueil des Traitis et Conventions concernant le Royaume de
Belgique, vol. I, 1850, pa. 323.



Section L - Canal de Terneuzen

ARTICLE 1e r . Conformdment aux dispositions de l'art. 20 du trait6 du
5 novembre 1842, le canal de Terneuzen ne servira plus, A partir du 5 no-
vembre 1844, que de voie de navigation et de voic d'6coulement pour les
caux qui y sont amendes par la partie supfrieure du dit canal et par le canal
de la Langeleede.

ARTICLE 2. Lorsque, suivant les indications des agents du gouvernement
belge, A cc pr6pos6s en vertu du dernier § de l'art. 20 du trait6 du 5 novembre
1842, le canal ne devra pas dtre baiss6, il sera constamment tenu A sa jauge
ordinaire de navigation, fixe comme suit:

Entre Gand et le Sas-de-Gand, A 4m,40 au-dessus du busc amont de
l'cluse prfcit6e du Sas-de-Gand, ce niveau pourra etre baiss6 A concurrence
de 45 centimetres au maximum lorsque 'administration belge le jugera
ndcessaire.1 Entre le Sas-de-Gand et Terneuzen, A 3m,95 au-dessus du
meme busc. I

ARTICLE 3. Dans les cas oif la baisse du canal serait jugee nfcessaire pour
l'ex6cution des travaux d'entretien ou de restauration sur le territoire
des Pays-Bas, l'6poque et la dur6e des baisses seront reglaes de commun
accord par les ingdnicurs en chef dans la Flandre orientale et la Zlande.

Si, par des circonstances de force majeure, il y avait ndcessit6 de baisser
le canal sans qu'il ffit possible de se concerter A cc sujet, le fonctionnaire
nferlandais qui aura ordonn5 cette manceuvre, en fera connaitre immediate-
ment les motifs A l'ing~nieur en chef dans la Flandre orientale.

ARTICLE 4. Les agents du gouvernement belge mentionn6s A l'art. 2
ci-dessus, l'ing~nieur en chef dans la province de Zlande, l'ing6nieur de
l'arrondissement et le fonctionnaire rasidant au Sas-de-Gand ou A Terneuzen
charg6 de faire exdcuter les manoeuvres des 6cluses, correspondront directe-
ment entre eux.

Section II. - Terrains situs a la droite du canal de Terneuzen

ARTICLE 5. Les eaux des terres et polders des communes de Zelzaete,
Wynckel, Wachtebeke, Moerbeke, Kemseke, Stekene et la Clinge, con-
tinueront A s'6couler sans entraves, vers les canaux et criques du territoire
n6erlandais. De IA, elles seront conduites en temps utile A la mer, au moyen
des travaux A construire en vertu du trait6 du 5 novembre dernier.

Les canaux, 6cluses, aqueducs et autres ouvrages d'art situs dans les
Pays-Bas, et destinds A mettre les eaux belges en communication avec la
nouvelle voie d'6coulement, seront entretenus en bon 6tat A la diligence
du gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE 6. Il est neanmoins entendu que les polders du pays de Wacs
dont les eaux s'6coulaient autrefois par le chenal aboutissant au Boeren-
Magazyn pourront, s'ils le jugent utile, recourir de nouveau A cc mode

1 Texte modifi, conformdment A l'article 4 de la Convention entre la Belgi-
que et les Pays-Bas, pour l'amdlioration du regime navigable du canal de Gand
A Terneuzen et pour le rachat du chemin de fer d'Anvers A Moerdijk et de Rosen-
daal A Breda, conclue A Bruxelles le 31 octobre 1879 [((A. de Bunchere, Code
de Traitis et Arrangements Internationaux intdressant la Belgique, vol. 2, 1897, p. 376].
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d'6coulement -I leurs frais et en se conformant aux lois et r~glements des
Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE 7. Dans le cas oii l'on ferait de nouveaux endiguements en avant
des polders de Saeftingen et du Nouvel-Aremberg, l'6coulement des anciens
et des nouveaux polders, sera dirig6, aux frais des intdressds, vers la mer par
les schorres.

En attendant, 1'6coulement en sens inverse, provisoirement accord6
en 1805 pour le polder de Saeftingen h travers celui de Keildrecht, est
maintenu.

Section II. - Terrains situds a la gauche du canal de Terneuzen,
jusqu'az la wateringue Isabelle

ARTICLE 8. Les eaux des terrains compris dans la wateringue connue,
avant 1830, sous la denomination de wateringue d'Assenede ou de Saint-
Albert, et qui s:'coulaient par 1'6cluse d'Am~lie et par 1'6cluse Noire, situfe
dans la digue separative des polders Smalle-Gelande et Saint-Pierre, seront
conduites en temps utile A la mer au moyen des travaux ndcessaires, que le
gouvernement des Pays-Bas fera executer en vertu du trait6 du 5 novembre
dernier.

Les canaux, 6cluses, aqueducs et autres ouvrages d'art, situ~s sur le
territoire nderlandais, destines A mettre les eaux belges en communication
avec la nouvelle voie d'6coulement, seront entretenus en bon 6tat A la
diligence du gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE 9. Les eaux des polders et terrains situfs A la gauche du canal
de Terneuzen, tant en Belgique que dans les Pays-Bas, et qui s'6coulent
actuellement par les 6cluses en aval du Sas-de-Gand, pourront tre con-
duites ensemble dans les voies d'6coulement A crder par le gouvernement
des Pays-Bas, en execution du trait6 du 5 novembre 1842.

ARTICLE 10. L'association de la wateringue de l'6cluse Noire, institute
par arrt de S. M. le roi des Belges, du 15 dfcembre 1833, aura la facult6,
outre les moyens d'6coulement stipul~s ci-dessus, de continuer ; se servir,
A ses frais, de ceux dont elle est en possession aujourd'hui.

A cet effet, elle conservera l'usage et l'administration de 1'6cluse de mer
construite A c6t6 de l'6cluse Isabelle dans le hAvre de Bouchaute, et des
canaux et autres ouvrages qui en d6pendent.

Les eaux de cette wateringue continueront A traverser le polder Grand-
Isabelle.

ARTICLE 11. La direction actuelle de la dite wateringue est maintenue.
A l'avenir, les personnes nommdes pour en faire partie ne pourront

exercer leurs fonctions sur le territoire nterlandais qu'apr~s l'homologation
de leur nomination par le gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

Cette homologation sera considrde comme accordfe, si, dans le dlai
de deux mois A partir du jour off la notification des nominations aura 6t6
faite au gouvernement des Pays-Bas, celui-ci n'a pas fait connaitre au
gouvernement belge ses motifs de refus.

ARTICLE 12. Les polders ou fractions de polders nderlandais que la chose
intfresse, pourront faire partie de la wateringue aux mmes conditions
que les terrains belges.



Section IV. - Wateringue d'Isabelle

ARTICLE 13. L'association de la wateringue d'Isabelle conserve 'usage
et 'administration de l'cluse de mer dite 6cluse Isabelle, et des ouvrages
qui en dependent.

ARTICLE 14. La direction actuelle de la dite wateringue est maintenue.
A l'avenir, les personnes nomm6es pour en faire partie ne pourront

exercer leurs fonctions sur le territoire nferlandais qu'apr~s i'homologation
de leur nomination par le gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

Cette homologation sera considre comme accorde, si, dans le ddlai de
deux mois, A partir du jour ois la notification des nominations aura 6t6
faite au gouvernement des Pays-Bas, celui-ci n'a pas fait connaitre au
gouvernement belge ses motifs de refus.

Section V. - Wateringue du Capitalen-Dam

ARTICLE 15. L'association de la wateringue du Capitalen-Dam sera
divise en deux sections; l'une comprendra les terres situdes en Belgique,
i'autre celles situies dans les Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE 16. Chaque section, organise, s~par6ment par les soins des
gouvernements respectifs, aura sa direction sp6ciale et sera rdgie par un
r~glement arrdt6 par elle et approuv6 par le gouvernement.

I sera donna communication de ces r~glements ainsi que des changements
qui pourraient y tre apports dans la suite, A la direction centrale institute
par i'art. 18.

ARTICLE 17. L'administration de chacune de deux sections sera enti~re-
ment inddpendante de 'autre, en ce qui se rapporte aux travaux ndcessaires
pour conduire les eaux au bassin commun de la Ligne ou Passegueule, et,
en gdn6ral, en ce qui concerne les intrfts qui se rattachent A l'tat intdrieur
du territoire.

It est nfanmoins entendu qu'il ne pourra tre mis aucun obstacle au
passage des eaux de la section belge par les polders nderlandais de Groote-
Jonckvrouw et Passegueule; la dite section pourra en tout temps effectuer
aux canaux qui traversent A cet effet ces polders tous les travaux d'entretien
ndcessaires dans l'interet de l'6coulement.

Les ponts, pontceaux, buses et canaux dans les deux polders susdits ne
pourront tre dlargis sans le consentement de la direction centrale.

ARTICLE 18. I1 est institu6 une direction centrale compose du directeur
et de deux jurs de chaque section; elle sera prdsid&e par le directeur de la
section nderlandaise, et s'adjoindra un agent comptable qui remplira les
fonctions de greffier.

La direction centrale informera la d~putation permanente du conseil
provincial de la Flandre orientale, et la dputation des Stats de Zdande
de l'entre en fonctions de ses membres.

ARTICLE 19. La direction centrale est charge exclusivement de l'ad-
ministration des 6cluses du Capitalen-Dam, de la Madelaine, du Verlaet et
de leurs ddpendances, du canal dit la Ligne ou Passegueule, depuis i'aval
de l'6cluse de Sainte-Marguerite jusqu'aux 6cluses de mer ddsigndes ci-dessus,
ainsi que de tous les ponts et pontceaux situds sur le canal.
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ARTICLE 20. Elle fera en sorte que les eaux des deux sections soient
dfchargdes avec toute la promptitude possible.

A cet effet, elle ddterminera et fera executer tous les travaux ndcessaires
au canal et aux ouvrages susmentionnds.

ARTICLE 21. La direction centrale arrtera, le plus t6t possible, un r~gle-
ment d'administration, apr~s avoir pris l'avis de l'assemble g~nrale de
chaque section.

Ce r~glement sera soumis, avec les ddlibfrations de ces assembl~es, A
l'approbation du gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

Ces mmes pieces seront communiquees pour information h la deputation
permanente du conseil provincial de la Flandre orientale.

ARTICLE 22. Chaque section payera une part proportionnelle A sa surface
dans les depenses A faire du chef des ouvrages dont l'administration est
confide h la direction centrale.

Cette part contributive sera porte d'office au budget des sections et
verse dans la caisse de l'agent comptable, sur simple mandat de la direction
centrale.

Copie du budget et du compte detaill des depenses faites par la direction
centrale sera annuellement envoy6e A la direction de chaque section pour
etre communique A l'assemblee gendrale.

Section VI. - Wateringue de Slippendamme (Eecloo et Lembeke)

ARTICLE 23. L'6coulement des caux de la wateringue Slippendamme
(Eecloo et Lembeke) continuera A avoir lieu, par l'cluse placee A c6t6
de la ville d'Aardenbourg et par celle dite Oostsluis sur le Zwin.

ARTICLE 24. L'association de la wateringue restera chargee de l'entretien
du canal dit Eecloosche-Watergang, de l'6cluse d'Aardenbourg et des
ponts situes dans la commune de Sainte-Croix, connus sous les noms de:
10 Latersbrugge dans le Keursteen-weg; 20 Hoogebrug A l'extremitedu
Groenen-weg: 30 celui dans le Kruis-weg ou Cocx-weg.

Les bourrelts de ce canal, en amont d'Aardenbourg, seront retablis
et maintenus par la dite wateringue A une hauteur correspondante A la
face superieure des longerons du pont en maqonnerie plac6 sur le canal A sa
rencontre avec la route d'Aardenbourg A Maldeghem.

Ces bourrelets auront soixante-quinze centimetres (0,75) de largeur en
crete, et des talus de deux pour un, du c6t6 de l'eau, et de un et demi pour
un, du c6t6 des terres.

ARTICLE 25. L'6cluse d'Aardenbourg sera fermee quand les eaux dans
le polder de Ilewestereede-Benoorden auront atteint le peil de souffrance
fix6 A un metre soixante-quinze centimetres (1,75) au-dessus du radier de
l'6cluse dite Oostsluis, sans toutefois avoir depasse celui de l'Eecloosche
Watergang, fiN6 A un metre dix-huit centimetres (1,18) au-dessus du radier
de l'6cluse place au port d'Aardenbourg, A la droite de celle du Watergang
d'Eecloo.

ARTICLE 26. Dans le cas oii ces deux peils seraient depasses, l'ecluse
d'Aardenbourg sera manceuvree de maniere que les caux du polder et du
watergang pui:;sent alternativement s'6couler.
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ARTICLE 27. L'6cluse dite Oostsluis et les ouvrages h la Mer qui en
dipendent, seront entretenus aux frais de la wateringue et des polders qui
s'en serviront pour l'6coulement de leurs eaux, chacun en raison de sa
surface.

ARTICLE 28. L'administration de l'cluse dite Oostsluis sera confide h
une direction compos~e de quatre membres, dont deux seront nommds par
les directions des polders nferlandais traverses par les eaux de la dite wa-
teringue et qui ont leur 6coulement par cette 6cluse, et deux par la direction
de la wateringue Slippendamme (Eecloo et Lembeke).

Elle sera prfsidde par un des membres nderlandais ct s'adjoindra un agent
comptable qui remplira les fonctions de greffier.

La direction informera la deputation permanente du conseil provincial
de la Flandre orientale et la deputation des ltats de Zlande de l'entrde
en fonctions de ses membres.

ARTICLE 29. La direction arrtera le plus t6t possible, un r~glement
d'administration, apr~s avoir pris l'avis des directions des polders et de la
wateringue dfsign~e A l'article prdc~dent.

Ce rbglement sera soumis, avec les d~libfrations de ces directions, A
l'approbation du gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

Les mmes pices seront communiques pour information A la deputation
permanente du conseil provincial de la Flandre orientale.

Section VI. - Wateringue de Slippendamme (Maldeghem)

ARTICLE 30. L'6coulement des eaux de la wateringue de Slippendamme
(Maldeghem), et de toutes celles qui se jettent actuellement dans l'Eede,
continuera A avoir lieu conformement ik la convention du 2 octobre 1828.

ARTICLE 31. La wateringue de Slippendamme (Maldeghem) est auto-
risee h augmenter, A ses frais, le debouch de l'ecluse situee A l'extremit6 du
canal d'Aardenbourg, apres s'ftre entendue, A ce sujet, avec l'administration
de la ville de l'Icluse.

ARTICLE 32. Les bourrelets bordant l'Eede depuis la limite des deux
pays jusqu'h la ville d'Aardenbourg, seront retablis et maintenus par la dite
wateringue As une hauteur correspondante As cinquante centimetres (0,50)
au-dessus de culees du pont en maqonnerie situ6 en face de l'6glise de la
commune d'Eede.

Ces bourrelets auront soixante-quinze centimetres (0,75) de largeur en
crte et des talus de deux pour un, du c6t6 de l'eau, et de un et demi pour un,
du c6t6 des terres.

Section VIII. - Wateringue du Pas-Sluis

ARTICLE 33. L'6coulement des eaux de la wateringue du Pas-Sluis vers
le Zwin continuera par les moyens existants:

ARTICLE 34. La direction actuelle est maintenue.
Les nouvelles nominations seront portees A la connaissance de la depu-

tation permanente du conseil provincial de la Flandre occidentale et de
la deputation des lRtats de Zlande.



Le membre de la direction appelk A representer les polders situfs sur le
territoire des Pays-Bas, mentionn~s F'art. 3 du r~glement en date du
25 mars 1817, sera choisi parmi les propridtaires n~erlandais.

ARTICLE 35. La direction et l'assemblte gtnfrale se r~uniront 1 o0i elles
le jugeront convenable.

Elles seront pr~sid~es par le membre nderlandais.

ARTICLE 36. Le r~glement en vigueur est maintenu, dans toutes ses
dispositions, auxquelles il n'est pas dfrog6 par les articl1 -; precedents.

Section IX. - Dispositions gdndrales

ARTICLE 37. Les administrations des wateringues ou 6cluses mentionn~es
dans la pr~sente convention seront tenues de se conformer aux r~glements
et arr&ts exislants ou h 6tablir dans le royaume des Pays-Bas, relatifs aux
polders et wateringues en g~ndral, pour tous les travaux h executer sur le
territoire n~erlandais, ainsi que pour les r6les d'impositions, en tant qu'ils
concernent la partie n~erlandaise des wateringues.

ARTICLE 38. Les dimensions des canaux et le d~bouch6 des ouvrages
d'art servant, en Belgique, A 1'6coulement des eaux des Flandres vers le terri-
toire n~erlandais, ne pourront tre augment~s sans le consentement du
gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

I1 est 6galement interdit de diminuer les dimensions ou d~bouch~s des
ouvrages servant, sur le territoire nerlandais, h 1'6coulement des m~mes
eaux, sans le consentement du gouvernement belge.

Les ouvrages d'art mentionn~s dans cet article, avec l'indication de leurs
dimensions, sont cot~s en rouge sur la carte en trois feuilles ci-jointe, savoir:

Des ouvrages du territoire belge sous les nOs 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16,
17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 47, 51, 52, 55 et 56.

Les ouvrages du territoire n~erlandais sous les nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12,
13, 18, 22, 34, 35, 39, 40, 46, 48, 49, 50, 53 et 54.

ARTICLE 39. I1 est toutefois entendu que des changements ayant seule-
ment pour but de faciliter ou modifier 1'6coulement des eaux, sans nuire aux
propridt~s int~ress~es, pourront se faire avec le consentement de l'admi-
nistration des provinces belges et nderlandaises que la chose concerne.

ARTICLE 40. Les administrations belges des polders ou wateringues, qui
ont des ouvrages h entretenir sur le territoire n~erlandais, sont autorises
A nommer des agents charges d'exercer la police de conservation sur ces
ouvrages.

I1 sera accord A ces agents, par le gouvernement des Pays-Bas, la qualit6
publique ndces,aire pour que leurs proc~s-verbaux fassent foi en justice.

ARTICLE 41. Les propridtds pour lesquelles on cessera, avec 'autorisation
de l'autorit6 comp~tente du pays o6 elles sont situ~es, de faire usage des
moyens d'6vacuation mentionn~s dans la pr~sente convention, ne seront
plus imposables; de ce chef, A partir de 1'exercice qui suit celui dans lequel
la r~solution en aura &6 notifie A la direction de la wateringue que la chose
concerne.



On ne pourra plus recourir A ces moyens d'6coulement pour les mmes
propri~tds, sans le consentement de l'assemble gdndrale de la dite wateringue,
approuv6 par l'autorit6 comp~tente.

ARTICLE 42. Les autorit~s provinciales des deux Flandres et de la
Zande, les ingdnieurs en chef dans ces provinces, et les directions des polders
compris dans une mme wateringue, correspondront directement entre eux,
pour toutes les affaires qui concernent l'6coulement des eaux.

ARTICLE 43. S'il s'dl1ve des difficult~s entre des wateringues, des polders
ou entre les membres d'une r~gie commune, relativement A l'exfcution ou
A 'application de la pr~sente convention, la question sera soumise A une
commission chargde de concilier les parties, si faire se peut, ou de ddcider
h ]a pluralit6 des voix.

En cas de partage, il en sera r~fr6 aux deux gouvernements.

ARTICLE 44. Cette commission sera composde d'un nombre 6gal de
membres de part et d'autre, savoir: de deux membres nomm~s par chacune
des deputations permanentes des provinces int~ressdes A l'objet en litige,
et des ingfnieurs en chef dans les dites provinces.

ARTICLE 45. Il n'est port6 aucun prejudice ni donn6 aucune valeur nou-
velle aux droits ou prdtentions que les associations des polders ou wateringues
auraient A faire valoir les unes A charge des autres, en tant que les dits
droits ou prdtentions ne soient pas contraires aux stipulations de la prfsente
convention.

ARTICLE 46. Si, par la suite, il est reconnu ncessaire de modifier la
prfsente convention, les changements A y apporter feront l'objet d'arrange-
ments ultrieurs entre les deux gouvernements.

Section X. - Dispositions transitoires

ARTICLE 47. Conform~ment aux stipulations du § C de l'art. 20 du trait6
du 5 novembre dernier, pendant les deux ann~es qu'exigera l'exfcution
des nouveaux 6coulements, les ouvrages d'art 6tablis sur le canal de Gand
t Terneuzen seront manoeuvrds, dans l'intdrft des deux pays et de la mme
manibre que la chose avait lieu avant 1830.

A cet effet, il sera immfdiatement 6tabli une correspondance journali~re
entre les agents du gouvernement belge, charges de la direction du canal sur
le territoire belge, et les agents charges des fonctions analogues sur le territoire
n~erlandais, et rsidant, soit au Sas-de-Gand, soit A Terneuzen.

ARTICLE 48. Jusqu'A ce que le r~glement A faire pour la wateringue du
Capitalen-Dam, conformfment As l'art. 21 de la pr~sente convention, soit
rendu exfcutoire, les r~glements approuvds par arrft~s du pr~fet du dfpar-
tement de l'Escaut, en date du 13 septembre 1808 et du 21 avril 1809,
et par celui de la deputation des ttats de la Zlande, du 18 janvier 1828,
sont maintenus, en tant qu'ils concernent les ouvrages dont l'administration
appartient h la direction centrale.
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156. CONVENTION1 ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES PAYS-BAS
FIXANT LES LIMITES ENTRE LES DEUX ROYAUMES,
SIGNE A MAESTRICHT, LE 8 AOOT 18432

Section I: Limite depuis la Prusse jusqu'h la Meuse. Limite forme par le cours de ce
fleuve ainsi que par le rayon de Maestricht

Stipulations particuliires

ARTICLE 10, § 1er. Partout ois la Meuse forme limite entre les deux Etats,
on ne peut &rablir, pour la conservation de ses rives, que des travaux de
simple defense, tels que des perrds (overbekleedingen in drooge of gemetselde
steenen) des recouvrements (sprei- of beslagwerken), des bermes (pakbermen),
des ouvrages h barbes (bleeswerken), etc., parallles A ]a rive et dont la
largeur de la surface suprieure (kruin), saillante dans ]a rivire, ne dfpassera
pas quatre metres (aunes).

I1 ne sera neme permis de construire ces travaux que dans les endroits
attaqu~s par le courant et nullement lt o6 la situation de la rive indique
une tendance it la formation de quelque alluvion.

§ 2. Tout ouvrage de nature offensive, qui pourrait modifier le courant,
et, par IA, nuire it la rive opposfe, tels que des 6pis (kribben), des bitardeaux
(dammen), des tetes (bollen of koppen), des triangles (triangels), des barrages
quelconques (dammen of andere opstuwingen) et autres ouvrages saillants dans
Ia rivi~re, autres que ceux autorisds au paragraphe pr6cedent, ne pourront,
en aucun ca:;, 6tre construits que d'un commun accord entre les deux
puissances.

§ 3. Sont except~s des restrictions mentionn~es dans le paragraphe
prcddent, les cas o6 la rivi~re aurait pris, par suite de quelque catastrophe,
un cours tout nouveau, et o6 il s'agirait de lui faire reprendre son ancien lit,
cas pr6vu par l'art. 11 ci-apr~s.

§ 4. Aucune digue nouvelle, barrage ou bitardeau, aucune oseraie ou
plantation quelconque, soit sur la berge ou les alluvions qui font encore
partie du lit de la rivi~re, soit sur iles ou ilots, soit it travers les branches
du fleuve qui sfparent les Iles de la rive, ne pourront tre 6tablis que du
consentement des deux gouvernements.

§ 5. Dans la cat6gorie des travaux susmentionn6s est 6galement compris
tout exhaussement de la rive, mrme aux abords des passages d'eau.

§ 6. Aucune des deux puissances ne peut 6tablir, ni laisser 6tablir des
pfcheries par des parquetages ou d'autres moyens qui puissent causer le
moindre retard dans le courant ou faciliter, tant soit peu, des atterrissements
propres it former alluvion.

I L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu At La Haye, le 3 octobre
1843.

2 Garcia de la Vega, Recueil des Traitis et Conventions concernant le Royaume de
Belgique, vol. I., 1850, p. 350.
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§ 7. Lors des travaux hydrauliques pour la conservation des rives et
du thalweg de la Meuse, et dont 1'exfcution serait autorisde, les admi-
nistrations des deux ttats seront tenues, en cas de besoin, de faciliter
1'extraction de sable ou de gravier de la rive oppos6e, pour autant que
cette rive ne soit pas elle-meme en souffrance...

ARTICLE 12, § ler. La pche dans la Meuse, IA off ce fleuve forme limite,
sera commune et adjugfe publiquement pour le compte des deux Itats.
Le poisson qui en provient est exempt de tout droit de douane, dans les
deux pays. Le produit des fermages sera partag6 chaque annie. Les adju-
dications se feront alternativement dans 'un ou dans l'autre pays, d'apr~s
un cahier des charges, A arreter et pour un terme A fixer, de commun
accord, entre les deux administrations.

§ 2. Tout en maintenant les dispositions du paragraphe 6 de 'art. 10,
il est n~anmoins entendu que les administrations des deux lttats pourront,
de commun accord, permettre l'6tablissement de pecheries au moyen de
parquetage, 1A off elles ne peuvent occasionner de deviation au thalweg ni
de dommages aux rives.

§ 3. Les administrations des deux pays s'entendront pour l'exdcution
des dispositions du present article.

157. TRAITI ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES PAYS-BAS POUR
RtGLER LE R1RGIME DES PRISES D'EAU A LA MEUSE,
SUIVI D'UNE NOTE EXPLICATIVE, SIGNIR A LA HAYE,
LE 12 MAI 18632

Sa Majest6 le Roi des Pays-Bas, Grand-Duc de Luxembourg et Sa Majest6
le Roi des Belges, d6sirant r6gler d'une mani~re stable et d6finitive le regime
des prises d'eau A la Meuse pour l'alimentation des canaux de navigation et
d'irrigation, ont rfsolu de conclure un trait6 dans ce but.

Article 1. I1 sera construit sous Maestricht au pied du glacis de la for-
teresse une nouvelle prise d'eau A la Meuse, qui constituera la rigole
d'alimentation pour tous les canaux situ6s en aval de cette ville, ainsi
que pour les irrigations de la Campine et des Pays-Bas.

Article 2. L'6cluse n ° . 19 A Hocht sera supprimde et remplacde par
une nouvelle 6cluse, Ah 6tablir dans le Zuidwillemsvaart en amont de la
rigole stipu]6e A l'article 1.

La partie du canal comprise entre 1'6cluse de Hocht et la nouvelle 6cluse,
sera 6largie et approfondie, de mani~re A offrir la m~me capacit6 et le
mrnme tirant d'eau que ]a partie du bief comprise entre 1'6cluse n° . 19 A
Hocht et 1'6cluse no. 18 A Bocholt.

Article 3. Le niveau de flottaison de la partie du canal entre Maestricht
et l'6cluse no. 18 A Bocholt sera 6lev6, de manire A ce que l'6coulement

I Les instruments de ratification ont dt6 6changfs le 14juillet 1863.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Giniral des Traitds, 2e srie, tome I, 117.
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des quantitds d'eau ddsigndes dans les arts. 4 et 5 du present trait6, puisse
avoir lieu sans que la vitesse moyenne du courant, mesurde dans l'axe du
canal, ddpasse un maximum de 25 A 27 centim6tres par seconde.

Article 4. La quantit6 d'eau A puiser A la Meuse, est fixde comme suit:
a. lorsque la hauteur des eaux de la Meuse se trouve au dessus de

l'6tiage de cette rivi~re, dix (10) mtres cubes par seconde;
b. lorsque ces eaux sont A 1'6tiage ou au dessous, sept et demi (71/2)

metres cubes par seconde du quinze (15) Octobre au vingt (20) Juin, et
six (6) mtres cubes du vingt et un (21) Juin au quatorze (14) Octobre.

La hauteur de l'dtiage variant actuellement entre les cotes de 30 et 40
centim~tres au dessus du zero de l'chelle du pont de Maestricht, correspond
A un minimum de tirant d'eau entre Maestricht et Venlo de soixante dix (70)
centimetres.

Dans le courant de l'annde, apr~s la ratification du present trait6, il
sera plac6 A lembouchure de la nouvelle prise d'eau, A construire pros de
Maestricht du c6t6 de la Meuse, une 6chelle ofi sera marquee, de commun
accord, une cote correspondant A la hauteur de l'eau A 1'6chelle du dit pont,
indiquant alors l'6tiage.

En consequence de ce qui prc de, il ne sera pas fait usage de la prise
d'eau A ]a Meuse A Hocht A partir de l'ach~vement de la rigole mentionnde
A l'art. 1.

Article 5. Sur le volume de dix (10) metres cubes d'eau puis6 A la Meuse
A Maestricht, il sera attribu6 aux canaux et aux irrigations des Pays-Bas,
deux (2) metres cubes par seconde A ddverser par l'cluse no. 17 A. Loozen.
Cette quantit6 de deux (2) metres cubes sera rdduite A. un et demi (1,50)
metre cube aussit6t que le volume d'eau puis6 A Maestricht sera diminu6
conform6ment A ce qui est stipul6 A l'article prcddent.

I1 sera loisible au Gouvernement des Pays-Bas d'augmenter le volume
d'eau A puiser A la Meuse A Maestricht, sans que toutefois par IA la vitesse
du courant dans le canal puisse excdder les limites fixdes A l'art. 3. Ce surplus
sera 6galement d6vers; par l'cluse no. 17 A Loozen.

Article 7. Le Gouvernement Beige laissera ou rendra Ak leur cours
naturel les ruisseaux et courants d'eau qui, ayant leur source en Belgique,
se dirigent vers le territoire N6erlandais.

Article 8. Les Hautes Parties contractantes prendront les mesures
ndcessaires pour pr6venir, autant que possible, les ch6mages des canaux
de Liege A 1'6cluse no . 17 A Loozen.

Aucun abaissement des niveaux de flottaison ordinaires de ces canaux ne
pourra avoir lieu qu'apr~s entente prdalable entre les deux Gouvernements.

Article 9. r)ans le but d'am6liorer la navigabilit6 de la Meuse entre
Maestricht et Venlo, les Hautes Parties contractantes feront executer dans
cette partie d la rivi~re, pendant neuf ann6es consdcutives, commen~ant
en 1864, les travaux indiqus dans le tableau et la note explicative joints
au prdsent traite, jusqu'A concurrence d'une somme de 100,000 florins
par an.

I Voir infra, trait6 no. 158, p. 552.
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Un tiers de cette somme sera pay6 par les Pays-Bas, et deux tiers par la
Belgique.

Les projets ddfinitifs de ces travaux A exfcuter annuellement seront
dresses, de commun accord, par les fonctionnaires ddsignds A cet effet, et
soumis h l'approbation des deux Gouvernements.

Les travaux projet~s et arr~t6s conformfment A ce qui prdc&de, seront
ex~cutds par les soins des agents du Gouvernement sur le territoire duquel
ils seront situ~s.

L'entretien de ces travaux apr~s leur ach~vement, sera A la charge du
Gouvernement sur le territoire duquel ils sont 6tablis.

Article 10. La construction de la nouvelle prise d'eau A Maestricht,
mentionn~e dans l'art. 1, ainsi que l'exfcution des travaux nfcessaires pour
satisfaire aux stipulations de l'art. 2, auront lieu A frais communs.

Les projets de ces travaux seront arr~t~s et ex~cut~s de la mani~re indiqu6e
dans l'art. 9 pour les travaux de la Meuse.

Toutefois il est entendu que le total des depenses A la charge du Gouverne-
ment Beige, d'apr~s les stipulations des arts. 9 et 10, n'excddera pas la somme
de 900,000 florins.

Article 11. Si dans la suite le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas jugeait utile
d'executer ou de laisser executer des travaux rendant n~cessaire l'augmen-
tation du volume d'eau A puiser A ]a Meuse A Maestricht, tel qu'il est fix6
dans le present trait6, le concours du Gouvernement Beige aux mesures
nfce.ssaires pour assurer l'6coulement des eaux par le Zuidwillemsvaart sera
r~gle, entre les deux Gouvernements.

Article 12. Par extension des dispositions de 'art. 10 de la convention
du 8 Aofit 18431, aucun ouvrage, qui serait de nature A modifier le courant
et par IA A nuire A ]a rive opposfe, ne pourra etre construit A une distance
de moins de 150 metres du thalweg de la Meuse, IA ob elle forme limite,
que de commun accord entre les deux Hautes Parties contractantes.

Article 13. Les Hautes Parties contractantes s'engagent A faire executer
les ouvrages indiques aux arts. 1, 2 et 6 avant le premier Janvier 1866,
ou plus t6t, si faire se peut.

Immediatement apres l'achevement de ces ouvrages, il sera donn6 suite
aux stipulations des arts. 3, 4, 5, 6 et 7.

Jusqu'A cet achevement, l'alimentation des canaux et des irrigations
aura lieu conformement A ce qui s'est fait pendant les deux dernieres annees.

158. CONVENTION 2 ENTRE LA BELGIQUE ET LES PAYS-BAS
POUR MODIFIER L'ARTICLE 6 DU TRAITt DU 12 MAI
1863, RtGLANT LE RtGIME DES PRISES D'EAU A LA
MEUSE, SUIVIE D'UNE D1tCLARATION, SIGNtE A
BRUXELLES, LE 11 JANVIER 18733

Sa Majest6 le roi des Beiges et Sa Majest6 le roi des Pays-Bas, grand-duc
de Luxembourg, ayant jug6 utile de substituer aux stipulations de l'article 6

1 Voir supra, trait6 no. 156, p. 549.
2 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu a Bruxelles, le 14 fevrier

1874.
3 De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Giniral des Traitds, 2e serie, tome I, p. 123.



du trait6 du 12 mai 1863, rfglant le regime des prises d'eau A la Meuse, des
dispositions qui concilient mieux les intrts de la Belgique et des Pays-Bas,

nferlandais, officier de l'ordre de Lopold, grand' croix de l'ordre de
Frangois-Joseph, etc. etc., son envoy6 extraordinaire et ministre plkni-
potentiaire pros Sa Majest6 le roi des Belges;

Lesquels, apr~s avoir chang6 leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouvfs en bonne et
due forme, sont convenus des articles suivants:

Article 1,r. Est et demeure abrog6 'article 6 du trait6 du 12 mai 1863,
aux termes duquel le gouvernement belge est tenu de rejeter dans les
canaux de navigation, du 15 mai au 15 juillet au moins, les eaux provenant
des irrigations effectu~es en Belgique.

Article 2. Le gouvernement belge s'engage A intervenir pour une somme
de deux cent cinquante mille francs (fr. 250,000) dans la d~pense qu'en-
traineront les travaux d'amflioration A executer A ]a rivire le Dommel
et AL ses affluents ou autres cours d'eau situ~s sur le territoire nferlandais
et destinfs h recevoir les eaux des irrigations belges qui doivent, en tout
temps, 6tre 6vacufes par le territoire nferlandais, sans que la Belgique ait,
de ce chef, aucune responsabilit6 envers les riverains nferlandais, propri6-
taires ou usiniers.

Article 3. Le subside de la Belgique sera mis A la disposition des Pays-Bas
par A compte successifs, dont les imports respectifs et les 6poques de verse-
ment seront r~glfs en raison du degr6 d'avancement des travaux mentionn~s
ci-dessus et des ddpenses occasionnfes par leur exfcution.

Diclaration

Les gouvernements belge et nferlandais, ayant jug6 utile de rfgler diff6-
rentes questions que ]a mise A exfcution du trait6 du 12 mai 1863 a fait surgir,
les soussign~s, A ce dfiment autoris~s, ont fait, au nom de leurs gouverne-
ments, la dclaration suivante:

Article ]er
. La quantit6 d'eau puise A la Meuse par la prise d'eau de

Maestricht sera calculke par la formule:
M = n x b x h V2 g H

dans laquelle, le metre 6tant l'unit6 de longueur,
M est le volume d'eau puis6 par seconde,
b la largeur de l'ouverture des vannes,
h la hauteur de cette ouverture,
g = 9,812, la vitesse imprimfe par ]a gravit6 dans l'unit6 de temps,
H la chute ou ]a difference de hauteur des niveaux de l'eau en amont et

en aval de la prise d'eau,
n le coefficient de contraction fix6, de commun accord, au chiffre de

soixante-six (0.66).

Article 2. Le gouvernement belge fera construire A 1'6cluse no 17, A
Loozen, sur le canal de Maestricht A Bois le Duc, un aqueduc semblable A
celui 6tabli A 1'cluse no 16, A Weert, destin6 A assurer la continuit6 et la
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rdgularit6 de l'6coulement du volume d'eau dftermin6 A l'article 5 du trait6
susmentionn6 et A faciliter le contr6le du debit.

Le mode de determination du debit par cet ouvrage d'art et le coefficient
y relatif seront rfgl~s ult~rieurement et de commun accord par les ing~nieurs
en chef des ponts et chauss~es et du waterstaat dans la province et le duch6
de Limbourg.

A. tide 3. Le bief du canal de Maestricht A Bois le Duc situ6 en aval de
l'F&luse no 17, A Loozen, continuera A 6tre maintenu A hauteur de flottaison
normale; le ddbit, tant directement par cette 6cluse que par l'aqueduc
mentionn6 A l'article 2, ne pourra pas toutefois ddpasser les quantitds
indiqu~es A l'article 5 du trait6 du 12 mai 1863.

Dans le cas ofi, tout en fournissant le maximum d'eau, le niveau du bief
d'aval baisserait au-dessous du niveau normal, l'agent prfpos6 A la manoeu-
vre de l'6cluse de Loozen en donnerait imm~diatement avis A l'administration
du waterstaat.

Article 4. Afin que la vitesse moyenne du courant ne ddpasse pas le
maximum fix6 A l'article 3 du traitS, les niveaux de flottaison dans le canal
de Maestricht A Bois le Duc seront fixes ainsi qu'il suit:

10. Est adopt~e, pour les debits de 6 m3,00 et 7 m3,50, imm~diatement A
l'amont de l'6cluse no 18, A Bocholt, ]a cote de trente-neuf m~tres quatre-
vingt-trois centimetres (39 m,83) + A P, correspondant Ala cote de quarante
et un metres cinquante centimtres (41 m,50) au dessus du plan de com-
paraison du nivellement gfnfral de la Belgique.

Cette cote de 39 m,83 + A P sera considre comme la hauteur normale;
il est accord6, pour les ncessitds des manoeuvres, une tol6rance de huit
centimetres (0 m,08) en contre-bas de ladite cote;

20. Est adoptde pour le debit de 10 m3,00 la meme c6te de 39 m,83 + A P,
comme minimum de la hauteur en dessous de laquelle les eaux ne pourront
pas, en aucun cas, descendre;

30 . Pour le debit de 10 m3,00, la hauteur normale des eaux, en aval de
l'6cluse n, 19, A Maestricht, est fix~e A la cote de quarante mtres soixante
centimetres (40 m,60) + A P, avec une tolhrance, en contre-bas, de dix
centimtres (0 m,10) et, en contre-haut, de dix cfntim~tres (0 m,10) tant que
les eaux de la Meuse ne sont pas A deux metres (2 m,00) au-dessus de 1'6tiage,
et de vingt centimetres (0 m,20) lorsqu'elles ddpassent cette hauteur.

Lorsque la flottaison atteindra, dans le canal, les limites susindiqu~es, en
contre-haut de la cote de quarante mitres soixante centimltres (40 m,60)
+ A P, le debit de la prise d'eau sera, au besoin, suffisamment rdduit pour
empecher les eaux de s'6lever d'avantage.

Si, tout en observant exactement les prescriptions qui precedent, le but,
indiqu6 A 'art. 3 du trait6 n'6tait pas atteint compl~tement, les administra-
tions respectives prendront, de commun accord, les mesures ndcessaires pour
assurer, dans tous les cas, l'enti~re execution des stipulations de cet article.

Article 5. I1 sera plac6 des rep~res indiquant, d'une manire apparente,
les diffrentes hauteurs mentionn~es A l'art. 3.

Article 6. A chaque changement de debit de la prise d'eau de Maestricht,
I'administration du waterstaat en informera imm~diatement l'administration
beige des ponts et chaussfes.
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159. TRAIT 1 ENTRE LE ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS ET LE
ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE PORTANT FIXATION D'UNE
LIMITE D'EXPLOITATION POUR LES CHARBONNAGES
SITUItS LE LONG DE LA MEUSE DE PART ET D'AUTRE
DE LA FRONTItRE, SIGNtS A BRUXELLES LE 23 OCTOBRE
19502

ARTICLE 2.

3. Pour prevenir qu'il ne s'6tablisse par suite de l'exploitation dans la
vallke de la Meuse, des situations hydrauliques, qui de 1'avis commun des
Services des Ponts et Chauss~es des deux Etats sont inadmissibles, des mesures
relatives A l'exploitation seront fixfes d'un commun accord entre les direc-
tions des Charbonnages et les Services d'Inspection des Mines des deux Etats
et les travaux, jugds n~cessaires apr~s un accord commun des Services des
Ponts et Chauss:es des deux Etats seront executes

4. Le cofit des travaux A la surface visas au prdcddent alinfa sera support6
par les deux mines ensemble, chacune supportant la moiti6. Cependant,
le cofit des travaux visas au deuxi~me alinfa et le coit des indemnisations
de d~gAts miniers aux propridt~s privies ainsi que des expropriations entre
les lignes vis~es au premier alinda seront supportfes par chaque mine pour
le territoire de l'Etat o6 elle est situfe.

160. TRAIT, 3 ENTRE LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE ET LE
ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS AU SUJET DE L'AM1RLIORA-
TION DU CANAL DE TERNEUZEN A GAND ET DU RIGLE-
MENT DE QUELQUES QUESTIONS CONNEXES, SIGNt A
BRUXELLES, LE 20 JUIN 19601

Titre VI. Pollution des eaux du canal

ARTICLE 27. Sans prejudice des obligations resultant de conventions
multilatirales, les Hautes Parties Contractantes veilleront A ce que les eaux
du canal A proximit6 de la fronti~re belgo-n~erlandaise rdpondent aux
normes qualitatives 6noncfes A l'annexe III du present Trait6.

ARTICLE 28. En exdcution des dispositions du paragraphe I, d), de
l'annexe III du present Trait6, les Ministres belge et n~erlandais susdits

Entr6 en vigueur le 11 juillet 1952, par l'6change des instruments de ratifi-
cation A La Haye conformdment A l'article 7.

2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 136, p. 33.
Entr6 en vigueur le 21 d~cembre 1961.

4 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis no 6084 (pas encore publi6).
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d~termineront la concentration admissible de mati~res chimiques. Ces
Ministres pourront modifier de commun accord les normes qualitatives
6nonc~es A la dite annexe.

ARTICLE 29. Les deux Gouvernements se communiqueront tous les
renseignements permettant de determiner le degr6 de radio-activit6 des eaux
du canal A la suite du dfversement, soit dans la partie beige du canal,
soit dans la partie nferlandaise, de dfchets radio-actifs liquides et/ou
solides par les installations existantes ou les installations encore A crfer.
Ces renseignements comprendront notamment l'indication d~taillke de la
nature et de la quantit6 des mati~res radio-actives dfvers~es ou A dfverser,
ainsi que le lieu et les conditions du dfversement.

ARTICLE 30. Si les normes fixfes pour les cours d'eau internationaux, sur
la base du Trait6 instituant la Communaut6 Europ~enne de l'Energie
Atomique (Euratom), conclu A Rome le 25 mars 1957, ou de toute autre
convention liant les deux Gouvernements, ou les rdsultats des analyses le
requi~rent, les Ministres susdits proc~deront de commun accord A la revision
des normes qualitatives impos~es en matire de radio-activit6.

ARTICLE 31. Les services techniques belge et n~erlandais proc~deront
rfgulirement et au moins quatre fois l'an, A des observations communes en
vue de determiner l'tat des eaux du canal A la fronti6re belgo-nferlandaise;
A la suite de ces observations, ils adresseront un rapport commun aux Gou-
vernements belge et nferlandais.

Titre VII. Saliniti et prises d'eau

ARTICLE 32. Les deux Gouvernements prendront, sur leurs territoires
respectifs, les mesures voulues pour que la quantit6 d'eau douce que la
section belge du canal fournit pour alimenter la section -nferlandaise et la
quantit6 d'eau salke entrant par les 6cluses de Terneuzen, soient rfglkes l'une
en fonction de l'autre de telle fa~on qu'A Terneuzen, A 2.200 m au sud de
l'6cluse ouest (Westsluis), la teneur en ions chlore ne dfpasse pas 3,5 g/litre,
moyenne pour toute la profondeur du canal. A cet effet, les services tech-
niques des deux pays entretiendront des contacts rfguliers et ne prendront
des mesures spfciales qu'apr~s s'6tre consult~s.

ARTICLE 33. Les mesures dont il est question A 'article 32 viseront
6galement A maintenir, autant que possible, le niveau des eaux du canal
A 2,13 m + N.A.P. ou (+ 4,45) E.M., et A 6viter des 6carts supfrieurs h
0,25 m. D~s que les eaux du canal auront atteint le niveau 2,38 m + N.A.P.
ou (+ 4,70) E.M., le service belge, A la premiere requite du service n~er-
landais, arrftera complktement et jusqu'A nouvel ordre tout apport d'eau
au canal.

ARTICLE 34. Les tiers ne seront autoris~s A pratiquer des prises d'eau
sur la section n~erlandaise du canal qu'A condition de restituer au canal les
quantit~s pr~levfes.

ARTICLE 35. La stipulation de l'article 34 ne s'appliquera pas aux prises
d'eau autoris~es au moment de l'entr~e en vigueur du present Trait6.
Toutefois, la quantit6 prfleve ne pourra d~passer 1,4 m 3/sec.



ANNEXE III. NORMES QUALITATIVES VISEES AUX ARTICLES 27 ET 28

1. Le d6versement direct ou indirect de matieres dans le canal ne peut
avoir pour effe::

a) de porter la temperature de l'eau A plus de 30' C;
b) de porter A plus de 8,7 ou de ramener A moins de 6,5 le pH de l'eau;
c) 1) de ramener A moins de 3 mg/i la teneur de l'eau en oxygene

dissous, determinee suivant la methode Winckler;

2) de porter A plus de 7 mg/i la moyenne annuelle de la demande
biochimique de l'eau en oxygene, d6termin6e en 5 jours A 20' C,
6tant entendu que la valeur maximum ne peut 6tre sup6rieure
A 15 mg/i;

3) de porter A plus de 10 mg/i la moyenne annuelle de la teneur
de l'eau en azote ammoniacal, 6tant entendu que la valeur
maximum ne peut tre sup6rieure A 15 mg/i;

4) de porter A plus de 200 microgrammes au litre la moyenne
annuelle de la teneur en ph6nols et autres compos6s aromatiques
comprenant des groupes hydroxyles, 6tant entendu que la valeur
maximum ne peut tre sup6rieure A 500 microgrammes au litre;

d) d'augmenter la concentration de n'importe quelle substance chimique,
pour autant que rien n'est prevu A cet 6gard au .c., dans des proportions
telles que l'eau devienne impropre A l'usage qu'en font l'industrie et la
navigation;

e) de porter A plus de 5 X 10- 6 microcurie par millilitre la moyenne
trimestrielle de la concentration des substances radio-actives contenues
dans l'eau ni A plus de 10-5 microcurie par millilitre la concentration limite
momentan6e de ces substances, 6tant entendu que, dans les deux cas, le
pourcentage de rayons beta et/ou gamma ne peut etre sup6rieur A 10%.

II. Si la ((Commission internationale de protection contre les radiations))
venait A augmenter ou h diminuer la concentration limite de la radio-
activit6, - au moment de ]a conclusion du present Trait6, la concentration
limite fixee par ladite commission est de 10-7 microcurie par millilitre pour
tout m6lange de substances contenues dans l'eau et 6mettant des rayons
alpha, beta et gamma (le Ra 226 except6) - les concentrations fix6es au
paragraphe I, e), seraient augment6es ou diminu6es dans la meme proportion.

III. Si la ((Commission internationale de protection contre les radiations))
venait A augmenter ou A diminuer la concentration limite de la radio-
activite du radium 226, -- au moment de la conclusion du pr6sent Trait6,
cette concentration limite est de 4 X 10-s microcurie par millilitre - le
coefficient fixe au paragraphe IV, a), serait augment6 ou diminu6 dans la
meme proportion.

IV. Pour 'application du paragraphe I, e), et du paragraphe II, la
concentration des substances radio-actives se calcule comme suit:

On additionne, exprim6es en microcuries par millilitre d'eau:
a) la concentration du radium, multipliee par 2500;
b) la concentration, multipli~e par 420, des substances, autres que le

radium, qui Cmettent des rayons alpha;



c) la concentration du strontium radio-actif, multiplie par 50;
d) la concentration, multipli~e par 1, des substances, autres que le

strontium radio-actif, qui 6mettent des. rayons beta et/ou gamma.

Bulgaria-Yugoslavia

161. AGREEMENT' CONCERNING WATER-ECONOMY QUES-
TIONS BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FEDERAL
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA.
SIGNED AT SOFIA, ON 4 APRIL 19582

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria, in order to settle questions
of water economy on rivers and tributaries followed or intersected by the
State frontier, have decided to conclude an Agreement ...

ARTICLE 1. 1. The Contracting Parties undertake, pursuant to the
provisions of this Agreement, to examine and resolve all questions of water
economy, including measures and works which may affect the quantity and
quality of the waters and which are of interest to both or either of the
Contracting Parties.

2. The provisions of this Agreement shall, in so far as the Contracting
Parties are interested in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article, apply
to all water-economy questions, measures and works on rivers, tributaries
and river basins followed or intersected by the State frontier, and in parti-
cular to:

(a) The regulation and canalization of rivers and tributaries and the
maintenance of river beds;

(b) Drainage;
(c) Storage and retention works;
(d) Water supply and pipe-laying;
(e) Protection of the waters against pollution;
(f) The study and utilization of ground-water;
(g) The utilization of water power;
(h) Protection against soil erosion in forested and agricultural areas

(afforestation, soil conservation, the erection of retaining-walls and silting
control);

(i) The utilization of waters for irrigation;
(j) Hydrological, geological and other surveys and the planning,

execution and use of water-economy installations and works;
(k) The apportionment of the cost of survey, planning and construction

operations and of the maintenance of installations;

Came into force on 29 December 1959, the date of the exchange of the in-
struments of ratification which took place at Belgrade, in accordance with
Article 11.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 367, p. 104.
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(1) The exchange of data and plans and of information on the above
questions.

ARTICLE 2. The Contracting Parties undertake:

(1) Each in its own territory and jointly in the case of rivers and tribu-
taries followed or intersected by the State frontier, to maintain in good
condition the beds of rivers and of tributaries and all installations;

2. By agreement, to modify existing installations or to erect and maintain
new installations and to initiate new works and measures in the territory
of either Contracting Party for the purpose of changing the regime of rivers
and tributaries followed or intersected by the State frontier.

ARTICLE 3. 1. The two Contracting Parties shall participate, each in
proportion to the benefit accruing to it, in the maintenance of existing
structures and installations on rivers and tributaries and in the erection and
maintenance of new structures and installations of interest to both Parties.
The apportionment of expenses and the method of payment shall be
determined by agreement between the Contracting Parties.

2. The entire cost of erecting and maintaining structures and installa-
tions situated in the territory of one Contracting Party, and of works carried
out in the territory of one Contracting Party, for the sole benefit of the other
Contracting Party, shall be borne by the interested Party.

ARTICLE 4. 1. Questions arising out of the provisions of this Agreement,
and measures and works undertaken pursuant thereto, shall fall within the
competence of the Yugoslav-Bulgarian Water-Economy Commission (herein-
after referred to as the Commission) which shall be established for this
purpose. The composition, terms of reference and procedure of the Commis-
sion shall be as laid down in the Statute, which shall constitute an integral
part of this Agreement.

2. The Commission shall draw up joint regulations as necessary. The
regulations so adopted shall enter into force after they have been approved
by the Governments of the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 5. 1. The necessary construction materials and gear for the
execution of works under this Agreement, which are transferred from the
territory of one Contracting Party to the territory of the other Contracting
Party in accordance with the approved project estimates, shall be exempt
from all taxes, customs duties and other charges and all import or export
restrictions.

2. Pursuant to paragraph 1 of this article, the necessary equipment
(machinery, vehicles, tools and the like) specified in the project estimates
shall be provisionally exempt from taxes, customs duties and other charges
provided that the articles concerned are declared to the customs authorities
for identification and are returned within the time-limit laid down by the
Agreement and in accordance with the legal provisions of the Contracting
Parties. The deposit of security for this purpose shall not be required.
The appropriate charges shall be payable in respect of any equipment and
articles not returned within the prescribed time-limit. Any such equipment
or articles which is completely written off or scrapped and thus rendered
unusable, and which consequently cannot be returned, shall be exempted
from taxes, customs duties and other charges on production of the relevant
documents.
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3. The two Contracting Parties guarantee to facilitate for each other
the customs procedure for the transport and transit of construction materials
and of gear which is exempt from taxes, customs duties and other charges.

4. Construction materials, gear, equipment and articles shall be subject
to customs supervision.

5. The Commission shall determine in each individual case the extent,
and the conditions for the enjoyment, of the privileges provided for in this
article of the Agreement.

ARTICLE 6. The Contracting Parties undertake, each in its own territory,
to preserve and maintain and, where necessary, to augment or adjust, such
permanent benchmarks and other datum marks along the State frontier as
are necessary for the purpose of regulation and other water-economy works.
Each Contracting Party may use the other's datum marks. If it is necessary
to cross the State frontier in order to use the said marks, the provisions of
article 7 of this Agreement shall apply.

ARTICLE 7. For the purpose of applying and giving effect to the provi-
sions of this Agreement, the members of the Commission and experts shall be
supplied with appropriate travel documents (passports).

For the purpose of deciding upon joint measures or of carrying out joint
works, such persons as either Contracting Party may designate shall meet
at the State frontier at a place and time to be determined in each
specific case by agreement between the competent local auth6rities of
the Contracting Parties.

For the purpose of crossing the State frontier, the persons referred to in
the preceding paragraph shall be supplied with special passes issued by the
competent authorities of the Contracting Party concerned and endorsed
for passage across the State frontier by the competent local authorities of
the Party into whose territory the crossing is made.

Detailed provisions for the issue of special passes for crossing the State
frontier shall be drawn up by the Commission and submitted to the compe-
tent authorities for approval.

ARTICLE 8. The frontier and local authorities of the Contracting Parties
shall advise each other, by the most rapid possible means, of any danger
from high water or drifting ice and of any other danger which may arise on
rivers and tributaries followed or intersected by the State frontier.

ARTICLE 9. Questions on which the Commission fails to reach agreement
shall be submitted by the Commission to the Governments of the Contracting
Parties for decision.

ARTICLE 10. Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to
the application and interpretation of this Agreement shall, unless the two
Parties agree upon some other mode of settlement, be submitted at the
request of either Contracting Party to a commission composed of two
representatives of each Party. If this commission fails to reach agreement,
the dispute shall be submitted to the Governments of the two Contracting
Parties for decision.



STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAv-BULGARIAN WATER-ECONOMY COMMISSION

ARTICLE 1. The functions and terms of reference of the Commission
shall comprise all matters placed within its competence by the Agreement
concerning water-economy questions between the Government of the
Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Government of the
People's Republic of Bulgaria.

Under its terms of reference, it shall be the Commission's task, in par-
ticular:

(1) To submit proposals concerning measures and works of interest to
the Contracting Parties and their study from the technical and economic
standpoints;

(2) To submit proposals for the investigation of problems in situ, the
conduct of topographical surveys, studies and research operations, and the
preparation of' projects;

(3) To make a technical evaluation of projects submitted and to submit
to the Governments of the Contracting Parties proposals for the execution
of joint works or works of joint interest.

(4) To examine and submit proposals concerning the execution ofjoint
water-economv works, structures and installations, the conditions for and
method ofexecuting the same, and the apportionment of expenses; to organ-
ize control over the completion and acceptance of jointly executed works;

(5) To ensure compliance with decisions; to organize technical super-
vision, the execution of measures and works of joint interest and the method
of using structures and installations of joint interest;

(6) To study questions relating to joint protection against flooding and
drifting ice and to the averting of other dangers, and the drafting of joint
regulations in this connexion;

(7) To submit proposals for the exchange of practical experience in the
field of water economy, for the exchange of hydrological, geological and
meteorological data, and for the operation of the information service
established to transmit particulars of water levels, drifting ice and so forth;

(8) To ensure co-operation between the water-economy authorities in
the territory of the two Contracting Parties in the spirit of the Agreement
concerning water-economy questions between the Government of the
Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Government of the People's
Republic of Bulgaria.

ARTICLE 2. The Commission shall consist of ten members. Each
Contracting Party shall appoint five members of the Commission and each
member may have an alternate. The Contracting Parties may likewise
designate experts to take part in the Commission's work. Each Contracting
Party shall appoint one of the members as Chairman of its own section of
the Commission. The Commission may if necessary set up sub-commissions
composed of its members, their alternates and experts.

ARTICLE 3. The Commission shall meet in regular session twice a year.
In addition the Chairman may convene special sessions by agreement.
Regular sessions shall be held alternately in the territory of each Contracting
Party. Each ;ession shall be convened by the Chairman of the section of



the Commission belonging to the Contracting Party in whose territory the
Commission meets, in agreement with the Chairman belonging to the other
Party.

ARTICLE 4. The Contracting Parties shall propose and confirm the agenda
through the Chairmen of their respective sections of the Commission.

While the Commission is in session, the Chairman shall preside alternately.
The official languages of the Commission shall be Serbo-Croat and

Bulgarian.
The Commission may decide to examine individual questions in another

language.

ARTICLE 5. The Commission shall record the conclusions of its sessions
in a protocol which shall be signed by the Chairmen of both sections of the
Commission.

The protocol shall cover both questions on which agreement has been
reached and questions on which agreement has not been reached.

The protocol shall be drawn up in two copies, each in the two official
languages, both texts being authentic. Each Party shall submit the protocol
to its Government for approval.

ARTICLE 6. No decision of the Commission may be put into effect if
either Government raises an objection. If no objection to a decision is raised
by either Government within forty-five days after the date of signature of the
protocol, the decision shall be regarded as approved by both Governments.

ARTICLE 7. Each Contracting Party shall defray the expenses of its own
section of the Commission.

162. PROTOCOL OF THE DELEGATIONS OF THE FEDERAL
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA FOR WATERECONOMY QUES-
TIONS, CONCERNING THE BEGINNING OF WORK FOR
THE REGULATIONS OF THE FRONTIER SECTOR OF THE
TIMOK RIVER, SIGNED AT SOFIA ON 4 APRIL 19581

For the purpose of beginning work for the regulation of the frontier sector
of the Timok River...

Two projects for the Timok River have been prepared, which propose
the following technical solutions:

(a) The maintenance of the existing river bed in its present position
i.e., the strengthening of the banks at those points on the river where the
banks are threatened;

(b) The systematic regulation of the river whereby sound, straight
stretches will be retained and cuts will be made through winding stretches.

The project under (b) hereabove - designated as project 2 (b) - was

I Federative Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1958, No. 11,
p. 59 (Translated from the Serbo-Croat by the Secretariat of the United Nations).
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drawn up in such a way that the change from the existing bed to the new
course will involve the use of an equal area of the territory of both Parties;

(c) The two Parties accepted project 2 (b) for the regulation of the
Timok River.

2

In accordance with the adopted project the two delegations agreed on
the following:

(a) Work on the adopted project shall be carried out from 1959 to 1961
inclusive; the first stage, from km 0 + 00 to km 2 + 557, shall be carried
out in 1959, the Yugoslav side assuming responsibility for the first cut from
the mouth of the Timok River and the Bulgarian side for the second cut:

(b) Each Party shall carry out fifty per cent of the work provided for in
the adopted project, using its own funds and its own organization.

(c) All preparatory and preliminary operations shall be carried out in
1958 in order to permit the execution of the work to begin as scheduled.

3

A sub-Commission, consisting of four experts from each Party appointed
by the Chairman of the two sections of the Commission, shall be set up
for the organization of the preliminary work, preparations for constructing
and supervision to ensure proper execution of the work, in accordance with
the adopted project.

The Chairman of the two sections of the Commission shall issue appro-
priate instructions for the work of the Sub-Commission.

The work of the Sub-Commission shall specifically include the following
functions:

(a) Plotting the course, taking cross-section data and carrying out other
similar operations;

(c) Preparation of a detailed yearly plan for the execution of work in
terms of its nature and volume, in such a way as to ensure that the tasks and
operations are ;shared equally, in nature and quantity, by the two Contract-
ing Parties;

(d) An inspection of the site with a view to discovering and removing any
obstacles to the scheduled beginning of the construction work;

(e) Constant technical control and supervision of the execution of the
work provided for in the project and the acceptance of the completed work;

(f) The Sub-Commission of experts shall hold meetings as required,
with the prior agreement of the Chairmen of the two parts of the Yugoslav-
Bulgarian Water Economy Commission.

4

The Sub-Commission shall be represented at the site by permanent agents
for the execution of the operations enumerated under 3.

5

Inasmuch as the execution of the adopted project will alter the existing
situation on the frontier sector of the Timok River, established by the
Convention of 16 June 1956 between the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia and the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the delegations propose
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that the competent authorities of their countries should hold separate
negotiations to consider questions relating to the frontier line and all other
boundary matters and economic questions arising from the regulation of the
course provided for in the adopted project.

Execution of the works for the regulation of the Timok River provided
for in the adopted project may not begin until the boundary questions have
been settled.

6
All the functions set out in the record of the meeting of the Yugoslav-

Bulgarian delegation held at Zaje~ar on 18 December 195 5 1 shall be trans-
ferred to the Yugoslav-Bulgarian Water Economy Commission.

Czechoslovakia-Hungary

163. ACCORD2 ENTRE LA RItPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE HON-
GROISE ET LA RIPUBLIQUE TCHICOSLOVAQUE SUR LA
RRGLEMENTATION DE QUESTIONS TECHNIQUES ET
tCONOMIQUES CONCERNANT LES COURS D'EAU LIMI-
TROPHES, SIGNt A PRAGUE, LE 16 AVRIL 19543

Le Conseil des Ministres de la Rdpublique Populaire Hongroise et le
Gouvernement de la Rdpublique Tch~coslovaque, dtisireux de renforcer par
la collaboration entre leurs Administrations des Eaux galement, l'6troite
et 6ternelle amiti6 entre les deux pays de dmocratie populaire luttant pour
la sauvegarde de la paix dans le monde entier et la construction du socialisme,
ont d~cid6 de rdglementer par un accord les travaux d'6tablissement et
d'ex~cution des projets, effectufs par les deux Etats sur le Danube et la
Tisza ainsi que sur d'autres cours d'eau formant frontiare ou 6tant traversds
par la frontire ...

CHAPITRE I

DE'TERMINATION DES TRAVAUX AUXQUELS S'APPLIQUE L'AccoRD

Article 1. Travaux auxquels s'applique l'Accord en gdndral

Le present Accord s'applique aux travaux hydrotechniques exdcut6s sur
les secteurs limitrophes du Danube et de la Tisza ainsi que sur les secteurs
des cours d'eau formant fronti~re d'Etat ou travers6s par la fronti~re (d6sign~s
ci-aprs s cours d'eau limitrophes s).

Article 2. Travaux de protection contre les inondations et de regularisation pour hautes
eaux

1. La protection contre les inondations comprend tous les travaux ayant
pour but de prot6ger le lit majeur contre les grandes crues.

' Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, Aedugarodni Ugovori 1957, N'. 59, p.1.
2 Entr6 en vigueur le trenti~me jour A dater de sa signature conformdment ii

l'article 34.
3 Texte fourni par le Gouvernement tchdcoslovaque.



2. La r~gularisation pour hautes eaux comprend non seulement les
travaux ayant pour but d'empkher le d~bordement des eaux hautes mais
aussi ceux visant ]a regularisation pour eaux moyennes et basses et l'6coule-
ment sans entrave des glaces et des debits solides.

Article 3. Trauaux de rigularisation pour eaux moyennes

La r~gularis;ation pour eaux moyennes englobe tous les travaux de
concentration des eaux moyennes en un lit unique, de protection des lits
moyen et majeur, ainsi que ceux dont le but est d'assurer l'coulement sans
entrave des glaces et de debits solides.

Article 4. Tra'aux de rdgularisation pour basses eaux

La r~gularisation pour basses eaux comprend les travaux visant la con-
centration des basses eaux en un lit unique, facilitant l't6coulement des glaces
et des dtibits solides et contribuant h la stabilisation et A l'amflioration du
chenal des basses eaux.

Article 5. Travaux de dragage

1. Les travaux de dragage pour rdgularisation ont pour but d'appuyer
les travaux de r~gularisation pour eaux moyennes et basses par l'approfon-
dissement, 6ventuellement l'largissement du lit.

2. Les travaux de dragage pour garantir la navigation visant A dfgager
et h am~liorer le chenal par l'approfondissement, 6ventuellement par
l'6largissement du lit.

3. Les travaux de dragage pour l'extraction de gravier et de sable ne
sont pas consid6rfs comme travaux effectuds dans le but de la r~gularisation
du lit ou de la garantie de la navigation.

Article 6. Entretien du chenal

Les travaux d'entretien du chenal comprennent le balisage de jour et de
nuit du chenal, indiquant la direction et la profondeur minima ainsi que le
balisage, respectivement l'dloignement, des obstacles situfs stir le chenal et
le service d'annonce.

Article 7. Autres travaux hydrotechniques

Par autres Iravaux hydrotechniques on entend ceux non visds aux ar-
ticles 2-6 (irrigation, production d'6nergie hydraulique, approvisionnement
en eau potable, drainage, 6vacuation des eauxvannes, 6tablissement de
digues, etc.) A executer sur les cours d'eau limitrophes et influenqant le
regime des eaux (debits, conditions d'6coulement des eaux, etc.) de ces
cours d'eau.

CHAPITRE II,

TRAVAUX DE RECHERCHES, DE MESURAGE ET ATABLISSEMENT DE PROJETS

Article 8. Tra'jaux de recherches et de mesurage

Les Parties Contractantes excutent en commun ou t tour de r6le, d'apr~s
un accord prfalable, les travaux de recherches et de mesurage lies h la



r~gularisation pour niveaux moyens et bas; les autres travaux de recherches
et de mesurage sont effectu&s par les Parties Contractantes sur leur propre
territoire.

Article 9. Etablissement de projets

1. Les Parties Contractantes 6tablissent en commun les principes
directeurs des projets d'ensemble de tous les travaux hydrotechniques visas
au Chapitre Ier A ex~cuter sur les cours d'eau limitrophes. Les projets
seront dlabor~s d'un commun accord, sur la base des principes directeurs
6tablis. Chaque Partie Contractante 6tablit A ses frais les projets des
travaux A executer sur son territoire. Les projets d'ensemble A r~aliser
sur les territoires des deux Etats sont 6tablis aux frais des Parties Contrac-
tantes sur la base d'un accord s~par6.

2. Les projets, et toutes les modifications essentielles qui y seront
apport&s, doivent tre approuv~s par les Parties Contractantes. Le d~place-
ment des digues de d~fense en direction de la rive ou leur construction A un
niveau plus bas, qui s'&artent du projet approuv6, ne sont pas considirds
comme modifications essentielles des projets.

3. Les organismes comp~tents d'administration des eaux peuvent, dans
le cadre du budget et avant le commencement des travaux ou au cours de
ceux-ci, apporter dans les projets 1-s modifications reconnues n~cessaires par
les deux Parties, si ceci ne change pas l'essence du projet. La Commission
Technique Mixte sera inform&e sur les modifications apport~es aux projets.

CHAPITRE III

EXACUTION DES TRAVAUX HYDROTECHNIQUES

Article 10. Travaux de regularisation

1. Comme r~gle gdndrale, chaque Partie Contractante execute elle-meme
les travaux de rdgularisation A effectuer sur son propre territoire.

2. L'execution sur les territoires des deux Parties Contractantes des
travaux qui, pour des raisons d'ordre technique ou 6conomique, ne peuvent
tre rdpartis, est soumise A un accord distinct A intervenir entre les Parties

Contractantes.

Article 11. Livraison des materiaux de construction

1. Les materiaux de construction (pierres naturelles et artificielles, etc.)
necessaires aux travaux exdcut&s d'aprs un budget commun seront livrs aux
lieux de construction par les deux Etats en quantits 6gales, sauf accord
contraire. Dans l'intr&t de 1'6conomie et du reglement du solde, chaque
Partie Contractante peut fournir les pierres au lieu de construction le plus
proche de sa carriere, independamment du territoire sur lequel les travaux
sont ex~cutds. I1 convient de porter les efforts A ce que les quantits de
pierres livrees d'apres un graphique des travaux ddtermin6 soient annuelle-
ment solddes. Si ceci n'est pas applicable, la difference sera report&e au
compte de l'annee suivante.

2. La quantit6 des pierres est determinee d'apres le poids. Les organismes
de regularisation du fleuve des deux Parties Contractantes devront convenir
prealablement du mode de la conversion du poids en volume.



3. La quantit6 des pierres est vdrifi~e d'aprs les lettres de voiture.

Article 12. Entretien du chenal et dloignement des obstacles

1. Le balisage et l'6clairage de la voie navigable ainsi que le service
d'annonce seront effectu~s sur la base d'un accord distinct entre les Parties
Contractantes.

2. Sauf accord contraire, chaque Partie Contractante 6loigne b. ses frais
les obstacles se trouvant sur son territoire.

Article 13. Travaux de dragage visant la regularisation du fleuve et la garantie de
la navigation

1. La nfces;sit6, le volume et les lieux d'ex~cution des travaux de dragage
pour la rdgularisation du fleuve et la garantie de la navigation, ainsi que le
mode de la mi:ie en place des matdriaux draguds qui ne figurent pas dans les
projets adoptds seront 6tablis en commun par les organismes de rfgularisation
du fleuve des deux Parties Contractantes.

2. Les travaux de dragage seront exfcutds de mani~re que chaque
Partie Contractante effectue pour autant que possible alternativement les
dragages pouvant, du point de vue technique, 6tre executes ind~pendamment.

3. Sauf accord contraire, chaque Partie dispose des matdriaux draguds
sur son territoire.

Article 14. Dragage de gravier et de sable a d'autres fins

Les organisrnes comptents d'administration des eaux des Parties Con-
tractantes 6tablissent en commun, pour chaque secteur d'un cours d'eau
limitrophe, jusqu'A quelle profondeur et dans quelle quantit6 le gravier
et le sable peuvent tre extraits A des fins autres que la rdgularisation du
fleuve ou la garantie de la navigation. L'autorisation de draguer dans les
limites ainsi tablies est ddlivr~e par les organismes compdtents de la Partie
Contractante sur le territoire de laquelle les mat6riaux seront extraits.

Article 15. Auires travaux hydrotechniques

1. Chaque Partie Contractante ex~cute sur son territoire et A ses frais
les travaux hydrotechniques visds A l'article 7 du present Accord.

2. Pour les travaux hydrotechniques qui, compte tenu des frontires
d'Etat, ne peuvent pour des raisons techniques et 6conomiques tre ration-
nellement rfpartis, les Parties Contractantes concluent s~pardment pour
chaque cas un accord au sujet de leur execution, de la charge de leurs frais,
de l'exploitation et de l'entretien des ouvrages d'art construits et du r~glement
des questions qui y afferent.

CHAPITRE IV

TRAVAUX D'ENTRETIEN

Article 16. Ditermination des travaux d'entretien

Les travaux d'entretien visent la tenue en bon 6tat des ouvrages de
rdgularisation et d'autres constructions hydrotechniques existants ainsi que
du chenal.



Article 17. Execution des travaux d'entretien

1. Les Parties Contractantes veilleront A l'entretien addquat des cours
d'eau limitrophes et des ouvrages de rfgularisation et autres constructions
hydrotechniques qui s'y trouvent.

2. Les Parties Contractantes doivent rdguli~rement entretenir les sections
non r~gularises des cours d'eau limitrophes afin que leurs lits ne subissent
pas de modifications subites.

3. Chaque Partie Contractante veille A 1'entretien des ouvrages d'art
et des canaux construits sur son territoire conform~ment A une autorisation
sur l'usage des eaux ou sur la base d'un accord distinct, et servant les int~rts
de l'autre Partie Contractante. Les frais sont A la charge de la Partie
Contractante dans l'intret de laquelle fonctionnent les ouvrages d'art ou
canaux.

4. Chaque Partie Contractante ex6cute sur son territoire le nettoyage
du litet des rives. En cas de ndcessit6, ces travaux seront exdcutds d'aprs un
accord sdpar conclu entre les organismes d'administration des eaux.

CHAPITRE V

CHARGE DES FRAIS

Article 18. Frais des travaux de rigularisation

1. Les frais des travaux de protection contre les inondations, y compris
les lev6s et l'tablissement des plans, seront A la charge de la Partie Contrac-
tante sur le territoire de laquelle ces travaux sont exdcut6s.

2. Les frais des travaux de rdgularisation pour eaux hautes, moyennes et
basses, de balisage du chenal et de dragage pour r6gularisation du lit et la
garantie de la navigation ainsi que les frais de transport et de d6chargement
de ces mat6riaux seront couverts par les Parties Contractantes A parts 6gales.
Sauf accord contraire, chaque Partie contractante assume les frais des travaux
de mesurage et d'6tablissement de projets aff6rents aux travaux A effectuer
ainsi que de la conduite des travaux de construction.

3. Avant le commencement des travaux de dragage, les organismes
compdtents des Parties Contractantes s'occupant de la r6gularisation du
fleuve conclueront un accord au sujet du r~glement des frais d'expddition des
installations de dragage aux lieux des travaux et de r6expfdition A leurs
lieux de stationnement.

Article 19. Frais des travaux d'entretien

1. Les frais d'entretien des ouvrages de d6fense contre les inondations
seront A la charge de la Partie Contractante sur le territoire de laquelle ils
sont ex6cutds.

2. Les frais d'entretien des ouvrages de rfgularisation construits en
commun seront couverts A parts 6gales par les Parties Contractantes.

Article 20. Reglement des comptes et rivision des travaux communs

1. Le ddcompte des travaux communs ne comprendra pas les frais de
livraison, de transport et d'emploi des mat6riaux de construction (pierres
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naturelles et artificielles, ciment, etc.) fournis par chaque Partie Contractante
dans la mme quantit6.

2. La moiti6 des frais des travaux accomplis en sus sera, apr~s approba-
tion par la commission de revision, couverte selon les dispositions de F'ar-
ticle 21.

3. La Commission Technique Mixte decide du mode de revision com-
mune applicable.

Article 21. Obligations de remboursement des frais

1. Les Parties Contractantes s'engagent A s'acquitter des dettes d6-
coulant du ri'glement commun des comptes. Les dettes doivent tre
acquittdes dans un ddlai d'un an apr~s l'approbation des comptes, soit en
matdriaux de construction employables dans les travaux de rdgularisation
(pierres naturelles et artificielles, etc.), soit en main-d'ceuvre (transport,
dragage etc.). Si ce proc~d n'est pas applicable ou n'est pas 6conomique,
ou si pour d'autres raisons cela s'av~re ndcessaire, la dette sera exception-
nellement acquittde au moyen de transfert au compte-clearing. Le mode de
r~glement de la dette en nature sera 6tabli par la Partie Contractante en
faveur de laquelle le r~glement aura lieu en tenant compte des possibilitds
de l'autre Partie Contractante.

2. La valeur du surplus de travail, par catdgorie de travail, sera ddter-
mince d'apr~s les indices que les Parties Contractantes auront 6tablis au
prdalable.

3. La diffdrence resultant des travaux de dragage sera r~glde lors de
l'exdcution de,; travaux de dragage suivants ou selon les dispositions du
point 1.

Article 22. Contr6le technique et/financier

Les Parties Contractantes assurent la possibilit6 d'ex~cuter en tout temps
le contr6le technique et financier des travaux communs effectuds d'aprs un
budget commun.

CHAPITRE VI

QUESTIONS RELEVANT DU DROIT D'USAGE DES EAUX

Article 23. Questions gindrales

1. Sur les secteurs limitrophes des cours d'eau, les Parties Contractantes
disposent, sans prejudice des droits acquis, de la moiti6 du debit d'eau
naturel qui n'a pas 6t6 augment6 artificiellement.

2. Les parties Contractantes ne ddlivreront pas d'autorisation d'usage
des eaux pour la construction, sur les cours d'eau limitrophes, d'ouvrages
d'art pouvant avoir une influence ddfavorable sur le regime des eaux ou
sur le lit.

3. Chaque Partie Contractante veillera A ce que les ouvrage3 d'art
installks sur les cours d'eau limitrophes soient construits, exploitds et entre-
tenus selon la legislation en vigueur sur son territoire.

4. Chaque Partie Contractante exerce elle-mfme la surveillance fluviale
sur son propre territoire.



5. Les organismes comptents de l'administration des eaux des Parties
Contractantes s'aideront mutuellement.

Article 24. Autoritis et procedures

1. Les questions relevant du droit d'usage des eaux concernant les cours
d'eau limitrophes seront traitfs selon la l6gislation de la Partie Contractante
sur le territoire de laquelle les ouvrages sont ou seront construits.

2. Si les travaux A exfcuter sur les cours d'eau limitrophes s'6tendent
sur le territoire des deux Parties Contractantes l'autorisation doit tre
demand~e aux organismes comptents d'administration des eaux des deux
Etats, notamment aupr~s de l'Etat respectif pour la partie de l'ouvrage d'art
A construire sur son territoire. Dans un tel cas les autoritfs prendront soin
A ce que les procedures soient effectufes simultan~ment ou qu'il y ait au
moins une liaison entre elles. Afin d'tviter les contradictions, les autorit~s
doivent convenir du texte de l'autorisation.

Article 25. Liaison entre les organismes compdtents

Les Parties Contractantes se communiqueront rdciproquement, par
organismes comptents d'administration des eaux, les noms des personnes
chargfes:

a) de veiller A la rdalisation de la collaboration requise dans P'int&t de
l'exfcution des travaux

b) de convenir des mesures administratives et techniques n~cessaires en
vue d'6viter les dangers que peuvent occasionner les inondations et les glaces.

CHAPITRE VII

COMMISSION TECHNIQUE MIXTE

Article 26. Tdches et compdtence de la Commission

I. Les Parties Contractantes cr~ent la Commission Technique Mixte
afin d'6tablir un point de vue uniforme sur les questions faisant l'objet du
present Accord.

2. Dans la competence de la Commission Technique Mixte il entre en
particulier:

a) d'approuver les indices (art. 21, point 2) proposes en commun par les
organismes comp~tents, s'occupant de la rfgularisation du fleuve

b) d'6tablir le mode de revision commune A effectuer sur la base du
d~compte des travaux communs (art. 20, point 3)

c) de donner avis sur les projets des travaux de r~gularisation n~cessaires
sur les cours d'eau et sur leur budget, notamment sur les projets pour l'anne
suivante

d) de donner avis sur les d~comptes et les revisions des travaux communs
e) de donner avis sur les propositions au sujet de l'entretien du chenal

(art. 6 et 12)
f) de donner avis sur les projets des ouvrages d'art A construire sur les

cours d'eau limitrophes (ponts, barrages, canaux, etc.)
g) de donner avis si un accord n'a pas &6 atteint dans les cas visas A

'art. 24, point 2
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h) de donner avis sur les autres travaux hydrotechniques (art. 7 et 15)
i) de presenter des propositions au sujet des travaux de mesurage, de

recherches et d'6tablissement de projets conformes aux buts du present
Accord

j) de presenter des propositions au sujet de la conclusion d'accords sur
l'entretien du chenal

k) de presenter des propositions concernant la modification du present
Accord ou la conclusion d'un nouvel Accord

1) de tenir des descentes sur les lieux.

Article 27. Composition de la Commission

Chaque Partie Contractante enverra It la Commission Technique Mixte
un repr6sentant plknipotentiaire et nommera en mfme temps son supplant.
Le repr~sentant pl6nipotentiaire, ou son suppl6ant, a le droit de faire
participer des experts aux discussions.

Article 28. Sessions, procs-verbaux, ddcisions et charge des frais de personnel

1. La Commission Technique Mixte se rdunit, sauf autre accord inter-
venu entre les repr6sentants pl6nipotentiaires, alternativement sur le terri-
toire des Parties Contractantes.

2. La session est convoqu6e et pr6sidde par le repr6sentant pl6nipotentiaire
de la Partie Contractante sur le territoire de laquelle elle aura lieu.

3. Les sessions sont convoqu~es selon les besoins, toutefois, au moins une
fois par an. Si un des repr6sentants pl6nipotentiaires en fait la demande,
la session doit tre convoqu6e dans un ddlai d'un mois.

4. Les propositions prdsent6es sont consid6rdes adopt6es si elles sont
approuv6es par les deux repr6sentants pl6nipotentiaires.

5. Le procs-verbal de chaque session est dress6 en deux exemplaires,
dans les langues des Parties Contractantes. Les proc~s-verbaux sont sign6s
par les deux repr6sentants pl6nipotentiaires et soumis t l'approbation des
autorit~s comp6tentes sup6rieures. Les d6cisions incluses dans le procs-
verbal sont ex6cutoires aprs son approbation.

Les repr6sentants pl6nipotentiaires s'informent rdciproquement sur
l'approbation des ddcisions.

6. Chaque Partie Contractante assume la charge des d6penses de per-
sonnel lides t i'activit6 de la Commission Technique Mixte.

cHAPITRE VIII

CLAUSES GONtRALES ET FINALES

Article 29. Informations reciproques

1. Les Parties Contractantes se fournissent r~ciproquement les informa-
tions indispensables sur l'influence exerce sur le debit d'eau maximum et
minimum des cours d'eau limitrophes par les ouvrages d'art situ~s en dehors
des sections linitrophes.

2. Les Parties Contractantes s'informent rfciproquement sur les exp6-
riences acquises dans le domaine des mesures adopt~es afin de prdvenir
la pollution des eaux des cours d'eau limitrophes.
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Article 30. Rapports de service

Les Parties Contractantes se communiquent rfciproquement les norris
des autorit~s d'administration des eaux et des organes comptents en mati~re
d'excution du present Accord. Ces autorit~s et organes ainsi que les
repr~sentants pl~nipotentiaires peuvent, se servant soit des langues des
Parties Contractantes, soit de la langue russe, prendre directement contact
dans les questions relevant du present Accord.

Article 31. Passage de lafrontire

Le passage de la fronti~re aux fins d'excution de travaux ou dans d'autres
buts requis par 1'ex6cution du present Accord se fera conformfment ;k un
accord conclu entre les autorit~s comp~tentes des deux Parties Contractantes.

A~ticle 32. Formalits douaniires

Les matfriaux de construction qui, conform~ment au present Accord,
sont livr~s par l'une des Parties Contractantes A l'autre Partie Contractante
sont exempts de tout droit de douane, imp6ts et taxes publiques. Cette
disposition est 6galement valable pour le matdriel et les combustibles
envoyds au-delis de la frontire pour l'ex~cution de travaux A accomplir
conform~ment au present Accord. Apr~s la fin des travaux, le materiel
de meme que les combustibles n'ayant pas 6t6 utilisfs seront renvoyfs dans
leur pays. Les Parties Contractantes s'accorderont rdciproquement toutes
les facilit6s possibles pour les transports au-del;s de la frontire.

Article 33. Diverses dispositions

1. Le prsent Accord ne porte pas atteinte k la validit6 de 'Accord
conclu le 9 octobre 1948 A Bratislava sur la base de l'article 1, point 4,
sous-point c) du Trait6 de Paix de Paris, concernant certaines questions
relatives aux eaux en connection avec la cession de territoires, annex6
ulttrieurement au Protocole de cl6ture sur les travaux de la Commission
de demarcation sign6 A Bratislava le 22 d~cembre 1947.

2. Les dispositions du present Accord ne s'appliquent pas au secteur
limitrophe tchcoslovaco-hongrois du Danube du km 1850 au km 1791 tant
que fonctionne l'administration Fluviale du secteur Rajka Gonyu.

164. TREATY' BETWEEN THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC
AND THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC CONCERN-
ING THE RIZGIME OF STATE FRONTIERS, SIGNED AT
PRAGUE, ON 13 OCTOBER 19562

Came into force on 10 February 1958, as from the date of the exchange of
the instruments of ratification at Budapest, in accordance with article 27.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 300, p. 150.



CHAPTER II

FRONTIER WATERS AND HIGHWAYS

Article 9

(1) Rivers, streams or canals along which the frontier line runs shall be
deemed to be frontier waters.

(2) The Parties shall take appropriate steps to ensure that when frontier
waters are used by persons residing in their territories the provisions of this
Convention are observed and the rights and interests of the other Party are
respected.

Article 13

(1) The Parties shall ensure that the banks of frontier waters are kept in
proper order. They shall also take all steps to prevent deliberate damage to
the banks of frontier waters.

(2) The position of the beds of frontier watercourses shall as far as
possible be maintained unchanged. To this end the competent authorities
of the Parties shall take the necessary steps to remove such obstacles as may
cause displacement of the bed of frontier rivers or obstruct the natural
flow of water, ice or alluvia.

(3) In order to prevent displacement of the beds of frontier rivers, their
banks shall be strengthened wherever the competent authorities of the Parties
jointly consider it necessary.

(4) Should the bed of a frontier watercourse be displaced as a result of
the action of water, the Parties shall correct the bed if they consider such
action necessary.

(5) Joint operations under this article shall be carried out in conformity
with the Agreement of 16 April 1954 between the Czechoslovak Republic and
the Hungarian People's Republic concerning the settlement of technical and
economic questions pertaining to frontier watercourses.

(6) A Party which fails to comply with any obligations laid down in this
article shall compensate the other Party for the damage resulting therefrom.

Article 14

The natural flow of frontier waters in inundated areas may not be altered
or obstructed by the erection of installations or structures in the water or on
the banks, or by any other works, unless the Parties so agree.

Article 15

(1) The beds of frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out on sectors to
be determined jointly by the competent authorities of the Parties.

(2) In cleaning out the beds of frontier watercourses, the substances
removed shall be placed at such a distance as to prevent any subsidence of
the banks, any obstruction of the beds or any reduction in the flow of water.



Article 16

(1) The two Parties may freely engage in the floating of timber over the
whole length of the frontier water, including those places where both banks
belong to the territory of the other Party.

(2) The dates and order of priority for the launching and floating of
timber shall be determined by the competent authorities of the Parties,
which shall notify each other thereof not less than two months in advance;
the commencement of floating operations shall be notified not less than
five days in advance.

Article 17

(1) In order to ensure the normal floating of timber the competent
authorities of the two Parties may by common agreement permit workmen
to land on the bank of the other Party and construct temporary installations
for timber launching and floating or for clearing the bank of floating timber.

(2) Details concerning the time and place of landing workmen on the
bank of the other State for the purpose of carrying out the work referred to in
paragraph I shall be agreed upon by the competent authorities of the Parties
not less than five days in advance.

(3) Any person who floats timber on frontier waters and the floating
timber itself shall be subject to customs control.

Article 18

(1) All floating timber shall be provided with a special marking. For
this purpose the competent authorities of the two Parties shall, by mutual
agreement, establish specimen markings and communicate them to each
other.

(2) In cases where the floating timber is stripped of its bark, the bark
must not be deposited in the beds of frontier watercourses.

Article 19

(1) The two Parties shall maintain the existing structures and installa-
tions in frontier waters (dams, dykes and the like). No removal or re-
construction of any such structure or installation which is liable to entail
a change in the bed or in the level of the water in the territory of the other
Party may be carried out except with the consent of both Parties.

(2) New bridges, ferries, dams, dykes, sluices, bank supports and other
hydraulic installations shall not be erected in frontier waters except by
agreement between the two Parties.

CHAPTER III

FISHING, HUNTING AND FORESTRY

Article 22

(1) Fishing in frontier waters shall be permitted up to the frontier line,
unless the Parties agree otherwise.



(2) Person' fishing in frontier waters shall not be permitted:
(a) To use explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances entailing the mass

destruction of or damage to the fish population;
(b) To fish al: night, except in the river Danube.

(3) The co:mpetent frontier authorities of the two Parties shall notify each
other in advance of the time and place of night fishing on the Danube.

(4) Arrangements for the protection and breeding of fish in frontier
waters, the prohibition of fishing for certain species of fish, the dates of the
fishing season and other matters relating to fishing shall be determined by
special agreement between the Parties.

(5) Persons who engage in fishing shall be subject to customs control.
The fish caught by fishermen in frontier waters shall be exempt from customs
duties and charges.

FINAL PROTOCOL

IV

Ad Articles 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the Treaty

The regulations concerning the Danube as an international waterway are
contained in the Convention on the regime of navigation on the Danube,
signed at Belgrade on 18 August 19481

V

Ad Articles 13, 15, 19 and 20 of the Treaty

Should it become necessary, in carrying out joint work, to bring technical
equipment and materials into the territory of the other Party, such equip-
ment and materials shall, when passing the State frontier, be subject to
customs control but exempt from customs duties and taxes. Machinery
for the work (tractors, scrapers, etc.) crossing the State frontiers shall be
registered without being required to deposit a customs bond.

VI

Ad Article 17 of the Treaty

Workmen who cross into the territory of the other Party shall not be
permitted to take with them anything other than the tools, means of trans-
port, food, beverages and tobacco required for the period of work. The
temporary customs exemption on vehicles shall be governed by the provi-
sions and agreements in force.

I See supra, Treaty No. 121, p. 420



Czechoslovakia-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

165. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIA-
LIST REPUBLICS AND THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC
CONCERNING THE R] GIME OF THE SOVIET-CZECHO-
SLOVAK FRONTIER AND THE PROCEDURE FOR THE
SETTLEMENT OF FRONTIER INCIDENTS. SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, ON 30 NOVEMBER 19562

CHAPTER II

Regulations governing the use of frontier waters and of railways and main roads
intersecting the frontier line

ARTICLE 10. 1. The term frontier waters in this Agreement means the
river Uzh from frontier mark No. 317 to frontier mark No. 321.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate measures to ensure
that in the use of frontier waters the provisions of this Agreement are ob-
served and the relevant rights and interests of the other Contracting Party
are respected.

ARTICLE 13. Nationals of the two Contracting Parties may fish in
frontier waters up to the frontier line.

ARTICLE 14. 1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the frontier
waters are kept clean and are not artificially polluted or fouled in any way.
They shall also take measures to prevent damage to the banks of the frontier
river Uzh.

2. In order to prevent displacement of the bed of the frontier river
Uzh, its banks must be strengthened wherever the competent authorities of
the Contracting Parties jointly consider it necessary. These operations shall
be executed and the relevant expenditure defrayed by the Contracting
Party to which the bank belongs.

ARTICLE 15. The natural flow of water in frontier watercourses and in
the adjacent areas inundated in time of flood may not be altered or obstructed
to the detriment of the other Party by the erection or reconstruction of
buildings either in the water or on the banks.

ARTICLE 16. 1. Frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out on the
sectors where such work is jointly considered essential by the competent
authorities of the two Contracting Parties. The cost of cleaning in such
cases shall be equally divided between the two Contracting Parties.

1 Came into force on 30 March 1957, upon the exchange of the instruments
of ratification at Prague, in accordance with article 44.

2t United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 266, p. 302.



2. The cleaning of those sectors of frontier waters which are situated
wholly in the territory of one of the Contracting Parties shall be carried out
by that Party at its own expense as the need arises.

3. In cleaning out frontier waters, the earth and stones removed shall
be thrown out 1:o such a distance from the bank and levelled down in such
a way as to avoid any danger of the banks, falling in or of the river bed
being polluted and so as to prevent the flow of water in time of flood being
obstructed.

ARTICLE 17. Existing dams and other installations on frontier water-
courses shall be preserved. New dams and other installations may not be
erected except by agreement between the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 19. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall
exchange as regularly as possible such information concerning the level and
volume of, and ice on, frontier waters as might avert damage or danger
from flooding or from drifting ice.

Denmark-Germany

166. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN DENMARK AND GERMANY
RELATING TO WATERCOURSES AND DIKES ON THE
GERMAN-DANISH FRONTIER, TOGETHER WITH A FINAL
PROTOCOL AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FRONTIER
WATER COMMISSION AND THE SUPREME FRONTIER
WATER COMMISSION, ATTACHED AS ANNEX TO THE
TREATY 2 BETWEEN BOTH COUNTRIES CONCERNING
THE SETTLEMENT OF QUESTIONS ARISING OUT OF
THE TRANSFER TO DENMARK OF THE SOVEREIGNTY
OVER NORTH SLESVIG, SIGNED AT COPENHAGEN,
APRIL 10, 19223

A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article I

LIST OF FRONTIER WATERCOURSES

The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to the following watercourses,
lakes and streams, portions of which constitute the boundary between Ger-
many and Denmark, i.e.

The exchange of ratifications took place at Berlin on 7 June, 1922.
2 See article x (3) of the Treaty [League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. io,

1). 187].
1 Ibid., p. 201.
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(1) The stretch of the Krusaa between Nyhus Lake (frontier post No. 43)
and the Flensburg Fiord;

(2) The channel between the Jardelund and the Frcesle meadows
(from frontier post No. 93 to its junction with the SkelbcEk at frontier
stone No. 124);

(3) The Skelbcrk from frontier stone No. 124 to frontier stone No. 155;
(4) The Gammelaa from frontier stone No. 157 to its junction with the

Sdnderaa at frontier stone No. 191;
(5) The S6nderaa from frontier stone No. 191 to its junction with the

Vidaa including the connecting canals to and from the Haasberg Lake;
(6) The Ruderbbl Lake, subject, however, to the provisions of Article 55.
The provisions shall also apply to the channel and canal systems connected

up with watercourses Nos. 1 to 5.

Article 2

FRONTIER WATER COMMISSION

A Frontier Water Commission shall be established for the purpose of
examining and deciding all matters connected with the watercourses
mentioned in Article 1. The Commission shall be appointed for a period
of six years and shall, whenever the matter relates to a watercourse within
the district (Kreis) of Flensburg or South Tondern, consist of a member
chosen by the district committee of the district of Flensburg or South
Tondern, and whenever the matter relates to a watercourse in the Danish
Country (Amt) of T6nder or Aabenraa, of a member chosen by the District
Council of T6nder or Aabenraa; it shall further consist of two judges or
senior administrative officials appointed by the German and Danish Gov-
ernments respectively, whose judicial or administrative departments do not
lie in any of the above districts (Kreise) or counties (Amter).

One of the last mentioned persons will act as president during the first
three years and the other during the remaining three years. The first
president shall be chosen by lot. Subsequently the change of president will
be so arranged that a president appointed by one Government will always
be succeeded by a president appointed by the other Government.

The judge or administrative official who does not act as president shall be
entitled to be present at the sittings of the Commission and to express his
opinion with regard to the matter in hand. He shall, however, have no
vote. The place and time of the sittings shall be communicated to him in
due course.

A deputy shall be appointed for each member and he shall sit on the
Commission if the member should be prevented from attending.

If the question at issue should concern landed property, which lies within
both German districts or within both Danish counties, the two German
district committees or the two Danish county councils shall come to an
agreement as to which of the two elected German or Danish members shall
sit on the Commission.

Article 3

SUPREME FRONTIER WATER COMMISSION

Appeal may be made from the decision of the Frontier Water Commission
-subject to the exception mentioned in Article 6-to a Supreme Frontier
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Water Commision as a court of final appeal. The Supreme Frontier Water
Commission shall be set up in each special case as occasion may require. It
shall consist of two members appointed by the German Government and
two by the Danish Government, together with a president appointed by the
Netherlands Government, who must be a man of legal training and tho-
roughly conversant with the matters in question.

Notice of appeal must be given to the president of the Frontier Water
Commission within eight weeks after that Commission has given judgment.
The president shall then arrange for the Supreme Frontier Water Commis-
sion to be set up by applying for that purpose to the German and Danish
Governments (to the German and to the Danish Ministries for Foreign
Affairs).

The person giving notice of appeal shall, if called upon to do so by the
president of the Frontier Water Commission, give security for the costs of the
appeal proceedings.

The appeal may be withdrawn at any time. Any costs which have
already been incurred shall be borne by the person who has given notice of
appeal.

Article 4

COETS ARISING OUT OF THE WORK OF THE COMMISSIONS

The Frontier Water Commission and the Supreme Frontier Water
Commission shall determine in each individual case who must bear the
costs arising out of the work of the Commission, including the technical
preparatory work and other investigations.

If the Partie:s concerned are not directly liable for the costs in accordance
with the following provisions, such costs shall be paid in the form of ad-
vances by the district or country concerned. This payment shall be effected,
as far as possible, according to the proportion in which the German and
Danish properties respectively will have to bear the costs as a whole. If the
costs which have been incurred are not chargeable to the district or county,
the parties shall pay the costs with or without interest at a date or dates
fixed in accordance with the decision of the district committee or county
council concerned. If payment should not be made voluntarily, legal
measures may be taken to recover the costs.

Statutes of the Commissions

The procedure of the Frontier Water Commission and of the Supreme
Frontier Water Commission shall in other respects be governed by the
annexed Statutes, which may be modified only by agreement between the
two Contracting Governments.

B. UPKEEP OF FRONTIER WATERCOURSES

Article 5

CONTENTS OF REGULATIONS

Regulations shall be drawn up as soon as possible, in cases in which this
has not already been done, with regard to the watercourses mentioned in
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Article 1. They shall contain, in addition to an exact description of the
watercourse, detailed provisions regarding the configuration, course and
gradient of the watercourse, regarding the condition of underground
conduits, dams, locks and bridges, regarding the level of water for the
mills or any other water installations and dams on the watercourse, and
regarding the upkeep of the watercourse. It shall, in particular, be stated
who is liable for the upkeep of the watercourse and, further, how the work
of upkeep is to be executed, at what dates the customary cleaning is to be
effected, when inspection is to be made and also whether and in what
manner special supervision of the watercourse is to be carried out.

Mention shall be made in each set of regulations of the decisions, agree-
ments or customs upon which they are based.

Existing regulations shall be re-examined and additions to them made if
necessary.

WATER LEVELS

In the case of each dam which already exists, in accordance with the
law, or which may subsequently be authorized, water levels shall be estab-
lished for the purpose of indicating the height of water which is permissible.
Different water levels may be established for different seasons of the year,
including if necessary a fixed minimum level. All water levels shall be
indicated by reference to fixed points by means of clear and durable marks.
They must be accessible to those persons responsible for their supervision.

The cost of establishing or altering a water level shall be borne by persons
possessing damming rights. Costs arising out of unjustified objections or
claims are, however, chargeable to the person making the objection or
claim.

The cost of the upkeep and renewal of water level marks shall be borne
by the persons possessing damming rights.

Article 6

FRAMING OF REGULATIONS

The regulations shall be framed or re-examined jointly by the head
district official (Landrat) of the German Kreis concerned and by the head
county official (Amtmann) of the Danish county concerned, with the
necessary technical assistance.

Before the beginning of these proceedings all persons who claim to have
special rights shall be called upon by means of a notification in the local
German and Danish newspapers to submit their claims within a time limit
of three weeks. As soon as the head district official and the head county
official have jointly prepared the draft regulations these shall - after notifi-
cation in the local newspapers - be exhibited for inspection during a period
of four weeks. After consideration of any objections which may then be
made, the form of the regulations will be finally settled.

If an objection is not recognized as being well founded, notice against
such decision may be made to the Frontier Water Commission.

If the head district official and the head county official are unable to
agree to a joint draft, both drafts shall be exhibited for inspection as already
provided. After the time limit already mentioned has elapsed, the matter
shall be decided by the Frontier Water Commission.
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If a unanimous decision is arrived at by the three members of the Commis-
sion, it shall be final.

If the decision is not unanimous, appeal may be made to the Supreme
Frontier Water Commission, on condition that the party appealing gives
security for all costs in connection with the appeal.

All other costs in connection with the drawing up of the regulations shall
be borne in equal parts by the district and county concerned.

The final regulations shall be printed, together with a list of the names
of the persons responsible for the upkeep and particulars of their landed
property as given in the cadastral and land registers. Copies shall be sent
to the Councils of all communes in which there are estates under the obliga-
tions of taking part in the unkeep of the watercourse.

If alterations are subsequently made in the apportionment of the liability for
upkeep (allocations) the Councils of the communes shall be informed
accordingly.

Article 7

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS

Amendments may be introduced into the regulations, according to the
above-mentioned procedure, by the authorities which drew up the regula-
tions under the terms of Article 6.

If changes occur in the actual conditions with which the regulations deal,
the latter shall be amended accordingly, without delay.

Article 8

LIABILITY FOR GENERAL UPKEEP

The liability for the upkeep of the watercourses mentioned in Article 1.
falls, in accordance with the regulations heretofore in force, either upon
the riparian proprietors alone or upon them together with other proprietors
to whom the existence and the good condition of the watercourses is of use
or advantage.

Article 9

COMPENSATION IN CONNECTION WITH GENERAL UPKEEP

In connection with the general upkeep, the riparian proprietors must give
permission for the deposit without compensation of earth, stones, gravel,
sand, wood, etc., on the banks, and they must provide for the removal
thereof in so far as such removal is essential for the maintenance of a free
flow of water and is possible without imposing an excessive burden on the
proprietors.

The person liable for the upkeep, together with his duly authorized
agents, shall be entitled, in connection with the preparation and execution
of the work of upkeep, to enter and move freely over the riparian land and
to deposit materials there for the time being. Compensation shall be given
for any damage resulting from such action.

If the matter cannot be settled by agreement, the amount of the compensa-
tion shall be determined by the Frontier Water Commission.



Article 10

COSTS OF UPKEEP

The sums to be paid as compensation in connection with the upkeep,
together with the cost of the work undertaken for the maintenance of the
watercourses, shall, in so far as the work is not carried out by the persons
themselves who are liable therefor, be paid for in the form of advances by
the district or county concerned, as far as possible according to the pro-
portion in which the expenditure as a whole is chargeable to the German or
Danish estates. These advances will be repaid with or without interest at a
date or dates fixed in accordance with the decision of the district committee
or county council concerned.

If the money is not paid voluntarily, legal measures may be taken to
recover the advances.

Article 11

LIABILITY FOR UPKEEP IN CONNECTION WITH DIVISIONS OF LAND

If a landed property which must contribute towards the upkeep is
divided up, the burden falling upon such property shall be apportioned by
the competent district committee or county council at the cost of the owners
of the component parts of the property, among such parts as continue to
benefit by the watercourse.

The proprietors of the divided landed property are under the obligation
themselves to cause such apportionment to be made. Until such action has
been taken, each of them shall be responsible for the whole of the contribution
payable in respect of the property which is divided up. Each part-owner
may, within four weeks after receiving notification of the apportionment,
give notice of objection to the Frontier Water Commission.

Article 12

LIABILITY TO CONTRIBUTE IN THE CASE OF USUFRUCTUARIES

The liability for the ordinary upkeep of the watercourse falls primarily
upon the person possessing the usufruct of the land in question; the owner
may, however, also be called upon to fulfil such liability if the contribution
cannot be recovered from the person in question.

Article 13

DECISIONS REGARDING LIABILITY FOR GENERAL UPKEEP

If any person concerned desires to obtain the decision of the Frontier
Water Commission with regard to questions which relate exclusively to
liability for general upkeep, he must make an application to the Commission
himself. The costs shall in this case be borne, not by the district or county,
but by the person concerned; the amount shall be determined by the
Commission.

Article 14

SUPERVISION OF FRONTIER WATERCOURSES

The supervision of the frontier watercourses shall be carried out on the
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German side by the Chairman of the competent Supervisory Board (Schau-
amt), or by the Dike-grave as the case may be and on the Danish side by
the District Water Inspector, appointed for the county concerned. These
persons shall jointly carry out inspections at regular intervals, as laid down
in the regulations, and they shall inform the head district official on the
German side and the head county official on the Danish side of any defects
which they may discover. The latter shall cause any work which has been
left undone to be carried out at the cost of the negligent party, and in certain
circumstances and more particularly in the case of a repetition of the offence,
they may take steps to secure the punishment of the offender.

The money required to pay the cost of the work carried out at the expense
of the negligent party, together with the cost of any inspection rendered
necessary by such neglect, may, if not paid voluntarily, be recovered as a
result of legal proceedings.

C. REGULARISATION OF FRONTIER WATERCOURSES

Article 15

PROPOSALS FOR REGULARISATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE PREPARATION OF

THE REGULATIONS

If the head district official (Landrat) or head county official (Amtmann)
is of opinion, in drawing up a set of regulations, that there is good reason
for making alterations in any matters concerning the watercourse, or if
detailed proposals cause him, in accordance with Paragraphs 2 and 3 of
Article 6, to adopt suggestions of such a nature with the result that the
question of a legal regularisation of the watercourse arises, the matter shall
be laid by him before the Frontier Water Commission, together with a plan
for regularisation and the necessary technical preparatory work.

Article 16

DECISIONS REGARDING REGULARISATION

When the Frontier Water Commission assembles to consider a proposal
for the regularisation of one of the watercourses in question, in accordance
with Article 15, it will first of all investigate all the circumstances of the
case and will give an opportunity to all persons concerned to express their
opinion and to put forward objections or suggestions regarding the proposed
regularisation in accordance with the provisions of Article 31. It will then
be decided whether and to what extent the proposed regularisation shall be
carried out, and, if it is decided to proceed with the matter, what plan shall
be adopted.

In such investigations the general advantages which the proposed regu-
larisation would confer must be weighed against the expenditure entailed,
and also incidental disturbance or damage.

The proposed regularisation may consist in:
1. The establishment of a new bed and the carrying out of high water

regularisation, or

2. Other improvements of a more extensive character than those consti-
tuting ordinary upkeep.

The artificial creation of new land adjacent to riparian land shall be
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regarded as an improvement of the same nature as those mentioned in this
paragraph under No. 2.

Article 17

DETAILED PROVISIONS REGARDING RECULARISATION

Detailed and exhaustive provisions shall be issued regarding the carrying
out of the regularisation, including the scope and conditions thereof, and
the time limits to be observed. All the objections or proposals put forward
in connection with the regularisation, shall, in the absence of agreement, be
dealt with by means of an official decision.

The fact that matters concerning a watercourse have already been
regulated at an earlier date by means of agreements or decisions shall not
necessarily prevent the issue of new and different regulations regarding the
same matter if either the facts upon which the former arrangement was based
have subsequently undergone modification, or experience has shown that
the earlier arrangement does not in essential particulars fulfil its purpose.
Care must, however, be taken in this connection to see that no lawfully
obtained right is impaired without full compensation.

Article 18

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP OF LANDS SEPARATED FROM AN ESTATE

If in the future a watercourse in consequence of regularisation, traverses
an estate in such a manner that part of the estate is situated on one bank and
part on the other, the Frontier Water Commission shall endeavour to effect
an appropriate change of ownership, either by means of a transfer subject
to compensation in money or by means of an exchange. If a friendly
agreement cannot be reached, the Frontier Water Commission may, in cases
in which local conditions render such a course necessary, by means of a
decision, order and enforce the exchange of plots of land of the same value
or the addition of plots belonging to one owner to a plot belonging to another
owner subject to the payment of compensation in money.

Action of the last-mentioned character may, however, only be taken in
cases in which not more than one hectare of land is actually added to any
single plot of land.

Any person who takes over in this way, subject to compensation, a plot of
land which has been separated from another estate, may choose whether he
will pay for it in a single sum or in annual instalments.

After any measure of regularisation has been carried out, the head
district official (Landrat) or head county official (Amtmann) shall, without
delay, cause the plots of land which have changed hands to be measured and
the necessary alterations to be made in the survey records and in the land
register. The change of ownership shall be effected by the entry in the land
register.

If an exchange is made of plots of land of equal value, the new plot of
land shall exactly replace the former from a legal point of view.

The tenant of the estate from which a portion has been separated subject
to compensation in money, has the right to give notice up to the end of the
current economic year, unless he has suffered no serious damage in conse-
quence of the division of land.

If the lease remains in force, the tenant has the right during the period
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of the lease to receive payment to the extent of 4% per annum of the
money compensation, or, if the compensation is paid in instalments, of the
capitalized value of such instalments.

Article 19

ALTERATIONS OF THE FRONTIER

In drawing up the regularisation plans for the watercourses mentioned
in Article 1, the following rules adopted by the International Boundary
Commission in its statement of September 3, 1921, with regard to the
frontier, shall also be observed:

" Les projets de r~gularisation des cours d'eau-fronti&es pourront tre
mis h execution apr~s accord entre les deux Etats, As condition que les
changements envisaggs par ces projets soient de peu d'importance et
n'atteignent pas au total une superficie de plus de 4 hectares par kilom&tre
en moyenne. La ligne frontire suivra alors en gdngral la ligne mgdiane du
cours d'eau-frontiire regularis6."

Stretches of watercourses on the frontier, which have been artificially
altered, shall be measured by surveyors belonging to both Parties on the
basis of the frontier survey work. Supplementary official records in regard
to this matter shall be drawn up in duplicate in the German and Danish
languages by the head district officials (Landrate) or head county officials
(Amtmanner). All relevant documents shall be forwarded by the head of the
Government in Sleswig to the Boundary Office in Berlin or by the head
county officials to the Danish Government in Copenhagen.

Article 20

COSTS OF REGULARISATION

All proprietors of land which may be expected to benefit from the regu-
larisation, no matter whether their land is bounded by the watercourse
or not, are under the obligation to pay a share of the cost of the regularisation
work or to undertake a part of any work imposed in accordance with
Article 22.

The share of each owner shall be determined according to the advantage
which accrues to him from the regularisation. In the practical application
of this principle of apportionment due regard shall, however, be paid to
local conditions in deciding each individual case.

The sums to be paid as compensation in connection with regularisation
together with the cost of the work of regularisation shall, in so far as the
work is not carried out by the person himself who is liable therefor, be paid
in the form of advances by the district (Kreis) or county (Amt) concerned,
as far as possible according to the proportion in which the expenditure as
a whole is chargeable to the German or Danish estates. These advances
will be repaid with or without interest, at a date or dates fixed in accordance
with the decision of the proper district committee or county council con-
cerned.

If the money is not paid voluntarily, legal measures may be taken to
recover it.
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LIABILITY TO CONTRIBUTE IN THE CASE OF USUFRUCTUARIES

The proprietor shall pay the contribution due from land in respect of the
regularisation of the watercourse, even if the land is in the possession of a
usufructuary.

Agreements to the contrary between the owner and the usufructuary
will not be recognized by the authorities.

Article 22

EXECUTION OF REGULARISATION WORK

Notice of the work necessitated by the regularisation of the watercourses
shall be published in both countries, and the work shall be entrusted to the
person submitting the lowest tender, subject to the giving of satisfactory
security for the execution of the work. If no tender is obtained which
appears to the Frontier Water Commission to be acceptable, the contract
may be given without tender. If it should appear desirable, the Frontier
Water Commission may, however, direct that certain regularisation work
on a small scale should be carried out by the parties concerned on their own
account.

Article 23

SUPERVISION OF REGULARISATION WORK

The supervision of regularisation work shall be carried out in common by
the chairman of the Supervisory Board (Schauamt) or by the Dike-grave
(Deichgraf) on the German side and the District Water Inspector (Amts-
wasserinspektor) on the Danish side. Differences of opinion which may
arise shall be submitted to the Frontier Water Commission for its decision.

Article 24

FAILURE TO CARRY OUT WORK

If an owner who is under the obligation to carry out certain work does not
execute it properly, the chairman of the Supervisory Board or the Dike-grave
or the District Water Inspector shall report the matter to the head district
official or head county official. The latter shall arrange for the work to be
carried out at the cost of the defaulting party.

All expenses connected with such work may, if not paid voluntarily, be
recovered by means of legal proceedings.

Article 25

INSTALLATIONS RENDERED NECESSARY BY THE REGULARISATION

Any person undertaking the regularisation of one of the watercourses
mentioned in Article 1 shall erect the installations which are required for
the protection of land and the works necessary to guard against danger and
damage, if such installations are closely related to the undertaking and
economically justifiable. He must also take such measures as the public
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interest may require. These will include such alterations in public and
private roads and in the bridges situated on these roads as are rendered
necessary by the regularisation. The person responsible for the upkeep of
the roads and bridges shall, without prejudice to any special liabilities,
contribute to the cost a sum equivalent to the amount which he saves in
consequence of the alterations, and which he would otherwise have had to
spend in order to discharge his liability for upkeep. If, however, the re-
construction or alteration renders the work of upkeep more expensive in the
future without benefiting the person responsible for the upkeep of the bridges
and roads, suitable compensation shall be paid to him.

Article 26

COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY REGULARISATION

Any person who suffers loss or damage in consequence of the regularisation
or of the alteration in the condition of the watercourse occasioned by such
regularisation has the right to claim full compensation from the person who
benefits by the work in question. The matter shall be decided by the
Frontier Water Commission.

The riparian proprietors must permit, subject to compensation, the
erection at or in the watercourse of subsidiary works necessary to carry out
the regularisation of a river bed, the deposit of earth, stones, gravel, sand
wood, etc., on the land on the banks, the transport to and fro of such materials
and the storing and transport to and fro of building materials, and must also
grant regular right of access to the workmen and inspectors.

These provisions are also applicable to land situated behind the riparian
land and to the proprietors thereof.

In the absence of agreement, the Frontier Water Commission shall
determine the amount of compensation.

Article 27

LIABILITY FOR UPKEEP AFTER REGULARISATION

If the cost of upkeep is increased by the regularisation of a watercourse,
the increase shall be apportioned among all the proprietors to whom the
regularisation is of use or advantage, regardless of the fact whether they
previously shared in the cost of upkeep or not.

Article 28

SUBSEQUENT PROPOSALS FOR REGULARISATION

Proposals for regularisation or for the alteration of previous measures of
regularisation may also be laid before the competent head district or head
county official at a later date by any person concerned. The head district
or head county official shall submit such proposal to the Frontier Water
Commission. The person making the proposal shall, if called upon to do so,
provide adequate security for all costs which the proceedings may entail.



D. ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW AND ALTERATION OF EXISTING WORKS

Article 29

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The establishment of new, or the extensive alteration of existing works on
any of the watercourses mentioned in Article 1, requires the authorization
of the Frontier Water Commission.

This provision shall apply in particular to the right:
(1) Of using and consuming water, especially the right of diverting it

directly or indirectly and above or beneath the land surface;
(2) Of conveying water or other liquids directly or indirectly and over or

under the land surface;
(3) Of lowering or raising the level of the water, especially the right

of causing a permanent accumulation of water, by checking the flow of
the stream.

The watercourse may not be used in such a manner that:
(1) The height of the tidal water would be altered or the water polluted

to the detriment of other persons;
(2) The height of the water would be so altered that prejudice would be

caused to others in the exercise of their rights or that harm would be done
to the land of others;

(3) Additional burdens would be placed on any other party for the
upkeep of watercourses or their banks, unless the advantages which may be
obtained by means of the works are greatly in excess of the loss or damage
anticipated. If the proposed use of the watercourse is likely to prove highly
detrimental to the public interest, authorization should be refused or
granted only upon conditions which would take the public interest fully
into account.

An application relating to drainage should in general be given precedence
over applications dealing with other improvements.

The works should, as a rule, be so constructed that the water which is
not employed in the works themselves should be conveyed back into the
original watercourse in such a way that the water is not caused to flow round
a property abutting on the watercourse unless the owners and usufructuaries
of the property have given their consent.

In the case of works on a large scale, the Frontier Water Commission
may, however, direct that the water should be caused to flow round one or
more properties adjacent to the watercourse, or that the water shall be
discharged into another watercourse without regard to the opposition of the
parties concerned. In such cases, compensation shall be granted to persons
suffering prejudice for any loss and damage caused.

Protective measures taken in cases of necessity when danger is threatening
require no authorization. If, however, they become permanent, authoriza-
tion shall be obtained when the immediate danger has been averted.

Article 30

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN MAKING APPLICATIONS

The necessary drawings and explanations shall be attached to all appli-
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cations for the erection of new works or the alteration of existing works in
accordance with Article 29. Applications shall be laid before the head
district official or head county official concerned whose duty it is to submit
them to the Frontier Water Commission, subject, if necessary, to the provi-
sion of suitable security for the costs.

If the Frontier Water Commission is definitely of opinion that a proposal
should not be adopted, it may at once reject such proposal by means of a
decision in which the reasons for the rejection are given.

In other cases, the proposed use of the watercourse shall be brought
to the notice of the public in the manner which is customary in the locality
in all Communes or manorial districts (Gutsbezirke), the land of which
might be affected by the operation of the works in the event of their being
authorized.

Further, the attention of all persons who will clearly suffer damage from
the authorization of the works shall be drawn to the public notification by
means of registered letters.

Article 31

CONTENTS OF NOTIFICATIONS

Notifications shall state where the drawings and explanations which have
been submitted may be inspected, and shall mention the authorities to
which objections to the authorization and also applications for theerection
.and upkeep of installations for the prevention of damage, or applications for
compensation shall be addressed in writing or be made orally in official
form. A time limit shall also be fixed for lodging objections or making
applications. The period allowed shall be not less than two, and not more
than six weeks. It shall begin to run from the day following that upon which
the gazette containing the final notification is published.

It shall be stated in the notification that all persons who have not
lodged any objection or made any application within the time limit fixed
shall lose their rights in that connection, but that applications for the
erection and upkeep of installations or for compensation may be made at a
later date if they are based upon damage which could not be foreseen during
the period covered by the time limit.

Even after the expiration of the appointed time a person who has suffered
damage shall not be debarred from submitting a claim provided he can
show that he was prevented by circumstances over which he had no control
from submitting such claim within the time limit.

The right of establishing claims after the expiration of the appointed time
is subject to prescription three years after the date on which the person who
suffered damage learned of the existence of such damage.

The same time limit shall also be fixed in the notification for other
applications for the authorization of a particular use of the watercourse by
which the use proposed by the first applicant would be restricted. It shall
also be made clear that applications of this kind made after the expiration
of the appointed time in connection with the same matter will not be taken
into consideration.

A suitable additional period may be allowed for the production of
evidence.



Article 32

CONTENTS OF DECISIONS

The decision of the Frontier Water Commission shall contain an exact
description of the rights conferred and of the undertakings in respect of
which they are conferred, and, if the rights are bound up with the ownership
of landed property, an exact description of such property.

In the case of a grant of damming rights the decision shall further contain
provisions:

(1) Regarding the construction of works which affect the volume of
water flowing or the height of the tide;

(2) Regarding the times of damming which are to be observed;
(3) Regarding the height of the water which has been fixed and, if the

water must be kept at a fixed minimum, regarding that height also;
(4) Regarding the quantity of water to be used if its restriction is

necessary;
(5) Regarding measures necessary for protection against damage from

tides.

Article 33

MEASURES FOR THE PREVENTION OF ILLEGAL INSTALLATIONS

Should any person without proper authorization establish installations,
as mentioned in Article 29, on a watercourse, or should he be responsible
for damage to a watercourse caused by cattle breaking loose, by earth or
rubbish being thrown into the stream, by fences, hedges or the sloping banks
of the watercourse being broken down, etc., the competent head district
official or head county official may cause the damage to be repaired at the
cost of the person concerned, or may cause the installations which occa-
sioned the damage to be removed if the person concerned does not remove
them himself when called upon to do so. The guilty party may also be
punished.

If such installations already exist on the watercourse, the head district
or head county official may insist upon their removal if he obtains a decision
of the Frontier Water Commission to the effect that the installations cannot
be maintained without doing harm to the watercourse. If the person
concerned asserts that he has obtained on special grounds the right to
maintain such installations, and if this claim is not allowed by the head
district or official or the head county official, the latter shall lay the matter
before the ordinary Courts for their decision.

If the water is dammed by means of a work up to a height which exceeds
the specified water-level, the owner of the work or the person using it may
be fined if he is responsible for the infringement of the regulations. He shall
also make good all damage due to the illegal damming.

The money required to pay the cost of the work to be carried out in this
connection, at the expense of the person concerned and the cost of the
necessary inspection, including the charges in respect of compensation which
may be imposed on him may, if not paid voluntarily, be recovered as a result
of legal proceedings.



Article 34

IRRIGATION WORKS

In general, the water which is taken for purposes of irrigation from one
of the watercourses mentioned in Article I may only be used for the irrigation
of land abutting on the watercourse. If, however, the quantity of water
available is sufficient, the Frontier Water Commission may, as regards
larger irrigation works erected by associations (see Article 40), allow the
owners of land situated in the neighbourhood of the watercourse in question
but not directly bordering on the watercourse, to take part in the irrigation.
Special regard shall be had in this connection to the land across which the
canals and conduit pipes required for the irrigation works must be con-
structed. (See Article 38.)

In deciding whether the use of the water may be granted to persons
other than the riparian proprietors, care shall also be taken to ensure that
no noticeable diminution in the quantity of water is occasioned to the
detriment of land adjacent to the watercourse below the irrigation works.

Article 35

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER IN CONNECTION WITH IRRIGATION WORKS

The proprietors on both banks of any one of the watercourses mentioned
in Article 1 have equal rights as regards the use of the water, so that, if
irrigation works are erected upon one bank, only half of the water of the
watercourses may be assigned to these works. The Frontier Water Com-
mission shall establish detailed regulations for the apportionment of the
water in connection with the erection of irrigation works.

If, however, all the proprietors and usufructuaries of the land on the
opposite bank of the watercourse between the point at which the water
is diverted and the point at which it re-enters the watercourse give their
assent, more than half the water may be applied to irrigation works on one
bank.

Article 36

COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY IRRIGATION WORKS

If irrigation works on one bank of any of the watercourses mentioned
in Article 1 cause loss or damage to proprietors on the other bank by making
the land too dry or in any other way, and if such loss or damage is not
counterbalanced by the advantages derived from the works by the parties
concerned, e.g., by improved drainage, or if the Frontier Water Commission
has not been able to prevent such loss or damage by suitable measures,
the Frontier Water Commission shall grant compensation to the parties
prejudiced, to be paid by those persons who have interests in the irrigation
works.

Such compensation is to be fixed, in the absence of agreements to the
contrary, on an annual basis, and it may subsequently be reduced or in-
creased by the Commission, according as to whether the damage sus-
tained is reduced or increased as a result of altered circumstances.



Article 37

OBLIGATIONS OF RIPARIAN AND OTHER PROPRIETORS

The riparian proprietors and the owners of land which is not directly
situated on the watercourse must, subject to compensation, grant the use of
the necessary ground for the erection of the works mentioned in Article 29,
including places for working and for storage. The works may also be
connected with land belonging to third parties on the other bank.
. A dam may, if considered desirable by the Frontier Water Commission,
be erected at a point on the watercourse situated higher up than any part
of the land to be irrigated, in such a manner that on both banks the instal-
lation rests on land belonging to third parties. Full compensation must be
given to the persons concerned in this case, in the same manner as for the
temporary use of land belonging to third parties in connection with the
erection, working and upkeep of the installation.

Article 38

CONSTRUCTION-OF CANALS AND CONDUITS ACROSS LAND OWNED BY

THIRD PARTIES

The main canal required for the installation of drainage or irrigation
works, together with other canals and conduits connected with the instal-
lation, may be constructed compulsorily across land belonging to the third
parties, if the Frontier Water Commission considers it to be necessary for
the successful establishment of the works. The Commission shall determine
the compensation which the person concerned may claim for loss and damage
sustained in connection with the works themselves and with their subsequent
upkeep. The conditions for the regular use of the works by other persons
shall likewise be established.

Article 39

SUBSEQUENT PART-USE OF DRAINAGE OR IRRIGATION WORKS

A proprietor who has not taken part in the construction of drainage or
irrigation works, and has, therefore, not contributed to the costs of such
works, may subsequently obtain permission to share in the use of the machi-
nery or other installations erected in connection with such works, for the
purpose of the drainage or irrigation of his land (e.g., a dam which primarily
belongs to drainage or irrigation works erected on the other bank, or the
water from a canal which forms part of an already existing drainage or
irrigation work, and which bounds or traverses his land). Permission shall,
however, only be granted if no serious prejudice can be caused by such
part-use to the persons who were associated in the original drainage or
irrigation works. The party concerned must pay a reasonable share of the
cost of the original works and of their future upkeep.

In the absence of a voluntary agreement, the Frontier Water Commission
shall decide whether, and if necessary, under what conditions such part-use
may be allowed.

Article 40

FORMATION OF DRAINAGE AND IRRIGATION ASSOCIATIONS

When more than five land owners or usufructuaries combine to erect
drainage -or irrigation works on one of the watercourses mentioned in



Article 1, they shall form a drainage or irrigation association. The conditions
of the association shall be determined by statutes agreed upon by all the
members, except in cases in which the head district official and the head
county official jointly exempt them from the necessity of having statutes in
consideration of the comparative unimportance of the works. Drainage or
irrigation works, in which more than five proprietors or usufructuaries are
interested, may not be constructed, and the number of the persons taking
part in already existing drainage or irrigation works may not be increased
to more than five, until statutes have been drawn up in conformity with the
provisions of this Article. All the parties concerned must give their assent
before such statutes are valid. The statutes also require the joint authoriza-
tion of the head district official and the head county official. If the latter
refuse to authorize the statutes, or if they cannot come to an agreement, their
authorization may be replaced by that of the Frontier Water Commission.
If an association is not formed in accordance with these regulations, it may
be prohibited from using the water of the watercourse in question until the
statutes have been authorized.

The statutes shall contain: a description of the works, a list of the landed
properties which share in the use of these works, together with particulars
regarding the proprietors and the lands, the name of the drainage or irriga-
tion association, its seat and legal position, regulations regarding the
governing body, and the rights and duties of the members, the use and up-
keep of the works of the association, the special obligations of the association
in its relations with third parties, the method of keeping accounts, the
admission and retirement of members, and the method of amending the
statutes.

Alterations in, or additions to, the statutes are subject to the provisions
contained in paragraph 1.

The statutes shall be published in the manner customary in the locality
in the communes and manorial districts in which the landed properties in
question are situated.

The rights conferred and duties imposed upon a member of the association
as such, pass without further formality to any person subsequently acquiring
the property in question.

As regards already existing drainage or irrigation works, the association
shall, within a year after the coming into force of this Agreement, comply
with the provisions of the first paragraph of this Article.

Persons participating in old or new drainage or irrigation works for which
statutes are not necessary, shall appoint a fully-authorized agent to represent
them jointly in dealing with third parties. Notification thereof shall be
given to the head district official or head county official.

Article 41

SUPERVISION OF DRAINAGE AND IRRIGATION WORKS

The inspectors mentioned in Article 14 shall be responsible for seeing
that canals and also dams, locks and bridges forming part of the drainage or
irrigation works situated on the watercourse are maintained in accordance
with the authorized plans and statutes.
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Defects shall be brought to the notice of the head district or county
official concerned by the inspectors. The head district official or head county
official may cause the work which has been neglected to be carried out,
and compel the parties who are responsible to fulfil their obligations in
accordance with Article 14.

If the head district official or the head county official is of opinion that
the original construction of the canals together with dams, locks and bridges
forming part of the drainage or irrigation works, is not in accordance with
the authorized plan, the matter may be brought before the Frontier Water
Commission by him, or by the participators in the drainage or irrigation
works. Should this Commission, or, if necessary, the Supreme Frontier
Water Commission, decide that the work which has been executed is not
in accordance with the authorized plan, action shall be taken in accordance
with the provisions contained at the end of paragraph 1 of Article 40.

Article 42

ARBITRARY ALTERATIONS IN DRAINAGE OR IRRIGATION WORKS

Persons interested in drainage or irrigation works who make alterations
of their own accord in the installations connected with the works, or who,
by their neglect, render alterations necessary, with the result that the
apportionment of the water prescribed or agreed to is altered to the detri-
ment of other persons, shall be punished.

E. USE OF WATERCOURSES

Article 43

COMMON USE OF THE WATER

All persons are entitled to use the water of the watercourses and lakes
mentioned in Article 1 for watering cattle, for washing and for ordinary
domestic requirements, provided that such use can be made without
trespassing upon the land of third parties.

The Frontier Water Commission may, at the request of the head district
official or the head county official concerned, control, restrict or prohibit
the common use of the water. Reasons shall be given for decisions in this
connection.

Article 44

EXISTING WORKS

Machinery authorized at the time of the coming into force of this Agree-
ment may not, in consequence of the use of the water by other persons, be
deprived of the water necessary for its working, to the extent which has
heretofore been customary. If the right to enlarge the works has been
established by means of an earlier authorization, the works may not be
deprived of the water necessary for the extended operations. (See, however,
Articles 17 and 29.)



Article 45

DISCHARGE OF HARMFUL SUBSTANCES INTO WATERCOURSES

If refuse or harmful substances are discharged into any of the watercourses
mentioned in Article 1 in consequence of operations carried out on the land
by mills, factories, dairy-farms, slaughter-houses etc., and if such refuse or
harmful substances seriously increase the work in connection with the clean-
ing of the watercourse, or cause floods which damage fishing, or which
inflict other injury on riparian proprietors, the persons who suffer damage
thereby are entitled to appeal to the Frontier Water Commission.

The fact that works have been authorized by the Frontier Water Commis-
sion does not release the person undertaking such works from the above-
mentioned responsibilities.

Article 46

DECISION REGARDING CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION

The decision shall state whether the complaint is justified, and if so, what
amount of compensation must be paid to each of the injured parties, who is
to pay the compensation, whether it is payable in a single sum or in the
form of an annual indemnity, and further, how the costs of the action are
to be defrayed. If the payment of an annual indemnity is ordered by way
of compensation, the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 36 shall be appli-
cable in cases in which one of the parties subsequently considers that his
interests are prejudiced.

Sums of money due in respect of compensation and in respect of the costs
of the proceedings may, if not paid voluntarily, be recovered as a result of
legal proceedings.

F. OTHER LEGAL PROVISIONS

Article 47

PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE

PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION

Compensation which is accorded to proprietors in respect of the division
of their lands or the diminution in the value of their lands consequent upon
the decision of the Commission or of a settlement arrived at in presence of
the Commission may only be paid to the proprietors subject to the rights of
mortgagees or of other persons possessing legal claims.

The President shall, for this purpose, cause an exact list to be drawn up
of the proprietors and landed properties, together with particulars from the
land register and the survey records and also of the sums due in respect of
compensation.

This list shall be published, together with a notification in which any
person who claims payment of the whole amount of compensation or of a
part thereof for the protection of his rights, shall be summoned to appear at a
particular date (time and place being given); notice shall be given that the
claims of any person to compensation will not be recognized if he should
fail to appear. The notification and list shall be published, at least 14 days
before the appointed date, in the newspapers which are employed in both
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countries for official notifications, and the notification shall also be published
in the local newspapers.

If no objection is raised at the appointed date to the payment of com-
pensation to a proprietor, such payment may be made to him.

If, on the contrary, objection is raised at the appointed date, efforts
shall be made to obtain an agreement between the proprietor and the
claimant. If such efforts do not succeed, the compensation money shall be
retained by the Commission until it has been determined by a decision of
the ordinary Courts to whom the money should be paid.

Article 48

OBLIGATION TO ALLOW SURVEYS, ETC., TO BE MADE

Every proprietor must permit levelling, surveys, or other technical pre-
paratory work and investigations which may be necessary in connection
with a plan for any contemplated measures of regularisation, drainage or
irrigation works to be carried out on his land. The fixed marks which are
necessary for these purposes may not be arbitrarily removed.

Information shall, however, be given by means of a public notification or
otherwise, at least one day in advance, of any intention to undertake
such work or investigations. Compensation shall be given for any damage
which may be caused.

Article 49

ROADS AND RAILWAYS TO BE REGARDED AS LANDED PROPERTIES

For the purposes of this Agreement public and private roads and railways
shall in general be treated as landed properties, regard being paid, however,
to their character as roads and railways.

Article 50

RECOVERY OF COSTS

In all cases in which the imposition of costs or the recovery of costs as a
result of legal proceedings is provided for in this Agreement, the laws of the
country concerned shall be applicable.

Article 51

PROVISIONS RELATING TO PENALTIES

Persons who, by performing or failing to perform some act, render them-
selves liable to punishment under the provisions of this Agreement, shall be
prosecuted and punished in accordance with the laws of the country con-
cerned. If the latter should not contain any special penalties, a fine shall be
imposed, which, however, must not exceed the maximum fine applicable in
similar cases under the laws of the country.

Fines which are inflicted in accordance with these provisions are payable
to the district or county in which the offence was committed unless otherwise
provided for by law.



Article 52

USE OF UNSTAMPED PAPER

Unstamped paper may be used for protocols, applications, summonses,
written statements, extracts, inventories and other documents which are
required in connection with the matters dealt with in this Agreement.

Article 53

LEGAL POSITION WITH REGARD TO WATERCOURSES WHICH ARE CONNECTED

WITH FRONTIER WATERCOURSES, BUT DO NOT FORM PART OF THEM

If the water from land or from drainage or irrigation works on the one
side of the frontier has its regular outlet in a watercourse situated on the
other side of the frontier which does not come within the provisions of this
Agreement, the proprietor of the land or the association, as the case may be,
is entitled to address complaints regarding the upkeep of the watercourse
to the Authorities responsible for the watercourse, through the intermediary
of the head district official of the district or the head county official of the
county in which the land or the works are situated. Such complaints shall
be dealt with according to the water laws of the country concerned, in the
same manner as if the estate in connection with which the complaint is made
were situated in the same country as the watercourse.

Neither the proprietors nor the association can be compelled to contribute
towards the cost of the regularisation of such watercourses. If they are not
prepared to share in the costs of regularisation to an extent which is con-
sidered reasonable by the water authorities, the latter are empowered to
make arrangements for the erection of such installations on the watercourse
in such a manner that the drainage conditions on the land in question shall
remain unchanged.

If proprietors on one side of the frontier take steps to alter existing con-
ditions by means of installations which increase the flow of water into a
watercourse on the other side of the frontier without being authorized to do
so by a decision of the Frontier Water Commission or of the competent water
authorities on the other side of the frontier, the other persons who participate
in the use of the watercourse are entitled to adopt measures on their side
of the frontier to prevent the increase in the flow of water. The persons
responsible for the latter measures must, however, submit to the decisions of
their own water authorities if complaints are made through the intermediary
of the competent head district official or head county official regarding the
measures in question.

Article 54

DAMMING RIGHTS IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH WATERCOURSES

If damming rights on a watercourse on one side of the frontier which
does not come within the provisions of this Agreement has heretofore be-
longed to land on the other side of the frontier, the right of the proprietor
or usufructuary shall remain unimpaired. The right must, however, be
established, if necessary by bringing an action, to the satisfaction of the
water authorities of the other country in accordance with the water legis-
lation of that country.



Article 55

EXTENT TO WHICH THE AGREEMENT SHALL HAVE BINDING FORCE

The water laws in force and the provisions for their execution shall
remain in force in Germany and Denmark, in so far as they are not inconsis-
tent with the provisions of this Agreement.

Should doubt arise as to whether, and to what extent, a matter lies within
the competence of the Frontier Water Commission, the decision of this Com-
mission shall be binding upon all persons concerned, subject, however, to an
appeal to the Supreme Frontier Water Commission.

Questions concerning the diversion of water from the reclaimed land
south of the frontier, through the locks at Neumark and Merlingsmark, and
concerning the Wiedau from the Rutterbuel Lake to the sea near the Hdjer
lock, and the canal at Hdjer, may not be brought before the Frontier Water
Commission without the consent of all the parties concerned.

G. DIKES

Article 56

UPKEEP OF DIKES

The area controlled by the First Sleswig Dike Union, which includes the
stretch of dike between H6jer and the southern boundary of the district of
South Tondern, has been so divided, as a result of the fixing of the frontier,
that the part of the dike north of the frontier has been excluded from the area
under the Union.

The upkeep of the dikes on both sides of the frontier shall be carried out
in future under economic and technical supervision in accordance with the
legislation of each country. The two Governments shall give information to
each other regarding the laws and regulations in force for the time being for
the dikes in question.

Persons concerned in the one State who consider that their interests are
prejudiced in connection with the upkeep of the dikes in the other country,
shall be entitled to bring complaints before the competent dike authorities -
the same rights being accorded to them as to the inhabitants of the country
itself - through the intermediary of the head district official or head county
official concerned.

FINAL PROTOCOL

(1) The German Government has informed the Danish Government: that
according to the Expert-Report of the First Sleswig Dike Union of April 25,
1913, the profile of the sea dike in front of the New Friedrichenkoog which
has now become Danish, did not satisfy the prescribed conditions throughout
its entire length;
that the New Friedrichenkoog which is responsible for the upkeep of this
stretch of dike has not yet carried out the restoration of the dike, and
consequently that the necessary protection against the danger of floods due
to spring tides of storm has not been provided,
that however, according to the expert opinion of the German dike authori-
ties, there is no objection to transferring the dike in question, in compliance



with the proposal of the proprietors of the Koog of February 16, 1916, from
the first class of dikes to the second, under the terms of the regulations
which have heretofore been in force, for that dike, provided that the profile
of the dike is actually brought, as a whole, up to the dimensions applicable
in the case of the second class of dikes.

(2) The Danish Government takes cognisance of these statements, and
declares that it will take steps to provide as soon as possible and maintain
permanently the necessary security against the danger of floods due to
spring tides by enlarging the dike in such a manner that its profile may at
least correspond to that of the second class of dikes, i.e., that it should rise
to a height of 5.25 metres above the ordinary high water mark.

(3) The German Government gives a corresponding guarantee in
connection with the sea dike between the German-Danish frontier and the
southern boundary of the district of South Tondern.

(4) Both Governments agree that the inspecting authorities of both
parties on both sides of the frontier shall undertake a levelling of the surface
of the dike every five years. Information regarding the results of these
levelling operations shall be exchanged between the above-mentioned
authorities.

STATUTES OF THE FRONTIER WATER COMMISSION AND THE SUPREME FRONTIER

WATER COMMISSION

I. FRONTIER WATER COMMISSION

A. COMPOSITION OF THE COMMISSION

(1) The German and Danish Governments will communicate to each
other the names of the judges of high administrative officials whom they
have appointed in accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement as members
of the Frontier Water Commission and as deputies. Lots will be drawn in
the German Embassy at Copenhagen to determine which of the members
representing the German and Danish Governments is to act as president
during the first three years. The German Government will notify the Ger-
man member of the result and the Danish Government will notify the
Danish member. The two members will inform their deputies of the result
and the German member will inform the head district officials (Landrdtte)
of South Tondern and Flensburg and the Danish member will inform the
head county officials (Amtmanner) of Tonder and Aabenraa.

When new members or deputies are appointed, or when former members
or deputies are reappointed, on the expiration of their period of office, such
appointments or reappointments shall also be notified as described above.

(2) Three years after the date on which the lots 'were drawn and also
every three years thereafter, the president will vacate his office and his
successor will be chosen in such a manner that a president appointed by one
Government will always be succeeded by a president appointed by the other
Government. The retiring president will make arrangements with his
successor for handing over his duties. When the handing over or the taking
over of these duties, as the case may be, has been completed the German and
the Danish Governments will be notified of the fact by the former and the
new presidents. Similarly, the remaining members and also the head



district and head county officials will be advised of the change by the new
president.

(3) The president will apply to the German and Danish Governments
and request them to appoint new members and deputies at an early date,
so that the latter may enter upon their official duties immediately after the
expiration of the term of office of the retiring members and deputies.

(4) Retiring members and deputies may be reappointed by the Govern-
ments.

(5) If it should be necessary before the expiration of the period of six
years to replace a member appointed by one of the Governments or to
replace a deputy, the Government concerned will inform the other Govern-
ment of the change. Further intimation and notice will be given in accor-
dance with Nos. 7 and 8. The new appointment will only be valid for the
remainder of the period of office of the retiring member or deputy.

(6) The domicile of the president will be the official seat of the Frontier
Water Commission.

(7) The president will notify the Governments, and also the head dis-
trict officials of South Tondern and Flensburg and the head county officials
of Tondern and Apenrade, of his domicile and exact address and the names
and domiciles of the other members and deputies appointed by the Govern-
ments. He will request the above-mentioned head district and County
officials to take the necessary steps to secure the election - provided it has
not already taken place - of the remaining members and deputies by the
district committees and the county councils, and to inform him of the
names of the persons elected, together with particulars regarding their place
of residence.

Retiring members and deputies may be re-elected by the district commit-
tees and county councils.

(8) As soon as the president is in possession of all the names of the mem-
bers and deputies, he will forward a list of the same to the head district
officials of the districts of South Tondern and Flensburg and to the head
county officials of the Counties of Tondern and Apenrade, with the request
that the list should be published in the district gazettes or in the newspapers
in which official notifications of the county councils usually appear. The
cost of such publications will be borne by the districts and the counties
respectively.

(9) Should a vacancy occur before the expiration of the period of six
years among the members elected by the district committees or county
councils or among the deputies, the president will be advised of the fact by
the head district or head county official concerned. He will then arrange
that due notice shall be given as prescribed in No. 8.

The newly-elected member or deputy will only hold office for the remain-
der of the term of office of the member or deputy who has retired.

B. TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS

(10) The president will be responsible for the conduct of business. He
will keep a register in which all documents received and despatched will be
entered.

(11) He may entrust the permanent or temporary control of the secre-



tarial work to one of the other members entitled to vote, and may, in case
of necessity, employ a paid secretary and amanuenses.

(12) The Governments will supply the president with as many copies
as may be required of the Agreement for the regulation of watercourses and
dikes on the German-Danish frontier, together with the Statutes and the laws
and decrees necessary for the satisfactory transaction of business.

C. ACCOUNTS

(13) The president is responsible for seeing that the accounts are
properly kept. He will keep a cash book in which all monies received and
paid out will be entered.

(14) He may delegate, temporarily or permanently, to one of the other
members entitled to vote the duty of keeping the accounts.

(15) General expenses connected with the transaction of business
(writing material, postage, secretarial work) which cannot be included,
under the provisions of the Agreement, in the costs of any definite case, will
be borne by the country of which the president is a national. The German
and Danish Governments will issue decrees stating by whom such expenses
are to be borne and the office to which the president must apply to obtain
advances in view of such outlay.

The districts and counties will, upon application being made by the
president, pay the necessary advances for all other expenses.

(16) The president will furnish a report at the close of each official year,
and will forward his statement of accounts with the necessary documents for
examination to the member appointed by the other Government and to the
members who are entitled to vote. These members will give him all neces-
sary assistance. In the event of a member declining to give assistance, the
matter will be dealt with, as far as possible, by the Commission itself, by
means of written or oral proceedings. If no solution can be reached in this
way, the president will report the matter to the German and the Danish
Governments which will settle it by joint action.

D. TRAVELLING EXPENSES AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE

(17) The members of the Commission and their deputies will receive
no remuneration for their services. They will, however, be paid travelling
expenses and subsistence allowance in accordance with the laws of their
respective countries.

(18) The German and Danish Governments will inform the president
of the amounts payable in respect of travelling expenses and subsistence
allowances to the members and deputies of their respective countries. The
president will arrange for paying over these fees and their recovery from the
parties concerned in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement.

(19) Witnesses may at the discretion of the Commission receive reason-
able compensation for any expenses they may have incurred.

E. PROCEDURE

(20) Applications to the Frontier Water Commission will be made to
the president in writing, accompanied by the essential documents and,
where necessary, in accordance with Articles 28 and 30 of the Agreement,



through the intermediary of the head district or head county officials
concerned.

(21) The president may transfer to the competent German or Danish
authorities, or may entirely reject, an application which, according to the
provisions of the Agreement, obviously does not come within the jurisdiction
of the Frontier Water Commission. Should the applicant insist upon his
application being finally dealt with by the Frontier Water Commission, the
president will bring forward the question ofjurisdiction before the Commis-
sion for the purpose of obtaining a decision. However, he will, first of all,
point out to the applicant that in the event of his application being refused,
he will be called upon to bear the cost of the proceedings and he will then
grant him a period of fourteen days in which to withdraw his application.
(As regards rejection of an application by the Commission, see Agreement,
paragraph 2, Article 30).

(22) In all other cases, the president will bring the matter before the
Commission for the purpose of obtaining a decision. He will first of all
consider which of the elected members ought to be admitted to the Commis-
sion and, if the case is one affecting both German districts or both Danish
counties, he will, in accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, obtain,
through the intermediary of the head district or head county officials, the
decision of the two German district committees or the two Danish county
councils as to which of the two German or Danish members is to be admitted
to the Commission. The member appointed by the Government of the
other side will, in accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, take part
in all the proceedings.

(23) The president may require the applicant to support his application
by fuller statements, by the production of evidence or by naming witnesses
and experts; he may also require him to produce definite papers or other
similar documents by the date on which proceedings are opened.

(24) The application will be submitted for consideration to the three
other members of the Commission after it has been examined by the president
and after having been completed if necessary. By arrangement with the
members, the president will fix the date on which proceedings will be opened
and will issue a summons by registered letter to the members, the applicant,
other parties whose presence may be desirable in view of the documents
submitted and such witnesses and experts as may be necessary, to attend the
Court, such persons being given at least eight days' notice. In cases of
considerable importance, a public announcement inserted on three occasions
in the newspapers with the largest circulation in the districts and counties
concerned may be made, in addition to the above-mentioned summons, if
the president deems such a course desirable. The former notice must be
published at least two weeks before the date on which proceedings open. In
addition to the date, hour and place of holding the Court, the question to be
dealt with will be briefly described in the summons and in any announce-
ment which may be published.

(25) Written notice of the date of all proceedings will be forwarded
to the competent head district and head county officials. They are entitled to
be present at the proceedings or to be represented thereat and also to give their
views as to the matter before the Commission, but they are not entitled to vote.

(26) The preliminary proceedings of the Frontier Water Commission
with regard to any case will be conducted on the spot.
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(27) Any matter officially brought forward by a head district official or
.head county official will be dealt with at the appointed time even if such
official is not represented. If a case is brought forward by a private person
it may, on the other hand, even if it is submitted through the head district
officials or the head county officials, be dismissed as a result of a unanimous
decision of the Commission, provided the applicant does not appear. Under
such circumstances the Commission may award the parties who have
appeared in Court reasonable compensation at the cost of the applicant.

If one of the parties who has been duly summoned to appear is not present,
the matter will, if the parties who have appeared so desire, be dealt with in
accordance with the information which these parties bring forward or which
the Frontier Water Commission has itself obtained as a result of its investiga-
tion on the spot.

28. When the parties appear at the opening of the proceedings, the
Frontier Water Commission will endeavour to bring about an amicable
agreement between them. Proceedings for the purpose of effecting a
settlement may also be opened later. Any settlement concluded in the
presence of the Frontier Water Commission will have the same validity as a
decision given by the Commission.

29. If one of the parties in a case considers that the Frontier Water
Commission is not competent to deal with the question, he must raise the
matter at the opening of the proceedings to which he has been summoned,
in the manner described above. Before proceeding further with the case the
Commission will first settle the question of competency.

An appeal may naturally be lodged with the Supreme Frontier Water
Commission against any such decision. The period in which the appeal may
be made will be counted as from the date on which the decision was for-
warded by registered letter.

30. The parties may appear in Court accompanied by counsel or may
be represented by counsel or any other person. Any person appearing on
behalf of another must be provided with all the necessary powers.

31. Proceedings will be oral, and will be carried on under the direction
of the president. The latter will arrange for the keeping of a record con-
taining the substance of the statements made during the proceedings. Any
statement may be taken down verbatim if one of the members of the Com-
mission or one of the parties make such a request. The record will be signed
by all the members of the Commission.

32. The Frontier Water Commission must hear the witnesses and experts
named by the parties, and is empowered, of its own motion, to invite and
to hear the evidence of experts and other persons. Any decision to refuse
to hear the evidence of witnesses and experts can only be taken by a unani-
mous vote. The Commission may also call upon the ordinary Courts to
hear witnesses and experts on oath.

33. If in the opinion of the Commission sufficient light has been thrown
upon the matter by the evidence adduced and the information obtained
during the oral proceedings to enable a decision to be made, this decision
shall, if possible, be given in the Court itself, or, if not, as soon as practicable
and in any case within six weeks. If, on the other hand, the Commission
deems it essential to obtain further material, to hear witnesses or experts
who were not present, to apply for legal or other opinions, or, in exceptional
cases, submit documents, the case is to be postponed and a new and con-



venient date will be fixed. If the new date cannot be appointed during the
hearing itself, the summons to attend the Court will be issued as in the case
of the summons for the first proceedings.

If after the conclusion of the proceedings the Court feels convinced that
further information is necessary, it may reopen proceedings, and may issue
summonses for a new date. This procedure must also be adopted if, when
the case is first brought forward or when it is being dealt with, it appears
that certain official formalities have not been carried out, without which a
decision cannot be taken in the case.

34. If maps, surveyors' plans, documents relating to levelling, estimates
of costs or similar papers are required for the settlement of the case, and if
none of the parties are prepared of their own accord to procure such papers,
the Commission will decide which of the parties shall be responsible for
supplying them.

35. If the members of the Commission do not reach a unanimous
decision, the decisions and resolutions of the Commission will be adopted
by a majority vote, provided that a unanimous vote is not expressly prescribed
in these Statutes. Only the three members named in Article 2 of the Agree-
ment are entitled to vote.

36. If the decision is given within the Court itself, such decision shall
be entered in the records, together with a statement of the grounds
of the decision, and will be announced forthwith to the parties who have
appeared.

Should it prove impossible to give judgment in the Court itself, the presi-
dent is authorized to appoint a date for a meeting of the members of the
Frontier Water Commission, or to take a vote in writing.

37. The-terms of the decision will be drawn up by the president and
signed by all the members entitled to vote.

A copy of the decision, together with the grounds for the same, will be
forwarded by registered letter to all the parties as soon as possible, and at
latest within two weeks after the decision has been given. A copy of the
decision will also be forwarded to the head district or head county officials
concerned.

Should any member entitled to vote dissent from the decision, his opinion
will, if he so desires, be entered in the records and attached to the written
copy of the decision.

II. SUPREME FRONTIER WATER COMMISSION

A. COMPOSITION OF THE COMMISSION

38. Upon the request of the president of the Frontier Water Commission,
the Supreme Frontier Water Commission will, in accordance with Article 3
of the Agreement, be constituted by the German and Danish Governments
by mutual agreement. The names of the president and the members,
together with particulars regarding their domicile, will be communicated by
both Governments to the president of the Frontier Water Commission. The
latter will thereupon apprise the head district and head county officials
concerned in the case that the Supreme Frontier Water Commission has
been constituted, and will also give the names of the members.

39. The official seat of the Commission, which must be a place situated



within the German-Danish frontier area, shall be selected by the president
of the Supreme Frontier Water Commission.

B. TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS

40. As regards the transaction of business, the provisions for the Frontier
Water Commission (Nos. 10-12 of these Statutes) shall apply mutatis mu-
tandis. The requisite number of copies of the documents, laws and provisions
mentioned in No. 12 will be forwarded to the president by the German
and Danish Governments.

C. ACCOUNTS

41. As regards the keeping of accounts, the provisions for the Frontier
Water Commission (Nos. 13-16 of these Statutes) shall apply mutatis mutandis,
subject, however, to the following modifications:

The president will receive the necessary advances paid out by the president
of the Frontier Water Commission, and thereafter the president of the
Frontier Water Commission will cause the sums in question to be collected
from the parties liable for payment under the provisions of the Agreement.

On the conclusion of the case for which the Supreme Frontier Water
Commission is summoned, the president will submit to the other members
of the Supreme Frontier Water Commission accounts showing all the expendi-
ture, together with the relevant documents, and thereafter these members
will give him the necessary assistance under the provisions of No. 16. The
president will then forward the accounts and the relevant documents to the
president of the Frontier Water Commission, to enable the latter to make
arrangements for finally settling the accounts with those parties who have
to pay the costs of the case. The accounts will be filed among the documents
of the Frontier Water Commission.

D. INDEMNITIES, TRAVELLING EXPENSES AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE

42. The indemnity for the president will be settled by agreement
between the German and Danish Governments on the one hand and the
Government of the Netherlands on the other. The fees payable to the
other members and to witnesses will be fixed on the same basis as in the case
of the Frontier Water Commission (Nos. 17-19 of these Statutes).

E. PROCEDURE

43. The president of the Supreme Frontier Water Commission will
request the president of the Frontier Water Commission to forward to him
all the documents connected with the case for which the Supreme Frontier
Water Commission has been summoned, together with copies of the records
taken down during the hearing of the case. After noting the contents of
.these documents, and after ordering any further enquiries which he may
think necessary, he will forward the documents in the case, etc. to the other
members of the Commission for their consideration.

44. If the president is of opinion that the case is sufficiently complete,
he will, by arrangement with the other members of the Commission,
determine the date, hour and place of the opening proceedings, which
whenever necessary, must be conducted on the spot. All persons whose
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evidence appears to be necessary will be summoned to attend the Court. The
members of the Frontier Water Commission and also the head district and
head county officials concerned will, even if it appears unnecessary to summon
them to Court, nevertheless be notified of the date of the proceedings, and
must be heard if they desire to give evidence.

45. If any party does not appear in court, it is assumed that he has
nothing to add to the statements which he made before the Frontier Water
Commission. Should the parties appear in court, the Supreme Frontier
Water Commission will first of all endeavour to bring about an agreement.
The Commission may, if the progress of the hearing occasions it, order or
allow the productions of further documents and evidence, hear further
explanations, or apply to the ordinary courts to take the evidence of witnesses
and experts on oath. In the event of new evidence being produced against
any party, he must, if he has not appeared before the Supreme Frontier
Water Commission, be expressly notified of such evidence and be given an
opportunity to make a counterstatement. In other respects, the procedure
before the Supreme Frontier Water Commission shall conform mutatis
mutandis to the provisions laid down for the procedure for the Frontier Water
Commission (Nos. 20-37 of these Statutes). In any case, the decision will be
given within a period of eight weeks after the close of the hearing. The
decision will also be communicated by the president of the Supreme Frontier
Water Commission to the president of the Frontier Water Commission. The
latter will notify the competent head district and head county officials.

46. All the documents connected with the case will be preserved by the
Frontier Water Commission.

III. GENERAL PROVISIONS

METHOD OF SUPPLEMENTING THE STATUTES

47. The Frontier Water Commission and also the Supreme Water
Commission may issue provisions supplementary to these Statutes. It is,
however, a necessary condition that supplementary provisions must not be
inconsistent with the foregoing provisions in these Statutes and that they
should be passed by a unanimous vote of the members of the Commission
and, in the case of the Frontier Water Commission, with the assent of the
fourth member also. Otherwise, any additions and also any amendments
require the assent of the German and Danish Governments.
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167. AGREEMENT 1 BETWEEN DENMARK AND GERMANY
REGARDING FISHERIES AND REED CUTTING IN THE
RUDEBOL LAKE AND THE VIDAA RIVER, AND REGARD-
ING THE CUTTING OF HAY AND BULRUSHES IN THE
GOTTESKOOG, ATTACHED AS ANNEX TO THE TREATY 2

BETWEEN BOTH COUNTRIES CONCERNING THE SETTLE-
MENT OF QUESTIONS ARISING OUT OF THE TRANSFER
TO DENMARK OF THE SOVEREIGNTY OVER NORTH
SLESVIG, SIGNED AT COPENHAGEN, APRIL 10, 1922 3

A. FISHERIES IN THE RUDEB6L LAKE AND THE VIDAA RIVER

Article 1

The present lessees of fishing rights, belonging to the district of Tondern,
in the Rudeb6l Lake and the Vidaa River and also in the adjoining waters
are entitled to continue to hold their leases until the expiration of these
leases on March 31, 1931.

Article 2

Frontier cards containing particulars of the place or places where the
frontier may be crossed will be issued to lessees.

A list of all lessees with their addresses will be forwarded by the principal
lessee to the customs and police authorities concerned.

A,ticle 3

Lessees shall be entitled to sell their catch free of duty in Hojer or Tonder
and may also import into Germany, free of duty, fish caught in the above-
mentioned Danish waters.

Article 4

Fishing appliances and boats which have been brought in by German
fishermen for their own use for the fisheries mentioned in Article 1, may,
whether new or already in use, be exported and imported free of duty, subject
only to the necessary customs inspection.

If a German fisherman sells any of the above-mentioned articles in
Denmark they shall be subject to the usual customs regulations. The same
provision will apply when Danish fishermen who have leased the above-
mentioned fishing rights purchase fishing appliances and boats in Germany
and import them into Denmark.

German fishermen who buy fishing appliances or boats in Denmark will
similarly be subject to German customs regulations.

Any customs duty which has been paid for such articles cannot be reco-
vered if they should be subsequently re-exported.

I The exchange of ratifications took place at Berlin on 7 June, 1922.
2 See article 1 (4) of the Treaty (League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 10,

p. 187).
1 Ibid., p. 243.



Article 5

The competent customs and police authorities are empowered to issue the
necessary regulations.

B. REED CUTTING IN THE RUDEBbL LAKE AND IN THE VIDAA RIVER

Article 6

Until March 31, 1931, the inhabitants of Aventoft and Rosenkranz shall
have the right to cut reeds for making baskets, mats and similar wicker-work,
in the Rudebbl Lake and the Vidaa River at those places where the in-
habitants of the district of Tonder have the right to cut reeds. The com-
mune (Gemeinde) of Aventoft will, in return for this right, pay an annual
tax of 20 crowns, which will be handed over to the district of Tonder every
year on January 2 for the period April 1 to March 31 of the same year.

The existence of this right shall not, however, debar the county council
of Tonder from granting the inhabitants of the county of Tonder permission
to cut reeds free of all duties and charges in the same places, but only,
however, to such an extent that the inhabitants of Aventoft and Rosenkranz
shall always be able to obtain sufficient material for their work.

For the purpose of crossing the frontier, the parties concerned will be
provided with frontier cards, containing particulars of the place or places
where the frontier may be crossed.

Article 7

The export from Denmark of quantities of cut reeds and the import of the
same into Germany will be permitted without further formality and free
from any customs or export duties.

C. CUTTING OF HAY AND RUSHES IN THE GOTTESKOOG

. Article 8

Owners of landed estates in Rudebbl and neighbourhood who have leased
out areas in the Gotteskoog for the cutting of hay and rushes will be entitled,
until March 31, 1931, to lease such areas with the same rights as are enjoyed
by German nationals.

Lands will be let on lease as hitherto to the highest bidder within a
specified period, notice of which will be given in the local newspapers
fourteen days in advance.

During the period of the lease, lessees will have free and unimpeded
access to and from the areas and shall be entitled without special export
licences, but upon payment of the customary export duties, which are also
applicable to German nationals, to export the hay and rushes cut within these
areas.

German customs officials are entitled to exercise the necessary supervision
to prevent larger quantities of hay and rushes being exported than have been
cut on the leased areas.

For the purpose of crossing the frontier, the parties concerned will be
provided with frontier cards giving particulars of the place or places where
the frontier may be crossed.



Article 9

On the sale of landed property the right to lease the above-mentioned
areas shall be transferred to the new owner for the remainder of the period
up to March 31, 1931.

Article 10

A list of the above-mentioned lands in Rudeb6l and its neighbourhood,
together with particulars of the names of the owners, will be forwarded to
the German customs and police authorities and also to the head district
officials of the district of South Tonder.

FINAL PROTOCOL

The Contracting Parties have agreed that, as regards the export of
rushes from the Gotteskoog, the head district official of the district (Kreis) of
South Tonder will, of his own accord and in due time, prepare the export
licences in so far as they are required by German regulations and will issue
them to the competent German customs authority, such licences being valid
for one leasehold year and for the quantity which may be reasonably
regarded as the year's supply from the land in question.

Finland-Norway

168. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF FIN-
LAND AND NORWAY ON THE TRANSFER FROM THE
COURSE OF THE NAATAMO (NEIDEN) RIVER TO THE
COURSE OF THE GANDVIK RIVER OF WATER FROM
THE GARSJOEN, KJERRINGVATN AND FORSTEVANNENE
LAKES, SIGNED AT OSLO ON 25th APRIL 19512

Whereas, in connexion with the operation of the electric power station
to be built at Gandvik in Finnmark county, Norway, it is deemed desirable
to transfer from the river Kallo, a tributary of the Naatamo river, to the
course of the Gandvik river, water from. the Garsj6en and Kjerringvatn
lakes and, if necessary, from Lake F6rstevannene in the Sor-Varanger
commune, with catchment areas of about forty-one, twenty-three and
fifty-one square kilometres respectively;

And whereas such a transfer is not likely to bring about any appreciable
increase in the flow of the Nditdmo river and is therefore unlikely to interfere
to any appreciable degree with the use of the Naatamo river for transport or
timber floating or with the upstream and downstream movement of fish, to
the detriment of fishing in the Inari commune in Finland,

The Government of Finland and Norway have agreed as follows:

1 Came into force on the day of its signature.
2 Finlands Fi'rfattningssamlings. Fo5rdragsserie. Overenskommelser Med Frdmmande

Makter, 1951, no. 8, p. 24 (translated from the Finnish by the Secretariat of the
United Nations). .



ARTICLE 1. The Government of Finland shall raise no objection to the
closing of the natural outflow of the Garsj6en, Kjerringvatn and Forste-
vannene lakes by dams or otherwise, or against the diversion of water from
these lakes through pipes to Fuglevatn or any of its tributaries.

ARTICLE 2. To offset any inconvenience which the transfer of water
referred to in article 1 could cause the inhabitants along the banks of the
Naatamo river, the Governments shall take the following measures:

(a) The Government of Norway shall take steps to facilitate the move-
ment of salmon upstream past Koltaakoski on the Naatamo river so that the
fish can gain access to the upper reaches of the river.

The plans for the installation shall be laid before fishery experts designated
by the Government of Finland, for their opinion.

The work shall be carried out at the expense of the Government of
Norway as soon as possible after the entry into force of this Agreement.

(b) The Government of Finland shall arrange for the removal of a
number of large boulders and holms lying in the stretch of about four
kilometres along the Natamo river between the confluence of the Kallo and
Naatamo rivers and the frontier between Finland and Norway and ob-
structing timber-floating.

(c) The Government of Norway shall compensate the Government of
Finland for any loss of water power which may be caused as a result of
this Agreement and for the cost of the clearing operations referred to
under (b) above, by an over-all payment which has been fixed at 15,000
Norwegian kronor.

(d) The Governments of Finland and Norway shall try as soon as
possible to reach agreement on uniform conservation and similar measures
for the protection and care of the fish in the Naatamo river.

169. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN NORWAY AND FINLAND CON-
CERNING THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
A BRIDGE ACROSS THE ANARJOKKA (INARIJOKI) RIVER.
SIGNED AT HELSINKI, ON 28 JUNE 19572

Article 10. Compensation for any damage or inconvenience caused to the
watercourse or to riparian land by the construction of the bridge shall be
payable by the State in whose territory the damage or inconvenience is
caused, in accordance with the legislation of that State.

1 Came into force on 28 June 1957, upon signature, in accordance with
article 11.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 272, p. 196.
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170. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY
AND THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND REGARDING NEW
FISHING REGULATIONS FOR THE FISHING AREA OF
THE TANA RIVER, SIGNED AT OSLO, ON 15 NOVEMBER
19602

The Kingdom of Norway and the Republic of Finland have agreed as

follows:

Article 1

Fishing regulations for the fishing area of the Tana river shall be issued,
so far as possible simultaneously, in Norway and Finland, in Norway in
accordance with the annexed Norwegian text, and in Finland in accordance
with the annexed Finnish text.

The fishing regulations shall come into force in both countries on 1 Janu-
ary 1961.

Article 2

The fishing regulations shall remain in force until further notice. If
either country desires to terminate or amend the regulations in force, notice
to that effect shall be given to the other country at least one year before such
termination or amendment takes effect.

Article 3

Joint Norwegian-Finnish fishery inspection patrols consisting of one
Norwegian and one Finnish inspector may be established for the part of the
watercourse forming the frontier. The number of patrols, the inspection
areas, etc., shall be decided jointly by the county governor of Finnmark
County and the county governor of Lapland County. Each country shall
pay and equip its own inspectors, but joint costs shall be divided equally
between the two countries.

The competent Norwegian and Finnish district bailiffs and fisheries inspec-
tors are authorized to communicate directly with each other if either of
them becomes aware, either through personal observation or through
information from a reliable source, that, in the parts of the rivers forming
the frontier, fishing is taking or has taken place in the territory of the other
country in violation of this Agreement or of the fishing regulations in force
and under such conditions that the inspection authorities of the country
concerned are presumably unaware of the fact.

If the competent district bailiff is informed by his own authority that the
fishing regulations have been waived as provided in article 19 of the Norwe-

C Came into force on 1 January 1961, in accordance with article 1. This
Agreement supersedes the Agreement between Norway and Finland regarding
fishing regulations for the fishing area of the Tana river of 20 May 1953 (United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 173, p. 163) and the Agreement of 2 June 1959 regard-
ing arrangements for fishing at Storfossen (Alak6ngas) in the Tana river in the
Palmak district (Ibid., vol. 338, p. 373).

2 United Nations, Treaty Series. vol. 383, p. 160.
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gian and Finnish regulations at a place where the rivers form the frontier,
he shall so notify the competent district bailiff of the other country.

Article 4

A person desiring to fish with rod or hand-line in the part of the fishing
area which forms the frontier must, before fishing begins, procure a fishing
card entitling the holder to fish in the other country's territory also. Rowers
must also be in possession of a valid fishing card.

A fishing card shall not exempt the holder from the obligation to comply
with the regulations for the time being in force concerning entry, registration
with the police, etc. An alien not having access to both countries without
a vised passport may not be granted a fishing card unless he proves that he is
in possession of a vised passport valid for both countries.

A fishing card may be procured upon payment of the following fees.
A person entitled to engage in fishing and residing permanently in the

aforementioned part of the area shall, for the right to fish on the other side
of the frontier, pay two kroner in Norway or 100 markkaa in Finland per
calendar year.

A person not entitled to engage in fishing but residing permanently
within the river valleys of the fishing area in the communes of Polmak,
Karnsjok, Kautokeine, Utsjok and Enare, and the inspectors referred to
in article 3 shall, for fishing in the aforementioned part of the fishing area,
pay four kroner in Norway or 200 markkaa in Finland per calendar year.

Other Norwegian and Finnish nationals shall pay twenty kroner in Norway
or 1,000 markkaa in Finland, and nationals of all other countries, thirty
kroner or 1,500 markkaa, respectively, per day. Fishing rights as mentioned
in the preceding sentence shall not be granted to any person for more than
ten days in any calendar year and shall entitle the holder to engage only in
fly fishing, except in Skiettsjamjokka where fishing with tinbait and hand-line
is also authorized. The fishing period may be divided into not more than
two parts. Persons referred to in the first sentence of this paragraph who
engage in fishing from boats which are not locally owned shall pay an
additional fee of ten kroner in Norway or 500 markkaa in Finland per day.

The fishing day shall be reckoned from twelve o'clock.
If the rate of exchange between the currencies of Norway and Finland

changes, the county governor of Finnmark County and the county authority
of Lapland County shall, before the end of April of each year, jointly make
the corresponding changes in the fees for fishing rights and for fishing
from boats.

Norwegian and Finnish nationals shall procure fishing cards in their own
country.

Nationals of other countries may procure fishing cards in either of the
two countries.

The fishing card, as well as the card indicating payment of the fee for
fishing from boats which are not locally owned, shall on demand be produced
to the inspection authorities, including those of the other country. The
county governor of Finnmark County and the county authority of Lapland
County shall, by 1 April of each year, inform each other of the names
and addresses of persons by whom fishing cards are issued and boat fees are
collected.

All revenue from the issue of fishing cards and from boat fees shall be
divided equally between the two countries.. The apportionment shall be



carried out by the county governor of Finnmark County and the county
authority of Lapland County. The county governor and the county
authority shall, by 1 December of each year, forward to each other a state-
ment of account for the revenue from the fishing cards issued and the boat
fees collected during the fishing season in the country concerned.

Article 5

In the part of the fishing area forming the frontier, the competent Nor-
wegian and Finnish district bailiffs shall jointly designate and mark the
places where seine fishing is permitted. In other parts of the fishing area,
the places for seine fishing shall be designated and marked by the competent
district bailiff.

In August of each year, notice of new places for seine fishing shall be
given by the competent district bailiff, in Norway to the county governor of
Finnmark County and in Finland to the county authority of Lapland
County.

The county governor of Finnmark County and the county authority
of Lapland County may jointly modify decisions taken by the district
bailiffs under the first paragraph, first sentence.

Similar action on decisions in regard to places for seine fishing in other
parts of the fishing area may be taken by the county governor in Norway
and the county authority in Finland.

Article 6

Within the area clearly marked by the competent Norwegian and Finnish
district bailiffs at Storfossen (Alak6ngis) in the Tana river in the Polmak
district, Norwegian and Finnish nationals shall divide the fishing on the
Norwegian and Finnish sides for three-day periods at a time, in such a
manner that when Norwegian nationals have a preferential right to fish on
the Finnish side, Finnish nationals shall have a preferential right to fish
on the Norwegian side, and vice-versa:

A person who does not have a preferential right shall unconditionally
yield his place to a person who does have such right.

The foregoing arrangement shall not apply to fishermen who are not
Norwegian or Finnish nationals.

During the first three-day period of the 1961 fishing season, Finnish
nationals shall have a preferential right to fish on the Finnish side and
Norwegian nationals a preferential right to fish on the Norwegian side. In
subsequent fishing seasons, the fishing areas for the first three-day period
shall be alternated.

Article 7

In so far as tributaries lying entirely within its territory are concerned,
each country may establish its own fishing regulations and take measures to
promote fishing.

Article 8

The county governor of Finnmark County, the county authority of
Lapland County and the persons in each country concerned with fishery
inspection shall ensure that the fishing regulations made under this Agree-
ment are complied with.



Article 9

The county governor of Finnmark County and the county authority
of Lapland County, may in consultation with each other and within their
respective areas of responsibility, make further regulations for the execution
of this Agreement and of the fishing regulations, including the form and
content of the aforementioned fishing cards and boat-fee cards in Norway
and Finland.

Article 10

This Agreement supersedes the Agreement between Norway and Finland
regarding fishing regulations for the fishing area of the Tana river of 20 May
1953 and the Agreement of 2 June 1959 regarding arrangements for fishing
at Storfossen (Alak6ngas) in the Tana river in the Polmak district.

[Translation of the Norwegian Text]

FISHING REGULATIONS FOR THE FISHING AREA OF THE TANA RIVER

Chapter I

THE EXTENT OF THE FISHING AREA

Article 1

The fishing area of the Tana river comprises the Norwegian parts of
the Skiettsjanjokka, the Anarjokka and the Tana river as far as its mouth,
together with the tributaries flowing into these rivers as far up as salmon are
known to go.

In so far as tributaries lying entirely within its territory are concerned,
each country may establish its own fishing regulations and take measures
to promote fishing.

Chapter H

THE CATCHING OF SALMON AND SEA TROUT

Tackle

Article 2

Subject to the restrictions resulting from the following provisions, the
following tackle may be used for catching salmon and sea trout (Komse):

a. Barriers with hook nets and/or fish traps;
b. Drift nets;
c. Ordinary bar nets;
d. Seine nets;
e. Rods and hand-lines. This does not, however, include beam trawls

or similar tackle.
It shall be unlawful, for the purpose of fishing, to use shrimp, shrimp gear

or similar tackle or fish as bait. This shall not, however, apply to winter
fishing for burbot.



Fishing with rod or hand-line shall be prohibited:
1. In the river from an anchored boat;
2. From a motor boat when the engine is in use;
3. Within connecting nets in barriers or within an area extending fifty

metres below a barrier and ten metres on either side.

Article 3

No person entitled to fish may use more than two barriers. If a barrier
location is rendered unusable because of alteration of the bottom or for
other reasons, the competent district bailiff may designate a new location.

Bar nets (cf. article 2 (e)) may not exceed thirty metres in length, and
when fishing is being carried on with this tackle, artificial breakwaters may
not be used.

Drift nets may not exceed forty-five metres in length, and, when in use,
the distance between two drift nets shall at no point be less than 200 metres.
When in use, no part of a drift net may come nearer any part of a barrier
than 100 metres, and drifting may not take place for a greater distance
than 500 metres. When drifting is being carried on, only one boat may be
used.

Article 4

The use of seine nets shall be permitted only above (to the south of) the
mouth of the Levajokka.

Seine nets may not exceed 100 metres in length, and not more than four
boats may be used in casting out a seine net. The distance between the
place where a seine net is cast out and the place where it is taken in may not
exceed 250 metres measured along the bank of the river.

Seine nets or drift nets may not be drawn against artificial barriers
(goldem).

In the part of the fishing area forming the frontier, the competent Nor-
wegian and Finnish district bailiffs shall jointly designate and mark the
places where seine fishing is permitted. In other parts of the fishing area,
the competent district bailiff may designate and mark places for seine
fishing.

In August of each year, notice of new places for seine fishing shall be
given by the competent district bailiff, in Norway to the county governor
of Finnmark County and in Finland to the county authority of Lapland
County.

The county governor of Finnmark County and the county authority of
Lapland County may jointly modify decisions taken by the district bailiffs
under the fourth paragraph, first sentence. Similar action on decisions in
regard to places for seine fishing in other parts of the fishing area may be
taken by the county governor in Norway and the county authority in
Finland.

Article 5

Knotted tackle having a mesh smaller than fifty-eight millimetres between
the knots, counting from the middle of each knot when the tackle is wet,
may not be used for salmon fishing.

Bar nets for catching sea trout (komse) may have a mesh which, measured
in the same manner, is between forty and forty-five millimetres.



Chapter III

PROTECTION

Article 6

In the part of the fishing area lying north of (below) the marked southern
boundary of zone 7 in the Tana district, it shall be unlawful, from 20 July
to 30 April, inclusive, to catch or kill salmon or sea trout or to use or lay
out tackle for such fish, or to allow the tackle to remain in position for
catching fish. Notwithstanding this provision, sea trout (komse) may be
caught, until 31 August inclusive, with rod or hand-line or with bar nets
of the type referred to in article 5, second paragraph.

In the remaining part of the fishing area, salmon and sea trout shall be
protected in the same manner from 1 September to 30 April, inclusive.

Seine nets may not be used from 1 August to 30 April, inclusive.
Drift nets may not be used from 21 June to 9 May, inclusive.
All knotted tackle, as well as fish traps and connecting nets, shall be taken

on land immediately at the beginning of the annual close period, and all
sticks, posts, trestles, etc., shall be taken on land two weeks thereafter.

Article 7

In the part of the fishing area lying north of (below) the marked southern
boundary of zone 7 in the Tana district, it shall be unlawful, from 6 p.m.
on Saturday to 12 p.m. on Sunday, to use, lay out or leave in position tackle
designed for the catching of salmon or sea trout, in such a manner that the
fish may be caught or their movement hampered.

All knotted tackle, except connecting nets in barriers, shall during this
period be taken on land.

In the remaining part of the fishing area, salmon and sea trout shall
be protected in the same manner from 6 p.m. on Friday to 6 p.m. on
Monday.

During this period, connecting nets shall be suspended above the water,
and all other knotted tackle - including hook nets and fish traps in barriers
- shall be taken on land.

The provision regarding the weekly close period shall not apply to fishing
with rod or hand-line.

Chapter IV

FISHING AT STORFOSSEN (ALAKONGAS)

Article 8

Within the area clearly marked by the competent Norwegian and Finnish
district bailiffs at Storfossen (Alakdngds) in the Tana river in the Polmak
district, Norwegian and Finnish nationals shall divide the fishing on the
Norwegian and Finnish sides for three-day periods at a time, in such a
manner that when Norwegian nationals have a preferential right to fish on
the Finnish side, Finnish nationals shall have a preferential right to fish on
the Norwegian side, and vice versa.

A person who does not have a preferential right shall unconditionally
yield his place to a person who does have such right.
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The foregoing arrangement shall not apply to fishermen who are not
Norwegian or Finnish nationals.. During the first three-day period of the 1961 fishing season, Finnish
nationals shall have a preferential right to fish on the Finnish side and
Norwegian nationals a preferential right to fish on the Norwegian side. In
subsequent fishing seasons, the fishing areas for the first three-day period
shall be alternated.

Chapter V

THE CATCHING OF OTHER FISH

Article 9

For the purpose of catching fresh-water trout, red char, caryling, fresh-
water herring, vendace, pike, perch and burbot in a river or in a lake within
200 metres of its inlet or outlet, only bar nets without breakwaters or only
rods and hand-lines may be used. The annual and weekly close periods
established in articles 6 and 7 shall apply in these areas.

For the purpose of catching such fish in those parts of a lake exceeding
the aforementioned distance, bar nets, seine nets, fish traps, lines and other
hook tackle may be used.

In addition, burbot may be caught with hook tackle and fish traps while
the rivers are icebound.

Article 10

The mesh of tackle used for catching the kinds of fish mentioned in
article 9 shall not be less than thirty millimetres or more than forty-five
millimetres between the knots, counting from the middle of each knot
when the tackle is wet. It shall, however, be permissible to catch vendace in
lakes with bar nets of a mesh down to twenty millimetres.

Fish traps, including connecting nets, may not anywhere exceed 1.5 metres
in height.

Chapter VI

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Article 11

Nets of metal wire shall not be used in tackle for catching fish.

Article 12

The use, for the purpose of catching fish, of tackle other than that men-
tion ed in chapters II and III and article 9 shall be prohibited. The use
of fish-gigs or any other tackle with points or hooks which is not intended to
be swallowed by fish, and the use of lime, explosives, poisonous substances
or electric current shall also be prohibited. It shall, in addition, be unlawful
to use tackle with hooks in such manner or in such circumstances that fish
can be caught in the hooks. It shall, however, be permissible to use gaffs,
fish-axes or spoon nets as auxiliary tackle.



Article 13

All posts below the level of the water, the end post of a barrier and other
posts that are left standing on account of gravel deposits or other natural
obstacles shall in every case be clearly marked by bundles of branches of
such a height as to be always above the level of the water.

Article 14

Objects calculated to frighten fish or to hamper their freedom of movement
may not be placed in or over the water.

Article 15

No part of barriers or bar nets may be fixed over the centre line of the
channel in the main stream or in subsidiary streams which contain water
all summer. In addition, the outer part of a barrier may not at any point
extend to within less than ten metres of the opposite bank. If such tackle
is laid out from opposite banks either immediately opposite each other or
within a distance of 120 metres reckoned along the river, at least one fourth
of the width of the stream must be clear, with the result that no part of the
tackle may be fixed nearer the centre line of the channel than was one eighth
of the width of the river or stream at the average summer water-level.

Where there is a tributary up which salmon travel, barriers may not be
placed on the main stream on the same side of the channel less than 200
metres below the boundary between the main stream and the tributary.

Article 16

The competent district bailiff may establish:
a. The boundary between rivers and lakes;
b. The boundary between main streams and tributaries;
c. The centre line of the channel in main streams and tributaries;
d. Protected zones in and near salmon passes.
In the part of the fishing area forming the frontier, decisions in the fore-

going matters shall be made jointly by the competent Norwegian and Finnish
district bailiffs.

An appeal against a decision of the district bailiff may be lodged with the
country governor of Finnmark County or the authority of Lapland County,
as the case may be, whose decision shall be final, but the final decision in
a matter relating to the part of the fishing area which is on the frontier
shall be made jointly by the county governor of Finnmark County and the
county authority of Lapland County.

Article 17

It shall be unlawful to catch or kill salmon, sea trout or fresh-water trout
less than twenty-five centimetres in length, measured from the tip of the
snout to the end of the central part of the tail fin.

If such fish are caught, they shall immediately be released. The same
shall apply to salmon, even when exceeding the minimum dimension, if
they are:

(a) Caught in the annual close season;
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(b) Caught in the weekly close period otherwise than with rod or
hand-line;

(c) Caught out of season (winter thaw).

Article 18

Pollution of the water and the discharge of waste harmful to fish shall be
prohibited, cf. the Watercourses Act of 15 February 1940.

Article 19

The present regulations shall not prevent the inspector of fresh-water
fishing, subject to such conditions as he considers necessary, from permitting
fishing free of charge for scientific purposes or for the improvement of fish
stocks.

Article 20

A person intending to fish shall, before doing so, procure a fishing card,
which he shall on demand produce to inspectors of the country concerned.

Article 21

Fishery inspectors shall be considered on the same footing as police officials
in respect of any insulting language or action used against them.

Article 22

Breaches of these provisions shall be subject to penalties. Boats or fishing
tackle used for unlawful fishing and fish unlawfully caught, or the value of
such boats, tackle and fish, may be confiscated.

Article 23

These regulations shall come into force on I January 1961.

[Translation of the Finnish text]

FISHING REGULATIONS FOR THE FISHING AREA OF THE TANA RIVER

Chapter I

THE EXTENT OF THE FISHING AREA

Article 1

The fishing area of the Tana river cdmprises the Finnish parts of
the Skiettsjamjokka, the Anarjokka and the Tana river, together with
the tributaries flowing into these rivers as far up as salmon are known
to go.

In-so far as tributaries lying entirely within its territory are concerned,
each country may establish its own fishing regulations and take measures
to promote fishing.



[For articles 2 to 6, see translation of Norwegian text]

Article 7

During the open fishing season, it shall be unlawful, from 6 p.m. on
Friday to 6 p.m. on Monday, to use, lay out or leave in position tackle
designed for the catching of salmon or sea trout, in such a manner that the
said fish may be caught or their movement hampered. During this period,
connecting nets in barriers shall be suspended above the water, and. all
other knotted tackle - including hook nets and fish traps - shall be taken
on land.

The provision regarding the weekly close periods shall not apply to
fishing with rod or hand-line.

[For articles 8 to 17, see translation of Norwegian text]

Article 18

Any pollution of, or the discharge of waste or sewage into, the waters
in the fishing area shall be prohibited unless duly authorized.

Article 19

These regulations shall not apply to such fishing carried on for scientific
purposes or for the improvement of fish stocks as the Board of Agriculture,
subject to the conditions which it prescribes to prevent abuses, has per-
mitted. Such fishing shall be free of charge.

Article 20

A person intending to fish shall, before doing so, procure a fishing card,
which he shall on demand produce to inspectors of the country concerned.
In the part of the fishing area forming the frontier, fishing with rod and
hand-line shall be permitted without payment of the fish conservation fee
provided for in article 83 of the Fisheries Act.

Article 21

Any person duly authorized to supervise the observance of these regu-
lations shall have the same rights and legal protection as a police officer.

Article 22

Breaches of the present regulations and Agreement shall be subject to
ordinary legal penalties. The confiscation of prohibited fishing tackle or
boats used for unlawful fishing, fish unlawfully caught or the value of such
tackle, boats or fish shall be subject to the regulations otherwise in force
concerning such matters.

Article 23

These regulations shall come into force on 1 January 1961.



Finland-Sweden

171. CONVENTION' ENTRE LE ROYAUME DE SUIDE ET LA
RRPUBLIQUE DE FINLANDE CONCERNANT L'EXPLOITA-
TION EN COMMUN DE LA PRCHE DU SAUMON DANS
LES FLEUVES DE TORNEA (TORNIO) ET DE MUONIO,
ET RLGLEMENT SUR LA PtCHE DANS LA ZONE DE
PIRCHE DU FLEUVE DE TORNEA (TORNIO), SIGNItE A
HELSINKI LE 10 MAI 19272

Anim&s du d~sir de favoriser les relations d'amiti6 et de bon voisinage
entre les deux Etats,

Ont r~solu de conclure A cet effet une convention relative A l'exploitation
en commun de ]a p~che du saumon dans les fleuves de TorneA (Tornio) et
de Muonio...

ARTICLE PREMIER. La p~che du saumon dans les fleuves de TorneA
(Tornio) et de Muonio depuis l'embouchure, qui est censde 6tre situ&e entre
la pointe nord de Hellela, du c6t6 finlandais, et la pointe Virtakari, sur la
rive oppos&e, pointe la plus proche du territoire su~dois, sera, en amont,
aussi loin que lesdits cours d'eau constituent la fronti~re entre la Suede et
la Finlande et que le saumon y remonte, exploit&e en commun pour le
compte des deux Etats contractants, A l'exception toutefois des p&heries
(skattef6rsMda laxfisken - verollemyydyt lohenkalastukset) suivantes, A
savoir Sompaisenniska, Alainen Korpikoski, Syvakoste et Muuraissaari en
Suede, et Hellela et Tuoppolansaari en Finlande.

ARTICLE II. Aussi longtemps que 1'exploitation commune de la peche
sera maintenue, la p&he du saumon et de la truite saumonee sera interdite
dans la partie de l'archipel c6tier situ6 en face de l'embouchure du fleuve
qui est delimite du c6t6 de la mer par une ligne allant de la rive meridionale
de l'ouverture de la baie de Salmisviken (Salmenlahti) en passant par les
pointes les plus meridionales des iles de Kraaseli et de Tirro et par la pointe
nord-ouest de l'ile de Sell6, jusqu'i la pointe sud-ouest de l'ile de Bjbrk6
(Pirki6).

Les interets de l'exploitation en commun de la p&he exigeant, en outre,
que vers le sud un passage libre soit laiss6, reliant lesdites eaux au detroit
separant les iles de Stora Tervakari (Iso Tervakari) et de Hamppuleiviskii,
afin de ne pas empecher le poisson de remonter, il sera 6galement interdit
d'etablir de chaque c6t6 dudit detroit des appareils ou engins de p&he d'une
longueur depassant deux cents mtres.

ARTICLE III. Chacun des deux Etats contractants disposera de la moitie
de la p&he.

I L'echange des instruments de ratification a eu lieu h Stockholm, le 31 decem-
bre 1927. La Convention est entrde en vigueur le I erjanvier 1928, conformement
A l'article 15.

2 Societ6 des Nations, Recueji des Traits, vol. 70, p. 202.
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ARTICLE IV. Des appareils fixes de p~che employfs jusqu'A ce jour, les
suivants seront supprim~s comme constituant des entraves au flottage, Ai
savoir les (( pata-pato)) de Danski, Buumi, Tbrma et Varttosaari. En outre,
la (Ipata-pato)) de Marjosaari sera, pour la mme raison, transffre en un
lieu, situ6 entre l'ilot de Palosaari et la c6te finlandaise, que les administra-
tions provinciales des provinces de Norbotten et d'UleAborg (Oulu) deter-
mineront en commun.

La s(pata-pato)) de Kiviranta sera provisoirement maintenue. Mais les
administrations provinciales desdites provinces pourront, sur la demande de
l'Association de flottage des fleuves fronti~res de TorneA (Tornio) et de
Muonio (Torneh och Muonio gransalvars flottningsf6rening - Tornion ja
Muonion rajajokien lauttausyhdistys), et apr~s avoir pris l'avis de la com-
mission prfvue As l'article XIII, decider qu'elle sera 6galement supprimfe.
La demande susvisde devra tre faite aupr~s des administrations provinciales
le 1er octobre au plus tard de l'annde ant~rieure h celle ois il est d6sir6
que ladite pcherie cesse d'tre exploit6c.

Pour le fermage que l'abandon des p&heries fera perdre aux Etats
contractants; la susdite association de flottage versera une indemnit6, dont
le montant est fix6 pour la premiere pfriode dtcennale de la dur~e de la
pr~sente convention, en ce qui concerne les (Ipata-pato)) de Danski, Buumi,
T6rma et Varttosaari, t 6.000 couronnes par an.

Le montant de l'indemnit6 A verser pour la perte du fermage de la ( pata-
pato)) de Kiviranta, dans le cas oil celle-ci cesserait d'tre exploitde, sera
de 4.000 couronnes par an pendant la premiere pdriode dcennale de la duroe
de la convention.

Le montant de l'indemnit6 ht verser, apr~s l'expiration de la premiere
pfriode d~cennale de la durde de la convention, pour chaque pecherie qui
aura 06 supprimee, sera fix6 en commun par les administrations provinciales
des provinces de Norrbotten et d'UleAborg (Oulu), apr6s qu'il aura 6t6
proced6 L une enquete de l'espece prevue ci-dessous t l'article XIII.

ARTICLE V. L'exploitation commune des p8cheries aura lieu:

a) Aux grands appareils fixes de peche de Sumisaari, de Marjosaari et,
aussi longtemps que celui-ci sera maintenu, de Kiviranta, ainsi qu'aux
((notvarp-apajapaikka)) les plus importants de Karungi, de Vitsaniemi au
sud de s Kultaniitty ), de Puittamonsaari (dite (( Kultaniittys)), de Bockholmen
et de Laurinhieta;

b) A des pecheries moins importantes, telles que ( strandpata-rantapato )),
((notvarp-nuotta-apaja)) et autres appareils destines h la peche du saumon;

c) A la cuiller et au moyen d'engins assimilables.

ARTICLE VI. L'exploitation des pkcheries specifies t l'article V sous a)
sera, en ce qui concerne la ( pata-pato)) de Kiviranta pour un an, et concer-
nant les autre pecheries, pour cinq ann6es consecutives, offerte en ferme:

Celle des (spata-pato)) de Kiviranta et de Sumisaari, aux propridtaires
fonciers (hemmansagare-tilalliset) des villages suedois de Mattila, Nedre
Vojakkala et Ovre Vojakkala et des villages finlandais de Kiviranta, Nedre
Vojakkala et Ovre Vojakkala (Ala-ja rid- Vojakkala);

Celle de la ( pata-pato)) de Marjosaari, aux proprietaires fonciers des
villages suddois de Matarengi, Haapakyla et Kuivakangas et des villages
finlandais de Narkki, Kuivangas et des villages finlandais de Narkki,
Kuivakangas et Kauliranta;



Celle des p~cheries (notvarp-nuotta-apajapaikka) de Karungi, aux propri6-
taires fonciers des villages sufidois et finlandais de Karungi;

Celle des ( notvarp-apajapaikkas) de Vitsaniemi, Puittamonsaari et Bock-
holmen, aux propri~taires fonciers des villages su~dois de Vitsaniemi, Paikkild
et Koivukyla, et des villages finlandais de Kainuunkyla et Armassaari;

Celle des s notvarp-apajapaikka s de Laurinhieta, auxpropri6taires fonciers
du village sufdois de Niemis et du village finlandais de Nuotioranta.

Si les offres n'aboutissent pas A la conclusion de baux relatifs A l'exploita-
tion des susdites pcheries, soit avec les propriftaires fonciers (hemmansagare-
tilalliset) de l'ensemble ou de quelques-uns des villages susdfnommfs, soit
avec des unions des propri~taires fonciers desdits villages, l'exploitation sera
mise aux ench~res publiques.

Avant la conclusion d'un bail de l'esp~ce vis~e au present article, des
dispositions seront prises, concernant les mesures de protection qui seraient
jug~es n~cessaires en vue de parer aux dommages qui pourraient r~sulter du
flottage.

ARTICLE VII. L'exploitation des p~cheries visfesA l'article Vsous b) pourra
6tre conc~d~e sur demande, pour des pfriodes de cinq annfes consfcutives,
A la communaut6 foncire dite (( byalag-kylakunta)) dans les limites de
laquelle la pcherie est situe.

Si un particulier demande la concession du droit de pfche, celui-ci sera,
ant~rieurement A toute decision, offert en ferme, soit A Ia (( byalag-kylakunta ),
soit A un ou plusieurs participants de la s byalag-kylakunta s, qui y ont un
droit de preference.

Avant la conclusion d'un bail de l'espce visfe au present article, le lieu
et le mode d'exploitation de la pfche seront d~terminfs, ainsi que les mesures
de protection qui seraient jugfes n~cessaires en vue de parer aux dommages
qui pourraient r~sulter du flottage.

ARTICLE VIII. Le droit de pcher A la cuiller et au moyen d'engins
assimilables sera concd6 pour la dur6e d'une ann6e civile contre acquitte-
ment des droits d'un permis de pfche, valable pour un district d6termin6 et
nomm6ment d6sign6 sur le permis.

ARTICLE IX. Dans le cas oii le droit de p&he aurait W conc6d6 dans les
conditions pr6vues aux articles VI et VII, les fermiers, si leur nombre est
de cinq au minimum, seront tenus de constituer une association dont les
statuts devront 6tre sanctionn6s, si elle a son siege en Suede, par l'administra-
tion provinciale de la province de Norrbotten, ou, si elle a son siege en
Finlande, par l'administration provinciale de la province d'UleAborg (Oulu),
aprs que l'administration provinciale de l'autre pays aura 6 mise en
mesure, toutefois, de donner son pr6avis sur le projet de statuts.

Les statuts de l'association, qui devront ftre essentiellement conformes
aux dispositions 16gislatives en vigueur dans le pays du siege de l'association,
concernant les associations 6conomiques et les entreprises coop6ratives,
6nonceront les dispositions relatives aux bases de la participation des associ6s
et A l'obligation pour le conseil d'administration de fournir des indications
d6taill6es sur les r6sultats de la p~che pendant l'ann6e, ainsi que tous autres
renseignements qui pourraient lui etre demand6s.

Si le nombre des associks est inf6rieur A cinq, les dispositions relatives
aux obligations leur incombant seront ins6r6es dans le bail.



ARTICLE X. Pour subvenir aux frais de la surveillance de la peche dans
les eaux oi, aux termes des dispositions de l'article premier, l'exploitation
aura lieu en commun, ainsi que dans celles oji, A teneur de 'article II, la
peche est interdite, chacun des deux Etats contractants alouera un credit
annuel de 3.000 couronnes ou une somme 6quivalente en monnaie fin-
landaise.

ARTICLE XI 1. En vue d'amfliorer la peche dans la zone de pfche, les
Etats Contractants construiront, entretiendront et exploiteront en commun
dans la zone un 6tablissement de pisciculture. Les frais en resultant seront
couverts par le produit des taxes A acquitter pour l'amelioration de la peche
par l'Association de flottage des fleuves frontieres de TorneA (Tornio) et
de Muonio, conformement aux dispositions de l'Article 2 de la Declaration
du 3 juillet (20 juin) 1917 relative A l'organisation du service de flottage
dans les fleuves de TorneA (Tornio) et de Muonio, dans la teneur que
presente cet Article dans l'accord conclu entre les Etats Contractants en date
du 16 fevrier 1933.

La direction et la gestion dudit 6tablissement de pisciculture seront
assurees par une commission de 3 personnes, compose d'experts designes,
un par la Direction de l'Agriculture de chacun des deux pays, et le troisieme
par l'Association de flottage fondee pour 1'exercice du flottage des bois dans
les fleuves frontieres. La commission sera tenue de presenter un rapport
sur sa gestion et de tenir une comptabilit6 reguliere, 6tablie pour la periode
allant du ler d6cembre au 30 novembre, et de se conformer A tous autres
6gards aux dispositions dont les Gouvernements des deux pays pourront
convenir entre eux.

La gestion et la comptabilit6 seront examinees par les commissaires aux
comptes designes par les administrations provinciales des provinces de Norr-
botten et d'UleAborg (Oulu) pour l'Association de flottage des fleuves
frontieres de TorneA (Tornio) et de Muonio, A l'occasion de la verification,
A laquelle ils procederont, de la comptabilite de ladite Association. La
commission adressera immediatement A la Direction de l'Agriculture de
chacun des deux pays le rapport des commissaires aux comptes ainsi que le
rapport de gestion.

Dans le cas o6 la presente Convention viendrait A &tre denoncee par l'un
des deux Etats Contractants, des n6gociations seront engag6es en vue
d'assurer par la suite aussi l'exercice en commun de la pisciculture.

ARTICLE XII. Aussi longtemps que la dime du saumon actuellement
per9ue n'aura pas t remplacee par une redevance fixe en argent, il sera
prdlev6, comme par le pass6, sur le produit total de la p&he du saumon et de
la truite saumonee, une dixieme partie en nature, qui sera partage par
moiti6 entre les ayants droit aux dimes des Etats contractants. Chacun des
deux Etats aura pleine liberte de repartir A son gre le produit des dimes entre
ses ressortissants.

1 Le texte de cet article est celui de ]a Declaration entre la Suede et la Finlande
portant modification de la Convention du 10 mai 1927 concernant la peche du
saumon dans les fleuves de TorneA et de Muonio, sign6e A Stockholm, le 16 f6-
vrier 1933 et dont les ratifications ont 6g6 6changes A Helsingfors, le Ier avril
1933. (De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Geniral des Traitds, 3e s6rie, vol. XXVIII,
p. 806.)



ARTICLE XIII. Pour toutes les questions relatives A la pfche en commun
les administrations provinciales des provinces de Norrbotten et d'UleAborg
(Oulu) repr~senteront respectivement les deux Etats contractants. Avant
l'affermage de la p6che conform6ment aux dispositions de l'article VI ou de
l'article VII les susdites administrations provinciales feront proc~der, par
l'organe d'une commission composfe de trois ressortissants de chacun des
Etats contractants, dont l'un devra tre un fonctionnaire du service des
pcheries, un autre un fonctionnaire de l'administration centrale des for6ts,
et le troisi~me une personne connaissant les circonstances locales, et qui
seront d~sign6es par leurs pays respectifs, AL une enqute relative aux condi-
tions de l'affermage. Avant tout nouvel examen du chiffre de l'indemnit6 A
verser, aux termes de Particle IV, par l'Association de flottage des fleuves
fronti~res de Torne. (Tornio) et de Muonio, il sera 6galement dress6, dans les
m6mes conditions, un projet de fixation du taux de cette indemnit6. Il
incombera A la dite commission de veiller, dans l'exercice de son mandat,
A ce que les intir6ts, tant de la pfche que du flottage, soient dfment pris
en consid6ration et sauvegard6s.

Par l'organe de la m6me commission, qui ne se composera toutefois dans
cc cas que des deux fonctionnaires du service des pecheries et des deux
personnes connaissant les circonstances locales, les susdites administrations
provinciales procederont 6galement AL une enquete relative A la division en
districts de la zone de p6che, en vue de la concession du droit de pche
conformement aux dispositions de 'article VIII, ainsi que concernant le
montant de la taxe A acquitter dans les divers districts pour la d6livrance des
permis de peche.

RkGLEMENT SUR LA PACHE DANS LA ZONE DE PkCHE DU FLEUVE

DE TORNEA (ToRNIO)

En outre des stipulations de la Convention du 10 mai 1927 entre la Suede
et la Finlande concernant l'exploitation en commun de la p6che du saumon
dans les fleuves de TorneA (Tornio) et de Muonio, il sera fait application,
en ce qui concerne l'exercice de la p6che dans la zone de p6che du fleuve de
TorneA (Tornio) des dispositions suivantes.

ARTICLE PREMIER. La zone de peche du fleuve de TorneA (Tornio)
comprend tout ensemble les fleuves de TorneA (Tornio) et de Muonio avec
leurs affluents aussi haut qu'il est 6tabli que le saumon remonte ces cours
d'eau, et toutes les eaux de l'archipel c6tier situ6 en face de l'embouchure
du fleuve de TorneAi (Tornio), dans les paroisses su6doise et finlandaise de
NedertorneA (Alatornio). Les dispositions ci-dessous ne s'appliqueront pas
toutefois aux pecheries de saumon (laxpata-lohipato) privilgiees des propri&
taires fonciers (byamdn- Kyldldiset) de Kaakamo et de Ruottala, qui sont
situ6es A l'embouchure du fleuve de Kemi, A la limite des paroisses fin-
landaises de NedertorneA (Alatornio) et de Kemi.

ARTICLE 2 1. La peche du saumon et de la truite saumon6e est interdite
depuis le ler septembre jusqu'A la d6bacle du printemps. La peche de la

I Les textes de cet article et de l'article 7 sont ceux de la Declaration entre la
Suede et la Finlande portant modification du Reglement sur la peche dans le
fleuve de Torne& du 10 mai 1927, sign6e A Stockholm, le 16 fevrier 1933. (De
Martens, Nouveau Recueil Ginral des Traitds, 3e serie, vol. XXVIII, p. 805.)
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truite saumon~e pourra avoir lieu toutefois jusqu'au 24 septembre inclusive-
ment dans l'archipel c6tier et aux appareils de pche fixes du fleuve, ainsi que,
dans le fleuve, A la cuiller ou au moyen d'engins analogues, dans les paroisses
sufdoise et finlandaise de NedertorneA (Alatornio).

Sous reserve de la derogation pr~vue ci-dessus, il n'est pas permis, par
consequent, depuis le ler septembrejusqu'A la ddbacle du printemps, de laisser
dans les eaux ofi a lieu la pfche, et moins encore d'y poser ou d'y utiliser de
n'importe quelle autre mani~re des appareils ou engins de pche, quels qu'en
soient le nom et la nature, destinds A la peche du saumon ou de la truite
saumon~e.

I1 n'est permis A aucune 6poque de l'ann~e de p~cher A la ligne ni de
prendre intentionnellement de n'importe quelle autre mani~re des saumons
d'une longueur inf~rieure A 50 centim6tres et des truites saumon~es d'une
longueur inf~rieure A 35 centim6tres.

ARTICLE 3. Durant le temps ofi la pche du saumon et de la truite
saumon~e est interdite, il ne devra 6tre mis en vente, achet6, reu ou trans-
port6 d'un lieu A un autre, aucun poisson desdites esp~ces, A moins qu'il ne
puisse ftre 6tabli par les voies lMgales que la capture en a 6t6 effectue en
temps licite ou que l'acquisition en a eu lieu autrement dans des conditions
autorises par la loi. A aucun moment de l'annde, il ne devra 8tre mis en
vente, achet6, re~u, ou transport6 d'un lieu A un autre, du poisson desdites
espces, dont la longueur serait inf~rieure A celle pr~vue A l'article 2.

ARTICLE 4. L'usage d'appareils fixes de pche ou de e(pata-patos n'est
autoris6 pour la peche du lavaret que du 25 juillet au 24 septembre inclusive-
ment.

ARTICLE 5. Les sennes (notar-nuotat) destinfes A la pche du saumon ou
de la truite saumon~e ne devront pas avoir des mailles de dimensions
sup~rieures aux suivantes: 12 fois l'6cart entre deux nceuds sur 60 centimktres
de longueur ininterrompue du filet, mesur~e lorsque celui-ci est mouill6 et
tendu dans le sens longitudinal des mailles. Toutefois, les sennes employees
pour la capture du poisson dans les parcs dits ((karsinapata)) pourront avoir
des mailles de dimensions correspondant A 15 fois au plus l'6cart entre deux
nceuds sur 60 centimbtres de longueur de filet.

Les sennes destin~es A la p&che d'autres expbces de poisson auront, si
elles sont employees dans les fleuves, des mailles de dimensions correspondant
Ak 16 fois au moins et 20 fois au plus l'cart entre deux nceuds sur 60 centi-
metres de longueur de filet, et leur longueur ne devra pas d~passer
80 metres. Si des raisons locales rendent desirable l'emploi de filets de
dimensions plus grandes, une demande y relative pourra 6tre adress~e A
l'une des administrations provinciales de la province de Norrbotten ou
de la province d'UleAborg (Oulu), auxquelles il appartiendra de statuer
en commun, apr~s une enqute effectu~e dans les conditions pr~vues A l'ar-
ticle XIII de la convention sur la pfche en commun du saumon.

Les sennes employ6es dans l'archipel c6tier ne devront pas, sauf celles
destinfes A la p6che des esp&es de poisson vis6es ci-dess'ous A l'article 7,
avoir des mailles dont les dimensions correspondent A plus de 18 fois l'6cart
entre deux noeuds sur 60 centimtres de longueur de filet.

ARTICLE 6. Sous reserve des drogations prdvues A l'article 7, les filets
fixes (ndt-verkot), les verveux (ryssjor-rysdt) -A l'exception de ceux dits
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tstorryssjor-isorysdts - et les nasses (mjdrdar-merrat, tinor-lanat) ne devront
pas avoir des mailles correspondant A plus de 20 fois l'6eart entre deux nceuds
sur 60 centimbtres de longueur de filet.

Les filets fixes (ndt-verkot) dont les mailles ont des dimensions corres-
pondant AL plus de 12 fois l'6cart entre deux noeuds sur 60 centimetres de
longueur de filet, ne pourront tre employ~s que dans l'archipel c6tier et dans
les p~cheries des fleuves ofi la pche du saumon est autorisde.

Les verveux dits (( storryssjor-isorysdt)), par oii il faut entendre, tant les
verveux de toute espece ayant en quelque point une hauteur de plus de
1,2 metre, ou garnis de coiffes d'une hauteur superieure A la susdite, que tous
autres engins de peche des dites dimensions qui sont munis d'un fond en
filet (nitbotten-verkkopola), devront avoir, s'ils sont destines A la peche du
petit hareng (strimming-silakka) ou du coregone blanchAtre, des mailles de
dimensions correspondant A 36 fois au moins et h 40 fois au plus, et, s'ils sont
destines A la peche du saumon, de la truite saumonee, du lavaret ou de
toute autre espece de poisson, AL 18 fois au plus l'6cart entre deux noeuds
sur 60 centimetres de longueur de filet dans la partie de l'appareil ou engin
dite (( fiskhus-pesd )).

S'il apparaissait que l'emploi de s( storryssjor-isorystt)) destines A la pche
du petit hareng ou du coregone blanchAtre, risque d'entrainer la destruction
du lavaret, chacun des deux Etats aura le droit de l'interdire ou de le limiter.

L'emploi de €( storryssjor-isoryst)) dans les fleuves est interdit.

ARTICLE 71. Pour la peche de l'6perlan, du coregone blanchAtre, de la
grilagine, de l'ablette ou du petit hareng, il pourra 6tre employ6 dans l'archi-
pel c6tier des filets fixes (ndt-verkkoja) ayant des mailles de dimensions corres-
pondant A 30 fois au moins et 50 fois au plus l'6cart entre deux nceuds sur
60 centimetres de longueur du filet, ainsi que des sennes (notar-nuottia)
ayant, h la poche ou au milieu etjusqu'A 10 m6tres de chaque c6t6 du milieu,
des mailles de dimensions correspondant A 30 fois au moins et 50 fois au plus
l'cart entre deux noeuds sur 60 centimetres de longueur du filet.

S'il apparaissait que l'emploi des engins de pche vises au present article
risque d'entrainer la destruction desdites especes ou d'autres especes de poisson,
chacun des deux Etats aura le droit de l'interdire ou de le limiter.

ARTICLE 8. Dans les ((pata-pato)) off la peche du saumon n'est pas
autorisee en vertu d'une concession accord6e par les Etats contractants,
l'emploi de tous engins destin6s A la p6che du saumon ou de la truite sau-
mone, quels qu'en soient le nor et la nature, est interdit. Dans les ( pata-
pato)) de l'espece susvisee destinees h la peche du lavaret ou d'autres petites
espces de poisson, il est interdit, en consdquence, de faire usage de (( mocknat-
mutkaverkko )) ou s(potkunat-potkuverkko )), ainsi que de verveux (ryssjor-
rysid) ou nasses (mjdrdar-mertoja, tinor-lanoja) dont l'ouverture ou le cerceau
dont elle est garnie a dans un sens quelconque plus de 16 centimetres de
diametre.

ARTICLE 9. La peche de la lamproie fluviatile (s ndtting ))ou ( nejonga)) -
((nahkiainen s) pourra avoir lieu, A l'avenir aussi, aux memes 6poques et dans
les memes conditions que jusqu'A ce jour.

I Voir supra, note p. 625.
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ARTICLE 10. La p~che A la fone (justring-tuohustaminen) est interdite.
Quiconque sera trouv6 dans les eaux de la zone de pdche, porteur de feux
(ijustereld-tuohustuli) ou muni d'ustensiles servant A la pche A la fobne, sera
passible des mfmes peines que celui qui p&.che A la fone.

ARTICLE 11. La pfche au moyen de verveux dits s storryssjor-isorysdts)
de (( bottengarn-pohjaverkot )) ou des mockor-mutkaverkot )), ainsi que de tous
autres engins destines A la peche du saumon, est interdite dans l'archipel
c6tier situ6 en face de l'embouchure du fleuve de TorneA (Tornia), dans une
zone limitde du c6t6 de la mer par une ligne allant de la rive sud de l'ouver-
ture de la baie de Salmisviken (Salmenlahti), par les pointes les plus mri-
dionales des iles de Kraaseli et de Tirro et la pointe nord-ouest de File
de Sell6, jusqu'A la pointe sud-ouest de File de Bj6rk6 (Pirkid).

Est egalement interdite, dans le detroit separant les iles de Stora Tervakari
(Iso-Tervakari) et de Hamppuleiviska, la pose, de chaque c6t6, d'appareils
ou engins de pche d'une longueur depassant 200 metres.

ARTICLE 12. Tous les appareils fixes de peche destinds A la peche du
saumon, de la truite saumon6e ou du lavaret, seront, chaque ann6e, A 'ex-
piration du temps pendant lequel la pdche est autoris6e, imm6diatement
ouverts au libre passage du poisson. Avant la fin du mois de septembre, les
filets de cl6ture (stdngselndt-sulkuverkot) employ6s aux appareils de pche, ainsi
que tout le bois ayant servi A la cl6ture des appareils, seront retir6s de l'eau.
Les pieux principaux (huvudpdlar-pddvaajat) fixes des appareils de peche
pourront toutefois rester en place jusqu'h la fin de l'anne6, apres quoi ils
devront 6galement, ainsi que toutes les pierres employ6es pour les appareils
de peche, tre replac6s A terre.

Tous les materiaux de constructions des s(pata-pato s destin6es A la peche
de la lotte en hiver seront, avant la d6bAcle du printemps, soigneusement
retires de t'eau et transportes A terre.

Si le possesseur d'un appareil de peche n6glige de se conformer dans les
d6lais fixes aux dispositions qui pr6cedent, l'officier du ministere public
competent pourra faire ex6ecuter les travaux non effectues, dont le prix sera
recouvr6 contre le d6faillant dans les formes pr6vues par la loi.

ARTICLE 13. Le titulaire d'un droit de pcher le saumon et ses assistants
pourront, pour l'exercice de la peche, p6netrer sur les terrains des propri6-
taires riverains, A l'exception des terrains bfltis ou des jardins ou potagers
et ass6cher leurs engins sur la rive, aux endroits off celle-ci n'est pas contigu
A des terrains bAtis ou cultiv6s. Les propri6taires riverains auront droit
toutefois A etre pleinement indemnis6s de tout dommage ou pr6judice Aeux
caus6 de ce fait.

Les proprietaires riverains seront 6galement tenus d'accorder, contre une
indemnite pdcuniaire pour dommages ou prejudice le libre passage Ak la
pecherie (fiskevatten-kalavesi) au titulaire du susdit droit de peche et A ses
assistants, s'ils ne peuvent s'y rendre autrement dans des conditions suffisantes
de commodit6.

ARTICLE 14. Les poursuites pour infractions aux dispositions du pr6sent
reglement aeront exercees devant le tribunal du lieu off le d6lit a t6 commis.
Si un ressortissant de Fun des deux Etats contractants a commis un d6lit
sur le territoire de l'autre Etat contractant, mais qu'il ait cess6 d'y s6journer,
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il sera poursuivi dans son pays devant le tribunal du lieu le plils proche de
celui du ddlit.

Les contestations relatives aux indemnitds dues pour dommages ou
prejudice de l'espace visde A l'article 13, pourront 6tre portdes, soit devant un
des tribunaux prdvus au present article, soit devant le tribunal du lieu oiu
le ddfendeur AL son domicile.

ARTICLE 15. Quiconque contreviendra aux interdictions ou ndgligera de
se conformer aux prescriptions du prdsent rbglement, sera puni, si le ddlit
est poursuivi devant un tribunal suddois, d'une amende de vingt A cinq cents
couronnes ou, si le ddlit est poursuivi devant un tribunal finlandais, de deux
cents jours-amende au plus; le cas dchdant, la marchandise visde A l'article 3
aussi bien que les engins et le poisson pechd en ddlit, ainsi que le permis
de pche, s'il en a W ddlivr6 un, seront frappds de confiscation.

Si les engins de pfche, le poisson p~ch6 ou mis en vente de mani~re
ddlictueuse qui ont k6 frappds de confiscation ne peuvent tre reprsentes,
ou si le poisson pech6 ou mis en vente de l'espce susvise a subi une d6-
terioration, le ddlinquant en payera la valeur.

ARTICLE 16. Le produit des amendes, ainsi que les engins, le poisson
pIche en ddlit et la marchandise qui ont 6t6 frappes de confiscation, ou leur
valeur, reviennent A l'Etat. Si les ressources font defaut pour le payement
total des amendes, celles-ci seront converties suivant les regles du code pdnal.

ARTICLE 17. Si l'individu qui se livre A la peche, soit A une 6poque off
Ole est interdite, soit avec des engins prohibs, est pris en flagrant delit
par un officier du ministere public, un garde-peche ou un fonctionnaire de
l'administration de la peche, celui-ci pourra saisir, outre les engins et la
peche du delinquant, ainsi que son permis de pche, son bateau aussi et
conserver le tout jusqu'A ce que le delinquant ait satisfait aux dispositions
de la loi.

Les officiers du ministere public, les gardes-peche et les fonctionnaires
de l'administration de la peche pourront 6galement saisir les engins de peche
prohibds en vertu du present reglement, qu'ils trouveront dans un cantonne-
ment, un bateau, un hangar (jppen sjdbod-avoin ranta-aitta) ou en tout autre
lieu voisin du cantonnement. Toutefois, celui qui operera la saisie devra, s'il
n'est pas officier du ministere public, en informer sans delai le ministere
public, A qui il incombera de la rendre immediatement publique au moyen
d'un avis affiche dans un local communal ou en tout autre lieu appropri6 de
la paroisse ofi la saisie a 6t6 effectuee. Si le propri6taire ne se fait pas
connaitre dans le ddlai d'un mois A compter du jour de l'affichage, les objets
saisis reviendront A l'Etat.

Le poisson pIche en delit ou la marchandise dont ]a saisie a 6t6 operde
et qui est susceptible de deterioration pourra, apres inspection et estimation
par deux hommes impartiaux, tre vendu dans des conditions appropries par
les soins du ministere public, qui rendra compte sans delai A l'administration
provinciale competente du produit de la vente.

ARTICLE 18. Les personnes dhlment commissionndes A l'effet de surveiller
1'observation du present reglement, auront les memes pouvoirs et jouiront
de la meme protection que les agents de la force publique.

ARTICLE 19. Les administrations provinciales des provinces de Norrbot-
ten et d'UleAborg (Oulu) pourront, si la demande leur en est faite, accorder



pour un objet scientifique ou dans l'intfrt de la pisciculture l'autorisation
d'exercer la peche en temps prohib6 ou suivant un mode ou proc~d6 inter-
dit. En mime temps, des prescriptions appropri&es seront rendues, en vue de
prfvenir les abus, et la decision sera port6e A la connaissance du ministre
public du lieu.

172. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF SWEDEN
AND THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND CONCERNING TIMBER
FLOATING IN THE TORNE AND MUONIO FRONTIER
RIVERS, SIGNED AT STOCKHOLM, ON 17 FEBRUARY 19492

His Majesty the King of Sweden and the President of the Republic of
Finland, having jointly agreed on the necessity of replacing by a new
Agreement the Declaration to regulate the floating of timber down the
Tome and Muonio rivers, concluded between Sweden and Russia on
3 July/20 June 1917 and declared by an Exchange of Notes of 10 May 1920
between Sweden and Finland to be in force between the latter two countries,
and the Regulations annexed thereto concerning the floating of forest
produce in the frontier rivers of Torne and Muonio, . . . have agreed upon
the following provisions:

Article I

Timber floating in the Torne and Muonio frontier rivers and in such part
of the sea area situated outside the mouth of the Torne river as is now or
henceforth may be designated as a floatway shall be permitted both to the
Contracting States and to individuals and bodies corporate of those States
in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations annexed hereto.

Article II

Timber, when being delivered for floating, while being floated or when
being delivered after floating, shall be exempt from all customs formalities
and from import and export duties on condition that it is delivered to the
State from which it was brought to the floatway.

Equipment and material for floating operations or for the delivery of
timber after floating, including provisions for the floating crews, may be
taken from one State to the other free of customs duty or any other import
or export charge and irrespective of import or export restrictions other than
those relating to public health or security or to the prevention of animal or
plant diseases. In the transport of goods as aforesaid the regulations of the
customs authorities of both States concerning notification and supervision
shall be complied with.

Article III

The timber floating association referred to in the Regulations annexed
hereto shall be exempt from the obligation to pay taxes to either State or to

Came into force on 9 July 1940, by the exchange of the instruments of
ratification at Helsinki, in accordance with article VII.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 197, p. 148.



any commune or parish belonging thereto in respect of income from timber
floating operations or of property regarded as assets necessary for the conduct
of those operations, including such buildings, structures and land and water
areas as are intended to serve the immediate requirements of those operations.

Article IV

The authorities of each State shall permit persons who are responsible for,
managing or participating in the work of timber floating to cross the frontier
in connexion with the floating wherever the work of floating makes it
expedient to do so, and shall give those persons as much assistance as possible
with regard to passports and other identification papers, and the times
during with the frontier may be crossed and residence may be permitted
in the other State.

Article V

For the purpose of preserving fish stocks in the water area, each cubic
metre of timber floated, computed in accordance with the existing standards
for cubic measurement, shall be subject to tax not exceeding five ire in
Swedish currency or the equivalent in Finnish currency as determined by
expenditures for fish hatcheries or other protective measures. Timber which
is taxed in accordance with this provision shall not in either State be subject
to any other levy for the preservation of fisheries.

The tax referred to in the first paragraph shall be levied on the timber
floating association, and the proceeds thereof shall upon request be handed
over to the board mentioned in article XI of the Convention of 10 May 1927
concerning the joint exploitation of the salmon fisheries in the Torne and
Muonio rivers, as amended by the Declaration of 16 February 19331.

Article VI

Any dispute between the contracting States concerning the interpretation
or application of this Agreement or the Regulations annexed hereto, which
cannot be settled by negotiation shall be dealt with as provided in the
Convention on conciliation procedure, concluded between Sweden and
Finland on 27 June 1924.

ANNEX

REGULATIONS CONCERNING TIMBER FLOATING IN THE FLOATWAY OF THE

TORNE AND MUONIO FRONTIER RIVERS

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1

Timber floating in the floatway of the Torne and Muonio frontier rivers
shall be governed by the Agreement in force between Sweden and Finland
on timber floating in the aforesaid rivers, by these Regulations and by such

See supra, Treaty No. 171, p. 621
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provisions (rules) for the widening, maintenance or use of the floatway as
have been or may be made by the county administrations of Norrbotten and
Lappland counties.

Article 2

Persons engaged in the floating of loose timber in the floatway of the
frontier rivers shall, save as otherwise provided in this article, constitute a
timber floating association. The affairs of the association shall be managed
by a governing body, and the timber floaters may participate in the manage-
ment of the association's affairs at the meetings of the association. Floating
carried out under the direction of the association shall be known as common
floating.

The governing body of the timber floating association shall make rules
concerning the common floating of timber so as to prevent such timber
from becoming mixed with other floating timber (separate floating) and
concerning the conditions governing common floating.

An owner or proprietor of farm land need not, in respect of the floating
of timber for his household needs, belong to the timber floating association
or pay taxes for the use of the floatway. Such timber floating (timber
floating for household needs) shall not, however, take place in such a manner
or at such a time as to constitute an obstacle to common floating operations
or to create a risk that timber for household needs may become mixed
with timber included in the common floating operations. A person floating
timber for household needs shall therefore comply with whatever instructions
are issued jointly by the county administrations concerning notification
of intention to float timber and compliance with the necessary safety
precautions. He shall also reimburse the timber floating association for any
direct costs incurred by the association in respect of his timber floating
operations.

The governing body of the association may in particular cases, where a
small amount of timber is to be floated for a short distance, dispense the
person doing such floating from the obligation to be a member of the
association and may in this connexion specify the conditions under which
such floating will be permitted.

Article 3

A person wishing to use the floatway of the frontier rivers for the floating
of timber in rafts shall so notify the timber floating association and shall be
permitted to proceed if the operation can be conducted without hindrance
to the common floating. Except where the floating of timber for household
needs is concerned, the person carrying out such floating operations may be
required by the association to pay amortization and maintenance charges
in respect of the floatway facilities used by him. He shall also reimburse
the association for any direct costs incurred by it in connexion with his
floating operations.

Article 4

Timber which apparently can be floated out during the first floating
season after being felled may be floated with the bark on. If the floating
apparently cannot be carried out within that period, the timber shall be
carefully barked before it is delivered to the floatway. However, timber
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from hardwood trees which have been felled and left to season may be
floated with the bark on also during the succeeding floating season.

Bark-removing operations must not be carried out on the ice or at any
point on the bank of the watercourse close enough for the bark to be washed
into the water.

Regulations providing for the barking of timber otherwise than as pre-
scribed in the first paragraph or granting exceptions to the provisions of
that paragraph may, where necessary, be made jointly by the county
administrations in respect of the entire floatway or a specific portion thereof.

Article 5

The persons conducting floating operations shall, without the special
permission of the owner or proprietor, have access to property situated on
the bank or elsewhere if to do so is necessary for the conduct of the floating
operations, the rolling of timber into the water or the assembling of timber,
or for the avoidance or assessment of damage. Cultivated land, grounds
attached to a building, gardens; and areas used for bathing or storage shall
not, however, be trespassed upon if some other means of access can be used
without serious hindrance or delay.

The provisions of the first paragraph shall likewise apply to access by the
inspectors referred to in article 6 or by the arbitrators in the performance
of their duties as provided in article 24.

While floating is in progress, sheer or catch booms and other necessary
apparatus may be left in the water temporarily on condition that traffic is
not materially hindered thereby; the necessary attachments, supports and
other equipment for the booms may be placed on or near the bank, and for
this purpose there may be used material objects that cannot thereby be
seriously damaged.

CHAPTER 2

WIDENING OF THE FLOATWAY, ETC.

Article 6

Draft rules shall, after a local inspection has been carried out, be prepared
by two experts and two representatives, one each of whom shall be appointed
by each county administration. In connexion with the inspection at least
one meeting shall be held in each commune through which the affected
portion of the floatway passes.

The time and place of the inspection and the meeting shall be announced
by the inspectors at least fourteen days in advance in all the communes
referred to in the first paragraph and shall be published in at least one local
newspaper in each country; and persons known to the inspectors as the
owners or usufructuaries of a riparian area, bridge, fishery, water mill or
unimproved waterfall affected by the scheme or measure shall be specially
notified by post. Notice of the inspection and the meeting shall also be sent
within the same time-limit to the timber floating association; to the Crown
Lands Board, the Forestry Board and the Board of Fisheries in Sweden;
and to the Forestry Board, the Board of Agriculture and the Civil Engineer-
ing Board in Finland.

The inspectors' draft shall be submitted to the county administrations.
After an opportunity has been given to submit objections to the draft, the



county administrations shall announce in the form of a joint decision the
action taken by them on the matter.

Less important rules may, if special circumstances so require, be issued
without a prior inspection after persons having a legal interest and the
authorities have been afforded an opportunity to express their views.

If for the purposes of timber floating the rules authorize work to be
performed or equipment installed, the county administrations may prescribe
that such work or equipment shall upon completion be inspected.

Instructions concerning inspection procedure shall be issued by the county
administrations. If the work performed or equipment installed is in any way
defective, the county administrations may also order the necessary rectifi-
cation and may, each on its own side of the national frontier, impose suitable
fines.

Article 7

If the widening or improvement of the floatway makes it necessary to use
land or water areas belonging to other persons, or if some other measure
must be taken which may affect the rights either of a person owning a
riparian area, bridge, fishery or water mill or of some other person and the
person concerned has not given his consent, then, except where expropriation
is involved, the county administrations, after an investigation has been
conducted as provided in article 6, shall jointly authorize the measure to be
taken and shall determine the compensation to be paid for the damage
and inconvenience thereby caused. Care must be taken in this regard to
ensure that the purpose is accomplished without undue expenditure and
with the least possible inconvenience to others.

A person who is dissatisfied with the county administrations' award of
compensation as mentioned in the first paragraph may within sixty days
of the date of the award lodge an appeal with the ordinary court of first
instance of the place where the damage or inconvenience was caused.

Compensation for damage or inconvenience as mentioned in the first
paragraph shall, however, as provided in article 22, in some cases be de-
termined in accordance with the provisions of articles 22-28 relating to
damage resulting from timber floating (timber floating damage).

Article 8

If the widening or improvement of the floatway requires the expropriation
of all or part of a property, the matter shall, in the absence of an amicable
agreement, be decided as regards Swedish territory in accordance with the
provisions of the Expropriation Act and as regards Finnish territory in
accordance with the regulations governing the cession of property for the
purposes of the floatway.

CHAPTER 3

THE TIMBER FLOATING ASSOCIATION AND ITS ACTIVITIES

Article 9

The timber floating association shall, for the joint account and on the
joint responsibility of its members, supervise the common floating operations,



have charge of and maintain the floatway and its appurtenances, and collect
and account for the charges levied for the use of the floatway.

The association shall not engage in any activity alien to the aforementioned
functions.

Article 10

The timber floating association may acquire immovable property only for
the account of the floatway and only where:

1. The property is necessary for construction work or other measures
relating to the floatway or for the proper conduct of floating operations;

2. The acquisition of a specified area is considered desirable in order to
reduce payments of compensation for damage; or

3. The property is considered suitable for the construction of necessary
office or workshop buildings or of housing for the timber floating chief or
for office, timber floating or other workers.

The county administrations shall jointly determine whether the acquisition
of immovable property in the aforesaid cases is permissible.

Immovable property acquired pursuant to this article shall be property
of the floatway.

Article 11

Property of the floatway shall not be encumbered or pledged, but where
it appears expedient to do so in a particular case the county administrations
may jointly authorize the timber floating association to encumber property
mentioned in article 10, first paragraph, sub-paragraph 3. Immovable
property shall not be disposed of without the joint consent of the county
administrations. Buildings and equipment required for timber floating shall
not be transferred from the ownership of the floatway.

Article 12

By-laws shall be drawn up for the timber floating association and shall
deal with the mutual relationship between timber floaters and their responsi-
bilities for the association's obligations, the governing body of the association
and the supervision of its activities, the meeting of the association, the timber
floating chief, the marking of timber and the conduct of timber floating
operations. The by-laws shall not contain any provision conflicting with
the Agreement referred to in article 1 or with these Regulations.

The by-laws shall be ratified jointly by the county administrations upon
the recommendation of the timber floating association. Before ratifying any
draft by-laws or amendment thereto, the county administrations shall
consult the Crown Lands Board and the Forestry Board of Sweden and the
Forestry Board of Finland, and shall by means of announcements in each
commune situated along the floatway afford forest owners and other persons
concerned an opportunity to express their views. If an amendment is
proposed otherwise than by the timber floating association, the members of
the association shall likewise be afforded an opportunity to express their
views at the meeting of the association.

Copies of the regulations shall be printed on the association's initiative in
the Swedish and Finnish languages and shall be supplied upon request to
forest owners and timber floaters.



Article 13

With a view to safeguarding the public interest, each county administra-
tion shall appoint a representative (public representative) to participate
without the right to vote in the meetings of the timber floating association
and of its governing body. If the public representative considers that a
decision is contrary to the regulations in force or to the public interest and
if the matter is not rectified after he has drawn attention to it, he shall report
the circumstances to the county administration which appointed him. The
person appointed as public representative shall be familiar with forestry and
timber floating conditions in the area but shall not be personally engaged
in timber floating or employed by a timber floater. The representative shall
receive from the association such remuneration as the county administration
prescribes.

Each county administration may likewise appoint au auditor, who,
together with the auditors appointed by the association, shall examine the
association's books. An auditor appointed by a county administration shall
receive from the association such remuneration as the county administration
prescribes.

An annual statement and auditors' report on the activities of the association
shall be submitted to the county administrations each year.

Article 14

The timber floating association shall annually appoint for each commune
situated along the floatway at least one representative (local representative)
whose name shall be reported to the county administrations and to whom
riparian owners and other persons may submit the claims mentioned in
article 23 or any other matters concerning timber floating.

Article 15

The expenses of the timber floating association shall be apportioned
among the timber floaters in the manner prescribed by the by-laws.

The county administrations, upon the request of the timber floating
association or of a member thereof, may jointly direct that expenditures for
widening or improving the floatway or for acquiring immovable property,
and other expenditures likely to be of considerable benefit for timber floating
in the future as well as in the present shall be amortized over a period of
several, but not more than twenty, years out of charges assessed against the
timber floated and so adjusted that the principal together with interest on
the unpaid balance can reasonably be expected to be paid in full within the
period thus fixed.

The timber floating association may, without seeking instructions from
the county administrations, arrange for expenditures as aforesaid to be
amortized within a period not exceeding three years.

Article 16

If in a given year the timber floating association incurs expenditures
which as provided in article 15 may be amortized over a period of several
years, the association may, if the expenditures cannot be met by advances
from the timber floaters participating in that season's floating, contract a
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loan for that purpose under an arrangement whereby the lender will be
entitled to collect the amortization charges fixed for the repayment of the
loan.

Occasional loans to meet the association's current needs may in addition be
contracted by the governing body of the association to such amount and
under such conditions as provided in the by-laws or prescribed by the
association. The repayment of such loans shall be incumbent solely upon
the timber floaters participating in floating operations during the year in
which the expenditure constituting the debt was incurred.

Article 17

The sums required to meet the association's expenses shall, in such manner
and within such time as the governing body of the association specifies,
be advanced by every person participating in the common floating. If a
timber floater fails to pay the amount due from him, the governing body
may hold his timber as security and, after notifying him, sell at public
auction as much thereof as is necessary to cover the amount due.

The sums advanced may not be used or distrained for any purpose other
than to defray the association's expenses for the year for which the advances
were made. If there is a surplus, it shall be refunded.

If it appears that an expenditure incurred by the timber floating asso-
ciation should be charged to the timber floaters participating in the floating
operations of a previous year, but no funds were previously set aside for
that purpose, the governing body shall forthwith assess the said timber
floaters for the amount due in proportion to their participation in the expenses
for that year. If a timber floater does not have the means to pay his assess-
ment, the amount in default shall be charged to the other timber floaters in
proportion to their participation as aforesaid.

Article 18

Subject to such limitations and conditions as the by-laws may prescribe,
decisions and agreements binding also on timber floaters participating in
floating operations of future years may be made with respect to the engage-
ment for several years of a timber floating chief, other staff and labourers;
to the terms of their remuneration; and to pensions and accident, sickness
and similar benefits for themselves or their families.

If any person wishes to ascertain that a decision or agreement as aforesaid
is not subject to objections on the grounds mentioned in article 21, he may
apply to the county administrations for confirmation in this regard.

The timber floating association may also enter into multi-year agreements
with riparian owners or other persons concerning compensation for timber
floating damage, riparian leases, timber floating under contract and similar
matters.

Article 19

Any members of the governing body of the timber floating association
who by contravening these regulations or the by-laws of the association
or in any other manner wilfully or negligently cause the floatway or the
timber floating association loss or damage shall be jointly and severally
liable therefor. They shall be similarly liable for any damage which, by



contravening these regulations or the by-laws of the association, they wilfully
or negligently cause a third party.

Article 20

If the auditors of the association have knowingly made erroneous state-
ments in their report or in any other document submitted to the association
or have wilfully failed to draw attention to such statements in a document
examined by them or have been negligent in the performance of their
duties, those of them who have been guilty of such conduct shall be jointly
and severally liable for any damage thereby caused to the association.

Article 21

If a timber floater is dissatisfied with the activities of the governing body
of the timber floating association or with the apportionment of the associa-
tion's expenses among its members or with any decision or agreement made
by the association, he may so inform either county administration within
180 days from the date on which the decision or measure objected to came
to his notice or, if he was not at that time participating in the timber floating
operations, from the date on which he began so to participate. If the
by-laws prescribe a specific procedure for notifying timber floaters of a
decision, any decision so notified shall be considered to have been duly
communicated to the persons participating in the common floating at that
time. If a measure, decision or agreement appears to be in conflict with
regulations in force or with the interests of the floatway, or to be obviously
disadvantageous to the timber floaters, the county administrations shall
jointly prescribe the necessary rectification or take such other measures as
the circumstances may require.

CHAPTER 4

DAMAGE RESULTING FROM TIMBER FLOATING OPERATIONS

Article 22

Full compensation shall be paid by the timber floating association for any
damage or inconvenience which in the course of the common floating
operations results from the timber while being floated, from measures taken
under article 5 or from any other action relating to the floating operation
(timber floating damage). The provisions in respect of timber floating
damage shall likewise apply to damage or inconvenience resulting from
construction or any measure referred to in article 7 relating to the floatway
if compensation for that purpose has not already been provided for in the
rules or otherwise fixed by law and no compensation has been paid.

A person carrying on timber floating for household needs or such special
timber floating as is mentioned in article 2, fourth paragraph, shall be solely
liable for any damage or inconvenience resulting from his timber floating
operations.

Liability for damage resulting from the floating of timber in rafts shall be
borne by the person carrying out the timber floating operation. If several
persons are engaged in a floating operation as aforesaid and it is impossible
to ascertain whose timber has caused the damage, all those who cannot
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be proved to have had no part in the damage shall be jointly and severally
liable.

Where timber floating damage appears to be of such a permanent nature
that it can be evaluated in advance, the amount of compensation may, if
the injured party or the timber floating association so requests, be fixed in
the rules.

Article 23

A claim for damages against the timber floating association shall, on
penalty of the right of claim being lost, be submitted to the association or its
local representative or referred to arbitration before the expiry of the calendar
year in which the damage occurred. A claim for compensation for damage
to a fishing structure or to fishing equipment shall, however, subject to the
same penalty, be submitted within fourteen days of the date on which the
damage came to the notice of the owner of the structure or equipment.

A claim as aforesaid shall be submitted in writing, but a claim submitted
to a local representative may be made orally. A claim in writing shall be
deemed to have been duly communicated if sent to the recipient's customary
address by a registered letter posted within the time-limit prescribed in the
first paragraph.

Article 24

If no agreement can be reached concerning the timber floating association's
liability for damages, the matter shall be referred to three arbitrators, one
of whom shall be appointed by each party, the two so appointed choosing
a third arbitrator who shall act as chairman.

Except as otherwise provided in articles 25-28 below, all matters relating
to the arbitrators and to procedure, awards, invalidity of awards and costs
shall be subject to the relevant provisions of the general legislation on
arbitration in force in the state where the damage occurred.

Article 25

For the purposes of the arbitration proceedings mentioned in article 24,
permanent arbitrators shall be appointed each year by the timber floating
association, at least one arbitrator and alternate being appointed for Sweden
and one arbitrator and alternate for Finland. The association may, however,
appoint another arbitrator to deal with particular cases involving damage or
inconvenience of a special kind.

The names and addresses of the permanent arbitrators appointed by the
timber floating association shall be reported to the county administrations
within the time-limit specified in the by-laws so that they may be published
in due form at the association's expense.

Article 26

A party may request arbitration by presenting a proposal to that effect
to the other party or to the arbitrator previously appointed by that party.
The proposal shall set forth the matter or matters in respect of which
arbitration is requested.



Article 27

The arbitrators shall determine whether and, if so, where an inquiry
should be held and shall bear in mind that unless an estimate of the damage
is needed without delay, the inquiry should so far as possible be carried out
after the timber floating operations have been concluded and in conjunction
with the appraisal of other cases of damage.

If no arbitral award is handed down either within 90 days after arbitration
has been requested or, where an inquiry is considered necessary but cannot
be carried out owing to seasonal conditions, by 31 July of the following
year, either party shall be free to submit the dispute to the ordinary court
of first instance of the place where the damage occurred. An arbitral award
handed down after the aforesaid time-limit shall be void unless the parties
agree to abide by it.

An arbitral award shall be in writing and immediately after being handed
down shall be formally communicated to the parties.

Article 28

A party who is dissatisfied with an arbitral award may submit the dispute
to the court mentioned in article 27, second paragraph, if he institutes
proceedings within the time-limit prescribed for appeals against arbitral
awards in the general legislation on arbitration of the State concerned.
Nevertheless, the arbitral award may take effect forthwith unless the court
or the chief administrator of justice otherwise directs.

The arbitral award shall clearly set forth the formalities to be complied
with by a dissatisfied party in submitting the dispute to the court.

CHAPTER 5

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Article 29

If such existing or prescribed structures for the protection of the navigable
channel or the prevention of other damage from timber floating as are
supposed to be maintained by the timber floating association are not properly
cared for, the county administrations, each in respect of its own side of the
national frontier, may compel the association under penalty of a fine to
comply with its obligations or may proceed immediately to rectify the
situation at the association's expense.

In urgent cases where no delay can be tolerated, a person who may
directly suffer from the situation. mentioned in the first paragraph may at
the timber floating association's expense himself take the action necessary
to protect his property if the need for such action has been certified by the
district police superintendent or bailiff of the locality after an investigation
conducted on the spot.

Article 30

A riparian owner or other person who is inconvenienced by sunken or
sinking timber may in the presence of two witnesses remove the timber from the
water on to the bank. Notice of the removal shall within seven days there-
after be given to the governing body of the timber floating association, the
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timber floating chief or the local representative. The timber floating
association shall take possession of the timber within three months from
the date of the notice and shall pay reasonable compensation for the re-
moval; otherwise, the person removing the timber may use it for his own
purposes.

Article 31

If sunken timber, bark or the like has accumulated in the floatway to such
an extent that silting or some other inconvenience results, or if waterlogged
timber in the floatway constitutes a potential source of damage, the county
administrations may, each on its own side of the national frontier, compel
the timber floating association, under penalty of a fine, to remove the
hindrance within a specified time or may themselves take the necessary
action at the association's expense.

Article 32

If floated timber is left on the bank beyond the time which in the light
of properly conducted timber floating operations and of other circumstances
seems necessary, the riparian owner or any other person affected thereby
may request the timber floating association through its governing body, the
timber floating chief or the local representative to take possession of the
timber without delay. If no action is taken by the association, the said
owner or other person may appeal to the county administration of the
county in which the timber is situated, and the county administration may
fix a time-limit within which the association must remove the timber under
penalty of the said owner or other person being able to use the timber for his
own purposes.

Article 33

If timber brought to the floatway from one State is delivered after floating
to a destination in the other State, the timber floating association shall so
notify the appropriate customs authorities of both States and inform them
of the amount of timber. Such timber, when delivered by the timber
floater for floating, shall be separate from his other timber and be marked
with special markings prescribed by the governing body of the association;
the governing body may, however, waive this provision in respect of timber
the delivery of which has been agreed upon in the course of the floating
operations.

Article 34

If it appears that the floatway is not being properly maintained, that
prescribed amortization charges or compensation for damage are not being
paid or that the floating of timber is not being properly conducted, or if the
activities of the timber floating association otherwise call for censure, and no
corrective action is taken after the association has been consulted on the
matter, then the county administrations shall call a general meeting of the
timber floaters at which a special discussion shall be held to determine
whether and on what conditions the floating of loose timber shall continue
to be permitted in the floatway.



CHAPTER 6

PENALTIES, 'ETC.

Article 35

The placing of unbarked timber in the floatway when to do so is prohibited
or the removal of bark contrary to the provisions of article 4, second para-
graph, shall be punishable by daily fines.

If a person wilfully or through manifest negligence obstructs the frontier
river or in the course of floating operations causes damage, inconvenience
or delay to others he shall be punished by daily fines unless he is also liable
at law.

Article 36

An offence mentioned in article 35 shall be dealt with by the ordinary
court of first instance of the place where the offence was committed, but if
the offence was committed by a national of one State in the territory of the
other State and the offender is no longer in the State in which the offence
was committed, the case shall be tried in the State of which the offender is
a national by the court situated nearest to the place where the offence
was committed.

Fines shall accrue to the State in which the offence is tried.
A contingent fine (vite-uhkasakko) may be levied by the county administra-

tion that is empowered to fix such a fine. A contingent fine shall accrue to
the State whose county administration levied the fine.

Finland-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

173. CONVENTION BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND
AND THE RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET RE-
PUBLIC CONCERNING THE MAINTENANCE OF RIVER
CHANNELS AND THE REGULATION OF FISHING ON
WATERCOURSES FORMING PART OF THE FRONTIER
BETWEEN FINLAND AND RUSSIA, SIGNED AT HELSING-
FORS, OCTOBER 28, 19222

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND and THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC have in accordance
with the provisions of Article 21 of the Treaty of Peace of Dorpat, signed on
October 14, 1920, decided to conclude an Agreement regarding the main-
tenance of river channels and the regulation of fishing on water courses which
flow from the territory of one of the contracting States to the territory of

Came into force as from 13 March 1948, the date of the notification given
to the Government of the Finnish Republic by the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics of the revival of the said Conventions, in accordance
with article 12 of the Treaty of Peace with Finland, signed at Paris on 10 February
1947 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 67, p. 155).

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 19, p. 193.
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the other, or which are situated along the common frontier between the
contracting States...

Article 1

In water-courses flowing from Finland to Russia and vice versa, or situated
along the common frontier between those two countries, the Contracting
States undertake to leave the fairway open for the free'flow of the water,
for navigation by sea-going and river craft, for timber floating, and for the
migration of fish.

Article 2

On rivers and in straits, the fairway shall be held to 'consist of at least
one-third of the width of the water at its mean level and at its deepest part.
Nevertheless, where there is a current, the fairway shall not be considered
as wider than at most a portion corresponding to one-third of the volume
of water flowing past at mean level. Moreover, in the case of a fairway
used for navigation or timber floating, the width of the channel may not be
less than seven metres.

On lakes, channels used for navigation or timber-floating must be left open
for the necessary width.

Article 3

Water may not be diverted from the watercourses referred to in Article 1,
nor may any constructions be erected therein or any steps be taken such
as to cause damage, by altering the present depth or condition of the parts
of the watercourse situated in the territory of the other Contracting State,
to the extent of water in its territory, or to its fish, land or other property,
or thereby to damage the fairway or to encroach upon channels used for

9 navigation or timber-floating, unless a special agreement has been concluded
in each case between the Contracting States.

Article 4

Exceptions to the provisions laid down in Articles 1-3 of the present
Agreement may be allowed in virtue of the laws in force in each country,
except in the cases referred to in Article 3, but only on condition that the
owners of the land or water concerned in the other Contracting State shall
be indemnified in a manner to be agreed upon beforehand for any damage
or inconvenience which may be caused.

If the fairway is blocked, and the consequent effects extend to the territory
of the other Contracting State, the purposes for which the fairway is used
must be provided for by some other means.

Article 5

'The following regulations shall be put into force in order to pro-
tect fisheries and fish in the following salmon and gwyniad (sik) waters
flowing from the territory of one Contracting State to that of the other,
namely:

On the Tuulomanjoki and its upper waters, known as the Luttojoki,
which flows into the Col Fiord on the Russian side, from the mouth of the
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former river as far as the upper waters of the Luttojoki on the Finnish
side;

On the Kutajoki and its upper waters, known as the Tuntsajoki, which
flows into the Kutalahti on the Russian side from the mouth of the
Kutajoki as far as the upper waters of the Tuntsajoki on the Finnish side,

On the southern part of the upper waters of the Kutajoki, known as the
Ulanganjoki, from the entry of the latter river into the Paajarvi outside
Russia, as far as Paanajtrvi on the Finnish side;

On the river known as the Pistojoki from the lake of Yla-Kuittijarvi
situated on the Russian side as far as Kuusamonjarvi on the Finnish side;

On the river Lieksa and its tributary, the Tuulijoki, which flows into
the Pielisjarvi on the Finnish side, from the entry of the former river into
the Pielisjarvi as far as Lentiera and the lake of Tuulijarvi on the Russian
side;

On the Tulenmanjoki, which flows into the lake Ladoga in Finnish
territory, from the entry of the river into the lake as far as Lake Tulenan-
jarvi on the Russian side; and:

On the Miinalanjoki, which flows into the lake Ladoga on the Finnish
side, from the mouth of the river as far as the upper waters of the river
on the Russian side.
(1) On the above watercourses a fairway shall be regarded as fishing

water; for this purpose the fairway shall be held to include the water at the
ends of the fairway, for double the width of the fairway, until a depth of
two metres is reached.

(2) No nets, fish traps or other permanent gear, except bait, may be
placed in position in the fishing water, nor may fishing installations be
erected elsewhere, nor may fishing be carried on with permanent apparatus
in such a manner as appreciably to prevent the fish from ascending to the
upper waters or from surmounting waterfalls.

(3) If the fairway is blocked by a dam or by any other means, the
Contracting State concerned shall take measures to protect the existing
conditions as regards the fish and the fisheries by erecting suitable salmon
ladders or by some other means.

(4) It is absolutely forbidden to catch salmon or lake trout (taimen) in
streams or torrents from the beginning of September until the end of Oc-
tober.

(5) It is forbidden to use poisons, drugs or explosives for fishing.
(6) It is forbidden to establish factories or other structures, either fixed

or floating, which retard the flow of the stream, in so far as such structures
cause damage to the fish in the territory of the other State.

Article 6

The regulations laid down in the previous article shall be carried out
where applicable in the case of watercourses which form natural frontiers
between the two States.

Article 9
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174. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND
AND THE RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET RE-
PUBLIC REGARDING THE FLOATING OF TIMBER IN
WATERCOURSES FLOWING FROM FINLAND TO RUSSIA
OR VICE VERSA, SIGNED AT HELSINGFORS, OCTOBER 28,
19222

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND and THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC, having decided, in
conformity with the provisions of Article 1 of the Treaty of Peace signed at
Dorpat on October 14, 1920, to conclude an agreement regarding the regu-
lation of timber-floating in watercourses flowing from the territory of Finland
into the territory of Russia or from Russia into that of Finland,.

Article I

In the case of watercourses which flow from Finland to Russia or from
Russia to Finland, citizens, companies and State enterprises of the two
contracting countries shall be entitled to float timber without hindrance,
across the frontier and beyond it, in the territory of either contracting country
as far as the sea under the arrangements and upon the conditions laid down
in the present Convention.

3

Article 4

If timber floated down a watercourse is destined for export from the
country, and if, in consequence, duties or other charges are payable upon it,
the floater shall pay such charges before the timber is exported from the
country. Should he fail to do so, the liability for the payment of the charge
shall rest upon the Board of the Floaters Association or upon the individual
floater concerned, and in order to defray this charge it shall be lawful, at the
instance of the State to which the charge is payable, to distrain on the whole
or a part of the timber floated by the Association or belonging to it or to its
members, or even on timber belonging to a floater who is not a member of
the Association.

If the timber which is being floated is not intended' to be exported from
the country, but only to be transported through the territory of the other
State, the charges referred to in this Article may not be exacted, nor may
any transit dues be levied on timber transported within the territory of either
of the Contracting States.

I Came into force as from 13 March 1948, the date of the notification given
to the Government of the Finnish Republic by the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics of the revival of the said Convention, in accordance
with article 12 of the Treaty of Peace with Finland, signed at Paris on 10 Febru-
ary 1947 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 67, p. 158).

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 19, p. 170.
3 Articles 2, 3 and 7 amended by the Convention signed at Moscow on 15

October 1933 (See infra, treaty No. 175, p. 6 4 7 .).



Article 5

If either of the Contracting States should grant within its territory, in
connection with timber-floating on watercourses covered by this Convention,
any privileges or advantages to floaters belonging to its own country or to
any.third State, the same privileges and advantages shall be simultaneously
and unconditionally granted to the timber floaters of the other Contracting
State.

Article 6

The timber floaters of both Contracting States shall be entitled, without
having to pay any duties or other charges, to convey the necessary timber-
floating gear, and also provisions for their workmen, to the territory of the
other State. Neither shall any export duties be levied when the said timber-
floating gear is brought back to the timber floaters' own country.

The timber floaters of each Contracting State shall be entitled, within
the territory of the other Contracting State, to hire land and accommodation,
and shall be free to purchase the articles and gear required for timber-
floating and for the equipment of their workmen, and further to take all
measures which are necessary for timber-floating, provided that they
observe the laws and regulations which are in force in the country in question.

Article 8

The Contracting States undertake to communicate to each other all the
laws and regulations which affect timber-floating in the watercourses
covered by this Convention. Any modifications or additions to these laws
and regulations shall be communicated in good time to the other Contracting
State.

Article 9

If differences of opinion should arise regarding the interpretation or
application of the present Convention, it shall be referred for decision to a
special commission, constituted on a basis of parity.. The representatives
on this commission shall be designated by the' Governments of the two
Contracting States.



175. CONVENTION' MODIFYING THE CONVENTION OF OC-
TOBER 28th 1922, BETWEEN FINLAND AND THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS REGARDING THE
FLOATING OF TIMBER DOWN WATERCOURSES FLOWING
FROM FINNISH TERRITORY INTO THE TERRITORY
OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND
VICE VERSA. SIGNED AT MOSCOW, OCTOBER 15th, 19332

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND and THE CENTRAL EXE-

CUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, consider-
ing that the Convention of October 28th, 1922, regarding the floating
of timber down watercourses flowing from Finnish territory into the territory
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and vice versa calls for certain
amendments and amplifications, have decided to conclude the present
Convention, embodying these amendments and amplifications...

Considering that it is to their common interest to simplify and expedite
floating operations, the two Contracting States agree to amend the following
Articles of the Convention of October 28th, 1922, and also to include in the
Convention a new Article 3A, these Articles to read as follows:

Article 2

In the case of watercourses which, having their sources in the territory
of one of the Co'ntracting States, only cross the State frontier once, the
floaters of the one Contracting State shall have the right to float timber into
the territory of the other Contracting State along the shortest common
floating route, and in accordance with the rules laid down in the laws and
regulations in force in that State.

If the interests of the floaters of the one Contracting State require any
operations to be carried out on the logging routes referred to in the present
Article and situated in the territory of the other Contracting State, such
operations may only be executed subject to observance of the laws and
regulations in force in that territory. Requests for such work to be carried
out shall be submitted by the organizations or persons concerned referred
to in Article 3 of the present Convention to their Government Delegates,
who will transmit these applications to the Delegates of the other Con-
tracting State. The decisions adopted on such applications shall be notified
to the applicants through the same Delegates. The Contracting States
undertake to give favourable consideration to such applications.

Article 3

In the case of watercourses which, having their sources in the territory

Came into force as from 13 March 1948, the date of the notification given
to the Government of the Finnish Republic by the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics of the revival of the said Conventions, in accordance
with article 12 of the Treaty of Peace with Finland, signed at Paris on 10 Febru-
ary 1947. (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 67, p. 155).

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 149, p. 267.



of one of the Contracting States, cross the State frontier at several points or
form the frontier between the Contracting States, the floating of timber as
from the point where the watercourses for the first time either cross the
State frontier or become a frontier watercourse up to the point where the
said system finally enters the territory of the other Contracting State, shall
be effected in accordance with the rules in the present Article, and also in
Article 3A. On the other sections of such watercourses the rules laid down
in Article 2 of the present Convention shall be applied:

1. The general supervision of timber-floating over the various water-
courses, the determination of the conditions governing such floating, the
reconciliation of the interests of floaters with the interests of owners of areas
of bank and waterway, and also the settlement of all questions relating to
floating, shall devolve on the Delegates for timber-floating questions, one of
whom shall be appointed by each Contracting State for a given waterways
system.

Particulars of the surnames and Christian names of these Delegates and
also of their permanent places of residence shall be exchanged through the
diplomatic channel.

Each Delegate shall have the right, if he considers it necessary, to appoint
a deputy holding the same rights as the Delegate and acting under his
responsibility, and also one or more assistants who shall be responsible for
settling routine questions of timber-floating. Delegates shall notify one
another of the surnames and Christian names of such persons and also of
their permanent places of residence.

Delegates and .their assistants shall have the right to correspond direct
with one another on all questions relating to timber-floating, and also, when
on duty, to cross the State frontier on the strength of the service documents
issued to them and visd by the frontier authorities of the Contracting States
for specific periods.

2. The decisions of Delegates shall be taken unanimously.
Should differences of opinion arise between Delegates on questions

requiring urgent settlement, they must immediately report the fact to their
Governments, who shall take steps to settle the matter in dispute as promptly
as possible through the diplomatic channel.

3. The maintenance in proper condition of logging channels, the
execution of work for the improvement of such channels, the erection of
permanent plant for timber-floating purposes, and also all steps for regu-
lating timber-floating, shall be carried out in accordance with decisions
taken jointly by Delegates. These decisions shall be adopted in the form of
Minutes.

These Minutes shall, in particular, specify how logging channels should be
constructed and how they should be maintained; how timber should be
floated (whether by separate logs or in floats); whether, on a particular
waterways system, rafting should be allowed only in mixed floats, or whether
it is considered possible also to raft logs in individual consignments; how
obstacles to the flow of water should be obviated and removed, etc.

Minutes certifying the necessity for carrying out operations involving
financial outlay for the Contracting States, or likely to produce a dangerous
rise in the water level, to impair the channel or to spoil fishing or fish-
breeding, must be approved by the central organizations of the Contracting
States dealing with timber-floating questions.

4. In the discharge of the duties devolving upon them, Delegates and
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their assistants shall have the right to carry out the necessary inspections
on the spot. If an impending inspection may lead to a decision likely to
affect the interests of the owners of areas of the bank or waterway, the
Delegate or his assistant must give notice of the proposed inspection to the
persons concerned residing in the territory of his State, fourteen days at least
before the inspection. These persons shall have the right to attend inspec-
tions and defend their interests.

5. If, in order to regulate, widen or improve the logging channel, it is
necessary to acquire the right to utilise for timber-floating purposes an area
of land or water owned by a third party, the question of the transfer of such
area shall, if no amicable agreement on the subject is arrived at with its
owner, be settled in accordance with the procedure laid down for the
expropriation of property, in the interests of public utility, in the State in
which the area in question is situated.

Note: The sections of the Timber-Floating Regulations drawn up in
accordance with the provisions of the Convention of October 28th, 1922,
that do not conflict with the present Convention shall remain in force unless
Delegates agree to the complete abrogation of a particular Regulation.

Article 3A

The floating of timber over the watercourses referred to in Article 3 of the
present Convention shall be carried out in accordance with the following
rules:

1. Every timber owner shall annually, before January 1st, submit to his
Government Delegate in duplicate preliminary particulars of the quantity
of timber he proposes to prepare and transport over a particular waterways
system during the ensuing logging season.

2. Every owner of timber to be floated shall, by March 1st, submit
for the approval of his Government Delegate a full-size facsimile in duplicate
of his mark. The design of the mark must be approved by both Delegates
before use. It is absolutely essential for a timber owner to brand all timber
rafted by him with his mark. This rule shall not apply to small lots of
timber rafted by local owners or lessees of land over short distances and for
their own domestic requirements.

If, notwithstanding the foregoing rule, timber not branded with an
approved mark is brought on to watercourses, the Delegates may agree to
sell such timber by public auction if the owner of such timber is not traced
within a period of three months.

3. Every owner of timber must appoint on the territory of his State a
representative to whom interested parties can refer in matters relating to the
loss or damage caused to such parties by timber-floating. These representa-
tives shall be appointed: in Finland, in every commune contiguous with a
particular waterways system; and in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
in the district (rdon) concerned. All communications between nationals of
one Contracting State and the representatives of timber owners of the other
Contracting State shall be passed through the Delegates or their assistants.
Notice of the appointment of a representative and of his place of residence
must be given by every timber owner before April 15th to the Delegate of
his Government, who shall inform the Delegate of the other Contracting
State.

Each Delegate shall notify the nationals of his State of the surnames and
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Christian names of the above-mentioned representatives, their addresses and
also the designs of marks approved for timber.

4. Every owner of timber to be floated must submit to his Government
Delegate before April 15th final and detailed particulars of the quantity
and quality of the timber he proposes to float in the current year over a
particular waterways system, and also of the points where floating will begin
and end.

5. Delegates shall communicate to one another the particulars referred
to in paragraphs I to 4 of the present Article within 14 days after the expiry
of the periods referred to in the said paragraphs.

If a timber owner does not submit these particulars, or submits them late,
he may, at the discretion of the Delegates, be mulcted in a fine not exceeding
50% of the rafting dues payable by that owner.

If no rafting dues are levied on a particular waterways system, the said
money fine shall be computed by the Delegates at a rate not exceeding 50%
of the rafting dues which are current on the nearest waterways system and
which would be payable on the timber of the said proprietor if he floated
it down that waterways system.

The proceeds of such fines, together with those of the sale of the timber
without approved brand-marks referred to in paragraph 2 of the present
Article, shall be applied to defraying the cost of constructing and maintaining
the logging channel.

6. Delegates must jointly discuss the plan and conditions of the next
timber-floating season.

Delegates may on their own initiative or at the request of one of the
timber proprietors convene a meeting of all proprietors interested in timber-
floating over a given waterway's system for joint discussion of questions
concerning loading of logs on the said waterways system, of the order of
rafting, of safeguarding the interests of individual timber-floaters when
mixed floats are rafted, of timber-floating during intervals, etc.

If timber owners fail to agree, the points at issue shall be decided by the
Delegates. If the latter cannot come to an agreement, timber shall be rafted
for the joint account of all the proprietors. The Delegates shall lay down
the conditions and the order of such rafting and delegate its execution
either to their assistants or to persons specially appointed for the purpose.

7. Every timber proprietor may raft timber for his own account, except
in the case referred to in the above paragraph.

Rafting must be carried out with the greatest possible despatch and in
such a manner as to safeguard in the best possible way the interests of the
owners of all the timber rafted; timber may be rafted at any season of the
year when natural conditions permit.
. When timber is rafted in floats, the latter must in those sections of the
watercourses skirted by the State frontier and where the channels are
sufficiently wide and deep, and where in general it is possible to do so
without difficulty and extra expense, keep within the boundary of the State
from which the timber came. In these sections of the waterways rafts may
stop near the shores of the other Contracting State and crews land on the
bank only in' cases of force majeure (rafts driven into the bank by the wind,
break up of rafts, rafts stranded on a shoal, etc.). In such cases, raftsmen
must stay where they land and do their best to send the rafts on their way
as soon as possible. Representatives of the Frontier Guard of the Contract-
ing States must in such cases 'give raftsmen the necessary assistance.



If several timber floaters raft timber simultaneously over one and the same
waterways system, each must take care to see that his timber is so rafted
as not to cause avoidable obstruction or inconvenience to the other. In
particular, the unloading of rafted timber at the terminal points of rafting
situated near the State frontier must be carried out without delay and in
the shortest possible time. If negligence is shown in this respect and duly
proved by the Delegates, the guilty party shall be bound to make good the
loss and damage sustained as a result of delay in rafting.

8. If the Delegates agree that rafting must be carried out by the labourers
of the Contracting Party through whose territory part of the rafting is being
effected, such labourers must be supplied by the Delegate or his assistant
for the whole period of rafting tirough such territory.

9. During timber-floating, raftsmen shall be permitted to place booms
and other temporary rafting erections at such points where this is necessary
for carrying out rafting or preventing damage. These booms and erections
must not hinder the flow of water or the passage of fish towards their
spawning-places and fisheries and must also not materially obstruct traffic
on watercourses.

Cross-booms may be erected when logs are floated separately, but on
condition that they are not placed near villages or points where they might
cause a considerable rise in the water-level.

Bridges, landing-stages, bathing-places and other erections on water-
courses must be protected so far as necessary during the rafting season by
devices safeguarding them against damage.

10. Timber, the rafting of which is completed within one year from the
date of felling, may be floated with the bark on. Other timber must have
the bark removed, unless for special reasons the timber floater has been
released from this obligation. The bark must be removed in such a place
and in such a manner that it does not fall into the watercourses.

11. Subject to observance of the provisions of Article 7 of the present
Convention, labourers engaged in timber-floating shall be entitled to land
and remain on the bank of the other Contracting State:

(1) In order to carry out the operations referred to in the present
Convention (paragraphs 6, 9, 12-15 of the present Article);

(2) For timber-floating purposes, more particularly for the erection of
timber-floating installations, controlling the movement of logs, protecting
timber from breakage and jamming, clearing the banks and logging-
channels of timber, timber-floating refuse, etc.; and also

(3) Where necessary, for executing the decisions of the Delegates.
Nevertheless, landing on the bank and the crossing of yards, gardens,

parks and store premises shall only be permitted where it is impossible to
avoid this by means of rafting devices or other methods.

When within the 100-metre zone, referred to in Article 7 of the present
Convention, on the bank of the other Contracting State, the labourers must
as far as possible, utilise the roads and paths in that zone.

12. As soon as they have noticed it or after they have been informed
thereof, timber floaters must immediately remove the timber that has
collected on rapids, that has been cast up by the stream on theshore and
also timber that is submerged or on the point of sinking, so far as this would
result in obstructing the watercourses or inconveniencing traffic or fishing.
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Should no such consequences result, the timber must be removed before the
end of the same year.

Pieces of timber submerged or on the point of sinking must be piled on
the nearest bank at points where they will cause no damage or inconvenience.

13. Timber floaters must be careful to see that ferries are able to cross
watercourses and must also assist other forms of transport on watercourses,
if the rafting devices or the timber rafted hinder traffic.

To ensure traffic movement on waterways, timber floaters must, where
necessary, arrange suitable openings in their booms.

14. Timber floaters shall be authorized, while rafting is proceeding, to
take down any fencing or parts thereof adjacent to watercourses which
obstruct rafting operations.. In doing so, care must be taken not to do them
any damage. After the rafts have passed, the replacement of the fencing
and parts thereof in their previous position shall be effected or arranged by
the timber floaters.

15. All waste from rafting operations (splinters, bark, branches, twigs,
etc.,), and also logs left on the bank, must be secured against the possibility
of their being carried into watercourses, and when floating operations are
completed they, and also all other refuse, must be cleared away and removed
from the banks beyond the highest level of the spring floods.

When rafting operations are completed, the logging channels and their
banks must be cleared of the stray timber left by rafting.

16. The Delegates of the Contracting States shall inform one another of
the completion of all timber-floating operations after the shore zones have
been cleared.

17. The cost of maintaining and improving logging channels shall be
defrayed by the Contracting States in the manner agreed upon between the
Delegates of the two Parties of a given waterways system. These costs shall
be refunded by the owners of the timber floated down in the form of a special
rafting fee, fixed for each waterways system in the manner laid down in
Article 3, paragraph 3, of the present Convention.

The amounts due by the owners of floated timber shall be paid by the
latter, before timber-floating starts, to the Delegate of their State. On the
completion of floating Delegates shall settle accounts between themselves in
proportion to the expenses which each of the Contracting States has borne
for a given waterways system. These settlements must be completed not
later than December 1st of the current year.

The owners of the timber floated must also pay for the various services
rendered to them with their consent during rafting (supply of materials,
labour, etc.). Payment of these expenses must be made within 10 days of
the corresponding service being rendered. Delegates shall have the right to
fix other time-limits for the payment of expenses, in the event of the provisions
of paragraph 8 of the present Article being applied.

18. Timber floaters shall participate in overhead expenses in proportion
to the number of kilometres traversed and the quantity of timber rafted by
them in the rafting season in question.

The Delegates shall fix the quantity of timber regarded as the rafting unit
for the assessment of the amount due in respect of the above expenses.

19. The damage caused by landing on banks, by floating operations or
circumstances connected therewith must be refunded to the injured party
by the owner of the timber direct if in his own State, and through the
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Delegate of his own Government or his assistant if in the other Contracting
State.

If no agreement is arrived at between the Parties concerned regarding the
amount of compensation and the method of payment, these damages shall
be assessed by a Valuation Commission consisting of three reputable persons.
Each Delegate shall appoint one member of the Commission and the
members thus appointed shall joint ly select two Chairmen: one for assessing
the damage done on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the other for assessing the damage done on the territory of Finland.
Should disagreement arise on the question of the appointment of Chairmen,
the latter shall be nominated by the Delegates by joint agreement. If the
Delegates are also unable to come to an agreement, each Government shall
appoint a Chairman to assess the damage done on its territory. The
decisions of the Valuation Commission shall be final and binding on the
parties concerned. Each Commission shall start work immediately timber-
floating ceases at the place where damage has been done.

The members of the above Commission may cross the State frontier in the
discharge of their duties on the strength of appropriate certificates issued
by the frontier authorities of their State, in the manner laid down for the
crossing of the frontier by Delegates.

20. In the case of all settlements of account effected in virtue of the
provisions of the present Convention, the corresponding amounts shall be
reckoned in U.S.A. gold dollars and be paid in the currency agreed upon
by the Delegates.

21. Disputes connected with timber-floating which cannot be settled by
agreement between the Delegates and which are not covered by other
provisions in the present Convention, shall be referred for settlement through
the diplomatic channel.

Article 7

The officials and labourers engaged on timber-floating operations who are
compelled, owing to the nature of their work, to stay in the territory of the
other Contracting State shall, in the event of a special agreement regarding
passports being concluded between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and Finland, enjoy the facilities laid down in that agreement.

Pending the conclusion of such an agreement, the following rules shall
apply:

1. A list certified by the frontier authorities, giving the names of
timber-floating officials and labourers who have to cross the State frontier,
shall be submitted to the nearest authorized local frontier passport control
authorities of the other Contracting State in good time before the frontier
is crossed. The certificates issued by the frontier authorities of both
States shall also be accepted as passports in addition to the ordinary
passports. All changes in the list of officials and labourers shall similarly
be notified weekly.

2. Timber-floating officials and labourers may not go farther than
100 metres from the line of bank existing at the time of timber-floating.
Frontier-crossing-points shall in each particular case be fixed by common
agreement between the Delegates or their assistants.

Note. The present rules shall also apply to labourers engaged in making
the logging channel.
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The present Convention shall form an integral part of the Convention
of October 28th, 1922, and shall come into force immediately after it is
ratified by both Contracting States.

FINAL PROTOCOL

in connection with the provisions of the Convention signed to-day
modifying the Convention of October 28th, 1922, regarding the floating of
timber down watercourses flowing from Finnish territory into the territory
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and vice versa, the Plenipotentiaries
of the Contracting States have agreed as follows:

Ad Article 1 of the Convention of October 28th, 1922

The right to float timber as far as the sea also includes the right to the use,
at the point where the river enters the sea, of a suitable plot of ground for
sorting and piling timber floated down separately. If at such point there
is no plot of land allocated for the joint use of timber floaters, the timber
floater of the other Contracting State shall have the right to lease such a plot,
and for this purpose the Delegate of the State in which the mouth of the
river is situated shall give the necessary assistance.

Ad Article 3, Point 1

1. Each Delegate shall appoint as his deputy and assistants either
officials responsible for timber-floating questions or members of the State
Frontier Guard, or representatives of collective farms or timber merchants
or private individuals.

2. The crossing of the State frontier by Delegates and their assistants
shall be effected as far as possible at the points where the frontier guards
are posted and after due notice to the latter. The term of validity of visas
for the crossing of the State frontier shall be three :months, unless the Dele-
gates jointly agree to other periods.

Ad Article 3, Point 3

1. On rivers which flow along the State frontier, the logging channel
may, at the discretion of the Delegate of each Contracting State, be cleared
of stones and other objects that have fallen into it, if these operations do not
have the effect of altering the watercourses; notice for the purpose must be
given at least five days in advance to the Delegate of the other Contracting
State or his assistant.

2. The Contracting States interpret paragraph 3 of the aforesaid point
to mean that the point does not in the nature of things refer to minor routine
expenditure defrayed out of the amounts received by Delegates from timber
floaters.

Ad Article 3, Point 4

Delegates shall be bound to give the owners of areas of bank and waterway
and also tenants of the same at least 14 days' notice of an inspection, but
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only in the case of inspections undertaken in order to arrange fbr new logging
channels, to assess the damage done to the owners or tenants of plots, or to
acquire, for timber-floating purposes, from the said persons property
belonging to them or to restrict the use of such property.

As regards other inspections, the prescribed period of notice, if any, maybe
shortened in emergencies.

Ad Article 3A, Point 19

The owners and tenants of areas of bank or waterway shall be entitled to
compensation for loss or damage due to the construction of a logging channel
or to the actual floating of timber itself, but may not claim payment for the
fact that timber is floated through their property.

In adopting the foregoing provisions, the Plenipotentiaries of the Con-
tracting States agree that neither the present Convention nor the Convention
of October 28th, 1922, may be interpreted as modifying in any way the
general procedure for settling frontier incidents and disputes strictly so called
as laid down in the Agreements at present in force between Finland and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. ...

176. ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL' BETWEEN THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND FINLAND CONCERN-
ING COMPENSATION FOR LOSS AND DAMAGE AND FOR
THE WORKS TO BE CARRIED OUT BY FINLAND IN CON-
NEXION WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREE-
MENT OF 29 APRIL 1959 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, THE
GOVERNMENT OF FINLAND AND THE GOVERNMENT OF
NORWAY CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF LAKE
INARI BY MEANS OF THE KAITAKOSKI HYDRO-ELEC-
TRIC POWER STATION AND DAM, SIGNED AT MOSCOW,
ON 29 APRIL 19592

The Government of the Soviet Union and the Government of Finland
having signed this day the Agreement concerning the regulation of Lake
Inari by means of the Kaitakoski hydro-electric power station and dam, 2

have agreed as follows:

Article 1

In consideration of such loss and damage as have been or may be caused
to the lands, waters, structures or other property of any kind belonging to
the State, communes and private persons and bodies of Finland as a result
of the regulation of Lake Inari under the Agreement of 24 April 1947 and
the Agreement concluded this day, and as payment for the works which have
been and are to be carried out by the Finnish Ministry under the Regula-

Came into force on 29 April 1959 by signature, in accordance with article 2.
2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 346, p. 212.
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tions referred to in article 2 of the said Agreements, the Government of the
Soviet Union has paid to the Government of Finland a lump sum of seventy-
five million (75,000,000) Finnish markkaa.

The Government of the Soviet Union is consequently exonerated of all
responsibility to the State, communes, individuals and corporate bodies of
Finland for the loss and damage referred to in the first paragraph of this
article and for the works which have been and are to be carried out by the
Finnish Ministry under the Regulations referred to in article 2 of the said
Agreements. The Finnish Ministry assumes all such responsibility to the
said authorities, persons and bodies.

177. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF FINLAND AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCERNING
THE REGIME OF THE FINNISH-SOVIET STATE FRONTIER
AND THE PROCEDURE FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF
FRONTIER INCIDENTS. SIGNED AT HELSINKI, ON 23
JUNE 19602

PART II

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE USE OF FRONTIER WATERS AND OF RAILWAYS

AND MAIN AND OTHER ROADS INTERSECTING THE FRONTIER LINE

ARTICLE 11. 1. In the case of all rivers intersected by the frontier line
and of lakes and coastal bays along which the frontier line runs, a strip of
water 100 metres wide on either side of the frontier line shall be deemed to
be frontier waters.

2. Those sections of rivers and the narrow sections of lakes along which
the frontier line runs shall be deemed to be frontier waters in their entirety.

ARTICLE 15. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the frontier waters
are kept clean and are not artificially polluted or fouled in any way. They
shall also take measures to prevent wilful damage to the banks of frontier
waters.

ARTICLE 16. The Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures to
ensure that in the use of frontier waters the provisions of this Agreement
are observed and the relevant rights and interests of the other Contracting
Party are respected.

1 Came into force on 5 October 1960. This Treaty replaces the one concluded
between the two countries and concerning the regime of the Finnish-Soviet
State Frontier, signed at Moscow on 9 December 1948 (United Nations, Treatv
Series, vol. 217, p. 158).

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 379, p. 330.



2. Where failure to comply with the requirements of paragraph 1
occasions material loss to one Contracting Party, compehsation for that loss
shall be paid by the Party to whose negligence the loss is attributable.

ARTICLE 17. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall,
as far as possible, exchange such information concerning the water level,
water volume and ice conditions in frontier waters as might avert danger
from flooding or from drifting ice. In addition, the said° authorities shall,
as necessary, agree on a regular system of signals during periods of high
water or drifting ice.

ARTICLE 18. This Agreement shall not affect the floating of timber in
frontier waters nor traffic on railways, main roads and waterways intersecting
the frontier line; such matters shall be settled by special agreement between
the Contracting Parties.

PART III

FORESTRY, FISHING, HUNTING AND MINING

ARTICLE 21. 1. Nationals of the two Contracting Parties may fish in
frontier waters up to the frontier line in accordance with the regulations in
force in their respective territories, but shall be prohibited from:

(a) Using explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances or resorting to
other means that result in the large-scale destruction or mutilation of fish;

(b) Fishing in frontier waters at night.

2. The preservation and breeding of fish in frontier waters, prohibitions
against the catching of fish of particular species in specified areas, fishing
seasons and other measures concerning fishing may be regulated by special
agreement between the relevant authorities of the Contracting Parties.

France-Germany

178. TRAITI' ENTRE L'ALLEMAGNE ET LAjFRANCE PORTANT
DSLIMITATION DE LA FRONTIIRE, SIGNS A PARIS, LE
14 AO1IT 19252

[L'article premier reproduit l'article 27 et 51 du Trait de Versailles qui ritablit
la frontiire du 18juillet 1870.]

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu'le 15 mai 1928.
2 Socidt6 des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 75, p.-104.



ARTICLE 13. Aucune modification ne pourra 6tre apportfe soit au trac6,
soit au classement des chemins, des canaux et des cours d'eau non navigables
formant frontire, aucun 6tablissement ou changement essentiel de barrage,
d'installation ou construction quelconque susceptible de modifier le regime
des eaux ne pourra tre entrepris, sans entente prfalable entre les Hautes
Parties contractantes.

ARTICLE 14. Les installations actuelles ou A 6tablir en vue de l'utilisation
normale des cours d'eau non navigables et des canaux de d6charge formant
fronti~re ne doivent pas entraver le passage des eaux ni en diminuer le debit
au point qu'il puisse en r~sulter un prejudice grave pour les riverains d'aval.

Cette clause s'applique 6galement aux cours d'eau et canaux qui, sans
former frontibre, la traversent ou se d~versent dans un cours d'eau fronti~re.

ARTICLE 15. Aucune modification n'est apport~e aux dispositions sp6-
ciales qui rdgissent l'utilisation et 'entretien des conduites d'eau traversant
la frontibre et des constructions qui s'y rapportent.

ARTICLE 42. Les travaux d'entretien et de curage des cours d'eau non
navigables et des canaux de d~charge formant fronti~re seront ex~cut~s
simultanfment de 'une et de l'autre rive A la diligence des personnes
physiques ou morales auxquelles incombe cette obligation et conform~ment
aux r~glements et usages locaux.

La liste de ces cours d'eau et canaux est donnde As l'Annexe VI.

ARTICLE 43. Les cours d'eau et canaux qui, sans former fronti~re,
traversent celle-ci ou se dfversent dans un cours d'eau frontire, devront
toujours tre maintenus dans un 6tat d'entretien tel que leur regime habituel
soit assur6.

ARTICLE 44. Les Hautes Parties Contractantes prendront, chacune en
ce qui la concerne, les mesures d'hygi~ne n~cessaires pour assurer la puret6
et la salubrit6 des eaux des cours d'eau et canaux visas dans les articles
42 et 43.

France-Germany (Federal Republic of)

179. TRAIT1' ENTRE LA R1ePUBLIQUE FRANQAISE ET LA
RtPUBLIQUE FtDIPRALE D'ALLEMAGNE SUR LE RtGLE-
MENT DE LA QUESTION SARROISE, SIGNt A LUXEM-
BOURG, LE 27 OCTOBRE 19562

' Entr6 en vigueur le ler janvier 1957, conform6ment A Particle 97 du Trait6.
2 journal officiel de la Ripublique franfaise, quatre-vingt neuvi~me annie, n' 8,

10 janvier 1957, p. 460.



ANNEXE 8

NAVIGATION FLUVIALE

Titre I': Infrastructure et rdgime des eaux

ARTICLE 6. 1. La pche, dans ]a partie de la Sarre formant cours
d'eau fronti~re, appartient At la France en amont du kilometre 70,270
(kilomftrage rive gauche) et t la Rpublique F~dfrale d'Allemagne en aval
de ce point.

2. Les deux Gouvernements s'emploient t ce que les r~glements con-
cernant la police et l'exercice de la pfche, ainsi que le repeuplement en
poisson et la protection de celui-ci, applicables dans ]a partie de ]a Sarre
formant cours d'eau fronti~re, se correspondent dans toute ]a mesure du
possible.

ARTICLE 7. 1. Dans la zone inondable de la partie commune de la
rivire Sarre formant fronti~re aucun ouvrage principal ou accessoire ne
peut tre 6tabli qu'apr6s accord entre les administrations comp~tentes des
deux pays. La mfme procedure est appliqude pour toutes modifications
notables apportfes t un ouvrage pour autant que ces changements puissent
avoir une influence sur l'6coulement des crues.

2. Chacun des deux Gouvernements exerce la police fluviale dans la
partie de la Sarre situ6e sur son territoire. Les autoritds comp~tentes des
deux pays s'apportent mutuellement leur concours A cet effet.

3. L'utilisation normale de l'eau, telle qu'elle r~sulte de la rfglementation
en vigueur dans le pays d'utilisation, est libre dans la partie de la rivi~re
Sarre formant fronti~re. Toute utilisation ne remplissant pas les conditions
pr6c~dentes nfcessite, t partir de la date d'entrfe en vigueur du trait6,
l'accord rdciproque des deux Gouvernements.

ARTICLE 8. Les deux Gouvernements prennent, chacun dans le domaine
de sa competence, les mesures n~cessaires en vue d'assurer la puret6 et la
salubrit6 des eaux de la Sarre. Ils prennent les mfmes engagements en ce qui
concerne les affluents de la Sarre. Us encourageront la constitution de
groupements ou d'associations ayant pour objet de maintenir ]a salubrit6
des eaux.

ARTICLE 9. 1. Les autorit6s comptentes des deux pays maintiennent
un service d'annonce du niveau des eaux de la Sarre et des conditions de
navigabilit6 sur cette rivire.

2. La transmission d'une cote d'alerte prise sur le cours sup6rieur de
la Sarre par la station de Sarrebourg d~clenche le fonctionnement du service
d'annonce des crues de la Sarre t Sarrebruck. A partir de ce moment les
services d'annonce comp~tents restent constamment en relations jusqu't
transmission, par la station de Sarrebruck, de l'avis de fin d'alerte.

3. En vue d'assurer- la transmission rapide des avis, la R~publique
F~dfrale d'Allemagne maintient entre le service competent de Sarreguemines
et le service de la navigation de Sarrebruck une ligne tflfphonique spfciale.
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Celle-ci, placde sous forme de cAble le long du chemin de halage, se trouve
donc en amont du point kilomdtrique 75,617 (kilomdtrage rive gauche)
sur le sol franqais.'

180. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA RtPUBLIQUE FtDtRALE
D'ALLEMAGNE ET LA R1tPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE SUR
L'AMItNAGEMENT DU COURS SUPIRIEUR DU RHIN
ENTRE BALE ET STRASBOURG ET PROTOCOLE
ANNEXIt A LA CONVENTION, SIGNtEE A LUXEMBOURG
LE 27 OCTOBRE 19562

Section A

DESCRIPTION GtNtRALE ET PRINCIPES

Article 1

(1) L'amdnagement du. Rhin A l'aval du bief de Vogelgrtin et jusqu'A
Strasbourg sera compos6 de quatre biefs: Marckolshein, Sundhouse, Gerst-
heim et Strasbourg; chacun d'eux comprendra:

10 A un endroit favorable du cours du fleuve, aux environs de la moiti6 du
bief, un barrage de retenue;

20 Une partie en amont du barrage, dans le lit du fleuve, limitde par
des digues revftues;

30 Une partie A 1'aval sur la rive gauche du fleuve, constitude par un
canal de derivation sur lequel seront 6tablis l'usine hydro-6lectrique, les
6cluses et garages annexes (partie analogue au projet actuel du Grand Canal
d'Alsace);

40 Un raccordement au Rhin.

(2) Cet amdnagement laisse subsister, A l'aval de chaque barrage, une
section de fleuve A laquelle s'appliquent les dispositions de l'article 8 ci-apr~s.

Article 2

(1) L'amdnagement sera exdcut6 par la France. I1 sera con~u et rdalisk
par elle de la mani~re la plus rationnelle et de faqon At obtenir un rendement
6conomique maximum dans la production de l'nergie 6lectrique en 6tudiant,
en particulier, l'intrt, d'une part de dragages A l'amont des retenues et,
d'autre part, de l'augmentation du debit ddriv6, il devra tre exdcut6 con-
formdment aux rsolutions de la Commission Centrale pour la Navigation
du Rhin en ce qui concerne les ouvrages de navigation.

(2) L'amdnagement doit 8tre entrepris sans ddlai et exdcut6 avec la plus
grande diligence.

Entre en vigueur le 31 ddcembre 1956 par l'change des instruments de
ratification.

2 Le Ministre F~dral de la Justice de la Rdpublique F~drale d'Allemagne,
Bundesgesetzblatt Nr. 36, 1956, Partie II, p. 1864.



,Article 3

Au fur et A mesure de leur 6tablissement, les projets seront communiques
sans dflai A la Commission Centrale pour la navigation du Rhin.

Article 4

(1) Chacune des parties contractantes prendra A sa charge sur son
territoire l'adduction des affluents et des vieux-Rhin dans les contre-canaux
qui suivront les digues latrales de retenue.

(2) Chacune des parties contractantes prendra 6galement A sa charge,
sur son territoire, les mesures, nfcessaires afin d'6viter sur sa rive tout dom-
mage du fait de variation de niveau de la nappe phr~atique.

Article 5

Les parties contractantes institueront un Comit6 Technique paritaire
c6mpos6 de Repr6sentants de chaque Gouvernement, assistfs d'experts
(Comit6 A). Ce Comit6 sera tenu inform6 en temps utile des plans gdn~raux,
des programmes d'excution et des 6tats d'avancement des travaux. It
pourra presenter toutes observations utiles avant le commencement des
travaux, il suivra par ailleurs 1'exfcution de ceux-ci.

Article 6

(1) La R~publique Ffd~rale d'Allemagne reconnait h la France les droits
d'appui et de passage sur tous les terrains situ~s sur la rive droite qui seront
ndcessaires aux 6tudes, A la construction et A l'exploitation des ouvrages.

(2) La Rfpublique Ffdrale mettra A ]a disposition de la France les
terrains devant 6tre occup~s A titre temporaire ou A titre d~finitif sur son
territoire pour la rdalisation des travaux.

(3) Les occupations devront pouvoir intervenir dans un ddlai maximum
de trois mois apr~s ]a demande qui sera adress~e par le Gouvernement
frangais, en ce qui concerne le bief de Marckolsheim. Ce d6lai pourra 6tre
augment6 pour les biefs suivants, apr~s examen par le Comit6 A,'compte tenu
du Droit allemand en mati~re d'occupation temporaire et d'expropriation.

Article 7

(1) Sans prejudice du droit de souverainet6 administrative de la R~pu-
blique Ffdfrale d'Allemagne, la France, qui exploitera les barrages de
retenue, aura la charge de l'entretien de ces barrages sur toute leur longueur.

En ce qui concerne-les digues lat~rales et les berges sur la rive allemande,
leur entretien sera assure:

a) Par les soins du Gouvernement fran~ais sur une longueur de200 mtres
tant A l'amont qu'A l'aval de chaque barrage;

b) Par les soins du service allemand comptent A l'amont de chaque
barrage, sur le reste de la longueur; cet entretien sera effectu6 dans les
meilleurs, d~lais, pour le compte du Gouvernement franais, conform~ment
aux dispositions que celui-ci fera connaitre au service pr6cit6.

La Rfpublique F~ddrale pourra, en cas de peril imminent, prendre toutes
mesures.d'urgence en vue de sauvegarder la sfcurit6 publique.

Les contre-canaux.de d6charge et les ouvrages rfalis~s par les'parties



contractantes sur ces contre-canaux seront entretenus aux frais et par les
soins de chacun des Gouvernements sur son territoire.

(2) La Rdpublique F~drale a le droit d'autoriser des installations nou-
velles sur la rive allemande en bordure de la retenue de chaque bief. Toute-
fois, les projets correspondants devront tre soumis au Comit6 A qui ne pourra
s'opposer A leur execution que dans le cas oti celle-ci entrainerait des
inconv~nients pour la tenue et l'exploitation de l'amdnagement hydro-
6lectrique.

Article 8

(1) Apr~s la mise en service de chaque drivation, iI sera 6tabli dans le lit
du Rhin, A l'aval du barrage de retenue, des seuils fixes judicieusement
places en vue de maintenir en moyenne dans le profil en long du fleuve, entre
deux seuils successifs, le plan d'eau A son niveau actuel; toutefois ct sous
reserve d'un accord entre les deux parties contractantes, ces seuils fixes pour-
ront avoir pour objet, sur certaines sections, de modifier le niveau actuel du
plan d'eau, A la condition que les effets des modifications soient favorables
sur l'une et 'autre rive. A l'6gard des crues, la situation actuelle ne devra
pas ktre aggrav~e.

(2) Dans la mesure ofi des seuils fixes ne rempliraient pas les buts
pr~cit6s, des ouvrages appropri6s, par exemple mobiles, seront 6tablis.

Article 9

(1) A l'aval du barrage de Kembs et jusqu'A ]a restitution de L'usine de
VogelgrUn, le debit rfserv6 est fix6 A 50 m3/sec. Toutefois, dans la pfriode
qui s'6coulera jusqu'A la mise en service de l'usine de Vogelgruin et dans
celle qui suivra l'ach~vement de la construction du ou des barrages agricoles
de Brisach, le debit rfserv6 est ramend A 30m3/ sec. pour autant que cela
n'affectera pas gravement les int~rts g~n~raux des zones riveraines de l'une
ou l'autre des parties contractantes. Le Comit6 A 6tablira d'autre part les
conditions d'un regime d'hiver A 20 m 3/sec. pour tenir compte des besoins
d'6nergie 6lectrique et sous la mme reserve.

Sur ce tron~on et dans la limite d'un debit maximum de 6 m3/sec., la
Rfpublique F~dfrale pourra permettre que des eaux soient pr~levfes pendant
la pfriode de v~gtation et en vue d'irrigation, sur le debit r6serv6.

(2) Dans la partie de l'am~nagement visfe A l'article 1, le debit rfserv6
est fix6 A 50 m 3/sec. tant que, dans un bief, n'aura pas &6 cr66e A l'aval du
barrage de retenue une suite ininterrompue de plans d'eau cr6s par les
ouvrages pr~vus A l'article 8. D~s qu'il en sera ainsi dans un bief, le debit
r~serv6 sera fix6 pour ce bief A 15 m 3/sec. pour autant que cela n'affectera
pas gravement les intr ts gfnfraux des zones riveraines de l'une ou l'autre
des parties contractantes; toutefois, le Comit6 A t6tablira, d'autre part, les
conditions d'un debit r~serv6 plus faible pour tenir compte des besoins
d'6nergie 6lectrique et sous la meme reserve.

(3) Sur tout le cours du Rhin, la Rdpublique F~dfrale pourra autoriser
des prfl~vements d'eau A usage industriel. Les conditions en seront fixfes
par le Comit6 A. A I'aval des barrages de retenue et jusqu'au point de
restitution correspondant, ces prlbvements seront pris sur le debit r6serve.

Article 10

(1) Apr~s la mise en service du bief de Vogelgrin, la Republique
F~dfrale construira A bref d~lai A 'amont de Brisach un ou deux barrages



agricoles. Le Gouvernement fran§ais donnera 1'autorisation pour la cons-
truction, sur son territoire, de ces ouvrages et mettra A la disposition de la
Rfpublique Fdfrale les terrains nfcessaires. Lesdits ouvrages ne devront
causer aucun dommage agricole sur la rive fran~aise. Les projets seront
soumis au Comit6 A, ainsi que les r~glements d'exploitation.

(2) La Rdpublique Fdfrale supportera intfgralement les charges de
construction, d'exploitation et d'entretien de ces ouvrages.

Article 11

(1) La France a le droit exclusif A lNnergie produite.

(2) Les dfpenses d'ex~cution de ram~nagement, tel qu'il est dffini aux
articles 1 et 8, sont int~gralement prises en charge par la France.

(3) En contre partie du supplement de d~penses entrain6 par la modifi-
cation du projet initial, la France n'est tenue de faire A la Rfpublique
Fd~rale d'Allemagne aucun paiement au titre de l'6nergie produite par les
usines construites ou h construire de BAle A Strasbourg.

Section B

PROBLAMES RELATIFS A, LA FRONTIPRE

Article 16

(1) Les personnes chargdes de la surveillance technique, de l'exploitation
et de l'entretien du barrage ont, pour remplir leurs fonctions, le droit de
franchir la frontire sur le barrage et de sjourner sur les ouvrages situ~s en
territoire allemand entre la fronti~re et la grille.

(2) Les personnes dfsignfes A l'alinfa 1 ci-dessus doivent, dans l'exercice
de leurs fonctions en territoire allemand, porter sur elles un document
6tablissant leur qualit6 et le produire A toute requisition.

Article 17

(1) Sans prfjudice du droit de souverainet6 administrative de la Rfpu-
blique F~dfrale, l'exploitation, l'entretien et la surveillance technique du
barrage, des ouvrages et installations accessoires, existant sur le territoire
allemand, sont assures par les agents de l'exploitant conformfment aux
r~glements techniques arrts par les services fran~ais. Ces r~glements
seront communiques A l'autorit6 allemande.

(2) La Rfpublique FRdrale donnera aux agents de 'exploitant toutes
facilit~s nfcessaires A l'accomplissement de leurs missions au-delA de la grille
de cl6ture Est; ces facilitfs feront l'objet d'un accord particulier.

Article 18

Les parties contractantes ne pr~l~veront aucun droit d'inportation ou
d'exportation sur les matfriaux, les matires premieres et le materiel export6s
de l'un des Etats vers l'autre et destinis A ]a surveillance, A l'exploitation,
A l'entretien ou h la conservation du barrage, des ouvrages et des installations
accessoires situfs des deux c6t~s de la fronti~re; elles laisseront passer lesdits
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produits libres d'interdiction ou restrictions 6conomiques d'importation ou
d'exportation.

Article 19

(1) Les dispositions des articles 12 A 18 relatifs A Kembs sont de fa~on
analogue applicables aux biefs de Marckolsheim, Sundhouse, Gerstheim et
Strasbourg, pour autant qu'elles ne sont pas en contradiction avec celles de
'article 7.

(2) Les dispositions de 'article 18 seront 6tendues aux matdriaux, aux
matires premi&es et au materiel utilisds pour la construction de ces derniers
biefs.

Section C

INDEMNISATIONS

Article 20

Des indemnit6s 6quitables seront, versfes par la R~publique F~drale
aux propriftaires de fonds grev~s de servitudes ou d6finitivement occupds
d'une autre mani~re par les travaux. Elles seront rembourses par la France
A la R~publique F~drale.

Article 21

Les dispositions de l'article 20 sont 6galement applicables au bief de
Kembs.

Article 22

La France versera A la Rfpublique F~dfrale des indemnits 6quitables
pour les dommages causts par les biefs de Kembs A Vogelgriin inclus, autres
que ceux rsultant des travaux'd'amdlioration ou de la correction du Rhin
rfaliss au si&le dernier.

Article 23

Pour les biefs de Marckolsheim A Strasbourg qui seront rdaliss conform6-
ment aux dispositions des articles 1, 2 et 8 de la pr~sente convention, la
Republique FRd6rale ne pourra pr6tendre de la part de la R6publique
Fran~aise A aucune indemnisation de r6paration de dommages. Cette
disposition n'exclut pas la possibilit6 de demander reparation pour des
dommages resultant d'inadvertances du personnel ou de ddfaillances des
installations.

Article 24

Les parties contractantes institueront un Comit6 paritaire compose de
r6prsentants de chaque Gouvernement, assist6s d'experts (Comit6 B). Ce
Comit6 sera charge d'examiner les difficultfs 6ventuelles relatives A l'appli-
cation des articles 20 et 21 -et de dlterminer le montant des indemnit6s
prfvues aux articles 22 et 23.



Section D

PROCtDURE ARBITRALE

Article 25

Les diffdrends relatifs A l'interprdtation ou A l'application de la pi'sente
Convention seront, dans la mesure du possible, rdglds par les autoritds
comptentes des deux parties contractantes.

Article 26

Au cas ocs un diffrend ne pourrait tre rdglM de cette rnani~re, il sera
soumis A un tribunal arbitral h la requte de l'une des parties.. Le Tribunal
arbitral sera en particulier saisi des cas sur lesquels les Comit~s visas aux
articles 5 et 24 n'auront pu se mettre d'accord.

Article 27

Le Tribunal arbitral sera compos6 dans chaque cas de la faqon suivante:
chaque partie contractante nommera un repr~sentant et les deux reprdsen-
tants ainsi nommds ddsigneront d'un commun accord un tiers-arbitre
appartenant A un Etat tiers. Si les repr6sentants et. le tiers-arbitre n'ont
pas ti dfsign~s dans un d6lai de trois mois apr6s que l'une des parties
contractantes aura fait connaitre son intention de saisir le tribunal arbitral,
chaque partie contractante pourra, en l'absence de tout autre accord,
demander au President de la Cour Internationale de Justice de proc~der
aux nominations n~cessaires. Au cas off le Pr6sident aurait la nationalit6 de
l'une des parties contractantes, ou serait empch pour un autre motif, le
Vice-Pr~sident serait charg6 de proc6der aux nominations nficessaires.

Article 28

Le Tribunal arbitral statue A la majorit6 des voix. Ses d6cisions lient les
parties. Chaque partie contractante supporte les frais exposes par son
reprdsentant. Les autres frais sont supportds A parts 6gales par les parties
contractantes. Sur tous les autres points, le tribunal arbitral rbgle lui-mme
sa procedure.

PROTOCOLE ANNEXE k LA CONVENTION

Article 1

Pour l'application de l'article 22, bien que les experts allemands estiment,
contrairement aux experts franqais, que la construction du canal d'Alsace
pourra causer des dommages aux cultures, il est entendu que ces dommages
6ventuels ne donneront lieu ni hL discussions ni A indemnitds.

Article 2

(1) Pour l'application de l'article 23, il est entendu que les seuils prdvus
A l'article 8 pour les biefs de Marckolsheim h Strasbourg seront construits,
sauf cas de force majeure constat~s par le Comit6 A, dans un dlai maximum
de deu'x ans A partir de la derivation de la navigation dans chaque bief.



Dans le cas oil au lieu d'un seuil un autre ouvrage, par exemple mobile,
serait reconnu ndcessaire, le dflai ci-dessus pourrait tre augment6 en
fonction de l'importance de cet ouvrage par le Comit6 A.

Si ces ddlais ne sont pas respectds, des dommages 6ventuels pourront 6tre
admis par d6rogation aux dispositions de l'article 23. Le montant des
dddommagements sera ddtermin6 par le Comit6 B.

(2) L'article 23 n'exclut pas l'indemnisation de dommages occassion-
nels, directs, matdriels et certains caus~s pendant l'exdcution des travaux
sur le lieu et dans le cadre de ces travaux.

Article 3

Pour l'application de 'article 24, il est entendu que le Comit6 B se
conformera aux decisions prises le 16 mars 1956 par la Sous-Commission III
de la Commission d'Etudes franco-allemande pour l'amdnagement du Rhin,
ainsi qu'au rapport des Experts en date du 25 mai 1956 concernant la
pisciculture.

France-Italy

181. ACCORD PROVISOIRE' ET tCHANGE DE NOTES ENTRE
LA FRANCE ET L'ITALIE RELATIF AU FONCTIONNE-
MENT DE L'USINE DE GRAN SCALA, SIGNR A ROME,
LE 12 JANVIER 19552

Le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique Italienne et le Gouvernement de
la Rdpublique Frangaise,

Considdrant la n6cessit6 de rdgler les probl~mes techniques relatifs au
fonctionnement de l'usine de Gran Scala,

Considdrant l'opportunit6 de rserver les questions de fait et de droit
actuellement pendantes,

Considdrant qu'il convient de ne pas prdjuger la solution ddfinitive qui
serait 6ventuellement recherchde par les deux Gouvernements en ce qui
concerne le sort de l'usine,

Considdrant que la derivation en Italie de l'6nergie produite par l'usine
de Gran Scala peut intervenir par application de l'article 27 de la loi
fran~aise du 16 octobre 1919 et du Trait6 du 10 fdvrier 1947, sont convenus
des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE 1. Sous reserve de la couverture des besoins locaux en 6lectri-
cit6, toute 1'6nergie produite par la Centrale de Gran Scala est rdservde
A l'Italie.

ARTICLE 2. Le Gouvernement italien assure le fonctionnement des
installations hydrodlectriques actuelles du Mont-Cenis, y compris l'usine

I Entr6 en vigueur le jour de sa signature, ses dispositions prenant effet rdtro-
activement A dater du ler avril 1948, conformdment aux dispositions de 1article 5
de l'Accord.

2 Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, 97e annde, n' 13, 17 janvier 1956,
p. 162.
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de Gran Scala, dans les conditions pr6vues au paragraphe A de l'Annexe III
du Trait6 du 10 f6vrier 1947.

Le Gouvernement italien prend A sa charge toutes les d~penses relatives
h 'entretien et au renouvellement des-installations ci-dessus.

Le Gouvernement frangais est d~gag6 de l'ex6cution des garanties pr~vues
au paragraphe A de l'Annexe III au Trait6 du 10 f~vrier 1947. En cas
d'am~nagement du Lac du Mont-Cenis, la France assumera les obligations
prfvues au paragraphe A (I) prcit6 (a, b, c).

ARTICLE 3. Le Gouvernement italien paie au Gouvernement franqais,
pour l'utilisation du courant produit par l'usine de Gran Scala, une somme
annuelle fixfe forfaitairement h 17 millions de francs.

Le montant de cette somme fera l'objet d'une revision, s'il y a lieu, tous
les cinq ans d'un commun accord, en tenant compte du prix de 1'6lectricit6
tel qu'il rfsulte du dernier prix admis pour le calcul de la valeur des parts
de production d'6lectricit6 de France.

Le Gouvernement italien est exon~r6 du paiement de tout imp6t present
ou futur frappant l'exportation d'6nergie t0lectrique pour ce qui concerne
la production de la Centrale de Gran Scala.

ARTICLE 4. La Commission technique de surveillance franco-italienne,
pr~vue au paragraphe A (IV) de l'Annexe III susvis6 est chargfe de sur-
veiller l'ex~cution des clauses ci-dessus, en cooperation avec les Services
techniques fran~ais de contr6le compftents.

Rome, le 12 janvier 1955
Monsieur le President,

Me r~ffrant h l'article 2 de l'accord provisoire sign6 ce jour relatif au
fonctionnement de l'usine de Gran Scala, j'ai l'honneur de porter h votre
connaissance que le Gouvernement Italien a charg6 la Socit6 hydro-6lec-
trique du Pi~mont d'assurer l'exploitation des installations hydro-6lectriques
du Mont-Cenis, conformfment aux termes dudit accord.

Veuillez agrfer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma tr~s haute
consideration.

G. MARTINO
A Son Excellence Monsieur Pierre Mend~s-France

Prsident du Conseil des Ministres et Ministre des Affaires Rtrang~res,
Rome

Rome, le 12 janvier 1955
Monsieur le Ministre,

En date de ce jour Vous avez bien voulu me communiquer ce qui suit:
(( Me r~frant A l'article 2 de 'accord provisoire sign6 cc jour relatif au

fonctionnement de l'usine de Gran Scala, j'ai l'honneur de porter h votre
connaissance que le Gouvernement Italien a charg6 la Socit hydro-6lec-
trique du Pi~mont d'assurer l'exploitation des installations hydro-6lectriques
du Mont-Cenis, conformfment aux termes dudit accord.))

En Vous dfclarant mon accord sur ce qui pr&de je Vous prie d'agr~er,
Monsieur le Ministre, l'assurance de ma trs haute consideration.

Pierre MENDhs-FRANCE
A Son Excellence Monsieur Gaetano MARTINO

Ministre des Affaires Etrang~res, Rome



Rome, le 12. janvier 1955

Monsieur le Pr6sident,

Me r~ffrant a l'article 3 de l'accord provisoire sign6 ce jour relatif au
fonctionnement de l'usine de Gran Scala, j'ai l'honneur de porter A votre
connaissance que le Gouvernement italien se propose de verser A terme 6chu,
le ler avril de chaque annfe, la somme fixe A l'article ci-dessus vis6. Cette
somme sera transfrde vers la France dans le cadre des accords de paiement
en vigueur entre les deux pays A la date A laquelle chaque paiement aura
lieu, et sera verse en francs A Paris.

Le Gouvernement italien prendra d'autre part les mesures n~cessaires
pour assurer le paiement des termes actuellement 6chus dans le plus bref
ddlai possible et, au plus tard, le ler juillet 1955.

I1 est enfin entendu entre les deux Gouvernements que le chiffre de
17 millions pr~vu A l'article 3 pr~cit6 est fix6 en tenant compte du prix moyen
de l'6lectricit6 en France au ler avril 1954.

Veuillez agr~er, Monsieur le Pr6sident, les assurances de ma trs haute
considfration.

G. MARTINO

A Son Excellence Monsieur Pierre Mends-France
Pr6sident du Conseil des 'Ministres et Ministre des Affaires Iltrang~res,

Rome

Rome, le 12 janvier 1955
Monsieur le Ministre,

En date de ce jour Vous avez bien voulu me communiquer ce qui suit:
((Me r~fdrant A l'article 3 de 'accord provisoire sign6 ce jour relatif au

fonctionnement de lusine de Gran Scala, j'ai l'honneur de porter A votre
connaissance que le Gouvernement italien se propose de verser A terme
6chu, le ler avril de chaque annie, la somme fix~e A l'article ci-dessus vis6.
Cette somme sera transf~rde vers la France dans le cadre des accords de
paiement en vigueur entre les deux pays A la date A laquelle chaque paie-
ment aura lieu, et sera versfe en francs A Paris.

(( Le Gouvernement italien prendra d'autre part les mesures n~cessaires
pour assurer le paiement des termes actuellement 6chus dans le plus bref
d~lai possible et, au plus tard, le ler juillet 1955. ))

S1 est enfin entendu entre les deux Gouvernements que le chiffre de
17 millions prfvu A l'article 3 prfcit6 est fix6 en tenant compte du prix
moyen de l'6lectricit6 en France au ler avril 1954.))

En Vous dclarant mon accord sur ce qui precede je Vous prie d'agr6er,
Monsieur le Ministre, l'assurance de ma trbs haute consideration.

Pierre MEND15s-FRANCE

Son Excellence Monsieur Gaetano MARTINO
Ministre des Affaires Etrang~res - Rome



France-Netherlands

182. TRAITI2' DE LIMITES ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LES
PAYS BAS CONCLU A COURTRAY, LE 28 MARS 18202

ARTICLE VI. La France consent h ce que ]a Lys appartienne aux deux
Etats depuis sa sortie du territoire d'Armentires jusqu'h l'embouchure de
]a Deule.

D'apr~s cette cession, la Lys devient mitoyenne depuis sa sortie du terri-
toire d'Armentires jusqu'au territoire du Menin, et les charges et profits
qui en rfsultent demeureront rfglks sur les bases ci-apr~s, se conformant
pour les ddtails A ce qui est marqu6 dans le proc~s-verbal de la dlimitation
de la premiere section de la fronti~re:

10 Libre navigation avec les precautions r~ciproques pour qu'elle ne
favorise pas la fraude sur 'un ou l'autre Etat;

20 Le curage et 'entretien du lit de la rivire support6 par les deux
Etats, chacun sur sa rive;

30 La propri~t6 des 6cluses et les droits de navigation conserves tels qu'ils
se trouvent maintenant fixes et 6tablis;

40 Tous les ponts 6tablis sur la Lys appartiendront par 6gale portion
aux deux Etats; ils seront entretenus i frais communs et leurs manceuvres
resteront telles qu'elles existent maintenant;

50 La pfche de la rivi~re sera divisde en deux parties: la premiere,
depuis Armenti~res jusqu'A la Deule, appartiendra 6 la France; la seconde,
depuis la Deule jusqu'A Menin, appartiendra aux Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE XLI. L'Article XXX du Trait6 du 18 Novembre, 1779, conclu
entre l'Impdratrice-Reine de Hongrie et de Bohfme et le Roi tr~s-Chrdtien,
concernant les limites de leurs Etats respectifs aux Pays-Bas et 'd' autes
objets relatifs aux fronti~res, devant recevoir son execution et 6tant con~u
en ces termes: ((Pour faciliter aux sujets de l'Imp~ratrice-Reine, la commu-
nication par la Semoy avec la Meuse, le Roi trbs-Chrdtien consent de faire
lever les obstacles que les fermiers des pcheries domaniales ou ses autres
sujets peuvent avoir mis au libre usage de ladite rivi~re de la Semoy. Les
commissaires pour 1'ex6cution de la prdsente Convention seront charges
d'arrfter de concert les mesures ndcessaires pour faire cesser ces empeche-
ments. Les procs-verbaux qu'ils auront tenus pour cet effet seront censds
faire partie de cette Convention.))
I1 est convenu que pour faire cesser dordnavant et pour toujours les

empechements qui peuvent exister actuellement et mettent-de nouveau des
entraves au libre cours et usage de la rivire de ]a Semoy, les administrateurs
des eaux et forfts des deux Etats dans le ressort desquels se trouve la rivi~re
de la Semoy seront chargs de procdder de concert d'abord, apr~s la ratifi-.
cation du present Trait6 de Limites, A l'enl~vement des diffrents barrages

I Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 6changfs le 14 juin 1820.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 55, p. 395.
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et autres travaux qui pourraient exister et mettre empfchement au libre
cours de ladite rivire de la Semoy et de la r~gler de manire qu'au milieu
du courant du gros volume d'eau ou du thalweg il soit 6tabli dans la largeur
normale du courant une ouverture de 8 metres; que le bras navigable Ai
1'embouchure de la rivi~re sera r~tabli comme il se trouvait et devait se
trouver conform~ment au proc~s-verbal du 29 Mars, 1780, et qu'iI ne sera
permis, A l'avenir, d'exfcuter aucune jetde ou autre ouvrage de quelque
nature que ce soit qui pourrait retenir le passage ou entraver le libre usage
de la Semoy, et la largeur du courant 6tablie I 8 metres, ainsi que cela a
6t6 indiqu6 plus haut; qu'en consequence les administrations seront chargfes
d'entretenir lesdites ouvertures et la conservation de 1'6tat de choses rftabli,
et enfin que les agents principaux desdites administrations seront tenus de
faire rapport, une fois par an, au mois d'Avril, A leurse prefectures ou Gou-
vernements respectifs, de l'tat du libre cours de la Smoy.

France-Spain

183. TRAITItl ENTRE LA FRANCE ET L'ESPAGNE POUR D12-
TERMINER LA FRONTILRE DEPUIS L'EMBOUCHURE DE
LA BIDASSOA JUSQU'AU POINT O CONFINENT LE
DRPARTEMENT DES BASSES-PYR2N2ES, L'ARAGON ET
LA NAVARRE, SIGNt A BAYONNE, LE 2 D1tCEMBRE 18562

ARTICLE XII. La ligne divisoire d6termin~e dans les Articles pr~cddents,
suivant, dans plusieurs parties de son trac6, soit des cours d'eau, soit des
chemins, et passant sur quelques fontaines, il est convenu que ces eaux, ces
fontaines et ces chemins seront communs, et que 1'usage en sera libre pour
les troupeaux et les habitants des deux c6t~s de la fronti~re.

ARTICLE XXII. Ils pourront 6galement les uns et les autres, et en se
servant de toute espce d'embarcation, pfcher [dans tout le cours de la
Bidassoa] avec des filets ou de toute autre mani~re, dans la rivi~re, A son
embouchure et dans la rade, mais en se conformant aux r~glements qui
seront 6tablis, d'un commun accord, et avec l'approbation des autorit~s
supfrieures, entre les d6lfguds des municipalitfs des deux rives, dans le but
de prdvenir la destruction du poisson dans la rivi~re et de donner aux fron-
taliers respectifs des droits identiques et des garanties pour le maintien du
bon ordre et de leurs bonnes relations.

ARTICLE XXIII. Tout barrage quelconque, fixe ou mobile, qui serait de
nature A goner la navigation dans la Bidassoa est interdit dans le cours d'eau
principal de la rivi~re out se trouve la limite des deux pays. La nasse qui
existe aujourd'hui en amont du pont de B~hobie sera enlevde au moment
oi le present Trait6 sera mis A execution.

I Les instruments de ratification ont &6 6chang~s A Paris le 12 aofit 1857.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 47, p. 765.
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ARTICLE XXIV. Le Gouvernement de Sa Majest6 Imp~riale s'engage A
faire remettre A la municipalit6 de Fontarabie, qui jouit de la nasse dont il
est question dans 'Article prfc~dent, une somme une fois pay&e, reprfsentant,
A cinq pour cent d'int6rt, le capital du prix moyen qui lui a 6t6 pay6
pendant les dix derni~res annfes pour le fermage de cette nasse. La payement
de ce capital prfc~dera l'enlkvement du barrage de la nasse prescrit par
'Article prcfdent: cet enl~vement devra avoir lieu immddiatement apr~s

le payement effectu6.

ARTICLE XXV. Toute embarcation naviguant, passant ou pfchant dans
]a Bidassoa, demeurera soumise exclusivement AL la juridiction du pays
auquel elle appartiendra, et ce ne sera que sur les iles et sur le territoire
ferme soumis A leur juridiction, que les autorit6s de chaque Etat pourront
poursuivre les dflits de fraude, de contravention aux r~glements, ou de
toute autre nature que commettraient les habitants de 'autre pays: mais,
pour privenir les abus et les difficultfs qui pourraient rfsulter de l'appli-
cation de cette clause, il est convenu que toute embarcation touchant A
l'une des rives, y 6tant amarree ou s'en trouvant assez rapproch~e pour qu'il
soit possible d'y entrer directement du rivage, sera consid6r~e comme se
trouvant d~jA sur le territoire du pays auquel appartient cette rive.

184. TRAITt DE D1tLIMITATION' ENTRE L'ESPAGNE ET LA
FRANCE, FIXANT D'UNE MANIfLRE DtFINITIVE LA
FRONTIMRE COMMUNE AINSI QUE LES DROITS, USAGES
ET PRIVILLGES APPARTENANT AUX POPULATIONS
LIMITROPHES DES DEUX PAYS ENTRE LE DI2PARTE-
MENT DES PYRtNtES-ORIENTALES ET LA PROVINCE DE
GIRONE, DEPUIS LE VAL D'ANDORRE JUSQU'A LA
MtDITERRANt2E, AFIN DE COMPLtTER D'UNE MER
A L'AUTRE L'OEUVRE COMMENCRE ET POURSUIVIE
DANS LES TRAITIRS DE BAYONNE DES 2 DIZCEMBRE 1856
ET 14 AVRIL 1862, SIGNt A BAYONNE, LE 26 MAI 18662

ARTICLE XX. Le canal conduisant les eaux de l'Aravo A Puycerda, et
situ6 presque enti~rement en France, continuera d'appartenir avec ses rives,
telles que les a modifies le passage de la route imp~riale allant en Espagne,
et avec le caract~re de proprift6 privfe, A la ville de Puycerda, comme avant
le partage de la Cerdagne entre les deux Couronnes.

Les relations entre le propri~taire et ceux qui ont le droit d'arroser
seront fix~es par la commission internationale d'ing~nieurs qui sera nommfe
pour le r~glement de tout ce qui se rapporte A l'usage des eaux, conform6ment
A l'Acte additionnel concernant les dispositions applicables A toute la
fronti~re et portant la mfme date que le present Trait6.

1 Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 6changds A Paris, le 12 juillet 1866.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 56, p. 212.



ARTICLE XXVII. Auront droit d'arrosage avec les eaux du canal
d'Angoustrine, tant les habitants de la commune de ce nom que ceux de
Llivia. Les Franqais les prendront chaque semaine, A partir du dimanche
au lever du soleil jusqu'au mercredi au coucher du soleil, et les Espagnols
depuis ce moment jusqu'au dimanche suivant au lever du soleil. L'6tablisse-
ment des r~gles pour le regime de ces arrosages et pour la police du canal
sera confi6 A la commission internationale d'ingdnieurs qui sera nommde pour
rdgulariser l'usage des eaux sur la fronti~re.

185. ACTE ADDITIONNEL 1 AUX TRAITtS DE DtZLIMITATION
DES 2 D]tCEMBRE 1856, 14 AVRIL 1862 ET 26 MAI 1866,
CONCLU ENTRE L'ESPAGNE ET LA FRANCE APPLICABLE'
SUR TOUTE LA FRONTItRE DANS L'UN ET L'AUTRE
PAYS, ET RELATIF A LA CONSERVATION DE L'ABORNE-
MENT, AUX TROUPEAUX ET PATURAGES, AUX PRO-
PRI1MTlZS COUP2ES PAR LA FRONTItRE ET A LA
JOUISSANCE DES EAUX D'UN USAGE COMMUN, SIGNR
A BAYONNE, LE 26 MAI 18662

Regime etjouissance des eaux d'un usage commun entre les deux Pays

ARTICLE VIII. Toutes les eaux stagnantes et courantes, qu'elles soient
du domaine public ou priv6, sont soumises A la souverainet6 du pays oil
elles se trouvent, et, par suite, A sa l6gislation, sauf les modifications con-
venues entre les deux Gouvernements.

Les eaux courantes changent de juridiction du moment o6 elles passent
d'un pays dans l'autre, et quand les cours d'eau servent de fronti~re, chaque
Etat y exerce sa juridiction jusqu'au milieu du courant.

ARTICLE IX. Pour les cours d'eau qui passent d'un pays dans l'autre
ou qui servent de frontire, chaque Gouvernement reconnait, sauf A en faire,
quand il y aura utilit6, une verification contradictoire, la l6galit6 des irri-
gations, des usines et des jouissances pour usages domestiques existantes
actuellement dans l'autre Etat, en vertu de concession, de titre, ou par
prescription, sous la reserve qu'il n'y sera employ6 que l'eau nfcessaire A la
satisfaction des besoins reels, que les abus devront 6tre supprimes, et que
cette reconnaissance ne portera point atteinte aux droits respectifs des
Gouvernements d'autoriser des travaux d'utilite publique A condition des
indemnites legitimes.

ARTICLE X. Si, apres avoir satisfait aux besoins r6els des usages recon-
nus respectivement de part et d'autre cornme reguliers, il reste A l'6tiage
des eaux disponibles au passage de la frontiere, on les partagera d'avance
entre les deux pays, en proportion de l'6tendue des fonds arrosables appar-

Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 6changes AL Paris, le 12 juillet 1866.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 56, p. 226.



tenant aux riverains respectifs immddiats, ddfalcation faite des terres d6jA
irrigudes.

ARTICLE XI. Lorsque, dans l'un des deux Etats, on se proposera de faire
des travaux ou de nouvelles concessions susceptibles de changer le regime
ou le volume d'un cours d'eau dont la partie infdrieure ou opposde est A
l'usage des riverains de l'autre pays, il en sera donn6 prdalablement avis A
l'autorit6 administrative supdrieure du ddpartement ou de la province de
qui ces riverains dependent, par l'autorit6 correspondante dans la juridiction
de laquelle on se propose de tels projets, afin que, s'ils doivent porter atteinte
aux droits des riverains de la souverainet6 limitrophe, on puisse rdclamer
en temps utile At qui de droit et sauvegarder ainsi tous les intdr~ts qui pour-
raient se trouver engages de part et d'autre; si les travaux et concessions
doivent avoir lieu dans une commune contigue A la fronti~re, les ingdnieurs
de l'autre pays auront la facult6, sur avertissement rdgulier 5- eux donn6 en
temps opportun, de concourir A la visite des lieux avec ceux qui en seront
charges.

ARTICLE XII. Les fonds infdrieurs sont assujettis L recevoir des fonds
plus 6levds du pays voisin les eaux qui en ddcoulent naturellement avec ce
qu'elles charrient, sans que la main de l'homme y ait contribu6. On n'y
peut construire ni digue ni obstacle quelconque susceptible de porter pr6-
judice aux riverains supdrieurs, auxquels il est 6galement d'fendu de rien
faire qui aggrave la servitude des fonds infdrieurs.

ARTICLE XIII. Quand les cours d'eau servent de frontibre, tout riverain
pourra, sauf l'autorisation qui serait ndcessaire d'aprbs la 16gislation de son
pays, faire sur sa rive des plantations, des travaux de r6paration et de d6fense,
pourvu qu'ils n'apportent au cours des eaux aucun changement pr6judicable
aux voisins, et qu'ils n'empitent pas sur le lit, c'est-5--dire sur le terrain
que l'eau baigne dans les crues ordinaires.

Quant 5. la rivibre de la Raour qui sert de fronti~re entre les territoires
de Bourg-Madame et de Puycerda, et qui, par des circonstances parti-
culi~res, n'a point de bords naturels bien d~termin6s, on proc6dera hs la
d6marcation de la zone ois il sera interdit de faire des plantations et des
ouvrages, en prenant pour base ce qui a 6t6 convenu entre les deux Gouverne-
ments en 1750 et renouvel6 en 1820, mais avec la facult6 d'y apporter des
modifications, si on le peut, sans nuire au r6gime de la rivibre ni aux terrains
contigus, afin que, lors de l'exdcution du pr6sent Acte Additionnel, on
cause le moins de pr6judice possible aux riverains, en ddbarrassant le lit qui
sera fix6 des obstacles qu'ils auraient dlevds.

ARTICLE XIV. Si, par des 6boulements de berges, par des objets charrids
ou ddposds, ou par d'autres causes naturelles, il peut rdsulter quelque
alteration ou embarras dans le cours de l'eau, au ditriment des riverains
de l'autre pays, les individus lsds pourront recourir 5- la juridiction comp&
tente pour obtenir que les reparations et diblaiements soient ex~cutds par qui
il appartiendra.

ARTICLE XV. Quand, en dehors des questions contentieuses du ressort
exclusif des tribunaux ordinaires, il s'6lvera entre riverains de nationalit6
diffdrente des difficultds ou des sujets de rdclamation touchant l'usage des
eaux, les int6ressdes s'adresseront, de part et d'autre, A leurs autoritds respec-
tives, afin qu'elles s'entendent entre elles pour rdsoudre le diffdrend, si c'est
de leur juridiction, et dans le cas d'incomp~tence ou de disaccord, comme



dans celui ofi les intdressds n'accepteraient pas la solution prononc~e, on
aura recours A l'autorit6 administrative supdrieure du ddpartement et de la
province.

ARTICLE XVI. Les administrations supdrieures des ddpartements et
provinces limitrophes se concerteront dans 1'exercice de leur droit de r6gle-
mentation des intrefts gdn~raux et d'interprftation ou de modification de
leurs r~glements, toutes les fois que les intrfts respectifs seront engages,
et dans le cas off elles ne pourraient pas s'entendre; le diff~rend sera soumis
aux deux Gouvernements.

ARTICLE XVII. Les pr6fets et les gouverneurs civils des deux c6tds de la
fronti~re pourront, s'ils le jugent convenable, instituer de concert, avec
l'approbation des Gouvernements, des syndicats 6lectifs, mipartie de riverains
Fran~ais et de riverains Espagnols, pour veiller AL l'ex~cution des r~glements
et pour ddfrer les contrevenants aux tribunaux comptents.

ARTICLE XVIII. Une Commission Internationale d'Ing~nieurs consta-
tera oii elle le jugera utile, sur la fronti6re du d~partement des Pyrdndes-
Orientales avec la province de Girone, et sur tous les points de la frontire
ofi il y aura lieu, l'emploi actuel des eaux dans les communes frontali~res
respectives et autres, s'il est besoin, soit pour irrigation, soit pour usines, soit
pour usages domestiques, afin de n'accorder dans chaque cas que la quantit6
d'eau n~cessaire, et de pouvoir supprimer les abus; elle d~terminera pour
chaque cours d'eau, A l'6tiage et au passage de la fronti~re, le volume
d'eau disponible et l'6tendue des fonds arrosables appartenant aux riverains
respectifs imm~diats qui ne sont pas encore irrigufs; elle proc~dera aux
operations concernant la Raour, indiqufes A l'Article XIII; elle proposera
les mesures et precautions propres AL assurer, de part et d'autre, la bonne
x6cution des r~glements et A pr6venir, autant que possible, toute querelle

entre riverains respectifs; elle examinera enfin, pour le cas oii on 6tablirait
des syndicats mixtes, qu'elle serait 1'6tendue A donner A leurs attributions.

ARTICLE XIX. Aussit6t que le present Acte aura &6 ratifi6, on pourra
nommer la Commission d'Ingfnieurs dont il est parl6 A l'Article XVIII,
pour qu'elle proc~de immddiatement A ses travaux, en commen~ant par la
Raour et la Vanera, ofi c'est le plus urgent.

ARTICLE' XX. Les dispositions prdcfdentes seront applicables A toute la
fronti~re d'une mer ; l'autre, aussi bien qu'A l'enclave de Llivia, et auront
la mme force et valeur que si elles 6taient insdr~es textuellement dans les
deux premiers Traitds de Bayonne des 2 ddcembre, 1856, et 14 avril, 1862,
et dans le troisi~me qui les complete sous la date de cejour, restant abrog~es
toutes stipulations diffdrentes ou contraires des deux premiers Trait~s
prdcitfs.

186. ACTE FINAL' DE LA DLIMITATION DE LA FRONTIRE
INTERNATIONALE DES PYRIN12ES ENTRE LA FRANCE
ET L'ESPAGNE, SIGNt A BAYONNE, LE I1 JUILLET 18682

1 Les instruments de ratification ont dtd dchang~s A Paris, le 11 janvier 1869.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 59, p. 430, et M. de Clercq, Recueil des

Traitis de la France, vol. X, p. 79.



Sa Majest6 l'Empereur des Franqais et Sa Majest6 la Reine des Espagnes,
voulant r~gler d'une mani~re definitive l'ex~cution du Trait6 de Limites
conclu A Bayonne, le 26 mai, 1866, modifier certaines dispositions de cet
Acte pour les mettre en harmonie avec les aspirations plus clairement
formulkes des int~ressfs, completer 1'6numfration des chemins libres, con-
sacrer certains usages existants ou convenus de part et d'autre et sanctionner
les r~glements par la Commission Internationale d'Ingfnieurs dont il est
parlM A l'Art. XVIII de l'Acte Additionnel sign6 A Bayonne, le 26 mai, 1866,
ont nomm6 pour leurs Plnipotentiaires ... lesquels, apr~s s'tre communiqu6
leurs pleins pouvoirs respectifs, trouv~s en bonne et due forme, ont dress6 et
r~uni dans la premiere partie du present Acte final les 5 annexes suivantes
au Trait6 signA A Bayonne, le 26 mai, 1866, et ont ins~r6 dans la seconde les
rbglements pour le regime des eaux prepares par la Commission d'Ing~nieurs
prfcitfe.

Seconde Partie: Riglements relatifs a la jouissance des eaux d'un usage commun entre
les deux pays:

I. Dimarcation du lit de la Raour

. . . En ce qui concerne la police de la rivi~re, on est convenu des dis-
positions suivantes:

1. Il est interdit d'6tablir des plantations ou des ouvrages quelconques
dans la zone comprise entre les alignements d~finis ci-dessus. Toutes les parties
d'ouvrages et de plantations qui empitent aujourd'hui sur cette zone,
devront tre d~truites par les riverains, chacun en droit soi, dans le dlai de
3 mois, A dater de la mise A execution de l'Acte gfnfral d'Abornement de la
fronti~re. Pass6 ce d~lai, il sera proc~d6 A cette operation d'office et aux frais
des contrevenants.

2. I1 est permis aux riverains d'entretenir, de rfparer et de consolider les
digues existantes, A la seule condition de prfvenir les riverains du c6t6 oppos6,
afin que, par cet avertissement, ceux-ci soient en mesure d'empcher
l'ex~cution d'ouvrages offensifs ou qui pfndtreraient dans la zone r~servfe
au lit de la rivibre.

3. Pour l'6tablissement de digues nouvelles, soit dans les parties de ]a
rivi~re qui en sont dfpourvues, soit en avant des digues existantes qui se
trouvent situfes en arri~re des nouveaux alignements, les riverains seront
tenus de se pourvoir d'une autorisation r~gulire des autoritfs comptentes
de leur pays respectif, et, dans ce cas, les propritaires de la rive opposfe
devront tre appels A presenter leurs observations.

4. Tous les ouvrages qui seront exfcutfs, de part et d'autre, pour la
fixation ou la conservation des berges, ne pourront 8tre 6tablis que parall~le-
ment ou perpendiculairement A l'axe de la rivi~re, ainsi que le prescrit la
Convention de 1820.

5. Pour pr~venir des difficult~s qui se sont produites quelquefois entre les
riverains des deux pays, il est entendu, conformfment A une stipulation de
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l'Acte de 1750, que chacun d'eux ne pourra prendre des pierres ou du
sable dans le lit de la Raour qu'en face de sa proprit6 et jusqu'au milieu
de ladite rividre.

6. I1 est fait ddfense expresse aux propri6taires riverains et autres de
pratiquer dans les digues ou berges des coupures ou autres moyens de
d6rivation, sans autorisation pr6alable. Ceux qui possddent des ddrivations
de ce genre seront tenus de faire r6gulariser leur situation par les autoritds
compdtentes de leur pays respectif, et ce, dans le ddlai de 3 mois, A dater
de la mise A exdcution du Trait6 gdndral d'Abornement de la frontidre. I1 est
dgalement ddfendu aux riverains et autres de faire 6couler dans le lit de
ladite rividre des eaux infectes ou nuisibles.

7. Tous les 5 ans, au mois d'aoflt, les autorits supdrieures du ddparte-
ment des Pyrdndes-Orientales et de la Province de Girone s'entendront A
l'effet de nommer des ddldguds qui procdderont A la v6rification des aligne-
ments des berges de la Raour. Toutes les parties de plantations et d'ouvrages
quelconques qui seront reconnues empiter sur le lit de la rividre devront tre
immddiatement ddtrujtes par les contrevenants, et, en cas de refus de leur
part, il sera procddd d'office et A leurs frais A cette destruction.

II. Font-Bovedo

La Commission Mixte d'Ingdnieurs ayant pensd que la rdglementation
d'une prise d'eau situde dans une localitd, d'un accs aussi difficile, serait
sans doute compldtement illusoire, de mme qu'une distribution par le temps
serait inapplicable A cause de la grande distance qui sdpare la prise des
habitations, et ayant, en consdquence, dt6 d'avis de ne rien ddcider A ce sujet,
il a dtd convenu que la solution serait rdservde aux deux Gouvernements,
s'il 6tait reconnu, par la suite, qu'elle ffit indispensable pour pr6venir des
conflits entre les intdressds des deux pays.

III. Rdglement pour l'usage des eaux du riou Tort et du riou Tartars

ARTICLE I. Les habitants de Guils ne pourront ddriver les eaux du riou
Tort que par des rigoles ayant leur prise A 550 mdtres au moins A l'amont
du point off ce ravin est coup6 par la ligne frontidre, entre les bornes 440 et
441.

II. Les habitants de Guils ne pourront prendre les eaux de la fontaine
Talabart, du riou Tartars, ni celles de ses affluents, et tous les ouvrage
construits dans cc but devront 6tre ddtruits, ainsi que les rigoles ouvertes A
l'aval du point ddfini A l'Article I, et ce, dans le ddlai de 3 mois, A dater de
la promulgation du prdsent rdglement.

III. Si, aprds la suppression de ces ouvrages, les habitants des communes
frontidres de la Tour et de Sandja ne parvenaient pas A s'entendre A l'amiable
pour la rdpartition des eaux du riou Tort et du riou Tartars, en partie
ddrivdes par le canal du hameau de Saint-Pierre, il serait pourvu A cette
rdglementation, conform~ment aux droits des usagers des deux pays, par le
Prdfet des Pyrdndes-Orientales et le Gouverneur de Girone, sur la proposition
des ingdnieurs des deux pays qui seront ddsignds A cet effet.

IV. Pass6 le ddlai ddfini A l'Article II, le Gouverneur de Girone, aprs
avoir prdvenu le Prdfet des Pyrdndes-Orientales, ordonnera immddiatement
l'exdcution d'office des travaux prescrits par ledit article. La suppression
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des ouvrages sera effectu~e en presence du maire de la Tour-de-Carol et de
l'alcade de Sanfja.

IV. Riglement pour l'usage des eaux du canal de Puycerda

ARTICLE I. La repartition des eaux du canal de Puycerda entre les
usagers Fran~ais et Espagnols sera rdgle comme il suit: Toutes les caux du
canal seront affect~es aux usages de tout genre de la ville de Puycerda et h.
l'irrigation de son territoire, chaque jour pendant 12 heures, de 4. heures
du matin h 4 heures du soir. Toutes les eaux de cc canal seront affect~es
h l'arrosage des terres situ~es sur le territoire Franqais, chaque nuit pendant
12 heures, de 4 heures du soir As 4 heures du matin.

II. Le debit minimum du canal h l'origine est fix6 A 300 litres. Si, par
suite de p~nurie d'eau dans la rivikre en amont du barrage, le debit du canal
descend au-dessous de cc minimum, le nombre d'heures rfserv6 A Puycerda
sera augment6 de telle sorte que le volume d'eau attribu6 en 24 heures aux
usagers Espagnols soit A peu pros 6gal A celui que donnerait un debit continu
de 150 litres par seconde. A cet effet, le debit du canal sera constat6 par un
d~versoir de jauge 6tabli h environ 20 m~tres h l'aval de l'origine. Ce d~versoir
aura 3 metres de largeur et sera construit en pierres de taille: son seuil et ses
bords verticaux seront profils suivant une partie droite de 5 centimetres
parallle au fil de l'eau et suivant un chanfrein de 35 centimetres de longueur
sur 20 centim~tres de hauteur, formant 6vasement vers l'amont. Les bords
seront distants de 40 centimetres au moins des rives du canal et du plafond
du biefd'amont. Le scuil sera aras6 As 60 centimetres au moins en contre-haut
du plafond du bief d'aval. A un m~tre en amont du d~versoir, on gravera
dans une pierre de taille encastr~e dans un des bajoyers une 6chelle de jauge
gradude comme l'indique le tableau ci-dessous. (Suit le detail.) Quand le
niveau du bief d'amont atteindra ou d~passera le Trait n° 12, ]a repartition
aura lieu entre les usagers des deux nations conform~ment is l'Article I.
Si le debit du canal, par suite de pfnurie de la rivi~re, diminue d'une assez
grande quantit6 pour que le Trait n0 16 apparaisse au-dessus de l'eau
pendant 3 jours cons~cutifs, la priode de temps attribute h Puycerda sera
porte de 12 As 16 heures et commencera A minuit. Si le Trait n° 20 apparait
dans les mmes conditions, la pdriode de temps rfserv6 A Puycerda sera
port~e A 20 heures, en commengant hs 8 heures du soir prdc~dent, et ainsi de
suite jusqu'au Trait n0 24, A partir duquel toute l'eau du canal appartiendra
aux usagers Espagnols.

III. Chacune des communes Fran~aises de la Tour-de-Carol et d'Ent-
weigt pourra d~river d'une mani~re continue un volume d'eau de 5 litres par
seconde pour la satisfaction de ses besoins de tout genre. Les habitants des
territoires traverses par le canal pourront, en outre, user de l'eau en tout
temps pour les usages domestiques, F'abreuvage des bestiaux et le cas
d'incendie.

IV. Tous les ceils de prise d'eau 6tablis en France sur le canal devront
tre perc~s dans des pierres de taille encastrfes dans des murettes en ma~on-

nerie dont les fondations feront saillie de 20 centimetres du c6t6 du canal, et
seront aras~s au niveau du plafond de cc canal. Ils seront construits aux frais
des usagers qui s'en servent et munis de vannes pouvant fermer aussi herm6-
tiquement que possible pendant le temps rfserv6 aux usagers Espagnols. Le



nombre actuel des ceils, qui est de 148 sur le territoire Fran~ais, ne pourra
tre augment6 sans l'autorisation de la ville de Puycerda, propriftaire du

canal.

V. Dans les reglements qui pourront 6tre faits ultfrieurement pour la
repartition des eaux entre les usagers Franqais, on aura soin, autant que
possible, de disposer les arrosages de l'amont A l'aval.

VI. II est interdit d'obstruer ou d'encombrer le canal; mais les usagers
Fran~ais pourront 6tablir des barrages mobiles dans le canal pour faire
refluer les eaux dans leurs prises pendant le temps qui leur est attribu6. Ces
barrages devront 6tre completement ouverts pendant le temps reserv6 A
l'Espagne et offrir un debouch6 6gal 6 celui du canal lui-meme.

VII. La largeur normale de la zone de terrain A occuper par le canal et
ses francs-bords est fixee A 6 metres 50 centimetres; dans le cas o[ la bande
de terrain appartenant A la ville de Puycerda serait en certains points, inf6-
rieure A ce chiffre, elle pourra acquerir A ses frais, sur les propriets privees, le
terrain necessaire pour completer l'emprise, en se conformant A la loi
Franqaise du 3 Mai, 1841.

VIII. Les frais d'entretien et de reparation de la prise d'eau en riviere
et de toute la partie du canal situee sur le territoire Frangais seront repartis
par portions egales entre les usagers Fran~ais et Espagnols. L'entretien de la
partie comprise dans le territoire Espagnol sera exclusivement A la charge des
usagers Espagnols.

IX. Les Fran~ais et les Espagnols auront la facult6, chacun de leur c6t6,
d'etablir A leurs frais les banniers ou gardes d'eau pour veiller A 1'execution
des Articles III et VI ci-dessus et dresser des proces-verbaux contre toute
personne qui porterait atteinte aux droits des usagers. Ces gardes, pourvus
du titre qui les accredite, preteront serment devant l'autorit6 competente,
en France, sur le territoire de laquelle leur surveillance doit s'exercer. S'il y a
lieu aussi d'exercer une surveillance en Espagne, les gardes nomms A cet
effet par les usagers des deux pays et pourvus du titre qui les accreditera
devront preter serment devant l'autorite Espagnole competente. Les gardes
adresseront leurs proces-verbaux A la Commission mentionnee A l'Article
ci-apres, qui les transmettra h qui de droit.

X. Une Commission administrative internationale, dont l'organisation
et les attributions sont determines par le reglement qui suit, sous le n° 5,
fera respecter les droits des deux nations et prendra les mesures d'administra-
tion et de police dont les clauses ci-dessus definies rendront 1'execution
necessaire. Elle fera executer l'ouvrage regulateur decrit A l'Article II, et on
repartira la depense par parties egales entre les usagers des deux nation. Elle
fera, en outre, executer d'office, aux frais des usagers, les ouvrages prescrits
par l'Article IV ci-dessus, si les arrosants ne les ont pas etablis eux-memes
dans le delai defini par l'Article XII ci-apr~s.

XI. Le recolement de l'ouvrage regulateur prescrit dans l'Article II,
sera effectue par un ingenieur Fran~ais et un ingenieur Espagnol, en presence
des autorites locales des deux pays et des parties interessees dclment con-
voques. Le proces-verbal de recolement sera dresse en 4 expeditions, dont
l'une sera deposee At la mairie de Puycerda, la seconde A la Commission
administrative, et les deux autres respectivement aux archives de la prefecture
des Pyr nes-Orientales et de la province de Girone.



XII. Les dispositions du present r~glement seront appliqufes le plus t6t
possible, et, au plus tard, dans le dflai de deux ans, A dater de sa promul-
gation.

V. Riglement pour l'Organisation de la Commission administrative internationale du
Canal de Puycerda

CHAPITRE I. COMPOSITION DE LA COMMISSION

ARTICLE I. La Commission administrative internationale sera composde
de 3 ddldguds Franqais et de 3 dlguds Espagnols.

II. L'alcade de Puycerda sera toujours membre et president de la
Commission. Le second membre de la Commission sera le maire de la
Tour-de-Carol pendant les ann~es de millfsime pair, et le maire d'Entweigt
pendant les ann~es de millksime impair. IL remplira les fonctions de vice-
president.

1II. Les 4 autres membres, pris parmi les intfressfs, seront nommfs, les
membres Franqais, par les usagers Fran~ais, comformfment au mode
d'dlection qui sera ddfini par un arrt6 ultfrieur du Prfet des Pyrfndes-
Orientales, et les membres Espagnols, par les usagers Espagnols, comform6-
ment au mode de nomination qui sera arrft6 par le Gouverneur de Girone.
Si 1'6lection reste sans rfsultat, la Commission sera complte d'office par le
Prefet des Pyr~nfes-Orientales et le Gouverneur de Girone.

IV. Au 31 Dfcembre de chaque annie, il sera pourvu au remplacement
d'un des membres Frangais et d'un des membres Espagnols nomm~s par
6lection. Les membres sortants ne seront pas imm~diatement rMligibles, et
ceux qui devront sortir la premiere annie seront dfsign~s par le sort.

V. Les membres de la Commission ne pourront pas se faire remplacer
par des mandataires de leur choix. En cas d'absence, ils seront remplac~s par
des membres suppliants, qui seront au nombre de deux pour chaque nation
et 6lus comme les membres titulaires.

VI. Dans le cas de ddc~s ou de ddmission d'un membre titulaire sup-
pliant, il sera pourvu A son remplacement, et la dur6e des fonctions du
membre 6lu n'exc~dera pas l'6poque qui limitait les fonctions du membre
remplac6.

VII. La Commission sera convoqu6e A Puycerda et prfsid~e par l'alcade
de Puycerda, ou ;k son d~faut, par le vice-president. Elle pourra tre r~unie
sur la demande de deux membres ou sur l'invitation du Prffet des Pyr~nes-
Orientales ou du Gouverneur de Girone.

VIII. Les usagers qui auront commis une contravention seront ray~s de
la liste d'6ligibilit6 pour 'annfe pendant laquelle la contravention aura &6
commise.

IX. Les dlibfrations seront prises A la majorit6 des membres presents. En
cas de partage, il en sera r~ffr6 aux autoritfs ddpartementales et provinciales
des deux nations. La Commission ne pourra dlib~rer qu'au nombre de
4 membres, dont deux Franqais et deux Espagnols; toutefois, la dlib~ration
sera valable, quel que soit le nombre des membres presents, lorsque les



membres ne se seront pas r~unis en nombre suffisant aprhs deux convocations
r~gulires faites A 8 jours d'intervalle.

X. Tout membre qui, sans motif l6gitime, aura manqu6 A 3 convocations
pourra tre ddclar6 ddmissionnaire et imm~diatement remplac6.

XI. Les d4libdrations seront inscrites par ordre de date sur un registre
cot6 et paraph6 par le president et seront signies par tous les membres
presents.

XII. Le president portera A ]a connaissance du Pr6fet des Pyr~ndes-
Orientales et du Gouverneur de Girone le nom des membres de la Com-
mission.

CHAPITRE II. FONCTIONS DE LA COMMISSION

La Commission est charg6e:

ARTICLE I. De veiller A I'execution du reglement international;

II. D'apprcier l'opportunit6 des travaux d'entretien dont la dpense doit
6tre supportde par les usagers des deux pays, d'approuver les projets et le
mode d'ex~cution de ces ouvrages et d'en surveiller l'ex6cution;

III. De faire dresser les r6les pour la rdpartition de ]a ddpense et de les
soumettre h l'homologation du Pr~fet des Pyrdn~es-Orientales, pour les usa-
gers Franqais, et du Gouverneur de Girone, pour les usagers Espagnols;

IV. De poursuivre devant les tribunaux compdtents les contraventions et
d41its r~guli~rement constat~s par les prochs-verbaux des banniers;

V. D'accepter les amendes que les contrevenants pourront consentir A
verser dans la caisse commune, A titre de transaction pour arreter les pour-
suites dirigees contre eux;

VI. De contr6ler et de vdrifier les comptes administratifs du president et
la comptabilit6 du receveur caissier;

VII. De faire 6tablir I'ouvrage rdgulateur prescrit par I'Article II du
r~glement;

VIII. D'interdire I'usage des prises particulihres, prescrites par I'Article
IV du r~glement, des eaux du canal, aux int6ressds qui ne les auraient pas
fait 6tablir eux-mEmes dans le dlai spcifi6 A l'Article XII du mme rhgle-
ment.

CHAPITRE III. RECOUVREMENT DES R6LES

ARTICLE I. Le recouvrement des r6les sera fait par un caissier nomm6
par la Commission administrative internationale.

II. Ce receveur caissier fournira un cautionnement proportionn6 au
montant des r6les et recevra une indemnit6 dont la quotit6 sera d6termin6e
par la Commission.

III. Les r6les, affichs pendant 8 jours dans chacune des 3 communes
int6ressdes, seront rendus ex6cutoires par le Pr6fet des Pyr6n~es-Orientales
et le Gouverneur de Girone.

IV. La perception sera faite, en France, comme en matire de contribu-
tions directes, et en Espagne de ]a mme mani~re.



V. Le receveur sera responsable du d6faut de paiement des taxes dans
les dflais fixes par les r6les, A moins qu'il ne justifie des poursuites faites
contre les contribuables en retard. I1 acquittera les ddpenses mandat~es par
le president et prfsentera, avant le ler Fdvrier de chaque annde, le compte
de sa gestion. Les reclamations relatives A la confection des r6les scront
portdes, pour les intfress~s Fran~ais, devant le Conseil de Prfecture des
Pyr~nfes-Orientales, et pour les usagers Espagnols, devant le Gouverneur
de Girone.

VI. Rhglement pour l'usage des eaux de la rivi~re de Vanera

ARTICLE I. La repartition des eaux de la Vanera entre les communes
Fran~aises de Valceboll~re, d'Ossfja et de Palau, d'une part, et les communes
Espagnoles d'Aja, de Vilallovent, de las Pareras et Caixans, d'autre part, sera
r~glke comme il suit, du lerJuillet au ler Octobre de chaque annde:

II. Toutes les eaux de la rivi~re seront A la disposition des usagers
Fran~ais du lundi A 6 heures du matin au vendredi A 6 heures du matin de
chaque semaine.

III. Les usagers Espagnols jouiront des eaux de la rivi~re du vendredi A
6 heures du matin au lundi Ak 6 heures du matin. Pendant ce temps:
1. Toutes les prises d'eau Fran~aises situfes en aval de la prise du canal d'Oss~ja
devront &re fermfes. 2. Les propridtaires des fonds situds en amont de la
prise d'eau du canal d'Oss~ja conserveront la facult6 d'arroser A volont6
comme par le pass6. I1 en sera de mme pour les usagers des affluents de la
Vanera, lesquels ne sont point assujettis au present r~glement. 3. Le canal
d'Ossfja concfd6 par Dcret Imperial du 14 janvier, 1852, continuera A
ddriver de la rivi~re un volume d'eau de 40 litres par seconde en remplissant
les conditions de ladite concession. 4. Les moulins et usines des communes
d'Oss~ja et de Palau pourront ddriver toute l'eau qui leur est nfcessaire,
d'une mani~re continue; mais ils devront la rendre A la rivi~re par leurs
canaux de fuite, sans qu'elle puisse tre employfe l'irrigation. 5. Chacune
des communes Fran~aises pourra dfriver de la rivi~re, d'une mani~re
continue, un volume d'eau de 4 litres par seconde pour la satisfaction de ses
besoins de tout genre. 6. Les habitants de ces communes pourront, en outre,
user de l'eau de la rivi~re et des canaux des moulins, comme par le pass6,'
pour les usages domestiques, l'abreuvage des bestiaux et le cas d'incendie.

IV. Les usagers d'amont ne pourront faire aucun ouvrage ni mettre aucun
obstacle au libre cours des eaux de ]a rivi~re au prejudice des usagers
infirieurs.

V. Les Frangais et les Espagnols auront la facult6, chacun de leur c6t6,
d'6tablir A leurs frais respectifs des banniers ou gardes d'eau pour veiller
A l'extcution des Articles II, III et IV ci-dessus et dresser des proc~s-verbaux
contre toute personne qui porterait atteinte aux droits des usagers. Ces gardes,
pourvus du titre qui les accrddite, prteront serment devant l'autorit6
comptente, en France, ofi leur surveillance doit s'exercer. S'il y a lieu
d'exercer aussi une surveillance en Espagne, les gardes nommfs A cet effet
et pourvus du titre qui les accrddite, devront preter serment devant l'autorit6
Espagnole competente. Les gardes adresseront leurs proces-verbaux A qui
de droit.

VI. La rdglementation horaire entre les Fran~ais et les Espagnols ne fera
point obstacle A ce que le Gouvernement Frangais autorise, s'il y a lieu, de



nouvelles ddrivations d'eau continues ayant leur prise en amont de celle du
canal actuel d'Oss6ja, sous la r6serve que ces dfrivations ne pourront fonc-
tionner toutes les fois que le d6bit de la rivi~re descendra au-dessous de
220 litres par seconde, savoir: 40 litres pour desservir la concession du canal
d'Oss6ja et 180 litres pour les besoins des usagers inf6rieurs, tant Fran~ais
qu'Espagnols. A cet effet, les nouvelles prises d'eau devront 8tre pourvues
d'ouvrages rfgulateurs qui permettent d'appr~eier le volume d'eau d~bit6 par
ces prises et celui qui coule dans la rivire. Le r6colement de ces ouvrages
sera fait par un ingdnieur Fran~ais et un ing6nieur Espagnol, dfsign6s
respectivement par le Prffet du ddpartement des Pyr6ndes-Orientales et par
le Gouverneur Civil de Girone, et en presence des autoritds locales et des
parties intfress6es dfsment convoqufis h cet effet.

VII. Le present r~glement sera mis A execution dans le dlai de deux ans,
A dater de sa promulgation.

VII. Riglement pour l'usage des eaux du canal d'Angoustrine et de Llivia

ARTICLE I. Le dkbit du canal d'Angoustrine est limit6 A 76 litres par
seconde depuis le ler Juillet jusqu'au ler Octobre de chaque ann6e. Ce debit
sera constat6 au moyen d'un rfgulateur 6tabli h 25 m~tres A l'aval de l'origine
et form6: 1. D'un orifice de jauge A mince paroi, de 15 centimtres de hauteur
et 45 centim~tres de largeur. 2. D'un d~versoir r~gulateur de niveau, dont le
seuil sera aras6 A 25 centimtres en contre-haut du bord infdrieur de l'orifice
de jauge et qui aura deux mbtres de largeur. Le bord inffrieur de l'orifice
de jauge sera plac6 A 25 centim~tres au moins en contre-haut du niveau
de l'eau dans le canal, A l'aval du r~gulateur, et la hauteur du barrage de
prise d'eau sera dispos~e de telle sorte que l'paisseur de la lame d'eau
passant par le dversoir rgulateur de niveau n'excde jamais 5 centimtres.

II. Conform~ment A l'Article XXVII du Trait6 de D6limitation conclu,
le 26 Mai, 1866, entre la France et l'Espagne, la totalit6 des eaux du canal
sera affecte aux arrosages de la commune d'Angoustrine, chaque semaine
pendant 4 jours et 3 nuits, depuis le dimanche au lever du soleil jusqu'au
mercredi au coucher du soleil, et aux arrosages de Llivia, aussi chaque
semaine pendant 3 jours et 4 nuits, depuis le mercredi au coucher du soleil
jusqu'au dimanche suivant au lever du soleil. Les arrosages sur le territoire
Frangais auront lieu, autant que possible, de l'amont A l'aval.

III. Pendant le temps attribu. aux Franqais, le canal sera barr par une
vanne en amont de la frontibre, pour intercepter complktement 1'6coulement
de l'eau sur le territoire Espagnol. Une vanne de ddcharge sera place en
amont de ce barrage, A l'effet de rejeter le trop-plein du canal dans la rivi&e
d'Angoustrine. Pendant le temps affect6 aux Espagnols, toutes les prises d'eau
situ~es sur le territoire Fran~ais devront are fermdes aussi herm~tiquement
que possible par des vannes glissant entre des montants en bois ou en
ma~onnerie.

IV. Les frais d'entretien de toute la partie du canal situ6e sur le territoire
Fran~ais seront rfpartis entre les usagers Fran~ais et Espagnols proportion-
nellement aux surfaces actuellement soumises A l'arrosage dans les deux pays,
et qui sont de 14 hectares en France et de 76 hectares dans l'enclave de
Llivia. L'entretien de la partie situe sur le territoire Espagnol sera exclusive-
ment A la charge des usagers Espagnols.



V. I1 est ddfendu d'obstruer le canal et d'y faire aucun ouvrage qui
serait de nature A gfner le libre cours des eaux et A porter prejudice aux
usagers infdrieurs.

VI. Les Franqais et les Espagnols auront la facult6, chacun de leur c6t6,
d'6tablir h leurs frais respectifs des banniers ou gardes d'eau pour veiller
hk l'exdcution des Articles II, III et V ci-dessus, et dresser des proc~s-verbaux
contre toute personne qui porterait atteinte aux droits des usagers. Ces
gardes, pourvus du titre qui les accrddite, prfteront serment devant l'autorit6
compdtente en France, ois leur surveillance doit s'exercer. S'il y a lieu aussi
d'exercer une surveillance en Espagne, les gardes nommds A cet effet par les
usagers et pourvus du titre qui les accrddite, devront preter serment devant
l'autorit6 Espagnole comp~tente. Les gardes adresseront leurs proc~s-
verbaux ;k la Commission mentionnde ci-apr~s, qui les transmettra A qui
de droit.

VII. Une Commission administrative internationale, dont l'organisation
et les attributions sont ddtermindes par le r~glement qui suit, sous le n° 8,
fera respecter les droits des deux nations et prendra les mesures d'administra-
tion ou de police dont les clauses ci-dessus ddfinies rendront l'exdcution
ndcessaire. Elle sera chargde notamment de faire exdcuter, aux frais des
usagers, l'ouvrage rdgulateur et les vannes de fermeture et de dtcharge du
canal mentionnds h l'Article III.

VIII. Le present r~glement sera mis a exdcution le plus t6t possible, et,
au plus tard, dans le ddlai d'un an, I dater de sa promulgation, et les ouvrages
indiquds it l'Article VII devront Etre 6tablis dans le mfme ddlai. Pass6 ce
ddlai, le Prdfet des Pyrdndes-Orientales, apr~s avoir prdvenu le Gouverneur
de Girone, pourra qfaire executer les travaux d'office aux frais des usagers
des deux pays, dans la proportion ddtermine par 'Article IV.

IX. Le rdcolement des travaux sera effectu6 par un ingdnieur Franqais
et un ingdnieur Espagnol, en presence des autoritds locales des deux pays et
des parties intdressdes dfiment convoqudes. Le proc~s-verbal de rdcolement
sera dress6 en 4 expeditions, dont l'une sera ddposde h la mairie d'Angous-
trine, la seconde It la mairie de Llivia, et les deux autres respectivement
aux archives de la prefecture des Pyrdndes-Orientales et de la Province de
Girone.

X. Les Conventions 6crites ou verbales existant aujourd'hui entre les
fronti~res des deux pays, qui seraient contraires au present r~glement, sont
annukes.

VIII. Riglement pour l'organisation de la Commission administrative internationale
du canal d'Angoustrine et de Llivia

CHAPITRE I. COMPOSITION DE LA COMMISSION

ARTICLE I. La Commission administrative internationale sera composde
de 3 ddlguds Franqais et de 3 ddldgus Espagnols.

II. Le maire d'Angoustrine et l'alcade de Llivia seront membres nds de
la Commission. Ils prdsideront A tour de r6le par anne.

III. Les 4 autres membres, pris parmi les intdressds, seront nommds, les
Franqais par les usagers Franqais, conformdment au mode d'6Iection qui sera
ddfini par un arrtd ultdrieur du Prdfet des Pyrdndes-Orientales, et les



membres Espagnols, par les usagers Espagnols conformdment au mode de
nomination qui sera arrt par le Gouverneur de Girone. Si 1'6lection reste
sans rdsultat, la Commission sera complt~e d'office par le Prdfet des Pyr&
ndes-Orientales et le Gouverneur de Girone.

IV. Au 31 Dkcembre de chaque annfe, il sera pourvu au remplacement
d'un des membres Fran~ais et d'un des membres Espagnols nommds par
6lection. Les membres sortants ne seront pas imm~diatement r6ligibles, et
ceux qui devront sortir la premiere annie seront d~sign~s par le sort.

V. Les membres de la Commission ne pourront pas se faire remplacer
par des mandataires de leur choix. En cas d'absence, ils seront remplacds par
des membres supplants, qui seront au nombre de deux pour chaque nation
et 6lus comme les membres titulaires.

VI. Dans le cas de d6c~s ou de dfmission d'un membre titulaire ou
supplant, il sera pourvu A son remplacement, et la dure des fonctions du
membre dlu n'excddera pas 1'6poque qui limitait les fonctions du membre
remplac6.

VII. La Commission sera convoque dans la commune dont le maire ou
l'alcade aura ]a prdsidence. Elle pourra tre reunie sur la demande de deux
membres ou sur l'invitation du Prefet des Pyr~nees-Orientales ou du Gouver-
neur de Girone.

VIII. Les usagers qui auront commis une contravention seront rayes
de la liste d'ligibilit6 pour l'anne pendant laquelle la contravention aura
6t6 commise.

IX. Les dflibdrations seront prises A la majorit6 des membres prdsents"
En cas de partage, il en sera rftr6 aux autoritfs ddpartementales et pro-
vinciales des deux nations. La Commission ne pourra deliberer qu'au nombre
de 4 membres, dont deux Franqais et deux Espagnols; toutefois, la delibdra-
tion sera valable, quel que soit le nombre des membres presents, lorsque les

membres ne se seront pas r6unis en nombre suffisant apr s deux convocations
r~gulieres faites A 8 jours d'intervalle.

X. Tout membre qui sans motif lgitime, aura manqu6 A 3 convocations,
pourra tre declar6 demissionnaire et immediatement remplac6.

XI. Les deliberations seront inscrites par ordre de date sur un registre
cote et paraphe par le president et seront signees par tous les membres
presents.

XII. Le president portera At ]a connaissance du Prefet des Pyrenees-
Orientales et du Gouverneur de Girone le nom des membres de la Commis-
sion.

CHAPITRE II. FONCTIONS DE LA COMMISSION

La Commission est chargee:

ARTICLE I. De veiller As 1'execution du reglement international.

II. D'apprecier l'opportunite des travaux d'entretien dont la depense
doit tre supportee par les usagers des deux pays, d'approuver les projets et le
mode d'execution de ces ouvrages et d'en surveiller l'execution.



III. De faire dresser les r6Les pour la repartition de la ddpense et de les
soumettre h l'homologation du Pr~fet des Pyr~nfes-Orientales, pour les
usagers Fan~ais, et du Gouverneur de Girone pour les usagers Espagnols.

IV. De poursuivre devant les tribunaux comptents les contraventions et
dWits rgulirement constatds par les proc~s-verbaux des banniers.

V. D'accepter les amendes que les contrevenants pourront consentir A
verser dans la caisse commune, A titre de transaction, pour arr~ter les pour-
suites dirigfes contre eux.

VI. De contr6ler et de v6rifier les comptes administratifs du president et
]a comptabilit6 du receveur caissier.

VII. De faire construire l'ouvrage rfgulateur mentionn6 dans les
Articles III et VII du r~glement.

CHAPITRE III. RECOUVREMENT DES ROLES

ARTICLE I. Le recouvrement des r6les sera fait par un caissier nomm6
par la Commission administrative internationale.

II. Ce receveur caissier fournira un cautionnement proportionn6 au
montant des r6les et recevra une indemnit6 dont la quotit6 sera ddterminde
par la Commission.

III. Ces r6les, affichds pendant 8jours dans chacune des deux communes
intdressdes, seront rendus exdcutoires par le Prdfet des Pyrdndes-Orientales et
le Gouverneur de Girone.

IV. La perception sera faite, en France, comme en mati re de contribu-
tions directes, et, en Espagne, de la mme mani~re.

V. Le receveur sera responsable du ddfaut de paiement des taxes dans
les ddlais fixes par les r6les, A moins qu'il ne justifie des poursuites faites
contre les contribuables en retard. I1 acquittera les ddpenses mandatdes par
le president et prsentera, avant le ler Fdvrier de chaque annde, le compte
de sa gestion. Les rdclamations relatives : la confection des r6les seront
port~es, pour les intdressds Franqais, devant le Conseil de Prefecture des
Pyrdndes-Orientales, et pour les usagers Espagnols, devant le Gouverneur
de Girone ...

187. CONVENTION 1 ENTRE L'ESPAGNE ET LA FRANCE RE-
LATIVE A L'EXERCICE DE LA PLSCHE DANS LA BIDASSOA,
SIGNIRE A BAYONNE LE 18 FItVRIER 18862

Le President de la Rpubliquefran aise et S.M. la Reine rdgente d'Espagne,
d~sirant modifier l'Acte Additionnel conclu A Bayonne, le 31 mars 1859,

Les instruments de ratification ont dtd 6changds ii Madrid le 11 octobre 1886.
Les articles 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 26 et 29 ont t modifiis en tout ou
en partie par le Protocole du 19 janvier 1888, les D~clarations du 4 octobre 1894,
du 6 avril 1908 et du 2 juin 1924, l'Avenant du 24 septembre 1952 et l'change
de lettres du 11 mai et 8 juin 1954 (Voir infra, trait6s nos. 188, 189, 190, 191,
192 et 193).

2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Gindral de Traitis, 2" srie, tome XII, p. 687.
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entre la France et l'Espagne, pour sanctionner le r~glement international
sur 1'exercice de la peche et les divers arrangements relatifs A la Bidassoa,
ont r~solu de conclure, h cet effet, une convention ...

Droit de pkche

ARTICLE 2. Les riverains des deux pays pourront, h leur convenance,
retirer et ass~cher leurs filets, soit sur la rive franqaise, soit sur la rive espagnole,
mais dans aucun cas sur une propri~t6 particuli~re sans l'autorisation du
propri~taire, et, selon l'usage existant, tous les produits de la pche pourront

tre introduits en franchise dans chacun des deux pays.

Epoques pour les diffdrentes pches - Dimensions des
diverses espces de poissons et de coquillages

ARTICLE 5. I1 est interdit de pcher ou de recueillir, de quelque mani~re
que ce soit, les ceufs de tous les poissons et ceux des crustacds, et de les
employer comme appats.

ARTICLE 6. I1 est interdit de pcher les poissons qui n'ont pas la longueur
suivante entre 1'ceil et la naissance de la queue: le saumon qui n'a pas la
longueur de 27 centimetres; la truite saumonnfe qui n'a pas la longueur de
27 centimetres; l'anguille qui n'a pas la longueur de 21 centimetres d'un
bout l'autre; l'alose, qui n'a pas la longueur de 27 centimetres; le turbot
qui n'a pas la longueur de 20 centimtres, et tous les autres poissons qui
n'ont pas atteint la longueur de 16 centimetres. Mais les poissons qui n'at-
teignent jamais la longueur de 16 centim6tres pourront 8tre pris en tout
temps et quelle que soit leur grandeur. Il est aussi interdit de recueillir les
huitres qui n'ont pas 5 centimetres de diam~tre dans leur plus grande largeur
et les moules qui n'ont pas 3 centimetres de diamtre.

L'interdiction de la pche des huitres pourra tre temporairement ordon-
nfe pour une annfe au moins, si cette mesure est command~e par l'intdret
de la conservation des fonds. Tous les autres coquillages pourront 6tre
pchfs, quelle que soit leur dimension.

ARTICLE 7. Les pfcheurs seront tenus de jeter en rivi~re les poissons
dfsign~s dans l'article prfc~dent et qui n'ont pas atteint la longueur voulue
et de laisser les huitres et les moules qui n'ont pas le diam6tre fix6, au mfme
lieu off ils les ont recueillies.

Amendements marins

ARTICLE 8. Selon l'usage existant, tous les riverains indistinctement
continueront A prendre, sur tous les points du cours de la Bidassoa baign~s
par la haute mar~e, toutes les herbes marines, except6 celles qui sont
adhfrentes aux baradaux des terres labourfes et qui appartiennent exclusive-
ment aux propridtaires de ces terres.

Ils continueront aussi h prendre les sables, coquilliers et autres amende-
ments marins sur ces mmes points qui resteront h d~couvert aux basses eaux;



mais ils ne pourront les enlever qu'A une distance de dix metres des baradaux,
des digues et des berges et h huit metres des parcs h huitres et h moules, des
d~p6ts quelconques de coquillages et des viviers h poissons, dont il sera fait
mention dans un des articles suivants.

Filets, instruments, procddis et modes de pgche permis

ARTICLE 10. Le droit exclusifde la pkhe du saumon dans toute l'6tendue
de la Bidassoa, It son embouchure et dans la rade du Figuier, appartiendra
successivement, pendant vingt-quatre heures, de midi h midi, heure de
l'horloge de '6glise d'Irun, aux communes riveraines fran~aises ou espa-
gnoles.

Huit jours avant l'ouverture de la pche du saumon, les maires de ces
communes ou leurs d~ldgu~s se r~uniront pour tirer au sort la commune h
laquelle appartiendra le premier tour et l'ordre dans lequel les autres
communes seront appelfes A exercer leur droit.

En mme temps, ils dresseront une liste nominative des p&cheurs qui, dans
chaque commune, possedent des filets reglementaires.

Les tours de peche resultant du tirage au sort par commune, ainsi que
la liste nominative pr~cit~e, seront communiques aux gardes-pfche et autres
prfposfs h la surveillance et A l'ex~cution du present reglement designes
dans P'article 15 ci-apres.

Le nombre des filets mis t l'eau pourra tre illimit6, sous condition qu'ils
soient A mailles reglementaires.

ARTICLE 12. Sous quelque pretexte que ce soit, il est dMfendu de crocher
ou de soulever les filets ou autres instruments de pche appartenant h autrui.

Dep6ts de coquillages. Viviers a poissons

ARTICLE 14. Pour le repeuplement des eaux de la Bidassoa, les pecheurs
fran~ais et espagnols pourront 6tablir sur l'une ou l'autre rive de ladite
riviere, mais seulement d'un commun accord et h frais communs, des viviers
qui ne pourront servir qu'h la propagation du poisson et ne devront, dans
aucun cas, gner la navigation.

Police et surveillance de la piche

ARTICLE 15. Pour assurer le maintien de l'ordre et l'execution des dis-
positions du present reglement, la surveillance sera exercee et les contra-
ventions seront constatees en la forme prescrite A l'article 16 ci-apres:

1° Par les commandants des forces maritimes de chaque Etat dans la
Bidassoa ou par leurs delegues, ou par les maitres patrons des annexes des
stationnaires;

20 Par quatre gardes-pche, dont deux nommes par les municipalits
d'Urrugue, d'Hendaye et de Biriatou, et deux par les nmunicipalits de
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Fontarabie et d'Irun. Ces gardes, dont le salaire sera A la charge des muni-
cipalit6s qui les auront nomm6s, seront asserments et revatus d'une bandou-
li~re avec plaque indiquant leur qualitd.

Ces gardes seront placs sous ]a surveillance directe du commandant du
stationnaire et devront se conformer A ses instructions pour tout ce qui
concerne la police de la peche.

Les autorit6s subalternes dsign6es ci-dessus transmettront les proc6s-ver-
baux aux commandants des forces maritimes de chaque Etat.

Dispositions pdnales

ARTICLE 18. Dans tous les cas de rdcidive, l'infracteur sera condamn6
au double de 'amende ou de l'emprisonnement qui aura d6jA t6 prononc6
contre lui; mais cette double peine ne pourra jamais dfpasser le maximum
6tablie dans le paragraphe 2 de l'article pr6c~dent. II y a rdcidive lorsque,
dans les douze mois prc~dents, il a 6t6 rendu contre l'infracteur un premier
jugement pour contravention aux dispositions du prfsent r~glement. Si, dans
les douze mois pricddents, il a &6 rendu contre l'infracteur deux jugements
pour contraventions aux dispositions du r~glement, l'amende et l'emprison-
nement pourront etre port~s au double du maximum fix6 dans l'article
prcfdent.

ARTICLE 19. Le tribunal ou les magistrats comptents ordonneront, lorsqu'il
y aura lieu, en sus de la peine inflige pour fait de contravention au prsent
r~glement, le payement de dommages-int6rts en faveur de qui de droit, et
ils en dtermineront le montant.

ARTICLE 20. Tout riverain qui pfchera le saumon en dehors de son tour
de peche, sans l'autorisation de celui A qui il revient, sera passible de 'amende
ou de l'emprisonnement 6tablis dans le paragraphe 2 de l'article 17 et, de
plus, devra restituer le poisson pris en contravention ou sa valeur au p&cheur
dont il aura pris le tour. En cas de r6cidive, il pourra 6tre condamn6 A
l'amende ou A I'emprisonnement et, de plus, la confiscation des filets
pourra tre prononcec.

ARTICLE 21. Le poisson saisi en contravention aux dispositions du
present reglement sera immediatement distribu6 aux pauvres de la commune
riveraine dans laquelle la saisie aura &6 faite.

ARTICLE 23. Les peres, mres, maris et maitres pourront tre declares
responsables des amendes prononcees pour contraventions commises par
leurs enfants mineurs, leurs femmes ou leurs serviteurs.

ARTICLE 24. Tout riverain qui aura outrag6 dans l'exercice de ses
fonctions un des preposes mentionns A I'article 15 ou tout officier de police
judiciaire instrumentant comme il est dit au dernier paragraphe de l'arti-
cle 16, ou qui leur aura resiste avec violence et voies de fait, sera puni des
peines edictees en pareil cas par les lois de son-pays.
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ARTICLE 25. Le garde qui, dans l'exercice de ses fonctions, fera preuve
de n~gligence, sera imm~diatement r~voqu6, et s'il a agr66 des promesses ou
regu des presents pour manquer ses devoirs, il sera poursuivi d'apr~s les
dispositions prfvues pour ce cas dans la 16gislation de son pays.

Rdpression des contraventions

ARTICLE 27. Les proc~s-verbaux autres que ceux dresses par des officiers
de police judiciaire devront tre remis au commandant des forces maritimes
sous la juridiction duquel se trouve le contrevenant. Cet oflicier, apr~s les
avoir visas, devra, sans d~lai, les envoyer avec son avis au tribunal competent.

Avis du jugement qui interviendra sera donn6 l'autorit6 qui aura dress6
le proc~s-verbal.

ARTICLE 28. Les proposes A l'exdcution du present r~glement mentionn6
k l'article 15 pqurront constater les contraventions de tous les riverains
quelle que soit leur nationalit6; mais les contrevenants ne pourront 6tre
jug~s que par le tribunal competent de leur pays.

ARTICLE 30. Sans prejudice des droits appartenant au minist~re public,
la poursuite resultant de dommages ou de pertes 6prouv~es par des p~cheurs
du fait d'autres pkcheurs se fera A la diligence des maires ou des alcades ou
sur ]a plainte de la partie civile.

ARTICLE 31. L'action publique et Faction civile resultant des contra-
ventions prdvues dans le prsent r~gIement seront prescrites apr6s soixante
jours rdvolus h compter du jour off le fait aura eu lieu.

Dispositions transitoires

ARTICLE 32. Le present r~glement sera ex~cutoire A partir du ler janvier
de l'anne qui suivra celle ofi il aura W promulgu6.

Jusque-lh, on continuera A se conformer A tous les usages existants; seule-
ment, les dispositions relatives aux 6poques de pche, aux dimensions que
doivent avoir les diffdrents poissons et aux prohibitions faites par les para-
graphes 3, 4 et 5 de l'art. 11, seront ex~cutoires depuis le jour oil la pro-
mulgation aura eu lieu.

Un an sera accord6 h partir du jour de la promulgation de ce r~glement
pour se conformer aux dispositions de 'article 9, qui indique les dimensions
des mailles des diffdrents filets autoris~s.

ARTICLE 33. Les hautes parties contractantes s'engagent ;k n'apporter
aucun changement au present r~glement sans avoir pris l'avis pr~alable d'un
nombre 6gal de dlguds des municipalitds des deux rives de la Bidassoa
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188. PROTOCOLE' ENTRE L'ESPAGNE ET LA FRANCE EN VUE
DE MODIFIER CERTAINS ARTICLES DE LA CONVENTION
DU 18 FIVRIER 1886 RELATIVE A L'EXERCICE DE LA
PPCHE DANS LA BIDASSOA, SIGNIE A MADRID, LE 19 JAN-
VIER 18882

Les soussignfs dflment autoriss par leurs Gouvernements respectifs pour
donner le caract~re d'un accord international aux modifications introduites
par la Commission internationale des Pyr6ndes dans certains articles de la
Convention de pfche, arrte entre la France et l'Espagne, le 18 fdvrier 1886,
sont convenus d'insfrer dans le present protocole les articles modifies, lesquels
auront la meme force et valeur que ceux mentionns dans la susdite
Convention.

Les articles modifies sont les suivants:

ART. 10. Le droit exclusif de la p~che du saumon dans toute l'6tendue
de la Bidassoa, A son embouchure et dans la rade du Figuier, appartiendra
alternativement aux deux nations riveraines, pendant 24 heures, de midi A
midi, heure de l'horloge de l'6glise d'Irun, chaque nation jouissant ainsi du
droit exclusif de p~che par jours successifs.

Quinze jours avant le ler fdvrier, les maires des communes riveraines ou
leurs dl6gu~s se r~uniront pour tirer au sort la nation A laquelle appartiendra
le premier tour, chaque nation devant r~gler ensuite ainsi qu'il va 6tre dit
ci-dessous, comme elle le jugera convenable, 1'exercice de son droit. Huit
jours plus tard les maires ou leurs dfl~gu~s tant en France qu'en Espagne
se r~uniront, chaque groupe national de son c6t6, pour rdgler l'emploi des
24 heures de p&he d6volues chaque nation.

Les d~lkgufs ddcideront librement s'ils veulent pfcher soit par commune
A tour de r6le, soit toutes les communes ensemble dans un meme jour ou
suivant tout autre mode qui leur conviendra.

Une fois ce point fix6, les d~l~gufs auront le devoir de communiquer le
rdsultat de leurs ddlibrations aux commandants respectifs et le mode de
peche ainsi arrtd devra 6tre ob~i sous peine de contravention.

Si les maires ne communiquaient pas en temps utile le r~sultat de leurs
dflib~rations, chacune des dl6gation de la Commission internationale
prendra l'initiative de fixer le mode d'exercice de la pche pour ses nationaux.
Cette fixation sera opfrfe d~s les premiers jours de ffvrier.

Les maires ou leurs dldgu~s dresseront une liste nominative des pfcheurs
qui, dans chaque commune, poss~dent des filets rfglementaires. La liste
nominative, ainsi d~terminde, sera communiqu~e A tous les proposes h la
surveillance et h l'ex6cution du prfsent r~glement d6signds dans l'article 15
ci-apr~s. Le nombre des filets mis h l'eau pourra tre illimit6, sous condition
qu'il soit A mailles r~glementaires.

ART. 16. Les contraventions au present r~glement seront prouves soit
par tfmoins, soit A l'aide des procbs-verbaux dress6s et sign~s par les autorit~s
ci-dessus d~signdes.

1 Les ratifications ont &6 6changfes A Madrid, le 20 septembre 1888.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Giniral des Traitis, troisi~me sfrie, tome III,

p. 253.



Les commandants des forces navales fran§aises et espagnoles dans
la Bidassoa sont autorisds h saisir les filets et autres instruments de peche
prohibds, ainsi que le poisson pMchd en contravention. Ils peuvent aussi
faire opdrer la saisie immediate des filets mfme non prohibds des
ddlinquants nationaux, quand la nature de la contravention le rendra
ndcessaire.

Les gardes-pfche auront le droit de requdrir directement la force publique
pour la r~pression des contraventions au present rbglement, ainsi que pour
la saisie des engins prohibs, du poisson et des coquillages pchks en contra-
vention.

Les contraventions en mati~re de vente et de colportage du poisson, des
coquillages et du frai, pris en temps prohib6 ou au-dessous des dimensions
prescrites, pourront 6galement tre constat~es par tout officier de police
judiciaire, qui pourra transmettre directement son proces-verbal au tribunal
competent.

ART. 26. Le jugement de toute contravention au present reglement sera
place dans 'un ou l'autre pays, dans les attributions exclusives du tribunal
competent, et les contrevenants ne pourront etre poursuivis que'devant le
tribunal de leur pays respectif, c'est-A-dire en Espagne, devant le tribunal
civil de Saint-Sebastien, en France, devant le tribunal correctionnel de
Bayonne.

189. DIZCLARATION' FRANCO-ESPAGNOLE PORTANT MODI-
FICATION DE L'ARTICLE 4 DE LA CONVENTION DU
18 FItVRIER 1886, POUR L'EXERCICE DE LA PLCHE DES
HUITRES DANS LA BIDASSOA, SIGNItE A BAYONNE, LE
4 OCTOBRE 18942

ARTICLE 1. (Date de cl6ture de la periode d'interdiction de la peche des
huitres dans la Bidassoa. Voir I'article 4 de la Convention du 18 f6vrier 1886,
modifie par la D6claration du 6 avril 1908.)

ARTICLE 2. II est defendu, pendant la p6riode d'interdiction de la peche
des huitres, de draguer aux abords des bancs et t une distance d'au moins
cent metres de chaque c6t6 du pont international du cherin de fer entre
Hendaye et Irun.

ARTICLE 3. Sont applicables, dans les cas prevus par les articles pr6c6-
dents, les stipulations contenues dans les articles 15 A 31 de la Convention
du 18 f6vrier 1886, amendee par le Protocole sign6 hs Madrid le 19 janvier
1888.

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu le 17 decembre 1898.
2 J. Basdevant, Traits et Conventions en vigueur.entre la France et les puissances

itranghes, tome deuxieme. p. 174.
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190. DtCLARATION' FRANCO-ESPAGNOLE RELATIVE A
L'EXERCICE DE LA PPSCHE DANS LA BIDASSOA SIGNtE
A BAYONNE, LE 6 AVRIL 19082

ARTICLE III. La peche A la ligne flottante continuera, par exception,
comme par le passe, A 6tre libre pour tous, A la reserve de 1'6poque du frai:
chaque pecheur ne pourra se servir que de trois lignes A la fois, chaque ligne
ne pouvant porter plus de deux hame~ons.

191. DMCLARATION3 FRANCO-ESPAGNOLE RELATIVE A
L'EXERCICE DE LA PLCHE DANS LA BIDASSOA, PORTANT
MODIFICATION DE LA CONVENTION DU 18 FI2VRIER
1886, MODIFItSE PAR LE PROTOCOLE DU 19 JANVIER 1888
ET PAR LA DIZCLARATION DU 6 AVRIL 1908, SIGNtE A
MADRID LE 2 JUIN 1924k

ARTICLE 1. 1) Le droit de pche dans le cours principal de la Bidassoa,
depuis Chapitelaco-Arria ou Chapiteco-Erreca, jusqu'A la ligne fictive
Penon-Cantabrico-Pointe des Dunes, et dans la partie de la rade du Figuier
comprise entre la ligne cap Figuier-Tombeau, la ligne fictive Penon-Canta-
brico-Pointe des Dunes et les rives espagnole et fran~aise, appartient exclu-
sivement et indistinctement, en Espagne, aux habitants d'Irun et de Fonta-
rable et, en France, aux habitants de Biriatou, Urrugne et Hendaye;

2) Les riverains espagnols ont le droit exclusif de peche dans leurs
canaux; deux balises marquent, en aval du pont de B6hobie, la limite de
ces canaux dans cette partie;

3) Les riverains des deux pays pourront pcher avec toutes sortes d'em-
barcations. Toutefois, les embarcations employ6es pour la peche, soit aux
filets, soit t ligne, devront porter les signes distinctifs suivants, peints sur le
bois mme de l'embarcation:

a) Un liston allant de bout en bout et des deux bords, jaune pour les
Espagnols, bleu pour les Fran~ais;

b) Le nom de la commune h laquelle appartient l'embarcation;
c) Le num6ro d'inscription de l'embarcation.

Ces deux marques seront plac6es sur les deux bords, h 'avant.
La hauteur de ces diff6rentes marques sera au minimum de 10 centimetres.
Lesdits habitants continueront, sans tre tenus de justifier de leur inscrip-

tion sur les matricules maritimes de leurs pays respectifs, t exercer, sur tous
les points de ]a riviere couverts par la haute mar6e, des droits identiques
pour la peche et pour tous les amendements marins, sans 4ftre soumis A
d'autres dispositions ou restrictions qu'At celles r6sultant du present reglement.

1 Les instruments de ratification ont 6t6 dchanges, le 12 aoit 1909.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Grdnral de Traitis, 3e sdrie, tome III, p. 256.
3 L'dchange des instruments de ratification a eu lieu le 25 mai 1926.
' Journal officiel de la Ripubliquefranfaise, 4 juin 1926, p. 6202.
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ARTICLE 2. Les riverains des deux pays pourront, A leur convenance,
entre Alunda et la ligne fictive Penon-Cantabrico-Pointe des Dunes, retirer
et assfcher leurs filets, soit sur la rive fran~aise, soit sur la rive espagnole,
mais dans aucun cas, sur une propri~t6 particulire, sans l'autorisation du
propri~taire.

Selon l'usage existant, tous les produits de la pkhe pourront tre introduits
en franchise dans chacun des deux pays.

Au delk de la ligne fictive Penon-Cantabrico-Pointe des Dunes, en baie
du Figuier, il est interdit aux Franqais sur le rivage espagno], aux Espagnols
sur le rivage franqais (6tant entendu par ( rivage)) la portion de c6te s'6ten-
dant jusqu'h la limite des plus basses mers) de pratiquer la pche, de retirer
ou assfcher leurs engins de pfche.

Les infractions A ce dernier paragraphe rel~veront des juridictions des
Etats sur le territoire desquels elles se seront produites.

ARTICLE 13. Sous les reserves prfvues aux articles 4, 6 et 7 du present
r~glement, les riverains peuvent pcher indistinctement dans toutes les par-
ties de la Bidassoa que couvrent les hautes marres, toutes espces de
coquillages; mais ils ne pourront construire des 6tablissements de pcherie
h demeure ou temporaires, des parcs h huitres ou A moules et des d~p6ts
quelconques de coquillages, sans l'autorisation de la municipalit6 dans la
juridiction de laquelle il s'agirait de les faire et sans se soumettre aux condi-
tions qui leur seront imposfes.

L'autorisation ainsi donnfe sera rvocable et ne pourra jamais tre consi-
d~r~e comme une concession, et si elle est retir6e pour inex6cution des
conditions imposdes, l'6tablissement sera toujours dftruit aux frais du
contrevenant.

Ces pares ou d~p6ts ne devront, dans aucun cas, goner la navigation ni
servir de pecheries ht poissons et devront avoir au moins une distance de
100 metres de l'un h l'autre.

ARTICLE 15 bis. Les commandants des forces maritimes de chaque Etat
dans la Bidassoa pourront, d'un commun accord, ordonner, sous la reserve
ci-dessous, telle mesure non prevue au present reglement qu'il paraitra
convenable de prendre dans l'intreft de la peche dans la Bidassoa et la baie
du Figuier.

Chacun des commandants devra en referer sans delai au president de la
delegation de sa nationalite h la commission internationale des Pyrenes. La
mesure ne sera agissante qu'aprs approbation des deux presidents. La
Commission internationale des Pyrfnfes, A la premiere reunion qui suivra,
statuera sur ladite mesure.

ARTICLE 17. Afin qu'il y ait identite effective de droits pour tous les
riverains, il faut qu'il y ait identite de repression pour les contrevenants des
deux pays qui auront viole les mesures adoptees pour reglementer, conform&
ment aux traites, la jouissance en commun de la Bidassoa.

Dans les deux pays, le tribunal competent sera, en consequence, appele h
prononcer, pour les faits de contravention au present reglement, contre les
pfcheurs soumis A sa juridiction:

1) La confiscation et la destruction des filets ou autres instruments de
peche defendus;
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2) L'amende depuis 400 francs jusqu'A 500 francs ou l'emprisonnement
pendant six jours au moins et un mois au plus.

Dans tous les cas prdvus par la prfsente convention, si les circonstances
paraissent attenuantes, les tribunaux comptents des deux pays seront auto-
rises A r6duire l'emprisonnement mme au-dessous de six jours et l'amende
mfme au-dessous de 16 francs.

Ils pourront aussi prononcer l'une ou l'autre de ces peines sans qu'en
aucun cas l'amende puisse descendre au-dessous de 1 franc et l'emprison-
nement au-dessous de vingt-quatre heures.

ARTICLE 22. Le produit des amendes prononc~es en vertu du present
riglement sera vers6, dans F'un et l'autre pays, dans les caisses municipales,
et la moiti6 en sera attribute au garde-p~che ou agent de la police municipale
qui aura constate la contravention.

192. AVENANT FRANCO-ESPAGNOL A LA CONVENTION DU
18 FItVRIER 1886 RELATIVE A L'EXERCICE DE LA PIRCHE
DANS LA BIDASSOA, SIGNR A PARIS, LE 24 SEPTEMBRE
19521

Le Gouvernement de la Rfpublique fran~aise et le Gouvernement
espagnol,

Dfsireux de modifier certaines dispositions de la convention sur l'exercice
de la pche dans la Bidassoa, du 18 f~vrier 1886, en vue de l'adapter aux
conditions actuelles de la peche, compte tenu des amfnagements dejA
apport~s A cette convention, notamment par la d~claration franco-espagnole
du 2 juin 1924, et en conformit6 avec les propositions faites dans ce sens par
la sous-commission chargfe de l'6tude des probl~mes de la peche dans la
Bidassoa qui ont &6 adoptfes par la commission des Pyr~nfes lors de sa
r~union A Paris au mois de d~cembre 1950,
ont d~cid6 d'adopter les modifications suivantes:

Article 1er

Un nouveau paragraphe 3 ainsi con~u sera insere:
(( 3. Le droit de pche, au filet ou A la ligne, sera constat6 par une carte

remise et visee chaque annee par les commandants des stations navales, la
procedure A suivre 6tant laissee A leur diligence ).

L'ancien 3 devient 4, mais au paragraphe a) lire:
((a) Un liston allant de bout en bout et des deux bords, jaune pour les

Espagnols et bleu ou blanc pour les Franqais ).

Article 3

Un paragraphe 2, nouveau, ainsi conqu sera inser6:
((2. La pche au lancer est autoris~e. Cette peche se fera toujours du

rivage, sans utiliser une embarcation. La pche au lancer ne pourra pas
tre pratique par un pcheur ayant dejA dispos6 des lignes flottantes s.

I Revue ginirale de droit international public, 1956, vol. LX, p. 147.



Article 4

Cet article sera remplac6 par les dispositions suivantes:
(( La pfche de l'ang-uille de la lamproie, de la plie et du rouge est permise

en tout temps. Elle est interdite: pour le saumon et la truite saumonde, du
31 juillet au 15 fdvrier; pour la truite, du 20 octobre au 31 janvier; pour
l'alose, du 31 mars au ler juin; pour les poissons dont il n'est pas fait mention,
du 15 mars au ler mai; pour le homard et la langouste, du ler aofit au
ler mars; pour la crevette (sauf la crevette grise), du ler mars au 1er juin.
Cependant, on pourra, exceptionnellement pendant cette priode, pecher ]a
crevette destine h servir d'appfit pour la peche et qui se prend avec une
((pandaretta )) (corbeille en filets sans couvercle). Pour toutes les especes de
coquillages, du 1er mai au ler octobre et, pour raisons d'hygiene, it toutes
autres 6poques, sous reserve des autorisations prevues At ['article 15 bis.
Toutefois, dans les zones ci-apres definies:

((a) La zone maritime c6tiere limit&e au Nord par la ligne Cap Figuier -
Pointe-du-Tombeau, ht l'Ouest par une ligne joignant le sanatorium d'Hen-
daye-Plage t un point de la premiere ligne distant de 700 metres de la
Pointe-du-Tombeau.

((b) L'estuaire de la Bidassoa jusqu'A une limite Nord, constituee par
une ligne prolongeant dans l'Ouest l'axe de la presqu'ile d'Hendaye-Plage.

(( L'interdiction est permanente, sauf derogations individuelles accordees
t titre exceptionnel par chacun des commandants des stations navales
lorsque ces autorites auront la certitude que les coquillages recueillis sont
destines A tre parques, consommes cuits ou it servir d'apptts. ))

Article 7

Cet article contiendra, dans un deuxi~me paragraphe, les dispositions
suivantes:

((Tous les p&heurs de saumon sont dans l'obligation de faire connaitre A
leurs stations navales respectives, it la demande des commandants, le nombre
de saumons captures, leur poids et le lieu de leur peche ainsi que le procede
de peche utilis.))

Article 8

Un troisieme paragraphe ainsi conqu sera ajout6 A cet article:
(( Ces dispositions s'6tendent en particulier A tout le perimetre de File des

Faisans ou de la Conference, situee au centre de la riviere, dans les eaux
internationales.

(( Les commandants des stations navales charges de la garde et de la
surveillance de File pendant les periodes de six mois oii ces droits reviennent
At chaque nation en accord avec les traites en vigueur, seront charges de
constater les infractions pendant les periodes oti File est sous leurjuridiction.s

Article 9

Cet article sera remplace par les dispositions suivantes:

(( 1. La peche du saumon, de la truite saumone et de l'alose est interdite,
avec toute sorte de filet, pour permettre le repeuplement de ces especes
dans la riviere.
(( L'emploi de filets pourra tre autoris6 suivant la procedure prevue it
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P'article 15 bis, d~s que les circonstances seront favorables et dans la scule
zone maritime qui sera alors pr6cis6e.

(( Dans cc cas, le filet employ6 sera le filet simple dont on se sert actuelle-
ment et dont les mailles du milieu ont au moins 52 mm. au carr6, dont les
mailles de c6t6 ont au moins 60 mm. et dont la longueur sera au plus de
160 metres.

((2. Pour la pkche des poissons autres que le saumon, la truite saumon6e,
l'alose, la sardine et l'anchois, le filet ayant au moins 20 mm. de maille,
dont la longueur maximum est fix6e A 160 m~tres, et dont les bouts de halage
ont chacun 60 mbtres au maximum, pourra &tre utilis6 uniquement dans la
partie de la baie du Figuier comprise entre le rivage franqais et la ligne
joignant l'angle Nord-Ouest du casino d'Hendaye et la face Nord-Ouest de
l'ilot Est des Jumeaux, A 1'exclusion de toute autre partie de la zone inter-
nationale.

(c L'usage de ce filet est autoris6 les lundi et jeudi pour les habitants des
communes riveraines espagnoles, les mercredi et samedi pour les habitants
des communes riveraines frangaises.

(( 3. Les mailles des filets autoris6s devront pr6senter les dimensions fix6es
pour chaque espce lorsque ces filets seront mouill6s.

((4. Les filets qui servent A prendre les crevettes (bouquet ou crevette
grise) ne devront pas avoir plus de trois brasses d'ouverture. On ne pourra
pas s'en servir en amont du pont de Behobie.

((5. Le filet A sardines dit bolinche sera autoris6 en baie du Figuier, de
la pointe du jour A la tomb6e de la nuit pendant la saison de la sardine et
de l'anchois, quand la pr6sence de ces poissons sera constat6e dans la baie.

((6. Les casiers ou nasses A homard ou A langouste en usage dans chaque
pays sont autoris6s dans la baie du Figuier.

(( 7. Le filet dit carrelet A mailles de 14 mm. au minimum est autoris6
sur le cours international de la Bidassoa, en amont de la ligne Penon-
Cantabrico --Pointe-des-Dunes, seulement pour ]a pche de l'perlan. s

Aticle 10

A la quatrieme ligne, au lieu de: (( midi A midi ), lire: e minuit A minuit ).
Un dernier paragraphe nouveau sera ainsi con~u:
( En vue d'une autorisation 6ventuelle de la peche du saumon au filet, A

laquelle il est fait allusion A l'article 9, paragraphe ler, les maires ou leurs
d~ldgues dresseront la liste nominative des pecheurs qui, dans chaque com-
mune, possedent les filets prfvus audit article. La liste nominative ainsi
dfterminde sera communique A tous les prdposds A la surveillance et A
l'exdcution du present reglement ddsign6s A l'article 15 ci-apres.e)

Article 11

Cet article sera remplac6 par les dispositions suivantes:
1I est expressdment ddfendu:

e 1. De faire usage dans la Bidassoa et en baie du Figuier de filets, d'engins
de peche et de proc~ds de peche autres que ceux mentionnds aux articles
3 et 9, en particulier des filets appelds chaluts en fran~ais et arrastra en espa-
gnol, des trdmails et des berteaux de toute nature;



s 2. De se servir des filets ou casiers mentionn~s sans qu'ils soient revtus
du plomb ou de la marque qui sera adopt6e par les autorits respectives et
de les employer pour d'autres pachvs que celles pour lesquelles l'usage de
ces filets est permis;

(( 3. De jeter dans la rivi~re ou la baie du Figuier des drogues, mati~res
explosives ou appts qui seraient de nature enivrer ou A: d6truire le poisson.
En particulier, les usines qui dfversent des eaux us~es, en quelque point que
ce soit du cours tant espagnol qu'international de la Bidassoa, devront tre
munies d'un procd6 de filtrage rendant ces eaux inoffensives pour les
diverses espces de poissons;

((De le faire fuir soit en battant l'eau, soit en 1'6pouvantant de toute
maniere;

((De l'attirer au moyen de foyers lumineux pour qu'il donne dans les
filets ou instruments de peche. Toutefois, une lumiere portative est autoris~e
pour la peche de la piballe.))

Les alinfas 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 et 10 de l'ancien article deviennent 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
et 9, sans autre changement.

10 (nouveau), ainsi con~u:
(( 10. De pcher sur toute l'6tendue de la zone internationale au fouet

(cette pche se pratique au moyen d'une ligne montee A gros hameqons it
une ou plusieurs branches, plac6s au-dessus du plomb avec ferrage A l'6paule
ou A la vol~e). En consequence et pour faciliter la mise en application et la
surveillance, les mesures suivantes seront appliqu~es:

((a) I1 est interdit d'utiliser les hame~ons A une branche clont l'ouverture
mesuree perpendiculairement de pointe t tige est supdrieure A 9 mm. et les
hameqons t deux ou plusieurs branches dont l'ouverture de pointe est
supdrieure A 10 mm.

(( b) Les hame~ons Ik plusieurs branches autorises sur les lignes flottantes
doivent tre montes au-dessous du plomb; ils doivent tre rgulirement
munis d'appAt. Seules, les lignes de fond composdes d'hameqons t une
branche peuvent porter le plomb de lancer au deliA des hame~ons.

11 (nouveau), ainsi conqu:
( 11. Toute action de peche est interdite la nuit, c'est-A-dire depuis

45 minutes apres le coucher du soleil jusqu'At 45 minutes avant le lever du
soleil, sur toute l'6tendue de la zone internationale. Toutefois, cette inter-
diction est levee pour la seule peche de la piballe qui se fait de nuit; mais
les pecheurs spdcialisds devront se munir d'un permis spdcial comportant
une photographie d'identit6 et dflivrde par les commandants des stations
navales respectives. ))

Article 15

Les dispositions suivantes figureront au dernier paragraphe:
(( 3. La police et la surveillance de la baie du Figuier et du cours inter-

national de la Bidassoa seront exercdes exclusivement par les agents espagnols
sur le rivage espagnol et par les agents franqais sur le rivage franqais.e

Article 17
Les alindas 2 et 3 du deuxieme paragraphe seront modifies comme suit:
((2. L'amende depuis 2.000 fr. jusqu'At 12.000 fr. ou l'emprisonnement

pendant six jours au moins et un mois au plus.



e 3. Dans les cas pr~vus par la pr~sente convention, si les circonstances
paraissent att~nuantes, les tribunaux comptents des deux pays sont autoris~s
A r~duire 'emprisonnement mfme au-dessous de six jours et l'amende mfme
au-dessous de 2.000 fr. Ils peuvent aussi prononcer l'une ou l'autre de ces
peines sans qu'en aucun cas 'amende puisse descendre au-dessous de 250 fr.
et 1'emprisonnement au-dessous de 24 heures.))

193. ICHANGE DE LETTRES' ENTRE L'ESPAGNE ET LA
FRANCE AMtENAGEANT L'ARTICLE 17 DE L'AVENANT A
LA CONVENTION DU 18 F]RVRIER 1886 SUR LA PLCHE
EN BIDASSOA SIGNtl A PARIS LE 24 SEPTEMBRE 1952.
PARIS LES 11 MAI ET 8 JUIN 19542

Paris, le 11 mai 1954.
Monsieur le Comte de Casa Rojas,

Ambassadeur d'Espagne.

Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,

Par lettre du 31 mars 1954, no 173, Votre Excellence a bien voulu me
proposer un paragraphe libeIll comme suit au sujet du montant des amendes
pr~vues par 'Avenant A la Convention sur la pfche dans-la Bidassoa, sign6
le 24 septembre 1952:

(( Les amendes appliqu~es en Espagne seront de 240 pesetas (deux cent
quarante pesetas) au minimum et de 1.440 pesetas (mille quatre cent
quarante pesetas) au maximum.

(( Si des fluctuations intervenaient dans le cours du change entre les deux
monnaies, les Hautes Parties Contractantes se consulteraient afin de reviser
les chiffres-limite fixes par le present Accord, en vue de maintenir la parit6
obligatoire en ce qui concerne la repression des infractions en mati~re de
peche dans la Bidassoa, sur les deux territoires nationaux s.

Cette suggestion a fait 'objet d'un examen attentif des Autorit~s comp6-
tentes qui, en admettant le principe mrnme 6nonc6 par Votre Excellence,
souhaiteraient que les alin~as 2 et 3 du deuxime paragraphe fussent
modifi~s comme suit:

((2. L'amen-de depuis 2.000 fr. (240 pesetas) jusqu'A 12.000 fr. (1.440
pesetas) ou l'emprisonnement pendant six jours au moins et un mois au
plus.

(( 3. Dans tous les cas pr~vus par la pr~sente Convention, si les circons-
tances paraissent att~nuantes, les Tribunaux comptents des deux pays
son autoris~s A rdduire 1'emprisonnement m me au-dessous de six jours et
l'amende au-dessous de 2.000 fr. (240 pesetas). Ils peuvent aussi prononcer
1'une ou 'autre de ces peines sans qu'en aucun cas 'amende puisse descendre
au-dessous de 250 fr. (30 pesetas) et l'emprisonnement au-dessous de vingt-
quatre heures.

(( Si des fluctuations interviennent en ce qui concerne le cours du change
entre les deux monnaies, le taux des amendes pr~vu aux alin~as ci-dessus
pourra 8tre rdvis6 sur la demande de l'une ou l'autre des Hautes Parties

1 Entr6 en vigueur par l'change desdites Notes.
2 Revue ginirale du droit international public, vol. LX, 1956, p. 152.
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Contractantes et le nouveau taux pourra tre fix6 par simple 6change de
lettres entre ces Hautes Parties Contractantes )).

Je serais reconnaissant t Votre Excellence de bien vouloir soumettre ces
propositions Ai 'agrfment de Son Gouvernement, et je saisis cette occasion
pour Lui renouveler les assurances de ma tr~s haute consid6ration.

(Signd) SERRES

Paris, le 8 juin 1954

Monsieur Serres, Ministre Pldnipotentiaire,
Directeur des Affaires Administratives et Sociales

Excellence,

En vue de r~parer 'oubli qui avait W commis dans 'Accord sign6 le
24 septembre 1952, qui ne stipulait que le montant en francs des amendes
susceptibles d'tre infligfes en cas de violation du R~glement franco-espagnol
relatif A la pfche dans la Bidassoa, vous me proposez, par votre lettre en
date du 11 mai 1954, la redaction suivante pour les alineas 2 et 3 du para-
graphe 2 de l'article 17 de l'Acte additionnel.

((2. L'amende depuis 2.000 fr. (240 pesetas) jusqu'A 12.000 fr. (1.440
pesetas) ou 'emprisonnement pendant six jours au moins et un mois au plus.

(( 3. Dans tous les cas prevus par la presente Convention, si les circons-
tances paraissent attenuantes, les Tribunaux comptents des deux pays sont
autorises A rfduire 1'emprisonnement meme au-dessous de six jours et
l'amende au-dessous de 2.000 fr. (240 pesetas). Ils peuvent aussi prononcer
l'une ou I'autre de ces peines sans qu'en aucun cas 'amende pnisse descendre
au-dessous de 250 fr. (30 pesetas) et l'emprisonnement au-dessous de vingt-
quatre heures.

(( Si des fluctuations interviennent en ce qui concerne le cours du change
entre les deux monnaies, le taux des amendes prevu aux alin~as ci-dessus
pourra etre revis6 sur la demande de l'une ou l'autre des Hautes Parties
Contractantes et le nouveau taux pourra etre fixe par simple echange de
lettres entre ces Hautes Parties Contractantes a.

Au nom de mon Gouvernement, j'ai le plaisir de vous faire savoir que
cc dernier accepte ce texte.

Je saisis cette occasion pour vous renouveler l'assurance de ma plus
haute consideration.

(Signi) Comte DE CASA ROJAS.

France-Switzerland

194. CONVENTION' CONCLUE ENTRE LE ROI DE FRANCE
ET LE PRINCE-t1VLQUE DE BALE, CONCERNANT LES
LIMITES DE LEURS IRTATS RESPECTIFS, SIGNtE A
VERSAILLES LE 20 JUIN 17802

Ce trait6 a dt6 ratifi6 par les Parties et les instruments de ratification echanges
conform&ment h. 'article XIV. Le Traitd a t6 ratifie par le Roi de France le 11
juillet 1780. Conformement A Particle XIII, le Prince-Eveque a dI requerir et
obtenir le consentement de l'Empereur et de l'Empire en cc qui concerne certai-
nes dispositions du Traite qui a ete ratifi6 de la part de l'Empire en 1785.

2 De Martens, Recuei des Traitis, tome III, p. 319.



ARTICLE 1. La ligne de separation des souverainet6 et ressort du royaume
de France et de la principaut6 de BAle, depuis le point extreme oiI finit le
territoire de Valengin jusqu'au moulin de Teusseret, d~pendant de la terre
de Franquemont, continuera d'6tre d~sign~e, comme par le pass6, et sera
invariablement formfe par la rivi~re du Doubs, de manire que le lit entier
et tout le cours de 1'eau, demeurent sous la domination de la France, et que
cette couronne y puisse exercer sans gene et sans emp~chements tous les
droits et toutes les prerogatives de la souverainet6; bien entendu qu'il ne
sera dfrog6 en rien aux droits seigneuriaux et autres qui peuvent appartenir
aux propri~taires riverains, tant sur le cours d'eau, tel que les droits de
p~che et de bac, que sur les terrains contigus A ladite rivi6re: les commis-
saires charges de l'ex~cution de la prfsente convention le seront aussi de
verifier exactement ces droits, de les constater par des procs verbaux, et de
proposer aux deux souverains les r~glements qu'ilsjugeront convenables pour
en assurer A jamais ]a jouissance et l'exercice aux propriftaires.

ARTICLE VI. Le Prince-Ev~que de Bale conservera, avec la souverainet6
absolue de la rive droite du Doubs, la possession, la jouissance et la libre
exploitation des usines qui y sont 6tablies, ainsi que la proprift6 des isles qui
ont fait anciennement partie de sa principaut6. II ne pourra tre construit,
ni sur la rive gauche, ni dans le lit meme de cette rivibre, aucunes jetdes, ni
autres ouvres dont 1'effet mfdiat ou imm~diat seroit de changer le cours de
l'eau, d'en augmenter la surface ou de submerger une partie de la rive
droite; les meuniers et les propri~taires des usines de la rive droite conser-
veront pareillement l'usage des barques et nacelles ntcessaires pour la
conservation de leurs canaux et 6cluses et pour l'exploitation desdites usines:
enfin le Prince Evfque de BAle et ses successeurs A perpdtuit6 jouiront de la
libre facult6 de faire flotter en tout temps sur le Doubs les bois qu'ils feront
conduire A leurs forges et usines, sans que lesdits bois puissent en aucun
temps tre soumis A aucune sorte de droits ou d'acquits de quelque nature
qu'ils puissent tre, A condition seulement de justifier leur destination, au
moyen des declarations et passeports de la chambre des finances dudit
prince, qui devront tre produits et contr6ls sans frais et sans difficult6 au
premier bureau of6 ces bois aborderont.

195. PROCLS-VERBAL DE LA DtLIMITATION ENTRE LA
FRANCE ET LE CANTON DE NEUFCHATEL DRESSI A
NEUFCHATEL LE 4 NOVEMBRE 1824'

Les eaux de la riviere du Doubs, dans la partie o6i son cours fait la limite, 2

servent comme moyen de transport et comme moteur d'usines. La jouissance
de ces eaux ayant &6 jusqu'ici assujettie A des droits plus ou moins contestds

De Clercq, Recueil des Traitis de la France, publi6 sous les auspices du Ministre
des affaires trangeres, Paris, 1816-1830, tome troisieme, p. 332.

2 Dans toute la partic de la riviere du Doubs qui sfpare la France de la princi-
paut6 et canton de Neufchitel, la limite de la souverainet6 est au milieu de la
largeur des eaux. (Article 1.)
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qui ont fr6quemment donn6 lieu A des discussions et altercations entre les
sujets respectifs, nous, les Commissaires susdits, dans l'intention de prdvenir
tout ce qui pourrait troubler la bonne intelligence entre eux, sommes
convenus que la jouissance des eaux du Doubs serait r6gl~e A l'avenir d'apr~s
les articles suivants:

ARTICLE 5. La facult6 d'user du cours d'eau pour les moulins et autres
usines et pour les irrigations, n'est point subordonnde h la limite de la
Souverainet6. Elle appartient A chaque rive jusqu'h la concurrence de la
moiti6 de la masse des eaux courantes dans l'Etat des plus basses eaux.
L'effet des retenues et barrages 6tablis pour le service des usines et des
irrigations ne peut aller au delh; les parties int6ressdes ont toujours le droit
de demander que ces ouvrages soient r~duits A la forme et aux dimensions
propres A assurer et maintenir 1'"galit6 du partage des eaux et ]a garantie
des rives. Cependant, lorsque la dfrivation de plus de la moiti6 de la masse
des eaux courantes ne privera, ni les propri~tds, ni les usines de l'autre rive,
de la quantit6 d'eau dont elles ont besoin ni de la vitesse qui lui est n~cessaire,
elle pourra 8tre effectude avec l'autorisation de l'un et l'autre gouvernement.
En cas de contestation entre les propritaires des usines des deux rives ou
des possesseurs de prises d'eau pour irrigations, soit pour la jouissance des
eaux, soit pour trop grande hauteur de retenue, ou manocuvres ill~gales des
eaux, les ing~nieurs de l'un ou l'autre gouvernement pourront visiter les
deux rives et les usines et prises d'eau pour irrigations, faire toutes les opera-
tions de nivellement, levees de plans et manceuvres d'eau qu'ils jugeront
n~cessaires, afin de pouvoir 6clairer l'autorit6 qui aura h prononcer sur les
faits dont il s'agira.

ARTICLE 6. Les deux Gouvernements s'engagent A emp&her que, sous
aucun pr~texte, il soit apport6 des changements h la forme ou h la position
du lit naturel du Doubs par des travaux tels que jet~es, 6perons, barrages et
autres quelconques. Les travaux qui ne peuvent produire que la protection
de la rive, ne sont pas compris dans cette prohibition.

Lorsque des travaux ou constructions utiles A une rive tendraient A
op6rer'un d6placement du lit du Doubs sans nuire A l'autre rive, ils pourront
6tre ex6cut6s du consentement unanime des deux Gouvernements.

196. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA RItPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE ET
LA CONFtDIZRATION SUISSE POUR RIZGLEMENTER LA
PFCHE DANS LES EAUX FRONTILRES. SIGNtE A PARIS,
LE 9 MARS 19042

Reconnaissant l'utilit6 de r6glementer A nouveau, d'un commun accord,
la pche dans le lac L6man, le Rh6ne, l'Arve et leurs affluents, ainsi que
dans les autres cours d'eau empruntant le territoire des deux Etats, et,

I L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu AL Paris, le 1 er f6vrier 1905.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recuei Geniral de Traits, 2e sdrie, tome 33, p. 501.



notamment dans la partie du cours du Doubs formant frontikre, ont rdsolu
de conclure une convention spdciale.

TITRE I

Dispositions concernant le lac Leman

ARTICLE 1. Nul ne peut pecher autrement qu'A la ligne tombante ou
flottante, tenue A la main, s'il n'est porteur d'un permis de peche dlivre
par l'autorit6 comptente.

Ne peuvent obtenir de permis de peche ceux qui, ayant t6 punis pour
contravention de peche, n'ont pas satisfait aux penalits encourues.

ARTICLE 2. Est interdit l'usage de tout filet, quel qu'en soit le genre on
la d6nomination, dont les mailles, apr s leur sjour dans l'eau, n'auraient pas
au moins 3 centimetres dans toutes les dimensions mesurdes de nceud A nceud.

Cette limite de dimension, qui s'etend aussi A l'espacement des verges de
tous autres engins employ6s A la peche, ne s'applique pas A la goujonnire
non contremaillee, seul engin autoris6 pour la peche du poisson devant
servir d'amorce. La longueur de la goujonni~re n'cxcedera pas 50 metres et
sa hauteur 2 metres.

Toutefois, le menier A mailles de 26 A 28 millim6tres sans contremailles
pourra tre employ6 pour la peche de la lotte dans les grands fonds, pendant
les mois de decembre, janvier et jusqu'au 14 f6vrier inclusivement, et du
6 mars A la fin de mars. Mais il est entendu que tout pdcheur qui aura 6t6
reconnu s'6tre servi de ce filet A petites mailles pour une peche autre que
celle de la lotte, aura son permis retir6 imm6diatement par voie administra-
tive pendant deux ans, sans prejudice des poursuites judiciaires qui pourront
etre dirigdes contre lui. Ce retrait de permis ne pourra du reste jamais donner
lieu A une demande d'indemnite ni A un recours contentieux quelconque.

Par exception egalement l'engin denomme onasses) pourra etre monte A
1'espacement de mailles de 25 millimetres.

Les filets appeles ((grands pics s, A mailles de 5 centimetres au moins,
pourront 6tre utilises dans les parties profondes du lac, au delA du Mont, A
la condition que la hauteur de ces engins n'excede pas 15 metres, la longueur
120 metres et que la distance entre les flotteurs et le sommet du pic soit au
minimum de 4 metres.

Les grands pics ne pourront ktre accouples ni en longueur ni en hauteur
et les dimensions indiquees par le paragraphe precedent (no 5) ne pourront
tre depassees sous aucun pretexte. Si deux ou plusieurs grands pics 6taient

trouves relies les uns aux autres, ils seraient saisis et les detenteurs de ces
filets seraient poursuivis pour delit de peche avec engins prohibes.

ARTICLE 3. Sont en outre interdits:

a) Les lacets;
b) Les harpons, les tridents et autres engins analogues, les plombees et

les brillants, A 1'exception des cuillers;
c) Les armes A feu;
d) Les branches et racines (bouquets) pour attirer le poisson.

ARTICLE 4. I1 est interdit de faire usage d'appareils ayant pour objet de
rassembler le poisson dans les noues, mares ou fosses dont il ne pourrait
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plus sortir, ainsi que de le contraindre A passer par une issue garnie de pibges.

ARTICLE 5. I1 est interdit de faire usage de noix vomique, de coque du
Levant, de substances explosibles, de chaux, et de toute autre matibre
pouvant engourdir le poisson ou le faire p~rir.

Des pfnalitfs sfv~res seront fixdes par chacun des deux pays.

ARTICLE 6. I1 est interdit aux fabriques, usines ou tablissements quel-
conques placds dans le voisinage du lac, d'abandonner aux caux les r6sidus
ou matires nuisibles au poisson.

Ces tablissements sont tenus d'organiser, A leurs frais, 1'6coulement de ces
mati~res dans le sol.

ARTICLE 7. I1 est d6fendu de p6cher au filet aucun menu poisson.
Est considr6 comme menu poisson celui dont la longueur n'atteint pas

les dimensions suivantes: pour la truite, 25 centimtres, pour l'omble-cheva-
lier, 20 centimetres, pour le goujon, 10 centimetres, pour toute autre espce,
15 centimetres.

La longueur du poisson est mesurde depuis la pointe de la tte A l'extrfmit6
de la queue.

Tout poisson pch6 au filet, qui n'a pas la dimension prescrite, doit tre
immediatement rejet6 A l'eau, A 1'exception du poisson devant servir d'amor-
ce, lequel ne doit pas tre ddbarqu6 A terre.

ARTICLE 8. La pche de toute espce de poisson, est interdite du 15
f~vrier au 5 mars inclusivement.

b) La pfche de la truite est interdite du ter octobre au 31 ddcembre
inclusivement et la pche de l'omble-chevalier du 1er au 31 ddcembre
inclusivement.

Du 1er octobre A fin d6cembre, les filets dormants, 6toles, tramails et tous
autres engins autorisfs, qui demeurent fixes dans l'eau, ne doivent par tre
placis A moins de 3 metres de profondeur d'eau mesur~s du sommet du filet
A la surface du lac.

Durant la meme piriode, il est interdit de faire usage de filets dormants,
tels que tramails, 6toles, pics, etc., ayant une dimension en hauteur suprieure
A 2 metres.

c) La peche de la perche est interdite du ler mai au 31 mai inclusivement.
Pendant cette meme periode du 1er au 31 mai, les seuls engins autorises

pour la peche des especes autres que la perche sont:
La ligne tombante ou flottante tenue A la main;
La Iigne trainante;
Le fil dormant;
La goujonniere, mais seulement pour la peche des amorces, en se con-

formant aux prescriptions des articles 2 et 7 de la presente convention.
Toutefois, dans les grandes profondeurs du lac, au delA du mont, A

800 metres au moins de la rive, il pourra etre fait usage des filets non accouples
vises A l'article 2, alineas 5 et 6 ci-dessus, pourvu que lesdits filets soient
employes comme filets flottants, tendus avant le coucher du soleil et releves
apres le lever. du jour.

d) L'emploi de toute espece de filet et de la nasse est interdit du 1er
septembre au 31 decembre inclusivement, dans un rayon de 300 metres
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autour de l'embouchure des principaux affluents du lac, savoir: en France
la Dranse et 'Hermance; en Suisse, le Rh6ne, le canal Stockalper, le Grand
canal, la Chamberonne, la Venoge, l'Aubonne, la Dulive, la Promenthouse
et la Versoie, ainsi qu'AL l'entr6e du port de Gen~ve, A l'extr6mit6 nord des
jet6es, suivant une ligne tir6e du phare des Paquis A celui des Eaux-Vives.

e) Les filets, fils dormants et autres engins plac6s dans le lac, devront
toujours tre munis de flotteurs en bois d'au moins 0 m. 30 de longueur,
marqu6s au fer rouge des nom et pr6noms de leur propri6taire. Les agents
charg6s de la surveillance auront toujours le droit, aprbs avoir avis6 le
propri6taire, de s'assurer, en ramenant le cordeau, que les engins sont
conformes au r~glement. Les engins dont l'emploi est interdit, ainsi que ceux
que ne seraient pas marqu6s au nom d'un permissionnaire, pourront etre
saisis.

ARTICLE 9. La d6fense de p&her comporte celle d'exporter le poisson du
lac, de le colporter, de l'exposer en vente, de l'acheter, de 1'exp6dier ou de le
servir dans les auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Toutefois, dans 1'inthrt de la pisciculture et sous r6serve d'un contr6le
suffisant, l'autorit6 comp6tente de chaque Etat pourra donner, en temps
prohib6, des autorisations sp6ciales pour la p&che et la vente du poisson,
apras que les 61ments de reproduction auront 6 utilis6s.

ARTICLE 10. Les deux hautes parties contractantes s'engagent respective-
ment A poursuivre ceux de leurs ressortissants qui auraient commis, sur le
territoire de l'autre Etat, l'une des infractions vis6es dans la pr6sente conven-
tion, comme si l'infraction avait 6t6 commise sur leur propre teiritoire, et
en appliquant les peines pr6vues par la 16gislation du pays du d6dinquant
pour la r6pression desdites infractions.

Toutefois, aucune poursuite n'aura lieu si le d6linquant prouve qu'il a
k6 d6finitivement jug6 par le pays o i l'infraction a t6 commise, et, en
cas de condamnation, qu'il a ex6cut6 ou prescrit sa peine, ou obtenu sa
grace.

La transmission des procbs-verbaux se fera par l'interm6diaire des com-
missaires d616gu6s, d6sign6s par les deux gouvernements en vertu de la
pr6sente convention. Ces commissaires saisiront, chacun dans leur pays,
les autorit6s comp6tentes et ils feront connaitre A leur collkgue le r6sultat des
poursuites.

L'Etat oa la poursuite sera exerc6e percevra seul l'amende et les frais, sauf
A remettre A l'agent verbalisateur la part d'amende A laquelle il a droit.

Les proc~s-verbaux r6guli~rement dress6s par les gardes asserment6s feront
foi, jusqu'h preuve du contraire, devant les tribunaux de l'autre pays.

Les engins ou poissons saisis resteront dans le pays de 1'agent verbalisateur.
Les gardes-peche de chaque pays pourront suivre les d61inquants et saisir

les engins et poissons prohib6s, dans un rayon de 5 kilomtres au delA de
la frontire de leurs Etats respectifs.

Ils ne pourront toutefois s'introduire dans les maisons, bitiments, cours
adjacentes et enclos, qu'assist6s d'un fonctionnaire de la police locale ayant
lui-meme ce pouvoir.

Les commissaires des deux gouvernements sont autoris6s A d6noncer
directement aux gardes-peche du pays voisin les contraventions qu'ils cons-
tateraient dans les eaux ou sur le territoire de ce pays.

Les fonctionnaires de la police locale seront tenus d'assister le garde



6tranger dans ses recherches, sans en r~frer A une autorit6 sup~rieure.
Les deux gouvernements se feront connaitre rticiproquement les noms des

gardes-pche.

TITRE II

Dispositions concernant les affluents du lac Ldman, le Rh6ne d~s sa source en Valais
i lafrontihrefranfaise, en aval de Chancy, l'Arve et ses affluents ainsi que les autres
cours d'eau empruntant le territoire des deux Etats, i l'exception de la partie du
Rh6neformantfrontire et du Doubs

ARTICLE 11. Les deux Etats contractants s'engagent ; pr~venir la
destruction du poisson et A en favoriser la reproduction.

Ils s'engagent notamment A prendre les mesures prdvues dans leur
l6gislations respectives pour empecher la souillure des eaux, et assurer la
libre circulation du poisson dans toute l'tendue des cours d'eau ci-dessus
6.numeres.

TITRE III

Dispositions concernant les parties du Doubs
et du Ridneformantfrontiire

1. Doubs

ARTICLE 12. Nul ne peut pfcher dans les eaux frontihres, s'il n'y est
autoris6 par l'autorit6 cantonale, en Suisse, et par le proprietaire riverain,
en France.

ARTICLE 13. Est interdit l'usage de tout filet, quel qu'en soit le genre
ou la denomination, dont les mailles, aprhs leur sjour dans 'eau, n'auraient
pas au moins trois centimetres dans toutes les dimensions, mesures de nceud
A nceud.

Cette limite de dimension s'6tend aussi A l'espacement des verges de tous
autres engins employes A la peche.

ARTICLE 14. Sont en outre interdits:
a) Les lacets;
b) Les harpons, les tridents, les plombees et les brillants, A l'exception

des cuillers;
c) Les armes A feu;
d) Les branches et racines (bouquets) pour attirer le poisson;
e) La trouble.

ARTICLE 15. I1 est interdit de faire usage d'appareils ayant pour objet
de rassembler le poisson dans les noues, mares ou fosses dont il ne pourrait
plus sortir, ainsi que de le contraindre A passer par une issue garnie de
pihges.

ARTICLE 16. I1 est interdit de faire usage de noix vomique, de coque du
Levant, de substances explosibles, de chaux ou de toute autre matiere
pouvant engourdir le poisson ou le faire perir.



ARTICLE 17. I1 est interdit aux fabriques, usines ou 6tablissements quel-
conques, places dans le voisinage du Doubs, d'abandonner aux eaux les
r~sidus ou mati~res nuisibles au poisson.

Ces 6tablissements sont tenus d'organiser, A leurs frais, l'6coulement de
ces mati~res dans le sol.

ARTICLE 18. Les filets fixes ou mobiles, ainsi que tous autres appareils
de pfche ne peuvent excfder en longueur ni en largeur la moiti6 de la largeur
mouillke de ]a rivire.

Les filets fixes et les appareils permanents de pfche, employds simul-
tanfment sur la mame rive ou sur les deux rives oppos~es, doivent 6tre A une
distance au moins double du d~veloppement du plus long de ces appareils.

ARTICLE 19. Sont prohibfs tous les filets trainants, A l'exception du petit
6pervier jet6 A la main et manceuvr6 par un seul homme.

Sont rfputfs trainants tous filets couls A fond au moyen de poids, et
promen~s sous l'action d'une force quelconque.

ARTICLE 20. Toute pfche, sauf celle A la ligne, est interdite h une distance
moindre de 30 mtres en amont et en aval des 6cluses, barrages, chutes
naturelles, pertuis, vannages, coursiers d'usines et 6chelles A poisson.

ARTICLE 21. Il est interdit de pfcher dans les parties de la rivi~re ou de
ses canaux de derivation dont le niveau serait accidentellement abaiss6, soit
pour y op~rer des travaux quelconques, soit par suite du ch6mage des
usines. L'interdiction de pfcher s'applique 6galement pendant les sdcheresses
exceptionnelles qui seront assez fortes ou prolongdes pour qu'il se produise
une interruption dans 1'6coulement des eaux, sur un ou plusieurs points de
la rivi~re ou de ses canaux de ddrivation.

ARTICLE 22. Toute pfche est interdite depuis le coucher jusqu'au lever
du soleil.

ARTICLE 23. I1 est dffendu de p&her au filet aucun menu poisson.
Est consid~r6 comme menu poisson celui dont la longueur n'atteint pas

les dimensions suivantes: pour la truite et l'omble-chevalier, 20 centimetres
pour toute autre esp&e, 15 centim6tres.

La longueur du poisson est mesure de la pointe de la tte A 1'extrdmit6
de la queue.

L'6crevisse ne peut tre pfchfe que si sa longueur, mesur~e de l'oril A
1'extrfmit6 de la queue dfploy~e, atteint 8 centimetres.

La peche de l'6crevisse est interdite du ler octobre au 30 juin.
Tout poisson pch6 au filet ou 6crevisse qui n'a pas les dimensions prescrites

doit tre imm~diatement rejet6 A l'eau.

ARTICLE 24. Est interdite, du 20 octobre au 20 janvier inclusivement, la
peche de toute espce de poisson et, du 15 avril au 31 mai, celle de tous les
poissons autres que la truite.

ARTICLE 25: La defense de pecher comporte celle d'exporter le poisson,
de le colporter, de l'exposer en vente, de l'acheter, de 'expddier, de le servir
dans les auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Toutefois, dans l'int& de ]a pisciculture, et sous reserve d'un contr6le



suffisant, l'autorit6 compdtente de chaque Etat pourra donner, en temps
prohib6, des autorisations spdciales pour la pfche et la vente du poisson,
apr~s que les 6l6ments de reproduction auront W utilisds.

ARTICLE 26. Les contraventions aux dispositions qui precedent seront
poursuivies et rdprimdes par les autorit~s comptentes, conformdment AL la
l6gislation de 'Etat dans lequel elles auront 6t6 commises.

Si, pour la mfme contravention, deux ou trois territoires ont W empruntds,
ou s'il y a doute, la contravention est rdprimde par l'autorit6 compdtente de
l'Etat h laquelle elle a k6 ddnonc~e.

2. Rh6ne

ARTICLE 27. Nul ne peut p&her dans la partie du Rh6ne formant
frontire entre les deux Etats, s'il n'y est autoris6 par l'autorit6 comptente
du pays sur le territoire duquel il peche.

ARTICLE 28. La pche de la truite est interdite du 1e r octobre au
31 dfcembre inclusivement; celle de l'ombre de rivi~re (thymallus vulgaris Nills)
du ler mars au 30 avril.

La peche de 1'6crevisse est interdite du ler octobre au 30 juin.

ARTICLE 29. Les dispositions des articles 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 23, 25, et 26 ci-dessus sont applicables A la partie du Rh6ne formant
fronti~re.

TITRE IV

Dispositions gdndrales et transitoires

ARTICLE 30. Chacun des deux Etats contractants d~signera un commis-
saire special pour la surveillance de ]a pfche dans la partie des eaux soumise
A sa juridiction et d~terminde aux titres premier et deuxi~me de la pr~sente
convention.

Les commissaires se rfuniront chaque annie pour former une commission
mixte qui sera charg~e d'adresser aux gouvernements des deux Etats int~res-
sfs un rapport sur la mani~re dont les dispositions convenues sont observfes,
et de leur soumettre les observations et propositions qu'elle jugerait
convenable de faire dans l'intrft de la pfche et de la propagation du poisson.

ARTICLE 31. Deux commissaires spciaux seront pareillement nommfs
pour la surveillance de la p~che dans les eaux d6termin6es au titre troisi~me.

Leurs attributions sont les memes que celles des commissaires pr~vus A
'article pr~cddent.

En outre, quatre agents spfciaux (gardes-pfche) dont deux nommfs par
le Gouvernement franqais, un par le Gouvernement de Neuchtel et un par
le Gouvernement de Berne, seront charges d'assurer la police de la pfche,
sous la direction de leurs commissaires respectifs.

Le service sera organis6 en vue d'une surveillance simultanfe des deux
rives.

ARTICLE 32. De nouvelles espces de poissons ne peuvent tre introduites
dans les eaux limitrophes qu'avec l'autorisation expresse et conforme des
Etats contractants.
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Les autorit6s comptentes des deux Etats s'accorderont sur les prohibitions
on autres mesures A prendre pour la conservation des esp&ces nouvellement
introduites dans lesdites eaux.

ARTICLE 33. Chacun des deux Etats contractants prendra les mesures
ndcessaires pour 1'ex6cution, sur son territoire, dispositions de la pr~sente
convention. Chacun d'eux conserve d'ailleurs la facult6 de prescrire des
dispositions plus s6vres, s'il le juge convenable, dans l'int&t de la peche
et de la reproduction du poisson.

ARTICLE 34. La presente convention restera en vigueur pendant cinq
annees, A dater du jour de '6change des ratifications. A l'expiration de ce
terme elle continuera d'etre obligatoire pendant une ann6e A partir du jour
oft l'une ou l'autre des hautes parties contractantes l'aura d6nonc6e.

ARTICLE 35. La presente Convention sera ratifi6e et les ratifications en
seront 6chang6es aussit6t que faire se pourra.

Elle sera mise A ex6cution, ds que la promulgation en aura kt6 faite d'apres
les lois particulieres A chacun des deux Etats.

ARTICLE 36. Sont et demeurent abrogees:

1. La convention sign6e A Paris le 28 d~cembre 1880;
2. La d6claration du 12 mars 1891;
3. La convention additionnelle du 30 juillet 1891.

197. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LA SUISSE POUR
L'AMSNAGEMENT DE LA PUISSANCE HYDRAULIQUE
DU RHONE ENTRE L'USINE PROJETEE DE LA PLAINE ET
UN POINT A DETERMINER EN AMONT DU PONT DE
POUGNY-CHANCY, SIGNIE A BERNE LE 4 OCTOBRE 19132

Le Gouvernement de La R6publique Franqaise et le Gouvernement de la
Conf6d6ration Suisse, simultan6ment saisis par MM. Janin et Emile Crepel,
en France, et par la Ville de Geneve, en Suisse, d'une demande de concession
de la force hydraulique disponible sur le Rh6ne, dans la partie oft le fleuve
forme frontiere entre les deux pays, ainsi que dans la partie A 'amontjusqu'au
debouch6 du canal de fuite de 'usine projete de la Plaine, ont reconnu que
'Etat fran§ais et le canton de Geneve avaient des droits 6gaux sur les eaux

et la pente du fleuve dans la premiere section et que le canton de Geneve
avait des droits exclusifs dans la seconde section, mais que 'amenagement
de cette force hydraulique et son utilisation dans une usine unique devaient
faire l'objet d'une Convention internationale tenant compte des diffdrences
de legislation des deux Etats.

Ils ont, en consequence, convenu qu'il y avait lieu pour les deux Gouver-
nements d'etablir ou de faire etablir de concert les ouvrages necessaires A la
cr6ation de la chute et de proceder, entre eux, A un partage de la puissance

I Entree en vigueur le 14 juin 1915 par 1'6change des instruments de ratifica-
tion.

2 Basdevant, Traits et Conventions en vigueur entre la France et les Puissances jtran-
gires, tome troisieme. p. 551.
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hydraulique disponible, laissant ensuite chacun libre d'utiliscr A son gr6 et
suivant les principes de sa propre l6gislation la puissance qui lui serait ainsi
d~volue:

A cet effet, ils ont arrtd les dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE 1. Les concessionnaires des deux Gouvernements 6tabliront sur
le Rh6ne, en un point h determiner en amont du pont de Pougny-Chancy,
un barrage mobile susceptible de crier une retenue dont le remous ne
pourra pas d~passer le d~bouch6 du canal de fuite de l'usine projetfe de la
Plaine.

ARTICLE 2. Le barrage sera 6tabli aussi en aval que la constitution
geologique du sol le permettra; il sera dispos6 dans les conditions les plus
avantageuses pour l'am~nagement de l'usine hydro-6lectrique.

I1 pr~sentera un dfbouch6 libre suffisant pour que les plus grandes crues
puissent s'6couler sans produire aucune surlhvation en amont du point fix6
h l'article prcedent comme limite du remous.

Le radier sera 6tabli A un niveau voisin du fond moyen du lit de maniere
A assurer 1'Ncoulement des graviers dont la retenue provoquerait le dfp6t.

Le barrage comportera A l'une de ses extrdmit6 une amorce d'6cluse
permettant 6ventuellement d'6tablir sans difficult6 une navigation commode.

ARTICLE 3. Le projet d'ex~cution des ouvrages sera dress6 par les soins
des concessionnaires; il sera soumis avec toutes justifications utiles A l'accep-
tation des deux Gouvernements, qui se r~servent express~ment le contr6le
des travaux, ainsi que le droit d'autoriser de concert, s'il y a lieu, toutes
modifications au projet prfcfdemment approuv6.

ARTICLE 4. Le barrage sera entretenu et manceuvr6 par les concession-
naires. La mancevre sera faite suivant un r~glement concert6 entre les deux
Gouvernements en vue d'6viter, en amont, tout danger d'inondation et
tout dommage A l'usine supfrieure et d'attdnuer, en aval, dans la mesure du
possible, les inconvfnients pouvant rdsulter des variations de l'6coulement
des eaux.

ARTICLE 5. Chacun des deux Etats riverains aura droit A une partie de la
force motrice ainsi cr66e, proportionnelle A la chute du fleuve au droit des
portions de rives qui lui appartiennent, c'est-A-dire que le canton de Gen~ve
aura droit A toute la force correspondant A la chute dans la region off il
poss~de les deux rives, et que chacun des deux Etats aura droit A la moiti6
de la force correspondant A ]a chute dans la region ofi la rive gauche est
suisse et ]a rive droite frangaise.

Chacun des deux Etats pourra disposer de cette force, soil en l'utilisant
lui-mfme, soit en la concfdant ou en l'affermant A un tiers dans telle forme
ou sous telle condition qu'il jugera utiles.

Dans le cas o6f une partie de 1'6nergie attribute A l'un des Etats ne pourrait
ftre, pendant un certain temps, utilisde sur son territoire, l'6nergie ainsi
disponible pourra tre employee sur le territoire de l'autre Etat, sous reserve
de la possibilit6 de r~silier les contrats conclus apr~s avertissement donn6 au
moins cinq ans d'avance.

En vue du contr6le du partage de la force, les deux Gouvernements se
communiqueront r~ciproquement tous documents statistiques sur la creation
et l'utilisation de l'6inergie.



ARTICLE 6. Les deux Gouvernements se communiqueront leurs decisions
au sujet des actes de concession et ceux-ci n'auront leur effet que lorsque les
deux pays se seront dclards d'accord sur les conditions impos~es.

La limitation ultrieure ou le retrait de la concession ne pourront 6tre
ddcr.tds qu'A la suite d'une entente commune.

ARTICfLE 7. A 1'expiration de la concession, de nouveaux pourparlers
seront engages entre les deux Gouvernements en vue de fixer les nouvelles
conditions d'exploitation.

ARTICLE 8. En cas de non-ach~vement de l'usine, d'interruption de
I'exploitation ou de toute autre cause de dchdance pr~vue aux actes de
concession, les deux Gouvernements prendront d'un commun accord les
mesures qu'ils jugeront les mieux appropri~es A la situation et 6ventuellement
A l'octroi d'une nouvelle concession.

ARTICLE 9. Les deux Gouvernements s'entendront sur les dispositions A
appliquer pour la protection du poisson, ainsi que pour l'exercice de la
navigation et du flottage sur le Rh6ne.

Ils r~servent express~ment leur libert6 pour les mesures A prendre dans
P'intrt de la defense nationale et du service des douanes.

198. CONVENTION' POUR LE RIGLEMENT DES RAPPORTS
ENTRE LA SUISSE ET LA FRANCE AU SUJET DE CER-
TAINES CLAUSES DU RtZGIMEJURIDIQUE DE LA FUTURE
DERIVATION DU RHIN A KEMBS, SIGNtZE A BERNE, LE
27 AOOT 19262

LE CONSEIL FEDERAL SUISSE ET LE PRtSIDENT DE LA RAPUBLIQUE FRAN-

QAISE, vu la resolution adopt~e par la commnission centrale pour la navigation
du Rhin, le 10 mai 19223, relativement au projet de drivation du Rhin A
Kembs pr6sent6 par le gouvernement de la R~publique franqaise, en execu-
tion de l'article 358 du trait6 de paix de Versailles4, ainsi que l'accord
intervenu, a la mfme date, entre les repr~sentants allemands, franqais et
suisses; A ladite commission, A la suite des recommandations propos~es A
cette commission, ddsireux de r~gler en consequence les rapports entre la
Suisse et la France ont r~solu de conclure une convention a cet effet...

Article premier

L'accord intervenu A Strasbourg, le 10 mai 1922, entre les repr6sentants
allemands, fran~ais et suisses A la commission centrale du Rhin, ayant eu
pour objet de stipuler notamment que le remous produit par le barrage de
Kembs sera 6tendu en amont jusqu'A la Birse et quc la concession de la chute

1 Entree en vigueur le 29 dfcembre 1927 par I'6change des instruments de
ratification.

2 Soci~t6 des Nations, Recueil des Trait~s, vol. 71, p. 63.
3 Actes du Rhin, Traitds, Conventions, Lois et Rglements principaux concernant la

navigation sur le Rhin, Strasbourg, 1947, p. 19.
' Voir supra, Traitd no 115.



correspondant au remous sur le territoire suisse sera accord~e au bfnfficiaire
d~sign6 par le gouvernement fran ais dans les formes et sous les conditions
fix~es par la l6gislation suisse, la concordance nfcessaire entre les actes de
concession octroys par chacun des deux Etats contractants sera assuri e ainsi
qu'il est pr~vu par la prfsente convention.

Article 2

La part de l'nergie 6lectrique produite par l'usine de Kembs revenant
h la Confederation suisse est fix~e, d'un commun accord, h vingt pour cent
(20 pour cent) de cette 6nergie; en representation de l'6nergie de la chute
correspondant au remous sur le territoire suisse.

L'6nergie 6lectrique revenant A la Suisse sera exempte par la France
pendant la duroc de la concession de toutes taxes, redevances ou restrictions
de droit public quelconques, de telle sorte que cette 6nergie puisse tre
librement transport~e en Suisse et soit, A tous 6gards, dans la mme situa-
tion que si elle 6tait produite sur territoire suisse.

Article 3

Le gouvernement fran~ais communiquera au gouvernement suisse les
principaux plans et calculs relatifs au projet d'ex~cution de 'ensemble
de l'usine de Kembs. Le gouvernement suisse pourra presenter ses observa-
tions avant 'excution des travaux; le gouvernement fran~ais en tiendra
6quitablement compte, apr~s avis de la commission pr~vue A l'article 4 ci-
apr~s.

Toutefois, les dimensions du dfbouch6, les conditions de stabilit6 et de
s~curit6 du barrage, ainsi que les prescriptions pour le service du barrage et
de l'usine concernant la tenue des eaux sur le territoire suisse, feront l'objet
d'une approbation concert~e entre les deux gouvernements.

Les mmes dispositions seront applicables au cas o i des modifications ou
additions viendraient A tre apport~es, soit aux installations, soit aux pres-
criptions de service.

Article 4

Les deux Etats contractants constitueront une commission de quatre
membres, compos~e de deux ing~nieurs dfsignfs par le gouvernement suisse
et de deux ing~nieurs d~sign~s par le gouvernement franqais.

En p~riode de construction, cette commission contr6lera l'excution des
travaux de l'usine de Kembs et pr~sentera ses observations sous forme de
rapport aux autorits compdtentes franqaise et suisse.

En p~riode d'exploitation, elle aura competence pour examiner et
r~soudre toutes les questions interessant A la fois l'exercice des deux conces-
sions franqaise et suisse. Elle surveillera l'ex~cution de ses decisions.

Les deux gouvernements s'engagent A mettre h execution, sur leurs terri-
toires respectifs, les decisions qui seront prises dans le cadre des actes de
concession par la commission A l'6gard de la soci6t6 concessionnaire.

Article 5

Les concessions entreront en vigueur ds que la prdsente convention aura
acquis force obligatoire et que les deux gouvernements auront constat6,
par dclarations r~ciproques, que les clauses et conditions de ces concessions
concordent sur tous les points o6i cela est nfcessaire.



Article 6

Les deux gouvernements sont convenus de fixer dans leurs actes de conces-
sion les d~lais suivants:

a) les plans de construction doivent 6tre dfpos~s dans le ddlai de six mois
A partir de l'entr~e en vigueur des actes de concession;

b) la socit5 concessionnaire devra commencer les travaux dans le ddlai
de six mois A compter de l'approbation desdits plans:

c) les travaux devront 6tre achevds, au plus tard, cinq ans aprs l'appro-
bation des plans;

d) les concessions prendront fin le 31 dfcembre de la soixante-quin-
ziime anne, comptde A partir de ]a date fixe par la prdsente convention
pour 1'ach~vement des travaux.

Article 7

En cas de changement du bdndficiaire de la concession fran~aise, le gou-
vernement suisse transffrera la concession suisse au nouveau bdn~ficiaire
dsign6 par le gouvernement fran~ais.

Article 8

Quinze ans avant l'expiration des concessions, les deux gouvernements
s'entendront sur la question de savoir:

a) si les concessions doivent 6tre renouveles et A quelles conditions;
b) si et A quelles conditions les deux Etats, en commun, ou l'un d'eux,

doivent user de leur droit de reprendre la concession;
c) si le service de l'usine doit tre suspendu.
Les droits de retour du gouvernement franqais sont ceux ddfinis par

l'article 37 du cahier des charges de la concession fran(aise et ils s'appliquent
h la totalit6 des installations 6tablies sur territoire fran~ais.

Dans les cas visds sous a) et b) du premier alin~a de cet article, les parts
de l'Nnergie de la chute revenant A la France et A ]a Suisse seront maintenues
respectivement A quatre-vingts pour cent (80 pour cent) et A vingt pour cent
(20 pour cent) et les conditions du nouveau regime seront d~termindes de
mani~re h en assurer aux deux Etats les avantages dans ]a mme proportion.

Article 9

Les deux gouvernements pourront aussi s'entendre en vue d'un rachat
dont les conditions seront r~gles d'apr~s le cahier des charges franais.

Si, d'entente avec le gouvernement suisse, le gouvernement franqais vient
A exercer seul le droit de rachat, il s'engage A prendre A sa charge et A
respecter toutes les conditions de la concession suisse jusqu'A l'expiration de
la dur~e de cette derniire. Apr~s l'expiration de cette concession, les questions
relatives au droit de reprise et A la continuation du service seront rdgies
d'apr~s les stipulations de l'article 8 de la prdsente convention.

Article 10

En cas de non-achfivement de l'usine, d'interruption de l'exploitation ou
de toute autre cause de dfch6ance pr6vue aux actes de concession, les deux
gouvernements prendront, d'un commun accord, les mesures qu'ils jugeront
les mieux approprides A la situation et, 6ventuellement, k l'octroi d'une
nouvelle concession.



Article 11

En cas d'extinction des concessions par suite d'expiration de leur duroe ou
pour toute autre cause, les conditions cr6 es sur territoire suisse par le remous
ne pourront 6tre modifi~es que du consentement des deux gouvernements.

Article 12

Si un litige vient A s'6lever entre les deux Etats contractants au sujet de
l'application ou de l'interprftation de la pr~sente convention ou de l'une
des concessions vis~es par cette convention, il sera soumis, au cas o6 il n'aurait
pu 6tre r~g1 dans un delai raisonnable par la voie diplomatique, A la chambre
de la Cour permanente de justice internationale appele, aux termes de
l'article 29 du statut de la Cour, A statuer en procedure sommaire. Toutefois,
A la requte de l'une des parties, le litige sera soumis A la Cour de justice
siegeant en seance pleniere.

Les parties pourront 6galement convenir de soumettre le litige A un tribu-
nal arbitral, constitu6 conformement A l'article 45 de ]a convention de
La Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour le reglement pacifique des conflits inter-
nationaux.

Article 13

Les stipulations de ]a presente convention seront maintenues en temps
de guerre.

PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL

Au moment de proceder A la signature de la convention, conclue en date
de ce jour, pour le reglement des rapports entre la Suisse et la France au
sujet de certaines clauses du regime juridique de la future derivation de
Kembs, les soussignes, dfiment autorises A cet effet, d6clarent qu'il est entendu
que la commission prevue A l'article 4 de la convention prendra ses decisions
A l'unanimit6. Dans le cas o6s les membres franqais et suisses ne pourraient
se mettre d'accord sur une des questions qui sont de leur competence en
vertu dudit article 4 et qui ne concernent ni l'application, ni l'interpr6tation
de la convention ou de l'une des concessions visees par cette convention, le
litige, s'il n'a pu ftre regle dans un delai raisonnable par la voie diplomatique,
sera tranche par un arbitre designe d'un commun accord par les deux
gouvernements.

I1 est entendu, d'autre part, que 'article 12 de la convention demeurera
applicable A tout litige qui, de l'avis de l'une des deux parties, concernerait
'application ou l'interpretation de la convention ou de l'une des concessions

visees par cette convention.
Berne, le vingt-sept aofit mil neuf cent vingt-six (27 aoit 1926).

199. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA FRANCE ET LA SUISSE CON-
CERNANT LA CONCESSION DE LA CHUTE DU CHATELOT
SUR LE DOUBS, SIGNE A PARIS LE 19 NOVEMBRE 19302

Le president de la Republique frangaise et le Conseil federal suisse.
Simultanement saisis, en France, par la Compagnie generale d'Electricite

I Entree en vigueur le 12 juillet 1932 par 1'echange des instruments de rati-
fication.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 133, p. 487.
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A Paris, en Suisse, par la Banque suisse des Chemins de Fer, aujourd'hui
Socikt6 suisse d'Electricit6 et de Traction, A BAle, au nom et pour le compte
d'un groupement international, d'une demande de concession de la force
hydraulique disponible sur le Doubs, dans la partie de la rivi~re comprise
entre le Saut-du-Doubs et les Graviers.

Ont reconnu que l'Etat fran~ais et la Confederation suisse avaient des
droits 6gaux sur les eaux et la pente du fleuve dans cette section, mais que
l'am~nagement de cette force hydraulique et son utilisation r~alisables seule-
ment dans une usine unique, devaient faire l'objet d'une convention inter-
nationale tenant compte des differences de legislation des deux Etats.

Ils ont, en consequence, convenu qu'il y avait lieu pour les deux Gouver-
nements d'6tablir de concert, ou de faire 6tablir par un concessionnaire
unique, les ouvrages ncessaires A l'amfnagement de la chute, et de procdder
entre eux A un partage de 1'6nergie disponible, laissant ensuite chacun d'eux
libre d'utiliser A son gr6, et d'apr~s les principes de sa propre l6gislation,
l'nergie qui lui serait ainsi dfvolue.

ARTICLE ler. Le concessionnaire des deux Gouvernements 6tablira sur le
Doubs un barrage susceptible de crfer une retenue A ]a cote 716.00 (R.P.N.
= 373.600 metres) et A la cote 715.98 (N.G.F.) dont le remous s'6tendra

jusqu'au pied du Saut-du-Doubs.

ARTICLE 2. Le barrage sera 6tabli au lieu dit la Grande-Beuge. I1 sera
dispos6 de manire A offrir aux eaux un dfbouch6 libre suffisant pour que
les plus grandes crues puissent s'6couler sans produire une surflfvation au-
dessus de la cote fixfe A l'article prfc~dent.

L'usine sera construite aux abords du Moulin-Delachaux et l'eau sera
rendue intfgralement A son lit naturel environ A la cote 618.40.

ARTICLE 3. Le projet d'ex~cution des ouvrages sera dress6 par les soins
du concessionnaire. II sera soumis, avec toutes justifications utiles, aux deux
Gouvernements et il ne pourra tre execut6 qu'apres que les deux Gouverne-
ments se seront declares d'accord pour son approbation.

Les deux Gouvernements se reservent expressement d'exercer de concert
le contr6le des travaux et le droit d'autoriser ou de prescrire d'un commun
accord, s'il y a lieu, toutes modifications au projet precedemment approuve.

ARTICLE 4. Tous les ouvrages seront entretenus et maneuvres par le
concessionnaire.

La manceuvre des ouvrages de d6charge et de prise sera faite suivant un
reglement concert6 entre les deux Gouvernements, en vue, d'une part, de
satisfaire A l'amont A la condition prescrite par le premier paragraphe de
l'article 2 ci-dessus et, d'autre part, de regler le mode d'6coulement des eaux
en aval de maniere A en attenuer les variations dans la mesure du possible
et, en tous cas, de maniere A ne pas compromettre les intrts genraux et,
en particulier, 1'exploitation normale des usines d'aval.

ARTICLE 5. Chacun des deux Etats riverains aura droit A la moitie de
l'nergie produite par l'usine. I1 pourra en disposer, soit en l'utilisant lui-
mme, soit en la concedant ou en 'affermant A un tiers, dans telles formes
et sous telles conditions qu'il jugera utiles.
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L'6nergie revenant A l'un des deux Etats qui serait produite sur le terri-
toire de l'autre Etat sera exempt6e par ce dernier de toutes taxes, redevances
ou restrictions de droit public quelconque, de telle sorte que cette 6nergie
puisse ftre librement transport~e dans le premier pays et soit, A tous 6gards,
dans la meme situation que si elle 6tait produite sur son territoire.

L'6nergie attribute A chacun des deux Etats pourra 6tre exportfe dans
l'autre Etat, conformfment aux dispositions l6gales sur l'exportation de
1'6nergie 6lectrique en vigueur dans l'Etat qui a droit h cette 6nergie. II est
entendu que celui des deux Etats qui n'aurait pas emploi sur son territoire
de '6nergie qui lui est attribute ne mettra pas obstacle h l'exportation sur le
territoire de l'autre Etat de l'6nergie ainsi disponible.

ARTICLE 6. Les deux Gouvernements se communiqueront leurs decisions
au sujet des actes de concession et ceux-ci n'auront leur effet que lorsque
les deux pays se seront declar6s d'accord sur les conditions impos6es.

Les actes de concession contiendront, notamment, des prescriptions rela-
tives aux delais pour le commencement des travaux et la mise en service de
l'usine. Les concessions prendront fin le 31 decembre de la 75e annee,
comptee A partir de la date fixee par les actes de concession pour la mise en
service de l'usine.

ARTICLE 7. En cas de non-ach vement de l'usine, d'interruption de
l'exploitation ou de toute autre cause de dech~ance pr~vue aux actes de
concession, les deux Gouvernements prendront, d'un commun accord, les
mesures qu'ils jugeront les mieux appropri~es A la situation et, 6ventuelle-
ment, A l'octroi d'une nouvelle concession.

ARTICLE 8. 15 ans avant l'expiration des concessions, des pourparlers
seront engages entre les deux Gouvernements en vue de fixer les nouvelles
conditions d'exploitation.

Les parts de l'6nergie produite par la chute revenant A chacun des deux
Etats seront maintenues 6gales et les conditions du nouveau regime seront
determinees de maniere A assurer aux deux Etats des avantages egaux.

ARTICLE 9. Les deux Gouvernements pourront aussi s'entendre en vue
d'un rachat dont les conditions seront reglees par les cahiers des charges des
concessions.

'ARTICLE 10. Pour la p6riode de construction, les deux Etats contractants
se r6servent de constituer une commission de surveillance de 4 membres,
dont deux membres seront d6sign6s par le Gouvernement franqais et deux
membres d6sign6s par le Gouvernement suisse.

Cette commission contr6lera 1'ex6cution des travaux et pr6sentera ses
observations sous forme de rapport aux autorit6s competentes franqaises et
suisses.

Les deux Gouvernements s'engagent A mettre en ex6cution, sur leurs
territoires respectifs, les d6cisions qui seront prises A l'unanimite, dans le
cadre des actes de concession, par la commission A l'6gard du concessionnaire.

ARTICLE 11. Pendant la p6riode d'exploitation, le contr6le sera exerc6
dans les conditions pr6vues aux actes de concession. Chaque Gouvernement
donnera toutes facilites pour l'accomplissement de leur mission aux fonction-
naires de l'autre Etat charges de ce fcontr6le. Les noms de ces fonctionnaires
seront r6ciproquement communiques.



ARTICLE 12. Si un litige vient A s'61ever entre les deux Etats contractants
au sujet de l'interpr~tation ou de 1'application de la pr~sente convention ou
de 'une des concessions visdes par cette convention, il sera soumis, au cas
oif il n'aurait par 6t6 rdgl6 dans un d~lai raisonnable, par la voie diploma-
tique ou par d'autres voies amiables, A la chambre de la Cour permanente
de Justice internationale appele, aux termes de 'article 29 du statut de la
Cour, A statuer en procedure sommaire. Toutefois, A la requite de l'une des
parties, le litige sera soumis A la Cour de Justice si~gant en s6ance plni~re.

Les parties pourront 6galement convenir de soumettre le litige A un
tribunal arbitral, constitu6 conformdment A P'article 45 de la convention
de La Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour le rbglement pacifique des conflits
internationaux.

Germany-Luxembourg

200. CONVENTION BETWEEN THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEM-
BOURG AND PRUSSIA CONCERNING THE REGULATION
OF FISHERIES IN BOUNDARY WATERS, SIGNED AT
LUXEMBOURG ON 5 NOVEMBER 18921

The State Governments of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the
Kingdom of Prussia, having agreed to conclude a convention concerning
the regulation of fisheries in boundary waters -with due regard, at the
same time, to article 6, paragraph 2, of the Convention between Germany,
the Netherlands and Switzerland for the Regulation of the Salmon Fishery
in the Rhine of 30 June 18852 ... have agreed upon the following provisions,
which shall be subject to ratification:

Article 1

The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg accedes to the Convention between
Germany, the Netherlands and Switzerland, of 30 June 1885, for the
Regulation of the Salmon Fishery in the Rhine, provided that:

1. The Convention shall not apply to the Sauer river from the weir of
the Erpelding mill onwards, to the Alzette river from the weir near the
Dagois mill at EttlebrUck, or to the Wark river above the Linden weir;

2. Article 1 of the Convention shall be replaced by the following
provision:

" It shall be unlawful to obstruct the course of the river completely by
permanent fishing installations; in the Moselle and Sauer rivers, a channel
of a minimum width of nine metres, measured along the shortest straight
line at normal low water level, must be kept free in the river-bed alongside
such installations for navigation and the passage of migratory fish";

3. The weekly closed period laid down in the aforesaid Convention
shall be changed to the period from Friday 6 p.m. to Saturday 6 p.m.

I De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Giniral de Traitis, 2nd Serie, tome XXIV,
1899, p. 153. (Translated from German by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)

2 See supra, treaty No. 112, p. 393.



Article 2

With respect to the waters under joint sovereignty, the following agree-
ment is concluded between the Kingdom of Prussia and the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg:

§ 1. 1. Spawn fishing shall be prohibited.
2. It shall be unlawful to take fish of the following species whose lengths,

as measured from the tip of the head to the end of the tail fin, are less than
the lengths stated below:

Salmon ((Salmo salar L.) ....... ................. 35 cm
Barbel (Barbus fluviatilis Ag.) - bream (Abramis brama L.) -

salmon trout (Salmo trutta L.) - shad (" Alse" - Clupea alosa L.,
" Finte" - Clupea finta Cos.) - carp (Cyprinus carpio L.) - pike
(esox lucius L.) ....... ...................... .. 28 cm

Tench (Tinca vulgaris Cuv.) - chub (Leuciscus cephalus L.) -
dace (squalius leuciscus) - trout (Salmo faiio L.) - " Nase"
(" Mackrele", Redfisch, Mundfish, Chondrostoma nasus L.) - gray-
ling (Thymallus vulgaris Nisson) .... ............... .... 20 cm

Crucian (Carassius vulgaris Nordmann)- rudd (Leuciscus eryth-
ophtalmus L.) - perch (Perca fluviatilis L.) - roach (Leuciscus rutilus
L.) ...... .. ........................... ... 15 cm

Crayfish (" Flusskrebs " - Astacus fluviatilis) .. ........ .. 10 cm
Crayfish (" Steikrebs " - Astacus fluviatilis Rondeler and Astacus

fluviatilis Var. nobilis Schrank) ........ ................ 6 cm;
in the case of the last-named two species, the length to be measured from
the tip of the head to the tip of the tail.

By agreement between the two Governments, the size limit for salmon
trout may be raised and size limits may be prescribed for species of fish
other than those enumerated above.

3. Spawn, as well as fishes and crayfish of any of the species enumerated
in sub-paragraph No. 2 shall, if they are below the sizes prescribed therein,
be immediately returned to the water with the care required to ensure
their survival.

4. The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to fry in fish hatch-
eries. Furthermore, each of the Governments may, in the interest of
pisciculture, of scientific research and of experimentation of general utility,
grant to individual holders of fishing rights temporary and revocable
permits for the taking of fish and crayfish below the sizes prescribed in
sub-paragraph No. 2.
§ 2. The holders of fishing rights shall. be authorized to kill, without the
use of firearms to take and to keep for themselves, otters, divers, kingfishers,
herons, cormorants, and ospreys.
§ 3. The following provisions shall apply to the operation of fisheries in
the Moselle, Sauer and Our rivers, to the extent to which these rivers are
under joint sovereignty:

1. In the Moselle, Sauer and Our rivers, below Gemirnd, the period
from 25 March to 25 June inclusive shall be a closed season (closed spring
season).

2. In the upper reaches of the Our river, upstream from Gemund, the
period from 15 October to 1 April shall be a closed season (closed winter
season).



The point in the Our river above which a closed winter season shall be
observed shall be indicated by local marks to be established at the joint
expense of the two Governments.

The two Governments reserve the right, by mutual agreement and, where
necessary, by the issue of police regulations, to prohibit all fishing in certain
waters or certain sections thereof for extended periods or subject it to
restrictions more stringent than those specified above, and to prohibit the
taking of certain species of fish or the use of specified types of fishing gear.

§ 4. Salmon fishing shall be prohibited:

1. from Friday 6 p.m. to Saturday 6 p.m. (weekly closed period);

2. from 20 November to 31 December inclusive.
Notwithstanding this provision, each of the Governments shall be author-

ized to permit fishing for salmon and trout by individual holders of fishing
rights among its nationals provided that the use for piscicultural purposes
of the reproductive elements (eggs and milt) of any fish taken at the spawning
stage or approaching the spawning stage is ensured.

During the period from 1 October to 19 November inclusive, salmon
fishing shall be permitted in the upper reaches of the Our river, above
Gemind, subject to observance of the weekly closed period.

§ 5. Each of the two Governments shall be authorized exceptionally to
grant permission for shad fishing during the annual closed period. However,
the prohibition of the taking of these fish during the period from Friday
6 p.m. to Saturday 6 p.m. shall continue in force.

For the purpose of promoting research or experimentation of general
utility, or for piscicultural purposes, or, finally, to protect other species
against predatory fish, each Government may, where necessary, under
appropriate measures of control, exceptionally permit the taking of indivi-
dual species of fish not specified above.

Whenever permission is granted for fishing during the closed season, the
use of fishing tackle which, though normally permitted, is particularly liable
to destroy young fish, shall be excluded.

§ 6. During the annual closed periods and during the prohibition of
salmon fishing, all permanent fishing appliances must be removed or put out
of operation.

So far as is compatible with considerations of fish conservation, each
Government may grant exemptions from the foregoing provision, in par-
ticular in cases where salmon fishing permits have been exceptionally granted
subject to the use of the reproductive elements for piscicultural purposes.

§ 7. The provisions of §§ 3 and 4 shall not apply to fishing for crayfish.
It shall be unlawful to take crayfish during the period from 25 October to

25 June inclusive.
If crayfish are taken during the aforesaid closed period, they shall be

immediately returned to the water with the care required to ensure their
survival.

§ 8. In fishing it shall be unlawful

1. to use harmful or explosive substances (poisoned bait, narcotics, or
substances intendes to destroy the fish, explosive cartridges or other
explosive devices, etc.);

2. to use tackle designed to injure the fish, such as spring traps, fishing
forks, fishgigs, fish-spears, pikes, poles, firearms, etc.



The use of fishing rods and lines shall be permitted.
3. To drive fish together in shoals at night by means of lights and

torches.

4. Salmon fishing at night with torches, but without the use of spears and
pikes, shall continue to be permitted during the years 1892, 1893 and 1894.

All previous provisions relating to fishing tackle and fishing methods, in
particular those contained in the Ordinance of 1669, shall cease to have
effect in respect of the waters concerned and for the duration of this Con-
vention.
§ 9. The waters to which the present Convention applies shall not be
dammed up, diverted or drained for fishing purposes.

§ 10. Except in cases of existing licences, it shall be unlawful to set up
new fish-weirs, fish-crawls and so-called Selbstfdnge (automatic catching
devices) attached thereto for salmon and eel.

Except where existing conduits are protected by legislation in force in the
territories of the two Contracting States, it shall be unlawful for agricultural
or industrial enterprises to cast or eject into the waters concerned, or to
permit to be emptied into them, substances of such nature and in such
quantities as may be injurious to fish stocks or as may damage the fishing
rights of others.

In the event of overriding agricultural or industrial interest, the casting
or ejection of such substances into the waters concerned may be permitted
by agreement between the two Governments, provided that the owner of
the enterprise is directed to provide such installations as may be necessary
to reduce damage to fishing as far as possible.

§ 12. The retting of flax and hemp shall be prohibited in the waters to
which this Convention applies.

Exemptions from this prohibition, which shall be revocable in each case,
may, by agreement between the two Governments, be granted to municipal
districts or territorial divisions where local conditions do not lend themselves
to the installation of suitable retting pits and the use of the rivers for the
processing of flax and hemp cannot at present be dispensed with.

§ 13. After three years from the entry into force of this Treaty, it shall be
unlawful, subject tothe exemptions listed below, to use for fishing purposes
any fishing gear (nets, hurdles, etc.), of whatever type and designation,
whose openings (meshes), when wet, have a width of less than 3 cm on every
side (as measured from the centre of one knot to the centre of the next
knot).

This provision shall apply to all parts and divisions of fishing implements,
in particular also to stakes, etc., attached to permanent fishing installations
(stake nets [" Thalfainge "], fish weirs, etc.).

However, the width of the meshes may be reduced to 12 mm in the case
of hoop nets measuring 1.25 m square, and of bag nets with a diameter
of 0.25 m at the far end.

From 15 July to 31 August, it shall be permitted, exclusively for purposes
of eel-fishing, to set the stakes of stake nets [Thalfdnge] at distances of 2 cm.

With respect to fishing tackle (made of wicker work) exclusively designed
and suitable for the taking of eel and river lamprey, no restrictions shall be
imposed regarding the width of the openings between stakes.

Each Government agrees that the other Government shall be authorized,
where necessary, to grant exemptions from the provisions regulating the
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width of meshes in respect of certain types of fishing tackle and for the taking
of certain species of fish.

Where such a measure is imperative in the interest of the conservation
of fish stocks or of a valuable species of fish, the use of certain harmful types
of fishing tackle may, by means of identically worded police regulations
to be agreed upon, be entirely excluded or be subjected to more stringent
restriction than those laid down above, either in all or in some of the water
courses concerned, or in certain sections thereof.
§ 14. It shall be unlawful in fishing to obstruct water courses by permanent
fishing installations or by fishing gear anchored in or made fast to the river
banks or the river bed (eel-baskets, Sperrnetze) over a distance exceeding
one-half of the width of such water course as measured at normal water level
along the shortest straight line from bank to bank.

Where several such fishing devices are laid out or fastened simultaneously,
either on the same bank or on opposite banks, the minimum distance
between them shall be not less than three times the length of the largest net.

The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to fish weirs in the Sauer
river.
§ 15. Fishing operations shall not be carried out in such a way as to hinder
or interfere with navigation.

All fishing installations, whether fastened or floating, and all other fishing
gear, shall be set up or laid out in such a manner as not to impede the free
passage of ships and ferries or the free flow of the waters. In particular, a
channel of a minimum width of 9 metres, as measured at normal low water
level, must also be kept open next to the fish weirs in the Sauer river for the
passage of vessels.
§ 16. Any person desiring to engage in fishing in any of the waters subject
to this Treaty shall carry a permit issued by the appropriate authority,
which permit he shall produce whenever required to do so by the law-
enforcement officers of either country.
§ 17. Auxiliary personnel employed in fishing in the presence of the holder
of fishing rights, of the lessee of such rights or of the holder of a fishing permit
shall not be required to carry a permit.
§ 18. All persons shall be authorized to engage in fishing with hand rods
and lines in the Moselle river and the sections of the Sauer river under joint
sovereignty. No permit shall be required.

§ 19. Any tackle laid out in the water for fishing purposes in the absence
of the fisherman shall be provided with a mark or sign by which his identity
can be established. Detailed provisions concerning such marking shall be
issued by means of an identically worded police ordinance.

§ 20. All persons engaged in fishing shall, by virtue of identically worded
police ordinances to be agreed upon by the two Governments, be required,
immediately upon order by any officer of either State exercising fisheries
police functions, which officers shall be identified by their uniforms or
badges, to land their boats and to allow them to be inspected, or, if the
boats are on the bank, to leave them in position and not to move until
expressly permitted to do so.
§ 21. The Contracting Governments agree to take all requisite measures
for the implementation of this Treaty, in particular to ensure that all
violations of the provisions of this Treaty, as well as of the police ordinances
concerned, shall be subject to penalties.
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Fines shall not exceed the sum of 125 francs or 100 marks, respectively;
they shall, as far as possible, be equalized in the two States.

Where a fine is irrecoverable, a sentence of imprisonment shall be awarded.

§ 22. In every case of conviction, the confiscation of the fishing tackle and
implements shall be ordered. The sentence may also order the destruction
of any illicit gear.

§ 23. The prosecution of offences against the provisions of this Treaty or
of the police ordinances concerned shall be barred after the expiration of
three months reckoned from the day on which the offence was committed.

§ 24. Each of the Governments undertakes to recruit the necessary super-
visory personnel to ensure the application of the Convention and of the
regulations issued under it.

§ 25. During the operation of this Treaty, all provisions, whether based
on law or on ordinance, which relate to the subject-matter of this Treaty,
shall, to the extent to which they are inconsistent with the provisions here
agreed upon, cease to have effect in respect of the waters concerned as from
the date on which the penal provisions to be issued under this Treaty shall
have come into force in both States concerned.

§ 26. Each of the Governments concerned shall notify the Government of
the other State of any authorization or permission exceptionally granted by
it in accordance with the foregoing provisions.

Germany (Federal Republic of)-Luxembourg

201. STATE TREATY' BETWEEN THE GRAND DUCHY OF
LUXEMBOURG AND THE LAND RHINELAND-PALATINATE
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY CONCERNING
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER-
PLANT ON THE SAUER (SORE) AT ROSPORT/RALINGEN,
SIGNED AT TRIER, 25 APRIL 19502

The following Treaty is hereby concluded between the Government of
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Government of the Land Rhine-
land-Palatinate in the Federal Republic of Germany:

Article 1

The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg shall have the
right to construct and operate on the Sauer (Suire) at Rosport/Ralingen,
in accordance with the general plans attached hereto, a hydroelectric
power-plant having a maximum water-level equal to mean sea level t 151.50
metres, the cost of such construction and operation to be borne by the
said Government or by the power-plant undertaking, and it shall have the

1 Came into force on the date of its signature.
2 Mimorial du Grand-Duchi de Luxembourg, No. 46, 24 July 1953. (Translated

from German by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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further right to utilize for this purpose all the water resources of the Sauer
(Sfire).

Article 2

This Treaty shall remain in force for a period of ninety-nine years from
the date on which the power-plant is put into operation. A new contractual
agreement between the two Contracting States shall be required for the
purpose of extending the Treaty.

Article 3

Legal relationships and supervisory rights with respect to the power-plant
shall be governed by the provisions of this Treaty.

Article 4

The Government of the Land Rhineland-Palatinate undertakes to transfer
to the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg as private property,
within three months after the signature of this Treaty, such land situated
on the German side of the Sauer (Sfre) as may be required for the construc-
tion and operation of the power-plant. The said land shall be bounded by
the contour line corresponding to the maximum water-level (151.50 metres)
and shall include, in addition, a protective strip three metres wide. The
Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg undertakes to refund to
the Government of the Land Rhineland-Palatinate the purchase price
together with costs.

Article 5

The power-plant undertaking shall be entitled to construct, for the purpose
of utilizing water-power, the installations provided for in the attached plans
and computations and in particular:

1. A dam with movable locking-mechanisms on the Sauer (Sfire),
approximately 975 metres below the ruined Rosport bridge;

2. A lock for the passage of shipping at the dam;

3. A fish ladder at the dam.
The aforementioned installations, as well as any supplementary works,

shall be constructed in accordance with accepted engineering practice and
shall be kept in good condition at all times.

Article 6

1. When high water is expected, the power-plant undertaking shall
open the dam locking-mechanisms in good time to an extent sufficient to
ensure that the maximum water-level is not exceeded.

2. The bend in the Sauer (Sfire) below the dam, up to the point where
the tail-water conduit of the power-plant empties into the river, shall be
continuously supplied from the dam with a minimum quantity of water
which shall be determined by agreement between the river-works authorities
of the two Contracting Parties. In the event that unsanitary or other
undesirable conditions arise in the tail-water of the dam, the Government
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of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg shall supply such larger quantities of
water as are required for purposes of scouring.

3. In the event that the subsoil in the river-bed below the dam or that
the left bank of the river proves to be of insufficient strength, the power-plant
undertaking shall construct a suitable apron or bank lining.

Article 7

The removal of water on the German side of the river above the dam
shall be permitted only if an equivalent quantity of water is introduced
above the said dam.

Article 8

The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg shall permit the
Government of the Land Rhineland-Palatinate to participate in the accep-
tance test of the dam and all subsidiary installations (riverlocks, bank linings,
dikes and so forth). The dam shall not be put into operation until the said
test has been carried out. Adequate advance notice of the date and schedule
for the initial storage of water shall be given to the Government of the
Land Rhineland-Palatinate.

Article 9

1. In the backwater area and for a distance extending downstream
from the dam to a point 200 metres below the discharge-water return, the
entire length of the left bank of the Sauer (Stire) shall, subject to agreement
between the river-works administrations of the two Contracting Parties, be
kept in good repair by the power-plant undertaking and be secured by it,
through special measures, against the action of the water if there is reason
to anticipate damage to the said bank or if damage is found to have occurred
after the plant has been put into operation. The same shall apply to
tributary streams in the backwater area.

2. In the event that damage is unlawfully done to the left bank of the
Sauer (Sfire), the power-plant undertaking may on its own initiative take
civil action against the person causing the damage.

Article 10

1. In the event of damage caused by a rise or fall in the ground-water
level on the left side of the Sauer (Soire) in consequence of the construction
of the dam, the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg undertakes
to rectify such damage or pay appropriate compensation.

2. Before and during construction of the dam and after it has been put
into operation, the power-plant undertaking shall, with the aid of suitable
experts, ascertain the nature of ground-water conditions in the German
areas affected by the dam.

Article 11

The power-plant undertaking shall bear the cost of installing, at a suitable
new location, a water-guage to replace the German guage at Ralingen which
will be removed as a result of the construction of the dam.



Article 12

The power-plant undertaking shall bear all costs occasioned by such
changes in property lines, roads - including access roads to individual
properties - drainage ditches and sewer installations in the German
communities affected by the plant as, in the opinion of the Government of
the Land Rhineland-Palatinate, are necessary for the purposes of the plant.
It shall also assume all costs relating to the necessary surveying and boun-
dary-marking operations, to property transfers and to adjustments in the
property register.

Article 13

Where the authorities of both Contracting Parties believe that alterations
in or additions to the power-plant are required, the measures subsequently
ordered by those authorities shall be carried out by the power-plant under-
taking at its own expense.

Article 14

1. The two Contracting Parties agree that construction of the lock for
the passage of shipping as provided for in article 5, paragraph 2, shall for
the time being be deferred. The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg undertakes to carry out the said construction if, at some future time,
regular shipping is initiated on the Sauer (Sflre).

Barge-loading platforms, one above and one below the dam, shall be
constructed by the power-plant undertaking on the left bank of the Sauer
(SCire), the approaches to the said platforms to be clearly marked and made
readily accessible. The said platforms shall be mechanically operated.

2. In the event that the aforementioned shipping-lock is constructed at
some future time, the two Governments shall conclude a special agreement
concerning its operation, maintenance and lighting.

Article 15

1. In order to permit the free passage of fish, a fish-ladder shall be
installed at the dam and shall be kept constantly supplied with sufficient
quantities of water. The operation of the fish-ladder may be temporarily
suspended only when the water-level is exceptionally low and prior approval
has been obtained from the supervisory authorities of the two Contracting
Parties.

2. The power-plant undertaking shall keep the fish-ladder and its
entrance and exit free of drifting objects at all times.

3. Access to the fish-ladder shall be denied to unauthorized persons.
Fishery-supervision officials of the two Governments may carry out a joint
inspection of the fish-ladder at any time.

4. The power-plant undertaking shall also ensure that the passage of
fish is possible at all times in the tail-water section of the Sauer (Sfre).

5. Additional fishery-protection measures, to be carried out at the
expense of the power-plant undertaking, may be ordered at any time by
agreement between the two Contracting Parties.



Article 16

The Contracting Parties agree that all hydroelectric power produced by the
power-plant undertaking shall be the property of the Government of the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

If, however, additional power-plants are constructed - irrespective of the
extent of either country's participation in such construction - the electric
power produced by those plants shall be apportioned without reference to
the aforementioned arrangement.

Article 17

The power-plant undertaking shall comply with any arrangements which
are agreed upon by the competent authorities for purposes of tariff protection
and shall provide at its own expense the facilities required in that connexion.

Article 18

Contracts for the construction of the plant shall be let by the power-plant
undertaking on the basis of public tenders in accordance with the provisions
of the Luxembourg " Allgemeines Lastenheft (Conditions of contract or sale)
of 1 March 1948 concerning the procedure for letting contracts for services
and deliveries requiring the use of public moneys and credits", it being
understood that nationals of the two countries shall have equal rights in
so far as invitations for tenders and the award of contracts are concerned and
that labour shall, so far as possible, be recruited from both countries.

Article 19

I. The power-plant undertaking shall be liable for any damage or loss
affecting the rights or property of third parties which can be proved to have
resulted from the construction and operation of the power-plant installations.

2. The power-plant undertaking shall indemnify the Land Rhineland-
Palatinate for any claims made against the latter by third parties and shall,
at its own expense and risk, assume the conduct of any judicial proceedings
connected therewith.

Article 20

After the power-plant installations have been completed, the Government
of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg shall transmit copies of the complete
final blue prints of the installations to the Government of the Land Rhineland-
Palatinate. The number and scale of the blue prints shall be determined
by agreement between the two Governments.

Article 21

Responsibility for the engineering and supervisory functions set out in
this Treaty, including supervision of the left bank of the Sauer (ScIre),
shall vest:

(a) In the case of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg:
In the Minister for Public Works and Communications;
(b) In the case of the Government of the Land Rhineland-Palatinate:
In the Ministry of Internal and Economic Affairs (Secretary of State
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for Economic Affairs and Communications) and the Ministry of Agriculture,
Viniculture and Forestry.

Article 22

Any disputes arising out of this Treaty shall be settled by an arbitral
tribunal, and no recourse shall be had to the ordinary courts. The said
tribunal shall consist of two arbitrators, of whom each of the Contracting
Parties shall appoint one.

Where the arbitrators are unable to agree, they shall be entitled to choose
an umpire, whose decision shall be final. If they fail to agree on such a choice,
the umpire shall, if one of the Parties so requests, be appointed by the
President of the International Court of Justice at The Hague.

The costs occasioned by the proceedings of the arbitral tribunal shall be
shared equally by the Contracting Parties.

Germany-Netherlands

202. STATE TREATY BETWEEN THE GRAND DUCHY OF
LUXEMBOURG AND THE LAND RHINELAND-PALATIN-
ATE IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY CON-
CERNING THE CONSTRUCTION OF HYDROELECTRIC
POWER-INSTALLATIONS ON THE OUR (WITH ANNEXES),
SIGNED AT TRIER, JULY 10, 19581

The following Treaty is hereby concluded between the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg and the Land Rhineland-Palatinate in the Federal Republic
of Germany:

Article 1

With a view to continuing the process of regulating the water resources
in the German-Luxembourg frontier area, which was initiated with the
State Treaty of 25 April 1950 concerning the power-plant on the Sauer (Scire)
at Rosport/Ralingen, the two countries hereby agree to authorize the
Socidt6 Electrique de l'Our of Luxembourg (Memorial, Recueil Spdcial, des
Grosslerzogtums Luxemburg. No. 57, 11 July 1951) -hereinafter referred to
as the SEO-to construct and operate hydroelectric power-installations for
the purpose of utilizing the water of the Our in the vicinity of Vianden.
The installations shall, as specified in annex I, consist of a storage lake in
the Our, a power-plant on the Our utilizing the water head of the storage
lake, an elevated storage basin on the Nikolausberg, and a storage power-
plant.

The SEO shall be further entitled to install and use collecting tanks in
the Our and/or the Irsen for the purpose of collecting additional water for
the undertaking referred to in the first paragraph. It shall for this purpose
require the approval of the competent administrative authorities. Any

I Mimorial du Grand Duchi de Luxembourg, No. 25, 11 June 1959. (Translated
from German by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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compensation of third parties shall be made in accordance with annex II.
In the event that it is subsequently found advisable to construct additional

installations the matter shall be the subject of new negotiations. The two
countries agree to strive for the most effective possible utilization of the
power resources available in the frontier area.

Article 2

The Concession granted to the SEO, setting forth its rights and obligations,
is attached as annex I. It constitutes an integral part of this Treaty.

Under the terms of the Concession, the SEO shall acquire a vested right
which shall also be exercisable with respect to third parties and may not be
infringed; it shall be required to fulfil the conditions of the Concession but
may not be subjected to any encumbering conditions. Installations built
on the river under the terms of the Concession shall remain the property of
the concessionaire even though the river and its banks are not its property.

Nothing shall be done to interfere with the water resources of the Our
in such a way as to impair the operation, in accordance with article 1, of
the power-plants covered by the Concession. Thus, water may not be
taken from watercourses in the catchment area of the Our above the instal-
lations in such a way as to cause such impairment, nor may the water above
the installations be polluted or chemically contaminated in a manner
detrimental to the operation of the plants. No claims arising out of offences
committed by third parties may be made against the Contracting Countries.

As confirmation of the vested right accorded to it by this Treaty and by
the laws enacted for the purpose of ratifying the same, and of the obligations
connected with the said right, the SEO shall receive a concession deed
consisting of a copy of annex I and the plans attached thereto.

Article 3

The two countries take note of the fact that the installations described
in article I and the lines carrying power to and from them affect the public
interest and general welfare of both countries. They therefore undertake
to carry out the measures required to ensure the completion, operation and
maintenance of the project.

Article 4

If the use of the river by the SEO under the terms of the Concession
causes the rights of other to be impaired, the SEO shall take practical
measures to reduce the damage to a minimum, in so far as such measures
are economically feasible, and shall, if necessary, make appropriate com-
pensation to the injured parties.

Detailed provisions concerning this matter and the procedure to be follow-
ed are contained in annex II.

Compensation proceedings shall not affect the construction and operation
of the power-plants.

Article 5

In view of the fact that the installations as a whole are in the nature of
a frontier power-plant which, moreover, is not used for primary generation
but solely for the storage of power, the pump current fed in from Germany
to operate the installations shall not be regarded in Luxembourg as con-



stituting an import and shall therefore be exempt from duties and levies of
all kinds. Similarly, the Land Rhineland-Palatinate shall, within the limits
of its jurisdiction, endeavour to ensure that peak current supplied to Germany
is not regarded as an import.

Article 6

Luxembourg, in whose territory the generating installations are to be
constructed, shall not hinder or prohibit the export of current but shall,
under the terms of the contracts to be concluded by the SEO, facilitate such
export and exempt it from duties of all kinds.

Article 7

In view of the recognized beneficial character of the undertaking, the
SEO shall in Luxembourg be granted a 50 per cent reduction in all taxes
levied on income or assets of any kind. For the same reason, the SEO shall
not be subject in Luxembourg to any taxes which are not of general appli-
cation or are otherwise exceptional.

The lines used to transmit power to and from the installations shall
benefit from the same preferential treatment in Luxembourg. In Germany,
the Land Rhineland-Palatinate shall endeavour to ensure that the said lines
benefit from all forms of fiscal and economic relief which are available to
power-plants and transmission lines duly recognized as beneficial.

The supplying of pump current to the installations and the supplying, in
return, of storage current shall not be regarded in Luxembourg as consti-
tuting a commercial transaction.

Article 8

In letting contracts for the construction of the installations covered by
the Concession, reasonable consideration shall be given to the Luxembourg
and German economies. Nothing shall be done to prevent the SEO from
letting its contracts on the basis of commercial and technological consider-
ations or from giving preference to those concerns which are best able to,
guarantee completely satisfactory service at competitive prices.

Article 9

The German interested parties shall be given an appropriate voice in the
SEO and its organs, particularly as regards the management, security and
economic efficiency of the installations covered by the Concession. Further
provisions in this regard are contained in annex III, which constitutes an
integral part of this Treaty.

Article 10

This Treaty, being a special arrangement regulating the matters in
question, shall take precedence over all other legislation of the Contracting
Countries and over any articles of association of companies.

Article 11

Any disputes arising out of this Treaty shall be settled by an arbitral
tribunal. The said tribunal shall consist of two arbitrators, of whom each
of the two countries shall appoint one.
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Where the arbitrators are unable to agree, they shall be entitled to choose
an umpire, whose decision shall be final. If no agreement can be reached
on the choice of the umpire, the two countries shall consult on the matter.

The costs occasioned by the proceedings of the aforementioned arbitral
tribunal shall be shared equally by the two countries.

ANNEX I

Concession

The Socidt6 Electrique de l'Our-hereinafter referred to as the SEO-
whose address is Boulevard Roosevelt 4, Luxembourg, shall have the right,
in accordance with the attached plans and explanatory material:

(a) To bank up the Our above Vianden at LohmUhle by means of a
masonry dam up to a height of 226.00 metres above mean sea level;

(b) To remove water at a rate not exceeding approximately 170 cubic
metres per second from the reservoir created in the Our valley in accordance
with paragraph (a), to pump such water into the elevated storage basin
situated on the Nikolausberg-the capacity of which is approximately
5.5 million cubic metres-and as a result to lower the level of the backwater
in the valley to a height of not less than 219.75 metres above mean sea level;

(c) To remove water at a rate not exceeding approximately 320 cubic
metres per second from the elevated, storage basin, to feed such water back
into the reservoir in the Our valley for the purpose of generating electric
power, and as a result to raise the level of the backwater in the valley at
Lohmuihle once more to a height not exceeding 226.00 metres above mean
sea level;

(d) To utilize in a hydroelectric power-plant below the masonry dam,
for the purpose of generating electric power, a quantity not exceeding
approximately sixteen cubic metres per second of the water banked up in
the Our valley, and to feed such water back into the Our immediately.

This Concession shall become effective upon the ratification of the State
Treaty. It shall terminate ninety-nine years after the date on which the
storage power-plant enters into full operation. The SEO shall inform the
supervisory authorities of such date. Article 2 of the State Treaty shall be
deemed to be an integral part of this Concession.

Conditions

The aforementioned rights shall be granted subject to the following
conditions:

1. The maximum permissible level of the backwater in the Our valley
shall be 226.00 metres above mean sea level at the dam and shall be indicated
by a water-level marker before the installations enter into operation.

2. The natural movement of water and the bed-load hitherto prevailing
in the Our below the dam shall undergo no adverse change by reason of
the reservoir (lower basin) being filled and emptied or of water being re-
moved to and fed back from, the elevated storage basin (upper basin).

Self-recording water-gauges shall be installed and maintained by the SEO
above Stolzembourg and below the masonry dam for the purpose of observ-
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ing the movement of water in the Our. A clearly visible staff gauge shall
be installed at each cross-section as a control on the self-recording gauges.

3. A water-level marker indicating the maximum persmissible water-
level shall be affixed in the elevated storage basin before the installations
enter into operation. Water-levels shall be continuously indicated by a self-
recording water-gauge; as a control on the self-recording gauge, a staff
gauge shall be installed at a place where it can be readily examined.

4. In filling and, where necessary, emptying the reservoir in the Our
valley, the movement of water in the Our shall be taken into account.
The supervisory authorities shall be notified in good time of the measures
contemplated in this regard.

5. The shut-off devices at the lower dam site shall be so designed as to
ensure that water is discharged at the rate of 400 cubic metres per second
at high water without rising above the water-level marker.

6. The intake structures of the elevated storage basin shall be equipped
with automatic locking devices to prevent the basin from running dry where
there is danger of its doing so.

7. The outlet opening of the tail-water conduit in the valley shall be so
constructed as to prevent erosion of any kind or damage to the river-banks
in the Our valley.

8. After the installations enter into operation, the river-banks shall be
maintained by the SEO in proper condition in the area of the reservoir and
for a distance of fifty metres below the dam.

9. Floating matter which collects in front of the various screening devices
shall be removed from the banked-up area.

10. The SEO shall maintain in good condition as prescribed herein all
installations which it constructs for the purposes of the Concession.

11. The SEO shall be accorded fishery rights in the reservoir area and
shall safeguard all fishery interests in a uniform manner. Any impairment
of such rights shall be compensated for as much as possible by annually
stocking the river with fry; the same shall apply where the construction
of the dam interferes with the migration of fish and this impairs the
fishery rights of persons having such rights on the Our above or below the
reservoir.

To the extent that the proper operation of the installations so permits,
the SEO shall allow persons having fishery rights to engage in regular
fishing.

The foregoing provisions shall be without prejudice to State supervision
of fisheries.

12. Where public roads are closed to traffic as a result of the construction
or operation of the installations covered by the Concession, the SEO shall
relocate the said roads or construct equivalent replacement roads.

13. The SEO shall, in accordance with annex II of the State Treaty of
10 July 1958, make compensation to third parties whose rights are impaired
by reason of the company's installations.

14. The supervisory authorities shall be empowered to authorize any
changes in the installations covered by the Concession which in the course
of subsequent planning or during construction appear advisable but are not
such as to alter the fundamental character of the entire project.
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15. Within the general framework of the foregoing conditions, the
construction and management of the storage power-plant shall be left to
the SEO. The supervisory authorities shall ensure that the conditions of
the Concession are complied with. For the purpose of performing this
function, they shall have access to the dam installations and the storage
basin at all times. The readings of the self-recording water-gauges at any
given time and the results of the discharge measurements in the drains above
and below the reservoir shall be transmitted to the supervisory authorities
on request, and in any event at monthly intervals. The supervisory authori-
ties may carry out their own measurements.

16. The rights established by this Concession may not be transferred
separately by the undertaking; the Concession and the installations may be
transferred only in their entirety.

17. The SEO shall be required to begin construction of the installations
not later than two years after the Concession becomes effective and to begin
operation of the first generator-unit not later than four additional years
thereafter. A reasonable extension of these time-limits may be granted by
the supervisory authorities if there appear to be valid reasons for doing so.
The right to construct and operate the installations shall lapse if the time-
limits are not met.

The SEO shall have the right to undertake the construction in two stages.
If the SEO exercises this right, it shall so notify the supervisory authorities
in writing when construction is begun.

The second stage of construction shall be initiated not later than ten years
after the beginning of the first stage and a generator unit comprising part
of the second stage shall be put into operation within the following four
years. As in the case of the first stage, these time-limits may be extended. The
right to carry out the second stage of construction shall lapse in the event
that the specified time-limits are not met.

Without regard to the foregoing conditions, the term of the Concession
shall commence not later than 1 January of the twentieth year following the
entry into force of this Treaty.

18. Five years before the expiry of the Concession, the SEO may apply
for a reasonable extension of its rights. Such application shall be granted
unless there are overriding reasons of public interest or overriding economic
reasons for not doing so.

If an extension of the rights conferred by the Concession is not granted
and a change of ownership takes place, the SEO shall be entitled to claim
compensation in respect of its installations from the new owncr.

The following plans and explanatory material shall constitute an integral
part of annex I of the State Treaty of 10 July 1958:

Scale

Plan I. General plan of site ............... ... 1 25,000
Plan 2. Plan of site (general view) ............ . 1. 5,000
Plan 3. Lower basin-longitudinal section ....... 1 :200/20,000

Plan 4. Pressure conduits and distribution piping-
longitudinal section and cross-sections of the
grounds ....... ................. : 2,000

Plan 5. Underground power-plant-ground plan 1 : 400
Plan 6. Cross-section of underground power-plant

through generator axis .... .......... 1 : 200
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Plan 7. Cross-section of underground power-plant Scale

through turbine axis ..... ........... 1: 200
Plan 8. Cross-section of underground power-plant

through pump axis ..... ............ 1: 200
Plan 9. Dam and power-plant of lower basin at Loh-

muihle ....... ................. 1: 500
Plan 10. Cross-sections of upper-basin embankments . 1:250
Appendix 11. Explanatory report with technical data

(Plans 1-10 in separate folder)

APPENDIX II

Explanatory report with technical data

General data (see Plan 1)

The site of the Vianden pump-fed power installations, which are to be
constructed in the Our valley between Vianden and Stolzembourg, is in the
heart of the major western European industrial areas. They will consist
of a reservoir in the Our valley, an underground power-plant, an artificial
elevated storage basin, and connecting pipes between the upper and lower
basins, and they will serve to improve the supply of current; water will be
pumped into the upper basin during periods of low power consumption to
permit the production of peak current. This daily rotation process will not
adversely affect the natural movement of water in the Our below the
masonry dam.

Description of the installations

(a) Lower basin (see plans 2, 3, 7 and 9)
A masonry dam at LohmUhle, above Vianden, will bank up the river for

a distance of approximately eight kilometres and permit an effective water
withdrawal of approximately five million cubic metres. The natural flow
of the Our will be utilized in a small power-plant at the base of the dam. The
dam will be equipped with a number of locking devices so as to ensure that
water is discharged without hindrance at the rate of 400 cubic metres per
second at high water without rising above the maximum water-level fixed
by the Concession.

The flooding of residential and other useful areas will be held to a mini-
mum and will necessitate reconstruction only at Bivels. Submerged roads
will be replaced by roads situated on higher ground.

(b) Upper basin and pressure shaft (see plans 2, 4, 8 and 10)
The elevated storage basin will be constructed approximately 2.6 kilo-

metres south of Stolzembourg on the Nikolausberg, which rises nearly
300 metres above the river valley, and will be formed by an embarkment
made of earth and stone and sealed with asphalt. Its useful storage capacity
will amount to approximately three million cubic metres in the first stage
of construction and approximately 5.5 million in the final stage. Two short
pressure shafts will lead from the elevated basin to the power-plant.

(c) Power-plant (see plans 4, 5 and 6)
In the first and second stages the power-plant will be constructed under-



ground with a view to obtaining the shortest possible connexion between
the upper and lower basins. The required excavation will be carried out
diagonally across the geological strata of the rock in order to achieve a
high degree of stability. The geological reports show the bed-rock schist
to be of unusually good quality. The exploration tunnel, approximately
350 metres in length, which opened up the area of the excavation and of the
distribution piping was successfully driven without the use of timbering. The
power-plant will be equipped with four horizontal generator-units in the
first stage of construction and eight in the final stage, each unit consisting
of a turbine, a motor generator, a starting turbine with gear-clutch, and
a pump. The power-plant and the lower basin will be linked by pressure
conduits.

The current generated will be transformed to a higher potential. It will
be carried from the plant by overhead lines.

Technical data

The most important data relating to the pump-fed power plant (first and
second stages of construction) are as follows:

Output in operation of turbine approx. 640,000 kw
Input for operation of pump approx. 520,000 kw
Number of generator-units (each con-

sisting of a turbine, a motor-genera-
tor and a pump) 8

(4 in first stage of construction)

Hours in use: Per day Per year

Turbine 4.25 1,450
Pump 8 2,720

Effective capacity of lower basin approx. 5 million cubic metres
Effective capacity of upper basin

in first stage approx. 3 million cubic metres
in final stage approx. 5.5 million cubic metres

Useful head of water (average) approx. 278 metres

Construction (see plan 2)
The construction of the complete installations will be carried out in two

stages.
It will be possible to enlarge the power-plant after the first stage of

construction without curtailing its operation.

ANNEX II

Provisions concerning proceedings in respect of water rights and expropriation

I. After the Concession granted to the SEO becomes effective, the
forthcoming construction of the project shall be made known in the manner
prescribed by local custom, the plans shall be made available for inspection
at the offices of the municipalities concerned, and all persons who will
suffer injury as a result of the contemplated utilization of the river shall be
called upon to come forward and submit claims in respect of such injury
within six weeks. It shall, at the same time, be announced that any person
failing to submit a valid claim within the specified time limit shall subse-
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quently be entitled to present only such claims as he was unable to anticipate
within the said time-limit.

Any person who is prevented by compelling circumstances from observing
the time-limit shall be entitled to submit his claims subsequently if he does
so as soon as the circumstances in question have ceased to apply.

2. The parcels of land or portions thereof required for the construction
of the reservoirs and power-plants shall be acquired by the SEO so far as
possibly by private contract. If this cannot be accomplished on suitable
terms within a reasonable period of time, the property shall be acquired and
its ownership transferred in accordance with article 3 of the State Treaty. In
any proceedings that may arise, the documents comprising the Concession
governing water rights shall be decisive. Any rights of third parties to the
aforementioned parcels of land, as well as other rights of usufruct, shall lapse
when the property is transferred, and compensation to be determined in
accordance with paragraph 5 of this annex shall be made therefor. The
amount of such compensation shall, where necessary, be held in deposit.

3. In the event that rights relating to the utilization of water-power are
extinguished or impaired as a result of the construction or operation of the
SEO installations, compensation may be made by supplying electric power
to the person concerned if he agrees to such arrangement. The amount of
power to be supplied shall be determined on the basis of the water rights
lawfully held by the injured party.

4. Where any parcel of land, even though not directly affected, suffers
impairment - e.g., through an adverse change in the ground-water level -
the impairment shall be prevented or so far as possible limited by such
measures as are possible. Where the cost of such measures is greater than
the damage incurred or where the measures are otherwise economically
unsound, suitable monetary compensation shall be made.

5. Questions relating to the validity of claims, the amount of compensa-
tion to be made and its distribution among various claimants shall be
decided, with due regard to the provisions of this annex, by the competent
courts.

ANNEX III

Provisions relating to company law

In view of the fact that the installations as a whole constitute a frontier
power-plant, the following provisions are hereby laid down:

1. Each of the two contracting countries shall be entitled to designate
one or two representatives, one of whom in the case of Luxembourg shall be
the Government Commissioner, to attend general shareholders' meetings
and meetings of the Board of Directors and the Management Committee
of the SEO. If these representatives consider a decision to be prejudicial
to the interests of their country, they may enter an objection accompanied
by a statement of grounds, and the contested decision shall then be reviewed
at a second meeting. In such cases, the SEO shall confer with the Govern-
ment of the complainant country concerning the matters at issue and shall
thereupon take a new decision. The representatives of the two countries
shall not be entitled to enter -an objection to the second decision.

The aforementioned proceedings shall be completed as expeditiously as
possible within a period of two months.
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2. (a) The Luxembourg and German members of the Board of
Directors of the SEO shall form an absolute majority irrespective of the
extent of Luxembourg or German participation in the company's capital.

(b) The chairman of the Board of Directors shall be a Luxembourg
national and the vice-chairman a German national.

(c) The Board of Directors shall have not more than twenty-one mem-
bers, who shall be appointed in accordance with the articles of associa-
tion of the SEO. The Luxembourg shareholders shall be guaranteed not less
than eleven seats on the Board - including not less than seven for the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg - and the German shareholders not less than
seven.

3. The shares issued by the SEO shall be registered shares and shall be
transferable only with the prior approval of the Board of Directors of the
SEO. Such approval shall require a two-thirds majority of the votes,
the said majority to include the votes of the Board members appointed
by the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg as a holder of registered shares as
well as the vote of at least one of the members appointed by the German
shareholders.

Such financial arrangements as are made by the interested parties shall be
recognized by the parties to the State Treaty as proper and correct under the
terms of that Treaty.

Ten per cent of the share capital outstanding at any given time may
be in the form of bearer shares, to which the foregoing limitation on transfers
shall not apply. The said shares shall be made available primarily to
Luxembourg nationals for subscription or else shall so far as possible be
offered for the first time on the Luxembourg market.

4. Agreements concluded between shareholders with a view to promoting
the management and business operations of the SEO in accordance with
this State Treaty and with such contracts as the SEO may conclude in
pursuance thereof, and with a view to exercising voting rights for that
purpose, shall be recognized in Luxembourg as proper and be accorded legal
protection.

5. The articles of association of the SEO shall be brought into conformity
with the provisions of this Treaty and its annexes. Any subsequent amend-
ments to the said articles, including any limitation of the authority of
the Board of Directors, shall, in addition to meeting the requirements laid
down in the articles, require the approval of the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg as a holder of registered shares and the approval of the German share-
holders.

6. During the term of the Concession, the German interested parties
(the supplier of pump current, the users of current, etc.) shall also be entitled
to acquire shares in the SEO as the concessionaire.

7. The SEO may not go into liquidation, nor may it be terminated,
dissolved or wound up, during the term of the Concession governing water
rights. Furthermore, no individual shareholder shall have the right to
terminate the company before the expiry of the Concession.

8. For the purpose of this annex, the term " Luxembourg shareholders"
means only Luxembourg nationals holding registered shares, and the term
" German shareholders " means only the parties mentioned in paragraph 6
hereof.
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203. TRAITIE DE LIMITES 1 ENTRE LEURS MAJESTItS LE ROI
DE PRUSSE ET LE ROI DES PAYS-BAS, SIGNP, A AIX-LA-
CHAPELLE LE 26 JUIN 18162

ARTICLE XIV. Les Frabriquants d'Eupen ayant obtenu de l'ancienne
Administration la permission d'ouvrir et de curer certains foss~s et rigoles,
situ~s dans cette fort entre la Helle et la Saure, pour augmenter par ce
moyen le volume d'eau de la Helle, et par consequent de la Verdre, rivibre
sur laquelle sont situies toutes leurs usines, il a &6 convenu que cette Com-
mune ou les Fabriquants seraient maintenus dans cet usage, et qu'ils pour-
raient continuer A nettoyer et curer les rigoles et foss6s actuellement existants,
sans cependant que cet usage puisse &re assimil6 aux droits particuliers
dont la conservation est stipulke par l'article 30, ci-dessous, mais restera
restreint aux bornes d'une simple permission, qui pourra tre r~voqu~e par
le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas, lorsque l'existence de ces fossis ou rigoles
ou leur curage lui paraitra nuisible 5 l'exploitation de la fort, ou contrariera
les plans d'am~lioration.

Ces ouvrages ne pourront m~me 6tre commences, sans en avoir pr~venu
les Agents forestiers sous la direction et surveillance desquels ils seront
continu6s.

ARTICLE XXVII. Partout ofi des ruisseaux, rivi~res ou fleuves seront
limites, ils seront communs aux deux Etats, A moins que le contraire ne soit
positivement stipul6 et lorsqu'ils seront communs, l'entretien des ports, le
curage, etc. se feront de concert et A frais communs. Mais chaque Etat sera
exclusivement charg6 du soin de veiller A la conservation des bords
situ6s de son c6t6. I ne pourra 8tre fait ni au cours des rivi~res, ni A
l'6tat actuel des bords aucune innovation quelconque, ni tre accord6 aucune
concession ou prise d'eau sans le concours et le consentement des deux
Gouvernements; il en sera de meme des fossds, rigoles, chemins, canaux,
hayes ou tout autre objet servant de limites, c'est-A-dire que ces objets
quant A la souverainet6 seront communs aux deux Puissances, et qu'on ne
pourra rien changer A leur 6tat actuel que de commun accord, A moins
toutefois en cas de stipulation contraire.

L'usage de l'Oure sera libre et commun aux deux Etats dans tout son cours
limitrophe, malgr6 que Vianden soit A cheval dessus et appartienne entiere-
ment aux Pays-Bas; sans prejudice cependant des droits de souverainet6 sur
la totalit6 de cette Commune y compris la riviere.

Les passages d'eau, qui existent en ce moment sur la Moselle et autres
rivi6res servant de frontieres, seront conserv6s dans leur dtat actuel. Les droits
6tablis continueront d'tre perqus pour le compte des memes Etats qui en
jouissent aujourd'hui. On aura de part et d'autre la facult6 d'6tablir et
d'entretenir sur la rive oppos6e les ouvrages n6cessaires pour faciliter 1'abord
aux passants.

La pche sera 6galement commune et continuera d'6tre adjugee publique-
ment pour le compte des deux Etats; ces adjudications se feront alternative-
ment dans une Commune frontiere du Royaume de Prusse et dans une du

1 Entre en vigueur le 31 janvier 1817.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traitis, tome III, p. 24.
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Royaume des Pays-Bas. Les autoritds locales des deux Etats s'entendront sur
le mode A suivre et les endroits ofi elles auront lieu.

204. TRAITIR DE LIMITES' ENTRE LEURS MAJESTIS LE ROI
DE PRUSSE ET LE ROI DES PAYS-BAS SIGNIZ A CLLVES
LE 7 OCTOBRE 1816 2

Sa Majest6 le Roi de Prusse etc. et Sa Majest6 le Roi des Pays-Bas, Prince
d'Orange-Nassau, Grand-Duc de Luxembourg etc. ayant fix6 par le Trait6
du 26 juin dernier les limites des deux Royaumes, depuis les confins de la
France sur Ia Moselle jusqu'A l'ancien territoire hollandais prs de Mook,
et voulant faire examiner cette ancienne fronti~re et rdgler sur le Bas-Rhin
tout ce qui concerne les travaux hydrotechniques ou autres points analogues
de la mani~re la plus equitable et Ia plus convenable pour l'avantage mutuel
des deux Etats ont, conformdment A l'article 25 de l'Acte final du Congr~s
de Vienne, nomm6 Commissaires ...

lesquels Commissaires, apr~s avoir 6chang6 leurs pleins pouvoirs, sont con-
venus des points et articles suivants:

ARTICLE XI. Tous les travaux hydrotechniques, etc., de c6t6 et d'autre
de Ia rivire seront d6sormais uniquement A la charge et A la disposition
spdciale du Souverain qui poss~de le territoire A chaque c6t6 du Thalweg
d6termin6 A l'article trois.

ARTICLE XII. II ne pourra 6tre 6tabli dans le lit de Ia rivi~re aucun
ouvrage offensif qui puisse nuire au courant et par IA A la rive oppose A
moins d'un concert prdalable et d'un commun accord des deux Puissances.
I1 en sera de mfme des nouveaux ouvrages qui sur les terrains extdrieurs
des digues pourraient entraver le courant ou arrter les glaces.

ARTICLE XIII. La largeur normale de Ia rivi~re sera de cent-cinquante
verges (mesure de Rhinlande) prise A la hauteur moyenne de huit pieds et
six pouces A l'6chelle de Pannerden correspondante avec six pieds quatre
pouces de l'6chelle d'Emmerich.

Il ne sera permis de tol6rer la moindre oseraie ou plantation quelconque
qui approche le bord oppos6 de Ia rivi6re de plus prbs que de cent-cinquante
verges, de sorte que non seulement elles sont interdites dans cette largeur
normale, mais que mme celles actuellement existantes qui d6passent la
largeur de cent verges, seront abattues ou arrach6es jusqu'A ]a racine.

S'il est cependant jug6 n6cessaire de part et d'autre de faire quelque
plantation contraire A cette stipulation, les autorit6s respectives devront
pr6alablement s'entendre sur leur ex6cution.

ARTICLE XIV. Aucune des deux Puissances ne fera exercer ou ne per-
mettra jamais A sa rive, vis-A-vis du rivage 6tranger, dans ladite largeur
normale de cent-cinquante verges, des pecheries de saumon ou autre poisson

L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu le 30 janvier 1817.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traitis, tome III, p. 45.



quelconque, par des parquetages ou d'autres moyens qui puissent causer le
moindre retard dans le courant, ou faciliter tant soit peu l'atterrissement de
gravier, sable ou autres objets propres h causer alluvion.

ARTICLE XV. La souverainet6 de la peche sur le Bas-Rhin sera deter-
mine par une ligne droite, A tirer de la tour de Keeken A celle de Lobith,
de maniere que ]a partie en amont de cette ligne appartiendra A S.M. le
Roi de Prusse et ]a partie en aval A S.M. le Roi des Pays-Bas.

ARTICLE XX. Pour que l'coulement des eaux du Polder la Hetter s'ef-
fectue sans nuire au Territoire voisin des Pays-Bas, il sera construit dans le
Sommerdamm de Klein-Netterden, une petite ecluse en ma~onnerie A deux
vannes bien etanches.

L'ouverture d'6coulement sera de quatre A cinq pieds (mesure de Rhin-
lande) et le fond ou le seuil ne sera pas etabli A plus de profondeur que
d'un pied au-dessous de celui de la grande ecluse de Nieder-Hetter pres de
Leuwenberg dans la digue capitale du Rhin au-dessus d'Emmerich.

Ni les murs ni la retenue des eaux de la nouvelle ecluse de Klein-Netterden
ne seront jamais au-dessous de la hauteur actuelle du dit Sommerdamm de
Netterden, 6gale au numero treize pieds A l'echelle, qui existe en ce moment
au c6t6 d'amont de ladite grande 6cluse de Leuwenberg.

ARTICLE XXI. Aucune des vannes de la nouvelle ecluse de Klein-
Netterden ne sera levee que quand le Landweer ou Schouwgraaf de Netter-
den, le Bergsche-Wetering et la Wildt seront A leur profondeur, largeur et
ouverture entiere, stipulees par l'article XXII, et quand alors l'eau dans le
dit Schouwgraaf, en aval de la dite nouvelle ecluse, sera abaissee au moins
jusqu'au numero dix pieds A l'6chelle de la grande 6cluse de Leuwenberg,.
ou, ce qui revient au meme, Ak trois pieds en contre-bas de la plus grande
hauteur determinee A l'article suivant pour la nouvelle ecluse de Klein-
Netterden et la crte du Sommerdamm de ce nom.

ARTICLE XXII. Les dimensions generales fixees pour l'ecoulement sont
comme suit:

1) La profondeur du fosse d'6coulement dans le platfond A l'extremite
orientale, pres de la nouvelle 6cluse susdite de Klein-Netterden, sera au
niveau du radier de cette meme ecluse, et ira en pente descendante vers
I'extremite oppose dans le vieux Rhin, A la profondeur actuelle de Wildt,
sous le pont dans le Postweg pres la montagne d'Elten.

2) La largeur sur le platfond du canal sera tout au moins
a) Pour le fosse d'6coulement A creuser et la partie dite Nettersche-

Landweer ou Schouwgraaf de six pieds;
b) Pour le Bergsche-Wetering de huit pieds;
c) Pour le ruisseau la Wildt de douze pieds.

3) Les talus seront d'une et demie ou de deux fois la hauteur, d'aprs
la qualite de la terre A creuser.

4) La hauteur du Sommerdamm ou de toute autre retenue d'eau quel-
conque, depuis la nouvelle ecluse de Klein-Netterden jusqu'A Emmerich,
ne sera pas abaissee au-dessous du numero treize pieds A l'echelle susdite de
la grande ecluse de Leuwenberg.



Aucune 6cluse, hormis celle de Klein-Netterden ni deversoir ou coupure
quelconque ne serontjamais construits ou pratiqu~s dans ledit Sommerdamm.

Aucun foss6 d'6coulement de plus de trois pieds de largeur au platfond
ne sera creuse

a) A c6t6 d'aval du mfme Sommerdamm;
b) Dans toute l'6tendue du terrain entre la Wildt, le Bergsche-Wetering,

le Schouwgraaf et les anciennes limites d'Emmerich;
c) Dans les terres de Huttum jusqu'au Postweg d'Elten A Stockmann.
Le Gouvernement prussien fera redresser, dans le plus court d4lai, tout

dffaut A l'6gard des stipulations sous quarto.

ARTICLE XXIII. Les bermes ou le terrain de chaque c6t6 du foss6 d'6cou-
lement seront 6levds et 6galisds par les ddblais A faire au besoin des terrains
aux deux c6tcs du foss6, sans dddommagement pour les parties de terrain
couvertes par les dits ddblais, qui seront A la charge du Gouvernement
prussien.

ARTICLE XXIV. Au cas que le nouveau foss6 A creuser, ainsi que le
Nettersche-Schouwgraaf, coupe des chemins vicinaux ou autres routes quel-
conques, le Gouvernement prussien y fera construire des ponts forts et
suffisants, afin que le passage ne soit g~n6 en aucune mani~rc.

Il aura de m6me A sa charge non-seulement l'61argissement de la Wildt
et du Bergsche-Wetering, ainsi que le creusement du nouveau foss6 d'6coule-
ment, le tout aux dimensions ddtermindes par larticle XXII, mais aussi la
construction de tous les ouvrages neufs, soit en terre soit en ma~onnerie.

ARTICLE XXV. L'entretien dudit 6coulement, autant qu'il forme fron-
ti~re depuis la limite de Nieder-Hetter, sera commun entre les deux Etats,
tandis qu'il sera A ]a charge de chaque Puissance, sur le territoire de laquelle
il est situ6 en entier. L'6cluse de Nieder-Hetter sera entihrement A la charge
du Gouvernement prussien.

ARTICLE XXVI. Autant que des 6largissements ou changements de vieux
ponts seront ndcessaires pour I'6coulement des eaux de la Hetter, le Gouver-
nement prussien pourvoira aux frais de la premiere construction; mais
l'entretien, tant de ces nouvelles constructions que des ponts et ouvrages
antdrieurs au creusement dudit 6coulement, sera A la charge des deux Etats.

ARTICLE XXVII. Les grandes 6cluses existantes dans la digue capitale
du Rhin d'Emmerich A Wesel ne seront supprimdes, ferm6es ni rdtr~cies
d'aucune man/imre dans leur capacit6 d'6coulement jusqu'h la grande rivi~re
susdite, afin que toutes ces 6cluses restent en bon 6tat, pour coopdrer, comme
A present, A la ddcharge des eaux d'inondations ou de pluie, de toute l'6tendue
du pays derrihre ces digues capitales.

En cas que du c6t6 de ]a Prusse quelque changement ffit jug6 n6cessaire
dans les dites 6cluses, on se concertera lA-dessus avec les autoritds comptentes
des Pays-Bas, et si le Gouvernement- de ce pays y accede, il pourra tre
innov6 A ]a stipulation que renferme cet article.

ARTICLE XXVIII. Tous les travaux et objets susnommes, depuis le
Sommerdamm de Klein-Netterden jusqu'A la jonction de la Wildt au vieux
Rhin, seront inspectds deux fois par an, aux mois de Juin et d'Octobre, par



des Commissaires et des Experts A nommer de part et d'autre, et d'apr~s un
r~glement A rddiger de commun accord.

Lesquels Commissaires et Experts auront, ds le moment de leur nomi-
nation, la facult6 de surveiller tons les ouvrages A construire et A entretenir.

ARTICLE XXIX. Indfpendamment de ces inspections, la Direction gdn6-
rale du Waterstaat du Royaume des Pays-Bas aura en tout temps la facult
de faire inspecter tous les travaux relatifs au dit 6coulement, depuis le
Sommerdamm de Klein-Netterden jusqu'A la jonction de la Wildt au vieux
Rhin, apr~s que la Direction prussienne en aura 6t6 prdvenue assez A temps
pour pouvoir rdunir des Ingdnieurs ou Inspecteurs A ceux de la Direction du
Waterstaat susnomm6, pour coopdrer au m~me but.

ARTICLE XXX. Partout ofi des ruisseaux feront limites, ils seront com-
muns aux deux Etats, A moins que le contraire ne soit positivement stipul,
et lorsqu'ils seront communs, 'entretien des ponts, le curage, etc. se feront
de concert et A frais communs, A moins que des conventions communales
existantes ne contiennent d'autres stipulations; mais chaque Etat sera
exclusivement charg6 du soin de veiller A la conservation des bords situds de
son c6t6. I1 en sera de mime des fossds, rigoles, chemins, canaux, haies ou
tout autre objet servant de limites, c'est-A-dire, que ces objets, quant A la
souverainet6, seront communs aux deux Puissances et qu'on ne pourra rien
changer A leur 6tat actuel que de commun accord, A moins toutefois en cas
de stipulation contraire.

ARTICLE XXXI. Les 6coulements d'eau, qui se trouvent actuellement
dans les territoires rfciproques, seront pareillement conserves pour l'avenir,
et 'on n'osera faire aucun arrangement qui puisse nuire A 1'6coulement des
eaux int~rieures (Binnenwasser).

ARTICLE XXXII. Les passages d'eau, qui existent dans ce moment sur
le Rhin, seront conserves dans leur 6tat actuel. Les droits 6tablis continueront
d'etre per~us pour le compte des mfmes Etats qui en jouissent aujourd'hui.
On aura de part et d'autre la facult6 d'6tablir et d'entretenir sur la rive
oppos~e les ouvrages n~cessaires pour faciliter l'abord aux passants. I1 ne
pourra 6tre 6tabli aucun nouveau passage, depuis la limite de Millingen au
Waal jusqu'A Stockmann au Rhin, A moins d'un concert pr~alable et d'un
commun accord des deux Puissances.

205. TREATY' CONCERNING THE FRONTIERS BETWEEN
THE NETHERLANDS 1AND HANOVER, CONCLUDED AT
MEPPEN ON 2 JULY 18242

ARTICLE 19. To the extent to which the aforesaid Radewyk stream
[Radewyker beek] is jointly owned and forms the boundary, it shall, as in
the past, be cleared each year at a suitable time by the inhabitants of the

I Ratified by the Netherlands on 18 August 1824 and by Hanover on 24
September 1824.

2 E. G. Lagemans, Recueil des Traitis, Tome II, p. 131.
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farming communities of Itterbecke, Wyle and Balderhaar in Hanover and the
inhabitants of the farming community of Radewyke in the Netherlands; it
shall be inspected by the local authorities in either territory and, by joint
efforts, be maintained at all times in a condition ensuring the unobstructed
flow of the water.

ARTICLE 23. The old aqueduct situated in Hanoverian territory, near the
so-called Puffershfitte, which issues from the Rouwenriete, on the lands of the
Kleine Eikenhorst, whence it runs along the meadow-land of the Grosse
Eikenhorst, as also the main aqueduct which conducts the water from that
area, at the Grosse Eikenhorst property, from the Heesterkante in Hanoverian
territory into the Veldt [Vecht], shall be cleared each year and be kept
clear of obstruction by the Hanoverian inhabitants concerned. On the
other hand, the free flow of the water from the Rouwslinge or Landwehr
towards the Netherlands shall not be impeded by any obstacle put in its
way on the Netherlands side, for which reason the dam erected there some
years ago and still standing shall be demolished and levelled immediately
after the boundary stones have been set up.

ARTICLE 25. The so-called Kleine Vechte near Coevorden in Nether-
lands territory shall be properly cleared every year by the appropriate
Netherlands agencies, in order to ensure the free flow of its tributary
streams.

ARTICLE 27. The aforesaid Schonebecker Tief [Schoonebeker-diep], or
the Aa river, from stone No. 1 below Esscherbrugge to the last-mentioned
boundary stone on the Twist, shall be cleared twice every year, viz., during
the months of May and August, and shall be kept free of obstruction by
those inhabitants on either side upon whom this duty has been incumbent
since ancient times; it shall be inspected each year by the local authorities
of either State, who shall not tolerate the presence of any obstacle to free and
adequate drainage.

ARTICLE 34. The present drainage of the lands, whether under cultiva-
tion or fallow, of the Hanoverian settlement [of hereditary tenant-farmers]
Ruitenbrook towards the Aa river in Netherlands territory, whence the
waters take their natural course, shall be maintained until such time as may
be deemed suitable by the Netherlands Government for the restoration of
the so-called Leitdeiche [Leidyken, dikes], in the aforesaid area and further on,
in which case, however, the pump in the Leitdeich, situated near the former
guard-house above the so-called Ossenschot, in Netherlands territory, and
measuring three Rhenish feet square, or nine Netherlands palms four duims
square, shall be restored by the appropriate Netherlands agency in such a
manner that the bottom of the pump shall lie not less than three Rhenish
feet or nine Netherlands palms four duim below Maifeld [Maaiveld] and
that the free flow of the water coming from the direction of Ruitenbrook
towards the Aa, through the old ditch, which shall be-cleared to a depth
appropriate for such purpose,. shall thereby be ensured. The quantity of
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water that may then be diverted to Hanoverian territory shall not exceed
the amount which may be released by a pump measuring three Rhenish
feet or nine Netherlands palms four duims square. Furthermore, after the
restoration of the Leitdeiche and the aforesaid pump, the dikes shall not
be cut again, and it shall be the responsibility of the local authori-
ties on either side of the frontier to enforce this provision to the best of their
abilities.

ARTICLE 35. The sluice now installed in the Area of Bourtange, in the
dike between the Backofen [Bakoven] redoubt and Abeltje's house, which
has a width of twelve Rhenish feet eight inches, or four Netherlands ells,
shall be removed by the appropriate Netherlands agencies immediately
after the ratification of the present Frontier Treaty, and all sluice-gates and
openings shall be properly plugged and dammed up. All other openings
in the aforesaid dam shall also be stopped, and the entire dike shall be
restored and permanently maintained in good repair and shall not be cut
again, which provisions shall, as far as possible, be enforced by the Nether-
lands authorities.

It is agreed that a new pump measuring three Rhenish feet or nine
Netherlands palms four duims square, the bottom of which shall lie not less
than three Rhenish feet or nine palms four duims below Maifeld, may be
set up again by the Netherlands agencies concerned in place of the aforesaid
sluice, in the same spot where a tripod pump formerly stood, such new pump
to provide the only drainage from the Netherlands through the dike to
Hanoverian territory.

Such drainage from Netherlands territory in the direction of and through
Hanoverian territory shall be free and unimpeded; on the other hand, the
amount of water diverted to the Hanoverian side shall on no account
exceed the quantity which the pump referred to above, measuring three
Rhenish feet or nine Netherlands palms four duims square, will release.

ARTICLE 37. While each Party shall be free to take all measures, on
its own side, which shall be required for the protection of the conjointly
owned Aa river, such measures shall not obstruct either common navigation
on the Aa river or drainage through the river.

ARTICLE 38. With a view to adjusting existing differences over the water
turbines set up by the Wymeerst Syhlacht [Zijlacht] since 1819 as a necessary
means of improving their highly inadequate drainage, such water turbines
having however been deemed liable to endanger Netherlands territory, and
in order to achieve the twofold purpose, on the one hand, of securing for the
aforesaid Wymeerst Syhlacht, for all future times, completely free and un-
restricted drainage, and on the other hand, of protecting Netherlands
territory against all detrimental effects thereof, the following has been agreed
and provided:

10. The present Wymeerst sluice-canal, before its junction with the
main moat of the Neuzchanz Fortress, east of the fortress, shall be secured
near the bridge spanning the canal at that point, and between the bridge
and the land frontier on Hanoverian territory, by a solid earthen dam,
which shall be sufficiently strong, high and watertight to withstand flooding,
so that in future no water shall overflow from the canal into the moat, such
construction to be carried out approximately at the point marked by the
letter A on the map attached to the Prochs-Verbal of the Conference.
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20. Starting at the point east of Neuschanz where the Wymeerst sluice-
canal is to be dammed up, a new sluice-canal shall be cut entirely within
Hanoverian territory, in the Bunder Neuland, along the frontier between
the countries, which is already provided with an embankment; such sluice-
canal shall have the width and depth required to ensure such drainage as is
at present provided, i.e., a width of approximately thirty Rhenish feet or
nine Netherlands ells four palms, and shall be level with the Wymeerst
channel, and the existing dike along the frontier on the Hanoverian side
shall be used for this purpose and adapted thereto.

This new channel shall be conducted around the Bunder Neuland without
crossing it, and to the extent to which this proves necessary shall be provided
with dikes on either side in such a manner that the territories both of the
Netherlands and of Hanover shall at all times be protected against flooding,
irrespective of the level to which the Wymeerst waters may in future be
raised. Along the stretch where the proposed new canal joins the old dike,
now the post road, which marks the frontier between the two countries and
coincides with the channel or canal [" Griffe "] which was cut at the expense
of Wymeer in Hanoverian territory from Neuschanz to Bunde under a
Covenant concluded in the year 1700 between the town of Groningen and
Wymeer, an embankment shall be built on one side only, in Hanoverian
territory, the old dike being so high that it can never be flooded.

Along this old dike, now the post road, the existing canal shall be widened,
and the cut required for such widening shall be made on Hanoverian territory.

and at the north-eastern corner of Dettmer's property, the canal joins the
old Wymeerst canal, which shall be safely dammed up at this point, in the
direction of Neuschanz, to secure it against flooding. To drain the water
from the Moorschloot [Moorsloot] and the Walkens property, to the extent
to which this remains possible without prejudice to the water level at
Wymeerst, a pump measuring three Rhenish feet or nine Netherlands
palms four duims shall be installed in the aforesaid dam, the bottom of
which shall lie at a level one Rhenish foot or three Netherlands palms lower
than the bottom of the present pump in the Moorschloot. On the side
facing East Friesland, this pump shall be provided with a flood-board or
shutter, to ensure that in the event of the Wymeerst water level being
higher than the water level on the Netherlands side, the waters shall be
prevented by automatic action of the shutter from flowing on to Netherlands
territory and from flooding either Netherlands or Hanoverian territory.

The line of the new canal, from the Heerenpaal along the Heerensloot
and the Walkens property to the Wymeerst sluice canal, shall not merge
with or touch the frontier canal or so-called Heerenschloot, but a dam with
a width at its base of twelve to eighteen Rhenish feet or from three ells eight
palms to five ells seven palms [Netherlands measure] shall remain standing
between the Heerensloot and the line of the new canal, such dam to be built
up to such height that neither Netherlands nor Hanoverian territory shall
ever be exposed to flooding from the new canal from any other source, and
it shall be incumbent upon the appropriate Hanoverian agencies to maintain
the dams at the required height. Furthermore, the Bunder dike, or post
road, shall never be lowered to an extent prejudicial to the Wymeerst
drainage.

3' . To secure complete drainage of Netherlands waters near Neuschanz,
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in particular at higher water levels, a water turbine of medium size and
of the required capacity shall be installed near Blindsylke or in some other
suitable locality in Netherlands territory, by means of which the surplus
water shall be drained from all land cut off from the Wymeerst drainage
by the aforesaid works and shall be conveyed directly into the Binnen-Aa
in the Netherlands, so that no water shall be conducted from Netherlands
territory into the Wymeerst sluice canal after the completion of the new
works.

4'. The line of the new canal is marked on the map attached to the
Procs-Verbal of the Conference by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G.

Hanoverian-East Frisian subjects shall continue to enjoy freedom of navi-
gation and the right of water drainage through the Staaten sluice [Statenzijl]
to the Aa river, as provided in the afore-cited Covenant of 3 November 1706
for the benefit of East Friesland, and they shall receive the same treatment
as Netherlands boatmen in these respects.

ARTICLE 40. Similarly, it is provided once more that navigation on, and
drainage into, the Aa river, as a jointly-owned boundary river, shall be free,
and it is specifically agreed that Hanoverian-East Frisian subjects shall
retain their right to cut a free drainage and ship-canal through such Nether-
lands territory as may in future accrue by alluvion west of the borderline
in the Dollart as far as the Aa river.

206. CONVENTION' ENTRE LES PAYS-BAS ET LA PRUSSE POUR
RIGLER L'ENDIGUEMENT DU DOLLARD, CONCLUE A
LEER LE 23 SEPTEMBRE 18742

Les Commissaires du Royaume des Pays-Bas et du Royaume de Prusse
ayant 6t6 habilitds par leurs Gouvernements A conclure, sur la base des
n~gociations menses jusque-IA, une convention visant As r~glementer le
drainage de la zone fronti~re entre la Province de Groningue et la Province
de la Frise orientale et A assurer l'endiguement des crues de part et d'autre
du Dollard ...

et sont, sous rserve de l'approbation de leurs Gouvernements, convenus de la
Convention ci-apres:

I. Exception faite du Moorschloot formant fronti~re entre la Province
de Groningue et la Province de la Frise orientale - pour lequel les dis-
positions relatives As un projet spdcial de rfgularisation demeurent applicables
- le drainage des deux regions susmentionndes du Royaume des Pays-Bas
et du Royaume de Prusse s'effectuera de faqon enti~rement sdpar~e, la
Groningue devant &re drainfe exclusivement vers le fleuve frontalier Aa
et la Frise orientale exclusivement vers l'Ems.

1 Entree en vigueur en mars 1875,
2 E. G. Lagemans, Recuei des Traits, vol. 7, p. 67.
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En consequence, la Prusse autorisera la suppression de la pompe de
Krumbeek ainsi que de la pompe dite de Rothe; les eaux du canal de
collature de Wymeer et du polder Heinitz qui se jetaient jusque-lA dans I'Aa,
se deverseront dans le nouveau polder prussien qui doit 6tre constitue
conformfment au paragraphe II, pour aller se jeter ensuite dans l'Ems A
Vogum.

II. Afin'de pr~munir tant le Royaume de Prusse que le Royaume des
Pays-Bas contre les crues du Dollard, le Gouvernement du Royaume des
Pays-Bas s'engage A construire sur son territoire, pr~s de la borne frontire
n° 203 a, une nouvelle 6cluse de navigation, et il autorise le Gouvernement
du Royaume de Prusse A rattacher A cette 6cluse ainsi qu'A la digue de
jonction qui doit 8tre 6tablie jusqu'ht la frontire prusso-nfierlandaise la
nouvelle digue de polder qu'il a 6t6 convenu de construire, pour endiguer les
crues, en de A du polder Heinitz et que le Gouvernement du Royaume de
Prusse s'engage A 6difier aux termes de la prfsente Convention.

A l'ouest de 1'6cluse de navigation que construira le Royaume des Pays-
Bas, la ville de Groningue est dejA autoris6e A endiguer les crues en de A
du polder municipal et le rattachement A 1'6cluse susmentionn~e sera sous
peu autoris6 par le Gouvernement du Royaume des Pays-Bas.

Ces travaux d'amdlioration seront entrepris simultan~ment.
Ce programme de travaux d'amflioration dont sont convenus le Gouver-

nement du Royaume des Pays-Bas et le Gouvernement du Royaume de
Prusse est celui qui est annex6 au projet de contrat des 12-13 janvier 1874
et est sign6 par les divers commissaires. I1 est, aux termes de la pr~sente
Convention, approuv6 par les deux Etats contractants, qui conviennent en
outre des dispositions ci-aprbs en vue de son execution:

III. Chacun des Etats contractants exdcutera A ses frais et sans r~clamer
aucune contribution A l'autre, les travaux d'am~lioration convenus qui
doivent tre effectu~s sur son territoire.

IV. La prfsente Convention ne modifiera en rien le trac6 ant~rieurement
6tabli de la fronti~re entre le Royaume des Pays-Bas et le Royaume de
Prusse (pr~c~demment Hanovre).

L'Aa qui, du fait de ce trace, constitue, sur une partie de son cours, la
fronti~re entre les deux Etats sera combl6 par le Gouvernement du Royaume
des Pays-Bas, pour autant que le d~tournement de son cours en territoire
n~erlandais le rendra superflu. Apr~s execution des travaux de comblement,
'ancienne ligne frontire sera A nouveau tracfe.

V. En ce qui concerne 1'6cluse de navigation que le Gouvernement
n~erlandais construira sur le Dollard (paragraphe II) et le d~tournement de
l'Aa en territoire n6erlandais (paragraphe IV), toutes les mesures d~coulant
des articles 39 et 41 du Trait6 de limites du 2 juillet 1824, ratifi6 les 18 aoct
et 24 septembre 1824, qui ont k6 prises dans l'intreft des services de navi-
gation exploit~s par des personnes qui 6taient autrefois ressortissantes du
Royaume de Hanovre et sont actuellement ressortissantes du Royaume de
Prusse, demeureront en vigueur et continueront d'tre appliqu~es, tandis
que le drainage sera r~gi par les dispositions du paragraphe I de la prsente
Convention.

VI. L'ann~e 1875 est fixe comme annie d'excution des travaux
d'amflioration; les premiers travaux devront en tout 6tat de cause etre
entames au cours de ladite annee, et tout sera mis en oeuvre pour que les
travaux puissent tre acheves d'ici la fin de ladite annie.



Si les travaux ne peuvent 6tre acheves pendant ladite anne, ils le seront
l'anne suivante.

207. CONVENTION' ENTRE LES PAYS-BAS ET LA PRUSSE
POUR L'AMIRLIORATION DE LA PARTIE FRONTIPRE
DUVIEUX ISSELCONCLUE A LA HAYE, LE 10 MARS 18942

Sa Majest6 la Reine des Pays-Bas et, en son nom, Sa Majest6 la Reine
Regente du Royaume des Pays-Bas, d'une part, et Sa Majest6 l'Empereur
d'Allemagne, Roi de Prusse, d'autre part, animes du desir de conclure une
convention pour r6gulariser la partie frontiere de ]a riviere 'Oude IJssel ...
sont convenus de ce qui suit:

Article premier

Un barrage mobile, dont la largeur franche, entre les murs de soutenement,
sera de 7,0 metres et dont le busc sera situ6 A 12,60 metres au-dessus de N.N.,
sera construit sur l'Issel A 100 metres environ en amont de l'embouchure
de la fosse de Cleve, conformement aux plan d'ensemble, plan de situation
et plan d'6levation 6tablis par M. Graf, Inspecteur des travaux publics, le
16 janvier 1893 et approuv6s par la pr6sente Convention.

S'il etait decid6 ulterieurement de regulariser differemment la partie de
lIssel qui est situee en territoire prussien ou de la rendre navigable, et s'il
fallait A cet effet abaisser le busc, le coft de ces travaux d'amenagement
seraient h la charge du Gouvernement prussien exclusivement.

Article 2

En amont du barrage, jusqu'au point sup6rieur de la frontiere situe A
Landfort, A 160 m6tres environ en amont du pont de Landfort, le plafond
de l'Issel sera amenage selon une pente reguliere de sorte qu'il se trouve A
13,46 metres au-dessus de N.N., au point superieur de la frontiere, et A
12,60 metres au-dessus de N.N., au barrage. La cunette sera de 9 metres de
large, les talus de chaque c6t6 seront dresses sous une inclinaison de 1V/2 de
base pour 1 de hauteur et les risbermes qui seront etablies A 1,5 metre au-
dessus du plafond auront 1 metre de largeur. Les levees A edifier de chaque
c6t6 de la riviere auront une crete d'l metre de largeur et les talus de la levfe
seront dresses sous une inclinaison de 2 de base pour 1 de hauteur. La crete
sera situee A 15,36 metres au-dessus de N.N., au point frontiere superieur
de Landfort, et A 14,75 metres au-dessus de N.N., au barrage, et elle descen-
dra selon une pente reguliere entre ces points.

Article 3

En aval du barrage, jusqu'au point frontiere inferieur se trouvant A
l'embouchure du ruisseau Hardenberg, le plafond de l'Issel sera amenage
en pente r6guliere de sorte qu'il se trouve A 11,69 metres, au barrage, et A

1 L'6change des instruments de ratification a eu lieu A La Haye, le 18 mars
1895.

2 E. G. Lagemans, Recueil des Traitis, tome XII, p. 79.



11,60 mtres au-dessus de N.N., soit 11,80 mtres +A.P., au ruisseau
Hardenberg.

La cunette sera de 9 metres de large et les talus seront dresss sous une
inclinaison de 1'/2 de base pour 1 de hauteur.

Article 4

Les eaux retenues par le barrage vis6 A l'article premier ne devront pas
d~passer la cote de 14,08 mtres au-dessus de N.N., entre le ler mars et le
31 octobre, et la cote de 14,60 metres au-dessus de N.N., entre le 1er no-
vembre et la fin f~vrier.

Les eaux retenues par les parties mobiles du barrage d'Ulft ne devront
pas d~passer la cote de 13,50 m~tres + A.P.

Les deux Gouvernements se rfservent de r~glementer plus en d~tail, par
voie de dispositions spfciales A cet effet, l'utilisation future du d~versoir de
la fosse de Cleve, en tenant compte de la ndcessit6 d'ouvrir A temps les
barrages de la fosse de Cleve et d'Ulft au debut des hautes eaux.

II sera plac6, entre le barrage de la fosse de Cleve et le ruisseau Hardenberg,
un rep~re d'altitude dont la cote sera indiqu~e en fonction de N.N. et de A.P.

Article 5

Chacun des Gouvernements veillera, sur son territoire, A cc que les
terrains ncessaires ;k l'ex~cution des ouvrages pr~vus par la prisente Conven-
tion soient rendus disponibles le plus t6t possible.

Article 6

Le cofit des ouvrages pr~vus par la prfsente Convention, y compris le cocit
de l'acquisition des terrains, sera ventilM en fonction de la longueur de rive
sur chacun des territoires; en consequence, 6tant donn6 que, s'agissant de
la distance h laquelle a trait la pr~sente Convention, l'Issel constitue, sur
2 175 m~tres environ la frontire entre les Pays-Bas et la Prusse et que sur
1 210 m~tres environ elle est situfe enti~rement en territoire prussien, la part

du total des dfpenses incombant aux Pays-Bas sera de 2 0 et la part in-
6 770 e apr n4 595

combant A ]a Prusse de 6595
6 770"

Article 7

Le Gouvernement prussien se charge de l'ex6cution des ouvrages pr6vus
par la prdsente Convention.

Article 8

Le Gouvernement prussien veillera A pourvoir A la manceuvre et A l'entre-
tien, conform6ment aux dispositions de l'article 4, du barrage situ6 en amont
de I'embouchure de la fosse de Cleve, et ce exclusivement par imputation
sur ]a part de la Prusse.

Article 9

L'entretien de la partie de la rivi~re dont le cours doit 6tre regularis6 aux
termes de ]a pr6sente Convention sera assur6, pour autant que ladite partie
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constitue la fronti~re entre les deux Etats, par chacun des Etats sur son
territoire et, pour autant que les deux rives se trouvent en territoire prussien,
par la Prusse seule.

208. CONVENTION ENTRE LES PAYS-BAS ET L'ALLEMAGNE
CONCERNANT L'AMIRLIORATION ET L'ENTRETIEN DE
LA NIERS INFIRRIEURE ET DU CANAL DE LA NIERS GUEL-
DROISE, CONCLUE A LA HAYE LE 16 MAI 1895'

Sa Majest6 la Reine des Pays-Bas et, en son nom, Sa Majest6 la Reine
R~gente du Royaume des Pays-Bas, d'une part, et Sa Majest6 I'Empereur
d'Allemagne, Roi de Prusse, au nor de l'Empire allemand, d'autre part,
anims du dfsir de conclure une convention pour l'am6lioration et l'entretien
de la Niers infdrieure et du canal de la Niers gueldroise ...

I. PARTIE DE LA NIERS COMPRISE ENTRE LE MOULIN DE VILLERS ET LE
DEBUT DE LA PARTIE FRONTIARE

Le Gouvernement prussien veillera:

1. A ce que la cunette de la Niers, entre le moulin de Villers et le debut
de ]a partie frontibre, soit de 12 mtres de large au moins, A ce que les talus
int6rieurs soient dress6s sous une inclinaison de 11/2 de base pour 1 de hauteur
et A ce que la ligne de pente du fond se trouve A 9,39 metres au-dessus de
N.N. (9,58 mtres +A.P.), dans l'eau d'aval dudit moulin, et A 9,01 metres
au-dessus de N.N. (9,20 metres + A.P.), au d6but de la partie frontibre.

2. A ce que les vannes du moulin de Villers soient, entre le ler avril et
le 31 octobre de chaque annie, ouvertes le samedi avant minuit et restent
ouvertes jusqu'au dimanche apr~s-midi A 16 heures, et A ce qu'en cas
d'arriv~e massive d'eau, les vannes soient ouvertes progressivement et A
temps pour empkcher que les eaux n'inondent brusquement les terrains situ6s
en aval.

II. PARTIE FRONTIRE DE LA NIERS

Le Gouvernement n~erlandais et le Gouvernement prussien veilleront
de concert:

3. A ce que la Niers, sur le parcours o6t elle forme fronti~re entre les
Pays-Bas et la Prusse, ait une cunette de 12 mbtres de large au moins et A
ce que la ligne de pente du fond se trouve A 9,01 metres au-dessus de N.N.
(9,20 metres +A.P.), au point supdrieur, et A 8,43 mtres au-dessus de N.N.
(8,62 metres +A.P.), au point inf6rieur, les talus int6rieurs 6tant dresses
sous une inclinaison de 1'/2 de base pour 1 de hauteur; la ddclivit6 des rives
pourra, le cas 6chgant, 6tre accentu~e A l'aide de revtements en fascines ou
en pierres A condition qu'il n'en rdsulte pas de r6tr6cissement du profil
normal susmentionn6;

4. A ce que les travaux de curage et de dblaiement sur ledit parcours

I E. G. Lagemans, Recuei des Traitis, vol. 12, p. 176.
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soient entrepris en meme temps dans les deux moitis du fleuve trois fois
par an, A savoir le 26 avril, le lerjuillet et le 31 aoft, ou, si ces dates tombent
un dimanche ou un jour f6i, le lendemain.

III. PARTIE DE LA NIERS COMPRISE ENTRE L'EMBOUCHURE

DU RUISSEAU DE KENDEL ET GENNEP

Le Gouvernement n6erlandais veillera:

5. A ce qu'entre l'embouchure du ruisseau de Kendel et le barrage de
Gennep, la cunette de la Niers soit rdgularise, approfondie et maintenue
constamment A 12 metres de large au moins et rdponde au plan d'ensemble
et d'6l6vation I annex6 A la prsente Convention, qui stipule que la ligne de
pente du fond doit se trouver A 8,43 metres au-dessus de N.N. (8,62 metres
+A.P.), au ruisseau de Kendel, et h 7,11 metres au-dessus de N.N. (7,30
m~tres -A.P.), au barrage de Gennep, les talus intdrieurs 5tant dresses sous
une inclinaison de 11/, de base pour 1 de hauteur; la ddclivit6 des rives
pourra, le cas Wchdant, dtre accentu A l'aide de revetements en fascines ou
en pierres, A condition qu'il n'en r6sulte pas de rdtrdcissement du profil nor-
mal susmentionn6;

6. A cc que le niveau de retenue au moulin de Gennep, qui est fix6 A
9,01 metres ±A.P. en k6 et A 9,17 mtres +A.P. en hiver, et la palplanche
du canal de vidange situ6 au milieu, A 8 mtres ±A.P., ne soient pas dlevs
et A ce que la largeur franche du canal de vidange ne soit pas ramene A
moins de 16 metres;

7. A ce que les vannes du moulin de Gennep soient, entre le ler avril et
le 31 octobre de chaque annde, ouvertes le samedi avant 23 heures et restent
ouvertes jusqu'au dimanche apr~s-midi h 15 heures, et A ce qu'elles le soient
6galement A tout autre moment off le niveau normal de retenue se trouverait
ddpass6 du fait d'une arriv6e massive d'eau.

IV. CANAL DE LA NIERS

8. Le Gouvernement n6erlandais veillera A cc que la cunette du canal
de la Niers gueldroise soit, sur un parcours de 1 500 mdtres en aval A partir
de la frontire prussienne, rdgularise, approfondie et maintenue constam-
ment A 4,50 metres de large au moins et rdponde au plan d'ensemble et
d'6l6vation II annex6 A la prdsente Convention, qui stipule que la ligne de
pente du fond doit se trouver A 19,18 mtres ±A.P., A la fronti&e, et A
18,13 metres -A.P., A 1 500 mtres plus loin en aval, les talus 6tant dress6s
sous une inclinaison de 2 de base pour 1 de hauteur.

9. Le Gouvernement prussien veillera A ce que, sur un parcours de
1 500 metres en amont de la fronti&e nderlandaise, la cunette du canal de
la Niers soit rdgularise, approfondie et maintenue constamment A 4,50
metres de large au plus, les talus 6tant dresses sous une inclinaison de 2 de base
pour 1 de hauteur, et que la ligne de pente de fond se trouve A 20,04 metres
au-dessus de N.N., A 1 500 mtres en amont de la fronti~re, et A 18,99 metres
au-dessus de N.N., A la frontire; en pdriode de crue, le debit maximum de
vidange par ee canal sera de 7 mtres cubes par seconde.

V. REPARES DE NIVELLEMENT

10. Le Gouvernement nerlandais et le Gouvernement prussien instal-
leront, A frais communs, des repfres de nivellement:



A. Sur la Niers:

a) En aval du moulin de Villers;
b) Au debut de la partie fronti~re;
c) A la fin de la partie frontire;
d) Pr~s du couvent de Roepaan;
e) En amont du moulin de Gennep.

B. Sur le canal de la Niers:

a) A 1 500 metres en amont de la fronti~re;
b) A la fronti~re;
c) A 1 500 metres en aval de la fronti~re.

VI. COMMISSIONS D'INSPECTION

11. I1 sera cr6 des commissions d'inspection chargdes de veiller A ce que
les dispositions de la pr~sente Convention soient pleinement et continfiment
ex~cut~es; elles proc~deront A une inspection sur place au moins une fois
par an, et seront autoris~es A confier A un expert les travaux de triangulation
jug~s n~cessaires.

En ce qui concerne la partie de la Niers compris entre le moulin de
Villers et le moulin de Gennep, la commission d'inspection se composera
de deux membres nomm6s par les Pays-Bas et de deux membres nomm~s par
la Prusse.

En ce qui concerne le canal de la Niers gueldroise, il sera cr66 une com-
mission dont ]a composition sera identique.

Les commissions consigneront leurs conclusions dans un proc~s-verbal,
dont elles communiqueront copie A chacun des Gouvernements.

Les enquetes annuelles auront lieu, en r~gle g~nrale, au mois de juillet.

VII. CLAUSES FINALES

12. Le Gouvernement nderlandais et le Gouvernement prussien s'en-
gagent A veiller, chacun'en ce qui le concerne, A ce que les travaux prdvus par
la pr6sente Convention soient ex6cut6s dans les deux ans qui suivront la
ratification de la Convention.

13. La pr6sente Convention abroge la Convention du 5 octobre 1847.

209. TREATY 1 BETWEEN THE NETHERLANDS AND PRUSSIA
CONCERNING THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FRONTIER
SECTION OF THE BOCHOLTER AA, CONCLUDED AT THE
HAGUE ON 18 APRIL 19002

Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands and His Majesty the German
Emperor, King of Prussia, being desirous of concluding a treaty concerning
the improvement of the frontier section of the Bocholter Aa, ...

I The instruments of ratification were exchanged at the Hague on 14 Decem-
ber 1900.

2 E. G. Lagemans, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 14, p. 146.



Article 1

A movable dam, having a clear width of 14 metres and a sill 15.48 metres
above A.P. (15.28 metres above N.N.), shall be constructed in the channel
of the Aa approximately 380 metres above boundary-stone No. 729. The
dam must be designed to allow a minimum flow of water of 0.250 cubic
metres per second. The lower edge of the openings left in the sections of the
dam for that purpose shall be not more than 15.78 metres above A.P.
(15.48 metres above N.N.).

Prussia shall be responsible for the operation of the dam.

Article 2

From boundary-stone No. 729 to the mouth of the Holtwijk stream near
boundary-stone No. 730, the channel-bed of the Aa shall be levelled to a
steady gradient so that it lies 15.87 metres above A.P. (15.67 metres above
N.N.) at the Holtwijk stream and 15.48 metres above A.P. (15.28 metres
above N.N.) at the dam.

From boundary-stone No. 729 to a point 100 metres below the Holtwijk
stream the width of the channel-bed shall be 7.60 metres, and from that
point up-river to the Holtwijk stream it shall widen from 7.60 metres to
12.80 metres.

The banks on both sides shall have a gradient of 1 : 2.44, and the berms
shall be 1.60 metres above the channel-bed and shall be 1.50 metres wide.
The dikes to be raised on both sides of the river shall have a width of at
least 1.50 metres at the summit and a gradient of at least 1 :2. The summits
of the embankments shall in general be 2.20 metres above the level of the
channel-bed as specified above.

Article 3

The two Governments reserve the right to establish more detailed pro-
visions for the use of the dam by means of special regulations.

Article 4

The two Governments shall ensure, in their respective territories, that the
sites required for the execution of the works referred to in this Treaty are
made available as soon as possible.

Article 5

One-half of the cost of the improvement of the river, including that of
the acquisition of land, shall be borne by each state; the cost of the dam
shall be borne in the proportion of one-third by the Netherlands and two-
thirds by Prussia.

Article 6

Each State shall be responsible for the maintenance in its territory of the
section of the river to be improved under the terms of this Treaty, including
the dikes.

Prussia shall be solely responsible for the maintenance of the dam.
The Prussian Government shall carry out all the works specified in this

Treaty.
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210. CONVENTION1 BETWEEN THE NETHERLANDS AND PRUS-
SIA CONCERNING THE DINKEL AND VECHTE RIVERS,
SIGNED AT BERLIN, 17 OCTOBER 19052

CONCERNING THE DINKEL RIVER

ARTICLE I

The Royal Netherlands State Government undertakes to ensure that the
proposed culvert for the passage of the Dinkel river below the Nordhorn-
Almelo Canal and the lock installed at the present point of intersection of
the Dinkel river with the aforesaid Canal - in the case of the latter so long
as it is maintained in operation - shall be serviced as follows:

Section 1

The two structures shall be kept closed only for such periods of time as
are required for feeding into the Canal the quantity of water necessary for
navigational purposes.

For purposes of navigation, it shall be sufficient if the water level in the
Canal be kept at that point at 0.50 m above the ordnance datum on the
Canal gauge, i.e. at 21.50 above the new Amsterdam datum line [N.A.P.].

Section 2

If the Dinkel river carries water in excess of the amount required to be
fed into the Canal for the purpose of maintaining navigation thereon, such
surplus water shall be drained off into the lower reaches of the Dinkel river
until a rate of discharge into the lower Dinkel river of not less than two cubic
foot per second is reached.

Section 3

In the event of a sudden onset of high water, the draining-off operations
shall begin as soon as the water level recorded on the Canal gauge reaches
ordnance 0.70 m, i.e. 21.70 m +N.A.P.

Section 4

The draining of surplus water shall be carried out in such manner as to
prevent, as far as possible, any overflowing of the banks of the lower reaches
of the Dinkel river. The procedure to be adopted in opening the culvert
shall therefore be such that the two flood-gates shall be raised one after
another several times in succession, though only for a few centimetres at a
time. If use is also made of the lock for draining purposes, the gates of the
latter shall be handled in the same manner.

Section 5

If it is necessary to lower the water level, either in order to allow repair
work to be carried out or for other purposes, the opening of the gates shall

1 The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Berlin on
3 August 1906.

2 E. G. Lagemans, Recueil des Traits, vol. 15, p. 36.
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also be effected gradually, and the miller at Lage shall be informed thereof
as soon as possible.

CONCERNING THE VECHTE RIVER

ARTICLE II

Section 1

The Royal Prussian State Government will cause a dike to be built and
maintained along the left bank of the Vechte River, the crest of which dike
shall have an elevation of not less than + 10.75 m N.A.P. at the frontier, of
not less than + 10.90 m N.A.P. at the gauge at Laar, and of not less than
+ 11.33 m N.A.P. at the ferry next to the windmill standing in the munici-
pality of Heesterkante not far from the frontier at Echteler, and which, from
that point onward, shall be given an upward gradient of not less than 1 : 6250
[0.16 %] up to the point where it joins the high-lying land near Echteler.

The Royal Netherlands State Government will take action to have the
barrage dam standing in that area, in the Eggengoor, completely removed
over a distance of at least twenty metres, either on both sides of the central
channel to be referred to below, or in the depression situated approximately
120 m north of the channel.

Section 2

The Royal Netherlands State Government will cause the following works
to be carried out in Netherlands territory, in connexion with the two trenches
for the drainage of the left bank of the Vechte valley to be provided by the
Preussische Wassergenossenschaft in Prussian territory, above the frontier:

(a) a marginal water conduit, starting at the frontier near Puffershut
and following the Zwoll Way as far as the Vechte river below the Konings-
brug bridge. The bottom of the conduit shall lie at + 9.04 m N.A.P. at
the frontier, at + 8.91 m N.A.P. at a distance of 530 m below the frontier,
and at + 7.7 m N.A.P. at a further distance of 2,200 m (near the Holt-
heme schoolhouse); at this point it shall fall by 0.10 m and shall lie at
+ 7.10 m at the culvert under the Overijssel Canal. The slopes shall
have an inclination of 2 : 1 throughout. The bottom of the conduit shall
have the following widths: in the uppermost section, over a distance of
530 m, 0.90 m; from there to the schoolhouse, 1.00 m; from there to the
point where the central conduit to be referred to below joins the marginal
conduit (over a distance of 530 m), the width shall gradually be increased
from 1.25 to 2.00 m, and from there to the culvert, to 2.60 m. In its
further course, as far as the Vechte river, the conduit shall be widened
sufficiently to ensure a cross-sectional area at least equalling that of the
section above the culvert.

The proposed bridges shall be built in such manner that the lower
edge of the girders shall lie not less than 1.10 m above the bottom of the
channel; they shall have a clear span of 5.60 m in the section above the
schoolhouse, and of 6.00 m in the section below the schoolhouse.

The culvert under the Overijssel Canal shall have a transverse section
of 2.00 M2 ;

(b) a central conduit from the frontier, at a point approximately 250 m
north of boundary stone 126, to its junction with the marginal conduit,
approximately 410 m above the Overijssel Canal.



The bottom of this conduit shall lie at ± 8.10 m N.A.P. at the frontier
and, sloping downward at a uniform gradient, shall join the bottom of the
marginal conduit. It shall have a width at the bottom of 1.25 m and a
rate of slope of 1 : I'/,.

Passages across the conduit shall be built with a clear span of not less
than 2.45 m and a clearance of at least 1.10 m above the bottom of the
channel.

The culvert under the path leading from Puffershut to Leemgraven
may be provided with devices by which it may be shut, but it shall not
be closed except during the period from 1 November to 1 April, and even
during this period it shall be closed only if the Vechte dike has been
flooded or breached by the winter floods.

The Royal Netherlands State Government further guarantees that the
central part of the way leading from Puffershut to Leemgraven will not
be raised above + 9.60 m N.A.P. over a distance of 100 m, not above
+ 9.80 m N.A.P. over a distance of 200 m, and not above + 10.00 m
N.A.P. over a further distance of 700 m.
The Royal Netherlands State Government shall cause the aforesaid works

to be carried out within two years after the receipt of a request therefor from
the Royal Prussian State Government; the latter Government, for its part,
shall pay to the Royal Netherlands State Government, as contribution to the
costs, the sum of 21,000 marks (twenty-one thousand marks) one year after
the date of such request.

After completion of the aforesaid works, the present obligation of the
Royal Netherlands State Government to secure the temporary opening of the
Gramsberg Weir shall cease.

Section 3

The Royal Netherlands State Government will cause to be constructed
and maintained an overfall in the barrage dam in the vicinity of the Vechte
dike, which overfall shall have a width of 125 m and a rim lying at an
elevation of + 10.50 m N.A.P. It will further take such measures as may be
required to prevent the formation of new obstructions to the free flow of
water below the present barrage.

Section 4

Each State shall be responsible within its own territory for ensuring
that adequate provision is made for the permanent and satisfactory upkeep
of the proposed works.

Once every two years, in spring, the works described in this article shall
be inspected by a Commission, which shall consist of two Netherlands and
two Prussian officials.

CONCERNING THE CANALS ON THE LEFT BANK

OF THE EMS RIVER

ARTICLE III

The Royal Prussian State Government agrees to take the requisite
measures to ensure that no water in excess of the amounts required to feed
the Prussian canals on the left bank of the Ems river shall be diverted
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from the Vechte river through these canals unless-despite the diversion of
Vechte water-the rate of flow in the Vechte river, at the frontier between
Prussia and the Netherlands, exceeds two cubic metres per second.

CONCERNING THE DRAINAGE OF THE LAAR'SCHE BRUCH

ARTICLE IV

Section 1

The Royal Netherlands State Government authorizes the Royal Prussian
State Government to undertake such deepening and rectification of the upper
channel, from the inlet of the northern culvert under the Coevorden Canal,
situated at + 7.37 m N.A.P., onwards, as may be required for its purposes.

Section 2

The Royal Netherlands State Government raises no objection to the
artificial drainage of the Laar'sche Bruch by means of the two culverts
under the Coevorden Canal and, to that end, consents to the upper channel
referred to in section 1, as well as the eastern branch channel connecting the
two culverts, being diked, provided that:

(a) in the dam of the branch channel, opposite the culvert in the
eastern dike of the Canal, a beam-operated sluice gate of equal width
be installed, and that three culverts provided with valves, with clear
internal cross-sectional areas, one of 1 sq. m, and two of 0.50 sq. m, be
built in three places to be specified;

(b) the entire cost shall be borne by the Royal Prussian State Govern-
ment;

(c) the Royal Prussian State Government guarantees that no water
shall in future be diverted from land now draining towards the Vechte
river or the Piccardie-Coevorden Canal in such manner as to cut through
the watershed towards the Laarwold Wetering and, by that route, to the two
culverts under the Coevorden Canal referred to above.

However, during droughts it shall be permitted to conduct water from
the Piccardie-Coevorden Canal to the Laar'sche Bruch for purposes of
irrigation.

CONCERNING THE EMLICHSHEIM DRAINAGE CANAL

ARTICLE V

As soon as the regulation of the drainage system at the frontier between
Prussia and the Netherlands has been completed as provided in article II,
the Royal Prussian State Government will take all requisite measures to
ensure that any surplus water of the Piccardie-Coevorden Canal shall, as far
as possible, be conducted to the Vechte river by way of the Emlichsheim
drainage canal.

CONCERNING THE NAVIGATION LOCK IN THE

NORDHORN-ALMELO CANAL

ARTICLE VI

The Royal Prussian State Government guarantees that the navigation
lock to be erected in the Nordhorn-Almelo Canal shall not be used for the
diversion of flood waters from the Vechte river.
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211. TREATY' BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHER-
LANDS AND THE GERMAN EMPIRE CONCERNING THE
RAISING OF THE LEVEL OF THE FORMER MOUTH OF
THE OLD RHINE NEAR LOBITH, SIGNED AT BERLIN, ON
29 AUGUST 19182

Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, on the one hand, and His
Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia, on behalf of the German
Empire, which represents the kingdom of Prussia at its request in this
matter, on the other hand, being desirous of improving the flow of the
Rhine, have agreed to amend the provisions relating to the former mouth
of the Old Rhine near Lobith contained in the Frontier Agreement of 7
October 1816 ...

ARTICLE 1. The Netherlands Government shall be entitled to close off
the old mouth of the Rhine near Lobith to the flow at high water.

ARTICLE 2. Any works which may be necessary in Netherlands territory
for the total or partial closing off of the old mouth of the Rhine shall be
carried out by the Netherlands Government at its sole discretion and at its
sole expense.

ARTICLE 3. The Netherlands Government shall be required, within two
years following the ratification of this Treaty, to raise the level of the old
mouth of the Rhine so that the Rhine waters, at levels of less than fifteen
metres above the Amsterdam water-mark (N.A.P.) in the centre of the old
mouth of the Rhine, that is to say, approximately six metres above the
Emmerich water-mark, cannot run off through the Old Rhine.

The closing-off of the flow at high water may be commenced not less
than five years after ratification of this Treaty.

ARTICLE 4.3 If the angle of the dike near Bimmen in Prussia is set back,
the Netherlands Government, notwithstanding the provisions of article 11 of
the Frontier Treaty of 7 October 1816, shall be required to contribute to the
costs thereby incurred an amount of 2 million marks and to pay this amount
according to the progress of the works, at the request of the Prussian Minister
for Agriculture, State Lands and Forests, to such institutions as the latter
may designate; with the exception of the final amount, however, payments
of less than 200,000 marks may not be demanded.

ARTICLE 5. Neither State shall be required to contribute to the main-
tenance of works carried out under the terms of this Treaty in the territory
of the other State.

ARTICLE 6. On the completion of the works required for the purposes ot
article 3, the provisions of articles 17 and 19 of the Frontier Treaty of
7 October 1816 shall cease to have effect. All other provisions of that
Frontier Treaty are unaffected by this Treaty.

I The exchange of ratifications took place at Berlin on 28 August 1922.
2 De Martens, Nouveau Recueil Giniral des Traitis, vol. 14, 3e s6rie, p. 472.
1 As amended by the Additional Protocol to the Treaty, signed at Berlin

on 5 July 1921.



Germany (Federal Republic of)-Netherlands

212. TREATY 1 BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHER-
LANDS AND THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
CONCERNING THE COURSE OF THE COMMON FRON-
TIER, THE BOUNDARY WATERS, REAL PROPERTY SITU-
ATED NEAR THE FRONTIER, TRAFFIC CROSSING THE
FRONTIER ON LAND AND VIA INLAND WATERS, AND
OTHER FRONTIER QUESTIONS. (FRONTIER TREATY),
SIGNED AT THE HAGUE ON 8 APRIL 19602

CHAPTER 4

FRONTIER WATERS

Article 56

(1) Boundary waters within the meaning of this Chapter are surface
waters, including their banks, which cross or, in some of their sections, form
the frontier between Germany and the Netherlands.

(2) The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to the Rhine, the Ems,
and the Dollart.

(3) Corporations within the meaning of this Chapter are the Provinces,
municipalities and associations of public law which have jurisdiction ratione
loci in matters relating to the boundary waters in the territories of the
Contracting Parties.

Article 57

The Contracting Parties agree to conduct regular consultations on all
questions relating to the use and management of water resources in so far as
they affect the boundary waters within the territory of the neighbouring
State, with a view to solving such questions in a manner satisfactory to both
Contracting Parties. Such consultations shall be held in the Permanent
Boundary Waters Commissions and its sub-commissions referred to in
article 64.

Article 58

(1) The Contracting Parties undertake to give due regard, in the per-
formance of their tasks in the field of water management, to the neighbouring
State's interests in the boundary waters. To that end, they agree to take or
to support all measures required to establish and to maintain within the
sections of the boundary waters situated in their respective territories such
orderly conditions as will mutually safeguard their interests, and they shall

1 This Treaty has not yet entered into force.
2 Netherlands, Tractatenblad, 1960, No. 68, p. 3. (Translated from the German

by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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neither take nor tolerate any measures causing substantial prejudice to the
neighbouring State.

(2) In performing the obligations undertaken in paragraph 1, the
Contracting Parties shall in particular take or support, within an appropriate
period of time, all measures required:

(a) To secure and maintain the adequate drainage of the boundary
waters, to the extent to which such is required in the interest of the neigh-
bouring State;

(b) To prevent inundations and other damage resulting from the
inadequate servicing of sluices and weirs;

(c) To prevent such diversion of water as may cause substantial prejudice
to the neighbouring State;

(d) To prevent the excessive extraction of sand and other solid substances
liable to cause substantial prejudice to the neighbouring State;

(e) To prevent such excessive pollution of the boundary waters as may
substantially impair the customary use of the waters by the neighbouring
State.

(3) In addition, the Contracting Parties shall endeavour, within the
limits of their financial resources, to effect such improvements in the use
and management of the boundary waters within their respective territories
as will serve their mutual interests, and to participate financially, where such
participation is equitable, in measures taken in respect of the boundary
waters within the territory of the neighbouring State.

Article 59

(1) For the purpose of implementing the provisions laid down in this
Chapter, the Contracting Parties agree to conclude such special agreements
in respect of individual boundary waters as may be required. Agreements
of this kind may also be concluded between the Kingdom of the Netherlands
on the one hand, and, subject to the approval of the Government of the
Federal Republic of Germany, the Ldnder Lower Saxony and North Rhine-
Westphalia, on the other hand.

(2) Agreement of the type designated in paragraph 1 may also be con-
cluded, subject to the approval of the Governments of the Contracting
Parties, by corporations.

(3) Existing agreements, in so far as they concern boundary waters, shall
continue in effect, until such time as they are amended or supplemented, even
if they are at variance with the provisions of this Chapter.

Article 60

(1) If it is intended to carry into effect, within the territory of one of the
Contracting Parties, any measures liable substantially to affect the use and
management of water resources in the territory of the other Contracting
Party, or to allow such measures to be carried into effect, the Permanent
Boundary Waters Commission shall be notified thereof as soon as possible.

(2) The Contracting Parties shall notify each other of the authorities or
corporations within its territory which are competent to make the notification
,referred to in paragraph 1.



Article 61

Each of the Contracting Parties may within an appropriate period of
time present to the Permanent Boundary Waters Commission its objections
to any measures, whether proposed or already under way, or to any cases of
non-performance of an obligation on the part of the other Contracting Party
which are liable to cause, or have already caused, substantial damage; such
objections must be founded on the fact or the expectation of a violation of
obligations entered into.

Article 62

(1) Each of the Contracting Parties shall be obligated, pending the
conclusion of the deliberations of the Permanent Boundary Waters Commis-
sion or, as the case may be, of the deliberations between the two Govern-
ments, to suspend the execution of any measures planned by it to which
objections have been raised by the other Party, unless the other Contracting
Party consents to some other arrangement.

(2) Paragraph 1 shall not apply if a Party to this Agreement cannot
suspend the execution of the measures objected to without seriously en-
dangering its interests. The rights of the other Contracting Party shall not
be affected thereby.

Article 63

(1) If one of the Contracting Parties, notwithstanding the objections
raised by the other Party, acts in violation of its obligations under this
Chapter or arising under any of the special agreements to be concluded as
provided in article 59, thereby causing damage within the territory of the
other Contracting Party, it shall be liable for damages.

(2) Liability for damages shall arise in respect only of such damage as
was sustained after the objections were raised.

Article 64

For the purpose of promoting good-neighbourly co-operation in matters
relating to boundary waters, the Contracting Parties establish a Permanent
Netherlands-German Boundary Waters Commission.

Article 65

(1) Each Government shall appoint three expert members of the
Commission, each group to consist of one chairman and his deputies. The
first members of the Commission shall be appointed within three months after
the entry into force of this Treaty.

(2) The Commission shall meet at least once every year and may, either
at its discretion or upon the proposal of one of the two chairmen, hold
additional meetings. The meetings shall be held in the two States alter-
nately. Additional experts may be invited to attend the meetings of the
Commission.

(3) The two chairmen may communicate direct with each other on
questions relating to the boundary waters.

(4) The Commission may adopt rules of procedure to govern the conduct
of its business.



Article 66

(1) It shall be the function of the Commission to deliberate jointly on all
questions which may arise in the application of the provisions of the present
Chapter and thereby to promote the implementation of the provisions of this
Chapter through mutual information and exchange of experience.

(2) The Commission shall receive the notifications provided in article 60,
paragraph 1.

(3) It shall consider suggestions, complaints and objections under
article 61. It shall direct its efforts towards bringing about the amicable
settlement of disputes by the Parties concerned.

(4) It shall consider forthwith how far existing agreements relating to
matters within its jurisdiction are in need of amendment or supplementation
and shall make recommendations for the modification of existing and the
conclusion of new agreements.

(5) It shall discuss the question of contributions by one Contracting
Party towards the costs of measures carried out by the other Party.

(6) It shall be authorized to inspect boundary waters. It shall, through
the intermediary of its chairmen, receive from the authorities of both
Contracting Parties such information as it may require in the exercise of its
powers and the discharge of its functions.

(7) It shall be authorized, within its terms of reference, to make recom-
mendations to Governments and corporations.

(8) It shall, in particular, seek to formulate recommendations in cases in
which objections are submitted by the Contracting Parties in accordance with
the provision of article 61.

Article 67

(1) If, in a case covered by article 66, paragraph 8, the Commission
fails to reach agreement on a recommendation, the two Governments shall
endeavour to come to an agreement.

(2) If such attempt fails, or if the Governments are unable to reach an
agreement despite a recommendation of the Commission, either Government
may bring the matter before the arbitral tribunal.

Article 68

(1) The Commission shall decide to establish sub-commissions for
individual boundary waters if the need therefore arises; the members of the
sub-commission shall be appointed on a basis of parity.

(2) The sub-commissions shall include representatives of the local
authorities and corporations.

(3) The sub-commissions shall, within their respective jurisdictions, exer-
cise the same functions as the Commission; they shall report to the latter on
their activities. The right to receive and to consider objections and the
right of recommendation shall be reserved to the Commission.

Article 69

An arbitral tribunal having jurisdiction, to the exclusion of all other
contractual provisions for the settlement of disputes, shall be established for



the settlement of all disputes between the Contracting Parties which involve
the interpretation or application of the provisions of this Chapter and of the
special agreements to be concluded pursuant to article 59.

Article 70

(1) The arbitral tribunal shall be composed of a permanent umpire and
two arbitrators appointed for each individual case. If the umpire ceases to
discharge his functions or is prevented from discharging them, they shall be
performed by a deputy.

(2) Neither the umpire nor his deputy shall be nationals of either
Contracting Party. They shall not be persons having their ordinary resi-
dence in the territory of either Contracting Party or persons in the service
of such Party.

(3) The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall appoint the
umpire and his deputy by mutual agreement, choosing them from among
persons who possess the qualifications required in their respective countries
for appointment to judicial offices or are otherwise qualified to discharge
these functions by virtue of their special competence as jurisconsults.

(4) The terms of office of the umpire and his deputy shall be five years,
save in the case of the first deputy umpire to be appointed after the coming
into force of this Agreement, who shall be so appointed for a term of six
years. Thereafter, the terms of office shall be deemed extended successively
by five-year periods unless the Government of one of the Contracting Parties
notifies the Government of the other Party before the expiration of such
term of office of its wish for the appointment of another umpire or deputy
umpire.

(5) If no agreement is reached by the Governments on the choice of an
umpire or his deputy within three months after the entry into force of this
Agreement, the President of the International Court ofJustice in The Hague
may be requested by the two Governments jointly, or by one of them, to
appoint an umpire or his deputy. If the President is prevented from acting
or if he is a national of one of the Contracting Parties, the appointment shall be
made by the Vice-President, and if the latter is also prevented or is a national
of one of the Contracting Parties, the appointment shall be made by the
senior member of the International Court of Justice not prevented from
acting who is not a national of either Contracting Party. The same method
shall be applied if, after the expiration of the terms of office, no agreement
is reached by the Governments on the appointment of a new umpire or
deputy umpire.

(6) If, before the expiration of their terms of office, the umpire or his
deputy cease to fulfil the conditions laid down in paragraph 2 above, or in
the case of their separation for some other reason, a successor, who shall be a
person fulfilling the conditions laid down in paragraphs 2 and 3, shall be
appointed for the unexpired portion of the term. The appointment proce-
dure shall be subject mutatis mutandis to paragraph 5; any extension of the
successor's term of office shall be governed by paragraph 4, sentence 2.

(7) As soon as the umpire addresses to the Governments the communi-
cation provided for in article 71, paragraph 3, each of the Governments
shall appoint an arbitrator. If a Government fails to appoint an arbitrator
within one month after the date of the communication provided for in
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article 71, paragraph 3, the other Government may request the President
of the International Court of Justice to appoint an arbitrator for the vacant
seat. Paragraph 5, sentence 2, shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(8) In the event of an arbitrator's separation from the arbitral tribunal,
the vacancy shall be filled by application mutatis mutandis of the procedure
laid down in paragraph 7.

(9) The arbitral tribunal shall itself determine the place of its meetings.
It shall be assisted by two secretaries; each Government shall appoint one
of these secretaries.

Article 71

(1) If the Government of one of the Contracting Parties wishes to refer
a dispute to the arbitral tribunal for adjudication, it shall submit to the
umpire a statement of claim, at the same time sending a copy of such
statement to the other Contracting Party.

(2) If the Governments of the two Contracting Parties, availing them-
selves of the provision of article 69, wish to refer a dispute to the arbitral
tribunal by mutual agreement, they shall file with the umpire an arbitration
agreement (compromis) in which they have formulated the point at issue.

(3) The umpire shall first discuss the difference with the two Govern-
ments with a view to bringing about a settlement. If he considers his efforts
to have failed he shall inform the two Governments accordingly.

Article 72

(1) In deciding upon a case, the arbitral tribunal shall apply the
provisions of this Chapter and of the special agreements to be concluded
pursuant to article 59, and the general principles of international law.

(2) The procedure before the arbitral tribunal shall be governed by the
provisions of articles 63 to 82 of the Hague Convention for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes of 18 October 1907, to the extent to
which they are applicable.

(3) In urgent cases, the umpire may, upon the motion of one of the two
Governments, order interim measures to be taken even before the appoint-
ment of the arbitrators. Upon the motion of one of the two Governments,
the arbitral tribunal shall decide on whether the interim measure ordered
by the umpire shall be revoked. The arbitral tribunal shall be authorized
to order interim measures to be taken after hearing the Parties.

Article 73

The costs of the office of umpire of the arbitral tribunal and of his deputy
shall be borne in equal shares by the two Contracting Parties. Each Party
shall be responsible for the costs of the office of the arbitrator appointed by it
and of the secretary appointed by it, as well as the costs of its representation
before the arbitral tribunal. All other expenses involved in the functioning
of the arbitral tribunal shall be borne by the Contracting Parties in equal
shares.



ANNEX A

Section 8

RIMBuRG/EYGELSHOVEN

Special Provisions:

Pending the regulation of the Wurm river, existing rights of use in respect
of the water course in either territory shall not be affected by the rectification
of the frontier.

Section 12

THE OLD RODEBACH NEAR TIDDERN/SITTARD

Special Provisions:

(Paragraph 1 omitted) ...
(2) The permission to conduct water into the Rodebach granted to the

settlement of Tuddern by the " Waterschap van de Geleen- en Molenbeek
met zijtakken " on 25 January 1960 shall continue in force. Any change in
existing conditions that would result in the additional burdening of the
Rodebach or the aforesaid ditch along the road shall be subject to the grant
of a new permit.

(3) The terms laid down above shall continue in force until drainage
conditions have been newly regulated on the German side in the course of
proceedings for the rectification of field boundaries, but not longer than
five years.

Section 33

SUDERWICK/DINXPERLO

Special Provisions:

(6) The drainage system built by the municipality of Dinxperlo in the
area south-east of the Anholter Weg and the Heliweg shall remain connected
with the Dinxperlo drainage system. The drain under the southerr footway
of the Hellweg shall not be disconnected. No alterations in, or new con-
nexions with, the existing drainage system shall be effected by the German
side except by agreement with the municipality of Dinxperlo. The munici-
pality of Dinxperlo shall be responsible for the maintenance of the drainage
system. The necessary maintenance work may be carried out on German
territory subject to the approval of the competent German agencies. The



municipality of Dinxperlo and the Amtsverwaltung Liedern-Werth shall
conclude an agreement concerning the payments to be made to the aforesaid
municipality in consideration of the use of the drainage system.

Section 34

ZWILLBROCK/EIBERGEN

Special Provisions:

The Kingdom of the Netherlands undertakes to make provision, through
the agency of the Waterschap van den Berkel, for the restoration and main-
tenance, in accordance with the regulation plan carried into effect in 1939,
of such drainage conditions as are required by the German Wasser- und
Bodenverband Krosewicker Feld. In preparing a new regulation plan, the
Waterschap van den Berkel will, to the extent to which such plan affects the
interests of the Wasser- und Bodenverband KrosewickerFeld, proceed by agreement
with the Landkreis Ahaus in drafting the relevant provisions.

Section 40

FRENSDORF/DENEKAMP

Special Provisions:

In recognition of the fact that a development of the Rammelbach will
serve the water development policies of the two Contracting Parties, the
Kingdom of the Netherlands pledges its co-operation pursuant to the
provisions of Chapter 4 of this Treaty, and in particular undertakes to
promote steps towards the speedy conclusion of a special agreement within
the meaning of article 59 relating to this question.

Section 44

RHEDE/VLAGTWEDE

Special Provisions:

(1) ...

(2) The Federal Republic of Germany shall take steps to ensure that any
surface run-off of high water from the Walchum and Brualer Schloots into
Netherlands territory shall be prevented.

ANNEX B

REGULATION OF STREAMS AND RESULTANT FUTURE CHANGES IN THE COURSE

OF THE FRONTIER BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS AND THE

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY



Section 2

AMSTELBACH-BLEYERHEIDER BACH

Regulation of the stream:

The regulation of the Amstelbach and Bleyerheider Bach, in the sections
between a point lying approximately in the middle of the frontier between
boundary-stones 224 and 225 on the one hand, and boundary-stone 227, on
the other, shall be undertaken according to a joint plan by the Federal
Republic of Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands, within four
years after the entry into force of this Agreement, the courses of these
streams to be changed thereby as shown in the attached map.

Section 3

MUHLENBACH/JUNGE WURM

Regulation of the stream:

The regulation of the Muhlenbach, between border stones 361 and 362,
shall be undertaken according to a joint plan by the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands within three years after the
entry into force of this Agreement, the course of the stream to be changed
thereby as shown in the attached map.

Section 4

ROTHENBACH

Regulation of the stream:

The regulation of the Rothenbach, between boundary-stones 374 and 376,
shall be undertaken according to a joint plan by the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands within five years after the
entry into force of the present Agreement, the course of the stream to be
changed thereby as shown in the attached map.

Section 5

RAMMELBACH

Regulation of the stream:

The regulation of the Rammelbach, between boundary-stones 41 XIV and
48, shall be undertaken according to a joint plan by the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands within six years after the
entry into force of this Agreement, the course of the stream to be changed
thereby as shown in the attached map.



Germany (Democratic Republic)-Poland

213. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
POLISH REPUBLIC AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC CONCERNING NAVI-
GATION IN FRONTIER WATERS AND THE USE AND
MAINTENANCE OF FRONTIER WATERS, SIGNED AT
BERLIN, ON 6 FEBRUARY 19522

The Government of the Polish Republic, on the one hand, and the
Government of the German Democratic Republic, on the other hand, have
decided to conclude an Agreement concerning navigation in frontier waters
and the use and maintenance of frontier waters ...

... have agreed on the following provisions:

CHAPTER I

NAVIGATION AND FLOATING ON FRONTIER WATERS

Article 1

The two Contracting Parties grant each other, on a basis of complete
equality, the right to navigation and floating on frontier waters.

Vessels and rafts authorized for navigation by either Contracting Party
and persons and cargo thereon may use the full width of the frontier waters
of the Older and the navigable part of the Nysa Luzycka (Lausitzer Neisse).

Such vessels, rafts, persons and cargo shall be exempt from all customs
and passport formalities, unless they tie up to the other Party's bank or
otherwise make contact with the bank or with vessels or rafts of the other
Party.

In the event of their being obliged to tie up to the other Party's bank or
otherwise to make contact therewith, the vessels and rafts referred to in the
second paragraph shall be subject to all provisions and regulations in force in
the territory concerned.

Contact with vessels and rafts of the other Contracting Party may be
treated by the competent authorities as contact with the other Contracting
Party's bank.

The vessels and rafts referred to in the second paragraph shall be exempt
from navigation and other charges.

Article 2

Vessels of the competent authorities of either Contracting Party shall be
entitled to navigate over the full width of the frontier waters. They may
likewise tie up to the bank of the other Contracting Party, with the latter's
consent and subject to the provisions of the fourth paragraph of article I.

Article 3

Every vessel and raft shall carry the documents and distinctive marks
required for navigation or floating.

1 Came into force on 2 August 1952 by the exchange of the instruments of
ratification at Warsaw, in accordance with article 31.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 304, p. 160.



Article 4

Every vessel and raft shall be in the charge of a responsible person and
carry the necessary crew.

The person in charge of a vessel or raft shall be responsible for ensuring
that it is properly manned and controlled.

The charge of a vessel or raft shall be entrusted only to persons holding
a certificate of competence (e.g. a master's or raftsman's certificate) issued or
recognized by the competent offices of one of the Contracting Parties.

The said documents shall be honoured by the authorities and offices of the
other Party. The office which has issued or recognized such a document
shall be bound to withdraw it from the holder at the other Party's request
in the event of his serious or repeated contravention of the navigation,
customs or currency regulations, or if he is guilty of contraband or any other
frontier offence.

The two Contracting Parties shall prescribe a uniform model seaman's
book for the crew of vessels or rafts.

Article 5

Vessels may tie up to and remain alongside their own Party's bank only
at the places designated for the purpose by the competent authorities and
marked by clearly visible signs of which the other party has been notified.
This provision shall not apply to official vessels of the water security service
or to engineering appliances or vessels of the waterways administration.

Article 6

Each Contracting Party shall issue appropriate regulations authorizing
persons in charge of vessels or rafts to tie up to the other Party's bank outside
the designated mooring places if the vessel or raft is in danger of sinking or
for other good and sufficient reasons, and if necessary to land the crew and
unload the cargo, subject to immediate notification of the frontier authorities
of the said Party. Timber from a broken raft may likewise be landed.

Both Contracting Parties shall grant the victims of shipwreck every
assistance, subject to reimbursement of the expenses incurred, and shall also
if necessary carry out aid or rescue operations.

If as a result of such aid or rescue operations third persons suffer damage,
each Contracting Party shall enable the said persons to claim in its territory
compensation under the law in force in the territory of the Party in which
the damage was sustained.

Article 7

If any navigation installations, water engineering works, vessels or rafts
of one Party are destroyed or damaged through the culpable act or negligence
of the person in charge of a vessel or raft belonging to the other Party, the
person having the ownership or possession of the said vessel or raft shall be
liable for the damage in accordance with the law applicable to the injured
Party.

The competent authorities of the two Parties shall determine by agreement
the amount of any compensation claimed under articles 6 and 7. Where
serious damage in excess of 1,000 roubles is sustained, the liability for



compensation and the amount thereof shall be examined by a Mixed
Commission convened for the purpose and composed of representatives of
both Parties.

CHAPTER II

PRINCIPLES OF ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FRONTIER WATERS

Article 13

The two Contracting Parties agree that, on the frontier sector of the river
Oder, on the Nysa Luiycka (Lausitzer Neisse) and on other frontier waters,
the riparian works and the riparian markings of the navigable channel shall
be restored and maintained:

On the right bank - by the Polish authorities;
On the left bank - by the German authorities.

Article 14

In order to ensure the normal conformation of the river bed and to permit
the removal of obstructions likely to cause ice barriers, damage and accidents,
each Contracting Party shall, save as may be otherwise determined by special
agreement between the competent authorities of the two Parties, carry out
the following works in its own frontier sector: the installation of kilometre
marks; the removal of destroyed bridging and other water installations,
piles and miscellaneous remnants of rebuilt and temporary bridges, up to
halfway across the bridge; the raising of sunken vessels and the removal of
other obstructions above or below the water-line; and the restoration, on
its own bank, of any dams, flood-dikes, navigation marks and other water
installations destroyed or damaged during the period of navigation by
ice-floes, flooding or any other cause.

Article 15

In order to ensure the safety of navigation and floating on navigable
frontier waters, the two Contracting. Parties shall bear joint responsibility
for the detection, marking and removal of obstructions in the fairway, and
for the marking of the fairway. Both Parties shall dredge the navigable
channel and employ other suitable means to maintain the necessary depths
in the sectors designated by the Mixed Commission in accordance with
article 30.

Article 17

In order to maintain the frontier waters in proper condition, each Con-
tracting Party undertakes:

(1) Not to alter or obstruct to the detriment of the other Party the natural
flow of water in frontier watercourses or on the adjoining land through the
erection or reconstruction of any works in the water or on the banks;



(2) Not to take, on the land adjoining the frontier sector of the river
Oder, any action likely to result in a fall in the water level necessary for
navigation;

(3) To clean out frontier watercourses regularly in the sectors where such
cleaning is considered necessary by the competent authorities of the two
Contracting Parties;

(4) To prevent, by appropriate means and installations, any waters
entering the frontier sector of the rivers Oder and Nysa Lutycka (Lausitzer
Neisse) and any effluents from towns, settlements or industrial plant from
introducing into the said rivers physical, chemical or bacteriological im-
purities of such nature and in such quantities as:

(a) To affect adversely the use of the water of the said rivers for domestic
requirements, water supply, industry and agriculture;

(b) To cause bridges, dams, other water engineering works and instal-
lations, and vessels to become corroded and overgrown with slime and
aquatic flora and fauna;

(c) To cause the executive accumulation of slime on the bed and banks;
(d) To affect adversely the normal development of the typical aquatic

flora and fauna of the said rivers.

Article 18

Existing water engineering works, bridges, dams, sluices, embankments
etc. on frontier watercourses shall be preserved. If they are in use, each of
the two Contracting Parties shall at its own expense keep them in good
condition and in repair up to the frontier line unless the two Contracting
Parties conclude a separate agreement on the subject.

If need arises to reconstruct or remove any of the objects referred to in the
first paragraph and such reconstruction or removal may cause a change in
the water level in the territory of the other Party or impair the navigability
of the river, the other Party's consent to the execution of the necessary works
must be obtained.

Such consent shall likewise be required for the construction of new
bridges, dams, sluices, embankments etc.

If the projected works may serve common purposes, the competent
authorities shall agree upon the general and detailed plans thereof, the
construction costs, the apportionment of costs and the acceptance.

The use, operation and repair of existing power installations, the resto-
ration of destroyed power installations and the construction of new power
installations on frontier waters shall be regulated by agreement between the
competent authorities of the two Parties.

CHAPTER III

PRINCIPLES OF CO-OPERATION IN PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES AGAINST FLOODING
AND ICE-FLOES

Article 19

The two Contracting Parties undertake to exercise joint vigilance and to
co-operate with each other to prevent the formation of potentially dangerous



ice barriers. The technical direction of works for protection against ice
shall be undertaken by the Polish Party.

The Polish Party shall inform the German Party in good time of the place
and time of ice clearance operations on the frontier sector of the river Oder,
the middle and lower reaches of the Oder, and the Nysa Lu~ycka (Lausitzer
Neisse).

Ice-breaking operations shall proceed upriver from the mouth of the
Oder. Where necessary, and provided that no danger to the lower reaches
of the river is entailed, local ice barriers may be demolished by blasting.

The Polish Party shall take into account, in carrying out ice-breaking
operations, the wishes and requirements of the German Party, with a view
to preventing any danger to German territory. The German Party shall
provide the Polish Party at its request with appropriate technical facilities
(ice-breakers and blasting operatives) for the ice clearance operations. The
competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties shall agree on the
extent of the technical facilities which each Party shall be required to
provide for ice-breaking purposes.

Article 20

In the event of damage or accident during blasting operations, each Party
undertakes to come to the other's assistance, subject to reimbursement of
the expenses entailed in the provision of such assistance.

Article 21

Each Contracting Party shall take precautions against flooding on its own
territory in accordance with its applicable provisions and shall where neces-
sary inform the other Party of the danger of a burst in any dike.

If a dike bursts, the two Parties shall immediately combine their efforts to
repair the damage, furnishing technical facilities and the necessary labour.

The Party which asks for assistance shall bear the cost involved.

Article 22

The labour costs involved in operating the ice-breakers used shall be
borne by the Party to which the ice-breakers belong.

Where labour is employed in blasting operations carried out by one Party
at the other Party's request, the two Parties shall divide the cost of such
works equally between them.

Article 23

The Parties hereby determine that the division of the waters in the sector
of the river below the village of Zatofi G6rna (Hohensaaten) shall be carried
out by the competent Polish authorities in agreement with the competent
German authorities.

CHAPTER IV

USE OF FRONTIER WATERS

Article 24

The inhabitants of each Contracting Party shall be permitted, in accor-
dance with the provisions in force in its territory, to fish in frontier waters
up to the frontier line subject to the following conditions:
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(a) That no explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances that result in the
large-scale destruction or mutilation of fish shall be used;

(b) That fish may be caught in frontier waters, rivers and lakes only
during the hours of daylight;

(c) That fishing shall in no way interfere with navigation.

Article' 25

Permission for the extraction of gravel, sand, stone, ice etc. from the river
bed in the frontier sector of the rivers Oder and Nysa Lugycka (Lausitzer
Neisse) shall be granted by the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties after consultation with each other.

The mowing of hay and the cutting of reeds shall be subject to the pro-
visions in force in the territory of the Party concerned and may be carried
on only up to the frontier line.

CHAPTER V

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 26

In this Agreement, the expression " frontier waters " means:

(a) Sectors of rivers, canals and streams over which the frontier line
passes;

(b) Lakes and other standing waters intersected by the frontier line;
(c) The Zatoka Nowowarpiefiska (Neuwarper Bucht) and the Zalew

Szczecifiski (Stettiner Haff).

Article 27

The following are navigable frontier waters:

(a) The sector of the Oder extending from frontier mark No. 433 to
frontier mark No. 755;

(b) The sector of the Nysa Luiycka (Lausitzer Neisse) extending from
frontier mark No. 391 to frontier mark No. 432.

Article 28

In this Agreement, the term " vessels " means water-borne objects, with
or without mechanical means of propulsion, used on inland waterways for
the transport of persons, livestock, goods and mail, for engineering works,
for fishing and for sport.

The term " rafts " means logs of wood suitably bound and attached
lengthwise and crosswise for the purpose of floating.

Article. 29

The Governments of the two Contracting Parties shall'notify each other
of the offices, which are to be regarded as " competent authorities " or
" frontier authorities " for the purposes of the individual provisions of this
Agreement.



Article 30

The determination of the procedure for dealing with special questions
shall be entrusted to a Mixed Polish-German Commission sitting at Frank-
furt on the Oder, to which each Party shall appoint three representatives.
The Mixed Commission may co-opt experts.

The Commission referred to in the first paragraph shall meet not later
than fifteen days after the entry into force of this Agreement and shall
within six months prepare and submit to both Parties for approval a code
of provisions concerning navigation in frontier waters and the maintenance
and use of frontier waters.

FINAL PROTOCOL

On signing the Agreement between the Polish Republic and the German
Democratic Republic concerning navigation in frontier waters and the use
and maintenance of frontier waters, the Contracting Parties have agreed
as follows:

The functions of the Mixed Polish-German Commission provided for in
article 30 of the Agreement shall include the preparation of a code of
provisions governing all matters arising out of this Agreement, in particular:
the tying up of vessels of the navigation authorities to the other Party's
banks (article 2), the types and distinctive markings of particular vessels and
rafts (article 3), model seamen's books (article 4), damage to vessels and
rafts (article 6), compensation (article 7), navigation (article 8), the safety
of navigation and floating (articles 14 and 15), co-ordination between the
competent authorities (article 16), the maintenance of frontier waters in
proper condition (article 17), the protection of frontier waters against
flooding and ice-barriers (article 19), co-ordination between the waterways
administrations in taking precautions against ice and flooding, and the
division of the waters (articles 21 and 23).

II

On completion of the code of provisions referred to in paragraph I, the
Mixed Polish-German Commission shall be dissolved.

III

At the request of either Contracting Party and in agreement with the
other Party, a Mixed Polish-German Commission may be established to
make such amendments as may in the future prove necessary to the code of
provisions referred to in paragraph I.
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE POLISH REPUBLIC

AND THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC CONCERNING NAVIGATION IN

FRONTIER WATERS AND THE USE AND MAINTENANCE OF FRONTIER WATERS

The plenipotentiaries of the two Contracting Parties agree on the following
provisions to supplement the Agreement between the Polish Republic and
the German Democratic Republic concerning navigation in frontier waters
and the use and maintenance of frontier waters:

Section 1

The dam at Widuch6w shall be administered by the Polish Party through
its authorities.

Section 2

The Polish Party shall issue regulations concerning the times of opening
and closing of the dam in accordance with the following provisions.

Section 3

It is hereby determined that the closing of the dam shall take place within
the period 15 March to 15 April and that the dam shall remain closed
throughout the summer and autumn. During this period the dam may not
be opened save under the conditions and in accordance with the provisions
laid down in sections 7 and 8.

Section 4

It is hereby determined that, water conditions permitting, the opening of
the dam shall take place within the period 15 November to 15 December.

Section 5

If special weather conditions arise, the two Parties shall agree whether or
not to give effect to the provisions of sections 3 and 4.

Section 6

The Polish Party shall give the German Party forty-eight hours' advance
notice of the opening of the dam in the autumn and the closing thereof in
the spring, in order to permit the opening or closing of related appliances
(sluices, siphons, culverts etc.) on polders belonging to the German Party.

Section 7

If the approach of a high water in excess of 1,600 cu.m/second is signalled
from the upper sector of the f:ontier waters, the Polish Party shall inform the
German Party of the need to prepare the Crieven, Schwedt and Widuch6w
polders to receive the high water.

If the water level approaches plus 6.80 m on the water-gauge at Zat6n
G6rna (Hohensaaten), the German Party shall immediately open the inlet
appliances on the said polders.



Section 8

When the flow of water in the Oder reaches approximately 520 cu.m/
second (plus 1.63 m on the water-gauge at Widuch6w), water shall be
released through the dam at Widuch6w to the West-Oder at a rate of not less
than 45 cu.m/second.

In the event of a rise in the water level which is not caused by wind pres-
sure, the said volume shall be steadily increased by gradually opening the
dam in such manner that, at a rate of flow of 1,600 cu.m/second, approxima-
tely 40 per cent passes into the West-Oder and approximately 60 per cent
into the East-Oder.

If the rate of flow exceeds 1,600 cu.m/second (plus 2.75 m on the water-
gauge at Widuch6w), all outlets of the dam shall be opened.

Section 9

Each Party shall be responsible for regulating the water on the inner and
outer polders in its own territory and shall issue its own instructions.

The Parties shall communicate to each other, for information, detailed
regulations embodying the said instructions.

Section 10

Workers of the Polish administration permanently employed in the
operation, preservation and maintenance of the dam at Widuch6w shall be
entitled to cross the frontier and to move about on the German bank within
a radius of sixty metres of the abutment of the dam' on the German side.

Germany-Switzerland

214. TRAITRIt ENTRE LA CONF2DtRATION SUISSE ET LE
GRAND-DUCHt DE BADE SUR LA FRANCHISE R1CIPRO-
QUE DES DROITS SUR DE COURTES LIGNES DE JONC-
TION PAR VOIE DE TERRE ET SUR LA RIZGULARISATION,
AINSI QUE LA DIMINUTION R1CIPROQUE DES DROITS
DE NAVIGATION DES DEUX ETATS SUR LA LIGNE DU
RHIN DE CONSTANCE A BALE INCLUSIVEMENT, CONCLU
A BERNE LE 27 JUILLET 18522

ARTICLE 8. Pour le cas o6i, sur la ligne du Rhin mentionnre A l'article 7,
il y aura des 6moluments t payer i des corporations ou Ai des socidtds pour
prestations ddtermindes, telles que: passage de bois A flotter, conduite par
distance de bateaux et de radeaux, etc., une entente est rdservde t cet 6gard,
en ce sens que les dispositions suranndes seront approprides aux besoins de

I Entr6 en vigueur le 20 mai 1853.
2 Conf~dration suisse, Chancellerie f~drale, Recueil svstimatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848 - 1947, 12e volume, p. 686.
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l'6poque et que la plus grande libert6 possible sera accordfe, moyennant les
mesures n~cessaires de police sur la mati~re, A la navigation et au flottage.

ARTICLE 9. Par suite de l'intention 6noncde ci-dessus, les deux parties
contractantes s'appliqueront de toutes leurs forces Ai faire disparaitreles
entraves que la navigation et le flottage recontrent sur le Rhin, sans toutefois
prendre un engagement quelconque quant aux frais que cela pourrait
entrainer.

215. CONVENTION ENTRE LA CONFRDIRATION SUISSE ET
LE GRAND-DUCHt DE BADE CONCERNANT LA DILLIMI-
TATION DES FRONTILRES, CONCLUE A STUTTGART ET
A ZURICH LES 20 ET 31 OCTOBRE 18541

ARTICLE 2. Sans prejudice de la ligne frontire fix~e A l'article ler, les
points spciaux suivants sont reconnus de part et d'autre:

a) Sur toute l'6tendue du Rhin et du lac inf~rieur, dans la mesure
spfcialement indiqufe en l'article 114 de l'ordonnance sur la pfche, du
22 aoit 1774, les habitants des communes situfes sur les deux rives du lac
et du Rhin, Ai ce autorisfes par ladite ordonnance, peuvent exercer la pfche
et la chasse aux oiseaux, conform6ment aux dispositions de cette ordonnance
et sous la police de l'autorit6 badoise charge de 1'ex6cution.

Demeure rserv~e une revision de cette ordonnance sur la pche, A opfrer
par voie d'accommodement.

c) Les droits de peche fondfs sur des documents ou sur la tradition sont
rtciproquement reconnus comme droits privfs.

216. CONVENTION 2 ENTRE LA SUISSE ET LE GRAND-DUCHI
DE BADE INSTITUANT UN RtGLEMENT INTERNATIONAL
POUR LA NAVIGATION ET LE SERVICE DES PORTS SUR
LE LAC INF1RRIEUR ET LE RHIN ENTRE CONSTANCE
ET SCHAFFHOUSE, CONCLUE A SAINT-GALL LE 28 SEP-
TEMBRE 1867'

Confederation suisse, Chancellerie f~ddrale, Recueil systimatique des lois et
ordonnances 1848 - 1947, li e volume, p. 44.

2 Entrde en vigueur le ler mars 1868.
3 Conf rdration suisse, Chancellerie ffdfrale, Recuei systdmatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848- 1947, 13e volume, p. 446.



ENTRETIEN DU CHENAL

ARTICLE 2. a) Les Etats contractants, chacun sur son territoire, feront
en sorte que les constructions hydrauliques, telles que moulins, machines,
ponts, cables pour bacs, conduites 6lectriques, etc., soient 6lev6es de mani~re
A ce que la navigation n'en soit pas entrave, ni mdme sensiblement g~n~e.

b) Afin que les constructions A dlever sur les rives ou les eaux du Rhin
soient excutes d'une manire convenable et qui n'offre pas d'inconvdnients
pour les uns ni pour les autres, les Etats contractants se communiqueront
les plans des constructions de ce genre qu'ils auraient projettes, et ils s'en-
tendront sur les circonstances A prendre en consideration lors de 1'ex6cution
de ces plans.

c) Le gouvernement de l'Etat sur le territoire duquel certaines parties
du cours du fleuve sont sujettes A des ddplacements devra indiquer le chenal
navigable au moyen de bou6es bien visibles. Si ces d6placements affectent
A la fois les territoires des deux Etats contractants, chacun de ces derniers
contribuera pour moiti6A l'Atablissement des bou6es et A leur entretien.

COMP TENCE DES AUTORITtS CHARGIEES DE SURVEILLER LA

NAVIGATION ET LE FLOTTAGE

ARTICLE 7. Les autorit6s charg6es de surveiller la navigation et le
flottage ont le droit et le devoir de veiller A ce que les embarcations et les
radeaux se trouvent en bon 6tat conformdment au r~glement, A ce qu'ils
soient munis des appareils ndcessaires et A ce que l'6quipage puisse faire
convenablement son service.

Dans le cas oit, sous l'un de ces rapports, des d6fectuosit6s auraient 6t6
constat6es et off il n'aurait pas 6t6 fait droit imm6diatement aux injonctions
des autorit6s charg6es de la surveillance, ces derni6res peuvent interdire
le d6part du bateau ou du radeau jusqu'Ak ce qu'il ait t6 satisfait, A leurs
r6clamations.

DEVOIRS DU CONDUCTEUR DE BATEAU PARTICULItREMENT PENDANT LE TRAJET

ARTICLE 12. a) Les conducteurs d'embarcations quelconques et de
radeaux, les propri6taires de bacs, de moulins flottants, de bains ou de tout
autre 6tablissement situ6 sur la rive ou sur l'eau, doivent veiller avec soin A
ce que ces embarcations ou 6tablissements ne se g6nent pas entre eux et ne
se causent mutuellement aucun dommage.

217. CONVENTION ENTRE LA SUISSE ET LE GRAND-DUCHS
DE BADE AU SUJET DE LA NAVIGATION SUR LE RHIN,
DE NEUHAUSEN JUSQU'EN AVAL DE BALE, SIGNSE A
BALE LE 10 MAI 18792

Dans le but de r6gler convenablement et d'une manire qui r6ponde A
la I6gislation actuelle, surtout en matidre d'industrie, ainsi qu'aux besoins

' Entrde en vigueur le ler janvier 1880.
2 Conf6dration suisse, Chancellerie fdd6rale, Recueil systematique des lois et

ordonnances 1848- 1947, 13e volume, p. 488.



des communications, 'usage des eaux du Rhin, de Neuhausen jusqu'en aval
de BAle, le Conseil f'd6ral suisse et le Gouvernement du Grand-Duch6 de
Bade ont nomm6 des pldnipotentiaires, qui sont convenus des dispositions
suivantes, sous rdserve de ratification.

ARTICLE PREMIER. La navigation et le flottage sur le Rhin, de Neuhausen
jusqu'en aval de BAle, sont permis A tout le monde; ils ne sont soumis
qu'aux restrictions exigdes par les prescriptions relatives aux imp6ts et aux
douanes, ou par les ndcessit6s de police pour la sflret6 et la rdgularit6 des
communications.

Tous les droits privds pour l'exercice de la navigation ou du flottage sur
la partie du cours du Rhin susnomm6e, et notamment les droits exclusifs de
la maitrise rdunie de navigation du Grand et du Petit-Laufenbourg et des
compagnons du Rhin entre Sackingen et Grenzach, confirm6s par le chiffre 4
du trait6 conclu le 2/17 septembre 1808 entre le Grand-Duch6 de Bade et le
canton d'Argovie, sont abolis.

ARTICLE 2. Les deux gouvernements 6dicteront, chacun pour son terri-
toire, les ordonnance de police ndcessaires pour la sfretd et la rdgularit6
de la navigation et du flottage.

Pour autant qu'il paraitra ndcessaire ou utile de rdgler d'une manire
uniforme ces dispositions pour la partie du cours du fleuve situde entre
Neuhausen et la frontire entre l'Alsace et la Suisse, les prescriptions de
police seront r6dig6es d'une manire identique sur tous les points essentiels,
sur la base d'une entente prdalable entre les deux gouvernements.

ARTICLE 3. Les personnes qui s'occupent de navigation et de flottage ne
seront soumises au paiement d'aucun droit reposant uniquement sur le fait
de l'usage des eaux du fleuve ou sur le passage sous des ponts, pas meme
dans le cas oti l'on construirait des ponts de bateaux sur cette partie du
Rhin, ou dans celui off l'on prescrirait, pour la sdcurit6 d'un pont permanent,
que le passage ne peut avoir lieu qu'avec l'aide d'un pilote designd dans ce
but.

On pourra percevoir des 6moluments pour des constructions, arrangements
ou services speciaux, servant A la navigation ou au flottage, en particulier:

a) Pour l'usage des places de ddbarquement, d'amarrage, etc.;
b) Pour la surveillance speciale de police organisde en certains endroits

dans 1'intert du flottage;
c) Pour le degagement, la peche et la garde des bois flottes qui sont

restes aux piles des ponts ou ailleurs, sous r6serve du recours pour les dom-
mages qui auraient pu en r6sulter.

Les 6moluments seront fixs par un tarif du gouvernement respectif;
ils ne pourront depasser le chiffre ndcessaire pour couvrir les frais resultant
des constructions, arrangements ou services qui s'y rapportent.

ARTICLE 5. Dans les limites de son territoire, chacun des gouvernements
pourvoira A ce que, dans le cas d'ouvrages artificiels (tels que chaussdes de
route ou autres, installations permanentes d'appareils de peche, roues



hydrauliques, ponts, etc.), ou de'travaux hydrauliques et de travaux d'en-
diguement, qui seraient 6tablis sur la partie du fleuve situfe de Neuhausen
jusqu'en aval de Bile, ou qui seraient notablement modifies, il soit pris les
mesures ncessaires pour emp~cher que les communications par eau ne
soient sensiblement entravfes ou compromises et que la rive appartenant h
l'autre Etat ne soit endommage.

Dans ce but, les deux gouvernements s'engagent A pourvoir A ce qu'on
n'6tablisse ni ne modifie notablement des ouvrages de cette nature, ni, en
g~ndral, des travaux qui pourraient exercer une influence sensible sur
1'coulement des eaux, dans le fleuve meme ou sur ses rives, pour autant que
celles-ci se trouveraient en dessous du plus haut niveau connu des eaux
(zone d'inondation), avant que l'on ait communiqu6 A l'autorit6 competente
de l'autre Etat, pour sauvegarder les interets en jeu, les plans de l'ouvrage
projet6, afin d'amener, si possible, une entente.

ARTICLE 6. Les deux gouvernements veilleront A ce que toutes les
prescriptions actuellement existantes, qui seraient en contradiction avec la
presente convention et avec les mesures de police qui seront edictees en
execution de celle-ci, soient abrogees.

De ce nombre sont, entre autres, les anciennes ordonnances, telles que
les dispositions de la (( lettre de mai )) (nouvelle ordonnance) de 1808 relatives
A la navigation et au flottage, l'ordonnance sur le flottage (Flosskehrordnung)
de 1808, les ordonnances de 1808 dites ((Wochengefahrtordnung)), ((Stein-
fuhrkehrordnung )) et ((BUchsengeldordnung)), l'ordonnance de 1812 sur la
navigation des bateliers de Laufenbourg, et les complements qui y ont t6
introduits.

218. CONVENTION 1 ENTRE LE GRAND-DUCHIZ DE BADE ET
LA SUISSE CONCERNANT LA PRCHE DANS LE LAC IN-
FIRIEUR DE CONSTANCE ET LE RHIN, AVEC RtGLE-
MENT, CONCLUE A CONSTANCE LE 3 JUILLET 18972

A l'effet de conformer la legislation de la peche du lac Inftrieur et du
Rhin A la convention qu'ont arretee, A Bregenz, le 5 juillet 1893 , les Etats
interesses A la pe che du lac de Constance, ainsi que de promulguer les dis-
positions legislatives requises pour conserver et multiplier dans le lac
Inferieur et le Rhin les especes precieuses de poissons, le Conseil fedral de la
Confederation suisse d'une part, et le Gouvernement grand-ducal de Bade
d'autre part, vu l'article 13, alinea 2, de la convention de Bregenz, de
meme que l'article II du contrat conclu en date des 20 et 31 octobre 18544
par les Etats de Thurgovie et de Bade au sujet de la frontiere qui les separe,
ont decide d'arreter de nouvelles dispositions de police sur la peche du lac
Inferieur et du Rhin.

A cet effet, le Conseil federal suisse a transmis ses pouvoirs A M. Coaz,

1 Entree en vigueur le 1 er janvier 1898.
2 Confederation suisse, chancellerie ffdrale, Recueil systimatique des lois et

ordonnances 1848- 1947, 14e volume, p. 219.
1 Voir aussi la convention du 18 mai 1887 entre la Suisse, le Grand-Duche

de Bade et l'Alsace-Lorraine, arrtant des dispositions uniformes sur la peche
dans le Rhin et ses affluents, y compris le lac de Constance. Voirsupra, traite
no 113.' Voir Recueil systimatique des lois et ordonnances de 1848- 1947, 11le volume, p. 44.
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inspecteur f6d6ral en chef des forts, et A M. le Dr Egloff, conseiller d'Etat,
et le gouvernement du Grand-Duch6 de Bade, A M. le baron de Marschall,
conseiller intime de 1gation, et A M. Foehrenbach, conseiller minist6riel.
Ces d6l6gu~s ont tenu seance et ont, sous r6serve de ratification de la part
de leurs gouvernements respectifs, arrt le r~glement dont la tencur suit.
Ce r~glement sera publi6 par les deux Etats contractants et abrogera les
dispositions du r~glement du 16 novembre 1861 sur la p~che du lac Infrieur
et du Rhin.

RGLEMENT POUR LA PECHE DU LAC INFARIEUR

DE CONSTANCE ET DU RHIN

§i

Champ d'application de ce r glement

Le pr6sent r~glement concerne aussi bien le Grand-Duch6 de Bade que
]a Conf6d6ration suisse.

I1 s'applique A tout le lac Inf~rieur et au Rhin, 5- partir du pont qui
traverse ce fleuve 5. Constance jusqu'au point o i la frontire badoise quitte
le Rhin, en dessous de Stiegen.

Quand, lors des hautes eaux, le lac et le Rhin d6passent leur niveau
normal et p~ntrent sur les terres, le r~glement s'applique A toute la surface
inond6e.

Les dispositions du pr6sent r~glement s'appliquent de plus au cours
d'eau de l'Aach, jusqu'en regard de l'ancien couvent de nonnes, se trouvant
en dessous de la route qui conduit de Moos As Bohlingen; aux biez d'Allens-
bach et de Markelfingen, pour chacun de ces deux cours d'eau, A partir
du lac, jusqu'At la premiere usine qu'ils actionnent; au canal appelk Schlatt-
graben, jusqu'au pont de la voic ferre Radolfzell-Stahringen; A tous les
affluents du lac ou du Rhin enfin, jusqu'As une distance de 100 m de leur
embouchure, ainsi qu'A tous les canaux, biez, foss6s ou excavations en
communication permanente avec le lac ou le Rhin, sur 100 m de leur
longueur h partir de la rive.

§2

Territoire de la piche gdnirale

Sont autorisfs As exercer la pgche gdndrale conformdment aux dispositions
du pr6sent r~glement, les habitants des localitds suisses de Gottlieben, Tri-
boltingen, Ermatingen, Mannenbach, Berlingen, Steckborn, Feldbach,
Mammern, Neuenburg et Eschenz; et des localitds badoises de Constance,
Reichenau, Allensbach, Markelfingen, Radolfzell, Moos, Itznang, Gund-
holzen, Hornstaad, Gaienhofen, Hemmenhofen, Wangen, Marbach, Oeh-
ningen et Stiegen.

Le territoire de la pche gdn6rale a les limites suivantes:
a) En remontant le Rhin, le territoire comprend, sur le c6t6 gauche du

Rhin, toute la surface qui (sans d6passer le bord du mont) s'6tend jusqu's
]a hauteur du lieu dit ( Grauer Stein am Entenbih s. La frontire du c6t6
du Rhin mme est form~e par une ligne qui va du pieu fich6 en terre As
l'endroit d6nomm6 s alte Groppenfachle s jusqu'au Agerstenbach. Sur le c6t6
droit du Rhin, le territoire de la peche gdn6rale s'6tend, vers l'int~rieur du



pays, jusqu'aux pieux qui ddlimitent le marais de Wollmatingen; ce territoire
est ddlimit6 du c6t6 du Rhin par la ligne reliant le pieu dcrit ci-dessus h
celui qui se trouve plant6 au lieu dit (( Bohl am Rhein)) dans le prolongement
de la ligne qui, partant du belv~dre de Litzelstetten, passe par le clocher
de Wollmatingen; en outre, ce territoire comprend toute la partie qui
s'6tend en amont du finage de Reichenau et il est dtlimit6 par la rive du
Rhin (Bohl).

b) Du cOtd de la partie d lac nommde Gnadensee ou lac Intirieur, le territoire
de la peche g~nfrale comporte les limites dont l'Indication suit:

La route de Reichenau A Constance, la rive sud puis ouest de l'ile de
Reichenau jusqu'au point dit Genslehorn, au milieu de la c6te ouest de
cette ile; de ce point, en ligne droite jusqu'A la pointe de terre, qui se trouve
au sud de la presqu'ile de Mettnau.

c) En descendant le Rhin, la limite suit une ligne qui va du coin le plus
bas du mur d'enceinte de la fabrique d'Oberstaad sur sol badois vers le lieu
dit (( Plattenbach)) situ6 vis A vis sur territoire suisse.

I1 faut excepter toutefois de ce territoire, ouvert A la peche g6n6rale, le
territoire domanial de pdche, r6serv6 pr~s de Gaienhofen, territoire qui
s'6tend sur une bande du lac de 54 metres de largeur, le long de la rive, A
partir du point appel& Trappenstein jusqu'aux aunes du parc du chateau
de Gaienhofen.

En revanche, le territoire de la pche gfnfrale comprend encore tout
le cours de 'Aach, jusqu'A la hauteur de l'ancien couvent de nonnes, et, lors
des hautes eaux, il s'6tend A toute la surface inonde, le long des limites
susindiqu6es. Cette derni re disposition ne s'applique cependant pas au
marais de Wollmatingen, pour lequel la limite d~crite ci-dessus (lettre a)
reste constante.

§3

Rapports entre le prdsent r~glement et les droits de pkche privds

Les dispositions du prfsent r~glement sont aussi applicables aux droits
de pfche privfs fondds sur des titres authentiques.

D'ailleurs, la valeur de ces droits est r6gl6e par les titres authentiques
memes dont ils 6manent.

§4

Surveillance de la piche

La surveillance de la pfche du lac Infdrieur et du Rhin, ressortit A la
prdfecture de Constance. L'inspecteur de la pfche, ainsi que les agents
asserment6s placs sous ses ordres, proc~dent A cette surveillance conform-
ment aux instructions qu'ils re~oivent sur ce sujet de l'autorit6 compkente.

L'inspecteur de la pfche est nomm6 et rftribu6 par le Grand-Duch6
de Bade. En revanche, les gardes-p~che sont nommds par l'un ou l'autre des
deux Etats intfresss, suivant les cas et suivant les besoins; ils sont rdmunrs
par l'Etat qui les a nomms.

Les gardes-p~che relivent de l'inspecteur quant A l'exercice de leurs
fonctions, mais, au point de vue disciplinaire, ils d6pendent de l'autorit6
compftente de l'Etat qui les a nommds.

Auprs de la Commission de pfche, la prfecture de Constance trouvera



conseils et appui sur toute question concernant la surveillance de la pche
ou la pisciculture.

Or, la commission de pche, qui se r6unit chaque fois que la prefecture
de Constance la convoque, se compose:

1. Du prdfet ou de son suppliant, comme president, et

2. De quatre autres membres. Ceux-ci sont nommds pour une pdriode
de cinq ans parmi les pecheurs portds dans le livre des p&heurs, A raison de
deux p&heurs suisses pour deux pfcheurs badois. La nomination a lieu dans
l'ile de Reichenau, A. un jour fix6 d'avance pour cette 6lection. Tous les
pecheurs inscrits dans le livre des pfcheurs sont convoquds A cette assemble,
qui nomme, outre ces quatre membres de la commission, quatre suppldants,
dont deux suisses, et deux badois.

Sont lus membres de la commission les deux pfcheurs suisses et les
deux pecheurs badois qui ont obtenu le plus grand nombre de suffrages.
La votation se fait au scrutin secret. Cette votation est dirigde par le prdfet
ou son suppldant; deux pecheurs, jouissant de leurs droits de vote, tiennent
les registres.

Les fonctions des membres ainsi nommes de la commission de pche
sont purement honorifiques; elles ne comportent aucune indemnit6 quel-
conque. Si l'un des Etats interesses tient A faire toucher aux membres de
la commission, qui ressortissent A son territoire, vacations et frais de deplace-
ments, l'autre Etat contractant n'est pas tenu pour cela d'en user de mme,
A l'6gard des membres de la commission ressortissants de son territoire.

§5

Conditions g'ndrales requises pour 1'exercice de la piche
(Cartes de legitimation pour pgcheurs)

Sans 6tre porteur d'une carte de legitimation pour pecher, nul ne peut
prendre ni poisson ni 6crevisse partout o6 s'applique le present reglement.

I1 appartient A la prefecture de Constance d'accorder des cartes de
l6gitimation pour la peche.

Ces cartes ne peuvent tre delivrees pour plus d'un an; elles ne seront
jamais accordees pour une periode depassant le 31 decembre de l'ann~e
dans laquelle elles auront 6t6 6tablies.

Toute carte de l6gitimation pour la pche sera refusde ou retiree:

1. A celui qui, pendant les cinq dernieres annees, a 6t6 condamne A un
emprisonnement de quatre semaines au minimum pour avoir chass6 d'une
maniere illegale; pour avoir, sans en avoir eu le droit, detruit ou endommage
des constructions hydrauliques, des etablissements ou des installations pisci-
coles, ou pour avoir introduit des marchandises en contrebande;

2. A celui qui, pendant les cinq dernieres annees, a 6t6 mis en prison
pour avoir contrevenu aux dispositions de police en vigueur sur la peche;
pour avoir vole des poissons, ou pour avoir pris d'une maniere illegale des
poissons ou des ecrevisses.

Le porteur d'une carte de legitimation pour la peche doit toujours
l'avoir sur lui lorsqu'il peche; il la presentera A tout agent de pfche ou A
tout autre membre du personnel de surveillance pour la peche, quand il
en sera requis.
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Le personnel auxiliaire pchant en presence et pour le compte du porteur
d'une carte de legitimation n'a pas besoin de cartes de 16gitimation.

Toute personne pfchant A l'hameon depuis .a rive suisse sans faire
de la peche un metier n'est pas tenue d'avoir une carte de i6gitimation,
At condition toutefois que cette peche ne s'opere pas autrement qu'A la
canne.

§6

Conditions requises spdcialement pour 1'exercice
de la peche au filet

Pour exercer la peche au moyen de tramails, 6toles, ou autres filets
fixes, dormants ou trainants; de seines ou autres grands filets flottants
ou volants; de verveux; de nasses ou de casiers, il faut tre inscrit dans le
livre des pecheurs, comme pecheur independant, (voir § 7) ou tout au moins
dans la liste des employes-pecheurs (voir § 8).

Le livre des pecheurs et la liste des employ6s-pecheurs sont tenus par la
prefecture de Constance.

Les femmes sont exclues du droit de se faire inscrire, soit dans le livre
des pecheurs, soit dans la liste des employes-pecheurs.

§7

Inscriptions dans le livre des picheurs

L'inscription dans le livre des pecheurs a lieu par commune, suivant
l'ordre chronologique dans lequel les pecheurs se sont annoncs.

Celui qui demande son inscription dans le livre des pecheurs doit prouver:

I. Qu'il habite l'une des localites mentionnees au § 2;

2. Qu'il a au moins 20 ans;
3. Qu'il est indpendant au point de vue economique;

4 1. Qu'il est en mesure et qu'il a l'intention de faire de la peche son
principal metier et qu'il exerce ce metier pour son propre compte;

5. Qu'il possede une carte de legitimation valable pour la peche dans
l'annee en cours.

Quant au point 4, il doit prouver en particulier qu'il est proprietaire
d'un bateau, ainsi que des accessoires necessaires, et qu'il a des engins de
peche en suffisance, ou tout au moins qu'il est coproprietaire d'un grand
filet flottant, volant ou Ai site, et d'un bateau requis pour la peche au grand
filet.

La pr6fecture de Constance d6livre une attestation pour toute inscription
dans le livre des pecheurs.

Si, apres I'inscription dans ce livre, l'une des conditions voulues pour
l'inscription cesse d'exister, cette inscription sera annulee d'office.

Lorsque la prefecture de Constance refusera .de faire une inscription
demande, ou disposera qu'une inscription sera annulee dans le livre des
pecheurs, elle rendra A ce sujet un arret avec motifs A l'appui. Contre cet
arret, l'intresse pourra recourir, mais cela seulement pendant les quinze

I Nouvelle teneur selon entente du 15 janvier 1924, en vigueur depuis le
27 fevrier.
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jours qui suivront la lettre par laquelle il aura 6t6 avis6 de ]a decision
pr~fectorale. Ce recours se fera aupr~s du ministre de l'int~rieur, A Karls-
ruhe.

Tout propri~taire d'un. droit priv6 de pche peut se faire inscrire dans
le livre des p~cheurs, pour peu qu'il poss~de une carte de legitimation pour
la pfche.

Cette inscription ne lui permettra cependant l'exercice de la pche que
conform~ment A la teneur de son titre priv6.

Pour exercer la peche d'une manire plus gdndrale, le d~tenteur d'un droit
priv6 doit se soumettre aux dispositions qui precedent sur la matiere.

§8

Inscription dans la liste des employds-pcheurs

Tout employ6 ne peut exercer la pche au moyen de tramails, ou
autres filets fixes; seines, ou autres grands filets flottants; de verveux;
de nasses; de bMles ou de lignes de fond, pour le compte d'un pecheur inscrit
dans le livre des pecheurs et en l'absence de ce pecheur, que s'il est lui-meme
inscrit dans la liste des employ~s-pecheurs.

L'inscription des employ~s-pecheurs dans cette liste a lieu sur la proposition
de leur employeur. Pour etre inscrit, l'employ6 doit etre domicili6 dans
l'une des localit~s citdes au § 2, avoir 20 ans au moins, et poss~der une carte
de l6gitimation pour la peche.

Pour pecher pour le compte et en presence d'un pecheur inscrit au
livre des pecheurs, ou en presence de l'un de ses employes inscrit lui-meme
dans la liste des employes-pecheurs, le personnel de peche auxiliaire n'a
pas besoin, lui, d'etre inscrit dans l'une ou l'autre de ces listes.

§9

Conditions spdcialement requises pour l'exercice
de la piche h I'hameon

1. Seuls, les pecheurs et les employes-pecheurs inscrits, soit au livre
des pcheurs, soit dans la liste des employes-pecheurs, ont le droit de pecher
A la belee, h la ligne de fond, ou A la ligne A soutenir (§ 6).

Dans ce genre de peche, le meme pecheur n'a pas le droit de pecher
A la fois avec plus de 200 grappins ou de 400 autres hame~ons.

I1 est interdit de pecher avec des bauffes ou maitresses cordes, auxquelles
il y aurait, en meme temps, des grappins et d'autres hame~ons.

Du 1er octobre au 30 avril inclusivement, les belees, les lignes A soutenir
et les lignes de fond ne pourront jamais 6tre placees que IA ofi l'eau a au
moins un metre de profondeur.

2. A condition d'etre porteur d'une carte de legitimation pour la
pche, tout habitant de l'une ou l'autre des localites mentionnees au § 2
a le droit d'exercer le metier de pecheur A l'hameqon, avec la ligne A la main,
la ligne AL fouetter, l'engin appele Zockschnur, la belee, la ligne A soutenir
et la ligne de fond.

3. La peche A l'hameqon, non exercee comme un metier, ne peut avoir
lieu qu'A la ligne A la main et A la ligne dormante, flottante, ou volante.
A condition d'en avoir obtenu la permission de l'autorite de police compe-
tente de l'une des localites citees au § 2, et, - exception faite du cas prevu



au § 5, dernier alinda, du prfsent r~glement - de poss6der une carte de
16gitimation de la prefecture de Constance, toute personne peut, exercer
la p&he A l'hameqon, si elle n'en fait pas un m6tier, lors mme qu'elle ne se
trouve qu'en sjour au bord du Rhin ou du lac Inf~rieur.

§ 9a'

La piche dite Zockfischerei

Lorsque plusieurs bateaux-p~cheurs pratiquent ensemble la peche dite
Zockfischerei, ils doivent se trouver A une distance de 30 m6tres au mini-
mum les uns des autres.

I1 est interdit A tout p&heur (Zockfischer) d'ancrer son bateau au moyen
de plus de deux engins d'ancrage (Senkel).

II est interdit aussi de se servir de fil de fer pour attacher l'engin d'an-
crage.

§ 10

Innovations par rapport aux engins de pgche

Toute innovation relative aux engins de pfche, en usage lors de la pro-
mulgation du present r~glement, sera soumise A la prefecture de Constance
et ne pourra tre introduite qu'avec l'autorisation de cette prffecture.

Lorsqu'on ne saura pas s'il y a r~ellement innovation, le cas sera soumis
A la commission de pche.

§ 11

Interdictions de piche; engins prohibds
II est interdit:

1. De pfcher A l'aide de substances explosibles ou nuisibles d'autre part
(tout particuli~rement A l'aide de dynamite, de cartouches explosibles,
d'amorces empoisonnfes ou de substances ayant pour but d'aveugler les
poissons);

2. De pcher avec des trappes ou pi~ges A ressort, des pinces, des tridents,
des fones, des harpons, des armes A feu, ou d'autres engins semblables,
pouvant blesser le poisson; I'engin appelk Juckschnur, au moyen duquel on
prend le poisson sans amorce et en le dfchirant, est 6galement prohib6; en
revanche, les autres hameons peuvent tre utilis~s;

3. I1 est interdit de plus d'assommer le poisson sous la glace, en hiver;
4. De pecher au moyen de lacets de fil d'archal; de nasses ou casiers de

fil de fer ou de laiton; d'allingres, allingues ou gautiers; de lumibre produite
artificiellement, en particulier de lumire 6lectrique; des appareils dits
t Steinglocken s, A l'exception de l'engin qu'A Steckborn on appelle Stohr-
reiser;

5. De prendre le poisson ou l'crevisse A l'aide de pfcheries fixes, A
l'exception des parcs sur palots ou en clayonnages, dit Reiser (§ 35), des

I Introduit selon entente du 3 novembre 1911, en vigueur depuis le I er ddcem-
bre 1911.



gords (§ 36) et des hauts filets fixes qui servent A prendre les cordgones
(voir § 29, infine);

6. De pecher l'anguille au moyen de nasses ajoutees bout A bout.

§ 12

Dimensions des mailles
A. Prescriptions gindrales

Est interdit l'usage de tout filet, quel qu'en soit le genre ou la ddnomi-
nation, si les mailles de ce filet mesurdes de nceud A nceud, apres leur sdjour
dans l'eau, n'accusent pas au moins 32 millimetres d'ouverture dans tous
les sens. La meme regle s'applique aux engins autres que les filets et forms
de verges, pour lesquels ces verges doivent etre espacees d'au moins
32 millimtres les unes des autres.

Lors du contr6le de ces instruments, il n'y aura pas lieu de tenir compte
d'une difference d'un dixieme en moins dans la dimension des mailles ou
la distance des verges entre elles.

B. Cas dans lesquels la distance des na'uds de maille entre eux ou des verges entre
el/es peut itre rdduite

1.1 La peche du Gangfisch et du goitreux (Kilchen) avec des engins dont
les mailles ont au moins 25 mm d'ouverture est permise.

2.1 Du 20 novembre au 25 decembre, if est loisible d'employer, dans
le Rhin, des engins dits e Fachenb6hren ), soit gords avec nasses dont les
mailles n'ont que 25 mm d'ouverture. Pendant les deux annees qui suivront
l'entree en vigueur du present arrte, la peche pourra toutefois s'exercer
encore au moyen des gords actuellement en usage, dont les mailles des
nasses n'ont que 23 mm d'ouverture; en revanche, tous les gords nouveaux
devront avoir des nasses avec mailles de 25 mm d'ouverture au moins.

3. La peche des lottes au moyen de passes ou bouraches, ajoutdes A la
suite les unes des autres, est permise dans le fond du lac, sans que pour ces
engins la distance minimale des verges ou cannes entre elles ou que les
dimensions du goulet soient prescrites (voir § 34).

4. Pour prendre les vandoises, on pourra faire usage de filets qui n'auront
pas de mailles de moins de 17 mm d'ampleur; cette permission cependant
ne sera acordee que pour 1'6poque s'ecoulant du 15 septembre au 15 avril
et seulement pour la peche s'effectuant sur la beine. Le filet connu sous le
nom de s(Haselwattle )), employe dans la peche de la vandoise, n'aura
jamais de mailles de moins de 20 mm d'ouverture. La vandoise ne sera
jamais prise qu'au moyen de Haselwattle et ces filets ne seront jamais
disposes plus prs les uns des autres que cela est absolument indispensable
pour leur emploi.

Si, en pechant la vandoise avec des filets A petites mailles, on prend
en meme temps des poissons d'autres especes, ces poissons seront immediate-
ment remis soigneusement en pleine eau, il y a toutefois lieu d'excepter de
cette regle, quand la peche s'est faite sous la glace, le rotengle, le vangeron
ou gardon, et la mirandelle ou ablette.

Nouvelle teneur selon entente du 25 avril 1914, en vigueur depuis le 15 juin
1914.
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5. Pour prendre des ablettes devant servir A l'alimentation, on ne pourra
utiliser de filets dont les mailles auront moins de 14 mm d'ouverture. Si, en
pchant ainsi 'ablette, on prend en meme temps d'autres poissons, ces
poissons seront immdiatement remis soigneusement en pleine eau.

La prefecture de Constance pourra, apres avoir consult6 la commission
de pche, interdire la pache de l'ablette d'une maniere totale ou partielle
des que l'objet de cette peche sera autre que celui que traite le chiffre 6
ci-dessous.

6. Quant A prendre, au moyen de filets h mailles de petite ouverture,
des poissons devant servir d'amorces ou d'6ches pour le propre compte de
celui qui les pche, 'autorisation pourra en etre accord6e par la prefecture
de Constance, sans prejudice toutefois des dispositions concernant les
longueurs minimales que les poissons doivent avoir pour pouvoir 6tre
pris (§ 13), ni de celles qui s'appliquent aux periodes de prohibition de la
peche, lors du frai des poissons (§ 14). Les autorisations qu'accordera la
prefecture seront ecrites.

Elles mentionneront les especes de poissons, auxquelles elles s'appliquent,
le temps pendant lequel la peche de ces poissons sera permise, les places oft
cette peche pourra etre exercee, ainsi que les autres mesures prises pour
empfcher les abus pouvant resulter de ladite peche.

Quant A la p&che des chabots de rividre ou chassots et A celle du goujon
au moyen de la truble, trouble, du cape ou de l'pervier, sans autre spe-
cification par rapport A l'ouverture des mailles, ces peches pourront ktre
autoris6es dans le Rhin, A partir de Constance, jusqu'A la ligne qui joint
Ermatingen A Schopflen, mais du premier janvier au 15 avril uniquement,
et seulement trois jours par semaine, soit le mardi, le mercredi et le vendredi,
jusqu'A 10 heures du soir.

La pche de I'ablette et celle du vairon ou gremoillon, comme poissons
devant servir d'amorces ou d'6ches, pour le propre compte de celui qui les
prend, sont permises d'une maniere generale avec des filets dont 'ouverture
des mailles n'est pas prescrite.

7. Si, dans les cas susindiques des chiffres I A 6, des engins de peche
ont 6t employ6s sans avoir 'ouverture de mailles prescrite, ou bien si
les engins A mailles de faibles dimensions ont &t6 utilises dans la peche de
poissons autres que ceux qui sont indiqu6s dans les cas sp6cialement
enumeres, - en particulier dans la pfche de poissons n'ayant pas encore
atteint la longueur minimale A partir de laquelle il est permis de les pecher
ou dans la peche de poissons en faveur desquels il existait, au moment of
ils ont ete pris, une periode d'interdiction de peche,- la pr6fecture de
Constance pourra retirer au pecheur en contravention le droit d'user des
avantages accordes par les dispositions indiques ci-dessus aux chiffres 1 A 6
ou le droit de profiter d'une partie de ces avantages; cela, sans prejudice
des autres peines qui pourront tre infligees au delinquant par 'autorit6
judiciaire competente. Lorsqu'il y a eu deux fois r6cidive de la part du
meme delinquant, ces avantages lui seront retires pour une dur6e de 2 A 5 ans.

Si, du 20 novembre au 25 decembre, des truites des lacs, des corigones, des
brochets et des ombres communes ou de riviires sont pris sur les places A frayer
des coregones appel6s Gangfische, dans les circonstances pr6vues aux chiffres
1 et 2 ci-dessus, ces truites, coregones, brochets et ombres peuvent, - A
l'exception de ceux qui n'ont pas encore atteint la longueur minimale
voulue, - rester la propriete du pecheur qui les a pris.

Neanmoins, les truites des lacs ainsi que les coregones pris pendant le



temps ofi la p~che en est interdite sont soumis aux dispositions contenues
dans les §§ 16 et 17 du present r~glement, quant A l'utilisation des 6laments
de reproduction de ces poissons et au contr6le relatif Ai leur vente.

C. Circonstances dans lesquelles une grande ouverture de maille est requise

1. Les hauts tramails, meiniers, ou autres filets fixes, dormants ou traf-
nants, doivent avoir des mailles d'au moins 45 mm d'ouverture (§ 27).

Cependant, pour la peche des Gangfische, il est permis d'employer de
hauts filets fixes dont les mailles, tout en ayant moins de 45 mm d'ampleur,
n'ont pourtant pas une ouverture moindre de 23 mm (§ 31).

Les tramails et autres filets fixes t faible chute destines As prendre les
coregones doivent avoir une ouverture de mailles de 40 mm au moins.

2. Les seines, montes ou autres grands filets flottants ou volants, auront
des mailles de 35 mm d'ouverture au minimum; pourtant ces filets pourront
avoir un sac dont les mailles n'auront que 32 mm d'ouverture. L'emploi
de seines ou autres filets volants, dont les mailles ont plus de 23 mm mais
moins de 35 mm d'ouverture, n'est permis que pendant le temps du frai des
Gangfische, pour prendre ces poissons.

Les seines ou seinettes destinfes A p&her l'ombre doivent avoir des mailles
de 32 mm au moins d'ouverture.

3. Les montes, tragales, 6issaugues, ou autres grands filets volants
que l'on emploie dans le domaine piscatorial de Gottlieben, auront des
mailles dont l'ouverture sera de 35 mm au moins; si ces filets volants sont
A sac, les memes prescriptions s'appliqueront aussi au sac.

§ 13

Minimum de longueur du poisson dont la p&he est autorisde

Le pecheur qui prend du menu poisson doit le remettre imm~diatement
et avec soin en pleine eau.

Est consid~r6 comme menu poisson, tout poisson qui, pour l'espece
indiqufe ci-dessous, n'atteint pas la longueur inscrite en regard, cette
longueur 6tant mesuree de l'extr~mit6 du museau aux extremites de la
nageoire caudale:

Pour l'anguille, le sandre ou brochet-perche, ]a truite des lacs et le
brochet ......... ........................ 35 cm

Pour l'ombre, le cor~gone appeI6 Weissfelchen, le lavaret, ]a grande
marene et la marene amricaine .... .............. ... 30 cm

Pour la truite arc-en-ciel, l'omble-chevalier, le barbeau et la carpe. 25 cm
Pour le goitreux et la tanche ..... ................ ... 20 cm

Sur chaque bateau de pecheurs, ces mesures seront incisfes ou bien
reproduites au moyen d'organisations fixes.

§ 14

lpoques de protection pour le poisson

Par rapport aux poissons indiques ci-dessus, Ia peche est interdite comme
cela est spfcifi6 ci-apres:

1. Du ler mars au 30 avril pour l'ombre commune et la truite arc-en-ciel;
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2. Du ler avril au 31 mai pour le sandre ou brochet-perche;
3. Du ler octobre au 31 dfcembre pour ]a truite des lacs;
4. Du ler novembre au 31 decembre pour l'omble-chevalier;
5. du 15 novembre au 15 dfcembre pour les cordgones (Weissfelchen,

lavaret, goitreux et marines).

Lorsqu'un poisson en faveur duquel il existe une pfriode d'interdiction
de peche est pris, pendant cette periode, en mme temps que d'autres
poissons dont la pche est ouverte, ce premier sera remis immediatement et
avec soin en pleine eau.

§ 15

Exceptions h 'avantage de la piche des truitesdes lacs,
des coregones, des ombres et des ombles

La prefecture de Constance peut, A titre d'exception, autoriser en faveur
de pecheurs de toute confiance la peche de truites des lacs, coregones, ombres
et ombles, meme pendant le temps o&i la peche de ces poissons est interdite
conformement au § precedent. Cette autorisation n'est accordee cependant
que lorsqu'il y a certitude pour ladite prefecture que les 6l6ments de repro-
duction (ceufs et laitance) des poissons captures trouveront emploi dans les
etablissements piscicoles d'incubation.

Pour accorder cette autorisation, la prefecture se conformera aux pres-
criptions suivantes:

1. L'autorisation doit etre ecrite. Le pecheur autorise aura toujours cet
acte sur lui, et le produira, chaque fois qu'il en sera requis par le personnel
de surveillance.

2. Les dispositions du § 16 s'appliquent h tout cc qui concerne l'enleve-
ment des produits sexuels, la fecondation et la remise aux etablissements
piscicoles des ceufs embryonns.

3. Durant l'6poque ot la peche des coregones est interdite, ces poissons
ne pourront tre captures, ensuite d'autorisations speciales de la prefecture,
que du 25 novembre au 5 decembre, A l'aide de hauts tramails, meiniers,
ou autres filets fixes, dormants ou trainants.

4. L'autorisation accordee pourra tre rapportee en tout temps. Cette
revocation aura lieu surtout lorsque les conditions auxquelles etait soumise
l'autorisation n'auront pas 6t observees par l'ayant droit, ou lorsque celui-ci
ne se sera pas conform6 d'une maniere absolue aux instructions du personnel
de surveillance, relativement A l'operation de la fecondation artificielle du
poisson capture ou h la delivrance aux etablissements piscicoles du materiel
.d'incubation.

§ 16

Pisciculture artificielle

L'autorisation exceptionnelle de capturer des truites des lacs, des corigones,
des ombres et des ombles (§ 15) pendant l'epoque durant laquelle ces poissons
ne peuvent tre peches, ainsi que la prise des Gangfische et des brochets durant
le temps du frai de ces poissons, ont pour but l'obtention des elements de
reproduction desdits poissons (crufs et laitance) et la fecondation artificielle
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des ceufs obtenus; les ceufs fdcond~s sont ensuite, par l'interm~diaire des
gardes-pgche, transmis aux tablissements piscicoles que d~signe la prefecture
de Constance pour l'opgration de 1incubation.

Relativement as l'extraction des produits sexuels, au traitement des
6lments de reproduction et t la ddlivrance aux tablissements de pisci-
culture des ceufs f~cond~s, les instructions du personnel de surveillance
pour la pache seront suivies en tout point.

Tout pecheur, qui ne traite pas les 6lments de reproduction avec les
soins voulus, est ddchu de la confiance que lui avait accord~e la prefecture;
en consequence, il ne peut obtenir pour l'anne qui suit une autorisation
lui donnant le droit de capturer les poissons susmentionns pendant les
6poques off leur p&he est prohib6e, o6s pendant le temps ofi ils fraient.

Ds que les 6tablissements piscicoles, reconnus par l'Etat, ont re~u tout
les ceufs qu'ils peuvent faire incuber, les ceufs fdcondds que les gardes-pgche
obtiennent en plus sont soigneusement d~pos~s dans des endroits du lac ou
du Rhin propices Ai l'incubation de ces ceufs et ensuite au ddveloppement
des petits poissons qui en sortiront.

Les 6l6ments de reproduction, de meme que les produits d'incubation,
provenant de poissons pgchds dans les eaux ofi s'applique le present rggle-
ment, ne pourront 6tre expgdi~s A l'6tranger, que ce soit A titre gratuit ou
contre indemnit6, mais seront rdint~grgs comme alevins dans les eaux
dont ils proviennent. Pourtant, la prefecture peut accorder des dispenses

ce sujet.

§ 17

Ddfenses relatives au marchd

Non seulement il est d6fendu de prendre tout poisson qui n'a pas la
longueur voulue (§ 13) ou en faveur duquel il existe, au moment de la
pgche, une pdriode de protection (§ 14), mais encore, -exception faite
toutefois des trois premiers jours de cette p~riode, - il est interdit d'ex-
poser ces poissons en vente, de les colporter, de les vendre, de les acheter,
de les exp~dier, de les servir dans les auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Cette interdiction ne s'applique cependant pas aux cor~gones, au sujet
desquels une autorisation de peche a W d~livrde conformgment aux dis-
positions du § 15.

Quant aux truites des lacs, ombres et ombles pris en vertu d'une autorisation
accorde cOnformdment aux dispositions du § 15, et aux truites stdriles, dites
Silber- et Schwebforellen, capturdes pendant le temps ofi la peche des truites
des lacs est fermde, ces poissons ne pourront tre exposes en vente, vendus,
ou exp~dids, que lorsqu'ils seront pourvus de l'empreinte de l'appareil du
contr61e. Cette empreinte est apposde par le personnel de surveillance,
lorsque le pfcheur lui pr~sente l'autorisation de la prefecture, et aprs que ce
pecheur a prouv6 ou que les 6lments de reproduction des poissons captures
ont &6 livrds aux tablissements de pisciculture voulus, ou que les poissons
avaient ddjai fray6 au moment de la capture, ou encore qu'ils n'auraient pas
fray6 dans l'6poque de protection en cause.

§ 18

Cas relatifs a des buts d'ordre scientifique

La prefecture peut accorder des autorisations de peche exceptionnelles
lorsqu'il s'agit de recherches scientifiques. Dans ces cas, il n'y a 6gard ni A
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l'ouverture des mailles des filets ou engins employis, ni A la longueur mini-
male que doit avoir le poisson pour pouvoir etre pris, ni aux 6poques pendant
lesquelles il est dfendu de le capturer.

§ 19

Interdiction de la p&he de nuit

A partir d'une heure apr~s le coucher du soleiljusqu'A une heure avant
son lever, il est d6fendu h tout pecheur de s'employer A la peche.

Cependant, des exceptions h cette r~gle seront faites par la prfecture dans
les conditions suivantes:

1. Du 15 f~vrier au 1er avril, pour la pfche au filet flottant ou volant
et dans les nuits de lundi h mardi, et de mercredi A jeudi, h partir d'une
heure aprs le coucher du soleil jusqu'a une heure avant son lever;

2. Du 15 fivrier au ler avril 6galement, pour la pche A la monte ou
tragale dans l'ancien domaine fieffal de Gottlieben (fief de Griesserhalben),
soit dans le Rhin, chaque mardi soir, depuis le commencement du crfpuscule
jusqu'A 10 heures de la nuit;

3. Du 20 novembre au 25 dcembre, pour la peche du Gangfisch, avec
des tragales, des montes, tramails, 6toles, meiniers, verveux, berfous, ou
louves, sur les places de frai du Gangfisch seulement, et par rapport aux
tragales, montes, 6toles et autres filets volants ou dormants, toutes les nuits,
Al'exception toutefois du temps qui s'6coule entre une heure apr~s le coucher
du soleil, samedi, et une heure avant le lever du soleil, lundi.

Toute permission de, prendre les poissons la nuit doit ftre 6crite. Lorsqu'il
y a eu abus manifeste de la part de 'ayant droit, sa permission lui sera
retiree, surtout quand 'abus a consist6 A capturer des poissons dont la
longueur n'atteignait pas celle que requiert le prsent r~glement.

Si, en pechant pendant le temps d'interdiction de la peche de 1'ombre,
de la truite des lacs, de 1'omble, ou des cordgones, on prend aussi l'un ou
l'autre de ces poissons, il est permis de les garder, mais A condition de se
soumettre A ce sujet aux dispositions des § 16 et 17 du present reglement
sur l'obtention et la mise A profit des d6ments de reproduction, ainsi qu'au
contr6le exerc6 par le personnel de surveillance.

Relativement au placement d'etoles, de meiniers, de tramails ou autres
filets fixes, dormants ou trainants, ainsi que de berfous, louves ou verveux,
durant la nuit, s'en rapporter aux dispositions des §§ 28 et 33. Sur la peche
de nuit avec la truble, trouble, le cap6 ou l'6pervier, voir le § 12, lettre B,
chiffre 6.

§ 20

Joursfdris

L'action directe de l'homme dans l'exercice de la peche est interdite
tous les jours declares ffiri6s par rapport au lac.

Sont exceptes de cette disposition la peche A l'hameqon, exercee non
pas comme un metier et de la rive seulement, ainsi que la sortie de l'eau
des verveux, berfous ou autres engins semblables, conformement aux
prescriptions du § 33. Durant lesdits jours feries, i n'est permis de laisser
dans le lac ou le Rhin des tramails, 6toles ou autres filets fixes, dormants ou
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trainants, des verveux, berfous ou autres engins semblables, places pendant
la nuit, qu'autant que les dispositions des §§ 28, 30 et 33 ne s'y opposent
pas.

Outre les dimanches, les jours suivants sont dfclar~s f~rids quant A la
peche: le jour de l'An, le jour des Rois, le Vendredi-Saint, le lundi de
Piques, l'Ascension, le lundi de Pentec6te, la Fte-Dieu, la Saint-Pierre
et Paul, l'Assomption, la Toussaint, Noel et la Saint-Etienne.'

§ 21

Droit du premier occupant

Le droit de pfcher dans un endroit dftermin6 appartient au premier
occupant.

§ 22 2

Nombre des grands filets flottants qu'il est loisible de tendre h lafois

I1 est permis de tendre un grand filet (tragal, tragale, monte, seine
ou revin) seulement lorsque au moins quatre pcheurs inscrits fournissent
la preuve qu'ils ont le mme droit de s'en servir.

§ 23

Nature des grands filets volants ou flottants
La longueur du sac ou de la poche de tout filet flottant n'exc~dera pas

30 m. I1 est permis d'employer des filets flottants aux sacs desquels un rets
est adapt6 des deux c6t~s, mais A condition que cela ne soit pas As plus de
15 m du bourdon ou bordeneau.

Les grands filets volants ne dfpasseront pas la longueur de 180 m.
Quant aux autres grands filets flottants, employ~s pour la peche dans le

Rhin, ils n'exc~deront pas les longueurs suivantes:
mtres

Sur le domaine piscatorial de Constance ................ .... 80
Sur celui de Paradies, pour la peche des Gangfische et des ombres.. 65
Sur le domaine de Paradies, pour la peche des Gangfische (filets dits

Laufer) .... ........... ..... ............... 55
Sur le domaine de Gottlieben (grands filets) ... ........... ... 110
Sur le meme domaine (Ldufer) ...... ................. ... 55
Le grand filet d'Ermatingen dit Sege ou Segi, pour la peche des

Gangfische ......... ........................ ... 180

§ 24

Restrictions de l'emploi des grands filets volants
par rapport au temps

L'emploi des seines, grands filets, gropeyres, montes, tragales et autres
filets flottants, est seulement autoris6:

a) Du 15 fevrier au 15 avril, soit au temps du careme;

I Nouvelle teneur de cet alinda selon entente du 25 avril 1914, en vigueur
depuis le 15juin 1914.

2 Nouvelle teneur selon entente du 28 d~cembre 1920, en vigueur depuis le
15 f~vrier 1921.
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b) Du 15 juin au 30 septembre, en &6;
c) Du 20 novembre au 25 d~cembre, pour prendre les Gangfische, A

l'exception toutefois des domaines oui, en raison de titres priv~s spiciaux,
la p&he des Gangfische au grand-filet peut ftre autrement r~gl~e.

En &6 (voir lettre b), l'emploi des filets flottants n'est permis que de
l'aube A 4 heures du soir.

Au temps du car~me et en 6t6 (lettres a et b), toute p~che au filet volant
est prohib~e le lundi et le jeudi.

Au temps du careme, du 15 ffvrier au 15 avril; en k6, du 15 juin au
30 septembre, de meme que pendant le temps du frai des Gangfische, du
20 novembre au 25 dfcembre, une seule et mme exploitation de pfche ne
peut utiliser qu'une'seule et meme sorte de filet (filet flottant ou filet dormant).

Celui qui, durant le carfme, du 15 f~vrier au 15 avril, aura pfch6, au
filet flottant, ne pourra pas pecher avec des filets dormants pendant l't6poque
protectrice du printemps, soit du 15 avril au ler juin, ofi l'emploi du filet
flottant est absolument d~fendu (§ 28).

II faut excepter cependant de cette defense les hauts filets fixes, dormants
ou trainants, destinfs A prendre les Gangfische (§ 31).

§ 25

Restrictions de 1'emploi des filets volants par rapport aux localits

Pour l'emploi des filets volants, 1'ancre sera jetie sur la beine, et le filet,
retir6 le long du mont.

Il est interdit de pcher au filet volant dans les profondeurs du lac.
Cependant, du 15 f~vrier au 15 avril, cette pfche peut s'exercer A une dis-
tance de 100 m de l'ancre jetfe sur la beine. A cette 6poque, il est aussi
loisible, partout oii le mont descend d'une mani~re tr~s faible, de jeter
l'ancre, entre la beine et le mont, A une profondeur qui pourtant n'excfdera
pas 5 m, A partir du niveau de l'eau.

§ 261

Nombres de filets dormants ou traitants qu'il est permis
d'utiliser 4 lafois

Dans une seule et meme exploitation de peche, il est loisible d'employer
A la fois.

a.2 Sur la beine, 10 filets dormants au plus; sur la beine, le mont et
dans les parties profondes, 12 au plus;

b. En traquant le poisson, 3 filets dormants au plus;
c. En ce qui concerne les hauts filets dormants, pas plus de 4 de ces engins.

Les filets dormants mentionn~s sous b sont compris dans le nombre
maximum fix6 sous a; mais non pas les quatre hauts filets dormants men-
tionn~s sous c, s'ils sont tendus ailleurs que IA ofi sont poses ceux indiqu~s
sous a.

1 Nouvelle teneur selon entente du 25 avril 1914, en vigueur depuis le
15 juin 1914.

2 Nouvelle teneur selon entente du 5 septembre 1914, en vigueur depuis le
15 novembre 1914.
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Les filets dormants employ6s h la p&he de la breme ne seront pas compris
dans les nombres maximums fix6s au premier alin6a du pr6sent §, si leurs
mailles ont au moins 75 mm d'ouverture, s'ils ne d6passent pas 1,80 m
de hauteur et ne sont tendus que dans les profondeurs, au nombre de six
au plus.

§ 27

Nature des filets fixes, dormants ou trainants

Tout filet dormant ou trainant ne pourra pas d6passer en longueur
100 m et en hauteur 1,80 m, A l'exception des hauts tramails ou hauts
meiniers dont la chute pourra atteindre 5 m. Ces mesures s'entendent pour
les filets secs, suspendus aux perches de l'6tendage.

Les filets destin6s A prendre des ablettes (§ 12, lettre B, chiffres 5 et 6)
n'auront ni plus de 10 m de longueur, ni plus de 1 m de hauteur.

§ 28

Restrictions dans l'emploi des filets fixes, par rapport au temps

I1 est interdit, le lundi et le jeudi, de traquer le poisson dans des filets
fixes, dormants au trainants, ainsi que de tendre, dans la matin6e de ces
deux jours, des tramails, 6toles ou meiniers, pour prendre la vandoise.

En revanche, il est permis:
a. Dans 'apr~s-midi de ces deuxjours, de placer, pour la nuit qui vient,

des filets fixes, dormants ou trainants, ainsi que
b. Le matin de ces deux jours, de relever les filets fixes pos6s la nuit

prc~dente; cas auquel les filets ne pourront cependant avoir &6 plac6s que
dans les profondeurs ou h partir du mont vers la profondeur, soit perpendi-
culairement A la direction du mont.

Sont except6s de la d6fense contenue dans le premier alin6a ci-dessus,
le temps s'6coulant du 20 mai au 15 juin (6poque du frai pour la breme)
et celui qui court du 20 novembre au 25 d6cembre (p6riode du frai pour le
Gangfisch).

Du ler octobre au 31 mars, il n'est pas permis de placer dans l'eau des
tramails, 6toles, m6nis, meynis ou meiniers, avant 3 heures de l'aprs-midi,
et du 1e r avril au 30 septembre, avant 4 heures de l'apr~s-midi; ces filets
seront retir6s de l'eau avant 10 heures du matin du ler octobre au 31 mars;
avant 8 heures du matin, du ler avril au 31 aoflt, et avant 9 heures du
matin du ler au 30 septembre. 2 Les filets fixes devront toujours etre
retir6s de l'eau au matin suivant l'apr~s-midi o6 ils ont &6 places et ne
pourront etre replac6s dans l'eau avant l'apr~s-midi suivant. Cependant
les filets trainants plac6s dans les profondeurs dn lac pourront y rester plus
de deux nuits et un jour, cas off ces filets devront avoir t6 plac6s en dehors
du domaine attribu6 A la peche aux grands filets volants ou A sac. En dehors
de ce domaine, les filets fixes, dormants ou trainants pourront ktre tendus,
durant le temps du careme, soit du 15 fevrier au 15 avril, aux jours oh,
pendant les nuits qui suivront, la pche aux filets volants est permise.

I Nouvelle teneur de cet alinda selon entente du 5 novembre 1908.
2 Nouvelle teneur de cette phrase selon entente du 14 mai 1908.



Pendant les soirs precedant immediatemnent les jours feries arretes
pour le lac au § 20, les filets trainants ne pourront etre places que dans
les eaux profondes ou entre le mont et ces eaux, perpendiculairement A
la direction du mont; ces filets seront retires de l'eau le matin du jour
ouvrable suivant immediatement le jour f6ri6 dont il s'agit.

I1 n'est permis de traquer le poisson pour le chasser dans deg filets fixes
qu'A partir d'une heure avant le lever du soleil, A l'aube, jusqu'A 4 heures de
l'apres-midi; mais du 1er octobre au 31 mars, jusqu'A 3 heures de l'apres-midi
seulement.

La mme defense existe par rapport A la p&che de la tanche connue
sous le nom de Schleienstupfen.

I1 n'est permis de traquer les Gangfische dans des filets dormants, hauts
ou bas, que du 15 avril au 31 mai (§ 31). 1

En ce qui concerne la tendue, pendant la matinde, des filets dormants, elle
peut avoir lieu durant deux heures (du 20 au 31 mai pendant trois heures)
avant le lever du soleil; mais dans ce cas encore, il n'est pas permis de traquer
le poisson avant le point du jour.'

Quant A la p6che de la vandoise avec des rets A petites mailles (§ 12,
lettre B, chiffre 4), il n'est plus permis de tendre de filets A partir de 4 ou
de 3 heures de l'apres-midi suivant les cas dont il s'agit ci-dessus; toutefois,
les filets A vandoise places dans l'eau avant ce temps pourront en 6tre
retires jusqu'A la nuit, soit jusqu'A une heure apr6s le coucher du soleil.

Comme il est dit ci-dessus (§ 24), celui qui aura peche au filet flottant,
pendant le temps du careme, soit du 15 fevrier au 15 avril, ne pourra pas
pecher au filet dormant ou au filet trainant durant l'epoque de protection
du printemps, soit du 15 avril au 1e r juin.

Du 15 au 25 novembre, l'emploi de filets fixes n'est permis que sur la
beine.

§ 29

Restrictions de l'emploi des filets fixes par rapport aux localitds

II est interdit de laisser, aussi bien de jour que de nuits, des filets fixes
tendus dans les roseaux; de meme, il est defendu de tendre des filets fixes
pendant la nuit sur les places de frai de la breme. On ne pourra, tendre des
filets dans le voisinage des places de frai, sur le mont, qu'A la condition
de les placer dans une direction perpendiculaire A celle du mont.

Les hauts filets fixes ne pourront etre tendus que dans les profondeurs
du lac.

Durant le temps de frai des coregones il est aussi permis, lorsqu'on en a
obtenu de la prefecture l'autorisation speciale, de tendre, du 25 novembre
au 5 decembre, de hauts filets fixes sur la beine (voir § 15, al. 2, ch. 3).

§ 30

Capture des Gangfische avec des filets fixes, pendant
l'epoque dufrai de ces poissons

Avant que le Gangfisch ait commence A frayer, les places de prise situes
sur le domaine de la peche generale sont chaque annee reparties aux pecheurs
de la maniere suivante:

I Nouvelle teneur de cet alinea selon entente du 25 avril 1914, en vigueur
depuis le 15juin 1914.



Tout pcheur qui veut exercer la pfche des Gangfische pendant le
temps du frai de ces poissons, et cela avec des filets fixes, informera de son
intention l'inspecteur de la p~che, avant le premier novembre au plus tard.
A partir de cette date, ledit inspecteur, assist6 de deux membres de la
commission de pfche, d~signe et fait piqueter, avant que commence le
temps ofi la pfche des poissons en question est exceptionnellement permise,
autant de places de prise qu'il y a de pecheurs inscrits; ces places sont
numdrot~es conform~ment h la suite des nombres naturels, puis distribudes
aux diff~rents p~cheurs inscrits suivant un tirage au sort. A dater du
20 novembre, les pcheurs ayants droit permutent entre eux leurs places
de peche, de fa~on A ce que, apres un jour, et des lors tous les jours, h une
heure de l'apres-midi, une place de pfche d~terminee passe au pecheur
dont la place portait, la veille, le numero suivant.

Dans le piquetage susindiqu6, l'inspecteur de la pfche aura soin de
ne designer aucune place de prise qui ne soit - hi partir du pieu fich6 en
terre sur l'iot appel6 Groppenfachle, en longeant la rive du lac jusqu'au
Rhin, h l'ouest - h une distance de 200 m au moins de la rive du lac, ou
de 20 m au moins des berges du Rhin.

Dans le lac dit Gnadensee, d'Allensbach hs l'glise d'Oberzell, les places de
capture des Gangfische seront reparties de la meme maniere. N'ont cependant
droit A ces places-ci que les pecheurs inscrits des communes de Reichenau,
d'Allensbach et de Markelfingen.

Sur les autres localites o6i fraient les Gangfische du lac Inferieur, on ne
piquette jamais de place exceptionnelle de prise.

Du 20 novembre au 25 decembre, les filets fixes ayant des mailles de
moins de 32 mm d'ouverture ne pourront tre employes la peche des
Gangfische dans le domaine affecte hi la peche generale, que sur les places
designees et piquetdes A cet effet comme il est dit ci-dessus. Dans le Gnaden-
see, les tramails, meiniers et autres filets fixes ne pourront tre places sur
les places de prise non piquetes qu'h la condition d'tre 6loignes de 100 m
au moins les uns des autres.

Sur une place de peche attribuee A un pecheur determin6 pour y prendre
le Gangfisch avec des filets fixes, seul ce pecheur a le droit d'exercer cette
pche. S'il n'en fait pas usage, la place qui lui etait affectee reste territoire
ferm6 hs la pche.

La maniere conformement A laquelle les filets fixes seront tendus, pendant
la nuit ou le matin, sur les places de prise, est arrete suivant entente entre
les pcheurs interesses; si cependant ces pcheurs ne peuvent arriver '.
s'entendre, l'inspecteur de la peche decide en dernier ressort, apres avoir
entendu sur ce point les deux membres de la commission de pfche qui ont
procede avec lui au piquetage desdites places de prise. Que la decision
ait 6t6 arrte suivant l'un ou I'autre des deux modes susindiques, tout
pecheur autorise hs la peche exceptionnelle en question doit se conformer
strictement et absolument A la ddcision prise.

I1 n'est permis de retirer de l'eau les filets fixes, dormants ou trainants,
qu'A partir du point du jour, - fixe A une heure avant le lever du soleil -
jusqu'A 10 heures du matin. Ces filets ne seront jamais tendus dans l'eau
avant une heure de l'apres-midi, operation qui pourra durer jusqu'h une
heure apres le coucher du soleil. Le dimanche, il est defendu de laisser
dans l'eau des filets fixes tendus pour ]a peche exceptionnelle des Gang-
fische.

Celui qui, en raison de l'autorisation speciale qu'il a obtenue, peche
avec des filets fixes les Gangfische pendant le temps du frai de ces poissons,
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ne peut, du 20 novembre au 25 dfcembre, exercer en mme temps la pfche
aux grands filets flottants ou volants.

§ 31

Capture des Gangfische avec des filets fixes, durant l'dte

La peche des Gangfische, soit avec de hauts filets dormants pour Gang-
fische, soit avec de has filets dormants A mailles de moins de 32 mm d'ouver-
ture, est permise du 15 avril au 31 mai jusqu'h midi, A 1'exception du lundi
et du jeudi.'

Comme les hauts filets fixes ordinaires, les hauts filets fixes destines h
prendre des Gangfische n'auront pas plus de 100 m de longueur sur 5 m
de chute.

Leur partie inffrieure aura sur un mtre de hauteur des mailles de 30 mm
d'ouverture. La ralingue de fond ne sera pas conformfe diff~remment que
pour les filets fixes ordinaires. Les filets dormants ou trainants ;k Gangfische
ne seront jamais utilis~s comme filets flottants.

L'emploi des filets fixes h grande chute pour prendre les Gangfische
n'est permis que depuis le point du jour, une heure avant le lever du soleil,
jusqu'A midi.

§ 32

Distances que doivent avoir les filets fixes entre eux,
lorsqu'ils sont tendus

En tendant ses filets fixes, le pfcheur aura soin de les placer A 20 m de
distance au moins les uns des autres; cette distance s'entend mesur~e
perpendiculairement de la nappe de l'un des filets It la nappe d'un autre filet.

Cependant, cette prescription n'est pas applicable lorsqu'il s'agit de
traquer le poisson pour le chasser dans les mailles d'un filet fixe (en parti-
culier dans la pche des Gangfische au moyen de filets fixes h haute chute,
v. §§ 28 et 31) ou que l'on tend des filets durant la matinee.

§ 33

Pche avec des verveux, barfolets, berfous ou louves

Tous ces engins, quels qu'ils soient, ne peuvent avoir une entree dont
le plus grand diam~tre dfpasse un metre. Dans une seule et meme exploi-
tation piscatoriale, on ne peut faire usage t la fois de plus de 12 verveux,
barfolets, berfous, ou louves.

Lorsque ces engins sont divis~s en cases plus ou moins nombreuses, les
dispositions ci-dessus ne s'y appliquent pas; ces engins, divis~s en cases,
n'6tant pas compris dans le chiffre susindiqu6.

Les verveux, barfolets, etc., seront places avant 4 heures de l'apr~s-
midi; du premier octobre au 31 mars, ces appareils seront retires de l'eau
avant 10 heures du matin, et du premier avril au 30 septembre, avant
8 heures du matin. Lorsque ces engins auront 6t6 places durant la nuit, ils

1 Nouvelle teneur de cet alinfa selon entente du 25 avril 1914, en vigueur
depuis le 15juin 1914.



seront retires de l'eau le matin suivant, et ne pourront tre replaces dans
l'eau avant l'apr~s-midi du mfme jour.

II sera permis de laisser dans l'eau, pendant les jours, ffrifs indiqu~s au
§ 20, les verveux et autres engins semblables, lorsqu'ils auront 6t6 poses le
jour precedent.

Du 20 novembre au 25 d~cembre, il sera loisible, ds le point du jour
(une heure avant le lever du soleil) jusqu'h la nuit, de ressortir et de replacer
lesdits engins, lorsqu'ils seront divis~s en cases plus ou moins nombreuses
et qu'ils auront W poses sur les places de frai des Gangfische; cela, d'une
mani~re absolue et sans aucune restriction. En revanche, il sera dffendu
dans ces cas, de laisser ces engins dans l'eau pendant un jour f6ri6. Lorsqu'ils
auront t6t placfs le samedi soir, ils seront retires de l'eau le dimanche
suivant, avant 8 heures du matin, mais il ne pourront tre replaces le mfme
jour.

Lesdits engins ne pourront ktre dfpos~s sur les places off abondent les
plantes aquatiques.

Les verveux, berfous et autres engins semblables seront espac~s de 20 m
au minimum les uns des autres.

§ 34

Pclie aux nasses proprement dites, bires, paniers, bouraches, nances, casiers et autres
engins semblables

Les nasses proprement dites, casiers et autres engins analogues ne seront
employfs que pour la pfche de la lotte, et seulement dans les eaux profondes
du lac, entre Berlingen et Mammern. Dans une seule et m~me exploitation
piscatoriale, il ne sera pas permis de faire usage en m~me temps de plus
de 100 nasses ou casiers.

Les nasses employ~s en mme temps seront plac~es les unes h la suite
des autres; elles ne seront disposfes que suivant le sens de la longueur du lit
du lac; ]a rang~e de nasses sera indiqu~e h la surface de l'eau au moyen de
trois flottes, dont deux seront plac~es aux extr~mit~s de la range, et la
troisi~me au milieu. Chaque annfe, entre le premier et le 15 mai, les p~cheurs
h la nasse permuteront leurs places de pfche conform~ment aux instructions
qu'ils recevront A ce sujet de l'inspecteur de la pfche.

Les p~cheurs auront soin de ne jamais placer leurs nasses h moins de
50 m de distance des nasses des autres pfcheurs.

I1 est interdit de poser des nasses dans les roseaux.

§ 35

Parcs sur palots sans bires, ni verveux

Le pourtour d'un parc, dftermin6 par les pieux qui le forment, n'aura
dans quelque direction que ce soit, un diamtre d~passant 15 m. Les pieux
des barrages du parc ne seront jamais distants de plus de 30 m du pieu
du centre de ce parc et jamais install~s sur la beine. Chaque parc sera
indiqu6 h la surface de l'eau, au moyen de flottes qui seront plac~es au-
dessus des pieux de barrage.

Les parcs existants, dont les dimensions excfderaient celles qui sont
indiqufes ci-dessus, seront autant que possible, lors des r6parations ou
modifications que l'on y apportera, r~duits aux dimensions minimums
susmentionn~es. Dans l'espace de douze mois, 6 partir de l'entr~e en vigueur



du pr6sent r glement, les pieux de barrages de tous les parcs existant actuelle-
ment dans le lac ou le Rhin seront disposs de fagon h n'etre dloign6s que
de 30 m au minimum du centre du parc.

De nouveaux pares ne seront 6tablis que sur l'autorisation de la prdfec-
ture de Constance; cependant cette autorisation ne sera accord&e qu'autant
que dans l'avenir, le nombre des pares n'excfdera pas le nombre des parcs
existant actuellement dans le lac ou le Rhin.

Les pares seront constamment maintenus dans l'tat requis pour qu'ils
atteignent leur but. Lorsque cela ne sera pas le cas, la pr6fecture pourra,
sur le prdavis de la commission de peche, obliger le propri6taire A recons-
truire son pare dans un laps de temps d6termin6, A d6faut de quoi, ce pro-
priftaire perdra son droit de peche au parc. Pourtant le proprietaire pourra
recourir contre une telle d~cision aupres du minist~re de l'intfrieur, A
Karlsruhe. Disposer qu'un parc ne sera plus utilis6 est une comptence que,
seule, la pr6fecture de Constance possede. Des qu'un parc a 6t dclar6 hors
d'usage, il est absolument interdit A 'ancien proprietaire ou A des tiers d'y
pcher.

La d6signation exacte et le nom des proprietaires de pares seront port6s
dans un registre que tient la pr6fecture. Lorsque le propri6taire d'un pare
en transmettra la proprit6 A quelque nouvel ayant droit, connaissance en
sera donn6e A la prafecture.

La pche, A l'int6rieur des pieux de barrages d'un pare, ne sera exercde
que par le propridtaire de ce parc ou par les personnes qui pourront produire
l'autorisation 6crite qu'elles auront regue dudit propri6taire A cc sujet.
Lorsque le parc sera la copropriet6 de plusieurs ayants droit, cette autori-
sation sera signe par tous les coproprietaires.

L'exercice de la pche au filet volant, dans l'int6rieur des pieux du
barrage, est interdit meme an propriftaire du pare.

§ 36

Gords, vanels, bourdigues et autres pcheries fixes semblables

Il est interdit d'6tablir de nouveaux gords, vanels ou bourdigues et
d'augmenter le pourtour des pecheries fixes semblables existant dejA.

Lorsque, par la n6gligence de leurs proprietaires, des gords ou autres
pdcheries fixes analogues seront tombes en ruines, ils ne pourront pas etre
reconstruits. S'il n'est pas certain que la negligence du proprietaire soit
la cause de la degradation du gord, la prefecture tranche la question, apres
s'6tre enquis sur ce point de l'opinion de la commission de peche. Les gords
qui ont ete d6truits par un phenomene naturel ou par une cause 6trangre
A la negligence du proprietaire pourront &tre reconstruits dans un d6lai
de deux ans, A dater du temps ofi ils auront 6t6 detruits.

§ 37

Recolte des plantes aquatiques

I1 est defendu de recolter les plantes aquatiques, soit dans le lac, soit
dans le Rhin.

Cependant, lorsque la demande en sera faite A l'inspecteur de peche,
cette recolte pourra 6tre autorisde pour le temps qui court du 15 au 31 mars,
A condition toutefois qu'elle ne s'exerce que sur les places qu'aura piquetes
AL cet effet l'inspecteur de la peche.



§ 38

Protection des wufs de poissons et des produits
de l'incubation naturelle

I1 est interdit d'enlever du lac ou du Rhin le frai qui s'y trouve, de
le d~truire ou de lui causer n'importe quel dommage. Sauf les exceptions
prfvues dans ce r~glement il est aussi d~fendu, pour assurer autant que
possible la f~condation naturelle pendant 1'6poque du frai, de dfranger les
poissons qui s'y livrent sur les places A frayer.

Cependant, si, apr~s les hautes eaux, du frai reste dans des foss6s, creux
ou autres enfoncements d'ofs l'eau se retire, les pacheurs pourront prendre
ce frai, A condition de le replacer au plus t6t dans des endroits propices
du lac ou du Rhin.

§ 39

Prescriptions relatives a la protection de l'crevisse

I1 est ddfendu de pecher des 6crevisses qui, du commencement du rostre
A 'extr~mit6 de la queue, n'ont pas 10 cm au moins de longueur.

Lorsqu'on aura pris des 6crevisses de moindres dimensions, ces crustac~s
seront immddiatement rejet~s A l'eau. Du ler octobre ai 30 juin, la p~che
des 6crevisses est compltement prohib~e.

Les dispositions des §§ 17 et 18 du present r~glement sont applicables
ici par analogie, soit en ce qui concerne la mise en vente, la vente et l'ex-
p~dition d'6crevisses durant le temps auquel il est interdit de pecher ces
crustaces, soit en ce qui concerne la longueur minimum A partir de laquelle
ils peuvent etre captures.

S'il 6tait necessaire A un moment donn6 de reintroduire en grand nombre
des 6crevisses dans le lac et le Rhin, la prefecture pourrait interdire d'une
maniere absolue la pfche de ces crustaces sur tout le domaine d'application
du present reglement pour une dure qui pourrait aller jusqu'A 5 ans.

§ 40

Dispositions pdnales

Tout contrevenant aux dispositions qui precedent est passible ou d'une
amende pouvant s'6lever jusqu'A 150 marcs, ou d'emprisonnement.

De meme, celui qui, sur le domaine d'application du present reglement,
pche des poissons ou des ecrevisses, sans en avoir le droit, encourt une
punition.

Dans le cas prevu A l'alinea premier du present §, il peut y avoir lieu
de prononcer, outre la peine susindiquee, la confiscation des poissons pris
et exposes illegalement en vente, ainsi que des engins utilises A la peche
de ces poissons, que ces animaux et engins appartiennent au condamne
ou non.

§ 41

Peines relatives aux contraventions de pgche

Partout oii s'applique le present reglement, la prefecture de Constance
est seule competente pour poursuivre penalement les contraventions qui
se rapportent A la peche du lac Inferieur et du Rhin.
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Les amendes prononcdes par cette prfecture comme mesures de police
sont versdes h la caisse d'Etat du Grand-Duch6 de Bade; le jugement
6tant devenu ex6cutoire, elles seront versdes dans l'espace d'une semaine,
intdgralement, sans frais et sans que le condamn6 en soit spdcialement
requis, A l'autorit6 comptente badoise, avec le montant des frais de proc6-
dure effectuds jusqu'alors. A cet effet, la prdfecture transmet au condamn6,
en mdme temps que 1'avis de sa condamnation, un mandat destin6 au
paiement de la somme A verser A l'autorit6 compdtente badoise. Lorsque
les condamns auront leur domicile sur sol suisse, ils opdreront le paiement
de l'amende et des frais de procedure au Bureau principal des imp6ts, h
Constance.

D'ailleurs, pour toute personne ayant son domicile en Suisse, ou y
6tant en sdjour d'une mani~re durable, l'exdcution du jugement aura lieu,
sur la demande des autoritds badoises, par la prdfecture suisse du district
ois habite ladite personne. L'exdcution parfaite, la prefecture suisse fait
savoir A l'autoritd badoise compdtente comment le jugement a pu 8tre
exdcut6; cette communication est accompagnde du montant de 'amende
et des frais de procddure encaissds, ou d'un avis relatif A la transformation,
en tout ou partie, de l'amende en emprisonnement.

§ 42

Pisciculture

L'introduction, dans le lac Infdrieur ou dans le Rhin, d'espces de pois-
sons nouvelles, ne peut avoir lieu que si elle est approuvde A la fois par le
Conseil f~dral suisse et par le minist~re de l'intdrieur du Grand-Duch6
de Bade.

§ 43

Interpritation de l'indication des ipoques ou pdriodes
citdes dans le prdsent riglement

Lorsque, dans le prdsent r~glement, il est question d'6poques, de pdriodes
ou de ddlais, le premier et le dernier des jours cites sont compris dans ces
6poques ou ddlais.

Quand l'exercice de la pfche devra cesser d'une mani~re absolue A un
moment donn6, toutes les mesures seront prises h temps pour que cela
arrive.

Partout, o6, dans ce r~glement, il s'agit ((d'une heure apr~s le coucher
du soleil)) et ((d'une heure avant le lever du soleil)) il faut interpreter la
chose ainsi qu'il suit:

z heure avant i heure apris

lk lever du soleil le toucher du soleil

En ddcembre ... .......... ... 7 heures du matin 5 heures du soir
En janvier et novembre .. ..... 7 s s s 6 s s s
En fdvrier et octobre ... ....... 6 t) ) ) 7 s
En mars et septembre ........ . 5 s s s 7 s s
En avril et aofit ............ .. 4 s s s 8 s s
En mai et juillet .. ........ . 4 s )) )) 9 )) s
En juin ......... ... .. 3 .. ) 9 )) ) ))



§ 44

Dispositions antdrieures au prsent riglement

Le present r~glement entrera en vigueur le premier janvier 1898.
En entrant en vigueur, il abrogera les §§ 1 A 37 du r~glement de pfche

pour le lac Infrieur (lac Extrieur) et le Rhin, du 16 novembre 1861, ainsi
que le r~glement de pche pour le lac Int~rieur ou Gnadensee, du 23 janvier
1865 et les dispositions prd'ectorales du 18 janvier 1893 sur 1'exercice de ]a
peche dans le lac Infrieur et le Rhin.

§ 45

Clauses transitoires

Un sursis est accord6 jusqu'au premier janvier 1899 pour l'emploi des
engins de p&he actuellement en usage, ayant des mailles de moins de
32 mm d'ouverture ou des baguettes distantes entre elles de moins de
32 mm, 'emploi de ces engins 6tant contraire aux dispositions du present
arr 6t, § 12, lettre B.

De m~me, relativement au brochet, qui jusqu's present ne pouvait
etre captur6 que s'il avait 30 cm de longueur, ]a disposition du present
reglement, suivant laquelle le brochet, pour pouvoir etre pris, doit avoir
35 cm au moins, n'entrera en vigueur qu'au premier janvier 1899.

219. CONVENTION' ENTRE L'ALLEMAGNE ET LA SUISSE SUR
LA RtGULARISATION DU RHIN ENTRE STRASBOURG-
KEHL ET ISTEIN, SIGNPSE A BERNE, LE 28 MARS 19292

La Confederation suisse et le Reich allemand, anims du dsir d'executer
la regularisation du Rhin entre Strasbourg-Kehl et Istein conformement
Asla resolution du 29 avril 1925 de la Commission centrale pour la navigation
du Rhin3, sont convenus de conclure une convention As cet effet...

ARTICLE PREMIER. La Confederation suisse et le Reich allemand con-
viennent d'entreprendre sans delai et de poursuivre sans interruption la
regularisation du Rhin entre Strasbourg-Kehl et Istein, conformement au
projet approuve par ]a Commission centrale pour la navigation du Rhin,
le 29 avril 1925.

Le cofit des travaux, evalues par devis A cinquante millions de reichs-
marks, sera supporte A raison de soixante pour cent par la Suisse et de
quarante pour cent par l'Allemagne.

Les frais supplementaires eventuels seront repartis dans la meme proportion
jusqu'A concurrence de dix pour cent du devis indique.

Si, contre toute attente, les sommes susvisees ne suffisaient pas h permettre
la regularisation recherche, les Parties contractantes prendront de commun
accord, en temps voulu, les dispositions appropries.

I L'echange des instruments de ratification a eu lieu I Berne, le 7 juin 1930.
2 Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 104, p. 24.
1 Les Actes du Rhin, Traitds, Conventions, Lois et Riglements principaux concernant la

Navigation sur le Rhin et les voies navigables d'Europe occidentale, Strasbourg, 1957,
p. 36/37.



Les contributions qui proviendraient d'autres intdresses seront creditees aux
Parties contractantes dans la proportion de soixante A quarante.

ARTICLE 2. Les Parties contractantes s'entendront chaque annee, en
temps utile, en vue de determiner pour l'annde suivante le montant des
credits necessaires et les echeances de paiement, leurs parts respectives
demeurant toujours fixees dans la proportion de soixante A quarante.

ARTICLE 3. La charge de l'entretien des sections regularisees sera
determinee conformement A l'accord conclu A Strasbourg, le 20 mai 1922,
entre delegues allemands, franqais et suisses, et conformement au protocole
du mme jour annexe A cet accord'. Le Gouvernement allemand declare
prendre A sa charge les frais d'entretien de la section situee sur son territoire.

ARTICLE 4. Les deux gouvernements constatent que la Commission
centrale pour la navigation du Rhin, dans sa resolution du 29 avril 1925,
subordonne son approbation du projet de regularisation A, la condition que la
Suisse et l'Allemagne s'engagent, par un accord, A prendre les dispositions
necessaires pour que la navigation ne subisse pendant l'execution des travaux
de rdgularisation aucune gene appreciable du fait de celle-ci.

Us conviennent d'assumer cette obligation et d'en garantir l'observation
en donnant les instructions n6cessaires A la direction des travaux responsables.

ARTICLE 5. Les deux gouvernements constatent que, dans la meme
resolution, la Commission centrale pour la navigation du Rhin, en approu-
vant le projet de regularisation, a pos6 comme condition que l'accord en
question comporte egalement l'obligation de remedier A toutes les consequen-
ces dommageables qui resulteraient pour la partie de la voie navigable dejAL
regularisee en aval de Strasbourg de 1'execution et de la realisation des
travaux de regularisation en amont de Strasbourg.

Le Gouvernement allemand declare qu'il prend A sa charge cette obliga-
tion.

ARTICLE 6. Les Gouvernements suisse et allemand sont d'accord que
l'etablissement d'une voie de grande navigation de BAle au lac de Constance
doit tre recherchee en liaison avec la regularisation du Rhin entre Stras-
bourg-Kehl et Istein.

Les deux gouvernements conviennent qu'aussit6t que les conditions
economiques permettront l'execution de l'entreprise, le Conseil federal suisse
et le Gouvernement badois concluront une convention qui fixera notamment
un participation equitable de la Suisse aux frais, les delais d'execution et
l'aide technique et administrative dont beneficiera cette oeuvre.

En vue de favoriser 1'6tablissement d'une voie de grande navigation, le
Conseil federal suisse consent:

10 A mener, conjointement avec le gouvernement badois et sur la base
des principes adoptes jusqu'A present, les pourparlers concernant l'octroi de
nouvelles concessions de forces motrices entre Bale et le lac de Constance,
et A les acc6lerer dans la mesure du possible;

20 A imposer, d'accord avec le Gouvernement badois, egalement dans
les concessions futures, les conditions generalement adoptees dans 'interet de
la grande navigation.

I Voir supra, traite no 117, p. 4 10 .
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30 A faciliter la construction d'usines hydro-6lectriques et - en tant
que les int6r&s nationaux de la Suisse le permettront et si la construction des
usines en d6pend - A autoriser dans la mesure du possible l'exportation
de quotes-parts suisses d'6nergie 61ectrique qui, hors de Suisse, seraient
susceptibles d'une meilleure utilisation.

Greece-Turkey

220. ACCORD' ENTRE LA GRSCE ET LA TURQUIE RELATIF
A LA RtGLEMENTATION DES TRAVAUX HYDRAULIQUES
SUR LES DEUX RIVES DU FLEUVE MARITZA-EBROS,
SIGNS A ANKARA LE 20 JUIN 19342

PARTIE I

STIPULATIONS RELATIVES AUX TRAVAUX EXISTANTS ACTUELLEMENT

1. Travaux a supprimer

Les travaux suivants existant actuellement sur le fleuve seront supprim6s
A bref dlai:

1) Le pilotis d'un ancien pont de D~cauville se trouvant imm6diatement
en aval du village de Marassia-Maratch.

2) Deux barrages et 1'dpis en construction se trouvant sur l'embouchure
du fleuve du c6t6 turc pros du village de Gh~midjikeuy Gematu (Kourz-
koundji Ada - feuille 5 de la carte du protocole de D6limitation).

3) Barrage de moulin turc emport6 se trouvant en amont d'Ednkeuy-
Pactii et l'6pis se trouvant du c6t6 grec un peu en amont de ce barrage.

4) Mur en maqonnerie se trouvant A la bifurcation du Tchai Ada-
Delta pr&s du poste Turc de l'endroit.

2. Travaux h maintenir

Tous les autres travaux existant actuellement sur les fleuves, d6fenses
frontales, digues, 6pis, 6perons etc. . . . seront conservs pour l'instant et
pourront tre maintenus en l'6tat et entretenus en attendant l'F6tude prt-
paratoire du projet (B) qui statuera d'une mani6re d6finitive sur leur sort.
I1 est bien entendu que cet entretien n'impliquera en aucune faqon un
ddveloppement, une extension ou une modification des travaux de quelque
nature qu'elle soit qui d6passe les limites actuelles deleur fonctionnement.
Il est 6galement entendu que ce terme d'entretien n'implique pas le r6tablis-
sement d'6pis dtruits dont il ne reste que des vestiges. Ne seront pas consid6-
r~s comme d6veloppement et extension dans le sens ci-dessus les am6nage-
ments nfcessaires pour permettre A ces ouvrages de continuer A fonctionner
d'une manire conforme A leur destination primitive. Ces travaux d'entretien
ne pourront tre exdcuts qu'apr~s un pr6avis de dix jours donna A l'autre
Partie.

1 Ratifi6 par la Gr&e le Ie octobre 1936 et par la Turquie le 25 mai 1935.
2 Gazette Officielle hellne, no 474, 27 octobre 1936.
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La suppression de la digue de fermeture imm6diatement en aval de la
borne frontire n° 23, obstruant 1'entre des eaux dans le canal naturel que
la carte de la Commission de D6limitation de 1925-1926 indique comme
commen~ant en cet endroit et rejoignant le fleuve en aval de Pythion-Koulli
Bourgas ayant 6t6 rdclame par la D61gation Turque et d'autre part le
caractre offensif des apis se trouvant sur le littoral du Nazim Bey Tchiflik-
Ferme de Nazim Bey et la n6cessit6 de leur suppression ayant 6t6 all~gue par
la D66gation Grecque, il a 6t convenu d'un commun accord de laisser
6galement A 1'6tude du projet B, partie II du present accord, le soin de
d6cider de leur sort, l'entretien en 1'6tat dans l'intervalle 6tant autoris6
comme ci-dessus. Toutefois 6tant donn6 1importance attache A cette ques-
tion il est entendu, qu'en vue d'en hAter autant que possible la solution,
1'6tude pr~paratoire du projet B comprendra dans son premier secteur de
20 kilom~tres l'6tude de cette partie du littoral.

Le projet B statuera bien entendu de meme et dans 'ordre de l'tude
fixee A la partie II sur la question du maintien ou de la suppression des
digues se trouvant du c6t6 Turc A la hauteur de Kourt Boudjagi (sud de
Poros-Kaldirkos).

PARTIE II

TRAVAUX HYDRAULIQUES A EXECUTER

1. Fixation d caractire des travaux auxquels chaque partie sera libre de procdder
moyennant un priavis d'un mois

Ces travaux sont de trois sortes.

a) Defenses frontales des berges.
b) Digues.
c) Epis.

a) Les defenses frontales pourront tre de tout systeme et de tout matfriel
A condition que leur base n'occupe pas au fond de la riviere une largeur
de plus de 4 mtres A partir du pied du revktement et ne s'e&ve pas A une
hauteur de plus de 50 centimetres au-dessus de 1'eau au niveau de l'tiage.
L'epaisseur du revetement meme ne d6passera pas un m6tre, sauf s'il s'agit
comme mur de sout6nement auquel cas cette 6paisseur sera calculke d'aprbs
le materiel employe et la poussee A laquelle il sera expos6.

Si la defense frontale est effectuee au moyen de plantation, la largeur de
l'ouvrage ne doit pas d6passer trois metres A partir de la rive A l'tiage.

Les d6fenses frontales en g6n6ral ne pourront etre ex6cut6es que dans les
parties du fleuve erosionnees ou menacees d'6rosions. Elles ne pourront en
aucun cas tre pratiqudes sur les parties convexes du littoral ou sur les
caps.

b) Les digues seront submersibles, de longueur relativement petite,
parallles au fleuve ou obliques par rapport A son cours. Elles auront pour
but de proteger les riverains des crues ordinaires et pourront etre construites
sur les points ofa une rupture de la berge risque de se produire. Sera egale-
ment autorisee l'erection de digues circulaires autour de villages A la hauteur
voulue pour les preserver de l'invasion des eaux. I1 est bien entendu que
dans la partie du fleuve dont les deux rives sont egalement turques entre
le pont de l'Arda et la borne fronti~re n0 23 la liberte complete des Autorits
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Turques, pour toutes espces de travaux hydrauliques, n'est limit~e que par
les r~gles g~nfrales du droit international et les Conventions internationales
rfgissant la mati~re auxquelles la Grce a adhr6, r~gles et stipulations
interdisant les mesures de nature h porter prejudice au territoire turc.

c) Seront autoris~s les petits 6pis ne pouvant 6tre construits que dans
les concavit~s du littoral caus~es par les 6rosions. La longueur maximum de
ces 6pis sera de 7,50 metres h l'endroit de la plus grande 6rosion, cette
longueur 6tant progressivement diminude sur les points o6 l'rosion est
moindre jusqu'A arriver aux points o6i cette 6rosion commence ou se termine.
La direction de ces 6pis sera perpendiculaire au courant de l'6tiage, leur
hauteur ne devra pas dfpasser le niveau du terrain naturel adjaqant A la
berge et leur tate au niveau de l'tiage. Le talus de la base au-dessous de
l'tiage aura une inclinaison de 45' . I1 ne pourra tre construit d'6pis lA
ou le fleuve se divise et forme des iles.

2. Travaux hydrauliques de consolidation du lit principal qui seront exicutds par dtapes
progressives d'aprs une etude commune (Projet B)

Les deux Etats procfderont sur la partie commune du fleuve A 1'exfcution
de travaux de consolidation des rives du lit principal en tenant compte de
l'influence sur le regime du lit principal des affluents principaux et des
bras subsidiaires du fleuve. Dans le cas oii l'6tude relative A ces travaux
d~montrerait la nfcessit6 de proc~der A une rectification du cours du lit
principal, cette rectification ne pourrait 6tre d6cidfe que par un accord
special A intervenir entre les deux Parties. Les travaux dont il s'agit seront
ex~cutfs en allant de l'amont A l'aval et successivement dans les secteurs
qui diviseront le cours commun du fleuve, chaque secteur devant avoir
une longueur de 20 km. Les travaux seront conduits de front par les deux
Parties et executes dans les ddlais A stipuler dans l'tude prparatoire de
ces travaux. Le relev6 topographique des secteurs se fera successivement en
commen~ant de l'amont, le relev6 du premier secteur, A partir de la fronti~re
Bulgare, devant commencer en &6 1934. Les services comp~tents des deux
Parties r~gleront d'un commun accord les dftails de l'accomplissement de
ces relevfs topographiques qui devront 6tre bases sur une triangulation et un
nivellement de precision communs. Les repbres et les points trigonomftriques
qui ont servi aux travaux de la Commission de la D6limitation frontaliire
seront compris dans le travail de la triangulation. Au fur et A mesure que
seront achevfs les plans topographiques et d'un commun accord, les avant-
projets de chaque secteur, ou ceux de plusieurs secteurs groupfs, seront
confi~s A un expert d'une tierce nationalit6. Les avant-projets A dresser par
cet expert statueront 6galement sur le programme de l'ex~cution.

Apr~s l'approbation de l'avant-projet par les deux Gouvernements chaque
Etat fera 6tablir par ses services le projet dffinitif des travaux dans le ou
les secteurs en cause sur base de l'avant-projet. Ces projets dffinitifs seront
soumis A l'approbation des deux Gouvernements apr~s quoi l'on passera A
l'exfcution. Les diff~rends 6ventuels qui s'6lveraient seront rsolus par voie
d'arbitrage.

3. Travaux d'urgence qui pourront 9tre exdcutis apris entente pendant l'intervalle qui
nous separe de la mise en application du projet B

Des travaux isols prfsentant un caract~re d'urgence pourront tre executes
par chacune des deux Parties apr~s un projet pralable qui devra 6tre soumis
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h l'autre Partie aux fins d'approbation, en suivant la procedure prfvue A la
Partie III du present accord.

4. Travaux hydrauliques priparatoires qui font partie de l'amnagement gdneral de la
vallde de la Maritza-Ebros (Plan A) et dont l'dtablissement est utile en tout itat

de cause

L'6tude et l'exdcution de grands travaux hydrauliques pour l'amfnage-
ment gfnral du fleuve Maritza-Ebros, c'est-A-dire les travaux qui auront
pour but la defense de part et d'autre des terrains submerges par les grandes
crues du fleuve (digues longitudinales insubmersibles continues sur de grands
secteurs du fleuve et travaux d'art y relatifs etc.) seront remis pour l'instant,
la possibilit6 de la r~alisation de travaux semblables ne paraissant pas pouvoir
se presenter avant un ddlai d'une dizaine d'annfes. Toutefois des observations
hydrauliques 6tant n~cessaires en tout 6tat de cause, non seulement pour les
travaux ci-dessus mentionnds mais aussi pour ceux qui concernent le projet B
mentionn6 au titre precedent et pour toute 6tude ou travail, les deux Parties
conviennent d'installer d~s A present les stations hydrauliques nfcessaires
(stations pluviom~triques et stations hydrom~triques).

Les services comp~tents des deux Parties se mettront d'accord pour r~gler
le nombre, le genre, l'emplacement de ces stations, les observations qui y
seront faites et tous autres details ndcessaires tant pour leur fonctionnement
que pour l'6change des observations pratiqufes.

PARTIE III

PROCkDURE A, SUIVRE POUR L'ETABLISSEMENT DES ETUDES ET EXECUTION DES
TRAVAUX PREVUS A LA PARTIE II TITRE 3 DU PRLSENT ACCORD

La partie d~sireuse d'exdcuter sur sa rive un travail semblable, pr~parera
et transmettra A l'autre partie une 6tude technique en deux exemplaires,
relative A ce travail. Celle-ci sera tenue, dans un d6lai de trois mois A compter
de la date de la r6ception de ladite 6tude, de faire savoir A la partie
demanderesse soit qu'elle consent inconditionnellement A l'ex6cution dudit
travail, soit qu'elle n'y consent que sous certaines conditions, soit qu'elle
refuse d'y consentir. En cas de consentement inconditionnel ou de silence de
la partie interpell~e pendant le susdit d6lai de trois mois, la partie demande-
resse aura le droit de procdder A l'ex~cution des travaux en question, en se
conformant A l'6tude pr~sent6e. Toute modification, dont le besoin se fera
ult6rieurement sentir, avant le commencement du travail ou au cours de
l'ex6cution de celui-ci sera 6galement et suivant la mme proc6dure, com-
muniqu&e A l'autre Partie. Au cas ofi la Partie interpell~e refusait son con-
sentement ou le rattachait A des conditions jug~es inacceptables par la Partie
demanderesse et que le diff6rend qui en r6sultait ne pouvait 6tre r6solu A
l'amiable, il sera rdgl6 par voie d'arbitrage.

La Partie d6sireuse de procdder A un travail pourra si elle l'estime utile,
remettre en premier lieu A l'autre Partie un avant-projet sur base duquel
l'autre Partie pourra formuler son consentement de principe. Cependant le
consentement de principe ne lie pas inconditionnellement la Partie interpell6e
et celle-ci restera libre de refuser son consentement au vu du projet d~finitif
qui lui sera communiqu6.

Les relev6s topographiques et les observations hydrauliques n6cessaires
pour l'6tablissement des 6tudes susmentionn6es se feront conform6ment aux
r~gles 6dict~es par le titre suivant ayant trait A la matire.



2. Relevds topographiques

Au cas oa l'tablissement des 6tudes dont il est question plus haut, ou si
les besoins gfn~raux du service de l'une des deux Parties lui faisait estimer
ndcessaire de recueillir des donnfcs topographiques au moyen d'observations
et de mesurages A effectuer sur le territoire de 'autre Partie ou d'op~rer des
levees de profil en long et en travers du fleuve, la Partie intfressfe adressera
A l'autre Partie une communication determinant la nature, l'extension et
l'chelle des travaux topographiques dont il s'agit, et demandant l'auto-
risation d'y proc~der. La Partie interpellfe aura A se prononcer dans un
ddlai d'un mois, A partir de la r6ception de la communication susdite, soit
en consentant A l'exfcution des opfrations envisag~es et fixant en mrnme
temps la date, aussi rapproch~e que possible, A laquelle elle pourront avoir
lieu, soit en proposant A la Partie int6ress~e de faire executer ces opfrations
par ses propres moyens A ses frais, ou A ceux de l'autre Partie, soit en refusant
son consentement, pour partie ou totalit6 des travaux. Les difffrends qui
pourraient s'6lever dans ce dernier cas seront, si une entente amiable
n'intervient pas, rdsolus par voie d'arbitrage.

3. Observations hydrauliques

Chaque Partie pourra, sur sa rive et sur les parties des ponts qui lui
appartiennent, installer des stations hydrauliques simples et y effectuer des
observations, sans avoir pour cela besoin du consentement de l'autre Partie
et moyennant seulement un pr~avis de 10 jours portant mention du genre
de la station projetde, de son emplacement exact ainsi que de l'horaire des
observations A pratiquer.

L'installation de stations hydromftriques enregistreuses ne pourra tre
faite par l'une des Parties qu'avec le consentement de l'autre A laquelle devra
tre au prealable communiqu6 un plan de la station projet~e. La Partie

interpellke devra donner sa reponse dans un dlai de trois mois, A compter de
la date de reception de l'avis. Elle pourra demander des modifications du
plan projet6 ou refuser son consentement auquel cas le differend pourra tre
tranch6 par voie d'arbitrage. Au cas ofi 'Etat interpelle omettrait de repondre
dans le delai susdit, son consentement serait consider6 comie acquis et la
construction pourra commencer A l'expiration de ce delai.

4. Mesurage de la vitesse des eaux

Chaque Partie sera libre de proceder comme elle l'entend A des operations
de mesurage de la vitesse des eaux du fleuve Ebros-Maritza par des moyens
materiels et instruments mobiles, A charge simplement pour elle d'en donner
A l'autre Partie un preavis de dix jours portant mention de la nature du
mesurage projete, de sa duree probable et des moyens materiels et instruments
qui seront employds.

S'il s'agit de faire le mesurage par des moyens, materiels et instruments
fixes, la procedure A suivre sera celle prevue pour les stations hydrometriques
enregistreuses mentionnees au deuxieme alinea du titre 3 de la presente
partie.

Si le mesurage necessite des levees de profil en long et en travers, la
procedure sera celle fixe pour les travaux topographiques mentionnes
au titre 2 de ]a presente partie, sauf que le preavis sera de 10 jours seulement.



5. Stipulations diverses

a) Les deux Parties contractantes 61aboreront en commun avec la
collaboration des Services compdtents de part et d'autre et appliqueront un
r~glement spcial dterminant les conditions dans lesquelles se pratiquera
la peche dans les eaux du lit principal du fleuve. Ce raglement devra contenir
des stipulations interdisant l'usage et prescrivant la suppression de dispositifs
fixes suffisamment massifs pour gfner le passage des eaux et en faire dfvier
le cours.

b) La borne frontire 24 ayant 6t6 dftruite par le courant, elle sera
reconstruite, au cours de l'&6 de 1934.

c) Le lit de la Maritza-Ebros se trouvant, en de nombreux endroits,
encombr6 par des arbres et des broussailles de nature A goner l'6coulement
des eaux et A apporter des perturbations dans le cours de la riviere, un
d6boisage addquat devra ttre pr6vu par le plan B et constituera l'un des
616ments de celui-ci; notamment dans la partie du pont de dcharge d'inon-
dation de la voie ferrde A proximit6 de Pythion et dans le bras Turc de la
partie de la rivire traverse par le pont routier ois les travaux de ddboisage,
vu l'urgence plus grande, devront se faire, si possible sans attendre l'appli-
cation du plan B.

d) Les services comptents des deux Parties se mettront d'accord, au plus
bref ddlai possible, pour entreprendre en commun l'enlbvement des troncs
d'arbres, qui dans un certain nombre d'endroits gdnent le r6gime du fleuve.

e) Les plantations nouvelles directes ou par rabattage poursuivant le but
de prot6ger la berge ne seront autorisdes que dans les parties concaves et
6rosionndes du littoral.

6

Les prdavis mentionn~s dans les diffrents titres du pr6sent accord qui
n'impliquent pas une demande de consentement et d'approbation de la
Partie interpelle, mais ont simplement pour but de mettre ses Autorits
frontalires au courant de l'opdration du travail projet6, seront respective-
ment adresss au Vali d'Andrinople ou au Prdfet de la Nomarchie de l'Ebros.

PARTIE IV

CONTR6LE DE L'EXkCUTION ET DE L'ENTRETIEN DES TRAVAUX

Au commencement des travaux d'excution et d'entretien de tout ouvrage
autoris6 en vertu des stipulations prdvues dans les parties pr&c6dentes, la
Partie intdress6e notifiera le fait A l'autre Partie afin de la mettre en mesure,
tant au cours des travaux, qu'apres l'achbvement de l'ouvrage, de procdder
au contr6le. Ce contr6le sera effectu6 par un Commissaire ayant les con-
naissances techniques ndcessaires auquel sera adjoint au besoin un officier
de l'arme; ils auront pour mission de vdrifier sur place la conformit5 de
l'ouvrage aux conditions stipul6es par le prdsent accord ou determindes pour
les tudes et projets approuv6s comme ci-dessus.

La Partie intdresse s'engage pendant toute la dur6e des travaux et apr~s
l'ach~vement de l'ouvrage A accorder, sur la demande qui lui en sera faite,
toutes facilitds aux Commissaires de l'autre Partie dans l'accomplissement
de leur mission. Au cas off apr~s examen sur les lieux la Commission susdite
conclurait A la non-conformit6 des ouvrages ou travaux ou excutds ou en
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cours avec les stipulations du present accord ou les 6tudes approuv~es ou les
modifications ult~rieurement convenues, la Partie intress~e sera tenue au
re~u de la notification 6crite y affrente, qui lui sera faite, d'arr~ter les
travaux en cours ou dans un dflai fix6 par cette notification de d6molir ou
modifier l'ouvrage en question.

Tout difftrend qui surgirait entre les Hautes Parties contractantes,
relativement A l'interpr~tation ou A l'application du present Accord, sera
tranch6 par voie d'arbitrage aprhs entente entre elles, ou, faute d'entente,
par la Cour de Justice Internationale, conform~ment a 'article 22 du Trait6
d'Amiti6, de Neutralit6, de Conciliation et d'Arbitrage conclu entre la
Turquie et la Grhce le 30 octobre 1930.

Au cas off cet arbitrage lui donnerait raison, les travaux ou ouvrages en
question pourront 6tre repris ou retablis, dans les limites des stipulations
du present accord ou des 6tudes approuves ou modifies comme convenues A
l'origine.

Les dommages et les frais encourus du chef de l'arrft des travaux ou
de la demolition et de la reconstruction des ouvrages devront tre supportes
par la Partie qui a provoque cet arret ou cette demolition. La sentence
arbitrale fixera le montant de cette indemnite.

Le present accord sera valable pour une periode de 10 annees 5k partir du
moment de l'6change des ratifications; A l'expiration de ce delai il pourra
6tre denonce par l'une des deux Parties avec un preavis de six mois. Au cas
ohi les deux Parties Contractantes n'auraient pas use de ce droit i1 sera
prolonge par voie de tacite reconduction pour dix autres annees.

Au moment de proceder A la signature de l'accord relatif A la Regle-
mentation des Travaux Hydrauliques sur les deux rives du fleuve Maritza-
Ebros, les P16nipotentiaires des Hautes Parties contractantes ont convenu
que la mise en execution des clauses contenues dans le paragraphe 2 de la
seconde partie de l'accord aura lieu A partir du premier t6 qui suivra l'entre
en vigueur de l'accord.

Greece-Yugoslavia

221. tCHANGE DE LETTRES' ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT DE
LA RE PUBLIQUE POPULAIRE FtDIRRATIVE DE YOUGO-
SLAVIE ET LE GOUVERNEMENT DU ROYAUME DE
GRItCE CONCERNANT L'EX]tCUTION DES DISPOSITIONS
DU PROCSVERBAL2, ANNEXIR A L'ACCORD DE COLLA-
BORATION tECONOMIQUE ET D'IRCHANGES COMMER-
CIAUX DU 28 FtRVRIER 1953. BELGRADE LE 25 MAI 19543

I
Belgrade, le 25 mai 1954

Monsieur le President,

En me referant A nos entretiens concernant l'execution des dispositions
du Proces-Verbal, annexe A l'Accord de collaboration economique et

Entre en vigueur par l'echange desdites Lettres.
2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitis, vol. 252, p. 38.
3 Ibid., p. 62.
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d'6changes commerciaux du 28 fdvrier 1953, j'ai Phonneur de porter A votre
connaissance que le Gouvernement de la Rfpublique Populaire F6d6rative
de Yougoslavie se d6clare d'accord de nommer une d6dgation, qui se
r6unira avec une d61gation nommfe par le Gouvernement du Royaume de
Gr~ce, pour examiner les questions suivantes et proposer aux deux Gouverne-
ments les solutions respectives:

1. Le maintien du r6gime d'eau au fleuve Vardar;
2. Le maintien du r6gime d'eau au lac Dojran;
3. La regulation du fleuve Vardar pour ]a protection des terrains et des

fermes des regions de Djevdjelia, Idomeni, Plagion, Dogonis et Evzonon;
4. La regulation des torrents de la rivire Ljumnica aupr~s de Djevd-

jelia ainsi que des torrents Sakuleva, Dragas, Crateron dans ]a region de
Florina;

5. A r6gler les cours au syst6me d'eau en P6lagonia;
6. La regulation des eaux du lac de Prespa;
7. L'6change des donnes hydromftforologiques;
8. L'organisation du mode de cooperation en rfglant des probl~mes de

1'6conomie d'eau;
9. Les mesures de protections et de 'avancement de la pfche dans les

lacs de Prespa et de Dojran;
10. Les mesures pour la protection des plantes contre les maladies et

autres flfaux tels que: rats, sauterelles, oies sauvages, etc.
11. Mesures pour le d~veloppement du tourisme des deux pays.

En ce qui concerne les questions mentionnfes aux alin~as 1-8, les deux
d~l~gations se rfuniront dans un d~lai de quatre mois A partir d'aujourd'hui
apr~s avoir 6chang6 des rapports adfquats sur ces questions, 6change qui
doit tre accompli dans un delai de deux mois A partir d'aujourd'hui.

En ce qui concerne les questions mentionndes aux alineas 9 et 10, les deux
delegations se reuniront dans un ddlai de trois mois A partir d'aujourd'hui.

En ce qui concerne l'alinea 11, les deux Gouvernements proc6deront A
l'6change des rapports sur les questions y mentionnes dans le plus bref
delai possible.

L'echange des rapports et la designation des delegations seront notifiees
d'un Gouvernement A l'autre par la voie diplomatique.

Je vous prie de bien vouloir me confirmer l'accord de votre Gouvernement
sur ce qui prcde.

Veuillez agrer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Le President de ]a Delegation yougoslave:
Milan RAnovic

Monsieur le Pr6sident de la Del6gation hell6nique
Beograd

II

Beograd, le 25 mai 1954
Monsieur le Pr6sident,

J'ai l'honneur de vous accuser r6ception de votre lettre en date d'au-
jourd'hui ainsi con~ue:



[Voir lettre I]

J'ai l'honneur de vous confirmer 'accord de mon Gouvernement sur ce
qui pr~cde.

Veuillez agrder, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Le President de la D6l6gation hellknique:
Agis I. KAPSAMBELIS

Monsieur le Pr6sident de la D6lgation yougoslave
Beograd

222. PROCIPS-VERBAL DES D12LtUGATIONS DE LA RItPUBLIQUE
POPULAIRE FDItRATIVE DE YOUGOSLAVIE ET DU
ROYAUME DE GRtCE, RISUNIES DU 23 AU 30 MARS 1956
POUR LA QUESTION DU NIVEAU DES EAUX DU LAC DE
DOIRAN. SIGNt A SALONIQUE LE 31 MARS 19561

I

Apr~s avoir termin6 en commun la question du niveau des eaux du lac
de Doiran, et apr~s une visite sur les lieux, tant sur le territoire Grec que
sur le territoire Yougoslave, les deux Dd6gations ont constat6 ce qui suit:

1. Au Canal d'6vacuation (Dolaila Canal) a 6t6 construit un barrage
provisoire de sarazanet et de sacs h sable, permettant h l'eau de couler A
travers son corps, ayant une hauteur de c6te de niveau 146,79 par rapport
A la c6te du niveau 149,27 du rail de la voie ferrfe sur le pont du Chemin de
Fer pros de la gare de Doiran.

Conformdment A l'estimation faite de commun accord par les deux
D6l6gations par ce barrage 6coulent 4-5 m 3 environ par seconde.

2. A cause de la construction du barrage et aussi de pluies de la saison
d'hiver de cette annde, l'dcoulement des eaux du lac n'6tait pas normal et
pour cette raison la c6te du niveau du lac atteint la hauteur 146,56.

Les c6tes du niveau dont il est question, aux points I et 2 ont &6 constatdes
par des mesurations communes de deux D6l6gations sur les lieux.

3. A cause de 1'6coulement tr~s lent de l'eau du lac de Doiran, une
inondation a &6 constat~e dans ]a region Yougoslave, qui provoqua des
dommages A l'agriculture, A la peche et aux bitiments se trouvant pros du lac.

II

Les points de vue exposfe par les deux D616gations, int~ressant les deux
Gouvernements sur la question du lac sont les suivants:

La D6l6gation yougoslave exposa que la Yougoslavie s'intresse;
1. Que la c6te du niveau du lac de Doiran soit baissde A un point qui

n'empche pas l'exploitation agricole des rfgions limitrophes; et
2. Que l'oscillation du niveau du lac (c6te maxima et minima) soit fixfe

de sorte que l'exploitation de la p&he soit faite sans entraves, pendant toute
la durfe de l'anne.

1 Federativne NarodneRepublike jugoslavjie, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1957, no 63, p. 24.



Par ce qui pr6cede ne sont pas touches les droits de la Yougoslavie pour
1'exploitation des eaux du lac pour irrigations et autres buts.

La D6lgation hellknique ddclara que la Grace s'intdresse pour ce qui
suit:

1. Que la rdgularisation de 1'6coulement des eaux de lac de Doiran soit
faite de sorte que des dommages provenant des inondations aux regions
cultivdes d'Artzan-Amatovo soient 6vitds;

2. Que les quantitds d'eau disponibles du lac de Doiran ndcessaires pour
les irrigations et la production d'6nergie dlectrique soient assurdes; et

3. Que l'oscillation de la c6te du niveau du lac soit 6tablie pour une
meilleure exploitation de la pche de ce lac.

III

Sur ]a base des constatations faites, des points de vue exposes des donndes
techniques, ainsi que du Proc~s-verbal du 22 mars 1940, les deux D6l6gations
sont tombdes d'accord sur ce qui suit:

1. En ce qui concerne 1int&t d'assurer la situation normale dans le
lac et d'6viter I l'avenir les malentendus sur cette question, il a &6 convenu:

a) Que la c6te du niveau maxima du lac soit fixde A 146,00, ayant comme
point de depart la tte du rail du pont qui se trouve pr~s de ]a gare de Doiran
et qui a comme c6te de niveau 149,27;

b) Que la c6te du niveau dans le lac soit fix6e A 144,80, c'est-A-dire que
l'oscillation maxima du lac soit de 1,20 m;

c) Tant que la Yougoslavie n'utilisera pas les eaux du lac de Doiran
pour irrigations ou autres buts, la Grace a le droit d'utiliser pour ses besoins
toute l'eau disponible entre la c6te du niveau maxima et minima A l'oscilla-
tion convenue de 1,20 m.

2. Les installations du c6t6 grec pour rdgler l'6coulement de l'eau du lac
de Doiran seront faites de fa~on A assurer la c6te niveau maxima et minima
de l'oscillation du lac.

3. Les deux D61gations ont convenu qu'au moins trois 6chelles limni-
inetriques soient placdes au lac de Doiran et notamment, deux sur le terri-
toire Hellnique, soit une dans le lac pr~s du canal d'6coulement Dolaia
cc une autre sur le canal d'6coulement pros du pont ferroviaire, tandis que
la troisi~me sera placde dans le territoire Yougoslave pr~s de Novi Doiran.

Les Zdros de ces trois 6chelles devraient &tre lids par un nivellement
prcis et rdduits au meme horizon.

4. Dans le but de la solution juste des problemes qui pourront surgir
A I'avenir au sujet du lac de Doiran et pour l'intreft des deux parties, il
serait ndcessaire d'assurer la collaboration d'experts et autres techniciens
de deux pays, de faciliter 1'6change de donnees techniques, statistiques et
scientifiques; il serait necessaire aussi que les deux parties preavisent d'avance
I'une I'autre sur les mesures A prendre qui pourraient influencer le regime
des eaux du lac.

5. La Delegation hellenique se charge, exceptionnellement pour l'annde
en cours (1956), de ne pas permettre l'empirement de la situation par
l'augmentation de la c6te du niveau du lac, par rapport A celle que la
Commission Mixte avait constate le 26 mars 1956, lorsqu'elle s'est rendue sur
les lieux, c6te qui 6tait de 146,56.
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6. La D6l6gation hellnique se charge de commencer imm~diatement la
reduction graduelle de la c6te du niveau du lac de Doiran de sorte qu'elle
puisse atteindre la c6te du niveau 146,00 jusqu'h la date du 30 juin 1956.

Par exception pour le cas de chutes de pluies d'une quantit6 plus grande
que la moyenne de celle qui tombe d'habitude pendant les mois d'avril-
mai-juin, le terme ci-haut prdvu pour la reduction de la c6te du niveau
du lac de 146,00 peut ftre prolong6 jusqu'au 15 juillet 1956.

7. Ce qui prcede a &6 convenu ayant en vue les intdrts des deux parties:

Notamment, que du c6t6 yougoslave soient 6vitdes des inondations
destructives et du c6t6 grec soit assur~e la possibilit6 d'accumulation d'eau
et sa meilleure utilisation.

Les decisions susmentionn~es seront valables tant qu'elles seront approu-
v~es par les deux Gouvernements.

223. PROCLS-VERBAL DE LA RIRUNION DES DtLRGATIONS
DE LA RIRPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE FI2DtRRATIVE DE YOU-
GOSLAVIE ET DU ROYAUME DE GRACE QUI A EU LIEU
DU 26 AOTYT AU ler SEPTEMBRE 1957 A STARI DOJRAN
POUR tLABORER LE MODE ET LE PLAN DE COL-
LABORATION CONCERNANT LES t2TUDES HYDRO-
tRCONOMIQUES DU BASSIN D'tCOULEMENT DU LAC
DE DOJRAN. LE ler SEPTEMBRE 19571

Cette r~union des deux ddlgations a eu lieu sur l'initiative du Gouverne-
ment de la Rdpublique Populaire Ffddrative de Yougoslavie en accord avec
le Gouvernement du Royaume de Grce

Ordre du jour adopt6:
1) Etudes hydrofconomiques du bassin d'6coulement du lac de Dojran;

2) Mode et plan de collaboration pour l' laboration des 6tudes hydro-
6conomiques.

Dans le cadre de l'ordre du jour adopt6, la D61gation Yougoslave a pos6
huit points A discuter et la D6l6gation Hellknique a ajout6 un point, qui
serait trait6 comme le neuvi~me, A savoir:

Section A

I. TRAVAUX TOPOGRAPHIQUES

a) Dtermination d'un rep~re commun auquel seront li~s tous les
travaux topographiques concernant toutes les 6tudes relatives au lac de
Dojran.

b) Redaction d'un plan topographique du canal d'6coulement precis et
d etaili a'dchelle e / 100.

IFederativne Narodne Republike jTugoslaviye, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1958, no 8, p. 75.



c) Redaction des sections principales du lac afin d'6tablir un plan cot6
A l'6chelle 1 : 50.000 ndcessaire pour determiner les volumes d'eau contenus
dans le lac.

II. ETUDES HYDROLOGIQUES

Pour dfterminer le r6gime de l'eau du lac il faudrait:
a) Installer des stations mdtdorologiques de premier ordre dans le

bassin d'6coulement du lac ainsi que les instruments de mesure d'6vaporation
de la surface du lac;

b) Mesurer les dtbits des affluents qui se d~versent dans le lac A des
endroits choisis d'avance et A des profils hydrom~triques inaltrables par les
m~thodes les plus propices pour chaque cas;

c) Installer des limnographes conformdment au paragraphe 3 de l'article
III du Proc~s-Verbal du 31 mars 1956;

d) Observer les niveaux des eaux souterraines en rapport aux diffdrents
niveaux des eaux du lac.

III. ETUDES PPEDOLOGIQUES

a) Etudes des caractdristiques p~dologiques des sols cultivables dans le
bassin d'6coulement du lac ainsi que dans les 6tendues irrigables en dehors
de celui-ci.

b) Etudes pddologiques du sol au fond du lac au point de vue de sa
qualit6 et de son influence sur la pche ainsi qu'au point de vue des pertes
d'eau.

IV. ETUDES AGRONOMIQUES

a) Etude de l'exploitation agricole actuelle dans le bassin d'6coulement
du lac.

b) Determination des quantitds d'eau ndcessaires A l'irrigation par unit6
de surface pour diffdrentes esp~ces de culture.

V. ETUDES CONCERNANT LA PkCHE

Etudes de l'exploitation actuelle de la pche et des possibilitds d'amdliora-
tions.

VI. PROTECTION DU LAC CONTRE LES ACCUMULATIONS DES ALLUVION

Dans le but de conserver le lac A l'tat de rservoir continuel d'eau, il
faudrait 6tudier les mesures techniques ndcessaires pour protdger le lac contre
les ddp6ts des alluvions par suite d'6rosions de ses rives ou bien de ses affluents.

VII. CADASTRE (DESCRIPTION)

Cadastre de l'usage actuel des eaux du lac A des diverses applications
comme aussi des ddgtts produits jusqu'A present par les eaux d'inondations.

VIII. COORDINATION DES DIFFPRENTS TRAVAUX

Au cours de l'daboration des recherches et 6tudes mentionndes aux points
prdcddents, il est ndcessaire de r~aliser des contacts entre experts des deux



pays qui, tout en 6changeant leurs points de vue sur les m6thodes A suivre
pour l'laboration des diff6rentes 6tudes et tout en visitant ensemble le
bassin d'6coulement du lac pour recueillir toutes les donn6es qui leur seront
utiles, seront de m~me charg6s d'61aborer des 6tudes completes et finales
donnant la solution la plus satisfaisante A tous les probl6mes hydro6conomi-
ques.

IX. ECHANGE DES OBSERVATIONS EXISTANTES

I1 est n6cessaire que les deux pays 6changent le plus t6t possible les
observations m6t6orologiques et hydrom6triques existantes, A savoir:

a) Les niveaux des eaux du lac;
b) La hauteur et la dur6e de la pluie dans le bassin du lac et ses environs;
c) La temp6rature de l'air et de l'eau du lac;
d) L'6vaporation;
e) Les 616ments de calcul du coefficient d'6coulement dans le bassin

du lac.

Ensuite les deux D&1gations ont d~velopp6 et discut6 largement et d'une
fa~on ddtaill~e les propositions cities plus haut et ont abouti aux constatations
et conclusions suivantes:

Section B

I. TRAVAUX TOPOGRAPHIQUES

a) Les deux D616gations se sont mises, d'accord qu'un rep~re commun
soit instalk pros d'une pyramide A proximit6 du lac de Dojran sur la ligne
fronti~re et que sur ce rep~re soient inscrites deux c6tes absolues dont
chacune doit 6tre reli~e avec le rfseau de nivellement de chaque pays.

La D6lgation Yougoslave a exprim6 l'opinion que chaque pays determine
et communique A l'autre un rep~re auxiliaire avec sa c6te absolue sur son
territoire et pros du rep~re commun et qu'ensuite une 6quipe topographique
mixte, partant de ces deux rep~res auxiliaires, determine et inscrit sur le
rep~re commun les deux cotes absolues.

A cette proposition, la D61lgation Hellknique a rfpondu que, du moment
que chaque pays communiquera A l'autre en toute responsabilit6 sa cote
absolue du rep~re commun, apr~s l'avoir relife avec son r~seau de nivellement
et inscrite sur le rep~re commun, il est certain que cette cote sera absolument
exacte de sorte que le travail propos6 par la D6lgation Yougoslave n'est
pas n~cessaire. Cependant, puisque la D616gation Yougoslave insiste sur sa
proposition, la D616gation Hell~nique s'est chargfe d'en rtffrer aux Autoritfs
Comp~tentes Hell~niques.

La D616gation Yougoslave declare qu'elle n'exprime elle aussi de doute
sur l'exactitude des donnfes qui seront 6changfes entre les deux pays, mais
elle consid~re, eu 6gard A l'importance de ces donnfes pour les 6tudes
ult~rieures, que le travail commun est indispensable.

b) Les deux D6lgations se sont mises d'accord d'6laborer les plans
mentionnfs au point I b, Section A, du pr6sent Procs-verbal pour qu'ils
puissent tre utilis~s A la construction d'un module d'exp~riences hydro-
logiques.

La D616gation Yougoslave exprime A ce propos le voeu que les travaux
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concernant l'laboration des plans ci-dessus soient exdcutds en commun par
une 6quipe mixte.

La Ddl1gation Hellknique a d6clar6 qu'elle soumettra ce vceu aux Autorit6s
Hellniques compdtentes.

c) La D6Igation Yougoslave a proposd en ce qui concerne les travaux
mentionn~s au point I c, Section A, qu'ils soient executes par une 6quipe
commune d'apr~s la mdthode des sections du lac perpendiculaires entre
elles l'aide de l'instrument (( Echosonde ).

La D6l6gation Hell~nique 6tant pleinement d'accord que ces sections et
plan cot6 seront utiles et ndcessaires et qu'ils seront 6labords, declare qu'en
ce qui concerne la mdthode A employer et son application par une 6quipe
mixte, elle consultera le Service Hellnique competent en la mati~re en le
priant de donner son avis le plus t6t possible, afin que cette question soit
r~solue au plus vite.

II. ETUDES HYDROLOGIQUES

a) Les deux D6lgations sont d'accord que chaque pays installe sur son
territoire une station mdtdorologique dans le bassin d'6coulement du lac.
Chaque station sera munie des instruments suivants:

1) Ombrographe;

2) Thermomtre donnant les tempdratures maxima et minima de l'air;
3) Thermom~tre pour mesurer la tempdrature de l'eau du lac;

4) Andmom~tre.

Les deux D6l6gations se sont mises d'accord que les Services Helldniques
installent un 6vaporim~tre sur le lac et les Services Yougoslaves un hdlio-
graphe. Les donndes de ces deux instruments seront 6changdes par trimestre
entre les deux pays.

b) Les deux Ddlgations sont compltement d'accord d'exdcuter le travail
cit6 au point II b, Section A.

c) Les deux Ddl1gations ont affirm6 en ce qui concerne le point II c,
Section A, que les limnographes ont ddjA k6 installds par chaque pays
conformdment au paragraphe 3 de l'article III du Proc~s-verbal du 31 mars
1956.

Sur la proposition de la D6l6gation Yougoslave que la liaison des lim-
nographes avec le rep~re commun se fasse en commun par une 6quipe
topographique mixte, la D6lgation Helldnique comme expos6 pr~ctdemment
considre que ce travail topographique est simple et peut 8tre exdcut6 d'une
fa~on tr~s satisfaisante sdpardment par chaque pays.

A propos de la remarque prdcddente de la Ddl1gation Hellnique, la
D6ldgation Yougoslave tient s souligner que, quoique le travail en question
soit tr~s simple au point de vue technique, elle consid~re que, vu la grande
importance de ce travail, il est ndcessaire qu'on le fasse en commun pour
qu'on 6vite des fautes 6ventuelles dans les donndes et les consequences de ces
fautes.

d) Les deux D6lgations se sont mises d'accord que l'6tude du niveau
des eaux souterraines est utile et que chaque pays organise et execute cette
6tude dans son territoire sur une 6tendue qui permettra d'obtenir des donndes
suffisantes de l'influence des eaux souterraines sur le niveau du lac et
inversement. La composition gdologique du terrain et sa configuration



constitueront les meilleurs 6lments pour la determination de 1'6tendue A
6tudier.

III. ETUDES PkDOLOGIQUES

a) Les deux D6lgations se sont mises d'accord que chaque pays ex6-
cutera les 6tudes pdologiques dans son territoire sur les terres cultivables
que se trouvent dans le bassin d'6coulement.

En ce qui concerne les terres . irriguer en dehors du bassin d'6coulement,
les deux D6lgations ont consenti que les 6tudes ptdologiques en dehors du
bassin d'6coulement ne pressent pas pour le moment.

En attendant, il faudrait determiner exactement le plus t6t possible la
quantit6 de l'eau disponible dans le lac pendant les mois d't6 d'autant plus
que ces 6lments ne sont pas jusqu'A present ddterminds.

b) La D6lgation Hellnique est d'accord sur l'utilit6 des recherches
du fond du lac et que chaque pays exdcute sdpardment ces recherches pour
autant que le Gouvernement Helldnique s'y accorde en ce qui concerne la
partie du lac situde dans son territoire. Dans le cas affirmatif, la date d'ex&
cution de ces recherches ddpendra de la mise A la disposition du Service
competent Hellnique des credits ndcessaires A cet effet.

La D616gation Yougoslave a dfclar6 que les Services comp~tents Yougo-
slaves sont prfts A commencer les travaux en question en septembre 1957
sur leur territoire.

IV. ETUDES AGRONOMIQUES

a) Les deux D616gations se sont mises d'accord que les recherches vis~es
au point IV a, Section A, se feront par chaque pays sur son territoire.

b) Les deux D616gations se sont mises d'accord que les recherches vis~es
au point IV b, Section A, se feront par chaque pays sur son territoire.

V. ETUDES CONCERNANT LA PACHE

Les deux D6lgations se sont mises d'accord sur l'utilit6 des 6tudes vis~es
au point V, Section A, A des proportions qu'elles puissent servir A l'61a-
boration d'un r~glement concernant 1'exploitation, protection des poissons,
determination des mesures contre les maladies, etc.

Ces recherches seront ex~cutfes s~parfment par chaque pays dans son
territoire.

La D616gation Yougoslave a dfclar6, vu que la pfche reprfsente une
importance particuli~re pour la Yougoslavie au point de vue 6conomique,
que les recherches en question touchent A la fin du c6t6 yougoslave.

VI. PROTECTION DU LAC CONTRE LES ACCUMULATIONS

D'ALLUVIONS

Les deux D6I6gations se sont mises d'accord que chaque pays 6labore dans
son territoire les 6tudes vis~es au point VI, Section A.

VII. CADASTRE (DESCRIPTION)

Les deux D616gations se sont mises d'accord que chaque pays exfcutera
dans son territoire le travail vis6 au point VII, Section A.



VIII. COORDINATION DES DIFFtRENTS TRAVAUX

La D616gation Hell~nique reconnait la ncessit6 et l'opportunit6 de crier
un organe commun et permanent compose des techniciens des deu'x pays
afin de coordonner, faire avancer et poursuivre toutes les d~marches et
actes n6cessaires A la r6alisation des d6cisions prises A chaque cas entre les
deux Pays relativement aux probl~mes de la meilleure exploitation des eaux
du lac de Dojran.

C'est dans cet ordre d'ide que la D6l6gation Hellnique soumettra A
son Gouvernement sa proposition sur la question ci-dessus, en le priant
de bien vouloir 'adopter.

La D6l6gation Yougoslave, 6tant de meme avis sur ce point, a dclar6
qu'elle soumettra cette proposition A son Gouvernement avec recommanda-
tion de l'adopter.

IX. ECHANGE DES OBSERVATIONS EXISTANTES

Les deux D6legations se sont mises d'accord de proposer A leurs Gouverne-
ments de donner des instructions A leurs Services compktents d'effectuer
le plus t6t possible l'6change des observations mentionnees au point IX,
Section A, et de continuer cet 6change pour les observations futures.

224. ACCORD' ENTRE LE ROYAUME DE GRfCE ET LA RI2PU-
BLIQUE POPULAIRE FI2DSRATIVE DE YOUGOSLAVIE
RELATIF AUX QUESTIONS DE L'HYDROSCONOMIE,

AVEC ANNEXE CONCERNANT LE STATUT DE LA COM-

MISSION PERMANENTE GRtCO-YOUGOSLAVE DE L'HY-
DROI2CONOMIE ET I2CHANGE DE NOTES, SIGNIS A
ATHItNES, LE 18 JUIN 19592

En vue de ddvelopper et de promouvoir leur collaboration dans le do-
maine de l'hydroeconomie, concernant l'5tude et l'ex6cution des mesures
et travaux hydroeconomiques qui presentent de l'interet pour les deux Etats,
le Gouvernement Royal de Gr~ce et le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique
Populaire Federative de Yougoslavie sont convenus de ce qui suit:

ARTICLE PREMIER. I1 est constitue une Commission Permanente greco-
yougoslave de 'hydro6conomie pour l'6tude des probl~mes et projets hydro-
economiques que les Parties contractantes lui soumettront de commun accord.

Les attributions de la Commission comprennent notamment la cooperation
dans 1'etude des problmes du Vardar (Axios) en vue du regime futur des
eaux du bassin de ce fleuve, l'am6nagement des torrents dans la zone
frontalibre, les probl~mes d'amelioration, les probl~mes hydroeconomiques
des lacs de Doiran et de Prespa, la pche dans ces deux lacs, 1'echange
de donnfes hydrom~t6orologiques ainsi que d'autres problbmes eventuels

1 Entre en vigueur le 31 mars 1960, 30 jours aprs l'echange des instruments
de ratification, conformement A l'article 8 de l'Accord.

2 Nations Unies, Recuei des Traitis, vol. 363, p. 134.



d'hydrodconomie qui se prdsenteraient et dont les Etats contractants char-
geraient de commun accord la Commission Permanente.

La composition, les attributions et la procedure de la Commission Per-
manente grdco-yougoslave de l'hydrodconomie sont rdglkes par le Statut
annex6 au present Accord et qui en fait partie int~grante.

ARTICLE 2. La Commission Permanente grfco-yougoslave de l'hydro-
6conomie proposera la rfpartition des ddpenses A faire pour l'exdcution des
travaux et des mesures A entreprendre dans l'int& t commun ou dans l'intr&
de Fun des Etats, et la soumettra A l'approbation des deux Gouvernements.

ARTICLE 3. En execution du present Accord, les deux Etats contractants
s'engagent A s'accorder mutuellement des facilitfs en ce qui concerne les
formalitfs relatives au passage de la fronti~re par les membres et experts
de la Commission et les fonctionnaires appartenant aux institutions d'hydro-
6conomie. Les mmes facilit~s seront accorddes aux employds et ouvriers
dont l'engagement aux travaux auxquels se rapporte le present Accord sera
jug6 n~cessaire.

ARTICLE 4. Les deux Gouvernements s'accorderont mutuellement toutes
les facilit~s ncessaires, y compris la franchise douaniere, en ce qui concerne
l'exportation, l'importation et la r~exportation, s'il y a lieu, du materiel de
construction et de l'Nquipement mdcanique, y compris des outils, destin~s A
]a construction des travaux vis6s A Particle 2.

Les details concernant les facilit~s visfes au present article seront fixes,
pour chaque cas concret, par un accord entre les deux Etats contractants,
sur proposition de la Commission Permanente.

ARTICLE 5. Les autoritds locales compftentes des Etats contractants
s'aviseront mutuellement, de la fa~on la plus rapide, de tout danger de
hautes eaux, ainsi que de tous autres dangers mena~ant le rgime des eaux
et le fonctionnement des ouvrages hydrotechniques.

ARTICLE 6. Les deux Etats contractants faciliteront l'exdcution du
prfsent Accord et les tiches de la Commission Permanente grdco-yougoslave
de l'hydrodconomie en tenant compte des droits et intdrfts rdciproques.

ARTICLE 7. Les deux Gouvernements peuvent convenir par accord
pr~alable de soumettre A l'arbitrage tout diffTrend qui surgirait entre eux A
propos de l'application ou de l'interprdtation du present Accord. La decision
du Tribunal sera obligatoire pour les Parties.

Pour chaque litige envisag6 A l'alinda prdcddent, le Tribunal sera form6
sur la demande de l'un des Gouvernements contractants. Chaque Gou-
vernement ddsignera un membre au Tribunal. Le Tribunal sera prdsid6
par un surarbitre qui ne doit appartenir A aucun des Etats contractants.
Le surarbitre sera ddsign6 de commun accord. En cas de ddsaccord sur la
designation du surarbitre dans le ddlai de deux mois A partir de la pr6-
sentation de la demande, ou si les Gouvernements contractants, dans ce
ddlai, ne d~signent pas leurs propres arbitres, ils seront d~sign~s par le
prsident de la Cour Supreme de la Confedration Helvetique.

Le Tribunal Arbitral ouvrira la procedure sur la demande de Fun des
Gouvernements adressee au President au plus tard dans un delai de deux
mois A partir de la date o6f cette demande aura 6t6 presentee.
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Sauf disposition contraire, sera appliqu6e devant le Tribunal d'Arbitrage
]a proc6dure pr6vue par la Convention de La Haye du 18 octobre 1907
concernant le r~glement pacifique des diff6rends internationaux.

ANNEXE

STATUT DE LA COMMISSION PERMANENTE GRECO-YOUGOSLAVE

DE L'HYDROtCONOMIE

ARTICLE PREMIER. Aux termes de l'Accord conclu entre le Royaume de
Grace et la Rdpublique Populaire F~drative de Yougoslavie, relatif aux
questions de 'hydrodconomie d'intdr~t commun, il est institu6 une Commis-
sion Permanente grdco-yougoslave de l'hydrodconomie.

ARTICLE 2. La TAche de la Commission est d'examiner les questions de
l'hydrodconomie d'int&ft commun, conformdment A l'article premier, alinda
1, de l'Accord prdcit6.

ARTICLE 3. Les attributions de la Commission sont, dans le cadre de
P'article 2 du present Statut, l'organisation, la coordination, la supervision
et le contr6le des projets et travaux d'hydrofconomie qui lui sont confids,
et notamment:

a) L'examen des informations communiqudes par les Etats contractants
relatives aux mesures A prendre et aux travaux d'hydrodconomie projetts;

b) L'61aboration et la soumission de propositions sur les mesures A prendre
et les travaux A effectuer y compris leur 6tude technique et 6conomique;

c) L'apprdciation des projets soumis, tant sur leur efficacit6 et oppor-
tunit6, qu'au point de vue technique et 6conomique, ainsi que la consultation'
sur leur exdcution;

d) Le contr6le et la prise en livraison des travaux communs;

e) Les operations de reconnaissance et l'6tude des lieux;

f) L'organisation des 6changes d'expdriences en matibre de l'hydro-
6conomie et de donndes hydromdtdorologiques:

g) La soumission de propositions en vue du r~glement amical des
diffrends.

La Commission Permanente soumettra aux deux. Gouvernements des
propositions concernant toute question rentrant dans ses attributions pr6-
citdes.

Les deux Gouvernements se rdservent le droit de traiter directement des
questions rentrant dans les attributions de la Commission Permanente.

ARTICLE 4. La Commission est composde de dix membres. Chaque Etat
y sera reprdsent6 par cinq membres, qui composeront sa ddlkgation aupr~s
de la Commission, avec designation d'un supplant pour chaque membre.
Chaque Etat contractant pourra 6galement nommer des experts qui pren-
dront part aux travaux de la Commission.

En cas de besoin, la Commission Permanente pourra constituer des sous-
commissions composdes de ses membres, membres-supplants ou experts.



ARTICLE 5. La Commission tiendra ses sessions ordinaires une fois par
an. Les presidents des ddl~gations peuvent convoquer de commun accord des
sessions extraordinaires.

Les sessions auront lieu alternativement AL Thessaloniki et A Skopje ou
ailleurs, apr~s entente prdalable entre les deux Gouvernements.

La session sera convoqu&e par le president de la ddldgation de l'Etat
contractant, sur le territoire duquel la Commission se rdunira en accord
avec le president de la ddldgation de l'autre Etat contractant.

ARTICLE 6. L'ordre du jour des sessions de la Commission Permanente
sera fix&e par voie diplomatique.

ARTICLE 7. La seance sera prdsidde par le President de la ddldgation de
l'Etat contractant sur le territoire duquel aura lieu la session.

Les langues officielles de la Commission seront le grec et le serbo-croate.
La Commission peut d~cider, dans un cas d6termin6, I'emploi d'une autre

langue.

ARTICLE 8. La Commission prendra ses conclusions sur accord d'au
moins trois membres de chaque ddl6gation.

Un proc&s-verbal, en double exemplaire, sera dress6 pour chaque s6ance
et sign6 par les deux presidents. Les proc~s verbaux seront soumis aux deux
Gouvernements aux fins d'approbation. Les conclusions de la Commission
deviendront obligatoires aprs l'approbation des deux Gouvernements.

En cas d'urgence et si la Commission le juge n&essaire, la d6lkgation
de chaque Etat contractant dans la Commission, en attendant la decision des
deux Gouvernements, recommandera aux autorit&s locales compdtentes de
procdder, dans le cadre de leurs responsabilitds et de leur competence, h des
travaux indispensables en vue d'emp&her des ddgAts 6ventuels.

Les proc~s-verbaux, ainsi que tous documents signds par la Commission
Permanente, seront rddigds en langue franqaise ou anglaise.

ARTICLE 9. Les questions sur lesquelles un accord de la Commission,
dans le sens de P'article 8 du present Statut, n'aurait pas 6t6 obtenu seront
soumises aux Gouvernements des Etats contractants, pour en &re d~cid6 de
commun accord.

ARTICLE 10. Chaque Etat contractant prendra A sa charge les frais de sa
ddldgation. Les autres frais de la Commission Permanente, sauf accord
contraire, seront k la charge des deux Etats contractants, :k parts 6gales.

ARTICLE 11. La Commission rddigera son r~glement intdrieur dans le
cadre du present Statut.

tCI-ANGE DE NOTES

Ath~nes, le 18 juin 1959
Monsieur le Ministre,

En signant aujourd'hui l'Accord entre la Rdpublique Populaire F~drative
de Yougoslavie et le Royaume de Gr&e relatif aux questions de l'hydro-
6conomie, j'ai l'honneur de porter A la connaissance de Votre Excellence,
que le Gouvernement de la R~publique Populaire F~drative de Yougoslavie



est prdt A donner les instructions n6cessaires A la partie yougoslave de la
Commission Permanente de 'Hydro6conomie, ds qu'elle sera constitu6e, de
porter A l'6tude de cette Commission la question des eaux de Vardar, en
vue de rechercher la possibilit6 d'une coop6ration hydro6conomique dans ce
domaine.

La Commission Permanente pourra 6tudier A cette occasion le problhme
de la r6partition des eaux de Vardar ainsi que la question de la participation
de l'une des Parties contractantes aux frais des travaux ex6cut6s par 'autre
en vue de nouvelles accumulations des eaux de Vardar A utiliser par les
deux parties.

Les deux Gouvernements 6tudieront les propositions de la Commission
Permanente en cette matihre.

Athhnes, le 18juin 1959

Monsieur le Secr6taire d'Etat,

J'ai 'honneur d'accuser r6ception de la lettre de Votre Excellence, en
date d'aujourd'hui, ainsi con~ue:

((En signant aujourd'hui 'Accord entre la R6publique Populaire F6-
d6rative de Yougoslavie et le Royaume de Grbce relatif aux questions de
l'hydro6conomie, j'ai l'honneur de porter A la connaissance de Votre
Excellence, que le Gouvernement de la R6publique Populaire F6d6rative
de Yougoslavie est pret A donner les instructions n6cessaires A la partie
yougoslave de la Commission Permanente de 'Hydro6conomic, d6s qu'elle
sera constitu6e, de porter A '6tude de cette Commission la question des eaux
de Vardar, en vue de rechercher la possibilit6 d'une coop6ration hydro-
6conomique dans ce domaine.

(( La Commission Permanente pourra 6tudier A cette occasion le problkme
de la r6partition des caux de Vardar ainsi que la question de la participation
de l'une des Parties contractantes aux frais des travaux ex6cut6s par l'autre
en vue de nouvelles accumulations des caux de Vardar A utiliser par les
deux parties.

((Les deux Gouvernements 6tudieront les propositions de la Commission
Permanente en cette matihre. s

J'ai l'honneur d'informer Votre Excellence que j'ai pris acte de la lettre
pr6cit6e.

Holy See-Italy

225. TREATY1 BETWEEN THE HOLY SEE AND ITALY ESTAB-
LISHING THE VATICAN STATE, SIGNED AT ROME ON
11 FEBRUARY 19292

I Ratifications exchanged at the Vatican, June 7, 1929.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 130, p. 791.



Article 6

Italy shall ensure, by the conclusion of the necessary agreements with
the interested bodies, an adequate supply of water to the Vatican City in
ownership...

Hungary-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

226. TREATY1 BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC CON-
CERNING THE RIZGIME OF THE SOVIET-HUNGARIAN
STATE FRONTIER AND FINAL PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, ON 24 FEBRUARY 19502

CHAPTER II

Regulations governing the use of frontier waters and of railways and highways
intersecting the frontier line

ARTICLE 11. 1. All rivers, streams and canals along which the frontier
line runs shall be deemed to be frontier waters.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate steps to ensure that
in the use of frontier waters the provisions of this Treaty are observed
and the relevant rights and interests of the other Contracting Party are
respected.

ARTICLE 14. 1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the
frontier waters are kept in proper order. They shall also take steps to
prevent deliberate damage to the banks of frontier rivers.

2. Where one Contracting Party occasions material damage to the
other Contracting Party by failing to comply with the provisions of para-
graph 1 of this article, compensation for such damage shall be paid by the
Party responsible therefor.

I The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Budapest on
22 June 1950.

2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR with foreign
countries. (Published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR.) Vol. XIV,
p. 29. (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



3. The position and direction of frontier watercourses shall so far as
possible be preserved unchanged. To that end, the competent authorities
of the Contracting Parties shall jointly take the necessary steps to remove
such obstacles as may cause changes in the beds of frontier rivers, streams
or canals, or impede the natural flow of water along them. Where any
necessary joint works are undertaken in this connexion, the competent
authorities of both Parties shall make arrangements for carrying out the
works, and the expenses involved shall be divided equally between the two
Contracting Parties, unless a special agreement is concluded on the matter.

4. In order to prevent changes in the beds of frontier rivers, streams
or canals, their banks must be strengthened wherever the competent
authorities of the Contracting Parties jointly consider it necessary. These
works shall be executed and the relevant expenses defrayed by the Party to
which the bank belongs.

5. Should the bed of a frontier river, stream or canal be changed as a
result of natural phenomena, the Contracting Parties shall be bound jointly
and on equal terms to correct the bed, if this is deemed necessary by their
competent authorities. The works shall be executed by mixed commissions
set up by the Contracting Parties, which shall make arrangements for
carrying out the works, engaging labour, purchasing the necessary materials
and defraying the expenses.

ARTICLE 15. 1. The natural flow of water in frontier watercourses and
in adjacent areas inundated in time of flood may not be altered or obstructed
to the detriment of the other Party by the erection or reconstruction of
installations or structures in the water or on the banks.

2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall agree
on arrangements for regulating the discharge of water into, and the removal
of water from, frontier waters, and on all other questions relating to frontier
waters.

ARTICLE 16. 1. Frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out in sectors
where such work is jointly considered essential by the competent authorities
of the Contracting Parties. The cost of cleaning in such cases shall be
divided equally between the two Contracting Parties.

2. The cleaning of frontier waters in sectors situated wholly in the
territory of one of the Contracting Parties shall be carried out by that Party
at its own expense as need arises.

3. In cleaning out frontier waters, earth and stones removed shall be
thrown out to such a distance from the bank, and levelled down in such a
way, as to avoid any danger of subsidence of the banks or choking up of the
river bed and to prevent the flow of water from being obstructed in time
of flood.

ARTICLE 17. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall
take steps to maintain the frontier waters in such due state of cleanliness
as to prevent the waters from being poisoned or polluted by acids or refuse
from factories or industrial establishments, or from being fouled by any
other means.
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ARTICLE 18. 1. Existing bridges, dams, sluices, dikes and similar

installations on frontier watercourses shall be preserved and may be used,
with the exception of those whose demolition is considered necessary by the
competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties.

2. If it becomes necessary to re-equip or demolish any of the installations
referred to in paragraph 1 of this article in such a way as to cause a change
in the level of the water in the territory of one of the Contracting Parties,
the works in question may be undertaken only after the consent of that
Party has been obtained.

3. No new bridges, dams, sluices, dikes or other hydraulic installations
may be erected or used on frontier watercourses except by agreement
between the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 19. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall
exchange information concerning the level of rivers with which the Con-
tracting Parties are concerned, and concerning ice conditions in such rivers,
if this information may help to avert danger from floods or from drifting
ice. The said authorities shall also agree upon a regular system of signals
to be used during periods of high water or drifting ice. Delay in communi-
cating, or failure to communicate, such information shall not constitute
ground for a claim to compensation for damage caused by flooding or
drifting ice.

ARTICLE 20. 1. Timber-floating may be freely carried out by both
Contracting Parties throughout the whole length of the frontier watercourses,
including places where both banks belong to only one of the Parties.

2. The dates and sequence of operations for launching and floating
timber in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article shall be determined
each year by the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties in
good time, and in any case not later than two months before navigation
opens on the frontier watercourses. Each Contracting Party shall notify
the other Party of the date of commencement of floating operations not less
than five days in advance.

ARTICLE 21. 1. In order to ensure that timber-floating operations
proceed smoothly, the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties
may by agreement, in accordance with article 32, paragraph (b), of this
Treaty, permit workmen to land and move about on their respective banks
in order to construct temporary floating installations for timber launching
and to clear the bank of floating timber.

2. Details concerning the number of workmen requiring access to the
bank in question in order to carry out the work referred to in paragraph 1
of this article and concerning the place and time of landing shall be agreed
upon by the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties in good time,
that is, not later than five days before the work begins.

3. Timber belonging to either Contracting Party which is floated down
frontier watercourses shall not be subject to any customs duties or other
charges.



ARTICLE 22. 1. All floating timber must be marked; for this purpose
the Contracting Parties shall by agreement establish and exchange specimen
markings in advance.

2. Where the floated timber is peeled, the bark removed must not be
deposited in the basins of frontier watercourses.

CHAPTER III

Fishing, Hunting, Forestry and Mining

ARTICLE 25. 1. Residents of each Contracting Party may fish in frontier
waters up to the frontier line in accordance with the regulations in force in
their territory, but shall be prohibited:

(a) From using explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances which cause
the mass destruction and mutilitation of fish;

(b) From fishing in frontier waters at night.

2. Measures relating to the conservation and breeding of fish in frontier
waters, the prohibition of the taking of particular species of fish in certain
sectors and the dates of fishing seasons and other measures of an economic
nature relating to fishing, may be authorized by special agreements between
the Contracting Parties.

FINAL PROTOCOL

On concluding the Treaty between the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the Government of the Hungarian People's Republic
concerning the rdgime of the Soviet-Hungarian State frontier, the under-
signed plenipotentiaries of the Contracting Parties have adopted the following
provisions, which form an integral part of the Treaty.

Ad article 11 of the Treaty

The term " frontier waters " means rivers, streams and canals within the
limits of the sectors along which the frontier line runs.

Ad articles 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the Treaty

Special agreements may be concluded on questions relating to the
regulations governing the use and maintenance of frontier waters.

Ad articles 14, 15, 16 and 18 of the Treaty

The term " frontier watercourses " means sections of rivers, streams and
canals along which the frontier line runs.



Ad articles 19, 20, 21 and 22 of the Treaty

Special agreements may be concluded on the exchange of information
concerning the level of rivers with which the Contracting Parties are con-
cerned and concerning ice conditions in such rivers, and on questions relating
to timber floating on frontier watercourses.

Ad article 24 of the Treaty

At the frontier redemarcation carried out in 1948-1949 it was agreed
that the frontier line divided bridges medially, regardless of the course of the
frontier line in the water.

227. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
CONCERNING MEASURES TO PREVENT FLOODS AND TO
REGULATE THE WATER R1tGIME ON THE SOVIET-
HUNGARIAN FRONTIER IN THE AREA OF THE FRONTIER
RIVER TISZA. SIGNED AT UZHGOROD, ON 9 JUNE 19502

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
Government of the Hungarian People's Republic, desiring to prevent floods
and to ensure proper regulation of the water regime of the Tisza river
basin in the Soviet-Hungarian frontier area, have decided to conclude a
Convention concerning joint measures to prevent floods and to regulate the
water rdgime and have for these purposes appointed as their plenipotentiaries
the undersigned who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and
due form, have agreed as follows:

Article 1

Each Contracting Party pledges itself not to undertake any unilateral
activity in the water systems of the Tisza river basin along the Soviet-
Hungarian frontier in connexion with the erection or removal of hydraulic
installations or to carry out any other measures connected with these water
systems which might under the existing drainage conditions adversely affect
the floodwater area of the other Contracting Party.

Article 2

The Contracting Parties undertake to carry out works for the purpose
of regulating the water systems of the Tisza river basin along the Soviet-

1 Entered into force on the date of its signature, according to article 15 of the
Convention.

2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR with foreign
countries. (Published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR.) Vol. XIV,
p. 71. (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



Hungarian frontier, and to develop the existing hydraulic installations and
construct new ones in order to protect their territories against floods. The
works shall be carried out by each Contracting Party in its own territory.
The extent and nature of the works shall be determined by agreement
between the Parties.

Article 3

All planning and survey work necessary for the execution of the measures
provided for in articles 2 of this Convention shall be carried out by each
Party in its own territory, with its own staff and materials and in accordance
with programmes agreed between the Contracting Parties.

Article 4

All expenses connected with the planning, survey and construction works
provided for in articles 2 and 3 of this Convention shall be borne by the
Parties in their respective territories.

Article 5

All the hydraulic works referred to in article 2 of this Convention must be
completed within such time-limits as shall be determined by agreement
between the Parties.

Article 6

The Contracting Parties undertake to exchange all data in their possession
which are necessary for technical planning and for carrying out survey work.

Article 7

The Contracting Parties pledge themselves to maintain the operation of
the water control system (of rivers, canals, and hydraulic installations)
in good order. With a view to the execution of the necessary measures and,
in particular, to the prevention of floods and the prompt execution of
repairs during periods of high water, the Contracting Parties undertake to
keep in readiness, in adequate quantity and in good condition, the materials
and tools required for protection purposes.

The cost of operating the installations referred to in this article and of
maintaining them in good working order shall be borne by the State in whose
territory the said installations have been or are to be constructed.

Article 8

Should either Contracting Party wish to entrust to the other Party the
execution of the works referred to in articles 2 and 3 of this Convention, the
commission shall be registered in official form, the other Contracting Party's
consent having been obtained, through the signature of a protocol concerning
the execution and cost of the works and the procedure for the reimbursement
of expenses.

The Parties shall not entrust the execution of the said works to any third
State.



Article 9

On the execution of the measures referred to in article 8 of this Convention,
construction materials, tools and equipment imported from the territory of
one Contracting Party into the territory of the other shall be exempt from
duties, fees and other taxes. On completion of the work, the tools and
equipment must be returned.

Article 10

With a view to the discharge of the functions specified in article 11 of this
Convention, each Party shall appoint, not later than thirty days after the
signature of the Convention, one Commissioner and two Deputy Commis-
sioners; the Commissioners shall be entitled to call in experts as necessary.

Article 11

The functions of the Commissioners shall inter alia be:

(a) To co-ordinate the works referred to in articles 2 and 3 of this
Convention;

(b) To inspect periodically the condition of protective dikes and other
hydraulic installations on both banks of rivers and canals throughout the
course of the Soviet-Hungarian frontier; where an inspection of the said
installations is to be carried out by representatives of one Party in the terri-
tory of the other, the competent authorities of the latter Party must be
notified of such inspection, which must be carried out in the presence of its
competent authorities, not later than forty-eight hours in advance, with an
indication of the time at which it is to begin, and must be informed on
completion of the inspection of its results;

(c) To elaborate specific measures in matters relating to joint protection
against floods;

(d) To co-ordinate and agree plans of works for the following year;
(e) To agree on all other matters arising out of the execution of this

Convention.

Article 12

The results of negotiations between the Commissioners and Deputy-
Commissioners on the matters referred to in articles 2, 3 and 11 of this
Convention shall be recorded in bilateral protocols which shall be signed
by the Commissioners of both Contracting Parties or, in the absence of the
Commissioners, by their Deputies.

The decisions recorded in such protocols shall be submitted to the com-
petent authorities of each Party for confirmation.

Save as may be otherwise agreed, the Commissioners shall meet as
necessary, in the territory of each Contracting Party alternately.

Article 13

The Contracting Parties shall notify each other of the competent authori-
ties responsible for giving effect to this Convention. The said authorities,
as also the Commissioners of the two Parties for matters relating to this



Convention, may correspond with each other directly in the languages of the
Contracting Parties.

Article 14

Commissioners, Deputy-Commissioners, experts called in by them and
technical personnel shall cross the frontier in accordance with the following
arrangements:

The Commissioner of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, his Depu-
ties, experts and technical staff: on presentation of a special certificate
signed by the Minister for Agriculture of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and visaed by the frontier authorities of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the Hungarian People's Republic; the Commissioner
of the Hungarian People's Republic, his Deputies, experts and technical
staff: on presentation of a special certificate signed by the Minister for
Transport and Communications of the Hungarian People's Republic and
visaed by the frontier authorities of the Hungarian People's Republic and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The certificates shall be drawn up in the Russian and Hungarian languages
in accordance with the models shown in annexes Nos. I and II.

Hungary-Yugoslavia

228. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUB-
LIC TOGETHER WITH THE STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAV-
HUNGARIAN WATER ECONOMY COMMISSION, SIGNED
AT BELGRADE ON 8 AUGUST 19551

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the Hungarian People's Republic, in order to settle questions
of water economy on watercourses which form the State frontier and
watercourses and water systems intersected by the State frontier, have
decided to conclude an Agreement...

Aiticle 1

(1) The Contracting Parties undertake, pursuant to the provisions of
this Agreement, to examine and resolve by agreement all questions of
water economy, including measures and works which may affect the
quantity and quality of the water and which are of interest to both or either
of the Contracting Parties, having due regard to the maintenance of a
common policy in water economy relations and recognizing the rights and
obligations arising out of such policy.

I Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavje, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1957, No. 63,
p. 43. (Translated from the Serbo-Croat by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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(2) The provisions of this Agreement shall, in so far as the Contracting
Parties are interested in accordance with paragraph (1) of this article,
apply to all water economy questions, measures and works on watercourses
which form the State frontier and watercourses and water systems intersected
by the State frontier, and in particular to:

(a) The regulation and canalization of watercourses and the maintenance
of the beds;

(b) Drainage and similar measures;

(c) Protection against flooding and ice;

(d) Storage and retention works;

(e) Water supply and pipe-laying;

(f) Protection of the waters against pollution;

(g) Questions of ground water;

(h) The utilization of water power;

(i) Protection against soil erosion;

(j) The utilization of water in agriculture;

(k) Hydrological studies, the preparation of projects and the execution
of works;

(1) The apportionment of the costs of survey, planning and construction
works, and of operation and maintenance;

(m) The exchange of data and plans and of information on the above
questions;

(n) The exchange of data on water levels.

(3) The expression " water system" shall mean, in this Agreement, all
watercourses (surface or underground, natural or artificial), installations,
measures and works which may affect watercourses from the standpoint of
water economy, and installations forming or intersected by the State
frontier.

(4) The expression " water economy " shall mean, in this Agreement,
everything covered by the sense of the French expression " rdgime des eaux

Article 2

The Contracting Parties undertake:

(1) Each in its own territory and jointly in the case of watercourses
which form the State frontier and watercourses and water systems intersected
by the State frontier, to maintain in good condition the beds of watercourses
and all installations;

(2) To effect the co-ordinated management and operation of installations
and structures, having due regard to the interests of both Parties;

(3) By agreement, to modify existing installations or to erect new
installations and to initiate new works and measures in the territory of either
Contracting Party for the purpose cf changing the water economy relations
on watercourses which form the State frontier and watercourses and water
systems intersected by the State frontier.



Article 3

(1) Where both or either of the Contracting Parties participate in the
maintenance and operation of existing structures and installations and in the
planning, erection, maintenance and operation of new structures and
installations in the interests of both Parties, the question of the apportionment
of expenses and of the method of payment shall be settled by agreement
between the Contracting Parties.

(2) The entire cost of erecting and maintaining installations and
structures, and of carrying out operations, measures and works, in the
territory of one Contracting Party for the sole benefit of the other Contracting
Party shall be borne by the interested Party.

Article 4

(1) Questions arising out of the provisions of this Agreement, and
measures and works undertaken pursuant thereto, shall fall within the
competence of the Yugoslav-Hungarian Water Economy Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the Commission) which shall be established for
this purpose. The composition, terms of reference and procedure of the
Commission shall be as laid down in the Statute, which shall constitute an
integral part of this Agreement.

(2) The Commission shall draw up joint regulations for protection
against flooding and ice and such other regulations as may be necessary. The
regulations so adopted shall be approved by the Governments of the Con-
tracting Parties before their entry into force. 1

Article 5

(1) The necessary construction materials, fuel and gear for the execution
of works under this Agreement, which are transferred from the territory of
one Contracting Party to the territory of the other Contracting Party,
shall be exempt from all import and export taxes and from all import and
export restrictions.

(2) Pursuant to paragraph (1) of this article, the necessary equipment
(machinery, vehicles, tools and the like) shall be provisionally exempt from
taxes provided that the articles concerned are declared to the customs
authorities for identification and are returned within the time-limit laid
down by the customs authority. The deposit of security for this purpose shall
not be required. The appropriate taxes shall be payable in respect of any
articles not returned within the prescribed time-limit. Any such article
which is completely worn out and thus rendered unusable, and which
consequently cannot be returned, shall be exempted from taxes.

I Pursuant to this article of the Agreement, the" Yugoslav-Hungarian Water
Economy Commission ", at its second session, held in Belgrade from 17 to 25
January 1958, adopted the "Regulations for flood and ice control on sectors of
water courses of common interest (the Mura, Drava, Danube, Tisa and Maros
Rivers) " [Federativne Narodne Republike rugoslavije, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1958,
No. 11, p. 50].
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(3) The two Contracting Parties guarantee to facilitate for each other
the customs procedure for the transit of construction materials, fuel, and
gear for the execution of works, which are exempt from taxes.

(4) Construction materials, fuel, gear for the execution of works,
equipment and articles shall be subject to customs supervision and inspection
by the Contracting Parties.

(5) The Commission shall determine in each individual case the extent,
and the conditions for the enjoyment, of the privileges provided for in this
article of the Agreement.

Article 6

The Contracting Parties undertake, each in its own territory, to preserve
and maintain and, where necessary, to augment or renew, such permanent
benchmarks and datum marks along the frontier as are necessary for the
purpose of works on the waters. Both Contracting Parties may use these
marks. If it is necessary to cross the State frontier in order to use the said
marks, the provisions of article 7 of this Agreement shall apply.

Article 7

For the purpose of applying and giving effect to the provisions of this
Agreement, the members of the Commission and the heads of the frontier
water economy services of the Contracting Parties shall be supplied with
official passports and official visas.

For the purpose of deciding upon joint measures or of carrying out joint
works, such persons as either Contracting Party may designate shall meet
at the State frontier at a place and time to be determined in each specific
case by agreement between the competent local authorities of the Contract-
ing Parties.

The persons referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be supplied
with special passes issued by the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties and endorsed for passage across the frontier by the competent local
authorities of the Contracting Party into whose territory the crossing is made.

Detailed provisions for the issue of special passes for crossing the State
frontier shall be drawn up by the Commission and submitted to the two
Governments for approval.'

Article 8

The local authorities of the Contracting Parties shall advise each other,
by the quickest possible means, of any danger from high water or ice and
of any other danger which may arise on watercourses which form the State
frontier and watercourses and water systems intersected by the State frontier.

I Pursuant to this article of the Agreement, the "Yugoslav-Hungarian Water
Economy Commission " at its first session, held in Budapest from 18 to 26 January
1957, adopted the " Regulations concerning the special frontier pass for Yugoslav
and Hungarian water economy experts" [Federativne Narodne Republike rugoslavije,
Medunarodni Ugovori, 1957, No. 74, p. 68].



Article 9

Questions on which the Commission fails to reach agreement shall be
submitted by the Commission to the Governments of the Contracting Parties
for decision.

Article 10

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the application
and interpretation of this Agreement shall, unless the two Parties to the
dispute agree upon some other mode of settlement, be submitted at the
request of either Contracting Party to a commission composed of two
representatives of each Party. If this commission fails to reach agreement,
the dispute shall be settled directly by the Governments of the two Con-
tracting Parties.

STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAV-HUNGARIAN WATER ECONOMY

COMMISSION

Article 1

The functions and terms of reference of the Commission shall comprise
all matters placed within its competence by the Agreement concerning water
economy questions concluded between the Government of the Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Government of the Hungarian
People's Republic.

Under its terms of reference, it shall be the Commission's task, in par-
ticular:

(1) To submit proposals concerning measures and works of interest to
the Contracting Parties and their study from the technical and economic
standpoints;

(2) To submit proposals for the investigation of problems in situ, the
organization of topographical surveys, studiesand research operations, and
the preparation of projects;

(3) To make a technical evaluation of projects submitted and to submit
to the Governments of the Contracting Parties proposals for the execution
of joint works or works of joint interest;

(4) To examine and submit proposals concerning the execution of joint
water economy works, structures and installations, the conditions for and
method of executing the same, and the apportionment of expenses; to
organize control over the completion and acceptance of jointly executed
works;

(5) To ensure compliance with decisions; to organize technical super-
-vision of measures and works in progress which are of joint interest;

(6) To study questions relating to joint protection against flooding and
ice and means of averting other dangers, and to draft joint regulations on the
subject;



(7) To submit proposals for the exchange of practical experience in the
field of water economy, for the exchange of hydrological and hydrometeoro-
logical data, and for the operation of the information service established to
transmit particulars of the water level, ice and so forth;

(8) To ensure co-operation between the water economy services of both
sides in the territory of the two Contracting Parties in the interest of main-
taining a common policy in water economy relations and generally in the
spirit of the provisions of the Agreement concerning water economy questions
concluded between the Government of the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia and the Government of the Hungarian People's Republic.

(9) To submit proposals for the management of sluices and the operation
of installations of joint interest.

Article 2

The Governments of the Contracting Parties reserve the right to deal
directly with questions within the competence of the Commission.

Article 3

The Commission shall consist of ten (10) members. Each Contracting
Party shall appoint five (5) members of the Commission and each member
may have an alternate. The Contracting Parties may likewise designate
experts to take part in the Commission's work. Each Contracting Party
shall appoint one of its own members of the Commission as Chairman of its
delegation. The Commission may if necessary set up sub-commissions
composed of its members, their alternates and experts.

Article 4

The Commission shall meet in regular session twice a year. In addition,
the Chairmen of the delegations may convene special sessions by agreement.
Regular sessions shall be held alternately in the territory of each Contracting
Party. Each session shall be convened by the Chairman of the delegation
of the Contracting Party in whose territory the Commission meets, in
agreement with the Chairman of the delegation of the other Party.

Article 5

The Contracting Parties shall propose agenda items through the Chairmen
of their respective delegations.

The final agenda shall be confirmed by agreement between the Chairmen
of the delegations.

Article 6

While the Commission is in session, the Chairmen of the delegations shall
preside alternately.

The official languages of the Commission shall be Serbo-Croat or Slovene
and Hungarian.

In addition the Commission may decide to examine individual questions
in another language.



Article 7

The Commission shall reach its decisions by agreement between the
Chairmen of the two delegations.

If the Chairmen of the delegations fail to arrive at an agreed decision,
the delegations shall submit the question in dispute to their Governments
for settlement.

A record of each meeting shall be drawn up in two copies, each in both
the official languages. The record shall be signed by both Chairmen. The
delegations shall submit the record to their respective Governments for
approval.

Article 8

No decision of the Commission may be put into effect if either Government
raises an objection. If no objection to a decision is raised by either Govern-
ment within forty-five (45) days after the date of signature of the record, the
decision shall be regarded as approved by both Governments.

Article 9

Each Contracting Party shall defray the expenses of its own delegation.
Other expenses connected with the Commission's work shall, unless it is
decided otherwise, be borne equally by the two Contracting Parties.

Article 10

In conformity with the Agreement and this Statute, the Commission shall
prescribe its own rules of procedure.

229. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC CONCERNING FISHING IN FRONTIER WATERS,
SIGNED AT BELGRADE ON 25 MAY 19572

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and
the Government of the Hungarian People's Republic, with a view to
regulating fishing in their frontier waters, have agreed as follows:

Article 1

The Contracting Parties shall permit the exercise of fishing rights in
conformity with their regulations in frontier waters within their respective
territories.

I This Agreement entered into force on 24 December 1957, in accordance
with article 12; i.e., on the date of the exchange of notes by both Governments
signifying their approval.

2 Federativne Narddne Republike rugoslavje, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1958, N'. 4, p. 60.
(Translated from Serbo-Croat by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



Article 2

For the purposes of this Agreement " frontier waters " means:
All flowing or standing waters forming the boundary line.

The terms " fish " and " fishing " shall also include all other useful
aquatic wildlife and the capture and propagation thereof.

Article 3

The Contracting Parties shall take all the necessary steps to ensure the
conservation, development and proper utilization of aquatic wildlife in the
frontier waters.

Article 4

The Contracting Parties undertake to regulate the question of closed
seasons and the minimum sizes of fish and other useful aquatic wildlife
in their frontier waters as follows:

Fish Minimum size Closed season

Carp (Cyprinus carpio) 25 cm 1 May to 15 June
Perch (Lucioperca lucioperca) 30 cm 15 March to 30 April
Sturgeon (Acipenser ruthenus) 40 cm 1 April to 31 May
Huchen (Salmo hucho) 70 cm 15 February to 30 April
Sheath-fish (Silurus glanis) 50 cm No closed season
Crayfish (Astacus fluviatilis and

Astacus leptodactylus) 9 cm 15 November to 15 May
Mussels (Unio pictorium) 8 cm No closed season

Fish shall be measured from the tip of the head to the tip of the tail and
crayfish from the eyes to the end of the extended tail.

The above-mentioned closed seasons and minimum sizes may be changed
by decision of the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties.

Article 5

It shall be prohibited to ret flax and hemp in the frontier waters and to
discharge untreated waste waters and other substances harmful to aquatic
wildlife, irrespective of the manner in which and the distance from which
such substances reach the frontier waters. A Contracting Party failing to
respect this provision shall make compensation for any damage caused.

Article 6

1. In addition to traditional fishing equipment, persons fishing in
frontier waters may also use electrical devices, provided that the electric
current does not destroy the fish.

2. The use for fishing in frontier waters of chemical substances which
drug or destroy fish, as well as of firearms, explosives or pointed instruments
and the use of nets with a mesh of less "lhan 25 mm, measured between knots
when wet, shall be prohibited.

3. The use of any fixed or movable fishing equipment longer than half
the width of the main current of the frontier waters, so designed as to prevent
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the free movement of the fish, shall be prohibited. A number of devices
may be used simultaneously provided that their length does not exceed
half the width of the river and that they are placed at least 50 metres apart
along the current of the frontier waters in question.

Article 7

1. A permanent Mixed Yugoslav-Hungarian Commission (hereinafter
referred to as the Mixed Commission) of six members, comprising three
members from each Party, shall be set up for the application and inter-
pretation of this Agreement. The Mixed Comm;ssion shall meet whenever
required.

2. Minor disputes concerning fishing in frontier waters shall be settled
by the local representatives of the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties.

3. The powers and functions of the permanent Mixed Commission and
of the representatives of the local authorities shall be established at the first
meeting of the Mixed Commission by regulatory order.

4. The names of the members appointed to the Mixed Commission
shall be communicated by the Contracting Parties through the diplomatic
channel.

Article 8

1. The Contracting Parties shall divide the frontier waters into districts.
The district lines shall be established by the competent authorities of the
Contracting Parties. The Contracting Parties shall also determine by
agreement the districts in which fishing shall be permitted from bank to bank.

The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall issue to persons
who have the right to fish in frontier waters an appropriate permit, in the
languages of the Contracting Parties, containing the holder's photograph.
The permit shall also designate the fishing district in which the permit
holder is entitled to fish. Particulars relating to the issue of fishing permits
shall be laid down by the Mixed Commission.

3. Persons from either Contracting Party who are entitled to fish may
land in the- territory of the other Contracting Party only in the case of
damage to their craft or physical danger.

Article 9

Scientific and other institutions of the Contracting Parties concerned with
fishing shall exchange experience and information regarding the results of
their research work.

Article 10

The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall prepare a
long-term plan for the development and the rational utilization of aquatic
wildlife in the frontier waters.

The Contracting Parties shall co-ordinate these plans through the Mixed
Commission.



Article 11

The Contracting Parties shall communicate to one another their rules
and regulations pertaining to fishing and shall on request also provide further
particulars and certified copies of the said rules and regulations.

Italy-Switzerland

230. CONVENTION1 ENTRE LA SUISSE ET L'ITALIE ARRFTANT
DES DISPOSITIONS UNIFORMES SUR LA PLCHE DANS
LES EAUX LIMITROPHES, CONCLUE A LUGANO, LE
13 JUIN 19062

LE CONSEIL FAD]RAL DE LA CONFAD]kRATION SUISSE ET SA MAJESTA LE
Rol D'ITALIE, dans le but de r~gler par des dispositions uniformes 1'exercice
de la pfche dans les eaux communes h la Suisse et A l'Italie et de prot~ger la
conservation et la multiplication des espkes de poissons importantes pour
l'alimentation, se sont accordds pour conclure une convention sp6ciale...

Article premier

Font l'objet de la pr~sente convention: le lac Majeur et le lac de Lugano,
ainsi que les eaux des rivi~res Doveria, Mellezza, Giona, Tresa, Breggia,
Maira, Poschiavino et Spol, alors mdme qu'elles seraient soumises A. des
droits de p~che privds.

Les dispositions de la prdsente convention sont 6galement applicables
aux eaux privdes et aux eaux publiques en communication immediate avec
les eaux susindiqudes, meme lorsque ces eaux publiques sont soumises a
un droit exclusif de peche. 3

Article 2

Les deux Etats s'obligent h prendre pour les eaux qui se jettent dans les
deux lacs ou qui en sortent toutes les dispositions qu'exigent la libre circu-
lations des poissons et, d'une manire gdn~rale, l'intdrft de la pdche.

Article 3

I1 est interdit d'employer pour la pfche dans les cours d'eau, ainsi qu'A
leur embouchure dans les lacs et A leur sortie de ceux-ci, des appareils
fixes ou mobiles (filets, barrages et autres) qui emp~cheraient la circulation

1 Entree en vigueur le 1 er fdvrier 1907. La pr~sente Convention a W partiel-
lement modifie par 'acte additionnel du 8 f~vrier 1911. Les instruments de
ratification de cet acte additionnel ont dt6 6chang~s le 21 mars 1911 et il est
entr6 en vigueur le 1 er mai 1911. On a tenu compte desdites modifications dans
le present texte.

2 Conf~ddration suisse, Chancellerie f~drale, Recueil systimatique des lois et
ordonnances 1848-1947, 14e volume, p. 262.

3 Nouvelle teneur de cet alin~a selon l'acte additionnel'du 8 f~vrier 1911.
Voir la note au titre.



du poisson sur plus de la moiti6 de la largeur du cours d'eau, mesurfe A
angle droit du rivage.

La distance entre deux de ces appareils fixes ou mobiles, employds
simultandment sur la m~me rive ou sur les deux rives opposdes, ne pourra
Wre infdrieure au double du ddveloppement du plus grand de ces appareils.

Ces r~gles seront aussi appliqudes au detroit de Lavena. Les commissaires
ddtermineront les limites de ce d~troit.

Article 4

IL est d~fendu d'exercer la pfche au moyen de caisses (casse) pour les truites,
de bertavelles a branchage (bertovelli a frascate) pour les perches.

Article 5

II est interdit d'ajuster ou de placer dans les eaux des filets et autres
engins de peche A une distance moindre de 30 A 50 m6tres des chells A
poisson, des grilles de machines hydrauliques, des orifices et debouches de
canaux, des barrages, des 6cluses ou vannes, chutes et cataractes, ainsi
que des arches du pont de Melide et du detroit de Lavena.

Les commissaires fixeront d'un commun accord les distances A observer
pour chaque cours d'eau.

Article 6

II est defendu en tout temps d'occuper, dans un but de pIche, le fond
de la rive, la rive et le bord submerge des lacs, ainsi que de construire sur
les rives des murs, des amas de pierres (smozzi), des digues de gravier
(ghiaroli) et autres obstacles.

II est egalement defendu de placer sur le bord submerge des lacs des
engins de peche ou des appareils fixes, excepte toutefois les bertavelles
laches et les bertavelles sans branchage (bertovelli liberi et senza frascate).
Sont en outre exceptes les nasses et les bertavelles volantes sans branchage
(bertovelli volanti senzafrascate), les amas de bois et les fascinages sans usage
de la chaux. En ce qui concerne le temps de leur emploi et les mailles des
filets, des arrangements seront pris en conformite de P'article 8.

Article 7

I1 est interdit de pcher dans les deux lacs A l'embouchure et h la sortie
des cours d'eau, dans un rayon egal A la moiti6 de la largeur du cours d'eau
mesuree lors du niveau moyen des eaux et augmente de 50 A 100 metres
suivant 1'importance du cours d'eau.

'Les limites du cercle d'interdiction seront signalees A l'aide de bouees
ou de toute autre maniere convenable.

En ce qui concerne les cas non prevus aux articles 5 et 7, o i il parait
n6ecessaire d'instituer des zones d'interdiction ou de determiner les distances
A observer pour la pche, ces zones et ces distances seront fixees par les
commissaires des deux Etats.

Article 8

Les deux Etats publieront d'un commun accord une description des
engins permis pour la pche dans les deux lacs et leurs affluents. Cette liste
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pourra, si c'est n&essaire, tre modifi&e d'un commun accord, sans qu'il
soit besoin de reviser la prsente convention.

Article 9

I1 n'est permis d'employer que des filets contr61s par l'autorit6 comptente
et munis de marques de contr6le.

Ces marques de contr6le doivent &re 6tablies d'un commun accord par
les deux Etats.

La visite g6nrale des filets aura lieu au printemps, mais les agents publics
ont la facult6 de les contr6ler, s'il est besoin, en tout autre temps.

Article 10

II est d~fendu d'agiter le fond des eaux et d'arracher, avec n'importe
quel instrument, les plantes aquatiques (erbe), ainsi que de toucher aux
pierres recouvertes de frai.

La p&he au harpon (fiocina) est interdite du 15 septembre au 15 janvier,
chacun des deux Etats contractants restant libre toutefois, dans les limites de
son territoire, de prolonger la dur& de cette interdiction et mme de pro-
noncer l'interdiction absolue.'

Article 11

Les engins et filets dont l'usage est interdit doivent tre confisqu&s, sans
distinction de temps ou de lieu, et d~truits une fois le jugement devenu
d~finitif.

Article 12

I1 est interdit de se servir pour la p&he de toutes mati~res 6tourdissantes,
6touffantes, corrosives ou v~n~neuses, telles que la noix vomique, la coque
du Levant, la chaux, le phosphore, le noir de fum&e, la suie et autres mati~res
analogues, ainsi que de toutes matires explosibles, comme la dynamite, le
fulmicoton, etc.

Sur les eaux que concerne la pr~sente convention, ainsi que sur leurs
rives et sur les embarcations il est interdit de d~tenir de la dynamite ou
aucune autre des mati~res susmentionn~es, A moins qu'il ne puisse &re
prouv6 qu'elles ne sont pas destin~es h la pche.

I1 est 6galement interdit de recueillir et de vendre les poissons tugs ou
6tourdis par les moyens susindiqus.

S'il n'est pas possible de d~couvrir la personne qui se sera servie des
matires 6numres ci-dessus, celui qui sera surpris h recueillir des poissons
tugs ou 6tourdis par leur emploi sera consid&r comme le coupable et,
s'il ne peut fournir la preuve de son innocence, il sera puni en conformit6
de la loi.

II est interdit de d~verser ou de laisser s'6couler, dans les eaux mention-
n~es A l'article ler, des r~sidus d'usines ou d'autres mati~res qui, par leur
nature et leur quantit6, peuvent tre nuisibles aux poissons et aux 6crevisses.

I Nouvelle teneur de cet alinfa selon l'acte additionnel du 8 f~vrier 1911.
Voir la note au titre.
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Ces r~sidus doivent tre 61imins par les fabricants, de mani~re A ne pas
porter prejudice aux poissons.

L'entr~e des prises d'eau de tout genre doit 6tre munie de grilles propres
A empfcher le passage du poisson.

Article 13

I1 est interdit de mettre A sec des 6tangs, de d~vier ou de mettre A sec
des cours d'eau en vue de la p~che. Si ces operations sont n~cessaires dans
d'autres buts, il doit en 6tre donn6 avis en temps utile A l'autorit6 compdtente
et aux propri~taires ou concessionnaires de droits de p~che.

Les autoritds comptentes de chacun des deux Etats trancheront d'un
commun accord la question de savoir jusqu'A quel point les droits acquis par
les lgitimes possesseurs qui utilisent les eaux dans un but industriel ou
agricole seront soumis aux dispositions de l'alin~a pr6cfdent.

Article 14

Sous la reserve indiqu~e au dernier alin~a de l'article precedent, les
autorit~s compftentes de chacun des deux Etats 6tabliront d'un commun
accord dans quels cas les intdrfts de la pche sont assez prddominants pour
r~clamer la-deviation d'eaux, de toute provenance, nuisibles aux poissons.
Dans ces cas, les autorit~s ordonneront les mesures n~cessaires.

Sous reserve toujours des droits acquis par les possesseurs l6gitimes, les
mrmes autoritds pourront ordonner aux propritaires de digues, barrages,
6cluses ou autres constructions faites sur les cours d'eau 6num&r~s A Far-
title ler, dans un but autre que celui de ]a p~che, de prendre, autant que
possible, des dispositions qui permettent le passage des poissons.

Dans le cas o6 l'Etat ne pourrait exiger lgalement des propri~taires
de barrages, etc., l'6tablissement d'6chelles A poisson ou d'autres instal-
lations appropries, il devra crier lui-m~me ces installations A ses frais.

Article 151

Article 16

Les longueurs minimales, mesurdes de la pointe de la tate A l'extr~mit6
de la queue, que les poissons doivent avoir atteintes pour pouvoir tre
pech~s, mis en vente, vendus ou achet~s, expdi~s, imports ou 6coul~s dans
les auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc., sont les suivantes 2:

Cm

Anguille ........ ...................... 25
Truite de lac .... ....................... 30
Truite de rivi~re ...... ................. ... 18
Ombre commun ...... ................. .. 25
Cor~gones ....... .................... ... 30
Tanche .... ......... ............... ... 20

Abrog6 par l'acte additionnel du 8 f~vrier 1911. Voir la note au titre.
2 Nouvelle teneur de la liste selon l'acte additionnel du 8 f~vrier 1911. Voir

la note au titre.



Cm

Carpe ........ ...................... ... 30
Perche et agone ...... .................. ... 15

Alborelle .......... .................... 91

Omble (salmerino) ...... ................ ... 25

Article 17

I1 est interdit de pcher 2:

la truite de lac, de rivi~re et de ruisseau, du 15 septembre au 15 ddcembre;

'ombre commun, du ler mars au 31 mai;

la perche, du 15 avril au 15 mai;

la tanche et la carpe, du ler juin au 30 juin;

l'agone et la cheppia, du 15 mai au 15 juin;

l'alborelle, du 15 mai au 15 juin;

les cordgones, du 15 ddcembre au 15 janvier;

l'omble (salmerino), du 15 ddcembre au 15 janvier.

Cette interdiction, sauf dans les trois premiers jours desdites pdriodes,
s'applique aussi h la vente, h l'achat et A 1'expddition des poissons ci-dessus
ddsign~s; ces poissons ne peuvent pas non plus tre servis dans les auberges,
restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Ne sont pas sounis A la restriction prdcddente les poissons mentionnds
l 'article 20, lettre a, et les poissons importds munis de marques de contr6le.
Cette interdiction ne s'6tend pas aux poissons sales, congels, fumds ou

en conserve.
Les commissaires des deux Etats sont, s'il s'av~re ndcessaire, autorisds

A avancer, h retarder ou h prolonger les pdriodes prohibdes fixdes pour les
espces ci-dessus mentionndes, A condition toutefois de ne pas en abrdger
la durde. I

Dans des cas spdciaux, ils pourront 6tablir pour certaines parties de lac
des temps diffdrents, correspondant mieux aux 6poques de frai.'

De mdme, ils pourront introduire annuellement des pdriodes de protec-
tion pour des espces de poissons autres que celles qui sont 6numres ci-
dessus. 3

Pour les aloses, ils pourront rdduire, voire supprimer le temps prohib6.
Si, en p&hant des poissons dont la peche n'est pas interdite, on prend

des poissons des especes susmentionndes durant la periode d'interdiction,
ils devront ftre immddiatement rejetfs A l'eau; on proc~dera de mme A
1'6gard des poissons qui n'ont pas la longueur prescrite A 'article 16.

La pdriode d'interdiction commence A midi du premier jour indiqu6
et expire A midi du dernier jour.

I Par notes 6changdes les 13/27 novembre 1950, la longueur minimum a W
rdduite A 7 cm. pour l'alborelle. [Conf~dration suisse, Chancellerie ftdrale, Recueil
officiel des lois et ordonnances 1951, p. 391.]

2 Nouvelles teneur de la liste selon l'acte additionnel du 8 fdvrier 1911. Voir
la note au titre.

3 Nouvelle teneur de cet alinda selon 6change de notes des 13 octobre/19 d6-
cembre 1947, en vigueur depuis le I er janvier 1948.



Article 17 bis 1

La p he A la ligne dans les cours d'eau pr6vus par la pr~sente convention
est interdite pendant 1'6poque oii la capture de la truite est prohib~e.

Dans le lacs, la pfche A la ligne, except6 celle au lancer, est permise
en tout temps, pourvu que le pcheur se trouve sur terre ferme ou sur
la plage submerg~e, mais non au delA du mont, ou sur un bateau fix6
dans le voisinage immediat de la plage.

II est interdit, aux pecheurs A la ligne aussi, de pcher les differentes
especes de poissons durant les periodes prohibes 6tablies pour chacune d'elles.

Article 18

Toute 6crevisse qui n'a pas atteint la longueur minimum de 7 cm, mesur~e
de la pointe de la tete A l'extr6mit6 de la queue, doit tre immediatement
remise dans 'eau o elle a &6 p&hee.

La peche des 6crevisses est interdite du ler avril au 30 juin.

Article 19

II est interdit en tout temps de pfcher, de vendre et d'acheter le frai de
poisson, ainsi que de le servir dans les auberges, restaurants, h6tels, etc.

Article 20

Les deux hautes parties contractantes s'engagent, 6galement d'un commun
accord, A faciliter le repeuplement des eaux limitrophes par des 6tablisse-
ments de pisciculture destines A la fecondation artificielle, A I'incubation des
ceufs, A ]a diffusion des alevins et A 1'6leve des espces reconnues utiles, etc.

Les autorites comptentes des deux Etats pourront autoriser de pareils
tablissements en leur accordant les faveurs suivantes:
a) La facult6 de pecher et de mettre en vente durant la priode d'inter-

diction les poissons designes A l'article 17, sous le contr6le toutefois du garde-
peche competent. Les poissons destines A la vente doivent 6tre perfor~s ou
munis d'une marque convenue d'un commun accord;

b) La facult6 de pecher les petits poissons de peu de valeur, lesquels
toutefois ne peuvent etre utilises que pour la nourriture des jeunes poissons
dans les 6tablissements de pisciculture autorises.

Article 21

Pour faciliter les recherches scientifiques concernant ]a faune aquatique,
les autorites competentes pourront d'un commun accord octroyer A des
personnes expressement designees des licences particulieres, les dispensant
d'observer les articles 16, 17, 18 et 19.

Ces licences seront soumises au contr6le necessaire.

1 Introduit par l'acte additionnel du 8 fevrier 1911. Nouvelle teneur selon
6change de notes des 13 octobre/19 d6cembre 1947, en vigueur depuis le ler
janvier 1948.



Article 22

Sauf accord spcial pr~alable, aucune nouvelle espce de poissons ne
peut tre introduite dans les eaux communes.

Les autoritds compdtentes des deux Etats s'entendront sur l'interdiction
de pecher et sur les autres mesures h prendre pour prot~ger la nouvelle espece
introduite.

Article 23

Chacun des deux Etats contractants prendra les mesures n~cessaires
pour 1'exdcution, sur son territoire, des dispositions de la pr~sente conven-
tion, et 6dictera d'un commun accord avec 'autre Etat un reglement y
relatif, au plus tard dans le dflai d'une annde A. partir de l'6change des
ratifications de la prdsente convention.1

Chacun nommera son commissaire, le gouvernement italien se rdservant
de choisir le sien parmi les membres des commissions provinciales de peche
des trois provinces baign~es par les eaux communes.

Les commissaires se rdunissent au moins deux fois par an, alternativement
sur l'un et sur l'autre territoire, pour discuter les mesures propres h ameliorer
les conditions de la peche, ou d'autres propositions visant au meme but
concernant les eaux 6numr6es A 'article ler.

Ils auront soin d'informer chacun leur gouvernement de toutes les
innovations ou modifications proposdes.

Article 24

Rien n'est chang6 aux dispositions des traitfs actuellement en vigueur
en ce qui concerne le droit A la pche.

Sont 6galement maintenues les dispositions concernant la juridiction
sur l'exercice de la peche dans la Tresa, contenues dans la convention de
Lugano du 5 octobre 18612.

Article 25 3

' Voir le Reglement de la p&he dans les eaux limitrophes entre la Suisse et
l'Italie, du 2 mai 1913. [Confd dration suisse, Chancellerie ffdfrale, Recueil systi-
matique des lois et ordonnances 1848-1947, 9e volume, p. 586.]
. 2 Voir: Conffddration suisse, Chancellerie ffddrale, Recueil systimatique des
lois et ordonnances 1848-1947, 1 le volume, p. 80.

3 Abrog6 par l'acte additionnel du 8 f~vrier 1911. Voir la note au titre.
Lors de cette abrogation, il a &6 convenu, dans 'acte additionnel, ce qui suit:

(( La facult6 reste rdservde toutefois aux hautes parties contractantes de ne
concfder le droit de pecher dans les eaux communes, a l'intdrieur de leur terri-
toire respectif, qu'aux pecheurs ayant obtenu un permis moyennant le paiement
d'une taxe et sur la base des prescriptions que pourra 6dicter h cet effet chacun
des deux Etats contractants.))

a Cette facult6 ne s'6tend pas aux droits (privds) de peche reconnus par les
Etats respectifs, aussi longtemps que ces droits n'ont pas &6 rachet~s ou
exproprifs conformfment aux lois nationales de chacune des hautes parties
contractantes. ),



Article 26 1

I1 est entendu que la convention additionnelle conclue sur la matire
entre les deux Etats, le 8 juillet 1898, restera en vigueur en ce qui concerne
la procedure judiciaire et les p~nalit~s pour les infractions A la pr6sente
convention.

Article 27 2

Les deux Etats contractants s'engagent respectivement h interdire l'im-
portation des poissons dont la pche et le commerce sont interdits.

Article 28 2

La pr~sente convention restera en vigueur pendant dix ann~es, A dater
du jour oii elle sera promulgu~e en conformit6 des lois de chacun des deux
Etats. A partir de ce terme, elle continuera d'tre obligatoire pendant une
annie A partir du jour ofi l'une ou l'autre des hautes parties contractantes
l'aura d~nonc6e.

231. ACCORD3 ENTRE LA SUISSE ET L'ITALIE AU SUJET DE
LA CONCESSION DE FORCES HYDRAULIQUES DU RENO
DI LEI, AVEC PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL, SIGNI A
ROME, LE 18 JUIN 1949

Le Conseil F~dral Suisse et le Gouvernement de la R~publique Italienne,
Saisis, en Suisse, par la Soci~t6 anonyme ((Rhdtische Werke far Elek-

trizitt )), A Thusis, en Italie, par la Soci~t6 anonyme ((Edison )), A Milan,
d'une demande de concession de la force hydraulique du Reno di Lei et
d'autres cours d'eau situds dans le bassin de l'Averserrhein,

Ont reconnu que le projet pr~sent6, qui pr6voit de mettre en valeur,
dans une seule et meme usine, la force hydraulique de sections de cours
d'eau suisses et italiennes, assure l'utilisation rationnelle de cette force, mais
que l'am~nagement de cette derni~re et son utilisation, rfalisables seulement
par une entreprise unique, devaient faire l'objet d'un accord international
tenant compte des differences de lgislation des deux Etats.

Ils ont, en consequence, convenu qu'il y avait lieu pour les deux Gou-
vernements de faire 6tablir, par un concessionnaire unique, les ouvrages
n~cessaires A l'am~nagement et A l'utilisation de la force et de procder entre
eux A un partage de 1'6nergie disponible, laissant ensuite chacun d'eux libre
d'utiliser A son gr6, et d'apr~s les principes de sa propre 1gislation, l'6nergie
qui lui serait ainsi d~volue.

A cet effet, ils ont r~solu de conclure un accord...

1 Nouvelle teneur selon Particle additionnel du 15 janvier 1907 A la pr~sente
convention (ch. I), en vigueur depuis le ler f6vrier 1907.

2 Les anciens art. 27 et 28 ont &6 abrogds par Particle additionnel du
15 janvier 1907 A la prdsente convention. Les art. 29 A 31 du texte primitif
sont devenus les art. 27 A 29.

3 Entr6 en vigueur le 23 avril 1955.
' Recueil officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confdddration Suisse, annie 1955, p. 611.
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ARTICLE PREMIER. Le concessionnaire des deux Gouvernements 6tablira
sur le Reno di Lei, A 3 km environ en amont de l'embouchure de cette
rivire dans 'Averserrhein, un grand barrage susceptible de crder un bassin
d'accumulation dans le Val di Lei. Les actes de concession fixeront la meme
cote absolue du niveau maximum de retenue.

Seront accumuls dans ce bassin les debits naturels du Reno di Lei, les
eaux prlevdes dans l'Averserrhein, le Madriserrhein et l'Emetbach, qui
seront amenfes au moyen d'une conduite souterraine, ainsi que les eaux
pompfes d'un bassin de compensation pros d'Innerferrera.

ARTICLE 2. Le barrage sera d'une construction offrant le maximum de
sdcurit6. Des ouvertures suffisantes seront amdnagfes pour 1'6coulement des
eaux de crues. En outre, des ouvrages de d6charge spdciaux devront etre
construits de manire A permettre d'abaisser le niveau du bassin d'accumula-
tion ou de le vider rapidement.

L'usine sera construite pros d'Innerferrera oi' l'eau sera rendue i l'Averser-
rhein.

ARTICLE 3. Le projet d'ex~cution des ouvrages sera dress6 par les soins
du concessionnaire; il contiendra les dispositions envisag~es pour remplacer
les terrains qui seront submerges par le bassin d'accumulation, dans le but
de restituer l'6conomie agricole de la region. I1 sera soumis, avec toutes
justifications utiles, aux deux Gouvernements et il ne pourra tre ex~cut6
qu'apr~s que les deux Gouvernements se seront d~clar~s d'accord pour son
approbation. Les propriftaires int~ressds seront entendus pr~alablement.

ARTICLE 4. Les deux Gouvernements se r6servent express6ment d'exercer
de concert le contr6le des travaux et le droit d'autoriser ou de prescrire d'un
commun accord, s'il y a lieu, toutes modifications au projet pr6cddemment
approuv6 ou aux ouvrages d6jA exdcutfs.

Tous les ouvrages seront manceuvrds et entretenus par le concession-
naire.

ARTICLE 5. Compte tenu des eaux et de la pente utilisables sur les terri-
toires respectifs, il est convenu que la force hydraulique mise en valeur
dans l'usine d'Innerferrera revient raison de 70 pour cent A la Suisse et de
30 pour cent A l'Italie.

Chacun des deux Etats aura droit, dans cette proportion, A l'6nergie
6lectrique produite par l'usine. I1 pourra en disposer dans telles formes et
sous telles conditions qu'il jugera utiles.

L'6nergie 6lectrique revenant A l'Italie qui sera produite sur territoire
suisse sera exempt~e par la Suisse de toutes taxes, redevances ou restrictions
de droit public quelconques, de telle sorte que cette 6nergie puisse tre
librement transport~e en Italie et soit, h tous 6gards, dans la mfme situation
que si elle 6tait produite sur territoire italien. L'6tablissement, l'exploitation
et l'entretien des installations 6lectriques qui servent au transport de l'6nergie
dlectrique A destination de l'Italie demeurent cependant soumis en Suisse
A la l6gislation de ce pays en la matire.

L'6nergie attribufe A chacun des deux Etats pourra tre export~e dans
l'autre Etat conformdment aux dispositions 1gales sur l'exportation de
l'6nergie 6lectrique en vigueur dans l'Etat exportateur. I1 est entendu que
celui des deux Etats qui n'aurait Das emploi sur son territoire de l'nergie



qui lui est attribute ne mettra pas obstacle A 1'exportation sur le territoire
de l'autre Etat de l'6nergie ainsi disponible.

ARTICLE 6. Les droits d'utilisation de la force hydraulique seront conc&
des, pour le territoire de chacun des deux Etats, par les autorit~s qui y
seront comptentes.

Toutefois, les deux concessions devront tre bas~es sur des plans identiques
et les conditions des concessions devront tre fix~es d'une mani~re concor-
dante sur tous les points qui touchent les intrfts des deux Etats et qui
doivent d~s lors tre r~gl~s d'une faqon uniforme.

Une telle concordance est notamment ncessaire en ce qui concerne le
concessionnaire, les dlais pour le commencement des travaux, la mise en
service de l'usine, le rachat, le retour ainsi que la fin de la concession et son
renouvellement 6ventuel. I1 est entendu que le concessionnaire sera, pendant
toute la dur~e de la concession, une socit6 anonyme dont le siege sera en
Suisse; cette soci~t6 61ira en outre un domicile en Italie.

Les concessions prendront fin le 31 d~cembre de la quatre-vingti~me
annie, compt~e h partir de la date qui sera fix~e par les deux Gouvernements
pour la mise en service de l'usine.

ARTICLE 7. Les deux Gouvernements se communiqueront leurs decisions
au sujet des actes de concession; et ceux-ci n'auront leur effet que lorsque
les deux Gouvernements se seront d~clar~s d'accord sur les conditions
impos~es.

En tant qu'elles touchent aux int&ts des deux pays, les dispositions
des actes de concession ne pourront ftre modifi~es ultrieurement que d'un
commun accord entre les deux Gouvernements. I1 en sera de m~me pour tout
transfert de concession ou retrait de droits d'utilisation conced6s.

ARTICLE 8. En cas de non-ach6vement de l'usine, d'interruption de
l'exploitation ou de toute autre cause de d~ch~ance pr~vue aux actes de
concession, les deux Gouvernements prendront, d'un commun accord, les
mesures qu'ils jugeront les mieux appropri~es A la situation et, 6ventuelle-
ment, A l'octroi d'une nouvelle concession.

ARTICLE 9. Dix ans avant l'expiration de la dur~e des concessions, des
pourparlers seront engages entre les deux Gouvernements en vue de s'enten-
dre sur la question de savoir:

a) Si l'exploitation de l'usine doit kre poursuivie apr~s l'expiration
de cette dur~e. Dans ce cas, les parts de l'6nergie produite revenant h la
Suisse et A l'Italie seront maintenues respectivement A 70 pour cent et
30 pour cent et les conditions du nouveau regime d'exploitation seront
d~termin~es de manire A en assurer aux deux Etats les avantages dans la
m~me proportion;

b) Si l'exploitation de l'usine doit cesser. Dans ce cas, les deux Gouverne-
ments prendront, d'un commun accord, les mesures qu'ils jugeront les
mieux appropries . la situation.

ARTICLE 10. Pour la p~riode de construction, les deux Gouvernements
se r~servent de constituer une commission de surveillance de quatre membres,
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dont deux membres seront d~sign~s par le Gouvernement suisse et deux
membres par le Gouvernement italien.

Cette commission contr6lera l'ex~cution des travaux et pr~sentera ses
observations sous forme de rapport aux autorit~s compdtentes suisses et
italiennes.

ARTICLE 11. Pendant la priode d'exploitation, le contr6le sera exerc6
dans les conditions pr~vues aux actes de concession. Chaque Gouvernement
donnera toutes facilit~s afin que les fonctionnaires de l'autre Etat charges
de ce contr6le ainsi que le personnel du concessionnaire puissent accomplir
leur mission. Les noms des fonctionnaires seront r~ciproquement com-
muniqu6s.

ARTICLE 12 Le r~glement des questions fiscales d~coulant des concessions
fera l'objet d'un accord particulier A conclure entre les autorit6s compktentes
des deux pays. Une double imposition sera 6vit~e.

ARTICLE 13. Si un litige vient A s'6lever entre les deux Gouvernements
au sujet de l'application ou de l'interpr~tation du present accord ou de l'une
des concessions vis~es par cet accord, il sera soumis, au cas oil il n'aurait pas
&6 r~gld dans un d~lai raisonnable par ]a voie diplomatique ou par d'autres
voies amiables, A un tribunal dont la sentence sera obligatoire.

Ce tribunal arbitral sera compos6 de deux membres et d'un surarbitre.
Chacun des deux Gouvernements nommera un membre. Le surarbitre, qui
ne devra pas tre ressortissant de l'un des deux pays, sera d~sign6 d'un
commun accord entre les deux Gouvernements.

Si la designation commune du surarbitre n'a pas lieu dans un d~lai de
six mois A partir du moment oi l'un des deux Gouvernements a propos6 le
r~glement arbitral du litige, il sera proc~d h cette designation en appliquant
par analogie larticle 45, 4e alin~a et suivant, de la Convention de La
Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour le r~glement pacifique des conflits interna-
tionaux.

Tout diffrend qui pourrait surgir entre les deux Gouvernements con-
cernant l'interpr~tation et 1'ex6cution de la sentence arbitrale sera soumis
au jugement du tribunal qui a rendu la sentence.

I1 est entendu que le present article demeurera applicable A tout litige
qui, de l'avis de l'un des deux Gouvernements, concernerait soit l'application
ou l'interprftation de l'accord ou de l'une des concessions vis~es par cet
accord, soit l'interprtation ou l'exdcution de la sentence arbitrale.

ARTICLE 14. Les stipulations du present accord seront maintenues en
temps de guerre.

PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL

Pour tenir compte des circonstances sp~ciales que crdera l'accumulation
du Val di Lei ainsi que des intdrfts des deux parties, les soussign~s, dflment
autorisfs A cet effet par leurs Gouvernements respectifs, d~clarent ce qui
suit:



1. Rectification defrontire

I1 est entendu que les deux Gouvernements entreprendront immediate-
ment, dans les limites indiqu~es ci-apr~s, une rectification de la frontire
italo-suisse dans le Val di Lei. Les deux Gouvernements concluront A cet
effet une convention qui attribuera Ai la Suisse une parcelle de territoire
d'environ 0,5 km 2, conform~ment au plan au 1 / 25 000 annex6 au present
protocole.1

2. Exportation d'inergie dilectrique en Italie

I est entendu que, si la socidt6 concessionnaire en fait la demande,
le Conseil f~dfral suisse lui accordera, dans le cadre des dispositions de la
lgislation suisse en la matire et pour une dure correspondant At celle
fixfe pour les concessions des deux Gouvernements, 'autorisation d'exporter
en Italic le 20 pour cent de la puissance disponible et de 1'6nergie susceptible
d'6tre produite dans les trois usines pr6vues dans le projet g6n~ral de 1948-
1949 6tabli par la Socit6 anonyme Motor-Columbus A Baden (Suisse) et la
Soci&t ((Edison)) h Milan. Ce 20 pour cent comprend l'6nergie 6lectrique
t laquelle l'Italie a droit, conform6ment t P'article 5 de 'Accord conclu
en date de ce jour.

L'6nergie export6e sera exemptde de toutes taxes ou autres droits, t
1'exception de la redevance prdvue dans l'ordonnance du Conseil f6d6ral
suisse du 4 septembre 1924 sur l'exportation de l'6nergie 61ectrique (art. 21).
Les dispositions de l'article 5, alin~a 3, de 'Accord conclu en date de ce jour
demeurent r6serv6es.

Rome, le dix-huit juin mil neuf cent quarante-neuf (18 juin 1949).

232. CONVENTION 2 ENTRE LA CONF2Dt RATION SUISSE ET
LA RIZPUBLIQUE ITALIENNE CONCERNANT LA CORREC-
TION DE LA ROGGIA MOLINARA (COMMUNES DE CHIAS-
SO ET DE COME), CONCLUE A CHIASSO, LE 5 AVRIL 19513

... consid6rant que, dans leur cours actuel, les eaux de la Roggia Molinara
provoquent un 6tat mar6cageux dans les terrains avoisinants et, en p6riode
de pluie, des inondations,

Une Convention concernant une modification de la fronti~re dans le Val di
Lei a W signde t Berne le 25 novembre 1952 avec un Protocole additionnel
(Ibid., p. 626).

2 Entre en vigueur, le 18 avril 1953. La signature de cette Convention a W
prdcdd6e de la conclusion d'une Convention de rectification de la frontire le
long de la Roggia Molinara, signde aussi A Chiasso le 5 avril 1951 ((en vue de
simplifier le cours sinueux de la frontire, de faciliter le service de surveillance
douani~re, ainsi que d'assainir le terrain environnant pour une nouvelle canalisa-
tion de la Roggia Molinara)) (Recueil Officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confiddration
suisse, ann6e 1953, p. 403).

Ibid., p. 406.



6tant donn6 que les conditions hygikniques qui en rdsultent ne sont pas
satisfaisantes,

vu qu'il est donc ncessaire, pour remfdier A ces d~fauts, de canaliser la
Roggia par un nouvel ouvrage artificiel permanent et de rectifier A cet effet
le cours exceptionnellement sinueux de la Roggia elle-mfme.

ont d6cid6 de conclure la prdsente convention...

ARTICLE PREMIER. La Roggia Molinara entre les communes de Chiasso
et de C6me doit tre corrige sur la base du projet 6labor6 par la commune
de Chiasso en date du 9 mai 1949, projet approuv6 par la commune de C6me
le 9 mars 1950 et qui fait partie intdgrante de la pr~sente convention (voir
annexes n0 s 1 et 2).

L'axe du nouveau canal s'identifie avec le trac6 de la fronti~re rectifi&e
conform6ment hi la convention concernant la rectification de la fronti~re
conclue le 5 avril 1951.

ARTICLE 2. Les frais pour la construction du canal, ainsi que pour le
d~montage et la remise en ceuvre du filet m~tallique italien pos6 pour la
surveillance de la fronti~re, sont rdpartis de la mani~re suivante:

4/5 h la commune de Chiasso et 1/5 h la commune de C6me, ainsi qu'il est
6tabli' dans la convention du 8 mars 1950 entre les dlgus des communes de
Chiasso et de C6me.

Les frais supplmentaires pour des travaux qui se rdv6leraient n&essaires
durant 1'ex~cution seront support&s par les communes intdressdes dans la
mme proportion.

ARTICLE 3. Sous reserve de 'approbation du Ddpartement des construc-
tions publiques du canton du Tessin et des autorit&s italiennes comptentes,
les bureaux techniques des communes de Chiasso et de C6me prendront
les accords n~cessaires pour 1'ex~cution de l'ouvrage et la livraison du
materiel.

Le bureau technique du canton du Tessin et le bureau comptent de la
Province de C6me prendront des accords en vue de surveiller 'ex&ution
des travaux de correction et pour 1'6tablissement de la liquidation.

ARTICLE 4. Les installations et les machines des chantiers, ainsi que le
matdriel de construction employ6 pour 1'ex~cution des travaux seront
r~ciproquement exempt&s des taxes douani&es et de tout autre imp6t.
Demeurent rdservdes les mesures de contr6le des administrations douani~res
respectives.

ARTICLE 5. Les autorit&s suisses et italiennes comp~tentes procdderont
au r~colement du nouvel ouvrage d&s que les travaux seront effectu&s. Le
r~colement implique l'acceptation ddfinitive de l'ouvrage, sous reserve de
l'ex~cution de travaux 6ventuels complkmentaires de peu d'importance.

Dis la date du r6colement, les autoritds comp~tentes des deux pays
s'engagent A maintenir en bon 6tat le canal et A prendre h leur charge les
frais d'entretien dans les parties de 'ouvrage soumises h leur souverainet6
respective.



233. tCHANGE DE NOTES' RELATIF A L'ACCORD ENTRE LA
SUISSE ET L'ITALIE AU SUJET DE LA CONCESSION DES
FORCES HYDRAULIQUES DU RENO DI LEI. ROME, LE

23 AVRIL 19552

NOTE SUISSE

Se rf6rant h P'article 3 de l'accord italo-suisse du 18 juin 1949 au sujet
de la concession des forces hydrauliques du Reno di Lei, ainsi qu'aux lettres
6changfes A Rome, la meme date, entre les prfsidents des deux dfl~gations,
la ligation de Suisse a l'honneur de faire connaitre au Minist re des affaires
6trang~res que le Conseil f~d~ral suisse accordera et maintiendra pour toute
la durde de la concession accordde et pour celle de ses prorogations ou
renouvellements 6ventuels, en tous cas pour toute la durde de 1'exploitation
de l'usine, les facilit~s indiqu~es ci-apres, en vue d'une meilleure utilisation
des alpages que le concessionnaire des deux gouvernements devra ceder, en
jouissance r~elle, au s( Consorzio della Valle di Lei ), sur sol suisse:

I

1. Toutes les personnes int~ress~es A 'exploitation des alpages (propri6-
taires des pfturages et du b~tail, exploitants, p~tres, etc.) que le conces-
sionnaire des deux gouvernements aura c~d~s en compensation rfelle sur
territoire suisse, conform~ment au contrat ci-joint conclu entre la (( Rhatische
Werke fir Elektrizitat A. G. s, A Thusis (Suisse), et la (( SocietA Edison )),
Milan, d'une part, et le (( Consorzio Alpi Valle di Lei ), d'autre part, pourront
se rendre librement sur ces alpages par une vole d'acc~s directe, sur presenta-
tion d'un certificat d'identit6 ddlivr6 par l'autorit6 italienne et muni d'une
photographie.

2. Les personnes occupies A l'exploitation des alpages seront munies d'un
permis de sfjour, par les soins de l'autorit6 cantonale grisonne, et exon~res des
taxes afffrentes.

3. Pour les autres personnes (propri~taires et locataires non exploitants,
propri~taires de b~tail, etc.) qui se rendent occasionnellement et pour une
courte dur~e sur les alpages c~dds dans le canton des Grisons, le simple
certificat d'identit6 italien mentionn6 ci-dessus suffira. Ces personnes seront
6galement exon~r~es de toute taxe.

4. Il est interdit h tous ceux qui se rendent sur les alpages c~d~s en
jouissance dans le canton des Grisons d'en sortir pour gagner une autre
region du territoire suisse, sauf en cas de ndcessit6 absolue et seulement
pour accder au Village suisse le plus proche. Ils devront alors s'annoncer
au bureau des douanes.

5. Le v~t~rinaire italien est autoris6 A visiter, A la demande des intdress~s,
le bdtail log6 sur les alpages c~d~s en compensation rfelle.

I Entr6 en vigueur h la date de l'6change desdites notes.
2 Recueil officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confidiration suisse, annde 1955, p. 618.



II

1. Le bftail des membres du ( Consorzio Alpi Valle di Lei ), celui des
fermiers et celui qui est pris A bail par les propri6taires et par les fermiers
eux-memes pendant la p~riode d'alpage, pourra se rendre pour le pacage
aux alpages cfd~s dans le canton des Grisons. Le b~tail devra tre reconduit
en Italie.

2. Par bftail au sens des prfsentes dispositions on entend celui de l'espce
chevaline, bovine, caprine, porcine, ainsi que les chiens bergers.

3. Aucune taxe ni cautionnement ne sera exig6 pour le bftail se rendant
sur les alpages situfs dans le canton des Grisofis et qui sera reconduit en
Italie. Aucune garantie ne sera exige dans chaque cas d'esp&e pour les
droits et les taxes relatifs aux animaux importfs temporairement, A condition
que les autorit~s des communes d'oal proviennent les propri~taires du
b~tail s'obligent A faciliter aux autorit6s douanires suisses la perception
des droits'et des taxes dus pour les animaux qui resteront 6ventuellement
en Suisse.

III

Les denr~es alimentaires, les fourrages et autres produits analogues pour
l'alimentation du b6tail, les objets pour les soins du bftail ou pour le trai-
tement des produits des animaux, ainsi que le matfriel pour la construction
et l'entretien des chalets et des 6tables, et, 6ventuellement, le bois A brcller
imports d'Italie, sont admis en franchise de douane, A la condition que ces
marchandises soient import~es exclusivement en correlation avec l'exploita-
tion des alpages c~d~s en compensation r~elle et employes sur place. Les
choses non utilisfes et celles qui ne sont plus utilisables seront rfexport~es
en Italie.

IV

1. Les marchandises et les animaux ne peuvent pas 6tre transportfs sur
le reste du territoire douanier suisse sans la permission des autorit~s doua-
ni~res suisses comptentes et sans avoir prfalablement rempli les conditions
posies par celles-ci. Seront 6galement exempts de tout droit ou charge les
produits laitiers fabriqu6s soit pendant qu'ils demeurent dans les alpages en
vue de leur conservation ou assaisonnement, soit au moment ofi ils transite-
ront vers l'Italie. En aucun cas des obstacles ne seront mis A l'exportation
en Italie du b~tail et des produits dont il est question au present article et
aux articles pr~cddents.

2. Etant donn6 qu'en ce qui concerne les denrfes alimentaires, les
fourrages et autres produits analogues pour l'alimentation du b~tail, les
objets pour les soins du bftail ou utilisfs pour le traitement des produits des
animaux, le bois A brfiler et le materiel pour l'entretien des chalets et des
tables, la franchise douani~re ne peut 6tre accorde en vertu de la legislation

douanire suisse en vigueur, les facilit~s dont il s'agit ont &6 mentionnfes
dans un protocole additionnel A la convention conclue entre les deux Etats
au sujet de 1'6change de territoires dans le val di Lei.



Les exploitants des alpages devront tenir une liste de contr6le indiquant
clairement les marchandises et le b~tail importfs. La liste devra indiquer
toutes les marchandises amen~es aux alpages et 6tre tenue h jour en ce qui
concerne le betail et 'outillage de l'alpage. Cette liste devra 6tre en regle
et presentee, sur leur demande, aux autorites douanieres suisses.

VI

Pour ce qui a trait A la police des 6pizooties, l'acces du betail aux alpages
cedes en compensation rtelle et son sfjour sur ces alpages seront regles par les
dispositions suivantes:

1. Les alpages mis A disposition par la Suisse A titre de compensation
reelle seront occupes exclusivement par du betail absolument sain, exempt
de fievre aphteuse depuis au moins trois mois et qui aura &6 soumis A temps
avant la montee aux alpages, A la vaccination preventive contre la fievres
aphteuse, avec du vaccin suisse ou avec du vaccin de l'institut zooprophy-
lactique de Brescia. Les moutons sont exclus du pacage sur les alpages cedes
en compensation reelle. Les frais de la vaccination preventive sont assum6s
par le concessionnaire des deux gouvernements.

2. Chaque anne, dix jours au moins avant ]a monte aux alpages, la
date probable sera communiquee par 6crit A la direction des douanes du
troisieme arrondissement et h l'office veterinaire cantonal, tous deux A Coire,
ainsi qu'A l'office vetrinaire provincial, A Sondrio, une liste indiquant
exactement le chef responsable des alpages et le betail destin6 A occuper
ceux-ci 6tant jointe. Cette liste devra avoir 6t6 visee par les communes de
provenance. Tout le betail montant aux alpages sera marqu6 de fa~on nette
et bien visible, la marque en question devant figurer sur la liste. Les marques
utilisees seront fournies, aux frais du concessionnaire des deux gouvernements,
par l'office veterinaire de Coire et remis au ( Consorzio .

3. Les autorits veterinaires suisses se rfservent, selon les circonstances,
d'arreter, d'entente avec les autorites veterinaires italiennes, les mesures de
police sanitaire pour le cas o la peste bovine, la peripneumonie contagieuse
des bovides, voire quelque autre 6pizootie presentant un danger general et
non connue dans ces regions, viendrait A 6tre constatee sur les alpages cedes
en compensation, dans les regions de provenance du betail, ou dans les
regions voisines.

4. L'apparition de maladies soumises A declaration (fievre aphteuse,
peste porcine, fievre charbonneuse, rage, morve, peripneumonie contagieuse
des bovides, peste bovine) ou d'autres epizooties, presentant un danger
general, qui n'auraient pas t6 constatees jusqu'alors sera signalee imm6-
diatement A l'office veterinaire cantonal, A Coire, et A celui de la province
de Sondrio. Les cadavres des animaux ayant peri seront rendus inoffensifs
conformement aux dispositions de la legislation suisse et detruits par in-
cineration ou par enfouissement; ils ne devront, en aucun cas, 8tre jetes
A l'eau. En cas d'apparition de fievre aphteuse, l'abattage du betail n'est
pas obligatoire, A moins qu'un accord intervienne entre les proprietaires de
bovides et les autorites cantonales, au sujet de l'indemnit6. Ces cas seront



signalds h la direction des douanes de Coire, qui prendra toutes mesures
opportunes de police douanire.

5. La montde aux alpages devra s'effectuer directement depuis l'Italie,
sans passage sur territoire suisse: la Suisse se reserve de faire procdder
au contr6le sanitaire, en cours de montde et pendant le sdjour du bdtail sur
les alpages, par les organes de la police vtrinaire suisse. Le contr6le
sanitaire en cours de montde sera, 6. la demande expresse du s Consorzio
Alpi Valle di Lei ), effectu6 rapidement dans le dernier endroit habit6 situ6
sur le territoire italien.

6. Pour ce qui concerne l'utilisation des produits animaux (beurre, lait,
fromage, etc.), ainsi que celle de la viande des bftes abattues d'urgence ou
victimes de chutes, les autorit&s vdtdrinaires compdtentes suisses se rdservent
de procdder h des arrangements et r~glements sp~ciaux, dans la mesure oa
le transport vers l'Italie par la voie d'acc s directe ne serait pas possible.
Dans les cas de ce genre 6galement, il y aura lieu d'informer la direction des
douanes, A Coire, qui prendra les dispositions ndcessaires pour le traitement
en douane.

I1 en sera de m~me lorsqu'en raison de conditions climatiques exception-
nelles ou de l'interruption du trafic sur les chemins d'acc~s, il ne sera pas
possible aux troupeaux de descendre des alpages par les voics usuelles.

VII

1. L'inobservation, par les int6ress6s, des dispositions contenues dans le
pr6sent 6change de notes entrainera l'application des sanctions pr6vues par
les lois et r~glements suisses en vigueur, qui concernent les objets trait6s
ci-dessus.

2. Les mesures r~primant les infractions aux dispositions relatives h la
police des 6trangers ne seront prises qu'apr&s que le chef de la police des
6trangers du canton des Grisons se sera mis en rapport avec le fonctionnaire
italien comptent, dirigeant la police dans le secteur. Sont rdserv6es pour le
surplus, les prescriptions gdn6rales en mati~re de police.

VIII

Les pr~sentes dispositions ne portent pas atteinte h la souverainet6 terri-
toriale des deux pays, et, en particulier, au droit de prendre, dans les zones
frontires, les mesures qu'ils jugeront opportunes dans les circonstances
mena~ant de troubler la paix ou en cas de danger de guerre.

La l6gation prie le minist~re de bien vouloir prendre acte de ce qui prdc~de
et de lui confirmer son acceptation, qui tiendra lieu d'accord au sujet des
questions trait6es ci-dessus.

La l6gation de Suisse saisit cette occasion pour exprimer au minist~re
des affaires 6trang~res l'assurance de sa haute consid6ration.

Rome, le 23 avril 1955.

NOTE ITALIENNE

Le ministre des affaires trangres a l'honneur d'accuser reception de la
note verbale C.41.2, en date de ce jour, de la lgation de Suisse, dont la
teneur est la suivante: ...



(Voir la note suisse)

Le ministre des affaires 6trang~res accuse reception, en outre, de la
photocopie certifide conforme du contrat conclu le 27 octobre 1952, A
Chiavenna, entre la sRhdtische Werke fur Elektrizitdt A.G. ), A Thusis, et
la e(Societh Edison ), A Milan, d'une part, et le (cConsorzio Alpi Valle di
Lei ), d'autre part, annex6 A la note verbale ci-dessus.

Le minist~re des affaires 6trang~res est heureux de faire connaitre A la
lgation qu'il a pris acte du contenu de la note reproduite ci-dessus et qu'il
confirme son acceptation, en sorte que cette note et la prfsente communica-
tion constituent un accord entre les deux gouvernements sur les questions
qui y sont traitfes.

Le minist~re des affaires 6trang~res saisit cette occasion pour renouveler
A la lgation de Suisse l'assurance de sa haute consideration.

Rome, le 23 avril 1955.

234. CONVENTION' ENTRE L'ITALIE ET LA SUISSE AU SUJET
DE LA RIZGULARISATION DU LAC DE LUGANO, SIGNIZE A
LUGANO, LE 17 SEPTEMBRE 19552

Le Conseil f~dfral suisse et le president de la Rfpublique italienne,
Consid~rant que les crues du lac de Lugano causent p6riodiquement des

dommages importants aux regions riveraines, dfsireux de protfger, dans la
mesure du possible, ces regions contre de nouvelles inondations et d'am~liorer
le regime des niveaux du lac, ont r~solu de conclure une convention ...

Article I

Les hautes parties contractantes conviennent d'entreprendre la rfgularisa-
tion du lac de Lugano conform~ment au projet de septembre 1951 et au
r~glement de rfgularisation d'aoft 1953 prsentes l'un et l'autre par le
service ffdral des eaux A Berne.

Article H

1. Les travaux de regularisation comprennent:
a) La correction du detroit de Lavena;
b) Le barrage de rdgularisation A la Rochetta;
c) La correction de la Tresa entre Ponte Tresa et Madonnone.

2. Ces travaux seront commences dans un dlai de deux ans A compter
de l'entr~e en vigueur de la pr~sente convention.

Article III

1. Les hautes parties contractantes sont d'accord pour reconnaitre que
la r~gularisation du lac de Lugano est une ceuvre d'utilit6 publique. Les

I Entree en vigueur le 15 f~vrier 1958, date de 1'6change des instruments de
ratification A Rome, conformfment A P'article XIII de la Convention.

2 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitds, vol. 291, p. 219.
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deux gouvernements accorderont en consequence, chacun pour leur terri-
toire, le droit d'exproprier, s'il y a lieu, les biens-fonds ncessaires h l'ex6-
cution, h l'exploitation et A l'entretien des ouvrages, ainsi que les droits qui
s'y opposent.

2. Les terrains du domaine public pourront tre occup~s et utilisfs
gratuitement dans la mesure nfcessaire A l'ex~cution, l'exploitation et A
l'entretien des ouvrages.

Article IV

1. Sous reserve des attributions de la commission mixte de surveillance
institute par l'article VI de la pr~sente convention, l'excution des travaux
incombera au canton du Tessin. I1 appartiendra au Conseil d'ttat de ce
canton de designer la direction des travaux, de prendre, d'entente avec les
autorit~s italiennes, les mesures n~cessaires pour la publication des plans
conformfment aux dispositions en vigueur dans les deux pays et de passer
les contrats d'entreprise.

2. Les hautes parties contractantes s'engagent A faciliter de leur mieux
l'ex6cution des travaux de rdgularisation en conc~dant notamment les
avantages suivants:

a) La direction des travaux bfn~ficiera du concours des autorit~s
comp~tentes administratives des deux pays;

b) Le personnel employ6 aux travaux pourra circuler librement sur les
rives du detroit de Lavena et de la Tresa. I1 restera cependant sounis aux
mesures de police et de douane nfcessaires;

c) Les deux gouvernements accorderont le bfnffice de l'exonfration des
droits de douane, des taxes et licences d'importation et d'exportation pour
les matfriaux destines A l'exfcution et A l'entretien des ouvrages. Ces
matfriaux devront cependant tre chaque fois dfclards A la douane comp6-
tente.

Les exondrations seront accord~es sur presentation d'un certificat attestant
que les mat~riaux sont destinfs exclusivement h 8tre utilis~s pour la construc-
tion et l'entretien des ouvrages pr~vus dans la prdsente convention. Ce certi-
ficat sera d~livr6, pour les douanes suisses, par le minist~re italien des travaux
publics et pour les douanes italiennes par le d~partement des travaux publics
du canton du Tessin.

Article V

Le coCit total des travaux mentionn~s A l'article II de la pr~sente con-
vention, 6valu6 par devis A 4.000.000 de francs suisses, sera support6 entire-
ment par ]a Suisse. De son c6t6, l'Italie prendra A sa charge la totalit6 des
frais pour des travaux de protection des rives de la Tresa situfes sur territoire
italien A l'aval de la correction pr~vue A l'article II.

Article VI

1. Les deux gouvernements constitueront une commission de surveillance
composfe de six membres, dont trois seront d~signfs par le Conseil ffdfral



suisse et trois par le gouvernement de la Rfpublique italienne. Chaque
gouvernement prend A sa charge les frais des membres qu'il a dfsign~s.

2. En pfriode de construction, il appartient A cette commission d'approu-
ver les programmes d'exfcution que lui soumet le Conseil d'Itat du canton
du Tessin, de surveiller l'excution des travaux, de statuer sur les proposi-
tions 6ventuelles de modification du projet, de presenter aux deux gouverne-
ments des rapports pfriodiques sur la marche des travaux ainsi que sur
l'observation des d~lais.

3. Apr~s le rfcolement des travaux, la commission aura competence
pour examiner et r~soudre toutes les questions concernant l'application du
r~glement de r~gularisation, le service du barrage, l'entretien et le renouvelle-
ment des ouvrages. Elle surveillera l'ex~cution de ses d6cisions et soumettra
it l'approbation des deux gouvernements les modifications qu'elle jugerait
utile d'apporter au r~glement de rfgularisation.

4. La commission prendra ses dcisions A l'unanimit6 et edictera elle-
mme son r~glement interne. Si l'unanimit6 ne peut ftre obtenue, les points
au sujet desquels l'accord n'aura pas 6t6 r~alis6 seront soumis aux directeurs
des instituts d'hydraulique des 6coles polytechniques de Zurich et de Milan.
Leur decision aura force obligatoire pour les deux parties.

5. Si ces deux experts ne peuvent tomber d'accord, ils dfsigneront un
arbitre, qui ne devra pas tre ressortissant d'un des deux Ptats. La decision
de cet arbitre sera sans appel.

Article VII

1. A la fin des travaux, leur rcolement sera confi6 A deux experts
dfsign~s l'un par le ddpartement f~dtral des postes et des chemins de fer et
l'autre par le minist~re italien des travaux publics.

2. Le proc~s-verbal de rfcolement devra tre approuv6 par ces deux
autoritfs.

Article VIII

1. La Suisse se charge du service du barrage et s'engage A observer
le r~glement de rfgularisation, ainsi que les modifications qui pourraient
y tre apportfes conform~ment A l'article VI, chiffre 3, de la prfsente
convention.

2. Les frais du service du'barrage seront A la charge de la Suisse.
3. Les personnes charg6es de ce service auront libre acc~s A la rive

italienne, A l'endroit du barrage. Elles resteront cependant soumises aux
mesures de police et de douane n~cessaires.

Article IX

1. Les frais d'entretien et de renouvellement du barrage de rfgularisation
seront entirement supportfs par la Suisse.

2. La Suisse et l'Italie prennent chacune A leur charge les frais d'entretien
des rives et du chenal du dftroit de Lavena et de la Tresa situfs sur leur
territoire. Les deux ]Rtats s'engagent A prendre les mesures n~cessaires pour
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pr6venir les glissements de rives ou modifications du chenal pr~judiciables
A la r~gularisation. Si de tels glissements ou modifications se produisent
tout de meme, la remise en 6tat sera entreprise sans retard. La commission
de surveillance r6glera les modalit6s d'ex6cution des travaux d'entretien
lorsque ceux-ci devront s'tendre aux territoires suisse et italien.

Article X

1. Dans les limites de son territoire, chacun des gouvernements pourvoira
A ce que, dans le cas d'6tablissement ou de modification d'ouvrages tels que
routes, installations permanentes de pche ou d'irrigation, ponts, bAtiments,
travaux hydrauliques, etc., sur le d6troit de Lavena ou sur la section inter-
nationale de la Tresa, il soit pris les mesures ncessaires pour empcher que
la rdgularisation ne soit entrave ou compromise et que la rive appartenant
A l'autre ttat ne soit endommage.

2. A cet effet, les projets seront soumis aux autorits comptentes, qui
prendront l'avis de la commission de surveillance.

Article XI

Tout diffrend relatif A l'interprtation ou A 'application de la prdsente
convention, qui ne pourrait 6tre r6gl6 par voie de nfgociations directes,
pourra etre soumis, A la requete d'un des deux gouvernements, A la cour
internationale de justice.

Article XII

La prdsente convention abroge les dispositions contraires des conventions
pr&c6dentes conclues entre les deux ttats riverains.

PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL A LA CONVENTION DU 17 SEP-
TEMBRE 1955 ENTRE L'ITALIE ET LA SUISSE AU SUJET DE
LA RS GULARISATION DU LAC DE LUGANO

I1 est entendu que le projet et le r~glement de r~gularisation mentionn~s
A 'article I de la convention sont ceux qui furent communiqu6s A la
dlgation italienne, conformdment an proc6s-verbal de la r6union tenue A
Milan les 11 et 12 dcembre 1953.

235. CONVENTION' ENTRE LA CONFDtRATION SUISSE ET
LA RISPUBLIQUE ITALIENNE AU SUJET DE L'UTILISA-
TION DE LA FORCE HYDRAULIQUE DU SPOL ET PROTO-
COLE ADDITIONNEL, 1 SIGNItS A BERNE LE 27 MAI 19572

Entr6s en vigueur le 8 avril 1959.
2 Recueil officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confiddration suisse, annie 1959, p. 432.



... estimant que l'utilisation des eaux du Sp6l pr~sente un intdret majeur
pour le d6veloppement des ressources 6lectriques des deux pays et la satis-
faction des besoins de leurs 6conomies,

considrant que la d6rivation d'une partie de ces eaux sur le versant
italien de l'Adda, selon la proposition italienne d'une part, et la creation
du bassin d'accumulation de Livigno, selon la proposition suisse d'autre
part, constituent deux modes d'utilisation de la force hydraulique de sections
de cours d'eau situ6es, dans leur partie A l'amont, sur le territoire de l'Italie
et, dans leur partie A l'aval, sur celui de la Suisse,

ont reconnu que chacun des deux Etats avait droit A une partie de la
force hydraulique, proportionnelle A la chute et aux debits naturels qui lui
appartiennent dans ces sections, et que leur utilisation, r~alisable dans deux
syst~mes distincts, devait faire 'objet de ddcisions concert6es, tenant compte
des int6rets en pr6sence et des diff6rences de l6gislation des deux Etats.

Elles ont, en cons6quence, convenu qu'il y avait lieu pour les deux Etats
de conceder d'un commun accord, aux requrants italiens et suisses, le
droit d'6tablir les ouvrages ncessaires A l'am~nagement de la force hydrauli-
que, de fixer les parts de puissance hydraulique auxquelles chacun des deux
Etats a droit dans les deux syst6mes d'utilisation et de proc6der ensuite, sur
cette base, A un 6change des parts correspondantes de puissance et d'6nergie
6lectrique, de telle sorte que les usiniers puissent chacun en disposer autant
que possible dans la meme situation que si la force hydraulique mise en
valeur relevait de la souverainet6 d'un seul et meme Etat.

A cet effet, elles ont rsolu de conclure une convention internationale

I. DLRIVATION SUR LE BASSIN VERSANT DE L'ADDA

ARTICLE PREMIER. Le Gouvernement suisse donne son accord A 'octroi,
par le Gouvernement italien, de la concession de ddriver de leur cours
naturel une partie des caux du Sp6l qui s'coulent successivement du
territoire de l'Italie dans celui de la Suisse et d'utiliser la force hydraulique
correspondante sur le versant italien de l'Adda, sur la base des clauses de la
pr6sente convention et moyennant l'octroi, par le Gouvernement suisse,
d'une concession complkmentaire dont l'objet sera la partie de la force
hydraulique qui rel6ve du territoire suisse.

ARTICLE 2. La concession complkmentaire suisse sera accord6e et, s'il y
a lieu, transfr&e au b~n~ficiaire ddsign6 par le Gouvernement italien.

ARTICLE 3. Le concessionnaire 6tablira, dans le bassin versant supdrieur
du SpdI, un collecteur situ6 au-dessus de la cote 1960 (I.G.M. [s.m.m.]) et
qui permettra de rassembler les apports naturels d'une surface de 105 km 2

au maximum, puis de les conduire par gravit6 dans les bassins d'accumula-
tion de San Giacomo et de Cancano, dans la valke de 'Fraele, en Haute-
Valteline. La quantit6 d'eau ainsi d6riv6e ne devra pas d~passer sensiblement
97 millions de m3 par annie, en moyenne.

Les eaux ainsi drives de leur cours naturel seront utilis6es dans l'usine
de Premadio, pros de Bormio sur l'Adda.

I1 est entendu que la Conf~dration suisse n'assume A l'6gard de la Rfpubli-
que italienne aucune obligation de compenser les pertes d'eau et d'6nergie



6lectrique qui pourraient se produire en cas de mauvais fonctionnement des
ouvrages de prise et de derivation ou pour toute autre cause.

ARTICLE 4. Compte tenu de la derivation de 97 millions de m 3 d'eau vers
l'Adda et de la chute disponible en Suisse A l'aval du lieu dit ((Punt dal
Gall )), il est convenu que la force hydraulique revenant A la Suisse est de
26 850 chevaux th~oriques, en moyenne.

En representation de cette part, la Suisse aura droit A une quantit6
correspondante d'6nergie 6lectrique susceptible d'etre produite dans l'usine
de Premadio, ainsi qu'AL une partie de la puissance disponible dans cette
usine. L'6nergie et la puissance revenant ainsi A la Suisse sont fix~es res-
pectivement A 128 millions de kilowattheures par annde et A 64 000 kilowatts.
La Conf~ddration suisse pourra en disposer dans telles formes et sous telles
conditions qu'elle jugera utile.

L'6nergie et la puissance dlectriques revenant A la Suisse et livr~es dans
ce pays seront exempt~es par la R~publique italienne de toutes taxes,
redevances ou restrictions de droit public quelconques, de telle sorte que
cette 6nergie puisse tre librement transportde en Suisse et soit, A tous
6gards, dans la mrme situation que si elle 6tait produite sur territoire
suisse. L'6tablissement, l'exploitation et l'entretien des installations 6lectri-
ques qui servent au transport de cette 6nergie A destination de la Suisse
demeurent cependant soumis, en Italie, A la legislation de ce pays en la
matire.

L'6nergie et la puissance 6lectriques attributes A la Suisse ne pourront
ftre utilis6es hors de son territoire que conformdment aux dispositions
16gales suisses sur l'exportation de l'6nergie 6lectrique. I1 est entendu que
le Gouvernement suisse ne mettra pas obstacle A l'emploi en Italie de la
partie de cette 6nergie correspondant A la quantit6 revenant A l'Italie
conform6ment A l'article 10 de ]a pr6sente convention, ceci pour autant que
le Gouvernement italien accorde, en 6change, l'autorisation d'utiliser en
Suisse cette quantit6.

II. ACCUMULATION DE LIVIGNO

ARTICLE 5. Le droit d'utiliser la force hydraulique du Sp6l en crdant un
bassin d'accumulation dans les valldes de Livigno et de 'Ova dal Gall sera
concdd6 pour le territoire de chacun des deux Etats contractants par leurs
autoritds compdtentes.

ARTICLE 6. La concession italienne sera accordde au bdn6ficiaire ddsign6
par le Gouvernement suisse. Elle s'6tendra A la partie italienne des sections
de cours d'eau dont la chute et les debits seront mis en valeur dans l'usine
dite de Livigno.

En cas de changement du bdndficiaire de la concession suisse, le Gouverne-
ment italien transfdrera la concession italienne au nouveau bdndficiaire
ddsign6 par le Gouvernement suisse.

ARTICLE 7. Le concessionnaire des deux Etats contractants 6tablira, pr~s
du confluent du Sp61 et de l'Ova dal Gall, en dehors de la limite du Parc
national suisse, un barrage susceptible de crder une retenue A la cote 1808
au maximum (I.G.M. [s.m.m.]), dont la capacit6 utile sera de 180 millions
de m 3 environ.



Le bassin d'accumulation sera aliment6 par les eaux qui s'y 6couleront
naturellement et qui n'auront pas 6t6 d~riv~es conformfment au chapitre I
de la prfsente convention ainsi que par celles qui y seront refouldes au moyen
d'installations de pompage.

ARTICLE 8. Le barrage sera d'une construction offrant le maximum de
s~curit6 pour la Suisse, conform~ment A la legislation en vigueur dans ce pays.
I1 sera dispos6 de mani~reA offrir aux eaux un d~bouch6 libre suffisant, pour
que les crues puissent s'6couler A tout moment sans produire aucune surl&-
vation au-dessus de la cote fixde A l'article prdc~dent.

L'emplacement de ]a centrale hydro-6lectrique sera fix6 soit dans l'acte
de concession suisse, soit lors de l'approbation des plans de construction.

ARTICLE 9. II appartiendra au concessionnaire dfsign6 par le Gouverne-
ment suisse d'acqufrir en territoire italien, selon la legislation de cc pays, les
biens-fonds et droit des tiers ndcessaires A la construction et A 1'exploitation
du bassin d'accumulation de Livigno. Le Gouvernement italien mettra A cet
effet le concessionnaire au b~ndfice du droit d'expropriation.

I1 est entendu que le concessionnaire sera tenu de remplacer le bati-
ment des douanes italien de Ponte del Gallo et de rdtablir les voies de com-
munication interceptdes soit par le barrage, soit par le bassin d'accumu-
lation.

Le Gouvernement suisse se reserve d'imposer au concessionnaire les
obligations ndcessaires pour protfger le Parc national suisse.

ARTICLE 10. Compte tenu des eaux et de la chute utilisables sur les
territoires respectifs des deux Etats, il est convenu que la force hydraulique
qui sera mise en valeur dans l'usine A accumulation de Livigno et qui revient
A l'Italie est de 8 750 chevaux th6oriques, en moyenne.

En repr6sentation de cette part, l'Italie aura droit A une quantit6 cor-
respondante d'6nergie 6lectrique susceptible d'ftre produite dans I'usine a
accumulation de Livigno ainsi qu'A une partic de la puissance disponible
dans cette usine. L'6nergie et la puissance revenant ainsi A l'Italie sont
fix~es respectivement Ak 36,5 millions de kilowattheures par annde et A
18 250 kilowatts. La Rdpublique italienne pourra en disposer dans telles
formes et sous telles conditions qu'elle jugera utile.

L'6nergie et la puissance 6lectriques revenant A l'Italie et livrfes dans
cc pays seront exemptdes par ]a Conftddration suisse de toutes taxes, rede-
vances ou restrictions de droit public quelconques, de telle sorte que
cette 6nergie puisse tre librement transportde en Italic et soit, A tous
6gards, dans la meme situation que si elle 6tait produite sur terri-
toire italien. L'6tablissement, l'exploitation et l'entretien des installations
dlectriques qui servent au transport de cette 6nergie A destination de
l'Italie demeurent cependant soumis, en Suisse, A la legislation de cc pays
en la matire.

L'6nergie et la puissance 6lectriques attribu6es A l'Italie ne pourront tre
utilises hors de son territoire que conformdment aux dispositions lgales
italiennes sur l'exportation de l'nergie 6lectrique. I1 est entendu que le
Gouvernement italien ne mettra pas obstacle A l'emploi en Suisse de cette
6nergie, en 6change d'une autorisation du Gouvernement suisse d'utiliser
en Italic une partic correspondante de l'6nergic revenant A la Suisse,
conform~ment A l'article 4 de la prdsente convention.



III. DISPOSITIONS COMMUNES

ARTICLE 11. Les plans d'enscmble, de meme que les projets de construc-
tion des ouvrages, seront dress6s par les soins des concessionnaires.

Ils seront soumnis, avec toutes justifications utiles, aux Gouvernements
des deux Etats contractants et ils ne pourront 8tre exdcut6s qu'aprs que
les autoritds comptentes des deux Etats se seront ddclarees d'accord pour
leur approbation.

Tous les ouvrages seront exploites et entretenus par les concession-
naires.

ARTICLE 12. Les Gouvernements des deux Etats contractants se com-
muniqueront leurs decisions au sujet des actes de concession; ceux-ci n'auront
leur effet que lorsque les deux Gouvernements se seront declares d'accord
sur les conditions imposees. Ces dernieres devront concorder sur tous les
points ofi cela est necessaire. Elles pourront s'ecarter des normes de la
l6gislation nationale dont l'application ferait obstacle A l'harmonisation des
actes de concession.

Les concessions prendront fin le 31 decembre de la quatre-vingtieme
annee, comptee h partir de la date qui sera fixee par les actes de concession
pour la mise en service des ouvrages. Les beneficiaires des concessions auront
pendant toute la duree des concessions un for dans chacun des deux Etats
contractants

La limitation ulterieure ou le retrait de l'une des concessions ne pourront
6tre decides qu'A la suite d'une entente entre les deux Gouvernements.

ARTICLE 13. Les deux Etats contractants s'engagent h faciliter de leur
mieux, dans le cadre de leurs legislations, la construction et l'exploitation des
ouvrages projetes et A prendre les dispositions ncessaires A cet effet, notam-
ment sous les rapports des douanes, de l'importation et de l'exportation des
materiaux de construction, du financement et du service de paiements.

Les dispositions de la pr6sente convention ne s'appliquent pas aux imp6ts
directs de l'Etat et des communautes locales.

En cas de double imposition les autorites italiennes et suisses se consulteront
pour conclure un accord evitant la double imposition.

ARTICLE 14. En cas de non-achevement des ouvrages, d'interruption de
l'exploitation ou de toute autre cause de decheance, prevue aux actes de
concession, les Gouvernements des deux Etats contractants prendront, d'un
commun accord, les mesures qu'ils jugeront les mieux approprides A la
situation et, eventuellement, h l'octroi de nouvelles concessions.

ARTICLE 15. Dix ans avant l'expiration de la duree des concessions, des
pourparlers seront engagds entre les deux Gouvernements en vue de s'en-
tendre sur la question de savoir:

a) Si les concessions doivent etre renouvelees et A quelles conditions;

b) Si et A quelles conditions les deux Etats doivent chacun faire usage de
leur droit de retour;

c) Si 1'exploitation des ouvrages doit cesser.

Dans les cas vises sous a et b du premier alinea de cet article, les parts des
forces hydrauliques revenant A la Suisse et A l'Italie seront maintenues aux
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chiffres indiqu~s aux articles 4 et 10 de la prsente convention et les con-
ditions du nouveau regime seront d~termindes de manire A en assurer aux
deux Etats les avantages dans la mame mesure.

Le droit de retour de chaque Etat s'applique aux installations situfes sur
son propre territoire.

ARTICLE 16. Pour la priode de construction, les deux Gouvernements
se r~servent de constituer une commission de surveillance de quatre membres,
dont deux membres seront d~signds par le Gouvernement suisse et deux
membres par le Gouvernement italien.

Cette commission contr6lera l'ex~cution des travaux et prdsentera ses
observations sous forme de rapport aux autorit~s comp~tentes suisses et
italiennes.

ARTICLE 17. Pendant la p6riode d'exploitation, le contr6le sera exerc6
dans les conditions prdvues aux actes de concession. Chaque Gouvernement
donnera toutes facilit~s afin que les fonctionnaires de l'autre Etat chargs de
ce contr6le ainsi que le personnel du concessionnaire puissent accomplir leur
mission. Les noms des fonctionnaires seront r~ciproquement communiqus.

ARTICLE 18. Si un litige vient A s'dlever entre les deux Gouvernements
au sujet de l'application ou de l'interpr~tation de la pr~sente convention
ou de l'une des concessions vis~es par cette convention, il sera soumis au
cas oii il n'aurait pas &6 r~gl6 dans un ddlai raisonnable par la voie diplo-
matique ou par d'autres voies amiables, A un tribunal arbitral dont la
sentence sera obligatoire.

Ce tribunal arbitral sera compos6 de deux membres et d'un surarbitre.
Chacun des deux Gouvernements nommera un membre. Le surarbitre,
qui ne devra pas 8tre ressortissant de 'un des deux pays, sera design6 d'un
commun accord entre les deux Gouvernements

Si la designation commune du surarbitre n'a pas lieu dans un ddlai de
six mois A partir du moment ofi l'un des deux Gouvernements a propos6
le r~glement arbitral du litige, il sera proc~d6 A cette designation en appli-
quant par analogie l'article 45, 4e alinea et suivants, de ]a convention de
La Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour le r~glement pacifique des conflits inter-
nationaux.

Tout diff~rend qui pourrait surgir entre les deux Gouvernements con-
cernant l'interprtation et 1'ex6cution de la sentence arbitrale sera soumis
au jugement du tribunal qui a rendu la sentence.

II est entendu que le present article demeurera applicable A tout litige
qui, de l'avis de Fun des deux Gouvernements, concernerait soit l'applica-
tion ou l'interprtation de la convention ou de l'une des concessions vis~es
par cette convention, soit l'interprdtation ou l'ex~cution de la sentence
arbitrale.

ARTICLE 19. Les stipulations de la pr~sente convention seront mainte-
nues en temps de guerre.

PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL

Pour assurer la bonne execution des dispositions contenues aux articles
4 et 10 de la Convention, conclue en date de ce jour, entre la Confederation



suisse et la Rfpublique italienne au sujet de l'utilisation de la force hydrauli-
que du Sp6l, les Hautes Parties contractantes ont ddclar6 ce qui suit:

Le Gouvernement italien accorde au bfndficiaire de ]a concession de
l'usine Ai accumulation de Livigno, l'autorisation d'utiliser en Suisse, pen-
dant toute la durde de la concession, l'6nergie 6lectrique et la puissance
revenant A l'Italie, conformdment A l'article 10, 2e alin~a, de ladite conven-
tion.

En 6change, le Gouvernement suisse accorde au b~nfficiaire de ]a con-
cession de la derivation vers l'Adda (usine de Premadio) l'autorisation
d'utiliser en Italic, pendant toute la durde de la concession, une partie
correspondante de l'6nergie 6lectrique et de la puissance revenant A la
Suisse, conform~ment l'article 4, 2e alin~a, de ladite convention.

Dans le cadre de cet 6change, les deux Etats renoncent A percevoir
des taxes ou redevances d'importation ou d'exportation quelconques.

II

Compte tenu de l'6change prdvu au chiffre I et sous reserve d'un ajuste-
ment sur la base des ouvrages exdcutfs, il reste, dans l'usine de Premadio,
un solde en faveur de la Suisse qui s'6l6ve A 91,5 millions de kWh par
annfe et A 45 750 kW. Le concessionnaire de cette usine sera tenu de mettre
cette quantit6 d'6nergie et cette puissance A la disposition du concession-
naire de l'usine de Livigno moyennant paiement du prix de revient du
kWh produit dans la centrale de Premadio.

Au cas of6, dans un d~lai d'une annie, compt6 5. partir de l'entre en
vigueur de la concession suisse de la derivation sur le bassin versant de l'Adda
le concessionnaire de l'usine de Livigno n'aurait pas fait usage du droit
de prendre tout ou partie de cette 6nergie et de cette puissance, le Gouver-
nement suisse accordera au concessionnaire de l'Usine de Premadio,
sur sa demande, une autorisation d'utiliser en Italic le solde indiqu6 ci-
dessus.

L'autorisation susdite ne sera pas soumise par ]a Confederation suisse
au paiement d'une somme supfrieure h celle pergue en cas d'exportation
d'6nergie 6lectrique.

Une premiere autorisation sera accord~e, le cas 6chdant, pour une durfe
de vingt ans.

III

Les dispositions du present protocole additionnel ne concernent pas les
imp6ts directs.

IV

Les dispositions de la convention et du pr6sent protocole additionnel ne
pourront tre interpretees dans le sens:

Que le Gouvernement suisse aura le droit de prelever des imp6ts, taxes et
contributions de nature fiscale sur l'nergie 6lectrique et la puissance
revenant Ai la Suisse, produites et utilisdes en Italic, exception faite des pres-
tations qui seront fixes dans I'acte de concession;
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Que le Gouvernement italien aura le droit de pr~lever des imp6ts, taxes
et contributions de nature fiscale sur 1'6nergie dectrique et ]a puissance
revenant A 'Italie, produites et utilis~es en Suisse, exception faite des presta-
tions qui seront fix~es dans l'acte de concession...

Italy-Yugoslavia

236. ACCORD ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA RI2PUBLI-
QUE ITALIENNE ET LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA RtPU-
BLIQUE POPULAIRE FI2DItRATIVE DE YOUGOSLAVIE
CONCERNANT L'ALIMENTATION EN EAU DE LA COM-
MUNE DE GORIZIA CONFORMI2MENT AU PARAGRAPHE 5
DE L'ANNEXE V AU TRAITt, DE PAIX AVEC L'ITALIE1 ,
ET PCHANGE DE NOTES, SIGNt A NOVA GORICA, LE
18 JUILLET 19572

Le Gouvernement de la Rdpublique italienne et le Gouvernement de la
R~publique populaire f~ddrative de Yougoslavie, dans 1'intention commune
de continuer A assurer 'alimentation en eau de la commune de Gorizia,
jusqu'alors r~gie par 'Accord de Rome du 26 juillet 1954 3 qui vient A
expiration le 15 septembre 1957, sont convenus de ce qui suit, conform6-
ment au paragraphe 5 de 'Annexe V au Trait6 de paix avec l'Italie:

Article premier

OBJET DE L'ACCORD

La Rdpublique populaire f6drative de Yougoslavie continuera A assurer
grace A ses installations de Mrzlek (Fontefredda), gdrdes par l'Uprava
Gorikih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica, l'alimentation en eau de la partie
de la commune de Gorizia qui, aux termes du Trait6 de paix, est rest~e A
l'Italie.

Article 2

MODALITAS DE LA FOURNITURE

L'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica fournira l'eau A la com-
mune de Gorizia grice A la conduite principale actuelle, d'un diam~tre de
450 mm, qui amine l'eau au reservoir situ6 sur le chAteau de Gorizia.

1 Voir supra, trait6 no 120, p. 415.
2 Raccolta Ufficiale delle Leggi e dei Decreti della Republica Italiana, Anno 1957,

vol. 13, p. 5060.
3 Ibid., Anno 1954, vol. 13, p. 4580.



Article 3

QUANTITES Ak FOURNIR

L'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica assurera A la commune de
Gorizia, sur la base de la quantit6 qui lui a 6t6 habituellement fournie
par le pass6, une alimentation en eau d'un volume annuel maximum de
4 500 000 (quatre millions cinq cent mille) m~tres cubes d'eau, volume qui
reprdsente 85 p. 100 de ]a capacit6 actuelle des installations de Mrzlek
(Fontefredda), les 15 p. 100 restants 6tant destinds A la consommation en
territoire yougoslave.

En principe, la quantit6 d'eau rservde A la commune de Gorizia sera
fournie A raison de 12 400 (douze mille quatre cents) metres cubes environ
parjour. Ce volume pourra tre augment6 suivant les besoins de la commune
de Gorizia, mais ne pourra ddpasser 13 800 (treize mille huit cents) m~tres
cubes par jour, et la quantit6 annuelle ne pourra ddpasser le chiffre prevu au
premier alina du present article.

Article 4

VARIATIONS DE LA QUANTITA FOURNIE

S'il devenait ndcessaire de fournir des quantitds d'eau supdrieures A
celles qui sont fixdes A l'article 3, ]a Commission mixte prdvue A P'article 1 I
examinera la question et l'exposera, en formulant les propositions appro-
prides, aux deux Gouvernements intdressds.

Au cas o6i, pour une raison quelconque, les disponibilitds en eau prove-
nant des sources d'alimentation de Mrzlek (Fontefredda) viendraient A
diminuer, la quantit6 effectivement disponible sera r~partie entre la com-
mune de Gorizia et la Yougoslavie dans les proportions indiqudes au pre-
mier alinda de l'article 3.

Si, pour des raisons autres que des causes naturelles, l'alimentation en
eau devait subir des diminutions ou des interruptions totales ou partielles,
la commune de Gorizia et l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica
feront, chacune sur son territoire, le ndcessaire pour rdtablir dans le plus
bref ddlai possible un service normal, en prenant le cas 6chdant les contacts
voulus.

Article 5

MESURE DES QUANTITES D'EAU FOURNIES

La quantit6 d'eau reque par la commune de Gorizia conformdment A
l'article 3 sera mesurde au moyen des deux compteurs installs de part et
d'autre de la fronti~re.

Le chiffre A retenir pour la quantit6 d'eau A payer sera la moyenne arith-
mdtique des indications des deux compteurs.

Au cas ofi les chiffres relevds sur les deux compteurs accuseraient une
diffdrence supdrieure A 3 p. 100, il sera proc~d A la revision des compteurs
pour faire disparaitre cette difftrence, et le chiffre A retenir pour la quantit6
d'eau A payer sera celui qu'indiquera le compteur en bon 6tat.
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Les indications des compteurs seront conjointement relev6es A la fin de
chaque mois par les repr6sentants des services compdtents de la commune
de Gorizia et de l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica.

Les repr~sentants de la Commune de Gorizia et de l'Uprava Gorigkih
Vodovodov de Nova Gorica qui seront charg6s de relever les indications des
compteurs pourront, A cette fin, franchir la frontire suivant les modalit~s
prtvues A 'article 13.

Article 6

ENTRETIEN DES INSTALLATIONS

La commune de Gorizia et l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova
Gorica veilleront en permanence A l'exploitation etA l'entretien des sources
et installations situdes sur leurs territoires respectifs, afin d'en assurer le
plein rendement et de garantir la r6gularit6 et la continuit6 de 'alimentation
en eau.

Article 7

I
2

PURATION DE L'EAU

L'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica continuera A assurer
l'tpuration (filtrage et stdrilisation) constante et r6guli~re de l'eau dans
les installations appropri6es situdes A Mrzlek (Fontefredda), suivant les
mdthodes et syst~mes utiliss jusqu'A prasent.

La Commission mixte prdvue A l'article 11 veillera A l'application de
ces mdthodes et syst~mes et, le cas 6ch6ant, pourra les modifier selon les
principes modernes de ]a technique sanitaire.

Dans l'accomplissement de ces fonctions, la Commission mixte aura
recours aux services de deux experts sanitaires nomm6s respectivement
par la commune de Gorizia et par l'Uprava Goriikih Vodovodov de Nova
Gorica.

La Commission mixte continuera A assurer auxdits experts sanitaires la
possibilit6 de rester constamment en contact et d'effectuer toutes les ins-
pections et tous les pr6lvements d'eau ndcessaires.

Article 8

FOURNITURE DE MATERIEL

A la demande de l'Uprava Gori~kih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica, la
commune de Gorizia continuera A fournir, dans la limite du possible, les
produits et le matdriel ci-aprs ndcessaires A 1'exploitation et A l'entretien
des sources et des installations de Mrzlek (Fontefredda);

a) Chlore gazeux ou sels de chlore pour la stdrilisation de 'eau, ainsi
que tous autres produits ndcessaires A l'6puration;

b) Pikes de rechange pour les installations 6lectriques de 'aqueduc,
les pompes, les appareils d'6puration et les canalisations.

La valeur de ces fournitures ne pourra ddpasser chaque mois le prix
mensuel moyen de l'eau fournie A la commune de Gorizia, et sera ddduite de
]a somme qui, aux termes du premier alinda de l'article 10, sera due par la
commune pour le mois au cours duquel les fournitures auront W livr6es.
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Pour les autres fournitures importantes intressant directement le fonc-
tionnement des installations de Mrzlek (Fontefredda), la Commune de Gorizia
s'emploiera Ai en faciliter l'acquisition directe en Italie. Les demandes
de l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica relatives A ces fournitures
seront pr~sent~es A la commune de Gorizia par l'interm~diaire d'un membre
yougoslave de la Commission mixte prfvue ?L Particle 11.

Le paiement des fournitures vis~es A l'alin6a prfc~dent sera effectu6
par la Yougoslavie conform~ment A la r6glementation concernant les paie-
ments de caractre commercial qui sera en vigueur entre l'Italie et la You-
goslavie lors du versement des sommes considres.

Le Gouvernement italien dflivrera les licences d'exportation ndcessaires
pour les fournitures en question.

Article 9

PRIX DE L'EAU

Le prix de l'eau fournie par l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova
Gorica pour la consommation de la commune de Gorizia reste fix6 d'un
commun accord h 13 (treize) lires le mtre cube.

Ce prix s'appliquera aux quantitds d'eau faisant l'objet des relev~s
effectuds conformdment aux dispositions de l'article 5 du present Accord.

Article 10

CALCUL DES SOMMES A PAYER

Les sommes dues par la commune de Gorizia A l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodo-
vodov'de Nova Gorica pour la fourniture d'eau seront calculdes chaque
mois sur la base du prix fix6 A l'article 9 du prsent Accord.

La commune de Gorizia paiera mensuellement, au plus tard dans les
quinze jours de la rdception des factures, la somme calcuke selon les dis-
positions du premier alinda du present article, diminude le cas 6chdant du
prix des produits et du matdriel fournis en application des dispositions du
premier et du deuxi~me alinda de l'article 8 du present Accord.

Les sommes dues par la commune de Gorizia h l'Uprava Gorigkih Vo-
dovodov de Nova Gorica seront transf6rdes conformdment A la rdglementa-
tion concernant les paiements de caract~re commercial qui sera en vigueur
entre l'Italie et ]a Yougoslavie lors du versement de ces sommes.

Article 11

COMMISSION MIXTE

Afin d'assurer l'application pratique du prsent Accord, la Commission
mixte composde de deux reprdsentants de chacune des parties contractantes
est confirmde dans ses fonctions.

Les nominations des reprdsentants seront rtciproquement notifides par la
voie diplomatique dans le mois de l'entrde en vigueur du present Accord
et la Commission s'installera A Nova Gorica dans les deux mois de cette
mdme date.



Les changements 6ventuels de repr~sentants seront 6galement notifi&s de
part et d'autre par la voie diplomatique.

La Commission mixte pourra s'assurer les services d'experts des deux
parties.

La Commission mixte, sauf en cas d'urgence, se r~unira au plus tard dans
les trois jours de la demande de convocation prentfe par crit par l'une
des deux parties intfresses. Les reunions auront lieu alternativement A
Gorizia et A Nova Gorica et seront pr6sid~es A tour de r6le par l'un des
repr~sentants des parties contractantes.

Pour chaque reunion, il sera dress6 un proc&s-verbal commun en deux
originaux, chacun d'eux 6tant rfdig6 en italien et en slovene et sign6 par
tous les membres de la Commission mixte.

Article 12

ATTRIBUTIONS DE LA COMMISSION MIXTE

La Commission mixte prdvue A l'article 11 devra:
a) Surveiller l'exdcution du present Accord;
b) Assurer la liaison et la collaboration entre la commune de Gorizia

et l'Uprava Gorigkih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica;
c) S'efforcer de rdsoudre toute question relative A l'exdcution du preent

Accord;
d) S'acquitter de toutes les autres fonctions qui lui sont ddvolues par

le present Accord.

Les questions sur lesquelles la Commission mixte ne parviendrait pas A un
accord seront ddfdrdes aux deux gouvernements.

Article 13

INSPECTIONS ET LIAISON TtLPPHONIQUE

Pour pouvoir s'acquitter des attributions vis~es A l'article 12, la Com-
mission mixte, chacun de ses membres, les experts sanitaires visas A Far-
ticle 7 et les autres experts pourront accdder, moyenant entente prdalable,
A toutes les installations de l'aqueduc.

Les membres de la Commission mixte, les experts sanitaires et les agents
visas au dernier alinda de l'article 5 seront munis d'un passeport revtu
d'un visa valable un an pour un nombre illimit6 de passages de la fronti~re.

Les deux Parties donneront aux experts visas au quatri~me alin~a de
l'article 11 toutes les facilit&s possibles pour accdder A toutes les installations
de l'aqueduc.

Afin d'dliminer promptement toute difficult6 et dans l'intr& r~ciproque
des Parties, la liaison t6lphonique existante entre la commune de Gorizia
et l'Uprava Goriikih Vodovodov de Nova Gorica sera maintenue.

Nova Gorica, le 18 juillet 1957
Monsieur le President,

Me rdfdrant A l'Accord sign6 ce jour au sujet de l'alimentation future
en eau de la commune de Gorizia, et notamment aux articles 1 et 3, j'ai
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I'honneur de vous confirmer ce qui vous a dejA &6 communiqu6 verbale-
ment, A savoir que le debit de la source de Kromberk (Moncorona), par
un ph~nom~ne naturel qui remonte A 1933 et qui est connu 6galement des
experts de la commune de Gorizia, est sujet A une diminution progressive.
C'est pourquoi il n'a pas 6t6 possible, dans le nouvel Accord, de faire 6tat de
cette source en mme temps que de celle de Mrzlek (Fontefredda). N~an-
moins, aux termes de 1'article 3 du nouvel Accord, les quantit&s d'eau
garanties sont demeur~es inchang~es par rapport A celles que pr~voyait
1'Accord pr&cdent.

Si votre Gouvernement est d'accord sur ce qui pr&cde, j'ai l'honneur de
vous proposer que la pr~sente lettre et votre r~ponse soient consid~res
comme faisant partie int~grante du nouvel Accord.

Veuillez agr~er, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Ivo MURKO
Monsieur le Ministre Francesco Macchi di Cellere
President de la d414gation italienne, Gorizia

Gorizia, le 18 juillet 1957
Monsieur le President,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre en date d'hier, dont le
texte est le suivant:

(Voir la Note yougoslave ci-dessus)

J'ai l'honneur de vous informer que ce texte rencontre 1'agr6ment du
Gouvernement italien.
I Veuillez agr~er, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute

consid&ation.

Francesco MACCHI DI CELLERE

Monsieur Ivo Murko
Prident de la ddkgation yougoslave, Nova Gorica

Norway-Sweden

237. CONVENTION' BETWEEN NORWAY AND SWEDEN ON
CERTAIN QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE LAW ON
WATERCOURSES, SIGNED AT STOCKHOLM, MAY 11, 19292

Came into force on the thirtieth day after the exchange of ratifications done
at Oslo on 2 July 1930, in accordance with article 35. On the entry into force
of this Convention, the Convention of October 26, 1905 [British and Foreign State
Papers, vol. 98, p. 828], was annulled.

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 120, p. 277.



SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION

Article 1

1. The Present Convention relates to installations or works or other
operations on watercourses in one country which are of such a nature as
to cause an appreciable change in watercourses in the other country in
respect of their depth, position, direction, level or volume of water, or to
hinder the movement of fish to the detriment of fishing in the latter country.

2. The Convention also refers to communications and floating on water-
courses which form the frontier between the countries, or otherwise lie
within the territory of both countries, or which flow into such watercourse.

3. The term " watercourse " within the meaning of this Convention
shall include lakes and other bodies of water. The installations, works and
operations referred to in paragraph I shall be termed " undertakings " in
this Convention.

Article 2

If an undertaking includes the transfer of water from one drainage area
to another, either country may require that the question shall be the subject
of special negotiations between the countries which, in that case, shall not
be bound by the provisions of this Convention. The term " drainage area "
shall be held to mean the entire area from which water has a common outlet
to the sea.

APPLICATION OF THE LAWS

GENERAL RULES

Article 3

1. Subject to compliance with the provisions of this Convention, the
question whether and on what conditions an undertaking may be carried
out shall be decided according to the laws of the country in which the
undertaking is to be carried into effect.

2. The relations between the other country and interested parties in its
territory, and also the relations between such parties, shall be governed by
the laws of that country.

EQUALITY OF INTERESTS

Article 4

Authorisations for an undertaking may be granted independently of the
question to which of the two countries a waterfall or immovable property
or transport or floating on account of which the undertaking is to be carried
out belongs.

Article 5

In deciding whether an undertaking may be carried out, its effects in
both countries shall be taken into consideration. As a rule, however, the
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utility of the undertaking shall be considered to be solely its utility for the
waterfall, the immovable property, or the transport or floating interest on
account of which the undertaking is to be carried out.

COMPENSATION

Article 6

With regard to compensation for damage or nuisances resulting from an
undertaking, the law of the country in which the damage or nuisance
occurs shall apply. With regard to measures for preventing or reducing the
damage or nuisance, the law of the country in which the measures are to be
carried out shall apply.

LIMITATION OF TIME

Article 7

Authorisation for an undertaking may be granted for a specified period.

CHARGES AND FUNDS

Article 8

1. The laws in force in the country in which the undertaking is to be
carried out in respect of the obligation to pay charges or deposit funds may
also be applied, subject to the following regulations, to waterfalls or other
immovable property, situated in the other country, on account of which the
undertaking is to be carried out. The term " funds " shall in the present
case include compensation for the use of lakes, which are not entirely
subject to property law.

2. The charges and funds referred to in paragraph I shall be payable
to the State in which the undertaking is to be carried out and shall be fixed
with due reference to any interests existing in that country. If such charges
and funds are conditional upon an increase in power, they shall be based
on the increase in power obtained by means of the undertaking, whatever
part of it be utilised.

3. Taxes payable annually shall be paid from and including the calendar
year following the year in which the undertaking has been completed in
accordance with provisions issued by the competent authority.

4. The owners of waterfalls or other immovable property in one of the
countries may not be required to pay charges or deposit funds in the other
country in addition to those arising out of the provisions of this Article.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER

Article 9

No obligation may be imposed to supply power from a waterfall in one
country as compensation for damage or nuisance, or in order otherwise to
safeguard interests in the other country.



PARTICIPATION IN UNDERTAKINGS

Article 10

The laws of either country regarding rights or obligations to take part
in an undertaking may not be applied to the advantage or detriment of
waterfalls or other immovable property or interests within the other country.
Agreements between the interested parties in both countries regarding
participation in an undertaking shall, however, be valid, provided they are
approved by the competent authority in each country.

SECURITY

Article 11

Either country may demand security for the fulfilment of conditions
established in respect of an undertaking and of any other obligations which
may result therefrom.

APPROVAL OF THE OTHER COUNTRY

Article 12

1. One country may not authorise an undertaking unless the other
country has given its approval, if the undertaking is likely to involve any
considerable inconvenience in the latter country in the use of a water-
course for navigation or floating or to hinder the movement of fish to the
detriment of fishing in that country, or if the undertaking is likely to cause
considerable disturbance in conditions governing the water-supply over an
extensive area.

2. If there is no reason to believe that the undertaking will produce
the effects mentioned in paragraph I in the other country, that country
cannot oppose the execution of the undertaking.

Article 13

If the other country's consent is necessary, the question shall be decided
in accordance with the principles applicable to similar installations, works
or operations under that country's laws, subject, however, to the provisions
of Articles 4 and 5. The consent may not be subjected to other conditions
than those referring to the planning of the work or the prevention or re-
duction of public damage or nuisances.

PROCEDURE

APPLICATIONS

Article 14

1. Applications for authorisations for an undertaking shall be addressed
to the competent authority in the country in which the undertaking is to be
carried out. If the waterfall, the immovable property or the transport or
floating interest on account of which the undertaking is to be carried out
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belongs to the other country, the application shall be accompanied by a
declaration from that State to the effect that it has no objection to the appli-
cation being considered.

2. Applications shall be accompanied by the plans, specifications and
particulars required to enable the effects which the undertaking will produce
in both countries to be determined.

3. When an application has been received by the authority in the
country in which the undertaking is to be carried out, a copy, together with
the enclosures, shall be transmitted to the other State.

PUBLICATION

Article 15

The laws in force in the country in which the undertaking is to be carried
out in respect of the publication of the application and communications
and consultations regarding the application shall not apply within the other
country. The inhabitants of the latter shall, however, be informed of the
application and of the action taken upon it by the competent authority in
that country in such manner as it may deem fit. For this purpose the neces-
sary information on the subject shall be communicated to that authority by
the competent authority in the former country.

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

Article 16

Each State may ask the competent authority in the other country for the
information necessary to enable it to determine what effects the undertaking
will produce in the former country.

EXAMINATION OF QUESTIONS BY A COMMISSION

Article 17

Each State may require that, in order to examine the question, a Com-
mission should be appointed consisting of two, four or six members, half of
whom shall be nominated by each State.

Article 18

1. The Commission shall examine the questions which concern both
countries and may for that purpose call in expert assistance. It shall
establish its own rules of procedure.

2. Parties whose rights are affected by the undertaking shall receive at
reasonable notice an opportunity of defending their interests before the
Commission.

3. Each State shall fix and pay the remuneration of the members of the
commission which it has appointed. The other costs of the Commission
shall be paid by the applicant, but shall be advanced by the State which
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has called for the appointment of the Commission. The applicant may be
required to pay an appropriate sum on account or to give security for such
costs.

Article 19

1. The Commission shall give its opinion as to whether the undertaking
should be carried out, and in that case shall decide in so far as circumstances
require:

(a) How the work is to be executed so that the object may be attained
without excessive cost and with the minimum damage and inconvenience,
and also what measures may be considered necessary to prevent or decrease
the damage to or detrimental effect upon public interests;

(b) What rules should be laid down regarding the conservancy and
outflow of the water;

(c) The amount of the charges to be paid and the funds to be deposited
in accordance with the provisions of Article 8;

(d) Whether the arrangements provided for in Article 10 regarding
participation in the work should be approved;

(e) What security is to be given for fulfilling the stipulated conditions
governing the work and for any obligations which may result therefrom;

(f) Within what period the work is to be begun and completed;
(g) For what period the authorisation is to be valid;
(h) Any other questions concerning the two countries in connection

with the work.

2. When the Commission's enquiry has been concluded, its opinion shall
be communicated to both States. Each State may ask the Commission
for further information, which shall also be communicated to both States.

COMPETENT AUTHORITY TO GIVE DECISIONS

Article 20

The question whether the consent of the other State is required for an
undertaking and if so whether such consent should be given and on what
conditions, shall be decided by the King. If such consent is required and
if it has been subjected to special conditions, the question whether the
undertaking is permissible and on what conditions shall also be decided by
the King in the country in which the work is to be carried out.

CONTENTS OF THE AUTHORISATION

Article 21

1. Authorisation for an undertaking shall be granted by the competent
authority in the country in which it is to be carried out. The authorisation
shall contain not only the conditions stipulated by that State but also any
conditions which may have been submitted for the other State's approval
in accordance with Article 13. The authorisation shall further stipulate



that it is not valid in the other country unless the applicant has obtained
the certificate mentioned in Article 22 from the competent authority of
that country.

2. When the final decision has been reached by the State in which the
undertaking is to be carried out, a copy thereof shall be transmitted to the
other State at the same time as the decision is sent to the applicant.

LEGAL EFFECT OF THE AUTHORISATION IN THE OTHER COUNTRY

Article 22

1. When authorisation for an undertaking has been granted and has
acquired legal effect, the applicant must within 180 days obtain from the
competent authority in the other country a certificate that authorisation
has been granted in the manner provided for in this Convention. If the
certificate is not applied for within the above-mentioned period, the under-
taking may not be carried out without fresh authorisation.

2. If a waterfall, immovable property or transport or floating interest
on account of which authorisation for an undertaking has been granted
belongs to the other country, the certificate may not be issued unless a
decision has been taken regarding the regulations to be established under
Article 3, paragraph 2.

3. When such a certificate has been issued, any inhabitant of the country
shall be obliged, always subject to compliance with the laws of the country
and provided he receives compensation therefor, to give up the such im-
movable property as may be required and to submit to any servitude upon
it and tolerate any damage or nuisance caused by the undertaking.

CHARGE FOR DEALING WITH AN APPLICATION

Article 23

If the legislation of either country provides for the payment of a charge
as a contribution to the costs of dealing with the application in that country,
the amount of such charge" may be reduced, according to circumstances,
below any figure which may otherwise have been established.

SUPERVISION AND MAINTENANCE

Article 24

1. The supervision and maintenance of an undertaking shall be subject
to the laws of the country in which the undertaking is carried out, but any
measures taken in the other country for preventing or reducing damage or
nuisance shall be subject to the laws of that country. The inhabitants of
both countries shall have an equal right to safeguard their interests.

2. Compensation for damage or nuisance caused by defective mainte-
nance shall be governed by the laws of the country in which the damage or
nuisance occurs.

3. The provisions of the present Article regarding supervision and
maintenance shall apply mutatis mutandis to the conservancy and outflow
of water.



ABANDONMENT OF UNDERTAKINGS

Article 25

1. If an undertaking is abandoned, the legislation of the country in
which it has been carried out shall apply. The inhabitants of both countries
shall possess an equal right to safeguard their interests. In this respect
the provisions of Articles 15 and 16 shall apply mutatis mutandis.

2. The provisions of Article 6 shall apply mutatis mutandis to any damage
or nuisance caused by the stoppage of an undertaking.

TRANSPORT AND FLOATING

Article 26

With regard to the opening, maintenance or use for transport or floating
of the water-courses mentioned in Article 1, paragraph 2, the inhabitants
of each country shall have the same rights and be subject to the same
obligations in the other country as the inhabitants of that country. Each
State may, however, issue special regulations regarding the liability of
inhabitants of the other country to give security for obligations which they
incur by carrying on floating.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

INVESTIGATORY WORK

Article 27

With regard to investigatory work in preparation for an undertaking,
the inhabitants of each country shall enjoy the same rights and be subject
to the same obligations in the other country as the inhabitants of that
country.

TIME-LIMITS

Article 28

If, under the laws of either country, any undertaking must be begun or
completed within a specified time after it has been authorised, such time
shall be calculated from the date on which the certificate mentioned in
Article 22 is issued.

AGENTS

Article 29

1. Any person authorised to carry out an undertaking may be requested
by the competent authority of the country in which he is not domiciled
to appoint an agent approved by that authority and domiciled in the country,
who shall represent him in the Courts of Justice and before other authorities
and shall receive communications regarding disputes and other matters
relating to the undertaking. The agent's name and address shall be com-
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municated to the competent authority in the said country for publication.
If these provisions are not complied with, such authority may appoint an
agent.

2. If a person engaged in floating in either country is not domiciled
in that country, the provisions of paragraph 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis
unless he is represented by a floating association formed in accordance with
the laws of that country.

EXECUTION

Article 30

1. A final judgment or an award which has acquired legal force in one
country in respect of an undertaking or in respect of transport or floating
to which the present Convention applies shall, provided such judgment or
award can be executed in that country and does not prescribe a penalty, be
immediately executed on request in the other country.

2. If the person affected by the judgment or award is not a national of
or is not domiciled in the country where the judgment or award is given,
execution may not be claimed unless he has appeared in the action or unless
he personally or his agent, appointed in accordance with the provisions of
Article 29, has been lawfully summoned in due time.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding a judgment or award shall
apply mutatis mutandis to any other decision or claim in either country which
may be executed or recovered in the same manner as a legal judgment under
the laws of that country.

4. Application for execution shall be made and received in Norway by
the competent department and in Sweden by the legal section of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, or by the competent provincial administrations. The
application shall be accompanied by a certificate issued by the authority
from which it emanates to the effect that the judgment, award, decision or
claim fulfils the above-mentioned provisions in respect of its execution.

5. Execution shall be effected in each country in accordance with the
laws in force therein. The right of priority granted by the laws of either
country to claims for charges or funds may, however, not be applied. Sums
recovered shall be transmitted to the authority which applied for execution.

6. The refund of costs to which the person to whom the judgment or
award applies is subject under the terms of the settlement of the case may
be effected in accordance with the provisions of the present Article.

UNDERTAKINGS WITHOUT AUTHORISATION

Article 31

If an undertaking has been carried out without authorisation, the in-
habitants of both countries shall, in respect of the legality of the undertaking,
possess equal rights, as regards the safeguarding of their interests.



ASSOCIATIONS

Article 32

The provisions of this Convention in respect of the rights and obligations
of the inhabitants of either country in the other country shall also apply to
the state and its communes, and to companies, associations and institutions
belonging to that country. The term " commune shall be held to include
administrative subdivisions known as " landsting" or " fylkeskommun "

STATE UNDERTAKINGS

Article 33

If either State undertakes work on its own account, the procedure laid
down in the Convention shall be applied mutatis mutandis.

Norway-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

238. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE ROYAL NORWEGIAN GOV-
ERNMENT AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCERNING THE Rt-
GIME OF THE NORWEGIAN-SOVIET FRONTIER AND
PROCEDURE FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF FRONTIER
DISPUTES AND INCIDENTS, SIGNED AT OSLO, ON 29
DECEMBER 19492

PART II

FRONTIER WATERS AND REGULATIONS FOR THEIR USE

(NAVIGATION, TIMBER RAFTING, FISHING)

Article 7

1. The term frontier waters in this Agreement means the Pasvikelv
(Patso-joki) river and the lakes formed by it from frontier marks Nos. 9
and 10 to frontier mark No. 196, and the Jakobselv (Voriema) river and the
lakes formed by it from frontier mark No. 302 to frontier mark No. 415.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take the necessary measures to ensure
that the provisions of this Agreement are observed in the use of frontier
waters and that the rights and interests of the other Contracting Party in
frontier waters are respected.

1 Came into force on 30 October 1950, by the exchange of the instruments
of raification at Moscow.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 83, p. 342.



Article 10

1. Both Parties may float timber freely along the Pasvikelv (Patso-joki)
river and the lakes formed by it from frontier posts Nos. 9 and 10 to frontier
posts Nos. 218 and 219, including reaches where both banks belong to one
Contracting Party.

2. Dates and precedence of timber launching and floating under para-
graph 1 of this article shall be fixed annually in good time and not later than
1 April by negotiation between the competent authorities of the Contracting
Parties. If the Parties are unable to agree on precedence, Norway shall be
entitled to float first in odd-numbered and the USSR in even-numbered
years.

Article 11

1. In order to ensure regular floating, the competent authorities of the
Contracting Parties shall, in accordance with articles 10 and 33 of this
Agreement, and if notified not less than five days before floating begins,
permit foremen with sufficient lumbermen to cross the water and move
about on the opposite bank in order to construct there the usual temporary
floating equipment, keep logs moving and clear the bank of floating timber.
Workmen shall remain on the opposite bank only during daylight, and it
shall be prohibited to light fires or cause any material damage to the other
Party.

2. Timber of a Contracting Party floated along the Pasvikelv (Patso-joki)
river shall be free of customs duty or other charge.

Article 12

1. All floated timber shall be marked. The competent authorities of the
Contracting Parties shall by agreement in good time determine marks and
exchange drawings thereof.

2. All floated timber shall be barked and care shall be taken that no
bark enters the water of the Pasvikelv River. Timber floated in cradles or
rafts need not be barked.

Article 13

1. Nationals of the two Contracting Parties may fish waters up to the
frontier line; but in the Pasvikelv (Patso-joki) and Jakobselv (Voriema)
Rivers and in the lakes formed by them it is prohibited:

(a) To use explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances capable of killing
or injuring fish;

(b) To spear fish;
(c) To fish from boats at night, except in lakes where vessels may

navigate at night under article 9, paragraph 1.

2. Preservation and hatching of fish in frontier waters, protection of
fish in specified reaches, fishing seasons and other economic measures
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in connexion with fishing may be regulated by special agreement between
the Contracting Parties.

Article 14

1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the frontier waters are kept
clean and are not artificially polluted or fouled in any way. They shall also
take the necessary measures to prevent damage to the banks of frontier
rivers and lakes.

2. Questions relating to the construction or management of any work or
building on the Pasvikelv (Patso-joki) or Jakobselv (Voriema) Rivers and
their tributaries capable of affecting the level and volume of those rivers
shall be settled by special agreement between the Contracting Parties.

Article 15

The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall exchange as
regularly as possible such information concerning level and volume of, and
ice on, frontier waters as might avert damage or danger from flooding or ice.

239. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN NORWAY AND THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ON THE UTILIZATION
OF WATERPOWER ON THE PASVIK (PAATSO) RIVER,
SIGNED AT OSLO, ON 18 DECEMBER 19572

The Government of Norway and the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics,

Desirous of further developing economic co-operation between Norway and
the Soviet Union, and

Desirous, to this end, of utilizing the water-power of the Pasvik (Paatso)
river, situated on the frontier between Norway and the Soviet Union, for
their mutual benefit on the basis of an equitable apportionment between the
two countries of the rights to utilize this water-power,

Have decided to conclude this Agreement...

Article I

This Agreement concerns the apportionment between Norway and the
Soviet Union of the rights to utilize the water-power of the Pasvik (Paatso)
river from the river mouth up to the point 70.32 m above sea level where the
river intersects the Norwegian-Soviet State frontier between boundary
markers 9 and 10.

The altitudes given in this and other articles of this Agreement are based
on the Norwegian levelling of the Pasvik (Paatso) river, as published in
1940.

1 Came into force on 27 June 1958, the date of the exchange of the instruments
of ratification at Moscow, in accordance with article 17.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 312, p. 274.



Article 2

The Soviet Union shall have the right to utilize the water-power of the
Pasvik (Paatso) river:

(a) In the lower section, from the river mouth to altitude 21.0 m above
sea level at Svan (Salmi) lake;

(b) In the upper section, from Fjaer (Hoyhen) lake 51.87 m above sea
level to altitude 70.32 m above sea level, where the river intersects the
Norwegian-Soviet State frontier between boundary markers 9 and 10.

Norway shall have the right to utilize water-power in the middle section of
the Pasvik (Paatso) river from Svan (Salmi) lake 21.0 m above sea level to
altitude 51.87 m above sea level at Fjaer (H6yhen) lake.

Article 3

For the purposes of utilizing water-power in those sections of the Pasvik
(Paatso) river in which, under article 2, water-power is allocated to the
Soviet Union, the Soviet Union shall have the right to construct and operate
water-power installations containing the following main features:

A. At Skolte (Boris Gleb) rapids in the lower section:
(1) A water-lifting dam with discharge channels.

The dam, with intake, spillway, timber apron and other installations,
including a coffer-dam, shall be constructed partly in Norwegian territory.

In determining the size of the spillway and the discharge channels, it
shall be understood that the water-level at the dam must not exceed a
maximum of 21.0 m above sea level.

If closer investigation should reveal the need for clearing and blasting to
ensure that the water-level in Svan (Salmi) lake does not exceed 21.0 m
above sea level when the water discharges normally and that in times of
flood it is no higher than under the present natural conditions, such work
shall be carried out by the Soviet Party.

(2) A power-station with inlet and outlet channels and other accessory
installations such as transformer and switch gear, etc.

The power-station shall be constructed entirely in Norwegian territory.
B. At Heste (Hdvos) rapids in the upper section:

(1) A water-lifting dam with discharge channels and a water-stop wall.

The dam, with intake, spillway, timber apron and other installations,
including a coffer-dam, shall be constructed partly in Norwegian territory.
The water-stop wall shall be constructed entirely in Norwegian territory.

In determining the size of the spillway and the discharge channels, it
shall be understood that the water-level at the water-lifting dam must not
exceed a maximum of 61.0 m above sea level.

(2) A power-station with inlet and outlet channels and other accessory
installations such as transformer and switch gear, etc.

These installations shall be constructed entirely in Soviet territory.

C. At Tange (Purnu) rapids in the upper section:

(1) A water-lifting dam with discharge channels.
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The dam, with intake, spillway, timber apron and other installations,
including a coffer-dam, shall be constructed partly in Norwegian territory.

In determining the size of the spillway and the discharge channel, it
shall be understood that the water-level at the dam must not exceed a
maximum of 70.32 m above sea level.

(2) A power-station with inlet and outlet channels and other accessory
installations such as transformer and switch gear, etc.

These installations shall be constructed entirely in Soviet territory.
The position of the water-power installations in both Norwegian and

Soviet territory shall in the main be as shown on the attached map and in
the longitudinal section of the river, annexes Nos. l and 2.

During the construction of the water-power installations, the consent of
the Norwegian Party must be obtained for any alterations affecting Norwe-
gian interests.

The water-power installations shall be solidly constructed and properly
maintained.

Article 4

For the purposes of utilizing water-power in that section of the Pasvik
(Paatso) river in which, under article 2, water-power is allocated to Nor-
way, Norway shall have the right to construct and operate, on the Skog
(Mannika) rapids in the middle section, water-power installations contain-
ing the following main features:

(1) A water-lifting dam with discharge channels in the main course
of the river and a water-stop wall intercepting the Mdnnika-river
channel.

The dam, with spillway, timber apron and other installations, including a
coffer-dam, shall be constructed partly in Soviet territory. The water-stop
wall intercepting the Mtinnika-river channel, the coffer-dam and a tunnel
for circulation shall be constructed entirely in Soviet territory.

In determining the size of the spillway and the discharge channels, it
shall be understood that the water-level at the water-lifting dam must not
exceed a maximum of 51.87 m above sea level.

If closer investigation should reveal the need for clearing and blasting to
ensure that the water level in Fjaer (Hbyhen) lake does not exceed 51.87 m
above sea level when the water discharges normally and that in times of
flood it is no higher than under the present natural conditions, such work
shall be carried out by the Norwegian Party.

(2) A power-station with inlet and outlet tunnels and other accessory
installations, such as transformer and switch gear, etc.

These installations shall be constructed entirely in Norwegian territory.
The position of the water-power installations in both Norwegian and

Soviet territory shall in the main be as shown on the attached map and in the
longitudinal section of the river, annexes Nos. 1 and 2.

During the construction of the water-power installations, the consent of
the Soviet Party must be obtained for any alterations affecting Soviet in-
terests.

The water-power installations shall be solidly constructed and properly
maintained.



Article 5

The land in Norwegian territory on which the Soviet water-power in-
stallations referred to in article 3 are built, and the land in Norwegian terri-
tory required for the operation and future maintenance of these installations,
shall be made available free of charge by Norway for use by the Soviet Union
for as long as the water-power installations exist.

Such land shall be surveyed and marked after further consultation be-
tween the Parties. The land, with the exception of the area required for
building and operating the water-stop wall at the Heste (Hdvos) rapids,
shall be fenced in by the Norwegian Party.

While the construction of the water-stop wall at the Heste (Hdvos)
rapids is in progress, the Soviet Union may also use land in Norwegian
territory free of charge to build a road and install telephone and power lines
to the said water-stop wall.

Article 6

The land in Soviet territory on which the Norwegian water-power instal-
lations referred to in article 4 are built, and the land in Soviet territory re-
quired for the operation and future maintenance of these installations, shall
be made available free of charge by the Soviet Union for use by Norway
for as long as the water-power installations exist.

Such land shall be surveyed and marked after further consultation be-
tween the Parties. The land, with the exception of the area required for
building and operating the water-stop wall intercepting the Mannika-river
channel, shall be fenced in by the Soviet Party.

While construction of the water-stop wall on the Mannika river is in
progress, Norway may also use land in Soviet territory free of charge to
build a road and install telephone and power lines to the said water-stop
wall.

Article 7

While the construction of the water-power installations is in progress, the
two Parties shall, without charge and for the purposes of such construction,
authorize each other:

(a) To use land in the territory of the other Party that may be required
for storage or other purposes;

(b) To take sand, gravel, clay, stone and peat which may be found in
the territory of the other Party at a reasonable distance from the construction
site. The search for and extraction of the said materials shall require the
consent of the Party to which the land belongs. At the conclusion of the
work, the user shall restore the extraction site to proper order.

Article 8

While the construction of the installations is in progress and while they are
being operated, each Party shall accord to nationals of the other Party who
are concerned in such construction and operation the right of unimpeded
access to and sojourn in those parts of its territory which are referred to in
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articles 5, 6 and 7. Military personnel and persons bearing arms shall not,
however, have such access.

To ensure unimpeded access to the installations situated on the fenced-
in sites referred to in articles 5 and 6, frontier guards shall not be posted on
such sites.

The procedure for giving effect to the foregoing provisions shall be regu-
lated by the authorities of the two Parties.

Article 9

The Soviet Union shall not pay any compensation to Norway, Norwe-
gian nationals or other persons for unavoidable damage caused to Norwe-
gian territory or to Norwegian interests in general by flooding in connexion
with the construction and operation of the water-power station in the lower
section as provided in article 3.

Article 10

Norway shall not pay any compensation to the Soviet Union, Soviet
nationals or other persons for unavoidable damage caused to Soviet territory
or to Soviet interests in general by flooding in connexion with the construc-
tion and operation of the water-power station in the middle section as pro-
vided in article 4.

Article 11

The Soviet Union shall make a lump-sum payment to Norway in com-
pensation for unavoidable damage caused to Norwegian territory or to
Norwegian interests in general by flooding in connexion with the construc-
tion and operation of the water-power stations in the upper section as
provided in article 3.

The compensation shall be paid when construction in the upper section
begins. The amount of the compensation shall be N kr 1 million, which
shall be determined on the basis of the official Norwegian wholesale-price
index as at 1 January 1957 and shall be adjusted in accordance with the
official Norwegian wholesale-price index as at 1 January of the year in
which payment is made.

Such compensation shall cover, all unavoidable damage which may be
caused to the Norwegian Party in connexion with the construction and
operation of the water-power stations in the upper section.

Article 12

Compensation for damage caused by a break in the dam resulting from
poor workmanship and compensation for any other kind of unforeseen dam-
age shall be paid by the Party which carries out or has contracted with
others to carry out the construction or operation of the installations which
have caused the damage.

Article 13

Before flooding takes place, each Party shall clear those parts of its territory
that are to be flooded in connexion with the construction of the water-
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power stations. Bushes and trees of more than one metre in height shall be
cut at the roots and removed.

Article 14

It shall be the duty of the Parties to provide lockable timber-aprons at the
water-power installations. Each Party may in future, and at its own ex-
pense, construct, operate and maintain timber-float installations at the
water-power plants of the other Party. The land required for this purpose
shall be made available by the Parties without charge.

For the purpose of using and operating the timber-float installations which
may be set up, floatage personnel shall have access to the dam and land of
the other Party.

Article 15

A Party constructing water-power installations in accordance with this
Agreement shall inform the other Party of the beginning of the work not
later than two months beforehand and shall at the same time furnish the
other Party with a time-table for the execution of the work.

Such information need not, however, be supplied for preparatory work
connected with the building of roads, telephone and power lines, barracks
and other auxiliary installations on the Party's own territory.

Construction work in connexion with the water-power installations shall
be completed and the construction site shall be cleared within five years
from the beginning of the work. Where an installation is constructed in
two stages, each stage may cover five years.

Article 16

In the operation of the water-power installations referred to in articles 3
and 4, the water level in the intake reservoir of the dam shall not exceed
the relevant embankment limits. Such limits shall be indicated at the
reservoir site by means of durable and plainly visible water-level marks.

The dam-control machinery shall at all times be in good condition, and
spillways shall not be blocked by ice or any other objects.

Poland-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

240. AGREEMENT' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
POLISH REPUBLIC AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCERNING
THE R1tGIME ON THE SOVIET-POLISH STATE FRON-
TIER. SIGNED AT MOSCOW, ON 8 JULY 19482

Came into force on 20 January 1949, the date of its ratification by both
Contracting Parties, in accordance with article 38.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 37, p. 66.



CHAPTER II

PROCEDURE FOR THE USE OF FRONTIER WATERS AND RAILWAYS AND HIGHWAYS

CROSSING THE FRONTIER LINE

Article 11

1. All rivers and lakes along which the frontier line runs shall be deemed
to be frontier waters.

2. The Contracting Parties shall take appropriate steps to ensure that
when frontier waters are used the provisions of this Agreement are observed
and the corresponding rights and interests of the other Contracting Party
are respected.

Article 12

1. On frontier rivers where the frontier line follows the middle of the
main channel (thalweg), the craft (ships, boats) of the two Contracting
Parties shall have the right to navigate freely along the main channel,
regardless of the course of the frontier line.

2. On lakes, ships (boats) shall be permitted to navigate only up to the
frontier line.

3. Crafts (ships, boats) of the Contracting Parties shall be permitted to
put in at either bank of a river (lake) only if they are in distress (due to
storm, accident, etc.). In such cases the appropriate frontier authorities
must render each other the necessary assistance.

Article 13

1. The craft of the Contracting Parties shall be permitted to navigate
in frontier waters only by day. At night they must be moored to their own
bank or anchored in their own waters.

2. All craft navigating in frontier waters must fly respective national
flags and be designated by white or black numbers clearly visible from both
banks.

3. Craft proceeding along the main channel of frontier waters shall not
be permitted to anchor in the middle of the channel except when compelled
to stop.

4. The craft of one Contracting Party which are proceeding along the
main channel of a frontier river, and are observing the regulations set forth
in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article, may not be detained by the authorities
of the other Contracting Party, compelled to anchor or tie up, or subjected
to a search or inspection of their papers.

Article 14

1. The Contracting Parties shall see that frontier waters are kept in
proper order. They shall also take appropriate steps to prevent deliberate
destruction of the banks of frontier rivers and lakes.



2. If, through the fault of one Contracting Party material damage is
caused to the other Contracting Party as a result of failure to carry out the
provisions of paragraph 1 of this article, compensation for such damage
shall be paid by the Party responsible therefor.

3. The position and direction of frontier watercourses shall as far as
possible be maintained unchanged. To this end the competent authorities
of the Contracting Parties shall jointly take the necessary steps to remove
such obstacles as may cause displacement of the bed of frontier rivers,
streams or canals, or obstruct the natural flow of water. Should appropriate
joint works be undertaken in this connexion, the competent authorities of
both Parties shall decide how the works are to be executed and the expenses
involved shall, unless a special agreement is concluded on this question,
be divided equally between the two Contracting Parties.

4. In order to prevent displacements of the beds of frontier rivers,
streams or canals, their banks must be strengthened wherever the competent
authorities of the Contracting Parties jointly consider it necessary. These
operations shall be executed and the relevant expenditure defrayed by the
Contracting Party to which the bank belongs.

5. Should the bed of a frontier river, stream or canal be displaced
naturally or as the result of the action of the elements, the Contracting
Parties shall be bound jointly and in the same proportion to make a cor-
rection of the bed, if this is deemed necessary by their competent authorities.
The operations shall be carried out by mixed commissions set up by the
Contracting Parties, which shall determine the method of carrying out the
work, engaging labour, purchasing the necessary materials and defraying
the expenses.

Article 15

1. The natural flow of water in frontier watercourses and in the adjacent
areas inundated in time of flood may not be altered or obstructed to the
detriment of the other Party by the erection or reconstruction of buildings
either in the water or on the banks.

2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties will agree upon
the method of regulating the discharge of water into, and the removal of
water from, frontier waters, and upon all other questions relating to frontier
waters.

Article 16

1. Frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out on the sectors where such
work is jointly considered essential by the competent authorities of the two
Contracting Parties. The cost of cleaning in such cases shall be equally
divided between the two Contracting Parties.

2. The cleaning of those sectors of frontier waters which are situated
wholly on the territory of one of the Contracting Parties, shall be carried out
by that Party at its own expense as the need arises.

3. In cleaning out frontier watercourses, the earth and stones removed
shall be thrown out to such a distance from the bank, and levelled down in
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such a way as to avoid any danger of the banks falling in or of the river-bed
being polluted and so as to prevent the flow of water in time of flood being
obstructed.

Article 17

1. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall take appro-
priate steps to maintain the frontier waters in a proper state of cleanliness so
as not to allow the waters to be poisoned or polluted by acids or refuse from
factories or industrial establishments, the steeping of flax or hemp, or
otherwise contaminated.

Article 18

1. Existing bridges, dykes, sluices, dams and similar installations on
frontier watercourses shall be preserved and may be operated with the
exception of those whose removal is considered necessary by the competent
authorities of the two Contracting Parties.

2. If it is necessary to reconstruct or remove any of the installations
referred to in paragraph 1 of this article, thus entailing a change in the
level of the water in the territory of the other Contracting Party, the work
in question may be undertaken only after the agreement of that Party has
been received.

3. New bridges, dykes, sluices, dams and other hydraulic installations
may not be erected or operated on frontier watercourses except by agreement
between the Contracting Parties.

Article 19

1. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall exchange
information concerning the level and volume of water and ice conditions on
frontier waters, if such information may help to avert the dangers created
by floods or floating ice. If necessary, the said authorities shall also agree
upon a regular system of signals in times of flood or floating ice. Delays in
communicating or failure to communicate such information may not
constitute grounds for claiming compensation in respect of damage caused
by flood or floating ice.

Article 20

I. The two Contracting Parties may freely engage in the floating of
timber throughout the whole length of the frontier watercourses, including
those places where both banks belong to one only of the Contracting Parties.

2. The dates and order of priority for the launching and floating of tim-'
ber, in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article, shall be determined
each year by the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties in
good time and, in any case, not less than two months before navigation
opens on the frontier watercourses. Each Contracting Party shall notify the
other Party of the date of commencement of floating operations not less
than five days beforehand.



Article 21

1. In order to ensure the normal floating of timber the competent
authorities of the two Contracting Parties may by common agreement, in
accordance with article 32, paragraph (b), of the present Agreement,
permit workmen to land and move about on the bank of the other Party for
the purpose of constructing temporary installations for timber floating, and
clearing the bank of floating timber.

2. Details concerning the place, time, and the number of workmen
requiring access to the bank of the other Party, in order to carry out the
work referred to in paragraph I of this article, shall be agreed upon by the
competent authorities of the Contracting Parties in good time, namely, not
less than five days before the work begins.

3. The timber of the two Contracting Parties which is being floated down
frontier watercourses shall not be subject to any customs duties or other dues.

Article 22

1. All floating timber must be marked, for which purpose the Con-
tracting Parties shall, by mutual agreement beforehand, establish specimen
markings and communicate them to each other.

2. In cases where the floated timber is stripped of its bark by the Con-
tracting Parties, the bark so removed must not be deposited in the basins
of frontier watercourses.

Article 23

1. Communication by railways, main roads and waterways intersected
by the frontier, and the frontier transit points on such railways, main roads
and waterways shall be regulated by special agreements between the Con-
tracting Parties.

2. At points where the frontier line is intersected by railways, main roads
and waterways, each Contracting Party shall erect special signs and barriers
on its territory and shall maintain them in proper condition.

3. The Contracting Parties will take appropriate steps to see that the
railway lines, main roads and waterways which intersect the frontier and
which are open to traffic, are maintained in proper condition. Each
Contracting Party shall keep them in repair at its own expense up to the
frontier line.

Article 24

1. Bridges open to traffic which are intersected by the frontier shall be
maintained in proper condition and repaired by each Contracting Party
at its own expense up to the frontier line indicated on the bridge, unless
a special agreement is concluded on this subject. The method, timing and
nature of repairs shall be agreed upon beforehand by the competent autho-
rities of the Contracting Parties.

2. Each Contracting Party may, as required, make a technical inspection
of the sections of frontier bridges, dykes and sluices situated in the territory of



the other Contracting Party; the competent authorities of that Party must be
notified not less than forty-eight hours in advance of the intended inspection
and of the date of its beginning, and when it is completed shall be informed
of its results, while the inspection itself should be carried out in the presence
of the competent authorities of the other Party.

3. Traffic on frontier bridges and other crossings shall be regulated by
agreement between the representatives of the competent authorities.

4. The provisions of the present article shall not apply to railway bridges.

5. The erection of new bridges, foot-bridges or ferries shall be carried out
with the agreement of the representatives of the competent authorities of the
Contracting Parties. These representatives shall agree beforehand on the
site of the construction, the type of bridge, foot-bridge or ferry and the way
in which the cost of erecting the said bridges, foot-bridges or ferries shall be
divided. The protocols embodying the agreements shall be ratified by the
appropriate authorities.

CHAPTER III

FISHING, HUNTING, FORESTRY AND MINING

Article 25

1. Residents of each Contracting Party may fish in frontier waters up to
the frontier line in accordance with the regulations in force on their territory,
subject to a prohibition:

(a) To use explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances entailing the mass
destruction and mutilation of fish;

(b) To fish in frontier waters at night.

2. The Contracting Parties may conclude special agreements concerning
the protection and breeding of fish in frontier waters, the prohibition of
fishing for special species of fish in certain sectors, the dates of the fishing
season and other measures of an economic nature relating to fishing.

Portugal-Spain

241. FRONTIER TREATY' BETWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL
SIGNED ON 29 SEPTEMBER 18642

ART. 26 ...

The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Lisbon on
19 May 1866.

2 Recopilaci6n de acuerdos internacionales con Franciay Portugal, Ministry of Finance,
Madrid, 1948, p. 279. (Translated from the Spanish by the Secretariat of the
United Nations.)



Considering the damage sustained by various towns situated on certain
border rivers, in particular the Minho, and the obstacles to navigation caused
by works constructed on the banks of the said river and the resulting altera-
tion of the course of its waters, and desiring to correct abuses and to regular-
ize the exercise of legitimate rights, the two Contracting Parties agree that
after the necessary studies have been completed a special code of regulations
shall be drafted which, taking into due account the damage done in the
past, shall establish and fix for the future appropriate rules governing the
construction of works of any kind on the banks of border rivers, particularly
those of the Minho and its islands.

ART. 28.

As the international line follows the watercourses and the direction of the
roads in various places and touches certain springs, it is agreed that such
waters, roads and springs shall be used jointly by the towns of both King-
doms. Bridges built over the rivers delimiting the frontier shall belong half
to one State and half to the other, subject to fair adjustment between the
two Governments of the costs of construction of such bridges.

242. REGULATION' ANNEXED TO THE BOUNDARY TREATY
BETWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL OF 29th SEPTEMBER,
1864, SIGNED AT LISBON, NOVEMBER 4, 18662

ANNEX I

Regulations concerning the Conterminous Rivers between the two Nations

In consequence of the stipulation in Article XXVIII of the Boundary
Treaty concluded at Lisbon on the 29th of September, 1864, in which it is
provided that the waters, of which the course determines the international
line at various tracts of the frontier, shall be used in common by the people
of both kingdoms; and, moreover, in fulfilment of the provision in Article
XXVI for the formation of regulations to put a stop in future to the abuses
in regard to the construction of works on the banks of the rivers, and es-
pecially on those of the Minho and its islands, both because the navigation
is obstructed, and public use and benefit are impeded, and because the
course of the waters is changed, to the injury at the same time of private
property situated on the river borders, and of the territorial sovereignty of
the two States.

Considering that the separating rivers, although when by the operation
of nature they suddenly and completely change their direction, yet do not

I The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Lisbon on
20 November 1866.

2 British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 62, p. 952.



alter the boundary of the nations, since this is still determined by the an-
cient channel; on the contrary, when they change slowly and gradually by
the work of man, produce alteration in the frontier line and injuries to the
lands of private owners:

Considering, therefore, that in order to prevent the artificial diversion
of the course of the rivers, as well as to make the common use thereof prac-
ticable, it is expedient to set forth and apply the recognised principles of
international law in the matter;

The Plenipotentiaries of the two States, having examined in general the
circumstances of the rivers which divide the two countries, and particularly
the special situation of the River Minho, having before them the necessary
documents and the respective plans at the part of the said river most sub-
ject to disputes; and after duly examining the reclamations on the subject
presented of late years by various proprietors on both banks, have agreed
to draw up the regulations recommended to them, which are of the following
tenour:

I. The rivers which serve for the international frontier between Spain and
Portugal, on the line comprised in the Boundary Treaty of 1864, shall
be used in common by the people of the two countries, though by the
moiety of their currents they still belong to the two nations; and in order
that the said people may avail themselves of them conveniently, as well as
in order that the international boundary determined by the course of the
waters may not suffer alteration, the said rivers shall be subject to the
continual supervision of the authorities of the adjacent towns.

II. In virtue of the common use of the conterminous rivers which
appertains to the people of the two nations, those people may freely navigate
the Minho, the Douro, and the Tagus, for the whole of their respective
practicable extent, as well as the other frontier rivers where the circum-
stances admit of it; but they must always conform, both in regard to the
navigation itself, and in regard to the traffic or trade which they carry
on, to the existing compacts between the two Governments, and the special
regulations in force in each country.

The inhabitants of the two territories may likewise pass from one bank
to the other with all kinds of craft, and make use of the waters for all pur-
poses that suit them, provided that in such cases they do not infringe the
existing public agreements or the recognised customs amongst the people
of the two banks, nor alter in the very least the conditions of the rivers
in regard to their fitness for the public and common use.

IV. As a consequence of the stipulations in the preceding Articles,
and for the purpose of preserving the navigation of the rivers uninterrupted,
and the use of them free, as well as of maintaining the limit appointed for
their courses unalterable, it shall not be lawful to construct in the rivers
or on their banks, or on those of their islands, works of any kind that may
prejudice the navigation or alter the course of the waters, or damage in any
manner the condition of the rivers for the common and public use. Where-
fore, as a general rule, the construction is prohibited of all kinds of works,
such as mills or water-mills, fixed or movable moles, dykes, fisheries, canals,



palisades, or any others whatever, that may cause obstacle or injury to the
public interest in the aforesaid respects.

V. If, however, any of the works mentioned above, or others of a dif-
ferent kind, which the private owners of either bank may wish to construct,
can be executed without any prejudice to the common use and advantage of
the two countries, the respective authorities may grant special permission
for the purpose, in virtue of the requirements and proceedings hereinafter
stated.

VI. If any subject of one of the two States should consider it necessary
or useful to construct a certain work in the rivers, whether to defend his
property against inundations, or to benefit his interests and improve his
estate, without prejudice in any case to the public or other persons, he
must, before he executes any work, solicit and obtain permission to do so.
For this purpose he is to apply by means of a memorial to the chief officer of
the administrative district (at present the Civil Governor of a province in
Spain, and the Civil Governor of a district in Portugal) explaining his desire
and the circumstances that justify it, and accompanied by a sketch of the
work which he intends to construct, and a plan of the corresponding part of
the river, as necessary data and such as are considered sufficient for esti-
mating the probable results of the projected work.

The Civil Governor, after receivingreports from the Alcalde (or muni-
cipal administrator) of the town, and hearing such scientific or professional
opinions as may be deemed expedient, shall decide in conformity there-
with. In case the work be considered prejudicial at present or in future,
to the interests of the riverain inhabitants, or to the common use of the
river, the permission solicited shall be refused. If, on the contrary, the
work should not be capable of inflicting public or private damage, a copy of
the memorial shall be sent to the Governor of the frontier administrative
department, and he after receiving in his turn the necessary reports, and
acting as befits neighbours with common interests, shall send an answer
stating his opinion and either granting his consent to the construction of
the work, if it appear to be inoffensive for all, or refusing his consent with
a statement of the reasons for which he considers it inexpedient. In the
first case the Civil Governor to whom the petition was addressed, shall
comply with it and send the necessary licence to the person interested; in
the second case he shall refuse the permission, and in both cases the matter
shall be considered as settled without further appeal.

VII. The licences for the construction of works granted by the competent
authority shall expire in six months from the date of their issue, if within
that time the grantee shall not have commenced the work.

They shall likewise expire if the works after commencement should be
interrupted or suspended for the space of a year.

VIII. Contraventions of the provisions of these Regulations, whether
by constructing works or otherwise perverting the conditions of the rivers,
may be denounced either by private persons in legal form, or by the warders
and other agents, or by the local authorities.

Without prejudice to the informations and proceedings to which the in-
fractions or abuses committed may give rise at any time, and for the purpose
of maintaining and preserving the good condition of the rivers, an examina-



tion thereof shall take place annually, in conformity with the general pro-
vision contained in Article XXV of the Boundary Treaty.

In consequence whereof, every year in the month of August the Spanish
Alcaldes and the Portuguese Municipal Administrators, accompanied by
municipal delegates, shall examine the fluvial part of the frontier to the
extent belonging to their jurisdictional department; they shall agree upon
official demarcations if there be facts on which to ground them, and they
shall draw up a record of their examination, and send a copy thereof to the
superior administrative authorities, in order that the latter may determine
what they consider expedient within the compass of their powers.

IX. The penalties to be imposed by the administrative authorities above
mentioned for infraction of the provisions of these Regulations shall be as
follows:

Those who construct works in the rivers without having obtained pro-
per permission to do so, as prescribed in the preceding Articles, shall be
obliged:

1. To destroy at their own expense all the works done, and to restore
everything entirely to its original state.

2. To pay a fine of not less than 10 crowns in Spanish coin (4,500
reis in Portuguese coin), nor more than 100 crowns (45,000 reis), and which
shall at the same time be in proportion with the cost of the work, and with
the damages which it might have occasioned according to professional
estimation.

3. To pay all the expenses incurred in the proceedings and measures
taken on the part of the authorities until the demolition of the work unduly
executed has been completed.

The same or similar penalties will be incurred by all those who by any
means not here specified, turn or alter the current of the waters, or ob-
struct the navigation, or deteriorate in any other way the condition of the
rivers in respect to the common use thereof by the inhabitants of the
frontiers of both kingdoms.

X. The provisions contained in the foregoing Articles shall be ob-
served and fulfilled by the inhabitants and by the authorities of both States
as soon as the present Regulations are declared to be in force.

243. TREATY' BETWEEN PORTUGAL AND SPAIN CONCERN-
ING COMMERCIAL RELATIONS AND NAVIGATION,
SIGNED AT MADRID ON 27 MARCH 18932

1 Ratifications exchanged at Lisbon on 5 September 1893.
2 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 85, p. 416.



Article 19

The coast and fishery police service in both countries will be subject to
the provisions contained in the Regulations (Appendix No. 6 to this Treaty).

Appendix No. 6: Regulations for the Police service of the Coast and Fisheries.
Section I: Provisions applicable to the waters under the respective jurisdic-
tion of either country.

Article 5

The fisheries in the boundary Rivers Minho and Guadiana will continue,
as heretofore, to be carried out in common by the Portuguese and Spaniards,
in accordance with the provisions and regulations which may be agreed
upon; for the River Minho, by the Captain of the Port of Caminha and the
Marine Adjutant of Guardia; and for the River Guadiana, by the Captain
of the Port of Villa Real de San Antonio and by the Adjutant of Marine of
Ayamonte, and sanctioned by the respective Governments.

244. REGULATIONS' FOR FISHING IN THE MIflO RIVER,
DRAWN UP BY A MIXED SPANISH-PORTUGUESE COM-
MISSION PURSUANT TO ARTICLE V OF APPENDIX VI
TO THE TREATY OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION
BETWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL OF 27 MARCH 1893,
MADRID, 15 MAY 18972

CHAPTER I

FISHING OPERATIONS AND REGISTRATION OF FISHING VESSELS

ARTICLE 1. Fishing operations on the Mifio river may be performed by
both Spanish and Portuguese subjects, subject to observance of the rules
established by these Regulations.

ARTICLE 2. The prohibition of fishing by Portuguese fishermen, imme-
diately off the Spanish shore and by Spanish fishermen immediately off the
Portuguese shore shall be maintained.

ARTICLE 3. No Portuguese or Spanish vessel may engage in fishing on
the Mifio river unless registered and authorized for that purpose.

ARTICLE 4. The registration of fishing vessels shall take place at the
office of the harbour master at La Guardia or Caminha, according to the

1 Approved by an exchange of notes of the same date. Promulgated at Madrid
and Lisbon on 17 and 19 May 1897.

2 Marquis de Olivart, Coleccidn de los Tratados, Convenios y Documentos Interna-
dionales, vol. 12, p. 115.
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nationality of the vessel, where the name of the owner and the number of
each vessel shall be recorded.

ARTICLE 5. Fishing vessels may be registered at any time during the
course of the year. The harbour masters at La Guardia and Caminha shall
communicate to one another monthly any changes which have occurred.
They shall also communicate all such changes to the commander of their
country's gunboat for the purpose of such supervision as may be required.

ARTICLE 6. Fishing licences shall be valid only until the end of the
current year and from the date on which they were issued.

ARTICLE 7. All owners of fishing vessels operating on the Mifio river
shall be in possession of a document, to be provided free of charge by the
office of their respective harbour master, showing the number of the vessel,
the name of the owner and the date of issue and bearing the endorsement of the
gunboat commander, who shall validate it on behalf of the policing authori-
ties of the opposite shore even if the latter have not received the notification
referred to in article 5.

ARTICLE 8. In view of the considerable extent of the fisheries policing
zone, the gunboat commanders shall be authorized to issue temporary
fishing licences within the area extending from Goyan and Vilanova da
Cerveira upstream as far as these Regulations apply. The gunboat com-
mander shall apply to the harbour master at Caminha or La Guardia for
the regular licence which they shall deliver to the applicant.

ARTICLE 9. The harbour masters at La Guardia and Caminha may is-
sue licences for fishing on the river to any applicant in the area extending
from Goyan and Vilanova da Cerveira upstream as far as these Regulations
apply; in the area extending from the same points to the mouth of the river,
they shall issue permits only to persons who can prove that they have an
adequate knowledge of the river.

ARTICLE 10. If any payment is required for issue of the regular licence,
the gunboat commanders shall be authorized to collect such payment and
forward it to the harbour master concerned.

CHAPTER II

FISHING NETS

SOLE ARTICLE. The nets and tackle 4hich are permitted for fishing
operations on the Mifio river are the following:

1. Algerife. Used for fishing salmon and shad. This net shall have
a mesh measuring not less than 59 millimetres, or 118 millimetres when
stretched.

2. Trammel-net (trasmallo). Used for the same purposes as above and
having a mesh measuring not less than 70 millimetres or 140 millimetres
when stretched.

3. Lamprey net (lampreeira). The mesh of this net shall not measure less
than 35 millimetres, or 70 millimetres when stretched.
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4. Estacada. The mesh of this net may not measure less than 35 milli-
metres, or 70 millimetres when stretched.

5. Sacada. The mesh of this net may not measure less than 25 milli-
metres or 50 millimetres when stretched.

6. Sole " varga" (varga de solla). The mesh of this net may not measure
less than 35 millimetres, or 70 millimetres when stretched.'

7. Mullet " varga" (varga de mugil). The mesh of this net may not measure
less than 25 milimetres, or 50 millimetres when stretched.'

8. Solleira. The mesh of this net may not measure less than 35 milli-
metres, or 70 millimetres when stretched.

9. Long-lines (palangres or espineles). These may be used in areas not
occupied by nets.

10. Other lines. May be used in all areas.

11. Harpoons (fisgas). Lamprey and sole harpoons may be used but must
measure not less than 5 centimetres between barbs.

12. Biturones. This type of net may be used in the area extending from
Porto and Lapella upstream as far as these Regulations apply. The mesh
shall measure not less than 60 millimetres, i.e. not less than 30 millimetres
in any direction.

13. Cabaceira. Subject to the same rules as the biter6n.

CHAPTER III

FISHING SEASONS

ARTICLE 1. Fishing with algerife nets shall commence on 15 February
and terminate on 30 June.

ARTICLE 2. Fishing with trammel-nets shall commence on 15 February and
terminate on 30 June.

ARTICLE 3. Fishing with lamprey nets (red lampreeira) shall be allowed
from 1 January to 30 June.

ARTICLE 4. Fishing with estacada nets shall be allowed from 15 September
to 15 December, but only when the operation is performed around a shoal,
i.e. by forming circuits around shoals. In no case may be laid across the
stream of the river or its tributaries.

ARTICLE 5. Fishing with the net known as the sacada shall be allowed
from 15 September to 1 July in the area extending from San Pedro da Torre
upstream as far as these Regulations apply and from 31 October to 1 Sep-
tember from San Pedro da Torre to the mouth of the river.

ARTICLE 6. Fishing with the mullet varga (varga de mugil) shall be allowed
during the period specified in the preceding article.

Revised text in accordance with the Exchange of notes of 20 February 1904.



ARTICLE 7. Fishing with the sole varga (varga de solla) shall be allowed
from 15 August to 15 January.

ARTICLE 8. Fishing with solleira nets shall be allowed during the period
specified in the preceding article.

ARTICLE 9. Fishing with the sole harpoon (fisga de solla) shall be allowed
during the period specified for the two preceding nets.

ARTICLE 10. Fishing with the lamprey harpoon (fisga de lamprea) is
lawful throughout the year.

ARTICLE 11. Fishing with long-lines (palangres) or espineles shall be lawful
throughout the year provided it does not interfere with net fishing operations.

ARTICLE 12. Fishing with lfiies or hand lines (volantines) shall be lawful
throughout the year.

ARTICLE 13. Fishing with biturones or cabeceiras shall be allowed from
15 February to 30 June.

CHAPTER IV

CASTING OF NETS

ARTICLE 1. Casting of algerife nets shall commence at sunrise and ter-
minate at sunset.

ARTICLE 2. Casting of trammel (trasmallo) nets shall commence at sunset
and terminate at sunrise.

ARTICLE 3. Notwithstanding the provisions of the two preceding articles,
the gunboat commanders may change the prescribed order if such change
is requested by the fishermen themselves, who must provide a valid reason
therefor, such as turbidity of the water, etc.

ARTICLE 4. The other nets and tackle authorized under these Regulations
may be used both by day and by night.

ARTICLE 5. Both trammel (trasmallo) nets and lamprey nets (lampreeiras)
must be placed at least twenty-five metres apart. The same rule shall apply
to other nets whenever several of them are operated together.

CHAPTER V

ROTATION OF CASTING

ARTICLE 1. The Spanish term " quebrada " and the Portuguese term
"cobrada " shall be understood to mean a group or fleet of fishing vessels
which operate together.

ARTICLE 2. Fishing with algerife nets shall be governed by the following
rotation arrangement when two " quebradas ", one Spanish and the other
Portuguese, meet at the same bank or shoal:

1. The " quebrada " which is first to arrive in the area shall be entitled



to cast its nets first. The next casts shall be made on an alternating basis
by the two " quebradas ", a vessel of one " quebrada " casting after a vessel of the
other, until the last vessel of the " quebrada " having the smallest number of
vessels, has cast its net. The remaining vessels of the " quebrada " having the
most vessels shall then cast in uninterrupted sequence until the last vessel of
that " quebrada " has cast. This alternating sequence of casts shall be
repeated as many times as possible, but only for the period of a single tide.
The rotation shall therefore recommence in the same manner at each
subsequent tide even if some vessels of one or both " quebradas " have not yet
cast their nets.

2. The " quebrada" which is first to arrive may not prevent another
quebrada " which arrives after it from casting its nets, if the latter " que-

brada ", for any reason, does not desire to do so immediately.

3. If the " quebradas " have to suspend operations because of rising seas,
abnormal tide or for any other reason of force majeure and, after this reason
has ceased to exist, desire to recommence operations, they shall continue to
cast in alternating turns, as before and as if the fishing had not been inter-
rupted.

4. If a " quebrada " ceases fishing for reasons other than force majeure,
it shall be deemed to have renounced its further turns at casting during that
tide and the other " quebrada " shall therefore fish alone until the end of the
tide.

ARTICLE 3. If two " quebradas " from location on opposite shores cannot
cast their nets simultaneously owing to the narrowness of the stream, they
shall be obliged to fish in turns as explained in the preceding article.

ARTICLE 4. Two " quebradas " from the same country may not fish
simultaneously on the same shoal or bank.

ARTICLE 5. The gunboat commanders shall decide by agreement, in
respect of each locality, the number of boats which each" quebrada " may
comprise, in order that the latter may be neither too large nor too small.

ARTICLE 6. The casting of a net may not be commenced until half of the
net cast before it has been hauled in.

ARTICLE 7. The gunboat commanders shall decide each day the order
in which the " quebradas " shall fish on each shoal. If a new one appears,
the established rotation may not be altered and the new shoal may not be
fished until the said commanders establish a new rotation.

CHAPTER VI

POLICING OF FISHERIES

ARTICLE 1. The maintenance of order on and policing of the river, as
well as measures to ensure strict observance of the provisions of these
Regulations shall be the responsibility of the gunboat commanders of the
two countries, who shall always operate in co-ordination with their respective



port authorities. The latter shall take no decision in the above-mentioned
matters without first having consulted the said commanders.

ARTICLE 2. For the purpose of strict enforcement of the requirements
and rules established by these Regulations, the gunboat commanders shall
be provided with equipment and personnel appropriate for the function they
have to perform.

ARTICLE 3. The gunboat commanders shall have permanently on the
river a sufficient number of full-time deputies or chief fish-wardens to ensure
compliance with the foregoing, who shall have at their disposal adequate
supplies and personnel. These deputies or chief fish-wardens shall be stationed
at intervals along the banks of the river, as the gunboat commanders deem
necessary.

ARTICLE 4. The maritime authorities at La Guardia and Caminha shall
delegate to a fisherman of each " quebrada ", in whom they have confidence,
authority to settle in the first instance any disputes or problems which
may arise between fishermen of their country in the performance of their
work, it being understood that this service shall always be performed
without compensation.

ARTICLE 5. If the said fishermen cannot themselves settle a dispute or
problem which has arisen, they shall refer the matter to the deputy or
chief fish-warden who, if unable to settle it on the basis of such instructions
as he may have received, shall bring the matter before the gunboat com-
mander.

ARTICLE 6. It is urged upon the gunboat commanders that, where
matters of minor importance are involved, they seek to reach agreement and
to maintain good relations between themselves as authorities of friendly
nations and to settle on their own initiative all matters which do not require
to be referred to higher authority.

ARTICLE 7. Whenever fishermen from one bank of the river hire vessels
from the opposite bank, the harbour master of that bank shall delete any
such hired vessels from his register for the. period of the hire, in order to
preclude fishing by the vessel from both shores.

ARTICLE 8. Persons fishing on the river, regardless of nationality, shall be
required to heed the patrols from both banks, such patrols being representa-
tives of the maritime authority.

ARTICLE 9. The gunboat commanders of both countries may hold vessels
violating these regulations, as well as their crews, and hand them over to the
appropriate authority.

ARTICLE 10. The master of a vessel shall always be of the same nation-
ality as the vessel except in the case of a hired vessel which shall have,
temporarily, the nationality of the person hiring it. However, in both cases,
the entire crew must consist of persons having the same nationality as the owner, or at
most one-quarter of the crew may consist of foreign subjects.

In both cases, moreover, the master shall always be held responsible for



any violation of these Regulations committed on board a vessel which he
owns or has hired, unless the offenders themselves submit to their maritime
authority.'

ARTICLE 11. Whenever a person commits a violation of these Regulations
on the shore of the neighbouring country and escapes to his own country,
avoiding detection by the authority of the country in which the offence was
committed, the maritime authority of the latter country shall inform the
maritime authority of the country of the offender in order that appropriate
sanctions may be taken against him and the same maritime authority shall
inform the maritime authority of the neighbouring country when the
sanctions have been imposed.

ARTICLE 12. Units of the revenue police (Guardia fiscal), rural police
(Guardia civil), coast guard (Carabineros) and other civil or military forces
shall assist the forces responsible for the policing of fisheries and shall inform
the gunboat commanders of any violations which occur.

CHAPTER VII

STATIONARY FISH TRAPS

ARTICLE 1. Existing stationary traps, known as pesqueras or caneiros,
intended exclusively for fishing, on a temporary basis or otherwise, shall
be registered at the office of the harbour master at La Guardia or Caminha
within six months following the date of publication of these Regulations.

ARTICLE 2. The owners of such traps shall submit to their respective
harbour masters particulars thereof, including the name of the owner, the
name of the pesquera, and the municipality, parish and location in which
it is situated.

ARTICLE 3. When registered at the office of the appropriate harbour
master, each pesquera shall be assigned a serial number, the number being
issued by order of registration at the office, and this number shall be displayed
in a place where it is visible to vessels belonging to the pesquera.

ARTICLE 4. The port authorities at La Guardia and Caminha shall issue
to the owners of pesqueras a document which shall have entered upon it, in
addition to the registration serial number, all the rules governing operation of
the pesquera.

ARTICLE 5. The document referred to in the preceding article shall be
validated at the office of the appropriate harbour master during the first
two months of each year.

ARTICLE 6. Pesqueras may be registered directly by the owners themselves
or through the commander of the gunboat of the country of the owner, in
accordance with the procedure indicated in articles 8 and 10 of chapter I.
The annual validation of the registration document may be effected in the
same manner.

1 Revised text in accordance with the exchange of notes of 14 September 1901.
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ARTICLE 7. On the occasion of the annual validation of the said docu-
ment the owners of pesqueras shall be required to state in writing the number
of salmon, shad and lamprey caught during the preceding year and the
approximate value of the said fish caught during the same period.

CHAPTER VIII

PENALTIES

ARTICLE 1. The harbour masters at La Guardia and Caminha shall have
authority to judge cases of violation of these Regulations by nationals of
their respective countries and to impose the sanctions herein prescribed.

ARTICLE 2. While engaged in fishing operations, the vessels of each
country shall in all matters concerning ordinary offences and violations of
the law, remain subject to the jurisdiction of the country to which they
belong.

ARTICLE 3. If the offence or violation was committed on board a vessel
which is connected with the shore or is in such close proximity thereto that
it may be boarded dry-shod, both the vessel and its crew shall be subject to
the jurisdiction of the country in whose territory they are.

ARTICLE 4. The owner of a vessel who engages in fishing without first
having registered the vessel shall pay a fine of twenty-five pesetas or 5,000
reis.

ARTICLE 5. The owner of any vessel which does not display its number
in a clearly visible manner shall pay a fine not to exceed ten pesetas or
2,000 reis.

ARTICLE 6. Any vessel found fishing with any tackle at a time when the
use of such tackle is prohibited by these Regulations shall pay a fine of
twenty-five pesetas or 5,000 reis and the tackle shall be held by the gunboat
commander or by his deputies or fish wardens until the beginning of the
season during which its use is permitted.

ARTICLE 7. Any vessel found fishing with a net having a mesh smaller
than that prescribed in these Regulations shall pay a fine not to exceed
twenty-five pesetas or 5,000 reis. In addition, the net shall be seized and
shall immediately be destroyed. 1

ARTICLE 8. Any person unloading fish of a less size than the minimum
size prescribed for public consumption and usable only as soil fertilizer shall
pay a fine not to exceed twenty-five pesetas or 5,000 reis.

ARTICLE 9. Any person who ties an extended trammel net to a pole fixed
to the bottom shall pay a fine not to exceed five pesetas or 1,000 reis.

ARTICLE 10. Beating operations (valar), i.e. striking the water with oars,

Revised text in accordance with the Exchange of notes of 14 September 1901.



sticks or stones, are strictly prohibited and offenders shall be subject to a
fine not to exceed ten pesetas or 2,000 reis.

ARTICLE 11. If a vessel is found navigating or fishing without the master
authorized by the authority concerned, the person substituting for the
master shall pay a fine not to exceed fifteen pesetas or 3,000 reis.

ARTICLE 12. If two vessels collide as a result of faulty handling by either
of the masters, the one responsible shall pay a fine of fifteen pesetas or
3,000 reis. If both were responsible, each one shall pay a fine of half that
amount.

ARTICLE 13. Any person who, while fishing, causes his net to become
entangled with the net of another fisherman, when this occurrence could
have been avoided, shall pay a fine of five pesetas or 1,000 reis.

ARTICLE 14. Any person who orally insults the crew members of another
vessel shall pay a fine of ten pesetas or 2,000 reis. Should he commit any act
of violence, he shall be arraigned before the competent tribunal.

ARTICLE 15. Any person who fishes immediately off the shore of the
other country shall have his fish, net and vessel confiscated.

ARTICLE 16. Simple failure to obey an order given by any agent of the
authorities shall be punishable by up to five days imprisonment, depending
on the circumstances.

ARTICLE 17. The gunboat commanders shall hold the vessels and nets
of offenders until the latter have paid their fines.

ARTICLE 18. In the cases referred to in the preceding article and in
article 6, the persons concerned shall not be entitled to compensation for any
damage substained by the seized tackle.

ARTICLE 19. Failure to register a pesquera as provided in Chapter VII,
article 1, shall be punishable by a fine of one hundred pesetas or 20,000 reis.

ARTICLE 20. Failure to comply with the provisions of article 7 of the
preceding chapter shall be punishable by a fine of twenty-five pesetas or
5,000 reis; the offenders shall not, however, be exempted from the require-
ment to submit the information specified in the said article.

ARTICLE 21. Owners of pesqueras who use in them nets other than those
prescribed in these Regulations or who use the nets otherwise than during
the periods prescribed herein shall pay a fine of twenty-five pesetas or
5,000 reis.

ARTICLE 22. The fines provided shall be payable in respect of the first
offence. A fine of double the amount prescribed shall be payable if the
offence is repeated.

ARTICLE 23. Any offence for which no penalty is provided herein shall
be punishable by a fine not to exceed twenty-five pesetas or 5,000 reis.

ARTICLE 24. Fishing with dynamite or any substance which poisons
water or stuns fish shall be punishable by a fine of not less than two hundred



pesetas or 40,000 reis. If the explosion of dynamite or any other type of
explosive device causes physical damage to persons or constructions, the
appropriate charges shall be made and the offenders shall be punished in
accordance with their national laws.

ARTICLE 25. All illegally caught fish which is seized shall be sent
immediately to the nearest charitable institution.

ARTICLE 26. The fines payable shall be paid at the office of the harbour
master concerned in the manner prescribed by the relevant legislation of
each country.

ARTICLE 27. The sanctions provided for in these Regulations are purely
discriplinary in character and shall be imposed only where the offence does
not involve any criminal act. Where such is the case, the offender must be
judged by the competent tribunal.

ARTICLE 28. Any person throwing asidas, even if he succeeds only in
making the fishing grounds temporarily unusable, shall be subject to a fine
of one hundred pesetas or 20,000 reisi as well as to confiscation of his vessel
and withdrawal of his fishing licence. However, if the asidas are equipped
with blades or are of such form and design that they also destroy nets, the
offender shall be brought before the competent tribunal and charged with a
criminal offence.

ARTICLE 29. If a fine prescribed by these regulations has not been paid
within the period specified by the harbour master concerned, it shall be
replaced by short-term local imprisonment of the offender at the rate of
one day for each five pesetas or 1,000 reis.

CHAPTER IX

GENERAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. These Regulations shall have effect from the bar of the river
to the point at which the river ceases to be an international waterway.

ARTICLE 2. If any violation of these Regulations causes damage to third
parties, the offender shall compensate the party sustaining the damage. The
amount of the compensation to be paid shall be determined by the maritime
authorities at La Guardia and Caminha who shall appoint experts for the
purpose if they deem this necessary. However, the compensation may in no
case exceed the value of the vessel and nets of the offender.

ARTICLE 3. The maritime authorities at La Guardia and Caminha and
the gunboat commanders shall submit annually to their respective Govern-
ments a report including such observations as they deem appropriate
concerning the application of these Regulations. The Governments shall
agree to make such changes herein as they consider necessary.

ARTICLE 4. It is understood that these Regulations do not affect in any
way the internal laws and regulations of each country.



ARTICLE 5. As soon as these Regulations are approved by both Govern-
ments, the harbour masters at La Guardia and Caminha shall be provided
with the number of printed copies they deem desirable and shall distribute
them along the shore of each country, in order that all parties concerned
may be fully apprised hereof.

245. GENERAL ACT' DEMARCATING THE FRONTIER BE-
TWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL FROM THE MOUTH OF
THE RIVER MINO TO THE CONFLUENCE OF THE CAYA
AND GUADIANA, SIGNED AT LISBON ON 1 DECEMBER
19062

SECOND PART

ARTICLE 3. It being established in the Boundary Treaty of 1864,
annex I, article I, that the waters of rivers, where they constitute boundaries,
shall belong by moieties to the adjoining countries, it has been agreed that
the frontier along the Rivers Mifio, Duero, Tuerto, Basaviga, Eljas, Tagus
and Sever shall be determined by an imaginary line deemed to be drawn
on the surface of the water equidistant from both shores so as to bisect the
waters of the said rivers; such division shall not prevent the peoples of
either State from making use of those rivers in conformity with the existing
conventions between the two Realms and with the regulations in force.

ARTICLE 4. Because of the extensiveness of the boundary section of the
River Mifio, the large number of works constructed along its banks, and
the disputes, sometimes of a serious character, that have arisen in former
times between the riverside populations in both countries, a large amount
of data and background information has been accumulated concerning
that river, in which all the rights and obligations of the peoples of both
States are clearly established.

In this connexion, the works existing on the banks of the said river in the
summer of 1896 are listed in two memoranda accompanying the relevant
partial deed of transfer, signed on 30 May 1897, the originals of which are
in the respective archives of the Ministries of State and of Foreign Affairs,
as well as in those of both delegations.

In each of the said memoranda, the works on either bank of the river
are specified respectively in detail, together with information regarding their
type, ownership and site, together with relevant comments in each case, the

I Approved by an exchange of Notes on 1 December 1906.
2 Spain, Ministry of Finance, Recopilacidn de Acuerdos internationales con Francla

y Portugal sobre limitesy otros servicios defrontera, Madrid 1948, p. 303. (Translated
from Spanish by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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parish district (filigresia) in which each item is situated being listed in the
left-hand margin, and the municipalities (ayuntamientos) and names of
owners in the right-hand margin.

ARTICLE 5. The survey of the River Mifio shows: (1) that most of the
works constructed on both banks do not affect the natural flow of the waters
over the section where the river is flanked by rocky escarpments; (2) that
those constructed along the section where the banks are low or consist of
earthen embankments have a gradual effect, the consequences of which
can only be appreciated over the long term; (3) that this latter circumstance
places an added onus on the respective municipalities of both countries to
comply with the provisions of the Boundary Treaty of 1864, annex I,
article 8, which apply to all municipalities finding themselves in such a
position.

ARTiCLE 6. The general description of each of the rivers concerned,
together with their respective survey maps prepared by the Joint Com-
missions of Officials of the Spanish and Portuguese Delegations, and the
memoranda of works supplied by these officials, shall suffice for the purpose
of determining the characteristics of the boundary line, the sinuosities of
the said rivers, the sites of the works, if any, constructed on their banks,
and the possible effect of such works on the flow of the waters, the aforesaid
documents having been drawn up in such manner as to comply fully with
annex I of the Boundary Treaty of 1864.

246. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' CONSTITUTING AN AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL ON THE EXPLOITA-
TION OF BORDER RIVERS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.
MADRID, ON 29 AUGUST AND 2 SEPTEMBER 19122

I

Mr. Jose Relvas, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Portugal,
to His Excellency the Marquis de Alhucemas, Minister of State of His Catholic Majesty

Madrid, 29 August 1912
Sir,

I had the honour to inform you that the Portuguese Technical Stations
have approved the conclusions reached by the Portuguese and Spanish
Delegates, Mr. Jos6 Cecilio da Costa and Mr. Emilio Ortufio, appointed
by the Governments of Portugal and Spain to consider rules for the exploi-

I Entered into force on 17 September 1912, the date of publication in the
official journals of Spain and Portugal.

2 Collected Laws of Spain (official edition), Lgislaci6n y disposiciones de la
Administracign central, Book XLV, Vol. 2 for 1912, p. 493. (Translated from the
Spanish by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



tation of the waters in the border rivers of the two countries for industrial
purposes; and on behalf of the Government of the Republic I proposed to
you that those rules should be given diplomatic approval so that they could
enter into force. You were good enough to inform me of the consent of His
Catholic Majesty's Government to this procedure.

I now have the honour to propose to you that the conclusions signed by
the aforesaid Delegates in a document dated 10 August 1910, which are
to be considered a binding addition to the provisions of the Treaty of
29 September 1864 and annex I thereto, should be approved in an exchange
of diplomatic Notes so that they may be given effect in respect of the rivers
referred to in that Treaty.

The conclusions to which I refer are as follows:

I. The two nations shall have the same rights in the border sections
of the rivers, each accordingly being entitled to half the flow of water
existing at the various seasons of the year.

In the case of waterfalls, the relative positions of the elements involved
are covered by the following combinations:

(a) Water taken and returned in the border section;

(b) Water taken in Spain and returned in the border section;

(c) Water taken in Spain and returned in Portugal;

(d) Water taken in the border section and returned in Portugal.

II. Any entity desiring to exploit a waterfall for industrial purposes
shall submit a technical plan to both nations, together with the appropriate
application.

III. Before the concession is granted, an international commission
composed of two engineers shall fix the provisions to which the works shall
be required to conform.

IV. The rights of private persons shall remain protected by the legislation
in force in each country.

V. The inspection and supervision of the works in construction and
operation shall be carried out by both nations.

VI. A concession granted by one of the two nations shall not oblige the
other to grant a corresponding concession.

It is understood that the High Contracting Parties shall by agreement
draw up such supplementary rules as may be necessary for the implementa-
tion of these provisions.

If you agree, the conclusions set forth above could be considered to have
received final diplomatic approval on your reply to this Note and the
agreement would enter into force on the date of the simultaneous publication
of the two Notes in the official journals of Portugal and Spain.
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The Marquis of Alhucemas, Minister of State of His Catholic Majesty, to Mr. Josd
Relvas, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Portugal

Ministry of State
Madrid, 2 September 1912

Sir,

I have received your Note of 29 August 1912, in which you propose on
behalf of the Portuguese Government the confirmation, as an international
agreement between Spain and Portugal, of the conclusions signed on
10 August 1910 by Mr. Emilio Ortufio and Mr.Jos6 Cecilio da Costa, Dele-
gates respectively of the two nations, with a view to fixing rules for the
exploitation of the waters in the border rivers between the two countries
for industrial purposes, which conclusions were agreed upon in-accordance
with the following provisions:

[See the provisions contained in Nos. I to VI of the letter
from the Portuguese Government]

His Majesty's Government being in full agreement with the proposal
transmitted by you, the above-mentioned document of 10 August 1910
becomes by virtue of this note so informing you, an international treaty
which shall be considered an annex to the Treaty of 29 September 1864
and shall enter into force on the date of the publication of both Notes in the
official journals of Spain and Portugal.

247. CONVENTION' BETWEEN PORTUGAL AND SPAIN DELI-
MITING THE FRONTIER BETWEEN BOTH COUNTRIES,
FROM THE CONFLUENCE OF THE RIVER CUNCOS WITH
THE GUADIANA TO THE MOUTH OF THE LATTER,
SIGNED AT LISBON ON 29 JUNE 19262

Article 11

The part of the frontier defined in this Convention shall be subject to
the principles laid down in the Boundary Treaty of 29 September 1864
and the annexes thereto, in respect of navigation, fishing, watercourses,
roads, springs and international bridges, without prejudice to any special

Ratifications exchanged at Lisbon on 17 June 1927.
2 Spain, Ministry of Finance, Recopilaci6n de Acuerdos internationales con Francia,

v Portugal sobre limitesy otros servicios defrontera, Madrid 1948, p. 430. (Translated
from Spanish by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)
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provisions that the two Governments may have adopted or may see fit
to adopt.

248. CONVENTION' BETWEEN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL TO
REGULATE THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SECTION OF THE RIVER DOURO.
SIGNED AT LISBON, AUGUST 11, 19272

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC and THE GOVERNMENT

OF His CATHOLIC MAJESTY, with a view to preparing a draft Convention to
regulate the hydro-electric development of the international section of the
River Douro, have resolved to appoint a Mixed Commission, .. . composed
as follows:

This Commission, having submitted to the two Governments the draft
convention it had been instructed to prepare, has set forth with respect to the
international section of the Douro rules supplementary to the Agreement
of 1912 relative to the industrial utilisation of the waters of the boundary
rivers between the two States. Both Governments, being sincerely desirous
of strengthening the ties of friendship and the solidarity of economic interests
existing between the two nations have resolyed to transform the draft into
a Convention, .

Article 1

The hydro-electric development of the international section of the Douro
shall be carried out in the interests of both frontier States, in accordance
with Article 1 of the Agreement of 1912 and the provisions of the present
Convention.

All the other rights of both frontier States on the said international section
defined in the Frontier Treaty of 1864, and its annex No. 1, ratified on
November 26, 1866, shall remain in force in so far as they are not incom-
patible with the provisions laid down in the present Convention.

Article 2

The power capable of being developed on the international section of the
Douro shall be distributed between Portugal and Spain as follows:

(a) Portugal shall have the exclusive right of utilising the entire fall in
level of the river in the zone included between the beginning of the said
section and the confluence of the Tormes and the Douro.

1 The exchange of ratifications took place at Lisbon on 22 August 1927. The
Convention came into force eight days later after the exchange of ratifications,
in accordance with article 23.

2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 82, p. 131.
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(b) Spain shall have the exclusive right of utilizing the entire fall in level
of the river in the zone included between the confluence of the Tormes and
the Douro and the lower limit of the said international section;

(c) With a view to obtaining the full benefit of the fall caused by the
barrage nearest to the frontier under construction on the Portuguese Douro,
Portugal may utilise the necessary fall in level at the lower end of the
international section, without however going beyond the mouth of the
Huebra.

(d) Each State shall have the right to utilise for the production of electric
power the entire volume of water which flows through the zone of develop-
ment allotted to it in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs (a) and
(b) of the present Article, with the exception of whatever may be necessary
for common needs.

(e) Both States undertake mutually not to reduce the volume of water
which should reach the beginning of each zone of utilization of the inter-
national section of the Douro or of the Portuguese Douro by leading off
water with a view to obtaining hydro-electric power by means of barrages
placed below the higher level of the regulating reservoirs at Ricobayo on the
Esla and at Villardiegua on the Douro, provided for in Article 10 of the
Royal decree law of August 23, 1926.

Article 3

Each State shall proceed to the hydro-electric utilisation of its zone directly
or by means of concessions granted in accordance with its laws.

Should the works be built under concession, the firm or firms receiving
the concession in each zone must be constituted in accordance with the
internal legislation of the State granting the concession, and may not transfer
the rights except to a firm of a like nature.

The chairman and the majority of the members of the board of directors
of each firm must necessarily be nationals of the State granting the concession.

Such boards shall have their headquarters and hold their meetings in the
territory of the State to whose jurisdiction the firm in question is amenable.

Article 4

The off-lets, canals, buildings and, generally, all the works and installa-
tions necessary for the utilisation of each zone shall be situated on the national
territory of the State entitled to such utilisation, with the exception of the
dams and works for the discharge of water or other accessories which have
to be built in the bed or on the bank of the river belonging to the other State.

Article 5

Each of the High Contracting Parties undertakes to establish on a private
footing, in favour of the works of the other Party, on Government lands
within its territory, the servitudes with respect to reservoirs, dam-spuports,
off-lets or installations of any other kind whatsoever which may be necessary
for the construction and operation of the said works of development.

The High Contracting Parties further reciprocally undertake, in accord-
ance with the requirements of each case, to establish servitudes on the landed
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property belonging to the State, public organisations or private individuals,
which it may be necessary to occupy on the territory of one State for the
purpose of the works situated within the zone of utilisation of the other State,
and to decree their expropriation or the temporary occupation necessary in
order to obtain building material or to establish the installations and auxiliary
services essential for the construction of the works.

The High Contracting Parties likewise undertake to decree the expropria-
tion of other works of development at present being used or operated in the
international section which render difficult or prevent the complete utilisa-
tion of the hydro-electric power allotted to each State according to the
provisions of Article 2 of the present Convention.

Article 6

With a view to applying the above Article, the two Contracting States
declare to be of public utility and urgent all works which either Party may
have to carry out for the hydro-electric development of the international
section; they further declare that they will not recognise the river as a
navigable waterway or one capable of being used for floating purposes in the
zones of the international section, where such a character would be in-
compatible with the full use of the zones of development.

Should both Governments consider it advisable, with a view to improving
communications between the two countries to organize a system of navigation
by stages on the section of the river capable of being used for that purpose,
or on the industrial canals, they shall come to an agreement beforehand by
means of a special convention concerning the method of carrying out the
work and of effecting transport without interfering with the hydro-electric
operations.

Under this special Convention the general Regulations for the Free
Navigation of Rivers adopted at the Congress of Vienna in 1815 shall be
applied equally to Spanish and Portuguese merchant vessels in such a
manner as may appear suitable for the navigation of the Douro. Arrange-
ments shall also be made regarding the works which each State must
carry out in order to make navigation possible, and regarding the system by
which the respective States shall recoup themselves for costs, incurred,
proportionately to the labour expended by each Party in accordance with
the said special Convention.

Article 7

The servitudes, expropriations and temporary occupations which have to
be established or decreed in the territory of one State with a view to carrying
out work for the benefit of the zone of development of the other State shall be
subject to the following rules of procedure:

(a) The International Commission provided for under Article 14 of the
present Convention shall be competent:

To fix the situation and extent of the property which is to be expropri-
ated or occupied in any other way whatsoever, either wholly or in part,
in accordance with the approved plans:



To assess finally the value of such property or the amount of compensa-
tion;

To fix, if the occasion should arise, the amount to be deposited as a
preliminary condition for the temporary occupation of the property.

The Commission shall in every case hear the interested parties before
taking a decision.

(b) The decisions referred to in the above paragraph shall only be binding
for the owners of property and concessionnaires if the execution of such
decisions is decreed by the competent territorial authority.

The examination carried out by such authority cannot affect the sub-
stance of the decisions, but must be confined to the question whether the
formalities laid down in the present Convention have been observed.

If, within a fortnight from the date of the application to the competent
authority, the latter has not raised any objection on account of any defect
in form which must be corrected, the decision of the Commission shall
become executory.

The territorial authority shall alone be responsible for the execution of
these decisions in the manner laid down by its own legislation.

(c) The International Commission shall prepare and submit for the
approval of the two Governments draft Regulations based on the principles
set forth in the present Article, adapting them as far as possible to the
provisions in force in the two countries; further, a summary procedure shall
be devised to meet cases in which the votes in the Commission may be
equally divided.

Article 8

In the zone of development of the international section, no part of the
water used in- virtue of the present Convention may be led off except for
reasons of public health or other special purposes and only after agreement
between the two States.

The International Commission shall fix the maximum volume of water
that may be led off in each case, as also the amount of compensation to be
paid.

Article 9

The Governments of Portugal and Spain shall reciprocally grant each
other all the facilities necessary for carrying out the surveys required for
preparing the final plans of the works to be built in the zones allotted to
them, and for this purpose they shall give suitable instructions to the civil
and military authorities of the frontier zones in the international section.

Article 10

The Government of the State in whose zone of development the works are
situated shall be responsible for the examination and approval of the final
plans and any changes that may be effected at the time of building.

The Governments shall communicate these plans to each other before
approving them in order to avoid works being carried out in one zone
which might prejudice the development and interests of the other zone.



Article 11

The works referred to in Article 10 of the Royal Decree law of August 23,
1926, to be carried out in Spanish territory, the immediate object of which
is to regulate the course of the Douro in the international section, shall begin
with the construction of the dam of Ricobayo on the river Esla in the province
of Zamora.

Article 12

The power belonging to each country shall be used exclusively in the
territory of that country and may not be transferred, leased or ceded to
another country in whole or in part in any manner whatsoever.

Should the two States consider it advisable to export power from one
State to the other, such exportation shall in each case form the subject of a
special agreement, which shall always be based on the widest principles of
reciprocity.

Should the production of power in the two countries exceed the needs of
the market, and should this surplus production be such as to give rise to a
ruinous competition with other industries already established, or be seriously
harmful to the national economy, the two Governments shall examine the
manner in which this surplus can be applied, in agreement with the con-
cessionnaires, to manufactures and industries the products of which are
mainly intended for export to third countries.

Article 13

The jurisdiction of each State in the international section shall not extend
beyond the boundary fixed in Article 18 of the Treaty of 1864.

On the dams the said boundary shall be situated at an equal distance
from each end, and on the reservoirs at an equal distance from each bank.

Article 14

With a view to facilitating the application of the present Convention, a
Spanish-Portuguese International Commission shall be appointed, the
special duty of which shall be to regulate the exercise of the rights recognised
on either side and to decide the judicial or technical questions to which such
rights may give rise.

This Commission shall be composed of three members appointed by the
Portuguese Government and of three members appointed by the Spanish
Government.

It shall sit alternately at Lisbon and Madrid. At each session the President
of the Commission shall be a member who is a national of the State in which
the meeting takes place.

The place where the first session shall be held shall be decided by drawing
lots at the time of the exchange of the ratifications, and the result shall be
noted in the relevant document.

Each State shall contribute one half of the expenditure incurred by the
Commission, and shall lay down in the respective concessions the proportion
to be paid by the concessionnaires for the maintenance of this common
organisation.



As soon as the Commission has been appointed it shall draw up a draft
Statute governing its procedure, which it shall submit for the approval of the
two Governments.

The said Statute shall provide for the distribution of work among the
members of the Commission, and shall set forth the questions to be reserved
for examination and decision by the plenary Commission.

Article 15

At the end of every six years, or earlier, should one of the two Governments
so request, the Statute of the International Commission and the powers
conferred upon it by the present Convention shall be revised.

Should it be considered advisable in the light of experience, and should
the two Governments agree to abolish this international body, so long as the
works are under construction or in course of operation, one representative
from each State shall continue to be responsible, in the common interest, for
ensuring a permanent connection between the States and the concessions.

Article 16

The duties of the International Commission shall be threefold: advisory,
deliberative and supervisory, within the limits laid down in the three follow-
ing Articles.

The decisions it may take in the exercise of the rights conferred upon it by
Article 18 shall be final when adopted unanimously. If adopted by a
majority vote, they shall only enter into force in each case with the express
approval of the Governments or competent authorities, or after the ex-
piration of thirty days as from the date on which they were communicated,
provided the Governments or the said authorities have raised no objection
during that period, and provided there is no occasion to apply Article 22
of the Convention, except in the case referred to in Article 7, paragraph (b).

The International Commission shall request the co-operation of the
competent authorities in the execution of these decisions.

The Commission's reports and resolutions shall always be communicated
to the two Governments.

Article 17

The International Commission must be heard by the Governments before
a decision is taken on the following questions:

(a) Approval of the final plans of the works required for hydro-
electric development, and of modifications affecting the site and arrange-
ment of the dams, barrages, and discharge works.

(b) Authorisation to carry out works for public or private services
connected with hydro-electric development or situated less than 100 metres
horizontally from its works or reservoirs.

(c) Preparation of special agreements governing the exportation from
one country to another of electrical power of whatever origin.

(d) Authorisation to transfer or modify the concessions.
(e) Abolition of the Commission or changes in its composition, duties

and operations.
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The Commission shall also give its opinion on all questions referred
to it by the Governments of the two States either jointly or separately.

Article 18

The Commission shall be competent to take cognisance of and.decide the
following questions:

(a) Regulations concerning the joint development works and co-
ordination thereof with the hydro-electric works.

(b) Incidents which might arise owing to the existence of other
services and installations on the river incompatible with the rights which
the two States grant to each other with respect to hydro-electric develop-
ment.

(c) Decisions with respect to servitudes, expropriations or temporary
occupations which affect simultaneously the private installations of one
State and the territory of the other.

In such cases the action and powers of the Commission shall be governed
in the manner laid down in Article 7.

(d) Decisions relative to the volume of water utilised and the com-
pensation to be paid for the utilisations of an exceptional nature referred
to in Article 8.

(e) Incidents which might arise between the concessionnaires of the
two zones of development as a result of the execution of the works, in so
far as they affect the rights recognised to each State.

(f) Disputes between the said concessionnaires, which are harmful to
the organic and technical unity of the operations in the international
zone, or impede its industrial development.

(g) Delimitation of the part of the international section which the
Portuguese Government may use in virtue of Article 2, paragraph (c) of
the present Convention, and of the period during which it may avail itself
of that right, taking the legitimate interests of the two countries into
account.

(h) Placing of boundary-marks to show the limits of the zone assigned
to each State, and the part of the international section referred to in the
preceding paragraph, should it be utilised.

Article 19

The supervisory duties of the International Commission shall be as follows:

(a) To ensure the policing of the waters and the bed of the river in the
international section, in accordance with the laws in force in each country;

(b) During the period of construction, to inspect and supervise the
works which concern the territories of both States, and those which one
State may build on the territory of the other, taking into consideration
the conditions of each concession and the plans which have been approved;

(c) During the period of operation to exercise a like supervision over
these works and the hydraulic system of development.

The remaining works and installations shall be subject exclusively, during
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both periods, to the inspection and supervision established by the laws of
each State.

Article 20

Should the concessionnaires of the two zones agree to form a consortium
with a view to industrial and economic co-operation, enabling them to
benefit jointly by the available technical experience and resources in material
and staff and to attain the greatest possible economy and efficiency in the
works and services during the periods of construction and operation, the
organisation of the said consortium and its Statutes must be submitted
beforehand for the approval of the two Governments, after communication
to the International Commission, which shall supervise the operations of the
consortium.

Article 21

The decisions of the International Commission shall be taken by a majority
vote.

Should the votes be equally divided, the question shall be submitted to a
fresh vote at a subsequent meeting, and, if no agreement has been reached, the
Commission shall bring the dispute before the two Governments.

Should the Governments not arrive at an agrement by direct negotiations,
the question shall be submitted for decision to an arbitral tribunal, composed
of the members of the International Commission themselves and presided
over by an umpire.

If the dispute refers to a legal question, the umpire shall be a legal expert
appointed by the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague;
if the question is of a technical nature the umpire shall be an engineer
appointed by the Zurich Polytechnical Institute, in both cases at the request
of the two Governments.

Should the two Governments not agree as to whether the dispute is of a
legal or technical nature, this previous question shall be decided by the
Hague Court itself.

Article 22

Both High Contracting Parties undertake to submit to the arbitration
procedure provided for in the above Article any dispute arising between the
two States out of the application of the present Convention or the inter-
pretation of its clauses.

249. EXCHANGE OF NOTES' AMENDING ARTICLE 14, PARA-
GRAPH 2, OF THE CONVENTION OF 11 AUGUST 1927,
LISBON, 2 JUNE AND 27 SEPTEMBER 19512

I

The Embassy of Spain presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and has the honour to draw its attention to the following:

I Entered into force on 27 September 1951 by the exchange of the said Notes.
2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Aproveitamento Hidroelictrico do Trofo Internacional

do Rio Douro, Lisbon, 1955, p. 53. (Translated from the Spanish by the Secreta-
riat of the United Nations.)
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Under the terms of article 14 of the Convention of 11 August 1927 to
regulate the hydroelectric development of the Douro River, a joint com-
mission was set up consisting of three voting members for each of the signa-
tory countries, appointed by both Spain and Portugal on the same basis,
representatives being designated by the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and
Public Works and the State Legal Department, so that no provision was
made for representation on the afore-said commission of the Departments
or Directorates of Industry, although these were required to play an im-
portant part in the regulation of the hydroelectric developments contem-
plated, both in the planning and, to an even greater extent, in the operational
stage.

Accordingly, the Spanish Government ventures to suggest to the Portu-
guese Government that it would be desirable to expand the commission
referred to to include one more voting member for each country. On Spain's
side this fourth member would represent the General Directorate of Industry,
and on Portugal's side he would represent the corresponding administrative
body.

It would likewise be understood that each Government could designate
a deputy for each of the four voting members on the commission and that
the concessionaires would also be represented on the commission by a fifth
deputy for each side.

In submitting this proposal to the Ministry for its information and for
transmittal to the competent authorities, the Embassy of Spain also wishes
to point out that in view of the economic importance of this matter for
both countries it would be desirable for the commission envisaged in the
Convention of 1927 to be able to begin its work as soon as possible.

The Embassy of Spain thanks the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in advance
for its attention to this matter.

Lisbon, 2 June 1951

II

[There follows the note from the Minister of Foreign Affairs dated 27 September 1951
addressed to the Spanish Embassy at Lisbon, in which the Portuguese Government

signifies its agreement to the Spanish Government's proposals.]

Romania-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

250. TREATY' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE ROMANIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC CON-
CERNING THE R1tGIME OF THE SOVIET-ROMANIAN
STATE FRONTIER AND FINAL PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT
MOSCOW, ON 25 NOVEMBER 19492

The exchange of the instruments of ratification took place at Bucharest on
20 June 1950.

2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR, with foreign
countries (Published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR), Vol. XIV,
p. 157. (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



CHAPTER II

Regulations governing the use of frontier waters and of railways and highways
intersecting the frontier line

ARTICLE 11. 1. All rivers and marine lakes along which the frontier
line runs shall be deemed to be frontier waters.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate steps to ensure that
in the use of frontier waters the provisions of this Treaty are observed and
the relevant rights and interests of the other Contracting Party are respected.

ARTICLE 14. 1. The Contracting Parties shall ensure that the frontier
waters are kept in proper order. They shall also take steps to prevent
deliberate damage to the banks of frontier rivers.

2. Where one Contracting Party occasions material damage to the
other Contracting Party by failing to comply with the provisions of para-
graph 1 of this article compensation for such damage shall be paid by
the Party responsible therefor.

3. The position and direction of frontier watercourses shall so far as
possible be preserved unchanged. To that end, the competent authorities
of the Contracting Parties shall jointly take the necessary steps to remove
such obstacles as may cause changes in the beds of frontier rivers or streams,
or in the line of canals, or impede the natural flow of water along them.
Where any necessary joint works are undertaken in this connexion, the
competent authorities of both Parties shall make arrangements for carrying
out the works, and the expenses involved shall be divided equally between
the two Contracting Parties, unless a special agreement is concluded on the
matter.

4. In order to prevent changes in the beds of frontier rivers or streams
or in line of canals, their banks must be strengthened wherever the competent
authorities of the Contracting Parties jointly consider it necessary. These
works shall be executed and the relevant expenses defrayed by the Party
to which the bank belongs.

5. Should the bed of a frontier river or stream or the line of a canal be
changed as a result of natural phenomena, the Contracting Parties shall be
bound jointly and on equal terms to correct the bed, if this is deemed
necessary by their competent authorities. The works shall be executed by
mixed commissions set up by the Contracting Parties, which shall make
arrangements for carrying out the works, engaging labour, purchasing the
necessary materials and defraying the expenses.

ARTICLE 15. 1. The natural flow of water in frontier watercourses and
in adjacent areas inundated in time of flood may not be altered or obstructed
to the detriment of the other Party by the erection or reconstruction bf
installations or structures in the water or on the banks.
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2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall agree on
arrangements for regulating the discharge of water into, and the removal
of water from, frontier waters, and on all other questions relating to frontier
waters.

ARTICLE 16. 1. Frontier watercourses shall be cleaned out in sectors
where such work is jointly considered essential by the competent authorities
of the Contracting Parties. The cost of cleaning in such cases shall be
divided equally between the two Contracting Parties.

2. The cleaning of frontier waters in sectors situated wholly in the
territory of one of the Contracting Parties shall be carried out by that
Party at its own expense as need arises.

3. In cleaning out frontier watercourses, the earth removed shall be
dumped on the banks or at dumps on the river in such a way as to avoid
any subsidence of the banks, choking up of the river-bed, or obstruction
of the flow of water in time of flood.

ARTICLE 17. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall
take steps to maintain the frontier waters in such due state of cleanliness as to
prevent the waters from being poisoned or polluted by acids or refuse
from factories or industrial establishments, or from being fouled by any
other means.

ARTICLE 18. 1. Existing bridges, dikes, and similar installations on
frontier watercourses shall be preserved and may be used, with the exception
of those whose demolition is considered necessary by the competent authori-
ties of the two Contracting Parties.

2. If it becomes necessary to re-equip or demolish any of the installations
referred to in paragraph I of this article in such a way as to cause a change
in the level of the water in the territory of one of the Contracting Parties,
the work in question may be undertaken only after the consent of that Party
has been obtained.

3. No new bridges, dams, sluices, dikes or other hydraulic installations
may be erected or used on frontier watercourses except by agreement
between the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 19. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall
exchange information concerning the level of frontier waters, and concerning
ice conditions in such waters, if this information may help to avert danger
from floods or from drifting ice. If necessary, the said authorities shall also
agree upon a regular system of signals to be uesd during periods of high
water or drifting ice. Delay in communicating, or failure to communicate,
such information shall not constitute ground for a claim to compensation
for damage caused by floods or drifting ice.

ARTICLE 20. Timber-floating may be freely carried out by both Con-
tracting Parties throughout the whole length of the frontier watercourses,
including places where both banks belong to only one of the Parties.

2. The dates and sequences of operations for launching and floating
timber in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article shall be determined
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each year by the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties in
good time, and in any case not later than two months before navigation
opens on the frontier watercourses. Each Contracting Party shall notify
the other Party of the date of commencement of floating operations not less
than five days in advance.

ARTICLE 21. 1. In order to ensure that timber-floating operations
proceed smoothly, the competent authorities of the two Contracting Parties
may by agreement, in accordance with article 32, paragraph (b), of this
Treaty, permit workmen to land and move about on their respective banks
in order to construct temporary floating installations for timber launching
and to clear the bank of floating timber.

2. Details concerning the number of workmen requiring access to the
bank in question in order to carry out the work referred to in paragraph I
of this article and concerning the place and time of landing shall be agreed
upon by the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties in good time,
that is, not later than five days before the work begins.

3. Timber belonging to either Contracting Party which is floated down
frontier watercourses shall not be subject to any customs duties or other
charges.

ARTICLE 22. 1. All floating timber must be marked; for this purpose
the Contracting Parties shall, by agreement, establish and exchange speci-
men markings in advance.

2. Where the floated timber is peeled by the Contracting Parties, the
bark removed must not be deposited in the basins of frontier watercourses.

CHAPTER III

Fishing, hunting, forestry and mining

ARTICLE 25. 1. Residents of each Contracting Party may fish in
frontier waters up to the frontier line in accordance with the regulations in
force in their territory, provided that their tackle does not take up morethan
two-thirds of the width of the river, but shall be prohibited:

(a) From using explosive, poisonous or narcotic substances which cause
the mass destruction and mutilation of fish;

(b) From fishing in frontier waters at night.
2. Measures relating to the conservation and breeding of fish in frontier

waters, the prohibition of the taking of particular species of fish in certain
sectors and the dates of the fishing seasons, and other measures of an eco-
nomic nature relating to fishing, may be authorized by special agreements
between the Contracting Parties.

FINAL PROTOCOL

On concluding the Treaty between the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics and the Government of the Romanian People's



Republic concerning the rgime of the Soviet-Romanian State frontier, the
undersigned plenipotentiaries of the Contracting Parties have adopted the
following provisions, which form an integral part of the Treaty.

Ad article 11 of the Treaty

Rivers, streams and canals shall be deemed to be frontier rivers, streams
and canals within the limits of the sectors along which the frontier line runs.

Ad articles 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the Treaty

Special agreements may be concluded on questions relating to the
regulations governing the use and maintenance of frontier waters.

Ad articles 14, 15, 16 and 18 of the Treaty

The term " frontier watercourses " means sections of rivers, streams and
canals along which the frontier line runs.

Ad articles 20, 21 and 22 of the Treaty

Special agreement may 'be concluded on questions relating to timber-
floating on frontier watercourses.

Ad article 24 of the Treaty

At the frontier demarcation carried out in 1948-1949 it was agreed that
the frontier line divided bridges at the middle of the river, regardless of the
course of the frontier line in the water.

251. CONVENTION' BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE ROMANIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
CONCERNING MEASURES TO PREVENT FLOODS AND
TO REGULATE THE WATER RIGIME OF THE RIVER
PRUT. SIGNED AT KISHINEV, 25 DECEMBER 19522

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
Government of the Romanian People's Republic, desiring to prevent

1 Entered into force on the date of its signature, according to article 15 of the
Convention.

2 Treaties, Agreements and Conventions in force, concluded by the USSR with foreign
countries (Published by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the USSR), Vol. XV,
p. 21 (Translated from Russian by the Secretariat of the United Nations.)



floods and to ensure the proper regulation of the water regime of the Prut
river basin in the Soviet-Romanian frontier area, have decided to conclude
a Convention concerning joint measures to prevent floods and to regulate
the water regime...

Article I

Each Contracting Party pledges itself not to undertake any unilateral
activity in the water systems of the Prut river basin in connexion with the
erection or removal of hydraulic installations or to carry out any other
measures connected with these water systems which might under present
conditions cause damage, on discharge of water, to floodwater areas of the
other Contracting Party.

Article 2

The Contracting Parties undertake to carry out works for the purpose
of regulating the water systems of the Prut river basin, and to develop the
existing hydraulic installations and construct new ones in order to protect
their territories against floods.

The works shall be carried out by each Party in its own territory. The
extent and nature of the works shall be determined by agreement between
the Parties.

Article 3

All the planning and survey operations necessary for execution of the
measures provided for in article 2 of this Convention shall be carried out by
each Party in its own territory, with its own staff and materials.

If need arises for one of the Contracting Parties to carry out survey work
with its own staff and materials in the territory of the other Contracting
Party, the latter Contracting Party, after the plan and organization of the
work has been agreed on, shall duly authorize it.

Article 4

All expenses connected with the planning, survey and construction works
provided for in articles 2 and 3 of this Convention shall be borne by the
Parties in their respective territories.

Article 5

All the hydraulic works referred to in article 2 of this Convention must be
completed within such time-limits as shall be determined by agreement
between the Parties.

Article 6

The Contracting Parties undertake to exchange all data in their possession
which are necessary for technical planning and for carrying out survey work.



Article 7

The Contracting Parties pledge themselves to maintain the operation
of the water control system (of rivers, canals and hydraulic installations)
in good order. With a view to the execution of the necessary measures and,
in particular, to the prevention of floods and the prompt execution of
repairs during periods of high water, the Contracting Parties undertake to
keep in readiness, in adequate quantity and in good condition, the materials
and also tools required for protection purposes.

The cost of operating the installations referred to in this article and
maintaining them in good working order shall be borne by the State in
whose territory the said installations have been or are 'to be constructed.

Article 8

Should either Contracting Party wish to entrust to the other Party the
execution of the works referred to in articles 2 and 3 of this Convention, the
commission must be registered in official form, the other Contracting
Party's consent having been obtained, through the signature of a protocol
concerning the execution and cost of the works and the procedure for the
reimbursement of expenses.

The parties shall not entrust the execution of the said works to any third
State.

Article 9

On the execution of the measures referred to in article 8 of this Convention,
construction materials, tools and equipment imported from the territory of
one Contracting Party into the territory of the other shall be exempt from
duties, fees and other taxes. On completion of the work, the tools and
equipment must be returned.

Article 10

With a view to the discharge of the functions specified in article 11 of this
Convention, each Party shall appoint, not later than thirty days after the
signature of the Convention, one Commissioner and two Deputy Commission-
ers; the Commissioners shall be entitled to call in experts as necessary.

Article 11

The functions of the Commissioners shall inter alia be:

(a) To co-ordinate the works referred to in articles 2 and 3 of this
Convention;

(b) To inspect periodically the condition of the protective dikes and
other hydraulic installations on both banks of the river Prut. With an
inspection of the said installations is to be carried out by representatives
of one Party in the territory of the other, the competent authorities of the
latter Party must be notified of such inspection, which must be carried out
in the presence of its competent authorities, not later than forty-eight
hours in advance, with an indication of the time at which it is to begin, and
must be informed on completion of the inspection of its results.
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(c) To prepare specific measures in matters relating to joint protection
against floods;

(d) To co-ordinate and agree plans of works for the following year;
(e) To agree on all other matters arising out of the execution of this

Convention.

Article 12

The results of negotiations between the Commissioners and Deputy-
Commissioners on the matters referred to in articles 2, 3 and 9 of this
Convention shall be recorded in bilateral protocols which shall be signed
by the Commissioners of both Contracting Parties or, in the absence of the
Commissioners, by their Deputies. The decisions recorded in such protocols
shall be submitted to the competent authorities of each Party for confir-
mation. Save as may be otherwise agreed, the Commissioners shall meet as
necessary, in the territory of each Contracting Party alternately.

Article 13

Commissioners, Deputy-Commissioners, experts called in by them and
technical personnel shall cross the frontier in accordance with the following
arrangements:

The Commissioner of the USSR, his deputy, experts and technical staff -
on presentation of a special certificate signed by the Minister for Agriculture
of the USSR and visaed by the frontier authorities of the USSR and the
Romanian People's Republic; the Commissioner of the Romanian People's
Republic, his deputy, experts and technical staff - on presentation of a
special certificate signed by the Minister for Agriculture of the Romanian
People's Republic, also visaed by the frontier authorities of the USSR and
the Romanian People's Republic.

The certificates shall be drawn up in the Russian and Romanian lan-
guages in accordance with the models shown in annexes Nos. I and II.

Article 14

The Contracting Parties shall notify each other of the competent authori-
ties responsible for giving effect to this Convention. The said authorities,
as also the Commissioners of the two Contracting Parties, for matters
relating to this Convention, may correspond with each other directly in the
languages of the Contracting Parties.



Romania-Yugoslavia

252. PROTOCOL' BETWEEN THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S REPUB-
LIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
ROMANIA GOVERNING CROSSING OF THE FRONTIER
BY OFFICIALS OF THE WATER CONTROL SERVICES,
SIGNED AT BELGRADE, ON 31 DECEMBER 19482

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the People's Republic of Romania, deeming it necessary to
restore co-operation between the water control services of the two countries
in measures and works necessary for the maintenance and improvement of
the water control systems traversed by the frontier...

ARTICLE 1. Officials of the water control service of either State may
enter the territory of the other State in accordance with the provisions of
this Protocol.

ARTICLE 13. For the purpose of co-ordinating measures and works,
specified places shall be inspected and visited jointly by officials of the water
control services of both States.

ARTICLE 16. For the purpose of urgent action to protect dams from
destruction, or to guard against high water and flood peril, large groups of
workmen shall be allowed to cross the frontier with the necessary equipment
and material.

ARTICLE 17. In case of rapid rise of waters, flooding, destruction of a
dam or other similar emergency, frontier residents also shall be allowed to
cross the frontier.

ARTICLE 19. Frontier crossings provided for in articles 16 and 17 of this
Protocol shall be effected:

(a) For the purpose of mutual assistance, but only if at the place threat-
ened by flood in the territory of the other State there is at the time of the
emergency insufficient man-power, technical staff, material or equipment;

(b) For the purpose of rescuing the population.

Came into force on 31 December 1948, as from the date of signature, in
accordance with article 20.

2 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 116, p. 122.
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253. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S RE-
PUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA AND THE ROMANIAN PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC CONCERNING QUESTIONS OF WATER CON-
TROL ON WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS AND WATER-
COURSES ON OR INTERSECTED BY THE STATE FRON-
TIER, TOGETHER WITH THE STATUTE OF THE YUGO-
SLAV-ROMANIAN WATER CONTROL COMMISSION,
SIGNED AT BUCHAREST ON 7 APRIL 19551

The Government of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Government of the Romanian People's Republic, in order to settle questions
of water control, of interest to both States, on water control systems and
watercourses and in valleys and depressions on or intersected by the State
frontier, have decided to conclude an Agreement...

Article 1

Water control questions, measures and works on water control systems
and watercourses and in valleys and depressions on or intersected by the
State frontier which may affect the regime and quality of the waters and
which are of interest to both Contracting States shall be examined and
regulated by the two Contracting States in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement.

The provisions of this Agreement relate to the following questions:
(a) The discharge of water in permanent watercourses and the drainage

of internal waters;
(b) the regulation of watercourses and the maintenance of the beds;
(c) Protection against flooding and ice;
(d) Water supply;
(e) Protection of waters against pollution;
(f) Land reclamation;
(g) The utilization of water power;
(h) The navigability of the Bega canal;
(i) Protection against erosion;
(j) The exchange of hydrometeorological data;
(k) The preparation of studies and projects and the execution of works;

and
(1) The communication of data on the above questions.

This Agreement also relates to the Danube in so far as any of the tuestions
enumerated above is not settled by the 1948 Convention regarding the
regime of navigation on the Danube.2

' Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavje, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1956, No. 73,
p. 5. (Translated from the Serbo-Croat and Romanian by the Secretariat of the
United Nations.)

2 See supra, Treaty No. 121, p. 420.
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Questions arising out of the provisions of this Agreement, and measures
and works undertaken pursuant thereto, shall fall within the competence of
the Yugoslav-Romanian Water Control Commission (hereinafter referred to
as the Mixed Commission) which shall be established for this purpose. The
composition, terms of reference, procedure and method of work of the
Mixed Commission shall be as laid down in the detailed provisions of
the Statute, which shall constitute an integral part of this Agreement.

Article 2

1. The two Contracting States undertake, each in its own territory and
jointly on the frontier line, to maintain the beds and installations in good
condition, and where necessary to improve their condition, and to keep the
installations in operation on water control systems and watercourses and in
valleys and depressions on or intersected by the State frontier.

2. The erection of any new installations and the execution of any new
works, in the territory of either Contracting State, which may change the
existing regime of the waters, interfere with the free discharge of the waters
where it now exists, change the quality of the waters, or cause flooding on
water control systems or watercourses or in valleys or depressions on or
intersected by the State frontier shall be referred to the Mixed Commission
for examination.

With a view to improving the existing situation as regards the discharge
of internal waters in the frontier district, the Mixed Commission shall
examine and propose to the Governments of the Contracting States the
amplification of existing water control systems and the erection of new
installations and structures on water control systems and watercourses and in
valleys and depressions on or intersected by the State frontier.

The Mixed Commission shall also examine the possibilities and propose
the measures required for draining off internal waters by pumping or
otherwise.

3. Where it is found necessary, in order to achieve the objects prescribed
by this Agreement, that joint works should be carried out by the two
Contracting States, the said States undertake, on the proposal of the Mixed
Commission, to bear the expenses involved, the apportionment of which
shall be determined by agreement between the Governments of the two
Contracting States. The Governments of the two Contracting States shall
also determine, on the proposal of the Mixed Commission, the method of
carrying out the works and the method of payment.

Article 3

The co-ordination of the prompt exchange of information on the occur-
rence of high water, ice and other dangers, of measures for protection
against flooding, ice and other dangers, of the operation of water control
installations, and of the maintenance of water control systems, shall be
examined urgently by the Mixed Commission, which shall propose to the
Governments of the Contracting States in this connexion joint regulations
for protection against flooding or any other provision under which such
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co-ordination is to be effected by the competent authorities of the two
Contracting States.'

Article 4

1. Construction materials and fuel transferred from the territory of one
Contracting State to the territory of the other Contracting State for the
purpose of carrying out works under this Agreement shall be exempt from
all import and export taxes and from all import and export restrictions.

2. Pursuant to the preceding paragraph of this article, equipment
(machinery, vehicles, tools and the like) shall be provisionally exempt from
taxes provided that the articles concerned are declared to the customs
authorities for identification and are returned within the time-limit laid
down by the customs authority. The deposit of security for this purpose
shall not be required. The appropriate taxes shall be payable in respect
of any articles not returned within the prescribed time-limit. Any such
article which is completely worn out and thus unusable, and which con-
sequently cannot be returned, shall be exempted from taxes.

3. The two Contracting States guarantee to facilitate for each other the
customs procedure for the transit - from the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia through the Romanian People's Republic into the Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia or from the Romanian People's Republic
through the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia into the Romanian
People's Republic - of construction materials, fuel and equipment which
are exempt from taxes.

4. Construction materials, fuel and other materials imported and
exported shall be subject to customs supervision by the Contracting States.

5. The Mixed Commission shall determine in each individual case the
extent, and the conditions for the enjoyment, of the privileges provided for
in this article of the Agreement.

Article 5

For the purpose of applying and giving effect to the provisions of this
Agreement, the Mixed Commission may carry out investigations in situ on
either side of the State frontier on the occasion of its regular sessions, and
on special and other occasions with the approval of, and subject to the
conditions laid down by, the Contracting State in whose territory the
investigation is made.

For the purpose of carrying out joint works and determining what joint
measures are required, such persons as either Contracting State may
designate may, at such points and under such conditions as are prescribed
by the Agreements in force, meet at the State frontier or cross the State

In pursuance of this article of the Agreement, the "Yugoslav-Romanian
Water Control Commission" at its third meeting, held in Novi Sad from 2 to
13 June 1957, adopted the '"Joint Regulations for flood control on watercourses
and water control systems on or intersected by the Yugoslav-Romanian State
frontier" [Federativne Narodne Republike Yugoslavije, Medunarodni Ugovori, 1958,
No. 7, p. 73].



frontier in virtue of special passes issued by the competent authority of one
Contracting State and visaed by the competent authority of the other
Contracting State. If necessary, a meeting may be held or the State
frontier may be crossed at such points and under such conditions as may be
prescribed by agreement between the competent local authorities of the two
Contracting States.

Article 6

Any dispute between the Contracting States relating to the application
and interpretation of this Agreement which cannot be settled by direct
negotiation shall, unless the two disputing Contracting States agree upon
some other mode of settlement, be submitted at the request of either Con-
tracting State to a conciliation commission composed of one representative
of each Contracting State and a third member to be chosen by agreement
between the Contracting States from among the nationals of a third State.

STATUTE OF THE YUGOSLAV-ROMANIAN WATER CONTROL COMMiSSION

Article 1

In accordance with the provisions of the Agreement between the Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the Romanian People's Republic
concerning questions of water control on water control systems and water-
courses on or intersected by the State frontier, it shall be the task of the
Yugoslav-Romanian Water Control Commission (hereinafter referred to as
the Mixed Commission) to examine water control questions, measures and
works on water control systems and watercourses and in valleys and depres-
sions on or intersected by the State frontier which may affect the regime
and quality of the waters and which are of interest to both Contracting
States, to submit proposals for the regulation thereof, and to ensure com-
pliance with decisions taken by the Governments of the two Contracting
States.

Article 2

The terms of reference of the Mixed Commission shall, in accordance
with the provisions of the preceding article, comprise the following questions:

(a) The discharge of water in permanent watercourses and the drainage
of internal waters;

(b) The regulation of watercourses and the maintenance of the beds;
(c) Protection against flooding and ice;
(d) Water supply;
(e) Protection of the waters against pollution;
(f) Land reclamation;
(g) The utilization of water power;
(h) The navigability of the Bega canal;
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(i) Protection against erosion;
(j) The exchange of hydrometeorological data;
(k) The preparation of studies and projects and the execution of works;

and
(1) The communication of data on the above questions.

The terms of reference of the Mixed Commission shall also include the
river Danube in so far as any of the questions enumerated above is not
settled by the 1948 Convention regarding the regime of navigation on the
Danube.

Article 3

The Mixed Commission shall be competent, in connexion with the
questions enumerated in the preceding article:

1. To examine information submitted concerning prospective joint
water control measures and works; to draw up proposals concerning measures
and works which need to be carried out in the interests of both Contracting
States, and to study them from the technical and economic standpoints;

2. To submit proposals for the organization of study of the terrain and
the problems in connexion with the execution of preliminary works, topo-
graphical surveys and studies in situ, and for the preparation of joint projects
for works of interest to both Contracting States;

3. To make a technical evaluation of projects submitted to it and to
submit to the Governments of the Contracting States proposals concerning
the execution of joint works or works of joint interest;

4. To examine and submit proposals concerning the execution of joint
water control works, structures and installations, the programme and
conditions for and method of executing the same, the apportionment of
expenses between the two Contracting States and the conditions for the
operation of water control structures and installations; likewise, to organize
control over the completion and acceptance of jointly executed works;

5. To ensure compliance with decisions taken by the Governments of
the two Contracting States and to organize technical control over the
execution of measures and works of joint interest;

6. To study joint measures for protection against flooding, ice and
other dangers and, in that connexion, to draw up joint regulations or other
provisions in accordance with article 3 of the Agreement and submit them
to the Governments of the Contracting States for approval.

7. To submit proposals for the exchange of practical experience of water
control, for the exchange of hydrometeorological data, and for the operation
of the service of information concerning water levels, ice and other data;
likewise, to submit proposals concerning the organization of communications
on the manipulation of sluices and the operation of installations of interest
to both Contracting States;

8. To submit proposals to the Governments of the Contracting States
on all questions enumerated in article 2 of this Statute;

9. To lay before the Governments of the Contracting States proposals
for the settlement of questions in dispute.



In addition, the Governments of the Contracting States reserve the right
to deal directly with questions within the competence of the Mixed Com-
mission.

Article 4

1. The Mixed Commission shall consist of 10 (ten) members. Each
Contracting State shall appoint 5 (five) members to the Mixed Commission
and each member shall have an alternate. The Contracting States may
likewise designate experts to take part in the Mixed Commission's work.

2. Each Contracting State shall appoint one member of its delegation
as Chairman.

3. The Mixed Commission may if necessary set up sub-commissions
composed of its members, their alternates or experts.

Article 5

1. The Mixed Commission shall meet in regular session twice a year. In
addition the Chairmen of the delegations may convene special sessions by
agreement.

Regular sessions shall be held alternately in the territory of each of the
two Contracting States.

2. The Mixed Commission may propose to the Governments of the
Contracting States questions for inclusion in the agenda of the next session.

The agenda for a session of the Mixed Commission shall be communicated
through the diplomatic channel.

3. Each session shall be convened by the Chairman of the delegation
of the Contracting State in whose territory the Mixed Commission meets,
by agreement reached with the Chairman of the delegation of the other
Contracting State through the diplomatic channel not later than forty-five
days before the session.

Article 6

I. Each session shall be presided over by the Chairman of the delegation
of the Contracting State in whose territory the session is held.

2. The official languages of the Mixed Commission shall be Serbo-Croat
and Romanian.

Article 7

1. The Mixed Commission shall enter the conclusions from the work
of the session in a record which shall be signed by the Chairman of the
delegations of both Contracting States.

The record shall cover both questions on which agreement has been
reached and questions on which agreement has not been reached.

2. The record shall be drawn up in two copies in the Serbo-Croat and
Romanian languages, both texts being authentic.

3. The record shall be submitted to the Governments of the Contracting
States.
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Article 8

The conclusions of the Mixed Commission shall not affect the right of
the Governments of the Contracting States to take decisions.

The conclusions of the Mixed Commission shall be subject to approval by
the Governments of the Contracting States and may not be put into effect if
the Government of either Contracting State raises an objection.

If no objection to the conclusions is raised by the Government of either
Contracting State within forty-five days after the signature of the record of
the Mixed Commission, the conclusions of the Mixed Commission shall be
regarded as approved by both Governments.

Article 9

Each Contracting State shall defray the expenses of its own delegation.
Other expenses of the Mixed Commission shall, unless otherwise decided,

be borne equally by the two Contracting States.

Article 10

The Mixed Commission shall draw up its own rules of procedure in
accordance with the provisions of this Statute.


